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HERE are a half-dozen of them in every
large office. If your luck’s bad you often
draw one as a partner at the bridge table. In
movie theatres they sit next to you—or, what
is worse, back of you. You see them lurking
in the corner at parties, trying to look as if
they were enjoying themselves. They’re
everywhere—these women men despise.
What does it matter that they are attractive
and engaging if they commit the offense un¬
pardonable? Who cares about their beauty and
charm if between stands that insurmountable
hurdle, halitosis (unpleasant breath).

You Never Know
You yourself never know when you have
halitosis (unpleasant breath). That’s the in¬
sidious thing about it. But others do, and
judge you accordingly.
Bad breath affects everyone at some time
or other. Ninety percent of cases, says one
dental authority, are caused by the fermenta¬
tion of tiny food particles that the most care¬
ful tooth brushing has failed to remove. As a
result, even careful, fastidious people often

offend. And such offenses are unnecessary.

Why Offend Others?
The safe, pleasant, quick precaution against
this condition is Listerine, the safe antiseptic
and quick deodorant. Simply rinse the mouth
with it morning and night and between times
before business or social engagements. Listerine
instantly combats fermentation and then over¬
comes the odors it causes.

Is It Worth The Gamble?
When you want to be certain of real deodor¬
ant effect, use only Listerine, which deodor¬
izes longer. It is folly to rely on ordinary
mouth washes, many of which are completely
devoid of deodorant effect. It is well to re¬
member that excessively strong mouth washes
are not necessarily better deodorants. Much
of Listerine’s deodorant effect is due to other
properties than its antiseptic action.
Keep Listerine handy in home and office
and use it systematically. It is a help in making
new friends and keeping old ones. Lambert
Pharmacal Company, St. Louis, Missouri.

Listerine checks halitosis (bad breath) deodorizes longer
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by A. Mozert

The first intimate, inside story of her early
career, before she was hailed as the smash
hit of the year. Marvelous pictures of the
child star taken during those unknown days,
and little known facts about Shirley, make
this a feature you must be sure to read.
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HE LIVED A HUNDRED OTHER LIVES
COULD NOT LIVE HIS OWN...
Branded by the stigma of long prison years — today, a gentleman;
tonight, a criminal; tomorrow, a fugitive from a man who stalked
him as relentlessly as a tiger stalks its prey... no love, no peace, no
pity; only struggle and flight from a sentence that never ended!

Joseph M. Schenck
presents

a

DARRYL
ZANUCK
PRODUCTION

OUT OF ONE MASTERPIECE..ANOTHER HAS BEEN CREATED
The majestic sweep of Victor Hugo’s immortal words leap
to life in a pageant of human misery, defeat and triumph.
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Released thru
UNITED ARTISTS

' HiEDRIC MARCH - CHARLES LAUGHTON
CEDRIC HARDWICKE • Rochelle Hudson • Frances Drake • John.Beal
Directed by RICHARD BOLESLAWSKI
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LET'S GO "RECKLESS"!
Thrill to the tap, tap, tap of her dancing feet in "The Trocadero”.
See her sell kisses for $500 each. Cruise with her on "The Honey¬
moon ship”. Romp with her in "The Dormitory Pajama Party”.
Hear her sing the blues.

Gorgeous Jean Harlow teamed with

William Powell is heading your way in the biggest musical show
of the century with a throbbing love story as exciting as its title.
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Produced by
DAVID O. SELZNICK
Directed by
VICTOR FLEMING
A METRO-GOLDWYNMAYER PICTURE

H oily wood
B ouleyard
Here are stories, told for the first
time, of the movie world's unusual
but little-known local celebrities
Author’s Note : Last month,
we gave you the first of this
series of stories about Holly¬
wood and some of its famousbut-little-known people. This
is the second. Month after
month, millions of words are written about the Hollywood
stars but this is the first time that these stories of the people
“Just Off the Boulevard” have ever been told. We hope you
enjoy them. Write and tell us wh ich stories you like best
and zvhat people and places in Hollywood you would like
us to cover. Address Waiter Ramsey, Movie Mirror, 6715
Hollywood Blv’d, Hollywood, Cal.

By WALTER

RAMSEY

J

EFF CHAMBERS is a tall, sun-bronzed man, about
forty-five, with a sense of humor and a southern accent.
Jeff guards the back gate at the M-G-M Studio through
which about eighteen hundred studio workers pass daily
. but no women are allowed.
Back gate guarding is tough, Jeff says. Once a truckload of alligators spilled out as they bumped through the
gate. Jeff had a sweet half hour that time. And then
movie-crazed girls are always trying to sneak through the
Below — The Curb Flesh Market, Poverty
Row's old casting office, and (inset) "Dad,"
who hasn't missed a day on the bench in
fifteen years. Right—Mr. Smith has carried
Hollywood mail for twenty years and has
just seen his first movie, breaking his record.

4

back gate in the hope of having some big director see
them and give them a break in pictures. The other day a
load of furniture stopped at the back gate while Jeff checked
the items on the invoice. After he had looked the load over,
he said to the driver: “The furniture can pass through okay,
but you’ll have to park the live-stock!” Jeff had spotted
two very blonde young lad es hiding under a desk in the
middle of the load.
Jeff claims he hasn’t seen a movie star in the whole nine
years he’s been working
at the studio, but lie’s
wrong. He has seen one.
An old Lincoln car drew
up to the back gate re¬
cently and tried to drive
through.
Jeff stopped
the car and told the lady
in the back seat that
she’d have to go around
to the front gate. “No
.women allowed through
this gate, lady,” Jeff said.
(Continued on page 79)
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WAS HIS CODE OF LOVE!
Like his snarling husky, he heard
only the call of his mate! For this
was the grim, ruthless land of the
Yukon ... where men were prim¬
itive beasts... and a woman was a
man’s to hold as long as he could...
his to keep as long as he desired!

CLARK

GABLE
portrays his most virile role in

DARRYL ZANUCK’S
production of JACK LONDON’S
red-blooded story . . .

with

LORETTA YOUNG
JACK OAKIE
Presented
Released
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20th
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Y daily mail seems to be a barometer of all movie¬
goers’ likes, both young and old, from every .part
of the country. Every other letter I receive, from
you, and you and YOU, asks me about America's
darling! And so I went to see her in order to give you
first-hand information about her. Who? you ask? “Mugwell” is the name! Well, then “Woots”! I guess I can't
blame you for not recognizing her nicknames, but “Mugwell'' and “Woots” are the loving pet-names which her
mother and father usually call SHIRLEY TEMPLE.
When I entered the set at the Fox studio
where they are making “Our Little Girl” I
heard Mrs. Temple say: “They’re ready for
you. Woots,” and little Miss Temple, all smiles
and dimples, and honey-colored curls, scam¬
pered over to the automobile where Joel McCrea. her screen Daddy in this picture, was
waiting for her.
If I hadn’t seen it with my own eyes, I
would hardly believe that this little girl—
whose sixth birthday was April 23rd—could
remember the lines and the action that had
been taught her by her mother the previous
evening. Acting, to Shirley, is as easy as
ordinary speech is to other little girls. It is
plain to see that she loves it. She goes
through each scene with the skill and artistry
of a true actress. After her difficult performance
we had almost forgotten that she is but a tiny
girl, but we were reminded of the fact when
Shirley mischievously honked the automobile
horn which resounded through the highceilinged room with a deafening crash!
Then, too,, if one listens closely, one can
detect several little-girl pronunciations amongst
her almost-grown-up vocabulary. One is “naf-

REVIEWS FOR JUNIORS
We're very sorry, but there is only one
picture suitable for you, this month.
You mustn't fail to see it because it
will make up to you, in part, for there
not being any other one this month
which we could advise you to see. It is:
LADDIE
A

simple,

Weidler,
grand

sweet
a

little

story

with

newcomer.
actress

and

little
She's

you

Virginia
such

won't

a

want

to miss seeing her as Laddie's little sister.
6

kin” for napkin, and another is “bessert,” and Director Rob¬
ertson thought Shirley’s word for surprise so cute, that he
let her use her own pronunciation of it in the picture—
which is “surprisement.” And when Shirley says it—it
certainly sounds cute, so no wonder it was left in.
Not only are all movie-goers enchanted by Shirley but
the entire crew and everyone on the set are her slaves. Mrs.
Temple is a very sensible mother, though, and she doesn’t
let people spoil Shirley, much as they would like to.
As soon as Shirley finishes her scene she rushes back
to the quiet corner of the set where her mother
awaits her. There is a little table on which
is a pastepot, some plain paper, colored cray¬
ons, pencils, and a blunt-edged scissors. Here.
Shirley has a chance to play and do what she
likes most of all—and that’s creating. Shirley
has a huge scrapbook at home in which she
pastes cut-outs, colors them, and then writes
in a description of what she has pasted there.
At the studio, Shirley likes to make things she
can later paste into her scrap book, or some¬
thing that she can use to play with later.
The day I was there, she was making a
basket—out of plain white paper, and the other
materials that were on the table. Miss Geddes
her teacher, told Shirley how to make it, then
Shirley went ahead with it, making up her
own color scheme as she went along. It was
fun watching her chubby, dimpled little hands
pasting and cutting the (Continued on page 90)

Doll-like Shirley Temple does what all the
great actresses do. She's inscribing her name
in the cement of Srauman's Chinese Theatre.
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The first... full-length pro¬
duction photographed in
the gasping grandeur of
NEW TECHNICOLOR!
... A new miracle in motion
pictures... that promises to
create a revolution...as
great as that caused by
sound!... The producers of
"La Cucaracha" are proud
to pioneer and present the
first full-length feature
filmed in the full glory of
NEW TECHNICOLOR!
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awards

Seven

Prizes

each

month for the best letters—$20 first prize;
$10 second prize; five prizes of $1 each. Just

Jean Parker, dressed in Her
glistening black cellophane
suit, speaks for Herself at
Malibu. Now it’s your turn.

write in what you think about talkies, stars
or stories.

Keep your letters down to 200

words

or less.

self,"

1926

Address,

Broadway,

"Speak for Your¬
New

York,

N.

Y.

$10 PRIZE LETTER
Those Academy Awards!

speak

What is a great picture?
Judgments ought to be suspended until
the end of a season, because the show goer
is in no condition to render them while the
takes are still fluttering before his eyes, the
musical strains echoing in his ears.
I’ve
told the exhibitor hundreds of times, on my
way out, that what I had just enjoyed was
“magnificent,” and many other superlative
things. Yet I was fickle, and thereafter one
offering succeeded another in my affections.
I seem to delight in all for the time being.
Now I have two measurements which any¬
one may apply in determining his own se¬
lection of a great picture: Do you remem¬
ber it? Would you go to see it again?
The Academy pundits have chosen “It
Happened One Night” as the Award Picture
of 1934. Entertaining little piece, as I re¬
call it, on the whole, but the Colbert and
Gable doings have faded, grown vague to
me.
The only scene I might reconstruct
would be that one where they slept in the
open and which impressed more by its set¬
ting and natural sound effects. You know,
frogs, roosters, etc.
Now take “The Barretts of Wimpole
Street.” There was something I’d call great. I’ll not soon
forget how Frederic March personated the poet, Brown¬
ing; nor Laughton’s stern father role; and after these Norma
Shearer as Elizabeth. I can see and hear them at this mo¬
ment removed, as if on a visible, audible screen. By my
criterions of greatness, pictures and performances of this
quality are admitted to the highest rank.

for yourself
$20 PRIZE LETTER
Hearing is Believing
I was never much of a movie fan even before I became
blind, so it was not a great hardship for me to stay away
from the pictures. However, I was always an ardent lover
of music. Knowing this, a friend suggested that we see
“One Night of Love.” She said it was not necessary for
me to see to enjoy this picture. She told me the story so
I would not be too much in the dark at the performance.
I had not been in the theatre ten minutes when I settled
back comfortably in my seat, closed my eyes and proceeded
to absorb every note sung and every word spoken. Here was
a picture that needed no straining of unseeing eyes and no
nerves on edge for fear of missing some of the words. The
story was unfolded, the glorious voice of Grace Moore
bringing to us the beautiful music we all know and love so
well.
It is my wish that every blind person could see this pic¬
ture, as I did. Once is not enough. Every time I saw it
I derived new happiness. One never tires of the gorgeous
music. I have known some persons who saw this picture as
many as twenty times and could have gone oftener.
I have been told by my “seeing” friends that when at¬
tending this picture they would close their eyes and expe¬
rience just the joy of listening; they needed no vision. And
that is another reason, outside of my own experience, why
I say it is a picture made especially for the blind.

Frits Schumacher,
Washington, Iowa.
$1

PRIZE LETTER

Confidence Man
Here’s the kind of courage and confidence that makes
men sit up and take notice. The man who caused the whole
world to rock with laughter at his comic antics on the
silent sci een is defying all the rules of modern movies by
continuing as a silent actor in a silent picture !
Strangely, it is said to be a modern comedy of the modern
world, different from anything lie has ever done. What’s
more unusual, he believes 100% in talkies and in further
improvement of them. There’s no doubt in my mind that
the director and actor of “The Gold Rush” and “City
Lights” will turn out another masterpiece. My hat’s off to
Charlie Chaplin!
Clarence M. Fink,
San Marino, Cal.
$1

PRIZE LETTER

Magic vs. Depression
Mrs. Beatrice Birmingham,
Oakland, Cal.
8

Of course, I know that Ferenc Molnar wrote “The Goon
Fairy” with his tongue in his cheek, (Continued on page 95)

Ast Aire TALKS
i

Hollywood's new song and dance
man tells why he taboos publicity
about his public and private life

w

HEN Fred Astaire became an overnight sensa¬
tion in Hollywood he was, no doubt, mildly
surprised, hut not nearly so surprised as Holly¬
wood itself.
Mr. Astaire, despite his pre-Hollywood success as a stage
star, had broken all the movie star success rules. He re¬
fused advance publicity. He demanded a private life. He
wouldn't be seen at the right places and he refused to he
interviewed on all the usual Hollywood magazine subjects.
To make matters even more complicated he didn’t act
like a movie star, think like a movie star, talk like a movie
star or even look like a movie star.
He looks like—well, like a doctor. A successful one. His
manner is confident yet modest. He talks in a quiet, sure
manner. At such times as he is forced to mention the name
“Astaire” or his success or his future in Hollywood, he
always lowers his voice and runs his hands over his entire
face (and sometimes his high forehead) as if he were trying
to cover his embarrassment or a deep blush. I honestly
believe he would rather rehearse an extra eight hours than
answer one question about Fred Astaire. If you ask him a
point-blank question about himself, you wake up hours later
to realize that he has evaded making any direct answer. He
knows all the answers—and he won’t talk.
But why?
That was it. WHY?
None of the writers had
ever thought to ask him
WHY ? when he re¬
fused to talk on a given
subject.
“Remember,” said the
man in the publicity
department, as we
walked over toward As¬
taire’s
dressing-room,
“that Mr. Astaire has
to be back on the set in
half an hour. In fact
he never gives anyone
more
than
thirty
minutes.”
I said I’d
remember ; then we
walked into the dress-
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By EDWIN MARTIN
Unashamed of being a "colorful star ”
unwilling to be called "beautiful"—
this unpredictable woman is like a
leopard who changes his spots

A

SLENDER young woman stood under the window
below the RKO-Radio publicity office and yelled
at someone above her.
She was dressed in a soiled pair of slacks, a
pullover sweater and sneakers; there was a cowlick on the
back of her straw-colored head, freckles on her nose, and
fire in her eyes.
“Hey, up there, you lummox,” she yelled.
A startled publicity man stuck his head out the window.
“What do you want, Miss Hepburn?” he replied,
meekly.
“Throw me down that book of stills from my last
picture, will you ?” demanded the slight one with the
loud voice.
“Can’t do it.
It would break the book.
You’ll
have to come up and get it,” taunted the p.a.
“You’d better throw that book down or I'll tear
up the place,” hurled back Hepburn.
“Try and do it,” yelled the harassed press
agent in desperation.
His reply was followed by a barrage of
stones which came hurling thrpugh the win¬
dow in no uncertain manner.
The press agent ducked, and stayed in
hiding for the next five minutes while the
bombardment continued and window
panes, the light fixtures and even the
heads of the writing gentlemen were
endangered.
“What on earth is that ?” asked an
excited official.

ing-room and I shook hands with the most famous person
Hollywood has known in years.
“Sit down here while I finish this phone call,” Astaire
said, pointing to a comfortable chair.
While he was finishing, I watched him. He’s thin. His
face is thin. His nose is thin. His hands are thin. In
fact, his hair is even thin. He was wearing a blue highnecked sweater under his grey coat. His legs were crossed
so that I could see the dancing plate on the toe of his shoe.
While he was talking on the phone, I
began wondering whether he has toe
plates on his bedroom slippers, too. He
doesn’t relax worth a darn. Even while
he’s phoning, his hands move and he
crosses and re-crosses his feet.
I de¬
cided he was the nervous type, wiry,
though; plenty of energy and all that.
Then he hung up the receiver and turned
to me. But, before he had a chance to
speak, I pulled the little speech I had
planned, the one I had hoped would get
us off to a better start than usual. I said:
“We ought to get along, we both like
the same people.”
“Do we ?” he said. “Whom do we both
like?” .
I told him—such good fellows as
Jimmy Cagney, Robert Montgomery and
Bing Crosby and he was off on a nice
little talk about how much both he and
Mrs. Astaire like them. Then, suddenly,
as though it had just occurred to him
that he was talking, he stopped.
“What was it you wanted to see me
about ?” he said as he gave his face a
good stroking-over.
I told him about the idea, explaining
just why the fans were anxious to know
all about him. I mentioned the fact that
he seemed to have certain subjects about
which he wouldn’t talk and that I was
going to ask him to explain why he
wouldn't.
He looked at me for a long moment as
if he were trying to think of an out or
attempting to determine just how far he
might be able to trust me.
Then he
tipped his chair back until it looked as
though it were going over any second,
stroked his face twice, smiled, and nodded
in my direction.
“All right,” he said. “I’ll tell you sev¬
eral things about which I dislike to talk,
and my reasons.”
I wanted to yell
“HURRAY” and click my heels—Astaire
was going to TALK—but I didn’t dare.
So I started right in with the first taboo,
and I think if you read the lines (and
between the lines) you’ll get a real char¬
acter slant on Mr. Astaire for the first
time since he became a star.
“I understand you won’t talk about
your marri ...” (Continued on page 85)

Right, Fred demonstrates a number of
new dance steps from RKO's "Top
Hat," in which he again stars with
Ginger Rogers. Left, in informal attire,
the star is resting between pictures.

“It’s just Katharine Hepburn with a mad on!” replied the
blase publicity man.
The official stuck his head out the window and narrowly
missed getting a good old-fashioned Irish brick right on top
of his head.
For five minutes the two talked back and forth to each
other in language generally used by gentlemen—gentlemen
who drive trucks—and by chorus girls in a fret.
Hepburn demanded that the man who refused to throw
the book down be fired. The head of the department pleaded
that the lad had a wife, a child, regular parents and aunts
and uncles and everything and refused to fire him.
Miss Hepburn could either come up and get the still book
or wait until he had a chance to bring it down, but he
wouldn’t come down until she stopped throwing those bricks.
The barrage stopped, and the head of the department went
down the steps to the curb, waving a white handkerchief.
When the scared publicity writers had courage to peer
out of the window, they saw an unusual sight—their boss
was calmly eating a piece of candy, while Hepburn, sitting on
the curb, was looking over the still book and smiling sweetly.
“Boy, oh boy,” stammered a lad who wrote things in the
paper about her picture. “We’ve at last got Katharine tamed
—look at that!”
But he had evidently forgotten his Hepburn in his awe
over the climax to this scene; other days were coming.
For four days he stayed away from the Hepburn set be¬
cause he had written a story about her freckles and the
soiled slacks which she insisted on wearing.
The fifth day he wrote a story telling of her beauty, of
her thoughtfulness which at times creeps out from under
her veneer of haughtiness, and he proudly wandered over
to the set to ask how she liked it. A big mob scene was
going on—three hundred extras were milling about as he
approached the high camera parallel to which Hepburn
was seated.
The bespectacled press agent went jauntily up to the
camera stand. Hepburn watched him coming. A calm was
in her manner—the same calm that is apparent just before
volcanic eruptions and world wars.

V

Then all of a sudden it came: “Get that four-eyed son-ofa-sea-cook out of here before I walk off the set!” yelled
Hepburn.
And four assistants escorted, a bewildered press agent,
who thought that the madcap of the screen could be tamed,
from the set.
The picture was finished the next day, and the press
agent went about in fear and trembling—fearful of his job.
There was a party on the Hepburn set to celebrate the end
of the picture, but he didn’t dare go.
Hepburn sent for him. “I really shouldn t have sent for
you and I really shouldn’t offer you any of this cake after
the sappy story you wrote about me,” she said.
“Now, that story about my freckles was great, but that
saccharine thing about my beauty was the bunk. But, any¬
way, what I wanted to tell you was that I recommended you
to your boss this morning, told him what a good man you
are, you mug!”
It was just another episode in the life of the enigma
woman who, every now and then, the studio thinks has
been quieted.
The Barrymores may calm down and go on fishing jaunts
and Greta Garbo may emerge finally from her shell to dine
at the Trocadero, but Katharine Hepburn refuses to be
tamed. She is still like the leopard.
Sooner or later the studios get their temperamental ones
to be nice to newspaper writers and publicity men and
photographers, but Hepburn is sugar-and-spice one minute,
and a raging tornado the next.
This uncertainty of Hepburn’s is half her charm and it
is probably this spirit which makes her what she is todayone of the screen’s most sensational stars.
You’ve read stories about Hepburn’s adventures with
photographers—how they chased her all over a circus lot
one day, trying to get a picture, how she eluded them after
running through the ring and the (Continued on page 84)
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The perfect guide to all the
latest motion pictures; ^ for
good pictures;
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for pictures

you really shouldn't

miss

Child - actress
Virginia Weidler is the find
of the month.
Don't fail to
see her in "Lad¬
die," a fine
family
picture
in which John
Beal plays the
roleof "Laddie."

^The Man Who Knew Too
Much (GB)
You'll See: Peter Lorre, Leslie
Banks, Nova Pilbcam, Edna Best,
Frank
Vospers, Hugh
Wakefield,
Pierre Fresnay, others.
It's About: An Englishman and his
wife whose child is kidnapped by an
international spy ring.
When Leslie Banks and his wife,
Edna Best, stumble upon a plot to
assassinate a foreign minister to Eng¬
land for the purpose of precipitating
war, the spy organization involved
kidnaps their daughter, Nova Pilbeam.
The rest of the picture concerns itself
with the husband's efforts to regain
possession of his child without resort¬
ing to the police, who, nevertheless,
come at the last moment.
For Peter Lorre (by the way, he’d
make a wonderful Napoleon) and the
striking comparison between Amer¬
ican and English police methods,
much can be said in favor of the film;
the acting is superb throughout, and
the direction sure. But in the climax,
when the police surround a house full
of gangsters and proceed in leisurely
fashion to smoke out the criminals
with one-shot rifles, the American
spectator may squirm in his seat,
wishing for a machine gun to get it
over with.
Your Reviewer Says: Its thrills make
vening.

Charles Boyer
and Claudette
Colbert head a
superlative cast
in
Walter
Wanger's mag¬
nificent
but
morbid "Private
Worlds" — one
of Hollywood's
most adult
pictures to date.

A truly great
realistic film,
Warner's "Black
Fury" boasts
superb acting
by Paul Muni,
shown here be¬
tween William
Gargan
and
Karen
Morley,
who also do
excellent work.

it well worth an

k^V^BIack Fury (Warner Brothers)
You'll See: Paul Muni, Karen Morley, William Gargan,
Barton MacLane, John T. Qualan, Vince Barnett, Tully
Marshall, Sarah Haden and others.
l's About: The strike-breaking racket and how it worked
Coaltown when miner Paul Muni finally zvoke up to his
zponsibility.
Stark drama, down-to-earth realism, he-man stuff. That’s
close as one can come to describing this truly great
ture. We might add to that by saying that Paul Muni
ials his performance in “I'm A Fugitive” and that this

picture is on the same plane as the convict production.
When the strike-breaking racketeers decide to break up
the unions in Coaltown, they use Muni for the dirty work.
He falls for their story partly through ignorance and partly
through a fury brought on by the fact that his future bride,
Karen Morley, runs off with Bill Gargan (company police¬
man) on the eve of their wedding. The strike is called
when most of the miners rally to the banner of Muni. Then
the hired thugs march in to “break” the strike they have
caused.
Marvelously staged and beautifully photographed, “Black
Fury” reaches heights of realism and drama seldom a*
tained. Against the drab background of dirty mines, hard
labor, large families fighting for food and the dingy
tenement-like houses is played this strong story of human

T

Here they are
— F r e d r i c
March and
Charles Laugh¬
ton, who are
given a chance
to match wits
and talents in
"Les
Miserables" for the
glory of Twen¬
tieth Century.

HE three best pictures of the month are "Les
Miserables,”
"Black
Fury,”
and
"Private
Worlds.” Each is definitely what must be called an
adult picture. None can be unreservedly announced
as entertainment, since they have in common un¬
usual backgrounds, terrific emotion and genuine
purpose. They offer, however, three very unusual
evenings in the theatre, and each in turn is per¬
fectly acted. You will want to see: Fredric March
in "Les Miserables”—in fact, the whole cast is
perfect; Paul Muni in "Black Fury;” and Joan
Bennett in particular, but the whole stellar cast
generally, in "Private Worlds.”
The two disappointments of the month are
George Arliss in "Cardinal Richelieu” and A1
Jolson and Ruby Keeler in "Go Into Your Dance.”
Both productions are fine as far as production
goes, but as stellar vehicles they miss that fine
excitement and stimulus you expect.
The best family film of the month is "Laddie,”
with a new child picture-stealer, Virginia Weidler.
The best mystery film is "Star of Midnight.”

UjA.

X

CaaJ~zx^)

Al Jolson sings
and Ruby Keel¬
er (the Mrs.)
dances as they
co-star in "Go
Into
Your
Dance", but
the results are
pretty routine,
unlessyou'rewild
about musicals.

relations at the bottom of the ladder. Muni, never once
straying from his characterization, is superb. Karen Morley
gives a fine performance as the faithless sweetheart who
returns in time. Tully Marshall, Sarah Haden, William
Gargan, John T. Qualen-in fact, every member of the
large cast out-does himself to make this an exceptional pic¬
ture. Propaganda? Yes, it seems to have that flavor, so
you will either rave about it or against it.
Your Reviewer Says: Strong stuff-by all means see
this if you like down-to-earth drama.

The Mark of the Vampire (M-G-M)
You'll See: Lionel Barrymore, Elizabeth Allan, Bela Lu¬
gosi, Lionel Atwell, Jean Hersholt, Henry Wadsworth,

Donald Meek, Ivan Simpson, Leila
Bennett and others.
It's About:- A murder mystery, vam¬
pires who suck the blood from their
victims, bats, rats, ozvls and spiders.
Those of you who have been wait¬
ing for a picture that will chill your
blood one minute and make you giggle
with suppressed horror the next are
in for the evening of your lives.
When a murder takes place in the
old Castle, all the ageless fears and
superstitions of the natives return
with a vengeance! The bodies of the
dead begin to walk the country side,
At last, "The
coffins are found to be empty from
Thin Man" has
sun-down to dawn, bats fly and rats
a rival—but it's
crawl. But when the vampires, who
still Bill Powell
have supposedly killed the owner of
who gives a
the Castle, begin to visit his daughter,
grand
per¬
Elizabeth Allan, the police inspector
formance in a
calls for the services of Lionel Barry¬
grand film—
more (a professor of occult sciences)
RKO's "Star of
to aid in clearing up the mystery. The
Midnight.1'
last half of this thriller is a surprise,
Ginger Rogers,
so we won’t give you the lowdown.
too, is perfect
For the thrill-minded, this epic may
in this picture.
seem to hang together. But for the
more level-headed in the audience, it
will seem un-hinged and slightly ber¬
serk as far as story and continuity go. Jean Hersholt comes
through with a good performance, and Barrymore, while
slow to enter the story, does his usual best. Miss Allan and
Mr. Wadsworth try to be romantic but nothing much comes
of it. The others in the cast are up to standard.
Your Reviewer Says: Story-conscious patrons please skip;
all others, especially the blood-and-thunder addicts, may
get a chill and a thrill.

)/^Private Worlds (Walter Wanger for Paramount)
You'll See: Claudette Colbert, Joan Bennett, Charles
Boyer, Joel McCrca, Helen Vinson, Esther Dale, Guinn
Williams, others.
It's About: A hospital for the (Continued on page 101)
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Preview flashes from $HiRZEY5
greatest picture..OUR iltfif QfRJL
by Jerry Halliday

"COME ON OVER AN
SEE MY STATUE

-I

Forgotten (for the moment anyway)
are Shirley’s dolls and pretty dishes.
Shirley is still telling friends about the
nice, fat man . . . (Irvin S. Cobb to you)
. . . who traded a bee-you-tee-ful statue
for a hug and kiss! Dear little girl, I
wonder if you’ll ever know the happi¬
ness you bring to millions of people:
Special Academy Award ? That’s noth¬
ing to the good wishes the whole wrorld
sends you!

She plays at being happy to
rebuild a shattered dream!

TEMPLE
in

FANS, here
comes Shirley! How you’ll thrill
to this human story of a child
and her parents whose happiness
is suddenly threatened! And how
the tense, dramatic climax-will stir
the heart of everyone from Grand¬
dad to Junior as Shirley’s love tri¬
umphs over a family crisis. A
CONGRATULATIONS,

“must-see” picture!

'OUR
LITTLE GIRL
Rosemary Ames and Joel McCrea
give true-to-life performances

If there can be anything

as the parents who grope

more adorable than Shirley

in the dark shadows of

alone, it’s Shirley with Sniff,

misunderstanding.

her loyal companion.

•
SHIRLEY DANCES AND
SHE SINGS . . . TOO I
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You’ll love Shirley’s lul¬
laby, "Our Little Girl."

ROSEMARY AMES
JOEL McCREA
Lyle Talbot

•

Erin O’Brien-Moore

Produced by Edward Butcher • Directed by John
Robertson • From the story "Heaven’s Gate" by
Florence Leighton Pfalzgraf

JEAN HARLOW

Another star has turned to dancing. Jean
Harlow, for the first time, dances in the
M-G-M picture "Reckless," co-starred with
William Powell. "La Trombosa" is the new
dance creation and look at those captivat¬
ing costumes! The one on the left is a black
split skirt with ruffles and a white taffeta
blouse. On the right, Jean in a shiny satin
evening gown marks time with a walking stick.
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ORCHIDS TO SALLY (UNTIL SHE SMILES)

* %

Pink Tooth Brush—
Makes her avoid all closeups ... dingy teeth and tender gums
destroy her charm.

E

VERY woman knows what wonders
a smile can work . . . what a flaunt¬
ing little banner of loveliness it can be.
But do you realize what a shock of
disappointment follows a smile that
gives a glimpse of dingy teeth and tender
gums — of the damage that neglect of
“pink tooth brush’’ can lead to?
DON’T IGNORE “PINK TOOTH BRUSH"

You can’t afford to take chances — to
ignore a warning that threatens your smile
and your dental health. Dental science has

explained and stressed that warning —
“pink tooth brush.” Foods that rob our
gums of exercise—soft and creamy
dishes that tempt our palates but lull
our gums to sleep—those are the reasons
for the modern plague of tender, ail¬
ing gums.

Tooth Paste today and follow regularly
this healthful routine. Start today!

If your tooth brush even occasionally
shows “pink”—do the sensible thing.
Don’t let yourself in for serious gum
troubles — for gingivitis, Vincent’s
disease or pyorrhea. Get a tube of Ipana

IPANA
TOOTH

PASTE

Brush your teeth regularly. But—care
for your gums with Ipana, too. Each
time, massage a little extra Ipana into
your lazy, tender gums. Ipana with
massage helps speed circulation, aids in
toning the gum tissue and in bringing
back necessary firmness.
Your teeth will be whiter—your gums
healthier — and your smile will be
lovelier with Ipana and massage.
BRISTOL-MYERS CO., Dept.KK-65
73 West Street, New York, N. Y.
Kindly send me a trial tube of IPANA TOOTH
PASTE. Enclosed is a it stamp to cover partly the
cost of packing and mailing.
Na mt

_'_

__

Street_.____
City__State-._
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OH. DARLING! ... MY NEW
WASHER IS BEAUTIFUL
I'M CRAZY TO TRY IT

WELL, HE OUGHT TO
KNOW. ALL THOSE SALES¬
MEN ARE WASHING,
EXPERTS

YOU BET-NO MORE ORDINARY
OLD-FASHIONED SOAPS FOR ME.
RINSO WILL ALWAYS GIVE
.BEST RESULTS THE
E^WASHING MACHINE'
'( SALESMAN SAID

AND ARE YOU 1
CHANGING YOUR
S SOAP, TOO?

^--

WASHDAY
HE SAID RINSO GIVES THE BEST
SUDS AND WASHES CLOTHES 4 OR 5
SHADES WHITER. THAT'S WHY 34
MAKERS OF WASHING MACHINES
ENDORSE IT

AND THIS NEW, CofoREDL^mnS

NEW

RICH, CREAMY RiNso cTos^ A BIT'

I more; for rTJ*' J°U’" *M>«d«e Ri„s„ even
-«« clothes 4 or 5 sh, u* ,

' su*

out dirt

" *?*"*• Th/s safe 'soafc'a'nd"^' wb^out drubbing

c,o:hK^

, r/m“t“tnvs' .rl,od",,i«

And Rinso suds (so rich

S

Y°U

Approved by Good
Housekeeping Institute

Save m°ney.

IShWaShin« a"d -// cleaning easier ^ d^ make

--~~^,sK;"d to ha"ds-

CUT OFF FROM GOOD TIMES UNTIL—
NOT A THING WRONG WITH
YOU, ALICE. YOU'RE JUST
BLUE AND DESPONDENT. GO
OUT MORE. MAKE FRIENDS

BUT, DOCTOR,I CAN'T SEEM TO.
I'VE TRIED SO HARD AT THE
OFFICE. BUT THE GIRLS ARE
COOL AND
DISTANT

ALICE, ARE YOU ALWAYS
CAREFUL ENOUGH ABOUT
"B.O."? I FIND SO MANY
DON'T REALIZE HOW
EASY IT IS TO.

£

CAN! HAVE BEEN GUILTY ?
IS THAT WHY THE GIRLS....?
I'LL GET SOME LIFEBUOY NOW
PLAY SAFE !

" B.Of GONE_girls [andmen) like her /

I

t’s Lifebuoy, of course, as millions know! Its rich lather deepcleanses; purifies pores; freshens dull, lifeless complexions.
Yet tests on the skins of hundreds of women show Lifebuoy
is more than 20 per cent milder than
many so-called "beauty soaps”.
Never take chances with "B. O.”
(body odor). Bathe regularly with Life¬
buoy. Its lather is abundant in hard¬
est water. It purifies, deodorizes, pro¬
tects! Its own clean scent rinses away.
Approved by Good Housekeeping Bureau
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"Only in Kotex can you find
these 3 satisfying comforts!”
CANT CHAFE.. CANT FAIL.. CANT SHOW
"Three exclusive features solve three important problems
every woman faces. I explain them to you here because
there is no other place for you to learn about them.”

''Marjorie May’s 12th Birthday"

CAN’T CHAFE

To prevent all chafing and all irrita¬
tion, the sides of Kotex are cushioned
in a special, soft, downy cotton. That
means lasting comfort and freedom
every minute Kotex is worn. But,
mind you, sides only are cushioned. . .
the center surface is left free to absorb.

CAN’T FAIL

There is a special center layer in the
heart of the pad. It has channels that
guide moisture evenly the whole
length of the pad—thus avoids acci¬
dents. And this special center gives
"body”but not bulk to the pad in use
... makes Kotex keep adjusting itself
to every natural movement. No twist¬
ing. The filler of Kotex is actually 5
times more absorbent than cotton.

CAN’T SHOW.

Now you can wear what you will with¬
out lines ever showing. Why? Kotex
ends are not merely rounded as in
ordinary pads, but flattened and ta¬
pered besides. Absolute invisibility
always. No "give away” lines or wrin¬
kles . . . and that makes for added as¬
surance that results in peace
of mind and poise.

I

’VE always felt that the real facts
on this intimate subject were
withheld from women. So here I
present information every woman
should know.
I realize that most sanitary nap¬
kins look pretty much alike. Yet
they aren’t alike either in the way
they're made or in the results they
give. For only genuine Kotex offers
the 3 exclusive advantages I explain
on this page —the 3 features that

bring you women the comfort and
safety you seek. And with Kotex
now costing so little and giving so
much, there’s really no economy in
buying any other kind.
5 times as absorbent

The .Kotex absorbent, cellucotton
(not cotton), is 5 times as absorbent
as cotton. It is the identical absorb¬
ent used in the majority of our lead¬
ing hospitals.

WONDERSOFT

KOTEX

NEW ADJUSTABLE BELT REQUIRES NO PINS!
No wonder thousands arebuyinR this truly remarkable Kotex
sanitary belt! It's conveniently
narrow. . .easily adjustable to
fit the figure And the patented
clasp does away with pins en¬
tirely. You'll be pleased with
the comfort . . . and the
low price.

Women who require extra protection find Super
Kotex ideal. It costs no more than Regular. For
emergency,Kotex is in West Cabinets in ladies’
rest rooms.

Try the New Deodorant Powder Discovery . . . QUEST, for Persona! Daintiness.
Available wherever Kotex is sold. Sponsored by the makers of Kotex
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The very smart social
set gathered together
at the Trocadero.
Left to right—Mrs.
John FeW, David
Niven, Dorothy Fell
and Randy Scott (the
last two a bright,
new romance), Mrs.
Fred Astaire and her
dancing husband.
Success of "Roberta"
pleases everyone.

Now that he's sailed
for Europe, perhaps
those smiles of
Maurice Chevalier
and Kay Frances are
not quite so gayl
They've been at the
Ambassador Hotel.

H

OT NEWS: Ann Sothern
romance bulletin: Roger Pry¬
or out, Chevalier in Europe,
and Gene Raymond the latest
in attendance.
Louise Henry—Conrad Nagel looks
like a hot romance now. And Anita
Louise—Tom Brown looks like a cold
romance now.
Ziegfeld Follies note—M-G-M has
bought the rights to “one a year for five
years.”
Charlie Chaplin may direct Peter
Lorre in “The Good Soldier Schweyk.”
Alice White and Cy Bartlett have
split after a short marriage which fol¬
lowed a long romance.
Jack Benny will portray Walter
Winchell in “Broadway Melody, 1935."
Irving Berlin is writing the complete
musical score for Fred Astaire’s next
film, “Top Hat.”
Prince Sigvard Bernadotte of Swe¬
den may direct at M-G-M, says Dame
Rumor.
Mary Ellis is now at the Drury Lane
Theatre in London, having finished
“Paris in Spring” for Paramount.
Lawrence Tibbett is returning to
Hollywood soon for pictures at Twen¬
tieth Century.
Amos ’n’ Andy have been in Hol¬
lywood and Palm Springs for a “rest,”
but got none.
George Arliss refuses to play that
John D. Rockefeller role and has left
for England.
The Garbo-Brent romance is said to
be “progressing.”
Lon Chaney, Jr., formerly a direc¬
tor, has signed a contract for three years
at eight pictures a year.
Merle Oberon is to do “The Dark

THE

LAST

Angel,” Vilma Banky’s
great success, which is
being remade by Goldwyn.
Jeanette MacDonald
was forced to call the
Fire Department to re¬
trieve her neighbor’s pet
monkey, which was tear¬
ing shingles off Mac’s
roof.
Noel Coward hit all
the Hollywood high-spots
in the few days before he
sailed for China.
The Jean Parker ro¬
mance with Pancho Lu¬
cas is cold, but that with
Bob Taylor is hot.
Alice White has been
sued for $30,760 on a
traffic accident.
That Noah Beery, Jr.
romance with Cecilia
WITH PHOTOGRAPHS
Parker is on again.
George Brent has got
his final citizenship
papers.
Stan Laurel is leaving Roach, break¬
sonal musical arranger did the score
ing up that team of Laurel and Hardy;
for Mary’s personal appearance tour,
Hardv will be teamed with Patsy
and Dick saw her off at the train.
Kelly in “Mr. and Mrs.” idea, with
Bob Montgomery’s fall from his
Spankie McFarland.
horse may make a slight limp necessary
John Boles is now leading Temple
throughout “No More Ladies.”
and Gaynor in Fox fan mail, with his
Buddy Rogers is being tested for a
.some two thousand letters a week.
comeback by RKO—and going about
Harold Lloyd will play the lead> in
with Mary Pickford again.
“The Milky Way” for Paramount, this
John Beal will do a stage play in
being his first outside production.
New York.
*
*
*
The Lyle Talbot romance with
Peggy Waters is definitely off again.
pONNIE BENNETT is fightin’ mad
Despite rumors that the Dick Powell^ and as usual when Connie’s mad,
Mary Brian romance is cold, his per¬
she’s going to SUE!

WORD

i

by HYMAN FINK

FROM

HOLLYWOOD
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When a lad and his lassie hold
hands together quite openly as
Irene Hervey and Robert Taylor
do at the Trocadero, all the guess¬
ing is taken out of gossip columns!
Here la belle Bennett goes ahead and
puts up a $100,000 mansion in Holmby
Hills and before she can move into her
swanky palace along comes a neighbor
and puts up a comparatively inexpen¬
sive little house on the hillside so closely
adjoining her’s that it gives the appear¬
ance of being situated in the Bennett
backyard.
You can’t really blame Connie for
her peeve but then you can’t blame the
neighbor for not spending $100,000 on
his home, either. Connie isn’t. She is
suing the realty firm which sold the
lots in the first place!
*

*

*

1 TNA MERKLE’S favorite actress is
Sylvia Sidney. How’s that for a
study in opposite attraction?
*

*

*
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YW HEN Clark Gable’s step-daughter

was recently married to a young
doctor in Houston, Texas, Pappy Gable
was on deck to give the bride away.
But the bride isn’t all Clark gave away.
The honeymoon trip. . . .
The bride’s fur coat. . . .
And a diamond bracelet were among
other little items from the screen’s lead¬
ing heart throb who must be a family
man at heart! Nice going, Daddy dear !
*

*

*

A RECENT New York date line car** ried the story that little Rochelle
Hudson was in town to “acquire sophis¬
tication’’ before Fox launches her on a
starring career.
But we have perfectly good reasons
for believing Rochelle was in New York
for a far more romantic reason. Name ?
Mr. “Buddy” Eichelberger, very, very
prominent in Los Angeles social circles.
Ever since the gentleman’s divorce

Soften dry hair
with this treatment
Use Packer’s Olive Oil Shampoo and
begin today a scientific home treat¬
ment to make your hair glow and stay
charmingly in place.
Packer’s Olive Oil Shampoo is pre¬
pared especially for dry hair. Besides
olive and other fine oils, it contains
soothing, softening glycerine which
helps to make your hair silky and
more manageable.

PACKERS
OLIVE {i
OIL
I
for DRY hair

Treat excessive
oiliness this way
Use Packer’s Pine Tar Shampoo. It is
gently astringent . . . made especially
for oily hair.

Give yourself this tonic Packer
treatment once or twice a week at
first . . . until your hair develops its
birthright of shining fiuffiness. Packer’s
Shampoos are absolutely safe. They
are made by the makers of Packer’s
famous Tar Soap.

SHAMPOOS
PINE

TAR
for OILY hair
f*

-HERE!
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That's a serious expression,
Thomas Meighan wears. Our
photographer snapped Mr. and
Mrs. Meighan while they were
at the new Victor Hugo cate.

from his socialite wife he has been seen
in the company of Rochelle, and from
where we sit this looks like wedding
bells in spite of complications.
The chief rumored hitch is parental
objection on the part of Eichelberger’s
family.
When Mr. Eichelberger took his re¬
cent departure from Los Angeles to
New York via the Panama Canal it was
freely hinted in the social columns that
the trip was urged for the simple rea¬
son of putting as much ground as pos¬
sible between Pasadena and Holly¬
wood.
But no sooner had his boat docked in
New York than we read that Rochelle
was very affectionately greeted by a
young man who threw his arms around
her and kissed her as she stepped off
a California train with her mother.
Wonder if Mrs. Pasadena has ever
met Rochelle? She’s one of the nicest
kids in this town !
*

*

*

I

YD A ROBERTI and William Seymour are going so many places and
doing so many things together they’ll
be coupled in a romance rumor if they
aren’t careful.
*

*

*

""THE most pursued gentleman in these
A Hollywood hills at the present mo¬
ment is Nelson Eddy! The local gals
went quite mad about him after his bigtime debut in “Naughty Marietta.”
The funniest story concerns a popu¬
lar blonde who didn’t know Nelson, but
that didn’t keep her from calling him
on the phone all hours of the day and

night inviting him to Sunday soirees
and cocktail parties.
The whole thing bored the blonde
actor who was polite, at first, and then
broke down and delivered this little
speech:
“Madame, I am not interested in
coming to your home. I don’t know
you and I don’t think I would like you !”
What’s more he meant it.
The blonde thought he was kidding.
She’s been going around telling every¬
one what a gorgeous sense of humor he
has! Look out, Eddy! She’s just wait¬
ing for you to return from your tour!
*

*

*

P DDY is the most down-to-earth
grand opera star we’ve ever met.
He’s about as high-hat as a longshore¬
man.
He calls women “dames” and
men “guys” and young women “dolls”
a la Damon Runyon!
*

*

*

Glamour note:
When Florenz Ziegfeld was
alive, it was an unheard of thing for
Billie Burke to have her hair shampooed
in a beauty parlor. The late Ziggy
loved his wife’s hair and insisted that
she have the coppery-gold ringlets sham¬
pooed at home.
Whenever it was possible he was
present at these occasions.
One afternoon as the operator was
about to rinse the lovely locks in vine¬
gar, Ziggy excitedly demanded that she
stop, ran from the room,' and returned
in a moment bearing a bottle of cham¬
pagne !
“The sunshine in your hair deserves

Here's a new quartette—Frank Mc¬
Hugh, Pat O'Brien, Dick Powell and
Robert Armstrong. They are broadcast¬
ing over KFWB. Wonder how the radio
audience enjoyed their singing efforts!

nothing but the best” ... he insisted and
proceeded to rinse Billie’s hair in a
quart of champagne.
From that time until his death his
wife’s hair was rinsed in champagne,
the very best obtainable!
*

*

*

WALLY

BEERY’S little adopted
daughter, Carol Ann, has had so
much publicity with Wally that an im¬
portant Eastern manufacturer of chil¬
dren’s clothes has offered a grand sum
for the privilege of putting out a line of
“Carol Ann” frocks!
And remember that Carol Ann has
never appeared before a movie camera.
*

*

*

TN the midst of all the divorces, and
A rumored romances and salary dis¬
putes that usually make up the bulk of
Hollywood gossip, it rather warms our
heart to repeat the following story about
Warner Baxter and his mother.
The devotion between these two is a
lovely thing.
In the fifteen years that Warner was
on the stage, he never failed to write
his mother every day. When movie
fame came along bringing the star his
first permanent home, he immediately
sent for his mother and established her
in a charming apartment near him.
Every night at ten o’clock he calls her
on the phone. Nothing is allowed to
interfere with that call. Every Thurs¬
day night they dine together.
Last week Warner had to be away
on location at Bakersfield for certain
outdoor scenes for “Gaucho Lover,”
when Thursday rolled around. He had

YOU'RE NOT UP-TO-DATE ON HOLLYWOOD UNTIL YOU

Don't choose i|our
laxative

Even though his hat was turned down
and his coat collar turned up, the
disguise did not protect Fred Astaire
from the pen!
Autograph hunters
caught up and he paid the penalty.

planned to make the two-hour trip back
to Los Angeles to keep his usual dinner
date with his mother, but at noon the
director gave a night-work call and the
star was forced to wire his mother he
couldn't make the trip.
At eight o’clock, disappointed and
tired and exhausted after the hard
day’s work, he stepped into a hotel
dining room . . . and right into the
arms of his mother !
“We haven’t missed a Thursday din¬
ner together yet,” she laughingly ex¬
plained, "and we aren’t going to!”
She had driven 125 miles to keep that
date!
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LIND Man’s Buff is no game to play...
in any matter pertaining to your health.

And last year alone, 46 million boxes of
Ex-Lax were bought!

When you need a laxative, you must
know beforehand how it will act on you.

And...that"Certain Something’

Harsh laxatives will cause stomach pains,
upset you, leave you weak. Laxatives whose
sole virtue is gentleness may fail to be
thorough.
You must have both thoroughness and
gentleness...you must have pleasant, pain¬
less, complete relief from constipation.
Never be satisfied with less from a laxative.

So many imitators have tried to produce
a chocolated laxative that would equal
Ex-Lax. But they couldn’t. Why? Because
Ex-Lax is more than just a chocolated laxa¬
tive. Because the exclusive Ex-Lax process
gives Ex-Lax a "certain something”—a cer¬
tain ideal action that words just can’t
explain and that no other laxative has. But
once you try Ex-Lax, you’ll know what
we mean, and nothing else will ever do
for you.
Ex-Lax comes in 10c and 25c boxes at
any drug store. If you would like a free
sample, mail the coupon.

Why America uses more Ex-Lax
(^LAUDETTE COLBERT is the
^ latest Hollywood lady to join the
ranks of the “We Haven’t Got Any
Eyebrows” club started by Jean Har¬
low and Marlene Dietrich.
Poor Claudette didn’t want to go evebrow-less, but the studio cameramen in¬
sisted, just as they insisted she bleach
her hair a little bit for a softer photo¬
graphic effect.
The morning after they took off Clau¬
dette’s eyebrows in favor of narrow
pencil lines, she wept as she gazed into
her boudoir mirror.
"... and I used to think I looked
so nice and normal when I woke up in
the morning,” she wailed. “Now I look
like one of those surprised mental cases
from ‘Private Worlds!’”

than any other laxative
Ex-Lax is as thorough as any laxative you
can take. \bt its action is so gentle ... so
completely without stomach pains. Ex-Lax
doesn’t leave you feeling weak, doesn’t
upset you. Ex-Lax is not habit-forming —
you don’t have to keep on increasing the
dose to get results. And Ex-Lax is not a
punishment — it’s a pleasure to take. It
tastes just like delicious chocolate. Ex-Lax
has no unpleasant after-taste and no bad
after-effects.
Millions of people have found this out.

MAIL THIS COUPON—TODAY!
EX-LAX, Inc., P. O. Box 170
Times-Plaza Station, Brooklyn, N. Y.
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Please send free sample of Ex-Lax.

N ame__

Address___

When Nature forgets—remember

EX-LAX
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The whole Warner crowd turned into the bar at Pat O'Brien's
party to celebrate purchase of his new house. In a gay
scene, from left to right we see Pat, Joan Blondell, Mrs.
O'Brien, Jim Cagney, Sracie Allen and George Burns.

Cocktails make Helen Vinson happy and Bill Atkinson
thoughtful.
Or, is there another reason for Bill's
serious mood? They are often seen together, here
and there, in Hollywood's popular day and nightspots.

ORMA SHEARER writes the most
beautiful hand of any star in Hol¬
lywood. No wonder Norma likes to
write her personal correspondence in¬
stead of leaving it to a secretary.
*

*

*

IF a certain big time star doesn’t quit
changing her birthdate on her studio
biography so often she’s going to be
‘‘under age” pretty soon and somebody
else will have to sign her new contract!
*

BRIEFS

FROM

*

*

THE

HOLLY¬

WOOD SCENE:
yf ARY BRIAN dining at the Brown
^Derby with Guinn (Big Boy) Wil¬
liams. . . . Conrad Nagel showering
plenty of attention on a very young,
and very beautiful, Los Angeles social¬
ite at Eaton’s Steak and Chop House.
. . . Guy Lombardo breaking into the
strains of “A Little White Gardenia”
as Joan Crawford and Franchot Tone
enter the Cocoanut Grove. . . . Joan
and Franchot not only danced the num¬
ber in acknowledgment of the tribute
but hummed a soft duet under their
breaths as they swayed about the floor.
. . . Peggy Fears stepping out high,
wide and handsome with Felix Rollo
during Marlene Dietrich’s visit to New
York. . . . Norma Shearer reluctantly
refusing an invitation to attend a
swanky party at The Trocadero. . . .
Norma is attending no more public

parties until after the birth of the ex¬
pected Thalberg heir. . . . Will Rogers
getting a two-hour vacation from the
“Doubting Thomas” set and spending
it in the air flying over Los Angeles
with Wiley Post. . . . Eddie Lowe lunch¬
ing with Mary Carlisle and dining with
Marian Marsh the same day . . . Eddie
must prefer blondes. . . . Dixie Lee
Crosby starting a riot of rumors when
she was glimpsed in the baby depart¬
ment of Bullock’s-Wilshire, buying
infant-sized caps and booties . . . don’t
get excited . . . “the little stranger”
clothes were gifts for a friend. . . . Gin¬
ger Rogers, envy of a whole gang of
luncheon friends, eating all sorts of
fattening foods and swearing she won’t
gain a pound. . . . Grace Moore order¬
ing two dozen blue buffet service plates
because she’s “mad about blue plates”
. . . . Sally Eilers showing up at Nan
Howard’s tea party in the cutest hat of
the season ... a little black number
with a great big pompon !
*

*

*

T F her Fox contract would permit,
1 little Shirley Temple could start out
on a personal appearance tour that
would earn her $15,000 weekly!
For one radio broadcast she has been
offered $5,000!
\et both of these staggering offers
were turned down by Mr. and Mrs.
Temple because all of Shirley’s time and
strength and effort must be concen¬
trated on making movies before she

grows too large for the baby class!
Shirley is the most amazing box-office
problem in Hollywood.
Her “baby
appeal” is a good fifty per cent of her
selling appeal. Every inch she grows
and every pound she puts on tend to
decrease her value. Two years from
now she might not be worth $1,500 to
theatre managers who are scrambling
for her services at unbelievable figures
today!
Too bad little Shirley couldn’t be
triplets and do radio and stage and
movie work at the same time !
*

*

*

'T'TIERE may have been colder preA view audiences than the one that
greeted the unreeling of Dietrich’s “The
Devil Is a Woman” at the Westwood
Theatre but we’ve never witnessed it!
Usually, the enthusiastic first nighters
tear the house down when a big star
name flashes on the screen. But the
combination of Dietrich and Von Stern¬
berg on the title sheet aroused only the
professional guests to a polite round of
half-hearted applause.
The paying
customers “sat on their hands.”
The silence at the completion of the
film was almost embarrassing!
The fans, however, got plenty of
thrills in the lobby following the show¬
ing. Charlie Chaplin, his two sons and
Paulette Goddard were among those
present as were Mae West, Conrad
Nagel, Myrna Loy, Jean Harlow, Bill
Powell and Ernst Lubitsch.

READ ON THESE PAGES THE LATEST HOLLYWOO

B JEAN H ARLOW, starring

in M-C-M'RtcklcSS^

It must be a good story that draws such pleased smiles from Mrs. Morgan,
Frank Morgan (the story-teller!) Phil Reed and Hazel Forbes.
The
Trocadero is the right place for gaiety, as all Hollywood has learned.

Is 4
Make-Up in
Color Harmony
Jean Harlow’s
Florence Vondelle Interviews JEAN HARLOW
"Color in make-up must mean color harmony,"
says Jean Harlow. "And of course. Max Factor,
who creates all the make-up used by stars and
studios, has the perfect answer in powder, rouge
and lipstick harmonized in color for each type."

'T'HERE was much excitement when
a lusty-voiced fan started yelling
“Garbo . . . Garbo” as a blonde girl with
a long bob made her way to her car.
The pack made a dive for her . . . and
was Helen Vinson embarrassed?
Dietrich. was nowhere to be seen.
One gossip was spreading the word that
she had been present, but walked out
in the middle of her own preview.
The only thing colder than that pre¬
view audience is the team of Dietrich
and Von Sternberg!
*

*

*

T

IONEL BARRYMORE, reporting
for scenes in “Mark of the Vam¬
pire” found that Oliver Marsh was
“sitting in” for the day as cameraman.
“You know Mr. Barrymore?” in¬
quired Tod Browning, the director,
performing the introductions.
“Sure he knows me—La Belle Barry¬
more !” grinned Lionel.
*

*

*

\A / E found out it was none other than
Virginia Bruce who influenced
Pinkie Tomlin (object of her affections)
to buy the twelve-cylinder car with the
liveried chauffeur. Some influence !
*

*

*

CTEFFI DUNA works her head off at
^ the M-G-M studio in the daytime on
“Mystery in Room No. 309.” At nights
she’s equally busy studying American
history, English and other subjects at
the Hollywood High Night School.

How that girl does want to pass her
citizenship examinations. Even above
stardom little Steffi wants tobe American.
*

*

*

T'HE Joel McCreas are looking for a
A new house boy.
It happened at
dinner the other night. The Oriental
youth inquired : “Havee more chicken ?”
Joel and Frances shook their heads.
“That’s good,” he chortled, “there
are not no more!”
*

*

*

'"THE movies are mad at the state of
1 California again and are pulling
their age-old threat to pull up stakes and
abandon Hollywood for Florida. Taxa¬
tion, of course, is the reason for the
big hue and cry. Whenever Sacramento
even looks as if its in a taxable frame
of mind at least three Hollywood pro¬
ducers run down to Florida and start
looking at land sites.
Producer Joseph Schenck was the
first to threaten to move out of the
state and take his Twentieth Century
productions with him. When the local
press called “Wolf” and hinted that Mr.
Schenck was just trying to throw a
scare, he got so mad he wired Zanuck
to cancel a $250,000 building improve¬
ment scheme on the studio lot!
If this doesn’t scare California Mr.
Schenck will probably think of some¬
thing else . . . but in the meantime we’ll
just bet you the movies never move
away from Hollywood.
(Continued on page 108)

I. 'To harmonize with
my complexion col¬
orings . . . platinum
blonde hair, very fair
skin and blue eyes.
Max Factor's Flesh
Powder is perfect. So soft and fine in texture, it
blends naturally with the skin, creating a satinsmooth make-up that I know will cling for hours."

K‘.l

2. "Rouge should im
part a lifelike, deli
cate flush of color
... and I find Max
Factor 's Flame Rouge
the correct color har¬
mony for my type. Creamy-smooth in texture, it
blends easily and clings perfectly. And here’s a
hint. . . pat it on lightly; blend with fingertips
to gain an added softness of coloring.”

:t. "Lip make-up is so
important...it must
be moisture-proof; it
must be permanent
in color; it must har¬
monize with your
colorings, your powder and your rouge. So 1 use
Max Factor's Super-Indelible Lipstick . . . Flame
is my color harmony tone: I make up the upper
lip first, press my lips together, and then fill in
the natural contour.”

4c

You May Now Share the luxury of color har¬
mony make-up, created originally for the stars of
the screen by Hollywood’s make-up genius, aH
now featured by leading stores at nominal
...Max Factor's Face Powder, one dollar;
Factor’s Rouge, fifty cents; Max Factor's $u(
Indelible Lipstick, one dollar.

ytfax factor * Uollijivooi
Face Powder, Rouge, Lipstick in Color Harmony

Mail far gamr COLOR HARMONY
1K POWDKR AN® LIPSTICK.
MAX FACTOR,
Mr, &*» M.ktJJf W-,
HtHywoni, Ciliftrnia.
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END Purae-Sb* Box of
Powder in ray color har¬
mony shade and Lipstick FmfcwZZIc
Color Sampler, four shades. Oim□
SKIN Dry □
I enclose 10 cents for postace OiyO N—!□
and handling.
^ Also send my Odor Harmony Make-Up Chart andIllustrated
instruction Book, "The New Art
Society Mike-Up"
25-6-69
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I was sallow
and sort of logy

BIKE RACES
I. The field for fhe 6-Day Bike
Races for fhe benefit of the Screen
Actors Guild which brought all
Hollywood's sport fans to the Olym¬
pic Auditorium.
2. Virginia Pine
and George Raft with the Raft
bodyguard, Mack Grey, and
Mack's new heart flutter, Lucille
Ball. 3. Judging from their expres¬
sions, Bill and Mrs. Robinson are
not betting on the same entry.

4. Wesley Ruggles and Arline
Judge, otherwise Mrs. Ruggles.
5. Lee Tracy and Hilda Title, who
has Lee's heart-mending contract.
6. Ralph Morgan and Otto Kruger
forget their cigars during a tense
moment. 7. Mr. and Mrs. James
Cagney and Brother Bill; leaning
on the rail is Wally Ford; Charlie
Starrett occupies the adjoining box;
his companion ignored our camera.

• Everything I ate seemed to give me
gas—I just couldn’t get my system regu¬
lated properly. My little boy suffered
from constipation, too, and didn’t like the
taste of castor oil. His teacher advised
me to give him FEEN-A-MINT. He
thought it was just nice chewing gum
and took it without the usual fuss. It
gave him such a prompt and complete
movement that I chewed one myself.
That was over a year ago and I want to
tell you that FEEN-A-MINT has been a
welcome friend in relieving constipation.
I wouldn’t have any other laxative in the
house.
Used by over IS,000,000 people
Our files are full of letters telling what FEEN-AMINT does for people. Doctors know that FEENA-MINT does
gently,

a

more thorough

because you

must chew

job,

and does

it—and

it

chewing

spreads the laxative evenly through the intestines
so that more complete relief comes without strain¬
ing

and

griping.

Try

FEEN-A-MINT

yourself

-

you’ll join the 15,000,000 people who are boosters
for FEEN-A-MINT

-15 and 25c at any druggist’s.
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Chopstick

W Ai
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~x
Above — Charles Farrell
looks over Lew Borzage's
shoulder (she's Frank’s sisterin-law) and Tony Winters
has her eyes on Pat Ellis
seated by Johnny Brown.
Below—Mrs. Borzage, the
hostess, John Mack Brown,
Charles Farrell, Frank
Borzage, Kay Francis, Dick
Powell, George Brent and
the Japanese entertainers.

An Oriental night
in Hollywood
made squatters
out of our movie
starsl Right—
George Brent and
Kay Francis click
chopsticks and
share their rice.

Party
ACCIDENT-PANIC!
WOMEN

R THE NEW

Modess

Certain

Dick Powell is tempting Olivia de
Haviland with a morsel of food. Is
that little fellow Cupid fluttering
between them? Our own Hyman
Fink snapped these photographs.
Below—Mrs. Borzage (leaning
over) is in the act of passing
a dish of sukiyaki from one of the
Japanese girls to Frank Borzage.
On the right, Kay Francis assists
while George Brent looks on.

YY70MEN . . . rejoice! Your old

Modess. (You won’t be risking a

haunting fear of “accidents”

penny . . . see Money Back Guaran¬

can now be a thing of the past!

tee below.) Read the printed slip

For—in the Modess laboratories

inside. Look at the diagrams and

— a new type of sanitary napkin

compare them

has

A

itself. Even before you wear the

napkin that combines three safety

new “Certain-Safe” Modess you’ll

features to give

understand how and why it brings

recently

been

perfected.

with

the napkin

Complete protection from

you dependable protection against

embarrassing "accidents”!

. . . (l) striking through, (2) tearing

You can actually see and feel every
one of the three new features. Get a
box

of

the

new

“Certain-Safe”

away,

(3)

incomplete absorption.

Wear the new Modess once, and
you’ll ask for it always!

SPECIAL MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
If you’ve been buying another brand of napkin just from
habit...here’s a challenge! We’ll refund your money if you
try the new Modess and don’t like it! Get a box. Wear
enough napkins to make a thorough test. If you aren’t
completely satisfied, return box and remaining napkins to
Modess Corporation, 500 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. YWe’ll send you every penny you paid, plus postage!

MODESS-STAYS SOFT—STAYS SAFE
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HE only thing more musical than Grace Moore’s
singing is Grace Moore’s laughter. The full, throaty
sound of her mirth filled the living room of her Bev¬
erly Hills home where I sat, toasting the afternoon
with the finest Burgundy, as my exciting hostess began tell¬
ing the incidents of one of the most vivid life stories ever
lived hv an American girl.
Tlie sunlight poured extravagantly through the Venetian
blinds, creating an almost artificially theatrical atmosphere
in the background.
After two or three seasons of the
down-to-earth brand of Hollywood celebrity, I was stirred
to gratitude for the richness of the setting.
Here was
color. Why, even the flowers that filled the many enor¬
mous bowls to overflowing were a profusion of spring
blossoms of every color, not the stilted “all whites’’ so
popular at the moment. Next to the tall wine bottle stood
a crock of little-known, imported cheese with a plate of
salty crackers handy.
A large platter of carved crystal
held every variety of hors d’oeuvres.
On the opposite side sat the operatic toast of two con¬
tinents, Hollywood’s newest box-office sensation since the
release of “One Night of Love,” a witty and cosmopolitan
woman, Grace Moore. She was wearing white lounging
pajamas trimmed in ermine and, after she had settled
herself on a couch covered by two magnificent leopard
skins, she remarked: “So thoroughly movie-starrish, isn’t
it ? Satin, ermine and leopard ?”
I said: “It might have been five years ago. But since
then, they’ve gone in for pants and common sense. All
the color is gone.”
She said: “Then let’s revive it!”
I believe if anyone can, Grace Moore will tone up Holly¬
wood, will enrichen it with new color!
She is a luxurious personality; the product not of syn¬
thetic Hollywood and her typical Cinderella story, but
of events so vivid and contradictory that* you wonder that
so much could have happened to one person in such a
short span. She is an enigma—being, at once, both Con¬
tinental and American.
.She is a Yankee success story
mellowed and balanced by triumphs in an older world. Yet
she is no more the product of Milan or Paris or Vienna or
Berlin than she is of New York and Jellico, Tennessee. In
her short life thus far, Grace Moore has been a WardBelmont sub-deb, a cabaret singer, a Greenwich Village
artist, a musical comedy star, a great prima donna of the
Opera and a Hollywood movie queen. She’.s known hun¬
ger, poverty and despair, remembering it all as vividly as
her debut at the Metropolitan when the audience, in fren¬
zied appreciation, rose to cheer her with loud “Bravas.”
Even at the height of her operatic glory, she has never
lost track of defeat—and she was to meet it again in her
first Hollywood experience. She has known more blind¬
ing triumphs than Hollywood could ever offer her, yet she
takes, I think, more pride in this newest success than all
the combined former dancing girls who have arrived at
stardom via the chorus route.
But transcending everything, all triumphs, all temporary
defeats, there is her all-absorbing passion: her Voice! It
dominates and intensifies all of the events in her days
like an obbligato, a beautiful and necessary overtone to the
opera of her life. It is the guiding force of everything
that has ever happened to her, that ever will happen, big
or small.
Grace Moore lives because she sings—and because she
sings she has lived abundantly!
Life has responded to
her spng just as ardently as did Europe, then New York,
and eventually Hollywood. But first, Jellico.
M Y first conscious memory of Life is of dramatic
Death !” Grace said.
She was just past her third birth¬
day, beginning to lisp out her first
words, when she clung to her

Her first conscious memory of

,

Life was dramatic Death! Later

the lean, lanky child saw herself
as a singing missionary.

,

Then

the dream changed, leading her
to gallant adventure in New York

father’s hand on a Pullman platform in the middle of the
night and watched the rescue workers carry the blanketed
bodies of the train wreck away.
Before this, her world had been a series of vague impres¬
sions: of the gay, warm woman she called “Mother”
who patiently told her to say that her name was “Grade
Moore” and that she lived in “Tennessee” (which was
very .hard to say) ; of warm rooms and lilac bushes
that grew in the yard; of black people who seemed to be
ever happy and smiling; of the tall man who was “Father”
and of two very loud, very healthy little hoys who were
her brothers and who teased her a lot. But it wasn’t until
all the excitement of bundling her up and getting her on
the hissing, black train with her father, and all that talk
about visiting a mysterious uncle over in Carolina, to¬
gether with the goodbyes of mother and the squeals and
yells of Richard and James, that anything was really defi¬
nite to her.
The train was exciting. Tt tore with such speed through
the night. It whistled, shrieked and groaned. She loved
it—and paraded hack and forth between the careening cars
as often as she could coax her father to take her. She
didn’t want to go to bed. Even though her father in¬
sisted, -she pleaded for just one more walk through the
swaying, noisy train.
“Please, daddy, please, daddy,” she begged, pulling at his
coat sleeve. In exasperated amusement, her father rose
and took the chubby hand of his little girl.
If he hadn’t, there would have been no life story of
Grace Moore to tell! For ten minutes later, their Pullman
was a smoldering mass of wood and cinders and the night
was fearful with the cries of the agonized victims.
Gracie was too young to know what the awful crash
had meant, too young to know that Death had been riding
in their Pullman just four coaches away. But she knew
that her father’s strong arms shook as lie pressed her to
his heart; that in spite of the cold, great beads of per¬
spiration stood out on his face as they waited in the un¬
damaged vestibule and watched the red lanterns swinging
outside and heard the rush and the noise of the rescueworkers, busy at their terrible task.
That train wreck, that awful,
early glimpse of death, created a
bond between Grace and her father,
a bond of the heart that was never

By WALTER' RAMSEY
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small neighborhood. She was the strong one, the ringleader,
the boss. Almost every afternoon they would put on “Uncle
Tom’s Cabin" in the Moore backyard. Of course, Gracie
was the leading lady, else she wouldn’t play. The only other
player whose role was always the same was Jabo, the son
of the Moore’s colored cook. Jabo was always a slave.
They would tie him to the tree and pretend to beat him with
an old leather belt. Sometimes the leading lady would step
out of character long enough to help with the beatings.
(In Jellico on a recent concert tour, Grace Moore waited
back-stage as usual to sign programs of the audience—for
which she collects 25c, and after doubling the amount, turns
the whole over to the fund for disabled musicians. She was
surprised to see a black hand come through the mob with
a program and a quarter. This was unusual for a southern
Negro; they are generally so timid. She called for the owner
of the program to come forward and there stood Jabo. A
little older, slightly grayed, but still Jabo.
“But Jabo,”
laughed the prima donna, “you haven’t grown an inch since
I last saw you!” “No’m," grinned the little black man, “I
think I got my growth stunted playing your slave when you
was little!” He was joking, but the incident is a bright
bead on the necklace of her memory.)
Above, fen months
after Grace Moore
was born in Jellico,
Tennessee. Right, the
reverse side of the
baby picture gives us
some statistics about
"Grade": Aged ten
months; eyes, blue;
hair, light. Ordered
by Mrs. R. L. Moore.

to be broken. Later in life, their wills were to clash, but
never their hearts. Even after they were back in Jellico
and two or three uneventful years had gone safely by, she
was never surprised when her father would suddenly whisk
her up into his arms and embrace her so deeply that the
little hair-ribbons on her blonde head would wobble. As she
grew older, she realized that they had been too close to
death to be ungrateful for life.
"I think the train accident marked the beginning of
Father's success in life," she told me. “Before that time,
I’ve been told, we were none too well off, living in one of
those little, brown houses that are so numerous in all
towns. But things moved more swiftly for Father, after
that. And before I was seven years old, we had moved
from the modest, brown house of my birth to the house
that was the goal of everyone in Jellico: the Big White
House on the corner! I don’t suppose there is a small
town in the country that doesn’t have one.”
By the time Grace reached the fourth grade in school,
the name of R. L. Moore was one to reckon with in
Jellico. His banking and financing business had thrived
and he held the controlling interest in a chain of whole¬
sale drygoods stores and had already begun to acquire the
first of his many knitting mills.
^RACIE grew into a tall, lean, lanky child with unruly
blonde hair and a positive gift for making noise. By
this time, the family had been increased by the addition
of another brother, Martin, and a sister, Emily. With the
exception of “noisy ’ little Gracie, their lives were serene
and orderly. Frequently, when she was noisy, she was
actually singing hymns she had learned in Sunday school
and church but quite as often she was just yelling.
Whatever Gracie did, so did the rest of the kids in the
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"THERE wasn’t a single moment of her grade school days
that Grace Moore didn’t hate. When she was old enough
to write, she would pen excuses for herself, presumably from
her mother. When this ruse eventually failed, she would
merely leave the classroom on one pretext or another and
just fail to return.
Her kingdom was the great outdoors. In the spring, she
would go on her absent-without-leave excursions from the
school, wandering barefooted through the clover fields—
her head thrown back, trying to mock the clear notes of the
thrushes. Or she would stroll
(Continued on page 87)

You’ll Want to Know
FRED MacMURRAY
And here's your chance
to meet the handsome
lad who leaped into
the movie limelight
in "The Gilded Lily"

*

By JULIE LANG HUNT

X

OLLYWOOD is frankly embarrassed by the thun¬
derclap success of Fred MacMurray.
Quite innocently, I am sure, this MacMurray
person turned his first screen appearance in “The
Gilded Lily” into a triumphant picture theft, thereby kick¬
ing1 into a cocked hat the favorite stump speech of all our
eloquent movie producers.
It is an-excellent stump speech, too, with all the vital
statistics and facts nicely correlated to prove that no one
could aspire to screen recognition without stage experience,
Broadway experience, stock experience, technical experience.
But why go on? You must know the oration by heart.
And just when all the executives were letter-perfect in
this little talk for radio broadcasts, news-reels and inter¬
views, along comes this Mr. MacMurray and stumps the
stump speech, if you know what I mean.
Fred MacMurray is shockingly and unbelievably bereft

Above, Fred at the age of three. Below, during those
days when he played saxophone in orchestras and kept a
handful of extra jobs, besides studying commercial art.

of the slightest tint of stage experience, down to and .not
including high school dramatic club experience, and his
undeniable filching of “The Gilded Lily” from such a
veteran as the divine Colbert herself, relegates to the ash
heap Hollywood’s most impressive harangue, titled “Xo
Amateurs Wanted.”
Dramatic critics on the whole refuse to believe that
MacMurray is unsullied by past dramatic training. Some
of the more acid press reviewers claim the whole set-up is
a publicity stunt, and suggest that careful digging in the
vicinity of the MacMurray past should reveal nothing less
than a Theater Guild background and a decade of London
“legit,” plus one-night stands from Maine to California.
It is true that an energetic dredging of Fred MacMurray’s twenty-six years reveals much that solves his sudden
accident of talent but nothing that smacks of professional
miming, unless he is qualified because of musical ability.
Recently I spent a long and rainy afternoon with Holly¬
wood’s most brilliant “find” of the year, sifting out the
circumstances, the people, the forces in his life that have
finally shoved him blindly over the barriers to success.
We discovered (I say we, because Fred had never
thought of the fact before) that his amazing acting ability
is made up of one very small part inherited talent from
an artistic father, and one huge immovable lump of de¬
termination to reach a financial safety zone.
The first important biographical clue that fell through
the sieve was the fact that Fred (Continued on page 71)
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OW that the honeymoon is over, the gifts unpacked
and the last picture hung up in that little dream
house, along comes Hollywood to offer the best
gift of all. Advice for a happy marriage. Yes, I
said Hollywood, for not all marriages in movie town are
the on again, off again kind. Built on a firm foundation of
good common sense, some of the happiest marriages in all
marriagedom are found right here in Hollywood. And be¬
ing the wife of a Hollywood actor is just as severe a test
as any marriage can stand. Certainly it requires twice the
skill and thinking to keep a man happy in marriage knowing
hundreds of other women are casting covetous eyes in his
direction, in a town, famous for its beautiful women.
Warren William is one of Hollywood’s handsomest actors,
sought after by women of 'every age and type. Yet, for
twelve long years, through lean days and prosperous ones,
he’s remained steadfast to one woman—his wife. What is
the secret behind this happy marriage? What are the rules
applied by Mrs. William?
Harold Lloyd is a handsome, young multi-millionaire, a
sure target for every beautiful schemer in Hollywood, a
man who could almost claim the earth if he wished. Yet
one little blonde woman has shared his all through twelve
years of happy Hollywood marriage. The Lloyds are just a
boy and girl who began their careers together and who still
share each other’s joys and sorrows. How has Mildred
Lloyd accomplished this?
Otto Kruger has become known as the man with the
greatest sex appeal on the screen. “It would take at least
eight women to make me happy,” Otto once declared. Eight ?
He’s spoofing. It’s taken exactly one—one dark-eyed lady,
Mrs. Kruger. Contrary to all his extravagant statements
concerning his need of lovely ladies about him, he wants
only the woman who bears his name. How has Otto Kru¬
ger’s wife taken the place of not only eight women but of
all women in this man’s life? What are her rules for a
happy and lasting marriage?
Edward G. Robinson is believed by many to be one of
Hollywood’s greatest actors. His success, his magnificent
talent, draw about him charming women as a flame attracts
moths. Constant praise, flattery and adulation add to the
problem. Yet one woman has solved the problem and solved
it well for eight years. Why again, we ask? There must
be some formula, some plan behind these unique marriages,
particularly in Hollywood where most marriages fail.
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"It's belter to be a
golf widow," declares
Mildred Lloyd, shown
with Harold (upper
left of charmed circle).
Below — Edward G.
Robinson agrees with
Mrs. Robinson's
"Learn to give in.
Let the women themselves tell you what they learned.
“To begin with, every woman should know her man,”
says Mrs. Warren William. “Know his faults as well as his
virtues and don’t, as soon as the wedding bells have ceased
their pealings, begin making him over. A remodeled job is
never a success. You fell in love with ‘John’ as he is. A
remodeled ‘John’ may be someone you wouldn’t even care
for. But know and understand your man and act accord¬
ingly. This may not be romantic but it is intelligent.
“If he’s stubborn, as my husband is, for example, don’t
make the mistake of trying to drive him. Recently I was
trying to force Warren to do something I felt very im¬
portant to his career. ‘You’ve got to do it, Warren,’ I

"You fell in love with
him as he is," counsels
Mrs. William, who ap¬
pears at the upper
right with Warren.
Below — "Keep your
spirits up; weight down."
—Mrs. Otto Kruger.

urged, disregarding his temperament. ‘You’ve just got to.
"He looked at me for a long second and then said, very
quietly, ‘You should know by this time you can’t drive me.
No one can make me do anything I don’t want to do.’
“I did know it, of course, and knew something else, too.
I had gone at the whole thing in a tactless manner. Tact
is one of the necessary ingredients of a happy marriage
and there is never a problem arises that can’t be solved by
the use of it.
"From the very beginning, look past those first delirious
days to the blessed conipanionship that comes through happy
marriage and build toward that goal. Do the things he
wants to do, even when they prove distasteful to you. All
of our married life Warren’s whole idea of pleasure has been
to pilot some sea-going boat through endless miles of ocean.
Frankly, I admit now for the first time in my life, I have
never cared for it. But I’ve gone willingly every time he’s
suggested it.
“ ‘You don’t really care about the water, do you?’ a friend
asked me the other day.
“ ‘Of course she does,’ ” Warren spoke up gruffly, “ ‘she
always goes with me.’
“Certainly I felt repaid for all the long hours I had spent
at sea and knew I had cemented one more link in the mairiage chain that binds a man and a woman.
“I would strongly advise giving up a career. A woman
must be the homemaker and be free from her own worries
when a man comes home tense and nerve-torn from a busy
day. Certainly a tired business woman is in no condition to
smoothe the troubled male ego.
“Peace, just peace, is happiness, remember. And there can
be no peace unless one is willing to be the peacemaker. It
sounds trite, I admit, but men are little boys grown up. Al¬
ways remember, when things go wrong, he didn’t set out
deliberately to make you unhappy. If he says he loves you,
believe it. Know it.
Don’t keep asking him over and
over. Nothing will drive a man crazier than that.
“Nagging, I believe, is a woman’s greatest vice and noth¬
ing can kill a man’s love and respect for a woman as
quickly. A man speaks his mind once and forgets it. A
woman keeps on speaking it. Learn to say what’s on your
mind and let it go at that.
“I believe a wife should breakfast with her husband every
morning. And be at the door to say goodbye and send him
off with a cheery smile. It’s a little ceremony between the
two of them and it becomes dear to both.
“When a man comes home tired, grumpy, cranky (and
thev all do. you know) don’t throw (Continued on page 96)
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EANETTE MAC¬
DONALD is start¬
lingly the same as
she is on the screen.
She has the same quiet,
amused wisdom which
marks the lovely prin¬
cesses and queens and
widows she plays. Still
very young, Jeanette seems
to have discovered life for
exactly what it is.
“Life never lets us
down unless we let down,”
she says. And enthusiasm
lights little fires in her
eyes, green as the sea
where it lies quiet and
deep.
We were lunching,
Jeanette and I, in her sunroom in Beverly Hills.
“We have,” she said,
“at least five chances to be attractive personalities. We have
five ages when the stage is set all over again for us. That’s
why I say life doesn’t let us down unless we let down. For
if we do, we naturally haven’t a chance of commanding the
stage that is set for us. Or of winning any of the prizes
which are to be had as a reward for an excellent perform¬
ance—popularity, success, or love. And love is something
every woman wants. You know it!”
There were orchids in a silver bowl. And the light caught
by the clear diamond on Jeanette’s engagement finger broke
in tiny shoots of fire.
“First,” she said, “there’s eighteen. First and best. When
we’re eighteen our interest in boys is new and high. And
so we have every chance of being lovely. A woman in love
glows. That’s not sentimental but a biological fact. With
glands stimulated, hair and skin and eyes benefit. Even the
voice of a woman in love is warmer, fuller.
“Eighteen’s best, to my mind, because it brings the first
love. And with our first love we think, ‘Ah, this is paradise!
There never was anything like this before. There never will
be again. No one ever felt like this before. And no one ever
will again.’
“Other loves are grand. But they’re tinctured with a
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"Life never lets us down unless we
let down' is the inspiring advice to
those of her own sex who feel about
love as this screen star does

ADELE WHITEEY FLETCHER

knowledge which eighteen happily and innocently lacks.
“However wonderful an age as this is it brings danger.
It’s so seldom the love of eighteen is given opportunity to
strike down roots. If nothing else happens cold economics
get in the way. Life today isn’t exactly in step with Nature.
A boy can’t marry just because he wants to.
‘And when love affairs fail girls are too inclined to
brood, to handicap themselves as personalities by
their self-pity and tears, and their doubts as to
whether life ever again can be worth the living.
“Unhappy, of course, we’re bound to have some
bad times. They can’t be avoided. But if we’re
smart we have them in private.
If we’re smart
we’re careful not to bore other people to the place
where they avoid us, so that opportunities to get
about and be equal for tomorrow and the new
things it’s so sure to bring, are closed to us.
“Then comes twenty-five. At twenty-five the

Jeanette MacDonald is a woman in love, and the
object of her affections is Bob Ritchie. Jeanette
thinks that love is the most important thing in life.

as seen b
JEANETTE
MacDONAED

stage is set for us a second time. We still have the charm
of youth, but it’s a different youth. At twenty-five we’re
so sure of ourselves. We remember the pain of eighteen and
think we have lived. We have the sparkle of a superficial
sophistication.
“All of this provided we haven’t given up the ship, of
course. All of this provided we’ve stepped along.
“Twenty-five is about the normal marrying age these
days. But whether we marry or whether we don’t, it’s our
job as individuals to get ready for our next age.
- “At thirty even more has happened to us unless we’ve
gone through the intervening years a living corpse, giving
nothing and, therefore, receiving nothing.. At thirty we
should have a personal philosophy minted from our own
experiences and observations. At thirty we really should
find our stride.
“Besides knowing now what we want from life we still
have time to get out and get it.
“And then, then there's forty!”
A souffle, light and brown, was served. And wine was
poured.
“It’s Chateau Yquem for a special treat!’’ Jeanette was as
enthusiastic about the dry golden wine as someone might
be who could have it only once in a blue moon. She hasn’t,
obviously, allowed luxury to sate her any more than she
allowed difficulties to embitter her. Whatever life brings
she finds it thrilling because it’s life. And if there’s a
happier*', point of view with which to chart the years I’ve
never heard about it.
She raised her glass. “To forty! The most difficult of all
ages to handle. Forty is an interesting ag'e. But so dubious.
When we adjust ourselves, it’s splendid. At forty we’re less
easily hurt than we used to be. We’ve found still more
interests and to them we bring the richness of experience.
At forty we should have understanding for ourselves and
for others. We should be as attractive, in a different way,
as we were twenty odd years before at eighteen.
“However, if at forty we’re trying desperately to hold on
to a youth which already has left us, then it’s depressing.
No good can come of it. Instead of being the interesting,
seasoned individual we might be at this age and therefore
provocative, we’rje stupid and worse yet, ludicrous.
“When a woman becomes (Continued on page 83)

THEY
WORK
HARD
FOR A

By

GEORGE MADDEN

Dick Arlen once capitalized on
the well known rivalry between
sailors and marines. His friend,
Bing Crosby, happened to be play¬
ing a gob in a picture—and so—.

H

OLLYWOOD’S screen comedians, backed by small
armies of directors, gag men and “comedy con¬
structionists,” supply laughs by the millions to mil¬
lions of the world’s movie-goers.
But not all the laughs that originate in Hollywood are
carried to the far corners of the earth via celluloid. Many
a hearty guffaw is never heard outside of the vaguely de¬
fined boundaries of Cinemaland.
They work hard—these Hollywoodians. And they play
with equal fervor. Perhaps that’s why Hollywood is the
paradise of the practical joker and no effort or expense is
too great for a laugh.
The humor is sometimes rough but never malicious. It
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frequently resembles the off-the-diamond comedy of a base¬
ball club in the spring training camp but it is part of the
unwritten code that the joke must never leave a welt on the
hide of the victim.
For instance:
Not so long ago the engagement of a prominent young
film executive, scion of one of filmdom’s pioneer families,
was announced to the daughter of a reigning monarch of
movieland. The wedding date was set; the invitations
were mailed. Then the gagsters went to work.
A bachelor dinner was planned by studio friends of the
bridegroom-to-be, to be held on the customary wedding eve.
One of Los Angeles’ leading hotels was selected as the

place and an elaborate menu, both edible and drinkable, was
ordered for the occasion.
At this point the most versatile property-maker in one
of the studios was called into action. To him was assigned
the task of preparing a copy of every article of food on the
menu with just this restriction: No part of this strange
meal was to be edible !
The dinner guests assembled. The future happiness of
the couple was generously toasted until all hands were
merry and bright—and hungry. Dinner was served. But
when the guest of honor attempted to sip his consomme he
found it curiously solid: it resisted his best hungry efforts.
The fish course was adroitly compounded of rubber; the
steak a marvel of painted wood. Not one bite of food ever
reached his palate during the entire evening. And every
man jack of the diners, each of them eating voraciously and
fully acquainted with the plot, carefully maintained a
straight face. They inquired solicitously about the honor
guest’s apparent lack of appetite and insisted that he drink
every wine course as toast after toast was proposed.
And so far, far into the night. (P. S. The wedding went
through on schedule but many guests commented on the
unusual pallor of the bridegroom.)
""TO Jack Oakie, perhaps more than any other individual
in the film capital, goes the distinction of being both the
leading perpetrator and the chief victim of Hollywood
humor. For instance, there was the time not so
long ago when Jack was toying with the idea of
buying a house for himself and his mother in the
Toluca Lake community where Bing Crosby, Dick
Arlen, Mary Brian, W. C. Fields—all Jack’s good
friends—and other film favorites have their homes.
One bright day the entire community found itself
placarded with signs which read: “Keep Poison
Oakie Out Of Toluca Lake.”
But Jack can give it as well as take it. As the
town’s leading exponent of the spontaneous wise¬
crack, he is accustomed to waves of laughter fol¬
lowing in his wake. At a recent party the guests
plotted to unhorse him; all hands agreed among
themselves to “dead pan” all of Oakie’s witticisms.
Thereafter his funniest sallies were met with polite
stares—but no laughter.
Unabashed, the resourceful Oakie promptly
turned the joke on the jokers. Slipping away to
a telephone, he called the Central Casting Bureau,
booking office for the extra talent of filmdom. And
at the regular rate of studio pay, he hired a small
army of well-dressed minor players to join the
party with instructions to follow him about con¬
stantly and laugh uproariously at every Oakie wise¬
crack—an expensive but highly successful stunt.

lavish “world premieres” at Sid Grauman’s famous Chinese
Theatre in the heart of the film community.
All Hollywood, attired in its best bib and tucker turns
out for these affairs. Rolls-Royces by the score clog the
Boulevard and the actor, director or writer who doesn’t
own a chauffeur-driven motor hires the most lavish avail¬
able equipage, with liveried driver to match, for the even¬
ing—just another Hollywood custom.
To this particular premiere Mizner invited a screen
beauty who likewise dearly loved a laugh. To her he out¬
lined his “gag.” She ordered a stunning gown and com¬
mandeered all available jewelry for the occasion. As the
long queue of glistening limousines crawled to the theatre
entrance, Mizner, resplendent in tails and topper, was dis¬
covered at the wheel of what was unquestionably the most
dilapidated Ford ever seen in the movie capital. Mizner had
purchased it that day on a second-hand car lot for the sum
of fifteen dollars. Beside him was the beautiful and bejeweled
lady aforementioned.
The F'ord panted, roared and clanked its way forward.
When it arrived at the carpeted entrance to the Grauman
Theatre, Mizner alighted, assisted his guest to descend and
strolled nonchalantly into the house, leaving his “motor”
perilously leaning at the curb where it effectively blocked all
of the snooty cars in its wake.
A panic-stricken theatre employee, foreseeing a terrific
traffic snarl, rushed after Mizner (Continued on page 109)

T NNUMERABLE are the anecdotes which cling
1 about the memory of the late Wilson Mizner,
playwright, scenarist and raconteur extraordinary.
But one of his pranks that still rocks Hollywood
with reminiscent laughter was staged at one of the

Amazing, the lengths to which
Hollywood's famous practical
jokesters will go—just for a
guffaw at somebody's expense!

There was the time
when Jack Oakie was
toying with the idea
of buying a house
for himself and his
mother at Toluca
Lake. So his "pols"
got together and
fixed things up for
him just dandy. Read
about their joke in
this amusing story.
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FOR SALE: Your dream house come true! Must be seen
to be appreciated.
Operates entirely by push-buttons.
Amusement room complete with gadgets. Too many rooms
to count. Fine neighborhood. Library of world’s dullest
books thrown in free!
See Wm. Powell, owner.
On
premises or in wine cellar.

B

EFORE you start looking through the Sunday paper
for this remarkable advertisement, it would be best
to explain a few pertinent matters. Believe it or not,
Bill Powell’s new house was built for sale.
It is, in fact, his Big Investment.
But due to one unfortunate Powell characteristic, this
imposing old manse is more likely to be regarded as the
crowning achievement in a long line of get-poor-quick
schemes which dot this financier’s spectacular career. The
trouble is Bill couldn’t say no to the gadget makers.
“You are gazing upon the country’s greatest example of
no sales resistance,’’ he told me. “I should have thought of
that, of course, before I started to build what will doubtless
be referred to in years to come as ‘Powell’s Folly.’
“In fact, I’ve always found it difficult to
say ‘no’. It is to this faculty that I really
owe my great success in not becoming a
millionaire. No matter what financial en¬
terprise is afoot, salesmen head their list
with Bill Powell. I am the prize prospect.
In fact I have so stimulated trade that many
of the leading statisticians credit me with
ending the depression. I’ll bite at anything.
“I began modestly enough, like many
others, by investing in utilities, and was a
screaming success during the crash, drop¬
ping practically every cent.”
Having successfully reduced a fortune
of $125,000 to a bare $25, or thereabouts,
Bill saw that he had a real penchant for
this sort of thing, and looked about for
more fields to conquer.
How he managed to top even this amaz44

Powell
ing accomplishment in
hectic days to come, was
fully and frankly revealed
to me by Bill when I went
out to ask him for his suc¬
cess story.
He was en¬
gaged at that time in the
production of “Reckless.”
This title hasn’t anything
to do with Bill’s various
financial investments; ra¬
ther it concerns a young
lady named Jean Harlow
who Bill and I both were
ready to admit grows more
recklessly beautiful every
day of her life.
Jean, raising no objec¬
tions to my taking away
her leading man, we with¬
drew to a quiet corner of
the set where Bill unfolded
the precious formula for
avoiding wealth.
“After the now histo¬
rical market crash, in
which instead of mopping
up I was mopped up,” Bill
—
said, “I determined to inj
vest in some gilt-edged
securities, the kind that
says: ‘After such and such
a time, we promise to pay
to the holder of this bond in gold. . . .’
“That word gold always did strike my fancy. There’s
something substantial about it. Just roll it off your tongue
like this—go-o-old. Nice, huh? Now, a financier like my¬
self has to follow the inside track of various trends, and
the first thing I knew there was a trend toward inflation.
Such rumors began to get me down. Those were good,
solid dollars I had put over the counter in exchange for
gold bonds, and I didn’t want anyone to start making little
ones out of big ones with my money.
“But imagine my consternation, when I went for my
dollars, to discover that we were no longer on the gold
standard! ‘Oh, we forgot to tell you, we’ve changed all
that,’ the banker informed me.
“Again I had managed, with my financial genius, to avoid
riches. I decided that I’d look into state bonds. Getting
out a map I counted 48 different states, all with bonds to
sell. And I reasoned this way: if one state got into financial
difficulties, there would be 47 others to come to the rescue.
So I invested.

It's his crowning achievement in a long line of
get-poor-quick schemes — Powell's Folly" the
house that became the gadget makers' paradise!
"

By

JACK

SMALLEY
On the opposite page you
can see the fancy swimming
pool in which—no foolin',
folks—the water is heated!
And above, the manse it¬
self, behind whose gracious
walls there are concealed
closets, sliding panels, and
a wine cellar to hold three
thousand bottles!
It's all
part of the suave thespian’s
secret of success—in how
not to become a millionaire!

“OUT just when I was rubbing my hands and gazing
•^fondly at my pile of paper bonds, another blow fell.
They passed a law on me. The law said that if a state
owed say a billion dollars, they’d legally limit the bill to a
half billion. Somehow or other I managed to be in the half
that was cut—I’m sure of that, because my bonds always
seemed to be doing prat falls, as they say in the movies.
“Being just a hard working actor trying to get along, I
had been looking into the future. Not everybody can look
into the future and predict things so well, I’m sure, because
I saw that some day this once proud (Continued on page 98)
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Glamorous Ginger prefers her leading men long
and lithe. Fresh from co-starring with Fred Astaire
in "Roberta," she went into RKO-Radio’s "Star of
Midnight," with William Powell. Now she and
Fred are together again in "Top Hat," the
musical for which Irvina Berlin composed the tunes.
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Knew What
She Wanted

And because she knew how
to get it, Joan Bennett has
come into her own as one
of our leading actresses

By

SHEILA WORTH

Snapped at the Beverly Wilshire—one of Hollywood s
really happy couples—Mr. and Mrs. Gene Markey.
town which scorns simple domestic pleasures. This is why
she has improved so tremendously in her work.
It is rather breath-taking to realize that she is only twentyfour. Her life to date, streaked with hectic joys and equally
perplexing plunges into misery, has been so full. Yet, to
look at this Joan who philosophizes so intelligently, you
can hardly imagine that she has gone through anything. She
has the bloom of eighteen.

Her thrilling work in "Mississippi" proved that Joan has
discovered and made use of a secret as old as love itself.

R

ECENTLY something, amazing has happened to
Joan Bennett.
The youngest, the shyest of the
Bennetts she has come into her own in Hollywood.
Long overshadowed by the spectacular doings of
her older sister Constance, she seemed a shallow, immature
blonde whose purpose on the screen was merely decorative.
You sensed little genuine feeling in her.
But a little more than a year ago, with "Little Women,’’
came the turn. She gave a delightful performance, and in
competition with the dynamic Hepburn. In the year since,
besides taking time out to have a baby, she has continued
with thrilling work in “Pursuit of Happiness,” “The Man
Who Reclaimed His Head” and “Mississippi.” Until now,
gathering more and more admirers among the discerning,
she bids fair to overtake Constance.
loan’s private life has become happy, too. And this in a

P LEVEN years ago, when she had just reached her
' teens, Joan made the decision which accounts for her
being as she is today.
At that time her mother and father divorced. Youngest of
the three daughters in the extremely temperamental Richard
Bennett family, Joan was terribly hurt by the separation of
her parents. She had grown used to their fireworks. But
she yearned for a regular, normal home life.
At heart she was different from them. She knew what
she zvanted and made up her mind to get it.
In those bewildering days Joan figured it all out. As a
child she had been taken on tour, not acting, but tagging
along with her parents. Then, while they were busy on
Broadway, she had been sent to a boarding-school up in
the Connecticut hills.
Connie was six years older. At the time of the parental
split the irrepressible Constance had already become the
gayest of the gay young set in New York City. She had
married a college student in haste and the venture had been
as quickly annulled. She was flaming youth.
All around the idealistic young Joan were evidences of the
heartbreak which too fast a pace brings. Very deliberately,
and to herself, she made a vow. (Continued on page 93)
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AR and rumors of war
between the actors and
producers have at last
reached the point of open
hostilities in Hollywood.
Behind the smoke screen of ap¬
parent amity between these two
ruling classes in Hollywood now
stands revealed two armed camps
prepared for a fight to the finish.
For the first time in the history
of pictures, the actors have joined
the American Federation of Labor
and combined with Equity, the New
York theater actors’ union, declar¬
ing their intention to show a united
front to the producers. They have
drawn up a list of demands calling
for new types of contracts, limita¬
tion of working hours, and other
far-reaching changes.
Thus fortified with powerful allies, Hollywood screen ac¬
tors are ready for war, carrying the banner of the Screen
Actors Guild and representing a united force.
And ready to meet them are the producers, banded under
the leadership of the Motion Picture Producers and Distri¬
butors of America, with all the power of the studios and the
distributors under their flag. They are determined to de¬
fend the fort against the invasion of actors who, the pro¬
ducers maintain, should remain in their own provinces in¬
stead of attempting to dictate business policies.
“We insist that trained executives are the best judges of
how to manage the employment of actors and the produc¬
tion of pictures,” say the producers. “We’re risking the
stockholders’ money, not the actors’ money. We intend to
go on running our own business.”
For each argument put forward by the producers, the
actors have an answer. The preliminary skirmishes hold all
the excitement of open warfare.
To reveal to the public what has been going on in the
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HIDDEN
WAR
Come behind the
scenes of the most
serious internal film
conflict Hollywood
has ever known

secret councils of war in these two opposing camps, we have
gone directly to the leaders of both groups with the pro¬
posal that an unbiased report on the conflict be given. Robert
Montgomery acted as spokesman for the artists, while the
producers’ side of the story was obtained by questioning a
number of studio executives.
At present both sides are deadlocked, with the matter in
the hands of Sol Rosenblatt, the deputy administrator of the
NRA codes affecting pictures. Whether or not a treaty can
be arranged depends on final arbitration between the camps.
A surprise move, however, on the part of the producers,
which came just before this story went to press, threatens to
change completely the battle lines of the two armies.
In place of the contract which will have expired before this
is read, producers offer a new five-year plan which, if all
indications are true, will be ratified and signed by joint
committees of producers and actors within the producers’
organization known as the Academy.
At first glance it would seem that the proposals of the

producers would have spiked most of the Guild’s demands.
One point, and this to the Guild is the most important, re¬
mains undecided and it may well be over this that the first
siege guns are fired. The producers still refuse to recognize
the Guild as an organization through which to arbitrate
actors’ claims, the one thing the Guild feels is most neces¬
sary to its successful existence.
Briefly, the major proposals of the producers included in
the proffered five-year contract are as follows:
1. Abolition of the “deal” contract, which comes under
heavy fire from the actors later in this article.
2. Enforcement of the twelve-hour rest period, another
bone of contention which formed one of the chief demands
of the Guild (this is discussed more fully later on.)
3. Holidays with pay and no work, still another Guild
demand.
4. Reduction of Saturday night work.
5. Arbitration through the Academy, optional with the
actor, compulsory with the producer. (This is the point over

By
JOHN
LITTLE
On the other page you
see
Eddie Cantor and
Ann Harding — on this
page, Jim Cagney and
Bob Montgomery.
All
four stars play a vitally im¬
portant part in the struggle.

which the really big clash is likely to come eventually.)
6. Make the day call binding. (An actor who has been
given a call for a day’s work may be given a cancellation
order a few hours before he is scheduled to start work.)
7. Pay for excessive make-up time.
8. Reduction of the “On or about” clause from forty-eight
to twenty-four hours. (According to this, no actor can be
called more than twenty-four hours ahead of time for work
at the studio.)
9. “No strike” clause ruled out.
Reduced to simple terms, the producers are battling to
keep an open shop and are willing to make these concessions
to get it because, with all the companies suffering from vast
losses through the depression, increased costs are out of the
question.
“The actors are trying to make a trade out of a profes¬
sion,” said one producer. “It can’t be done. It ruined the
theater; it will ruin the screen. Every proposal made by
the actors would increase already burdensome costs, and in
the end would cut down production.
No production, no salaries—so
where would be the gain ? An actor
is like a doctor or a newspaper
man; rigid working hours are im¬
possible. We compete for services
of these people, and are willing to
barter in the open market for talent.
Salaries for actors are determined
by demand, and you’ll find many an
actor who got $30 a week on the
stage getting $300 on the screen.
As for working conditions, this is
like no other business in the w'orld
and cannot be governed like a soap
factory. We understand its com¬
plications; the actor does not. We
insist on controlling our end of it,
no matter how hard we must fight
to do so.”
In the (Continued on page 80)
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Those who know and have been on the
set, say this is anything but a "highbrow"
film, it's a lively, amusing, romantic one,
entertaining for both young and old. In
the upper left is director Max Reinhardt,
seated, watching the lighting effects. To
the right of him is Jean Muir, who plays
Helena, knitting while on the set, waiting
for her cue. Below her is Reinhardt
again, explaining something from the
script to Anita Louise. That's a donkey's
head they are putting on Jimmy Cagney
(lower left). He's going to surprise movie
fans in his half unreal makeup.
And
who is this? Victor Jory, of course, as
Oberon.
Just above are Dick Powell
(Lysander), Jean Muir (Helena) and Ross
Alexander (Demetrius) rehearsing for
Stanley Logan, who'stbe dialogue director.
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At the top (other page), Anita Louise as
Titania is with little Sheila Brown, the fairy.
Above, Mickey Rooney (by now out of the
hospital) who plays the part of Puck, despite
having broken his leg during last winter.
Upper right—eight fairies in a hill-top ballet.
Just below is a scene in a sound stage forest
with whole live trees transplanted, sparkling
with glittering Christmas tree stuff; real run¬
ning brooks, the beds of which are lined with
shining dust, and real grass—an enchanted

forest that far surpasses a real one. In this
delightful setting we find (left to right) Hugh
Herbert (Snout), Frank McHugh (Quince), Otis
Harlan (Starveling), Dewey Robinson (Snug),
James Cagney (Bottom), Joe E. Brown (Flute);
in the foreground is Arthur Treacher (Ninny's
Tomb).
In the lower right-hand corner, Mr.
and Mrs. Max Reinhardt (seated), camera¬
man Hal Mohr (standing) and co-director
William Dieterle (on the platform) all watch
the rehearsing of a scene in this film fantasy.

You'd

think that Margaret
A

Lindsay came to Hollywood from
the lap of luxury-but actually\
she existed on $2 6 a month, which
permitted but one meal a day.
A n inspiring document that tells...

By BEN MADDOX

Look at the girl at the left—and tfien remember
that Margaret Lindsay, at nineteen, lived i® a
tenement and had to deny herself every luxury and
many conveniences in order to reach her goal.

N

O one in Hollywood has ever heard this part of
Margaret Lindsay’s past. About the time when
she was struggling along in New York City on
just $6.50 a week, existing in a two-by-six tene¬
ment room, and eating at the automat ... !
She finally broke down and told me because she is fed
up with people saying, “But of course you don’t understand
what it means to have to start from scratch !”
Hollywood knows Margaret as a beautiful, luxuriouslooking girl who is on the verge of stardom.
The dis¬
cerning bachelors vie in rushing her.
She is the only
chum Janet Gaynor cares to have.
Film folks recall that she was an Iowa deb who crashed
pictures by pretending to be British.
Before this hoax
worked she had graduated from Washington, D. C.’s most
exclusive finishing school and had then attended New
York’s foremost dramatic academy.
There was never any rubbing of shoulders with stern
reality before she achieved stardom.
Yes? That’s even what I thought, too, and I believed
I had the inside track on Margaret Lindsay for it was to
me that she confessed her English “act.” After I wrote that
scoop I did other stories—until there was nothing left to
report on her. A sheltered girl who’d been lucky was what
she summed up to be, from all previously known accounts.
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Then we got to talking, again. Seriously. Was I sur¬
prised when -she opened up with this entirely unsuspected
chapter of her early efforts.
Today she has everything she wants and is praised on
all sides. But four years ago, when she attempted to begin
her climb up the theatrical ladder, she quite definitely failed
to click. And she struggled!
“I have never told a soul out here; but I do realize
what a girl is up against when she wants terribly to become
an actress and has no entree. For once / was very much
in that position. I existed on $26 a month and faced all
the problems and difficulties a novice is plunged into!”
CHE was nineteen. Well-bred and talented, yet excessively
^ shy.
Standing up for her own rights panicked her.
Rather than argue, she invariably agreed. Her mother had
often declared that Margaret babied herself, and predicted
that she would never be a true individual until she learned,
somehow', to command her own destiny.
Her first twelve years’ schooling had been in a convent.
From its cloistered walls she went to the swanky school
in Washington. She was allowed to mix only with the elite.
The drama training in New York City was more cosmo¬
politan, but only moneyed boys and girls took it.
So, when her initial term there (Continued on page 105)
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JEAN HARLOW:

MERLE OBERON:

“The personality spark."

“The man of importance."

DOLORES DEL RIO:

JOAN BLONDELL:

“The cosmopolitan poise."

'Give me a quiet man!"

A

LL right, man and boy, this month it’s your turn !
Tn the last issue of Movie Mirror, Hollywood’s
male connoisseurs of femininity spoke forth very
frankly on what they considered the most interest¬
ing, palpitating and eye-catching attributes a woman might
have, with emphasis on first impressions. The FIGURE
won. Graceful hands and thin ankles ran second. Closely
after came EYES. Then LIPS. Then HAIR and PER¬
SONALITY. Some of the boys noticed CHIC. And one
even mentioned HATS!
This month, we are turning the tables just to let you know
which masculine qualities rate highest in the eyes of Holly¬
wood’s glamorous women. We didn’t expect the girls to go
into swoons over strange men’s eyes, lips or the fascinating
waves in their hair. And they didn’t. In fact, the consensus
was quite definitely away from Greek gods or even Arrow
Collar ads. The ladies were as frank (almost) as the gen¬
tlemen previously had been. So, if you’ve often wondered,
in your duller moments at the Damtna Flappa House or the
Rotary luncheon: “Would / go great guns in Hollywood
with say, Jean Harlow on one arm and Lupe Velez on the
other?” there is really no time like the present to learn.
What do the Hollywood gals look for in a man? And if
so* have you got it? In a few cases, the answers we re¬
ceived to our question were not “up” to what we had ex¬
pected. In those cases, we took the trouble to give you our
own, personal-and-private ideas on the subject. Thus, by
reading between the two lines, you may get the right dope.
But before we go into our dance, we wish to make it quite
definite that whenever we quote a lady who is already
bound with the bonds of matrimony, the lady is talking for
fun and not for keeps—at least as far as her husband and
this article are concerned!
Now, is everybody ready? Okay. Give, gals!

T

UPE VELEZ—near divorcee and. whooper-upper:
“Great beeg tall men for Loopee, the beeger and taller
the better. Handsome ? Poof! What do I care for looks ?
I hate pretty men. But if hee’s beeg and strong, that is im¬
portant. I get a beeg tbrill out of walking down the street
beside a tall man. Eet makes me feel leetle and dependent
and I like to feel leetle and dependent.” (Nothing to add.)
JOAN CRAWFORD—actress, dancer and gardeniawearer: “If a man is presentable in physique, appearance
and grooming, I think the most important indication of his
personality is his voice. If you were to put ten acceptable
men in a drawing room and allow me to walk in blindfolded.
I am sure 1 could, just by listening to their voices, choose
the most interesting one among them!” (An interesting
voice might have trouble paying for that many gardenias,
and how do you tell from his English whether he would be
able to read a French menu? And I’ve heard that some of
the boys have a difficult time talking a good tango!)
DOLORES DEL RIO—Mexican beauty and sun-bath
addict: “I immediately look for indications of the artist.
Tapered hands, serious attitude, and generally a cosmopolitan
poise and conversational ability can indicate this in men
even though they, themselves, might not even suspect that
they are of the artistic type.” (It would be the gal with
the best figure and the most gorgeous olive skin in the
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By
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CHATTERTON

Our most glamorous stars answer the
males and confess what particular
masculine attractions they look for
JOAN CRAWFORD:

GRACIE ALLEN:

"Most interesting voice."

"I look for his wife!"

MARLENE DIETRICH:

BETTE DAVIS:

"He must be an artist."

"I look for the defects."

whole town who would be going around looking for the
“artist,” and me with my short, stubby fingers and low
brow, not to mention my lack of seriousness !)
BETTE DAVIS—actress and knitted-shorts wearer: “All
right, I’ll let you think I’m being obvious for the moment.
I do find myself attracted to handsome men, that is until
they prove themselves either brainless or humorless. How¬
ever (and this, lads, is the catch) I find myself attracted
to handsome men for a very perverse reason: because I
like to look for defects. A scar on an otherwise handsome
face truly fascinates me. A crooked smile on a well pro¬
portioned face seems, to me, more interesting than would
a straight one.” (I’m going to take my coniick out to call
on Bette some day, if my wife doesn’t read this and clip it
off while I sleep!)
JEANETTE MACDONALD—red-headed woman and
singer extraordinary: “I’ve heard it said that men think
they can tell a great deal about a woman by looking at her
mouth. Let me assure the gentlemen that this trick of read¬
ing character and personality works both ways. At least,
that’s the method 1 use. I pride myself that I can tell a
cruel man, a humorous one, a selfish one, a happy one or
a sad one merely from the expression around his mouth.
It makes no difference what other qualities he may have to
recommend him!” (On more than one occasion, Jeanette,

I’ve studied the mouth of that man who calls at your house
and I can’t decide whether it’s happy or humorous.)
MAE WEST—actress-singer and corset-makers’ delight:
“I can’t say that I look for, or at, anything particular in a
man. I take in everything at a glance !” (But, Mae, we asked,
don’t you mean to say Tall, Dark and Handsome f) “No, I
couldn’t stop there. That wouldn’t include all the weights,
sizes or colors. Besides handsome is, as handsome does,
or something.” (What you mean, Mae, is that we should
tell the boys to Come Up Some Time and you’ll handi¬
cap ’em after they get there. Right?)
MERLE OBERON—artiste, charmer de luxe and how:
“I am always attracted by important men. Why deny it or
beat about the bush ? Most women are, if they would only
admit it! A man who has mastered his field—whether it
be banking, writing, medicine or what—is a conqueror; and
conquerors have always mattered to women ! Their atten¬
tions flatter us more than any other. Give my Important
Man a sense of humor and to me he would be irresistible.”
(Just for my own records, Merle, would he be any more
important if he had conquered banking or, let us say.
magazine writing? Don’t tell me, let me guess.)
JEAN HARLOW—comedienne and professional blonde:
“I look for that spark, that certain something that spells
personality
in
a
man.
(Continued
on
page QQ)

Do you know how to care for your hair
both before and after a permanent?
And what to do for that stubborn case
of dandruff? I'll be glad to help you
with both of these hair problems, or any
other beauty problems that are worry¬
ing you; heavy hips, blackheads that
simply wont budge ... so many little
things which mar beauty and which you
can clear up for yourself when you know
how. Write me in confidence, all about
it, and let's get together and find out
what we can do.
And don't forget to
enclose
that stamped,
self-addressed
envelope I'm always crying fori
Write your private beauty consultant,
c/o MOVIE MIRROR, 6715 Hollywood
Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.

Maureen O'Sullivan is a firm believer in the nightly
use of the brush to keep her hair soft and lustrous.

M

AYBE it’s old stuff to call hair “woman’s
crowning glory,” but it is still true that a
glorious head of hair can make a striking,
beautiful creature out of an otherwise plain
and unattractive girl.
Of course it takes time and thought to bring out the
natural beauty of your hair, but so does anything else
worth having. And nowadays you have so many things
to help you do this.
Many startling advances have been made in methods
of beautifying the hair, as there have been in cosmetics.
Grandmother used to feel simply too ultra when she
went in for that new process, the marcel wave. This
was the invention of Monsieur Marcel who tried to
copy in straight hair the beautiful, natural wave that
was in his mother’s hair. Women of those times were
so grateful for this new aid to beauty that they raised a
statue to the Frenchman in the town where he was born.
Today, when we want artistic curls, we get them from
the permanent wave machine operated by electricity.
So
far as I know, a statue has yet to be raised to the inventor
of that, though I think he deserves it.
But! There was one thing grandmother did which has
no modern substitute and never will have. She brushed her
hair. She brushed it, and she brushed it. No girl of her
generation who made any pretenses at all to. being well bred,
ever went to bed without giving her hair at least fifty strokes,
and many girls brushed their hair for five minutes by the
clock, night and morning.
How many of us do that today ? I certainly hope lots of
you do, because; it doesn’t cost anything; it takes only a
little time; it will give your hair health and cleanliness and
a fine, polished sheen—four excellent reasons why you should
wield that hair brush vigorously.
Use a good stiff brush with long, uneven bristles. Such a
brush is not cheap to buy, but a hairbrush of quality is
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cheap in the long run because it will last for years. Wash
such a brush at least twice a week in soap-suds, putting it
on its side to dry in the sun if possible. About halfway be¬
tween shampoos, it is an excellent idea, especially if you
live in a city, to fit a little pad of absorbent cotton down
over the bristles and brush with that. You will be sur¬
prised at the amount of dust this extricates from your hair.
Brush your hair down, and then start around the neck¬
line and brush toward the top of the head. Take little strands
and brush them individually. Make long parts, from front
to hack and sideways and brush them. Give your hair a
regular workout every night and watch it shine!
\ TANY girls say they dislike brushing their hair very
much, because it spoils the wave. Naturally curly hair
will be only the curlier and prettier for good brushing.
There’s a way of taking care of the other kind of waves
which I’ll tell you about, and don’t you know that the better
the health of the hair, the better it will hold a wave? You
simply can’t have healthy hair (Continued on page 107)
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Ginger Rogers models the newest of
bridal costumes: a jacket-gown of white
satin. The train is attached to the
jacket, which has a back opening and
puff sleeves, shirred at the shoulder,
tight at the wrist. This is a double-duty
gown—remove the veil from the Juliet
cap, unsnap the train from the jacket,
and you have an evening ensemble! The
gown beneath has straight princess lines
and a square neck. You can see how
lovely the back and shoulder straps are,
with their appliqued Alengon lace, in
the sketch. Created by Viola Dimmitt.

COSTUMES — BULLOCK’S-WILSHIRE
LOS ANGELES
SHOES — HUGGINS-DELMAN
LOS ANGELES, PASADENA

1
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Fashions In Action
Modeled h>
Oh, yes, you see those stunning bath¬
ing suits in the shops. But you don't see
them on smart young things who know
their way around, who really swim, who
get the datesl
There simply isn't any
suit smarter than one like this white seasatin made in classic lines (you can also
get it in wool).
It makes a girl's figure
look beautiful, particularly if she's tanned,
and Betty Furness shows it off to perfection.

These gay action camera shots on a
California beach were taken by Tommy
Evans (shl he's Madge Evans' brotherl)

Betty Furness
Lower right—The more South Seas you go
this season the smarter, and pretty Betty
goes all the way in an authentic Tahitian
costume of red-and-yellow South Sea Island
cotton (sprawling yellow flowers on a
scarlet ground). The skirt is a plain wrap¬
around that ties about the waist. The
bandeau i$ a bandana, carelessly knotted.
Upper right—Just an old California custom,
hot hamburgers eaten from little paper
sacks while seated on the sand. And at
the top—Naturally a girl has to wear
something to the beach for that interval
before and after swimming. Here's a cute
number, a box-coated suit of turquoise blue
linen, dark brown blouse and a blue hat.

Left—Pink is a favorite color for afternoon.
Ginger selects it here in a spectator sports
dress of crepe with rosebud collar and cuffs of
Val lace, dyed to match. Her hat is of navydyed leghorn, her white linen bag with navy
kid trim is O! so large (because large bags are
the rage) and the two-tie oxfords of white
suede have perforated backs. You'll need a
dressy suit for afternoon (perhaps to be
married in, if you have a simple weading). The
one below is of white matelasse in a rosebud
pattern. The fox-trimmed jacket is held at the
waist by Dresden-blue stone buttons, and the
white panama-lac hat is trimmed with huge
blue cornflowers and velvet ribbon. (The corner
sketch shows the cunning dress underneath).

Ginger Rogers, recently
a bride, selects simple
bridal costumes that
would add light and lifeto
any woman's wardrobe.

For a "going-away" bridal costume, or for general sports
wear, Ginger chooses the yellow basketweave cotton ensemble
above, with its navy trim and accessories. With it she wears
a matching Toyo panama hat having the very new folded
brim. Her bag and gloves are of chamois and taffeta. Ginger
can surprise you by removing her short box jacket to reveal
a chic sports frock with square neckline, navy buttons, taffeta
triangle scarf and kid belt. Upper right—her bridal night¬
gown is one of the new formal ones which may even be worn
as a dinner gown at home (yes, really, people do that!) It
is of pink satin with yoke and sleeves of crepe trimmed in dark
Alengon lace and brown taffeta ribbon. Her negligee (right)
is also of pink satin. Its high neckline, which closes with satincovered buttons, is lined with powder blue chiffon, as are the
graceful sleeves. Both make an attractive, shimmering ensemble.
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Comeback
By

A
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soon as the other studios hear you
haven’t re-signed with Goldman, they’ll
besiege you with offers,” her mother
had said unconcernedly, but long, dreary
months had passed, and Joyce Wells was still at
leisure. So far as Hollywood knew or cared, her
career was ended—at twenty-three! Never be¬
fore that ill-advised vacation in Europe had
Joyce had any time for herself, for play, for re¬
laxation ; as far back as she could remember she
had worked hard—and successfully. Since that
accursed trip, she had not worked at all, and there
was no money coming in.
Midge, her mother, refused to worry, but she
entered into the game of keeping up appearances.Midge was not at all a bad sort; she was just—
well, easy going. “It was my fault,” Joyce told
herself sternly, “for burdening her with my finan¬
cial affairs, in the first place, but she did want so
much to help in my career!” For Midge had sec¬
retly invested most of Joyce’s savings in a friend’s
new shop, which so far had paid no dividends.
That, too, had happened while Joyce was on
her ill-fated trip, which had only one bright as¬
pect. It had been on shipboard that she met Tad
Rutledge. There was a situation to make one
laugh—or cry! Tad was now on his way to star¬
dom at her own old studio, while Joyce was at
leisure. It had been her introductions, her casual
loan of five hundred dollars (how much larger
the sum seemed today!), that had given him his
start. Wouldn’t it be horrible now if she should
be reduced to asking him for that money? No,
it would just be comical—thank God, she still
had her sense of humor ! She needed it, to com¬
bat her sense of fright when she felt herself fall¬
ing in love with handsome, exuberant, ambitious
young Tad Rutledge.
Corey Preston was her only other hold on san¬
ity in these uncertain days. Poor Corey, though,
had lost his job on the same day she received
her own dismissal. But he, as a director, was
getting a few independent jobs. As a former
star, she was never offered even these meager op¬
portunities. Joyce knew what demands she made,
had always made, on Corey’s friendship and loy¬
alty, and was overwhelmingly grateful for his
sympathy and hqlp. She would have been shocked
and stunned to know what demands she made upon
his love, for somehow he had never told her. His
was the role of guardian and comforter, and he
told himself he was content with merely this.
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She was conscious only of the sharp
pain in her temple at first. Then she
felt strong arms lifting her, heard a
voice, Corey Preston's voice, sobbing.

DALE

EUIMSON

CAN top of the sudden blasting of Joyce’s hopes,
two major and widely varied catastrophes de¬
veloped, one affecting the whole motion picture
industry, the other, Joyce alone.
There had long been a rumbling, unorganized
feeling against the bad taste exhibited in certain
motion pictures. Various uncoordinated factions
which had been crying such terms as “licentious,”
“filthy,” “pandering to the lower instincts,” “dan¬
gerous to the younger generation,” “immoral,”
and downright “dirty,” at last organized under
the leadership of the churches and threatened to
stay away, in large, indignant bodies, from thea¬
tres exhibiting pictures which they deemed un¬
clean. The bludgeon of purity, as is not unusual
in such wholesale righteousness, swung wantonly,
indifferent of the guilty or guiltless it struck down.
The result, during the summer months of 1934,
was a sudden rush to cover by all the producers,
who did not dare show their heads again until
they had concocted a solution, one part antiseptic
and the other peroxide, into which all scenarios
could be dipped, bleached and brought forth wrap¬
ped in immaculate swaddling clothes. This could
offend nobody but an intelligent minority who
had always recognized bad taste for what it was,
but regarded vulgarity as a minor, harmless sin
and realized that at long last motion pictures had
been daring to deal with adult problems.
In spite of the fact that Joyce had not appeared
on the screen in a year, the righteous remembered
her, even if producers did not, and named her as
one whose pictures had been “objectionable.” And
now whenever Joyce’s agent approached one of
the studios in her interests, producers met him
with smudged hands (from blue-pencilling ques¬
tionable scenes) raised in horror at the thought
of investing in an actress whose screen virtue had
once been slightly tarnished.
But this had no immediate effect upon Joyce’s
position. It merely changed indifference to active
antagonism. The thing which brought her up
suddenly into the full realization of actual neces¬
sity came from a much closer, more personal,
quarter—from Midge, on Joyce’s twenty-fourth
birthday.
Midge, against Joyce’s wishes, decided that this
birthday should be no different from any other.
She was not a penurious person either with her
own or anyone else’s money and she would as
was customary give Joyce a gift. Joyce found the
wristwatch which Midge had bought for her be¬
side her plate at breakfast, and while she scolded
her mother good-naturedly for the loving ex¬
travagance, she passed it off easily. She would
have to see that Midge did not do things like
this in the future, but there was no point in fright¬
ening her with a prospect of immediate poverty
because of her action.
Joyce was wearing the watch, a thin platinum
trifle sprinkled with tiny diamonds, when the tele¬
phone rang. It proved (Continued on page 73)
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JOHN BEAL
Conquered

Far from, handsome, not tall enough
for his chosen career, the boy fought
*

alone against his brooding fear.
By HARRY A. BLAIR

Then along came ambitious Helen
who taught him ho w to win

I

’VE always been afraid of people,” said John Beal,
quietly, his usually placid brow wrinkled in thought.
“I used to feel that they didn’t like me; that they
avoided me.”
The boy who played the title role in “The Little Minister”
and is now to be seen in “Les Miserables” and “Laddie” was
in a retrospective mood. His gaze wandered outside the
dressing room window to the broad expanse of the studio
lawn. His reward had come at last.
John Beal was thinking back over the years to the time
when he was little Alex Bliedung, son of a department
store owner back in Joplin, Missouri. Difficult, adolescent
years, and he a sensitive boy striving to find expression for
the great dramatic instinct which welled within him.
Being the only son, it was natural that his father should
wish young Alex, christened James Alexander, to continue
the Bliedung business. The boy, not wanting to blast his
father’s hopes, kept to himself the realization that he could
never follow a business career.
In the quiet of his own room, Alex pondered on the
future. He knew that he wanted to be an actor, but how to
overcome his extreme shyness ? That was his problem.
The mere thought of stepping out before thousands of peo¬
ple terrified him. Once he had been obliged to recite be¬
fore the class, and that was bad enough. Despite the familiar
faces, he stumbled over the lines which he had spoken so
well before his admiring parents, in his own home.
'"THERE was also another seemingly insurmountable diffi* culty. The boy knew that, far from being handsome,
he was not even good looking. The face which was later
to take on character and individual¬
ity, then seemed downright homely.
Above, in "Les
The pictures of actors which he
Miserables." Right,
scanned so eagerly, all seemed of
with Virginia
classic proportions. Alas, his own
W e i d I e r in
nose was inclined to be puggish, his
RKO's "Laddie."

mouth too big while his eyes, aside from lacking distinction,
were weak to the point where he was obliged to wear goldrimmed specs! To top the dilemma, he was small for his
age and knew he would never be a tall man. No wonder
John Beal brooded!
Perhaps because of his physical handicaps, he fought all
the harder for the success which was later to come his way.
It was love, however, which brought out the fight in the
erstwhile shy young man, whose grandfather was a rip
roarin’ Irishman by the name of Jim Harrigan!
Spurred on by ambition to (Continued on page 106)

Camels certainly
make a difference J’
SAYS

MISS MARY DE MUMM
In Newport, where she made her debut,
Miss de Mumm is one of the most pop¬
ular of the smart summer colony, just as
she is among the most feted of the younger
set during the New York season.
" Both in the enjoyment of smoking and
in its effect, Camels certainly make a
great difference,” she says. "Their flavor
is so smooth and mild that you enjoy the
last one as much as the first. And I notice
that Camels never affect my nerves. In
fact, when I’m a bit tired from a round of
gaieties, I find that smoking a Camel really
rests me and gives me a new sense of
energy. I’m sure that’s one reason they
are so extremely popular.”
People do welcome the renewed energy
they feel after smoking a Camel. By re¬
leasing your latent energy in a safe, nat¬
ural way, Camels give you just enough
"lift.” And you can enjoy a Camel as
often as you want, because they never
affect your nerves.

Among the many
distinguished women tvho prefer
Camel’s costlier tobaccos:
MRS. NICHOLAS BIDDLE, Philadelphia
MISS MARY BYRD, Richmond
MRS. POWELL CABOT, Boston
MRS. THOMAS M. CARNEGIE, JR., New York
MRS. J. GARDNER COOLIDGE, ll, Boston
MRS. HENRY FIELD, Chicago
MRS. JAMES RUSSELL LOWELL, New York
MRS. POTTER D’ORSAY PALMER, Chicago
MRS. LANGDON POST, New York
MRS. WILLIAM T. WETMORE, New York

Copyright, 1935
R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Company
Winston-Salem
N. C.

MISS DE MUMM’S TAILORED HOSTESS COAT BY HATTIE CARNEGIE DEMONSTRATES
THE COOL ELEGANCE OF THE NEW PIQUES FOR SUMMER

CAMELS ARE MILDER!...MADE FROM FINER, MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS
...TURKISH AND DOMESTIC.. .THAN ANY OTHER

POPULAR

BRAND

READ THIS LETTER
FROM A YOUNG BRIDE

then write us
to send you the
213 new recipes absolutely free
"Just six weeks after my marriage to Bob, I made a
discovery which shook me fivm head to foot. At first
he hinted; then he openly criticised. All I could cook
was eggs and steak, so he said. And he was right. Bob
was dissatisfied with my cooking.
"Silently l wept. It was not until the next day that
l decided upon a plan. I remembered reading in your
magazine an offer of simple and easy to prepare recipes.
1 wrote for them.
"The recipes came a few days later and with trem¬
bling fingers I prepared Chicken a la King for Bob’s
dinner. 1 followed the directions carefully. The results
were miraculous. When Bob finished his second help¬
ing he arose very ceremoniously and said, 'The cook is
dead, long live the cook7
"Now every night is coronation night in our home,
Bob says, and 1 am so happy, for 1 owe it all to those
recipes which you sent me.”
{Signed) Airs. Robert Adams.
This letter from Mrs. Adams is typical of the thousands we
receive every month from young housewives. To be exact, in
the last twelve months, 64,500 letters have come in asking us
for recipes, advice on home making, beauty, styles and many
other questions which vitally affect every young housewife.
Cooking problems are often the most difficult for the young
housewife to solve and many interesting requests come in for
help in the kitchen.
Some of our readers want ideas for breakfasts or teas or
even formal dinners. Others want recipes for just a single

tasty dish. Whether the request is simple or complex it
receives the same careful and individual attention.
Most surprising of all is the fact that the recipes are not
expensive. They are prepared for every day use—not special
occasions. No unusual ingredients are required. You will find
almost everything you need right on your pantry shelf.
And this service is free to all our readers. All you need do
is enclose a self addressed envelope with your letter. We want
you to get acquainted with this new free service—it really
and truly is yours for the asking.
As a special get acquainted offer we would like to send you
the 213 recipes which have appeared in this magazine during
the past six months. Send for them and surprise your husband.
You’ll be surprised, too, to find how easy it is to make every
meal a banquet. Fill in the coupon now and mail it together
with a self addressed envelope. We will send you these 213
recipes for delicious dishes absolutely free of charge.

Free 213 New Tasty Recipes
•
I

Food Editor, Macfadden Women’s Group,
1926 Broadway, New York City

j

Please send me the 213 recipes without cost or obligation. I enclose a self addressed stamped envelope.

;

Thank you.
j

NAME-__

j

j

ADDRESS_____

j

i

CITY--STATE_

:

C

ONGRATULATIONS and all the happiness in the
world to those of you who are going to be married
this spring! I know some of you are, because
you’ve asked me about what would be good to serve
at the wedding breakfast.
That’s why I turned to my files under IV and sought for
Wedding Cake and Wedding Traditions, and then looked
for other good things. A wedding breakfast is a special
occasion and everything should taste extra-special good.
When I had everything together, the menu looked so
delicious I used it for a luncheon with friends last week.
You can do the same, except that you won’t use the fancy
ice cream shapes and the cake is frosted, not decorated.
Brides aren’t the only people who rate good food.
Why the party which follows a daytime wedding is called
Wedding Breakfast, I don’t know, but it is, even if it is
served as late as five o’clock. And a funnier fact is that
the very same menu can be served during the evening. It is
then called Wedding Supper.
You can, and should, indulge yourself to the limit in dec¬
orating the table with a great deal of white and pastel
colors, favors, fancy nut dishes, charming place cards, a
simple or elaborate centerpiece of which the bride’s cake
is the important part, flowers (oh! lots of flowers, please),
and white ribbon in streamers and bows.
You may use either a hot or a cold first course. For my
luncheon, I chose Consomme Bellevue, which is a splendid

appetizer

and

wonderfully

easy

to

make

and

serve.

CONSOMME BELLEVUE
Use one-half clam juice, and one-half chicken
broth. Combine, heat, and serve with a dash of
whipped cream which is faintly dusted with
paprika.
Other appropriate soups are clear mushroom, or one of
the excellent canned tomato bouillons. For a cold first
course, use melon balls, a fruit cup, or chilled strawberry
juice which is so pretty with a table decoration color scheme
of pink and white.
You’ll want something to go with the soup. Have you
ever made Oven Puffs? Well, you should learn how, be¬
cause they are not only different but they can be used for
so many occasions—with soups, to accompany cocktails, and
at tea parties—grand little things. And it’s such dainties
that make the reputation of a hostess. I’ll send you direc¬
tions for Oven Puffs if you’ll write to me for them.
For the main course, you may use chicken, sea food or
sweetbreads. Chicken mousse is a welcome variation from
the eternal creamed chicken, and has the advantage of being
prepared very early in the day, which is a big help for a
lot of us when we are planning a party.
CHICKEN MOUSSE

Gene Markey and Nancy Carroll, left, watch
bride Jocelyn Lee and husband James Sey¬
mour as they cut an elaborate wedding cake.

1
Yz
3
3
1

Y&

tbl. gelatin
cup water
tbls. butter
tbls. flour
tsp. salt
tsp. pepper

Y tsp. paprika
Y& tsp. nutmeg
2 cups milk
2 cups chicken cut fine
1 cup cream
parsley or watercress

Soak the gelatin in the water. Melt the
butter and stir in the flour and the season¬
ings. Add the milk gradually, stirring con¬
stantly over the fire (Continued on page 91)

You don't need to be having a wed¬
ding to enjoy this good food!
Write
to me for the recipes of Lobster a la
Newburg; and the Bride's Cake with
the fluffy frosting. Oven Puffs too, you
ought to have, and if there's anything
I
haven't explained clearly in the
article, you just ask me about it and any
other cooking problems. Write to Pauline
Nelson, 6715 Hollywood Blvd., Holly¬
wood, Cal.
Don't forget to enclose
that stamped, self-addressed envelope.

The first complete story of Colleen
Moore's magic castle now on tour
Editor’s Note: In place of his usual article on interior decoration

this month, Mr. Harold Grieve agreed to write about Colleen Moore’s
amazing doll house, for which he was the consulting decorator. In
collaboration zvith Miss Moore, he zvorked out the materials and
colors to be used. If you have ever had an idea of owning a dream
house, of living in a world of fantasy, this zvill tell you all about it.
Even if you haven’t, I’m sure you will enjoy reading about one of
the most amusing ideas that has ever been made into something
real—and remember that all this loveliness has been created to zvork
for charity, for all the receipts of the tour of Miss Moore’s doll
house zvill go to hospitals for the benefit of crippled children. R. W.

T

HE most amazing house I have ever seen belongs to
Colleen Moore. And the most astonishing thing is
that the house is a doll house.
It was nine years in construction. Before any of
you start questioning why Colleen should spend nine years
building a doll house, remember this: All of us surely have
the right to spend our own earnings on what gives us the
greatest satisfaction. Since her father, Mr. Charles Morri¬
son, built her first doll house out of a cigar box when she
was two years old, Colleen has adored doll houses. Others
might have spent their money on clothes, automobiles, an¬
tiques or yachts. Colleen has spent her fortune on a doll
house, a magic palace for a fairy Prince and Princess.
Nine years ago when she, her mother and father went to

Honolulu, Colleen said to her father, “Let’s build one last
doll house—a fantastic, beautiful one that will live forever.”
It was her idea to build a castle with each room done
like a room out of a fairy story, a Knights of the Round
Table dining room, for instance. Colleen realized it would
be selfish and extravagant to build such a house unless it
was to serve a purpose. She was interested in two types
of charities, those devoted to crippled children and those
for the aid of cardiac sufferers. Then and there she decided
to build the house and exhibit it for their benefit.
Upon Colleen’s return from Honolulu work was imme¬
diately started. And now the house is completed. It is a
castle belonging to an Irish Princess, who has recently been
married to a Russian Prince.
(Continued on page 92)

A clever trick of the
camera makes these
pictures look full size,
but the scale is really
one inch to a foot.
Left — The drawing
room is lighted by a
gold chandelier
strung with real dia¬
monds, its bulbs the
tiniest in the world.
The floor is quartz,
the furniture silver.

Right—For the great
hall, world-famous
artists have created
murals
depicting
Colleen's favorite
fairy-tale people. The
Pied Piper peers from
beneath the staircase.
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awards $20 for the

best original puzzle submitted in March,

1

Why not try your luck?

You may win the same amount. You must
create a new and original puzzle.

No

trick words, no phoney definitions, please.
Address

Puzzle

Editor,

Movie

Mirror,
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72

73

84

25.
27.
28.
29

Pellet
Note of scale
Good feelings (French)
German biblical critic (died
in 1875)
31.-B. Francis
33. You get this when you play
pinochle

34. Age
35. Vehicle
37. Twelvemonths
39. Used to play cowboy parts
40. An instrumental prelude
(plural)
42. She played in “We Live
Again”
44. Month (abbr.)
45. Submerged
46. Penned up
47. To perceive
48. All correct (colloq.)

70
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85

89

V// 94
YY,
101
'AM 102
//y
108 'AM 109
WY,

49. To make dull
52. Approaches
55. To perform
56. Cures
57. Club
59. To follow
61. -Callawray
62. Donald-(has a beau¬
tiful voice)
63. Color of Janet Gaynor’s
hair
65. He was a lawyer in “David
Copperfield”
68. Ambition
69. Tom-is a cowboy
actor
72. Like
74. To cut
76. A blow in the face as box¬
ing
77. Pronoun
78. Indian
80. Song
82. Star of “Flirtation Walk”
83. She played in “Of Human
Bondage”
84. Path
86. He played in “Sweet Ade¬
line”
87. An auxilliary verb
88. Eggs of an insect
90. To place
91. Law term
92. Anna Sten’s first American
picture
94. Periods
96. Bellows
98. Kind of vegetable
100. Title of picture “
Nellie!”
102. Refined
104. Dolores Del105. Star in “Lives of a Bengal
Lancer”
106. Note of the scale
107. Wrath
109. Part of a church
111. To injure
112. He’s a very fast talker
113. He starred in “Wings in
the Dark”
114. He played in “The Perfect
Clue”
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1. She starred in “The Merry
Widow’’
8. Star of “Have a Heart”
16. Erwin’s girl friend in “Have
a Heart”
17. Italian coin
19. Her last name’s Lane
20. Girl’s name
21. Inside
22. He had a part in “The Good
Fairy”
23. Fred MacMurray stars in
99”

17

28

7777 8

7

6

22

39
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ACROSS

5

33

1926 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

ANSWER TO LAST
MONTH'S PUZZLE

3

16

to Mrs. L. Paduano, 2422 Prospect Ave.,
Bronx, N. Y.

2

III

y/A 114
y/y

DOWN
1. She played in “Gentlemen
Are Born”
2. She played in “The Party
Is Over”
3. He got his nose pulled in
“The Return of Don Juan”
(initials)
4. “Charlie Chan”
5. He played in “The Love
Captive”
6. Land measure
7. Note of scale
9. Ruby Keeler's husband
10. To clean
11. Charles Lamb’s pen name
12. Her biggest hit was “Bad
Girl”
13. Birthplace of Abraham
(bibl.)
14. He played in “The Gay
Bride”
15. He was in “Fugitive Lady”
18. Star of “Belle of the Nine¬
ties”
22. Star of “The Best Man
Wins”
23. Star of “Forsaking All Oth¬
ers”
24. To cup again
26. Toward the sheltered sides
28. He was in “Kentucky
Kernels”
29. Star of “Right to Live”
30. She played in “Our Daily
Bread”
32. Felines
33. She was in “The Lemon
Drop Kid”
34. Agnes in “David Copperfield”
36. The deceased star of “The
Big Parade”
38. He played in “Maybe It’s
Love”
39. Ex-husband of Sally Eilers
40. Tarzan’s mate in “Tarzan
and His Mate”
41. Barbara-(poss.)
43. Modern electric sign

105

1

H

99

106

A A/A 112

YY,

49. Belonging to Mrs. Ben
Lyons
50. State (abbr.)
51. She played in
“Bordertown”
53. He played in “Wagon
Wheels” (initials)
54. More positive
56. He has dancing feet
57. Snake
58. He’s the real McCoy
60. Ever (poetic)
64. Star of “Bordertown”
66. Pronoun (pi.)
67. Sears (variation)
69. Small nails
70. Chinese coin
71. A vegetable
73. He starred in “Babes in
Toyland”
75. A horseman
76. Kindles
77. A flat table-land
79. Girl’s name
81. She played in “The Man
With Two Faces”
82. He was in “The Merry
Frinks”
83. He played in “Bright Eyes”
85. A school in England
87. Douglas Fairbanks’ exwife
89. Pain
92. Star of “The Barretts of
Wimpole Street”
93. Charles-Sales
95. Deface
97. What we breathe
98. Director-Laemmle
99. He was in “The Prize¬
fighter and the Lady”
101. Man’s name
103. Lou Tellegan’s last wife
105. A girl (slang)
106. Mrs. Crosby before mar¬
riage
108. Denoting hesitation
110. Printer’s measure
111. Expression of laughter
112. Leila-(initials)
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Know

Fred MacMurray
(Continued from page 37)
was raised in a home ruptured by divorce
and harassed by money hazards.
The second leading clew had to do
with his mother’s employment and Fred’s
early grappling with such adult problems
as housekeeping and the routine of odd
jobs to make ends meet.
When he was born in Kankakee, Illi¬
nois, it seemed Fred’s future would be an
exact duplicate of that of several million
other Middle-Western boys who are sent
to college, set up in business, are married
and become the fathers of more lusty
Middle-Western boys.
MacMurray, senior, was an orchestra
and concert violinist and, before Mac¬
Murray, junior’s, fourth birthday, he was
training those far too immature baby hands
to handle bow and strings. He remembers
that when his father and mother separated
(he was about six years old then) the in¬
cessant practicing suddenly ceased and
his joy was riotous.
“T

DIDN’T realize for a number of years
that my parents were divorced,” Fred
told me.
“I can remember that quite
suddenly I was sent to ltve with my grand¬
mother, my Aunt Hazel and my Uncle
Arthur in Beaver Dam, Wisconsin.
He was almost eleven when his mother
took him to Madison to live with her in
a tiny furnished apartment, and there life
became abruptly less carefree and some¬
times a little grim.
At eleven Fred was scraping against
the reality of tight money. And probably
because he is half Scotch, he worked up
two good daily paper routes and a maga¬
zine delivery service that paid for his
sweaters and knee breeches and school
supplies.
He missed practically every crescendo
of boyhood, marbles and mischief, tobog¬
ganing and tumult, Boy Scouts and base¬
ball.
“When I finished my paper routes at
night, I hurried home to set the table for
dinner and straighten the apartment. You
see, my mother worked as a stenographer
all day and we divided the housework
between us.
Honestly, I never once felt
sorry for myself.
“During vacation I always found a job
in the local pea-canning factory,” said
Fred, recalling further details from his
work-crowded youth for me. “But when
I entered high school I required more
money and wanted my afternoons to be
free so that I could compete in athletics.
This problem was solved by the purchase
of a saxophone. I taught myself to play
it because there was no money for les¬
sons.
I limped along fairly well be¬
cause I was soon working with the school
and town dance orchestras.”
And when he graduated from high
school, Fred MacMurray was presented
with a medal from the local Ameri¬
can Legion, given annually to the student
with the best four year record in scholar¬
ship and athletics. Just how he managed to
excel in football, track, baseball and bas¬
ketball, and work until all hours of the

KATE: “Look, Ida. That wash of Mrs.
Palmer’s is full of tattle-tale gray.”

IDA: “You know, Kate — my clothes
look terrible—but what can I do?”

JOAN: “And how! That dingy color
almost shouts that her soap didn’t get
out all the dirt.”

and dirt can’t stay behind. Smell!—that
golden soap holds lots of naptha.”

ERNIE:“Wh-e-e! All dolled up for Dad.”
IDA: “It’s an old dress — but it looks so
nice and white now—you’d think it was
new. I could hug Kate for making me
change to Fels-Naptha Soap.”

IDA: “Hey, you little rascal! Don't you
muss up mother’s silk things. Those are
my best stockings and undies — and
Fels-Naptha is the only thing that’s
gentle enough for them.”

KATE: “Just change to Fels-Naptha—

Banish ‘‘Tattle-Tale Gray”
with FELS-NAPTHA SOAP

F

ELS-NAPTHA Soap is two dirt-loosen¬
ers instead of one.

Richer golden soap and plenty of naptha
added! Fels-Naptha doesn’t skip over
dirt like “trick” soaps do. It gets ALL
the dirt—even the deep-down, stuck-fast
kind. It gets clothes beautifully white!

Fels-Naptha is safer, too—gentle as can
be to daintiest things. And it’s kind
to hands—there’s soothing glycerine in
every golden bar.
Get some Fels-Naptha today. It’s great
in tub, basin or machine! . . . Fels &
Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
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«
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OFFER BELOW

New!
AN EMOLLIENT
MASCARA
that gives lashes new glamour
If you don't agree on these three
superiorities/ your money back
without question. 0

.

JbbVOAt WUM.
'T'HIS introduces my final achievement
in cake mascara, my new emollient
Winx. I bring women everywhere the
finest lash beautifier my experience can
produce — one with a new, soothing
effect that solves old-time problems.
It has three virtues, this new emollient
Winx.
It has a gt
greater spreading capacity.
hence it hasn’t the artificial look of
an ordinary mascara.
Its soothing, emollient oils keep
( ) lashes soft and silky with no danger
of brittleness.
It cannot smart or sting or cause dis¬
( ) comfort. It is tear-proof, smudgeproof, absolutely harmless.
I’m so confident that I’ve won leadership
in eye make-up that I can afford this offer.
Give your lashes a long, silky effect with
Winx Mascara. Shape your brows with a
Winx pencil. Shadow
your lids with Winx
Eye Shadow. The re¬
DARKENS
sult will delight you,
LASHES
giving your face new
PERFECTLY
charm.

(l)

2

3

WINIX

l

4

Buy any or all of my
Winx eye beautifiers.
Make a trial. If you
are notpleased,/or^«y
reason, return the box
to me and I’ll refund
your full price, no
questions asked.
Mail coupon for my free
book—"Lovely Eyes—How
to Have Them"

^Mail to LOUISE ROSS,
■ 243 W. 17th St., New York City

|
|
I

j

Name.

|
j
City.state. I

Street.

I If you also want a generous trial package of i
, Winx Mascara, enclose 10c, checking whether '
^you wish □ Black or □ Brown.
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night, is just one of those things you will
have to figure out for yourself.
The saxophone and the pea-cannery saw
Fred through two years at Carroll Col¬
lege (also in Wisconsin) where he gath¬
ered a few more football laurels and
worked at least three nights a week with
the town’s hottest dance orchestra.
If he missed the usual joys of boy¬
hood so did he miss practically all the
pleasures of adolescence.
He cannot re¬
member a girl friend in high school or
college. There was no time for them.
He can only remember that at the end
of his sophomore year his mother went
to live in California with his grandmother,
who had moved to Los Angeles from
Beaver Dam and that he decided to take
over the responsibility of her support.
And this decision brought Fred to Chi¬
cago in the year 1930 where, in spite of
the gaunt warning of bread lines and the
ill omen of tramping, unemployed thou¬
sands, he set out to find a job.
He had no friends in that windswept
city, but he had his saxophone and a
prodigious belief in himself.
Within a
week he had found a pair of jobs, in a
city that was obviously jobless.
“ T ANSWERED
want
ads—the
few
A there were—until I found a place in
the basement of a large department store,”
he told me. "T sold sporting goods because
I told them I wras an excellent golfer,
which was a very white lie. Then I was
lucky enough to be signed up as a substitute
musician with an orchestra syndicate, and
I filled in with a different band every
night.
I did this for about a year and
then was placed with a regular dance band.”
When he graduated to full time orches¬
tra work, he left the department store,
but immediately enrolled in the Chicago
Art Institute to study commercial draw¬
ing because he could not permit his three
free afternoons to be wasted in recreation.
A year later he decided to join his
family in Los Angeles and was soon play¬
ing in the orchestra pit of Hollywood’s
Warner Brothers Theater.
During this
period his mother broke her hip and Fred
was faced with the problem of earning
extra money and earning it fast. Because
his days were free, he applied for film
extra work to make up his new and mount¬
ing deficit.
But at no time did he do
anything more technical than to walk, run
or trot with five hundred fellow extras.
“During the year I worked at the thea¬
ter, this acting idea took hold of me,”
Fred admitted. “I had nightly opportunity
to watch pictures and for the first time
I studied the work of practically every
star in the industry.
For some reason,
I believed—in fact I was certain—that I
could step in front of a camera and act.
Don’t ask me why I believed that, I just
did, and in spite of my frozen terror when
I had to say two words before an audience.”
The extra work came to nothing as
extra work usually does and Fred joined
the California Collegians, a comedy band,
that was on its way to New York to
join the musical review “Three's A Crowd.”
Fred’s stage debut was a continuation of
his usual routine saxophone duties. He was
one of twenty musicians and not once did
he have an opportunity to perform alone.
So much for the claims of the unbeliev¬
ing motion picture reviewers concerning
Fred’s hidden experience.

The Collegians were a hit and were
signed at the end of the season for the
run of “Roberta.”
Now for some dim
reason, dim even to Fred, he was singled
out during the run of .this musical by a
Paramount talent scout. Fred admits that
during every performance he was buried
to the eyes by two piccolo players, a bass
viol and the rear of a grand piano.
Of course, Fred owns six feet three
inches of the best assembled anatomy
Hollywood has seen in many a lean year,
and he can claim a devastating iron jaw,
a pair of excellent blue eyes and a head
of authentically curly black hair.
But I
still cannot understand just how that stu¬
dio scout singled out Fred.
Well, Fred was tested, hired, and given
the usual six months’ contract with op¬
tions. He was sent to Hollywood where
his mother, his grandmother, his Aunt
Hazel and his Uncle Arthur welcomed
him permanently to another big house.
The studio welcomed him vaguely and
then apparently forgot Fred’s existence
before the contract was a week old.
It’s
just an old Hollywood game, you know.
But those maligned gentlemen in the
front offices might have heard belated
whispers concerning Mr. MacMurray’s
distinctly footlightless past, and they were
probably giving the victim of their own
mistake the famous silent treatment.
But on the very brink of Fred’s option
time, along comes*this “Gilded Lily” opus
requiring two leading men' both of the
six foot, handsome variety.
And along
with the picture comes an unbalanced bud¬
get that prohibits the hiring of more than
one high salaried six-footer and, presto,
Fred MacMurray slips before a camera.
He is still confused by the enthusiasm
over his masterstroke.
He knew right
along that he would make the jump. He
had to, he told me, because now the safety
zone must be large enough for a third
tenant—the girl he loves.
But the engagement of Fred and Lillian
Lamonte is another story—a long story
and a beautiful one. But even the briefest
facts carry with them the brightness of
loyalty, youth and courage. They fell in
love during the run of “Roberta,” and
Lillian was and still is Fred’s first girl
friend.
She blithely tossed aside her
stage future and followed him to Holly¬
wood where she is now earning her liv¬
ing as a mannequin in a smart gown shop.
They expect to be married soon.

O

F course, the studio has had one of
those heart-to-heart talks with Fred
concerning this matrimonial business.
I
am sure he has been told that attachments
of the heart are unhealthy for rising young
stars and practically incurable when men¬
tioned in the presence of the press.
But Fred MacMurray is a man destined
to ignore with impunity such things as
proverbs, maxims, axioms and yes, even
Hollywood’s stump speeches.
He has his course set and his sails
trimmed for a swift journey to stardom,
with stopover privileges for marriage.
I know he will finally make a happy land¬
ing on that not-so-distant safety zone.
And I know all this because I spent a
long and rainy afternoon sifting out the
circumstances, the people and the forces
that have shoved Fred MacMurray over
the steeoest of the hurdles to success.
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Comeback
(Continued from page 63)
to he Mr. Bolton of Bolton and Harms,
where Midge had bought the watch.
His voice was suavely apologetic.
“I
dislike having to bother you over such a
trifle,” he said, ‘‘but a few days ago Mrs.
Wells, your mother, gave us a check for
a watch, and it has been returned to us
marked ‘Insufficient Funds’.
We realize
it is just an oversight, but I thought you
would want to know immediately.”
“How much is the check for?” Joyce
asked.
“Five hundred dollars.”
“Will you send it right out to me, please?
There must have been some mistake. In
the meantime I’ll get in touch with the
bank.”
She hung up and called the teller at the
bank. “Will you please give me my pres¬
ent balance?” she asked.
“I understand
you did not honor a check signed by my
mother.”
She waited a short interval, and then
the teller spoke: “I find it is $207.00, Miss
Wells.”
“Are you sure?” she gasped.
“There
must be some fnistake.”
“I’m quite sure. But if you would like
to come in and go over the books with
us we shall do everything we can to
straighten up your account for you. Did
you receive your statement last month?”

J

OYCE had received it, but had laid it
aside unopened.
Since she had been
taking care of the household needs herself
she had kept strict books of her own, and
had been sure of her figures, at least with¬
in a few dollars.
She knew that there
should have been several thousands in her
account!
She went to the desk in the library where
she had deposited the last bank statement
and the cancelled checks. She tore open
the large brown envelope and hastily
thumbed through the checks. The figures
on two of them fairly leaped from the
paper at her.
One was for $2,000, and
the other $2,500, both signed “Mrs. Frank
Wells” and endorsed to “Henri, Men’s
Furnishings of Distinction.”
Holding them between her fingers as if
they were too hot to touch, she ran to
her mother’s room. She entered with such
a rush that Midge dropped the magazine
she was holding, and stared at her in as¬
tonishment.
“Whatever is wrong, Joyce?” she ex¬
plained. “Your face is white as a sheet.”
“Oh, Midge, how could you have done
this? You know I asked you to be care¬
ful of money.”
“What, Joyce?
What have I done?”
“These checks. Four thousand five hun¬
dred dollars. Oh, Midge.”
“Oh, that,” she sighed disappointedly.
“I wanted to surprise you tonight. I had
another present for you—a quarter interest
in Henri’s shop. He came to me for more
money, and I said, ‘Not another cent do
you get unless you take Joyce in as a
silent partner.’ And the cute thing agreed
to it.
Wasn’t that grand?
You’re in
business.”
Joyce sank down into a chair, her mus¬
cles turned to water. She started to speak,
but the words would not pass her lips.

“Oh darn! Darn! Doubledarn! Every time I get him
part ivay up, he falls down
again! I’d like to break
his old ladder in a trillion
pieces! I will not be quiet
— and I won’t be good!
I’m mad!”

“Bath-time? . . . Oh . . .
Well, that’s different. Will
you let me spank the water
— and poke a hole in the
soap? And do I get some
soft,

smooth

Johnson’s
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“Hurray! WhenPm under
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Nothing she could think of seemed ade¬
quate. She should, of course, never have
arranged for the joint account, but it had
seemed heartless suddenly to refuse Midge
the right to sign checks when she had
for so many years signed them all.
She
wondered if Midge were out of her mind,
or if she herself were.
It was all too
crazy, too absurd, that the very last of
her earnings should scurry after the
original sum which had sunk into an utter
stranger’s gamble. Of course, Midge had
only been thoughtless, irresponsible. But
Joyce realized at last how cruel, even
criminal, thoughtlessness can be.
She took the watch from her wrist and
held it up before her. At least she would
make Midge do one thing to impress the
exigency of their situation upon her.
“You'll have to take this back. Midge.
Your check for it hasn’t been honored at
the bank.
There’s just $207 in our ac¬
count. Think of that, Midge, consider that
for a while. I’m broke, Mother.” Joyce
had not called her mother “Mother,” in
many years, and it startled Midge more
than anything else Joyce had said. “I’m
broke, Mother, broker than the poorest
little fifteen-a-week stenographer in the
country.
Those girls know where more
is coming from—I don’t know where, or
when, I’ll earn any more.
I just want
you to understand that, to realize it once
and for all. Now we won’t ever mention
it again.”
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OYCE realized that the time had come
when she must give up all thought of
saving face. Now that very real want was
staring her in the face she went to Castleman and told him that she would ac¬
cept any offer from anybody—surely he
should be able to get her a job in one of
the “quickies,” those pictures made on a
shoestring by small, independent producers
in a week or ten days on discarded sets
rented from the major studios. In such
pictures today appear the leading men and
women of yesterday and the stars of daybefore-yesterday.
They
receive
little
money for their work, and out of it they
must furnish their own wardrobes—yet
rather than give up Hollywood and the al¬
ways hoped for opportunity to make a
comeback, the picture people of other days
take such parts as are offered, work per¬
haps three or four weeks out of the year,
and still hover about the outer fringes of
the picture colony, hoping, always hoping.
They have all had their day of glory, and
without exception they are unwilling to
face the fact that it will almost certainly
never return.
Joyce would have sold her house, if
there had been any buyers. But she had
bought it at a boom price, and it was still
only half paid for. She asked Corey Pres¬
ton his advice, and he told her that all the
money received for it—if any—would go
to the company which held the paper on it,
and that she might as well have the use
of it. So she and Midge stayed on, waiting
for word from Castleman. The maid of
all work was bid a tearful goodby and
John, the chauffeur, told that he would
have to go, too, since there was no way
of paying him. But he would not go—
there were no other jobs now, he said,
and if Joyce would feed him, he would
stay and work for her. If she could pay
him later it would be fine, if she could not

. . . well, that would be all right, too. He
liked Joyce, and would not desert her
simply because she was up against it.
It took Castleman two weeks to get her
a definite offer, and when it came it was
for even less than she had expected—one
week’s work at $500, she to furnish five
changes of costume—three evening dresses,
one wrap, a sports suit, and a tea gown.
Since she was to play “the richest girl in
the world,” they would have to be clothes
of distinction. There was irony, too, she
thought, in her playing “the richest girl in
the world” just at the present time—she
with less than $150 in the bank. Hollywood
was full of ironies these days.
Another
one was that she owned a fourth interest
in a men’s haberdashery shop. And now
she had to spend at least three hundred
dollars to buy clothes for herself.
She had not heard from Tad for more
than two weeks when he telephoned her
and asked her to go with him to a party
at Milton Beaselys.
She had read in
Louella Parsons’ column in the Examiner
that his three months’ contract had been
renewed at a great advance because Gold¬
man had been so pleased with his work as
a leading man, and that he was being
groomed for stardom. Fan mail had al¬
ready commenced to pour into the studio
as a result of his first small part, and Tad
was being exploited as Goldman’s latest
discovery.
Yet, out of the ceaseless whirlpool of
Hollywood gossip as she had been, word
had reached Joyce that Tad Rutledge was
not unimpressed with his sudden success,
and that he had been drinking immoderately.
“What blonde young actor, SCION of
an old Southern family was EJECTED
from the El Mirador Club last Tuesday
night?” queried one gossip reporter in an
evening
paper.
Another
anonymously
written column sighed wistfully: “We
hope Joyce Wells, former Goldman star,
isn’t losing any sleep over that sensational
young juvenile, Tad Rutledge, whose heart
appears to be as big—and fickle—as all
Hollywood.”
HT HE sound of his voice made her realize
that she had given him little thought
lately. She felt selfish, and a little neglect¬
ful, that she had let her own problems so
preempt her every thought. She did not like
Milton Beasely nor his parties, but she re¬
membered suddenly that she was in a
measure responsible for Tad’s being in
Hollywood, and that she might have been
taking that responsibility too lightly. She
had felt hurt that not once, since the night
he had told her he loved her, had he men¬
tioned it again, that he had, indeed, seemed
deliberately to avoid her lest she remind
him of it. She felt now that she had been
neglecting a moral obligation, so she tried
to dissuade him from going to the party.
“Gosh,” he said, “I’ve got to go. You
know Beasely’s got a lot of money in Gold¬
man Features, and I can’t afford to offend
him.
Of course, if you don’t want to
go . .
“Oh, I’ll go,” she said hastily. “Only
I thought it would be more fun if you
just came up here and we could spend a
quiet evening. I’ll be working next week.”
“Where?”
She told him.
He paused a moment,
then: “Aren’t you striking your banners,
Joyce?”
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It made her angry for a moment, but
she controlled the exclamation which rose
to her lips, and said: “After all, one must
eat, Tad, banners or no.”
Again that pause, and finally—“I see.
Of course. Well, I’ll call for you tomor¬
row night at eight-thirty.”
Something about his voice made her
think that he was not now quite so enthusi¬
astic over her going with him as he had
been before she told him about her Pov¬
erty Row job. She tried, to tell herself
she was imagining things, that she was
looking for motives and reactions which
weren’t there simply because she was sen¬
sitive. But the impression remained.
XJl/HEN Tad called for her, Joyce saw
vv at once that he had been drinking. She
hoped that the drive in his open roadster
to Malibu would clear the fuzz out of his
brain, and some time before the evening
was over she determined to ask him for
a return of at least a part of the money
she had lent him. Now, if ever, she needed
it, in order to buy clothes for the picture
she was to make.
As she climbed the car Tad patted her
knee familiarly, and said: “H’aya, toots?”
He had, Joyce realized, learned the patois
of the studios quickly.
The ride to the beach was uneventful
and a bit silent after Tad had related re¬
luctantly a few details of his existence
the past few weeks. He was worked to
death; he seldom had a chance to go out;
the cameraman had been careless of his
lighting in his new picture; the sound man
had made his voice sound like Janet Gaynor’s; there seemed to be a conspiracy at
the studio to keep him from showing to
the best advantage; he hadn’t a chance to
do good work because they made him play
such mollycoddles; he wanted a part . . .
Joyce finished it with him:
“That you can get your teeth into,” and
laughed.
He looked at her sullenly out of the
corner of his eyes.
“What’s so funny
about that?”
“Oh, Tad,” she said. “That from you.
Why, don’t you know that every ham ac¬
tor in the world has said that? It’s the
worst bromide in the profession.”
He drove on in silence, but occasionally
she could catch a glimpse of his face as
they passed a street lamp, his set jaw, his
narrowed eyes. Finally she said: “You’re
not mad?”
“No. I’m not mad,” he replied, but he
did not look at her, and drove a little
faster. She found it hard to see the road
ahead. The fog had commenced to drift
in from the ocean, and cars approaching
along the beach road appeared suddenly out
of a luminous cloud and shot by them dan¬
gerously close.
A number of times she resolved to men¬
tion the money, but found it hard to
break through the shell of his reserve. She
would, she decided, have to take him aside
sometime during the party and speak to
him. Once she broke the silence to say:
“You won’t drink much tonight, will
you?”
But the only answer she got was a
harsh laugh, and:
“Don’t be like that!
What do you
think I am, a high school squirt?”
She could scarcely believe this was the
same boy who had come to California
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with her such a very short time before, as
age is reckoned. But after they had reached
Beasely’s beach house, she thought, as the
evening progressed, that his eyes were not
the same.
They still crinkled about the
corners when he smiled, but there was a
boldness about them that somehow embar¬
rassed her.
His easy laugh, which had
been so pleasing, so flattering, was now
conscious of its flattery.
Joyce saw little of him after the first
hour.
She tried during that time to re¬
main near him, to keep him from drink¬
ing, a task she found impossible when fi¬
nally he turned directly upon her in de¬
rision after she had asked quietly: “Do
you really think you ought?” and uttered
the one word: “Cop 1” And tossed off the
remains of his highball.
She looked at him a moment, and then
walked out into the garden. She wanted
to be alone, but there was no place to be
alone. Alongside the house the swimming
pool was flooded with colored lights and
a few hardy souls, or those made hardy
by liquor, were splashing and diving. Milton Beasely caught up with her and grab¬
bed her about the waist. “Come on out
and have a swim, baby,” he suggested.
“It’ll put roses in those cheeks.
She tried to wriggle politely out of his
grasp, but his fingers were tight about
her. “I haven’t a bathing suit,” she finally
said.
“Listen, folks,” he yelled at those in and
about the pool.
“The li’l lady says she
ain’t got a bathing suit. We can’t make her
feel con- conspichus.
Let’s all take off
our suits and make her feel at home.”
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OYCE heard a chorus of giggles from
the pool. She saw one pink arm flash
up and pull a strap off a gleaming shoul¬
der, and a moment later the same hand
hold up a dripping suit. As she watched
she felt Beasely’s finger on her shoulder
fumbling at the support of her gown. She
twisted her body quickly, escaped from him,
and stood rearranging her clothes. She re¬
alized a moment later that she should have
dashed back into the house, for immedi¬
ately she seemed to be surrounded by
Beasely and a group of male bathers. She
thought: “This can’t be happening to me.
This is a scene out of a picture—a bad
picture.” The illusion was all the more
striking since one of the bathers was an
actor who had once made an attempt on
her before the camera.
“Now that ain’t no way to act,” Beasely’s
voice said. “That ain’t no way at all, is
it fellows? We wouldn’t do anything to
hurt you—it’s all just a little innocent
fun. Be a sport. Now don’t you think if
the little lady’s afraid of the water we’d
better do something to drown her fears?
She might be in a ocean wreck someday
and have to jump in the water, an’ wouldn’t
she be in a jam if she was afraid? Whadaya say, boys?”
She did not hear the answer, but felt
herself being carried, stumbling and claw¬
ing, to the pool’s edge.
These practical
jokers would, she knew, throw her fully
clothed into the pool without the slight¬
est hesitation. She could not cry out, for
the humiliation of being discovered by a
gossip writer she had seen inside'the house
would be worse than the ducking she was
about to receive.
She heard Beasely be¬
gin to count: “One . . . two . .

And before he could say three, another
hand was upon her, pulling her to her
feet. She heard Beasely grunt in fury, like
a bully cheated of his fun, and say:
“See here, Preston.
Stay out of this.”
But Corey had her on her feet now, his
arm supporting her.
“Stay out of this!” he hissed between
clenched teeth, “Stay out of this! Just try
to stop me.”
Joyce was afraid that they would, but
she turned with him and walked back to¬
wards the house. At any moment she felt
they might be overpowered and both thrown
into the pool, but no one came after them,
nothing but Beasely’s voice: “O. K., Pres¬
ton. I guess you don’t want to work for
Goldman again, do you?” And Joyce re¬
membered that Beasley owned a consider¬
able share of Goldman stock.

C

OREY PRESTON had telephoned
Joyce’s home shortly after she had
left for Malibu with Tad, and Midge had
told him of Joyce’s plans for the evening.
Corey had seen Tad drinking heavily an
hour before at the Athletic Club and, hav¬
ing heard of Tad’s inability to drink like
a gentleman, had decided to drive down to
Malibu in case Joyce needed him.
She wiped her eyes with a wisp of sod¬
den handkerchief, and smiled up at him.
“Corey,” she said, “Why are you so good
to me? There’s nobody else in the world
who’d do that for me—except my father.”
Corey took her two hands and looked
directly into her eyes. “Don’t you know,
Joyce? Don’t you really know?”
She was not silly enough to pretend now
that she couldn’t see in his face the an¬
swer to the question she had asked. And
it was a shock, too, for she suddenly re¬
alized that she had seen that same look
in his eyes many time before but in her
blindness, her overweening ambition, she
had closed her heart to it. She had been so
very young when she had first met Corey
—only seventeen—and he seemed much
older, so much out of the question,
then, as far as a lover was concerned,
though he had been only thirty at the time.
To seventeen, thirty is middle-age, and
Corey had been a nice middle-aged man
who could advance her career. Somehow
that first impression had remained, though
she had long recognized the kindness, the
great compassion and understanding with
which he met everyone’s problems.
But
now it seemed ridiculous that she had never
realized he might feel differently towards
her than the multitude of other men and
women whom he had aided in their climb.
She gripped his hand tight in her own
and whispered:
“Oh—I didn’t know.”
And then she was in his arms, and a
great peace enveloped her.
Her body
ceased its trembling, and his lips were warm
and tender on her mouth.
And Joyce
knew at long last the content of a heart
that has found its haven. She had loved
before, but always she had held something
in reserve. She had had to, for she had
always been the strong one.
Men had
come to her because they needed her,
needed more than love.
Tad had done
that, too. But Corey came to her because
she needed him.
She realized now how
many times he had done this, and she had
always been dazzled by another’s good
looks, pretty speeches or urgent demands.
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HEY stood thus qnietly a long moA ment. There was no one else in the
room where Corey had brought her, but
they could hear the wail of the orchestra
through the door, the high-pitched, hysteri¬
cal laughter, the crash of a broken glass.
“Get your wrap,” Corey said at last.
“Let’s get out of here.”
She stood at arms length from him,
looking up at him as if seeing his face for
the first time.
She whispered: “I’m so
glad I’ve found you at last,” went to the
door and opened it, turned to him once
more and said: “Wait here. I’ll be right
down.”
She felt like a coward to be sneaking off
without at least telling Tad what she was
doing, but she could not help wishing that
she would not see him.
The party was
getting on—she could tell by the voices,
the tousled hair of the women, crumpled
moistened shirt fronts, couples lolling about
in pairs in the big chairs and in corners,
a girl dancing alone with a man’s opera
hat on her head. She picked her way gin¬
gerly across the room and mounted the
stairs sweeping in chromium curves to a
balcony which led into a long hall. When
she reached the top of the stairs she gave
the scene below a swift glance, but Tad
was nowhere in sight. Down the hall be¬
fore her, four doors gave into bed-and
dressing-roms, in one of which she had
left her wrap. She turned the knob in one
of the doors, and pushed it open before
her.
Joyce stopped short, suddenly rigid. She
stood in the hall light, but the room was
dark.
Out of it came a woman’s shrill
giggle and Tad’s voice thick with liquor:
“Looking for your wandering boy? Go
b’low an’ wait. Taddy’ll be right down.”
If she hurried she thought that she
could get away without his seeing her.
She ran to the next room, found it to be
the one where she had left her wrap, took
a hurried glance at herself in the mirror,
dabbed a bit of powder on her nose, and
went out. Afterward, she realized that if
she had not stopped to powder her nose
the thing which happened never would
have happened.
For Tad was coming out of the first
bedroom, struggling with his dinner coat,
as Joyce stole into the hall.
“Gotta take little Joycey home,” he was
mumbling to someone behind him. “Gotta
take little Joyce home—c’mon, toots.”
Joyce thought that she could get by him
without his seeing her, but his arm shot
out drunkenly and caught hers. “Just in
time to catch little fox, wasn’t I? Joycey
trying to shneak away without her Taddy,
what?”
Joyce said, “Please, Tad,” but he smiled
vacuously and gripped her tightly, lunging
along at her side.
“Please what?” he managed, enunciating
precisely. And then going on in a loud
voice: “So you’re trying to get away from
me and go off with that Preston fella.
Well, I guess nobody ever told you about
us Rutledge men. We always see our wo¬
men home.” And repeated pompously, his
lips fumbling over the words, “A Rutledge
always sees his woman home. Yessuhl”

A

S they descended the stairs no one be¬
low paid them the slightest heed.
Joyce thought: “If I can just break away
from him at the foot of the stairs.” But

I
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when she tried he laughed at her and
caught her to him. “Let me go,” she whis¬
pered.
“Let me go, Tad.
You don’t
know what you’re doing.”
But they were moving now among the
dancers, Tad slipping on the waxed floor.
“A Rutledge always knows what he’s do¬
ing,” Tad muttered.
Once more she tried to break away.
“Don’t make a scene,” she said angrily.
“Who’s making a scene? You’re mak¬
ing a scene.
Who d’you think you are?
If you come to a party with Tad Rutledge
you go home with him.”
They were moving farther and farther
from the room in which Corey waited. It
was incredible that she should be dragged
from a house by a drunkard and put in
a car with him, but apparently the Beasely guests were accustomed to such scenes.
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And then they were outdoors. The fog
cooled her hot cheeks, seemed to wrap them
in a blanket of silence, blotting up the
noise from the house behind them. If she
could only get into the car before him,
get to the wheel, perhaps drive around
until he fell asleep, as she was sure he
would soon. She jerked his faltering foot¬
steps around to the left of the car, opened
the door and got in.
“You go around to the other side, Tad.”
He said: “Oh, no, you don’t.
Shove
over.” And, his hand. still tight on her
wrist, he slipped in under the wheel be¬
side her, shoving her over.
“I always
drive better when I’m a little bit tight.”
A little bit tight! She wanted to scream.
As they miraculously missed the fenders of
the other cars she did yell, “Corey—
Corey!” But she was sure no one heard, for
the fog already enfolded them.
They turned to the right and became
part of the traffic. She felt the car lurch
forward with a roar, felt the seat pressing
against her back as the machine acceler¬
ated. The road was wide, but she could
see no more than thirty feet ahead.
“Please be careful,” she murmured. “You
can’t see.”
“Who says I can’t see,” he shouted, and
again she felt that lurch of the car as his
foot pressed lower on the throttle. Lights
appeared ahead, turned the vapor to liquid
fire, blinded her, and then swept by with
a roar. Once she heard a voice from one
of the cars yell—“Get over, you fool 1”
Tad laughed and shouted: “Missed you!
—get you next time!” and raced on.
Joyce felt as if her blood would burst
through her throbbing temples. The wind
was a roar in her ears, her hair blown
straight back, whipping like a flag. Tears
shot from her eyes and coursed down her
cheeks, already wet with fog.
She sat
very still, giving herself to the madness of
the car, gripping nothing, for she felt her
only salvation in the event of a crash was
to be perfectly relaxed. The big machine
held the curves, bolted out like a runaway
on the stretches, roared up the hills, drop¬
ped down the stretches dizzily.
She racked her brain to think of ways
to stop him, but whenever she spoke her
words added fuel to the fire already con¬
suming him. Once she thought she saw
his eyes closing, and her hand reached
stealthily for the key, but he brushed it
roughly away with his own and cried:
“Keep your hands off!”
And so she resigned herself to the crash

which she felt must be near. He was sing¬
ing now in a deep and sonorous voice,
“Bright College Years” and the sound of
it seemed soothing to his nerves, for slowly
the pace of the car slackened, and he
swayed from side to side, swinging to the
slow rhythms of the song. Joyce did not
speak, but now she dared breathe without
clamping her teeth shut on her terror,
and was conscious for the first time that
the wind had blown her wrap off.

S

HE pulled it about her again as they
left the beach road and began to nego¬
tiate the curves in the canyon which leads
up to Brentwood. Here the fog lay concen¬
trated, weighted fold on fold, the head¬
lights at a loss to pierce it.
The wind¬
shield wiper ticktocked back and forth, but
Tad could see nothing. Slowly he relaxed
his foot on the throttle, but they were still
travelling thirty miles an hour when he
lurched over the driver’s door to look
around the corner of the windshield.

As he did so his coatsleeve caught the
hand throttle, and the machine leaped as
if shot from a bow. He tried to right him¬
self, Joyce screamed and grabbed at the
wheel. She felt the car careen as it left
the road, saw the headlights suddenly de¬
fine a tree directly ahead, heard the crackle
of the frame as the wild machine leaped
from the shoulder of the road to the oppo¬
site bank, and then felt herself hurled for¬
ward into the crackling glass.
She was conscious only of the sharp pain
in her temple at first.
Then she felt
strong arms lifting her, heard a voice,
Corey Preston’s voice sobbing over and
over: “Joyce—my Joyce . . . Thank God
you’re not killed.”
“How did you get here?” she groaned.
“Corey, good Corey!”
“I was trying to follow you. Can you
move your arms?”
“Is Tad—hurt?”
“No, just drunk. Hardly scratched. Can
you move your arms?”
She moved them.
There was an ex¬
cruciatingly sore spot in her left upper
arm, but she could move it. Instinctively
she lifted her hand to the pain in her
temple.
It came away warm and sticky,
as if it had touched blood. She felt the
waves of nausea creeping over her, par¬
alyzing her senses, she was falling into
a deep pit, falling with the horror natural
to every actor. She tried to struggle up
to Corey to ask him something, something
she must ask him. “My face,” she mur¬
mured. “My face.”
He took her in his arms and kissed her
mouth hard, pressing her limp body against
him muttering in her hair, “Come back,
Joyce. Come back to me.”
They
did, not
thought
again.
lips.

were alone in a dark world. He
know whether the injury or the
of the injury had made her faint
But he could taste blood on his
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Just Off Hollywood
Boulevard
(Continued from page 4)

AND HIPS
IN TEN DAYS

The lady was surprised but she ordered
her driver to turn around and go to the
front gate. The lady was Garbo.

with the

T WALKED by The Curb Flesh Market
-I- today, and all the benches were empty
but one. “Dad” was sitting alone. “Dad”
has been sitting on that same bench every
day for fifteen years.
. For a long time, now, the corner of
Sunset Boulevard and Gower Street has
been known as The Curb Flesh Market.
In the old days, the corner did a lot of
business because there were five or six
small studios on Poverty Row—and none
of them could afford a casting office. When
the director of one of their quickies needed
an actor, he merely walked to the Market,
looked over the gang parked on the benches,
picked out the best he could find and took
him back to the studio for a scene.
“Dad” has a hunch that all the little stu¬
dios that used to cast at the corner are
gone—but he doesn’t know for sure.
So
he just sits there as usual. He is about
eighty, with a white beard way down to
here.
His suit used to be blue but the
sun has changed all that. It’s green now.
I made up my mind, after I left “Dad,”
that I wouldn’t go around by The Curb
Flesh Market any more. I’m scared the
next time all the benches will be empty.

PERFOLASTIC GIRDLE
or it won’t cost
you one cent!
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FTER that, I went down to the Para¬
mount Studios. Soon after I arrived
Eddie O’Hara came out of the gate in
his Yellow cab. I asked him to tell me
about his favorite little racket he used to
use in Hollywood. Eddie said:
“Yah, I used to clean up with it.
In
them days, hardly a week passed but
what some tourist would ask me how to
get into the studios. I couldn’t help ’em
until I got the bright idea about the calling
cards. That u<as a racket.”
It seems that Eddie had noticed that a
newspaper or magazine representative never
had trouble getting into the studios.
So
he got the idea of having some cards
printed: Mr. E. B. Smythe, Editor, Man¬
chester News. Eddie figured the boys in
the publicity department would drop every¬
thing just to entertain anyone with a
card like that.
He was right. Sometimes
he got as high as $25 for a card. Some¬
times as low as $10.
“It was great until the studios issued
press cards—that spoiled it,” he said.
T

RODE up as far as the Post Office with
Eddie and was just going in when Mr.
Smith stopped me. Mr. Smith is the let¬
ter carrier who brings my mail. In fact,
he’s been bringing mail to somebody in
Hollywood for twenty years or more.
Generally he is smiling but today he
wTasn’t. For twenty years he had boasted
that he had never been to a movie. Imagine
what a record he was making!
But that’s all over now. “The record is
smashed,” Mr. Smith told me. Last night,
a bunch of the boys ganged up on him
and took him to a movie. It was “Lives
Of A Bengal Lancer.”

Jean, that's wonderful.
I'll send for my girdle
todayl"

You Can TEST the
PERFOLASTIC GIRDLE and BRASSIERE
For 10 DAYS at our expensel
E WANT YOU to try the
Perfolastic Girdle and Uplift Bras¬
siere.
Test them for yourself
for 10 days absolutely FREE.
Then, if you have not reduced at
least 3 inches around waist and
hips, they will cost you nothing!
THE
MASSAGE-LIKE ACTION
REDUCES QUICKLY, EASILY, and
SAFELY
■ The massage-like action of these
famous Perfolastic Reducing Gar¬
ments takes the place of months of
tiring exercises. It removes surplus
fat and stimulates the body once
more into energetic health.
KEEPS

YOUR

BODY COOL AND
FRESH
■ The ventilating perforations al¬
low the skin pores to breathe nor¬
mally. The inner surface of the
Perfolastic is a delightfully soft,
satinized fabric, especially de¬
signed to wear next to the body.
It.,does away with all irritation,
chafing and discomfort, keeping
your body cool and fresh at all

times. A special adjustable back al¬
lows for perfect fit as inches dis¬
appear.
B The Perfolastic Girdle and Brassiere
knead away the fat at only those places
where you want to reduce, in order to
regain your youthful slimness. Beware of
reducing agents that take the weight off
the entire body ... for a scrawny neck and
face are as unattractive as a too-fat figure.
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FOR

10-DAY
OFFER

FREE TRIAL

| You can prove to yourself quickly and
definitely whether or not this very efficient
girdle and brassiere will reduce you. You
do not need to risk one penny ... try them
for 10 days ... at our expense!
Don’t wait any longer . . . act today!
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41 EAST 42nd ST., Dept. 286, NEW YORK, N. Y.
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FREE booklet describing and illustrating the new
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The War between Actors and Producers
(Continued from page 49)
other camp, the besiegers have drawn up
a “Bill of Rights” in which they demand
many of the things the producers are now
offering them in the contract described
above, such as abolition of the call bureau,
a new standard contract for free lance and
day players, the twelve-hour rest period,
and abolition of the “deal” in which pro¬
ducer bargains with the actor over the
amount of money to be paid for his
services.
In commenting briefly on the new pro¬
posal of the producers, Bob Montgomery,
first vice president of the Screen Actors’
Guild, on whose shoulders falls much of
the responsibility for directing operations
in Hollywood, had this to say: “Regardless
of other conditions or concessions, we in¬
sist on recognition by the Academy and
upon a proper body to enforce the terms
of the contracts. Otherwise, who will see
to it that these new rules are carried out?”
“It isn’t too late for peace,” Bob de¬
clared, “but we must and will fight for the
rights of the actors.
We’re not fighting
for the big fellows, they can fight their
own battles with producers. It’s the small
bit player, the extra, and the younger gen¬
eration of actors whose rights must be
protected.

Maybelline eye
beauty aids will make YOUR eyes
lovely enough to sing about—
Poets and artists have always paid high tribute
to the most important feature of woman’s beauty
—her eyes. The fascination of long, dark, curling
lashes, softly shaded eyelids, and well-groomed
brows have made even the plainest woman ap¬
pear charming and most attractive.
Blend a soft, colorful
shadow on your eyelids
with Maybelline Eye
Shadow, and see how
the color and sparkle of
your eyes are instantly
intensified .Form grace¬
ful, expressive eye¬
brows with the smooth¬
marking Maybelline
Eyebrow Pencil. Now
darken your lashes into
the appearance of long,
dark, lustrous fringe,
with Maybelline Mas¬
cara, and presto—the
artist in you will bring
out the poet in him!

BLACK OR BROWN

Keep your lashes soft
and silky with the pure
Maybelline Eyelash
Tonic Cream, and be
sure to brush and train
your eyebrows with the
dainty, specially de¬
signed MaybellineEyebrow Brush. All May¬
belline eye beauty aids
maybe, had inpursesizes
atall leading lOcstores.
Insist on genuine May¬
belline products to be
assured of highest qual¬
ity and absolute harm¬
lessness.
*Ben Jonson
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“KJEGOTIATION with producers is
I ^ useless unless it is entered into with
the understanding that, if agreement re¬
sults, a contract will be executed. The pro¬
ducers’ final proposal to the Guild was that
they were willing to negotiate a contract
with the Guild; but that the Guild could not
sign it—it must be signed by individuals.
That of course denies us the right to col¬
lective bargaining, and destroys the Guild.
“The Guild has a defensive as well as
an offensive value.
From time to time
producers have attempted to put over vari¬
ous proposals to the detriment of talent,
such as the ten per cent cut, the fifty per
cent cut, the General Booking Office, and
salary control.
There is no reason to
suppose that they won’t make similar at¬
tempts in the future.
“According to Mr. Resenblat’s report
on the Code regarding working conditions
of actors receiving from $1,000 a week to
$4,000 a week, 79 per cent of the 1,563
actors and actresses employed during 1933
earned less than $10,000 each, and 58 per
cent of this group (not extra players)
earned less than $2,000 a year. Only 63
actors and actresses earned more than
$50,000 during 1933. Figures compiled by
the Guild on earnings of actors for 1933
show:
25
23
38
42
64
82
108
158
332
432

earned
earned
earned
earned
earned
earned
earned
earned
earned
earned

from $9,000 to $10,000
from 8,000 to
9,000
from 7,000 to
8,000
from 6,000 to
7,000
from 5,000 to
6,000
from 4,000 to
5,000
from 3,000 to
4,000
from 2,000 to
3,000
from
1,000 to
2,000
from
0 to
1,000

“Those yearly salaries tell the true story
of the actors’ condition in Hollywood.
The Guild is not fighting for the 25 who

made between $9,000 and $10,000 so much
as for the 432 who earned less than $1,000.
The Guild is quite aware that the highsalaried star can and does choose his own
working conditions, but the under dog can¬
not hope, without a powerful army behind
him, to improve his status. We propose
to limit the working hours for actors,
under conditions that will allow for pro¬
duction emergencies.
“We want a standard contract for free
lance actors that will protect them, and
a new standard contract for day players,
the abolition of the Call Bureau, and the
compulsory arbitration of all disputes
under the rules of the American Arbitra¬
tion Society.
Surely those are fair de¬
mands, and we agree to abide by arbitra¬
tion.
“Producers
should
realize
that the
Guild, given the same powers as Equity,
is their best protection from irresponsible
actors.
“Remember that Equity can discipline a
stage player with a year’s suspension from
work if he violates his contract, or will¬
fully breaks rules.
No Hollywood pro¬
ducer would have such stringent powers
of punishment upon the actor as the Guild
itself.
What screen star would dare to
show up too drunk for work if he knew
he faced a year’s suspension as penalty?
Self-discipline for actors would save pro¬
ducing costs up to $750,000 a year.
“Let me emphasize that this is not a
salary fight so much as a. battle for better
conditions. More stringent rules for actors
would raise the ideals of our profession.
More consideration for the needs of actors
would give the producers better pictures
and would actually result in huge savings.
We are not asking them to spend more,
but less.”

T

O go back into the history of this
conflict, I interviewed Kenneth Thom¬
son, secretary of the Screen Actors’ Guild.
He, like Bob Montgomery, is a busy man.
Bob took time during his lunch hour while
working in “Vanessa: Her Love Story”
at Metro to explain.
Ken held up re¬
hearsals on a radio broadcast to add fur¬
ther details.
“A small group of actors got together
to start the formation of a Guild, which
has now grown to number 80 per cent of
all actors in Hollywood,” he explained.
A salient in the actors’ offensive is the
issue over long hours.
Many companies
work on the “quickie” schedule, requiring
actors to be ready for shooting at 6 a. m.,
work until midnight or later, and be ready
again the next morning at six, with the
result that tired-out players cannot give
good performances.
Twelve hours rest
between shooting periods is demanded by
the Guild, which still permits producers to
work players for twelve hours out of the
twenty-four.
“This is the only industry
we know of in which you have to work
Sundays for getting Christmas Day off,”
Bob pointed out.
“When, after the bank holiday in March,
1933, producers cut actors’ salaries 50 per
cent, we realized we had no protection, no
organization to fight for our rights,” Bob
continued.
“The producers had won the
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opening phase of what was to develop into
a strongly contested affair. They attempted
to follow this up with a United Booking
Office under their control. Actors, agents,
authors, all combined at once and managed
to defeat this plan, which was, of course,
designed to cut salaries.
“'Then the NRA code came along, and
in it producers saw an opportunity to put
their plans into effect.
They wanted a
salary control clause, and an anti-raiding
clause—that is, a clause to prevent one
studio from taking contract actors from
another studio.
Oddly enough, the pro¬
ducers do not show a united front—they
long had agreed not to raid other studios,
in search of talent, but none of them would
live up to it. Now they thought that they
could pass the onus on to Uncle Sam and
make this plan effective.
It was agreed
among them that no actor could be ap¬
proached by another studio until six
months after the actor’s contract had
ended!
“You can imagine what this would mean
to an actor.
Six months idleness before
he could sign with somebody else! Here
was a challenge to the rights of the actors
that demanded immediate action.
“Eddie Cantor, our president, went im¬
mediately to see President Roosevelt at
Warm Springs, and by presidential decree
this clause was made inoperative in the
code.

T

N addition, the producers planned to
seize control by a clause licensing
actors’ agents. What would happen then?
The agent who obtained a higher salary
for his client might easily lose his license.
“Figures show that actors—on the av¬
erage, mind you—are not overpaid. They
are underpaid. Irving Thalberg, the Metro
producer, in a published article declared
that Hollywood gets only from seven and
one-half to ten cents from every dollar
taken in at the nation’s box-offices. The
Guild figures show that actors receive only
18 per cent of that amount—and Mr.
Rosenblatt’s figures also bear us out—
which means that an actor gets only one
and three-fifths cents out of every motion
picture dollar!
“Another
great
evil
against
which
the Guild is determined to fight, is the
custom of making deals with actors.
Suppose you are an actor who is valued
at $300 a week. A producer wants you in
a picture, but says: ‘We only need you
two days next week, a day the third week,
and the fourth week we can use you two
days.
We’ll give you, say, $400 for the
job.’
“That means, of course, that you cannot
work during those three weeks at any
other studio. Instead of earning $900, you
make $400. You would be better off at
a lower salary and continuous employment.
We are determined to obtain for actors
a guarantee of continued employment—
even at the cost of lowering salaries.
“At present we are deadlocked with
producers.
But our recently completed
contract with Equity, and our move to
enter the Federation of Labor, will bring
a difference. So far we have made gains
•—we won the battle over salary control
and anti-raiding clauses in the Code; Eddie
Cantor was appointed by the President to
act as actors’ representative on Code Au¬
thority, and we have collected some $15,000
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ON’T fool yourself about film! It can
be the forerunner of one or all of the
troubles pictured above.
“But in removing film, why use one denti¬
frice rather than another?” you may ask. On
that point, too, you need have no doubts.
Many tooth pastes and tooth powders may
claim to attack film. Pepsodent’s sole duty is to
remove FiLM-and to keep film off teeth safely.
To both the dental profession and the public
alike, Pepsodent is known as the “special
film-removing tooth paste.”

Common sense reason for
effectiveness and safety
To convince you of film-removing power,
Pepsodent depends neither on advertising
tricks nor “hard-to-believe” claims. We state
facts only —facts brought out in scientific
study. You know about that sticky coating
that constantly forms on your teeth. Dental
authorities agree that this stubborn coating,
which we call film, should be removed daily.
And, now, in Pepsodent, is a revolutionary
cleansing and polishing material, recently de¬

veloped. This material is unexcelled in filmremoving power. No other leading dentifrice
contains it! And is it safe? So safe that in im¬
partial t£sts Pepsodent has been proved the
least abrasive ... therefore softest—of 15 lead¬
ing tooth pastes and 6 tooth powders.
So, between visits to your dentist, remove
ugly, dangerous film daily with Pepsodent. No
grit in Pepsodent. No risk of harming pre¬
cious enamel as with mere “bargain” ways.

To help keep breath Pure
In many cases, offensive breath may be traced
to decaying food particles between the teeth.
Daily brushing with Pepsodent Tooth Paste
helps remove these food particles . . . thus
acts to combat one of the most common
causes of unpleasant breath.

10% more Pepsodent
in the new tube—dealers are
selling it at

a new low price !
YOU GET MORE! YOU PAY LESS!

PEPSODENT the Special Film-Removing Tooth Paste
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Take
a movie star's
beauty advice
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in salary adjustments for extra and bit
players, not to repeat the other gains just
explained. And remember this—the Guild
is not fighting for more money for the
stars, not a bit of it. The Guild is made
up of public-spirited citizens of Hollywood
who believe in fair play for the small actor
as well as the large ones.”

pictures a year.
He is paid for forty
weeks of his time under his contract, and
the producer could, if he had the grinding
power of a Simon Legree, such as actors
say he has, force that actor to make pic¬
tures all during those forty weeks.
He
could burn up the actor, if conditions were
so bad. But the producer is stuck.

How powerful is the Screen Actors’
Guild can be judged by its staff of officers.

“In answer to the argument over anti¬
raiding clauses, consider what happened at
Paramount. Warners took away William
Powell, Kay Francis and others in that
famous raiding party, and left Paramount
—who had built them all up—holding the
bag. The actors were to blame as much
as the studio.
That’s the sort of thing
that starts wars!

Next to Bob Montgomery comes Ann
Harding, second vice president.
James
Cagney is third vice president. Ken Thom¬
son, secretary, Richard Tucker, assistant
secretary, Lucile Gleason (one of the
original founders of the Guild) treasurer,
and Jean Hersholt assistant treasurer.

TRAVELING SALESLADY

WiHEN

you get a DU ART Permanent
Wave you will see the operator break
open a SEALED individual package of
Duart pads for your personal wave. No
question then—you know they are genuine
Duart and have NEVER BEEN USED. You
know also that your hair will be waved
with exactly the same kind of materials
used to create the beautiful waves worn by
the Hollywood stars. Look for the beauty
shop near you that features Duart Waves.
Get the vital protection of the sealed pack¬
age of Duart Pads. Prices may vary with
the style of coiffure desired and the artistic
reputation of the operator.

FREE BOOKLET shows how to dress
your hair like the stars
Twenty-four pictures of famous stars
showing how to copy their smart new coif¬
fures. Hollywood’s noted hairstylist, Perc
Westmore, created them exclusively for
Duart. Sent FREE with one 10 cent pack¬
age of Duart Hair Rinse. NOT a dye nor
a bleach. Just a tint. 12 shades—see coupon.

DUART
C/mcc oj tk rkdf/M'cod Stn'iA.
SEND COUPON
for FREE BOOKLET
Duart, 984 Folsom Street, San
Francisco, Calif. Enclosed
find 10 cents; send me shade
of rinse marked and copy of
your booklet, “Smart New
Coiffures."
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□ Chestnut
Brown
□ Golden
Brown
□ Titian
Reddish
Blonde

□ White or
□
Gray
(Platinum) □
□ Ash
Blonde
□
□ Black

Medium
Brown
Golden
Blonde
Light
Gulden
Blonde

The board of directors, which passes on
all matters, is made up of George Arliss,
Mary Astor,
Ralph Bellamy,
Arthur
Byron, Joseph Cawthorne, Berton Chur¬
chill, Dudley Digges, Leon Errol, C.
Henry Gordon, Miriam Hopkins, Boris
Karloff, Claude King, Jeanette MacDon¬
ald, Noel Madison, Fredric March, Frank
Morgan, Ralph Morgan, Chester Morris,
Alan Mowbray, Edward G. Robinson,
Ivan Simpson, Spencer Tracy, Arthur
Vinton, Warren William and Lois Wil¬
son.

A

ND the advisory board includes Nils
Asther, George
Bancroft,
Charles
Butterworth, Clay Clement, Frank Conroy,
Gary Cooper, Henrietta Crosman, Marion
Davies, James Dunn, Norman Foster,
Clark Gable, James Gleason, Lilian Har¬
vey, Murray Kinnell, Otto Kruger, Bela
Lugosi,
Ben Lyon, Victor McLaglen,
Adolphe Menjou, Paul Muni, Bradley
Page, Franklin Parker, Dorothy Peterson,
Jessie Ralph, C. Aubrey Smith, Charles
Starrett, Lyle Talbot, Genevieve Tobin,
Thelma Todd, Lee Tracy, Morgan Wal¬
lace and Leon Wayc-off.

Allied with the Actors Guild is the
Screen Writers’ Guild, another local or¬
ganization headed by Ralph Block, the
president. Their problems are somewhat
similar.
This, then, is the formidable array
which has been marshaled to oppose the
producers.
And what is the producers’ side of the
story ?
“Producers are working for somebody
else, remember,” one of them told me. “It’s
their job to hold down expenses. Their
bosses are the stockholders who looked
over the books for 1932 and saw half a
billion dollars chalked up as losses.
By
cutting corners wherever possible, pro¬
ducers this last year have begun to come
out of the red.

“This is a cash business.
Such huge
sums are needed to operate that the in¬
dustry must count on getting the money
taken in at the country’s box offices within
three weeks. If there is a bad slump one
week at the box office, producers in Holly¬
wood feel the cash grow tight three weeks
later.
“I do not think that actors have such
a hard time of it. In the old days on the
stage, an actor might rehearse three months
without pay, go on the stage for one night,
and have the play fold up. Here the actor
starts drawing pay the minute he signs,
even if he never speaks a line.
Metro,
confronted with the problem of one actor’s
losing pictures, found it cheaper to pay
him and let him remain idle than put him
in production.
“As for unfair hours, remember that
players work when they work, and then
they have plenty of time for loafing.
It
would be hard on the industry if during
a scene a whistle blew and the actor quit
work.
Days of preparation might have
made him ready for his scene, and finally
the lights, cameras, sets are ready—and a
whistle blows. Why, you wouldn’t expect
a newspaperman to quit at six o’clock if
at that moment he ran across a murder,
would you?
“During the national financial crisis,
producers asked actors to give up half
their salaries for a few weeks and save
the industry. The howl that went up still
echoes. Yet it seems to me the big actor
making five grand a week could get along
on half that for a short while and not be
turned out of house and home.”
THAT is the producers side. And thus
A the controversy wages.
It is war to
the finish.

“Any move to increase costs of produc¬
tion will be fought strenuously, for the
simple reason that this is a business re¬
quiring that outlay at least equal income.

Who will win in the long struggle ahead,
no.one can predict. Producers declare they
will make new stars if the old ones quit.
They say that, after spending a couple of
hundred thousand dollars to build up a
star, they have a right to hold that star
to a contract at lower wages until they
get their money back.

“We fail to see the point that actors
are downtrodden, that actors can work
only certain hours, that conditions can be
materially changed without hurting the
industry.

Actors counter with the argument that
if an actor is the one who pulls the money
into the box office, rather than the pro¬
ducer, then the actor should receive more
just rewards.

“Jimmy Cagney, for example, recently
announced that if he had to go on working
for $750 a week he’d quit and become a
doctor.
I have .since wondered how, as
a doctor, he could earn that sum weekly.
Another actor says he will make only four

It appears certain that the battles are
yet to be fought, and when the smoke
clears away, and peace once more settles
upon war torn Hollywood much bad feel¬
ing between the actors and producers will
have been removed.
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Woman's Five Chances
for Love
(Continued, from page 41)
ludicrous, she defeats herself. For, ninetynine times out of the hundred it is a mis¬
guided effort to remain attractive to men
that is responsible.”
“And what is the fifth age at which we
have our chance to stake our claim to an
attractive individuality?” I asked later.
“Fifty-five, I should say,” Jeanette an¬
nounced. “And it can be splendid, too.
I’m sure of this after watching my mother
and my mother’s friends. At (jfty-five we
aren’t dissipating our energies in a dozen
different ways. At fifty-five we get over
being tired, as tired as we’re likely to be
underneath, while we crowd our lives with
all the interests, emotions, experiences and
work which the previous years demand.
At fifty-five (provided we haven’t lost
ourselves along the way), we’re calm and
philosophical.
“I don’t wonder at all that so many
men and women marry these days (for the
first time or for the second time) when
they’re half way through their fifties or
even older. Men and women who have
lived so that every year has enriched them
can be more attractive late in life than
they ever were before. After all, and I’m
sure of this, it’s up to us what the years
do to us regardless of the pain, or material
loss they bring. For in the end it isn’t
what happens to us that makes us or
breaks us so much as our own reactions.”

T

HERE was Jeanette’s love of life
brightening her eyes. And I thought
how very much she was like her own
“Naughty Marietta” who sings “Life is
new and thrilling.” It’s all of that to Jean¬
ette. And not because it’s been smooth or
easy-for it hasn’t. After all, it wasn’t
on the arm of any wealthy and indulgent
husband that Jeanette came from the con¬
servative Philadelphia home in which she
grew up, to her present home where doors,
once hung in old French palaces, open into
a series of luxurious rooms. Jeanette made
her own way.
It was, as you know, via the chorus that
she made her way. She suffered all the
inevitable knocks and set-backs, standing
up to the years of unceasing study which
pave the road from obscurity to fame.
Jeanette is eager to go on to other
triumphs.
Besides meeting her studio
schedule she works every day on her sing¬
ing. She practices what she preaches and
is getting ready for the years ahead. At
every age when the stage is set all over
again for her she is determined to give
a splendid performance as an individual.
And it isn’t only professionally that she
has her eye on future years. Frightfully
important in her personal life is Bob
Ritchie. When his name is mentioned, as
it constantly is when Jeanette is in the
conversation, her love for him leaps into
her eyes. And always at the sight of his
diamond on her finger her mouth breaks
into a little smile.
For again like the lovely princesses and
queens and widows she plays, Jeanette is
far too wise to let any other interest in
the; world crowd out love-Love that’s
the very heart of life!

IS TH AT

HOW
YOU SELECT
YOUR SHADE
OF
FACE POWDER?
The only sensible and practical way to choose
your face powder shade is to "try on” all the
five basic shades which colorists agree are suf¬
ficient to take care of all tones of skin. And this
is the opportunity I give you, at no cost to you!

The Wrong Color
Can Make You Look
5 to 10 Years Older!

My Service to the Women of America

By
If there’s one thing you want to "try on”, it’s
your face powder shades. You may not realize
it,hut it’s aknown fact among artists and make¬
up experts that the wrong shade of face powder
can make you look older than you really are.
Many a woman’s age is unjustly placed at 5
to 10 years more than it actually is simply on
account of the color of face powder she uses.
There is no greater error than to choose your
face powder color on the basis of "type” or col¬
oring. Matching isn’t what you want at all, but
flattery—enhancing of your natural gifts.

Seek to Flatter —Not to Match!

In order to help you solve the all important
question of which shade of face powder for
you, I will send you all five shades of my Lady
Esther Face Powder absolutely free of cost.
When you try on all five shades, as you must,
you will discover whether you have been right
or wrong in your shade of face powder and
whether you have been benefiting or suffer¬
ing as a result.
Many times it’s the woman who is most
sure of her shade of face powder that is most
astonished with the results of this test. Many
times it is the shade that a woman would never
suspect that proves to be most youthifying
and flattering.
Mail the coupon or a postcard today and
learn for yourself whether you are doing your¬
self justice or injustice in the shade of face
powder you are using.

Many a brunette who uses a brunette or dark
rachel powder wants another shade altogether.
The same with blondes. Many a
blonde who uses a light rachel or a
FREE
(You can paste this on a penny postcard.)
(13)
beige really requires a darker tint.
Lady Esther, 2034 Ridge Avenue, Evanston, Illinois.
You must remember that the color
Please send me by return mail a liberal supply of all five shades
of Lady Esther Face Powder.
of your hair doesn’t govern the color
of your skin. A brunette may have a
Name___
very light skin, while a blonde may
have quite a dark one, and vice versa.
Address_
City_
Copyrighted by Lady Esther Company, 1935

. State_
{If you live in Canada, write Lady Esther, Toronto, Ont.)
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How Hollywood Tried to Tame Hepburn
(Continued from page 13)

FAOEN

animal cages and the crowds like a girl
in a Mack Sennett comedy, before she
finally escaped them.
Then that time at the Hollywood Bowl
when an alert newspaper photographer,
attending the concert to take pictures of
the stars, pushed his camera up over the
edge of her box only to have her knock
it out of his hands.
It was only a few days afterward how¬
ever, that she posed as sweetly as an ambi¬
tious film child for the cameras that
greeted her when she stepped from the
train in New York so the publicity laddies
didn’t know what to think.
Someone devised what sounded like a
clever plan to get candid camera shots of
the star, please the newspapers and mag¬
azines and still not cause her any incon¬
venience.
One of the crack cameramen from the
still department, armed with a graflex
camera, followed her for days, trying to
get those pictures.

F
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OUR weeks later he cornered her,
when he thought she wasn’t looking,
and snapped several pictures.
But the
eagle eyes of the star caught him and
pursued him across a dozen sound stages
yelling to him and threatening to break
his camera if he didn’t destroy those plates.
They were destroyed.
One never knows what Hepburn is going
to do. She never does what is expected of
her. She will hob-nob with an extra and
snub an executive.
One day she looked up from a marble
game she was playing with little Billy
Watson, the child actor, to berate a pub¬
licity man for something a feminine col¬
umnist had written about her that morn¬
ing, something over which the p. a. had
no control.
“I just dare you to bring that young
lady out here some time,” she grinned, and
returned to her marble game.
Five minutes later she picked a sorrow¬
ful looking extra out of the mob to play
a bit, just because she heard he was an
old timer who needed money.
Ten minutes later she heard the boys
were taking up a collection to buy them¬
selves a radio so they could listen to the
baseball games while on location, and sent
out and bought a radio for them herself.
Although Hepburn liked John Beal and
fought to have his part enlarged and to
have some of his best scenes kept in ‘‘The
Little Minister,” she did not like Francis
Lederer very much, until after the dis¬
agreement which caused him to leave ‘‘The
Break of Hearts.”
Employees were fearful that Hepburn
wouldn’t like Charles Boyer, the young
Frenchman who succeeded Lederer, either,
but they became fast friends, and she
would spend hours sitting at his feet, lis¬
tening like a little child to his tales of
France. For once Hepburn preferred to
listen instead of doing the talking.
Once when a new press agent was intro¬
duced to her with a big build-up by a
fellow publicity man, she looked the lad
over calmly and said “All right, I’ll break
your spirit!”
She has always refused to make per¬

sonal appearances, yet there came a time
when the film caught fire in the middle of
a preview showing for a Parent-Teachers’
Association.
Without warning, Hepburn leaped upon
the stage and gave a spirited and charming
talk, apologizing because the film had been
damaged and the showing could not be
completed. She told them the rest of the
story and some humorous incidents about
things that happened while it was being
made.
When the wave of applause had
died down, ten press agents were reported
to have fainted.
She refused to make some beach pic¬
tures one day, and then jumped in a pool
and showed everyone up by doing fancy
dives. She got rid of her limousine and
now rides at breakneck speed about town
in a Ford station wagon.
When she made a recent cross-country
trip, the publicity men, thinking it would
make good stories, tipped off the news¬
papers in the towns she passed through.
Although all the big hotels were covered,
there was no Hepburn. Later it developed
that she was travelling across the country
in her Ford station wagon, stopping at
auto camps with her friend, Laura Hard¬
ing, as her sole companion.
Her next best friend is Adalyn Doyle,
who was her stand-in until she battled for
her and won her a role as an actress. Then
she gave the stand-in job to Adalyn’s
sister, Patsy. Her favorite star is W. C.
Fields, and her favorite pet is a forlorn
and bad-tempered monkey whom she yells
at to make him yell back.

H

ER working crew swears by her and
it’s a dangerous thing to say anything
against her on the set. Her charities are
many and are always anonymous.
She
gives lavish presents to everyone from the
doorman to the property boy after each
picture, but she never gives anything to
the publicity department.
Often she treats the entire cast and crew
to lunch on location, having Laura Hard¬
ing bring it out in the Ford truck, and
dishing it out to them herself from the
back end of the truck.
She has gone in for tap-dancing, and
recently when she heard the publicity de¬
partment was sending out stories about
her apparent dislike for pretty clothes, she
threw away her slacks and sweater and
began appearing around the lot in beauti¬
ful creations designed for her by Bernard
Newman, the famous RKO fashion de¬
signer.
Hepburn is vital, irresponsible, fiery,
dynamic. She is an individualist, believing
in living her life as she sees fit, and in
doing what she wants to do. Maybe it is
this same spark that makes her so dynamic
on the screen, so different.
She can be as soft and as tender as she
can be vitriolic. She is probably the most
liked and the most hated star in the
business.
But she hasn’t been tamed, and never
will be. Crawford has gone in for quiet
elegance, Jean Harlow is a home girl,
Shearer is a mother. But Katharine Hep¬
burn is a colorful star, a wild woman and
a fine actress.
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Talks

About Himself
(Continued from page 11)
“No,” he said, before I could get the
word completely out of my mouth. “I
won’t talk about my marriage at all. In
the first place, my wife is terribly shy of
publicity and I feel the same way where
personal matters are concerned. You know,”
he smiled, “I’ve been a reader, off and on,
of fan magazines for a long time. I liked
to know what the picture people were like,
what they did, about their parties and fun;
but I’ve never enjoyed reading about a
person’s private life. Maybe I’m wrong
but that’s just the way I feel about it.
Besides, I’ve already received several
letters from fans who have actually thanked
me for not revealing the intimate details
of my private life.”
“Ummmmm,” I muttered, being rather
stunned by the truth, logic and length of
his statement.
“Well, here’s another.
WHY is it that you refuse to compare
your dancing partn.?”
“Because my dancing partners are all
different,” said Mr. Astaire with his usual
speed at anticipation. “Each of the girls
who have danced with me (when he said
“me ’ he stroked his face again) has been
excellent and I see no reason why I should
be forced to make any sort of statement
as to their relative merits. Of course, I
shall always look upon Adele (his sister,
who married Lord Charles Cavendish) as
one of the greatest personalities that the
stage has ever known and she in turn ad¬
mires Ginger Rogers, so—”
HAT are the chances of your
sister . . .”
“. . . coming over to do a picture with
me?” he finished. “I don't think she will.
After all, despite the rumors, I can see no
reason why she should ever want to come,
unless it would be for the lark or visit,
as she has often promised. She has retired
from her career and is very happily mar¬
ried. I can’t see, honestly, why she should
want to. However, I can’t see . . . .”
“Okay,” I said. I was getting anticipa¬
tion trouble myself. I had to. I had only
half an hour. I mentioned the next taboo:
“Famous names,” I said, quick-like.
There! For once I had got the entire
question out before he could stop me. It
kind of startled him; his chair came for¬
ward and the two front' legs hit the floor
with a thud. He smiled his “Touche.”
“I can’t abide people who are forever
bringing up the names of famous people.
It seems so unsportsmanlike, unethical, as
though they were trading on the other
person’s fame for their own benefit. So,
you can readily see why I refuse to make
a list of all the famous persons I have
known and tell all I know about them.
Once, a story got started (I don’t know
for the life of me how) to the effect that
I had taken out the Prince of Wales and
treated him to a cabbage dinner. Can you
imagine me doing such a thing, or, if I
had, mentioning it in print afterward?”
“Splendid,” I agreed, remembering my
chagrin when, upon returning to my home
town (Kalamazoo), I was asked questions
that seemed to assume that I spent at least
three hundred and sixty days out of each
year in the company of Garbo. “But why

SEE HOW I
LOOK SINCE
I GAINED
12 POUNDS
i.
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do you refuse to go into your private
life for interviewers?”
“My private life is not under contract!”
he said with all the vehemence he could
muster. “I am quite sure the fans would
fail to be interested in my private life if
I were a failure, so why should I go into
it when I’m a . . . a . . . when I have done
well?” (His face got two or three good
strokes about here.) “It isn’t of much
interest, anyway. When I am working on
a picture or even when I am preparing one,
I work from nine in the morning until
at least five in the afternoon. Dancing is
hard work; so hard, in fact, that I often
find myself falling asleep between courses
at dinner. I usually go to bed about nine
o’clock in Hollywood.”
“Just in Hollywood?” I asked, wonder¬
ing what would happen to our swell night¬
life reputation if there were more Fred
Astaires in movies.
“'V/'ES, just in Hollywood,” he said,
A smiling. “I’ve found Hollywood to be
the only nine o’clock town I’ve ever worked
in. But then, I change my whole mode of
living here which is about the best reason.
In New York, I work late in the evening
and as a result, sleep half the next day
to make up for it. Here, I do my work
in the daytime and sleep at night. Even
if I didn’t feel too tired to do much play¬
ing around in the evening, I don’t suppose
I would. I don’t go in much for parties.”
“But don’t you ever ...” Mr. Astaire
scowled. I stopped. The guy was getting
to be a mind reader. “Well, well,” I con¬
tinued with my usual aplomb, “what about
your reaction to magazine writers? What
have you against us?”
“Nothing,” he said with good-natured
emphasis. “Nothing at all against you, as
a class. Many of you got the wrong im¬
pression because I refused to allow any
publicity before my first picture had been
released. I don’t think it is good luck to
ballyhoo a thing before you know how it’s
going to turn out. I didn’t know. For me,
Hollywood was a gamble. I was well
established on the stage . . .” (Time out
for a quick face stroking and one or two
quick stabs at the brow.) “. . . and I felt
that a failure in Hollywood might jeopar¬
dize my stage career. I wanted to say as
little about it as possible at first, so that,
if I should not find pictures as good a
medium as the stage, at least there would
have been little said in advance.
“Some writers resented the fact that I
refused to allow them to come out on the
set while I was doing my preparatory
work on the dances. Some of them men¬
tioned it. But they failed to realize that

the work I do before the picture begins is
exactly what a writer would call his 'first
draft.’ Those dances are vny first draft.
I doubt if those same writers would allow
me to judge their writing ability by the
first rough draft of a story. So often there
are changes in a writer’s story after he has
written it the first time. It is equally true
of my dances. I don’t want to be judged
by something in its formative stage and
besides that T cannot concentrate when
people are watching me rehearsing or
putting new dances together.”
“My half hour is up ” I smiled, glanc¬
ing at my watch. “You are supposed to
be back on the stage ...”
“Don’t run away,” he said. “Maybe we
could think of something to say. Look,
see this letter I just got. It’s from a young
fellow who wants to go on the stage and
he’s asking me to tell him the best way to
do it, wants me to advise him. I don’t
know how to answer that kind of letter.
Get hundreds of them, too. Each case is
so individual that I hate to take a chance
with another human life.
My advice
might happen to work out badly in a
number of cases.
“Here’s another letter asking how I
learned to act so fast, how I happened to
sing in pictures, and how they faked that
shot of me playing the piano in ‘Roberta?’
It was not faked. Yes, that’s the sort of
questions I’m asked in every mail. Which
makes me wonder why the motion picture
fans are so anxious to know about my
private life when they don’t even seem
to know about my PUBLIC life.
I’ve
always done quite as much acting and
singing on the stage as dancing. Yet
people never cease to think it strange that
I act, too, and I sing, too, or that I ac¬
tually play the piano. I’ve always done it.”

“You’re absolutely right!
No matter
what you’ve done before you come to
Hollywood or for how long Hollywood
always does the discovering! Well, I sup¬
pose I’d better be running along to the
set and to work, else ‘Top Hat’ won’t get
away on schedule. Thanks for coming
around; come any time.
Now that you
know what I won’t talk about, maybe . . .”
“Maybe I can figure something you
will,” I smiled.
As I walked from the dressing room,
though, I decided that I couldn’t. I think
I know quite a lot about Fred Astaire,
already, maybe more than he thinks I do.
I like him, too, even when he strokes his
face. Fred’s almost as good a face-stroker
as he is a dancer.

WE RE SORRY, CONNIE!
In a recent issue of MOVIE MIRROR, we printed a picture of
Constance Bennett with a party of friends at the Santa Anita
races.

In our caption we erroneously stated that Miss Ben¬

nett's "arm entwines Gilbert Roland's neck," when in actuality
the hand described was Irving Netcher's. We regret the error.
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The True Life Story of
Grace Moore
(Continued from page 36)
down to the brook and wade for hours.
Once she took her clothes off (under a
culvert) and went swimming in the swift,
cold water, but only once. Right in the
midst of her enjoyment, she heard the
sound of men’s voices approaching.
She
was under the culvert like that.
The
men passed without knowing of her exis¬
tence.
After the voices had ceased she
tried to dress, but it was a long process,
her hands shook so.
She realized, later,
that the shaking had been partly due to
the cold air but some was from fear and
embarrassment.
At ten, religion dame into her life, not
as it frequently does with imaginative
children who are impressed with stainedglass windows and the swelling of the
choir, but violently!
For the next five
years, it was the guiding passion of her
life.
At an age when most girls are
becoming confusedly conscious of boys
or clothes, Grace had not a moment
for either.
She was like a crusader in
her zeal!
Hers was the spirit of the
revivalist missionary.

W

HEN the real missionaries came visit¬
ing to the First Baptist Church of
Jellico, Grace’s were the largest eyes, the
most attentive ears and the most devout
heart in the audience.
She listened to
their tales of conquering the devil in some
heathen country with a fervor almost un¬
natural in one so young. Nor was it an
idle interest.
She began teaching the
junior Bible class.
And when her father bought the first
Cadillac car in Jellico, Grace was in
heaven.
She immediately commandeered
it (albeit, against some rather strong ar¬
guments from her brothers) for the pur¬
pose of driving far into the Tennessee
hills and recruiting new members for her
Bible class.
Many of the families she
visited were still-owners, but that made
no difference to her. These hill people
took a strong dislike to the fact that she
allowed a colored man to drive such a
gorgeous car. Hardly ever did she make
the complete round trip into the hills,
without having one of the tires shot off.
Religion became the warp and woof of
her existence. She could quote her Bible
texts glibly (she had to . . . she spent
most of the generous allowance her father
gave her on prizes and rewards for
members of her class who could do as
well). She worked and planned carefully
against that day when she could enter the
ranks of those who battle to save souls.
At fourteen, she was given a Sunday
school class of her own and was made
director of the choir. She inspired them
so with her own singing that it wasn’t
long before she had three hundred young
voices. Grace sang the solos.
The tall slender girl must have in¬
spired the hill
people
and the town
people more than she realized. Even the
music-loving Negroes would gather out¬
side the white folks’ church, listening re¬
spectfully to the glorious-voiced girl who
sang of the River Jordan and the Kindly
Light.
Her voice was untrained, but it

him I was careless! And I did so
want to make a good impression.

BETTY: Yes! Your dress will never
be really fresh and new-looking
again.
BABS:

But everybody has trouble

sometimes with perspiration.

BABS: Just because I had that little
bit of a stain under my arm?

BETTY: Of course! That’s just why
you shouldn’t risk a dress even
once without Kleinert’s Dress
Shields.
BABS: I’ll sew some in this very day!
Then my dresses will last longer,
too!

Fashion advisers recommend Kleinert’s Dress Shields for
every dress because the underarm is the part most likely to
show signs of wear. Whatever threatens the smartness of your
dress—friction, perspiration, or corrosive chemicals —a pair of
Kleinert’s Dress Shields will give you the assurance of guaran¬
teed protection. Genuine Kleinert’s Dress Shields now cost
as little as 25c a pair —why be imposed upon by substitutes?

X IftJiEG. U. 8. PAT. QFF^

DRESS SHIELDS
When perfect comfort is essential —Kleinert’s NUVO
Sanitary Belts. Cant curl... Washable...Some are pin¬
less... From 25c to $1.00 each...All Notion Counters.
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was strong and sure—filled with the mes¬
sage she was bringing these people who
were her friends and neighbors.
She
had already decided to become a mission¬
ary but now she had come to the con¬
clusion that she would be a new kind of
missionary—a singing missionary 1
If
mere words could conquer the heathen,
she argued, what couldn’t she do for them
with her singing!
From that moment, her campaign to
study music began.
Her mother, im¬
pressed by the religious strain in her
daughter, was a willing ally.
But her
father was impatient with the idea.
“A

SOUTHERN
Lady,”
he
would
chide her, “attends a fine Southern
school—comes home after graduation—
settles down with a fine Southern boy and
raises a family.”
There were stormy
scenes between Grace and her father,
neither willing to give in to the other.
In the end, Grace accepted her father’s
dictum that she attend the exclusive WardBelmont at Nashville. She accepted with
reservations (silent ones) in that she fig¬
ured she could either talk him into a
musical education via the mails—or she
could run away!
Oddly enough, she was happy at WardBelmont.
It wasn’t nearly as stodgy as

MIRROR

and she sat throughout the entire per¬
formance with her fists clenched so tightly
her nails scarred her palms 1 She wanted
to sing. She wanted to soar on the wings
of song as Farrar was doing. Sing! No
longer to convert the heathen Chinese,
but upon a stage with brilliant lights
playing upon her, weaving her into a
creature of fire, imagination and glory 1
Thus Farrar became the climax of her
fifteen-year-old life. From then on, every
moment she spent at Ward-Belmont was
unhappy and restless.
Her letters became almost threatening
in tone: if she could not leave W-B
and begin study for her musical career
immediately she would-she would run
away! She was no longer a child. She
had a mind of her own and, what’s more,
it was made up. By this time, Grace had
also heard Mary Garden.
She was particularly surprised when her
father arrived in Nashville to “talk over”
the situation with her. A year of Grace’s
persistent campaign had worn down the
good man’s resistance.
Despite his con¬
tinued belief in the Southern-school-forSouthern-girl idea, he had investigated
Wilson-Green Academy of Music (her
choice, expressed in her last eighteen let¬
ters) located in Chevy Chase near Wash¬
ington, D. C.-

to take a taxi out to the school but Father
demanded that we take the street car!
Imagine my feelings when we had to get
off the car two blocks from the school
and walk there with our luggage!
I
thought I would be a marked girl from
the start but I wasn’t. Father was such
a handsome man and possessed such charm
that he made a hit for me.”
She was a wonderfully adept pupil,
throwing herself into her studies with
an abandon that delighted the musical
hearts of the whole academy. Soon, Grace
Moore was the acknowledged prima donna
of the school musicales and her fame was
climaxed when she was selected as the
star pupil to appear in a Washington
concert with Giovanni Martinelli!
But at the end of the first year, rest¬
lessness again beset her heart.
She and
her closest chum, Blanche Le Garde, be¬
gan skipping the boy-discussions that had
proved so much fun when she first ar¬
rived.
Blanche had confided that she
wanted a career behind the footlights—
and from the moment of that confession,
Grace had talked of nothing else but
New York.
One night, over a bottle of
milk and some cheese and crackers, they
took stock of their available cash. $25.00!
Why, it wouldn’t even get one of them
to New York—much less two.

“N/fY father has a close friend in Washington,” said Grace, suddenly struck
with an inspiration. “Are you willing to
run away from school, stay at a hotel with
me until we can locate him and try to
borrow enough money to get us to New
York?”
Blanche was not only willing—
she was insistent.
The next two days held the excitement
of a nightmare for the two runaways.
It had been easy enough to get away
from the school, but the leading hotel in
Washington had been a bit more difficult.
The clerk had refused to register two
such young guests. In the end, they had
been forced to try a smaller, cheaper
hotel.
When Grace finally made con¬
nections with Colonel D., that worthy
gentleman was on the verge of bursting
a blood vessel!
“Where are you hiding,
you little scamp? Your poor father and
mother are wild. The school wired them
that you had run away—”
“Please, don’t give us away,” Grace
pleaded.
Five minutes later, the Colonel
was at their hotel.

she had expected and there were many
others in her hall who had artistic ambi¬
tions almost as strong as hers. They
would gather around and read the Etude
together and look up advertisements of
schools for music and voice.
In fact,
Grace might have been happy to stay at
Ward-Belmont for the entire finishing
if one of the teachers hadn’t taken her to
an opera. That changed everything.
Geraldine Farrar sang “Carmen”!
Something turned over in the heart of
the music-drunk little girl that night as
she watched the colorful artiste in her
flaming role. The stirring opera tore at
her soul with a challenge so overwhelm¬
ing that her eyes were filled with tears
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“I reasoned that Wilson-Green was not
only a good school,” laughed Grace
Moore, “but it also had the advantage of
being near New York City, my ulti¬
mate goal.
If I could get as close to
New York with Father’s permission, I
might be able to actually get to the Big
City sometime, whether I got his per¬
mission or not!
“Father was still mentally resisting the
musical career even after we got on the
train for Washington.
Not a word did
he speak all the way down there.
I
couldn’t be unhappy, though, because I
felt that I was on my way at last. When
we got off the train, Father took his
crushed spirit in hand again.
I wanted

He proved to be a gentleman of imagi¬
nation—not to mention a bankroll. After
hours of pleading and argument, he
finally agreed to lend Grace $300—but
only on the grounds that he be permitted
to wire her family that she was all
right. Grace was to wire them the mo¬
ment she arrived in New York—and she
was to go immediately to the Martha
Washington Hotel. It was safe.
New York at last!!
If the two girls had followed their
natural inclinations, they would have
danced and sung on the corner of Fortysecond Street and Broadway with the
sheer joy of standing there. Now, Grace
felt, she could really begin her life’s
dream. For the first time she was free.
Why, it would be no time at all until
she would make her debut at the Metro¬
politan—and, of course, she would charter
a private car to bring her impressed

'
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family to the scene of her triumph. Oh,
it was going to be grand!
But, with hotel and restaurant bills,
three-hundred-dollar stakes have a mi¬
raculous way of disappearing—especially
with such healthy and hungry young
ladies.
As they watched it shrink day
by day (and no prospect of a Metropolitan
debut in sight) they wisely decided to
take up their abode in Greenwich Vil¬
lage.
Here the great artists lived.
'T' HE various geniuses were really very
nice to the children.
They were so
friendly.
Every night they would come
into the girls’ room and eat sandwiches
and drink milk. They even advised Grace
about money matters. They agreed with
her that she was cut out for nothing but
opera—but in the meantime, while she
waited for her debut, she would be wise
to get a little something to tide her over.
One of the geniuses knew a man who
was putting on a burlesque show'. There
was a possibility that he might be able
to use a singer.
Burlesque was not at all what Grace
had in mind—but then, with but $5.00 in
the family pocketbook, one could not
afford to be too choosey.
She walked fifty blocks uptown to the
theater.
It was dusk when she arrived
and she felt strangely blue and a little
timid as she slid through the stage door
and stood watching the rehearsals.
She must have been there an hour, be¬
fore a very squat little man with an
enormous cigar in his mouth, finally took
notice of her.
He said: “What do you want, girlie?”
Grace mentioned the name of the Green¬
wich Village genius who had recom¬
mended her.
She wanted to sing, if he
pleased, in his new show.
The eyes behind the cigar squinted as
he looked her over.
“C’m’ere,” he commanded.
“Pull up
your skirts and let’s see your legs 1”
A hot flush burned brightly in her
face.
Only once before in her life had
she experienced this same feeling—the
time when she was swimming under the
culvert without her clothes and the two
men had come so close.
“I sing with my voice—not my legs!”
she shouted—and the next sound to break
the ensuing stillness was the- crash of
the stage door slamming behind her!
It was Grace Moore’s first manifesta¬
tion of professional temperament.
She
had behaved like a Southern Lady. Her
father would have been proud of her!
But outside, in the chilly fall air, she felt
no sense of triumph.
New York—busy,
impersonal, hurrying New York—whizzed
by her.
Unheeding.
Unknowing.
Un¬
mindful. She was very tired and lonely.
For the first time in her life she was
frightened!
No star in Hollywood has had a more
colorful, romantic and inspiring life than
Grace Moore.
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healthy mouth, white teeth, how important

they are to any woman and to all well-groomed
men, too! Here’s an easy way to have them . . .

DENTYNE IS AN AID TO MOUTH HEALTH
The extra firm consistency of Dentyne provides
just the vigorous mouth exercise everyone needs
— the exercise lacking in modern soft-food diets.
This chewing stimulates the circulation in the
tissues, and keeps the mouth and teeth clean. It
prevents flabby muscles, too. Many doctors and
dentists recommend it as a regular health habit.

AND A DELICIOUS GUM, TOO

—Chewing

Dentyne is a pleasant health habit because it is
such a delicious gum ... At the first taste of its
spicy, tempting flavor you congratulate yourself
on having found a chewing gum that is different
. . . thoroughly satisfying. Dentyne has a charac¬
teristic, handy, flat shape which makes it easy to
carry in your purse or pocket ... an exclusive
feature for many years.

DENTYNE
KEEPS TEETH WHITE-MOUTH HEALTHY
* .
* ' '

;

'

'
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Movie Mirror, Jr
(Continued from page 6)
parts of the basket.

Every now and then

she would ask her mother’s advice about

changing

costumes

in

her

house of one room, with dainty curtains

lem in decoration.

on the windows,

likes

pasting and

cut-outs

most better than any other games.
course, she loves her dollies.

Shirley-size chairs, and

al¬

pictures of little cherubs hanging on the

Of

walls.

She has a

Mrs.

grow even

Temple’s

softer when
every

she

brown
talks

eyes
about

Shirley.

friends come in to play, they usually play

gaze strays to wherever Shirley, her little

house in preference to other games.

baby, happens to be—little “Woots” to her.

from far and near, and although Shirley’s

And

soft

great many of them, and when her little

Little girls come to play with Shirley

T dated from about the time she was mar¬
ried—her trouble with intestinal sluggish¬
ness, chronic tiredness, nervousness and head¬
aches. Nothing gave more than partial relief
until she tried a product containing a balanced
combination of natural plant and vegetable
laxatives. Nature’s Remedy (NR Tablets). The
first dose showed her the difference. She felt so
much better immediately—more like living.
Your own common sense tells you an all¬
vegetable laxative is best. You’ve probably
heard your doctor say so. Try NRfs today.
Note how refreshed you feel. Note the natural
action, but the thorough cleansing effect. NR’s
are so kind to your system—so quickly effec¬
tive in clearing up colds, biliousness, headaches.
And they’re non-habit forming. The handy 25
tablet box only 25c at any drug store.

was

the color scheme—a most important prob¬
Shirley

ALL-VEGETABLE
METHOD
I

Shirley

dressing-room, which is a portable little

now and then

To the rest of us she is a charming little
girl and an excellent actress.

mother likes Shirley to have her playmates
around the house, oft-times she is a little

If you would, like instructions as to how

skeptical about letting so many children

to make the little paper basket that Shir¬

into their home at once.

ley was making, write to me, asking for

Shirley is a friendly little person and
welcomes everyone.

So one day, recently,

them, and I will gladly send them to you,
free of charge.

The baskets make cunning

Mrs. Temple spoke to Shirley about this,

receptacles for candy and nuts, if you are

and

having a party.

told

Shirley

the

reason

she

didn’t

PnPP 1935 Calendar-Thermometer, beautifully deillbC signed in colors and gold. Also samples TUMS
and NR, Send stamp for postage and packing
to A. H. LEWIS CO., Deskll9HZ. St. Louis, Mo.

GET
A

IR TO-NIGHT ™?5ohtwv 25<B0X
ri IAAC" Quick relief for acid
rUMS

sour stomach, heartburn. Only 10c.

EXPERIENCED & INEXPERIENCED
MALE AND FEMALE desiring information regarding
positions in hospitals, sanitariums and institutions any part of
U. S. or Canada: write NOW enclosing
closing stamp to
145 W. 45th St., New York
Scharf Bureau. Dept. 6-48,

No Matter What Your Age
No Need Now to Let

Gray Hair
Cheat You

want to have too many children there, or
Now CombAway Gray This Easy Way
RAY hair Is risky. It screams: “You
are getting old!” To end gray hair
handicaps all you now have to do is
comb it once a day for several days with
a few drops of Kolor-Bak sprinkled on
your comb, and afterwards regularly only
once or twice a week to keep your hair
looking nice. Kolor-Bak is a solution for
artificially coloring gray hair that im¬
parts color and charm and abolishes gray
hair worries. Grayness disappears within
a week or two and users report the change
is so gradual and so perfect that their
friends forget they ever had a gray hair
and no one knew they did a thing to it.

G

Make This Trial Test
Will you test Kolor-Bak without risk¬
ing a single cent ? Then, go to your drug
or department store today and get a
bottle of Kolor-Bak.
Test it under our
guarantee that it must make you look
10 years younger and far more attrac¬
tive or we will pay back your money.
{CDrr Buy a bottle of KOLOR-BAK
<'
today and send top flap of car- \
"’ton to United Remedies, Dept. 446,/
I'544 So. Wells St., Chicago—and re-,
ceive FREE AND POSTPAID a 50c
box of KUBAK Shampoo.
J
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her

because one

Shirley Temple Cut-Out Contest

never knew if they had a contagious sick¬

Would n't you like to win one of the
fine prizes listed below? All you have
to do is put the above cut-out puzzle
together and send us a short letter
telling us who is your favorite movie
star and why.
That's easy, isn’t it? And we'll give
you a hint—Shirley Temple is in the
picture. That should make it simple
for you. Neatness and accuracy count,
so do it carefully. Don't forget to give
your age.
First prize, $10; second, $5.00; and
the ten third prizes are $1.00 each.
For the next best cut-outs, we shall
give each child a picture of Shirley
Temple.
Sorry, but no puzzles can be
returned.
Address your cut-out:
MOVIE MIRROR, JUNIOR,
6715 Hollywood Boulevard,
Hollywood, California.

have

strange

children,

was

ness or not.
TPHE next day a small group of Shirley’s
A playmates came over and Mrs. Temple
sent them up to Shirley who was in her
playroom. Shirley greeted them as usual—
and in a few seconds Shirley’s little voice
came floating down to Airs. Temple’s ears.
“Well,”

said

diplomacy,
house?”

Shirley, being

“is

everyone

the

well

soul of
at

your

Then a chorus of “yes-es” could

be heard throughout the house.

So, con¬

vinced, Shirley joined in the business of
playing house.
Mrs. Temple told me this incident while
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Cookir j
(Continued from page 67)
until it is thick and smooth. Add the gel¬
atin and stir till it is dissolved. Now put
in the chicken and let it cool. Then whip
the cream and fold it in.
Turn into a
mould and let it remain in the refrigerator
till it has set. Serve it on a platter gar¬
nished with watercress or parsley. This
will serve twelve.
Lobster a la Newburg is a rich and
awfully good main course. You can use
either fresh or canned lobster, and I’ll be
glad to send you my pet recipe for this,
if you’ll mention it when you write me.
Green peas, either fresh or canned, may
accompany the main course. You also
want celery, possibly stuffed, radish roses
and green and ripe olives arranged attrac¬
tively on flat plates.
These should be
prepared early in the day and chilled be¬
fore they are served.
People sometimes
put small ice-cubes with these, or use a
bed of crushed ice under the celery and
olives to keep them crisp.
Dessert just has to be ice cream and
cake. Maybe you have your own recipe
for home made ice cream but a Wedding
Breakfast seems to call for ice cream in
fancy moulds.
Caterers supply these in
different shapes and colors.
If you pre¬
fer to use your own ice cream, why not
dress it up a bit and serve it in meringue
cases? Do you know how simple it is to
make meringue glace at home?
MERINGUE
2

GLACE

egg whites

Yz cup confectioner’s sugar
Y teaspoon vanilla
small pinch of salt
Beat the egg whites and the salt till
they are very stiff and dry. Continue beat¬
ing, adding about two-thirds of the sugar.
A word of warning here . . . use a wire
whisk for this beating, not a rotary beater.
Fold in the rest of the sugar, add the
flavoring.
You drop this in rounds the
size you want your meringue cases, on
oiled paper laid over a dampened board.
Keep your oven very low for meringues,
not more than 275 degrees F. at the most.
They should be baked for about forty-five
minutes, until dry and firm.
Take them
out, scoop out the moist insides from the
bottom, and put them back in the oven
for a moment to dry out.
They should
be used within twenty-four hours at the
outside, as they get tough if allowed to
stand.
Place one meringue top side down, and
fill it’s hollow with a scoop of ice cream,
covering this with a second meringue.
You may top it with whipped cream dec¬
orated with a cherry and some angelique,
if you wish.

June nights and romance!
ings

. . .

Those breathless little meet¬

with you in his arms

... as

he whispers those

sweet nothings which only you and the moon can hear...
• So close, so intimate... surely, at such
times, there is nothing so appealing to a
man as the delicate, unspoiled charm of a
woman’s arms. Don’t ever dare risk offend¬
ing! When nights are warm ... take care!
Even if your skin is sensitive there’s a
safe way for you to prevent underarm
odor —and perspiration stains. A way to
keep yourself as lovely and unspoiled as
moonlight.
That way is Nonspi. One application
keeps you free from underarm perspira¬
tion from two to five days. And Nonspi
is approved by physicians. Even women
with sensitive skins use Nonspi without

irritation. It doesn’t sting or burn.
Nonspi now comes in a new bottle with
a siphon-principle top. More convenient
and economical to apply. And completely
sanitary. You just shake it on gently.
Apply it correctly and you eliminate the
danger of staining or soiling your gown.
This summer... use Nonspi. It’s 35c and
50c a bottle at all drug and department
stores. Get yours today.

NONSPI

APPROVED

SPECIAL

BY

PHYSICIANS

TRIAL

The Nonspi Company

And cake! That means the bride’s cake,
which decorates the center of the table
during the breakfast.
For this, you use
a wTiite cake and white, fluffy frosting.
If you haven’t the recipes for these, let
me know, because I have grand ones.
And here I am at the end of my space
and I haven’t given you an old, old recipe
for the best wedding cake you ever ate,
which the guests take home with them.
Well, when you write to me, you remind
me of it, and I’ll send it along.

OFFER
MWG-65

113 West 18th Street, New York City
Send me a Special Trial-Size Bottle of the new
Nonspi. I enclose 10c (stamps or coin), 15c In
Canada. This offer good only until June 15th, 1935.

NAME

ADDRESS
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Homemaking
(Continued from page 68)

Why spoil an otherwise flawless appearance by
nails that show neglect. Brittle nails and deli¬
cate "Moons" respond rapidly to regular care.
Wigder Manicure Aids—well balanced, keenedged, scientifically designed instruments, turn
an arduous task into a simple, pleasant duty.
Wigder Nail Files have the new Improved Cleaner
Point. Get a set of Wigder Manicure Aids today—
your local 5 and 10£ store has them.

MARRIED.WOMEN EARN $25-$35
You can learn at home in spare time,
be a "practical” nurse.
One graduate
saved $400 while learning. A housewife
earned $430 in 3 months. Clear, simple
lessons.
Course endorsed by physicians,
years. Thousands of graduates. Equipment in¬
cluded. High school not required. Easy tuition payments.
Men, women, 18-60. Add to your family income!
CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 196, 26 N. Ashland Blvd., Chicago, Ml.
Please send free booklet and 32 sample lesson pages.
Name
Citv-

(State whether Miss or Mrs.)
_State_Age_

Here is a safe and approved method. With a small
brush and BROWNATONE, you tint those streaks
or patches of gray, or faded or bleached hair to
lustrous shades of blonde, brown or black.
Over twenty-three years success. Don’t experiment.
BROWNATONE is guaranteed harmless for tinting
gray hair—active coloring agent is purely vegetable.
Easily and quickly applied—at home. Cannot affect
waving of hair. BROWNATONE is economical and
lasting—it will not wash out. Imparts desired shade
with amazing speed. Just brush or comb it in. Easy
to prove by applying a little of this famous tint to a
lock of hair. Shades: Blonde to Medium Brown” and
“Dark Brown to Black”—cover every need.
BROWNATONE is only 50c—at all drug and
toilet counters—always on a money-back guarantee.
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The castle is constructed of aluminum
and copper with each room built as a sep¬
arate unit. There are over two hundred
thousand pieces of metal mitred and fitted
together with such mechanical ingenuity
that the castle may be taken apart by the
removal of only twenty screws. The ex¬
terior is of sandstone. It is crowned with
sky-sweeping turrets and battlements quite
like the abode of fairy folk.
Inside, the castle is equipped with me¬
chanical wonders.
A cathedral organ,
fifteen inches high, actually plays by an
elaborate electrical system of remote con¬
trol. Water tanks hidden in towers supply
running water in the baths, fountains and
kitchen. Operated by an electrically-run
centrifugal pump, the tanks, on emptying,
play beautiful chimes in the belfry. All
lighting with the exception of flood light¬
ing in the courtyard is indirect. More
than four hundred tiny-watt bulbs are
used in the house. Even the singing birds
in the garden are operated electrically.
You do not enter this remarkable castle.
Instead, you walk around it, looking into
the open-faced side of each room. An
elevated platform enables children to see
into the upper rooms perfectly. There
are eleven rooms, decorated with price¬
less tiny silver and gold pieces of furni¬
ture, collected in every part of the world.
Each piece is in scale of an inch to the
foot.
The great hall, which is the art gallery
of the castle, is of fantastic beauty.
Above the onyx floor engraved in gold
there floats a fairy staircase. Suspended as
if by invisible threads, it gracefully twists
and turns to the second floor balcony. The
walls are hung with paintings by world
famous artists, Willy Pogany, Ramos
Martinez, Hugo Ballin and others, all
friends of Colleen. On the ceiling are
murals depicting the fairy tales of Ander¬
son and Grimm.
The rose quartz floor of the drawing
room is inlaid with silver and gold. Murals
of Cinderella reaching and leaving the ball
cover the walls; from the ceiling, deco¬
rated with pastel murals, hangs a solid
gold chandelier strung with real pearshaped diamonds. The twelve lights in the
chandelier, which are the size of grains of
wheat and set into sockets the size of
pinheads, are the smallest in the world.
In the library also fantasy predominates.
The bookcases are equipped with flying
staircases leading to the top shelves. On
each staircase, at different levels, are read¬
ing couches of fairy size in cockle-shell
design. The Prince and Princess have
seven hundred volumes in their library,
the largest of which is an inch square.
Colleen has included a chapel. Its in¬
laid, engraved ivory floor, carved altar,
rich paintings, stained glass windows and
high vaulted ceiling reflect dignified no¬
bility and true cathedral beauty.
Between two heavily designed pillars of
bronze and gold stands the miniature or¬
gan. The console is of mother-of-pearl
and ivory and above rise the golden pipes
six to eleven inches in height. The organ
has all the manuals and stops of a large
organ and was a year’s work for the artist.

King Arthur’s dining hall, in cast stone,
has a floor of inlaid imported woods and
a bronze coffered ceiling through which
fifty-two tiny lamps shed indirect light. At
the carved oak Round Table places are set
for King Arthur, his knights and fair
Guinevere. Each chair is decorated with
the imaginary coat-of-arms of a different
knight.
We can almost see- the little
knights picking up their monogrammed
knives and forks, a half inch long, and
King Arthur raising his golden goblet in
a toast to Guinevere.
A doorway leads into the cheery kit¬
chen, made fairy-like with murals of the
Mother Goose friends of the Prince and
Princess. It is a snug, warm spot. On
the glowing copper stove the evening stew
simmers and the tea kettle hums. The
larder in this fairy kitchen is well filled
and the store room bulges with supplies.
On the second floor are the Prince’s and
Princess’s bedrooms and baths, reached by
a stairway from the drawing room. The
prince, being Russian, has his room fur¬
nished in his native Russian manner with
a lacquered ceiling, hand carved furniture
and a prevailing color scheme of blue, en¬
livened with cinnamon, yellow and peacock.
The bed and wardrobe are of walnut with
figures from the Russian tale “Tzar Salten-’ carved in relief. A miniature white
bear rug, with gaping jaws and gleaming
teeth, decorates the floor. A screen and
two chests add princely elegance to the
room. The chests weigh a pound and a
half each, and are of solid gold! On one
of the chests the Prince has his collection
of gold cannons and on a wall rack are the
swords which he has carried in battle.
Adjoining is his bath of marble and gold.
By an entrance hall we enter the lovely
boudoir of the Princess. The floor is inlaid
mother-of-pearl in shell pink and white.
The walls are in pastel murals of Peter
Pan in his gayest moods. The chande¬
liers are gold, the picture frames set with
real emeralds and diamonds, and the furni¬
ture is of Battersea gold and enamel and
carved ivory. The Princess’s bed, made
in the shape of a gold boat, is draped with
a cobweb lace bed-spread.
The Princess keeps her crown in a gold
chest on a solid gold table. It is, of course,
gold, encircled with pearls and decorated
with a star of diamonds and an emerald
shamrock, just right for an Irish Princess.
Her bath is green glass—green again in
fond remembrance of dear old Erin. The
walls are carved with the story of Undine
and the mother-of-pearl cove ceiling is
supported by crystal columns.
Silver cupids in cockle-shell chariots
drawn by silver sea horses, pour water into
the Princess’s green glass sunken bath,
illuminated from the depths.
Now that the house is completed Colleen,
and her mother and father are going to
take it on a tour of the cities of the United
States and to the capitals of all foreign
countries. In this way, many of you will
drop for a short while the mantle of adult
years and follow again your screen star
who, as she has often done, will transport
you for a brief interval out of the push of
your crowded world into fairyland.
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She Knew What
She Wanted

SOMETHING SPECIAL IN

(Continued from page 47)
Fame would never tempt her. Nor would
fine flattery or the bright lights.
“My
ambition in life is to be, above all else,
a good wife and mother.’’ That she said
to herself.
The rest of her ambitious
family would have laughed at such a state¬
ment.
Joan stayed on with her mother, who
gave up the stage to become a play broker.
Their fashionable apartment was a center
for the pleasure hunting, high-tensioned
theatrical smart set. An exclusive French
finishing school seemed appropriate for the
budding Joan, and so she was sent to Ver¬
sailles.
Later her mother went abroad
and transferred her to a private school in
London.
There wasn’t the slightest acting bug
lurking in Joan’s serious young head. She
had seen too much of the theatre and what
havoc it could play in women’s lives. In¬
stead, she specialized in school in interior
decorating.
It was the first step in her
plan for wifehood.
Then, although old for her years in an
abstract way but completely inexperienced
in actualities, she fell desperately in love.
She was at the private school in London.
He was John Martin Fox, handsome son
of a wealthy Seattle family.
His father
had given him money to back some plays
abroad.
Entirely dependent on her own judg¬
ment, an ocean’s distance from her mother,
Joan was literally swept off her feet by
this impetuous young gallant.
They had
a lovely wedding in St. Luke's Church,
there in London. Joan was sixteen.
Her only wish was to make a fine suc¬
cess of their union. Jack Fox’s ideas about
plays were all wrong and eventually they
returned to America. His father wanted
him out on the West Coast, so they settled
in Beverly Hills.
Not in the expensive
district where Joan now resides, but in
a modest little apartment south of Wilshire.
Her husband's family thought he
had fooled around enough and that it was
time for him to do for himself.
They were poor, but he got a job with
a stock broker. The birth of a daughter,
Diana, sent Joan into seventh heaven. She
was blissfully content. She was thoroughly
domestic, taking care of the baby, keeping
house, doing the cooking and sewing.
This was her goal, being a good wife
and mother. She didn’t mind struggling.
It wasn’t the lack of money which sep¬
arated them. They simply found that they
couldn’t agree on settling down and being
responsible young parents. Joan was all
for it.
It was her husband who wanted
fun and the bright lights.
AT 7 HEN they finally divorced, Joan displayed the stamina which is belied
by her utterly delicate appearance.
She
was left with no money, and a baby three
months old. She had too much pride to
call upon her own family for aid. Some¬
how she had to earn money to support
herself and the child.
It was only then that she thought of
acting.
“I remembered that my ex-husband had
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PREVENT
BLACKHEADS

Sensational ^
Beautifier
Refines the Skin
Thousands of women who used to be miserable
over a skin blemished by blackheads, whiteheads and large pores, now rave about a new
beautifier.
This remarkable preparation,
Dioxogen
Cream, contains live oxygen that penetrates
into the mouths of the pores, loosens the fatty
blackheads, and prevents their further formation.
When the oxygen frees the pores from dis¬
figuring dirt and grease, they return to normal
size and the skin resumes its natural, clean
appearance.
It is soft and smooth to the
touch.
Dioxogen Cream is the only preparation in
the world containing Dioxo¬
gen. Approved by Good
^Housekeeping and sold from
'Coast to Coast by leading de¬
partment stores and druggists.
Generous jar 50c; extra-large
jar $1. Or send coupon below
and 10c for trial jar.
I
|
I
I

This coupon and 10c good for a generous
jar of Dioxogen Cream (not a sample).
Address: Dioxogen Cream, 61B Fourth Ave.,
New York City.
Name.
Street.
City.

•State.

Imported SilkPajamas*1!: 95

_SPECIAL
(Value S4)
Elaborate gold dragon and silk flower designs;
Copenhagen, red, black, rose, green, natural. Small,
medium, large. PAY POSTMAN $1.95 PLUS FEW
CENTS
DELIVERY
CHARGE.
(FOR
OTHER
BARGAINS WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG.)

& Kimonos Hand Embroidered

RELIANCE IMPORT CO., Dept. H, 516-5th Ave.,

NEW YORK

Amazed By Value in

CLOPAY15* SHADES!

«T "WAS dumfounded to learn Clopay Window
1 Shades were only 15c apiece. So many lovely
patterns and plain colors—all in that distinctive,
patented, creped texture! Besides, Clopays can’t
crack, ravel or pinhole; and are so easily attached
to old rollers without tacks or tools.” See Clopays
at any favorite “5 and 10” or neighborhood store.
Send 3c stamp for color samples to
CLOPAY CORP., 1412 York St., Cincinnati, O.
AND

SaveVt^l
94

On All Oilcloth Needs. With
FA BRAY — Looks — Feels —•
Wears Like Oilcloth—Costs %
to
Less. At Your Favorite
5-and-10c Store.:

MIRROR

had a business deal downtown with the
elder Mr. Selznick, and that one Sunday
he had invited Myron, the son, out for din¬
ner. Myron is one of Hollywood’s biggest
agents, and he said to me then, ‘Why don’t
you try pictures?’ I laughed, for that was
the farthest thing from my plans at that
time.”
Over the elaborate, silver-laden luncheon
table in her beautiful Beverly home, Joan
went on with her story for me. “Months
afterwards, when I had to get something to
do, I recalled that conversation.
I went
to Myron and he proved the sincerity of
that offer. He got me a bit in a picture
at Pathe, and didn’t even charge me the
customary commission.
“Jacqueline Logan was the star. I’ll tell
you who played a bit along with me. A
girl named Jane Peters.
She’s Carole
Lombard now!
“They asked me to put the baby in the
picture. In fact, offered her a nice job in
it. But of course I wouldn’t think of it
for a minute. My children are going to
have the best of life!
“While I’d grown up in the midst of a
theatrical whirl, I’d never done any acting
myself.
I managed to get through that
bit adequately, I suppose.
Then father
wired me. He was opening in ‘Jarnegan’
on Broadway, and said there was a role in
it for me.
“Stepping into a Broadway production
was a daring move, but I’ve always been
rather adventurous. More important, how¬
ever, was that it meant a pay-check.
I
had no notion how long the show might
run. Whether it would be a flop and over
in a month, or have better luck. So, until
I was certain, I decided to leave the baby
in Los Angeles.”
Parting from Diana was a terrific emo¬
tional strain. But it was for her good that
Joan was going East. To make a go of
acting so that she could provide for this
daughter, raise her with loving, protecting
care.
The venture was lucky. Joan was “dis¬
covered” by Hollywood when she appeared
in the play. Impressed by her prettiness
and potentialities, they rushed her West
again.
To be leading lady for Ronald
Colma-n, no less.
Back where she’d started from, but sud¬
denly a major heroine, Joan proceeded to
make the best of her fortune. If she was
not a marvelous actress the reason is now
obvious.
After all, she’d not had much
ground-work. But she was bright enough
to hold on to her place in the cinema sun,
gradually acquiring ease before the cam¬
eras.
TTER private life, however, continued
I- I to predominate with Joan, as it always
will. For a while she was definitely upset.
Her quick rise threw her into the mael¬
strom of film society and she began going
places with John Considine, attractive
young producer. Theirs was not destined
to be a peaceful friendship. After tempes¬
tuous quarrels Joan recognized that he
would never fit into her design for a
calm future.
By now she had learned
that harmony is the background for her
kind of love.
While convalescing in a Los Angeles
hospital from injuries received in a riding
sequence in a picture, Joan first became
interested in Gene Markey. They had met

briefly before, but she had been too pre¬
occupied particularly to notice him. Gene,
though, had fallen in love with her at first
sight.
The ending of her disturbing romance
with Considine and the hospital confine¬
ment after her painful accident had given
Joan a jolt. She sensed that she had come
dangerously near to drifting off her course.
Along came Gene at the critical moment.
His cheery, nonsensical humor buoyed her
up.
One of the most intelligent men in
the film capital, he has a flair for fun and,
observing her state of mind, made a point
of making her laugh with him.
Five
months of Gene’s good-natured courting
and she was positive that he was the right
man at last.
That she was correct is apparent to all
who know the Markeys. They will cele¬
brate their third wedding anniversary
shortly. A sophisticated, talented scenar¬
ist and author, Gene has undoubtedly been
largely responsible for Joan’s blossoming
into a first-class actress.

1

AM sure it’s her private life which ac¬
counts for her evolving into the person
of emotional depth that she is today.
Joan Bennett is performing with zest
and understanding on the screen because
she is, primarily, the good wife and mother
she determined that she would be. A sec¬
ond daughter, Melinda, was born nearly
a year ago. And Gene and her tzvo girls
come first!
Sitting there opposite me, a vision of
blonde charm, she said, “I have a real
liking for acting now, of course.
But I
shall never let it interfere with my design,
my ideal for life. At present I can com¬
bine the career with my husband and chil¬
dren. Gene is writing pictures, so he and
I have everything in common.
“I want to have more children, though.
And when Diana is in her middle teens I
intend to abandon my career, if it has not
already abandoned me. Because a girl de¬
serves the companionship and guidance
which only her mother can bring her.
“I plan for my daughters to go to the
same boarding-school in Connecticut that I
attended. Then I want them to study in
Switzerland.
I’ve the place picked out
now. Only there’s to be a difference from
my own school-days. I intend to go abroad
with them.
Be near-by, know all their
friends. .
“By then, too, the others—Melinda and
those children we hope to have—will be
growing up. Gene and I will have saved
enough so that we’ll be independent and
can afford to be with them, wherever it
is most advantageous for them!”
At twenty-four Joan Bennett has re¬
mained true to that long-ago vow she made
to herself. What is more, she has proved
it is a good way of life for a girl who
wants happiness.
Her sister Constance’s
career has been spectacular where Joan’s
is constantly building.
But take the ca¬
reer away from Connie and I seriously
doubt if much happiness would remain.
Take the career from Joan and it would
make slight difference. She would gladly
abandon it at any moment that it threat¬
ened her life with Gene and the children.
Still very young, she has discovered a
secret as old as love itself.
A girl as intelligent as that couldn’t
help developing into a fine actress.
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Speak for Yourself
(Continued, from page 8)
and I heard Margaret Sullavan’s audience
receive its amusing satire with guests of
involuntary adult laughter from the first
perfect moment when a lady with a long
nose and flapping skirts lifted a limp
wrist and said to the orphans, “Dance with
more freedom.’’
The picture gave back to me, unchanged,
my own adolescent dreaming. No bit of
it was lost. Pigtails became curls. Beauty
snared (unwittingly), while honest effort
triumphed (without humor) and romance
tempered tenderness with most delicious
fooling.
Sometimes I think we all grow
old, like horned toads, with a warty crust,
denying magic, which is perhaps more real
than depression.
Why not believe in
magic ?
Miss M. Trimble,
Evansville, Ind.

$1 PRIZE LETTER
An Open Letter to Hunters
I thought “Sequoia” was just another
one of those animal pictures with a dull,
dusty irritating background, but I was
wrong. It’s much more than that. It is
one of the most beautiful pictures ever
made. It is so cooling to look at—I could
almost feel that early morning breeze and
smell the cedar in those giant trees.
I

thrilled to the sounds made-by the differ¬
ent animals and birds. Malibu and Gato
will always live in my memory for they
have won my heart.
Those who love to trap and kill these
lovely creatures should see this picture for
the great lesson it teaches. The only dis¬
appointment is, it wasn’t in color.
Here’s hoping they make many more pic¬
tures like “Sequoia” the marvel picture of
the year.
Louise Spencer,
Dallas, Tex.

$1 PRIZE LETTER
The Withers—Piper Romance
I don’t give a darn how many people ac¬
claim Clark Gable as the lover of all ages,
nor do I care how many brickbats I bring
down on my defenseless head, I’m going
to speak my mind. I think that good old
homely Edna May Oliver and lovable,
with-no-claim-to-beauty
James
Gleason
make the cutest pair of lovers on the
screen. I have seen all three of their late
mystery pictures and honestly I’d rather
see James kiss Edna May by kicking her
in her act of espionage than Gable and
Crawford emote a full half hour.

$1 PRIZE LETTER
Airing a Grievance
Recently I have been getting provoked
at movie producers for pulling what seems
to me to be a bonehead play. Why, oh
why, must we hear all the song hits from
good pictures before the pictures them¬
selves are shown? In my opinion this is
only depreciating the value of the pictures.
A few days ago I went to see “Here is
my Heart.” It was extremely interesting,
but when the long song sequences came
along to my mind they sounded flat.
I
had heard and danced to “June in January”
and “With Every Breath I Take” for so
long that these scenes held no interest for
me.
Who
cares
under
what
attractive
circumstances the song is presented if he
is hearing it for the thousandth time? Right
now we are listening to that grand tune
“The Lullaby of Broadway” and every¬
one, every where, is humming it, but don’t
you suppose we’ll be sick and tired of it
by the time we see the picture? Certainly.
This is my one and only peeve about the
perfect pictures we’ve been having lately.
Why can’t something be done about it?
Olivia Moore,

Mrs. H. IV. Heaton,

Westwood Hills, Cal.

Los Angeles, Cal.

’LL PUT 5 FLATTERING POUNDS ON SKINNY')
POLKS IN 1 WEEK OR NO COST !)
EVEN IF YOU ARE

NATURALLY

SKINNY!

How Kelpamalt, the New Mineral Concentrate From
the Sea, Rich in Newer Form of Natural Iodine, Puts
on Pounds of Solid Flesh This New ,,2-8n-lM Way!
Men and Women Every¬
where Amazed at Results
Hosts of thin, pale, rundown
folks — and even “Naturally
Skinny” men and women—are

Comparison ot Minerals in
KELPAMALT vs. VEGETABLES
3 Kelpamalt Tablets Contain:
1. More
Iron
and
Copper
than 1 lb. of opinach, 7 Vis
lbs. fresh tomatoes. 3 lbs.
of asparagus.
2. More Calcium than 1 lb.
of cabbage.
3. More Phosphorus than 1%
lbs. of carrots.
4. More Sulphur than 2 lbs.
of tomatoes.
5. More Sodium than 3 lbs.
of turnips.
6. More Potassium
than 6
lbs. of beans.
7. More Magnesium than 1
lb. of celery.

amazed at this—new easy way to put
on healthy needed pounds quickly
Gains Jof 15 to 20 lbs. in one'month—
5 lbs. in,a week—are reported reg¬
ularly.
Kelpamalt, the new mineral con¬
centrate from the sea—gets right down
to the cause of thin, underweight condi¬
tions and adds weight, through a “2
ways in one” natural process.
First, its rich supply of easily as¬
similable minerals stimulate the diges¬
tive glands which produce the juices
that alone enable you to digest the fats
and starches—the weight-making elements in
your daily diet. Second, Kelpamalt’s NAT¬
URAL IODINE is a mineral needed by the
vital organ which regulates metabolism—the
process through which the body is constantly
building firm, solid flesh, new strength and
energy.
Three Kelpamalt tablets contain
more iron and copper than a pound of spinach
or 7V4 pounds of fresh tomatoes: more cal¬
cium than 6 eggs; more phosphorus than ll/2
ike
/'Q rmt«• mnrf* NATURAL IODINE

than 1600 lbs. of,beef.
Try Kelpamalt for a single week and
notice the difference—how much better
you feel. If you don’t gain at least 5
lbs. of good, firm flesh in 1 week the
trial is free. 100 jumbo size Kelpamalt
tablets—four to five times the size of
ordinary tablets—cost but little and
may be hadtat all good drug stores. If
your dealer has not yet received his
supply, send $1 for special introduc¬
tory size bottle of 65 tablets to the
address below.

Kelpamalt
yMtz

KNOWN IN ENGLAND AS VIKELP

SPECIAL

FREE

OFFER

Write today for fascinating instructive 50-page
book on How to Add Weight Quickly.
Mineral
Contents of Food and their effects on the human
body.
New facts about NATURAL IODINE.
Standard weight and measurement charts.
Daily
menus for weight building. Absolutely free. No
obligation. Kelpamalt Co., Dept. 455, 27-33 West
20th St., New York City.
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SWEETENS
STOMACH
GENTLY KB
Delightful Mint
Relieves Gas..
Heartburn..Sour
Stomach. .Quick
Relief for Millions

Pwarned
HYSICIANS have
against treat¬
ing acid indigestion
with harsh, raw alkalies—the tumbler and
spoon method. Strong, water-soluble alkalies,
taken in excess, may turn the stomach juices
into an unnatural alkaline condition—actually
arresting digestion!
TUMS free you from this danger. They act
as an acid “buffer.” The scientific explanation
of TUMS is that it acts gently—just enough of
the antacid compound is released to counteract
orer-acidity. When your heartburn or sour
stomach is corrected—the balance passes on
inert and undissolved, without affecting the
blood or kidneys.
Try TUMS. Munch 3 or 4 when distressed.
Millions have turned to this gentle, effective
treatment—it’s quite likely you will, too. 10c
at all druggists. 3-roll carrier package, only 25c.
1935 Calendar - Thermometer, beautifully de¬
signed in colors and sold. Also samples TUMS
and NR. Send stamp for postage and packing
to A. H. LEWIS CO., Dptl4HMM. St. Louie, Mo.

TUMS ARE'»
ANTACID . .
NOT A LAXATIVE

For a laxative; use the sate, dependable Vegetable
Laxative NR (Nature's Remedy). Only 25 cents.

kp

DANCING
A

BEGINNERS' TAP COURSEADVANCED TAP COURSECOMPLETE BALLROOM COURSE-

J3L

OR ALL THREE COURSES S2

1

e*

Although you can’t dance a step, one of America’s Foremost Dancing Masters can positively teach you in your
own home.
Each course complete in one booklet.
Sent
prepaid or C. O. D. plus postage.
Wm W^ f f
Your choice: 8 steps
T I® KT C
iC
J" fY E. t
of Tango, Carioca or
f PE t t
■ ■m
™
Continental — or — 1
pr. taps with each $2.00 order.
Send stamps (3c) for free catalog of 80 original dance creations.
BILLY TRUEHART 5308 SO. ALMEDA WAY,
HOUSTON, TEXAS

THAT
NEW WAY
To get lovely soft French
Laundered effects in all
you iron... no trick at all.

Just see and feel the amazing
difference in your ironings when
you change from the bother and
uncertainty of lump starch to
Qui«k Elastic. It’s that pulver¬
ized, complete starching and
ironing mixture thousands are
talking about. No sticking. No
scorching. Wonderfully pene¬
trating, it restores elasticity
and that fresh new look and feel
to things. Your iron fairly glides.

TRY IT

FREE

m
HOT STARCH
IN 30 SECONDS

V

THANK YOU| THE HUBINGER CO., No. 964, Keokuk, la.

j

Your free sample of QUICK ELASTIC, please,
| and “That Wonderful Way to Hot Starch.”

j
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Advice to June Brides
(Continued from page 39)
fuel on the fire by demanding to know
why and harping on it.
“Keep away, you modern brides, from
cocktail rendezvous and luncheon dates
with other men. If you’re hungry for a
bit of flattery and ‘John’ hasn’t said any¬
thing nice to you for a long, long time,
don’t go out looking for compliments
from other men.
“Didn’t he say to you ‘I’d rather have
you for a wife than any other woman in
the world’? Well, he meant that. Today
and tomorrow and all through the years
keep with you that lovely compliment.
“Wives learn to overlook many things,
or rather not to see them at all. Pretty
young faces that tempt and may even cap¬
tivate for a while, are not seen by patient
wives. The years of peace and companion¬
ship ahead can’t be sacrificed for hurt
pride.
Hurt pride for the moment, re¬
member, is better than a lifetime of lone¬
liness and regrets.”

“T T’S so hard to advise when every case
T is an individual one,” said Mrs. Harold
Lloyd, her three lovely children grouped
about her ready for a dash to Palm
Springs. “I’d say a happy marriage all de¬
pends on how well the wife understands
her man. I know I’ve made being a wife
my career. I gave up my career in pic¬
tures and I’ve never regretted it. Harold’s
work was my work and that has enabled
me to understand the demands on his time
that otherwise I might have failed to
understand. I’ll say this, a wife should
never interfere in a husband’s business.
When Harold comes to me with a prob¬
lem or asks me to read a script I’m glad
I know enough about it to give my honest
opinion, which I know he values, but I
never offer advice unless I am asked.
“Be a golf widow and like it. It’s better
to be a golf widow, remember, than a grass
widow. If he likes to bowl, golf or play
tennis, insist that he play as much as
possible and don’t complain if it carries
him past the dinner hour. Nothing can
take away the pleasure of a game as much
as a cold reception at home.
“Don’t force your husband to attend
parties, dinners, dances if he’d rather stay
home.
Quiet, peaceful evenings at home
can do wonders toward bringing and keep¬
ing harmony, in your family. Live simply,
whether it be in a tiny bungalow or a
mansion.
Keep close to the real and
simple but worth while things of life. I
don’t believe in long separations for mar¬
ried couples.
Harold and I have never
been apart for more than two or three
weeks at a time. And above all else, raise
a family. Nothing binds two people more
closely together than children.”
Mrs. Otto Kruger, an attractive bru¬
nette, said to me, “It is really true that
the first year, even though it is the honey¬
moon year, is the hardest, because it’s the
period of adjustment and getting to know
each other. I was an actress and a suc¬
cessful one when I married Mr. Kruger and
after our marriage we actually found our¬
selves growing jealous if one of us reaped
more attention or adulation than the other.
It even reached the quarreling stage when,
thank heavens, we realized how silly it

was and, by talking it over sanely and
sensibly, escaped our first pitfall.
“From the very first, I began looking
ahead to those other years. Years when
I knew I’d be tired of a career, if it
weren’t already tired of me, and weary of
all the things that seemed important to me
then.
To those years when a woman
wants just a home, her husband and her
children.
I knew the time to build for
those years to come was right then in that
first year, and with that goal in mind I
was able to carry on through trials and
misunderstandings that might have proved
fatal otherwise.
“So many girls go into marriage today
with the wrong attitude. ‘Oh, well,’ they
shrug, ‘it’s just another experience. If we
don't make a go of it we’ll call it off.’
Too often they do call it off, remarry, call
that off, and never find happiness.
“Please, never go into marriage with
such negative ideas. Go into it determined
to make a go of it and it will last.
“It isn’t all sweetness and light.
It’s
give and take, the good with the bad. It’s
a hard road half the time, but it’s life.
“Our sixteen years of married life have
been dotted with dark days, dark times,
happy days and happy times. I remember
one dark spot in particular.
It was the
day I was ready to leave the hospital with
our new7 baby. Otto didn’t come at the
appointed hour and the hours dragged on.
Later, they telephoned a friend would call
for me and I knew7 something ominous
and dreadful had happened.
Taking my
baby in my arms, I stole out to a taxi
and home. I’ll never forget standing there
with my baby in my arms and being told
Otto w'as desperately ill. He held his own
through the next day and gradually im¬
proved. When he grew7 entirely well, we
found the play they had promised to hold
for him had been given someone else. It
was a bitter blow for both of us w7ith a
new baby, w7ith debts and expenses.
“/^\UR greatest pleasure comes from an
evening alone reading before the fire,
attending the movies or going on long
evening drives together, both singing aw7ay
at the tops of our voices. We’ve never
needed others about us to be happy or
contented. And that’s important, I think.
“Keep up your spirits and keep down
your w7eight. Keep alert. And don’t play
bridge with your husband.
More mar¬
riages are wrecked over a bridge table than
over a blonde.
“When it comes to other women, under¬
stand your man and trust him.
A mild
flirtation never hurt any man and a w7ife
should feel pleased that her husband is
attractive to other women. In fact, noth¬
ing really matters as long as you know
in your heart he’s your man for always.”
“Marriage,” says charming Mrs. Ed¬
ward Robinson, “depends almost entirely
on the woman. Women are brighter than
men wThen it comes to an intuitive sense
and a knowdedge of what must be done
to preserve a home.
‘‘I'd say this to June brides: Don’t hang
on too closely to a man if you want to
keep him. Let him go out with his friends
tw7o or three nights every week.
Insist
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on it. Soon he’ll be wondering just how
and why you can get along without him.
You see the very freedom you give him
brings him only closer to you.
“Be a sweetheart always and don’t ever
be taken for granted. Wear your prettiest,
laciest things about your bedroom and don’t
store them away in some forgotten box.
Dress as your husband would like to see
you. Simple sport clothes for the street
and plenty of frills for the house. And
don't forget a dash of perfume.
“I don’t believe wives should have sep¬
arate sleeping rooms. But I do advocate
a room, if it’s only a two by four, in the
house for a man’s own.
Full of pipes,
guns, poker tables or the things he loves
to have around. A room he can go into
and close the door knowing it’s his very
own.
Encourage him to entertain his
friends at home, disappear yourself, making
sure, of course, that the ice box is full
of tempting things men love.
“When you entertain friends, do it well.
Nothing warms a man’s heart so much as
knowing his wife is a gracious hostess.
“T~"NON’T be gossiped about.
It isn’t
■*—worth it. Don’t make a point of at¬
tending cocktail parties alone or imbibing
too freely, inviting men’s open remarks.
It’s a bitter pill for a husband to swallow.
Be dignified and yet not a prude.
“I would say yes to a woman giving up
her career.
I did when I married Mr.
Robinson and I’ve never regretted it. One
of my dearest friends is a famous motion
picture star. We were chatting the other
day when she suddenly said, ‘When I come
here, see your beautiful home, your darling
baby, the happiness that is yours and
Eddie’s, I wonder if I’m not making the
biggest mistake of my life to choose a
career first. Some day they’ll be tired of
me. What will I have to live for then?’
“Look ahead, little brides of June, to the
years when you’ll be forty and fifty. The
days when home and husband mean every¬
thing. Look ahead and think.
“Marriage takes a lot of giving in. Men
are more selfish than women.
Men are
like small boys in their stubborn ways so
it’s up to the woman to give in nine times
out of ten. And learn to do so graciously.
“What every woman knows I believe, is
how to hold her husband. If she doesn’t,
she mustn’t complain if she loses him. We
all know the world is full of unscrupulous
women; women to whom the words wife,
home and children mean less than nothing.
If by any chance your husband (and all
men are pretty much alike) should slip
a little or even a great deal, it isn’t the
end of the world, you know.
So don’t
step down from your place by his side.
“I wouldn’t step down for any woman.
I helped make this home the thing of
beauty it is, I have given my husband a
son and I have given him happiness and
understanding. No husband stealer could
or would give him as much. Therefore
I would refuse to abdicate.
“Don’t make the mistake of being too
sure of yourself.
Keep alive.
Study
French or music or have some outside in¬
terest, if possible. And stamp out with
a tactful foot, any mother-in-law complex.
“Live alone and never with a relative.
And turn over your life, little bride, to
making yours a happy, lasting marriage.
It’s so worth it.”
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Home Treatment for
Keeping Skin Young
Mercolized Wax—one beauty aid you can afford
because this single preparation embodies all the
essentials of beauty that your skin needs. It
cleanses, softens, bleaches, lubricates and pro¬
tects. So simple to use, too. Just pat it on your
skin each night as if it were an ordinary cold
cream. Mercolized Wax seeps into your pores,
dissolves grime, dust and all impurities. It
absorbs the discolored surface skin in tiny, invis¬
ible particles, revealing the beautiful, smooth, young skin that lies
beneath. It clears away freckles, tan, oiliness, sunburn or any other
blemishes. You use such a tiny bit of Mercolized Wax for each appli¬
cation that it proves an inexpensive beauty investment. Beauty can not
be taken for granted. It must be cared for regularly if you want
to hold beauty through the years. Mercolized
Wax brings out the hidden beauty of your
skin. Let it make your skin more beautiful.
Phelactine removes hairy growths—takes them out—
easily, quickly and gently. Leaves the skin hair free.
Phelactine is the modern, odorless facial depilatory that
fastidious women prefer.
Powdered Saxolite dissolved in one-half pint witch
hazel quickly reduces wrinkles and other age signs. It is
a refreshing, stimulating astringent lotion. Use it daily.

LIGHTEN YOUR HAIR
WITHOUT PEROXIDE
to ANY shade ypiu Desire
SAFELY In S to IS minutes
Careful, fastidious women aroid the nee of
peroxide beoause peroxide makes hair brittle.
Lechler’s Instantaneous Hair Ugtitener
requires NO peroxide. Used as a paste >t can¬
not streak. Eliminates "straw" look. Beneficial to perma¬
nent waves and bleached hair. Lightens blonde hair* _
grown dark. This is the only preparation that also lightens A1®
the scalp. No more dark roots. Uned over 20 vsars by famous” ■
beauties, stage and screen stars and children. Harmless. Guar- l ■
on teed. Mailed oomplete with brush for application. ’ ■

rD trir 86-vaoe bootlet “The Art of Liyhtenino Hair
t A£X Without Peroxide* Free with your first order
ERWIN F. LECHLER, Hair Beauty Specialist
S65 W. 181st St., New York, N. Y.

I was so lonely and friendless with onlyllong, dreary
evenings in store for me. Then one day I read about
a new way to learn music that had made popular
musicians of thousands.

Mercolized
,

Mlax

nj'autifies The S*'»
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PHOTO Enlargements

Clear enlargement, bust, full

_

length or part group, pet9 or
other subjects made from any pho¬
to, anapshotor tintype at low price
of 49c each; 3 for $1.00. Send as A
many photos as you desire. Re¬
turn of original photos guaranteed

SEND NO MONEY!
Just mail photo with name and address. In a few days postman will ^
4|00
deliver beautiful enlargement that *w
y* will never fade. Pav only 49c plus postage or send
60c—3 for $1.00, and we will pay postage ourselves.
c“veo‘FRAME

FR EElIfth^eH^Su

«

* »«

now. Ail ail your Photos today. Write NEW ERA PORTRAIT COMPANY
11 E. HURON STREET,
DEPT. 664
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

The Free Demonstration
Lesson proved that this
way of learning was as
easy as A-B-C . $.

Then came Janet’s party a few months
later. How flabbergasted they all were
when I played. I thought they’d never let
me stop. No more lonesome evenings now.

Learn MUSIC this (Jiiick, Easy Way
_shortest road tofriends, popularity, yood times
The interesting story told above is not just one
unusual case. It is typical of the experiences of
more than 700,000 other folks who have learned
music—who have become socially popular—this
quick, modern, easy as A-B-C way.
You, too, can learn to play—to entertain others
—to pep up any party. And you can do this with¬
out the expense of a private teacher—right in your
own home. You don’t need to be talented. You don’t
need previous musical training. You don't have to spend
hours and hours playing monotonous scales and hum¬
drum finger exercises.
You start right in playing real
little tunes.
And sooner than you expected you find
yourself entertaining your
friends—having the best
times you ever had.

LEARN TO PLAY
BY NOTE

Piano
Guitar
Organ

Violin
Saxophone
Ukulele
Tenor Banjo
Hawaiian Guitar
Piano Accordion

or any'other instrument

What could be simpler?
And learning this way is like
playing a game.
Practicing becomes real fun instead
of a bore as it used to be with the old way.
Prove to yourself without cost how easily and quickly
you can learn to play.
Send today for Free Demon¬
stration Lesson and Explanatory Booklet. See the simple
principles around which this method is built.
If you
really want to learn music—enjoy good times—mail the
coupon below.
Don’t delay—act NOW.
U. S. School
of Music, 3 066 Brunswick Bldg., New York City.

U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC
3066 Brunswick Bldg., New York City
Send me your amazing free book, "How You Can
Master Music in Your Own Home,” with inspiring mes¬
sage by Dr. Frank Crane, also Free Demonstration Les¬
son. This does not put me under any obligation.

Easy'as A-B-C
The U. S. School method
Is literally as easy as
A-B-C. First, it tells you
how to do a thing. Then
it shows you in pictures
how to do it. Then you
do it yourself and hear it.

Name

Address
Instrument
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Here's Why Bill Powell Will Never Be Rich
(Continued from page 45).
carcass would become wrinkled and bent.
To be able to foresee something like that
is a pretty handy accomplishment that not
all Hollywood actors seem to possess.
“So I said to myself, ‘Bill, so far you
have been very successful at not becoming
independently wealthy, and now it is time
to retire from such a pursuit.
Let the
others try to do that; you just concen¬
trate on laying aside something for a
rainy day. No use being a hog about it,
you know.’
“PXPERIENCE had now taught me
■" that stocks and bonds are unreliable
affairs and even if you put a pile of dollars
under the loose board in the living room
floor you might wake up to discover they
were worthless.
I could picture myself
going down to the Itsy-Bitsy Bakerie in
Beverly for a loaf of bread, and having
the blonde behind the counter say sweetly:

on a farm than in a studio, but I knew
darn well I couldn't hire a stand-in behind
that plow. A farm would have to be a
long way from the studio, so I couldn’t
carry on acting as a sideline, either.
“Still and all, I wanted to invest in
something that had three dimensions, in¬
stead of flat bits of decorated paper.
I
looked into the apartment house situation,
but that would require managers, janitors,
not to mention tenants. I would probably
be put out within a year for not paying
their rent.
“And then the very thing came to me—
why not put my money into a house and
lot? That flash of genius should forever
qualify me as an authority on how not
to amass millions. However, my reason¬
ing was sound enough, if I hadn’t over¬
looked my lack of sales resistance.
No
one can deny that Southern California is
the place to live; it’s the most attractive

Jean Parker and Bob Taylor who are sharing a romance as well as a table.
‘That will be $8,000.
Anything else to¬
day?’ That happened in Germany, you
know. I had nightmares in which a dollar
became worth a mil and nothing I could
do would prevent it.
“While lying by the pool one day my
big inspiration came. As usual with my
financial inspirations, I was not aware
that I was heading into difficulties. But
I reasoned this way: A dollar might
shrink, but not a shingle, and you can’t
pass a law to make hens lay eggs the
size of a baked bean.
Eureka, I would
become a farmer!
“But the more I investigated that bril¬
liant project, the duller it grew. A movie
actor may be able to attract the public to
the box office, but can he lure a hen into
a nest? They don’t have any Jonger hours
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land in the world. Rich people no longer
go to the Riviera to build homes, they
come to Hollywood.
“Well, I would build a house that would
be sure to appeal to any of them, so that
I could always hang up a ‘for sale’ sign
and get at least a large share of my
money back.
Moreover, I could enjoy
my investment.
And if I sat tight and
kept my eye on the gate, some nimble¬
fingered financier couldn’t abscond with
my property, and certainly the thing
wouldn’t shrink right under my nose.”

M

R. POWELL paused with a sigh,
as he recalled this fine line of logic.
Presently he resumed, in that deep and
pleasing voice, the story which brings to
a climax his splendid failures.

“What happened then,” he said, “sur¬
passes the tale of Ulysses and the sirens.
No sooner had I become a home builder
than a swarm of gadget makers began to
beckon me from my plotted course. I had
purchased my property after inspecting
dozens of plots and reading hundreds of
ads.
I learned to talk the language of
the want ad like a professional; knew
just what they meant by an ‘8-rm bung
10 yrs pay, pvt yd’ and so on.
I was
particularly intrigued by one ad that men¬
tioned a ‘spacious loving room’ but it had
‘o’stuffed furniture.’
“Well, I chose a spot between Mr. Cord
(autos) and Mr. Doheny (oil), figuring
that their residences would not exactly
fall into the classification of eyesores, and
nobody could complain of the neighbors.
Hobart Bosworth had a house on the
land which went with it, and he and I
figured that with a bit of stucco here and
there it would look as good as new.
“But I reckoned without my lack of
sales resistance.
The architect started
removing this and that from the house
until one day I strolled by to discover
only the basement was left, and somebody
was filling that in.
“ ‘Maybe I’m wrong, but I thought I
was building a house, not tearing one
down,’
I
protested.
Nobody listened.
Then came the gadgets. Having a complex
on secret panels, I wanted everything to
slide out of sight. By touching a button,
for instance, a wall disappears and a
rowing machine swims into view. Some¬
body else sold me on the idea of heating
the water in the swimming pool.
“AS you may perceive, my knack for
avoiding the accumulation of riches
was again becoming active, for I fell for
everything. But I figured this way: Here
is my lifetime investment, I am putting
hundreds of men to work, and if I want
to sell it, the house must have something
in it that will appeal to everyone. It has.
“I’ve got concealed closets, handy for
holding family skeletons. There’s an in¬
door grill in the amusement room for
roasting reputations, and should you be
the type to attract burglars, the touch of
a button from any room will flood the
entire grounds with lights, start a siren
going, call the police department and shoot
off Roman candles. Entering the grounds,
you touch a button on the car dash, and
a photo-electric cell makes the gates
swing open, the drive light up, and opens
the doors of the garage.
In the garage
you touch another button and all that
stuff goes into reverse. The basement is
refrigerated and rigged up as a wine cel¬
lar to hold 3,000 bottles.
“At last I surveyed my handiwork. By
pushing through the throngs that came
daily to inspect the place, I managed to
get several fair views of the house. But
I had done my job too well.
“No sooner did I make discreet in¬
quiries to see if my place could be sold,
than the tragic truth began to become
apparent. There are, for instance, a great
many two- and three-bottle men in the
country, but where could I find a 3,000bottle man?
Those who inspected the
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place complained bitterly because, after
pushing buttons to bring you in and de¬
posit you in the garage, there was no
robot to pick you up, carry you into the
house, slip you a snack from the icebox,
tuck you into bed and kiss you goodnight.
“It begins to look as if another of my
schemes had backfired, and I’ll probably
have the place on my hands for years to
come, plus a few more gadgets each year.”
All this was very interesting. Upon his
conclusion of this recital, I fold Mr. Powell
that now I was convinced he was capable
of giving me authoritative rules for
avoiding wealth; in fact, he was the best
man I could have found for the job.
“May I have your five rules for not
becoming a millionaire actor?” I wheedled.
With an expression much like the one
you saw on his resigned face when he
was prevailed upon to solve the mystery
of “The Thin Man,” Bill proceeded. ..
“"D ULE ONE. Make all your money in
IN. a couple of year's. Then you'll have
to pay back most of it in taxes. The
government and the state must believe
that an actor’s good years go on forever.
A sausage maker, for instance, can claim
depreciation on his factory, but an actor,
whose factory is his aging body and
wearying brain, can’t claim any deprecia¬
tion. He pays—and pays.
“When I feel useless, I sit back and
think of the good I’m doing my fellow
citizens by not becoming wealthy. Taxes
in the last three years have handed back
many thousands of my earnings to the
government.
By going in for all the
gadgets, my house has had factories turn¬
ing out push buttons overtime, and when
I think of the army of men who swarmed
over the frame of that . house I com¬
placently figure that I’ve done my bit to
boost business and fill dinner buckets
during the depression.
“Rule two, I think, should involve just
doing what is required of a Hollywood
actor. I must have an accountant—a cer¬
tified public one—so that my income tax
will satisfy Uncle Sam that I’m not doing
him out of any money.
“Then, you've got to wear clothes that
will impress a jury if you’ve got to be a
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district attorney in as many movies as
I’ve been in, and of course a detective like
Philo Vance must be dressed in the height
of something or other.
“Somewhere in my budget must be an
allowance for entertaining a fair lady, for
I’ve never noticed a hermit complex in
my makeup.
Servants, of course.
And
fan mail.
There is an item!
When I
signed with Metro I agreed to bear that
expense myself.
“As for the other rules, just lump num¬
bers three, four and five under the head¬
ing ‘House.’ ”
“Your success should be an inspiration,
Mr. Powell,” I declared, “to all young
actors looking forward to making their
fortunes.
Who knows but you may by
your good example, bring others to the
same pretty pass.”
“Poor souls,” Bill replied compassion¬
ately. “But honestly, all this sounds as if
I might be unhappy or something. You
know, money isn’t so important as all
| that. It’s fun to be active in one of the
most advertised businesses in the world,
where there’s never a moment of monot¬
ony, and the job in itself is interesting.
“And you’re bound to be conscious of
the world of friends you are making, that
'you are making life a bit more pleasant
for a'vast audience.
We all like to be
approved, and you get that here as in no
. other calling.
“True, I once looked forward to re¬
tiring.
That isn’t Nirvana at all.
The
pleasurable business of acting in pictures
is a great compensation, whether you
grow wealthy or not. When my business
manager points out that by only working
in four pictures a year, I’d clear about
as much as I would doing six, after dej ducting the tremendous tax on an income
j in the, upper brackets, I realize that the
: money isn!t so all important.
Why not
work—giving the salary back to the
people? And there’s the picture crew, the
writers, the prop boys, all drawing pay
w7hen an actor goes into a picture.”
Maybe that genial’ tolerance and friend¬
ly,
humorous
philosophy
of
William
Powell should have been the subject of
this success story, after all.
Because in
that he can safely be regarded as Holly¬
wood’s grandest success.

— You can't whiz along the road to
health on flesh air and exercise alone.
It takes a well-balanced diet to really
keep you going at full speed. And here's
my recipe for a breakfast that gives you
a flying start: DeliciousShredded Wheat
and milk, heaped high with fresh fruits
or berries.”
•*.

•*.

Crisp, golden-brown Shredded Wheat
gives you a perfect balance of Nature’s
vital health elements in their most
appetizing and digestible form. Try it
tomorrow morning.

What Hollywood Women See In Men
(Continued from page 55)
Appearance has little to do with the quali¬
ties that fascinate me in a man. Tall or
short, heavy or thin, it doesn’t make the
slightest difference, if he has that spark
of vitality and personality so necessary to
an interesting man.
I like older, more
experienced men better than young ones.”
(Be that as it may, I’ve looked over your
record, Jean, and I find one thing that is
absolutely necessary to your favorite men,
whether they have that spark or not. That
little item is the moustache! Don’t wait
for me. It may take months!)
KAY FRANCIS—usually-bachelor-girl,
actress:
“Vitality.
Spring.
Power.
Health!” (Short and sweet, what? I’ll
bet the boys around the drugstore back in
Kalamazoo will be brushing up on their
SPRING before the week’s out.)
IDA LUPINO—baby star, baby stare

. . . baby: “If a man doesn’t look me
straight in the eye, I don’t want him. You
can have him!” (But if he looked at your
IDA, he’d miss LUPINO!)
MAUREEN O’SULLIVAN — leading
“Mick” ingenue: “I like that scrubbed look.
Careful grooming, but not too careful.
Blonde men seem to achieve this effect
easier than very dark ones.
After that,
I like well-cared-for teeth.” (Before that,
my pet, I should like to inform you that
you’ve given us a rather good description
of Mr. Farrow, your present “heart,”
which I think is darned mean considering
all the guys in line.)
JOAN BLONDELL—comedienne and
devoted Mamma: “Give me a quiet man!
I can't stand bluster and hey-hey. And
there’s nothing worse than the cute type!
A serious, worth while man always seems
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1935 OFFER

^WEAR A WATCH
OR DIAMOND

My confidence In YOU; my
confidence in my standard, de¬
pendable watches and beautiful
genuine diamonds, and my con¬
fidence in business conditions
cause me to make this unheard
of offer. I am going to place
as many watches and diamonds
in the hands of men and wom¬
en throughout the land as pos¬
sible in 1935 NO MATTER
WHAT THE SACRIFICE, be¬
cause each watch and diamond will
act as a salesman to sell another.

Direct-to-You, Rock Bottom
Prices on Nationally Advertised
Watches, Diamond Rings
q and Silverware
What an offer!
Nationally
advertised
watches.
dia¬
monds, and silverware of¬
fered at lowest direct-to-you
prices. For nearly a half
century we have sold
highest quality Jewelry
all over the world. And now this
remarkable offer.

Send for Beautiful
free catalog

SANTA FE WATCH COMPANY
697 Thomas Bldg.
Topeka, Kan.
We Buy Old Gold and Sterling Silver

BOW LEGS AND KNOCK-KNEES
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ORTHOPEDIC INSTITUTE
612 Loew’s State Bldg.,

ELISSA
LANDI — movie star
and
novelist: “Hands, hands, above all else, a
man’s hands!
Faces and clothes can lie
and sometimes do.
But a man’s entire
history is written in his hands.
He can¬
not escape the story they tell. Of course,
I don’t mean smooth skin and perfectlymodeled fingers.
A strong, work-worn
hand may convey more charm and char¬
acter than a perfectly groomed one.
I
think men instinctively realize how much
their hands reveal. A great majority are
really self conscious of them!”
(Don’t
Lux at me, teacher, I didn’t raise my
hand.)
VIRGINIA BRUCE—actress, divorcee,
mother and swell: “I like men who like
me!
That’s simple enough, isn’t it?
It
makes no real difference to a woman
whether a man is tall, short, handsome or
homely, well-groomed or in his shirt
sleeves, if he gives her the little courtesies
and special attentions that tactfully say:
‘I Like You!’” (No comment necessary,
eh, Virginia?)
JEAN MUIR—George Jean Nathan’s
favorite pupil: “It matters terribly to me
that a man should be well proportioned,
especially that his feet should fit his body.
I detest tall men with little feet and I
think most women feel the same way. But
a big head on a small body or a small
head on a broad pair of shoulders affects
me the same way.” (You like a balanced
diet, too, I’ll bet.)

Write now—a post card will do—
before this offer is withdrawn and
get the beautiful FREE Catalog.
Select the watch or diamond you
want, wear it, examine it, and then
write us the terms you desire.

Improved by the vise of the Morris Improved Limb Straightencr for Men,
Women and Children—Worn with Comfort
either day or night or. both. Send Ten Cents Coin or stamps
for actual photographs, sent in plain wrapper.

to give himself away by using his eyes,
his voice and his deportment to stay away
from the spotlight!”
(Who made that
noise like a wife?)

V

Los Angeles, Calif.

CORNS

CALLOUSES-BUNIONS-SORE TOES

ISABEL JEWELL—trouper and bighearted kid: “Wonder why it is that I’m
always attracted to men who have small,
even squinty, light blue or gray eyes? I
haven’t found any reason for it. It’s just
a fact.
I hate large, soulful eyes in a
man.
They give a face such a vacant,
thoughtless expression as far as I’m con¬
cerned.”
(If you’ve got what it takes,
you re just plain lucky; Isabel is one grand
gal.)

END FRECKLES AN

No matter how dull and dark your compl
ion : no matter how freckled and coarse
by sun and wind, NADINOLA Cream, tes
and trusted for over a generation, will whi
clear and smooth your skin to new bea
quickest, easiest way. Just apply tonight;
massaging, no rubbing; Nadinola begins
beautifying work while you sleep. Then
see day-by-day improvement until your co
plexion is all you long for; creamy wh
satin-smooth, lovely. No disappointments ;
long waiting ; money back guarantee in ev
package. Get a large box of Nadinola at y
favorite toilet counter or by mail, postpa
only 50c. NADINOLA, Box W-9, Paris, Te
Generous 10c sizes of Nadinola Beauty a
at many 5c and 10c stores.

ANY PHOTO ENLARGE
Size 8x10 inches
or smaller if desired.
Same price for full length
or bust form, groups, land¬
scapes, pet animals, etc.,
or enlargements of any
■part of group picture. Safe
return of original photo
guaranteed.

SEND NO MONEY

(any size) and within a week you will receive
your
beautiful
life-like
enlargement,
guaran¬
teed fadeless.
Pay postman 47c plus postage—
or send 49c with order and we pay postage.
Big 16x20 inch enlargement sent C. O. D. 78c
plus postage or send 80c and -we pay postage. Take advantage of
amazing offer now.
Send your photos today.
Specify size wan
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Five exotie fragrances:
1. JASMIN
(Persia).

QUICK, SURE RELIEF
Pain stops the instant you apply Dr. Scholl’s
Zino-pads. These thin, soothing, healing pads
end the cause—shoe friction and pressure; pre¬
vent corns, sore toes and blisters and make new
or tight shoes easy on the feet. Use Dr. Scholl’s
Zino-pads with the separate Medicated Disks,
included in every box, and in a few days your
corns or callouses will lift right off! Try them!
Sold at all drug, shoe and department stores.
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color

Dc Scholl's
"Zino-pads
Put one on —the " pain is gonel

GRACIE ALLEN—radio-movie star,
wife and nitwit: “What do I look for
when I meet a strange man? Well, the
first thing I look for is his wife!”
There you are boys.
You have heard
the low-down.
Can you take it?
The
gals didn’t seem to allow their ideas to
fall into groups the way the men did (fig¬
ures, eyes, etc.), but they were all rather
definite at that.
So, when you’ve saved
up that fare money, don’t forget to take
a last glance at this soul-baring dictum—
it gives you two strikes on the Hollywood
gals before you start!
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ESPAGNE

(Spain).

3. GEISHA (Japan).

VIGiNK (France).

2. SH

4. FLEUR

5. CACTUS BLOSSOM (M

.... send only 27c in stamps (or silver) for
5 generous size trial bottles.

Offer l imited
Only one se*
to an
A c/dress

H. U. RHODIUS, Impo

710 Parisienne Building
San Antonio, Texas

Hair

MARLENE DIETRICH—Continental
and Hollywood mystery: “I could never
be attracted to any man who wasn’t an
artist.”
(Seiber, Von Sternberg, Felixe
Rolo, Chevalier, Fritz Lang, please note.)
LORETTA YOUNG—actress, beauty
and sister: “I am always attracted to a
man who otherwise acceptable, seems to
need me. I doubt that I could ever care
for a man who didn’t have at least one
problem I could help solve.” (Man and
boy, you’ve had some solving to do in
your time, too. Maybe it’s about time for
you to find some grand chap who has the
same idea about you!)

SEND ONLY 27<

o new. alluring, heavy, lasting perfumes .
^ foreign essences. Sell regularly $2.50 to $10 the
Different from any perfumet you have ever Itno

Face
Lips

OFF Chin

I once looked like this. Ugly h
Unloved
on face... unloved .. discourage
Nothing helped.
Depilatori
waxes, liquids . ; 1 even razors failed. Then I d
covered a simple, painless, inexpensive method.
worked! Thousands have won beauty and love wi
the secret. My FREE Book, “How to Overcome Supe
fluous Hair,” explains the method and proves actu
success. Mailed in plain envelope. Also trial off
No obligation. Write Mile. Annette Lanzette, P.
Box 4040. Merchandise Mart, Dept. 164, Chicag

Why Screen Stars Wear

MWILKNIT SILK HOSE
—because proofed against snags
Movie stare;—Alice White and many others—choose the
exclusive Wilknit. They demand wear an well as alluring
beauty. Wilknit are ■’anti-snag.’* Resist runs. Triple
wear. 2 pairs guaranteed to wear 3 months without holes;
4 pairs 6 months, etc.

AGENTS: Astounding Profits
Pleasant work demonstrating this amazing silk hose to
friends. No canvassing or experience necessary. Fanny
Pope made over $20 in two hours. Stars' pic¬
tures and complete demonstrating equipment
of women's, men’s and children’s hose sup¬
plied.
Write quick.
Give hose size.

WILKNIT HOSIERY CO.
F-8 Midway, Greenfield, Ohio
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MIRROR

Movies of the Month
(Continued from page 15)
insane (yes, honestly) and a group of
doctors and what love does to them.
This picture is given a double check
because Movie Mirror regards it as not
only one of the most interesting produc¬
tions of the season but one of the most
interesting ever to be made in Hollywood.
It has its moments of beauty, laughter and
love. It also has, however, a theme that
will scare many people, a solemnity and
a horror which may be moving or shock¬
ing, entirely depending upon your temperment.
So you must choose for yourself
whether or not you care to see it.
The story concerns a beautiful woman
psychiatrist, Claudette Colbert, a hand¬
some male psychiatrist, Joel McCrea, who
work side by side, and his pretty little
wife, Joan Bennett, whom both of them
love.
When Charles Boyer is appointed
head of the hospital, Joel flirts with
Boyer’s sister, to avenge himself on the
man, entirely forgetting what the flirta¬
tion will do to his wife.
The cast is magnificent. Claudette gives
a subtle performance of great beauty, Joan
Bennett will electrify you, Charles Boyer
will become your next great interest, Joel
McCrea is quite perfect as the bewildered,
revengeful young husband, and Helen Vin¬
son, our favorite siren, couldn’t be better.
Your Reviewer Says: You’ll get a thrill
out of this, if you can take it at all.

Cardinal Richelieu
(20th Century)
You'll See: George Arliss, Maureen O’Sullivan, Edward Arnold, Cesar Romero,
others.
It's About: That famous historical figure,
Richelieu, who ruled France with an iron
hand and saved the country for King and
Church.
This time Mr. Arliss saves France (in¬
stead of England) and is a famous Car¬
dinal (instead of a politician) ; thus, the
background has changed but Mr. Arliss
has remained, as ever, the savior.
And
despite the fact that he is supposed to be
very French and extremely Catholic, Mr.
Arliss remains, in our opinion, very
Protestant and quite as English as in
past performances.
Edward Arnold, as King Louis, gives
an excellent performance and Cesar Ro¬
mero finally gets a role equal to his
talents.
Maureen
O’Sullivan
suffers,
somewhat as Mr. Arliss does, in that she
is slightly too Irish for the background.
The remainder of the cast is well chosen
and very capable.
The strength of the
picture, however, lies not in the per¬
formances but in the grand photography,
the perfect staging and the luxurious pro¬
duction it affords the audience. Likewise,
the story is more of an adventure in his¬
torical meanings than in entertainment.
Your Reviewer Says: If you like Mr.
Arliss.

It's About: Murder on a light-hearted,
comedy scale with Bill Pozvell continuing
his “Thin Man” stuff.
Saturday Night’s Millions who have
been watching for another “Thin Man”
had better start standing in line.
This
picture has the same punch, the marvelous
comedy touches, practically the same en¬
tertainment value and Bill Powell. What
could be sweeter?
When a newspaper man is murdered in
lawyer Powell’s place, he turns detective,
with his girl friend, Ginger Rogers, to
aid him.
Yes, they do almost as much
highball-drinking in this one, too. Bill
is on the spot with a flock of gangsters,
but Paul Kelly (also a hoodlum) is forced
to become his bodyguard because Powell
is the only man alive who can help Kelly
stay out of jail for income tax evasion.
The comedy and sparkling funny dia¬
logue throughout are worth the price of
admission. Powell works just as well with
Ginger as he did with Myrna Loy. Paul
Kelly, Gene Lockhart and Russell Hopton
are excellent.
Your Reviewer Says: See it. You'll rave
and laugh, then rave some more. It’s real
entertainment.

Go Into Your Dance
(Warner Brothers)
You’ll See: Al Jolson, Ruby Keeler, Glenda
Farrell, Helen Morgan, Patsy Kelly,
Sharon Lynne.
It's About: The “comeback” of a disposed
stage favorite, together with the usual
musicomedy gags.
Warner Brothers have succeeded in
rounding up all the old, trusty gags and
situations for this Jolson-Keeler musical.
Al plays the role of a Broadway sen¬
sation who has a cute habit of running
out on shows that are hits until finally the
stage producers get together and ban him
from Broadway. He decides to stage his
own comeback and borrows the money
from a gangster whose wife, Helen
Morgan, likes Al — and,
besides, she
wants to get back on the stage herself.
Ruby Keeler plays a hoofer who has
teamed up with Al to help him stage his
return to Broadway, only to make the
mistake of falling in love with him.
Mr. Jolson gives a good account of
himself; Ruby Keeler says all her dia¬
logue with shouts and dances a bit; Helen
Morgan throws her mouth out of joint
while singing her one song (“The Little
Things You Used to Do”) and gets lit¬
tle chance aside from that. The comedy
of Patsy Kelly holds up the entire scene
whenever she’s given the chance—which
wasn't often enough for us. The music is
better than usual, in fact there are some
tunes you may find in the Hit List.
Your reviewer Says: It will do if you
simply must see a musical.

^t^Laddie (RKO)
l^^Star of Midnight (RKO)
You'll See: William Powell, Ginger Rog¬
ers, Paul Kelly, Gene Lockhart, Ralph
Morgan, Leslie Fenton, J. Farrell Mac¬
Donald, Russell Hopton.

You'll See: Virginia Weidlcr, John Beal,
Gloria Stuart, Donald Crisp, Dorothy
Peterson, Gloria Shea.
It's About: The homespun life and ro¬
mance of a middle-zvest farmer boy—fol-

EDMUND LOWE
PICKS MOST

ALLURING LIPS
IN LIPSTICK TEST

Movie Star
tells why
he chose
Tangee Lips
© "Give me the
natural lips ... rosy
but not painted!”
Thus, Edmund
Lowe sides with the
Picture shows Edmund
millions of men
Lowe, making lipstick test
who don’t like that
between scenes of his latest
Columbia release, “The
painted look.
Best Man Wins”.
Tangee can’t make
any lips look painted, because it isn’t paint.
Its magic color principle accents the natural
rose in your lips.
In the stick, Tangee is orange. On your lips
Tangee changes to the blush-rose shadeyour lips
should naturally have...soft, kissable, womanly.
And since Tangee isn’t a "paint” lipstick it
will not coat your lips with a smear of greasy
paint. Try Tangee. It's 39c in one size, $1.10
in the larger. Or send 10c and the coupon for
the 4-Piece Miracle Make-Up Set offered below.
Worlds Most famous Lipstick

ENDS THAT PAINTED LOOK

CAAC DAU/nrD now con,Q'ns

**09»c

■ HOt rUlfUEH Tangee color principle

★ 4-PIECE MIRACLE MAKE-UP SET
THE GEORGE W. LUFT COMPANY
417 Fifth Avenue, New York City
Rush Miracle Make-Up Set of miniature Tangee
Lipstick,RougeCompact.CremeRouge,Face Pow¬
der. I enclose 10* (stamps or coin). 15* in Canada.
Shade
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Love,Cherish and Protect
are the desires created by
dainty femininity. Crystallize
these emotions with the ador¬
able tiny tints of —

golden glint
Xu**

t H © SHAMPOO
with the tiny tint RINSE
BRIGHTENS EVERY SHADE OF HAIR
25c of Drug or Toilet Goods Counters

at home:
Learn easy Koehne Method of coloringr photos and miniatures in oil. New! No
art talent needed. Big demand. Send for
free booklet. Make Money At Home,

NATIONAL ART SCHOOL
3601 Michigan Ave.
Dept. 13 8-A, Chicago

MIRROR

lowing the original novel by Gene Strat¬
ton Porter very closely.
Those of you who enjoyed “Little
Women’’ and “Anne of Green Gables” will
certainly relish the simple, down-to-earth
entertainment offered by this famous story.
But even if you didn’t particularly enjoy
those first offerings, we advise you to see
this one because “Laddie” presents one of
the sensations of the year as far as grand
acting goes.
Introducing:
Virginia Weidler, only competitor Shir¬
ley Temple has had since her debut. Lit¬
tle Miss Weidler portrays Little Sister to
Laddie (played by John Beal) and we
think she was the whole show. There is
a real difference, however, between
this
newest child actress and Shirley Temple:
Shirley gives a doll-like, actress per¬
formance while Virginia Weidler leaves
no impression of “acting”—merely relying
upon her intensely human “realness” to
make her an over-night sensation.
The story is the farmer-boy—rich-girl
romance against an actual farm back¬
ground. John Beal’s Laddie wras rather
well done, albeit a bit stiffly at times.
Gloria Stuart as Pamela, the rich English
girl, was barely adequate; while her
father, played by Donald Crisp, was an
exceptional characterization.
Your Reviewer Says: Wholesome, sweet
entertainment of the best sort.

of our New

WHITE LILAC PERFUME

^Farewell to Love (GB)
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Just try Vi-Jon Olive
Oil Creams once on
our recommendation.
A blend of pure, im¬
ported Olive Oiland
rich creams, they work
magic on the skin.
At the Better

10e Stores
VI-JON
LABORATORIES
St. Louis T-2

LET US SEND YOU THIS

GIFT PACKAGE
Over 130,000 women have already sent for this generous gift
offer For a limited time we repeat it—solely to acquaint you
with the elegance and extra value of Bernard's fine perfumes.
Our new 'White Lilac" is the finest true flower odor we
have produced in our 30 years of creating fine fragrances.
We have succeeded in capturing that subtle and alluring
breath of spring exclusive to the white lilac. Now we offer
co send you a full dram of this newest creation in an attrac¬
tive crystal bottle. Just send your name and address and
include 25c to cover package charges. If you don't think ic
is worth at least 75c you may return the package and gee
your quarter back To chose who send their requests im¬
mediately, we will also send sample vials of two other very
popular perfumes— Garden Blossoms and "Queen of the.
fOnenr" Only one gift package to a person. Address—

BERNARD—Perfumer, Dept. 501F. St. Louis, Mo.
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"ATOT a mere cosmetic! Hydrosal Is
a scientific skin treatment, suc¬
cessfully used by doctors and hos¬
pitals for over 20 years. Here now is
real relief from the itching, burning
irritation of rashes, eczema, ring¬
worm, pimples and similar skin out¬
breaks. Almost instantly you can
feel it soothe and cool the tender, in¬
flamed skin. Its astringent action
refines the coarsened skin tissues.
Promotes healing in burns
and hurts, too. At all
druggists in Liquid and
Ointment forms; 30c and
60c. The Hydrosal Com¬
pany, Cincinnati, Ohio.

THE
PURE
KNITTED
COPPER

Clive Brook, Madeleine Carroll, and an all-star British cast.
It's About: A small-town German doctor
who attaches himself to the king of Den¬
mark and dramatically influences the
destinies of that nation and of its queen.
This is a fine engrossing historical
drama which tells the story of dynamic
and clever Dr. Struensee, who although
of peasant stock raises himself to the po¬
sition of virtual dictator of the nation
(near the end of the 18th Century).
Clive Brook’s acting, in this meaty role,
is the high spot of the movie, although
more care should have been exercised by
the director in photographing him.
Con¬
centration in this direction is on Madeleine
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Cleans Pots
and Pans of all
Grasse and
Grlma In a Jiffy
CORPORATION,

Oltnai HI,

Corners
The real thing for mounting Snapshots, Cards,
Stamps, etc. No paste needed. Neat, easy to use for mounting prints tight or

m

loose. Sold ut photo supply and album
counters or send 10£ today for pkg.
of 100 and free samples.
Engel Art Corners Co., Chicago, 11L,
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for Common
Skin
Outbreaks
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Baby Face Harrington (M-G-M)
Charles
Butterworth,
Una
Merkel, Harvey Stephens, Eugene Pallette, Nat Pendleton, Ruth Selwyn, Donald
Meek and others.
It's About: A
typical “Casper Milque¬
toast” ivho gets involved with gangsters
and is zoomed to the skies as “Public
Enemy No. 2” by reporters.
When Charles Butterworth, a very timid
husband, loses his job and his $2,000 in¬
surance fund and is finally thrown in jail
for theft, the newspapers- play him up as
“Public Enemy No. 2.”
Especially does
he hit the headlines by escaping from jail
when a gang of hoodlums open the bastille
to free one of their own.
Charlie Butterworth, one of the best
“occasional comics,” is a bit over his head
in trying to carry an entire picture, and
his w’ife, Una Merkel, isn’t given a chance
to hit her stride. Eugene Palette as the
Sheriff, Nat Pendleton as P. E. No. 1,
and the rest of the cast are adequate.
Your Reviewer Says: Don’t worry too
much about it—you’ll find it on a double
bill, anyway.

HELP!

HOSPITAL
TESTED

Address Dept

GO-T -4717 North Clark SL

PHOTOS ENLARGED
Florentine Oil Colors
6x10 — 7x9 — 6x8— 5x7 Size

EACH 1

SPECIAL—Three different 8x10 enlargements
$1.00. 8x10 Completely Framed $1.00. Four
5x7 or 6x8 $1.00. 11x14—60c. Two 11x14—
$1.00. SPECIAL—6x8 or 5x7 FRAMED 80c.
Three 5x7 or 6x8 completely framed $2.00.
All artistically colored in royal oil colors.
Double weight Silk enlargements. Bust, Full
Length, etc. made from any size photo, snap¬
shot, or negative.
Originals returned with
order. Send no money unless you wish. Pay
postman Plus postage.

Monarch Studios. Suile RG-30, McAdoo,
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sells for only
_
25o. The kind of soap used
in every home every day.
Selling value marked on box $1. You Ball for only 26oi
Housewives buy on eight.
Up to 100 per oent profit for
you. Write for money-making details and faota about
other sensational Victor Soap deals. For quick action
send 25c for actual full sized sample.
.
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VICTOR SOAP CO.

Dept. TR-65,

Dayton, Ohio

ODORLESS HAIR
H^! REMOVER
Not a razor, liquid,
paste

f

or

powder

25c

A

Baby Touch Hair Remover Is the new,
amazing way to remove hair from
arms, legs and face—quickly and
l
1
safely.
Used like a powder puff.
,
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Odorless, painless, better than a
razor. Baby Touch leaves the skin soft, white and re¬
stores youth and beauty to the skin. Should last a month.
Satisfaction guaranteed. At drug and department store*
or send 25c for one or SI.00 for five in plain wrapper.
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BABY TOUCH HAIR REMOVER CO., 2121 Olive, St. Louis, Me

Be a. Nurse
MAKE

525 - $35 A WEEK

Yon can learn at home in spare time.
Course endorsed by physicians.
Thou¬
sands of graduates. Est. 36 years. One
graduate has charge of 10-bed hospital.
Another saved $400 while learning. Equip¬
ment included. Men and women 18 to 60. High school
not required. Easy tuition payments. Write us now.
CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 186, 26 N. Ashland Blvd., Chicago, III.
Please send free booklet and 32 sample lesson pages..
Name-

Clty.
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MOVIE
Carroll who in many shots is exquisitely
beautiful as the English-born queen of
dissolute young King Christian VII. In¬
spired by the enlightened Doctor, she
works for the welfare of the downtrod¬
den, then falls in love with Struensee.
Your Reviewer Says: If you enjoy cos¬
tume drama this is your dish.

Dynamite (Universal)
You’ll See: Edmund Lowe, Jean Dixon,
Esther Ralston, Victor Varconi, Verna
Hillie, Bradley Page, others.
It's About: Three very mysterious mur¬
ders and how the newly-named Dcshiell
Hammett detective clears them up.
Fast-moving, fast-talking mystery stuff
that never lets you off the edge makes
this picture one of the better bits of en¬
tertainment of the month.
Dashiell Hammett’s detectives are never
allowed to take up a lot of time and space
running down false clews, and this is no
exception. Eddie Lowe as Mr. Dynamite
goes about solving his three murders in
the usual “Thin Man” manner, never miss¬
ing a trick and managing at the same
time to keep the laughs ringing through¬
out the theater. Jean Dixon (where has
she been all our life?) plays the detec¬
tive’s secretary, and the sparkling dia¬
logue she springs on the audience is a
thing to rave about. Others in cast are
good, too. Due credit must be given to
Hammett’s story and Alan Crosland’s di¬
rection.
Your Reviewer Says: By all means—
mystery entertainment tops and comedy
touches by the carload.

Les Miserables
(20th Century)
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You'll See: Fredric March, Charles Laugh¬
ton, Sir Cedric Hardzuicke, Rochelle Hud¬
son, Frances Drake, John Beal, Florence
Eldridge, Jessie Ralph, others.
It’s About: The life of a former convict,
Jean Valjean, and the police inspector zuho
never forgot a face or his duty.
Not for some time has a picture suc¬
ceeded in so completely dividing Holly¬
wood into pro and con. There are those
who look upon this picture as a sure win¬
ner of the next award from the Academy,
and there are others who are frankly
bored with the whole proceeding.
Beautifully produced, gorgeously photographed and, in most instances, compe¬
tently acted; yes, we must give it its due.
We are also forced to admit touches of
exceptional direction, and certainly must
call attention to the herculean task per¬
formed by writer Lipscutn in adapting this
lengthy and unwieldy work of Victor Hu¬
go’s. But entertainment?
If you like to
cry and be depressed, if you enjoy your
drama drawn out to a fine point, then you
will like this picture.
If, however, you
have an entirely different meaning for the
word entertainment, we feel sure you will
be at odds with “Les Miserables.”
Fredric March as Jean Valjean, the paroled convict who tried to start life anew,
gives an excellent performance, and Charles
Laughton’s police inspector is forceful.
The remainder of the cast is adequate.
Your Reviewer Says: You’ll either rave
or rant.
Be sure which side you’re on
before you spend your money.

MIRROR

^Reckless (M-G-M)
You'll See: Jean Harlow, William Powell,
Franchot Tone, May Robson, Ted Healy,
Nat Pendleton, Rosalind Russell, others.
It's About: The Broadzuay dancer zuho
marries the socialite son of a rich family,
only to prove that oil and zvater won’t mix.
Brimming with hokum and studded with
laughs, this picture will hit the average au¬
dience right where its entertainment lives.
To make it all the more interesting, the
story is lifted right out of the sensational
headlines of a famous case.
The story of the picture is of a Broad¬
way dancer who marries a playboy son,
only to find that he can’t take the adverse
criticism from his family and friends. He
commits suicide, leaving the girl to fight
the battle alone. A baby is born, and the
girl faces the terrific opposition of club¬
women and purity leaguers, who have
ganged up to prevent her from earning a
living. Thence to that happy ending when
she returns to her first love.
Jean Harlow as the Broadway dancer
does right well by herself, and her dancing
and singing will move her up a notch.
Jean’s acting in this picture seems ahead
of her recent efforts, too. Franchot Tone
made his role of the rich playboy con¬
vincing, and just the right tone of honest
snobbishness is maintained throughout. Bill
Powell, who plays the thankless role of
Jean’s first love, is witty, as usual, and
holds up his end in grand style. For the
life of us, though, we can’t understand bury¬
ing such a star in such a small role.
Your Reviewer Says: Breezy hokum,
grand music and good dancing.
Better
see it.

No
takers

I'^Four Hours to Kill
(Paramount)
You'll See: Richard Barthelmess, Joe Mor¬
rison, Helen Mack, Gertrude Michael, Dor¬
othy Tree, Roscoe Karns, Charles C. Wil¬
son, others.
It's About: A convict who, while awaiting
the train that is to take him to prison,
escapes and finally gets the man zuho
squealed.
This story is enacted in the lounge in a
New York theater during the period of a
play. A convict on his way to the electric
chair is brought here by his keeper when
they miss their train and have four hours
to kill. Other characters, some from the
audience and others from the staff of the
theater, are thrown into close and tangled
intimacy in the lounge at the same time.
There are a boy and a girl in love being
separated by a hard-boiled gold digger.
There is a philandering wife finding out
how worthless her lover is. There is a
bewildered old couple, and finally there is
Richard Barthelmess as the convict on his
way to his death, who is determined to
avenge himself on his worst enemy—and
who does.
Dick is up to his highest, standard.
Charles C. Wilson as the police keeper
gives a performance almost on a par with
that of Barthelmess. Roscoe Karns, whose
wife is having a baby and who telephones
the hospital every five minutes, does some
marvelous acting. Joe Morrison. Helen
Mack and Gertrude Michael all measure
up well in small parts.
Your Reviewer Says: Go, by all means.
Turn the page for

Tips on

excuse me.”

Why?
There is just one reason. She’s careless
about herself! She has never learned that
soap and water cannot protect her from
that ugly odor of underarm perspiration
which makes people avoid her.
She has
For it’s so
underarms
long. With

nobody to blame but herself.
easy, these days, to keep the
fresh, free from odor all day
Mum!

It takes just half a minute to use Mum.
And you can use it any time — before
dressing or afterwards. Mum is harmless
to clothing, you know.
It’s soothing to the skin, too. You can
use it right after shaving the underarms.
The daily Mum habit will prevent every
trace of underarm odor without prevent¬
ing perspiration itself. Get into the habit
—it pays socially. Bristol -Myers, Inc.,
75 West St., New York.

TAKES THE ODOR OUT
OF PERSPIRATION ^
ON SANITARY NAPKINS. Make sure that
you can never offend in this way. Use Mum!
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Amazing Results
Overnight No More
Wrinkles

Use amazing discovery, SEM-PRAY
"I'm 51, but I
Creme tonight. Improved appearance
look
20 years
younger, thanks
by morning will astonish you. Cleanses,
to Sem-Pray. I
clears, whitens, softens,
freshens,
haven't a wrin¬
youtlufies. Ends erasable wrinkles, age¬
kle." —
Mrs.
lines. Reduces large pores. Tones skin
C. H. B.
tissues without growing hair.
A marvelous discovery of rare Eastern youthifiers and
beautifiers combined by secret process never used in
other creams. Astounds even skin specialists. 8 minutes
a dag takes years away. In dainty oval container with
push-up bottom. Fingers needn’t touch. Fits snugly
in handbag. Gives many beauty treatments a day, or
whenever skin needs freshening. Wonderful foundation
cream, too. Large, economical size 60c at drug or de¬
partment stores. Smaller size at 10c stores. Or mail
coupon.

Senj3Praj>
ITp(\pr

Maill Coupon* for
t | |\LL 7-day
package
■
Sem-Pray Creme.
Will include introductory
I packets
Sem-Pray
Face
JPowder and Rouge FREE.

I Madame LaNore, Sem-Pray Salons

Suite 1285-K, Grand Rapids, Michigan

I
I
I

Send generous 7-day package Sem-Pray Creme.
Include intro¬
ductory package Sem-Pray Rouge and Face Powder FREE.
I
enclose 10c for packing and mailing.
Name.....

I
| I
I
I
I
||

j

I
I
I
I

^Address.

ENLARGEMENTS
Special!
postpaid;
your be9t
remittance

Beautiful enlargements,
15c each,
seven for 95c.
Catalog 5c.
Send
negatives (Films! with this ad and
(cash).
Negatives returned.

UNIQUE-ART-SERVICE, 550 W. 144th St., New York

Talkies

on

All reviews in italics are especially
suitable for children. Those marked
with ✓ are the good pictures, while
✓V' indicates extraordinary films which
you can't afford to miss. The issue of
MOVIE MIRROR in which the original,
detailed comments on the pictures ap¬
peared is shown by the month in
parentheses.
RAFTER OFFICE HOURS (M-G-M)
A newspaper story in which Clark Gable
is the editor who hires and fires Con¬
stance Bennett while trying to solve a
murder.
A trite story, but Gable will
make the feminine hearts flutter, as usual.
(May)
✓✓ALL
THE
KING’S
HORSES
(Paramount) Opera star Mary Ellis, in
her first picture, appears in a delightful
version of the old mythical-kingdom story,
studded with some grand singing, dancing
and Carl Brisson.
(May)
V'BAND
A

fine

Young,
Betty

PLAYS

football
Stuart

ON,

THE

production
Edwin,

Furness.

(M-G-M).

with

Leo

Robert

Carrillo

and

(March)

✓BIOGRAPHY OF A BACHELOR
GIRL (M-G-M). Robert Montgomery,
magazine editor, falls for Ann Harding,
whom he was intending to publicize in his
paper, and therefore calls the whole thing
off. A sparkling yarn for sophisticates.
(March)

WIFE WINS
WITH

KIDNEY
ACIDS
Sleeps Fine, Feels 10
Years Younger — Uses
Guaranteed Cystex
Test

Thousands of women and men sufferers from poo
functioning Kidneys and Bladder have discovered
simple, easv way to sleep fine and feel years youn
by combating Getting Up Nights. Backache. L
Pains, Nervousness,
StifTness,
Neuralgia,
Burni
Smarting and Acidity, due to poor Kidney and Blad
functions, by using a Doctor's prescription called Cys
(Siss-tex). Works fast, is safe and sure in acti
often giving amazing benefits in 24 to 48 hou
Try it under the fair-play guarantee to fix you up to y
satisfaction or money back on return of empty packa
Cystex is only 75c at druggists.

Learn
,
n
nr i

vw °3atH0ME

Make money taking pictures. Prepare quickly dur
spare time. Also earn while you learn. No experien
necessary. New easy method. Nothing else like
Send at once for free book. Opportunities in Mod
Photography, and full particulars.
AMERICAN SCHOOL OF PHOTOGRAPHY
tl _
Dept. 138-A, 3601 Michigan.Ave.
Chicago, U. S

L“0RN DANCE

Why be a lonely, unpopular wall-flo
when you can learn all the smart dan
from the most modern to the old favorite
at home, in private without teacher, mu
or partner?
Complete course of old
vorites, including Tango, Walts, etc.t> o
$1; so simple even a child can learn quick

Send stamps, cash or M. O. Large course. 60 i
trations, includes Tap Dancing, Tango, etc. $1
(C. O. D. orders 26o sxtra and postags.)
FREE a rars Lucky Chinese Coin.
, .

FRENCH ROY.
New York.
Y.

H.

Box 123.
:
s
I

Varlck S
Dept. I

JS&V/JUBSCURTAIN

Tem¬

STRETCHER

ple, an orphan, is loved by Charles Sel-

Pays Agents up to $10 in a D

Ion,

Saves time—eliminates ironing—stretc
curtains up to 48 inches wide—any lengt

✓BRIGHT

lemon-faced

Dunn,
is

EYES

daring

(Fox).

millionaire,

young

hackneyed

Shirley

aviator.

and

places, but Shirley

beyond

.

James

The

plot

reason

Temple fans

for this in a big way
CAR 99 (M-G-M).

and

in

will go

in a jiffy. No pins to cause injury and tear co
curtains. No heavy wooden frames. Just two t
cadmium plated rods and a hanger. Can't ru
lasts a lifetime. Low priced.

Evans Manufacturing Co.
Dept. 6694
Cincinnati,
Ohio

(March)

SAMP

FREE OFFE

A fast action picture,

high-lighted with some fairly good situa¬

—chases,

tions

some

swell

gangsters, machine guns and

back-stage

glimpses

into

the

radio-patrol greatly over-acted by the cast,
a few of which are Fred MacMurray, Ann
Sheridan and Sir Guy Standing.
✓✓CLIVE OF
After

many

INDIA

(20th

soul-stirring

(May)

Century).

scenes,

Young,

nes together.

as

his ‘wife,

find

happi-

(April)

✓COUNTY CHAIRMAN, THE (Fox).
Will Rogers, supported by Evelyn Ven¬
able and Kent Taylor, once again plays
the town’s Good Samaritan. April)

Gray hair and dandruff is a handicap socially
and in business. For 37 years Nourishine Hair
Tonic has brought happiness to many thous¬
ands by coloring dull gray streaked hair with
a natural appearing youthful color. Instantly
rids the scalp of dandruff accumulations and
itchiness. Nourishine is applied like a tonic—
it’s safe—cannot be detected. Adds life, lustre,
and youthful radiance to your hair. At all drug
or department stores. Send coupon below for
big trial bottle and booklet, "Home Care
of the Hair." For better results use
Nourishine Non-Acid Shampoo.

NOURISHINE
§
=
S
S
E

Nourishine Sales Co., Dept. 65-M 939 S. Broadway, L A. Cal.
Send Nourishine trial bottle and "Home Care of the Hair"
Name___
Address___
City_
State
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COPPERFIELD

(M-G-M

A gloriously faithful reproduction of the
time-honored

Dickens

performed

by

of.

are:

which

the

classic,

entire

Freddie
Pawle

Preparing for Motherhood

“Preparing for Motherhood," by Bernarr Macfadd
is a godsend to prospective mothers.
If you prep
yourself along the simple lines he recommends, fol
out the common sense instructions given, you can en
upon the ordeal of motherhood with a mind free fr
worry, and the glorious anticipation of the coming
fine, healthy, beautifully developed babies to fill y
life with sunshine.
This splendid book should be
every home. The small $2.00 price of this book
cludes a year’s subscription for Physical Cultu
Magazine. This offer applies to U. S. only.
MACFADDEN BOOK COMPANY, INC.
Dept. MM-6
1926 Broadway, New Y

perfectly

cast,

a

let me tell You how I Got Rid

few

Bartholomew,

and

Frank

Pimples

Law-

AFTER SUFFERING/oaIS YEAR

.

W DEVIL DOGS OF THE AIR
ner

Brothers).

Jimmy

O'Brien, ace flyers

in

Cagney
Uncle

(War¬

and

Sam's

Pat
Ma¬

rines, are in the same old roles of scrap¬
ping buddies, but there are some exciting
flying

scenes

in

this,

especially

one

.

which Cagney saves a burning plane

in
The

younger you are the better you'll like it.
( May)

(Continued on page 113)

Charm¬

Dr. Stotter, 50 East 42nd St.,
Dept. 8-J, New York

Roland Young, W. C. Fields, Edna May
Oliver, Lennox
ton
(April)

feature*!

They can be yours.
Dr. Stotter (grad, of University <x
Vienna) reconstructs faces by fa¬
mous Vienna
Polyclinio
methods.
Unshapely Noses, Protruding Ears,
l arge Lips. Wrinkles, Signs of Age.
etc., arc ail quickly oorreoted.
Low
cost. Write or oall for Free Booklet
Facial
Reconstruction."
(mailed in
plain wrapper.)

Ronald

Coltnan as Clive, conqueror of India, and
Loretta

Straight
regular
ing new beauty I

I know what it is to suffer the
embarrassment of unsightly skin
caused by pimples. I, too, know
that for years I tried nearly every¬
thing to get rid of them. I now know the joy of a
clear skin brought about by an easy-to-use home
treatment.

A POSTCARD BRINGS THIS BOOK
Tells in plain language how this wonder
treatment was discovered and how it
works. Simple to apply. The first appli¬
cation usually stops the pain and itching.
Send your name and address for complete
information. Do this today.
Address

E.S.GIYENS

2502 Southwest Blvd.
Kansas City, Mo.
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She Ate at the Automat
(Continued from page 52)
ended, she made up her mind.
go out and buffet the world.

She would

Instead of returning home to Dubuque,
Iowa, where her father was a prosperous
druggist, she wrote that she was going
to visit awhile with a school acquaintance.
“I arranged with this friend to forward
my letters. Then I took what money I had,
which wasn’t much, and struck out.
“Since I had to make my money last
until I could find a job acting, I got a
cheap room.
It was in a tenement. An
awful place, as I think back. The building
was old and dirty and my tiny room was
away up on the fourth floor. There was
a miserable bed, a chiffonier, and a hard
chair.
The heat simply wasn't.
I had
to bundle up in my coat whenever I stayed
in. There was no private bath, of course.
To telephone I had to run down the four
flights of rickety stairs.

M

Y money didn’t permit any luxuries,
so I wrent down to the landlady s
room in the basement to wash and iron and
clean my clothes. I soon learned to get
along without beauty parlor help, wa\ ing
my hair on combs and applying soap in¬
stead of expensive creams.”
It was being thrust into an entirely new
world.
She ate only one meal a day.
“I couldn’t splurge!
I slept late, had a
glass of orange juice about 1 p. m. and
then went job-hunting.
I wound up at
the automat for a two-bit dinner.
She discovered shortly that being a nobodv was no joke. There was one advan¬
tage she did have—decent clothes.
They didn’t help, though. Making the
rounds of the theatrical offices was terrify¬
ing at first. Mustering up enough courage
to talk spiritedly with blase office boys
was the hardest task she’d ever en¬
countered.
“It was the walking that got me, she
reminisces. “I lived near 72nd Street, and
I used to walk clear down to 42nd in
order to save a nickel. ’
You must try
walking thirty blocks before you get to
where you intend to apply for a job to
fully appreciate this!
The nearest she came to acting zvas an
offer to zmlk-on during a crowd scene in
“Once in a Lifetime.” This chance came
during her first month.
She rejected it,
holding out for a part.
“I tried, then, to get a job as a model.
I hadn’t the faintest conception of how to
model, except what I’d remembered seeing
in movies.
I pirouetted valiantly and
almost landed a job. ’

After spending the summer in Iowa she
went back to New York to continue her
dramatic school course.
“But on the day I arrived I ran into
an old friend of the family’s whose help
scurried me right up the ladder!”
He
owned a stock company in England and,
listening to Margaret pour out her ambi¬
tions, he had an idea.
“American studios are crazy about for¬
eign actresses,” he reminded her. “Come
abroad and acquire English mannerisms.
I’ll cast you with my company in a number
of roles. You can master our ways and
come back here with a chance of being
noticed.”
Their plan succeeded.
An apt mimic,
within five months Margaret Lindsay was
English to the core.
Given stage parts,
she completely justified her own faith in
her ability. The producer thereupon wrote
to an influential Broadway agent, tipping
him off to the fact that Britain’s finest bet
was arriving shortly in New York.
When Margaret walked down the gang¬
plank, the spirit of Miss England, she
was warmly welcomed and within a week
the agent secured her a lead in a Broad¬
way production. Less than a year before
she couldn’t even get a line to speak!
Rehearsals were delayed and, in the
meanwhile, the agent interested Hollywood
scouts in her. Universal insisted that she
leave the play cast and go West on a con¬
tract for them. The irony of the following
six months was that they considered her
too English to be a hit in America!
Leaving them, she did “Cavalcade” with
genuine Britishers. After which she told
the truth about herself, abandoned her
affected voice, and signed her present
contract with Warners.
“Another thing no one here knows about
me is how economical I am,” she admitted
to me, in finishing this revealing conversa¬
tion. When I arrived here I started Holly¬
wood life by being tighter than tight with
my money. I didn’t want to stay alone,
so I found a nice woman from whom I
could rent a room and I lived there for
$25 a month. I went out to Universal on
the bus and had to get up early because
it runs only every hour in the morning!
“I didn’t so much as buy a car until I’d
signed with Warners for leads, a year and
a half ago. Then I purchased a second¬
hand Ford for $285; I sold it after a year’s
use for $225!”

S

“At the end of three months my money
was gone, so I had to go home. ’

HE saves half her salary. All this talk
of a screen star having to spend so
much is nonsense to her. “I’d live more
cheaply if I could see a way to have more.
We don’t have to be extravagant. It wasn’t
so bad being so short on cash that time
in New York, because I knew I could go
home—as I had to. But I’ve changed. I’ve
tasted success and I’ll never be a failure
again!
I do know ivhat it's like to be
a nobody—and it’s likely to be a horrible
life.

She had been beaten. That is, on the
surface it seemed so. 1 he truth is that
this experience was to bear profitable
fruit. It taught her so much.

“Anyway,” she concluded with a grin.
“I ate so many two-bit meals at the auto¬
mat that I’m going to make sure of three
square meals a day—henceforth!”

D

URING this three months’ adventure
one man fell in love with Margaret.
She liked him, too. But she wasn t silly.
She did some heavy thinking and compre¬
hended that they weren’t actually suited to
each other, 1 here was a sad parting.

YOUR SKIN
IS SO LOVELY, DEAR!

TO END
SKIN TROUBLES
Try This Improved
Pasteurized Yeast
That's Easy to Eat

P

IMPLES and blotches, like mud¬
diness and lack of color in the
skin, are usually caused by a sluggish system.
That is why external treatments bring so
little relief.
Thousands have found in Yeast Foam
Tablets a pleasant, easy way to correct skin
troubles caused by digestive sluggishness.
Science now knows that very often slow,
imperfect elimination of body wastes is
brought on by insufficient vitamin B com¬
plex. The stomach and intestines, deprived
of this essential element, no longer function
properly. Your digestion slows up. Body
poisons cause ugly eruptions and bad color.
Yeast Foam Tablets supply the vitamin
B complex needed to correct this condition.
These tablets are pure pasteurized yeast—
and yeast is the richest known food source
of vitamins B and G. This improved yeast
should strengthen and tone up your in¬
testinal nerves and muscles. It should quickly
restore your digestive and eliminative sys¬
tem to normal, healthy function.
With the true cause of your trouble cor¬
rected, pimples and other common skin
troubles disappear. And your whole system
benefits so that you feel better as well as
look better.
Don’t confuse Yeast Foam Tablets with
ordinary yeast. These tablets have a pleas¬
ant, nut-like taste that you will really enjoy.
Pasteurization makes Yeast Foam Tablets
utterly safe for everyone to eat. They cannot
cause fermentation in the body and they con¬
tain nothing to put on fat.
Any druggist will supply you with Yeast
Foam Tablets. The 10-day bottle costs only
50c. Get one today. Refuse substitutes.

YEAST FOAM TABLETS
FREE

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY I
You may paste this on a penny post card

NORTHWESTERN YEAST CO.
R G 6-35 1
1750 North Ashland Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Please send free introductory package of Yeast !
Foam Tablets.
Name. .
Address.
City_

.State.
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How John Beal
Conquered Fear
(Continued from page 64)

Blondes
why be blind?

D

ON’T shut your eyes to the fact that blonde
hair requires special care. Its texture is so deli¬
cate that ordinary shampoo methods may cause it
to fade, streak or darken.
Yet now it’s easy to keep blonde hair always
lovely. For there is a wonderful shampoo, called
Blondex, especially made for blonde hair only, that
will bring out all its rich, golden beauty. Helps keep
light hair from darkening. Brings back the true
golden sparkle to dull, dark, faded and streaked
blonde hair. Not a dye. No harmful chemicals.
Leaves hair soft, fluffy, silky without using any
special rinses. Used by millions of blondes.
To get a generous trial package of Blondex just
send your name and address with 10s! to cover cost
of mailing to Swedish Shampoo Laboratories, Dept.
146 27 West 20th St., New York City. Or you can buy
Blondex at any good drug or department store-

LITTLE BLUE BOOKS
Send postcard for our free catalogue. Thou¬
sands of bargains. Address: LITTLE BLUE
BOOK CO., Catalogue Dept., Desk 299,
Girard, Kansas.

'Saj

FEMININE HYGIENE
^Booklet 0ree

FOLLOW
DOCTOR’S
ADVICE

Avoid Danger; use reliable nonpoisonous MU-COL instead of cor¬
rosive carbolic or mercury compounds
that can injure delicate membranes.
Hosts of women write us that their
doctors recommend MU-COL as best
for feminine daintiness, cleanliness
and bodily comfort.
Send 10c for
sample making 3 quarts MU-COL
solution.
Large economical sizes at
drug stores. Write for free booklet.
MU-COL CO.,

Dept. 229-D, Buffalo. N. Y

Don’t delay. This relief has accomplished
wonders for men, women and children who
have been chronic sufferers from psoriasis.
Siroil applied externally to the affected
area causes the scales to disappear, the red
blotches to fade out and the skin to resume
its normal texture. Siroil backs with a guar¬
antee the claim that if it does not relieve
you within two weeks — and you are the
sole judge —your money will be refunded.
Write for booklet upon this new treatment.
Don’t delay. Write at once.

SIROIL LABORATORIES INC.
1214 Griswold St., Dept. G-6

Detroit, Mich.

Please send me full information on
Siroil—the new treatment of psoriasis.
Name_
Address__
City
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achieve success in a field where physical
appearance is of unusual importance, John
had scant opportunity to pay attention to
girls. Those he admired would never give
him a tumble and the mere thought of
striking up an acquaintance with the aver¬
age girl terrified him.
“Love sneaked up on me,” is the way
he explains it.
The girl was Helen Craig and when
John first met her, in Philadelphia, she
was stage manager of a show in which
he was an humble bit player.
He was
attracted by the dynamic personality of
the girl, aside from her undoubted pretti¬
ness. Despite her youth, she was a whirl¬
wind of competent action, not only di¬
recting things backstage but also looking
after the box office and everything else.
Their eyes met.
She, disheveled, was
slumped in a chair, prone with exhaus¬
tion. The show being set and the hour
too early for the crowd to arrive, John
startled himself by asking her out to din¬
ner. He couldn’t believe either his nerve,
or the possibility of her accepting.
But
she did and in the gloomy vastness of the
railway station lunchroom, the two ate
their meal in almost complete silence.

O

NCE back in the theatre, the young
couple lost sight of each other in the
confusion of getting the play under way.
It was, of all things, a revival of “Ten
Nights In a Barroom” which Jasper Deeter was presenting as one of his rare ex¬
cursions into the commercial theatre.
John had left his job as understudy to
Ross Alexander in the Broadway success,
“That’s Gratitude,” in response to a plea
from Deeter. Which was gratitude, for
the latter had cradled Beal’s career ever
since the boy had graduated from the
University of Pennsylvania, much in the
same manner that he had developed Ann
Harding several years before. Both had
served their apprenticeship at the Hedge¬
row Theatre, a remodeled barn near Phil¬
adelphia, presided over by Deeter.
This man sensed the wealth of talent
which John Beal possessed.
It was he
who helped give courage and confidence
to the aspiring actor. “Looks be damned!”
Deeter would storm. “You can act, man!
You have the power to sway the emo¬
tions of the crowd. To make them for¬
get everything, their worries and troubles,
in the spell of your performance!”
A season on Broadway had taken some
of the fight out of Beal. He was tired
of being turned down by producers. He
was fed up with living in a cheap hall
bedroom on West 91st Street.
It was
good to get back with Deeter and work
under his direction. The atmosphere at
Hedgerow would help boost his shattered
morale. Also he was pulled back there by
the thought of being close to Helen Craig,
though the girl had never noticed him
during his first season there.
They learned to work and plan together
so that with John it is always “Helen
and I.” The great courage of the girl,
through their mutual love, was somehow
transmitted to the boy.

YOUR CHANCE
for Real Money!
$
$
$
$
$
$

Any live man or woman can coin money
with Magic Cheese Chips—that new, tan¬
talizing, different food treat.
Everybody
loves them. No experience necessary. No
expensive equipment; no rent, no capital.
A few minutes work, put them in bags and
they’re ready to sell on sight to wholesale
and retail trade; big profits. No house-tohouse canvassing. Hundreds of distributors
making big money; you can, too.
Free
samples. $8.50 starts you. Territory still
available.
Write quick.
FLUFF-O Mfg.
Co., 621-23 N. Main St., St. Louis.

MAX H A I R

Women, girls, men with gray, faded, streaked hair. Shampoo
and color your hair atthe same time with new French
discovery "SHAMPO-KOLOR,” takes few minutes, leaves
hair soft, glossy, natural. Permits permanent wave and curl
Free Booklet, Monsieur L P. Valligny, Depl. 18. 254 W. 31 Si, New York

WOMEN WANTED
TO

DISPLAY

NEW

DRESS

STYLES

Single or married women. No experience necessary.
Big pay, full or part time. Chance to earn
up to $23.75 in a week.
Even inexperi¬
enced housewives earn money first day.
Tour own dresses furnished without cost.
Write quick.
Send no money—just name
and address on postal.
I. V. SEDLER
CO.. INC., Dept. 20-6, Cincinnati, Ohio.

WANTED MEN
MANAGE
POTATO
CHIP
STORE . .
.
i We furnish everything—help finance
locate you. No experience needed. 1
mendous profits. Sensational introduc-l
I tory starting plan. No house-to-house
canvassing.Wonderful opportunity. Rush |
name for free book of Profit Facts-today!
ILONG-EAKINS
COMPANY
GSS-S High Street,

Springfield,

Ohio

LEG SUFFERERS
Why continue to suffer? Do some¬
thing to secure quick relief. Write
today for New Booklet—“THE LIEPE
METHOD OF HOME TREATMENT.”
It tells about Varicose Veins, Varicose
Ulcers, Open Leg Sores, Milk or Fever Leg,
Eczema. Llepe Method works while you
walk. More than 40 years of success.
Praised and endorsed by thousands.

LIEPE METHODS, 3284 N. Green Bay Ave.,
Dept. F-16, Milwaukee, Wis.

FREE

BOOKLET

r[£yth! HAWAIIAN GUITAR
the

Hawaiian way. Surprise and entertain your friends. Amazing new simpie method makeslearning to play from
REGULAR PIANO MUSIC as fas¬

cinating as a game. Shows you in pictures
how to do it. Previous musical training and
talent unnecessary. Earn while learning by new
plan. You pay for the lessons iust as they are
received. Write today for free information. A
postcard will do. (Fine guitars supplied $5 up.)

25c
^*9 PER
- 'lesson

ACADEMY OF HAWAIIAN MUSIC
Dept. 19

6th FI Lyon & Healy Bldg., Chicago

ECZEMA
TORMENTS

quickly pacified.
For efficient help
fc^use concentrated

.njJjVlfr?

FOslaWI
LEARN TO PLAY

PIANO
BY EAR*

NO NOTES* NO SCALES'NO EXERCISES/
•If yon can whistle, sing or bom—you bmTtUit.
Let s popular radio pianist train yoor hands In
THIRTY DAYS. TEN LESSON METHOD sent post¬
paid lor 81.00 or pay postman ILtt plus postage.
NOTHING MORE TO BUY.
Be your own TEACHER!
Results Guaranteed. Accordion charts Included ^ee.

MAJOR KORD

Del Rio, Texas

MOVIE
“Helen’s confidence in me was the one
thing which spurred me on,” John ad¬
mitted. “I was doing my best—not for
myself, nor for the plaudits of the crowd,
but because of her faith.
I discovered
from her how silly my self-consciousness
had been. I threw myself into the career
of acting and soon found myself coming
out of my shell. Compliments no longer
embarrassed me.”
Even after he realized he was in love,
John Beal put off marriage until he had
made good, some three years later.
In
the meantime he embarked on a screen
career. Then last spring, having finished
“A Hat, a Coat, a Glove” for Radio Pic¬
tures, he suddenly decided that he wanted
to see Helen more than anything else in
the world. Two hours later he was on a
plane bound for New York where they
were married.
“It took my greatest courage to get
married,” John admitted. “I really didn't
have a job at the time. I had one more
picture to do for Radio but that was
tentative.
Helen’s certainty that I was
the ‘greatest actor in the world’ and equal
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to any part enabled me to muster up
enough courage to ask for ‘The Little
Minister’ role. The siege which I went
through trying to sell the producers on
the idea would have been impossible with¬
out her aid and encouragement. After
the test I got cold feet and reflected on
how much crust I had to even try.
It
was the old feeling coming back on me.
I was the most amazed person when the
studio called to tell me I had been given
the role.
Helen wasn’t at all surprised,
however. She said she knew all along I
would get it.”

'letdownfeeling’forme.”

Tv T OW considered one of the greatest
I
screen “finds” in years, John Beal
looks back on the days when he was afraid
with a tolerant smile.
Because he has
conquered his timidity, he has gained an
understanding which makes him anxious
to help all those who have been less for¬
tunate than himself.
As for his marriage, it is one of those
blissfully happy, young love affairs that
prove the miracle of life’s loveliness all
over again.

The Crowning Glory of Beauty
(Continued from page 56)
unless you exercise it, in other words
brush it.
If you are bothered with dandruff, fall¬
ing hair, or other unhealthy conditions,
have your beauty parlor recommend the
proper tonic. And then use it, like this:
Pour a little out into a saucer.
Part
your hair, and dab some tonic onto the
scalp with a little absorbent cotton. Part
the hair again about an inch away and
do the same thing. Continue till you have
covered the scalp.
Now massage your
head with stiff fingers till you feel it glow,
and be sure you actually move the scalp
when you are working; don’t just rub.
This distributes the tonic well among the
hair roots.
The massage stimulates the
blood vessels of the scalp and this means
better hair health for you.
Now that you’ve attended to the most
important part of your treatment, keeping
the hair healthy, take a moment or two
to insure your head looking well-groomed
in the morning.
Comb the waves back
into place, securing them, if you need to,
with little hairpins or curlers.
Wind a
large-meshed silk hair-net or a piece of
tulle around your head and fasten it
well so it won’t come off.
The question of when to shampoo is a
pretty individual one. Just be sure that
you wash your hair often enough to keep
it fresh and clean. How often this should
be depends on the type of hair you have
and where you live.
Girls living in big cities find they need
a shampoo at least every ten days because
of the dust and grime in the air.
City
dwellers should also pay special attention
to massage, because they wear hats more
than country girls do and, while hats are
a necessity, they are not good for the hair.
Hats keep out the air, and tend to cut
off circulation, so you must compensate
for this by special, stimulating massage.
Climate also affects the hair, a fact
which the motion picture stars have to
face. Hollywood is very dry most of the
year, which is bad for the scalp.
The

"No more tired,’

beautiful hair of the feminine stars should
be an encouraging example to you.
If you live in an exceptionally dry cli¬
mate, your hair undoubtedly needs oil
shampoos; you must see that you get them.
If you do not wish to go to the added ex¬
pense of this at your beauty parlor, you
can do it for yourself. The night before
your hair is going to be washed, instead
of rubbing in a tonic, warm some oil and
use that in the same way instead.

S

O many girls nowadays do have per¬
manent waves, and a good thing, too.
The frequency with which you have them
depends upon how quickly your hair grows
and how tight you set the original curl.
This process has been so perfected that
it is harmless to a normal head, if you
know how to care for your hair before
and after having had it waved.
If you
are in doubt about this, I suggest you
mention it when you write me, as it is
vital, both to the appearance and to the
health of your hair, that you know the
few, simple precautions to take.
I also have an excellent treatment for
dandruff which you can apply yourself.
Remember, however, that dandruff, like
skin blemishes, must be treated internally,
as it is a reflection of an upset system.
I haven’t said a word about coiffures
because there simply can’t be generaliza¬
tion about them. You are, each of you,
an individual and I can’t talk to you
all together about this.
But I can help
you separately, and I’ll be glad to, if
you’ll be sure to enclose a clear picture
of yourself, taken without a hat. I’d like
to have two, if I can, one full face, and
one profile. Whatever you send will be
returned to you if you enclose that
stamped, self-addressed envelope I think
you’ve heard about before!
When I was a child, my mother used to
brush my hair to the rhythm of a jingle:
“Brush! Brush! Brush with care.
Iam making lovely hair!”
See if it helps you as it did me.

”1 reasoned that
my red blood corpuscle strength
was low and I simply
took a course of S.S.S. Tonic
and built it back.”
T is all so simple and reasonable. If your
physical let-down is caused by lowered
red blood corpuscles—which is all too fre¬
quent—then S.S.S. Tonic is waiting to help
you ... and will, unless you have a serious
organic trouble that demands a physician
or surgeon.
Remember, S.S.S. is not just a so-called
“tonic.” It is a tonic specially designed to
stimulate gastric secretions, and also has
the mineral elements so very, very necessary
in rebuilding the oxygen-carrying red cor¬
puscles in the blood.
». This two-fold purpose is important. Diges¬
tion is improved ... food is better utilized
... and thus you are enabled to better “carry
on” without exhaustion—as you should.
You may have the will-power to be “up
and doing” but unless your blood is in top
notch form you are not fully yourself and
you may remark, “I wonder why I tire so
easily.”
Let S.S.S. help build back your blood
tone ... if your case is not exceptional, you
should soon enjoy again the satisfaction of
appetizing food ... sound sleep ... steady
nerves ... a good complexion ... and re¬
newed strength.
S.S.S. is sold by all drug stores in two
convenient sizes. The $2 economy size is
twice as large as the $1.25 regular size and
is sufficient for two weeks treatment. Begin
on the uproad today.
© s.s.s. Co.

Makes you
feel like
yourself
again
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AFTER
10 Day

FREETna

Fully
GUARANTEED

No Money Down
Positively the greatest bargain ever offered. A genuine full sized
$100 office model Underwood No. 5 for only $39.90 (cash) or
on easy terms. Has up-to-date improvements including stand¬
ard 4-row keyboard, backspaces automatic ribbon reverse,
shiftlock key, 2-color ribbon, etc. The perfect all purpose
typewriter. Completely rebuilt and FULLY GUARANTEED.
Lowest Terms—10c a Day

Learn Touch Typewriting
Complete (Home Study)
Course of the Famous Van
Sant Speed Typewriting
System—fully illustrated,
easily learned, given dur¬
ing this offer.

Money-Back Guarantee
Send coupon for 10-day Trial
—if you decide to keep it pay
only $3.00 a month until $44.90
(term price) is paid. Limited
offer—act at once.

[""INTERNATIONAL TYPEWRITER EXCHANGE
• 231 West Monroe St., Chicago, III., Dept. 603
I Send
trial.
lect.
■ (term

Underwood No. 5' (F. O. B. Chicago) at once for 10-days
If I am not perfectly satisfied I can return it express colIf I keep it I will pay $3.00 a month until I have paid $44.90
price) in fulL

I
I
\

■ Name.Age.

*

| Address...;.

I

I

^Town.State.J

Follow This Man
Secret Service Operator No. 38 is on
the job I Running down Counterfeit
Gang. Tell-tale fingerprints in mur¬
dered girl’s room. Thrill, Mystery.
._
The Confidential Reports
FfOp of Operator No. S8 made
V
to hxs chief. Write for it*
Earn a Regular Monthly Salary
YOU can become a Finger Print Exert at home, in spare time. Write
or details if 17 or over.
Institute of Applied SciencO
1920 Sunnyside Ave.
Dept. A-791_Chicago, UL

S

LOOK! Touch
LIGHTED CIGARETTES
Come out of Magic
Right out of a beautiful pocket case come
LIGHTED Cigarettes.
A marvelous in¬
vention.
Everybody
looks—wonders—
wants it.
Get it for 15 days’ trial at my
risk.
Just send name.
AGENTS:
Get big profit offer.
MAGIC CASE MFRS., Dept.G-4669
4234 Cozens Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

STOP Your Rupture
Worries!

Why worry and suffer with that
rupture any longer? Learn about
my perfected invention. It has
brought ease, comfort and happi¬
ness to thousands by assisting in
relieving and aiding many cases
of reducible hernia. It has Auto¬
matic Air Cushions which bind
and draw the broken parts
together as you would a
broken limb. No obnoxious
Brooke, inventor springs or pads. No salves ot
lasters. Durable, cheap. Sent on trial to prove it.
eware of imitations. Never sold in stores nor by
agents. Write today for full information sent free
in plain, sealed envelope.
H. C. BROOKS. 182-B State St., Marshall. Michigan

§

it looked as though their professional
alliance was going to break off their private
one.
Spy No. 99 has it that Jean and Bill
had a couple of pretty bad days with hurt
feelings on both sides when Bill attempted
to coach Jean in some of her scenes.
But we saw them together just last night
at the “Troc” so everything must be okay
again.
*

MEN
WOMEN
A?e Ran^e
I l8+o50
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Ry. Mail Clerk
P. O. Laborer
R. F. D. Carrier
Special Agent
Customs Inspector
City Mail Carrier
P. O. Clerk
Matron
Immig’t Inspector
Typist

POSTMASTER
Seamstress
Auditor
Stenographer
U.S. Border Patrol
Telephone Opr.
Watchman
Meat Inspector
Statistical Clerk
File Clerk

INSTRUCTION BUREAU, DepL 315A, SL Louis, Mo.
Send me FREE particulars "How U) ^Qualify fo:
Government i* Positions"
marked
“X".
Salaries,
locations, opportunities, etc.
ALL SENT FREE

Name..
Address,

Wear Sample and Demonstrat
Make this amazing water test with sample
fiat in front of friends and write up their orders.
Sample hats and caps given to pro¬
ducers.
Send size.

Taylor Hat and Cap Manufacturers
Dept. 10-F

*

Hair 15

Let Your Mirror P
Jhair need not thin o
Icome bald. This Dif
--thinning out of hai
ing, dandruff, threatened or increasing b
emng, prolonging the life of hair for me
your name now before it’s too late for fr
JUEL DENN, ^207 N. Michigan H

100% Improveme
We build, strengthen

not tvith singing lessons—
sound and scientifically cor
and absolutely guarantee t
or sneaking voice at leas
wonderful voice book—sen
can now have the voice yo
sent to anyone under 17 un

PERFECT VOICE INSTIT

64 E. Lake St

WONDER PEEL P

For Superficial Blem

One day Home Trea
(means one applicat
WHY WORRY ab
Wrinkles, Pimples, P
Blackheads, Acne,
Freckles, Flabby N
ADELE MILLAR PREN
Dept. 6, 3809 W. 7th, Los An

PANTS HATCHED
TO ANY SUIT-

DON’T DISCARD Your OLD SU

Wear the coat and vest another year by g
new trousers to match. Tailored to your m

With over 100,000 patterns to select from we can
most any pattern. Send vest or sample of cloth
we will submit FREE Sample of best match o
_
AMERICAN MATCH PANTS CO.
Oept. 6-S.
6 W. Randolph St., CHICA

BUNIONSt

The amazing action of Pedodyne is tru
boon to those whose bunions cause const
a torturing bulge to the shoes. It stops p
and with the inflammation and swelling
you will be able to wear smaller, neater
comfort. Prove it by actual test on you
write and say, “I Want To Try Pedody

Pedodyne Co., 180 N. Wacker Dr., Dep

HIDDENPOWDERin N

*

ON'T be too surprised if the popular
^ team of Ginger Rogers and Fred
Astaire breaks up after the completion of
“Top Hat.” As for Astaire, there are
not-to-be-downed rumors that he is anx¬
ious to make at least one picture with his
sister Adele, Lady Cavendish.
Also, there is a bare possibility that
Joan Crawford might do a Broadway
musical with Fred if a producer can be
found whose pocketbook could stand their
combined salaries.

Cincinnati, Ohio

ryThis On

*

T OOKING In On The Hollywood
Parties: Mary Pickfoftl arrived at the
Jetta Goudal party with a corsage of
deep-red carnations pinned on her coat
. . . evidently Mary prefers Dietrich's
carnation fad to Joan Crawford's gar¬
denias. . . . Mary's devoted escort was none
other than Buddy Rogers but the moment
Mary spied a couple of newspaper writers
present she abandoned Buddy and spent
the rest of the afternoon talking books
with Elissa Landi . . . Why? . . . Gloria
Swanson started a new idea for cocktail
grooming when she showed up at Lois
Wilson's in a gray tweed sports suit with
a three-quarter length swagger coat . . .
very different and distinctive among all
the trailing “cocktail gowns.” . . . Here's
a funny one for you . . . Gloria was very
pally with Wallace Beery (Swanson Hus¬
band No. 1) when they accidentally ran
into one another at the Trocadero . . . but
she gave a plenty cold shoulder to the
Marquis de la Falaise who was dining at
the same place with Joan Marsh. . . . Oh,
well, when Connie Bennett (Hank's pres¬
ent wife) came in with Gilbert Roland she
stopped by his table-for-two with Joan and
the quartet had cocktails together. . . .
Jimmy Cagney and Alice Faye having a
lot of fun making up tango steps on the
dance floor of the Cocoanut Grove when
they were guests at a large dinner party.
. . . The Bob Montgomerys don't give
large dinner parties at their home but
they are more or less formal . . . among
those who showed up in their dinner clothes
and newest gowns at the Montgomery’s
latest dinner were Charlie and Virginia
Farrell, Chester and Sue Morris and
Freddy and Florence March. . . . The latest
wrinkle in Hollywood parties at the
moment is “the cook's-night-off” get to¬
gether. . . . The idea is to get one of the
marvelous bachelor cooks (Edgar Allen
Woolf, preferred) to drop by and cook up
a couple of his specialties.
*

headwear . . . No competition . . . Bi
straw hat and cap display outfit . . . Fi
. . . Coins money.
Positively no ex
needed to grab cash first hour. Rush
today.

CLEANS LIKE

AND SELL
IN ANY

THE
most
success
in

tive

Dept.

SPONGE is
country by sto
before like it.
over fist—say
household clea
—better than
used. Many bu
Agents’ profits
on MAGIC SP
Yet, this is only one of
RED-HOT sellers.
W
for sensational NO-RIS
proposition for distributors.
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H-4104, 3107-09 Pine St., St.

MOVIE
f TOLLYWOQD has gone mildly crazy
I
over Walter Wanger’s picture of
crazy people, “Private Worlds.”
Katharine Hepburn is one of the most
ardent boosters, in fact Kathie sounds like
a professional press agent for Mr. Wanger and cast, including Claudette Col¬
bert, Charles Boyer, Joan Bennett and
Joel McCrea.
Pretty darn surprising, this Hollywood
enthusiasm of Hepburn’s. She even sent
Claudette Colbert a telegram of congratu¬
lation for winning this year’s Academy
Award. When she won it herself the year
before she didn’t seem to think it was
worth any sort of comment.
*

*

*

' I ’ HE next time they nominate a list of
-*■ The Best Dressed Men In Hollywood
it won’t be fair if W. C. Fields doesn’t
lead the list.
While heartbreakers like Bing Crosby
and Freddy March go around in anything
at hand including sweat shirts and long
hair (blamed on “Mississippi” and “Les
Miserables”), the witty Mr. Fields is never
glimpsed that he isn’t arrayed in the
height of fashion.
We hear that Fields’ wardrobe boasts
four perfectly tailored suits of formal
“tails,” three dinner jackets, eight business
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suits, ten sports outfits and fifteen over¬
coats !
The funny part is, he doesn’t need any
of this for screen wardrobe. It is all for
personal use, as Fields’ character roles
don’t call for modern tailoring!
*

*

*

HIRLEY TEMPLE can now speak
^ fourteen words in French.
That’s better than we got out of three
years in college!

A HOLLYWOOD
FASHION /
Glamorous/ Inexpensive/

C

*

*

f AUTOGRAPHED FASHION

\

jj ^Worn.

*

CERTAIN
temperamental director
was having the devil of a time squeez¬
ing an ounce of emotion out of a certain
feminine star who has an idea she is the
world’s greatest actress.
After two hours of striving and sweat¬
ing and swearing the director walked up
to the lady and in a poisonously polite tone
inquired:
“How much salary do you make?”
“Five thousand dollars weekly,” retorted
the box office queen.
“For what?” from the director.
The lady screamed: “For acting, of
course!”
“Okay,” was the quiet answer, “how
about loaning us fifty-cents’ worth for this
scene ?”
A

TRAD, MAR’

REGISTERED

They Work Hard for a Laugh
{Continued from page 43)
and begged him to remove the offending
Ford to a nearby parking lot. To which
the humorist replied by presenting the
ancient vehicle to the doorman as a tip!

MENTION
of Sid Grauman brings to
mind another elaborate gag worked
out for his benefit.
Inevitably the time arrived for Sid
Grauman to be honored at a banquet.
All of Hollywood’s big shots were pres¬
ent to pay tribute to Grauman’s unques¬
tioned ability as a showman. All speeches
agreed on one point: Sid Grauman was the
world’s greatest exhibitor of motion pic¬
tures !
As the last of the accredited speakers
finished, Toastmaster Rupert Hughes
arose to announce an added attraction.
The guests had with them this evening
a “Mr. Blixbaum of New York City.”
He was, he explained, assistant to
“Roxy” Rothafel, at that time operator of
one of New York City’s greatest motion
picture theatres, and Sid Grauman s chief
rival for national leadership in the field.
Following this introduction Mr. Blix¬
baum” addressed the guests:
“For two hours, I have sat here listen¬
ing to the most monstrous distortion of
the truth in the history of show business.
Speaker after speaker has hailed Sid
Grauman as the greatest showman in the
industry. This statement is not only lu¬
dicrous ; it is maliciously untrue. There
is only one truly great showman in the
business today and his name is not Sid
Grauman—it is ‘Roxy’!”
Angry murmurs began to arise trom
all parts of the banquet room. Mr. Grau¬
man flushed with embarrassment.
But
“Mr. Blixbaum” disregarded the storm
signals.

When the fury of the outraged dinner
guests had approached the lynching point,
Toastmaster Hughes rapped for silence.
“Gentlemen, calm yourselves,” he said,
smilingly. “You have just watched one
of the greatest bits of acting any of us
have been privileged to witness. Permit
me to present to you, not the purely fic¬
titious ‘Mr. Blixbaum’, but Mr. Charles
Crawford, veteran character actor of the
New York stage who arrived in Holly¬
wood a few days ago and was persuaded
by some of Mr. Grauman’s friends to
play the role—just for a laugh.”

Exciting! New cotton
chiffon seersucker—
light as silk. Include
10c for postage.
Size: 14,16,18,20yrs.
Bust: 32,34,36,38 in.
Lengths: about 52 in.
Order by number—
31TC5—Blue Stripe
31TC6—Green Stripe

Edward
Sutherland is one of
Hollywood’s most successful young
directors.
His bosom friend of many
years’ standing is another director, Jack
Conway, who recently scored with “Viva,
Villa!” Both love their laughs.
One evening Sutherland, Conway and
a group of convivial souls, feminine and
masculine, foregathered at the apartment
of a famous portrait painter. One of the
feminine guests announced at the outset
of the party that she must be home at a
certain hour; otherwise a jealous hus¬
band might be moved to great anger.
But time passed quickly and pleasantly.
It was well over an hour past the ap¬
pointed time for the young lady’s home¬
coming when someone happened to re¬
member the matter.
Eddie Sutherland
volunteered to drive the lady home.
As they were taking their leave, Con¬
way had an inspiration. Hastily borrow¬
ing a revolver from the host, Conway
dashed to his own car, speeded by an¬
other route to the apartment where dwelt
the tardy matron and, arriving before
Sutherland, hid in the shrubbery beside
(Continued on page 111)

State size. Send your
order to Sears, Roebuck
and Co., New York,
N. Y.

Sears
Roebuck
and Co.
Mail this coupon today!
SEARS, ROEBUCK and CO., NEW YORK, N.Y.
Please send new SPRING STYLE FOLDER of
Hollywood Autographed Fashions. 82M76
Name.---Address.
Postoffice.

. State.
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$25,000.00
FOR YOUR TRUE STORIES
IMPORTANT

NOTICE:

Do not refrain from entering this or any
True Story Manuscript Contest for fear that an amateur cannot compete successfully
against professional writers. Professional writers have been singularly unsuccessful
in capturing prizes in True Story Manuscript Contests.
Also, do not let the fact that True Story has been printing special feature stories
of world famous characters deter you from entering. These features are specially
written and have nothing to do with the contest.

T

RUE STORY will award the almost unprecedented sum of $25,000 for the
47 best true stories submitted during the next few months, i.e., January
February, March, April and May, 1935. The prizes range from the substantial
sum of $250 up to the munificent first prize of $5,000. Imagine receiving $5,000
for a story of perhaps 5,000 words—a dollar a word—a higher rate than most of
the world’s greatest authors ever received. And yet the chances are that some
man or woman who may never have written a single word for publication will,
in a few months, open an envelope and find a check for that magnificent sum in
return for a story submitted in this contest.
Why not claim one of these big prizes? There is no reason why you should not
—every reason why you should. Simply look back over your life, select the
episode that is most thrilling, exciting or deeply moving; no matter whether it be
a story filled with shadow or sunshine, success, failure, tragedy or happiness,
write it simply and honestly and send it in. Hundreds of men and women have
followed this simple formula in the past to their immense financial advantage.
Hundreds more will do so in the future. You owe it to yourself to be among them.
And remember this—True Story is always in the market for good true stories—
is constantly buying them every month in the year. Even though your story
falls slightly short of being in the prize-winning group, it will be considered for
purchase at our regular rates provided we can use it.
The stories for which we are in search are now reposing untold in the minds
and hearts of those who lived them, one or more probably in yours—memories
of supreme moments, emotional crises, unusual situations so profoundly moving
that they have branded themselves upon your very soul.

Begin to Write Your Story Today
Tell it simply in your own words just
as it happened to you or some one you
know, and the judges will consider it en¬
tirely upon its qualities as a story, i.e., its
power to hold the interest and its appeal
to the human heart. The important thing
is to speak plainly. As True Story is a
magazine devoted to the portrayal of life
as it is actually lived, you are justified in
describing frankly and fully any situation
that can happen in real life. If your story
contains the human quality we seek, it
will receive preference over tales of less
merit, no matter how clearly, beautifully
or skillfully written they may be.
Judging upon this basis the person sub¬
mitting the best story will be awarded the
$5,000 first prize, the person submitting
the next best story will be awarded the
$2,500 second prize, etc.
In submitting manuscripts in this con¬
test please always disguise the names of
the persons and places appearing in your
stories. These changes in no way reduce
the fundamental truth of the stories and
they save the feelings of many persons
who object to being mentioned in an
identifiable manner.
The only restriction as regards the
length of stories submitted in this con¬
test is that no story shall contain less
than 2,500 words. Beyond that feel no
concern. Let the length take care of it¬
self. Use as many words as are neces¬
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sary to set it forth to best advantage—
whether it be 3,000, 10,000 or 50,000.
Remember, it is the stories you send in
that count—nothing else. Do not pro¬
crastinate. It would be a pity, indeed, not
to take full advantage of this unprece¬
dented opportunity to cash in richly on
one of your life experiences if your story
is really dramatic and has merit for pub¬
lication. You may submit as many manu¬
scripts as you desire, but only one prize
will be awarded to any one person in this
contest.
On this page you will find the contest
rules. Read them carefully—they are
simple and easily understood—all based
upon our past experience in conducting
contests of this nature.
Follow them
carefully and your manuscripts will con¬
tain all necessary information and reach
us in such form as to insure their receiv¬
ing full consideration. With the excep¬
tion of an explanatory letter which we
always welcome, do not enclose photo¬
graphs, or other extraneous matter of any
kind except return postage. Such en¬
closures only complicate the work of han¬
dling manuscripts without helping or af¬
fecting decisions in any way.
Another thing, watch the contest page
or pages every month. For several months
there may be nothing new—then sud¬
denly—a great new announcement. It
pays to watch the contest page.

FORTY-SEVEN BIG CASH
PRIZES
First Prize .
Second Prize.
Third Prize (5 at $1,000).
Fourth Prize (10 at $500)_
Fifth Prize (30 at $250).

$5,000
2,500
5.000
5,000
7,500

47 Cash Prizes Totaling. $25,000

Contest

Rules

All stories must be written in the first person based
on facts that happened either in the lives of the
writers of these stories, or to people of their ac¬
quaintance. proper evidence of truth to be furnished
by writers upon request.
Type your manuscripts or write legibly with pen.
Do not send us printed material or poetry.
Do not write in pencil.
Do not submit stories of less than 2,500 words.
Do not send us unfinished stories.
Stories must be written in English.
Write on one side of paper only.
Put on FIRST CLASS POSTAGE IN FULL,
otherwise manuscripts will be refused. Enclose re¬
turn first class postage in same container with
manuscript.
Send material flat. Do not roll.
Do not use thin tissue or onion skin paper.
At the top of first page record the total number of
words in your story. Number the pages.
PRINT,YOUR FULL NAME AND ADDRESS
ON UPPER RIGHT-HAND CORNER OF FIRST
PAGE AND UPON ENVELOPE and sign your
full name and legal address in your own handwriting
at foot of the last page of your manuscript.
Every possible effort will be made to return un¬
available manuscripts, if first-class postage or expressage is enclosed in same container with manu¬
script, but we do not hold ourselves responsible for
such return and we advise contestants to retain a
copy of stories submitted.
Do not send to us
stories which we have returned.
As soon as possible after receipt of each manu¬
script, an acknowledgment will be mailed to sender.
No change or correction can be made in manu¬
scripts after they reach us. No correspondence can
be entered into concerning manuscripts once they
have been submitted or after they have been rejected.
Unavailable stories will be returned as soon as
rejected irrespective of closing date of contest.
This contest is open to everyone everywhere in
the world, except employees and former employees
of Macfadden Publications, Inc., and members of
their families.
If a story is selected by the editors for immediate
purchase, it will be paid for at our regular rate and
this will in no way affect the judges in their decision.
If your story is awarded a prize, a check for what¬
ever balance is due will be mailed. The decisions of
the judges on all manuscripts will be final, there
being no appeal from their decision.
Names of prize winners will be announced in
TRUE STORY Magazine, but not in a manner to
identify the writers with the stories they submit.
Under no condition submit any story that has
ever before been published in any form.
Submit your manuscript to us direct. Due to the
intimate nature of these stories, we cannot accept
manuscripts submitted through intermediaries.
This contest ends at the close of business, Fri¬
day. May 31. 1935.
Address your manuscripts to TRUE STORY
MANUSCRIPT
CONTEST.
Dept.
20c,
1926 Broadway, New York City, N. Y.
NOTE—On behalf of the many persons who sub¬
mit their life experiences in story form to TRUE
STORY and allied Macfadden magazines, we have
printed a manual describing the technique which,
according to our experience, is best suited for us
in writing true stories. It is entitled, "Facts You
Should Know about TRUE STORY." Please ask
for it by name when writing for it.
We will be
glad to mail you a copy free upon request. Failure
to send for this booklet does not, however, lessen
your chances of being awarded a prize in the con¬
test series.

MOVIE
(Continued from page 109)
the building entrance.
As Sutherland and the girl walked up
to the doorway Conway in a disguised
voice roared from his hiding place:
“Where have you been with my wife,
you double-dashed so-and-so?” and let fly
with a brace of shots in the air.
To this day Sutherland and Conway
both maintain that the former set a new
world’s record for the standing broad
jump.
The distance is the precise number of
feet from the apartment entrance to the
jumper’s curb-parked car.

DID YOU EVER TAKE
AN INTERNAL BATH?
This may seem a strange question. But if you want to magnify your
energy—sharpen your hrain to razor edge—put a glorious sparkle in
your eye—pull yourself up to a health level where you can glory in
vitality—you’re going to read this message to the last line.

Whal Is an Internal Bath?

What Users Think of

M

arshall “micky” neilan,
who some months ago returned to
active directing again with the making
of “The Lemon Drop Kid,” is an inveter¬
ate Hollywood gagster and many and
strange are the lengths to which he will
go for a laugh.
There was the morning, for instance,
when Micky strolled on to the set where
his friend, Eddie Cline, was directing a
picture.
Now Cline is usually the soul
of geniality. But this day the world was
wrong. Scenes were not progressing sat¬
isfactorily ; technical delays bobbed up to
harass the director.
Mickey made several attempts to kid his
friend back into good humor.
“I’ll bet you a hundred dollars I can
make you laugh before the day is over,”
Micky announced.
“That’s a bet-and now get off this
set and quit bothering me,” Cline growled.
Late in the afternoon Micky strolled
back on the set. The Cline gloom had
deepened. Micky sauntered over to where
his friend slumped dejectedly in a canvas
chair. A pace away from Cline, Micky
halted, removed his hat and grinned ex¬
pectantly at the former.
For a moment
Cline stared incredulously, then let out a
bellow of laughter.
Micky Neilan had
had his head shaved completely except
for one long tuft at the exact peak of
his skull!

MIRROR

J.B.L. Cascade
Feels

Like

a

Different

Woman:

I received my J.B.L. on Oct. 8th of this
year, and started using it that night.
I felt
better the next day.
But today I feel like a different woman—
no more dizzy spells—no more headaches
and no pain down the back of my head and
neck.
I have also lost those ugly black cir¬
cles I have had under my eyes for years.
When I ordered my J.B.L. I weighed 103
lbs.
Today I weigh 118 lbs. and gaining
rapidly.
I have a good appetite now and enjoy
what I eat and I give J.B.L. all the credit.
Believe me I will glady tell everyone I
know who are suffering from toxic poison¬
ing about the J.B.L.
You may use my letter if you wish.
Yours truly,
(Signed)

Mable Simonson,

(Dec. 14, 1934),
Grace, Idaho.

A bona-fide internal bath is the administration
into the intestinal tract of pure, warm water,
Tyrrellized by a marvelous cleansing tonic.
The appliance that holds the liquid and injects
it is the J.B.L. Cascade, the invention of that
eminent physician. Dr. Charles A. Tyrrell,
who perfected it to save his own life.
Now,
here’s where the genuine internal bath differs
radically from the enema.
The lower intestine, called by the great Professor
Foges of Vienna “the most prolific source of
disease,’’ is five feet long and shaped like an
inverted U—thus
fj .
The enema cleanses but
a third of this “horseshoe,” or to the first bend.
The J.B.L. Cascade treatment cleanses it the entire
length—and does it effectively. You have only to
read that booklet “Why We Should Bathe In¬
ternally” to fully understand how the Cascade
does it—without pain or discomfort.

Why Take an Internal Batli?
Worth Ten Times Its Price: I have
bought and used many of your Cascades.
Have used it for many years and would not
think of being without one for ten times the
price.
Thos. P. Ryan (Jan. 14, 1934)
520 Market St., Spencer, W. Va.

Cascade Brings Relief from Con¬
stipation : I have had my Cascade for nine
months and I certainly wouldn’t do without
it for any price. I was troubled with con¬
stipation for five years and didn’t get much
relief until I got your Cascade.
I cannot
praise your Cascade too much for what it
has done for me.
Norman Anderson,

Here is why: The intestinal tract is the waste
canal of the body.
Due to our soft foods, lack
of vigorous exercise, and highly artificial civiliza¬
tion, a large percentage of persons suffer from in¬
testinal stasis (delay).
The passage of waste is
entirely too slow. Result: Germs and poison breed
in this waste and enter the blood through the blood
vessels in the intestinal walls.
These poisons are extremely insidious, and may
be an important contributing cause to the head¬
aches you get—the skin blemishes—the fatigue—
the mental sluggishness—and susceptibility to colds
—and countless other ills. They may also be an
important factor in the cause of premature old age,
rheumatism, high blood pressure, and many serious
maladies.
Thus it is imperative that your system
be free of these poisons, and internal bathing is an
effective means.
In fifteen minutes it flushes the
intestinal tract of impurities—quick hygienic ac¬
tion.
And each treatment tends to strengthen the
intestinal muscles so the passage of waste is hast¬
ened.

Route 3, Box 68, Wakefield, Nebr.

T

WO of Hollywood’s inseparables are
Bing Crosby and Dick Arlen. Neigh¬
bors, their wives and youngsters spend
much time together and the heads of the
families make frequent joint forays after
deep sea fish.
But all of that doesn’t
prevent either of them from playing a
practical joke on the other.
Recently, Arlen was playing the role of
sergeant of the U. S. Marine Corps.
Simultaneously, Bing was playing a gob
in another picture.
In Arlen’s picture
were a number of ex-Marine Corps men.
All the world knows of the deep rivalry
between sailors and Marines. Capitalizing
on it, Arlen told his group of ex-Marines
that there was a gob on the lot who was
making disparaging remarks about the
soldiers of the sea. During the luncheon
hour the Marines went in search of the
offending sailor, otherwise the crooning
Mr. Crosby.
But Crosby’s name meant
nothing to the hard-bitten leathernecks.
He was wearing the offensive uniform.
As one man they pounced on him and
tossed him into the studio fish pond! And
Arlen had his laugh.
So it goes. The boys and girls work
hard before the cameras. And they work
just as hard for a laugh.

Some understand an internal bath to be an
enema.
Others take it to be some new¬
fangled laxative.
Both are wrong.
A real,
genuine, true internal bath is no more like an
enema than a kite is like an airplane.
The
only similarity is the employment of water in
each case.

87 Years Young: Have used the Cas¬
cade for about twelve years.
I am in per¬
fect health. Do not need to use the Cascade
now as my bowels are just like a young
person’s. Am now young at 87. The J.B.L.
Cascade has done the job.
Of course I did
not use it haphazardly, I used it every day
all these years. Now I have my reward.

Immediate Benefits
Taken just before retiring you will sleep like a
child.
You will rise with a vigor that is bubbling
over.
Your whole attitude toward life will be
changed. All clouds will be laden with silver, you
will feel rejuvenated—remade. That is the experi¬
ence of thousands of men and women who faith¬
fully practice the wonderful inner cleanliness. Just
one internal bath a week to regain and hold glori¬
ous, vibrant health! To toss off the mantle of age,
nervousness, and dull care! To fortify you against
epidemics, colds, etc.
Is that fifteen minutes worth while?

Tames Nesbitt,

(June 4, 1934),
Schoolcraft, Michigan.

Ends 20 Years of Suffering: Your
J.B.L. Treatment is a wonderful treatment
—my case is a living man 73 years old, very
active, stout and hearty, after 20 years of
torture and suffering. Refer anybody to me
about the J.B.L. Cascade.
F. M. Brown,
(June 1, 1934),
249 N. Main St., Harrisonburg, Va.

Send for This Booklet
It is entirely FREE. We are absolutely convinced
that you will agree you never used a three-cent
stamp to better advantage. There are letters from
many who achieve results that seem miraculous.
As an eye-opener on health, this booklet is worth
many, many, many times the price of that stamp.
Use the convenient coupon below or address the
Tyrrell’s Hygienic Institute, Itic., Dept. 965, 152
W. 65th St., New York City—NOW!
j--TEAR OFF AND MAIL AT ONCE.-1

j
I

•
Cascade

Almost

Indispensable:

For a number of years I have owned and
used two of your J.B.L. Cascades in my
home and regard them as well nigh indis¬
pensable.

,,

G. M. Lewis. Manager,
(June 22, 1934),
Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Dothan,

Tyrrell’s Hygienic Institute, Inc.
152 West 65th St.. Dept. 965. New York, N. Y.

| Send me without cost or obligation, your illustrated |
I booklet on intestinal ills and the pioper use of the ,
I famous Internal Bath—“Why We Should Bathe In- |
J ternally."

Name
Street

Ala.
City.State
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MIRROR

FIND THE PICTURE TITLES!
MOVIE MIRROR WILL PAY

$500.00
IN CASH PRIZES YOU CAN WIN!

THIS IS DRAWING NUMBER TWO

YOUR CHANCE TO WIN IS EXCELLENT
YOU CAN ENTER RIGHT NOW!

FIRST PRIZE.$200.00
SECOND PRIZE. 100.00
FIVE PRIZES, Each $10.00_ 50.00
TEN PRIZES, Each $5.00. 50.00
FIFTY PRIZES, Each $2.00. ... 100.00
TOTAL 67 PRIZES.$500.00

OW many titles of motion pictures can you find in the above
drawing? Study it closely. Examine the various items depicted.
There are ten movies of the past year represented by one thing
or another.

If you can find a majority of them you will be well on

your way toward a successful entry in this contest.

If you can locate

THE RULES

all ten titles your chance to win may well be considered excellent.
Start your entry direct from this page if you did not get into the
game from scratch last month.

You will not be penalized for the

delay.
It is not necessary to guess at anything in this game.
guessing will lead

you astray.

In fact,

There is a definite item or object

in the drawing for each of the titles and each such item must be
noted opposite the title you list.

See the second sentence in Rule 2.

LATE ENTRY OFFER
When

you

have

Drawing

No.

I

solved

in order to

Drawing

No.

2

above,

you

will

need

bring your entry even with the field.

If you have given away or misplaced your copy of MOVIE MIRROR,
May issue, containing the initial drawing, mail a request for a free
reprint to the contest address in Rule 5.
delay.

It will be supplied without

1* Each month for three months MOVIE MIRROR will publish a draw¬
ing which will, contain items or objects representing the names of ten
screen plays widely exhibited during the past year.

2. To compete, clip or trace each drawing and under it list the titles
of the ten screen plays it reveals to you.
Next to the title write the
object or item, that suggested it to you.
When you have a complete set
of three drawings analyzed with the resulting total of thirty screen play
titles write a statement of not more than seventy-five words explaining
"The picture among those I have listed that I enjoyed the most and why.*’
3.

The entry with the greatest number of correct titles accompanied
by the best statement judged on the basis of interest, clarity and con¬
vincingness will be awarded a first prize of $200.00.
The next best on
this basis will be awarded a $100.00 second prize and so on through the
list of sixty-seven prizes listed elsewhere on this page.
In case of ties
duplicate awards will be paid.

4.

All entries must be received on or before Wednesday, July 10, 1935,
the closing date of this contest. No entries will be returned nor can any
correspondence be entered into regarding any entry.
Anyone, anywhere
may compete except employees of Macfadden Publications, and members
of their families.
5. Submit all entries by first class mail to HIDDEN TITLES EDITOR,
Movie Mirror, P. O. Box 556, Grand Central Station, New York, N. Y.

WATCH FOR THE FINAL DRAWING NEXT MONTH!
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Tips on Talkies

Simply Flake Off Your

MUDDY SKIN
BLACKHEADS
PIMPLES . . .
H

(Continued from page 104)
'/SCARLET PIMPERNEL, THE (United
Artists).

Leslie Howard, disguised as the

"Scarlet

Pimpernel,”

and

Merle

Oberon

as his French wife in a story that works
up

to

an

exciting

denouement.

climax

and

breathless

(April)

LILY,

THE

(Paramount).

A gay, romantic story of a stenographer
(Claudette Colbert)

sky-rocketed to fame

by Fred MacMurray, her newspaper boy¬
friend,
by

after

Ray

thinking

Milland,

she’s

been

titled

jilted

Englishman.

(March)

GRAND

OLD

GIRL

(RKO).

Political

influence causes May Robson to be kicked
of

her

school,

but

job
the

as

principal

President

of

of

a

the

high

United

States, one of her former pupils, returns
to

do

emies.

years

RETURNS

of

careful

(Universal).

research,

After

Dr.

Robert

Cornish successfully demonstrates that he
dead animal

to life.

This exciting and true climax is hampered
by a bad story wrapped around it. Worth
seeing for the
ever. (April)
/LITTLE

doctor’s experiment, how¬

MINISTER,

THE

(RKO).

Katharine Hepburn poses as a gypsy girl

her

honor

and

to defeat

her

en¬

(March)

and gets John Beal, the "little minister,’’
into

trouble

in

tale of the little town
land. (March)

heaps

of

of

//LIVES

OF

A

this

romantic

^IRON DUKE, THE (Gaumont-British). An historical production of Napo¬
leon’s time, with George Arliss as the
Duke of Wellington and Ellaline Terriss
as his wife. (April)
/IT HAPPENED IN NEW YORK
(Universal) A breezy comedy-satire, in
which Gertrude Michael as a vacationing
Hollywood star, Hugh O’Connell as her
manager, Lyle Talbot as a taxi-driver and
Heather Angel as a telephone operator,
do nicely.
(May)

BENGAL

LANCER

(Paramount). Honors go to Gary Cooper,
Franchot

Tone,

Sir

Guy

Standing

and

the

most

exciting,

and directed
(March)

best-photographed

pictures

you

will

ever

see.

/MAN
WHO
RECLAIMED
HIS
HEAD, THE (Universal). Claude Rains,
Joan Bennett and Lionel Atwill in a story
that is morbid and recommended only
for adults who think. (March)
//MISSISSIPPI

(Paramount).

Bing

Crosby, a Northerner is in love with Joan
Bennett, a Southerner.
derstanding,
on

the

There’s a misun¬

and Bing

old

becomes

river showboats.

a

No

singer
matter

listen.

(May)

k’V'NAUGHTY MARIETTA (M-G-M)
Victor Herbert’s undying music is more
poignant than ever when sung by Jeanette
MacDonald and Nelson Eddy in a picture
abounding with romance, beautiful back¬
grounds, adventure, and above all, the
lovely familiar musical score.
See it!
(May)
KNIGHT IS YOUNG, THE (M-G-M).
Evelyn Laye, a poor ballet girl, volun¬
tarily gives her freedom to the young
Archduke, Ramon Novarro, so that he
can do the proper thing by the crown
and marry the princess.
It has songs
and dances, but the acting isn’t all that
it should be. (March).

LET’S LIVE TONIGHT (Columbia)
Tullio Carminati, an oh-so-wealthy man,
who breaks every woman’s heart, includ¬
ing Tala Birrell’s, is so-o-o heart hungry,
’till little Miss Right (Lilian Harvey)
comes along.
The players do all they
can, but it isn’t much. (May)

//ONE MORE SPRING (Fox) It’s
about
an
out-of-w'ork
actress,
Janet
Gaynor, an out-of-work antique dealer,
Warner Baxter, and an out-of-work vio¬
linist, Walter King, and a broke banker,
who meet in Central Park.
If you like
love stories, this will be perfect for you.
(May)
//ROBERTA

/LIFE

BEGINS

Rogers,

a

tries

prove

AT

small-town

40

(Fox).

Will

newspaper

owner

Dunne

for

(RKO).

romance,

There’s

Ginger

for

youth and laughter, and Freddie Astaire

Cromwell, with the help of pretty Rochelle

for dances in a mad, thrilling gay picture

Hudson.

that

innocence

of

You’ll chuckle plenty over Slim

Summerville’s
help

the

break

hog-calling

up

relations

George Barbier’s

who

political

(May)

/LITTLE

COLONEL,

THE

(Fox).

has

songs

that

are

swell,

lovely

women’s clothes—and above all Fred As¬
taire’s dancing.

See it!

(May)

ZRUGGLES

OF

mount).

laugh-provoker

A

(Para¬

in

line

won in a poker game by Mary Boland and

tries

to

bring

together

her

Evelyn Venable.

You don’t want to miss

Shirley’s dancing up and down the stairs

Charlie

Ruggles,

American

and

customs

GENTLEMAN.

English

which

Charles

dresses,

an

GAP

Shirley Temple, cuter than ever in crino¬
Grandpa, Lionel Barrymore, and Mother,

Laughton,

RED

after

decides

(May)

to

a

I

wife should put her heart on
paper, is this what she’d say to you?
And is it your fault? Listen, man: isn’t
this a fact, the reason you haven’t ever
gotten anywhere is because you lack train¬
ing? It’s not too late, you can get training!
Every year thousands of men, all ages, turn
to International Correspondence Schools to
acquire the knowledge they need. So can
you! Mark and mail the coupon today!
F tour

INTERNATIONAL

butler
taste
become

is
of
a

CORRESPONDENCE

SCHOOLS

“The Universal Universityn
Box 2277-C, Scranton, Pa.
Without cost or obligation, please send me a copy of
your booklet, “Who Wins and Why,” and full particulars
about the subject before which I have marked X:
TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES

□ Architect
□ Architectural Draftsman
□ Building Estimating
□ Contractor and Builder
□ Structural Draftsman
□ Structural Engineer
□ Electrical Engineer
□ Electric Lighting
□ Telegraph Engineer
□ Telephone Work
□ Radio
□ How to Invent and Patent
□ Mechanical Engineer
□ Mechanical Draftsman
□ Patternmaker □ Machinist
□ Reading Shop Blueprints
□ Heat Treatment of Metals
□ Sheet Metal Worker
□ Welding, Electric and Gas
□ Civil Engineer □ Toolmaker
□ Highway Engineer
□ Surveying and Mapping
□ Sanitary Engineer
□ Steam Engineer

Irene

Rogers

Richard

picnic.

A

Thrums, Scot¬

when or where Bing sings, it’s a treat to

^VANESSA—HER
LOVE
STORY
(M-G-M) Helen Hayes and Robert Mont¬
gomery, two lovers, marry the wrong
people but eventually work out their lives
satisfactorily.
If you like fast moving
action, you will find this pokey. (May)

to

AVE dirt and exposure rob¬
bed your skin of youthful
charm? Here’s thrilling news!
They mar only the outer skin—a
dark mask that can be melted away—safely, gently 1
Golden Peacock Bleach Creme helps Nature flake off
outer skin that makes complexion unattractivel It
dissolves coarse, invisible particles of surface skin.
In five days the supreme thrill is complete—a clear,
satin-soft skin that looks shades whiter! All surface
blemishes, freckles vanish! Relied upon by thousands
to keep young-looking. 55c at drug stores.

Dick Cromwell for their acting in one of

^GOOD FAIRY (Universal) Margaret
Sullavan, in a mad comedy-farce, chockfull of laughs, is ably assisted by Frank
Morgan, Herbert Marshall and Reginald
Owen. The plot doesn’t make much sense
but you’ll be too busy laughing to mind
that.
(May)

out

/LIFE

is able to return a

y'FOLIES BERGERE (Twentieth Cen¬
tury) Maurice Chevalier singing and cut¬
ting bedroom capers; Ann Sothern, hys¬
terically
temperamental;
and
Merle
Oberon, intoxicatingly exotic; in a gay
musical that boasts a couple of tuneful
songs.
(May)
//GILDED

with Bill Robinson, famous colored dancer.
(May)

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Marine Engineer
Bridge Engineer
Bridge & Building Foreman
Gas Engines
Diesel Engines
Aviation Engines
Automobile Work
Plumbing □ Steam Fitting
Heating □ Ventilation
Air Conditioning
Refrigeration
R. R. Locomotives
R. R. Section Foreman
R. R. Signalmen
Air Brakes
Chemistry □ Pharmacy
Coal Mining □ Navigation
Textile Overseer or Supt.
Cotton Manufacturing
Woolen Manufacturing
Fruit Growing
Poultry Farming
Agriculture

BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES
Business Management
Industrial Management
Traffic Management
Cost Accountant
Accountancy and
C.P.A. Coaching
Bookkeeping
Secretarial Work
Spanish
□ French
Salesmanship
Wallpaper Decorating
Salesmanship
Service Station Salesmanship

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Advertising
Business Correspondence
Lettering Show Cards
English
□ Signs
Stenography and Typing
Civil Service
Railway Mail Clerk
Mail Carrier
Grade School Subjects
High School Subjects
College Preparatory
First Vear College
Illustrating
□ Cartooning

Name.Age.
Address .

City.

.State..

Present Position.

,

,

If you reside in Canada send this coupon to the
International Correspondence Schools Canadian Limitedt
Montreal, Canada.
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The HIDDEN

Hollywood
Our editor lets us in on all

An exclusive Fink picture of
Clark Gable in the airplane
which sped him down to the
Texas wedding of his step¬
daughter, George Anna.

of the latest lowdown

I

LOVE this town of Hollywood.

As I write, the whole

place is in ferment over the possibility of moving the
industry, to, Nevada; Florida, Delaware, New Jersey,
or where ever you don’t have taxes.

I find my heart

sinking at the thought of the movies ever being anywhere
but here.
Oh, they are really such swell people, these stars, spoiled,
and pampered, and moody, and temperamental, of course, but
almost all of them pretty elegant when you get to know
them.
""THERE’S Ruth Chatterton. She’s had a rather bad.time of
it lately. She was very much in love with George Brent
and when her marriage failed it hurt her deeply. Then since
the expiration of her Warner contract she hasn’t been able
to find a story that she thinks
come-back picture. Yet meet
and you meet a patrician. This
by being Noel Coward’s hostess

worthy of making into her
Miss Chatterton anywhere
month she scooped the town
during his brief Hollywood

visit. And how the climbers did crave invitations to Ruth’s
house during that time.
And how they didn’t get them.
""THERE'S Joel McCrea. A few months ago he was
A wrapped in gloom because he had walked out of the
Dietrich picture.
He thought the part was terrible when
he got to working on it. He took a pretty subordinate role in
“Private

Worlds.”

And look what happened.

He

gave

the best performance he’s ever given in the best part he’s
ever had and “Private Worlds” will certainly be one of the
most discussed pictures of any season while Dietrich’s “The
Devil Is a Woman” is the original floperoo.
*

-

”

'\

.

I

■

’

'"‘THERE’S Clark Gable who has made the nicest gesture
of the month.
You know all those stories about cruel,
selfish step-parents.
Well, Clark is a step-parent, and

“Well, we don’t mind step-fathers, then,” they said, "but
will you see to it that we don’t get a step-mother, either ?”

this month when Mrs. Gable’s daughter went to Texas to
get married, what did Clark do but fly over there for the
wedding. He had to do it all in one week-end because he
was working on two pictures at once, finishing “Call of the
Wild” and doing advance shots on “China Seas.”

And that for no good reason reminds me of the producer
who walked on the set and discovered one of his more hardboiled stars playing as a government official in a story and
talking in a rather tony accent.
“What’s he talking like that for ?” the producer demanded.

Which reminds me of Frances Marion’s little sons, aged
six and seven respectively. They went to see “David Copperfield” and came home very worried.
“Please,” they begged Frances, “see that we never have
a step-father. Step-fathers beat boys.”

York.”
“Yes, but the script shows that he grew up, went to col¬
lege and became a Phi Beta Kappa man,” the director

Frances explained that they already had had a step¬
father in the person of her husband, George Hill, the di¬
rector, who died last summer. The boys had always called
him “Uncle George,” not realizing that Frances had done
this so that she could tell them when they grew older about
their own father, Fred Thompson, who died at the height
of his fame.
The boys decided that if “Uncle George” had been a step¬
father they hadn’t much to fear on that score, but they still
weren’t entirely reassured.
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“The guv in this story was born on the East Side of New

explained.
“What’s his fraternity got to do with it?” asked the big
shot.
“Put him in some other frat, but make him talk
natural.”
Oh, it’s a swell town, with the show going on all the
time. And I hope the movies don’t move.
If they go gallivanting off to some other state, I’m going
to tell

Mayer, Zanuck, the Warners, the Laemmles,

Mr.

Paramount and Mr. RKO, that I’ll be very mad at them.
That’ll scare ’em! Oh, sure !
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WHEN SHIRLEY TEMPLE WAS VERY YOUNG

AIhe crisp candy coating gives Tempters its extra-flavor delicious¬
ness. Just bite one and taste that full flood-tide of flavor. The candy
coating adds that more satisfying tastiness. And the gum itself is
fresh because its newly-made goodness is sealed up tight in the
candy. Five delectable flavors. Try each one and pick your
favorites. Peppermint, spearmint, cinnamon, wintergreen, tutti-frutti.
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THIS IS DRAWING NUMBER THREE

FIRST PRIZE.$200.00
SECOND PRIZE. 100.00
FIVE PRIZES, Each $10.00... . 50.00
TEN PRIZES, Each $5.00. 50.00
FIFTY PRIZES, Each $2.00. .. . 100.00
TOTAL 67 PRIZES.$500.00

DO NOT SUBMIT ORNATE ENTRIES—
GET THEM IN ON TIME

W

HEN you discover the titles of ten screen ploys in
the above drawing your list of thirty titles revealed

in this contest will be complete. Now comes the time to
select the one about which you will write the statement of
seventy-five or less words required by Rule 2. This done,
your entry will be complete. As you prepare the ma¬
terial for submittal to the judges avoid elaboration and
ornamentation. Simplicity of presentation is best! This
can not be made too emphatic. Do not expend time and
money on fancy work that will have no weight with the
judges. Concentrate on the accuracy of your titles and
the interest, convincingness and clarity of your statement
of preference.
Awards will be announced at the earliest possible time
compatible with careful, accurate rating of each entry
and checks will be mailed to the winners at approximately
the time the prize winning list is published.

Watch for

the list!

ATCH

FOR

THE

BIG

THE

HUES

1.
Each month tor three months MOVIE MIRROR will publish a draw¬
ing which will contain items or objects representing the names of ten
screen plays widely exhibited during the past year.
2.
To compete, clip or trace each drawing and under it list the titles
of the ten screen plays it reveals to you.
Next to the title write the
object or item that suggested it to you.
When you have a complete set
of three drawings analyzed with the resulting total of thirty screen play
titles write a statement of not more than seventy-five words explaining
"The picture among those I have listed that I enjoyed the most and why."

It. The entry with the greatest number of correct titles accompanied
by the best statement judged on the basis of interest, clarity and con¬
vincingness will be awarded a first prize of $200.00.
The next best on
this basis will be awarded a $100.00 second prize and so on through the
list of sixty-seven prizes listed elsewhere on this page. In case of ties
duplicate awards will be paid.

.

4
All entries must be received on or before Wednesday, July 10, 1935,
the closing date of this contest. No entries will be returned nor can any
correspondence be entered into regarding any entry.
Anyone, anywhere
may compete except employees of Macfadden Publications, and members
of their families.

.

5
Submit all entries by first class mail to HIDDEN TITLES EDITOR,
Movie Mirror, P. O. Box 556, Grand Central Station, New York, N. Y.
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JANET GAYNOR

by A. Mozert

There are reasons for Hollywood's unani¬
mous opinion:
"He's a human being, a
darn swell one!"
And these reasons are
based on intimately revealing facts about
Clark Gable told for you in next month's
MOVIE MIRROR by Adele Whitely Fletcher.
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NOW THAT I HAVE YOU.. THERE'LL BE KMaAl

An airy love bandit "swears off" the ladies
when

he

meets

his

heart's

desire — only

to forget all about his promise the minute
her back is turned!

He's permanently

cured of his roving eye — and the way it's
done

makes

"No More Ladies"

the sea¬

son's gayest romance! Joan and Bob are at
their very best

in

roles

perfectly suited

to them—while Charlie Ruggles, Franchot
Tone

and

Edna

May

Oliver

merriment ... Another

add

delightful

to

the

Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer picture, perfectly adapted
from

New

York's

laughing

stage

hit.

CRAWFORD-MONTGOMERY
- no mOk€ LADI6S
with CHARLIE RUGGLES.... FRANCHOT TONE.... EDNA MAY OLIVER
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture-Directed by EDWARD H. GRIFFITH
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AY I wear my slacks here?” Virginia Weidler’s
small voice asked her mother as they stepped off
the train in Chicago. Virginia was so charming
in “Laddie” that everyone wanted to see her
personally and so her mother took her on a personal ap¬
pearance tour. Unaware of her popularity, the little girl
with the quizzical face was worried only about wearing
slacks because in those she felt quite at home, and the big,
noisy city was terrifying to the child, whose eighth birth¬
day was celebrated March twenty-first, while on the train.
I can imagine how small she looked in the busy rail¬
road station—even smaller than she did in the hooped
dresses she wore in “Laddie.” She was there to make per¬
sonal appearances in connection with her picture, and she
made them, like the good little sport she is, but she wasn’t
really happy until she came home once more to the com¬
backwards into the water, feet high in the air, her wide
forting presence of her five sisters and brothers.
dress billowing about her. But she came up smiling, her
They have jolly times together. Virginia is the youngest,
spirit not half as damp as her clothes! And in retrospect,
and one of her greatest delights is to play “twins” with
her brother, George, who is a year older. She puts on her
it is even funnier to Virginia. When she finished telling
slacks and wears the same kind of shirt that George wears— about it, she buried her face in her mother’s arm and
and so is supposed to look like George’s twin! Then they giggled.
love to play “railroad.” But it’s nothing like the huge
Virginia loves her mother dearly. Her mother brings
Virginia to the studio each day and leaves her in care of
Chicago Railroad.
Theirs \i a Virginia-sized railroad,
Rachael Smith who teaches the Paramount kiddies their
small and cozy, and the tracks ramble all around their own
back yard. They use tiny trains and regular railroad sig¬ ABC’s. Each day when Miss Smith arrives at the studio
nals, and flag the train stops, and every¬
thing.
But the favorite game—one in which
all the Weidler children take part—is
“theater.” They have a miniature
theater in the yard, and Virginia loves
to act out parts written by her oldest
sister.
Acting is play for Virginia
both at home and at the studio. And
no wonder! She learns the lines easily,
and though her small, round face looks
quite solemn at times, she has a grand
sense of humor! And that s a fine at¬
tribute for any actress.
Virginia could even see the joke
when the entire cast laughed at her
expense while making “Laddie.”
In
fact, Virginia tells the story herself:
During production, she had to step
from stone to stone when crossing the
brook. One day, she was poised on one
of the stones waiting for the cameras
to start grinding, and she turned to
In circle at top of page, Virginia Weidler as she appears
Donald Crisp and said, “Wouldn’t it
in "Laddie." Above, Virginia with her three brothers
be funny if I fell in?” And the cast
and two sisters. They don't need to invite anyone else
roared with laughter, because just then
when they want to play theater or train, their pet games.
Virginia lost her balance and toppled
4

1

gate to meet little “Minnie-mouse,”
Cora Sue Collins
as she fondly calls Virginia, she has
had to seat
to allow five extra minutes for good¬
Mickey Rooney,
byes. Because that’s how long it
Jackie Cooper
takes Virginia to say good-bye to her
and Freddie
mother—when rushed! First she has
Bartholomew on
to hug her so!
Then a last kiss,
a running board
so! Then one on either cheek ! Then
at her joint birth¬
another last kiss, and so on, until
day party with
Miss Smith threatens not to let her
May Robson.
come in a red dress any more, and
V irginia quickly gives her mother a last “bear hug” and
comes a-running. The reason the red dress threat is so
great is because red is Virginia's favorite color, and she
wears it every chance she gets, which is almost all the
time. And I, for one, don't blame her for liking red, be¬
cause, although she isn’t aware of it, the brilliant color is
a pretty complement to her dark hair and eyes. The two
little red ribbons at the ends of her braids are irresistible!
This demure little girl is fast winning the hearts of those
who work with her and those who see her on the silver
screen.
When asked if she’d like to be a great actress
she said that she’d rather have a farm—with plenty of
pigs! Virginia likes animals of all kinds and says that the
horse in “Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch” wasn’t as
“spifify” as the one in “Laddie.” (You remember her, of
course, as Europena, the girl who always threatened, “I’m
gonna hold my breath!”)
Virginia also has special likes as regards people. It’s a
secret, so we’ll whisper it! She’d rather have David Holt
in a picture with her than any other boy she knows! And
she had her wish, because she and David play together in
“The Big Broadcast of 1935,” which you’ll be seeing very
soon now.
And speaking of Virginia’s likes, there’s nothing she likes
better than to present a visitor at her home with a “hand¬
picked” gold-fish from the pond, and when I say “hand¬
picked” I mean “hand-picked,” because Virginia leans
precariously over the edge, dips into the pool with her small
fist, and usually comes up with a wriggling little gold¬
fish in her bare hand!
Everyone wanted to crowd around the table when May
Robson and Cora Sue Collins served their birthday cake.
With the birthday girls are Jean Parker, Jean Harlow and
Freddie Bartholomew. Wouldn't you like to join them?

REVIEWS FOR JUNIORS
This month we recommend some
fast action pictures and two old fa¬
vorites—Hoot Gibson and George
O'Brien.
G-MEN (Warner Bros.-First National).
Lots of action here. It's about cops
and robbers, and the cops win!
COWBOY

MILLIONAIRE

(Fox).

Although this isn't a true cowboy
picture, you'll enjoy George O'Brien
in this one immensely.
RAINBOW'S END

(First Division).

Hoot Gibson in a two-fisted picture
that has plenty of action.
DOUBTING THOMAS
There

are

lots

of

(Fox).

laughs

in

this.

WATER BABIES (United Artists).
A Walt Disney Silly Symphony, a
beautiful fantasy, in color, that will
seem to end all too soon.

Turn to page 78 for Virginia
Cut-Out Contest Announcement.

Weidler
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speak for
yourself
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awards

Seven

Prizes

each

month

for

the best letters—$20 first prize; $10 second prize; five
prizes of $1

each.

Just write in, telling in your own

words, what you think about talkies, stars or stories.
Keep your letters down to 200 words or less.

Address,

"Speak for Yourself," 1926 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

These Cellophane
wrappings Con¬
stance Kent wears
as Lady Godiva
in M-G-M's "The
Flame Within," are
a new costume note!

$20 PRIZE LETTER
Best Entertainment
One of the greatest works of Charles Dickens with all of
its charm and emotion passed before my eyes a few days ago
in all its natural glory. ‘‘David Copperfield” is one of the
sweetest stories I have ever seen portrayed on the
screen. All of its familiar old scenes and beloved
characters seemed to live once more.
The screen production had so many splendid stars
that its success was inevitable. Freddie Bartholo¬
mew and Frank Lawton, both cast as David, were
so natural that you could not help being impressed with
every emotional incident in the story.
Edna May Oliver as dear Aunt Betsy was as loving and
good and comical as you would want her to be. Lennox
Pawle was a scream. W. C. Fields and Lionel Barrymore
were splendid, as usual, but Roland Young as the villain was
the greatest surprise of all. Sweet Jessie Ralph was better
than I have ever seen her.
There were so many good points about “David Copperfield"
that I’m afraid I could never name them all. The most I
can say is that it is the best piece of entertainment I’ve
seen in a long time.
Irene Wender,
Columbus, Ga.
$10 PRIZE LETTER
The Whole Family's Pleased
Three cheers for the movies!
Come, now, isn't it a fact that movies today dictate our
lives? We just live for the styles the great stars will wear
this spring or fall, to see whether hats will go up, down
or sideways, whether the vogue will be for curves or
flatness.
If the baby refuses to cat spinach, all Ma has to do is tell
her that Shirley Temple likes it, and down she gulps it! Big
sister monopolizes the only large mirror in the house trying
to fix her hair the way Carole Lombard wore hers in her
last picture. Ma and Dad pinch and scrape so they’ll be
able to see the new Will Rogers’ picture.
Not excluding myself, of course. I side right in with them.
Even if it means going without a new hat I’d be satisfied
just to see Dick and Ruby’s latest musical.
Marie Ambagie,
West Lynn, Mass.
6

$1

PRIZE LETTER
Salesmanship

I was trying to be a salesman, but I noticed that men
with far less education than I had were selling much more
merchandise than I was.
Disgusted with myself, I took the afternoon oft" and
dropped in to see Will Rogers in “Judge Priest," and the
remark stuck where he said that when to use the word “ain’t"
was one of the first things he learned on the bench.
I started analyzing my prospects and customers and re¬
alized that, in my zeal to be as near perfect as possible, my
shoes were a little better shined, my nails a little more re¬
cently jD.olished, and my words more carefully chosen than
the other fellow’s, than the fellow I was trying to do busi¬
ness with ! No wonder I didn’t sell!
Thanks to the movies I’m selling more every day. I'm no
world beater, but that movie helped me a lot to get onto
myself.
Y. T. Eigenmann,
Indianapolis, Ind.
$1

PRIZE LETTER

More Cheers from the Bennett Section
Constance Bennett deserves much more praise and honor
than she has received.
Let us take “Outcast Lady," a picture in which she por¬
trayed her role magnificently. I (Continued on page 94)

The Color Magic of Untex Restores Gay,
New Color to Apparel and Home Decorations
/ ‘EASY!
Sweaters
Sports-dresses
Evening wear

•QUICK!
Underthings
Stockings
Lingerie

Presto!—The Season’s Smartest
Colors for every Faded Fabric
Has your wardrobe the color-allure that the Spring
and Summer months demand?

Have your sport-togs that

sprightly chic that Fashion demands? Are your summer cur¬
tains and drapes color-fresh? If not, don’t delay one second . . .
start Tintexing at once. For in a jiffy these magic tints and dyes
will snap back faded apparel and home-decorations to gayas-new color ... or give them new Paris colors, if you prefer.
Remember, it’s so easy to be
up-to-the-minute in color¬

Avoid Substitutes . . .

smartness with magic Tintex.

Tintex quality never varies! Perfect results
every time. That's why millions of women

Simply “tint as you rinse’’.

INSIST ON TINTEX

38 brilliant, long-lasting
colors from which to choose.

PARK & TILFORD, Distributors

Tintex
IVor/d 's Largest Selling
TINTS

AND

DYES
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TH€ PAMPAS MOON’
BY JERRY HALLIDAY

He rides like the wind and
loves like the whirlwind!
Carramba, but this is one grandioso picture!
And as for Warner Baxter . . . ah, be still, flut¬
tering heart. What a man! What a lover! He’s
even more tempestuous than as “The Cisco Kid”.
So prepare for fireworks when Baxter, a gallant
gaucho with the swiftest horse, the smoothest
line, the stunningest senoritas on the pampas,
meets a gay m’amselle from the Boulevards of
Paree! And to add to the excitement, there’s a
feud, a stirring horse race, a glamorous cabaret
scene in romantic Buenos Aires.
If your blood tingles to the tinkle of guitars ...
if your heart thrills to the throbbing rhythms
of the rhumba, to the passionate songs of the
gauchos, to the sinuous tempo of the tango, then
rush to see this picture — and take the <(love
interest” with you!

Miwt BAXTER
/^'GALLIAN
and

in a fiery romance

'UNDER THE
PAMPAS MOON'
A

B. G. DeSYLVA PRODUCTION
with

TITO GUIZAR
Radio’s Troubadour of Love

VELOZ

and

YOLANDA

internationally renowned Artists of the Dance

Directed by James Tinting

ACCLAIMED BY SOCIETY ON
TWO CONTINENTS, VELOZ and
YOLANDA bring their superb
talent to the screen in a breath¬
taking creation, the exotic
COBRA TANGO.

FLASH! The cinema capital is playing a new
game called the “Triple S” Test . . . studio,
star, story. Fans rate a picture on these
three counts before they see it. Then they
check their judgment after the performance.
And it’s amazing how high Fox Films rank!
• But then, that’s to be expected. For Fox
Studios have the ace directors, the leading
writers, the biggest headline names. • So
take a tip from Hollywood . . . when you
look for entertainment, look for the name

DunruL
A great honor seems to be in the offing for Irene, rumor having it that she is to be invited
by the Metropolitan Opera Company to sing with that august group of musicians. Irene
refuses to comment on the rumor, busying herself with her role in Universal's "Showboat"

Janet Saynor will be costumed in crinoline for her next Fox picture, "The Farmer Takes A
Wife," a story of canal boat days, taken from the New York stage success of last season.
Henry Fonda (Margaret Sullavan's ex-husband) of the original cast will play opposite Janet.

JXidjarb III
Henry Wilcoxon re¬
vives the ancient sport
of fal conry in Para¬
mount's "the C rusades," in which he
brings to life our youth¬
ful dreams of Richard,
the Lion Hearted.

See how the Kotex sides are cushioned in
soft, downy cotton. Millions call this the
greatest comfort invention ever, to end chaf¬
ing completely—Wondersoft comfort! If we
put cotton all over it wouldn't leave the
center free to absorb, and the special Kotex
filler is actually 5‘times as absorbent as cotton!

If moisture is allowed to concentrate it may
lead to embarrassment. So see how the cen¬
ter layer of Kotex is channeled ? That’s called
the "Equalizer.” The channels draw moisture
away and distribute it evenly along the
length of the pad. That’s why Kotex gives
longer-lasting security.

You’ve often been self-conscious about tell¬
tale wrinkles when wearing clinging gowns.
Here you see how Kotex prevents them. At
first, Kotex ends were rounded. Experience
proved that wasn’t enough, yet it’s all that
many napkins offer. Now Kotex ends are ta¬
pered and compressed by an exclusive method.

7 women out of 10 write me . . .

Those 3 Kotex features opened my eyes
"Three exclusive features solve three important problems every woman faces. I ex¬
plain them to you here because there is no other place for you to learn about them”
ABOVE everything else, women want three
J_\ things in a sanitary pad! They made that very
plain to me as consultant to millions of women on
hygienic matters.
So we designed this new Wondersoft Kotex to
meet their demands.
Never in my life have I seen such gratitude as
that displayed after my introductory lectures on this
amazing new napkin. Women thanked me, from
the bottom of their hearts.

Here is what interested them most

Author of "Marjorie May’s 12th Birthday."

In the new Kotex, chafing is virtually ended be¬
cause of a downy edging of cotton along the sides.
That’s why we call it Wondersoft Kotex.
The new Kotex can’t fail because of the chan¬
neled center layer. Thus moisture is distributed
evenly along the entire length of the pad. Thus we
increase the pad’s efficiency, to avoid embarrass¬

W 0 N D E R S 0 F T

ment, without adding to its bulk.
We keep Kotex from showing by flattening the
ends—now they conform to the lines of your body.
No gown, however close-fitting, can reveal it.

Super Kotex for extra protection
If you require extra protection, you will find Super
Kotex ideal. For emergency, Kotex is available in
West Cabinets in ladies’ rest rooms.

NEW ADJUSTABLE BELT REQUIRES NO PINS'
No wonder thousands are buy¬
ing this truly remarkable Kotex
sanitary belt! It's conveniently
narrow . . . easily adjustable to
fit the figure. And the patented
clasp does away with pins en¬
tirely. You'll be pleased with
the comfort and the low price.

KOTEX

Try the New Deodorant Powder . . . QUEST, for Personal Daintiness. Available wherever Kotex is sold.
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Sh! Mommy's cross again I

n

As a woman, I sym¬

pathize deeply with those
wives who do not fully

understand correct marriage hy¬
giene. For I know how terrifying
are their periodic fears. I have seen
how those fears warp a woman’s

“It is tragic
that wholefamilies should
suffer because women
do not know these simple
rules ofMarriageHygiene

whole outlook, undermine and wreck
writes

her own happiness and that of her
husband and children.
“But as a doctor, I have less

t>R. LOUISE FOIICART- FASSI1M

hidden folds of the skin, actually searches
out germs.

4. Economy. . .“Lysol”isaconcentrated
antiseptic. It costs less than one cent an
application in proper solution for fem¬
inine hygiene.
5. Odor . . . The odor of “Lysol” disap¬
pears immediately, leaving one refreshed.
6. Stability . . . “Lysol” keeps its full
strength, no matter how long if is kept,
no matter how much ir is exposed.

Leading Gynecologist of Brussels-

sympathy for her. For effect¬
ive marriage hygiene is so sim¬
ple. I refer, of course, to the
use of “Lysol” . . . approved
by leading hospitals and clin¬
ics throughout the world.
“Lysol”, used as directed, is
non-injurious ... so

reliable

in fact, that it is used exten¬
sively as an antiseptic in child¬
birth, where sensitive tissues
must not suffer the slightest
.damage.
“F urthermore, “Lysol” has a
special effectiveness that is
all its own. It has a spreading
quality which enables it to search out
hidden spots where other antiseptics
fail to reach, and it has the important
power of destroying germs in spite of
the presence of organic matter.
“ Patients of mine, who have followed
my advice by using “L,ysol” regu¬

She is far from being the well-balanced
counselor her children need.

Used in the Care of the
Famous Quintuplets

larly, tell me how refreshing and
soothing it is. And how much it adds

of mind and greater happiness for

to their sense of feminine daintiness.

themselves and their families.”

“Yet these benefits are as nothing

(Signed)

DR.

LOUISE FOUCART-FASSIN

compared to the fact that the use of
“Lysol” gives them poise and peace

6"Lysol”Features Important to You
1. Safety . . . “Lysol” is gentle and re¬
liable. It contains no free caustic alkali
to harm the delicate feminine tissues.

2. Effectiveness . . . “Lysol” is a true

germicide. It kills germs under practical
conditions ... in the body (in the pres¬
ence of organic matter where many anti¬
septics fail) and not just in test tubes.

In medical history’s most remarkable
childbirth, “Lysol” is the germicide and
antiseptic which has helped to protect
the Dionne babies from infection since
birth. Copy of their guardians’ state¬
ment sent on request.
FACTS MARRIED WOMEN SHOULD KNOW
Mail coupon for a free copy of “Marriage Hygiene.”
Check other booklets if desired. (^“Preparation for
Motherhood.” L]“Keeping a Healthy Home.”
& Finc, Inc., Bloomfield, N. J., Dept. LY-S3
Sole Distributors of “Lysol” disinfectant.
Lehn

Name__
Street_______

Try the new Lysol Hygienic Soap
.. . cleansing and deodorant

3. Penetration . . . “Lysol”,

because
of its low surface tension, spreads into

City_State_
e 1936. Lehn & Kink, Inc.
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By PETER ABBOTT
Perhaps Kay Francis and
Maurice Chevalier smiled so
happily when Maurice began
his Hollywood-to-Paris +rip be¬
cause they knew that very
soon Kay, too, would be sailing.

With Photographs

by
HYMAN

T

FINK

ENNIS champion Fred Perry
left RKO waiting at the church
with their new contract; after
promising to sign, he merely
walked out for a plane and London.
Rumored reasons: First, Mary Lawton
refused an engagement ring if he signed
in Hollywood, and second, the tennis as¬
sociation demanded that he return for
the Davis Cup competition.

Ginger’s mother, Mrs. Leila Rogers,
has been signed by RKO to conduct the
studio “charm school,” where she will
teach poise, etc.
Buddy Rogers is rumored ready to
sign with RKO for musicals after three
years of personal appearances which
proved his popularity.

Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers
will introduce a new dance for “Top
Hat” called the “Piccolino.” It’s said to
be swell.

Vy/E still think it was one of HollyW wood’s brighter moments, the day
the cast decided to give Wally Beery a
birthday cake. He cut into the frost¬
ing to find that the cake was wood. The
gang laughed and brought another. This
time Wally cut into a cotton cake. The
gang laughed again and produced a
third cake. But now, it was time for
Wally to laugh. Not only did he laugh,
but he refused to be fooled again. He
walked away from the third cake.
So the gang waited until he was
around the corner of the set and then
they cut into the only real cake of the
afternoon and ate all of it before Wally
could get his bearings!

Adolphe Menjou is in the hospital
fighting illness, but Warner Brothers
are holding production on “Broadway
Gondolier,” rather than change the cast.
A John Barrymore-Dolores Cos¬
tello divorce announcement is momen¬
tarily expected and will probably be
definite when you read this.
Douglas Fairbanks purchased the
ring that Merle Oberon returned to
Joe Schenck and it’s now being worn
by Lady Ashley.
Hal Roach is going to use the radio
idea and hold amateur talent contests
for all future comedy stars.
Irene Dunne is reported ready to
sign a Metropolitan Opera contract.
She is the first Hollywood star to make
such a grade, isn’t she?
Bing Crosby has finally broken down
and bought three new suits—he even
claims his sweatshirts are gone forever.

THE

LAST

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Albertson
persuaded their son, Frank Al¬
bertson III, to pose at his chris¬
tening.
The youngster's god¬
parents are V. L. Macfadden,
Virginia Cherrill and David Breen.

*

*

*

*

*

*

\/ARY PICKFORD
and Buddy
Rogers to marry? Yes, that re¬
port is running wild around Hollywood.
After all, these two have made no bones
about the fact that they have liked each
other for a long time. Why, as far
back as the time Doug left on his first
trip without Mary, Buddy was always

WORD

FROM

seated on Mary’s right when Pickfair
gave a dinner. But as far as your re¬
porter is concerned, we’d hate to have to
hold our breath until the wedding!
*

*

*

LJERE’S a tip to all autograph hunt1 1 ers in Hollywood, especially to
those from out of town, who can’t figure
out where everyone is hiding:
If you take a week off and spend
the hours between six p. m. and mid¬
night in front of a small, white house
just at the entrance of Laurel Canyon
on Hollywood Boulevard you’ll catchem
plenty names. Everybody who is any¬
body stops there it seems at least one
evening a week.
The lady who owns the house is
Carole Lombard.
*

*

*

TOAN CRAWFORD was working
on a garden set for “No More
Ladies” and right next door Garbo was
doing some heavy emoting on a snow
set for “Anna Karenina.”
Came the big wind in Hollywood.
When the Crawford company re¬
turned from luncheon, the beautiful gar¬
den that had been blooming so gorge¬
ously at eleven o’clock was covered with
snow ! And Garbo’s set looked like a
plucked
chicken.
Both
companies
knocked otf work for two hours while
the snow was returned to the winter
set.

J

HOLLYWOOD-

\if AYBE it’s just the influx of champions that has caused it all. At
any rate, since Fred Perry and Frank
X. Shields came to Hollywood, the town
has revived its tennis enthusiasm as
only Hollywood can.
Almost any day one can find a game
with John Boles, Charlie Chaplin, Ralph
Bellamy, Charlie Fkrrell or any number
of others down at Malibu.
Charlie
Farrell and Ralph Bellamy, in fact, have
gone into the tennis racket in a big way
down at Palm Springs with their tennis
club and row upon row of grand courts.
Warner Baxter’s doctor has had to
warn him about over doing his raquet
wielding—actually telling him that he’d
better stay off his diet of tennis balls
entirely!
Some of the Hollywood debs get a
huge kick out of refereeing the matches
and yelling, quite loudly, a lusty LOVE
FORTY at some gal who had hoped
everyone would forget!
*

*

*

QUR FIVE-INCH
SHELF OF
LOOKS: If anyone wants to find
Ronnie Colman, he’s hiding out up at
Arrow Head Springs. . . . Claire Wind¬
sor is going to open a shop soon, but
we can’t get her to tell for what. . . .
There are those who think Gracie Moore
is going to get herself talked about if
she doesn’t quit going out with her
husband every night. ... Will Rogers,
as usual, was among the few to show up
at the latest premiere without his white
tie and tails. . . . Mr. Goldwyn is having
a special, big part written into “The
Dark Angel’’ for Herbert Marshall and
since he’s already cast Merle Oberon
and Freddie March it ought to be a
show. . . . Charlie Chaplin is hunting
for a yacht, to use for a bit of a cruise
immediately after he finishes “Produc¬
tion No. 5”. . . . June Knight and
Genevieve Tobin are sporting huge
rings on the right finger, but June says
it’s all a gag as far as she’s concerned.
. . . That man from London has been
running around Hollywood snagging off
all the swell players available and so
far he has signed Karloff, Margaret Sullavati and Peter Lorre. . . . Much as
you may have looked forward to lunch¬
eon with Joan Crawford and Franchot
Tone we must warn you that Joan does
most of her eating out of a bag of
special crackers that she totes along
wherever she goes and that Mr. Tone
watches not only what he eats but what
you eat, as well, and tells you he thinks
your diet is getting away from the alka¬
line side. . . . Yes, Hollywood is getting
to be a right jolly place, if you go in
for jolly places.
*

*

For Hair

inclined to be oily

inclined to be dry

Guard against flabby oil glands and the
embarrassment of stringy, oil-flooded
hair which will not hold a wave. Use
Packer’s Pine Tar Shampoo. This
shampoo is gently astringent . . .

Avoid harsh shampoos which increase
dryness and leave your hair dull . . .
fly-away . . . the kind that “frizzes”
rather than “waves”! Use Packer’s
Olive Oil Shampoo, made especially for
dry hair. It is a gentle “emollient” and
contains soothing, softening glycerine
to help your hair become silky and
manageable.

made especially for oily hair.

Packer’s tonic Pine Tar Shampoo is
absolutely safe. Use it as frequently as
necessary to cultivate the shining
fluffiness which is the birthright of
your type of hair.

PACKER’S
PINE
TAR

*

TEW AYRES has the most defiant
look on his face as he dances with
Ginger Rogers at the Troc. His early-

RIGHT

For Hair

HERE!

for

OILY hair

Both Packer Shampoos are made by
the makers of Packer’s Tar Soap.

SHAMPOOS
OLIVE
OIL
for

DRY hair

George Raft, Robert Woolsey, Dr. Leo Michel,
Bert Wheeler, George E. Stone and Vince
Barnett wore surgeons' uniforms at the dinner
given in honor of Dr. Michel at the Vendome.

If you've ever wondered how Allen Jenkins, Pat
O'Brien, Jimmie Gleason and Johnny Mack
Brown would look at a swanky modiste's, here's
the answer. Pat rounded them up for the open¬
ing of Mrs. O'Brien's new gown shop recently.

evening look seems to say: “Who said
I thought I was as good as Fred As¬
taire? Who ever said it? Not me!”
As the night grows longer, however,
Lew’s expression changes.
Now it
seems- to say: “Maybe pot so good as
Astaire, but still, not bad. Not bad.”
*

*

*

\/YRNA LOY wishes us to tell those
of you who thought you saw her
in Cleveland last month that you didn’t.
Nor in San Francisco. All that time,
Myrna was resting in a little desert
town; that is, she rested until the news¬
papers were delivered. Not much rest
for Loy after she began reading the
reports as to where she was spending
her vacation.
“Those news accounts
concerning my whereabouts were half
the vacation.” laughed Myrna. “I really
got around.”
*

*

*

'V/f AY ROBSON certainly had a big
time this month ! Just get a load
of this list of things that happened—and
we may not have them all:
Celebrated her seventieth birthday.
Celebrated her fifty-second year as an
actress.
Celebrated her third year in pictures.
Signed a new long-term contract with
M-G-M.
*

*

*

TT happened during the filming of a
1 scene in w-hich Chester Morris was
supposed to pick up Lionel Barrymore

and throw- him over his shoulder. He
failed. Lionel just laughed and said,
“That’s nothing, Zbyszko couldn’t do it,
either.”
Lionel, back in the New York days,
used to work out in the same gymna¬
sium with Zbyszko and they often did
a little polite wrestling.
So maybe
Lionel wasn’t just trying to ease the
blush in Chet’s face.
“But everybody knows I’ve got a
complete gym in my backyard,” was all
Chester could moan.
*

*

*

'""THREE years before she answered
•*- the last curtain, Lilyan Tashman told
me, “I’ve looked everywhere and at
last I’ve found the perfect picture role
for Eddie: ‘The Great Impersonation.’ ”
It wasn't long after, of course, that
Lil found out that Universal Studio had
the story on their shelves; in fact, they
had had it there for ten years! Right
away, immediately, she started a cam¬
paign to have them star Eddie in it.
About a year ago, the studio finally
decided to grant her request, and since
then they’ve been having a screen ver¬
sion made. It will be Eddie Lowe’s next
picture.
We can’t help wishing Lil could be
here to see it.
*

*

*

TRAVEL NOTES
EANETTE MacDONALD just left
for a month’s stay in Honolulu . . .
her mamma went along.

Madge Evans will leave immediately
for London to do a picture . . . she’ll
go alone.
Janet Gaynor will do “Way Down
East” for her next ... no traveling
companion chosen as yet.
*

*

*

A FTER all these years at Fox, Spen-

cer (Bad Boy) Tracy has obtained
his release and signed a contract with
M-G-M. The new contract takes effect
on Tracy’s birthday and we hope he
will let that fact be a hint for him to
start over again. He will be opposite
Jean Harlow for his first, “Riff-raff.”
Incidentally “Riff-raff” was the pic¬
ture originally announced for Gloria
Swanson at Metro. You can make what
you will out of that item.
*

*

*

FAMOUS society belle of the
South was offered a movie con¬
tract, recently, for a picture to be made
in Florida. All she had to do was be
pursued by a shark, step barefooted on
a live octopus and live on a ship with
a lot of men and no other women for
five months. *
P. S.: She decided against a career!
A

*

*

*

TTOLLYWOOD IN SHORTS: The
Ralph Bellamys and the Johnny
Mack Browns played bridge for hours
in the family garage (using the head¬
lights) when the house fuses blew out.
. . . Crosby, Vallee, Jolson, Powell and

READ THE NEWS HERE TO KEEP UP TO DATE
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Madame X
investigates

••

Janet Gaynor, in a charmingly feminine tailored suit, lunch¬
ing with Dr. Veblert.
It's becoming a habit with them!

the truth about laxatives
— as told to Madame X,
the Ex-Lax reporter

T

HIS is Madame X, the inquiring
reporter on assignment for Ex-Lax,

the world famous chocolated laxative.
The Ex-Lax Company said to me:

all the rest of the boys who make Victrola records will start, about May 1st,
collecting so much a record from radio
stations who have been playing them
for nothing too long. . . . Shirley Tem¬
ple off on a twelve-day trip to Honolulu
. . . Merle Oberon will stay in Holly¬
wood until “Dark Angel” is ready to
shoot (thank heaven) . . . All those
rumors about a rift between Joan Craw¬
ford and Franchot Tone are nothing
more than that, if we can believe the
gardenia man on the next corner . . .
There must have been a good reason
why Greta Garbo worked twenty min¬
utes overtime yesterday, it being the
first time any such thing has happened.
We found the reason in a clock on the
set; it was slow’.
*

*

*

when it ran at Bay Meadows, and the
little bangtail won for the first time
. . . That man who is taking Mary
Brian around in Chicago is an old
friend of her mother’s and not a rival
of Dick Powell’s. . . . Will Rogers says:
“I’ll bet every polo pony I owm that
the movies never move any further East
than Hollywood Boulevard!” . . . Pat
O’Brien decided to go to the circus after
he had already bought the tickets to the
boxing matches and believe it or not he
found a guy who wanted to exchange
tickets with him. . . . Monroe Owsley is
entering his racing car in the coming
Indianapolis speed classic. ... If many
more states put a ban on “Black Fury,”
Jack Warner will have to re-title it to
“Black Future” (and it’s one of the real
pictures of the year, believe us).
*

V yfAYBE it’s because Helen Vinson’s
father is vice-president of the
Texas Oil Company, and she doesn’t
have to care about the consequences,
that she “demands” dressing rooms and
“refuses” to read lines as they are writ¬
ten. Or maybe she just doesn’t care.
*

*

*

VV7HEN Dolores Del Rio got to Palm
** Springs she found that all the sun¬
tan devotees turned pale by contrast be¬
cause Del Rio uses a pit right in her
own Hollywood backyard and beats all
the desert tans a mile . . . Mrs. Clark
Gable placed a fair-sized wager, her
first bet. on Clark’s horse, Beverly Hills,

ON

*

*

CVERY afternoon at four, on the set
of “Love Me Forever,” work ceases
while Henry, the keeper of the soft
drink perambulator, rushes onto the set
for that well-known “pause.” Grace
Moore, the star, made the nice gesture
of saying, “The drinks are on me,” the
first day of shooting, and no one has
tried to change her habits since!
*

*

*

“Pack a bag... hop a train... go here,
there and everywhere. Get the real folks
of this country to tell you what THEY
think about Ex-Lax. We want the plain
facts. Go into any town, walk along any
street, ring any doorbell. Get the story.”
Here are a few jottings from my note¬
book.
“EFFECTIVE” ...“I

used

everything

but nothing relieved me until I

took

Ex-Lax.” Frank H. Port, 118-48 — 154th

Street, Jamaica, Long Island.
“GENTLE”. . .“It

is,

therefore,

very

important when I take a laxative that
it be one that is not harsh, yet it must
be effective” Mrs. Anne E. Stadt, 7401

4th Avenue, Brooklyn, New York.
“EASY TO TAKE” ...“I prefer Ex-Lax
to all laxatives because it’s easy to take
I like the taste." Pilot William
Warner, Floyd Bennett Field, Brooklyn,
and

New York.
“NON-HABIT-FORMING”.. “I don’t
think one should take laxatives all the
time, but only when one needs it. With
Ex-Lax I get

the desired result and

don’t believe it forms a habit.” Miss

Bessie M. Bean, 5687 Hub Street, Los
Angeles, California.
Ex-Lax comes in 10c and 25c boxes—
at any drug store. Insist on the genuine,
spelled E-X-L-A-X.

OERHAPS it was those mean old censors who scared her into it. Any¬
way, Jean Harlow is now hemstitching,
and she doesn’t care who knows it, nor
how much they gossip about it!

HOLLYWOOD

GOSSIP!

When Nature forgets —
remember

EX-LAX

THE CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE
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How Charles Boyer
does attract the
gals! Here he is at
the Walter Wanger
party at the Troc—
(the invitation's shown
below) with Pat Pat¬
erson, Merle Oberon
and Joan Bennett.

^eu*c
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TSABEL JEWEL sold the first screen
story she ever wrote and yesterday
the check came. It was for what is
usually referred to as a lump sum. Any¬
way. Isabel immediately handed it over
as a down payment on a permanent
home for her mamma and papa.
*

*

*

WE

respectfully suggest that some
astute Hollywood producer sign the
Dionne Quints to an option contract
covering that period in the future when
they will he starred in “The Five Little
Peppers.”
* * *

W

E were probably just as surprised
as you were to find that Ann Hard¬
ing was coming back to Hollywood in
six weeks instead of the six months,
which her doctor had said was abso¬
lutely necessary to her health. How did
she cut the time in a quarter? We asked
her and she told us the secret.
“1 returned, to first principles, got my
feet back on solid ground and my health
came back with them. I went to Fort
Schofield, Honolulu. There the Army
officers and their charming wives jpve
me the opportunity I needed, a chance
to return to being just plain Dorothy
Gately.
I had to forget Hollywood;
it was imperative that I get away from
myself and start over again. The offi¬
cers, knowing that I had been brought
up in an Army Post, that my father had
been an officer, respected my every wish.
Not once was Hollywood mentioned;
never was I referred to or treated as

ftS v:

ORO£r

a movie star. That is the reason I
am back in Hollywood now.
I hope
those friends of mine in Honolulu know
how much I appreciate their kindness.”
And after you’ve seen Ann’s new pic¬
ture, “The Flame Within,” you’ll prob¬
ably want to add your thanks to hers.
Ann not only looks her old-time, mar¬
velous self in the picture, but her offthe-set .beauty has returned. Six weeks
in Honolulu erased entirely the worry
and strain from her face.
*

*

>1=

AT the M-G-M lunch room today.
next to our table sat a couple of
small-time actresses who had been en¬
gaged to portray nuns in a picture laid
some tw'o hundred years ago.
They
looked quite real, as they sat there in
solemn glory, dressed in their black out¬
fits and munching ham and eggs. After
they had ordered their coffee, one of
them leaned across the table and said:
“Got a cigarette?”
Then they both sat there, unconcerned
like, and exhaled through solemn noses.
*

*

+

*

'Y'ESTERDAY, with simple cere1 mony, Cameo was buried under a
huge shade tree on Hobart Bosworth’s
rancho. If you’ve ever been to Holly¬
wood, you couldn’t have missed Bosworth on his famous white horse. They
spent every morning of the last seven¬

teen years together on the bridle paths
in Beverly Hills.
*

*

*

/^OMES a report from our war correspondent that more than mere
words flew between Alice White and
Nancy Carroll the other dawning at one
of the snappier late spots. Now girls!
*

*

*

’THE police actually found the burglar who stole Henry Wadsworth’s
suits, but Henry found out that the
chap was a down-and-out actor and he
refused to enter any charges.
*

*

*

OHORT
NOTICE:
Countess di
Frasso was in town only one hour
before she was throwing a party, as
usual. . . . There is some talk that Elsa
Maxwell is being tested bv M-G-M with
an eye to having her take over the
stories originally purchased for Marie
Dressier, which would mean another
party or so. . . . That rumor about
John Miljan and his wife separating
must have been true. Last night he was
Kings Clubbing it with Ketti Gallian.
We wish Lona Andre would make up
her mind ! We no sooner get her set
with one handsome man-about-town
than she ups and crosses us again. Last
night she was holding hands with Bry¬
ant Washburn at the Trocadero. . . .
It’s said that Pat Ziegfeld, Billie Burke’s

DON'T MISS THE LATEST CHATTER ABOUT THE

Only an old meanie would
send Clive Brook a telegram
that would make him look
so unhappy during lunch at
the Brown Derby, upon his
recent return to Hollywood.

daughter, will marry a heavy-sugar gen¬
tleman from parts well known. . . . We
think it was pretty swell that Sally
Eilers and Harry Joe Brown were the
first ones to buy advance tickets for
Hoot Gibson’s next Rodeo!
*

*

*

SINCE

there are still a few small¬
town boys and gals back there in
the Middle West \vho dream of one day
running away to Hollywood to work
as extras for $7.00 a day, we might
pass on the word that only seventy-six
extras, out of thousands, averaged thir¬
teen days’ work during March !
The rest of them are still calling every
hour or so, only to be told. “Call back
later.” Honest, that’s an official record !
*

*

*

yV ND today comes happiness for Ann
Sothern, at least we can’t see any
tears in store. Her new boy friend,
Tommy Lee, got on the stand in the
court house and gave out some figures
relative to the earnings of his departed
papa’s business, Tommy being the sole
lTeir and administrator.
The figures
were: $50,000 for the past two months
on one business and $30,000 for the
same period on the other!

knowi—ended hu the new“CERTAIN-SAFE” MODESS
A THOUSAND

times you’ve wondered,
as every woman has . . .
“Is the sanitary napkin I’m wearing
really protecting me completely from
the hideous embarrassment of an
‘accident’?”
Now, you can put that worry out of
your mind forever! For a new type
napkin has recently been perfected,
which combines three special protec¬
tive features—yours only in the new
Modess. You can actually see and feel
the three new features that bring

you dependable protection against
(1) striking through (2) tearing away
(3) incomplete absorption.
Get a box of the new “Certain-Safe”
Modess. (You won’t be risking a penny
. .. see Money Back Guarantee below.)
Read the printed slip inside. Look at
the diagrams and compare them with
the napkin itself. Even before you test
out the new Modess in use, you’ll
understand exactly how and why it
offers complete protection from em¬
barrassing accidents.

SPECIAL MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
If you’ve been buying another brand of napkin just from
habit... here’s a challenge! fVe’ll refund your money if you
try the new Modess and don’t like it! Get a box. Wear
enough napkins to make a thorough test. If you aren’t
completely satisfied, return box and remaining napkins to
Modess Corporation, 500 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y.
We’ll send you every penny you paid, plus postage!

HOLLYWOOD STARS!

MODESS-STAYS SOFT-STAYS SAFE
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Today

A

is your wonderful day

CANTER with that nice Princeton

breath is beyond reproach she gets no¬

boy over the Westchester hills, green

where. After all, halitosis (unpleasant

and misty . . . luncheon at the Ritz with

breath) is the unforgivable social fault.

Paul and Frank and Leila ... to the

The sought-after woman . . . the popular

matinee with Jud . . . then in Charlie’s

man... realizes it, and takes sensible pre¬

plane to New Haven and that wonderful

caution against offending others. It’s all

party where your partner will be a real

so easy... just a little Listerine morning

prince . . . What a lucky girl you are to

and night and before engagements. That

be so popular! What’s that you say . . . .

is your assurance that your breath is sweet,

it’s not all luck? A little forethought and

wholesome and agreeable. Listerine

common sense mixed in, you maintain

attacks fermentation, a major cause of

... How rjght you are,
little Miss Charming.
He

*

*

A girl may be pretty
and witty and appeal¬
ing, but unless her

P. S. Do not make the mistake of as¬
suming that you never have halitosis.
Due to processes of fermentation that
go on even in normal mouths, halitosis
visits everyone at some time or other.
The insidious thing about it is that
you never know when.

odors in the mouth,
then overcomes the
odors themselves.
Lambert Pharmacal
Company, St. Louis,
Missouri.

BEFORE EVERY SOCIAL ENGAGEMENT USE LISTERINE ... DEODORIZES LONGER
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MkE T S

Sorrow

Kuby and the
sister she loved.

S

*

HE has
everything — a
brilliant career, money,
an ideally happy mar¬
riage.
And yet—
Stark,
grim
tragedy
has
touched Ruby Keeler’s heart,
reaching opt in the first gay
week of .this spring to rob her
of a love as dear to her as the
precious love of her husband,
tfie adoring love of her parents.
It has left her, pain mirrored
in her dark blue eyes, with the
bitter taste of a battle waged and lost against death. Anna
May is dead, gone at the moment of Ruby’s greatest latest
triumph, her first moving picture with A1 Jolson, “Go Into
Your Dance.”
This story of Ruby’s ordeal is more than the story of
death coming to a happy family. It is the drama of two
sisters, bound to each other so closely that no sacrifice was
too great and whom only death could part.
Anna May died in Ruby’s California home, while Ruby
was working feverishly at the nearby Warner studio to
complete her newest film, while the Keeler family back in
New York began preparations for the most gala homecoming
their daughters ever had. Joy which was to know no limit
blackened quickly into sorrow, dropping a somber curtain
on all the happy plans.

At the moment of death there
remained for Ruby one last
ironic blow, the hardest of all
to bear. While Anna May must
be sent back to New York, to
the little brick house on Long
Island in which she had spent
so many carefree days, Ruby
must stay behind, alone in
Hollywood, and finsh her pic¬
ture.
A1 was in New York, finish¬
ing preparations for his opening
radio broadcast. He too must
go on, reading comedy lines at day—lines that no longer
had any meaning—at night calling Ruby long distance in
vain efforts to relieve her numbing pain.

The touching story behind

Ruby's greatest loss—her

young sister, Anna May

By FRED RUTLEDGE

TT O understand the true tragedy of Ruby’s loss, you
A must come back into her life, hear the story of Anna
May Keeler from the beginning.
Anna May was the second youngest in a family of six
children, in a family united in a love that was all sharing
and warm and generous. There had been before her Bill,
the brother, Ruby, Helen and Gertrude. Margie was the
baby, a few years younger than Anna May. Until her first
illness, Anna May had set her heart on following in Ruby’s
footsteps. Ruby, of course, was their star, their darling.
The stage was all the world to (Continued on page, 86)
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By DOROTHY
NANNERS

F

OR a long time the tax payers have been bewildered,
the Government has been in an uproar periodically
threatening to do something, and the innocent by¬
standers have been shaking their heads over the salary
checks paid to Hollywood movie stars.
If you haven’t been dazed by the gaudy sequence of
ciphers in the printed salary exposes it’s probably because
there wasn’t a good gasp left in you after learning the com¬
bined telephone numbers and automobile licenses earned by
$7,500 Constance Bennett, $10,000 Garbo, $12,000 Harold
Lloyd, $100,000 plus percentage on the picture Will Rogers,
and Heaven only knows how much Charlie Chaplin, not to
mention the rank and file struggling along on anything from
$5,000 down to a mere $2,500!
That’s one side of Hollywood’s famous money story, dazz¬
ling, if slightly aggravating.
But this is a story about the lowest salaries ever paid
in Hollywood and before we’re through I bet you’ll find the
lowdown on the single cipher almost as surprising as the
tales of zeros by the yardage, which more or less proves that
the Hollywood money question will never be settled to the
satisfaction of all concerned. It can’t be done. If some of
the dullest screen performers have hit the road to oblivion
with a million dollar contract clutched in both hands, then
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Johnny Weissmuller (left) was a
sensational Tarzan at an amazing¬
ly low salary. Above, Charles
Farrell and Janet Gaynor reached
the heights in "Seventh Heaven"
for a mere pittance. Right, Robert
Taylor was a smash hit at a small
salary. Extreme right, Jean Har¬
low's sex appeal was filmed for a
ridiculously small weekly check.

it is equally a fact some of the biggest hits of screen history
have been scored on salary checks establishing a record-set¬
ting all time low in Hollywood dollars and cents.
Darn crazy, this Hollywood money merry go ’round, but
amusing when you look at it from all angles.
'“FHERE may be some doubt about the male star who
A makes the most money every seven days when Will
Rogers, Eddie Cantor, Charlie Chaplin (when he makes a
picture) and Harold Lloyd (ditto) are the chief contestants
for the honor.
If they are the tops, there’s no doubt who is the bottom,
the signer of the lowest salaried contract ever held in Holly¬
wood—that new sensation at M-G-M—Robert Taylor !
If his name falls unfamiliarly on your ear it is only be¬
cause you missed “Society Doctor," starring Chester Mor¬
ris, who was supported by the charming Virginia Bruce. In
spite of Chester and Virginia, it has been a long time since
Hollywood critics and preview audiences have seen a
young actor so completely wrap up a picture and tuck it
under his arm to the accompaniment of rave notices in the
newspapers.
The kid was clever, but more important, he packed that
indefinable wallop, that certain something known as Camera

Learn the amazing t low "bargain"
salaries earned by your favorites
when starting on the road to glory!

It that hasn’t been so electrically demonstrated since Clark
Gable played his gangster’s piano in the Crawford picture.
Right then and there a new Hollywood star was born on a
salary check of $35 weekly !
Of course, the demoralizing Robert Taylor was a student
actor (although you’d never have guessed it) on a small
stock contract at M-G-M while he got his training for the
movies. It must be borne in mind, however, that several
extras who played hospital internes in the same yarn grabbed
off double (if not more) that amount for their background
scenes. It is to the credit of his company that when the
bigwigs rushed out of the preview they set about doing
the right thing by their new hot shot. The right thing is
not to be confused with anything sensational, say about $150
with options coming up all the time.
Robert Taylor’s new record is going to be very upsetting

to another young Hollywood gentleman, who in looking
back over his movie career from the perch of his recent
$2,500 weekly contract with Paramount, boasted that he
rode into glory on the lowest figure ever quoted any actor
but a dress extra in Hollywood.
E70R years Dick Arlen has been bragging that he made
1 his biggest screen hit on his smallest screen salary. The
picture was “Wings;” the salary, $75 weekly.
Of course, Dick had to move over from the bottom and
let Buddy Rogers at $75 and Gary Cooper at $100 every
seven days in the same film, share his low man honors, too.
But he has always done it begrudgingly, arguing that Cooper
has rated three figures ever since the beginning of his
career and doesn't deserve to be in the same class with Buddy
and himself.
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“The funny part of it is,” Dick will insist on telling you if
you even mention “Wings,” “that I never worked so hard,
took so many risks or struggled more desperately over any
role than the one that earned me my lowest salary check.”
But then, as Dick will also tell you, that’s Hollywood.
T EST you get the idea the boys have been the only victims
of the studio cashier let it be stated that none other
than Jean Harlow must be nominated as the record setter
for sex appeal at its lowest quotation. In other words, until
Jean got a new contract about eight months ago, hers was
a financial record in the movies that never once stirred pub¬
lic indignation or landed in those furious articles, such as
“Are They Worth It?”
“There was one thing about working in ‘Hell’s Angels,’ ”
Jean once laughingly told me. “I never had to have a guilty
conscience about running up that two million dollar debit
on the picture!” Ben Lyon rated $2,250 for making love to
Jean, Jimmy Hall struggled along with $1,500 as his rival,
but Jeanie gathered unto her palpitating decolletage only a
mere $250 of the Hughes berries. Two hundred and fifty
dollars may sound like a lot of money to you and me, but
for the sexiest brand of sex appeal that ever hit Hollywood
it establishes the all time low water mark. Garbo made
$500 for her first mystery and Dietrich drew down $1,000
for her brand of lure.
Even when Jean moved to M-G-M for the scene of her
biggest comedy triumph, “Red Headed Woman,” her figure
might have been a source of Hollywood envy but her salary
figure wasn’t. Jean, the star and sensationalist of the pic¬
ture, with her salary of $750 weekly rated third money to
leading man Chester Morris ($3,000) and featured player
Leila Hyams ($1,200). In case you’re interested, Jean has
had t-wo small raises and one great big salary raise since
her comparatively poor days, even though she didn’t
get a better picture until her latest success, “Reckless.”
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While Johnny Weissmuller was love-calling himself to
your attention (and the theater exhibitors’) in the sensa¬
tional first “Tarzan,” his bank account was bounding back¬
ward to the tune of $200 weekly! That looked like a lot
of money to the ex-swimming champ who arrived on the
Hollywood scene from his swimming triumphs. At first it
did—before he met Lupe, you might say. At the same time
the world was going mad over Johnny, Johnny was going
mad trying to make both ends meet. They finally took pity
on the man who acquired Lupe and a caviar taste at the
same time and did something, about $500 worth, I under¬
stand. Even now Johnny has his troubles and they aren’t
all domestic, either.
AT the time, Jean Muir was becoming George Jean Nathan’s
favorite movie actress (next to Lillian Gish). In “As
The Earth Turns” she was drawing down a weekly salary
of $100 that wasn’t increased a dime more, no matter how
G. J. N. raved and put his stamp of approval on her! If
Jean was the first screen genius since Lillian, as George
said, she was more certainly genius on the bargain counter.
Every day Jean could look out of her dressing room win¬
dow and get a perfect view of $7,500 weekly Ruth Chatterton’s dressing room bungalow and G. J. N. had never men¬
tioned Ruth Chatterton as his favorite movie actress!
It was enough to make a girl bitter, as Dick Powell would
and frequently did say concerning his own salary. Dick
was never a docile low-salaried player. He may have made
“Blessed Event” and “42nd Street” on a puny $350 per
week but he never let the matter drop there. Dick had a
hunch he was worth more money from the beginning and
he started right out doing something about it. In spite of
several healthy salary raises Dick just can’t seem to get
adjusted to the Hollywood money system. It gets in his
hair. For instance, it was never really quite clear to him
iust what happened in “Flirtation (Continued on page 96)

W. C. FIELDS

This master of unconcern, who gets your laughter even
when you can't hear what he says, put as much time as
other actors put on their make-up in the selection of just
the right cigar for that showboat scene in "Mississippi."
You'll see him next in "Flying Trapeze," now in production.

JOAN
(/CRAWFORD
lu&» flclfjtcL
Friend of discouraged newcomers to the

,

movies she has helped many capable but
bewildered girls on the road to stardom
By CAROLINE
SOMERS HOYT

Look at the picture of Joan Crawford (up¬
per corner) as she was almost ten years
ago in the New York musical comedy days
and Joan on the opposite page as she
sees herself today. Above is Jean Muir;
then Gertrude Michael; then Gail Patrick
—three of Joan's protegees who have
reason for gratitude to the gardenia girl.

A

GOOD many months ago there was a, grand story
in Movie Mirror about the men that Joan Crawk ford has helped to success.
Some of them she
helped in a material way.
Others received her
advice, encouragement and deep loyalty.
It was not unusual, people said, that men should seek
out a woman as glamorous and exciting as Joan. Also,
Hollywood has often remarked, “Joan is a man’s woman.
She likes men better than members of her own sex. She
is always more eager to help men than women.”
So I began to do a little research on the subject. For
weeks I’ve been collecting data about the girls whose lives
Joan, with her amazing vitality, has changed. Naturally, I
did not get these stories from Joan herself.
Whenever I interviewed ardent young actresses begin¬
ning their difficult climb up the ladder of success and asked
the question, “Who is your favorite actress?” nine times
out of ten the answer would be, “Joan Crawford.” Joan’s
career, self-made and wrested from the hard-boiled gods
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/
of Hollywood, is an in¬
spiration to the ambitious.
Joan might so easily have
sunk into obscurity after
she received her first lit¬
tle contract.
But instead
her energy, her will, her dogged persistence made it possible for her to go on and on, always climbing higher.
For this reason new girls look up to her and admire her.
And when they are blue and discouraged and sick to. death
of the lonely struggle they often say, “If only I could talk
to Joan Crawford.” Well, they can and they have.
There was Gail Patrick. When she first came to Holly¬
wood she had no idea how to pose for still pictures. You
may think this unimportant, but it isn’t. The lovely photo¬
graphs you see in the magazines in which the actresses
wear stunning clothes—and wear them well—are part of
the sales campaign, They play a vital role in any picture
girl’s career.

For months Gail studied Joan's stills.
“How does she
do it ?” she wondered aloud to a friend of Joan’s. The
next afternoon Joan invited Gail to come to a photographer’s
studio with her, where she showed Gail all her still camera
tricks.
“Look,” said Joan, “I had to learn this, too.
I
didn’t know a darn thing about posing when I first came
to Hollywood.” The amazing part is that she is so ready
and willing to pass her knowledge on.
Most actresses
guard their professional secrets as if they were as precious
as gems, as indeed they are.
On the following day Gail had a sitting at her studio.
“What’s happened to you?” the photographer asked. “Why,
you know how to wear your Clothes and get the most out
of them before the camera.”
Joan did more than that for Gail. She often invited her
on the set when she was working.
She gave her vast
encouragement, a sort of spiritual encouragement, and told
Gail tricks learned during her battle for success.

Gail was, as I’ve said, already sold on Joan before she
met her. Jean Muir wasn’t.
But Joan didn't know that,
and it would not have made any difference if she had.
Jean acted pretty silly when she first came to Hollywood.
She thought that she must play some fantastic game in order
to make people notice her.
She believed it necessary to
put on an act off as well as on screen. She said shocking
and startling things to interviewers. She panned Hollywood
and the picture business.
She went around in strange,
sloppy clothes. She was a bit of a joke.
One night at Joan’s home someone was telling about
Jean’s latest exploits. Franchot Tone defended her. “You
don’t know anything about the girl. I took a test with her
once.
She may be putting on an act now but she’s a
good kid.”
The fact that anyone was being unjustly criticized was
enough for Joan. She asked Jean Muir to dinner. Jean
wasn’t anxious to go.
“Just (Continued on page 97)
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By
JULIE
LANG
H U INI T

RINGSIDE seat to the greatest show
on earth is a Hollywood press
agent’s only recompense.
But if there is little fame or
wealth for the men and women who tap out
the publicity for the film factories, there is
also little boredom or monotony.
For the show runs night and day, Sun¬
days and holidays, and the press department obtains an
unobstructed view of its constantly shifting scenes. It is
packed with rollicking comedy and sometimes knife-edged
drama. There are in it brief moments of pathos and even
a winked-back tear, but never a fragment of tedium.
Eleven years ago I saw Hollywood's free and famous
spectacle for the first time over the top of a rusty type¬
writer in the publicity department of the old Famous
Players-Lasky studio that was housed shakily in a reno¬
vated barnyard. And I held on to that ringside seat for
a decade and more while the ex-stables merged into the
current landscaped acres of the imposing Paramount Pic¬
tures Incorporated, and while the greatest show on earth
played a continuous performance.
I was three days on the studio payroll and just out of
college when the curtain rose for the first act. It was a
comedy sketch, but many years passed before I could laugh

When Gloria Swanson in¬
troduced her Marquis to
Hollywood the entire
studio said it with flowers.

at .its drollery. At the time I thought it was
tragedy.
My boss announced in the middle of an
afternoon’s energetic dictation (I was a
stenographer at first) that he intended to go
fishing for a week, stars or no stars.
“But,” he cautioned me, “you will have to
take over the Polish situation for me.”
He explained that the Polish problem was the great
Pola Negri herself, at the time Hollywood’s reigning star
—that was if Gloria Swanson didn’t hear you say so.
Taking over the Negri situation, I learned, meant sitting
loyally by the telephone all day and every day waiting for
calls from the star’s secretaries, maids, hairdressers, but¬
lers and chauffeurs and reacting to their ensuing laments
about this and that with just the correct quotas of sym¬
pathy, agitation and horror. It was all part of the studio’s
efficient star service.
The boss told me to look sprucy (1924 slang) the next
day and he would introduce me to the great star.
I was shattered with an attack of nerves. An intro¬
duction to Negri in 1924 was comparable to a 1935 invitation
to dine with Garbo. I left my desk early that evening to
ransack the cinema marked-down dress shops for a costume
that would do honor to the great occasion. With a careful

Studio fireworks were narrowly averted by the panic-stricken execu¬
tives just prior to the filming of "Devil and the Deep," with Gary
Cooper and Tallulah Bankhead, when Gary named his chimpanzee
"Tallulah" in honor of the capricious star, before he met her.
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eye I weeded out bad numbers until I came upon a dusty
pink crepe with fat pearl buttons on the collar. It must
have been the pearl buttons that made me squander $18.75.
T four o’clock the next afternoon we were summoned
to the Negri dressing room bungalow that was decorated
ornately in a Japanese motif. I had a pretty speech well
rehearsed. I would discuss Negri’s latest picture and tell her
that I had been an admiring fan for years, which was true.
Theft with a professional glance I would say, “Clever little
frock you have on. Is it LeLong?” She would smile gayly
and reply, “How did you guess? I adore LeLong, don’t
you?” and our friendship would be cemented upon the spot.
A Negro maid showed us into the Nipponese splendor
and served iced tea. I clutched the glass and waited, stand¬
ing—I was totally unable to sit, swallow or speak.
A plushy voice boomed “Halloo” from a room beyond,
a rice paper wall slid open and the great Pola stood before
us framed in oriental murals—and she stood and stood and
stood. A paralyzing silence gripped our oddly assorted
quartet, while Negri stared, my boss stared, the maid
stared and I shuddered.
For the Polish star was wearing a duplicate of my brave
dusty pink crepe, pearl button trimmed $18.75 frock. We
looked vaguely like a sister act ready for an “off-toA

Buffalo” shuffle, a buck and wing tap dance or a duet.
My friendship with Pola Negri was never cementecT and
my boss never did get away on that fishing trip.

J

UST to prove the diversity of the Hollywood tableau,
we will skip over a few years into the broiling middle
of an August day in 1933. On that date I was guiding two
important visitors on a tour of the studio sets—all import¬
ant visitors automatically arrive at all studios in the middle
of disastrous floods, hurricanes, earthquakes and heat waves.
The first stop was at the heavily guarded Mae West set
where her second picture, “I’m No Angel,” had progressed
as far as the famous courtroom scene. When we entered
this sacrosanct stage a blast of heat met us with the force
of a body blow. The giant sun arcs and merciless Kleigs
sent out incandescent fingers that clutched at the throat.
Two hundred extras working as courtroom spectators
had wilted to visible stages of lassitude.
A perspiring
assistant explained that the cooling system had broken
down, but that in spite of the murderous temperature
work had to go on because the picture was behind schedule.
In the blazing center of the lights Mae West stood
gowned to the ears in black velvet and blue fox. She went
through her lines without a hitch and then retired to a
corner where her maid waited with (Continued on page 90)

Left, Baby LeRoy, with Maurice Chevalier, all dressed up for "A Bedtime Story," but we like
better the description in this feature of the costume in which Baby took his screen test. Right,
Pola Negri in her Japanese bungalow in the days when she was the'studio's "Polish situation."

PRESS AGENTS HAVE SEATS TO ALL PERFORMANCES
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An accidental but very honest interview with
that Southern gentleman and incurable
romanticist, John Boles, whose advice is:

LIVE, LOVE
an d

Si

'EY,” said Johnny Boles as he passed
my table in the Fox cafe, “why don’t
you come out on the practice stage
after lunch and get a thrill ?”
We hadn’t seen each other for some time,
since the football season to be exact, and it
seemed swell after all these months to run into
the Singing Lover of the screen (to you), the
biggest fan-mail receiver on the lot including
Janet Gaynor and Shirley Temple (to Fox),
and the best Texas-dialect story-teller in all
Hollywood (to me). He was got up in the
lower part of a Tuxedo suit and the upper part
of an old bathrobe with his handkerchief stuck
around his neck to keep the greasepaint off
his collar. His jaw moved contentedly with
the motion of his favorite brand of chewing
gum. Result, perfect portrait of An American
Heart Beat during office hours.
“You going to sing?” I asked and hoped
he was.
“Gosh, no,” he said, “I’m going to dance!
You don’t want to miss it. In all the world
no show like this. Don’t crowd, folks, let the
women and children get to the front.’’ He
grinned,* “Wait till Astaire gets a load of it,
the rhumba d la Boles, the tango a la Boles,
the waltz d la Boles. . . .”
This promised to be too good to miss. My
wife has done some Cocoanut Grove dancing
with Johnny at various Hollywood fetes at one
time or another, and while the reports were
all right they weren’t anything to make the
average ballroom dancer sit in a corner and
sulk the rest of the evening. Decidedly, danc¬
ing was a new professional activity for Johnny.
The practice stage was crowded. Electri¬
cians, set technicians, dance directors, musicians
and the usual run of set onlookers were already
rallied about for the rehearsal of the trick
dance sequence in “Redheads on Parade,”
starring Johnny and little Dixie Lee Crosby.
Artificial flowers bloomed profusely every¬
where and a spot moonlight played on the
circular garden pool in the center of the stage.
“It isn't only the dancing that’s trick,” ex¬
plained Johnny, “it’s the camerawork as well. You see,
Dixie and 1 are waltzing about this pool when suddenly I
see our reflections in the water. As I look, Dixie fades out
of my arms and the memory of another love I have danced
with, a Spanish seiiorita with whom I tripped a tango, fades
in. We dance, then another big moment, with whom I have
waltzed, appears to replace that memory and then another.
I m supposed to be falling in love with Dixie who is the

H'
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A Ligtlly”
By GEORGE
MADDEN

In
"Redheads
on
Parade," John Boles
dances with Dixie Lee
—a beautiful waltz
number which really
brought about this in¬
terview because, as
John puts it, "It is a
great deal like life!"

only girl and I know it—yet something about the night, the
music, the stars conjure up memories of all these past loves.
It is.” he said, “a great deal like life!”
We had found a couple of canvas-backed chairs out of the
line of set hustle and bustle about us. Over in a corner a
stunning “redhead” in a black lace rhumba gown powdered
her nose, adjusted her slender shoulder strap. Suddenly she
began to sway with the music, (Continued on page 92)

Hollywood Boulevard
Digging up off-trail personalities who add
color to the most colorful town in America

Author’s Note:
This being the third in a series of
stories about Hollywood and its
famous-but-little-known
people,
I
think it’s about time to admit that I’ve
never had a more enjoyable writing
job in all my Hollywood experience.
These unknown celebrities and unique
places in Hollywood have always in¬
terested me, but now that I am look¬
ing at them for you, I find them
even more interesting than before.
Possibly you’ve heard of some person
or place in Hollywood that you’d like
to know more about.
Please zurite
and tell me about it; I’ll take the day
off and hunt up a story about it for
you. Address Walter Ramsey, Movie
Mirror, 7751 Sunset Blvd., Holly¬
wood. Cal.

women from the Middle West know
more gossip and scandal about the
movie stars than he does—at least they
think they do.
Johnny tried, for a
while, to set them right on their stor¬
ies but, “It’s no use!” he says. “They
think you’re lying if you tell ’em they
got the wrong dope.
They think
you’re trying to cover up for the
stars.
So I just smile and let ’em
talk, now.”

I

F you drive out Sunset Boulevard
toward Beverly Hills you can’t
miss Johnny O’Connor. He stands
there at the entrance of the Bev¬
erly Bridle Path. Even if you might
happen to miss his thirty-five-vear-old,
sun-tanned face, you couldn’t get by
his sign without reading:
PERSONAL GUIDE TO THE
MOVIE STARS’ HOMES.
Johnny has been smiling at
passing cars from that corner
for over ten years. He got the
idea, originally, because his
health demanded an outdoor
job; Johnny knew where ten
famous movie stars lived and he
thought he could make a living
by
showing eastern visitors
around. It caught on from the
very first day; now Johnny has
three separate tours: (1) 100
homes for $1.50, (2) 150 homes
for $2.00 and a de-luxe tour of
250 famous homes for $5.00. He
doesn’t kid you, either — he
knows!
A few months ago, Johnny
found two of his war buddies
who were in need of a job, so
now they are partners. He and
his buddies have escorted such
headline names as Doris Duke
and ex-Princess Mdivani on
their regular tours, but most of
the
customers are back-east
tourists.
Johnny says that small-town

By WALTER
RAMSEY
Below, Johnny O'Connor who shows you
250 movie stars' homes tor $5.00. It's
a very profitable business for him, too.

A ND
speaking of women who
** “know it all,” I’ve found one in
Hollywood who doesn't. For months,
she’s been standing in front of Levy’s
Cafe “selling papers.” The thing that
interested me was the fact that she
never sold any, never actually had
more than one in her hand.
She wouldn’t tell me her name, so
we’ll just call her Mrs. Spivorri. Her
husband had been a waiter at Levy’s
until the waiters went out on strike;
that’s the reason Mrs. Spivorri “sells”
papers now.
The headlines on her
“paper” tell about the strike of the
waiters and she had it printed up
especially so she could stand in front
and picket the cafe without running
afoul the law. I asked her why she
(Continued on page 82)
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WHEN
SHIRLEY
TEMPLE
Was Ve ry
YOUNG
Intimate details of the
enchanting

six-year-old

stars first film experiences
By JACK HAYS
os told to Al Sherman

T

HERE vet remains to he told about Holly¬
wood’s youngest, most adorable star, the
child whose genius tugs at the heartstrings
of millions in her every picture, the story
of when she was discovered and how, though at
the time she was only three, it was evident that
a new screen sensation was flaming on the horizon.
We were casting for a new series of novel
featurettes for Educational Pictures that we hoped
would be completely different in the field of enter¬
tainment. The series would be called “Baby Burlesks,” and everything was in readiness—studios
„
had been leased, coaches had been hired, tech¬
nicians and directors were on hand.
There, in the huge, shadowy rehearsal hall sat
over a thousand babies—the first day's response
to ads in the local newspapers for child talent.
We knew the types we were seeking. Before that day was
over we had chosen most of the boys. There remained the
problem of finding the right girl.
She must not be taller than thirty-six inches—the easiest
of the qualifications—she must have curly hair, bright
teeth, an infectious smile. Above all else, she must have
definite personality that audiences would immediately
recognize.
The days dragged by. Nowhere out of the thousands of
hopeful applicants could the right girl be found. At last
it was the final day of casting.
Then we noticed one.
Audrey Rae Leonard. She was a beautiful blonde baby
with blue, candid eyes. She had amazing intelligence. Her
perfectly formed features were startling in a girl her age.
Here was the answer to our search.
Then, just as we were ready to send all the other babies
away, a woman casting assistant darted off to one side.
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Above, Shirley Temple in the
early days of her screen career
when she was leading lady of
Educational Pictures' "Baby
Burlesk" troupe of tiny actors.

She stopped in front of a child sitting stiffly upright, her
eyes wide and excited, her lips slightly parted in her eager¬
ness. Suddenly the assistant bent over, picked up the tiny
girl, held her tight in a caressing embrace. She came back
to the rest of us, leading the child by the hand.
“This is the one you want," she said.
We looked curiously at her new find. How could she
compare with Audrey Rae who had studied drama for a
year and a half, who was easy, friendly to talk to, who
spoke with almost perfect diction, with only a slight lisp
that enhanced her speech ?
Yet, looking at the blue eyes, the mop of golden curls,
the solemn little face that lit up into a smile now and then,
we somehow knew that she wow the one we wanted. One
glance was enough. Though her diction was not as good,
though she had not yet begun her study of drama, though
her features were not as perfect, there was no hesitancy in

Right, Shirley
with Gloria Anne
Mack in "Glad
Rags to Riches."

Above, Shirley and Georgie Smith as they appeared in a
scene from "Kiddin1 Hollywood," another of the "Baby
Burlesk" series, a travesty on the lives of the stars.

the choice made between Shirley Temple and Audrey Rae.
She had then, as she has today, the wistful aura of a
baby from another world, yet a baby that people adored,
that people felt compelled to fondle and pet. We didn’t
stop then to analyse our feelings.
It was enough that
everyone crowded about Shirley, talking with her, patting
her curls. Even the hard boiled director was not immune.
He was down on one knee in a moment, coaxing her to sit
on the other, grinning absurdly at her.
To make absolutely certain, before signing this wonder¬
ful gift of the gods—I can’t express her coming to us that
day any other way—we ordered all the other children out
of the room.
Their parents stayed behind with Shirley
and Audrey Rae.
We withdrew and watched from an
unobserved point of vantage outside.
The same phenomenal thing happened.
The parents,
having nothing else to do, centered their attention on the
two children. And, while they remarked on Audrey Rae’s
beauty, they spent their whole time playing with Shirley.
The women especially fussed over her, straightening her
tiny frock, combing her golden hair.
Shirley was signed to a five-year contract that same day,
while her mother, Mrs. Temple, looked on.

What there is to tell now are the incidents leading up to
her stardom, incidents which help to explain the amazing
Shirley Temple, help to paint her real picture—a genius,
yet a small, unspoiled child whose very simplicity is part
of her charm.
For instance, there was the day that her first screen test
was run off in the projection room. The room was crowded
with the curious as the lights snapped off. Then, on the
tiny screen, flashed Shirley Temple.
For seconds, then
minutes, no one spoke. The same spell-binding personality
was holding us hardened movie producers in a thralldom
that we loved.
Unfortunately, our troubles hadn't ended yet. The same
day that shooting on the first film began, Shirley had to
go to the hospital for an operation on her ear. Audrey
Rae was rushed in to take over her part. But the next
month, with Shirley completely recovered from her illness,
we started a new picture which ran off without a single
hitch. When it was released it was a real hit. Shirley
and our cycle of burlesques were well on the road to fame
and fortune.
f'XNE of the pleasures of working with these talented
^ youngsters who made up the casts of our “Baby Burlesks” was the manner in which we could treat them. Thev
were directed as grown-ups. Even a certain pride was injected
in them over their performances. Goaded by this pride
they soon began to perform with all the ease of veterans.
One day, during filming of “Kiddin’ Hollywood,” Verree
Teasdale and Monroe Owsley dropped in. Miss Teasdale
slumped into the nearest chair, unaware that the infant
featured players all had their (Continued on page 99)
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Think what a rumpus, what jealousy it would cause in
T’S movie time at the White House! That’s right after
Hollywood if he did!
But here’s a little lo vdown for
dinner. President Roosevelt is sitting in an easy-chair,
you.
He’s crazy about “Popeye.”
You know “Popeye,”
comfortably relaxed, smiling that smile of his that is
don’t you, the rough, tough, crude sailor with the heart
like an embrace. Beside him is Mrs. Roosevelt, with
of gold, who swears like a trooper, but loves his spinach
a group of elderly church ladies.
and has never been known to woo any other girl but Olive
The lights go off! The picture’s on. The picture tonight
Oyl?
is a comedy-drama, and a gal with luscious curves is the
When “Popeye” or “Mickey Mouse” cartoons appear
heroine. The old ladies sit as still and quiet as alabaster
on the screen, no one laughs louder than President Roose¬
statues.
The President grins.
Then he turns to one of
velt does. Not even Sistie and Buzzie, the President’s grand¬
them and murmurs, in a whisper loud enough for all of
children !
them to hear, something very complimentary about the
As to his other favorites, you can guess who they are by
heroine’s actual appearance, broad compliments usually. And
noting what movie celebrities are entertained at the White
with that he winks at Mrs. Roosevelt.
House. Many of them come to Washington to make per¬
Always the old women go away a bit startled, to put it
mildly. As soon as they have gone, Mr. Roosevelt roars
sonal appearances at the local theaters, but only a few are
with helpless laughter. They say at the White House that
invited to the White House.
The late Marie Dressier
was always welcome.
Will Rogers, before he started to
you can always tell where President Roosevelt is by his
laugh.
Once Mrs. Roosevelt chided him for his “rude,
criticize the Roosevelt regime, was often at White House
crude and vulgar laughter, thank heaven.”
parties. But then Will’s career at the White House has
Did you know that the President of the United States
always been precarious. Remember when Calvin Coolidge
is the greatest movie fan who ever sat in the White House?
invited him? Will had a swell time, but the tight-lipped
When things get too hot for him. when politicians call his
Calvin didn’t know quite what to make of the cowboy gumNRA as dead as a dodo or kid his administration or rake
chewing actor. When Will later imitated his nasal voice
him over the coals, he goes to the movies to relax and
on the radio, he was furious. “If Will Rogers is ever in¬
forget. He sees more pictures than the
vited to the White House again.” he said
most avid, movie-hungry stenographer.
grimly, “it will have to be by another
Why, during his first eleven months in
president.”
The President's study in
office he saw eighty-three features, seventyKatharine Hepburn has been enter¬
the White House, the fa¬
three shorts and 500 newsreels.
Match
tained at lunch at the White House.
mous Oval Room, houses
that if you can!
Mr. Roosevelt also has enormous respect
another of his hobbies—
Of course the President has never
for Eddie Cantor, whom he invited to
his collection of ship
named his favorite pictures and actors.
act as spokesman for the movie industry
models and paintings.

•
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WHITE HOUSE
Public Citizen. No
establishes

a

1

new

record by becoming the
country's leading movie
fan and severest critic

when a code for the industry was being drawn up.
President Roosevelt is the movie maker’s dream of what
a movie fan should be like. Except in one respect. Heaven
help the producers if a single movie boner is pulled in the
picture! He takes a mischievous delight in noticing every
error.
If the heroine walks through a rainstorm without get¬
ting her hair wet, trust President Roosevelt to notice it.
If the hero walks into a house with a double-breasted suit
and walks out with a single-breasted one, President Roose¬
velt will see it. As excited as a small boy who has just
discovered the circus for the first time, he’ll say, “Did you
see that? When did he have time to change?” And he’ll
be just as proud of discovering a little error in a big
picture as though he had just shoved an important piece
of legislation through Congress. Prouder maybe.
If you were a guest at the White House and were
invited to a private screening, you'd enter the White House
from the front door on the main floor, and be escorted to
the second floor. There are, you see, two worlds in the
White House, the upstairs world and the downstairs world.
The downstairs world is the public world, where there are
elaborate formal social entertainments and even a few
rooms to which the public is admitted.

The famous Presidential smile always appears when his
favorite, "Popeye the Sailor," is shown on the private
White House screen.
But it’s the upstairs world where the Roosevelts live their
family life. All the gay, informal life of the house flows
through that second floor. Anna Roosevelt Boettiger, the
President’s daughter, has a room on the second floor. James,
the eldest son, also gets one when he comes to visit. So
does Elliot.
Louis Howe, the President’s adviser, lives
in the White House, and has a room on the second floor.
He is practically considered a member of the family. And,
of course, Mrs. Roosevelt’s bedroom is on this floor, and
the family sitting room, and the President’s private study,
the famous Oval Room, which is filled with naval pictures
which the President has collected.
Since the movies form such an intimate part of President
Roosevelt’s life, they’re shown just where you’d expect them
to be seen, on the second floor. You enter a hall that runs
the whole length of the floor.
All the rooms for the
family open from it. There’s an arched doorway separating
the central part of the hall from the west end, and across
the doorway is a wooden valance, which hides the motion
picture screen when it’s not in use. (Continued on page 84 f
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The perfect guide to the
latest motion pictures:
^ for good pictures,
^ for ones you simply
must not fail to see

Will Rogers shares honors
with Billie Burke and Alison
Skipworth in "Doubting
Thomas," a typical Rogers
film with laughs a-plenty.

The monster (Boris Karloff)
finds his mate (Elsa Lanchester) in "The Bride of
Frankenstein," a first-rate
shocker, well photographed.

shudder-producer which robbed you of sleep.
Starting where the first story faded out,
this new yarn takes the audience on to
further adventures with the man-made mon¬
strosity and even shows us how to make a
synthetic woman to go with him. Some of
the new chills are really something to write
home about! We won’t spoil them, how¬
ever, by relating them here. Those of you
who like this type of entertainment will
want to discover them for yourselves.
Karloff as the monster is exceptional and
Elsa Lanehester as his mate is very good,
too.
The top feminine honors, though,
should go to Una O'Connor, who creates
one of the best characters of the story and
gives a marvelous performance.
We might mention, in passing, that a
number of the preview audience left the
theater when the title was flashed on the
screen, proving that horror stuff isn’t to
everyone's liking, hut those hundreds who
remained
throughout
the
performance
seemed to like it in a big way.
But beyond the value of the story and
above the excellence of the acting, we must
applaud the production and camera work
to the skies! It is really something to rave
about.
Your reviewer says: This provides grand
entertainment for those who like this type
of story.

k^Bride of Frankenstein (Universal)

y Party Wire (Columbia)

You'll See: Boris Karloff, Colin Clive, Valerie Hobson.
Ernest Thesinger, Elsa Lanehester, 0. P. Heggie, Una
O’Connor, Ann Darling, Gavin Gordon.
It's About: A continuation of the first “Frankenstein”
story pins a few added chills and the creation of a mate for
the monster.
A horror story, yes, but one of the most beautifully
mounted and gorgeously photographed pictures to come out
of Hollywood in many a day! The chills are there; the
monster is just as horrible, which, plus the fact that a mate
is created for him, makes this a fitting sequel to the original

You'll See: Jean Arthur, Victor Jory, Helen Lowell,
Charley Grapewin, Robert Allen, Clara Blandick.
It's About: The party-wire-listeners in a small town and
what happens when they get the message twisted.
“Operator ? Give me number 932, ring two.” That’s
what starts all the trouble in this satisfactory little comedydrama. Not only does the right party answer the call, but
half the busy-bodies in town lift the receiver at the same
time.
The idea sounds like a lot of laughs, but the net results
are a lot of tears to a few in the cast. When two old maids

the

MONTH

This isn't a very good month—there
are very few major stars represented,
and even those are scarcely up to
their best standard. There is, however,
a chilling horror picture, "The Bride of
Frankenstein," if you care for horror.
Will Rogers is up to his expected tricks
in "Doubting Thomas." To our mind,
the best picture of the month is
"G-Men," even though it's thin on
romance.
Also, we think you will
want to see the much-written-about
Noel Coward in his first American
movie, "The Scoundrel."

misinterpret a midnight call and start the
devastating round of gossip as a result,
hearts are broken, suicides attempted and
the whole town is blown wide open!
Wealthy son, Victor Jory, returns to his
home town to find that he can easily fall
in love with Jean Arthur, a teller in the
bank, but that all the mothers in the burg
have their caps set for him. It seems there
are a flock of marriageable daughters, but
no eligible men loose. Thus, when one of
the local gossip mongers hears part of a
conversation on the party line, the fur starts
to fly.
You’ll really get a kick watching
the thing develop and in seeing how Jory
and his mother break the deal and catch
that happy ending in time.
While we thought Jean Arthur and Victor
Tory were good in their roles, we must still
give first honors to Charlie Grapewin, the
hard-drinkin’ old codger who is Jean’s
father.
He maintains the entertainment
value of the entire picture.
Your reviewer says: Do you like a Will
Rogers picture? Then see this one. Not
an epic, but good enough.

Below — Fred Kohler, Sr.
(his son works out Holly¬
wood way, too) with Mae
in "Goin' to Town," a dis¬
appointment for West fans.

The best action film of this
or any month, "G-Men"
boasts grand acting by
Jimmie Cagney, Bob Arm¬
strong, Margaret Lindsay.

The People’s Enemy (RKO)
You'll See: Preston Foster, William Col¬
lier, Jr., Melvyn Douglas, Lila Lee, Roscoe
Ates, Herbert Rawlinson, Shirley Grey.
It's About: What happens when the con¬
vict’s attorney falls in lovewith convict’s wife.
An old-fashioned melodrama with an antiquated plot and
some real, old-time direction makes this fit foi*nothing but
double bills. The picture proves that there is still material
left in the saga of A1 Capone, but the methods used to show
us the material are very poor indeed.
Preston Foster, playing the gangster who gets a nineyear stretch in prison for income tax evasion, struggles
against bad direction throughout and almost gives the per¬
formance he is capable of giving. Lila Lee, as the wife
of Foster, who falls in love with his attorney (after Foster
is safely out of the way) gains the real sympathy of the
audience and raises the picture out of it s director-imposed

rut at times. Melvyn Douglas, playing the attorney, is a
bit over his head and barely convinces the audience that he
is actually a lawyer of the shady type.
Of course, the gangster hears about the romance and
stages a jail break to get revenge on his lawyer. From this
point on, guns flame and cars chase, really getting quite
meller toward the end.
Your reviewer says: Do you like bridge? Then play it.

The Daring Young Man (Fox)
You'll See:
ney Toler,

James Dunn, Mae Clarke, Neil Hamilton, Sid¬
Warren Hyrner, (Continued on page 79)
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o n

TALKIES
RAFTER OFFICE HOURS (M-G-M).
A newspaper story in which Clark Gable
is the editor who hires and fires Constance
Bennett while trying to solve a murder. A
trite story, but Gable will make the fem¬
inine hearts flutter, as usual.
l/k/ALL THE KING’S HORSES (Para¬
mount). Opera Star Mary Ellis, in her
first picture, appears in a delightful ver¬
sion of the old mythical-kingdom story,
studded with some grand singing, dancing
and Carl Brisson.
BABY FACE HARRINGTON (M-GM). Charles Butterworth, a timid soul,
gets involved with gangsters and is zoomed
to the skies as “Public Enemy No. 2" by
reporters. Laughs are rather plentiful,
though Una Merkel, the wife, has very
little to do.
^VBLACK FURY (Warner Brothers).
An adult story of stark realism and heman stuff in which Paul Muni gives a
superb characterization of a strike-break¬
ing coal miner.
Karen Morley, Tully
Marshall and Sarah Haden are excellent.
Recommended particularly for serious thea¬
ter goers, though thrilling for everyone.
k/CARDINAL RICHELIEU (Twentieth
Century). This time Mr. Arliss saves
France (instead of England) and Edward
Arnold is a convincing King Louis. Mau¬
reen O’Sullivan and Cesar Romero are
the love interest. It’s a bit too slow and
historical, though beautifully produced.
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"Anna Karenina" promises to be a
truly great Garbo film. With Greta
are Cora Sue Collins, Reginald Owen,
Buster Phelps, and Dickie Walters.

^CASINO MURDER CASE (M-G-M).
Now it’s Paul Lukas who is Philo Vance.
Here he rescues Rosalind Russell and
solves a murder mystery which is quite like
all murder mysteries but which will hold
your attention to the end. Excellent cast.
CAR 99 (M-G-M).
high-lighted with
tions—chases,
swell

A fast action picture,

some fairly good situa¬

gangsters,

back-stage

patrol—greatly

machine

glimpses

into

over-acted

by

guns,

the
the

radio¬
cast, a

few of which are Fred MacMurray, Ann
Sheridan and Sir Guy Standing.

WCLIVE

of

INDIA

tury).

After

Ronald

Colman

many
as

(Twentieth

soul-stirring
Clive,

Cen¬

scenes,

conqueror

of

India, and Loretta Young, as his wife, find
happiness together.

W'DAVID COPPERFIELD (M-G-M). A
gloriously

faithful

reproduction

of

the

time-honored Dickens classic, perfectly per¬
formed by the entire cast, a few of which
are Freddie Bartholomew, Ronald Young,
W. C. Fields, Edna May Oliver, Lennox
Pawle and Frank Lawton.

WDEVIL DOGS OF THE AIR (Warner
Brothers).

Jimmy

Cagney

and

Pat

O’Brien in the same old roles of scrapping
buddies, but there are some exciting flying
scenes

in

this,

DEVIL IS A WOMAN, THE (Para¬
mount). Marlene Dietrich is a soulless wo¬
man who traps men with her beauty and
sex appeal in a picture that is like all the
other Dietrich-Von Sternberg pictures.
Lionel Atwill and Cesar Romero struggle
vainly with poor parts.

especially

one

in

which

Cagney saves a burning plane. The young¬
er you are the better you’ll like it.

^FOLIES BERGERE (Twentieth Cen¬
tury).
Maurice Chevalier singing and
cutting bedroom capers; Ann Sothern, hys¬
terically temperamental; and Merle Oberon, intoxicatingly exotic; in a gay musical
that boasts a couple of tuneful songs.
kVFOUR HOURS TO KILL (Para¬
mount). A melodramatic story, chock-full
of smaller stories, in which Richard Barthelmess is a convict taken to the lounge
of a theater to await the train which is to
take him to prison. Charles C. Wilson,
as his guard, gives a performance almost on
a par with Barthelmess, who is swell.
GO INTO YOLTR DANCE (Warner
Brothers). A1 Jolson and Ruby Keeler in
a musicomedy with not much to recom¬
mend save a few comedy scenes by Patsy
Kelly and a few tuneful songs.
l^GOOD FAIRY (Universal). Margaret
Sullavan, in a mad comedy-farce, chock¬
ful of laughs, is ably assisted by Frank
Morgan, Herbert Marshall, and Reginald
Owen. The plot doesn’t make much sense
but you’ll be too busy laughing to mind
anything like that. (Continued on page 71)

DOLORES DEL RIO
and

DON CARLOS

Wonder if his resemblance to Valentino, who was her favorite
actor, accounts for Don Carlos' choice as her dancing partner
for "In Caliente?" His work impressed Bus Berkeley so much
that he's risen from chorus boy to contract player (Warner's).
Leo Carrillo plays Dolores' brother in this film of Mexico.

Made especially for Movie Mirror by Maurice Goldberg

Not long ago the silky-haired Russian faced her greatest cinematic crisis: Sam
Goldwyn, before the release of "The Wedding Night," feared that his huge
investment in La Sten had not been worth it. Then the picture's grosses put
it in the big money class! Before starting her next she vacations in Europe.
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ANNA
STEN

Made especially for Movie Mirror by Maurice Uoldberg

DAVID
HOLT

One of the most eagerly awaited delights of forthcoming pictures is the ap¬
pearance of not only this young fellow but also of his contemporary, Virginia
Weidler, in Paramount's "Big Broadcast of 1935."
Besides, he will be seen
shortly with Paul Lukas and Madge Evans in M-G-M's "Age of Indiscretion."
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JEAN PARKER
I

ONG, long ago a Wise Man said, “There is little
friendship in the world and least of all between
. equals.”
There may be fewer friendships in Hollywood
than there are in Podunk and Passaic. But that is
because there is less time to give to the amenities of
friendship. After all, the Dietrichs and the Garbos
and the Crawfords have no leisure for girlish fudgemakings or tea-time confidences.
But when friendship does bloom among the palmtrees it is fervid, enduring, a hardy perennial. Helen
Hayes and Una Merkel have been intimates for years
—long before Una caught the bridal bouquet at the
Hayes-MacArthur nuptials.
Helen Hayes and Norma Shearer are close friends.
There is the famous Barthelmess-Colman-Powell
triumvirate.
Eric von Stroheim and Jean Hersholt
have been comrades since, strangers in a strange land,
the German directed the Dane in his first picture.
John Barrymore and Joseph Cawthorn—Ramon Novarro and Lewis Stone—Clark Gable and Wally
Beery—Esther Ralston and Mary Brian—Frances
Marion and Mary Pickford.
And now there is demure Jean Parker and daring
Katy Hepburn to join that little group of “best
friends.”
Jean Parker said to me, “Katharine Hepburn is
everything that I would like to be.
“You see, I never had any girl friends, really, the
way other girls have. I’ve never had any girl friends
with whom I could exchange confidences.
“I just never knew anyone who would hold out her
hand and say, ‘Come on, let’s go for a ride in the
hills—’ and we’d go—and race through canyons and
ravines with that glorious feeling of comradeship and
all-rightness with the world. And without having to
talk to feel friendly. Most girls talk so much—and
about nothing. But that’s the kind of thing a girl
can do with Katy.
“Of course I’m so in awe of her, really, that I feel
rather presumptuous talking about her. I always feel
like stuttering or mumbling my words when I am
with her. And yet, we did discover a lot of things
in common. And she zvas responsible for my discover¬
ing—myself.
“

OU see—” Jean was very demure in a blue
shirtmaker dress, very young over her Irish stew
in the M-G-M Commissary—“you see, the truth of it
is I am like Katy inside. I’d rather be like her outside
than be like anybody else in the world.
“I’d love to look like her, so tall and free and daring.
I’d love to be able to say the things she says and to do
the things she does. In the way she does them.
“Just as Beth idolized Jo in ‘Little Women,’ so do
I look up to and admire Katy Hepburn.
“Only—only I am more like Katy, really, than
Beth was like Jo. I was a tomboy little girl. I never
wanted to be a girl.
I always wished I had been
born a boy. I still do. If I were a man I’d like to
be like—well, like John Barrymore—so colorful and

HOW MADCAP HEPBURN INSPIRED LITTLE PARKER
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About

dramatic and exciting—able to do
mad, delirious things, have great
adventures, crash about through life
—be great.
“But since I have to be a girl I
wish I could have been a girl like
Katy.
When I was a little girl I
always liked to play with boys, to
do boy kind of things. I liked to play
baseball and marbles and race and
shout and get dirty. I never ‘sewed
a fine seam' in my whole life.
Neither, of course, did Katycan you imagine,” Jean chuckled,
“can you imagine Katy sewing a fine
seam ?”
Jean added with a sigh, “I may
look girly-girly, but I’m not. I had
some friends at my house the other
night.
We were playing Oriental
music and I said that I would like
to dance to that music, barbarically,
seductively.
And one of the boys
said, ‘You can’t, Jean, you haven’t
the face for it.’ But I think I could
have the face for it because I know,
now, what I could do with my face
if I put the proper feeling behind it.
“I know that I can escape the limi¬
tations of my own type, if I am a
type, because Katy taught me. If I
ever amount to what I hope I shall
I’ll owe it all to her. Not my chance
on the screen, of course.
I’d had
that before I ever met her.
But
my chance to make myself greater
than I had ever thought possible
before.
“We met, of course, on the set of
‘Little Women.’ Katy was sitting on
the floor the first day I walked on
the set. She almost always sits on
the floor. ‘More stretching room,’
she says. She was wearing one of
those hoop-skirt dresses and she got
up on her hands and knees and then
to her feet and sort of kicked her
skirts away from her the way a
young colt kicks when he wants to
feel untrammelled.
Katy is un¬
trammelled, you can tell it just by
her physical gestures.
“And then she shook hands with
me and she shook hands hard, like
this—’’ and Jean leaned across the
Irish stew and gave me a very firm grip with her muscular
little paw. She laughed at my expression and said, “That’s
another deceiving thing about me.
People think I look
helpless and fragile.
I’m not.
I’m as strong as an ox.
Another similarity between Katy and me. We both have
exceptional chest and arm development.
Katy got hers,

she told me, by swinging on the branches of trees around
her home when she was a kid. There was one tree with a
very elastic branch and she could swing nearly all around
the house on it.
“Anyway, Katharine shook hands 'as though she meant
it and I like that. I can’t stand people who give you a limp
fin. And there was something fine and exhilarating about
her. I felt as though I’d had a breath of a wild west wind.
I felt more stimulated and alive than I’d felt before.
“We began to be congenial right off.
And here are
some of the little things I (Continued on page 95)
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ADGE EVANS always smiles when she hears some¬
one refer to her as “the college boys’ delight.” She
considers it to be quite an erroneous term, especially
in the light of what happened on the first date she
ever had.
Madge, you will remember, retired from her first screen
career at the age of eleven. “I had reached that awkward,
gangling stage where I could no longer do cute kid parts. My
body was growing very fast—at twelve I was as tall as I am
now—but my face was still that of a baby. Mother and I
moved to the country, not far from New York City, where we
lived for three or four years. During those years we lived
quietly by ourselves, seeing only a few people. I helped with
the housework in the mornings, I roamed through the woods
or rode a nice fat farm horse in the afternoons and I studied
and read a lot. Quite naturally, we lost all contact with the
outside world.
“It was during the summer when I was fourteen that a
movie director, in the East to film ‘Classmates’ with Richard
Barthelmess, called me to be Barthelmess’ leading lady! The
offer really wasn’t as flattering as it sounds—they called on me
only because they wanted somebody to pinch hit for the regu¬
lar leading lady who had proved unsatisfactory in that particu¬
lar part and there were very few actresses with movie
experience available in the East. At the last moment Director
John Robertson happened to remember that I was around
somewhere, and that I might possibly have grown up!
“It was an exciting day for me when Mother took me into
New York to see him. I had come fresh from the country and
I looked it. I had practically lived in plain little sweaters and
skirts during those growing-up years, and they were the only
clothes I had. It was during the time when all young ladies
wore their dresses down to their ankles, but my skirts reached
scarcely below my knees. My sweaters had no style at all,
they were just sweaters! And my (Continued on page 88)

What a difference between the glamorous lady,
above, and the Madge who played her first
grown-up role with Richard Barthelmess in
"Classmates," below, at the age of fourteenl

WAS

A

WEST POINT

By KATHARINE HARTLEY

Above, two new romances
talk it over at the Troc—
Isabel Jewell and William
Tannen; Ida Lupino and
Tom Brown between dances.

Upper center, Phil Berg
(in background), Mrs.
Gable, Leila Hyams (Mrs.
Berg) and Clark join the
trek to the Biltmore Theatre
for "As Thousands Cheer."

With the Trocadero still giving
"As Thousands Cheer" coming

Above, not even dark glasses
and a grim expression could con¬
ceal Will Rogers from Hyman
Fink, on duty at the Biltmore.

*

*

Left, wonder if Nils Asther knows
that little lock of hair on his fore¬
head is out of place? Anyhow,
it's certainly becoming to himl
Right,
Carole
Lombard
and
David Nevins agree that it's
better to be on the inside look¬
ing out, especially when the in¬
side is the Trocadero Restaurant.

Left, no wonder Bob Taylor
looks happy. Wouldn't you if
smiling Irene Hervey helped
you on with your overcoat?
Right, another member of the
"As Thousands Cheer" audi¬
ence, Wallace Beery, snapped
entering the Biltmore lobby.
Below, Joan needn't look so
apprehensive — surely no one
else is wearing such a smart
tweed suit with matching bag
and gloves. As usual, attentive
FranchotTone is not far behind.

them, what they want and
to town, life is gayer than ever

Lower center, even if the
show hadn't been good, we
bet Laurine MacLaine and
Douglass Montgomery would
have thoroughly enjoyed it.

Below, something should be
done about the way Bing
Crosby and Dixie Lee (Mrs.
Crosby) flirt with each other,
especially at Pat O'Brien's
house party, with Stuart
Erwin watching their antics.
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tlie Real

urill
What is the reason that famous
authors hesitate to dip their pens into
the most dramatic and fertile ink-pot
of fiction in the world?

Read why

S

IFFANY

THAYER

OME years ago Fannie Hurst said to me, “The real
story of Hollywood has never been written.”
I said to Miss Hurst, “Why don’t you write it?”
And Miss Hurst answered, “It doesn’t come real
to me—I couldn’t pin it down.”
Which set me thinking. I’ve been wondering ever since
why it is that some eminent Author doesn’t dip his pen into
what is, surely, the most dramatic and fertile inkpot of fic¬
tion in the world today.
Irvin S. Cobb, Faith Baldwin, Hugh Walpole, Vina Delmar, Joseph Hergesheimer, Thyra Samter Winslow, Rupert
Hughes, Vicki Baum and countless other authors, visiting
and resident, come to Hollywood, fiddle about a bit with
scenarios and dialogue, do an occasional article for some na¬
tional magazine—and let it go at that. The great Holly¬
wood novel is never written.
Hollywood—the most dramatic, the most colorful town
in the world, the second largest by-line in the world, charged
and super-charged with tragedy and comedy and headline
history—and yet, with one or two not very notable excep¬
tions, the real book has never been written.
I thought I’d try to find out why.
I asked four Eminent Authors.
T ASKED Faith Baldwin first—Faith Baldwin who has
^ written “Skyscraper,” “Office Wife,” “American Fam¬
ily,” “Honor Bound” and countless other modern novels
—with never a seasoning of Hollywood in the lot of them.
Miss Baldwin said, “Well, I couldn’t do a book on Holly¬
wood—my actual and first-hand knowledge of the legend
called Hollywood being one wild week here. It takes even
an English novelist ten days in New York to write a book
about America!
“It is not because Hollywood is unreal that I doubt my
ability to write a novel about it. It is real enough. There
is the legend of Hollywood but there is also the genuine
articles. The difficulty would be in combining the two.

tdL
STORY of Hollywood
IRVIN S. COBB (with Shirk

By GLADYS HALL
'

There is too much material, I couldn’t present the rounded,
four-dimensional picture.
“There are the stars, the successes, the failures, all the
glamor, the heartbreak and the baby spotlight. There are
the extras.
There are the boys and girls and men and
women from all over this country and other countries as
well, who make the westward trek with high hopes and per¬
haps a book of home-town clippings in their duffle bags.
There are the townspeople whose lives are affected, usually
in the financial sense, by the motion picture people—the
butchers, the bakers, the candlestick makers who lead their
own perfectly commonplace lives, or would lead common¬
place lives if they were not affected by the colorful lives
around them.
“The authentic book on Hollywood would have to include
all of these people—and how could it?
“There’s drama, but all Hollywood isn’t drama. There’s
romance, but Hollywood isn’t all romance. There’s plenty
of sensational material. The danger would be that you'd
concentrate on that and on sentiment and on irony—and the
result would be that you wouldn’t have much of anything—
nothing very coherent, that is, after you were through.
“Did you mention Shakesepeare ? Undoubtedly there are,
in Hollywood, King Lears and Romeos and Juliets and cer¬
tainly there is ‘The Taming of the Shrew’ in very modern
dress. But even Shakespeare didn’t attempt to put all of
his characters into one play. So who am I ?’’
T ASKED Irvin S. Cobb my question. The genial, kindly,
* humorous author of the “Judge Priest’’ stories and so
many heartening others, who both acts and writes in Holly¬
wood said: “Fiction, to be acceptable to the general public
must be plausible. Which is why the real book on Holly-*
wood has never been done. Nobody would believe what
he reads.
Fiction must be believable. It must strike a
responsive chord in the experiences, in the lives of others.
“Hollywood is a tragedy. And if, by some weird whim,
I should ever attempt a novel about it, it is as a tragedy
that I would approach it. The extras seem to me part of
the tragedy—the armies of young girls and boys who have
come out here with high hopes and eager ambitions. What
becomes of them? Who knows? Who cares? How could
an author find out? There are the armies of older men and
women who have, perhaps been famous once and are wait¬
ing here, for their chance again. (Continued on t>ape 77)

THYRA SAMTER WINSLO’
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In our last issue of Movie Mir¬
ror, we started the story of Grace
Moore's romantic life, the amus¬
ing incidents from her childhood
in Jellico, Tennessee, her desire
to become a missionary, then
her girl-school days at IVardBelmont and finally at WilsonGreen near Washington D. C.
We related the thrilling story
of her runaway to New York
with her friend Blanche, about
the rounds of theatrical agen¬
cies and finally of her first in¬
terview zvith a stage director,
who asked her to lift her skirts
and show her legs. Grace re¬
plied: “I don’t sing with my
legs!” and stamped out. But she
zoas scared, then, for the first time.
New York was so impersonal in its
hurry and bustle. What would hap¬
pen? The motiey zvas almost gone.

DON’T know how. long I stood out¬
side that stage door—it may have been
minutes, it may have been hours.” Grace
Moore continued. “Finally I began walking
home. Fifty blocks, but I don’t remember a foot of
the distance. I was in a sort of haze. Back in our
little Village studio, Blanche was waiting to hear the good
news—oh, yes, we had been sure I would get the job.
The rest, getting home and telling my story, I can’t re¬
member at all. But I vividly remember the next morning;
we were face to face now with reality. Something had to
be done.”
With all their money gone, and no engagements in
sight, it was no longer possible for Grace and Blanche to
maintain their Greenwich Village apartment. Gone were
the days and nights of grand, intimate, little suppers with
their cracker-and-cheese artist friends. When the bait of
free meals was no longer offered, the hangers-on seemed
to thin out in a hurry. Only two of their formerly large
and enthusiastic gang remained loyal: Lillian, a young
sculptress, and Ruth Ovre (later to become the Comtesse
de Vallombrosa) who had dreams of becoming a great
writer. Each of them was determined to achieve success.
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By pooling their scanty resources, these four girls man¬
aged enough money to rent a one-room studio just off
Washington Square. There began one of the gayest, craziest
periods of Grace Moore’s life. They were all ambitious. All
were sure of conquering their own particular worlds. All
sheltered their aspirations under this one small roof.
It was nothing short of a madhouse to see them about
their respective practicing and rehearsing. Blanche, the
dancer, would retire to one corner of the room to kick,
bend and tap her routines; Lillian, the sculptress, sat in
another corner occupying herself with her clay and models;

Ruth, the writer, hammered away cqnstantly on her brokendown typewriter and in the only remaining corner stood
Grace, the singer, running her scales at the top of her
gorgeous voice. Bedlam ! All of them at once! Yet they
never seemed to bother one another. There were no hasty
tempers or scenes and any windfall for one was shared
by all.
“We were gloriously happy,” continued the successful
Grace Moore of today, looking back on this almost-gypsy
sequence of her life. “We were young adventurers with
high hopes and empty stomachs. It is one of the most color¬
ful memories of mv past. My whole life, indeed, has been
like a necklace (I won’t say a string of pearls), with each
little link vivid and shining. There is not one of them I
would care to discard. There are no regrets. But of all the
triumphs I have to look back upon, all the little climaxes of
real pleasure, none stands out more clearly than that mo¬
ment I burst into our little attic room, my arms loaded
with delicatessen delights, to announce to my fellow
gypsies that I had a job! From now on we were
going to eat! The manager of a small Village

Left, the Grace Moore of today, whom
you’ll be seeing in Columbia's "Love Me
Forever." Below, as she appeared in
Irving Berlin's "Music Box Revue." Right
below, Gracie's mother, father and sis¬
ter journeyed from Jellico to share the
triumph of her Metropolitan debut.
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cafe, The Black Cat, had that day engaged me to sing
during the dinner hour. I was to sing for my supper, really,
but there would also be a small weekly pay check. We were
in heaven.”
For four months, the Black Cat engagement was a suc¬
cess in every way. Grace’s songs were the toast of the
Village and drew such continued patronage that her salary
was increased to $75.00 a week. A year earlier, this would
have been spent with high disregard for the future; but five
hungry months in New York had taught the ambitious
young Southern lady a handy lesson in economy and the
rainy day. Out of her salary, Grace managed to save twothirds, so that when her distracted father arrived in New
York to plead with his daughter to return home she could
refuse. She could show him her savings; and that was what
ultimately sent the worthy gentleman back to Jellico alone.
DUT Fate decreed that those precious savings were not
to be spent, as Grace had planned, on a course of voice
lessons. The smoky room and the long hours at The Black
Cat brought on a minor tragedy. Suddenly, unexpectedly,
she lost her voice. At first, she thought it to be a cold that
would pass away soon. But as the days went by and she
still couldn’t talk above a whisper, she realized it was far
more serious. At the end of two weeks it was necessary to
cancel her Black Cat engagement and seek medical aid.
As doctor after doctor, remedy after remedy failed, the
girl became desperate. Because she was so nervously ill
and lost weight so alarmingly, (Continued on page 68)

By WALTER

RAMSEY
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Starving gaily in Greenwich Village - losing her voice for months blundering through her first musical-taking a desperate chance in New
York-and then thrilling success, and the first big step towards her goal!
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left upperarm was so badly bruised
that she could not for a long time
raise her arm to a horizontal po¬
sition.
There could be no thought of
trying to work for at least six
weeks. The morning after the ac¬
cident the producer for whom Joyce
was to have gone to work tele¬
phoned to ask if the notice which
he had just read in the Examiner
about the accident were true, and
IVfidge tearfully confirmed it.
“Couldn’t you wait for Joyce?”
Midge ventured hopefully. “She’ll
be ready to work in six weeks.”
He laughed and said, “Say, the
picture will be finished and run¬
ning in Podunk Falls by then. ^
Sorry. Tell her to give me a ring
when she gets out and maybe we
can get together on something else.”
And added, as an afterthought, “If
she isn’t scarred up .too bad.”
The next day Hollywood’s Lady
Boswell wrote in her column with
customary sang froid and lugubri¬
ous cheer:
“The many old friends of Joyce Wells are wondering
if she will ever again work before the cameras. Joyce
was about to start work in her comeback picture and
your correspondent, always ready to give the deserving
a big hand, was silently cheering over her Remington
when the unfortunate accident occurred. We have it on
good authority that poor Joyce’s once so lovely face
will be totally unrecognizable when the bandages are
removed. Ah, my friends, life, as Shakespeare has said—
or was it Milton?—is a cruel mistress. Cheerio until
tomorrow.”
After Joyce had read that item it took Dr. Burns more
than an hour to convince her that it had no foundation in
fact. And after he had calmed her, Dr. Burns was in such
a rage himself at the columnist’s publication of such villain¬
ous misinformation that he mailed that lady a letter crammed
with stinging vituperation.
One far-reaching effect of the notice in the column which
appeared in newspapers all over the country was Frank
Wells’ sudden, unexpected arrival at Joyce’s bedside three
days later.
Midge said afterward, when she was able to laugh once
more, that you could have knocked her over with a canebottomed chair. She’d been thinking of Frank ever since
the accident, feeling sure that she should send for him, even
pleading with Joyce to allow her to do so. And then to
see him suddenly bob up at the door like an answer to a
prayer—well!
His first words were, “Mamma, why didn’t yop let me
know our little girl was hurt? I could have been here two
days ago.”
And then her face, which she had held so straight these
last months, suddenly turned to crackleware and she plumped
down in his embarrassed embrace and let herself go. He
kept saying, “There, there, Mamma. Don’t cry. Everything’s
going to be all right.” And it did make her feel better, but
it opened the sluice gates of her tears wide. After a while
Frank said, “You’ve cried enough, Margaret. Hadn’t you
better take me up to see her?”
She blew her nose gustily, then took him by the hand and
led him upstairs.
“You and Joyce got it mighty nice here,” he commented.
The room where Joyce lay was dark, the shades pulled.
Midge took him silently over to the bed, leaned over and
spoke quietly to Joyce who lay with wide open eyes staring
at the ceiling.
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The story of beautiful Joyce, who fell
f rom

stardom

into obscurity

and

struggled to regain her past glory
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N her wildest dreams, Joyce had never imagined any¬
thing so frightful as that drunken drive homeward
through the dense fog. With Corey’s kisses still warm
on her lips, with the sudden realization of their love
still glowing in her heart, it was an unbelievable nightmare
that she should be careening through the canyon beside Tad
Rutledge. She wanted to scream, tried to get control of the
car by subterfuge and cunning, but he insisted obstinately,
“I always drive better when I'm a bit tight.”
An hour ago, it wouldn’t have made so much difference
whether she lived or died. So many disappointments had
come to her that forgetfulness might almost have been a
blessed relief. For Joyce Wells, once the motion-picture idol
of millions, was out of work and almost penniless; Joyce
Wells was trying to make a comeback—at the age of twentyfour ! But in one short hour, everything had changed.
Corey loved her and she loved Corey! How could she have
been so blind? As director and star, they had worked to¬
gether in many pictures, and she had never realized before.
Now—
Suddenly it happened. She felt the car sway more wildly
than ever, she saw the headlights glaring on a tree just
ahead, she was conscious of being hurtled forward—not into
space, but into the splintered windshield! Then oblivion.
Returning consciousness found her in Corey’s arms. He
had followed as best he could, but he couldn’t prevent the
crash. Tad wasn’t hurt, only drunk. But Joyce—Joyce’s
face was bloody, her eyes stared at Corey in horror. He
knew what she was thinking, for he had thought of it, too.
A comeback wasn’t an impossibility, with youth, experience,
and beauty—but without that beauty? A comeback with
scars?
She fainted again and he held her close. To him, only one
thing in the world really mattered. Scars or no scars, Joyce
must not die.
NJO one except Midge and Corey Preston was allowed to
^ see Joyce. The doctor, after the first visit, when he
had stayed in attendance all night, called once a day. There
was nothing he could do but attempt to bolster her morale
and urge her to have patience until the bandages could be
safely removed. Her eyes had, miraculously, been saved,
but there was a gash extending from her left eyebrow
straight to her hairline, and another short scar along the
right side of her nose. On the second day after the accident
large areas of her body turned purple, and a muscle in her
54

“Joyce, darling. Your father’s here. Isn’t that nice?”
Frank Wells reached down and took his daughter’s hand,
then bent over and found her lips amongst the bandages.
Neither of them spoke for a moment, but Frank laid his
hand tenderly on her shoulder. She tried to speak then, but.
he put his finger to his lips and cautioned her to be still.
“Everything will be all right, my baby,” he said finally. “I
took care of you and your mother for years—I can do it
again.”
The tears were coursing silently down Joyce’s cheeks in¬
to the bandages, and she knew she must not cry—it might

tear the sutures open. Bravely she winked back her tears.
“You thought I needed you,” she whispered, and patted
her father's hand lovingly.
It was good, during those long weeks of uncertainty, to
have Frank Wells in the house. He learned immediately
the strained state of their finances and took over all the little
odds and ends of business which Joyce had left undone and
Midge would have been unable to cope with. He drew
quite ruthlessly upon his small savings to pay outstanding
debts, to take care of the doctor’s bill, and to hire a much
needed servant.
He even met Tad Rutledge, when that young man finally
worked up courage to call with a vast floral contribution.
Joyce did not see Tad, but after he had left her father came
to her and remarked with simple conviction, “I don’t think
you’ll have any more bother with that lad. He’s not really
a bad boy at heart. I think this trouble will be his saving.
He’s a very chastened young man.” (Continued on page 73)

Joyce wanted to be alone with Dr. Burns when
the bandages were removed.
She could not
bear the eyes of her father and mother and
Corey upon her until she had seen for herself
what the outcome of the accident was to be.
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All Patterns 15c Each in Stamps or Coin I Coin PreferredI

Style No. 3145—You’ll love
this youthful cotton dress,
individualized by shoulder
yoke that covers the arms.
The skirt has flounced
insets at sides, which while
allowing ample width are
easy to keep pressed and
orderly. Designed for sizes
14, 16, 18 years, 36, 38
and 40-inch bust. Size 16
requires 3yards of 39inch
material
with
%
yard of 39-inch contrast¬
ing. Price, 15c. Use the
coupon below for ordering.

Style No. 3108 — Here’s a dashing
little sun-back dress with a bolero
jacket. It is just as much at home in
town as in the country or at the
beach. Shirting cotton, pastel linen,
tub silks, etc., are nice materials. De¬
signed for sizes 14, 16 and 18 years,
36, 38 and 40-inch bust. Size 16 re¬
quires 2% yards of 39-inch material
for dress with % yard of 35-inch ma¬
terial for dressy bolero.
Price, 15c.

3108

3145

Movie Mirror Pattern Department
1926 Broadway, New York City
Please find enclosed.Send me
Nos.:

Name..
Address
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Sizes:

3108

On sand or sea, the smartest bathing suit you can wear this summer is one of simple cut. Here's a
brief number—a satin lastex that fits snugly and flatters the figure in the right places. Panties are
of marine blue and halter top is white. This and the costumes on the following pages were designed
by I. Magnin, California; pictures posed by Maureen O'Sullivan; photographed exclusively by Clarence
Sinclair Bull of M-G-M for Movie Mirror. Here you will find an ideal wardrobe for the summer months.

Demure in front and daring in back—it
ail depends on which way you look at
this white linen frock (below) with its
little blue and white dotted tie. When
you slip off the smart white swagger
coat and turn your suntanned back to
the public, you are up-to-the-minute in
fashion.

White shoes and an off-the-

face white hat complete the stunning
outfit that's

Turquoise blue is the fashion
note in color for the summer.
You'll want a dress like the one
shown above for your summer
wardrobe.
with

a

This

double

is

of

Buster

blue,
Brown

collar, painted rings down the
center of the bodice and a
chiffon

hankie

pocket—all

in

in

the

brown.

skirt
Mau¬

reen's large leghorn hat with
the

special

crown

treatment

(also shown in the sketch) car¬
ries a matching brown band.

sure

to

get

your

manl

Summer means a plentiful supply of
white wash gloves and those little
white or colored berets which you can
buy anywhere for a dollar. The berets
take many washings and are still the
smartest summer hats. In fact, white
accessories are just the thing and
Maureen's white bag and large white
bracelets set off her suntanned arms
(right). Turn the page for a detailed
description of the dress and jacket.

Shorts are fairly long this summer and
are simple but saucyl If you go in for
sports on beach or green, you'll need
an outfit like the one below.
These
are of silk and linen mixture.
One
half of the blouse is of robin's egg
blue and the other half is of burnt
orange.
Of course, colors are quite
dashing, but an all white outfit is also
attractive.
Sandals and
a large
white carry-all bag which Maureen
shows are necessities this summer.

If you

are

going

to the

mountains for your vaca¬
tion this will suit for the
trip—a coat and skirt of
homespun in shades of red
on

a

beige

background,

with a wide red belt (left).
The elbow length sleeves on
the jacket make it suitable
for

warm

days.

The

sketch shows the stitched
blouse worn underneath of
beige

linen

painted

with
red

a

big

button

(they're the vogue) at the
throat.

Maureen's bag is

of matching red and beige
in

serviceable

raffia.
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Can Movie Mirror advise you on what to wear?
Do you know what
style and line suits you best? Would you like to know what your type
of girl is wearing in Hollywood now? Address Gwenn Walters, 6715
Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood, enclose a stamped, self-addressed
envelope, and she will be glad to answer your fashion questions.

If you can only afford four summer frocks, here they are. At the ex¬
treme lower left is a washable silk that you can wear in the city. White
polka dots relieve the rust colored background and the white waffle
pique trim (the flowers, too, are piaue) are in the mode. The tiny front
peplum ana the straight neckline collared only at the back, add intriguing
notes. In the center, the frock of crepe with two shades of blue flowers
against a field of white makes a delightful afternoon dress. The pockets,
sleeves and collar are edged with applique of the flowers cut from the
fabric—an effective trimming. Note the pleats from pockets to hem.

Above is a seersucker frock of red,
yellow and green.
When the
jacket is removed a play frock ap¬
pears, with a straight skirt and no
pleats, but an interesting back
treatment. On the opposite page
is a play suit for beach or
mountain resort.
Maureen wears
a brown linen blouse, turquoise
blue shorts and a long turquoise
blue skirt—the ultra smart color
combination. Big wooden painted
buttons are used on the skirt
front opening.
This is an all
around
outfit which you
can
wear for tennis, golf or hiking.
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OU can’t use makeup on unattractive legs and ex¬
cept in a limited way, you can’t dress them becom¬
ingly. There they are for all the world to see and if
. the calves bulge and the thighs are thick, they are a
real drawback to a girl’s appearance.
She feels self-con¬
scious in a bathing suit and unhappy in shorts.
•Everybody wants pretty legs. Well, you can have them,
especially since thighs and legs respond even more quickly
to the proper exercises than hips do!
So if yours don’t
seem to be all you might wish, here’s the way to begin
making them over. These exercises should do much for
over-fat or bulgy legs if you do them regularly.
While you’re improving the actual shape of your legs,
don’t forget to keep the surface well groomed, too. Some
girls do not need to remove superfluous, hair, but those who
do, need to very much. Superfluous hair is ugly under sheer
stockings and much worse without any stockings.
There
is always the question, to shave or not to shave, or to.
use a depilatory. You must decide it for yourself, but
whichever method you choose, use it regularly. Make it
a part of your beauty schedule just as you do your shampoo.
Give your stocking buying real thought. Don’t just buy
a pair of stockings and leave it at that. See that your hose
blend with your costume. Make sure you get the right
kind to wear with sandals and other low-cut shoes. These
are sometimes called sandal stockings and the heavier rein¬
forcement is kept out of sight. You will find it a saving
in stockings, too, if you buy the specially designed ones for
use with oxfords, for in these the reinforcement is carried
high over the instep. And don’t forget that silk stockings,
especially, should be rinsed out after every wearing in a mild
soap and warm water.
An alluring stunt for evening is to have your stockings
the exact shade of your slippers. Honey beige sheer stock¬
ings with honey beige plain satin slippers make a lovely
combination.
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Are you sure that the seams of your stockings are per¬
fectly straight all the time? A wravy line up the back
of your leg is unattractive and quite unnecessary if you take
the time to adjust your garters properly.
Dress your legs with the same taste and thought with
which you select the rest of your wardrobe. Keep them well
groomed and do these exercises every single day till you
have your legs down to the proportions which will make
them a beautiful asset to you and not a liability.

W

HEN you start these exercises, hold yourself down to
the five times mentioned. You’ll probably be stiff and
sore the next day even with that, which will show you are
beginning to benefit from what you’ve done. Don’t begin
to increase the count till you find you can do without strain¬
ing, but on the other hand, don’t be lazy about it.
Do
them as many times as you can, as fast as you can, be¬
cause you want to work up to twenty times each, which is
enough to give you a real workout.
No exercises will straighten bowlegs or knockknees.
These conditions can sometimes be helped by a good ortho¬
pedic surgeon. Look at your legs with a cold, critical eye,
and if they don’t please you, start right in with :
- THE SITTING KICK: Sit down on the floor with arms
stiff, .your palms flat down at your sides on the floor,
slightly to the back. (Look at the picture for this position.)
Keep your right leg pretty well under you, the left leg
extended. Now raise your body so your weight is on your
right foot and your hands. With the left toe pointed and
the leg straight, kick directly up, trying to get your left
knee up as far toward your left shoulder as you can. Repeat
five times. Reverse position and repeat with the right leg.
THE KNEE PULL: You'll need someone to help you
with this, as it’s that extra push that does the trick. Lie on
your back with your arms at your sides, your legs out¬
stretched together and your toes pointed forward.
Have

your assistant put her right hand on your left knee and
times. Reverse the position and repeat with the left leg
her left hand on your left instep. Then pull your left knee
bent. This is a pretty strenuous piece of work, and you’d
upwards to your chest as far as possible while your as¬
better have your friend hold your wrists till you have done
sistant offers resistance.
Let her return your leg to the
it long enough to have strengthened those muscles and can
starting position without resistance or pressure on your
hold yourself upright without straining.
part. Repeat five times. Reverse the position and repeat
KNEE RAISE: Stand with your heels together and your
with the right leg.
hands clasped behind your head with your elbows out side¬
BICEPS PULL: Lie on your stomach with your toes
ways. Raise your right knee up as close to the chest as
touching the floor and your arms at sides, palms down. Have
possible. Be sure to keep your left leg straight and to
your assistant place her right hand on your left heel. Now
point your right toe. Repeat this twenty times as fast as
pull your leg up as close to your buttock as possible. Your
you can, and still do it with a good smart snap to it. Re¬
assistant should now give a final stretch with her left hand
verse and repeat with the left leg. Increase the count slowly
pressed firmly against your toes pushing the foot completely
till you can do it forty times with each leg. This is par¬
ticularly hard on those bumps of fat on the thigh just below
to your buttock. Repeat five times. Reverse the position
the hips.
and repeat with the right leg.
THE DUCK WALK: Sit in a squatting position. Fold
SINGLE LEG SQUAT: From a standing position, with
your heels together and your arms extended straight over¬
your arms across your chest. In this position start walk¬
head, your stomach in and your back straight, squat down
ing, being sure to put your heels down first. Start with
ten steps and gradually increase to twenty. This is good
on your right leg, keeping your left leg straight forward
for the front of your thighs..
and off the floor.
Be sure to
Follow the above instructions
keep the arms directly overhead
Sheila Mannors, whose next Columbia picture
and the body straight, as there
with the aid of the illustrations
will be "Beyond the Evidence," gets in shape
is a tendency to allow the body
on this page, especially posed to
for the summer display of legs and thighs
show you the correct positions.
to sway forward.
Repeat five
with the able assistance of Trainer Andy Toth.
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When you think of summer desserts,

,

think of fruits then try these new
and different ways of serving them

D

O you know what the most important part of a meal is? It’s
the way you feel afterward, and I’m not trying to be funny
either.
That is the test of a properly planned, properly
cooked menu. And to achieve- this grand result, you simply
must choose your dessert with reference to the rest of the meal.
No woman with sense would serve sandwiches with the soup at the
beginning of a dinner, and yet so many people will put rich, heavy
shortcake at the end of a rich, heavy meal, which is really almost as bad.
Your dessert should balance the menu. If you are entertaining
guests at a simple luncheon of clear bouillon, cold cuts and salads, this
is the place for a delicious extravaganza in hearty sweetness. For
such a lunch, serve a dessert like this Pineapple Cake, which is not
only unusual in its spicy flavor, with its fruit top and shiny crust,
but is the prettiest cake imaginable to look at.
Either canned or fresh pineapple slices will do, and I find that
light molasses is better than dark. It blends with, but doesn’t mask,
the delicate fruit taste. This recipe may sound a trifle complicated,
but if you’ll follow it out just as I’ve written it, you will find it very
simple.
Pineapple Cake

For the top
\y2 tabls. butter
y2 cup light molasses
Pineapple slices (about seven)
A few nut meats
A few seedless or seeded raisins
This is a cake, all right, but it starts out in a frying pan and
ends up in the oven, so you need a very heavy iron frying
pan, the kind generally called a
skillet. Put this on the fire with
the butter {Continued on page 103)

Right. Gail Pat¬
rick tucking into
a slice of cheese
cake, the dessert
that leads the
field at the Brown
Derby Restaurant.
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Pauline Nelson will send you her own
recipe for shortcake which you should
have, now that tha fruit season is in
full swing, and a basic recipe for fruit
mousse which you'll be enthusiastic
about because it takes little time to
put together, has a simply divine taste
and can be used with almost any fruit.
Don't forget that Pauline Nelson will
be glad to help with any of your cook¬
ing problems—new recipes, old ones
and special menus. Send your letter to
Pauline Nelson, c/o MOVIE MIRROR,
7751
Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.
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JIFFY KODAK V. P.— gives you the latest
creation

of

Eastman

designers

...

a

smart, small camera that gets good pic¬
tures. V. P. stands for
and

it

really

fits.

"vest pocket"—

Opens

the touch of a button.

for action

at

Eye-level finder.

Takes ls/s x 2»/a-inch pictures. Costs but $5.

EYE-LEVEL FINDER

MODERN STYLING

ACTION FRONT

MOLDED CASE

liSlil

ese neweri\a
show what your old camera lacks

Y

JIFFY KODAK—Works so fast it

had to be called "Jiffy.” Touch a
button—"Pop”—it opens. Touch
another—"Click”—it gets the
picture. Extra smartness in its
etched metal front. For 214x314inch pictures, $8. For 216x414•
inch pictures, $9.
BROWNIE —Old reliable of the
picture-making world. The
finest models ever, the Six-16
and Six-20, have the clever
Diway lens for sharp pictures
of near and distant subjects.
Six-16 Brownie makes 216 x 414inch pictures, costs $3.75... the
Six-20 makes 2Mx314-inch pic¬
tures, costs $3.

OU SIMPLY CAN’T SHOW your picture¬
taking ability with an out-of-date camera
—any more than you can show your driving
ability with an obsolete car.
Older cameras simply don’t measure up to
1935 standards. Look at these new models.
Check over their features. To their other
fine points, add better lenses and shutters
than you could ever before buy at the price.
Get behind a new Kodak or Brownie and
find how skillful you really are. Your dealer
has the model you want. Kodaks from $5 up;
Brownies as low as $1. What other pastime
will give you so much for so little?... Eastman
Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y. ... Only
Eastman makes the Kodak.
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MOVIE MIRROR'S
CROSSWORD
PUZZLE
MOVIE MIRROR awards $20
for the best original puzzle
submitted in March, to Mr.
Henry Bruno, 2048 North Lavergne Ave., Chicago, III.
Why not try your luck? You
may win the same amount.
You must create a new and
original puzzle. No trick words,
no phoney definitions, please.
We cannot under¬
take to return puz¬
zles. Address Puzzle
Editor, Movie Mirror,
New York, N. Y.

22

&
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ANSWER
TO LAST
MONTH'S PUZZLE
ACROSS
1. First name of your favor¬
ite magazine
6. She’s in “Lottery Lover”
14. She plays in “Ruggles of
Red Gap”
16. Grown-up star of “The
Little Colonel”
17. Comedienne with the late
Marie Dressier
18. McCrea’s wife
20. Perform
21. Organ of sight
22. Glen Boles in “Babbitt”
23. Husband of Jobyna Ral¬
ston
24. Cantor’s wife
25. The lieutenant in “Lives
of a Bengal Lancer” ,
26. Exclamation
27. Schnozzola’s initials
28. Terminal point
29. Betsy Trotwood in “David
Copperfield”
31. He was Juror No. 12 in
“Judge Priest”
32. Played in “The Painted
Veil”
34. Deceased opera star
36. Irving Thalberg’s wife
38. Robert Young’s father in
“West Point of the Air”
39. She was Ellen Smith in
“By Your Leave”
40. Girl’s name
41. She plays David’s mother
in “David Copperfield”
42. Southern state (abbrev.)
43. Cry of a sheep
44. Act
45. Objects of worship
46. Wife of George Burns
48. Adam in “Vanessa : Her
Love Story” (init.)
49. Soon
50. Round
51. Perform
52. Husband
of Adrienne
Ames
53. Last name of your favor¬
ite magazine
58. Elizabeth in “The Barretts
of Wimpole Street”
61. Jogging pace
63. Born
64. Middle
name
of
Sally
Eilers’ husband
66. A balance
67. The Colonel in “Lives of
a Bengal Lancer”
70. Cowboy star
71. Piece of baked clay
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72.
73.
74.
76.
77.
79.

80/
83.
85.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
96.
97.
98.
99.
101.
102.
104.
106.
107.
108.

Course
Domestic quadruped
Enemy
World’s
heavyweight
champion
Note of the scale
He’s Attorney Pander in
“Romance in Manhat¬
tan”
Her next is “Goin’ to
Town”
Star
of
“The County
Chairman”
Babbie in “The Little
Minister”
Adversary
He starred in “Count of
Monte Cristo”
Like
Old age
Columbia’s singing star
Drinks to the health of
Total
Stan Laurel’s ex-partner
God of love
Mother
Periods of time
Small bed
Printing measure
Slender bristle
Star of “British Agent”
Benson in “Behold My
Wife”
Use with an effort
She will star in “Merrily
We Roll Along”

DOWN
1. Fox featured player, first
name Rosita
2. Star of “Charlie Chan in
Paris”
3. W. S. - Dyke is a
noted director
4. “Dealers
Death”
tells the truth about
war
5. Star of “Kid Millions”
6. Father
7. “Gentlemen - Born”
8. Endeavor
9. Organ of sight
10. He’s Benjie in “Vanessa:
Her Love Story”
(init.)
11. She starred in “Blind
Date”
12. Precious metal
13. He played Elmer in “Im¬
itation of Life”

M A C D O N A L D1J A M E S D U N N
R A E
L 1 R A
M U O L A
H A L E #C A R wP 1 L L
T 1
O N S mB L E E
L
mA L E c
L D
E R A
C A R
Y E A R I
T
O V E R T U R E s
s T E N
i
P E N T
/// s A N K
wS E E
B L u N T
D MN E A R s
D0
E A L s
B A
N
E N S u E
B ZZ L i N 0 V i S r W
R E D
A 1 MiT Y L E R
E w 1
B
s '///.E V E R ii s i F A C E R M E
A Rl 1 A
D 1 C Ki
D E E
N E D S p A R K S ... M U S T
E
T
S E T
R E S
N A N A
O T s
R 0 A R S#C O R N
B
N 1 c
R 1 O G A R Y
L A
N A V E # R $ H A R M#
E E
A L L AG H E R
Y Gl R A N

U N A
14. He starred in
1 N
“The
White
R V/ B
Parade”
M E
15. She will be in
“China Seas”
H A R
with Gable
0 C T
16. Anything that
O K
binds
T
H
17. “- Dynamite”
C A
is a mystery 1
P
L
drama coming
A S
soon
U T E
19. His first name is
L A N
Nelson ; he was
N 1
in
“Student
C
D
Tour”
H 1
20. Maureen O'Sulli¬
1 R E
van in “David
C A R
Copperfield”
23. You’ll see her in
“Rumba” with George
Raft
25. Male cats
26. Plane surfaces
27. Poked
30. Wife of Ralph Forbes
31. Dancing star of “Rob¬
erta”
32. Clara Bow’s husband
33. Birthplace of Sylvia Sid¬
ney (abbrev.)
34. Company (abbrev.)
35. Wife of Ronald Burla
37. Single units
38. You’ll see her in “Travel¬
ing Saleslady”
39. Lyle, whom you’ve seen in
many mysteries
40. Advertisement (abbrev.)
41. Bustle
42. “Anna Karenina” is her
latest
45. Uninjured
47. Permit
49. Units
50. Implement for propelling
a boat
51. Exclamation
52. Cent (abbrev.)
54. Internal
55. “Ruggles of - Gap”
stars Laughton
56. RKO-Radio player ;
her
first name is Virginia
57. Cousin Egbert in “Rug¬
gles of Red Gap”
58. Observe
59. Star of “The Man Who
Reclaimed His Head”
60. He’s Adolph Mengle, Jr.,
in “Maybe It’s Love”
62.. Wife of Arthur Sheekman

W/
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%

%
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64.
65.
67.
68.

Francis Dee’s husband
Upon
Becomes steady
Stuttering comedian

69. Negative
70. “The Little Minister”
74. Old time serial star, seen
in talkies occasionally
75. Star of “Grand Old Girl”
78. Fourth month (abbrev.)
79. Hamp Baxter in “Tran¬
sient Lady”
80. He was in “Sweet Ade¬
line” with Irene Dunne
81. Weird
82. You’ll hear Lovely Look At in “Roberta”
83. Bellowed
84. Obtains
85. Exclamation of surprise
86. He plays the smuggler in
“The Best Man Wins”
87. Nick -■ is in “One
More Spring”
88. Fish eggs
91. Disfigure
93. “I -- a Thief” stars
Ricardo Cortez
94. She
was
Bo-Peep
in
“Babes in Toyland”
95. He was Gabney in “Gift
of Gab”
99. Paramount player,
name Jack
100. Sailor
102. Entire number
103. Court
104. Pronoun
105. Right (abbrev.)

first

*
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Beauty reigns on the modern beach! And from every sea breeze,
every swooping gull and every bronzed goddess you’ll hear the
credit line, “ Thanks to the Swim Suits of B. V. D.” • Their lovely
colors flash against sun-tanned arms and legs like jewels. They’re
as much a part of their owner’s anatomy as her eyelashes. And
from their evening gown backs to their fashioned bodices, they
know every dressmaker art and artifice to streamline, to shape
and to silhouette. • From Nassau, from Bermuda, and from all
the swimming South come tidings of their triumphs. Wherever
you go this Summer you‘11 find the seas and sands decked and
adorned by B.V. D. The B. V. D. Company, Inc., Empire State
Building, New York. Also made and sold in Canada.
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The True Life Story of Grace Moore
(Continued from page 53)
Blanche suggested that Grace return to her
home until her family could cure her. But
a terrible fear gripped her heart: Perhaps
she would never sing again!
Until she
knew the definite answer to this heart¬
breaking question, she would never rest.
With choking uncertainty tearing at her
heart, she finally managed an audition with
that great voice instructor, Dr. Mario
Marafiotti. The day of the audition, she
was so weak that her knees would hardly
support her and great tears streamed down
her face as she tried valiantly to sing for
him.
Marafiotti’s heart was touched by the
plight of the unhappy girl.
“Your voice
will come back,” he assured her, gently.
“I do not know when, maybe two months,
maybe two jrears. You must rest.
You
must go away where you may have soli¬
tude, quiet, no talking, no singing for six
months at least.”
No prison term pronouncement was ever
received with a heavier heart. But if she
was ever to sing again she knew the great
doctor must be obeyed. Two days later,
thanks to the Black Cat savings account,
she was on her way to a small cabin on
the St. Lawrence River.

N

OTHING to do all day long but read
endless books, write long letters, hike
along the river roads and study languages.
Bed, as soon as the sun went down. Simple
food.
Silence everywhere; terrible, un¬
ending calm.
When she finally returned to New York,
she found the isolation had been a bless¬
ing in disguise. The rest had done won¬
ders not only for her voice but for her ap¬
pearance as well. She had gained not only
needed weight but a new confidence. Once
again, the world was hers to conquer.
Her first musical engagement was
with a fairly successful road show, “Suite
Sixteen,”
in which Blanche, too, ap¬
peared. The show opened in Buffalo, New
York, and was managed by B. C. Whitney.
Grace’s ingenue role was not of stellar
importance; in fact, had she not used super
salesmanship and quite a few fibs con¬
cerning her experience she would never
have been engaged in the first place. She
convinced the manager, via the “great ex¬
perience” gag, that she should be allowed
to design her own costumes and take care
of her own makeup. Just before curtain
time, Grace arrived on the stage dressed
for the role. Half the company promptly
fainted! Grace, whose idol of the moment
was Kitty Gordon, had done her ingenue
costume in that manner. A pink taffeta
gown covered with beading, topped with
a huge red hat plus a cockade about a foot
high!
They held the curtain forty minutes,
washed off the amateurish makeup and ap¬
plied a professional one, found an appro¬
priate, gingham gown that any ingenue
could wear and Grace made her debut.
“Suite Sixteen” went rather well for
a while, then busted in a small college
town somewhere in Michigan.
“I must
have been right in the middle of my song
Now You Wiggle, Now You Waggle when
the notice was posted,” she said.
“Any¬
way, between encores, Blanche came to
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whisper in my ear that we were doing the
show for the last time. It was up to
Equity to get the troupe home again.”
Grace and Blanche arrived in New
York the morning of Christmas day.
The sum total of cash between them was
twenty-five cents contributed by Grace and
fifty cents by Blanche.
It was Grace’s
first Christmas away from home (and they
really make a lot of this day in the South)
so she and Blanche were determined to en¬
joy a turkey dinner.
From the station, they went direct to
the apartment of one of their former
friends from the Greenwich Village days
who, by now, had come up in the world, to
Park Avenue, no less. But oddly enough
the young lady, who had developed a
strong social ambition and a very broad
“a” for her vocabulary, said nothing about
dinner. “Where are you girls stopping?”
she drawled idly. Then, to impress them
with the price of the apartment she was
occupying, she said, “There’s a stunning
apartment like mine in this same building
for only $350.00 a month.”
Grace and Blanche exchanged stares and
somehow managed to hold onto their
chairs.
“How reasonable,” they drawled in uni¬
son.
But Blanche was almost paralyzed with
Grace’s next comment:
“Call up the
manager, dear, and see if we can have it
immediately.”
“Are you out of your mind?” gasped
Blanche in a whisper, the moment their
hostess was out of the room.
“I hope not,” replied Grace, “We’ll see.”
When the manager arrived, she turned
on the rest of the story. They were not
only friends of their charming hostess, it
seemed, but they were actually pals of
Kitty Gordon who had just that week
moved out of the same apartment. They
were just back from a successful run in
Chicago and they must have the apartment
immediately.
References?
Payment in
advance? Absurd! They weren’t used to
being questioned like this! Perhaps, per¬
haps they had better go to the Waldorf,
after all.
' I ' HIRTY minutes later, Grace was danc-Iing her way about their magnificent
new apartment while Blanche lay prone
on the satin bed cover with an ice pack on
her head and a hot water bottle at her
feet. The next thing on the program, of
course, was the turkey dinner.
Grace got Rueben’s Cafe on the tele¬
phone.
“How do you do,” she cooed in Rueben’s
ear. “I am Miss Grace Moore, just moved
into the (she gave him the name of the
exclusive apartments) and my friend the
Comtesse D. (Grace and Blanche had met
the lady at a party) asked me to call upon
my arrival in New York and open an ac¬
count with you immediately. I should like
to do so and be billed at the end of each
week.
That’s satisfactory?
Ah, thank
you so much! Now then, will you please
send two complete turkey dinners to my
suite right away?”
She walked from the telephone into the
bedroom and took their remaining seventy-

five cents. “That’s for a tip to the delivery
boy,” she remarked in the direction of
Blanche’s
prostrate figure. “We don’t
want anything to look cheap.”
“Oh, my God!” came a muffled voice
from somewhere deep in the folds of the
pillow Blanche had placed over her head!
It may have been the $350.00 rent bill
and the $10.00 food bill that gave them
the necessary courage to get work, but the
sheer elegance of the apartment must have
had a great deal to do with it, too. At any
rate, it was up to them to do something,
and soon, if they'were to avoid jail.
But soon, at least in time to pay the
rent, came real luck: Grace met Charles
B. Dillingham who was about to produce
“Hitchy Koo,” starring Raymond Hitch¬
cock.
Dillingham turned out to be the
first important producer (not George M.
Cohan as one rumor has it) to take an
interest in Grace Moore’s future. He told
her that she did not have sufficient stage
experience to be trusted with a leading
role in the show, but he could work in a
couple of specialties for her to sing and at
a larger salary than she had ever earned.
Thus Blanche and Grace were saved
from jail, occupied their exclusive apart¬
ment for a month during rehearsals and
then journeyed with the company to Cin¬
cinnati, where the show was to open.
/'^'RACE’S family had never seen her on
the stage and now, since Cincinnati
was close to Jellico, they all moved up in a
body, including many friends of the family,
to attend the grand event.
Of course,
they knew nothing of theaters or show
business and poured backstage in great
numbers at the wrong times. So engrossed
was Grace in greeting them and receiving
them that she missed her first cue!
Hitchcock, a great artist at the game of
ad lib, was amused at this unusual turn of
events. He stood, nonchalantly, in the cen¬
ter of the stage and inquired in a loud
voice, “Well, where is Grace Moore?
Where is our little Grade?”
Mr. Moore, who happened to be sitting
down in the front of the house, added his
voice to the question with, “Yes! Where
the heck is she?
This has been a long
trip!” Grace finally arrived, breathless, be¬
fore her convulsed audience. Hitchcock ad¬
vised her that it was too late to sing her
song. “But I’ve got to sing it!” protested
Grace.
“All my folks are down front
there. They’ve come all the way from
home to hear me sing.” Of course the au¬
dience loved it. They applauded and ap¬
plauded until Grace started to sing. And
she stopped the show. Her song had been
a tremendous hit and the informality of
its presentation no doubt added to its ef¬
fectiveness.
The show was a success on Broadway,
too.
It began to look as though Grace
Moore’s future on the stage was assured.
But musical comedy was a mere stepping
stone to the final goal Grace had set for
herself! At the end of three months, she
turned a deaf ear to offers of agents and
managers alike and made up her mind
she would go to Paris to study for opera.
Music, study, and, eventually, her debut
at the Metropolitan Opera House in New
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York!
She knew it was a hard job and
a distant goal she had chosen, but her
heart was set on it. She sailed for Paris.
Her good friend, Conde Nast, had rec¬
ommended that she study with Trabadello,
the former teacher of Geraldine Farrar,
Mary Garden and Alma Gluck. The teach¬
er was an odd little man wearing a
toupee, high heels, rouge and using the
fluttery, feminine mannerisms of a French
woman. At first, there were only a few
“Oh’s” and “All’s” to sing; but soon, Tra¬
badello had her pushing the piano all over
the room while running the scales and,
at times, would have her pushing up books
with her stomach (remember the scene
in “One Night of Love?” It was a flash¬
back to this actual experience with her
teacher in Paris). When he saw what a
potential star he had found, Trabadello
wanted to sign her to a five-year contract
immediately. Grace declined for two rea¬
sons :
First, she had pushed so many
pianos about the room that she had come
to the conclusion that one had to be an
acrobat, instead of a singer, to make a
career in opera possible; second, a definite
thought that Trabadello was too old, now,
to help her as he had helped the great
Farrar and Garden.
Besides, she knew
she must study French and it had been
suggested that she live with a middle-class
French family in the Montmartre district.
So she left Trabadello and settled down in
the Montmartre of Paris.
KT OW began an exciting time. She was
-L ^ tremendously popular with all the
artists of the Left Bank. The view from
her bedroom window looked down upon the
actual scene of the song in the second act of
“Louise” (and this is the best reason why
“Louise” has always been Grace Moore’s
greatest role. She can visualize the set¬
ting so perfectly that the opera is actually
real to her).
The French was coming easier by now;
her friends were not the usual, hilarious
Paris crowd and she was finally on her
chosen road.
Then she met Irving Berlin.
He was a mutual friend of the family
with whom she lived and he had heard of
her small success in musical comedy. One
day he took her to luncheon at Ciro’s.
“But I don’t want to do any more mus¬
icals,” she laughingly protested when Ber¬
lin offered her the leading role in his new
“Music Box Revue.” “I’ve gone as far
as I care to in musical comedy. Opera is
my next step.”
But, evidently, Berlin’s mind was even
more firmly made up than Grace’s, despite
the fact that he had never actually heard
her sing. During luncheon, a bottle of
wine of very rare vintage was served and
before it was empty they had signed the
most amazing contract in the history of
musical comedy: It was written and signed
on the table cloth at Ciro’s. (This incident
was used in “A Lady’s Morals,” later made
by M-G-M.)
So Grace Moore returned to Broadway
musicals, regretting it down deep in her
heart. The Berlin music was lovely, but
she felt as though she were retracing her
steps, delaying her real opportunity. From
the beginning, things went wrong with the
rehearsals. It seemed that John Steel had
more beautiful songs than she. Costumes
were designed and discarded and rede-
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HOW CAN WE TELL THAT NICE MRS. GATES
WITHOUT HURTING HER FEELINGS ?

SEE?_HER WASHES
TELL SOME AWFUL
TALES-BUT I DON'T
WANT TO BREAK
THE BAD NEWS.

WHAT GORGEOUS
LINENS, MRS.
LORD! MINE
AREN'T HALF
SO WHITE.

PEW

I BET YOUR SOAP
LEAVES DIRT BEHIND
_THAT'S WHAT
GIVES CLOTHES
THAT TATTLE-TALE
GRAY LOOK.

WEEKS

MY, BUT JOAN
LOOKS PRETTY
TODAY. THAT
DRESS SHINES
LIKE SNOW.

Do a little cheering of your own next
washday! Change to Fels-Naptha Soap—
and see what a gorgeous wash you get!
For Fels-Naptha doesn’t skip over dirt
as “trick” soaps do. It speeds out ALL
the dirt—even the deep-down kind.

LEAVE IT TO
ME. I'VE GOT
AN IDEA.

LATER
MANY THANKS
TO YOU_AND
FELS-NAPTHA
SOAP.

Fels-Naptha is a wonder for dainty
things, too. Try it for silk stockings and
undies. Fels-Naptha is kind to hands—
there’s soothing glycerine in every golden
bar. Get some Fels-Naptha today!
Fels & Co., Phila., Pa.
£ 1935, FELS <1 CO.

Banish ‘‘Tattle-Tale Gray”

%

with FELS-NAPTHA SOAP!
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signed. Members of the cast were changed.
And then, to climax the situation, Grace
developed a severe case of laryngitis! Ber¬
lin held up the premiere for three days,
sent Grace into the country and held his
breath.
When the show finally opened, the ova¬
tion for Grace Moore was so tremendous
that her knees would not support her. She
sank to the stage, grasping the curtain as
the audience rose to its feet, throwing pro¬
grams in the air and shouting “Brava!
Grace Moore, BRAVA!” It was a thrill
for Grace and for Berlin who had gambled
so heavily on her. After the triumphant
opening performance, Berlin, Grace and
some friends went to Berlin’s apartment
to await the newspaper reviews at dawn.
The critics were lyrical. “A new Elsie
Ferguson, a divine, singing Elsie,” one of
them commented. The following day her
name was up in lights.
She was a star on Broadway ! She was
no longer sorry she had returned, especially
when she learned that several members of
the governing board of the Metropolitan
had been out front the opening night of
the Berlin show.
The following day she was informed
that one of the most powerful members
of that group had not only heard the open¬
ing of the “Music Box Revue,” but was
anxious for her to give the board at the
Metropolitan an audition.
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"They ectuelly ellowed me to weir
the Perfolastic for
10 days on trial ,,..

"and in 10 days,
by actual measure¬
ment, my hips were 3
INCHES SMALLER"

"In a very short time
I had reduced my
hips 9 INCHES and
weight 20 pounds"

r\VE want YOU to test the Perfolastic
^09 Girdle and Uplift Brassiere at our
expense! Test them for yourself for ten days
absolutely FREE! We are so sure that
you, too, can reduce your waist and hips
without diets, drugs or exercises, that we
make this unconditional offer . . ,

REDUCE YourWaist and Hips
{ Inches in 10 Days
... or no cost!
Massage-Like Action Reduces Quickly
■ Worn next to the body "with perfect safety, the
tiny perforations permit the skin to breathe as
the gentle massage-like action removes flabby,
disfiguring fat with every movement, stimulating
the body once more into energetic health!

Don’t Wait Any Longer — Act Today
■ You can prove to yourself quickly and definitely
in 10 days whether or not this very efficient girdle
and brassiere will reduce your waist and hips
THREE INCHES! You do not need to risk one
penny ... try them for 10 days ... at no cost!
SEND FOR TEN DAY

FREE TRIAL

OFFER!

PERFOLASTIC. Inc.
Dept. 287,, 41 EAST 42nd St., New York, N. Y.
Please send me FREE BOOKLET describing
and illustrating the new Perfolastic Girdle and
Brassiere, also sample of perforated rubber and
particulars of your 10-DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER !
Name ___
Address
City-

St ,ite_

Use Coupon or Send Name and Address on Post Card
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T was Mr. Otto Kahn who arranged
for that first audition.
With Dr. Marafiotti, with whom she
was now studying, she prepared an aria
from “La Boheme.”
Came the audition.
The place was packed with executives and
artists. And when Grace Moore stepped
before them she was like a glorious, con¬
fident child. Here was that first giant step
she had always dreamed of and she was
taking it in seven-league boots, a triumph!
They pressed about her after the last
beautiful note of the aria had floated from
her throat, kissing her hand, murmuring
compliments in her ear. She would be
sensational in opera! Mademoiselle wras
glorious; a year or so of intensive study
abroad and the Metropolitan audiences of
New York would be at her feet just as
the musical comedy audiences w’ere even
now ! Could she start right away ?
“But I had to refuse,” said Grace. “I
told them that I owed too much to Mr.
Berlin to throw him down. Then I asked
if I might not work out my contract with
the ‘Music Box Revue’ and come back to
them at the end of the run. They agreed.”
Grace Moore was ushered from that
first audition at the Metropolitan with flags
flying. Now, at last, she was on her way.
The next few months with the “Music
Box Revue” passed as successfully as
the first performance. She lived gaily, con¬
tentedly. Life was very sweet. Now and
then, she imagined herself in love but
always it was nothing more important than
a passing infatuation.
“I shall not even mention the romances
of those days,” she continued, “because they
meant so little, really. My voice, my work,
my friends were the big things in my life.
I was flattered by the attentions of several
men, yes, but they were as unimportant in
my scheme of things, except as devoted
friends, as the flowers and candy they sent.”
But now! At last her contract with Ber¬

lin was nearing its termination. Her ambi¬
tion for an opera career bloomed again.
Now she was ready for that second audi¬
tion. She called the Board of Directors
of the Metropolitan and found they would
be delighted.
Of course she didn’t know—how could
she—she had been too careless in her hap¬
piness to realize the import of what she
read on their faces as they heard her for
the second time. That extra period of
musical comedy had taken its toll of her
voice. Singing the same songs over and
over, always in English, had robbed her
of that stirring quality she had had on the
first audition. As she attempted the beau¬
tiful arias she and Marafiotti had pre¬
pared she began to realize that something
was wrong; her voice sounded, somehow,
tired. The faces of her audience grew
longer and longer. Where were the beauty
and force of that glorious voice they had
heard a few months before? Was this
girl, after all, not fitted for opera?
She finished her second number in com¬
plete silence. No “bravas” and flattery
reached her ears this time. One or two
listeners mumbled polite apologies, “So
sorry, previous engagement, so nice to have
heard you again.”
Grace Moore went off the stage of the
Metropolitan, this time, alone. No flags
flying. Down the stairs, back to her dress¬
ing room at the “Music Box Revue” like
a girl in a dream. It wasn’t possible! She
would be a great singer. They couldn’t
treat her that way. If she hadn’t had a
performance that night, she most certainly
would have had hysterics.
She called Otto Kahn, in Florida, and
told him what had happened. “It was a
failure. They dismissed me with a bored
‘Thank you.’ They don’t dare do that to
me! They don’t dare be that destructive
to any young American singer, with real
ambitions to belong in the Metropolitan!
Why, they had even dared to tell me to
be content with a Broadway career, and
that I would never be an opera star!” But
even the voice of her great friend Kahn
was different! Something dreadful was the
matter.
HE next night, after the “Music Box
Revue” was over, alone and heavy
hearted, she purchased standing room at the
Metropolitan to hear Bori in the last act of
“La Boheme.” As the glorious voice of
Bori struck at Grace’s heart strings, she
suddenly knew what was the matter. She,
Grace Moore, had been careless! She had
grown “easy” in her success.
She had
slipped badly, but maybe she could come
back! She would! She would prove to them
whether or not she was an opera star!
Three days later she sailed for Europe.
Just before she left she called Otto Kahn
and bet him $100.00 that she would be
singing in the Metropolitan within two
years!
She didn’t tell Irving Berlin she was
going. She couldn’t. She merely waited
until the boat was far at sea, then she
sent a wireless :
PLEASE FORGIVE ME BUT I’M
ON MY WAY AT LAST.
In

next

month’s
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Tips on Talkies
(Continued from page 40)
HOLD ’EM YALE (Paramount). Four
racketeers, William Frawley, Andy Devine,
Warren Hvmer and George E. Stone, hire
out to save rich girl Patricia Ellis and see
that she middle-aisles it with papa's choice.
A few laughs in it, that’s all.
l^IT HAPPENED IN NEW YORK
(Universal). A breezy comedy-satire, in
which Gertrude Michael as a vacationing
Hollywood star, Hugh O’Connell as her
manager, Lyle Talbot as a taxi-driver, and
Heather Angel as a telephone operator do
nicely.
V'V'LADDIE (RKO). A wholesome, sweet
story

from

Gene

Stratton

Porter’s

well-

known book, in which little Virginia Weidler steals the show, even from John Beal
and Gloria Stuart.

H Funny-tasting stuff . . . this knitting! Can’t say the broivn
kind is particularly good. Not much flavor. How’s that white
stuff you’ve got. Brother—lemme try a mouthful of that!

>/LES MISERABLES (Twentieth Cen¬
tury). Victor Hugo’s ponderous work ap¬
pears on the screen with Fredric March as
Jean Valjean and Charles Laughton as the
police inspector who never forgot a face
or his duty.
If you like to cry, by all
means go.
LET’S LIVE TONIGHT (Columbia).
Tullio Carminati, an oh-so-wealthy man
who breaks every woman’s heart, including
Tala Birell’s, is so-o-o heart hungry till
Lilian Harvey comes along. The players
do all thev can, but it isn’t much.
y'LlFE

BEGINS

Rogers,

a

tries

AT

small-town

to prove

the

40

(Fox).

newspaper

innocence

of

Will
owner,

Richard

Cromwell, with the help of pretty Rochelle
Hudson.

You’ll chuckle plenty when Slim

Summerville’s

hog-calling

relations

help

break up George Barbier’s political picnic.
Z'LITTLE

ley

Temple, cuter than

dresses,

tries

to

ever in

bring

that place where there’s going to be a new tooth next week.

crinoline

No —you can’t have it! I found it! G’wan off— it’s mine!

together

grandpa, Lionel Barrymore, and
Evelyn Venable.

ttSay, this is sivell—a nice long, hard bone in it! Feels great on

Shir¬

COLONEL, THE (Fox).

her

mother,

You don’t want to miss

Shirley’s dancing up and down the stairs
with Bill Robinson, famous colored dancer.

MACFADDEN’S FLATS (Paramount).
This is the one about the Irishman and the
Scotchman, with the Irishman getting up
in the world only to come down again.
Old as it is, it’s still pretty funny. Walter
Kelly and Andy Clyde are the principals.
MARK OF THE VAMPIRE, THE
(M-G-M).
A murder mystery, with
vampires who suck the blood from, their
victims, bats, rats, owls, and spiders; made
to order for blood-and-thunder addicts.
Lionel Barrymore, Elizabeth Allan, Bela
Lugosi and Lionel Atwill are in it.
WMISSISSIPPI

(Paramount).

Bing

Crosby, a Northerner, is in love with Joan
Bennett,

a

Southerner.

understanding, and

he

There’s

a

becomes a

singer

on W. C. Fields’ old river showboat.
matter when

or

where

Bing sings,

mis¬
No

H Oh, take it, cry-baby! This icoolly stuff’s making you cross...
you need Johnson’s Baby Powder to soothe away the prickles.
It’s so soft, it makes any baby good-natured — even you!"

it’s a

treat.

//MR. DYNAMITE (Universal). Ed¬
mund Lowe, as Mr. Dynamite, newest of
Dashiell Hammett’s detectives, solves three
murders, in a fast-moving, fast-talking
mystery picture. Jean Dixon is full of
sparkling dialogue, and there are comedy
touches bv the carload. A must-see!
/VNAUGHTY MARIETTA (M-G-M).
Victor Herbert’s undying music is more
poignant than ever when sung by Jeanette
MacDonald and Nelson Eddy in a picture
abounding with romance, beautiful back-

iil’m Johnson’s Baby Poivder. . . when I’m on
guard, skin irritations don’t have a chance to get
started! I (slip’ like satin, for I’m made of finest
Italian talc. No sine stearate—and no orris-root.
And does your baby have Johnson’s Baby Soap
and Baby Cream? He should! ??
(Ivnnton/ 'AUfhnttnv
(j Nl* MVffSWlCR (J Nl« JUill
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Hires

never know
ROOT BEER
what a delicious
beverage you're
AT HOME
missing until you
bottle home - made
Hires Root Beer.
Everybody likes it as a
thirst quencher. And it’s
wholesome and nutritious—
it’s accepted by the American
Medical Association’s Committee
on Foods, approved by Good
Housekeeping Bureau.
So easy to make at home—so
economical—8 glasses for 5c.
One bottle of Hires Extract
makes 40 pint bottles of Hires
Root Beer. Just add sugar, yeast,
water. It’s so economical you can
afford to serve it generously.

I

m

grounds, adventure, and above all, the
lovely familiar musical score. See it!
✓✓ONE MORE SPRING (Fox). It’s
about an out-of-work actress, Janet Gaynor, an out-of-work antique dealer, Warner
Baxter, an out-of-work violinist, Walter
King, and a broke banker, who meet in
Central Park.
If you like love stories,
this will be perfect.
PEOPLE WILL TALK (Paramount).
Charlie Ruggles and Mary Boland try to
teach their daughter and son-in-law not to
quarrel, by faking some quarrelling scenes
which turn into the real thing. A not-sofunny comedy.
✓✓PRIVATE WORLDS (Walter Wanger for Paramount). A stimulating pic¬
ture despite
its
hospital-for-the-insane
background, in which Claudette Colbert
gives a subtle performance of great beauty,
Joan Bennett is electrifying, Charles Boyer
is enchanting, and Joel McCrea is quite
perfect. A thriller.
Don’t miss this.
✓RECKLESS (M-G-M). Jean Harlow,
a Broadway dancer, marries Franchot
Tone, socialite son of a rich family, only
to prove that oil and water won’t mix, and
after Tone’s suicide goes back to William
Powell.
Good, breezy hokum.
See it.
RENDEZVOUS AT MIDNIGHT (Uni¬
versal). A muddled mystety-comedy that
mystifies and amuses in spots. Ralph Bel¬
lamy is the Police Commissioner and Val¬
erie Hobson is his accused fiancee.
✓✓ROBERTA
Dunne

for

(RKO).

romance,

There’s

Ginger

Irene

Rogers

for

youth and laughter, and Freddie Astaire
for dances in a mad, thrilling gay picture
that has songs that are swell, lovely wo¬
men’s clothes, and above all Fred Astaire’s
dancing.

See it!

\/RUGGLES

OF

mount).

laugh-provoker

Charles

A

RED

Laughton,

an

GAP

(Para¬

in

English

which

butler,

is

won in a poker game by Mary Boland and
Charlie

Ruggles,

American

and,

customs,

after

decides

to

a

taste
become

of
a

gentleman.
SCARLET PIMPERNEL, THE (United

To avoid oil flavored
imitations insist on

FREE.—a generous trial bottle
of Hires Extract—enough to
make 4 quarts of Hires Root
Reel-to all -who mail the
coupon, enclosing
to cover
postage and handling.
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Artists).
"Scarlet

Leslie Howard, disguised as the
Pimpernel,”

and

Merle

Oberon

✓✓STAR OF MIDNIGHT
(RKO).
Bill Powell in another “Thin Man ’ role,
with Ginger Rogers, this time, as fellow
sleuth.
Mr. Powell turns detective once
more, and there’s a surprise ending to the
mystery.
It’s gay, romantic, and you’ll
like it!
STRANGERS ALL (RKO). This so-so
bit is about an heterogeneous family, May
Robson, as Mom Carter, Billy Bakewell,
a ham actor, James Bush, a budding com¬
munist, and Preston Foster, the one ra¬
tional member of the family.
TIMES SQUARE LADY (M-G-M).
Virginia Bruce inherits her father’s sport¬
ing racket and Robert Taylor is supposed
to talk Miss Bruce out of the business, but
talks himself into love.
Pinky Tomlin
sings some hit tunes in this. Just fair.
TRANSIENT LADY (Universal). A
fast-moving picture, with a Southern back¬
ground. The town loafer is murdered and
Henry Hull, his brother and political boss
of the state plans an elaborate fixed trial.
Gene Raymond and Frances Drake handle
the love interest.
✓VANESSA — HER LOVE
STORY
(M-G-M).
Helen Hayes and Robert
Montgomery marry the wrong people but
eventually work out their lives satisfac¬
torily. If you like action and crisp people
who know their own minds, you will find
this a bit out-dated and pokey.
VAGABOND LADY (Hal Roach). A
fairly fast-moving farce comedy in which
Robert Young, the young play-boy brother,
is asked to entertain
stolid Reginald
Denny’s fiancee, Evelyn Venable. Just a
programmer.
/'WEDDING NIGHT, THE (Samuel
Goldwyn). A simple story of three very
human people, Gary Cooper, a dissipated
novelist, Helen Vinson, his wife, and Anna
Sten, a girl of the soil with whom the
novelist falls in love. ' Their sincere per¬
formances will tug at your heartstrings.
i/^WEST

POINT

(M-G-M).

Wallace

OF

THE

Beery

is

AIR
Robert

Young’s father in a flying thriller in which
the

boy goes through

ventures

at

Randolph

many exciting ad¬
Field.

Rosalind

as his French wife in a story that works

Russell is fine as the villainess and Mau¬

up to an exciting climax and denouement.

reen O’ Sullivan is the girlhood sweetheart.
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Charles Laughton looks on while Josephine Hutchinson gives Freddie March
a manicure. It’s all part of the fun at the Westmore opening.
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Comeback
(Continued from page 55)
Frank took an immediate liking to Corey
Preston and put his seal of approval on
Joyce’s selection of him as a husband.
“You’ve made a sensible choice,” he said.
“Preston strikes me as being A Number
1.” And with a sly twinkle, “You prob¬
ably couldn’t ’a’ done better in Hutchin¬
son.”
Joyce hastened to assure him of one
thing:
“You don’t think I’d marry him
if this leaves me a fright, do you?”
But her father only laughed at her pug¬
nacious resolution:
“If you've got the sense I think you’ve
got you’ll marry him in spite of hell or
high water.
You don’t think he loves
you because you’re beautiful, do you? Why,
it’s just because you’re you.”
“I wouldn’t burden a man—” she began,
but Frank shut her off.
“Oh, tush !” he broke in. “You women !”
But Joyce did not mean to give up with¬
out a fight.
As the time approached for the bandages
to be removed she became increasingly
restless and silent.
She walked about
the house and grounds alone, and when
Midge would start to call to her, or to
follow her, Frank would say, “Let her
be, Margaret. She’s got something on her
mind. When she’s ready to talk she’ll come
to us.”

I

T was vague in her mind for a long
time, something she could not very well
put into words.
Looked at from every
sensible point of view it should not matter
to her whether she ever worked again.
Corey adored her, spent every hour with
her when he was not working. And she
loved him—oh, she was sure of that, surer
than she had ever been before. His was
a deep devotion, a tenderness which some¬
times made her want to cry. Nothing con¬
cerned Corey these days but Joyce and her
happiness.
But when Corey said, “It
doesn’t matter, Joyce, whether you ever
work again,” she agreed with him in her
mind, but something in her drew back
from that thought. It didn’t really matter,
of course, but . . . but what?
Was it that she had to shozv people,
make them realize that Joyce Wells was
not through? It must be more important
than that, something more important to her
alone. Wasn’t it rather that she had to
prove to herself that she was not beaten,
that she was not falling back on Corey
as a way out? She rather thought it was.
It seemed silly to think that she had to
prove herself independent of Corey before
she could allow herself to become depen¬
dent upon him.
But there it was.
And the more she
thought of it the more positive her resolu¬
tion became.
Joyce wanted to be alone with Dr.
Burns when the bandages were removed.
She could not bear the eyes of her father
and mother and Corey upon her until she
had seen for herself what the outcome was
to be.
She met the doctor at the door,
and could not keep the excitement of the
moment out of her eyes.
“You all wait down here,” she cried. “Dr.
Burns and I have a little business to attend
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• You cannot be really
charming unless your
eyes are attractive, and
it is so easy to make them
so instantly with the
harmless, pure Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids.
First a light touch of
Maybelline Eye Shadow
blended softly on your
eyelids to intensify the
color and sparkle of your
eyes, then form gracef ul,
expressive eyebrows with
the smooth-marking
Maybelline Eyebrow
Pencil. Nowafew, simple
brush strokes of harm¬
less Maybelline Mascara
to your lashes to make
them appear long, dark,
andluxuriant, and presto
—your eyes are beauti¬
ful and most alluring!
Care for your lashes by
keeping them soft and
silky with the pure May¬
belline Eyelash Tonic
Cream — to be applied
nightly before retiring,
and be sure to brush and
trainyour brows with the
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signed Maybelline Eye¬
brow Brush. All May¬
belline Eye Beauty Aids
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The two of them went upstairs, Joyce
running hurriedly ahead and Dr. Burns
puffing at the exertion. “Don’t hurry me,”
the others heard him say, “or you’ll have a
case of carditis on your hands—and you
can’t put bandages on that.”
The three of them were left to wait
together. Midge sat in a chair and fid¬
geted. “You men,” she said, “can never
know what such a thing as this means to
a girl.”
Frank winked at Corey, and he smiled.
A silent bond of friendship had grown up
between these two, for while their lives
had little in common, their philosophies—
though neither would have thought of him¬
self as having a philosophy—were strangely
akin. The one had seen little of the world,
but his heart and his gentleness had taught
him acceptance of people as they are. And
the other, younger in years and older in
experience had learned, after many pain¬
ful attempts to alter people to fit his con¬
ceptions, that the only way to help people
is to let them alone, allow them to make
mistakes, and then be ready with under¬
standing when they have stumbled and
fallen.
HT HE two men walked to the window and
stood silent for a long time. Then quite
naturally Frank dropped his hand on
Corey’s shoulder and said in a low voice
which Midge could not overhear:
“If she’s not just as she was, I’m
sorry for both of you.”
Corey said, “Thanks. I think I know.”
“I’ll do everything I can for you. You
know that, too.”
Joyce’s voice from the balcony inter¬
rupted.
“Look!” she cried. “Look at
my face!”
From where they stood they could detect
no scars at all, and it was not until after
she had rushed downstairs that they saw
two fine, pink seams where the skin had
grown together. Laughing, she ran to
Corey and kissed him, tears streaming
down her face. “Dr. Burns says you’ll
have to use a microscope to find them in
six months! God bless his skilled hands!
You’d never be able to discover them if
I had grease paint on my face! N ow all
I need is a job—but, how I need a job.”
Corey, holding her in his arms, said,
“You don’t need a job, darling. Of course,
if you want one, that’s different.”
She hugged him. kissed him and whisp¬
ered, “Blessed, I knew you’d understand.
I don’t need it, I know. But I’ve got to
prove something to somebody.”
“Not yourself, by any chance?”
“Stop reading my mind, will you?”
It was decided that they should all cele¬
brate the victory of science over wind¬
shields. They said it would be no party
at all without Dr. Burns. It was Wednes¬
day night and they would all go to the
Cocoanut Grove and eat and dance. Every¬
body would be there. “I haven’t eaten any¬
thing that didn’t taste like iodine in six
weeks,” Joyce groaned.
Dr. Burns went home to get his wife
while Joyce and Midge dressed. Frank
Wells was more than a little startled when
he saw the gown Joyce wore, but when he
realized that Corey was not ashamed of
her undress he swallowed hard and re¬
frained from comment.
“Do I look so horrible?” Joyce asked
when she saw his face.

“Oh, no.
Your face looks fine,” and
Frank joined the others when they laughed
at him.
Joyce had entirely thrown off the gloom
which had depressed her since long be¬
fore her accident. She insisted upon danc¬
ing with Dr. Burns first, and did not mind
that it took him only one dance to ruin
her slippers. She introduced him to old
friends she was seeing for the first time
in months as “the man who saved my face
for posterity.”
Then she dragged her father onto the
floor and made him waltz with her until
she saw how miserable he was with all the
people staring at him, and led him merci¬
fully back to the table.
It was while she was on the floor with
Corey that a familiar voice hailed them.
They looked, and discovered Larry Gold¬
man waving frantically.
“So where have you been at,” he chided
Corey. “My secretary has been telephon¬
ing everybody in Los Angeles County try¬
ing to find you today. Sit down. We got
some business to talk over.”
Joyce excused herself and went back
to her own table, and Corey sat down
with Goldman and his party. Goldman
wasted no time in getting to the subject of
his business.
“How come you’ve gone into the business
of buying picture rights? What kind of
a racket is that? Why should a director
whose business is directing go around buy¬
ing stories?”
Corey pretended innocence. “What have
you got on your mind, Larry?”
“Well, I just happened to be reading
a book the other night—yeah, I read books
—by the name it was called ‘Allistair’s
Folly’.
Such a title!
Of course that
would have to be changed. But it’s a pretty
fair story—and it’s clean.”
“I've been trying to get you to read it
for ten years, if you’ll think back.”
“ T’M a busy man. I should read books
except for pleasure. But I say to my¬
self, that would make a goood picture if we
could put a big name in it. Of course we
would have to make some changes, but
what do we pay writers for?”
“I often wonder.”
“Well, I say, I got to buy that book, so
I call the New York office and tell them
to buy it, and they wire me back that my
friend, Corey Preston, owns the rights.”
“I told you that five years ago, too.”
“Well, how should I remember that with
all I’ve got on my mind? Of course, it
ain’t worth much. We’d have to put three
or four expensive writers on it to make
a story of it. We’d just use the idea. So
I couldn’t pay you much for it, but how
much would you take?”
Corey rose from his chair as if to
leave. “Sorry, Larry,” he said. “It’s not
for sale. Someday I’m going to make it
myself, and there won’t be a comma
changed. And it will be the only good
picture I’ve ever made, too.”
“Sit down! Sit down! Don’t be un¬
reasonable. Listen, Corey, I could maybe
give you a little more—say five thousand.”
“I won’t argue with you about it. It’s
not for sale. For once money doesn’t in¬
terest me. You don’t understand, Larry,
you haven’t got enough money to buy it.”
Next morning Corey was awakened at
eight o’clock by the ringing of his tele-
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phone.
It was Larry Goldman.
“How
about coming out to the studio this morn¬
ing for a little talk?” he suggested. “I
got some ideas for you.”
“Any time you say,” Corey answered.
“But if it’s about ‘Allistaire’s Folly’ I can
tell you right now you’re wasting your
time.”
“I got plenty other things to talk about.
Besides, shouldn’t two old friends see them¬
selves once in a while? Just come out—
say 10 :30.”
Corey was kept waiting only a half
hour, something of a record for Goldman,
and when he did get into the inner office,
he found the executive surrounded by half
a dozen assistants.
They talked, as he
knew they would, about ‘Allistair’s Folly.’
Goldman plead with him, told him that he
must sell the rights to them or else Gold¬
man Features were doomed. The public
wanted clean pictures, but they didn’t want
rehashes of old stories or sloppy, sentimen¬
tal ones with no kick in them. “It will all
blow over in a few months,” Goldman said,
“but meantime what are we going to do?
It only takes a few months to go broke,
and unless we get good stories it’ll be too
late for us when the public gets fed up
with cream puffs and wants red meat
again.”
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HEN Goldman had exhausted his ar¬
guments, one of his assistants began
where the president had left off. Preston,
so they tried to make him believe, owed it
to the industry, to the public, to sell. They’d
pay him any price, though why he should
try to hold up his friends they couldn’t
understand.
When they had all finished, Corey took
his hat and started for the door. He turned,
just before opening it, and faced the group.
“There’s just one way I’d consent to sell
you the rights—”
Goldman who had for an hour appar¬
ently been about to burst into tears, smiled
and
rushed
towards
Corey.
“There,
Corey,” he said. “I knew you’d listen to
reason. You got a good heart.”
“Wait until you hear what I have to
say. I’ll sell you the rights for just what
I paid—$2,500.”
He raised his hand to
silence the exclamation of delight. “But,
you’ve got to let me direct the picture ex¬
actly as I want to without interference.
I’ve had my scenario written for four
years, and I don’t want any help. And 1
approve the cast.
Those are my terms.
If you want to reach me I’ll be at home.
But it won’t do you any good to call unless
you feel that you can accept those terms.”
Corey did not go home, as he said he
would, but instead purposely avoided it
and any place where Goldman would be
likely to telephone him. He instructed his
butler to tell anyone from Goldman’s studio
he did not know where Mr. Preston could
be found. For Corey felt sure, if he played
his cards right, made himself hard to get,
Goldman would agree to anything to get
the story.
And he was right. When at last he did
go home, his butler’s imperturbable calm
was for once ruffled. The man looked as
if he had not slept for days. “The tele¬
phone,” he said, “has been ringing every
ten minutes.
Will you please call Mr.
Goldman at once? The last time he called
he said that he was going to send out de¬
tectives to find you.”
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Every woman shoulu
make this
Armhole Odor
' Test
No matter how carefully you deodorize
your underarm—if any dampness collects
on the armhole of your dress, you will
always have an unpleasant "armhole odor.11
Test this by smelling your dress tonight

E

VERY sophisticated woman realizes
that to be socially acceptable she must
keep her underarm not only sweet but dry.
Those who deodorize only—because it is
easy and quick—soon find out to their sor¬
row that the easy way is not the sure way.
The reason is simple. Creams and sticks
are not made to stop perspiration. No mat¬
ter how little you perspire—some moisture
is bound to collect on the armhole of your
dress. And the warmth of your body brings
out a stale, unpleasant odor within a few
minutes after you put your dress on!
Once you realize that nothing, not even
the most careful dry cleaning, will complete¬
ly remove this musty smell, you will know
why women who want to be sure never to
offend use Liquid Odorono.

SAFE... ask your physician
Odorono was developed 23 years ago by a
physician for his own use. Your physician
will tell you it has no harmful effect. Women
use millions of bottles yearly. It does not
dry up or injure the pores of the underarm

in any way. It simply draws the pores to¬
gether and diverts the underarm perspira¬
tion to other parts of the body where it can
evaporate quickly without becoming offen¬
sive and embarrassing.

Examine your dress tonight
If you are not a regular Odorono user, when
you take off your dress tonight, smell the
fabric at the armhole. You may be horrified
when you realize that that is the way you
smell to anyone who is close to you!
It will help you to understand why women
who try short cuts to daintiness always
come back to Odorono. In the end, Odorono
is easier. There’s no fuss and bother with
shields. Odorono ends guesswork and worry
scientifically and safely.
Odorono comes in two strengths. Regular
Odorono (Ruby colored) requires only two
applications a week. Instant Odorono
(Colorless) is for especially sensitive skin or
for hurried use—to be used daily or every
other day. You will want to have both in
the house—for night or morning use.
Make Odorono a serious habit, and you
will enjoy complete freedom from moisture,
ruinous and humiliating stains and careless,
untidy “armhole odor.”
On sale at all toilet goods counters. If you
want to know the relief and confidence
brought by Odorono, send for the two sam¬
ples and leaflet on complete underarm dry¬
ness offered below.

CAREFUL WOMEN avoid all
“armhole odor" in their dresses
by gently closing the pores of
the underarm with Liquid
Odorono. Millions of bottles are
used every year by women who
insist on being sure.

j\um
The Odorono Co., Inc.
Dept. 7B5, 191 Hudson St., New York City
(In Canada, address P. O. Box 2320, Montreal)
I enclose 8£ for generous-sized bottles of both Instant
Odorono and Regular Odorono and leaflet on complete
underarm dryness.
• To know the comfort of
keeping the underarm com¬

Name_

pletely sweet and dry, mail
this coupon today with 8 cents.

Address.
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Goldman could not have been more
pleased, from the emotion in his voice,
had a long lost son suddenly appeared.
“Thank God you’re safe,” he cried over
the wire. “I was sick, sick from worry.
You shouldn’t do things like this to me.”
“I went to San Francisco,” Corey lied.
“There’s a man up there wants to finance
‘Allistair’s Folly’.”
Then Goldman exploded and Corey held
the receiver away from his ear until the
reverberation was over. When he replaced
it, Goldman was saying, “Why did you
leave the other day, Corey, without giving
us a chance to say we accept your terms?
Who do you think we would want to direct
it but you? We didn’t know you would.”
“I was told by one of your directors, a
Mr. Beasely, I think his name is, that I
was never to work on your lot again. Nat¬
urally, I assumed—”
“Assume nothing!
Who’s boss here
anyhow? That Beasely, I never did like
him.
That no-good pants presser, inter¬
fering in my business.
I’ll call him up
and tell him what I think of him.”
Corey interrupted the tirade. “You’re
ready to sign a contract, then?”

G

Every trace of hair can be instantly
removed, and all fears of stimulated
regrowth eliminated. Don’t delay
any longer. Make your skin allur¬
ingly feminine —hair free, with

PERFUMED DEPILATORY CREAM
You simply spread on and rinse
off,—then marvel at this white
cream which is as delightful as your
choicest cold cream.

•
Announcing my two new creations

• ZiS3 Depilatory Powder
• ZIP Dep ilatory Liquid
both of which are delightfully fra¬
grant and quick and simple to use.

•
For destroying facial hair, use
ZIP—ITS OFF beca use IT’S OUT
the only registered Epilator avail¬
able for actually eliminating hair.
Write for Booklet. Treatment or
free demonstration at my Salon.

Madame Berthe,

SPECIALIST

562 FIFTH AVE., 146* ST.) NEW YORK

xip
Immediately effective.
Dries instantly. Effectually
checks perspiration. The
atomizer bottle insures
your deodorant remaining
fresh and sanitary.
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OLDMAN
changed his
tone, but
Corey was laughing to himself.
“Why should there be a contract be¬
tween such pals as you and me, Corey?
You know my word’s good.”
“Of course, I know that,” Corey said,
“but it’s just one of my idiosyncracies. A
contract, or else.”
Goldman sighed stertorously.
“O. K.
You win. Come out and sign it.”
And so, as suddenly and as unexpectedly
as Joyce had found her career at an end,
Corey was to realize the ambition of his
life. That was the way things happened
in Hollywood. Joyce was so happy when
Corey came to her that night that she
found it easy to keep any tinge of her own
plight from coloring his enthusiasm. But
when he had finished telling her the long,
complicated story of how he had beaten
Goldman down, he said :
“I wish there was a role in it for you,
Joyce.
But Goldman wants Joyce Elder
for the ingenue and there’s only one other
woman’s part in it—the plain, common wo¬
man who ruins the man’s life. It’s a great
part, of course, but you’re too beautiful.”
“You’ve never seen me first thing in the
morning.”
“Besides, you wouldn’t be interested in
an unsympathetic part.”
For answer she jumped up and rushed
up the stairs. Frank was sitting in the
room with them, and he asked Corey what
he had said to Joyce to precipitate such a
departure.
In less than five minutes
Joyce reappeared, and they scarcely recog¬
nized her. Joyce’s ash blonde hair, usually
a delicate frame for her face, was
pulled back carelessly into a knot at the
nape of her neck.
A few strands hung
limp about her ears. Her face was with¬
out makeup except for deep shadows be¬
neath her eyes. With an eyebrow pencil
she had broadened and curved the line over
her eyes, so that they looked smaller, closer
together.
Her nose seemed pinched, her
mouth too heavily made up.
The dress
she wore was the same, yet she had pinned
it so that the tiny nuances of style and
chic were gone.
But it was her walk which completed the

picture, the walk of a woman tired ot liv¬
ing, hips which rolled awkwardly as she
shifted from one foot to the other, a tired
soul who had never known or had forgot¬
ten pride in her person, yet a woman equip¬
ped for the processes of her sex, and con¬
ceivably capable of attracting masculine
attention.
She walked straight to Corey and stood
before him. “Do I get the part?”
“You’re marvelous,” he said. “What do
you know of a woman like that?”
“I’ve read the book; for one thing. But
am I good enough?”
“Of course you’re good enough. You’re
perfect. But . . .”
“But what?”
“Frankly, Joyce, I don’t think you should
play a role of that sort. It’s a marvelous
character, but if you ever want to be pop¬
ular—well, you know a woman doesn’t
achieve popularity by being a character
actress.
Producers would get the idea
that you couldn’t be beautiful any more,
that you were too old, or had been jammed
up in the accident.”
“But Corey, it doesn’t matter to me what
sort of work I do. I’ve got to do some¬
thing quickly.”
“Something will surely come along.”
Joyce looked at him steadily for a mo¬
ment.
She was afraid if she took her
eyes from his face the tears would start,
while if she could only keep them focused
on him.
Finally she fought back the
emotion.
“HPHERE’S just one thing I want to be
sure of, Corey. You think I could do
it?
You wouldn’t be afraid the picture
would fail on account of me?”
“Of course, I know you could do it.”
“That’s all I wanted to know.”
She did not tell Corey what she was
going to do, but early next morning she
drove to the Goldman lot, and brow-beat
Miss Satz into giving her a short appoint¬
ment with Larry Goldman. As soon as
she got to him she said :
“I want to play ‘Nellie Wilson’ in ‘Allis¬
tair’s Folly.’
I’m not appealing to your
friendship to let me do it, Larry. I don’t
want favors. I know I can make that part.”
Goldman toyed with the letter-knife on
his desk.
“I tell you,” he said at last.
“We’re friends, and I always say among
friends you should be frank as well as
friends.
That’s why when Larry Gold¬
man says a thing you can believe it. You’ve
been out of pictures for more than a year.”
“I know that, but unless you give me
this part it will be even longer.”
“But we got to have names, big names,
to put over this picture with such a crazy
title. It’s a flop sure, so the one chance we
got is to put some big names into it—
Garbo, Bennett, or Suliavan.”
Joyce talked for fifteen minutes, met ar¬
gument with argument, but in the end she
knew she was defeated. She did not have
the one thing to offer which might have
persuaded Goldman—she could not say
Corey wanted her!
With her beauty restored, Joyce is more
determined than ever to achieve a comeback,
to reestablish herself in the

screen world

so that she can take her place as Corey’s
wife as an equal, not as a dependent, de¬
feated in her career.

Read the conclusion to

her gallant fight in the August issue.
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Why the Real Story of
Hollywood Will Never
Be Written
(Continued from page 51)
Once in a million times or so there is a
Marie Dressier. The legion of others re¬
main nameless.
“There are the stars, of yesterday and
of today. The stars of today are recruited
so often from behind counters, in choruses
or beauty contests or five and ten cent
stores—young people who have been mak¬
ing a bare living wage and are suddenly
plunged into the very thick of luxury and
too much money and flattery and fame.
“There are the stars of yesterday.
I
call to mind an anecdote told me by a
friend of mine. He was lunching one day
with a woman who had been one of the
biggest stars in the business.
She said
to him, ‘People are so strange—I have
been sitting here for an hour and no one
annoys me by looking at me any more!’
“There are the geniuses of the business
—and they are the men, the carpenters, the
props, the casting men who are told to
build the Taj Mahal and have it ready
by the next morning and who, undis¬
mayed, do build it by the morrow and make
a very authentic job of it, too!
“And there is another reason why the
real book about Hollywood has not
been done. No one gets to know tbe real
9 Hollywood.
No one ever gets inside.
A celebrity no longer means anything in
or to a town to which come daily the
celebrities of the whole world.
At the
best the Eminent Author is invited to one
or two homes or is taken on a cursory tour
of one of two studios.
“Fiction must be plausible.
I should
like to stress this point. For it is the main
point I make in why the authentic novel
of Hollywood has never been written.
“And it is too vast a canvas. It is too
kaleidoscopic.
It moves too fast.
The
characters never take form.
A Dickens
might do it—but it would take a Dickens
at the very least.”
r"P HYRA
SAMTER WINSLOW is
A lauded by the most captious critics and
erudite editors for her collections of short
stories, “Picture Frames,” “People ’Round
The Corner,” “Blueberry Pie,” for her
novel “Show Business,” for her sketches
in the New Yorker and national magazines.
Mrs. Winslow said, “Hollywood is al¬
ready fiction and not fact at all.
“Hollywood isn’t real. It exists partly
in the imagination and partly as a stage
setting. In the first place, Hollywood is
looking at things through a magnifying
• glass.
Everything is exaggerated.
“Take people you’ve known in New
York, and see them in Hollywood.
If
they’ve made good, all of their traits of
character have become heightened. If
they’ve been slightly show-off before,
they’ve become markedly exhibitionistic. If
they were avaricious before, they’ve be¬
come ever greedier.
If they had any
climbing instincts before, now they’ve be¬
come real climbers. The better traits have
become exaggerated, too. Generosity has
reached huge proportions. People do un-

IT STEALS ROMANCE FROM YOUR UPS
Baking sun and drying winds make it hard
enough to keep one’s lure in summer.
It’s no time to risk Lipstick Parching,
too! The delicate, fine skin of your lips
needs special care, now. Even more than
facial skin, because your lips are so much
more sensitive.
Yet some lipsticks take that sensitive
skin and dry and parch it. They turn kissable softness to crepe paper harshness!
Hoiv Coty Avoids Parching
Coty has really ended Lipstick Parching
... by producing a new kind of lipstick.
Yes, it’s indelible... and the colors are
thrilling and ardent, but it. never dries or
parches! Even rough lips grow luscious
and smooth under its caressing touch.

The secret? Coty’s “Sub-Deb” Lipstick
contains “Essence of Theobrom,” a special
ingredient that softens and smooths.
Make the “Over-night” Experiment!
If you wish to prove to yourself that Coty
Lipstick smooths your lips to loveliness,
make this simple experiment. Put on a tiny
bit of the lipstick before you go to bed. In
the morning notice how soft your lips feel,
how soft they look. Could you do the same
with any other lipstick?
You can now get Coty “Sub-Deb” Lip¬
stick—for just 50f*—in five indelible colors
at drug and department stores.
NEW—Coty “Sub-Deb” Rouge in nat¬
ural, harmonizing colors, 50jf.
Dance to Ray Noble’s music, Wed., 10:30
P. M., New York time. NBC Red Network.
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believably fine and lovely deeds.
But,
again, they are unbelievable.
“The reason Hollywood is hard to
transform into the printed word is because
there are too few typical stories and
writers feel that readers wouldn’t be in¬
terested in stories that are not typical.
There is the Cinderella story, always good,
of course, but one gets a little bored with
it after the hundredth star has achieved
stardom. And the comet story—the girl
or man who skyrockets to fame and then
down again. And the estranged husband
or wife—one made good and the other
didn’t. Outside of stories of frustration—
those who didn’t make good—what else
is there? There are thousands of estrange¬
ments. Thousands of comets. Thousands
of success stories.

H

lint fylhh Safe Way
look Yeati Younq&i

OLLYWOOD is good as a headline
for the very real reason that it isn’t
good in fiction. It is too wonderful, too
much headline stuff, too exciting, too
colossal.
“It is too active.
It is too changing.
It reflects America—but its prisms are
polished—it reflects it in brilliant colors—
every emotion, every event is too colorful,
too unbelievable, to capture on paper.
“When we can write in color, in
exaggeration, in hyperbole, maybe wre’ll
be able to capture Hollywood. It can be
captured, just a little, on the screen, now.
When color pictures come in we can cap¬
ture a little more of it.
“When a new method can be invented,
a way of capturing a three-dimensional
thing, then there’ll be chance of pinning a
bit of Hollywood down.
“Until that time comes I’d like to live

it, I couldn’t write n.
“People live better in Hollywood, have
better air, better weather and better food,
and usually, better homes than they ever
had before. In a word, I like the place
and the people. I couldn’t pen them.”
'"P IFFANY THAYER, author of “Thir■L teen Men,” “One Woman” and so
many modern novels, now a Paramount
writer, said to me:
“Hollywood has never been written yet.
I want sometime to really write the story
of Hollywood but it may be a matter of
months, more likely a matter of years be¬
fore I begin. I want, first, to get to the
soul of Hollywood.
It will probably be
the realistic drama of the people in the
motion picture business and those people
who are trying to get in.
“I am working on a story now called
‘Cities’ which is not fiction, but in which
I am trying to catch the spirit of such
cities as Babylon, Athens, Rome, Byzan¬
tium, Carthage, Bagdad, Paris, New York
and—Hollywood. In this book I am trying
to define the qualities of each city—the
qualities which made them great.
I felt
that Hollywood could not be overlooked in
this book—as a concluding chapter.
“The real fiction novel of the town, how¬
ever, I have not even started. I don’t feel
that I have been here long enough to be
sure that I have really got the keynote of
Hollywood.
Until a writer is here for
a very long time that key must elude him.
I should say that the element of time is
the most important element in the writing
of such a book. It would probably havo»
to be a life-work.
No one has given a
lifetime to it, not yet.”

SAFELY,
quickly—and at home—you can
overcome the handicap of gray, faded or
streaked hair. With a small brush and
Brownatone, you can impart a rich, natural¬
appearing shade of blonde, brown or black.
Look 10 years younger and retain your
youthful charm.
Used and approved for over twenty-three
years by American women everywhere. Mil¬
lions of bottles sold is your assurance of
satisfaction. Brownatone is dependable—
guaranteed absolutely harmless for tinting
gray hair. Active coloring agent is purely
vegetable. You’ll be happy in using—

BROWNATONE

Cannot affect waving of hair. Is economical
and lasting—will not wash out. Brownatone
imparts a rich, beautiful shade with amazing
speed. Simply “touch-up” as new gray hair
appears. Easy to apply. Just brush or comb
it in. Shades “Blonde to Medium Brown”
and “Dark Brown to Black” cover every need.
Brownatone is only 50c at drug or toilet
counters everywhere—always on a moneyback guarantee—or

SEND THIS COUPON
The Kenton Pharmacal Co.
253 Brownatone Bldg., Covington, Kentucky
Please send 'me Test bottle of BROWNATONE,
and interesting booklet. Enclosed is a 3c stamp to
cover, partly, cost of packing and mailing.
State shade wantedName--Address
City-

_State.
Print Your Name and Address
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VIRGINIA WEIDLER CUT-OUT CONTEST
Wouldn't you like to win one of the keen prizes listed below? All you have to do is put the
above cut-out puzzle together and send us a short letter telling us which was the best picture
you have seen recently, and why you liked it. Simple, isn't it? Sorry, but no puzzles can
be returned.
First prize $10.00, second S5.00, and 10 third prizes of $1.00 each. For the next 20 best
cut-outs we shall give each child a picture of Virginia Weidler. And as special awards, one
lucky child will win one of Virginia's very own trains, and another lucky child will win one of
Baby Leroy's toys. Address your cut-out:

MOVIE MIRROR, JUNIOR

7751 Sunset Boulevard

Hollywood, California
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Movies of the Month
(Continued from page 39)
Stanley Fields, Arthur Treacher, Jack
LaRue, Madge Bellamy.
It's About: The newspaper game and hoiv
two romantic reporters on rival sheets
allow business to interfere with their
pleasure and love.
An unusual picture, for about threequarters of the distance, then it pulls up
into a mere programmer.
All about a femme reporter (Mae
Clarke)
and
her
reporter
boy-friend
(James Dunn) who work on rival news¬
papers. Jimmie leaves Mae at the church,
ready for their wedding, while he runs, off
on a scoop on the gangster graft in the
city. No sooner has he located the yarn,
however, than Mae’s paper sends her out
to get the story.
During the first half of the picture, re¬
porters are allowed to sit in absolute bore¬
dom, talking about politics, while a huge
fire or a murder investigation is going on
within their hearing. Toward the middle of
the film the idea changes, and near the end
of the picture the reporters are behaving
true to movie life, scooping each other and
whatnot. Jimmie Dunn and Mae Clarke
are both okay in their roles. Warren
Hymer and Sidney Toler are fine.
Your reviewer says: Strictly a program
picture with enough action and romance.

W^iat’s the matter with

k'^G Men (Warners)
You'll See: James Cagney, Margaret Lind¬
say, Ann Dvorak, Robert Armstrong, Bar¬
ton Mac Lane, Regis Toomcy, William
Harrigan.
It's About: How the Federal Boys really
zoork when they start after Public Enemy
No. 1.
Plenty of fast action, plus the use of
nationally known “G” man vs. gangster
material, makes this one of the whirlwind
pace pictures of the year!
The Kansas
City railroad station break for freedom
staged by gangster pals in which several
government men were killed and the head¬
line story of the gangster hiding out in the
Wisconsin woods come into this story.
The movie-plot that threads all of these
incidents together is not anything new:
Jimmie Cagney as a young lawyer who
joins the “G” men to avenge the death of
a pal, only to be trained by a very tough
guy (Bob Armstrong) who, oddly enough,
has a beautiful sister!
Cagney and Armstrong, as the two tough
guys that wind up saving each other from
death (Jimmie also saves his sister, Mar¬
garet Lindsay) are both up to a top par.
Ann Dvorak, as the cabaret dancer who
marries a mobster, gives a sincere and con¬
vincing performance that should help her
a lot. The boys in the mob, Barton MacLane, Lloyd Nolan, William Harrigan,
Russell Hopton and the rest are good.
Your reviewer says: Action fans and
headline readers see this. The glorifica¬
tion of the “G” men is swell.

k^Doubting Thomas (Fox)
You’ll See: Will Rogers, Billie Burke, Ali¬
son Skipzvorth, Sterling Holloway, Gail
Patrick, Frank Albertson and others.
It’s About: The
sausage
manufacturer
whose wife wants to go on the stage, and

I sit alone, evening after evereading or listening to the radio.
! matter with me? Why don’t
men take me out? I’m not so hard to look
at — and I love a good time!”
Poor girl! How surprised and chagrined she would
be if she knew why she is left at home alone.
You can’t blame people for avoiding the girl or
woman who is careless about underarm per¬
spiration odor. It’s too unpleasant to tolerate
in anyone, no matter how attractive she may
otherwise be.
There’s really no excuse for it when Mum
makes it so easy to keep the underarms fresh, free
from every trace of odor.
Just half a minute is all you’need to use Mum.
Then you’re safe for the whole day.

ON SANITARY NAPKINS, TOO.
Guard against this source of
unpleasantness with Mum. No
more doubt and worry when
you use Mum!

Use it any time — after dressing, as well as be¬
fore. It’s harmless to clothing. It’s soothing to
the skin, too — so soothing you can use it right
after shaving your underarms.
Depend upon Mum to prevent all unpleasant
perspiration odor, without preventing perspira¬
tion itself. Then no one will ever have this reason
toavoid you! Bristol-Myers,Inc.,75 West St.,N.Y.

L i I I L i takes the odor out
IVI UMof perspiration
/
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YOU
HAWAIIAN

HULA
Learn to dance the

authentic Hula as the

\ natives of Hawaii dance it.. It s brilliant, saucy
|l ..decidedly daring. It will help you keep a
©'slender alluring figure.The Hawaiian School
of Hula Dancing for the first time offers the'
iV opportunity to learn this tropical dance
r’

away from the beach at Waikiki.

Be

vividly individual..the first to entertain your
■ friends with the Hula. It is SO easy to do.
Y . And listen, experts in Hula Dancing are in
'' demand everywhere as entertainers at clubs,

^

(* s^ows anc^in

Kit

.#

mov'es'

11 ’J- how..
/
C /
/
.c^rcnA no money!
Mail the coupon below and the postman
will deliver to you a native Hawaiian Hula
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just how he succeeds in dissuading her.
Despite the fact that this is not up to
the highest Will Rogers standard, it will
please most of his fans.
Will is a sausage manufacturer whose
wife is crazy to go on the stage.
While
Will is looking the other way, wife Billie
Burke gets the lead in an amateur play.
Will thereupon hires a washroom attend¬
ant to act as a Hollywood producer who
takes screen tests of the group, making one
of Will at the same time. The so-called pro¬
ducer then reports that all the other actors
are lousy but he would like to hire Will
for an immediate Hollywood picture. Of
course, Will allows his wife to talk him
out of the idea but he gains her promise
in return.
Will has little to do in this film, playing
a stooge for the rest of the cast most of
the time.
Billie Burke, as the typical
flighty wife, is good as usual and the rest
of the cast, particularly Alison Skipworth
as the small-time theater owner, is ade¬
quate.
Your reviewer says: Not a “Judge
Priest'’ by a long ways, but you may like
it.

Costume •* ~ Grass Skirt anklets, wristlets,
brassiere .. a real Hawaiian Lei to wear
around your neck.. a record of genuine Hula
Music made by a Native Orchestra.. ANC
^ a 50-page profusely illustrated instruction
' book explaining carefully each graceful step
with all the alluring hand and body motions
illustrated to make them easy to learn. A
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Hawaiian phrases are included so you can

■-L

amaze your friends. When ALL this is deliv¬

— _

TODAY
g
,

fit complete
OlitftL—

History of the Hula and a list of every-day ■

ered to you, Just pay the mailman $15.00
plus postage. If, at the end of 5 days, you are
not absolutely pleased, return the outfit to
US dn<^ yOUf money W'N

be gladly-refunded.

A-

HAWAIIAN SCHOOL OF HULA DANCING
BOX 3294 • HONOLULU • HAWAII • U. S. A.
Please send me the Hawaiian Hula Outfit as
described in this advertisement. Upon receipt I
agree to pay the postman Si 5 00 plus postage. I understand that, should
I not be completely satisfied, I shall within 5 days, return the complete
outfit to you and my money will be gladly refunded.

al

NAME-.-.Dress Size
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Chasing Yesterday (RKO)
You'll See: Anne Shirley, O. P. Hcggie,
Helen Westley, Elizabeth Patterson, John
Qualen; Trent Durkin, Doris Lloyd.
It's About: A chance to go back through
the years with an old man while he does
some fancy Yesterday Chasing.
This is one of those pictures that keeps
you hoping that something is going to
happen soon, but nothing ever does.
O. P. Heggie, a fine actor really, is
called upon to portray an old book-worm
who shortly after meeting Anne Shirley
finds out that she is the daughter of his
former sweetheart.
Mostly, it is dull and uninteresting to
the point of boredom. The cast is com¬
posed of actors and actresses who can
do much better.
Your reviewer says: Skip it.

CITY___^STAlE__

l^Goin’ To Town (Paramount)

freckles

Secretly and Quickly Removedl
VOU can banish those annoying,
embarrassing freckles quickly and
surely in the privacy of your own
room. Your friends will wonder how
you did it. Stillman’s Freckle Cream
removes them while you sleep, jr A<Leaves the skin soft and smooth, o'J "
the complexionfreshand clear A Jar

Stillman's
FRECKLE

CREAM

this Coupon to Box 201
(-THE Mall
I
STILLMAN CO., Aurora, Illinois
■

and receive a FREE Booklet about Freckles.

, Name.—
\ns
i Address.
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You'll See: Mae West, Paul Cavanagh,
Ivan Lebcdcff, Tito Coral, Marjorie Gateson, Fred Kohler, Sr., Monroe Owsley,
Grant Withers, Bert Roach.
It's About: Mae West “On a Ranch,” Mae
West “In South America” and Mae West
“In Society.”
At last it’s here, we mean that new Mae
West picture most of us have been waiting
for, but it’s not as good as it might have
been. Too many different stories and not
enough of any of them, is the main
trouble.
All about a lowdown type of gal who
starts out by owning a dancehall-saloon
in the far west.
She agrees to marry a
“bad man” if he will sign over all his
property to her. He does, but before they
can reach the preacher, he is killed. Alae
gets the land and then oil is discovered
and she falls for the oil engineer who
leaves for South America.
Mae follows
him there (a new story) and meets
most of his high powered friends; thus
when they all troop back to Southampton
for the season, Mae decides to go along
and try to crash society (another story)
and all ends well.

Mae has written herself some lines for
this one that threatened to burn the film.
Paul Cavanagh as the hero was adequate
but not too stirring.
Your reviewer says: May please rabid
West fans, but it isn’t up to par.

I^^The Informer (RKO)
You’ll See: Victor McLaglcn, Heather An¬
gel, Preston Foster, Margot Grahame,
Wallace Ford, others.
It's About: A huge man with a tiny mind
U’ho takes part in the Irish revolution and
what happens when he informs on his
“brain.”
One of the truly artistic triumphs to
come out of Hollywood in months! Com¬
pelling in its realism and unwavering from
the necessary heaviness of its tone, this
picture should be listed among the few
greatest films ever produced! Exceptional
performances, marvelous photography and
fine direction by John Ford combine to at¬
tain an all-too-seldom-reached perfection.
The theme of the picture is definitely
of masculine appeal; women may not like
it at all, despite its excellence artistically.
The drama is dealt with a heavy hand, and
never once is the hand raised in deference
to popular appeal for lightness. The story
is laid during the Irish Rebellion. Victor
McLaglen is a huge man whose mind fails
to measure to his body; Wallace Ford, an¬
other revolutionist, has the brain but no
body.
They make a team.
When Mc¬
Laglen hears of a reward of twenty pounds
offered for information concerning Ford,
he turns informer, not so much for him¬
self, but more to aid his sweetheart, Mar¬
got Grahame, a street walker.
The characterization of the role of
Gypo Nolan should place Victor McLaglen
in line for the Academy Award. His per¬
formance was superbly artistic and cer¬
tainly rates as his best. In a small role
Margot Grahame makes herself felt and
assures her own future.
Preston Foster
and Wallace Ford are fine.
The whole
cast is exceptional.
Your reviewer says: A man’s picture,
one of the truly fine pictures of the year.

Village Tale (RKO)
You'll See: Randolph Scott, Kay Johnson,
Arthur
Hold,
Robert
Barrat,
Janet
Beecher, Edward Ellis, Dorothy Burgess,
Guinn Williams, Andy Clyde.
It's About: A feud between the rich and
poor families of a small town, for no ap¬
parent reason,
Hollywood hasn’t succeeded in turning
out quite such a dull and sordid piece of
so-called entertainment for some moons.
The underlying theme, a feud between
the rich and poor of a small town, is
potentially a very strong one; when de¬
leted of its motivation, however, it finishes
a tired last in the entertainment race.
Randolph Scott struggles with his part,
teeth clinched the while, but nothing really
comes of it.
Kay Johnson appears to
have given up. What honors there are be¬
long to Edward Ellis for his comedy and
Guinn Williams for his characterization.
Dorothy Burgess did a fine job with her
role of the small-town gal who finds vamp¬
ing easy.
Your reviewer says: Skip it; pass it
up, and otherwise stay home.

MOVIE
Call of the Wild (Century)
You'll See: Clark

Gable, Loretta Young,
Jack Oakie, Reginald Ozvcn, Frank Con¬
roy, Katherine DcMillc, Sidney Tolei■ and
Herman Bing.
It's About: A man, a girl and a dog in the
frozen gold fields of the Yukon in the year

1900.
Action and romance in the flaming days
of the Gold Rush to the Yukon in 1900.
Dance halls, miners, fighting and color are
there. The original story by Jack London,
however, has been tampered with, to the
detriment of the finished picture, and the
performances of the cast are not up to their
usual par.
Jack Oakie, as Clark’s pal, has the
chance of his life to be funny and he takes
it with every foot of film. Reginald Owen
as the heavy is exceptional and “Buck,”
the famous dog in the story, makes the
human actors fight for every sparkle of
applause. The big dog, in fact, is the hit
of the piece. Clark Gable acts as though
he weren't quite in sympathy with his role,
and his work isn’t much more than ade¬
quate. Loretta Young lacks the animation
to convince the audience that she is actu¬
ally in the North Country, and her curled
bangs and beaded eyelashes are a bit too
perfect.
The director should never have
allowed Oakie to sing “Ain’t Goin’ to Rain
No More” and Gable to say “Skip it” in
this 1900 atmosphere; it jarred us a bit.
Your reviewer says: Don’t expect too
much and you’ll like it.

P'V^Oil for the Lamps of China
(Warner Bros.)
You’ll See: Pat

O’Brien, Josephine Hutch¬
inson, Jean Muir, Lyle Talbot, Arthur
Byron, John Eldredge, Donald Crisp and
Ronnie Crosby
It's About: A young man with ideals, a
great love for the company for which he
xworks, and a wife who loves him above
everything.
Alice Tisdale Hobart’s beautiful story
comes to us on the screen in a series of
fast-moving etchings that hold the interest
throughout.
Pat O’Brien’s overpowering love for tb
oil company for which he works, takes b
to far-off China, to bring “Oil for
Lamps of China.”
China at its
he suffers gladly, feeling that he’ll •
to something in the company. T'
pany frowns upon their men tab
wives to the oil districts, but whe
ine Hutchinson decides to cast hr
O’Brien’s, he brings her back w;
O’Brien puts nothing above
to the company, and the devotic
the life of his son and estraiv
his best friend. His wife, kaic
alty to the company, realizebe happy only if working fo
he gets an unfair deal she i:
out his knowledge, so that :
motion for which he has w
Pat O’Brien is convinci
istic he-man and Josephir
love for him throughout i
bright spots in the picturfew times that Tetsu Kor
appears. I defy you to
when his ridiculously rc
ecstatic!
Your reviewer say?
moving tale.
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Just Off Hollywood Boulevard

don't nurse a

C&tn!

(Continued from page 33)
had kept at it so long.
She raised her
tired, middle-aged eyes, straightened her
worn house dress and said:
“ ’Tain’t right.”
I tried to show her how much money
she had lost by not selling Records or
Examiners, but she only said:
“’Tain’t right!”
Then I pointed out the sad fact that the
cafe had acquired a whole new set of
waiters and were doing a land-office busi¬
ness. Mrs. Spivorri merely said:
“ ’Tain’t right!!”
Five or six months, now, she’s been
standing there night and day, yelling her
headlines without ever selling a thing.
When I left Mrs. Spivorri, I was tempted
to turn and say: “’Tain’t right!” But I
didn’t.

S

• Don’t suffer burning corns a minute
longer. Apply Blue^Jay corn plasters at
once. Instantly pain stops. You walk,
work, dance in comfort. In 3 da-'"'
lifts right, our
™r
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LICKEAI, to most natives of Holly¬
wood, is merely the bootblack at
M-G-M Studio. During the daytime, his
black face and toothy smile are a fixture
of the studio.
Oscar, a little smaller and a bit more
dapper than Slickem, has a similar stand
over at Paramount. All the stars speak
to them as they pass and most of them
buy a bar of candy or have their shoes
polished.
But if you inquire around the local
^arktown, you find that Slickem and
"re not only bootblacks but actors’
' party-throwers as wTell. FriendTf Oscar throws a party this
-ows a bigger party next
^ one another to get
’ined up for their
°r on their lot
's but to call
’ot is overany picoassed
--ate

“flesh-peddling,” both boys can sport the
fanciest checkered suits on Central Ave¬
nue. Canes and spats are nothing new to
them.
Silk hats and tails are part of
their wardrobes.
A few weeks ago, Slickem gave a huge
party for a famous visiting colored en¬
tertainer.
It was big stuff and Central
Avenue wondered how Oscar could ever
top it.
Oscar gave it much thought and
finally came forth with an idea: Not only
to top Slickem, but make a few dollars
for himself.
He rented the biggest col¬
ored cabaret for the following Saturday
night and sent out invitations to Oscar’s
Hollywood Party, admission fifty cents
a person. He promised to show ’em stars,
thus dark hundreds paid on the line.
At ten o’clock, by a prearranged signal,
a huge town car drew up to the entrance
of the brightly lighted night club.
As
the colored contingent of Central Avenue
stood with mouths at half-mast, Mae
West (escorted by a grinning Oscar in
full-dress and cane) walked to the cen¬
ter of the dance floor, sang a song, waved
to the customers and departed.
Oscar had won!
Later he wired his
thanks to Mae West and smiled into a
very rosy dawn as he pocketed the heavy
receipts.
When last seen, Slickem was
“a-thinkin’ hard.”
A ND Mr. Henry East has been giving
his recent run of luck quite a bit of
thought, too.
Henry is an average man.
Just average. His hair isn’t light, but it
isn’t dark.
He isn’t very tall, but you
couldn’t call him short. He wears incon¬
spicuous clothes and an equally incon¬
spicuous number of years on his back at
the same time.
But Air. Henry East is coining money
with Whitey.
Whitey is Henry’s trick cat, the only
cat in Hollywood with a movie contract.
Henry bought Whitey, when he was a
six-week-old kitten, for ten cents, and
'hen spent his entire capital ($175) traing him for picture work.
“Whitey’s”
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most recent productions ai* “Alice in
Wonderland” and “Finishing School,” and
now he has just completed a flock of
memorized meows for “Chasing Yester¬
day,” in which, I am told, he is superb.
Today a boy delivered a letter to Henry.
It turned out to be Whitey’s first fan mail,
asking for one of the cat’s whiskers. And
now Henry is worried sick.
For Whitey was so impressed, he passed
up his noontime milk!

A

FTER I left Henry, I looked in on
Martha. Martha just missed being
movie-star timber, so she gave up trying
long ago in favor being a film inspector.
As I opened the door to her little dark
projection room, the outside light gave
her copper-colored hair a beautiful sheen
and her over-the-shoulder smile an added
whiteness.
Martha sees more pictures than any¬
one in Hollywood. In fact, she has to see
the same picture at least fifty times! Now
she was looking at a print of “Reckless.”
She said it was her third “Reckless” so
far that day. She looks only for photo¬
graphic flaws and finds but one per cent
defective.
Later that day, I was seated in a the¬
ater seeing the same picture as a movie
critic. Suddenly I realized who was seated
in front of me. I tapped Martha on the
shoulder and said, “Don’t you ever get
tired?
After fifty showings of ‘Reck¬
less’ I should think you’d never want to
see it again.”
Martha smiled and whis¬
pered :
“I wanted to find out what Bill Powell
said to Jean Harlow in that scene where
she’s in the swing and he’s talking to her
while she goes to sleep. It worried me.”
Came the light! There is no sound with
the pictures Martha sees.
No dialogue!
So even after a hundred showings, her
feminine curiosity drives her to ask,
“But what were they saying?”

A

FTER seeing beautiful Martha, it was
quite a shock to run into “Holly¬
wood’s Homeliest Woman.”
We’ve called her “Hollywood’s' Home¬
liest Woman” for so long that not one of
us can remember her real name. Maybe
you can recall her: A rather tall, heavyset woman who played the wife in so
many comedies in the old silent-picture
days.
She would arrive on the scene
(umbrella in hand) just as her comic hus¬
band had met a gorgeous blonde for whom
he was about to buy supper.
Possibly you, too, have wondered why
you haven’t seen her on the screen for
over five years.
To make it even more
difficult to understand, she is still the
homeliest woman in Hollywood and wears,
as usual, the dowdiest clothes and the
most startling hats on the Boulevard.
Don’t they need homely women any more?
/
I asked the question of one of the
studio boys and he gave me the answer:
“Yes, they still need homely women for
pictures and she is still the homeliest
woman in Hollywood. But she can’t get
work in talking pictures because—” And
then he gave me one of the oddest and
most ironical side-lights I’ve ever dis¬
covered about this town called Hollywood:
“She can’t get work as a homely woman
any more because—she has one of the love¬
liest speaking voices you’ve ever heard!”

No need now to be

SKINNY
When This Special Quick Way
Puts On 10 to 15 lbs. Fast

EVEN
if you never could gain an ounce,
remember thousands have gained 5 to
15 pounds of attractive flesh this new, easy
way—in just a few weeks!
Doctors for years have prescribed yeast
to build up health. But now, with this new
yeast discovery in pleasant little tablets,
you can get far greater tonic results—re¬
gain health, and also put on pounds of firm
flesh, lovely enticing curves—and in a far
shorter time.
Not only are thousands quickly gaining
beauty - bringing pounds, but also clear,
radiant skin, freedom from indigestion and
constipation, glorious new pep.

Concentrated 7 times
This amazing new product, Ironlzed Yefcst,
is made from specially cultured brewers’
ale yeast imported from Europe—the rich¬
est yeast known—which by a new process
is now concentrated 7 times—made 7 times
more powerful.
But that is not all! This super-rich,
health-building yeast is ironized with 3
special kinds of strengthening iron.
Day after day, as you take Ironized Yeast
tablets, watch flat chest develop, skinny
limbs round out attractively, skin clear to
beauty, new health come—you’re an en¬
tirely new person.

Results guaranteed
No matter how skinny and weak you may
be, this marvelous new Ironized Yeast
should build you up in a few short weeks
as it has thousands. If you are not delighted
with results of very first package, your
money back instantly.

Special FREE offer!
To start you building up your health right
away, we make this absolutely FREE offer.
Purchase a package of Ironized Yeast tablets
at once, cut out the seal on the box and mail
it to us with a clipping of this paragraph. We
will send you a fascinating new book on health,
“New Facts About Your Body,” by an author¬
ity. Remember, results guaranteed with the
very first package—or money refunded. At all
druggists. Ironized Yeast Co., Inc., Dept. 227,
Atlanta, Ga.
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Movies in the White House
(Continued from page 37)

It comes from

PARIS!
AH chic style starts in Paris. So
does cheek style, if you use
Po-Go Rouge! Hand-made
and packed in France, it comes
from Paris but it doesn’t come
high. Just 60c buys it — low
in price, even though it is
genuinely imported!
A touch and you’ll see the differ¬
ence. Its beauty lasts for hours and
hours; its unusual texture goes on
smoothly and is easy to blend ex¬
actly right!
Buy Paris-made Po-Go Rouge at
any toiletry counter; if you can’t get
it, we’ll serve you by mail. Guy T.
Gibson, Inc., Importers, 565 Fifth
Avenue, New York City.

U'Go ROUGE
SHADES: Brique (Naturelle); Ronee
(Raspberry); Vif (Bright); Cardinal
(Very Bright); Saumon (Faint, for
Blondes).

No Matter What Your Age
No Need Now to Let

The screenings at the White House are
just as informal as if they were private
pictures shown at your house or mine.
Only the President has the jump on us!
For the local film exchanges pelt him with
previews of the newest, latest pictures. He
sees them weeks before we do.
Whenever he has a free evening, the
President sees a picture.
Sometimes he
may see three or four pictures a week; at
other times when he has other engage¬
ments he may not be able to see any pic¬
tures for a week or two.
Still, he sees
more pictures than any other President
ever saw, five times as many as Hoover
saw, four times as many as Calvin Coolidge, the greatest White House movie fan
before him.

Y\

THEN it’s movie time at the White
vV House, the President is joined by those
guests who happen to be in the mansion at
the time and who care to attend, also any
of the secretaries who want to see the
picture—Steve or Mary or Louis or Missy
—Stephen Early, Marvin H. McIntyre,
Louis Howe, and Marguerite LeHand, to
you. The President never calls them by
anything but their first names or nick¬
names.
They can attend the screenings
whenever they want, but you can bet your
last dollar that not one of them would
dare mention official business when a pic¬
ture’s going to be shown.
Once when Mr. Roosevelt was Governor
of New York (even then he was a movie
fan and had his own private projection
room at Albany for himself and his
guests and his servants), someone said to
him, just before a screening, “Governor
Roosevelt, have you decided what you are
going to do about so—and—so?”
Mr. Roosevelt scowled for a moment,
then said, “Yes, of course I have, but
we’re not going to consider that now.
We’re not going to consider anything now
but the picture that’s going to be shown.”

And that’s the attitude he takes to this
day.
He sits there, completely absorbed
in the picture.
The other guests make
themselves comfortable, smoking when
they feel like it.
There’s none of that supercilious atti¬
tude about the President that some people
have toward movies.
Mr. Roosevelt is smiling almost before
the picture begins. Far more entertaining
than the picture are the President’s re¬
actions. He seems to live with the chief
character in the picture. When a tense mo¬
ment approaches his face is tensely set,
his forehead wrinkles, the lines about his
eyes become prominent. When the hero’s
no longer in trouble, Mr. Roosevelt looks
relieved, and the lines across his forehead
smooth out. At comedies he laughs easily,
loudly, eagerly.
Mrs. Roosevelt is a far tougher audi¬
ence than the President, for while she’s a
movie fan, too, she doesn’t react quite so
enthusiastically. She doesn’t see as many
films as the President does, because during
movie time at the White House, she busies
herself with her voluminous correspond¬
ence, which is more than any former mis¬
tress of the White House has ever had.
But don’t get the idea that she doesn’t like
pictures. She does, and whenever she has
any free time, she attends the White House
showings.
“Little Women” was one of
the pictures she saw and enjoyed.
But here’s the most amazing fact about
the influence of pictures on the Roosevelts.
It was, I think, a picture that changed the
whole course of the President’s career. You
think that’s crazy, far-fetched?
Listen!
Earle Looker tells about it in “This Man
Roosevelt.”
As everyone knows, Mr. Roosevelt was
stricken with infantile paralysis in 1921.
Up to that time he had been one of the
most promising political figures in the
United States.
Louis Howe, his friend,
had even dared hope that some day he

Gray Hair
Cheat You

Now Comb Away Gray This Easy Way

G

RAY hair is risky. It screams: “You
are getting old!” To end gray hair
handicaps all you now have to do is
comb it once a day for several days with
a few drops of Kolor-Bak sprinkled on
your comb, and afterwards regularly only
once or twice a week to keep your hair
looking nice. Kolor-Bak is a solution for
artificially coloring gray hair that im¬
parts color and charm and abolishes gray
hair worries. Grayness disappears within
a week or two and users report the change
is so gradual and so perfect that their
friends forget they ever had a gray hair
and no one knew _they did a thing to it.

Make This Trial Test
Will you test Kolor-Bak without risk¬
ing a single cent? Then, go to your drug
or department store today and get a
bottle of Kolor-Bak.
Test it under our
guarantee that it must make you look
10 years younger and far more attrac¬
tive or we will pay back your money.

(FREE today
Buy a bottle of KOLOR-BAK l
and send top flap of carton to United Remedies, Dept. 447, !>
544 So. Wells St., Chicago—and re-11
ceive FREE AND POSTPAID a 50c <[
box of KUBAK Shampoo.
i
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Mort and Perc Westmore opened their new beauty shop with a tea. Hyman
Fink snapped Mort, Margaret Lindsay, Ann Dvorak, Perc and Leslie Fenton.
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might become President. Now, when Mr.
Howe saw Mr. Roosevelt, he walked away
with his face as ashen gray as were his
hopes.
And Mr. Roosevelt?
After all,
magnificent though his courage was, he
was only human.
At first despair did
overtake him. Then he rallied. He de¬
cided to fight against the disease that had
attacked him.
Slowly he won back his
strength, and handicapped though he was,
became Governor of New York.
Gaining new hope as they saw him suc¬
ceed as Governor, his friends began to be¬
lieve that this man might some day become
President of the United States.
But his
heart chilled at the thought. What, take
over greater responsibilities, bear a greater
burden when he found the load he was
already bearing so heavy?
He shrank
from the idea.
Movies at the Executive Mansion helped
to ease his burden, helped him to forget
his problems for a little while.
One day he saw “Outward Bound,” with
Leslie Howard. “Outward Bound” is, you
know, the story of a group of men and
women who find themselves thrown to¬
gether on a boat. They discover that there
is something strange about the boat, and
soon they learn what it is.
Every man
and woman on that ship has died and they
are all sailing into an unknown world. On
the way they learn that they will be ques¬
tioned by a celestial Examiner, who will
inquire into their motives and find out
what use they have made of their lives.
A S the picture ended, Mr. Roosevelt
TV sighed audibly. Then he turned to
Earle Looker and said, “After seeing that
would you wish to diminish your respon¬
sibilities or to increase them? Would you,
for an hour at least, try to assemble all
your motives for review?
Might you be
able to decide whether or not unwillingness
to accept greater responsibilities is cow¬
ardice, of which you will later be charged
by an ‘Examiner?’”
Evidently the picture helped him to
make up his mind, for from that day on
he faced greater and greater responsibili¬
ties, forging his way ahead as if lie had
never known what obstacles meant.
He
seemed to cast aside all doubts and fears,
and accepted the nomination for the Presi¬
dency of the United States.
And in the White House, too, he has
drawn new inspiration, new courage from
movies.
For
instance,
twice he
saw
“Gabriel Over the White House,” that
amazing picture of what a courageous and
forthright President could do for his coun¬
try.
Twice, too, he saw “The Fighting
President,” a collection of newsreels based
on his own career.
When his burdens have been hardest to
bear, when they have been almost over¬
whelming, he has gone to see pictures and
has come out refreshed. During the bank¬
ing holiday in March, 1933, he saw six
pictures.
During the two months when
he was organizing the NRA he saw seven¬
teen. Altogether he has seen about onethird of the major features produced in
the United States, according to figures
given in Variety.
So the next time you’re watching Jean
Harlow go through her capers or George
Arliss emoting, you might stop and think
that the same picture that is thrilling you
has also brought hours of enchantment, of
peace to Public Citizen No. 1.
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flU
months

latih
See how Bobby’s gained...
how husky he’s become —
since drinking milk this
delicious new way

B

obby’s mother is proud as punch—he’s
such a strong, sturdy youngster now. Yet
how she worried a few months ago. It seemed
as though she would never get him to fill out.
One day the school nurse said to Bobby’s
mother: “Every child needs a quart of milk a
day for sturdy development. But often young¬
sters dislike milk. Then I recommend Coco¬
malt. It makes milk delicious and adds 5 food
essentials that help to improve nutrition.”
Bobby’s mother began to give him Coco¬
malt in milk every day. And within two
short months he had gained ten pounds.

Everyone requires proteins for developing
muscle, carbohydrates for food-energy for
supporting the energy demands of the body,
food-calcium and food-phosphorus plus Sun¬
shine Vitamin D for building strong bones,
sound teeth. Cocomalt is a delicious food
product that supplies these valuable food
essentials. It greatly improves nutrition.
Cocomalt is sold at grocery, drug and de¬
partment stores in
-lb. and 1-lb. air-tight
cans. Also in the economical 5-lb. hospital
size. Delicious hot or cold. Easy to serve.
SPECIAL TRIAL OFFER: For a trial-size
can of Cocomalt,send name and address (with
10c to cover cost of packing and mailing) to
R. B. Davis Co., Dept. NA7 Hoboken, N.J.

Cocomalt is prepared by an exclusive process under scientific control and it is composed of sucrose, skim
milk, selected cocoa, barley malt extract, flavoring and added Sunshine Vitamin D. (Irradiated ergosterol.)
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Ruby Keeler Meets Sorrow
(Continued from page 23)

Couldn't even Lie Down!

W

HAT a terrible affliction. Piles! What they do to
pull you down physically and mentally! The
worst part of it is that Piles are such an embarrassing
subject, that many people hesitate to seek relief. Yet
there’s nothing more serious than Piles, for they can
develop into something malignant.
There is no more satisfactory treatment of Piles
than Pazo Ointment. Pazo supplies the needed effects.
First, it is soothing, which relieves pain, soreness and
itching. Second, it is lubricating, which makes passage
easy. Third, it is astringent, which tends to reduce the
swollen blood vessels which are Piles.
You get immediate and lasting relief with Pazo.

NOW TWO FORMS
Pazo now comes in two forms. In addition to the
familiar tube with special Pile Pipe, it now comes in
suppository form, 14 suppositories to the box. Those
who prefer suppositories will find Pazo Suppositories
the most satisfactory they have ever tried.
All drug stores sell Pazo in tubes and Pazo Suppos¬
itories, but a trial tube is free for the asking. Just
mail a postcard or the coupon below.

-
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! Grove Laboratories, Inc.
j Dept. 3,1-MC, St. Louis, Mo.
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. Gentlemen: Please send Pazo FREE.
.....

!

I ADDRESS.

[

NAME

I

I CITY

i

.STATE..

__i

wonders for men, women and children who
have been chronic sufferers from psoriasis.
Siroil applied externally to the affected
area causes the scales to disappear, the red
blotches to fade out and the skin to resume
its normal texture. Siroil backs with a guar¬
antee the claim that if it does not relieve
you within two weeks — and you are the
sole judge —your money will be refunded.
Write for booklet upon this new treatment.
Don’t delay. Write at once.

SIROIL LABORATORIES INC.
1214 Griswold St., Dept. G-7

Detroit, Mich.

Please send me full information on
Siroil—the new treatment of psoriasis.
Name_
Address_
City_State__

V.-
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Anna May’s childish fancy.
Ruby, un¬
derstanding the desperate yearning, stood
proudly ready to help her younger sister
through all the hardships and difficulties
of getting a start.
Then Anna May, nearly old enough to
begin serious theatrical training, became
sick.
All her hopes disappeared in the
long months that followed.
Though she
had not heard the doctor’s report, she
feared with the intuition of a child that
she might never reach her goal.
And Ruby, her own battle to become a
star still fresh in her mind, suffered more
keenly than Anna May, aware of the suf¬
fering that would be her sister’s unless
good health returned.
Thus the sisters, one courageous in her
determination to overcome every obstacle,
the other understanding that determination
and wanting nothing more than to bring
brief interludes of sunshine into the
shadow’ of sickness, became closer even
than blood ties can bind two people.

W

HEN Anna May’s illness first began
Ruby was gaining on Broadway the
first recognition which one day would send
her to California and her first meeting with
Al, and later would star her in Ziegfeld’s
lavish shows. Money which had been so
scarce in the Keeler family was no longer
a problem.
Ruby’s income, larger every
month, soon enabled her to afford the doc¬
tors that Anna May needed.
The finest specialists were called in.
Patiently Ruby waited for their lengthy
examinations.
At last they were ready
with advice:
“She should be taken to a warmer cli¬
mate, preferably Florida.”
Anna May must go South.
No delay.
No arguing. Ruby made her plans, packed
her bags, hustled her mother into travel¬
ing clothes. She told Anna May the good
news. And as a last precaution she per¬
suaded one of the doctors in the case to
come with them, that he might keep daily
watch over Anna May.
Ruby, though, must keep on working.
There must never be a time when there
was no money to buy everything Anna
May might need. Ruby found a job the
first week they arrived in Florida.
It
was fun, dancing like this, when she knew
that it was earning money to bring Anna
May back to New York a normal, healthy
girl.
At first the patient did not respond to
the change in climate.
But slowly, then
more speedily, she began to mend.
Not
many months later the doctor decided
that she was strong and well enough
to return home. It wrould be so good to
be back in New York.
This was their
longest separation from the rest of the
family. Mrs. Keeler was anxious for Bill
and Helen and Gertrude and Margie.
And she hoped that New York’s damp
weather would not bother Anna May now.
Surely next winter, she would be a dif¬
ferent girl, impervious to sleet and snow.
So gaily they left Florida.
But the recovery, which had seemed cer¬
tain, began to lag.
Yet Ruby continued
optimistic, sure that it was only a tem¬
porary setback, that in the end her belief

would win out.
Short years slipped by.
Ruby had met Al and married him. She
had starred in a Broadway show.
She
signed her first movie contract.
Again the doctors recommended Florida
for Anna May.
But this winter Ruby
was .going to Hollywood. She was going
to be a motion picture actress and act
in “42nd Street.” Couldn’t Anna May go
just as well to California? So it was de¬
cided.
Anna May would go with Ruby.
Mrs. Keeler, too.
So the same loyal three once more left
New York, bound this time for Holly¬
wood.
Perhaps this new excitement—the
thrill of Ruby’s struggle for film fame—
would be just the thing Anna May needed.
Ruby was sure when they arrived. Anna
May was better from the first day in Cali¬
fornia.
She was grown up by now, a girl in
her teens, with the same sparkling blue
eyes, the same infectious smile that has
carried Ruby into the hearts of a million
movie goers.
And she was happy, hap¬
pier than she had ever been.
Ruby had made her a secretary.
Her
job was to handle all the requests fans
made for pictures.
Every day she sat
outside at a table, mailing photographs,
answering letters from people all over the
country. It was work she loved.
Then there was this operation ahead
which was to do so much for her. Never
before had she been strong enough to
risk it, but the doctors thought it would
be safe now, after her long days in the
healing rays of the hot sunshine.
The operation, when it was performed,
was pronounced a success.
Even Ruby,
watching over her every hour of the day,
could see the stronger color in Anna May’s
thin cheeks. Perhaps—and why shouldn’t
it be ?—Anna May would some day dance,
would some day feel the spotlight on her
as she whirled on the stage!
DUT she mustn’t go too fast. First she
must convalesce from the operation.
Then Ruby could tell her of all the plans
she had been making, plans she didn’t
quite dare tell just yet, though she yearned
to with all her heart. She couldn’t afford
to raise hopes that might all too easily be
dashed to pieces.
The spring and summer passed.
Anna
May grew tan. It was hard to tell that
she was a patient who must rest, must
never grow too excited. Sometimes even
Ruby forgot how sick she had been.
When Warner Brothers this last win¬
ter announced that Ruby and Al were to
make a picture together, Ruby realized
her happiest moment. What more could
she ask than this chance to co-star with
her husband t while close at hand Anna
May was improving so steadily?
And, as though Fate were carefully
building up the last tragic act as work
on the picture neared completion, Al was
offered a contract for another radio pro¬
gram, an hour show, in which he was to
star. After a hasty conference with Ruby,
he accepted. No time to wait for Ruby
to wind up her affairs in Hollywood. Re¬
hearsals in New York were waiting. So
he left Ruby with a light heart. Soon she
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would join him. By that time Anna May
could come, too.
Ruby went back to the house which
seemed so empty with A1 gone, with only
Anna May to talk to. And without warn¬
ing, Anna May became desperately ill.
Each day she grew worse.
Frantically
Ruby tried to check the ravages of dis¬
ease. But it was no longer a question of
medicine. While Ruby prayed at the bed¬
side, the end came.
• What was she to do? How could she
go ahead ?
Anna May was dead.
She
had lost Anna May. But in the end she
went back to the studio.
Heartbreak,
tragic though it may be, can never inter¬
fere in the life of a performer. Not until
the last dragging day of work did Ruby
get ready to leave, her only comfort dur¬
ing the period of despair, her nightly
talks on long distance with A1 and her
family.

A

ND having heard this story of two sisters, how Ruby spent all the time and
money and devotion she was capable of
to save Anna May from the terrible afflic¬
tion of sickness, how she took the patient
to Florida, hired the finest specialists in
New York, kept her in California for two
years, only in the end to lose her battle—
you can know what it meant to Ruby
Keeler to meet sorrow. A girl who had
everything—career, money, happy mar¬
riage! And yet—!
Out of this shadow of heartbreaking
death comes one bright ray of happiness
for Ruby. The Jolsons, if their present
plans are fulfilled, will soon have a baby
—an adopted child from a famous Chi¬
cago orphanage—a baby that will some
day take the place of Anna May.
She
will be someone new to plan for, live for,
someone on whom Ruby can lavish all the
mother affection she once showered on
her youngest sister.

The Garbo
You've Never
Read About
Blekingegatan

32,

Stockholm!

What does it mean to you?
is where the Swedish

That

star lived

from infancy until the day she left
for Hollywood with Mauritz Stiller.
That is where her personality was
formed. Never before has so au¬
thentic and revealing a picture of
Greta's girlhood

been

published

as the one painted for you by
Elizabeth Malcolm, who shared
Miss

Gustafsson's

early

days.

You'll find incidents never before
published, as well as marvelous
pictures, in this feature, which
appears in MOVIE MIRROR for
August. On sale June 26.

Here's a
Quick Way
to Put on
10 to 15 lbs. of Good
Solid Flesh and Feel
Like a Million Dollars!
Kelpamalt, New Mineral Concentrate, Corrects IODINE STARVED
GLANDS—Most Common, Unsuspected Cause of SKINNINESS
5 Lbs. in 7 Week Guaranteed Even
On Scrawniest Men and Women
or Money Back

tablets contain more NATURAL IODINE than
486 lbs. of spinach or 1660 lbs. of beef. More iron
and copper than 2 lbs. of spinach or 15 lbs. of fresh
tomatoes. More calcium than 1 doz. eggs. More
phosphorus than 3 lbs. of carrots.
Try Kelpamalt for a single week
Thousands of thin, pale,
and notice the difference—how
rundown
folks—and
even
Comparison of Minerals
much better you feel, how ordi¬
In KELPAMALT VS.
nary stomach distress vanishes,
“naturally skinny” men and
VEGETABLES
how firm flesh appears in place of
women—are amazed at this
3 Kelpamalt Tablets
scrawny hollows—and the new
Contain:
new easy way to put on
energy and strength it brings you.
1. More Iron and Copper
Kelpamalt is prescribed and used
healthy
needed
pounds
than 1 lb. of spinach,
by physicians. Fine for children
7% lbs. fresh toma¬
quickly.
Gains of 15 to 20
too. Remember the name, Kelp¬
toes, 3 lbs. of aspara¬
lbs. in one month, 5 lbs. in
gus.
amalt, the original kelp and malt
2. More Calcium than 1
tablets.
Nothing like them, so
1 week, are reported regu¬
lb. of cabbage.
don’t accept imitations.
Start
larly. J. R. writes—“Always
3. More Phosphorus than
Kelpamalt today.
If you don’t
1% lbs. of carrots.
thought
I
was
naturally
gain at least 5 lbs. in 1 week the
4. More Sulphur than 2
lbs. of tomatoes.
trial is free.
skinny, but in 3 weeks I have
5. More Sodium than 3
100 jumbo size Kelpamalt Tablets
gained 12 lbs. on Kelpamalt.”
lbs. of turnips.
four to five times the size of ordinary
6. More Potassium than
Kelpamalt, the new min¬
tablets—cost
but a few cents a
6 lbs. of beans.
day to use and may be had at all
eral concentrate from the sea
7. More Magnesium than
1 lb. of celery.
good drug stores. If your dealer
gets right down and cor¬
has not yet received his supply,
rects the real underlying
send $1.00 for special introductory
cause
of
skinniness — IODINE-STARVED
size bottle of 65 tablets to the address below.
GLANDS. When these glands don’t work proper¬
ly, all the food in the world can’t help you. It just
isn’t turned into flesh. The result is, you stay skinny.
Write today for fascinating instructive 50-page book on How to Add
The most important gland—the one which actually
Weight Quickly. Mineral Contents of Food and their effects on the
controls body weight—needs a definite ration of io¬
human body. New facts about NATURAL IODINE. Standard
weight and measurement charts. Daily menus for weight building.
dine all the time—NATURAL ASSIMILABLE IO¬
Absolutely free. No obligation. Kelpamalt Co.. Dept. 478, 27-33
DINE—not to be confused with chemical iodides
West 20th St.. New York City.
__
which often prove toxic—but the same iodine that
is found in tiny quantities in spinach and lettuce.
Only when the system gets an adequate supply of
iodine can you regulate metabolism—the body’s
process of converting digested food into firm flesh,
new strength and energy.
To get NATURAL IODINE as well as 12 other
needed body minerals in convenient, concentrated
and assimilable form, take Kelpamalt—now con¬
sidered the world’s richest source of this precious
substance. It contains 1,300 times more iodine than
KNOWN IN ENGLAND AS VIKELP
oysters, once considered the best source. 6 Kelpamalt

SPECIAL FREE OFFER

Manufacturer’s Note:—Inferior products—sold as kelp and malt preparations—in imitation of the genuine Kelpamalt
are being offered as substitutes. Don’t be fooled. Demand genuine Kelpamalt Tablets. They are easily assimilated,
do not upset stomach nor injure teeth.
Results guaranteed or money back.
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How Brunettes Can
Rival Blondes
IN

ROMANTIC

COMPLEXIONS

-By Lillian Loy-s
At last they’ve discovered a way to make a
brunette’s complexion as alluringly beau¬
tiful as a ravishing blonde’s. The secret of
the perfect blonde complexion is that it is
fair and clear .. . and that is what this mar¬
velous new beautifier, Dioxogen Cream,
does. ... It makes your skin glamorously
clear and fair. From the first application
you see the improvement.
As you go on using this amazing beauty dis¬
covery, the texture of your skin becomes
finer and finer . . . “refined” would be a
better word, because all the coarseness
vanishes magically.
Open pores are re¬
duced.
Blackheads and whiteheads are
prevented. Discolorations, lines and spots
are lightened and made less visible. Sallow
or muddy skin is given a live natural color

Oxygen Does It
The secret of Dioxogen Cream is that it con¬
tains oxygen! The moment you apply this
cream to your face and neck, the oxygen
is released and treats your skin with its nat¬
ural benefits.
No other beautifier in the
world contains oxygen.
Try Dioxogen
Cream and see the exciting effect of brunette
coloring with a clear, fair and vivacious
skin.
Good Housekeeping’s seal of approval is on
every jar of Dioxogen Cream. Department
stores and druggists call Dioxogen Cream
the cosmetic sensation of the year. 50c
a jar; extra large size $1.
If you wish a trial jar first, send 10c to
Dioxogen Cream, 61C Fourth Avenue,
New York City.

LIGHTEN YOUR HAIR
WITHOUT PEROXIDE
... to ANY Shade you Desire
. . . SAFELY in 5 to 15 minutes
Careful, fastidious women avoid the use of
peroxide because peroxide makes hair brittle.
Lechler’s Instantaneous Hair Lightener
requires NO peroxide. Used as a paste it can¬
not streak. Eliminates “straw" look. Beneficial to perma¬
nent waves and bleached hair.
Lightens blonde hair
grown dark. This is the only preparation that also lightensX^
the scalp. No more dark roots. Used over 20 years by famousV ■
beauties, stage and screen stars and children. Harmless, GuarI
anteed. Mailed complete with brush for application.
H

cd rr 36-page booklet "The Art of Lightening Hair
r Kite. Without Peroxide" Free with your first order.
ERWIN F. LECHLER, Hair Beauty Specialist

ses

W. 181st St.. New York. N. Y.

QUICK
IRONINGS

SEE FOR YOURSELFt

NO STICKING-NO SCORCHING
Here’s that new way to do hot
starching without mixing, boil¬
ing or straining as with old
fashioned lump starch. Every¬
thing already included in pow¬
dered form. Makes starching
easy. Makes ironing easy. See
how elasticity and that fresh new
look are given back to curtains,
aprons, play clothes, soft collars
and shirts. Your iron fairly glides.
A wonderful invention. Send now.

TRY THIS

FREE

THANK YOUTHE HUBINGER CO., No.965,' Keokuk, la.
Your free sample of QUICK ELASTIC, please,
and "That Wonderful Way to Hot Starch."

L-
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She Was a West Point
Wall Flower
BUNIONS

(Continued from page 47)
hair; it was yards long, thick as a mop,
and there was so much of it that it was
almost impossible to dress it!
“Air. Robertson took one look at me
and sighed, but there was nothing he could
do about it. They had to start shooting
the studio scenes that afternoon. We didn’t
have time to buy new clothes, so I did my
first scenes in a year-old outfit, with my
hair streaming around my shoulders. While
we worked in New York those next two
days, Alother had to buy clothes for me,
without my even trying them on. As the
picture progressed, they decided that I
must put up my hair, so it was piled on
top of my head in great masses which gave
me the most horrible top-heavy look.
“And then the moment arrived to go to
West Point where the remaining scenes
of the picture were to be made.
West
Point!
What a thrilling sound the very
name had!
I had never visited a men’s
college. I had never seen a West Pointer,
except in pictures. I was all in a dither!
Rumors had already reached us that the
cadets could hardly wait to get a look
at me, and that they were thrilled to
death with the thought of meeting and
knowing a real motion picture actress!
There was to be one of the biggest dances
of the season the night of the day we were
to arrive, and I was to be escorted by the
most popular, the handsomest, the highest
ranking cadet at West Point!

To help correct disfig¬
uring crooked toes wear
Dr. Scholl’s TOE-FLEX
made of soft, pure rubber,
to be worn between the great
toe and second toe. It exerts
an even, gentle outward
AFTER
BEFORE
pressure to the great toe,
gradually straightening it to its normal shape and posi¬
tion. Worn in any properly fitted shoe. Small, medium
and large sizes for men and women
50f each. Sold
by drug, shoe and department stores everywhere.

TOE-

D- Scholl's f LEX
LITTLE BLUE BOOKS

Send postcard for our free catalogue. Thou¬
sands of bargains. Address: LITTLE BLUE
BOOK CO., Catalogue Dept., Desk 300,
Girard, Kansas.

real thing for mounting Snapthot*, Cards,
ftps, etc. No paste needed. Neat. to use for mounting prints tight or
5. Sold at photo supply and album
counters or send 10£ today for pkg.
of 100 and free samples.
Engel Art Corners Co., Chicago, I1L,
Address DepL

rANTLY CLEANS POTS^AWPANS
'Brightens them in a Jiffy!":
-

Patented parallel outer layers prov ide—

Double the Wear, where the Wear comes'

W

ELL, we got there, and I was de¬
liriously happy, until I began to get
dressed, in my first real evening frock!
Then, suddenly, I grew panicky!
Good
heavens, I had never been to such a party
before! How was I to act? What was I
to say? What was I to talk about? Here
were several hundred young men who
were dying to meet me—how was I ever
to live up to their expectations? I could
dance a little, but I couldn’t be sure of
this talent. Afaybe they danced differently
at this place! When I finally ran to Mrs.
Robertson with my fears, she laughed at
me. ‘Nonsense!’ she said. ‘You're a movie
star, aren’t you? And you’re pretty! So
why worry about anything?’
“That was it. I was a movie star. I
consoled myself with the thought. Maybe
they’d just be thrilled to dance with me
because I was what I was.
“And then my escort arrived.
I came
down the stairs. We were introduced. I
could hardly force my eyes to look at his
face. All I saw was that immaculate uni¬
form with its shining buttons, and the
formal white gloves.
We shook hands,
and I felt my knees sag under me. I said,
‘How do you do,’ and he said ‘How do
you do,’ and then—well, then nothing hap¬
pened !
And the most awful moment in
the world is that endless moment when
nothing happens!
“I don’t know how we got over to the
hall where the dance was being held. I
only know that it was in perfect silence and
that I was filled with misgivings.
“I danced with one handsome cadet after
another. At first, they started out gayly,
confidently, trying to urge me into con-

60-U m 4717 North Clark SL

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED
Size 8x10 inches
or smaller if desired.
Same price for full length
or bust form, groups, land¬
scapes. pet animals, etc.,
or enlargements of any
part of group picture. Safe
return of original photo
guaranteed

47

(any size) and within a week you will receive
your
beautiful
life-like
enlargement,
guaran¬
teed fadeless.
Pay postman 47c plus postage—
or send 49c with order and we pay postage.
Big 16x20 inch enlargement sent C. O. D. 78c
plus postage or send 80c and we pay postage. Take advantage of this
amazing offer now.
Send your photos today.
Specify size wanted.
STANDARD ART STUDIOS
104 S. Jefferson Street, Dept. 1545-H. CHICAGO. ILLINOIS

\

<Wcu) SILK HOSE

<^oc_

GUARANTEED TO

,

cJ(fear^Wif-hout Holes

Guaranteed^0'SP0T pROOFED-RINGlESS
to wear without holes from 1%
months to S months or replr -J
Chiffons and service weigh
styles and colors for
women, children. Not so
In stores but through rep¬
resentatives. Write for
AGENTS
'
big opportunity
Give size
Up to $22 in a week V
demonstrating.
t
WILKNIT HOSIERY
H-8 Midway
Greenfield, Ohi

REMOVES

HAIR

CREAM
SIMPLY APPLY-WASH OFF
GIANT
TUBE

5<y sM\LuTEicy

DEPT. STORES

TEN CENT STORES

SAFELY* QUICKLY* SURELY
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versation.
But all I could say was ‘yes’
or 'no.’ I was completely tongue-tied. Be¬
fore the end of the third dance, I knew
that I was a perfect ‘bust,’ and that the
word had gotten around. The boys didn’t
even try to talk to me after that.
The
applauding for encores was noticeably
weak on the part of my partners. Oh, it
was horrible!
I have never suffered so
in my life as I did that evening.
“At last the long evening was over. I
cried the rest of the night, and in the morn¬
ing my eyes were so red and swollen that
I couldn’t work at all. For the remaining
two weeks that we were at West Point
I avoided the very sight of a West Point¬
er, and would walk a mile to evade one.
f HAD only one remaining hope—that
-*• when the picture was shown at West
Point I would appear as the most ravish¬
ing, enticing, sweet creature in the world.
But that hope was smashed, too. I was
horrible in the picture. That awful mass of
hair piled up on top of my head was a
‘clowning glory.’ I looked out of date in
the clothes I wore during the first part of
the picture and ill at ease in the new ones
I wore later!
I was, in plain words, a
mess!
“So today when the press refers to me
as ‘the college boys ideal’ I have to laugh.
It's fortunate that I can laugh, that I’ve
out-lived the horrors of my first party.
But I often wonder what the West Point¬
ers that I met during that memorable eve¬
ning think about it now. When they see
me on the screen I wonder if they point
me out to their friends and say, ‘Her looks
are deceiving.
She may look attractive

MIRROR

enough on the screen, but you should know
her!
A perfect nit-wit.
I danced with
her once—I know'/ ”
Though she didn’t know it at the time,
that night marked a turning point in
Madge’s life. It.wasn't entirely the first
date but a combination of that, her first
adult role, and her debut into life.
The reactions of those West Point boys
to her dowdiness made Madge resolve to
become a smartly groomed young woman.
The sight of herself on the screen showed
her how badly she moved.
She herself
was shrewd enough to realize her defects
of voice and makeup. If she hadn’t been
a courageous and intelligent young girl,
she might have gone down under all the
criticism she handed herself, all the faults
she observed in herself.
But Madge is
singularly
intelligent
and
courageous.
Everything in her subsequent life has
proved that.
She began her self-improvement course
immediately.
She studied fashions with
the devotion of a true worshiper. She tried
her hair in dozens of ways—she still does,
for that matter—always seeking the most
becoming.
She studied with diction and
singing teachers in the East and when she
finally got a leading role on Broadway in
“Daisy Mayme” she was a finished, poised,
beautiful young thing, so beautiful that Hol¬
lywood immediately signed her up.
Today she has sparkling blue eyes, a
vivacious, responsive face, and an eager,
interesting way of talking. She’s loads of
fun, but she’s thoughtful, too, and weighs
things intelligently.
She doesn’t believe
that an actress’ life should really belong to
the public but she’s awfully afraid that

it

does.
And it frightens her a bit.
“Not that I have anything to hide,” she
hastens to explain, “but I am constantly
being embarrassed by rumors that get into
the papers. You see, having friends out
here is the most difficult thing of all, espe¬
cially men friends, because friendships are
so likely to be misconstrued. Recently I
was working in a picture with a certain
young man whom I like very much. He
is interested in another girl on another
lot. Everybody knows it, just as every¬
one knows that my best beau is Tom Gal¬
lery. Yet when this man and I had lunch¬
eon together several times in the M-G-M
Commissary, heads began to nod and
tongues to wag.
I finally had to go
to him and say, ‘Listen here. Everybody is
talking about us, so I guess we’ll have to
cut out these luncheons.’
He was swell
about it and understood, but we were both
a bit annoyed.
Now, whenever we see
each other, we both feel ill at ease.

A

MONTH or so ago I read in a
newspaper that I had switched my
affections from Tom to a big movie mo¬
gul. I’ve been trying to figure out ever since
who that might be !
Unfortunately, I don’t
know any movie moguls.
I would like
to have luncheon with one and I would
like to know who this particular mogul is,
for if there’s any switching of affections to
be done, they might just as well be
switched in the right direction!” Madge
grinned. “I’d like to switch my affections
just long enough to take that mogul with
me back to West Point and show the whole
Academy what had become of the floppiest
flop they had ever known.”

HER KITCHEN WAS NEVER SO COOL ON WASHDAY
I MUST HAVE PASSED OUT
FROM THE HEAT. I’LL BE
—_
, ALL RIGHT IN
—.
A MOMENT r

WHO WOULDN'T FAINT SCRUBBING AND BOILING
CLOTHES IN THIS

>

\ $T\

H0T WEATHER

LATER
I KNOW IT SOUNDS TOO GOOD
TO BE TRUE - BUT JUST TRY
RINSO NEXT WASHDAY. YOUR
CLOTHES WILL BE SAFELY
SOAKED 4 OR 5 SHADES WHITER]

NEXT WASHDAY
MY, THE HOUSE
IS NICE AND COOL
DIDN'T YOU BOIL
THE CLOTHES
TODAY?

IT WILL BE GRAND TO
GET THE CLOTHES SNOWY
WITHOUT USING A WASH¬
BOARD OR BOILER!

NO! AND I DIDN'T SCRUB.
\
EITHER. I JUST SOARED MY )
WASH SNOWY IN CREAMY S
RINSO SUDS AND YOU OUGHT
^ TO SEE HOW FRESH AND
BRIGHT THE COLORED
r* (/
THINGS ARE, TOO

ggest^elungTaTiT^

SOAP IN AMERICA
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IV
taught

lundreds
to be

tylaWM*!
M one Fontayne
of Hollywood
:* Are you sliy...bashful? Do people iail to notice
r

your fine points? Are men inc iflerent? Tl en
M.aric Fontayne, Hollywood s famous Charm
Authority can help you as she has hundreds
o! others. She can teach you the way to be pop¬
ular; to get better jobs; to prepare lor a career.

(3 It aim Slesson Gbsolutelij "flee
Let M.arie Fontayne send you the first lesson in
her famous Chat vn Course...Free. It will reveal
to you the first principles of Charm, and what
they can mean to every woman. Also, her fasci¬
nating pamphlet
right

Charm... Every wo maids Birth-

and the ch arm Analysis Chart. \vVth

this chart ALss Fontayne can personally judge
just what holds you back from the success and
popularity you deserve. Don t put off.] ie Day
of New-B orn Happiness any longer.
Send coupon lor" Charm...Every (tinman’.
Birthright," Charm Lcs,on and Charm
Chart lor/ay...al) without cost or obligation!
MARIE FONTAYNE INSTITUTE
BOX V 770 HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
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Have It in Just 5 DAYS!
TT AVE dirt and exposure robbed
JlJL your skin of'its youthful
charm? Here's thrilling newsl
They mar only the outer skin—a
dull, dark mask that can be melted
away—safely and gently! Golden
Peacock Bleach Creme helps na¬
ture flake off that outer skin that
makes your complexion unattrac¬
tive! It dissolves the coarse, invis¬
ible particles of surface skin. In
five short days the supreme thrill is complete — a
clear, fresh, satin-soft skin that looks years younger
and shades whiter! All surface blemishes and freckles
vanish! Relied upon by thousands to keep young,
looking and alluring! Only 55c at drug stores.

Your Hair Appears Naturally Colored
Gray hair and dandruff is a handicap socially and in
business. For 37 years Nourishine Hair Tonic has
brought happiness to many thousands by coloring
dull gray streaked hair with a natural appearing
youthful color. Instantly rids the scalp of dandruff
accumulations and itchiness. Nourishine is applied
like a tonic—it's safe—cannot be detected. Adds
life, lustre, and youthful radiance to your hair. For
better results use Nourishine Non-Acid Shampoo.
At all drug or department stores. Send coupon
below for booklet, “Home Care of the Hair.’

NOURISHINE
§

Nourishine Sales Co., Dept. 75-M, 939 S. Broadway
L. A., Cal.
|
Send Nourishine Booklet, "Home Care of the Hair”
I Name__
| Address_
I City
State
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Confessions of a Holly-

Me iv C/efrninc/ Invention

wood Press Agent

ENDS DRUDGERY!

electric fans, ice water and cologne dipped
handkerchiefs.
There was a sudden commotion in the
extras’ corner. A woman had swooned, and
as they carried her out we saw that her
hair was gray.
An assistant barked for order and a
quick lineup for the next scene. It was
then that Mae left the ministrations of
her maid and joined the director and his
staff in the suffocating space behind the
cameras.
I heard her ask, “How many long shots
have you planned to do today?’’
One of the assistants answered quickly,
“Don’t you worry, Miss West, we will
finish with you after the next scene, and
work with the extra players the rest of
the day. You can go home and rest. We
don’t want you to get sick.”
Miss West said quietly, “Would it upset
things too much to follow the original plan
and finish my closeups today, and let the
extras go home? I can stand this heat. I’ve
played behind footlights through too many
New York summers to mind a little
humidity now and then. Please let them
go home instead of me.”
M OW for some unexplainable reason
N this Mae West episode conjures up
another scene that took place way back
in 1925. Perhaps the connection is merely
one of temperature. One sizzling day at
the end of June the studio employees
were suddenly ordered to halt all ac¬
tivities and gather along the curb out¬
side the studio gates. We were informed
that Gloria Swanson was returning from
Paris, as an authentic Marquise, with the
living, breathing proof of her triumph
in tow.
Huge bunches of wilted flowers were
shoved into the hands of carpenters, sten¬
ographers, scenario writers, clerks and
electricians with shrieked instructions from
agitated assistants to pelt Miss Swanson
and her titled spouse when they drove
up to the studio gate. Stars had been
welcomed before with brass bands, mayors,
reporters and usherettes, but a rose throw¬
ing tournament was something distinctly
new.
After a two-hour wait on the steaming
asphalt, the sirens of twenty police motor¬
cycles brought us to attention, and during
the next swift moment Gloria Swanson
ascended to the highest peak of her career.
She was smothered, scratched and bruised
with a few tons of badly decomposed
flowers, and when she made a short speech
of thanks from her car she looked more
annoyed than overwhelmed with the
reception.
Along with the Marquis de la Falaise,
she was swept into the private offices of
Messrs. Lasky and Zukor, and through the
amazing studio grapevine every typist and
laborer on the lot knew what was going
on behind those locked doors.
Those clever boys, Jesse Lasky and
Adolph Zukor, had planned that motor¬
cycle, rose-bedecked welcome to put Swan¬
son into a happy frame of mind for the
first view of a new seven-year contract.

Amazing “Magic Sponge”
Breaks All Selling Records
ORTH—South—East—West,
1\ the most amazing cleaning
invention is meeting with unbemmr,.r—i
lievable success. Women are simply wild about the speed, case and
thoroughness with which MAGIC
SPONGE does all sorts of house¬
hold cleaning. They’re buying
like mad and repeating like clock
work. Profits run riot everywhere
—and to think this is only one of
11 RED-HOT sellers in the fa¬
mous PURO LINE!
Write at
once for details—an especially
attractive offer for distributors.
The PURO CO., Inc., Dept. K-4104
3107-09 Pine St.
St. Louis, Mo

, WORKS LIRE J
MAGIC1

(Continued front page 31)
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LET OTHERS SELL FOR YOU
Start your own business making Cheese Chips at home. Sell through
dealers—no house-to-house canvassing.
Big profits, steady repeat
orders. Lees than $10.00 investment is all required. A clean-cut
proposition for willing workers
Write
FLUFFO
Dept. 28-G
St. Louis

rWANTED-.
Women to make hooked rugs for our
stores. No experience necessary. Steady
work. We do the selling. Write at once.
HOLLYWOOD STUDIO STORES
5334 Hollywood Blvd., Dept. 9
Hollywood, California

LEARN
TO

DANCE $1

Why be s lonely, unpopular wall-flower
when you can learn all the smart dances
from the most modern to the old favorites—
at home, in private without teacher, musio
or partner?
Complete course of old fa¬
vorites. including Tango, Walts, etc., only
SI; so simple even a child can learn quickly.
Send stamps, cash or M. O. Large course. 60 illus¬
trations, includes Tap Dancing, Tango, etc. $1.98.
(C. O. D. orders 25o extra and postage.)
FREE a rare Lucky Chinese Coin.
FRENCH ROY,
Box 124,
Variek Sta.
New York. N. Y.
:
:
:
Dept. Ill

A-B-C Shorthand
IN TWELVE easy LESSONS
High school, college, or technical
students wffio have at their command
a practical, easy and efficient method
of taking down lecture notes have a
marked advantage over those who
must set down all notes in longhand.
Not only do you get far more from
the lecture when it is delivered but
when examination time comes a re¬
view' of a word for word transcript
of each lecture is the finest kind of
preparation for successful passing.
Whereas it takes about two years
to
learn
conventional
shorthand
methods, A. B. C. Shorthand can be
mastered in from twelve to fifteen
hours’ study. Convince yourself of
this fact by examining a copy of
A. B. C. Shorthand now selling for
only $1.00 postpaid. You risk noth¬
ing, for if it does not prove to be
satisfactory in every way you can
return it and your money will be
cheerfully refunded.
Send your order today with $1.00
Money back if not satisfactory

Economy Educational League
Dept. MM-7

1926 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
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The famous document stipulated a weekly
stipend of $17,500, but the new Marquise,
perhaps remembering the thorns on those
roses, held out for an even $22,000 every
seven days for seven years. No doubt
Gloria thought it was no time to “say
it with flowers.” She refused the offer,
thereby permitting the most fantastic con¬
tract in film history to slip through her
fingers.
A few months later she joined the
newly organized United Artist Studio
where she was privileged to select her own
stories and supervise the casting and all
details of her own productions. I will omit
the uneven career that has followed that
day, the acquired and discarded husbands,
and bring you up to last year with Gloria,
still glamorous, waiting, waiting for the
studio to which she is under contract to
give her a picture, waiting with her one
picture of the year a failure, her personal
appearance tour a failure, her money gone.
D IGHT next to the patch in my memory
concerning Swanson there is a tat¬
tered little piece that has to do with Baby
LeRoy’s first visit to Paramount studios.
He was not quite eight months old on
that windy October afternoon in 1932
when his round-faced young mother and
two Salvation Army Sisters brought him
into my office to be tested with two hun¬
dred other babies for the Maurice Cheva¬
lier picture, “A Bedtime Story.” There
was nothing to warn me that the squirming
little bundle wrapped in dun colored
blanket was about to .burn permanent
scars of pity into my heart.
The taller Salvation Sister did all the
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talking. The baby, she pleaded, was young,
not a year old as the director of the picture
had specified, but he was so bright and
big for his age. Couldn’t he please have
a chance? He had, she added, the best
disposition and finest personality of any
baby ever born in the Salvation Army
home.
I nodded with mechanical cheerfulness,
because I had been knee deep in babies
and hopeful mothers and welfare workers
for more than a month and my sentiment
had worn rather thin. I guided the trio
to the still gallery where publicity photo¬
graphs were taken before the film test.
The bundle was unwound from its blanket
and I was startled out of my press agent’s
calm by the infant's curious appearance.
I_T E -wore a strange white headdress
I and his little figure was submerged in
a mystifying garment that looked vaguely
like a hospital nightgown.
The young mother carefully adjusted
the shapeless head covering into a
rakish slant over one ear, and her fingers
patted lovingly the unmatched buttons and
sagging little belt that held the nightgown
together. And when she stepped aside
proudly, I saw something that left me
wanting to cry for hours.
For the shapeless thing on that beauti¬
ful baby’s head was supposed to be a
dashing beret, the crumpled nightgown had
been cut and stitched to resemble a tiny
swagger coat, and the whole tragic little
costume had been made from an ancient
piece of flannel that years of washing had
reduced to a gray lumpiness.
It was wonderful and awful and beauti¬

"has done Wonders
FOR MY DAUGHTER’S SKIN"
My Daughter Suffered for Months with a
bad Eruption on her Face"

She went to Specialists and tried Every
thing we heard of”

ful and ghastly, this young mother’s savage
pride, defying a world that provided no
home, no money, no tiny berets or absurd
little coats for her baby. And although
Baby LeRoy’s mother bought him half a
dozen beautiful coats and countless little
caps with his first salary checks, he will
never look more appealing to me than he
did that day. Never did success come into
two lives as more of a blessing.
YW’HEN the talkies reached the height
* * of their achievement in 1932, Para¬
mount decided that Tallulah Bankhead was
just what the industry needed.
She arrived fresh from three years of
caprice in London and fairly prostrated
the local press with her frankness and
complete lack of inhibitions. When she
announced to a band of interviewers that
the only man in Hollywood she longed to
meet was Gary Cooper the reporters sharp¬
ened a few new pencils and waited for
that young man to return from his big
African game hunt.
Our department smelled headlines be¬
cause Gary and Tallulah were scheduled
to play together in “Devil and the Deep,”
so we called up every city desk in Los
Angeles and invited the editors to meet
Mr. Cooper at the station when he un¬
loaded his stuffed lions.
Two days before his arrival, Gary sent
a wire to the studio requesting “lots of
warm blankets at the station for Tallulah.”
“A pretty mess to feed the press,”
moaned the boss. “He would find a new
girl friend named Tallulah, as if one of
them wasn’t enough in Hollywood. But
why the blankets?”

Every quotation in this advertisement
is a true copy from an actual letter.
Subscribed and sworn to before me.

NOTARY PUBLIC
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The story told here isn’t just
“advertising.” Every word of it has been
taken from an actual letter, one of thousands
written by grateful users who have gained
radiant and unblemished skin by eating
Yeast Foam Tablets.

Till Finally, seeing your Ad in Magazines,
we tried Yeast Foam Tablets”

It has done Wonders. I cannot speak too
Highly of Yeast Foam Tablets”

If you have any trouble with your com¬
plexion, why don’t you try Yeast Foam Tab¬
lets now? They contain precious elements
that help rid the body of internal poisons
which are the real cause of most skin troubles.
Unlike other yeast, these little
tablets are good to eat and
absolutely safe because they
cannot ferment in the body.
Mail the coupon right away
for a generous 10-tablet sample.
NORTHWESTERN YEAST COMPANY
1750 North Ashland Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Please send free introductory package of Yeast
Foam Tablets.
RG7-3S
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How to wash Blonde
hair 2 to 4 shades
lighter — safely!

B dull-looking
why put up with dingy, stringy,
hair? And why take
londes,

chances with dyes and ordinary sham¬
poos which might cause your hair to fade
or darken? Wash your hair 2 to If shades
lighter with Blondex — safely. Blondex is
not a dye. It is a shampoo made espe¬
cially to keep blonde hair light, silky, fas¬
cinatingly beautiful. It’s a powder that
quickly bubbles up into a foamy froth
which removes the dust-laden oil film
that streaks your hair. You’ll be delighted
the way Blondex brings back the true
golden radiance to faded blonde hair —
makes natural blonde hair more beauti¬
ful than ever. Try it today. Sold in drug
and department stores. Or get a generous
trial package by sending 10c to cover
mailing to Swedish Shampoo Laborator¬
ies, Dept. 147, 27 W. 20th Street, N. Y. C.
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^EXPERIENCED & INEXPERIENCED MALE & FEiLE desiring iniormation regarding JOBS in INSTI*
.3. HOSPITALS, ETC., everywhere: write enclosing
art Bureau.Dept. 7-48, 145 W. 45th St., NewYork
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The next morning we discovered “why
the blankets” in a crisp newspaper item
dated Albuquerque, New Mexico.
The
story confirmed our worst fears that the
new Tallulah was a charming young lady,
to whom Mr. Cooper showed marked at¬
tention during their walk at the station,
and that he was seen to caress her openly
when he helped her into the baggage car
for the rest of the journey. Tallulah was
a one-year-old chimpanzee, prize trophy
of Gary’s African wanderings.
A pair of our most persuasive executives
motored sixty-five miles to meet the train
at San Bernardino, and tragedy (or would
it have been comedy?) was narrowly
averted.
When Gary met the newspaper boys at
the station, he introduced his pet as little
“Toluca,” christened, he explained, for
Dick Arlen’s home in Toluca Lake Park,
a fancy Hollywood suburb. When the
reporters asked how about that “Tallulah”
business from Albuquerque, the persuasive
executives rushed forward.
“Just
a
typographical
error,”
they
shrieked, and bundled Gary and his blanket
covered chimp into a car.
“You know,” Gary told his friends later,
“I really thought Miss Bankhead would
be flattered to have a cute ape named
after her.”
And the funniest part of the whole story
was La Bankhead’s reaction when she
heard the real low-down. She said:
“What a shame. I'd adore having the
little chimpanzee for a namesake.”
And
group
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BROKEN-OUT,
UGLY SKIN?
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Amazinq He/p In
Scientific Advance

I

"NTOT a mere cosmetic! Hydrosal
is a scientific skin treatment.
successfully used by doctors and
hospitals for over 20 years. Here
now is real relief from the itching,
burning irritation of rashes,
eczema, ringworm, pimples and
similar skin outbreaks. Almost in¬
stantly you can feel it soothe and
cool the tender, inflamed skin. Its
astringent action refines the coarsened skin tissues.
Promotes healing in burns and hurts, too.
At all druggists in Liquid and Ointment A -=jlr
forms; 30c and 60c. The Hydrosal ComI ,
pany, Cincinnati, Ohio.
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Hydrosal
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for Common
Skin
Outbreaks

MANAGE
POTATO
CHIP STORE . .
1 We furnish everything—help finance and
locate you. No experience needed. *Tremendous profits. Sensational introduc) tory starting plan. No house-to-house
canvassing.Wonderful opportunity. Rush
name lor free book of Profit Facts-today!
iLONG-EAKINS
COMPANY
7S5-S High , Street,

"Live, Love and Step

twirled on her sharp little dancing slip¬
pers and her face was like a white flicker
in the shadowy distance.
I said, “What do you mean, like life?”
“Well, that’s the way it is, isn’t it?
Little memories always crowding Big
Moments.
It isn’t always a face to re¬
member, or a dance; it can be a mood,
a strain of music, the scent of a flower.
Men don’t forget as easily as lady novel¬
ists insist.
They couldn’t, or else those
big solemn milestones in your life like
falling in love with the girl or getting
married wouldn’t be so haunted!”
He
grinned; that bedeviling sense of • humor
of his is never far from the surface. “I
once knew a man who couldn’t bear to
have his wife wear a red hat because a
girl he had once wanted to kiss, and hadn’t,
had been wearing one.”
I said, “Why don’t you speak for your¬
self, John?”
“Why not? Marcelite and I have been
married fifteen years and I almost said
I wasn’t going to brag about the happiness
of our marriage, but I am.
I’m proud
of it.
There’s no other woman in the
world who could ever mean to me what
Marcelite does. She’s been the only im-

Springfield,

Ohio
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LIGHTED CIGARETTES'
Come out of Magic Case

Right out of a beautiful pocket case come
LIGHTED Cigarettes.
A marvelous in¬
vention.
Everybody
looks—wonders—
wants it.
Get it for 15 days’ trial at my
risk.
Just send name.
AGENTS:
Get big profit offer.
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HAVE

GRAY HAIR
and DON’T LIKE a
MESSY MIXTURE....
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SKIN CULTURE INSTITUTE
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there will be another performance in an

Lightly!"
Valuable 16-Page Booklet
"The Cosmetic Care O! The Face”
How to correct Pimples, Blockheads, and
other annoying Skin Troubles safely and
Quickly.
Simply send your name and address to:
Dept. "S ’

If your hair is fast disappearing from temples and
crown and you're threatened with premature baldness, get
busy tonight with Japanese Oil, the antiseptic counterirritant.
It's amazing how this famous scalp treatment cleans out
dandruff and accumulations that choke your scalp pores—
how it stimulates circulation in the scalp to nourish
starved hair roots.
Get a bottle of Japanese Oil without delay. Today is none
too soon to start warding off premature baldness. Japanese
Oil costs but 60c. Economy size 51.
FREE; A Booklet entitled "The Truth About the Hair."
Write National Bemedy Co., 56 W. 45th St., New York
City. Dept. 24 H.
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What

Doctors Say There's
Nothing Better for
Hair and Scalp Than
a Counter-Irritant

FREE TRIAL BOTTLE
As a Hair Color Specialist with forty years’ European
American experience, I am proud of my Color Imparter
for Grayness. Use it like a hair tonic. Wonderfully
GOOD for the scalp and dandruff; it can’t leave
6tains. As you use it, the gray hair becomes a darker,
more youthful color. I want to convince you by sending
my free trial bottle and book telling All About Gray Hair.
ARTHUR RHODES, Hair Color Expert, DeptH, LOWELL, MASS.

don’t WORRY
Why put up with
years of needless dis¬
comfort and worry ?Try
a Brooks Automatic
Air Cushion. This mar¬
velous appliance per¬
mits the opening to
close, yet holds rupture
securely,comfortably—
day and night. Thousandsr eport amazing results.
Light, neat-fitting. No hard pads, metal girdle
or parts to chafe or gouge. Patented in U. S. and
13 foreign countries. Try one 10 DAYS WITH¬
OUT A PENNY’S RISK. You’ll be delighted.
Free book on Rupture and convincing facts
mailed postpaid in plain sealed envelope. Address

BROOKS CO.,

182 State St, Marshall, Mich.
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Ry. Mail Clerk
P. O. Laborer
R. F. D. Carrier
Special Agent
Customs Inspector
City Mail Carrier
P. O. Clerk
Matron
Immig’t Inspector
Typist

i POSTMASTER
I Seamstress
I Auditor
) Stenographer
> U.S. Border Patrol
' Telephone Opr.
Watchman
1 Meat Inspector
1 Statistical Clerk
1 File Clerk

INSTRUCTION BUREAU, DcpL JI5A, St. Lods, Mo.
Send me FREE partioulara “How to Qualify fo:
Government « Positions”
marked
“X”.
Salaries,
location!, opportunities, eta
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portant woman in my life since our col¬
lege days in Texas and she knows it. Yet,
I never hear a certain strain of melody
from ‘Louise’ that I don't remember a lit¬
tle cafe in Paris, an orchestra in a cor¬
ner, and across from me' a girl I’d met
an hour before and never saw again.
We hardly spoke the same language. She
didn’t change the course of my life nor I
hers.
We might have learned to hate
each other in a week’s time but for that
one moment we shared a perfect interlude,
sympathy in mood and understanding that
is unforgettable ... at least, to me.

A NOTHER day I was driving home
** from the studio.
It was raining.
There was a girl standing on a corner
near the studio.
I suppose she was an
extra. There was a make-up kit in her
hand. Our eyes met for just a second as
the stop-signal flashed against me.
We
didn’t smile. There was no sign of recog¬
nition between us, the usual forerunner
of a flirtation. But something clicked, an
instant spark almost electric.
I suppose
I could have picked her up and given her
a lift. I don’t know. There would have
been no harm in it. But somehow I had
the feeling that if we spoke we’d spoil
something.
We’d be self-conscious.
I’d
be worried, wondering if she thought I
was a roue at heart and she’d be wor¬
ried wondering. As it was, it was per¬
fect. The most innocent bystander could
have testified truthfully that nothing hap¬
pened.
But something struck like a mu¬
sician’s hands over a chord of music and
the feeling lasted about as long. It
wasn’t one of those cases of never for¬
getting her face.
It wasn’t even a case
of remembering it, unless it is a rainy day
and a signal stops me at another corner !”
He stretched his long legs comfortably.
Lighted a cigarette.
“The trouble is,” he went on, “that I’ll
never learn what a serious business Life,
and Getting Out The Bills The First Of
The Month And Paying Taxes amounts
to.
That’s the reason all these stories
about what a Solid Citizen I am some¬
times seem so amusing.
It’s true I’ve
lived quietly in Hollywood, been perfectly
content on my own hearth, saved my
money and never forgotten our anniver¬
sary. But mine isn’t the true spirit of a
Rotarian. I’ve never been on an advisory
committee in my life.
I’ve never even
owned my Own home to which I might
Point with Pride.
“There isn’t a single possession Marcelite and I share that couldn’t be packed
up and taken on the next tramp steamer
with us, including the kids.
“If I’ve been smart with my money and
saved it against a rainy day, as inter¬
viewers are constantly pointing out, it’s
because I want to insure the future laziness
of my life!
I want to be able to roam
like a vagabond without a care in the
world. I want the privilege of sitting on
any old doorstep in any old port I hap¬
pen to fancy without the worry of how
I’m going to get the wherewithal to get
to the next spot.
If it weren’t for the
children I wouldn’t even care about that.
But how do we know they are going to
want to lead that kind of a life? Maybe
they’ll want something more tangible,
more solid. Marcelite is like I am. She’s
an adventurer at heart but we can’t tell
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Rotogravure nicture-book
Dhotoeraohs) showine
shor
picture-book (60 photographs)
showing astonishing new short-cuts.
130 recipes, including: Lemon Pie Filling without cooking! Foolproof 5-minute
Chocolate Frosting! Caramel Pudding that makes itself! Shake-up Mayonnaise!
Ice Creams (freezer and automatic)! Candies! Refrigerator Cakes! Sauces!
Custards! Cookies! Address: The Borden Co., Dept. MG-7S
350 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y.
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(Print name and address plainly)
You can paste this coupon on a penny postcard.

THE BERNARR MACFADDEN

HEALTH

RESORT invites you

to find again life’s most precious possession—spirited youth.

•This

resort is at Dansville, N. Y., patronized by boys and girls of all ages,
from sixteen to eighty.
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yet that our way of looking at things will
be our children's. We’ve put aside enough
money to stake them to any kind of life
they want to lead, thanks to Hollywood.
That's the only real value money has as
far as I can see, the value of staking you
to the kind of life you want.”
If that is the philosophy of a Solid
Citizen make the most of it.
“I hate responsibilities, always have,
always will. I hate the idea of touching
everything important in life with a heavy
hand. The guy who thought up the words
and phrases—seriousness of the step you’re
taking, responsibilities, and institution to
be used in connection with marriage
should be shot. The big wonder of mod¬
ern life to me is not that so many people
divorce but that so many of them have the
heart to get married considering the drab
way marriage is presented to them.
“W.onder what would happen if parents
said to their children: ‘You lucky kids,
what an adventure you have ahead! Son,
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you don’t have to change into an owl¬
eyed old tax payer because you've fallen
in love and want to make it legal; and
daughter, you don’t have to stop dreaming
because they’ve put a Mrs. in front of
your name. You’re two individuals, two
personalities. You fell in love with each
other because you are romanticists, stay
that zvay!’ He laughed, “That sounds so
swell it must be immoral!
“Everytime I see a fastened-down, hogtied, one of those how-dare-you-knowanother - person-exists-in-the-world-but-memarriages I’m thankful for Marcelite.
The greatest compliment I can pay her is
that after all these years my wife is the
same source of interest, surprise and mys¬
tery to me as she was the day we were
married. I never know what she is going
to do, or how she is going to react, thank
God! We’ve almost starved together and
we’ve lived on the fat of good old Hollywood-land. We’ve weathered some au¬
thentic sob stories together, and yet when

I think of our life together it isn’t those
big overwhelming problems I remember.
It’s the little goofy things, the laughs we’ve
had, that are the most vivid.”
The dance director was heading, our
wav. He said. “Are you about ready, Mr.
Boles?”
“Sure,” laughed Johnny as he slid into
his dinner coat, removed' the handkerchief
from his neck and the chewing gum from
his mouth, once more presenting a picture
of the fascinating gentleman you know on
the screen.
A moment later the seductive little
dancer in the black gown was in his arms.
They stepped off the complicated steps of
a wicked tango and I mean our singing
friend, Mr. Boles, was really going to
town ! Maybe Astaire had better look to
his laurels after all.
As I took my departure, Johnny called
after me: “While we’re on the subject of
living and loving there’s nothing like step¬
ping lightly, either.”

Speak for Yourself
(Continued from page 6)
enjoyed every minute of it. Particularly
I enjoyed Miss Bennett in the tango. She
is a dancer, there is no doubt. Oh, how
very appealing she was with Clark Gable
in “After Office Hours.”
Please, producers, take advantage of
Miss Bennett’s talents and put her in a
tango and a song.
Irene M. Blady,
Buffalo, New York
$1

PRIZE LETTER

Understanding of Life
One of the most whole-hearted tributes
to Anna Sten’s abilities as an actress was
paid quite unconsciously by a girl who sat
beside me at “The Wedding Night.” As
the last scene faded, the girl applied an al¬
ready damp handkerchief to a teary eye,
turned to me, a stranger, and quavered,
“Aw, gee, why did ?he hafta . . .?”
This girl with the serene face, the shin¬
ing eyes, and the interpretative ability of a
dramatic artist will walk right into our
hearts if we let her. I was wonderfully
impressed by her acting in “We Live
Again,” with Fredric March, but in “The
Wedding Night,” as Manya, the Polish
farm girl, I thought her most lovely, un¬
derstanding, appealing—superb! I believe
that Miss Sten brings to us from Russia
not only a beautiful face and charmingpersonality, but a deep understanding and
appreciation of life values.
Mrs. Pearl Moriarity,
Independence, Mo.
$1

PRIZE LETTER

Overalls for Gable?
Let's have Clark Gable minus the glam¬
or of the city and have small town sur¬
roundings for a change. I think a really
responsible role and a humble home would
be a grand change of scenery for this very
able actor. I’m sure the theater-going peo94

pie would appreciate such a change as this,
as most pictures have the surroundings of
the wealthier class.
L. J. Manchesky,
Stevens Point, Wis.
$1

PRIZE LETTER

Time Marches On
The March of Time is the news reel
at its best. Brief, vivid and to the point,
these pictures are remarkably stimulating,
effective and completely entertaining.
By clever arrangement of scenes, by im¬
pressively dramatic photography
and
shrewd editorial judgment in the selection
of its subject matter the March of Time
brings to the newsreels a new dignity, sin¬
cerity and intelligence.
Coming as an unexpected surprise to
most movie fans the first two releases of
this newsreel received an unusual acclaim
by theater audiences everywhere. It was
one surprise I thoroughly enjoyed, for
truly the March of Time is pictorial jour¬
nalism at its best!
Bruce Cameron,
Oakmont, Pa.
HONORABLE

MENTION

If I had a wishing wand I would wish
Mae West were my daughter—Mrs. Mary
Marchbanks, San Francisco, Cal.
Who started this business of double
features? It is like taking an overdose
of strawberry sundae—Dorothy Von Ach,
East Moline, Ill.
In each succeeding picture Joan Craw¬
ford is a little more poised—Edith M. Hall,
Washington, D. C.
Whenever a producer has real success
tied onto his film there is always a good
supply of life-like, untouched scenes thrown
in. Clark Gable’s “thumbing act” in “It
Happened One Night” will live immortal—
L. Goldbaum, Portland, Ore.
What a grand team they make: Little
Shirley Temple and Lionel Barrymore in

“The Little Colonel”—Fern Lassell, Co¬
lumbus, Ind.
Why can’t producers leave off sad end¬
ings in which our favorites die?
We
missed a favorite, Gary Cooper, in “Lives
of a Bengal Lancer” because we wanted
to see him happy, not dead, at the finish—
Vera Lasatcr, San Angelo, Tex.
Bill Powell and Myrna Loy in “The
Thin Man” give a good recipe for taking
the monotony out of married life—Mrs.
Victor Shafer, Finlayson, Minn.
For spontaneous naturalness I nominate
Shirley Temple, Francis Lederer, Jean
Muir and Will Rogers—Mrs. James F.
Victoria, Cicero, Ill.
The sweetest bit of romantic duplicity
on the screen is “All the King’s Horses,”
throughout which Carl Brisson and Mary
Ellis so enchantingly dance and sing—
Mrs. S. E. Willard, Portland, Ore.
When they put three good actors to¬
gether, such as Gary Cooper, Franchot
Tone and Richard Cromwell, in “Lives of
a Bengal Lancer,” you’re going to see a
two-bell picture—Margaret Fish paw, Ar¬
nold, Md.
I won’t soon forget the scene in “Love
in Bloom” where Joe Morrison sings Dixie
Lee to sleep. His hand gently laid on
her hair was a more thrilling love scene
than a dozen rough he-man maulings—
Wanda Williams, San Francisco, Cal.
“One More Spring” is the' greatest
of Janet Gavnor’s pictures. At last she
has outgrown her little girl role—Anne
Engcsscr, Elizabeth, N. J.
I saw Jeanette MacDonald and Nelson
Eddy in “Naughty Marietta” four times
and was as completely thrilled the last
time as the first—Edna Geraughty, Kan¬
sas City, Mo.
“The House of Rothschild” is a mighty
appeal against race prejudice and for mu¬
tual benefit, and from a grateful heart I
wish to thank the producers—Mrs. J. W.
Tuckcr, Thomasville, Ala.
The educational value of • “Private
Worlds,” is far above that of any pic¬
ture yet produced—Clarence E. Gilstrap,
Neosho, Mo.
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Jean Parker Tells About "My Friend Katy"
(Continued, from page 45)
learned about Katy: She has a marvelous
sense of humor. I have one, too, though I
don’t know how marvelous it is.
She’s
always telling funny things on herself, like
the one about the first day she arrived in
Hollywood. She’d bought herself the most
elegant and expensive outfit expecting to
step off the train and dazzle all beholders.
And on the trip out she got a steel splin¬
ter in her eye and arrived, elegant, but
bandaged over one eye. When she went
on the set of ‘Bill of Divorcement’ John
Barrymore took a look at the blood-shot
eye and said ‘I know a good bleach for
that.’
“We discovered that we like the same
music. We used to bring our Victrolas to
the studio and play the suite of the Hun¬
garian Rhapsody and the Scherherazadc.
“We both like the same special blend of
tea, too, and used to make it together.
We talk about clothes—and boys.
Peo¬
ple think Katy doesn’t care anything about
clothes, the way other girls do. But she
does. We used to talk about them a lot.
And once Katy had a sort of a crush on
a boy I knew quite well and I helped them
arrange a date together.
She cares all
right about clothes and boys and things,
‘only she’s honester than most girls. She
doesn’t act coy and fluttery about natural
things.
“I’ve also heard people say that she’s an
unhappy person.
She isn’t, not one bit.
She’s too healthy to be unhappy. So am
I. I’ve had a lot of things to trouble me
in my life but you’re never unhappy when
you’re splendidly healthy. And she’s too
intensely interested in too many vital things
for any one thing to make her unhappy any¬
way.”

J

EAN’S blue eyes darkened and became
very serious.
“I said before,” she said, “that what¬
ever I amount to I will owe to Katy. I'll
tell you why: For instance, whenever I
have to do a crying scene in a picture I
can always be sure of real tears if I just
think of Katy in a scene from ‘Little Wo¬
men.’ The one where she stands by the
newel post in the hall, you know, and
prays for Beth not to die. I have only to
think of her face in that scene to feel my
heart beat painfully and the tears come.
I grew ten years older as I watched that
scene being made. Because I realized, for
the first time, what pain can mean. And
so, if I ever do emotional scenes that make
people cry themselves it will be because
Katy taught me what tears can mean.
“Then—then I saw ‘Morning Glory.’
When I saw that picture, in that one eve¬
ning, my u'holc life changed. I went into
that picture one girl and I came out of it
someone else.
I was just born all over
again.
And the world I was reborn into
was wider than I had ever dreamed it,
there were doors opening everywhere.
There were no limitations to what I might
do with my life, my career.

“You see, before then, I had never taken
myself very seriously, as an actress. I
hadn’t taken pictures very seriously.
I
hadn’t cared very much about them nor
had any soaring ambitions.
“But as I watched Katy’s performance
in that picture I suddenly realized what
the screen can mean, I was aware of what
one girl can do.
“The next day, in my dressing room, I
looked at myself in the glass and I talked
to myself. I said something like this: ‘You
are really just a piece of clay in your own
hands. You put these clothes on your body
and you tell yourself where to go and
whom to' talk to. You have taught your¬
self to dance and to draw pictures. But
you have only just begun.
You can be
anything, you can drape yourself with great
parts and great abilities, you need not be
typed nor trapped by anything, you have
seen a performance that defies all restric¬
tions and all limitations, and it has made
you free.’

T

HAT same morning I wrote Katy a
little note.
I tried to tell her how I
felt and I think some of my heart got into
it. ‘When I went to give it to her I was so
embarrassed I thrust it into her hand and
said ‘I didn’t think so much of your old
performance—here, read this!’ And then
I ran away.
“I can’t repeat what she said to me after
she had read the note. That’s mine.
“And after that we became even better
friends.
She always took my part about
everything. One time we were on a picnic
together.
It was a very hot day and I
wore shorts and a shirt. And the guardian
I had then scolded me for dressing like
that—and you should have heard what
Katy said to her—whoof! And then she
just grabbed me by the hand and we ran
off and ate our picnic alone together.
“She said to me just the other day, ‘I
saw some pictures of you all dressed up
in black satin, sophisticated—what are
they doing to you?’
“Well,” Jean sighed, as the call came
for her to return to the set, “I don’t know
whether you’d call this friendship or just
hero-worship. I think it’s friendship be¬
cause friendship bears gifts. And Katy’s
gift to me has been my own freedom. I
think the studio feels it in me, too, or they
would never have given me the variety
of parts they do—the gypsy girl in ‘Cara¬
van,’ the chance to play with George Raft
in ‘Limehouse Nights,’ the part I played in
‘Wicked Woman,’ where I am the naughty
stay-out-late sister and Betty Furness is
the goody-goody one.
“And I would certainly make Katy any
gift in my power.
You know, my great
ambition in life is to play ‘Peter Pan,’ and
yet, if I could have it in my power to
give it to Katy I would give it up so
gladly.
“And so, I call it friendship. Because
it is a gift I certainly give to Katy.”

Beginning a brilliant novel of Hollywood by Dora Macy—in the
August Movie Mirror, on sale June 26.

—it takes more than these glorious vaca¬
tion days to keep me gliding along the
main stream to health. 1 keep a sharp
eye on diet, too. Shredded Wheat is my
favorite breakfast because I discovered
how it helps build lasting energy and
strength.’9
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Each tasty, nut-brown biscuit contains
a natural balance of the vital health ele¬
ments—the minerals, carbohydrates and
vitamins so necessary to well-being. "

Ask for the package
showing the picture of
Niagara Falls and the
red N. B. C. Uneeda Seal.
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Glory on the Bargain
Counter
(Continued from page 26)

Accentuate the alluring beauty or your eyes with
graceful, well trained eyebrows. Scientifically
designed, well-balanced, Wigder Tweezers make
plucking a painless, pleasant duty and quickly
banish bushy brows and "wild" hairs.
Wigder Tweezers and Manicure Aids are on sale
at your local 5 and 10^ store. Get yourself a set
today.

ARTIFICIAL

LASHES

BROUGHT TO YOU FOR THE FIRST
TIME AT A REASONABLE PRICE!
The secret of the captivating beauty of movie
stars' Long dark, lustrous lashes that transform eyee into bewitch¬
ing pools of irresistible fascination. Makes the eyes look larger, more
brilliant and far more expressive. Try a pair of these wonderful
1 ashes and you will be surprised at such magic charm so easily acauired Quickly put on by anyone, absolutely safe, can be used again
and again. Mailed promptly on receipt of price. 86c pair, 3 pair $1.00.

MITCHELL BEAUTY PRODUCTS. 4162-A Washington, St. Louis, Mo.

What made their
hair ^row?
Here is the Answer
•‘New hair came almost immedi¬
ately after 1 began using Kotalko.

and kept on growing” writes Mr.
H. A. Wild. "In a short time I had
a splendid head of hair, which has
been perfect ever since.”
Frances Lonsdale also has thick
wavy hair now, although at one
time it was believed her hair roots
were dead. She used Kotalko.
Many other men and women at_
test that hair has stopped falling
excessively, dandruff has been de¬
creased. new luxuriant hair growth
has been developed where roots
were alive, after using Kotalko to
stimulate scalp.
Are your hair roots alive but
dormant?
If so, why not use
Kotalko Encourage new growth
of hair to live on sustenance avail¬
able in your own scalp. Kotalko is
t sold at drug stores everywhere.
FRtitl HttX. To prove the efficacy of Kotalko,
for men’s, women’s and children’s hair. Use coupon!

Kotal Co. 355-S Station O, New York
Please send me Proof Box of KOTALKO.
Name___
Full Address.
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Walk” with his co-star Ruby Keeler pull¬
ing down $20,000 per picture (or $5,000
weekly when she works) and Pat O'Brien
with his $1,200 while Dick Powell had to
do his crooning on a line-up of three
figures, seven-five-Ohhhhhhh in all! The
fate of Jimmy Cagney and Joan Blondell
on the same lot has probably been an in¬
spiration to him. It should be to anybody.
Joan and Jimmy made their first hit, “Sin¬
ner’s Holiday,” to the tune of $75 weekly.
And now look at them. But then, this isn’t
a story of big money!
There are plenty' of people in Holly¬
wood who will tell you that Mons. Zee
Babee Le Roy made “A Bedtime Story”
the box office hit it was. You can’t get
around cold facts, and while Maurice Chev¬
alier rated $5,000 weekly for what he did
in the film, Master Le Roy soared to glory
on $50 working weeks and $15 when he
loafed! No wonder that juvenile sensa¬
tion of all time, Miss Shirley Temple,
chuckles when the Paramount babe’s name
is mentioned. She made $100 weekly on
her first knockout, “Stand Up and Cheer,”
and a colossal $250 for “Little Miss Mark¬
er,” thereby putting herself up with Will
Rogers and Janet Gaynor as one of the
three leading box office attractions in the
movies. The only difference was a matter
of money, adjusted after a series of con¬
ferences.

WHEN
it comes right down to picking
up talent on the bargain counter,
Howard Hughes, producer of “Hell’s
Angels” and “Scarface,” holds the honors
among the shopping producers. In his fa¬
mous “Scarface” Mr. Hughes uncovered
three new screen sensations, four, really,
counting Paul Muni (who was a stage im¬
ported model at $3,500 weekly). But con¬
sider these contrasting wages: George
Raft, who earned himself a reputation for
the second Valentino at $200 weekly; Ann
Dvorak, the most promising girl since
Crawford, at $100 weekly and Karen Morley, one of John Barrymore’s favorite
screen actresses, at $125 weekly! Maybe
they didn’t make much money but all three
of them (particularly Raft) covered them¬
selves with more glory than they have ac¬
complished with double and triple those
salaries at other studios.
Janet Gaynor and Charlie Farrell in
“Seventh Heaven”—will you ever forget
that team? Certainly there are few films
that have had such lasting glory as this
one. Even now, critics use the measuring
rod of “Seventh Heaven” on every new
picture Janet makes, and Charlie will prob¬
ably never escape it! Yet these two kids
soared to stardom on two of the funniest
salaries ever quoted on the Hollywood
board! Janet rated $100 a week for the
undying Diane and Charlie collected $67.50
for his Chico! To this day Charlie doesn’t
know what the fifty cents was for unless
they were docking him for something. Per¬
haps it was lunch money on Mondays! It
is a long way from the good old days of
pin money fame to the present $5,000 Janet
and $2,250 Charlie. Who knows but what
they’d do it all over again if there was

WIFE WINS FIGHT
WITH
KIDNEY
ACIDS
Sleeps Fine, Feels 10
Years Younger — Uses
Guaranteed
Cystex
Test

Thousands oi women and men sufferers from poorly
functioning Kidneys and Bladder have discovered a
6imple, easy way to sleep fine and feel years younger
by combating Getting Up Nights. Backache, Leg
Pains. Nervousness. Stiffness. Neuralgia, Burning,
Smarting and Acidity, due to poor Kidney and Bladder
functions, by using a Doctor’s prescription called Cystex
(Slss-tex). Works fast. Is safe and sure In action,
often giving amazing benefits In 24 to 48 hours.
Try It under the fair-play guarantee to fix you up to your
satisfaction or money back on return of empty package.
Cystex Is only 75c at druggists.

Old Leg Trouble
Heals at Home While Working
Viscose Method heals many old leg sores
caused by leg congestion, varicose veins,
swollen legs and injuries or no cost for
TRIAL.
Describe trouble and get FREE
BOOK. Dr. R. G. Clason Viscose Co.,
140 N. Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill.

Learn . n«5taP^
°&at HOME
Make money taking picture*. Prepare quickly during
spare time. Also earn while you learn. No experience
necessary. New easy method. Nothing else like it.
Send at once for free book. Opportunities in Modern
Photography, and full particulars.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF PHOTOGRAPHY
_
Dept i38-B. 3601 Michigan Ave.
Chicago, U. S.A.
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Other men have read
and profited by our
free book. “Patent
Protection.”
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explains many in¬
teresting points to
inventors and illustrates important mechanical priuCl
book we also send free “Evidence of In¬
vention form. Prompt service, reasonable fees, deferred
payments, thirty-five years experience.
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delay. W rite immediately to: Victor J. Evans & Co.,
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Beginners’ Tap Course, Advanced Tap
Course. Complete Ballroom Course (ineludes plain waltz; fox-trot; tango; carioca;
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Each course complete ,in 1 booklet.
I guarantee to
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(in U. S.) plus postage.
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GOOD MONEY FOR SPARE TIME
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CANVASSING

Just sit at home and make up
to $60 a week spare time or
full. Write today for big il¬
lustrated book and FIRST
LESSON FREE. Absolutely
not one cent to pay. Lesson
is free.
Openings in every
locality.
Write quick.

FIRESIDE INDUSTRIES
Dept. J4-H
Adrian, Mich,
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another “Seventh Heaven” in the bargain!
Dick Cromwell, who does so well in
“The Lives Of A Bengal Lancer,” has
been saved for the finale of this bargain
counter expose because of special honors
in being the holder of the longest low
salary contract after a hit picture. As a
rule, canny Hollywood producers are very
quick to jump a low salary to double or
more the original figure after a hit picture
because it is the best and cheapest way
to keep the sensational newcomer satisfied.
But Dick made “Tol’able David” for the
startling figure of $75 weekly and he con¬
tinued to get just that and no more for
the next two years. M-G-M judged him
to be worth $1,000 weekly because they
paid that figure to Columbia for Dick’s
services in a Marie Dressier picture. Later,
Fox paid $1,200 a week for the loan of
Cromwell. All Dick saw of these beau¬
tiful balances was that original $75. At
first he shrugged his shoulders. After all,
Columbia had taken a chance on him in a
big picture and perhaps they deserved to
cash in on their lucky hit. Long before
the contract of two years’ duration had
run its course, Dick had begun to realize

MIRROR

what • all low - salaried players come to
know:- If you don’t cash in at your peak,
there's no cash in it at all!
With rare exceptions the life of the aver¬
age featured player is short at best. New
faces, new reputations are always crowd¬
ing to the fore. I understand Dick’s pres¬
ent salary figure, after five years in Holly¬
wood, is $750 weekly which is still a bar¬
gain for Cromwell!
If $750 weekly sounds like a lot of
money, if $75 to $250 weekly sounds like
a lot of money, too, for beginners in any
business, bear this in mind that glamour
comes high in Hollywood!
The clothes,
the residences, the entertainment, the so¬
cial life, and the necessary front of star¬
dom have never come in bargain prices.
Fame costs money, a fact well known to
the Arlens, the Cromwells, the Harlows,
the Jean Muirs, the Robert Taylors and
other pace-setters for the all time lows
in screen salaries!
If you don’t believe it, look at the Jack
Mulhalls, the Charlie Rays, the Alice
Lakes, stars of yesterday, now desperately
searching for work, even if it’s only an
occasional day at $3.50 a day.

Th ese lovely
women prefer
PA K K tTILFOKD'S

FAOEN
I prefer FAOEN because it's different!

Girls Joan Crawford Has Helped

FAO K

(Continued from page 29)
another movie star,” she said, still in her
pose.
The first thing that won her to Joan
Craw'ford was Joan’s hearty handclasp.
With every minute of the evening she be¬
came more and more entranced. When she
left Jean said of Joan, “Why, she’s a pil¬
lar of flame!”
Naturally, the conversation had turned
to Hollywood. It did not take Joan long
to realize that Jean’s act was only a deep
seated inferiority complex. And Joan
knows all about that.
She has one, too.
“Play in as many pictures as you possibly
can,” Joan advised. “Rely on the director
to a certain point, then depend upon your¬
self.
Have confidence in yourself. Don’t

be discouraged by these over-night stars
who seemingly have not worked for their
stardom.
They don’t last.
Hollywood
gives you back what you give. All you
need is the ability to do hard work.”
That conversation gave Jean a new idea
of Hollywood. The change in her attitude
dates from that night.
She dropped her
poses to become the sincere, charming girl
she naturally is.
I can’t tell you the name of the next
girl whose experience with Joan I must
recount. It would be too cruel. She was
a poor, shy little thing with a great talent
but with no idea of how to go about selling
that talent. She could act, everyone who
saw her admitted that, but she had no idea

Prominent society leader
and arbiterof fashion pre¬
fers FAOEN No. 44.

Some call it Glamour—I call it FAOEN!

tv
Internationally-known
stage star, now appearing
in Life Begins at 8:40.

I had tried seven perfumes before I
finally discovered FAOEN!

Well-known model and
NewYorkdebutante pre¬
fers FAOEN No. 12.

To me, FAOEN is the essence of
Romance!
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More stars pose at the Westmore tea party—Una Merkel, Henry Wilcoxon,
Bob Matz, Claudette Colbert and (seated) Lyle Talbot.
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by until she got a job.
How could she
get a job when she looked so drab?
Joan saw her in a play and sensed not
only her ability but how tragic was the
girl herself. She asked her to dinner. The
girl declined.
Joan was hurt until she
discovered through someone else that the
reason for the refusal was that the girl
did not have a dinner dress.
Promptly
there arrived at the girl’s house six out¬
fits, complete with shoes, hats, stockings,
underwear—everything.
The girl went to the dinner.
She was
so enthralled with Joan that she could
not speak. She just sat and stared. Then
Joan said something which opened up the
girl’s heart.
She lost her shyness and
talked and talked. The next day she got
a job.
The assurance that she was well
dressed and had a friend did the trick.
As she was leaving she said to Joan,
“Some day, I’m going to repay you for
the clothes, for the rest I can’t repay you.”
‘Til tell you how to do it,” Joan said.
"Just pass it on to somebody else.”

T

“I’d telephoned Nora that I had a surprise for her
and she could hardly wait for me to get home. You
should have seen her face when I told her the Boss
had given me a $25 increase in salary.
“ ‘It’s wonderful,’ she said, ‘just wonderful! Now
we can pay some of those bills that have been worry¬
ing us and even put a little in the bank each week.
“ ‘Remember the night we saw that coupon and
you decided to take up an I. C. S. course? It made a
new man of you, Bob. We certainly owe a lot to the
International Correspondence Schools.’ ”
How about you? Are you always going to work for a
small salary? Are you going to waste your natural ability
all your life? Or are you going to get ahead in a big way?
Don't let another precious hour pass before you find out
what the I. C. S. can do for you. It doesn't cost you a
penny or obligate you in any way to ask for full particulars,
but that one simple little act may be the means of
changing your entire life.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
“The Universal University”

vBox 2278-C, Scranton, Pa.

Without cost or obligation, please send me a copy of
your booklet, “Who Wins and Why," and full particulars
about the subject before which I have marked X:
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□
□
□
□
□
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□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Architect
□
Architectural Draftsman
□
Building Estimating
□
Contractor and Builder
□
Structural Draftsman
□
Structural Engineer
□
Electrical Engineer
□
Electric Lighting
□
□
Telegraph Engineer
□
Telephone Work
□ Radio
□
How to Invent and Patent
□
Mechanical Engineer
Mechanical Draftsman
□
Patternmaker □ Machinist
□
Reading Shop Blueprints
□
Heat Treatment of Metals
□
Sheet Metal Worker
□
Welding, Electric and Gas
□
Civil Engineer □ Toolmaker □
Highway Engineer
.
□
Surveying and Mapping
□
Sanitary Engineer
□
Steam Engineer
□

Marine Engineer
Bridge Engineer
Bridge <fc Building Foreman
Gas Engines
Diesel Engines
Aviation Engines
Automobile Work
Plumbing □ Steam Fitting
Heating □ Ventilation
Air Conditioning
Refrigeration
R. R. Locomotives
R. R. Section Foreman
R. R. Signalmen
Air Brakes
Chemistry □ Pharmacy
Coal Mining □ Navijation
Textile Overseer or Supt.
Cotton Manufacturing
Woolen Manufacturing
Fruit Growing
Poultry Farming
Agriculture

BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES
Business Management
Industrial Management
Traffic Management
Cost Accountant
Accountancy and
C.P.A. Coaching
Bookkeeping
Secretarial Work
Spanish
□ French
Salesmanship
Wallpaper Decorating
Salesmanship

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Advertising
Business Correspondence
Lettering Show Caras
English
□ Signs
Stenography and Typing
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Railway Mail Clerk
Mail Carrier
Grade School Subjects
High School Subjects
College Preparatory
First Year College

D Service Station Salesmanship □ Illustrating

□ Cartooning

Name.Age.
Address...
City.State...
Present Position.
If you reside in Canada, send this coupon to the
International Correspondence Schools Canadian, Limited,
Montreal, Canada.
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HERE is still another girl whose name
must not be mentioned. Joan met her
and saw that she would be a gorgeous
creature with a chance at film success if her
face were not disfigured by a bad case of
make-up poisoning. Joan knew a skin spe¬
cialist who could cure it, but it took almost
more courage than Joan has to mention it.
How she broached the delicate subject
I do not know. But the girl went to the
specialist. Joan paid the bills.
The girl
is working in pictures today.
Evalyn Knapp is another she has helped
tremendously.
They knew each other in
school, and Joan has not forgotten the
friendship.
She has arranged for several
tests for Evalyn for important roles, some
times making herself a nuisance suggest¬
ing Evalyn for parts.
She never misses
a film in which Evalyn appears and always
talks scenes over with her afterwards.
Gertrude Michael has Joan to thank for
giving her the courage to go on with her
career.
Gertrude arrived in Hollywood
with a flourish. When she was rushed to
the studio by plane and proclaimed a great
discovery Gertrude thought she was sit¬
ting on top of the world. Then she ex¬
perienced that strange and heartbreaking
circumstance which so often occurs in
Hollywood:
She was given a couple of
bits and forgotten.
Somehow Joan heard about it.
Joan
knew what Gertrude was suffering. She
had suffered the same thing.
Through a
mutual friend Joan sent a message. "Don’t
let them fool you. If you think you have
something to offer Hollywood you stick
here.”
Gertrude Michael stayed in Hollywood.
She is, as you know, a coming star.
I could go on and on. There are many
more. Joan is always willing and anxious
to tell the newer girls her diet secrets, her
make-up secrets, anything that will help
them along the road.
For she remembers. She remembers
that without the help and encouragement
of a few people to whom she told her
troubles when she first came to Hollywood
she would not now be in a position to help
others.
She would not now, perhaps, be
the great star she is.
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When Shirley Temple Was Very Young
(Continued from page 35)
individual chairs with their names on the
back just as adult players have in other
companies. The youngsters earned these
chairs by hard work and better perform¬
ances. Naturally enough there grew up
an intense pride of ownership which we
fostered.
A minute after Miss Teasdale had sat
down, Shirley completed a take and walked
off the set to her chair, only to find it oc¬
cupied. She stopped in front of Verree
and gravely surveyed her. For a moment
she didn’t speak. She was facing a new
problem. A stranger, grown up too, had
her chair.
All Shirley’s training told
her that she must be polite. Yet she had
also been taught that no one else was to
sit in her chair. She was obviously be¬
wildered.
“I’m sorry, but I’m afraid you have the
kid’s chair,” whispered an assistant direc¬
tor to Miss Teasdale.
Verree popped up in a dramatic flutter
of confusion.
Before she could reply,
friends had introduced the two and had
explained to Shirley that Verree Teasdale
was quite an important player from
another studio.

AS

soon as Shirley could understand,
she insisted that Verree take the chair
as her guest of honor, refusing the sug¬
gestion that she sit down in it herself.
Verree saved the day when she said:
“Suppose you sit on my lap and then
we’ll both sit in the chair,” making every¬
thing perfect so far as Shirley was con¬
cerned. She promptly climbed upon the
proffered lap and chatted happily with
this important player from another studio.
There was always the problem of the
youngsters’ misunderstanding situations in
the picture. Though it didn’t happen very
often, it sometimes led to amusing con¬
sequences.
Once, right in the middle of a scene in
“The
Pie Covered Wagon”
Shirley
stopped and refused to work any more.
When the director asked her why not, she
pointed to Georgie Smith, who was play¬
ing opposite her.
“He has a dirty shirt,” Shirley thought
she explained.
Finally it dawned on us what the
trouble was.
Shirley, all her life, had
been told that cleanliness was a virtue.
Yet here was a boy she liked and his shirt
was dirty. Shirley was sure that some¬
thing was wrong. When it was explained
that the shirt was a necessary part of
Georgie’s character, Shirley was quite
mollified and eagerly continued the scene.
And, in the very next scene, Shirley had
to be tied to a stake, while about fifty
baby Indians danced around her, mussing
her hair, showering her with dust and
dirt. This, however, was all right. This
was part of the game of making pictures.
Shirley took it in the spirit of fun until
Georgie saw a chance for revenge.
Georgie was the hero who would arrive
in the nick of time. Came Georgie onto
the scene, moving leisurely and entirely
out of keeping with his part. The scene
was remade several times. No amount of
urging could make Georgie move any
faster. Each time Shirley was showered

with more dirt. Finally the director
threatened, “Georgie, you do this right
next time—or else!”
But Georgie only pointed at Shirley
and yelled, “Well lookit, she’s all dirty
and I won’t play with her. She wouldn’t
play with me when I was dirty.” Be¬
tween the director and Shirley, Georgie
was prevailed upon to be a good sport and
forget the past. He finally agreed and
we finished the picture.
From this time on Shirley Temple was
our leading lady and she received the con¬
centrated attention due the importance of
that featured spot.
As an example of what this concentra¬
tion means, a new “actress” was added to
our list of featured players. Gloria Anne
White, age three, height thirty-two inches,
came over from the secondary group to
play with the others.
In “Kiddin’ Hollywood,” a travesty on
the lives of the kings and queens of moviedom, Gloria Anne was cast as “Freta
Snobo”—we needs must have her because
no one else was good enough to make her
part stand out at all against Shirley’s
acting. Shirley herself was cast as “Morelegs Sweetrick.”
As it turned out, Gloria Anne, in the
burlesque of the Swedish star, did every¬
thing and more that a director could ex¬
pect. Her acting, her diction, her looks
were perfect. By rights she should have
stolen the picture from under Shirley’s
nose. Yet Gloria Anne had nothing to
steal. It was Shirley’s picture by a mile.
Though her part was not as funny nor as
appealing, all Shirley had to do was smile
once that wistful smile and the audience
forgot that there was anyone else on the
screen. The youngster just couldn’t be
stopped.
We also had on our hands the constant
fear of those common youthful ailments
such as measles, whooping cough, head
colds and just plain sniffles—any of them
enough to stop production for a week or
even a month.

SHIRLEY,

her health more carefully
guarded than the daughter’s of an em¬
peror, escaped further trouble until the
shooting of our fourth picture, “The Kid’s
Last Fight.” While other little girls, less
fortunate, fell heir to chicken pox, Shirley
never even had a temperature above nor¬
mal. It was almost impossible that she
might, so closely was her diet, her sleep,
her play watched over by fond nurses,
fond directors, and fond parents.
When Shirley did become ill it was with
the same complaint that Susie Jones of
Brooklyn often suffers and it was her own
fault, an accident not even a trained staff
could prevent. Shirley ate too many green
apples when no one was looking.
That morning I noticed that Shirley was
requiring much more time than usual to
get her part just right. Her lines had to
be shot over and over. The child was
sluggish and unresponsive to suggestions.
That noon, after the morning’s work,
the director took her hand. “How about
chicken for lunch?” he asked. There was
no reply, which was unusual for Shirley,
who spent most of her spare time being
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the most vocal of all our young chatter¬
boxes. He looked sharply at her. Her
eyes were glazed, her face cold and pale.
Taking her by a limp hand, he rushed
her outside the stage door. Mrs. Temple,
waiting there, took one look at her daugh¬
ter and screamed.
The following scene was the most up¬
roarious in the history of the studio, and
typically Hollywood when anything goes
wrong. Shirley was carried to the main
office, stretched out on a table and worked
over. Mrs. Temple tore away the clothes
from the prostrate body while the direc¬
tor frantically called three hospitals.
“Send an ambulance and send it quick!”
he bellowed into the phone.
Outside there was pandemonium. Bells
began to ring at the front gate.
The
three ambulances, arriving simultaneously,
were screeching for priority.
Not one
would give an inch to let a rival get past.
The director dashed out into the bedlam
of sirens, ran past more than two hundred
shouting employees, and screamed at an
ambulance surgeon :
“For God’s sake, do something!
I
think she’s dying!”
Together they ran inside. The doctor
stood at Shirley’s side a moment, then
looked up with a broad grin on his face.
T GUESS she’ll live all right,’’ he
-*■ grunted, “but I’d suggest that you
keep her away from green apples after
this.”
Mrs. Temple sobbed with relief and the
director wiped his moist brow, muttering
a fervent prayer of thanks.
The final chapter of the tragi-comedy
took place that evening, when the direc¬
tor brought flowers and toys to the in¬
valid. There was little Miss Georgeous
sitting up in her bed, as unconcerned as
though she hadn’t caused a near riot in
the studio that day. With her famous
smile she greeted the director:
“Hello, Cutie Pie!”
As the months went on, Shirley finally
grew too large for our featurettes. Came
an opportunity for her to appear in a
Universal picture, with Zasu Pitts and
Slim Summerville. She made one more
picture for Universal and then rested for
several months.
Or rather, she rested
from picture work, but the daily routine
of study and dancing continued.
It took considerable effort to persuade
Shirley that she should remain idle. She
liked studio work. She wanted to play
some more at making pictures. But we
wanted to groom her for stardom. She
justified our faith when she stole a scene
in a Zane Grey Western being directed
by Harry Hathaway for Paramount.
Later, she started at Educational in a
‘series of short comedies called “Frolics
of Youth,” starring herself and Junior
Coghlin. Later still, she went to work
for Fox pictures at a salary of $150 a
week. From then on, her story is as
familiar to you as reams of publicity pos¬
sibly can make it.
And when you see Shirley Temple in
her next picture watch her smile, study
her lovely expressions in repose and you
will see that Shirley. Temple has found
her happiness and a carefree childhood,
more guarded perhaps than most and yet
more pleasant, while playing at making
pictures.
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Home Treatment for
Keeping Skin Young

LAST MINUTE NEWS
Norman Foster and Sally Blane are an¬
nouncing to all listeners their love—does
this mean the Colbert-Foster divorce?

Amos

'n'

Andy

are

returning

to

the

screen in "The Big Broadcast of 1935," at
the biggest salary in the cast.

Colleen
grossed

Moore's

doll

house

eighteen thousand

exhibition

its first three

weeks, with the receipts going to charity.

Adolphe Menjou left the hospital upon
hearing the news that he is to become a
proud poppa in October.

Richard Dix's contract in England con¬
tains

a

clause

that

he

report for

work

only after the expected Dix heir is thirty
days old.

The

are

all

preparing
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Phelactine removes hairy growths—takes them out—
easily, quickly and gently. Leaves the skin hair free.
Phelactine is the modern, odorless facial depilatory that
fastidious women prefer.
Powdered Saxolite dissolved in one-half pint witch
hazel quickly reduces wrinkles and other age signs. It is
a refreshing, stimulating astringent lotion. Use it daily.
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Mercolized Wax—one beauty aid you can afford
because this single preparation embodies all the
essentials of beauty that your skin needs. It
cleanses, softens, bleaches, lubricates and pro¬
tects. So simple to use, too. Just pat it on your
skin each night as if it were an ordinary cold
cream. Mercolized Wax seeps into your pores,
dissolves grime, dust and all impurities. It
absorbs the discolored surface skin in tiny, invis¬
ible particles, revealing the beautiful, smooth, young skin that lies
beneath. It clears away freckles, tan, oiliness, sunburn or any other
blemishes. You use such a tiny bit of Mercolized Wax for each appli¬
cation that it proves an inexpensive beauty investment. Beauty can not
be taken for granted. It must be cared for regularly if you want
to hold beauty through the years. Mercolized
Wax brings out the hidden beauty of your
skin. Let it make your skin more beautiful.
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comer Luise Rainer the spot opposite Bill
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60c—8 for $1.00, and we will pay postage ourselves.

Former star Helene Chadwick played as
an extra in "The Crusades" just the other
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Irresistible, romantic perfumes, created
a Master Parfumeur from blending of rarest
essential oils from France and far away places.
Sells regularly for several dollars an ounce.
3 ALLURING FRAGRANCES
1. MORNING KISSES
Send only
2. MISSION FLOWERS
3. HAWAIIAN NIGHT
A single drop lasts several days.1
Send only 20c (coin or stamps) for 3 trial
size bottles. Not more than two sets to each
new customer. Money back guarantee. Address
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20c

day.

The Mae West-Paul Cavanagh romance
is

off,

with

Cavanagh

beauing

Paula

Stone these days.

Irvin S. Cobb and Will Rogers are to
play rival steamboat captains for Rogers'
next flicker.

As we go to press, word comes of
the tragic death near Glendale,
California, of Junior Durkin, John
Coogan,
Sr.
(father
of
Jackie
Coogan), Robert Horner, Hollywood
scenarist, and Charles Jones, foreman of the Coogan ranch. The four
men, accompanied by Jackie Coogan,
were on a motor trip. Jackie Coogan,
who escaped with a broken rib,
stated that as their car rounded a
corner they were faced by a coupe
occupied by two women, driven on
the wrong side of the road. In at¬
tempting to avoid a collision with
the coupe, the Coogan car hit an
obstruction in the road, went over
an embankment and turned over four
times.

To those who think
Learning Music is hardPERHAPS

you think that taking
music lessons is like taking a dose
of medicine. It isn’t any longer!
As far as you’re concerned, the old
days of long practice hours with their
hard-work
exercises,
and
expensive
personal teacher fees are over with.
You have no alibis whatsoever for
not making your start toward musical
good times now!
For, through a method that removes
the boredom and extravagance from
music lessons, you can now learn to play your
favorite instrument entirely at home—without a
private teacher—in half the usual time—at a frac¬
tion of the usual cost.

Easy As Can Be
The lessons come to you by mail from the fa¬
mous U. S. School of Music.
They consist of
complete printed instructions, diagrams, and all
the music you need.
You’re never in hot water.
First you are told how a thing is done.
Then a
picture shows you how, then you do it yourself
and hear it.
No private teacher could make it
clearer or easier.
Over 700,000 people learned to play this modern
way—and found it
easy as A-B-C.
For¬
LEARN TO PLAY
get that old-fashioned
BY NOTE
idea
that you need
Piano
Violin
special “talent.” Just
Guitar
Saxophone
read the list of instru¬
Organ
Ukulele
ments in the panel,
Tenor Banjo
Hawaiian Guitar
decide which one you
Piano Accordion
want to play, and the
U. S. School will do
Or Any Other
the rest.
No matter
Instrument
which instrument you

choose,
In eacli
average
—just a
a day.

the cost
case will
the same
few cents

Send for Our
Free Book and
Demonstration
Lesson
If you really do want to play your favorite instrument,
fill out and mail the coupon asking for our Free Booklet
and Free Demonstration Lesson. These explain our won¬
derful method fully and show you how easily and quickly
you can learn to play at little expense. U. S. School of
Music, 3067 Brunswick Bldg., New York City.
U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC.
3067 Brunswick Bldg., New York City.
Send me your amazing free book, "How .You Can Master
Music in Your Own Home.” with Inspiring message by
Dr. Frank Crane; also Free Demonstration Lesson. This
does not put me under any obligation.
Name...
Address...
Instrument
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YOUR CHANCE TO BE AWARDED

$1,000.00
FOR YOUR TRUE STORY
IMPORTANT

NOTICE:

CONTEST RULES

Do not refrain from entering this or any

True Story Manuscript Contest for fear that an amateur cannot compete successfully
against professional writers. Professional writers have been singularly unsuccessful
in capturing prizes in True Story Manuscript Contests.
Also, do not let the fact that True Story has been printing special feature stories
of world famous characters deter you from entering.
These features are specially
written and have nothing to do with the contest.

All stories must be written in the first person
based on facts that happened either in the lives of
the writers of these stories, or to people of their
acquaintance,

proper

evidence

of

truth

to

be

furnished by writers upon request.
Type your manuscripts or write legibly with
pen.
Do not send us printed material or poetry.
Do not write in pencil.

F

Do not submit stories of less than 2,500 words.

OR the best True Story submitted during the calendar month of June,
1935, True Story Magazine will award the magnificent sum of $1,000.00.
In addition, every contest entry is eligible for purchase at
our liberal regular rates so, even though your manuscript may fall
slightly short of prize winning quality, we will gladly consider it
for purchase provided we can use it.
This special one month contest closes on June 28th, 1935. By all
means take advantage of the opportunity it offers. There is no reason
why you should not—every reason why you should. Simply look back
over your life, select the episode that is most thrilling, exciting or deeply
moving; no matter whether it be a story filled with shadow or sunshine,
success, failure, tragedy or happiness, write it simply and honestly and send
it in. Hundreds of men and women have followed this simple formula in
the past to their immense financial advantage. Hundreds more will do so
in the future. You owe it to yourself to be among them.
The stories for which we are searching are now reposing untold in the
minds and hearts of those who have lived them, one or more probably in
yours—memories of supreme moments, emotional crises, unusual situations
so profoundly moving that they have branded themselves upon your very soul.

Do not send us unfinished stories.
Stories must be written in English.
Write on one side of paper only.
Put on FIRST CLASS POSTAGE
otherwise
CLOSE
IN

manuscripts

RETURN

SAME

will

be

FIRST

CONTAINER

IN FULL,

refused.

CLASS

EN¬

POSTAGE

WITH

MANU¬

SCRIPT.
Send material fiat.

Do not roll.

Do not use thin tissue or onion skin paper.
At the top of first page record the total number
of words in your story.
PRINT

YOUR

Number the pages.

FULL

NAME

AND

AD¬

DRESS ON UPPER RIGHT-HAND CORNER
OF

FIRST

PAGE

AND

UPON

ENVELOPE

and sign your full name and legal address in your
own handwriting at foot of the last page of your
manuscript.
Every possible effort will be made to return un¬
available manuscripts, if first-class postage or expressage is enclosed in same container with manu¬
script, but we do not hold ourselves responsible for
such return and we advise contestants to retain a
copy of stories submitted.

Do not send to us

stories which we have returned.
As soon as possible after receipt of each manu¬
script,

an

sender.

acknowledgment

will

be

mailed

to

No change or correction can be made in

manuscripts after they reach us.

No correspon¬

dence can be entered into concerning manuscripts
once they have been submitted or after they have
been rejected.
Unavailable stories will be returned as soon as

Begin to

Write Your Story Today

rejected irrespective of closing date of contest.
This contest is open to everyone everywhere in
the world, except employees and former employees

Tell it simply in your own words just
as it happened to you or some one you
know, and the judges will consider it en¬
tirely upon its qualities as a story, i.e., its
power to hold the interest and its appeal
to the human heart. The important thing
is to speak plainly. As True Story is a
magazine devoted to the portrayal of life
as it is actually lived, you are justified in
describing frankly and fully any situation
that has happened in real life. If your story
contains the human quality we seek, it
will receive preference over tales of less
merit, no matter how clearly, beautifully
or skillfully written they may be.
Judging upon this basis the person sub¬
mitting the best story will be awarded the
$1,000 prize.
In submitting manuscripts in this contest
please always disguise the names of the
persons and places appearing in your
stories. These changes in no way reduce
the fundamental truth of the stories and
they save the feelings of many persons who
object to being mentioned in an identifi¬
able manner.
The only restriction as regards the length
of stories submitted in this contest is that
no story shall contain less than 2,500
words. Beyond that feel no concern. Let
the length take care of itself. Use as many
words as are necessary to set it forth to
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best advantage — whether
10,000 or 50,000. *

it

be

3,000,

Remember, it is the stories you send in
that count—nothing else.
Do not pro¬
crastinate. It would be a pity, indeed, not
to take full advantage of this opportunity
to cash in richly on one of your life ex¬
periences if your story is really dramatic
and has merit for publication. You may
submit as many manuscripts as you desire.
On this page you will find the contest
rules.
Read them carefully—they are
simple and easily understood—all based
upon our past experience in conducting
contests of this nature. Follow them care¬
fully and your manuscripts will contain
all necessary information and reach us in
such form as to insure their receiving full
consideration.
With the exception of an explanatory
letter which we always welcome, do not
enclose photographs, or other extraneous
matter of any kind except return postage.
Such enclosures only complicate the work
of handling manuscripts without helping
or affecting decisions in any way.
Another thing, watch the contest page
or pages every month. For several months
there may be nothing new—then suddenly
—a great new announcement. It pays to
watch the contest page.

of
of

Macfadden Publications,
their families.

Inc., and members

If a story is selected by the editors for immedi¬
ate purchase, it will be paid for at our regular rate
and this will in no way affect the judges
decision.

in their

If your story is awarded a prize, a check

for whatever balance is due will be mailed.

The

decisions of the judges on all manuscripts will be
final, there being no appeal from their decision.
Name of

prize

winner

will

be announced

in

TRUE STORY Magazine, but not in a manner to
identify the writers with the stories they submit.
Under no condition submit any story that has
ever before been published in any form.
Submit your manuscript to us direct. Due to the
intimate nature of these stories, we cannot accept
manuscripts

submitted

through

intermediaries.

This contest ends at the close of business, Fri¬
day, June 28, 1935.
Address your manuscripts to TRUE STORY
MANUSCRIPT
1926 Broadway,

NOTE:

CONTEST,
Dept.
21C.
New York City, N. Y.

On behalf of the many persons who sub¬

mit their life experiences in story form to TRUE
STORY and allied Macfadden magazines, we have
printed a manual describing the technique which,
according to our experience, is best suited for us
in writing true stories. It is entitled, "Facts You
Should Know about TRUE STORY."
for it by name when writing for it.

Please ask
We will be

glad to mail you a copy free upon request. Failure
to send for this booklet does not, however, lessen
your chances of being awarded a prize in the con¬
test series.

THIS CONTEST CLOSES
JUNE 28, 1935
Get Your Stories in on Time
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Movie Mirror's Cooking Page
(Continued from page 64)
melting in it.
Pour in the molasses
and let it come to a boil. Take it off
the fire and lay neatly in it the slices .
of pineapple, fitting the nuts and the
raisins into the chinks between the
slices. You see, you’re going to turn
the finished cake out, so this is the
top you are working on. Put the skillet
where it will keep warm, but not cook,
and make the batter.

The batter
1 Y\ cups flour
y2 tsp. soda
1 tsp. baking powder
1 tsp. ginger
1 tsp. cinnamon
y tsp. ground cloves
)4 tsp. nutmeg
y2 tsp. salt
3 tbls. shortening
y2 cup sugar
1 beaten egg
y2 cup molasses
y2 cup boiling water
Sift together the flour, soda, baking
powder, the spices ar$ the salt. Cream
together the shortening and sugar, stir
in the egg and the molasses, and mix
thoroughly with the dry ingredients.
Now add the boiling water and beat
well. Pour this over the contents of
the skillet and bake for about half an
hour in a moderate oven (350“ F.).
When the batter is done, invert the
skillet carefully over the serving plat¬
ter so the cake comes out shiny-side
up. Serve with whipped cream.

S

INCE this is the fruit season, you could
serve a real shortcake wfith the sim¬
ple luncheon I have described, and if you
haven’t a shortcake recipe, do write me

for one.
A more elaborate luncheon, one in
which you are using a hot entree, would
call for a simpler dessert. A well-planned,
thoroughly chilled fruit cup could be used,
or a gelatine dessert. I’m giving you this
gelatine dish called Russian Cream be¬
cause it has a new gelatine flavor to it
and is ideal for hot weather.
Russian

Cream

2 tbls. gelatine
1 tbls. cold water
Tuice and rind of one lemon
1 pint buttermilk
y2 cup sugar
Soak the gelatine in the cold water
for five minutes then add the grated
rind and juice of the lemon. Set the
utensil in which these are mixed over
a bowl of hot water and stir till the
gelatine is entirely dissolved.
Take
it from the hot water bowl and slowly
add the sugar and buttermilk, stirring
till the sugar is dissolved. Now pour
the cream into the cups or glasses in
which you intend to serve it, and chill
in the refrigerator until the cream is
firm, at least an hour.
You should
have four or five servings, according
to the size of the glasses you use.
Top with ivhipped cream.
I mentioned fruit cup, and it occurs
to me you rfiight like to know how to

make Saboyon, which is sauce to accom¬
pany either fresh or stewed fruits.
Saboyon

14 cup sugar
2 egg yolks
1 egg
14 cup sweetened cooking sherry
Mix together the egg yolks and the
sugar, then the whole egg. Mix this, a
little at a time, into the sherry. Cook
in a double boiler, stirring constantly
till it thickens and sticks to the spoon.
Don't let it get too hot, or cook too
fast, or it won’t be smooth. If you use
it hot, you must serve it immediately
or keep it warm over hot water. If
you prefer it cold, beat it with an eggbeater until cool and then chill it.

A ND now here is Hollywood’s favorite
dessert.
I asked Rudolf Frederick,
the Hollywood Brown Derby’s chef, just
what the stars' who came to the Derby or¬
dered the most frequently, and he told me:
Cheese Cake. It melts in your mouth!
Use Lemon, instead of vinegar, in
Brown

Derby

Cheese

Cake

The shell
y2 cup sugar
1 cup butter
114 cups flour
1 egg
The grated rind of a lemon
A pinch of baking powder
Mix the egg with the sugar and add
the butter.
Knead in the flour and
baking powder till you have a smooth
paste. Cover the bottom and sides of
a baking tin wfith this, bringing the
paste up and over the rim of the pan.
Lay a piece of waxed paper over it
and fill it to the brim with beans.
Bake in a slow oven (300° F.) for
about twenty minutes. Be sure your
oven isn’t any hotter than 300° F., as
you don’t wrant to have the pastry
rise. When it is done, remove beans
and paper and fill the shell wfith:
The filling
14 lb. dry cottage cheese
14 cup sugar
14 cup cornstarch
14 tbls. flour
3 eggs
6 tbls. melted butter.
14 grated rind of lemon or
14 tsp. vanilla
y pint heavy cream
Press the cottage cheese through a
sieve to make sure there are no big
lumps.
Mix with it the sugar, the
cornstarch and the flour. Stir in the
lemon rind or the vanilla. Beat in the
egg and the cream, and then the
melted butter. Fill the shell wfith this
and bake for an hour to an hour and
a half very slowly, in an oven not
over 300° F.
I am sure you will enjoy trying these
desserts, and if there are others you would
like to have tell me about them when
you write, me for the shortcake recipe or
the others I have mentioned.

your mayonnaise and other salad
dressings. All famous chefs employ
lemon because it brings out the hid¬
den goodness in salad ingredients and
blends them as they should be.
Try it next time. Write for ^rec
m oo (clei ,“200 Sunkist Reeipes for
Every Day.” Sunkist, Sec.4007-A, Box
530, Station C, Los Angeles, Calif, wra
Copr., 1935, California Fruit Growers Exchange 1«^|

it

I WANT TO BE
JJ

A NURSE

•

J

Like many women Mrs A. E. wanted to be a
nurse.
Marriage changed her plans, but there
came a time when she wished she did have
a nurse’s training to fall back on.
As she
writes: “It would have meantso much to me when
I found myself with three children to support and a home
to keep together.
One day, in a magazine, I saw a
CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING advertisement
telling! how hundreds of women were learning practical
nursing by mail. THAT was what I wanted—so I clipped
the coupon and sent it off. When the booklet came I read
it through and after much thought decided to enroll.
The lessons were amazingly easy to understand. While
on my eighth lesson I took my first case and have been
busy ever since, earning $32 a week!”
What Mrs. A. E. has done you can do. BE A NURSE. Let
CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING train you for this well-paid,
satisfying profession.
Use coupon now.

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 187, 26 N. Ashland Blvd.
Chicago, Illinois
I’d like to be a nurse.
sample lesson pages.

Send mo free book "Opportunities in Nursing" and

Name......
Address.......A :o.
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The HIDDEN

H ol I y wood
Our editor gives us the lowdown on the
Hollywood that "exists in people's minds'

By

hjCrJjb'
Ru + h Waterbury
who has recently
trekked from Holly¬
wood to New York,
via the Canal, tells
us significant impres¬
sions of her trip.

T

sea like islands from a dream.
It was good to be on land
again, amid the natural richness and the human poverty of
the

town.

Driving

about

I got a chance to look into the last one this month
when I sailed out from San Pedro en route for
Havana,

headed

eventually

for

my

home

office

in

New

York, to spend a few weeks there.
We came out on the S. S. California, as typical a shipload
as you’d find anywhere, I suppose.
There were some two
hundred and fifty odd of us in the first class, and all the
typical types. There was the amorous old maid who pursued
all the men about the deck, there was the widow with the
shadowed eyes, there was the very old man married to the
excessively blonde, startlingly young ‘wife.
But generally

twisting

streets

and

back

country roads, I saw three movie houses with Ken May¬
nard, Buck Jones, and “Helldorado” playing.
They told
me that in the tropics only Wester,^- do business.
Havana, contrarily, had Freddie March and Sylvia
Sidney in “Good Dame,” Jose Mojica in several films,
and sex dramas everywhere.

HERE are three Hollywoods; the real one, the
hidden one, and the one that exists in people s minds.

its

There was a revolution going

in the town.
They announced proudly at the capital that
they had killed a rebel the day before, taking four official
bullets to do it.

But in movies all they cared about was

love, love, love.
Late afternoon found me in a line at the airport getting
clearance papers to fly from Havana to Miami.
A bored
Cuban official was asking the usual tired, sex-color questions
when suddenly he caught my address.

His head jerked up.

“Holy-wood,” he said, “ah, Holy-wood.
know Jean Hahlow?”
Miami Beach is as chic

Tell me, do you

and glittering as

you

expect.

The shops and the women are beautiful. The sea, sky and
palms merge into perfection. Still, with all that, night finds

speaking, most of the passengers were well past middle age,

all Miami going to the movies, and the group I visited,
worldlings all—a publisher, an editor, a novelist, and an

with a generous sprinkling of kids about, most of them

actress—wanted to do nothing nearly so much at night as

grandchildren.
I didn’t come on deck until the second day out, but al¬

to go to a house where a double feature was showing, and
where we munched popcorn throughout.

ready the children were prepared for me.
I represented
Hollywood to them, and half an hour after I sat down in
a deck chair, the youngsters were planted around me, scream¬
ing questions.
Really it was only one question, one longdrawn-out, detailed question about Shirley Temple.
They
loved her, they adored her.

They wanted to know what

she ate, and what she wore, and how she played, this and
that, hour after hour.
And I wondered, answering their
questions as best I could, if the motion picture business
realizes what Shirley is doing for it.
Hollywood knows
full well the money Shirley earns for it, and the happiness
she creates for millions, but I doubt that it comprehends,
as I hadn’t until that moment, how she is creating a future
generation of confirmed movie fans, getting the children,
who had deserted the movies, back into the theaters once
again. The oldsters on board had only two favorites, Will
Rogers and George Arliss, though they said they still felt
the loss of Marie Dressier. All of them had liked “David
Copperfield.”
Beyond that, their chief interest in a film
was whether or not it was “clean.”

Of four pictures shown

on board, though one was “Vanessa” and another “Love in
Bloom,” they remembered neither titles nor casts the next
morning.
Eight days away from Hollywood, dawn found us coming
into Panama, while three islands emerged from the golden
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DUT New York
“Whatever you
Hour’.”

was different.
do, you must

New Yorkers said,
see ‘The Children’s

So I went to that, one lovely spring evening, and watched
a play about lying, treachery, and sex abnormality, put to¬
gether with a skill so cunning that it was easy to believe
the whole world was sick.
A year ago, movies might have bought that play, since
it is a hit, and tried to make a picture of it.
Now they
won't.
The “decency drive” and the increased attendance
at pure pictures has helped their judgment.
And I thought of Father O’Melia, the young priest,
travelling for his health, who had occupied the deck chair
next to mine on the California and who had listened with
amusement to the youngsters’ questions.
One night when
they had all gone down to their early dinners, I asked him
how he, as a churchman, felt about movies.
He said he was proud of movies now, gratified at their
right-about-face in their creating something at once true
and entertaining.

He smiled, adding, “The Church knows

you've only to show the way to most people to get them
to go the best way.
Fortunately, most of us want the
good things.
All the things God created are good.
It is
only the minority who want the evil that man creates.”

t

CLEAN WHITE CIGARETTE
PAPER FOR CHESTERFIELDS

"poured”
like milk
and just
as pure..

To make
Chesterfield cigarette paper,
the linen pulp of the flax plant is washed
over and over again in water as pure as a
mountain stream.

Liquid paper in

So thin is this crisp white paper that an
18-inch

reel contains enough for 55,000

Chesterfields — actually over

2

"beating” machines
of the Champagne
Paper Co.

miles of paper

Chesterfield paper must be pure
Chesterfield paper must burn right
It must hare no taste or odor

— the cigarette that’s MILDER
— the cigarette that TASTES BETTER
© 1935, Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.

Combined with

•

MODEM
CATION
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$500.00
FOR YOUR
CHILD’S PICTURE
I WANT TO BE A STAR
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years are adding up . . . soon
their children will be grown . . . yet
he is still her adorer . . . she holds him
as completely as when they were first
married. More women should know
her secret.
HE

*

her ADORER

LlSTERINE halts halitosis (bad breath)
Deodorizes Longer

*

*

*

How wise is the woman who realizes the
importance of keeping the breath al¬
ways sweet, wholesome and agreeable!
After all, nothing mars a personal re¬
lationship like halitosis (bad breath)
whether occasional or habitual. It is
ridiculously easy to keep the breath
inoffensive. Simply use Listerine, that’s
all—a little in the morning, a little at
night, and between times before social
engagements. Listerine instantly halts
halitosis; deodorizes longer than ordi¬
nary non-antiseptic mouth washes.
Keep a bottle handy in home and office.
Lambert Pharmacal

Co.,

St. Louis, Mo.

THE HIDDEN HOLLYWOOD
The inner workings of the film
capital are always changing—
follow them in this monthly feature

Although Isabel Jewell and Lee Tracy now
are
him

only good

friends,

Angel"—and

Isabel still

"Angel"

is

as

calls
con¬

cerned as Isabel over her Metro contract.

I

’VE been away from Hollywood for six weeks, and it’s all

You hate yourself for being so sentimental, but you do wish

changed. At the Trocadero, Merle Oberon is dancing
these nights with David Niven. Brian Aherne lunches

that they could get back together and be happy once more.
Robert Montgomery, tired out from five pictures in rapid
succession, is ordered by his doctor to give up "Mutiny
on the Bounty, ’ the one part he has wanted, to get which
he has consented to play routine leading men in women
stars’ pictures. See him, now, and you do not see that gay,

at the Vendome with Frances Marion, instead of Marlene
Dietrich.
The comely, well-bred Claudette Colbert goes
calmly along building her house, and saying nothing against
the love uproar of Norman Foster and Sally Blane.
At
Paramount, they clamour about Julie Haydon, who was
clamoured about at Radio a year or so ago—while at Radio,
Helen Mack (to me, still the most promising of the younger
actresses) plays her first important role since Paramount let
her off their payroll; maybe you remember that last year
Paramount took her over from Radio.
At Metro, Pinky
Tomlin, their last month’s sensation, is dropped from the
contract list while this month’s sensation, Luise Rainer, is
very much set—and, in the cast of her picture, Mady Chris¬
tians (the before-Christmas sensation) is playing a bit.

Fox

announces that Shirley Temple has had foo many stories
written about her, while Twentieth Century folds up quietly
for the summer with its only star, Fredric March, given over

impudent Montgomery of the screen.

You observe the other

side of his personality that he keeps so carefully hidden—the
very intelligent, deeply sensitive man who thinks there are
many things wrong with this modern world.
And with it all, with all this color, heartbreak, glamor,
the studios themselves keep right on dishing out the most
awful tripe—the worst bunch of so-called “summer” pic¬
tures it has ever been my misfortune to see. In the theater,
business is off, and small wonder. When the depression first
hit, in an effort to keep up theater attendance, the double¬
feature was introduced. It offered then one good picture
and one not-so-good picture, or in other words, the old

to Goldwyn, when Garbo gets through with him, for "The

“something-for-nothing” principle. Audiences like the idea.
I have often wondered if a lot of response to the plan wasn’t

Dark Angel.”
The Clover Club has once more become the place to go late

because the double feature was not only a bargain, but that
it offered many hours’ entertainment as opposed to the aver¬

at night, and the furore about the movies moving has ,died
down. Along Sunset Boulevard a new set of little shops has

age two hours’ entertainment the single feature had given.
Either way, it was a hit until the big producers decided to cut
down on the one good feature and to make more small fea¬

mushroomed up, and at Adrian’s there is an exhibition of
fried eggs and mouse traps under glass, variously labelled
“Joan Crawford,” “Mary Pickford” et al, and you can look at
them and not like them for all their inventor, the amusing
Kenneth Britton, cares.

The girls are wearing veils over

all their hats, regardless of shape or size; and Connie Ben¬
nett sits dreamily in a box watching Gilbert Roland practice
for the movie tennis tournament.
It’s shifting—-electric—

tures. The result is that with the major studios expending
all their energy turning out “quickies” almost no good pic¬
tures are being produced.

Stars are being seen too.often in

shoddily directed and written pictures.
They discourage
everyone connected with them, but most of all those of us
who pay our money at the box office.

Always new, always news,

Yet as I write, Grace Moore's "Love Me Forever” is
nearly finished, "Becky Sharp” is being edited, “A Mid¬

and that’s the charm of the place !
The sobs are there, too. I go to dinner at Metro, and run

Montgomery “No More Ladies” is due for preview. Garbo’s

into little Isabel Jewell, the girl who was so fine in "Evelyn
Prentice.” She has asked to be released from her contract,

“Anna Karenina” is completed, and Gable and Harlow have
concluded “China Seas.”
That promises well for the late

because the latest role she was given was exactly five lines.
She says “Angel” is unhappy about it, too, and you realize

summer. I’m just naive, optimistic and romantic enough to
hope it means that the glamor, the color and the romance of

that “Angel” is Lee T’'acy, and you remember that his career
isn’t so forte since he and Isabel stopped seeing one another.

the Hidden Hollywood I know may, through these pictures,
get to you who are watching the screen.

mad, this Hidden Hollywood.

summer Night’s Dream” is about to be seen, theCrawford-

movie
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The hush in the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer projection room turned

Together,
A GREAT
STAR and
a NEW STAR

to a muffled whisper...the whisper rose to an audible hum...
and in less than five minutes everybody in the room knew that a
great new star had been born—LUISE RAINER—making her
first American appearance in "Escapade”,WILLIAM POWELL’S
great new starring hit! It was a historic day for Hollywood,
reminiscent of the first appearance of Garbo — another of
those rare occasions when a great motion picture catapults a
player to stardom.

WILLIAM POWELL
with

LUISE RAINER
William Powell adds
another suave character¬
ization to his long list of
successes...and MetroGoldwyn-Mayer swells
the longest list of stars
in filmdom with an¬
other brilliant name
—Luise Rainer!
Aristocrat, sophisticate, innocent—one wanted romance,
the other wanted excitement —but one wanted his heart
— and won it!...Sparkling romance of an artist who dab¬
bled with love as he dabbled with paints...and of a girl
who hid behind a mask —but could not hide her heart

FRANK MORGAN
VIRGINIA BRUCE
REGINALD OWEN
MADY CHRISTIANS
A Robert Z. Leonard Production
Produced by Bernard H. Hyman
Metro-Qoldwyn-Mayer Picture

JUST OFF

HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD
Stories of filmdom's

WALTER

locally famous per

M

-

R.

sonages, told here

RAMSEY

OVIEDO’S

little

Mexican

cafe stands on the corner next
to the Hollywood Athletic

Club.
It used to be a house
in the old days, but now the living- room

for the first time

and

dining

room

have

tables

for

guests and a huge, multi-colored

the

statue

of a Mexican dancing girl stands on the
front lawn.
Mr.

Oviedo

does

most

of

the

work

himself, meets you at the door, seats you
at a table and then waits upon you. He
knows all his regular customers by name
and chats with them about the new house
or

the

latest

baby

work of ten men.

while

he

does

the first time, you think he
friendly to everyone in the
rooms but you.

Left, Mr. Oviedo
with the Mexican
dancing girl statue
which stands in front
of the only restaur¬
ant in Hollywood
which has no movie
stars. Below, Cap¬
tain Eric H. Krause
says our minds are
still on the good
old gold standard.

the

When you come for
is being
crowded

Later on, he learns your

name and then you. too, are one of his
friends.
You will always know when
that time arrives. Mr. Oviedo will show
you the picture of himself taken many
years ago when he was a famous “strong
man’’ and wore a lion skin and lifted
heavy weights.
There are some charcoal pictures on
the walls; a few are of typical Mexi¬
can characters but most of them are
drawings of movie stars.
The one of
Ramon Novarro is the worst drawing
I’ve ever seen!
Mr. Oviedo
keeps

it next to the door as

you go out—maybe
leave with a smile.

so

you’ll

Most of the cafes in Holly¬
wood fight for the movie star
business. They think it brings
the tourists.
It does for a
while, but when the stars de¬
cide to try another place the
Author’s Note: I’ve just returned from
a tour of the Boulevards and I have some
very interesting people and places to tell
you about this month. First, though, I
should like to thank every one of you who
has written me about this new column. 1
have mentioned before that this is the
most enjoyable writing job I’ve ever had,
but your enthusiastic voice of approval has
made it even more so. I’m going to get
a chance to answer every one of your
grand letters soon nozv and 1 hope others
of you zvill write and tell me what you
think of it. Also, don’t forget when you
zvritc to include any ideas you may have
for items in the department. You knozv—
places or people you’ve heard about in
Hollywood and feel you’d like to knozv
more about. Address Walter Ramsey,
Movie Mirror, 7751 Sunset Blvd., Hollyzvood, Cal. Thanks again!—W. R.
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business usually
badly

that

the

drops

off so

cafe

closes.

That’s why Mr. Oviedo’s boast
isn't quite as funny as it sounds
even though it’s true that:
Oviedo’s

is

the

only

cafe

in Hollywood without a movie
star.
You probably won’t think
about it until the next day, but
by then you’ll begin to wonder
what
has
happened
to
all
those huge muscles in
youthful
picture
of

the
Mr.

Oviedo.
Now he is thin and
slight. His little hairline mus(Continued on page 73)
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on\outh”
s

hould a girl marry a man of her own age

<J]

or should she choose a more mature husband?
Can a girl in her twenties find happiness with
a man twice her age? Granted that May and
December are mismated; but what about June
and September?
Millions of girls for millions of years have
asked themselves these questions and attempted
go answer them in their own lives.

^\^ow the question —and one of the several
answers — has been made the theme of one of the most
charming screen romances of the season, Paramount’s
“Accent on Youth”. . . As a stage play “Accent on
Youth” won acclaim from the Broadway critics and tre¬
mendous popularity with the theatre-goers. Opening late
in 1934 it promises to continue its successful run well into
the summer of 1935.
Sylvia Sidney plays the screen role of the girl who
comes face to face with this age-old question. She is
adored by young, handsome and athletic Phillip Reed
and she is loved by the brilliant and successful but more
mature playwright, Herbert Marshall . . . Which man shall she choose? . . . That is the question
around which the entire plot revolves and to answer it in print would spoil the delightful suspense
which the author, Samson Raphaelson, developed to a high degree in his original New York stage
success and which Director Wesley Ruggles maintains with equal success and charm in the screen play.
In the supporting cast are such well-known players as Holmes Herbert and Ernest Cossart. The latter is
playing the same role on the screen as that which he created in the original Broadway stage production.
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Jane Withers, eight-year-old
Fox star, wrote the nice letter
below to her director. Right,
in a scene from "Ginger."

REVIEWS
FOR JUNIORS

W

i

3.&JL
HOORAY FOR LOVE. A gay
musical with singing and danc¬
ing,

that

I'm

sure

you'il

like.
•CLcto^e-

PUBLIC HERO.
tion

picture

A fast ac¬

about

Federal

men, especially for young boys.
AGE
If

your

OF

INDISCRETION.

parents

don't

your seeing a divorce picture,
see this.

Off—-

mind

yy&iJvu-

Ml

Little David Holt is
-

keen.
BREAK OF HEARTS.

You

might like this if you like love

n&

9-

stories.
OUR LITTLE GIRL. Another
Temple picture for all you Shir¬

f.J,

-

^YjQ<L. £}<*>.

ley fans.
" )■

MURDER
O.K. if you

IN

THE

.AAj-aZjtLi <Zk^s^c.L

FLEET,

this

-

picture

year-old

By all means see
in

Jane

which

eight-

Withers

will

n><.

make you laugh and cry.
ARIZONIAN, THE.
snorting Western you'l

children are fond of pets.
Little David Holt
and his sister Betty, who soon will be in pic¬
tures, too, are especially fond of them. One day
when they were driving with their parents they

like murder mys-

teries.
GINGER.

tjQ.

the same games as you children do, and liking
pets as you probably do, too. All of the screen

A ripadore.

E

spied a ranch that had baby chickens and the
two children made a great clamor and fuss un¬
til the car was stopped so they could look at
them. And of course, as soon as they saw the
yellow, peeping chicks, they wanted them. The
ranch owner said they weren’t for sale, but
when he saw the disappointed look on the faces
of the two children, he said while he wouldn’t
sell them he would give them twelve of the fuzzy

little chicks!
‘ ~T month and the month before, I told you about Shirley You can imagine how delighted David and Betty were.
Temple and Virginia Weidler, two little girls who have
David was so excited that night that he crept out of bed
skyrocketed to fame on the silver screen. But there are
several times to see how the little chicks were doing. But
other little boys and girls whom you see on the screen
in spite of his vigilance, two chicks were dead by morning
from time to time and I know you'll be interested in them.
because they had been taken away from their mother too
There are Freddie Bartholomew, who made such a hit as
soon.
David’s heart felt as though it were broken in two.
“David Copper fieldJackie Cooper, whose popularity grows

as he is growing—by leaps and bounds; Cora Sue Collins,
fondly known as “Baby Garbo;" Mickey Rooney, who’ll be
seen as Puck in “A Midsummer Night’s Dream” very short¬
ly ; David Holt of “You Belong to Me" fame, who is steadily
becoming more popular; and little Billy Lee, not yet five. And

He is quite a little man, and tried very hard not to show
it, but little Betty couldn’t control her grief, and cried and
cried and cried.
David put his arm around his little sister protectinglv, and
said, “Don’t cry, Betty.
They’ve gone to 'their heaven.’ ”
David took out his own pocket handkerchief to wipe away

who at three years spoke lines for the talkies. And let us
not forget the two meanies—Jane Withers and Jackie Searle
_both charming youngsters in private life, but noted for the

her tears, and then and there they decided to shower all
their love and attention on the ten chicks that were left.
David sought forgetfulness in work, making a coop for the
other chicks in his yard, all by himself.

disagreeable parts they play on the screen.
Off the screen, these children lead everyday lives, playing

baby chicks, but she adores love- (Continued on page 71)

speaking of very young troupers, there’s Baby Jane Quigley,
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Cora Sue Collins, for instance, doesn’t go in so much for

Tintex
Brings Color Magic to
Your Summer Wardrobe

sx"”" -- s»» c:>«.

Faded Fabrics Become
Gaily New With These

Tintex—brings
Color Magic to
Sportswear, Sweaters,

Tintex—brings
Color Magic to

Easy Tints

Sports Scarfs and

and

Dyes

Underthings and Lingerie—
Lace-trimmed Negligees —

Handkerchiefs

^ Stockings

RUMMER sun and frequent laun' derings will fade the beautiful
dors in your apparel . . . and
your home decorations, too.
it never mind.

Just do as mil-

ins of other smart women . . . use
■ntex!

There’s color-magic and economy
in every package of Tintex.
perfect results, too!

And

That’s why

women who know always insist on
Tintex.

38 brilliant long-lasting

colors from which to choose.

In a jiffy . .. and without

uss or fuss ... these famous Tints
td Dyes will restore the original

Avoid Substitutes . . .
Tintex quality never varies! Perfect results
every time. That’s why millions of women

INSIST

ON TINTEX

lor, or give a new color if you
ish, to every washable fabric.

PARK & TILFORD, Distributors

IVor/c/s Largest Selling
'

.

TINTS

AND

AT ALL DRUG STORES, NOTION AND TOILET GOODS COUNTERS

DYES

Speak for
yourself
MOVIE MIRROR awards Seven Prizes each month
for the best letters—$20 first prize;
prize; five prizes of $1 each.

$10 second

Just write in what

you think about talkies, stars or stories,
words or less.
Address your
for Yourself," 1926 Broadway,

in 200

letter to "Speak
New York, N. Y.

and even soap-boxes, eagerly braving the elements to see
their favorites do their screen stuff.
All major ships of our Navy now have a nightly showing
of the latest features. Talkies, of course, and usually as
up-to-date as the pictures you are currently seeing. The
night's show is the big bright event of a gob’s life. Espe¬
cially when the fleet is on a cruise and there is little else in
the way of entertainment. How they rush to the top-side,
hours before movie time, to insure themselves of good posi¬
tions, from which to view the night’s show. They even have
a bugle call, now, to announce the start of the show. Mod¬
ern, eh ?
Ar. Clancy Bradt,
U. S. S. Argonne,
San Pedro, Calif.
$10 PRIZE LETTER
How About It?
In the good old silent days of movieland we had already
the custom of seeing snapshots of the feature players, whose
names appeared at the same time. This fashion went and
came hack! We see again—to the great joy of the movie
fans—the stars and starlets appear before the picture starts.
How about having the names not only printed but . . .
said ?
It would be a surprising pleasure for thousands of movie
fans and would make it easier to pronounce names like
Charles Laughton, Guy Kibbee, Claudette Colbert, Victor
MacLaglen and many more.
There is so much talking in a picture, so it does not make
any difficulty to have a talking start as well. The cast may
be repeated just the same or only on the screen at the end.
Fannie Schuclein,

Bronx, N. Y.

•

Pert Kelton sings for her supper in "Hooray
for Love." Well-known on Broadway's musical
comedy stage, this is the first time Pert has
had a chance to do any vocalizing on the screen.

$20 PRIZE LETTER
Join the Navy—and See the Movies
Who are the strongest movie fans? No, not in physical
strength—but in loyalty and sincerity, I mean. I’ll tell you.
It’s Uncle Sam’s Bluejackets.
You who sometimes register a complaint because your local
theater is too hot, cold or draughty should try attending a
movie on a naval vessel. There, nightly, you’ll see hundreds
of gobs clustered on the weatherdeck of their ships—be they
in torrid Panama or frozen Alaska—sitting on stools, benches
8

$1 PRIZE LETTER
What's Right with the Movies?
Why does any able producer waste his time creating cheap
shockers like “Bride of Frankenstein” ?
Or monotonous
song-and-dance shows like “Sweet Music” (of which there
was none !) ? Or morbid dramas such as “Imitation of Life”
and “Private Worlds”?
Let’s have less lurid stories for Greta Garbo, never any
but the best leading men for Myrna Loy and Claudette Col¬
bert, and some leading roles for Una Merkel.
Why can’t William Powell do his sophisticated comedies
without constant emphasis on drinking? What has become
of El Brendel, who used to insert such sly humor into any
part? Isn’t Freddie Bartholomew appreciated to the point of
giving him another lead?
Dorothy H. Glover,

Akron, Ohio.
(Continued on page 83)

Proudly we offer you this grand portrait of the woman who
gained

her movie immortality as

Madame X, whose recent

career has been none too fortunate, but who goes to Columbia
from Warner Brothers for "Feather in Her Hat" based on the
I. A. R. Wylie best-seller, to be followed by "Modern Lady."

9

GENEVIEVE

TOBIN
She sings a beautiful soprano, plays the piano and the harp,
dances exquisitely, has an illustrious stage record, designs her
own clothes and is recognized by many as Hollywood s bestdressed woman—but Genevieve plays comic and villainous roles
on the screen.

10

Her latest is "The Goose and the Gander."

FRANCES

DRAKE

Another talented young lady who sings, sketches and dances,
Frances is one of the busiest players in

Hollywood,

pictures for everyone but her own Paramount.

making

She had

an

important part in "Les Miserables" and will have the coveted
role opposite Peter Lorre in his first American film, "Mad Love."

11

MONTGOMERY - CRAWFORD - TONE
Showing no cinematic partiality, Joan looks neither to the left
nor to the right, preferring to favor you with her dazzling smile.
But, of course, in real life her smiles are still exclusively for
Franchot, although in M-G-M's "No More Ladies" he pretends
to

12

compete

for

her

affections

with

Robert

Montgomery.

"BARBAROUS .'V,

(ZyS

GOOD HOUSEKEEPING BEAUTY EDITOR

"INTELLIGENT !",S ays YOUR

IT

ISN’T

BEING

DONE, BUT

“TT’S worse than a blunder, it’s a so-

1 cial crime,” exclaimed the Director
of the new Good Housekeeping Beauty
Clinic. “That girl,” she went on, “is
headed for social suicide.”
But dentists looked at it differently.
“An excellent picture,” was their gen¬
eral comment. “It’s a graphic illustration
of a point we dentists are always seek¬
ing to drive home. If all of us gave
our teeth and gums more exercise on
coarse, raw foods, many of our dental
ills would disappear.”
Time and again dental science has
crusaded against our modern menus.

IPANA
TOOTH PASTE

IT’S

Oncl/lJau

TO

OWN DENTIST

PREVENT "PINK TOOTH

Coarse foods are banned from our tables
for the soft and savory dishes that rob
our gums of work and health. Gums
grow lazy...sensitive...tender! It’s no
wonder that “pink tooth brush” is such
a common warning.
DON’T NEGLECT "PINK TOOTH BRUSH"!

For unheeded, neglected—“pink tooth
brush” may mean serious trouble—even
gingivitis,pyorrhea or Vincent’s disease.
Follow your dentist’s advice. Brush

I PAN A and Massage

BRUSH"

your teeth regularly with Ipana Tooth
Paste. Then, each time, rub a little extra
Ipana into your gums. For Ipana and
massage help restore your gums to
healthy firmness. Do this regularly and
the chances are you’ll never be bothered
with “pink tooth brush.”
WHY WAIT FOR THE TRIAL TUBE?

Use the coupon below, if you like. But
a trial tube can be, at best, only an intro¬
duction. Why not buy a full-size tube
of Ipana and get a full month of scien¬
tific dental care and a quick start toward
firmer gums and brighter teeth?
•

•

•

mean

BRISTOL-MYERS CO.,Dept. KK-85
73 West Street, New York, N. Y.

Sparkling Teeth

Kindly send me a trial tube of IPANA TOOTH
PASTE. Enclosed is a 3e stamp to cover partly the
cost of packing and mailing.

and Healthy Gums

Name___
Street_
City_State
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MIRIAM

HOPKINS
In the title role of "Becky Sharp," from the Thackeray classic,
Miriam has been given one of the greatest honors of 1935.
She's the first star to appear in an all-Technicolor film (threecolor process),

and

critics are already

prophesying that all

movies will soon be in color, just as they are now all in sound.
14

CAN’T CHAFE
CAN’T FAIL
CAN’T SHOW

Means much on active days
To be happy and natural one must be comfortable.
The new Kotex gives lasting comfort and freedom.
You see, the sides of Kotex are cushioned in a
special, soft, downy cotton — all chafing, all irrita¬
tion is. prevented. But, mind you, sides only are
cushioned—the center surface is left free to absorb.

Is important, too
Security means much to every woman at
all times . . . and Kotex assures it! It has a
special center layer whose channels guide
moisture evenly the whole length of the
pad. This special center gives "body” but
not bulk — makes Kotex adjust itself to
every natural movement. No twisting. The
filler of Kotex is actually 5 times more
absorbent than cotton.

Y

OU need never have times when you’re ill at
ease. For now there is a simple way to care¬
free, perfect poise on the days it’s hardest to attain.
Discover here what I believe every woman has a
right to know. Here’s a modern sanitary napkin—
Kotex — that has removed all annoyance from
women’s most perplexing problem. Kotex brings
women 3 gratifying comforts you can understand by
simply looking at the construction of the pad itself.
With all of these extra Kotex advantages costing
so little, there's no economy in accepting ordinary
kinds.
For greater protection on some days depend on
Super Kotex. For emergency, look for Kotex in
ladies’rooms in West Cabinets.

QUEST-the
positive deodorant powder
for personal daintiness

Author of "Marjorie May’s 12th Birthday”

Gives evening peace-of-mind
New Kotex Belt—adjustable—requires no pins!
It’s conveniently narrow, easily adjustable. You’ll
be pleased with the comfort . .. and the low price.

W

0

N

O

E

The sheerest dress, the closest-fitting gown re¬
veals no tell-tale lines. What an aid to self-confi¬
dence and poise. The ends of Kotex are not only
rounded but flattened and tapered besides. Abso¬
lute invisibility— no tiny wrinkles whatsoever.

RSOFT

A new scientific discovery makes pos¬
sible the perfect deodor¬
ant powder for use with
Kotex .-. . and for every
need! Quest, sponsored
by the makers of Kotex,
is a dainty, soothing
powder, pleasant and safe
to use. Quest assures all¬
day-long body freshness.
Buy Quest when you buy
Kotex . . . only 35c for
the large can.

KOTEX
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JOEL

McCREA
He's just signed an important five-year contract with Samuel
Goldwyn, to take effect as soon as he's finished "Manhattan
Madness" for M-G-M.

He and Frances Dee (who turned down

lucrative British offers to stay with her husband) don't get much
time to spend with that baby of theirs out at their ranch.
16

Five.. "Going on Two

/!

The DIONNE QUINTUPLETS, now safely past that perilous first year

;-\Vv
All photographs copyrighted by NEA Service Inc.

Since the day of their birth,

LYSOL"

“

has been the only disinfectant used to help
protect these famous babies from the
constant dangers of infection
(Below) "Lysol” keeps the
babies’ belongings clean.

T

he

(Above) The
Dafoe Hospital
for Dionne quintuplets."Lysol”
is the only dis¬
infectant used
to keep it clean.

very first registered nurse

who reached the Dionne home,
that exciting birthday morning in

them from infection. Their clothes,

May, 1934, had “Lysol” with her

bedding, diapers, cribs, and the in¬

in her kit, and went to work with

terior of the snug, little Dafoe Hos¬
pital, have been kept clean with this

it at once.
“Lysol” has been used in many
thousands of childbirth operations
all over the world. For the danger
of infection is high in childbirth,

(AtRight) The
simple birth¬
place nearCallander, Ont.,
where the ba¬
bies lived, kept
hospital-clean
with "Lysol”,
while Dafoe
Hospital was
being built.

Since the day the quintuplets were
born, “Lysol” has helped to guard

and doctors and nurses know they

effective, economical germicide.
Are you giving your baby this
scientific care? Are you using
“Lysol” to clean the nursery, bath¬
room, the kitchen where food is

like “Lysol” to help protect mother

prepared...to disinfect clothes, bed¬
ding, telephone mouthpieces, door

and child from infection.

knobs, banisters, etc.?

need a safe, dependable germicide

Following the most dramatic

The scientific care given the

childbirth in medical history... in

Dionnes is an example every mother

the care of the most watched-over
babies in the world, “Lysol” has
had—and still has—a most vital part.

should follow. Directions for all
the correct uses of “Lysol” come
with each bottle.

GUIDANCE

FOR

WIVES

AND

MOTHERS

Bloomfield, N. J., Dept. LY*57
Sole Distributors of ” Lysol ” disinfectant.
Lehn & Fink, Inc.,

NEW! Lysol Hygienic Soap
for hands, complexion, bath.
A fine, firm, white soap, with
the added cleansing and deo¬
dorant properties of "Lysol”.
Get a cake at your favorite
drug counter.

Please send me the "Lysol” Library, consisting of: ”Keeping a
Healthy Home”, w Preparation for Motherhood* and "Marriage
Hygiene”.
Name_
Street--. State €> 1955. Lehn & Pink, Inc.
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Inside Stuff
By PETER ABBOTT

They're the best of pals,
are Oliver Hardy and
Stan Laurel, but such
off-the-screen pictures as
the above are very rare.
They were snapped with
their wives at the Mayfair, Beverly Wilshire.

Charlie Ruggles has gone to the dogs
in a “Shop for Canines,” under his own
management.
by

Fred MacMurray gets a big break
nabbing the leading role opposite

Katharine Hepburn in “Alice Adams.”
There’s a rumor, but take it for what
it’s worth, that Garbo and Brent may
be in Europe at the same time in a few
weeks.
Despite all the big talk about flying,
Ruth Chatterton is the only gal star to
fly her own ship cross-country into
Hollywood, which Ruthie did when she
landed to pick up her Columbia con¬
tract

the

other

flying weather,

day.

In

spite

of

bad

Ruth made good time

and reported that she felt fine on ar¬
rival here.

Hottest

Romances

of

the

Month:

Nelson Eddy and Alice Faye; Nino
Martini, the opera singer, and Astrid
Allwyn (both of Fox).
The

Dix

twins

have

been

named

Robert Warren and Richard Archie.
Robert weighed six pounds, two ounces

When Ruby Keeler (above) returned
with the newly-adopted Jolson baby,
reporters pleaded with her for in¬
formation and pictures, but the shot
at right was as close as anyone got
to Albert, Jr. (he is in the basket).

D

ON’T let that Sweden stuff fool

you. Garbo will be back and
at Metro, and here’s the news.
Her first picture under her
new contract will be “Camille.”
As soon as Brian Aherne finishes
D’Artagnan in “The Three Musket¬
eers,” which Francis Lederer was once
scheduled to play, he will be leading
man for Joan Crawford, for which
spot Francis Lederer was also once
mentioned.
W. C. Fields did what every actor
always dreams of doing—directed his
own picture, “Everything Happens at

THE

at birth, and Richard Archie weighed
six pounds, nine ounces; they are now
the same weight, which mixes up every¬
one.

Robert has a birthmark on his left

leg, which is the only means of identi¬
fication ; the birthmark is going to be
removed, however. The proud father

Once,”

when

his

director,

Clyde

Bruckman, got sick the other day.
Now Clark Gable is going to be costarred with Jeanette MacDonald in
“San Francisco.” Poor Clark, he gets
handed from leading woman to leading
woman at Metro. Not that Jeanette isn’t
a grand girl and a grand actress, but
we do think Clark should be given his
own starring pictures.
When you see Jean Harlow next,
you’ll see less of her.
The reason:
influenza.
Cary Grant will sport
“The Last Outpost.”

a

NEWS

beard

in

has purchased a new cow so they will
get their own private milk.
Fred Stone, the famous stage come¬
dian, and his daughter, Paula are
working together for the first time—
both at RKO.
Ken Maynard has signed a contract
with Columbia to do Westerns which
he will write himself.
John Beal is seriously ill, so much
so that his career is in danger and he
mav have to leave the screen for a time.
*
NE

week

*

after

*
Dr.

Thorpe

was

Vw/ handed a divorce and custody of
their child, he had the house that he

AND

VIEWS

and Mary Astor had occupied, up for
sale.

There was a huge sign on the

lawn for a day or so, announcing that
the place was for sale; under the sale
price

was

the

name

of

the

company

that was handling the deal: The Love
Realty Company!
*

pDWARD

.

*

*

EVERETT

HORTON

threw another of his famous cham¬

pagne breakfasts last Sunday. All the
guests were loud in praise of Eddie’s
ranch and the marvelous food. Most of
the gals wondered why it was that such
a grand fellow as Horton should have
remained a bachelor all these years.
We have news to report.
Yesterday, at the Vendome, we saw
Mr. Horton out with a lady!

He had,

as his luncheon guest, that famous New
York

comedienne,

Afterwards,

we

Helen

heard

Broderick!

Eddie

whisper

into a pal’s ear this worried question:
“Do you suppose people will talk?” The
pal told him that he didn’t think they
would—but here we are. talking!

Makers of gay smart dresses advise,
“Wash them with

Another of Hollywood's adopted chil¬
dren is entering on a film career.
Wally Beery's beloved four-year-old,
Carol Ann, shown here in an informal
pose with her pet dog, will ’make her
debut with Papa in "China Seas."

FROM HOLLYWOOD!

Ivory Flakes”

Cape frocks . . . jacket ensembles . . . for your pocket-book! You get 1/5 more
prints — the most exciting new frocks flakes for your money when you buy the
are being designed to take trips through big blue Ivory box. Ivory Flakes are
lukewarm suds of pure Ivory Flakes. your biggest bargain in fine-fabrics
The Carolyn Modes we show, for ex¬ soap today!
ample, are all tagged “washable with
Ivory Flakes.” And listen to what other
creators of America’s smartest daytime
clothes say—“We have found that pure
Ivory Flakes give the best results in
laundering our washable fashions.” Of
course, Ivory is pure—that’s why it’s
an “Ivory-washable” season!
Good news for you—and good luck
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BACKSTAGE

WITH

THE

PLAYERS

AT

PLAYTIME

LJOLLYWOOD is no doubt better
prepared for the next war than
any city in the country!

Listen to

this, if you don’t believe us:
Vic

McLaglen

members

in

has

his

hundreds

“California

of

Light

Horse,” studying every day the ways
and means of war.
Gary Cooper’s recently organized
“Hussars” will have several hundred
mounted troops in every branch of
soldiering.
George

Brent,

worried

over

the

fact that it cost him over five hun¬
dred

dollars

to

learn

to

fly,

has

formed the “Esquadrille.” With the
help of a flying ace, George is offer¬
ing planes and landing field at mini¬
mum cost to all who want to learn
aviation.
ceived

Already,

eighty

they

have

applications

re¬

and

it

looks as though this third branch of
service will measure up.

ILL there be a happy reunion
v for

The King's Jubilee ball
at the Ambassador Hotel
brought out many famous
Britishers of Hollywood.
In bpx above are Louise
Brien,
Major
R. V. C.
Bedley, Maureen O'Sulli¬
van, John Farrow, Elissa
Landi. Dancing at right
are Merle Oberon and
Charles Laughton, who is
growing a movie beard.

Gilbert ?
ground

Virginia

Bruce

and

John

That possibility has gained
in

Hollywood

recently

be

cause of the attention John paid Vir
ginia while she was ill in the hos¬
pital ; some reports have it that he
made as many as five trips a day to
see her.
Hollywood doesn’t seem to know,
though, that during John’s recent ill¬
ness Virginia was in almost constant
attendance at his bedside.
Those of us who know and love
them have waited patiently for them
to go back together and make a real

T

IONEL BARRYMORE, much
against his doctor's orders, got out

of bed one day recently with a temper¬
ature of 102 and went to the studio for
work. He did it because he heard that
there were over a hundred extras called
for the day’s work and that his appear¬
ance would make possible a check for
them for food for a few days.
*

\/f

*

*

AY ROBSON has just purchased
the portable dressing room form¬

erly owned by Marie Dressier.

She will

paint the outside with a gleaming new
coat, but she has vowed not to touch a
single thing inside the room.
Every
picture will remain just as it was hung
by its famous owner before she died. We
asked May about it; she said:
“I hope the spirit of Marie Dressier
will remain in that room to spur me on
to the greatness that she, herself, at¬
tained !”
There is a lesson in artistic ambition.
May Robson has just celebrated
seventieth birthday!

20

her

Among the other distinguished guests
at the Jubilee ball were Brian Aherne,
Gloria Swanson, Herbert Marshall (who
gave the toast), and Frances Marion.

home for their little daughter. John
has fallen so hard for his little girl
lately that this may be the means of
a reconciliation.

IN

MOVIELAND

^

ADMIRE YOUR HAIR
vw vx

"CLOSE-UP"?

Henry Wilcoxon, too, was at the Am¬
bassador that night tor the gaiety
and with him was the young Elsie Fer¬
guson, who as you can see tor your¬
self looks like her famous namesake.

OUT on the set of “Broadway

Mel-.
ody of 1936” they have some gad¬
gets that Bill Powell, the gadget fancier,
should see. If you press one button,
a piano comes up out of the floor. If
you press another, chair and table
arise! In fact they have so many but¬
tons that most of the gang at M-G-M
are down there trying to get in on the
fun. After about half of the studio had
pushed the buttons until they had the
piano almost out of tune, the bosses in¬
stalled a guard to watch over the gad¬
gets.
*

*

*

BRIEF NOTICE:
UMOR hath it that Colleen Moore
and her husband, A1 Scott, the brok¬
er, are having their troubles, but A1
claims that he will live in the Moore
mansion in Hollywood this summer
anyway.
Buddy Rogers is not only romanti¬
cally tied these days but has developed
athletic complications as well! Seems
his father sent him two polo ponies and
now Buddy is taking lessons every day
from Snowy Baker.
*

*

Don’t let OILINESS, or wispy DRYNESS cool
his ardor. Cultivate the beauty of your hair with the
correct shampoo for its special type

OILY HAIR wants
this shampoo

DRY HAIR
should have this

Packer’s Pine Tar Shampoo is made
especially for oily hair. It is gently
astringent . . . tends to tighten up
flabby oil glands and regulate the
flow of oil to your hair.
Such a nice, quick shampoo, too!
Such snowy lather ... so gentle . . .
so easy to rinse! It is very simple to
wash your hair with Packer’s Pine Tar
Shampoo often enough to keep it shin¬
ing, soft and fluffy.

Packer’s Olive Oil Shampoo is a correc¬
tive beauty treatment for dry hair. It
is made especially for this purpose.
In addition to olive oil, it contains
soothing, softening glycerine. Dry,
flyaway hair responds gratefully . . .
gains gloss and silkiness.
Packer’s Shampoos are absolutely
safe. They are made by the makers of
Packer’s Tar Soap—specialists in hair
care for over 60 years.

PACKERS

SHAMPOOS

PINE
TAR

*

T ANE FROMAN, the radio star, tried
J to get out of singing for the guests
the other night at John Boles’s dinner

for OILY hair
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THE

WORD

FROM

HOLLYWOOD-

party, but she didn’t. A smart lad got ’ trated Encyclopedia. She comes right
the idea of playing a game in which
between “Temple, Archbishop of Can¬
a guest leaves the room and returns to
terbury” and “Temple, William, Belgian
find that the others have decided that
Ambassador in the late 17th Century!”
he will do a certain thing. The victim’s
Herbert Marshall gave the toast the
only clue as to what is expected of him
night Hollywood celebrated the Jubilee
is the playing of a piano, which becomes
in honor of King George and Queen
louder as he approaches his goal. Jane
Mary of England. We just uncovered
had to pick up a little pillow on the
Lyle Talbot’s romance-of-the-month (he
far side of the room, put it on the piano
should make it a club) and she is Maxine
bench and sing a certain song. Surpris¬
Doyle. M-G-M must be getting another
ingly enough, every guest did exactly
Tarzan epic ready for production be¬
what we had planned for him to do and
cause we saw Johnny Weissmuller
Jane actually sang “There’s Going To
washing out his leopard-skin yesterday.
Be Some Changes Made.”
Max Reinhardt tied the knot with his
favorite German actress and now
*
*
*
Helen Themig is Mrs. Reinhardt. Joe
PASSING IN REVIEW:
Schenck is planning a quick trip to Eu¬
PARAMOUNT is going to capitalize
rope again; we hope he discovers an¬
1 on the latest craze by titling a pic¬
other gal like Merle Oberon. Hollywood
ture “Chain Letter.” Now perhaps we
could do with a few more like her!
may find out why we never got all
*
*
*
those dimes we were promised. Shirley
Temple is the youngest notable ever to
NEW idea has hit Hollywood and
appear in the New Wide World IllusI shall call it (even though I risk

A

At the right, Kay Francis buys her
ticket at the TWA airport as she
leaves for that long-awaited European
vacation. She plans to spend much of
her time in France, partly in Paris,
where she'll shop for that famous
wardrobe, and partly in Cannes where,
strangely enough, Maurice Chevalier
has a villa. Below, Sally Eilers, Lady
Warwick, Adrienne Ames, Bruce Cabot
and Joan Bennett look at Hyman
Fink's
photographs while
Hymie's
camera looks at them. Lower right,
Mr. and Mrs. Joe E. Brown are in style
in ten-gallon hats at Gibson's rodeo.

death at the hands of the originators)
“The Culture Club.” The members are
Joan Crawford, Franchot Tone, Jean
Muir, Lynne Riggs and Jean Dixon.
The idea is that every Saturday eve¬
ning they have dinner together and then
take in whatever concert or opera is
playing at the moment. If nothing along
these lines turn up, they generally show
some late picture in Joan’s living room.
*

A

*

*

FEW years ago, the Los Angeles
Park Commissioner held a large
and silent audience spell-bound while
he planted, with great ceremony, a rose
bush in Exposition Park. He named it
“The Mary Pickford Rose.”
.
Yesterday, with equal ceremony, the
Park Commissioner (the new one is a
lady) dug up the same bush and then
re-planted it under her own name! She
was heard to explain to her audience:
“Such honors should not be held by
movie stars!”

ON

THESE

NEWSY
JEAN PAKKEK
in M-G-M's

p\ICK ARLEN left Hollywood the
other day bound for the Golden
Wedding Anniversary of his parents in
St. Paul. He took along 1500 fan pic¬
tures to give along the route if his fans
asked for them. He just wired us that
he had run out of pictures by the time
he was half-way there!
Soon after the big celebration Dick,
Joby and the baby planned to drive to
Indianapolis where Dick had promised
to work in the pits while Pete de Paolo
drove his racing car in the Memorial
Day Races.
*

*

*

r'NIRECTOR MAMOULIAN told a
writer that he would have to re¬
write a scene. “You have the girl lean
against the door, and we can’t have that
because the door opens the wrong way !”
The writer answered, “Why not re¬
hang the door?” Now Mr. Mamoulian
goes around patting the writer on the
back and calling him “Genius.”

Sir Guy Standing and
Toby Wing form one
of the very interesting
—and very handsome
—combinations fre¬
quently seen in Holly¬
wood (right, at Hoot¬
er’s Rodeo). Below,
Evelyn Venable pitches
a mean horseshoe be¬
fore an interested
gallery composed of
Dorotny Libaire (the
hostess), Pat Ellis, and

HOLLYWOOD IN SHORTS:
HE beautiful chorines on the set of
“Broadway Melody” have the boys
out at M-G-M all agog. Jack Benny
has moved into the house vacated by
Bill Powell when he built his famous
mansion. One of the boys in Holly¬
wood pulled a fast one on his movie star
guests when he plugged about half of
the slots in the roulette wheel with wax;
the star who lost seven hundred lettuce
leaves caught on, however, and now he
has the guy in jail. Here’s a new game
they are playing in Hollywood and you
might be able to figure it out for your
own parlor: Everyone tries to guess
what his studio pals would be doing if
there were no Hollywood. Funnyman
Jimmie Gleason cooked the steaks at
Boris Karloff’s barbecue the other eve¬
ning.
A certain producer said to a
prospective actress, “I think you'll only
photograph on one side.” She quipped,
“Okay, let me make HALF a picture,
anyway!”
(Continued on page 93)

MAUREEN
O’SU i.I.IVAN
in M-G-M's

with

hiur eye* and fair
skin. .. hrr color
harmony is Max
'

Factor's

limnetic, with ha¬
zel ryes and creamy
skin . . . her

"Anna
Karenina**
Hrownette.

’ .Murder in ihe
Fleet”
color

harmony

is

Factor's

Brunette

Powder,
Rouge

Max

Carmine
anti

Car¬

mine Lipstick.

Ro¬

ELIZABETH
ALLAN
in M-G-M's

"Vampires of
Prague”
Light

Brunette,

with

blue - gray

eyes

and

olive

skin . . . her color
harmony is Max

chelle
Powder,
Rlondeen Rouge

Factor's

\

and

Rouge and Car

i-

Lift stick.

fSp

Olive

Powder. Carmine

Vermilion

mine lipstick.
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You can double your beauty if
you adopt the make-up of
Hollywood stars

I

N Hollywood, Max Factor,genius of make-up,
originated color harmony make-up for the

screen stars and for you. Having famous stars
as living models, he created original shades in
face powder, rouge and lipstick ... harmonized
color-tones to emphasize the individuality of each
type of blonde, brunette, brownette and redhead.
In your very own mirror, you can see what
wonders this new kind of make-up will do. The
face powder creates a satin-smooth make-up that
clings for hours... the rouge imparts a natural
blush of color to your cheeks...the lipstick
brings out the alluring color appeal of the lips.

S

O make this beauty secret of Hollywood's
stars yours, too... share the luxury of Color

Harmony Make-Up, now available at nominal
prices. Max Factor’s Face Powder, one dollar;
Max Factor’s Rouge, fifty cents; Max Factor s
Super-Indelible Lipstick, one dollar; featured
by all leading stores.

yljax ^factor * Hollywood
SOCIETY MAKE-UP
Face Powder, Rouge, Lipstick in Color Harmon\
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A Hollywood
Bachelor
TELLS ALL

CAN’T stand it any longer!”
That was all Dick Powell said, at first.
I said: “Can’t stand what?”
“I thought I might have nerve enough to tell
you about it, when I called you this morning. I had
just about decided that some good, hot publicity
might be the only means of breaking up the racket.
Now I’m afraid I’ve almost lost my nerve again.’’
I didn’t push him. Maybe if I just let him alone, he’d get
it off his chest eventually. He held his head in his hands
for a long time before he finally looked up at me again. Then
he said, slowly:
».. .
“The busy, dizzy blondes are after me again. The old
Badger Game! It’s nothing new, every unmarried actor in
Hollywood has had the same experience many times. But
other bachelors have always kept it a hidden secret, just
as I’ve done in the past. This, time, though, it’s really get¬
ting me down, beginning to make me cynical about all wo¬
men, and I thought maybe, if we told the world about it, we
might break up the blonde racket once and for all. Do you
suppose the fans would understand ? Do- you think it would
help them in judging some of the stories they hear about
Hollywood bachelors?”
Here was an actor offering me the story I had always
wanted to write, I thought needed writing, here was one who
had courage enough to give me the facts, so I said:
“I think you’ll be doing every man in Hollywood a real
service, Dick. Let me print the facts, for the first time, and
I can almost promise that every one of our readers will give
you a pat-on-the-back for telling the honest truth about this
girl-racket that is being worked here continuously.”
“All right!” said Dick. “I’ll give you the real lowdown!
I’ll let you have the unvarnished facts and we’ll let your
readers be the judge! If the glaring light of publicity is
turned on the situation, I think it might be the means of
ruining the racket for the future. It’s got to stop; because
I, for one, and other Hollywood men like me, are losing all
faith in women and all desire for marriage. And that’s bad.
Why, when I came to Hollywood, I was looking and hoping
for real love and romance. My first marriage had been un¬
successful, but I wanted another chance at happiness. But now
I’ve just about reached the point where I’m afraid to look
a woman in the eye. Afraid to speak to a beautiful girl.”
“What’s this latest blonde racket?” I asked.
“Last night,” Dick began, “I received a telephone call from
one of the chorus girls who has danced in so many of the
musical pictures over at the studio. I considered her one of

I

By
Dick

dollars !’
“I almost dropped the telephone. Then, in a daze, I
thanked her and hung up. Blonde girl ? Beautiful ? In the
neighborhood ?
“It took me minutes to figure out what it was all about.
Then, at last, I knew whom she was talking about! The gor¬
geous girl who had asked for my autograph a couple of days
ago! She told me she had moved into the house on the next
corner only the month before. Her mother was living with
her, she sajd.
“She seemed like such a—well, I guess the word is
wholesome girl. Everything about her was in simple good
taste and her voice was soft and melodious. No one would
have dared point a finger at her and say: BLACKMAILER!
Yet that’s just what she was. Despite her simple-yet-costly
manner of dressing, her seemingly-honest effort to be a
cordial neighbor, she was nothing but the usual blonde
racketeer we Hollywood bachelors have been up against so
often ! I shudder to think how close I came to extending
an invitation to have dinner at my home! Probably I would
have been in for the same thing that happened to a pal of
mine four months ago.
“A careless servant left the front door open. That’s all.
And before it could be closed, an absolutely unknown girl
had rushed into his home. She tore off most of her clothes
as she ran through the house and then began calling for
help at the top of her lungs! He had never seen the girl in
his life, yet it cost him many weeks of misery and plenty of
cold hard cash-on-the-line!
“Why ? Because, first of all, he was a motion picture star.
Because, as innocent as he was, being new to Hollywood,
he was scared to death of the results. Because he was
fearful of the morality clause in his contract, too
scared in fact to call the police and explain the out¬
rageous situation. He knew, as most men know,
that the woman’s testimony is generally believed,
especially against an actor. So the girl and her
proverbial boy-friend took him for $6,000 by de¬
manding a thousand at a time for secrecy. They
might still be collecting if he hadn’t finally gone to
his studio boss and told him the whole story. With¬
in one week, the lawyers and detectives had the
guilty pair behind bars!”
“But has this ever happened to you, Dick? Have
you ever paid off rather than take a chance on the
supposed notoriety you would receive if the story
ever became public ?”
“Yes, I have. That’s what scares me so about this

JOHN

CHATTERTON

Powell

gives the startling

lowdown

on

blackmailers
24

my many good friends, but I never thought she would do
as much for me as she did when she told me, Dick, you re
on
... the spot! This is serious! I’m out on a party with a
lot of other kids and I was just talking to a beautiful blonde
girl who seems to know you. She’s had too much to drink
and she finally told me that she had moved into your neigh¬
borhood last month—that she had moved there with just one
purpose—the purpose was to take you for ten thousand

the
of

blonde

movie land

close shave I just had. It happened during the first year I
was in Hollywood. I got a good taste of what an unmarried
actor is up against. A man in the East, whom I had met
casually while on the stage, wrote that a young girl from
his city was anxious to break into musical pictures and
asked permission to have her see me when she arrived in
Hollywood. Not suspecting a thing, I wrote that I would
be glad to help her get started, introduce her to the right
people and all that.
“About midnight, one month later, my doorbell rang. I

had working for me a man whom I thought to be very
loyal and when he awoke me with the information that a
girl wanted to see me, that she had come in a taxi and that
it was raining, so he had invited her in, I decided to see
her. You know the answer: Miss Movie-Struck from the
East. She was very pretty and full of apologies.
“ ‘I know it’s late, but I was on a party in the neighbor¬
hood so I called a cab and came over,’ she gurgled.
“Remember that cab, it played an important part!
“Frankly, I was a little bored and (Continued on page 95)
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Warm human anecdotes from the childhood
of the Lady of Legends as revealed for the
the first time by an intimate friend

T is like a beautiful fairy tale to me that the little
girl who was once my dearest schoolmate should have
grown up to be the world-famous Garbo.
But it amuses me when they call Garbo a woman of
mystery. To me there is nothing mysterious about Garbo.
I never met anyone in my life who was more direct. There
was certainly nothing mysterious about the girl I knew,
the loyal and beloved playmate of my childhood. I want
to tell you about her just as I knew her. We were very
close friends, and there were many experiences in her child¬
hood which I was the only person to share with her, and
which I am telling now for the first time.
When Greta and I met we were both seven years old,
and were going through the ordeal of our first clay at the
Catherine Elementary School in Stockholm. There were

,

some thirty-odd children, mostly unknown to one another,
in the class, and the newness and strangeness of the sur¬
roundings made me feel bewildered and lost. I felt par¬
ticularly self-conscious because I was much taller than the
other children. Then I saw Greta and felt better, for she
was just as tall as I. At once we began to talk together.
Because of our height we were given seats together at the
rear of the classroom. When recess came and we played
“London Bridge Is Falling Down” Greta and I held hands
and made the “bridge” for the others to dodge under.
I liked Greta from the start. She was so frank and
cheerful.
Every day we would visit one another. When we were
walking home from school, her parting words usually were,
“Now, you hurry up, Elizabeth, and come over as soon as

Here is the Garbo we see today whc
again returns to the scenes of her earl}
years after finishing "Anna Karenina,’
in which Ffedric March is co-starred

^EVER READ ABOUT
By ELIZABETH MALCOLM
as told to
RAKEL ERIKSON
you have had dinner.
Then we can go
coasting on Helgalund Hill.”
And hurry up I did, for coasting on Hel¬
galund Hill was the grandest fun we knew.
Greta had a big sled, blue as the sky, that
she had inherited from her older brother
and sister, Sven and Alva, and on that sled
we risked life and limb many a wintry day.
I can still see her going down Helgalund
Hill like a streak, her light braids standing
straight out behind her. There was noth¬
ing languid or weary about that Greta!
On bad days we played indoors. But we
never played with dolls. Dolls didn’t inter¬
est Greta. During all the years we were
together I can’t remember ever having seen
her play with one.
But my brother’s tin soldiers-there
• was something the future Miss Garbo could
appreciate. For hours at a time we waged
war on the kitchen floor. Since Greta was
company, I used to let her have the little
cardboard fortress that belonged with • the
soldiers. She loved that fortress. It had
towers and a drawbridge and she never
stopped admiring it.
Of course, I often used to visit at Greta’s
home. It was modest but immaculately, clean
and well-ordered. The Gustafssons rented
an apartment on the third floor of Blekingegatan 32 in Stockholm, and in that
apartment Greta lived from the time she
was a few months old until the day she em¬
barked for Hollywood. Sightseeing buses
now stop outside the house which is popu¬
larly known as Garbo’s birthplace. But it
was not there that Greta was born, but at
a Stockholm maternity hospital at a time
when the family lived on Gottland Street.
I was fond of Greta’s parents. They were
never anything but kind and understanding
to us youngsters. Her father loved chil¬
dren dearly and always had some jolly
greeting for Greta and me when he came
in. Mrs. Gustafsson was forever seeing to

Top, not a hotel, but the cinema theater
Garbo attended as a child, now advertis¬
ing her own starring film, "Grand Hotel."
Because she was so tall, Greta sat in
the last row of the schoolroom—can you
locate her?,, In the middy, she is 12 years
old, and in the hat, in her later teens—
this picture is the only one in existence;
Greta tore up the others when she gave
this to the author. In the background is
Blekingegatan 32, her childhood home.

it that we weren't hungry. She knew we were fond of
ginger snaps, so she always had a supply on hand. Both
Greta and I had ravenous appetites and many a raid did
we make on the! Gustafsson pantry.
I N the courtyard of the house where Greta lived there
1 was a shed with a gently sloping tin roof. Of course, we
were forbidden to climb up on that roof, but many a sum¬
mer’s day we lay there sun-bathing for hours, until the
janitor chased us down. Usually we had company, an enor¬
mous reddish cat which adored Greta. As soon as she
appeared the cat would come from nowhere and find its
way up to the roof where we lay.
“We are on a sandy white beach,” Greta would say.
“Can’t you see the waves breaking against the shore ? How
clear the sky is, Elizabeth! And do you hear how sweetly
that orchestra at the Casino is playing? Look at that girl
in the funny green bathing suit! It’s fun to lie,here and
look at the bathers, isn’t it?”
Greta’s vivid imagination had no difficulty in transform¬
ing the tin roof into a glistening beach, the back yard with
its clothes lines and ash cans into a windswept ocean, the
raspy gramophone music floating through some neighbor’s
open window into sweet melodies from a fashionable casino
orchestra. The children shouting in the yard were, of course,
the bathers.
“When I’m grown up and famous,” said Greta one day
as we lay there on the roof, “I’m going to the Riviera.”
“To the which?”
“The Riviera. You know, somewhere down South. Lots
of aristocrats and millionaires go there. One bathes all
day in the sea and at night one gambles at the Casino.”
I didn’t say anything, - for at that moment I
caught sight of the huge form of the janitor
making straight for our “beach.”
“If you two don’t come down from that
roof this very minute,” he began.
Long before he finished his harangue
I had made my nimble way via ash
cans back to the ground. But Greta
was in no hurry. She got up slowly,
stretched lazily and finally let her¬
self down to the yard, followed
by the cat.
But for the time being our
dreams were shattered. Once more
we were only a couple of lonesome
and poor little girls in a courtyard.

Nothing, however, could discourage Greta for very long
in those days. One day when I came to see her she was
very much excited. She had been to the theater the night
before to see her first show and she could talk of nothing else.
“Elizabeth, we are going to be actresses,” she announced.
I wasn’t sure just what this would call for, but Greta did
not leave me in the dark for long. She took out the box
of water colors she used in school. A hasty search of Mrs.
Gustafsson’s bureau drawers netted us some shawls and
veils and pieces of ribbon. We locked the doors and Greta
made up our faces with the water colors until we looked
like something from the circus. “Actresses always paint
their faces, you know,” Greta explained. Next we draped
our finery around us. Now we were ready to act!
“You must come in like this and, pretend you are very
much surprised to see me and look like this,” Greta in¬
structed me.
Again and again I tried to follow her directions, but
she was not satisfied.
“This will never do,” she broke out at last. “You see,
Elizabeth, you’ve got to act. Now take that chair and sit
down. You can be the audience and I’ll show you how
one really acts.”
And Greta acted. She was a show in herself. She danced
and she kicked, she recited and sang. I still remember one
of the songs she sang because it was just then the hit of
the season:
“They see me on the stage and they believe so surely
That life for me is only fun and joy . . .”
After that day Greta and I

(Continued on page 68)

This early and exceedingly rare
photograph of Greta's father
(circle) shows an astonishing re¬
semblance. Below, an unusual
portrait of the
15-year-old
Greta, and,lower left,the court¬
yard of her home where she and
the author played their game
about the romantic Riviera.

"WHAT AM I
OFFERED?"
They even buy canary birds at auction!
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T’S always something in Hollywood. If' it isn’t
one thing it’s another. If it isn’t Mah Jong,
it’s backgammon. If it isn’t backgammon, it’s
bridge. If it isn’t bridge, it’s the fights. Every¬
thing has its little day—and a short-lived day it is,
too. I don’t believe there is any class of people on
earth who tire of fads as quickly as picture people.
Nor is there any class of people who fight ennui as
determinedly. But auction sales always draw the
stars.
No fire-horses of old ever strained more eagerly
at the bit at the sound of a gong than do certain stars
at the sound of the auctioneer’s hammer.
It’s an interesting side-light on the character of
some of our well known stars, directors and writers
to watch them and note the type of things that ap¬
peal to them.
Jimmy Cagney and his wife are such auction
hounds, one has only to mention the word “auction”
to either of them and they begin to drool at the
mouth. Mrs. Cagney’s taste runs to furniture, dishes,
glassware and silver. But Jim! Ah, there is some¬
thing different. Warner Brothers’ tough guy is a
push-over for anything in the way of firearms, oil
paintings or etchings. Nor have I ever known him
to stop bidding after he once started until he’d
bought whatever he was bidding on.
At the first auction he attended out here, he and
a young married couple were bidding against each
other on a small Italian credenza. Jim got it—and
some dirty looks with it from the couple. A minute
later a bow and quiver of arrows were put up, which
he bid in for something like
$1.50. But when the sale was
over and Jim went to collect his
loot, the other couple had
skipped out taking his bow and
arrows with them. Jim was in
a perfect frenzy and that cou¬
ple should be glad they are not
all the names he called them.
In the end he settled down into
a first-rate sulk. He reminded
me of the small boy who sat
through a lengthy picture pro¬
gram and finally demanded of
his mother, “What! No Mickey
Mouse ?”
Albert Hackett (brother of
Raymond) and his wife,
Frances Goodrich, who, be¬
tween them, have turned out
such (Continued on page 98)
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Right, Bing
believes in
buying up his
competitors,
Below, the
arena of the
auctionminded stars,

By ADELE WHITELY FLETCHER

When a man's "one swell
guy" to all the people who
have met him, it's time
to figure out the reason

O

UT in Arizona there’s a man who gets telegrams
from Hollywood with a certain regularity. They’re
short and to the point, these telegrams.
They
simply give a date of arrival and are signed
“Gable.”
But when they come it means that Arizona
hunter-guide and his men must get busy.
A few days later, while his household still sleeps, Clark
Gable will throw a sleeping blanket, a fewr duds and his
guns into his car and drive, through the heavy mists which
lie among the Brentwood hills in the early morning, to¬
wards the rising sun.
This jaunt means that another motion picture has been
completed. Once again Clark is off to follow the trail of :*
the mountain lion and the cougar, to eat beans and ham
and scrambled eggs and other plain fare beside a camp
fire, to roll up in a blanket and sleep under the stars.
The recreation Hollywood offers—golf on beautiful
greens, swimming in luxurious pools, tennis on perfect
courts—he takes in his stride during week-ends and in
between times. But, as soon as he is free for a matter of
weeks, as naturally as a carrier pigeon streaking for home,
Clark heads for Arizona where the hills rise sheer and
stark under a limitless blue sky. •
These Gable expeditions have come to be one of Holly¬
wood’s little traditions. They also have proved Clark’s
salvation. Without them it is doubtful if, as a human be¬
ing, he could have withstood the heady wine of his sudden
success or come through these last dizzy years with such
an amazing balance.
Others who have had Clark’s position in the film colony,
skyrocketing into fame as great lovers whether or not they
chanced to be darn good actors to boot, have been called a
lot of things by their own tribe.
Fairly complimentary
things, in some instances. But never do I remember any of
them being called what Clark is called—one swell guy.
We were sitting, this swell guy and I, on the lawn of a
house being used for exterior shots in his new picture. He
sprawled in a wicker chair. His soft brown felt hat was
pushed back on his head. He was amused because two actors
in the scene l>eing made got in each other’s way just as
they came into the camera’s range.

UNANIMOUS!
“Nice work,” he called over to them in
easy raillery.
They answered him with those insulting
gestures and sounds with which men prove
their fellowship. And Clark’s grin spread all
over his tanned face.
When the scene was filmed and quiet was
no longer necessary he talked more of his
hunting expeditions.
“I leave my car in the little Arizona town
where I meet my guide,” he explained, “and
head north with him in his motor bus. Mean¬
while, his cowpuncher has gone on ahead
with about eight horses and the blood¬
hounds, and made camp. He meets us with
horses when we can’t go any further with
the bus and we ride in.
“After that wre’re up at five every morning.
A good, substantial breakfast, and we’re off
on the hunt. It’s usually almost seven be-

"Warm and
human being"
the Hollywood
and you won't

understanding" . . . "he's a
. . . "he's regular" . . . Ask
girls about other men stars
always hear the same story!

fore we get back. And after dinner, too tired for anything
else, we roll up and sleep until five the following morning.”
/^LARK doesn’t go on these Arizona jaunts to keep his
perspective or to preserve his sense of humor. If such
a thing ever were suggested to him he’d turn balky and the
Pennsylvania Dutch in him would hoist warning signals
in his eyes. He’d hate a picture of himself as a matinee
idol who sometimes had to run away from it all. Hate it?
He’d loathe it! Just the same those weeks of hunting and
roughing it undoubtedly serve him well and, by preserving
his better nature, win for him as sincere praise as Holly¬
wood ever has offered anyone.
From those who have worked with Clark you will hear
the same story, time after time. Claudette Colbert, discuss¬
ing the Motion Picture Academy awards she and Clark
received for their performances in “It Happened One Night”
said, “Working with him was such fun. He isn’t one of the
grumps who flash the old charm (Continued on page 85)
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After a long reputation as Oklahoma cowpuncher, South Ameri¬
can gaucho (no foolin'), and Hollywood polo-player, Will has
finally confessed shyly that he once had a job breaking horses
for the British Army. So his next movie role is that of "Steve
Tatley" in the old play about horse-racing, "In Old Kentucky-" >
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SEND in the CHILDREN’S PICTURES!
ONE OF THEM WILL WIN

$500.00
ANOTHER WILL WIN $200.00
Sixty H ill be Published at $5.00 Each
MOVIE MIRROR WILL ASK ITS READERS TO SELECT THE
CHILD THEY WOULD MOST LIKE TO
SHIRLEY TEMPLE
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SEE IN

A MOTION PICTURE

OME on, Folks!
Send in the youngsters’ pictures. There’s a check
for $500.00 in it for somebody’s baby—and the babies can be any
age under the tenth birthday!
There is no promise of a movie
career in this. BUT the most attractive pictures submitted—some sixty of
them in fact—will be published in such fashion that all Who’s Who In
Hollywood will undoubtedly see them.
And who can tell, with such a
start, what might develop? To get started, send in the children’s pictures
as directed in the rules. The editorial board of Movie Mirror will select
the most attractive sixty and publish them together with ballots so that
you readers can elect your own favorites. But that will come later. Now
is the time to send in pictures!
You do not need a studio still.
If of
sufficient clarity to reproduce, a snapshot will be of equal value for the
purposes of this competition. When you have selected the picture you
wish to submit turn it over and on the back PRINT IN INK or typewrite
the name of the child and your own name and address. If you are not
the parent the permission of the parent must be written in ink and signed,
also on the back of the picture. Although you have until October 11 to
get the picture to us, don’t wait. Send it in as soon as you are 'ready.
There’s no time like the present. Later you may forget to act.

The RULES

VIRGINIA WEIDLER
1.

Any child who has not passed his or her tenth birthday is eligible in this contest.

2. To be considered, photographs must be received by Children’s Picture Editor, Movie
Mirror, P. O. Box 556 Grand Central Station, New York, N. Y., on or before Friday, October 11.

3. The name and address of the child and name and address of the sender must be
PRINTED IN INK or typewritten on the back of every picture entered.
In the event a
picture is submitted by someone other than a parent the consent of the parents must be
written in ink on the back of the picture.
4. The editorial board of Movie Mirror will select the sixty most attractive pictures for
publication in this magazine in the November, December and January issues.
With each
group a ballot will be printed. The readers of Movie Mirror will vote to select the child
from this list of sixty whom they would most like to see in a screen role. The child receiving
the greatest number of ballots will be awarded the first prize of $500.00. The runner-up will
receive $200.00. In the event of ties duplicate awards will be paid.
5. Movie Mirror will pay $5.00 for each of the sixty pictures selected for publication and
each of these pictures will become the property of Macfadden Publications for reproduction
wherever desired.

.

6 Movie Mirror will not be responsible for the return of any picture although every effort
will be made to return pictures which are accompanied by stamped, self-addressed return
envelopes when submitted.
T. Quality of photography will not count. The attractiveness of the child will be the sole
basis of judgment. Expensive portraits are not required.
If of sufficient clarity for repro¬
duction, a snapshot will be as acceptable as a studio sitting.

It.
DAVID HOLT

You can submit as many official ballots as you wish but only the official ballots printed
in this magazine in November, December and January will be counted.
All ballots must be
in the hands of the counters on or before Friday, January 10, 1936, the closing date of this
contest.
Ballots should be sent by First Class Mail to Children’s Picture Ed.tor, Movie
Mirror. P. O. Box 556 Grand Central Station, New York, N. Y.
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want to
,

The dramatic novel of a courageous

lovely girl who challenged Hollywood
for a chance for herself and her brother

I

OTS of girls have come to Hollywood in lots of ways.
I doubt if any girl ever landed there dirtier or more
j awful looking than myself.
Lots of girls have left Hollwood in lots of ways.
As for myself—but that is my story.
I was wearing a pair of my brother’s corduroy trousers
and a khaki shirt. I was covered with soot and my eyes
were blood-shot from being smoke-scorched. I was so
filthy that I looked like a badly made-up minstrel.
Blind Baggage! That was the way I rode in to con¬
quer Hollywood. Nineteen days before my kid brother and
I had run away from home. We had thumbed and tramped
it, had ridden freight cars, slept in cold jungles and slowly
beaten our way to the California state line. And we found
it a ticklish job. It wasn’t easy to get into California. We
were forty-eight hours trying to dodge through and per¬
haps we never would have succeeded if we hadn't met Mike
Sweet in our travel.
He was a big overgrown Irishman who had obviously been
around. It was plain that like the girl in the song, he had
known better days, but we asked no questions. He seemed
very friendly.
It was he who taught us how to ride blind baggage—
in the blind front of a baggage coach. We three stood
rigid and cramped for six hours. The noises and grit were
such that we couldn’t talk. I stood against the metal door,
my head barely reaching the two grimy pairs of shoulders set
squarely in front of me. The boys were braced to save me
from falling between the baggage and the tender but they
couldn't save me from the jolt of couplings under my heels,
the beat of sand in my eyes, the smothering smoke that
strangled me and once, when the train picked up water, a
swift downpour that turned all the filth and sand to mud.
It was late afternoon when the train slowed up. As soon
as our feet touched ground we ran like fury and kept on
running until our wind gave out. Then, confident that we
weren’t pursued, we dropped beneath huge eucalyptus trees
to catch our breaths.
“Well, by jinx, we made it,” said Jack.
“Sure, I told you,” Mike shrugged confidently. “We are
in California and the point is not to get kicked out.”
“Is this Hollywood?” I demanded.
Mike snorted. “You can’t call your stations when you are
riding blind baggage, but I know these parts. This is part of
Glendale and Hollywood is within shoe-leathei; distance.”
“Oh, for a tub of water,” I wailed. “Do you suppose we
could find a river and take a swim?”
“Listen to her,” Mike whistled. “They don’t have rivers
down this way. Except for the rainy periods they are dried
up gullies.”

Blind Baggage! That was the way I rode in to conquer
Hollywood. We had thumbed and tramped it, had ridden
freight cars, slept in cold jungles. I was covered with soot.

be a STAR!
By DORA MACY
Illustrated by STEPHEN GROUT

Tack eyed Mike. “You have lived here, before ?” he asked.
Mike nodded.
es, and I ni going to try it again/’ he
said, slowly. "There’s a girl in Hollywood that I treated
pretty badly. If she will take me back I’ll settle down this
time.”
For a moment there was silence. It was the law on the
road not to ask questions or pry.
“Is she in pictures?” I stuttered.
Mike nodded. “\es, she is a knockout, too. She’s in the
stock company at Paramount. Just little bits but on regular
salary. It took her six years to get even that. She thinks
she will be a star sometime, but she will never make it.”
I started to ask why but Mike turned away from me. He
had finished with self-revelation.
Suddenly he got to his feet and stared down at me. “You
are not aiming to go into pictures, are you?” he demanded.
“I certainly am.”
“Good night,” he muttered.
“I don't always look like this,” I protested.
“Judy has a letter to a guy at Monarch Studios,” Jack
explained elaborately.
Jack was fifteen and at fifteen a letter of introduction is
as good as money in the bank.
“Well Monarch is the biggest one of the bunch,” Mike
snapped, “but Hollywood is a tough spot to get a job.”
“It can’t be any worse than where we came from—Car¬
teret, Massachusetts,” Jack said. “The summer people leave
on Labor Day and take the pavements with them.”
“Oh, it’s not so bad,” I said defensively.
I FELT suddenly lonely for the smell of the sea, the wraith
of fog slipping along the ground at dusk, the sharp
fresh winds and the cranberry bogs.
Mike considered us briefly.
“You two are fresh out of the cradle,” he decided. “You
know in some states it’s a crime for little kids to run away.
You are apt to have the law snapping at your heels.”
Before Jack could speak I got up hastily.
“Nobody cares enough about us to search for us,” I said.
“We told our parents where we were going, left them a
note.”
We tramped our way across the fields to a highway, a
sorry looking trio. We had traveled until now in nothing
but the clothes we stood in. In the note we had left the night
we ran away I had asked Peggy, my kid sister, to mail all
our clothes to Hollywood General Delivery. Hidden in a
Telt was my capital. It was every cent that I had saved
from tips working in a sandwich shop two summers. I had
always given my salary to my parents but I had always
saved the tips for myself with the hope of going to Boston
to a night school.

High fences hid the studio yard; we stopped at the gate,
ending my panic of questions. My feet moved along like
sticks. My heart hung suspended, frozen, in my breast.
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But it wasn’t any use hoping for such things. Our family
was dirt poor, shiftless, good-for-nothing—half the time
living off the town. And then Jack, my kid brother, started
going around with a had crowd. His gang stole a car one
night, but Jack wasn’t caught. Three months later they
broke into a drug store to swipe prescription liquor which
they could sell for a dollar a bottle. The night they were
caught Jack wasn't with them. That was all that saved him.
It was a close shave. Jack and I had a talk and decided to
run away. There wasn’t a chance for us in Carteret.
There weren’t any jobs and there wasn’t enough food
for a family of twelve. Perhaps if Jack had a chance . . .
so we ran away. I left a note for our parents and promised to
write regularly. The reason I tried Hollywood was my own
special secret and one that I treasured as the only worth¬
while thing that had ever happened to me. In the past three
years I had been told endlessly that I looked like Barbara
Bell, that exquisite and glamorous blonde.
Even with such a silly remark dinning in my ear I would
never have seriously considered Hollywood if it hadn’t
been for Dick Carr, but nobody was ever going to know
that from me.
We weren’t on the highway more than twenty minutes when
we got a hop on a Ford truck that was going to Los Angeles.
The driver had half a truckload of oranges. After I
crawled up beside him in the front, he told me he would
park the truck along Hollywood Boulevard and sell the
oranges at six dozen for twenty-five cents. The price seemed
symbolic of Hollywood to me—luxuries would be cheap!
The street lights flashed on against the fading glow of
a September sunset as the truck stopped at Hollywood
Boulevard. The boys jumped down from the tail board,
while I scrambled down from the front, the three of us
chorusing our thanks.
This was Hollywood Boulevard! Magic name—magic
place! Clutching at Jack’s arm to assure myself of reality, I
walked between the two boys along the famous street.
“The first thing you want is a couple of cheap rooms,”
Mike said. “The girl friend of mine, Rene Dodd, used to
live in the old Famous Players’ studio on Vine Street. Let’s
see if she’s still there.”
We really passed studios before we readied Vine Street
though Mike said most of the big ones were out in Dark
Canyon, and in Culver City, everywhere but in Hollywood.
He was our sightseeing guide, enjoying the job as we passed
Vine Street, and the famous Brown Derby with a straggling
group hanging around the door for a glimpse of celebrities.

J

ACK’S hand in mine was cold when Mike left us wait¬
ing before the old studio building. A business house oc¬
cupied the ground floor. The upper floors, reached by out¬
side, were now apartments. Actually they were former
dressing rooms in the old studio. In a few minutes, Mike
appeared on the stairs beckoning to us.
“Rene’s moved, but they got a couple of furnished places
you can have, $10 a month each.”
In five minutes, Jack and I were in possession of tiny,
scantily furnished rooms, a half a month’s rent paid on
each of them from my small store.
It was too late to go to the post office about our clothes,
and I was too tired to care. The boys went off exploring,
while I took a sponge bath and crawled onto the couch. I
was asleep instantly.
Hours later I was awakened by pounding on the window
that opened into the hall. They had sandwiches, fruit and
a carton of coffee.
“Say, where did you get all this?” I demanded. “Neither
of you had a red cent.”
lack sitting on the floor glanced at Mike beside him.
“Oh, around,” he said casually, but his eyes avoided mine.
“I want to know,” I insisted.
“Don’t get excited, Judy,” Mike put in. “There are ways
and means.”

“What kind of ways and means? Tell me!” I insisted.
“Don’t get excited,” Jack said, in the surly tone that I
hadn’t heard since we left home. “We didn’t steal it. We
just asked for it. Said we were hungry.”
“Panhandling! Begging!” I flamed. “Well, you eat it. I’ll
starve first.”
“Now, listen, Judy,” Mike patted my hand. “It’s one of
the major industries in this town.”
“It’s not going to be our major industry,” I snapped, “and
Jack knows it. That’s the very reason we left Carteret, be¬
cause there wasn’t any chance of making a decent living.”
“Aw, pipe down, Judy,” Jack’s eyes were stormy, his mouth
drooping and sullen.
“Well, pardon me if I enjoy the food. I’m hungry,” said
Mike.
I_JE bit with elaborate relish into a sandwich. A cold fear
stabbed at my heart. A doubt as chill as a March wind
on the Cape. This Mike was no pal for Jack. We ought to
shake him. Whatever his story he was not above begging,
perhaps swiping, stealing. That was what I was trying to
get Jack away from. I stared at Jack and my eyes filled with
tears. He was such a handsome boy, tall and straight and
as blond as the Vikings who first landed on Cape Cod. Surely
he was as worth-while as he looked and surely he wasn’t like
his father, shiftless, good-for-nothing Mortimer Pine.
Some of the fear must have shown in my eyes for Jack
came quickly to my side, as Mike, flushed with embarrass¬
ment, strolled to the door.
“I’m sorry, Judy,” he murmured quickly. “I shouldn’t talk
to you that way. You’ve been too swell. I won’t bum nickels
if you don’t want me to, but, gee, it’s nothing.”
“Promise me,” I asked. “We set out to make our way. It
was a compact, Jack.”
“O. K.” he squeezed my hand. “I’ll get a job.”
He turned and I felt triumphant when his eyes considered

the food and refused it. He took a pack of cigarettes out of his
pocket and lit one. There was no use asking him where he
got those.
I slept with exhaustion that first night, but at least I was
rested when I faced Hollywood in the bright sunshine next
day. The gay stretch of shops and theaters on the Boulevard,
the brown mountains rising up only two blocks away, the
houses perched pecariously, palm trees unreal as a stage set.
At the post office two bulky card-board boxes waited us,
tied up with rope, string and shoe lace, so characteristic of
the family. And a fat letter from little Peggy, written on
pages from an old copy book.
Dear Judy:
I wish you had taken me, too. Pa seemed pretty pleased
but Ma’s worried, she's afraid terrible things will happen
to you.
Your old school hero, Dick Carr, stopped me on the
square and asked me about it. I think he’s swell. Almost
as handsome as a movie actor, one of those English ones.
Said he was very glad you went, and when are you go¬
ing to send for me? He didn’t ask that. I did. Of course
your running away is all over town but I never knew
Dick Carr knew a Pine existed except in the woods.
How well did you know him, anyway? Send me your
address and get some new clothes soon. There isn’t
much in those boxes you can wear in Hollywood.
The rest of the kids are swell and Pa thinks maybe
he can get a job in Price’s garage this winter, but I
guess he won’t. Love to Jack and Ma says for him to
stay away from pool rooms.
Write me all about the stars you see.
Love,
• Peggy.
“So Dick asked about you?” Jack said abruptly. “I didn’t
know you two were friends.”

JUDY

PINE

“Not exactly,” I1 said quickly. “I just knew him in the
village school—he carried me off the gym floor the time I
broke my ankle playing basketball. He was a senior and I
was in the eighth grade. We spoke on and off through the
years.”
I was hoping that my cheeks weren’t as red as they felt
and that Jack, who was nobody’s fool, didn’t guess how
much Dick Carr meant to me.
“The richest guy in town,” Jack said. “Why didn’t you
make a play for him?”
“Oh, Jack, Dick would never look at me.” He had kissed
me, I couldn’t forget that, but imagine Dr. Carr’s son run¬
ning around with the daughter of the town’s best loafer.
“Don’t be silly. Anyway he’s engaged.”
“Well, he wasn’t always engaged,” Jack said lightly. “I
never did think you made the most of yourself. And Peggy’s
right about these clothes. I bet you haven’t a decent thing to
wear out to the Monarch studio to meet that Munson guy.”
“We’ll see,” I said grimly, starting off again.
But as I unpacked the box, I realized Jack and Peggy
were right. My cheap, sleazy crepe dresses looked worse
than ever as I shook them out of the bundle. The dark blue
one with a high neck and long sleeves and round white
collar and cuffs was the best, but what could I do about
pressing it?
But Jack had already thought of that. He had made a
deal with a tailor to deliver clothes in exchange for the use
of an iron for an hour.
Before we went to bed that night we bought two postcards.
One we wrote home telling of our safe arrival and the other
I wrote to Dick Carr, taking care that Jack didn’t see.
Dear Dick,
Pm here and tomorrow I use your precious letter. If
ever I’m a star it will be your fault. Hollywood is
grander than I ever dreamed.
Your very happy,
Judy.
I posted the card myself. All along the journey across
the continent I had written to Dick addressing him at his
room at Harvard. It seemed to me as though he had been
going to Harvard for a long time but evidently Harvard was
going to turn him out a doctor just like his father, some
day when it got around to it. Writing him meant more to
me than I could explain to anyone. He was my only friend,
the only person in the whole town of Carteret who told me
I could amount to something, and he had given me courage
enough to strike out. I loved him madly—but I had always
loved him, distantly and from afar, worshipping at his shrine
and reading about him and his family in the papers. Once I
had helped out in the Carr household and for two precious
weeks I had seen Dick daily and, what was even more im¬
portant, I had seen how he lived. The difference in the
two households, his and mine, widened the gulf between us.
Of course Dick could mean nothing in my life. Even if
he had talked to me one night for two hours, even if he had
forged his mother’s name to this introduction which now
was my one key to open the door of success.
The next morning I dressed carefully and set out for
the Monarch studios.
It was an hour’s travel by street car to that lot and in an
hour you can think of a lot of terrifying thoughts.
I snatched glances of myself in car windows to reassure
me. Black felt hat and black Oxfords, a small black bag,
white collar and cuffs on a plain dark blue dress that was
a size fourteen and a bit big in the shoulders.
My red hair, worn in a full bob, kept curling around the
edge of my hat. Should I have worn my beret? Didn’t I look
too young as it was ? Much more like seventeen than twenty.
Then, too, the beret accented my upturned nose and showed
up the sprinkling freckles.
Would this Mr. Munson think I (Continued on page 78)
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A complete and dependable guide to
all the latest motion pictures. One check

(VJ indicates a good film, while a
double check (V^ J indicates those talk¬
ies which you just cant afford to miss

Despite good work by
Ann Harding and Her¬
bert
Marshall,
"The
Flame Within" lacks
entertainment value.

The Flame Within (M-G-M)

as the romantic girl whose unhealthy men¬
tal condition leads her to the brink of
suicide.
Herbert Marshall and Henry
Stephenson stand, ingloriously, on the
fringes of the story and do what they can
to keep the tempo up to par.
Your reviewer says: Not a good eve¬
ning's entertainment and we’d advise you to think twice be¬
fore spending your movie money on this one.

You'll See: Ann Harding, Herbert Marshall, Maureen
O’Sullivan, Louis Hayzvard, Henry Stephenson, George
Hassell.
It's About: The regeneration of a young, very romantic
couple by a woman psychiatrist who mixes health and ro¬
mance.
A rather slow and, consequently, dull picture about two
youthful romanticists who fall the victim of neuroses, the
boy driven to alcohol for solace and the girl to attempted
suicide. Taken to a woman psychiatrist who, by various and
scarcely-understood mental exercises and suggestions, brings
them back to health and romantic happiness, their story
wends its way to a boring close.
The performances were, for the greater part, good ex¬
amples of technical skill but the spirit and enthusiasm of
former roles was not carried out here. Miss Harding, as
the psychiatrist, was handed some badly written scenes
and dialogue that militated against her usual success. The
fact that she convinces the audience at all is a tribute to
her ability. Louis Hayward does a workmanlike job of his
alcoholic-neurotic and Maureen O’Sullivan is quite good

You'll See: Katharine Hepburn, Charles Boyer, John Beal,
Jean Hersholt, others.
It's About: A composer and musician—in love.
Katharine Hepburn—the fiery Hepburn of “Morning
Glory'’ fame—is enchanting in the role of the music-loving
girl who falls in love with Charles Boyer, a famous musician.
The plot, itself, is hackneyed. The poor girl marries a
philandering symphony conductor, and after an idyllic honey¬
moon they return to New York. The husband can’t resist
the worshipping women who pursue him, so consequently his
wife leaves him. The rest of the story concerns their getting
together again.
Hepburn’s and Boyer’s beautiful performances leave one
breathless, and decidedly lift the picture into the real enter¬
tainment class. Between them they create an atmosphere of
true romance and love, all too rare in most pictures recently.
John Beal does the best he can with a role unworthy of
him, and Jean Hersholt, as the old maestro who loves both

Universal's "Alias Mary Dow," though weak, gives
Sally Eilers a chance to do some real acting, tor a
change, and Ray Milland plays the love interest.

Jean Arthur, Chester Morris and Lionel Barrymore
give excellent portrayals in M-G-M's dramatic pic¬
ture, "Public Hero," which simply must be seen.

*>

k'^Break of Hearts (RKO)

theMONTI
This is one of those summer months of pictures with nothing
much in sight to rave over.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's "Public
Hero" is the best drama, being quite similar to Warner's "G
Men" of last month and equally good. For a love story, there's
"Break of Hearts" with Katharine Hepburn back in her old
beautiful mood again and Charles Boyer something to watch.
The picture itself is a bit on the weak side, but the two stellar
performances make you forget all that. "Hooray for Love" is
the month's best musical. It drags slightly, but it's tuneful and
dance-y, and Ann Sothern is very charming. Little Miss Temple
is present with "Our Little Girl," her least important film.

Boyer and Hepburn, is touching.
Your reviewer says: You'll want to see
this—especially if you enjoy good music.

Kl^Public Hero (M-G-M)

Beautiful performances
by
Hepburn
and
Charles Boyer make
"Break of Hearts"
romantic and touching.

You'll See: Lionel Barrymore, Jean Ar¬
thur, Chester Morris, Joseph Calleia, Paul Kelly, Lewis
Stone, others.
It's About: The “G” men; how they cleaned up “The Pur¬
ple Gang” and got the leader as he emerged from a theater.
Plenty of fast action, romance and suspense makes this
new story of the Federal men extra-good entertainment. A
bit less stereotyped than the first pictures using this “G
Man—vs—-Public Enemy” formula and thus, despite the
fact that it must carry the burden of following a similar
film, it is still good enough to lose nothing by the handicap.
Since the studio has taken the trouble to give us real sus¬
pense and a carefullv-laid plot, we can’t bring ourselves to
divulge the swell twdsts and turns for you; you'll have to
see it for yourself. It is all about the famous hunt by the
Government Boys directed against the “Purple Gang” and
winding up with the death of Dillinger. Even the romance
is believable and real.
Chester Morris acquits, himself with a brand of excellence
which should give him a real break in the future. Joseph
Calleia. making his movie debut after much success on the
stage, hits a high mark of character drawing as the No. 1
gangster and you’ll no doubt be seeing much more of Mr.
Calleia right soon! Lionel Barrymore’s drunken Doctor surWi+h plenty of action and a good cast—Edmund
Lowe Eugene Pallette, Tom Brown and Claire
Trevor—"Black Sheep" is well worth an evening.

passes his usual fine work.
The high spot of the show,
though, was (as far as we were concerned) Jean Arthur!
Her ability is so apparent and her beauty, both of face and'
voice, so real that we hope she gets the break she deserves.
Lewis Stone and Paul Kelly are both fine.
Your reviewer says: A grand evening! See this for sure.

k^Black Sheep (Fox)
You’ll See: Edmund Lowe, Claire Trevor, Tom Brozvn,
Eugene Pallette, Adrienne Ames, Herbert Mundin, Jed
Prouty.
It's About: An ocean-going gambler zvho saves his son from
the toils of a bad gal and loses his heart to another.
Good, smooth, action-mystery picture that should afford
you a fair evening’s entertainment. Laid aboard a transAtlantic ship, the story concerns the efforts of a famous
card sharper to save his son from the gimmie-gal who has
ensnared him. Enlisting the aid of an actress, the gambler
frees his son from the tangle and then falls for the actress
himself.
Eddie Lowe, as the gambler with a finer side, marches
suavely through the picture making (Continued on page 89)
Paramount does right by George Raft and Edward
Arnold in "The Glass Key," giving them perfect
parts in this Dashiell Hammett detective story.

TIPS
on Talk ies
Brief comments on the more
recent movies—those in italics
are suitable for children, those
marked ^ are the really good
f ilms, and those checked ^ are
the ones you are not to miss
Cesar Romero are the love interest.
It’s a bit too slow and
historical, though beautifully produced.
^CASINO MURDER CASE (M-G-M). Now it’s Paul Lukas
who is Philo Vance.
Here he rescues Rosalind Russell and
solves a murder mystery which is quite like all murder mys¬
teries but which will hold your attention to the end. Excellent
cast.
CHASING YESTERDAY
(RKO).
A
monotonous tale
about an old man, O. P. Heggie, trying to recapture his lost
youth through Anne Shirley, the daughter of his former sweet¬
heart.
Stay home and go to bed early!

Out at the Paramount Studios, Hyman Fink caught
Sylvia Sidney (in a new hairdress and make-up)
chatting with Herbert Marshall between scenes of
"Accent on Youth," in which they will be starred.

WCLIV E

OF

INDIA

(Twentieth

Century).

After

many

soul-stirring scenes, Ronald Colman as Clive, conqueror of In¬
dia, and Loretta

RAFTER OFFICE HOURS (M-G-M). A newspaper story
in which Clark Gable is the editor who hires and fires Con¬
stance Bennett while trying to solve a murder. A trite story,
but Gable will make the feminine hearts flutter, as usual.
KVALL THE KING’S HORSES (Paramount). Opera Star
Mary Ellis, in her first picture, appears in a delightful version
of the old mythical-kingdom story, studded with some grand
singing, dancing and Carl Brisson.

Young, as his

wife, find happiness

together.

DARING YOUNG MAN, THE (Fox). James Dunn and Mae
Clarke, two romantic reporters on rival newspapers, allow busi¬
ness to interfere with their pleasure and love. This is strictly
a program picture but there’s enough action and romance to
hold you if you go.
VVDAVID COPPERFIELD

(M-G-M).

A

gloriously faithful

reproduction of the time-honored Dickens classic, perfectly per¬
formed by the entire cast, a few of which are Freddie Barthol¬
omew, Roland Young, W. C. Fields, Edna May Oliver, Lennox

BABY FACE HARRINGTON (M-G-M).
Charles Butterworth, a timid soul, gets involved with gangsters and is zoomed
to the skies as “Public Enemy No. 2” by reporters.
Laughs
are rather plentiful, though Una Merkel, the wife, has very
little to do.

Pawle and Frank Lawton.
VVDEVIL DOGS OF THE AIR
Cagney

and

Pat

O’Brien

in

(Warner Brothers).

the same

old

roles

K'BRIDE OF FRANKENSTEIN (Universal).
Boris Kar¬
loff in a continuation of the first “Frankenstein’’ story plus* a
few added chills and the creation of a mate (Elsa Lanchester)
for the monster. Plenty of thrills and chills if you like ’em!
VC ALL OF THE WILD
famous

book

of

the

brings

Clark

Gable

as

the

as the wife of another miner who casts her lot with Gable and
Buck, a St. Bernard dog, is the hero of the show.

^CARDINAL RICHELIEU (Twentieth Century). This time
Mr. Arliss saves France (instead of England) and Edward
Arnold is a convincing King Louis. Maureen O’Sullivan and
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The younger

you are the better you’ll like it.

DEVIL IS A WOMAN, THE (Paramount). Marlene Dietrich
is a soulless woman who traps men with her beauty and sex
appeal in a picture that is like all the other Dietrich-Von Stern¬
berg pictures. Lionel Atwill and Cesar Romero struggle vainly
with poor parts.
^DOUBTING THOMAS (Fox).
Will Rogers, in a clean,
funny picture that has some humorous situations, which are all
too few. Billie Burke, Rogers’ wife, wants to go on the stage,
and it’s all about how Rogers goes about ruining her ambition.

(Twentieth Century). Jack London’s

out-of-doors

miner, Jack Oakie as his wise-cracking pal, and Loretta Young
Oakie.

Jimmy

scrapping

buddies, but there are some exciting flying scenes in this, espe¬
cially one in which Cagney saves a burning plane.

t'VBLACK FURY (Warner Brothers).
An adult story of
stark realism and he-man stuff in which Paul Muni gives a
superb characterization of a strike-breaking coal miner. Karen
Morley, Tully Marshall and Sarah Haden are excellent. Recom¬
mended particularly for serious theater-goers, though thrilling
for everyone.

of

l/l^ESCAPE ME NEVER (United Artists).
This sad and
very sentimental little tale is made entirely credible by “Queen”
Elisabeth Bergner’s magnificent performance as the childmother.
Hugh Sinclair, of the original English stage produc¬
tion, plays the weakling husband who goes astray.
l^FOLIES BERGERE (Twentieth Century). Maurice Che¬
valier singing and cutting bedroom (Continued on page 94)

Song-and-dance films are
making America more
rhyfhm-conscious than ever.
Our favorite stars are
learning to put their best
foot forward in % time,
fans are studying the
mysteries of hot
tango steps — and
on these pages are
some of the famous
dancers and pretty
gals who set the
pace. First, Eleanor
Powell, of M-G-M's spec¬
tacular "Broadway Melody
of 1936," gives us four
demonstrations showing
why she’s called "the
world's greatest feminine
tap dancer." Now, if you'll
turn the page, we'll show
you the world's greatest
male tap dancer. . . .

Why, of course, it's Fred Astaire, the gentleman in the "Top Hat"
(that's his new RKO film with Ginger Rogers)! You have to start early
in life to get that nimble nonchalance which raises "hoofing" into the
arts.

When he was only eight, Fred and his equally famous sister,

Adele,

earned

$200

a

week

in

vaudeville.

Adele

is

now

Lady

Cavendish, and Fred—well, Fred is dancing king of stage and screen.

Those twelve beautiful girls above aren't doing their setting¬
up exercises—they're going through their dance routine for
the "Palsy Walsy" number of RKO's musicomedy "Hooray
for Love." Though you can see her in this shot, Ann Sothern,
who is teamed with Gene Raymond in the featured roles,
sings the melody in the finished picture. At the right and
at the top of the opposite page, are two action pictures of
that world-famous adagio team, the DeMarcos, who fly
through the air with the greatest of ease in Warner's "In
Caliente." Their dance, strangely enough, is called "The
CaJiente." Charming Dolores Del Rio, who stars in the film
as a great Spanish dancer, dances in a few of the musical
sequences with Don Carlos. Leo Carrillo, too, is in the cast.
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At the bottom of the page—gangway for the "Red¬
heads on Parade" in the Fox song-and-dance picture
by that name. A cavalcade of forty-eight Titian-haired
beauties (one for each state) descends the stairs to the
music of the band—and what a band! Dixie Lee,
mother of those celebrated Crosby twins, plays the
leading role opposite John Boles in tnis musical delight.
Right, another view of the chorus in "Hooray for Love."

MORE
CONFESSIONS
of a Hoi lywood
PRESS AGENT

I

F laughter were money, I would be a millionaire, for
a decade of Hollywood press-agenting pays rich divi¬
dends in chuckles and chortles and downright ribald
guffaws.
As I told you last month, I have, over the top of a workscarred desk in the publicity department of the Paramount
studios, watched an extravaganza of human absurdities for
ten years and more, and found it perpetually diverting.
The opening sketch this month concerns Hollywood’s
strangest vendetta. The hero of our plot is Richard Arlen,
but for obvious reasons our heroine must be nameless. We
shall call her Miss Glutz.
Four years ago this pair made a casual picture together,
a New York night club sort of thing, but the box-office re¬
turns for some unaccountable reason were far from casual.
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They were, in the Hollywood parlance, colossal, stupendous.
And although everyone in the studio, from the president
to the night janitor crew, knew that Arlen and Glutz had
mobilized for hostilities with their first love scene, the pair
was teamed for every available love story gathering dust on
the scenario department’s shelves.
Professional jealousy, strangely enough, had nothing to
do with the mutual malevolence of this “romantic” com¬
bination.
Arlen, it seems, objected in no uncertain or whispered
terms to Miss Glutz’s manner of singing and Miss Glutz,
in turn, who was highly sensitive to criticism, countered
with all manner of verbal aversion to Dick’s chiding brand
of humor.
When the unhappy pair had finished their second picture

MOVIE
they begged to be released from the bonds of their cellu¬
loid romance, but their love scenes had a tender something
in them that, ironically enough, appealed to the movie-go¬
ing public.
The executives took one good look at the
profits on the Arlen-Glutz product and said, “No.” Follow¬
ing their third production, Dick decided to take things into
his own capable hands.
Dawned the morning of the first Arlen-Glutz clinch for
their fourth film and the leading lady jerked herself free
from the leading man’s passionate osculation right in the
middle of a take, screaming, “GARLIC!”
She screamed the same six-letter word throughout the
afternoon takes and those of the next day and the day after
that.
With seventy-two hours of ruined film behind him the
distracted director pleaded touchingly with his romantic
team, but Dick went on heartlessly munching Italian sa¬
lami between all the discarded love scenes.
On the fifth morning Miss Glutz was advised by the pic¬
ture's raging supervisor to take up, in self defense and for
the sake of the picture schedule, the Arlen diet. But Miss
Glutz, it was discovered, could not abide even the merest
shred of onion or garlic garnishings without suffering pain¬
ful aftermath.
On the sixth morning, with production one week behind
schedule and a budget that balanced badly, the iron men
in executive row knew they were licked. Even in Holly-

Secref tragedy shadowed Clive Brook's first
big chance in Hollywood—"The Popular Sin"
(above). Because she misunderstood one simple
English word, Dorothea Wieck (extreme left)
was exiled from the American screen. That's
Gloria Swanson in her "Coast of Folly" hat, at
the time of her famous feud with Pola Negri.
Below, Lillian Rich and Rod La Roque in the
ill-fated candy scene of "The Golden Bed."
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Hidden heartaches and concealed
laughter, intimate tales of the
stars and studios known only to
citizens of Cinematown — till now
wood you can’t fire an actor who prefers French and
Italian cuisine.
To this very day there are hundreds of motion picture
exhibitors through the country still wondering why this
team was torn asunder so suddenly.
And to this very day those same puzzled exhibitors are
still muttering, “Darned if we couldn’t run things a danged
sight better in Hollywood than those big guys in the
studios.”
^ANE summer afternoon in 1925 my stenographic labors
over a publicity typewriter were interrupted by a timid
young couple who asked to see my boss.
The boy I recognized as one of the local newspaper re¬
porters, but the girl, who was thin and pale and definitely
on the dowdy side, was a stranger.
They waited silently in the anteroom for half an hour,
but before the first five minutes had ticked by I knew that
they were deeply in love.
Tenderness brimmed over in her brown eyes when she
glanced up at the boy, and there was adoration in his word¬
less smiles when he looked down into her narrow little face.
When they disappeared into the boss’s office, I sighed a
gusty sigh of sentiment.
There, I said to myself, goes the ideal couple. She is
clinging and thoroughly sweet, and the type that looks
adorable in bungalow aprons, and he is protecting and
tender, and they will marry and (Continued on page 96)

AT

T

FIFTH

HEY were a couple of scared, shabby kids when they
met nine years ago in the musty scene docks of a
fifth-rate vaudeville house in Union City, New Jersey.
Theatrical booking agents on Broadway knew the
girl as “that Allen filly from San Francisco” who had been
haunting their offices for twelve months without a break.
The Forty-second Street crowd knew the boy as “Cocky”
Burns, whose six years in vaudeville were crowded with dis¬
carded partners, cancelled bookings and a firmly established
reputation as a less than fair song and dance man.
They were standing, on that fateful Sunday afternoon, in
front of a faded backdrop that dismally misrepresented the
“Romeo and Juliet” balcony scene when a mutual friend
carelessly caroled:
“Grade, wantcha to meet my frien’, George.”
They admit that it was not love at first sight.
George remembers that Gracie looked stringy and peaked
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SIGHT

from twelve workless months in New York, that she acted
uppity and tossed the long black curls that hung over her
shoulders. Anyway, nine years ago, he definitely preferred
blondes.
Gracie rememljers that George was outrageously conceited
over a split-week engagement in a five-a-day grind house,
that he wore a loud, checked suit and used out-of-date slang.
But two weeks later the girl with the long black curls
and the boy with the impossible checked suit were rehears¬
ing together in a new act.
It wasn't love at second sight, either.
They were practically forced together, because Mary Kelly,
the mutual and introducing friend, had made up her mind
that Gracie was going to get work of some kind in vaude¬
ville to escape the threatening necessity of returning to San
Francisco to help her sisters teach dancing. With singularly
little enthusiasm, the team of Burns and Allen was formed.

5
To Gracie, George looked only a little better than a train
headed to the Pacific Coast and obscurity.
And George, even after their try-out booking, entertained
very disturbing doubts concerning Grade. He realized that
she was almost totally lacking in vaudeville experience. A
three-year term in a one-act sketch was her only knowledge
of variety work. He knew that the one time she had tried
a song, dance and comic routine, up in Montreal, she had
flopped. And added to all these handicaps she had some
pretty stubborn ideas concerning her dramatic ability.
But the most disturbing factor in their partnership was
Mary Kelly’s final talk with George before she left town
with her new act. There was a hard glitter in her eye
when she collared him.
“Listen, Burns,” she said, “Gracie is a NICE girl. Get
that? See; that you don’t forget it for one minute when
you’re together.”
Now George’s circle of feminine acquaintances ran to
easy-going blondes, most of them good sports who called
everyone “babe” and “honey,” and liked a rowdy story and
a stein of beer with a pal after the show.
So George decided that Gracie was just another filler-in
until he could find a new partner worthy of his talents.
Things went wrong from the first moment the pair ar¬
rived in Newark, New Jersey, for their try-out. Gracie
broke a- mirror as she unpacked a make-up case and this
catastrophe sent her into an hour of uncontrollable hysterics.
During the act the audience remained glum and frozen
when George rendered his funniest jokes, and with perverse
determination roared every time Gracie opened her mouth
with the straight feed lines.
They were cross, discouraged and exhausted when they
collected their pay at twelve that night (five dollars for
five performances) and caught the milk train back to New
York.
As they clickety-clacked through the long, cold night in
a dusty, stale-smelling day coach, George felt a strange,
bitter flurry within him every time he looked at Gracie’s
tired young face pillowed against the unyielding wicker seat.

Below, Gracie with their adopted daughter, Sandra Jean,
who's been such a success that Burns and Allen plan to
adopt another—a boy this time, to be named Allen Burns.

It was during their second booking at Boonton, New
Jersey—where they were raised to ten dollars for five per¬
formances and had to dress in the boiler room to keep warm
—that George suddenly knew he would never look for a
new partner.
“I would fall for a nice girl,” he muttered grimly to him¬
self, in the dank dressing rooms of every village opera
house in the states of New York and New Jersey. “Gosh,
I don’t even know how to talk to a nice girl. She’s so
darned prim, so darned pretty, so darned—well—nice!
What a rotten break for me!”
But there was no such mellowing on Gracie’s part.
George remained just part of her act, the theater combine
that paid her rent and kept her from the barren fate of
being a dancing teacher. In her moments of courage, George
to her became an insignificant stepping-stone leading to the
cathedral offices of Mr. Belasco.
C'OR two years they were unable to get a circuit booking.
They were relegated to the ranks known as the “fire-call”
teams that filled in on short notice wherever there was a
cancelled engagement in the ranks of the small-time bills.
Agents advised them to stay in their rooms on Mondays
and Thursdays until one o’clock for “disappointment calls.”
They kept their suitcases packed and were able to catch
any train with fifteen minutes’ notice. For two years they
hopped buses, interurban cars, a few trucks and, more than
once, local freight trains to reach some outlandish destina¬
tion in time for second place on the bill.
George hoped that their mutual hardships and small suc¬
cesses together would grind down the intangible barrier
between them, but for two years Gracie remained aloof
and indifferent.
Only once did she relent. George still remembers it. It
was Christmas Eve and they were crawling toward New
York from Morristown on the midnight local.
It must
have been the relaxing, human glow of the holidays that
caused Gracie to grow suddenly talkative with her partner.
“I will hang on in vaudeville,” she confided to him, “until
I have played just one week at the Orpheum Theater in
San Francisco. If I can just get back home and play in
the top house and show all my friends and relatives that
Gracie Allen has finally made good, I will be the happiest
woman in the world.”
(Continued on page 76)

"Don't waste your time playing
Romeo," a friend advised George
Burns, but he'd made, up his
mind to make Gracie Allen his'n

By
GAIL

ROGERS
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Backyard

The popular Countess Di Frasso is one of Hollywood's most
original hostesses, so her most recent party guests were not
surprised to be ushered into the backyard for a real, professional
boxing-match. Below are two pictures taken in the ring—in this
corner, ladie-e-es and gentlemen, we have "Dimples" Gable
(left), and in this corner (right) "Fighting Freddie" March—but
they are only appearing as seconds to the real participants.

Prize-fight
Photographs

by

HYMAN

FINK

At the bottom of the page are a few of the interested—and
famous—spectators.
(Extreme left) Eddie Kane sits beside
beautiful Gwili Andre, with Dick Barthelmess behind them—all
intent on the bout. Count Tullio Carminati di Brambilla was
snapped with Dietrich, whose dress was created especially to go
with her magnificent emeralds.
The smiling quartet includes
Joel McCrea, pretty Mrs. Astaire, Randy Scott and Fred himself.

Hymie calls the picture above a "tence-eye view" of
the entertainment—and he should know! How many of
the celebrities can you pick out of the crowd?
Left,
Norman Foster and Sally Blane (there's a steady com¬
bination—can it be love?), Sir Adrian Bailey, Sally's
sister, Loretta Young, and Olive McClure at the ring¬
side. Below, with Cedric Gibbons and his wife, Dolores
Del Rio, is Billie Wilkerson, owner of the Trocadero.

*
Above, the titled hostess stops for a chat with two of filmdom's most talented young married couples—Frances Dee
McCrea, "Pat" Paterson Boyer, Joel again—and you can
just see Charles Boyer beyond Pat's blonde head.
Right,
Constance Bennett and Gilbert Roland watching the bouts.
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Prima donna actress,
flaming personalitycontinuing the amaz¬
ing, glamorous history
of a most unusual and
charming modern girl

Th
Tr ue
of Grace Moore
By

P

ARIS again !

WALTER

RAMSEY

This time, not the half-hearted young

thought

she

must

the

been

recommended

tious student determined to avenge the slight of that

man.

try-out and failure at the Metropolitan. Here was a

backed maestro I had expected,
here was a young man of great personal charm, a splendid

new Grace Moore.
At first.’the old haunts and the former play-companions

to

have

Bohemian playing at musical studies, but a conscien¬

wrong,

“In place of .the stoop-

athlete, and an ^exceptional artist, himself.

He frequently

saw her not at all, as she settled down to a very quiet exist¬

sang in opera.

ence with a French family on the Avenue Faissendre.

Her

most amusing that I started work with him coaching in

pride had been so badly hurt that she had only one goal:

‘Romeo and Juliet’,” explained Grace laughingly.
They wprked very hard, these handsome youqg singers.

to study, to work, to achieve such heights that the digni¬
taries of the Metropolitan would beseech her on bended

In view of all that later happened, it was

With»this new teacher, Grace again went through the books-

knees to return to the fold.
Through Albert Wolfe, director of the First Orchestra, she

on-the-chest routine which she enacted with Tullio Carminati

engaged the services of a wonderful teacher, who must re¬

that happened in the picture.

main nameless in this story.

her.
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When Grace first saw him she

in “One Night of Love.”
He fell

And with exactly the same results
Her teacher fell in love with .

so very deeply in love with his charming

|

pupil that before the second month of their musical associa¬
tion it became dangerous for her to visit his studio. Grace
never knew when his temperamental sweetheart would appear
on the scene right in the middle of an aria they were studying
and throw anything from a scene to the nearest book ! The
lady was jealous as she was fiery and beautiful.
“At first,” confesses Grace, ‘T rather enjoyed all the ex¬
citement. But never for a moment was I seriously interested
in this man, though I’ll admit his attentions were flattering.
In time, I became disgusted with these interruptions with
my studies. The personal element that had developed was
interfering with the work I had to do. The gentleman’s
infatuation had begun to distort his calmer judgment of my
vocal ability and at the end of
the third month I decided to
change teachers and locales!”

In spite of the fact that she knew Mary Garden very
slightly, she sent a personal cable to the popular star asking
her to recommend a good teacher. To this day she cannot
forget the delight and surprise of the cable she received in
reply. It was lengthy, almost a letter, not only giving her
the name of a splendid musical coach, Bartholemy, in Monte
Carlo but insisting that she move into her own magnificent
apartment while she studied with him for a year. Mary
advised her that she would need all her money to study with
Bartholemy who charged $10 an hour which was very ex¬
pensive for an European instructor. “I will not be using
my apartment or my staff for months,” Mary cabled. “I in¬
sist .you make your headquarters there.” This lovely, gen¬
erous offer from the great star to a struggling novice affected
Grace so deeply she wept!
Mary Garden’s apartment in Monte Carlo was a prima
donna’s'home if there ever was one! The bed was of gold
leaf, trimmed in pale green taffeta with an enormous gilt bird
perched on the top. The magnificently carved dining table
could have comfortably seated thirty people. The salon was
hung with rich velvets and adorned with wonderful oil
paintings.
There were fourteen rooms of such luxury,
staffed by five servants. Grace, the practical-souled little
American, felt lost in all this magnificence.
At first she worried lest the elegance of her living back¬
ground prove a bad influence, but it had just the opposite
effect. She closed off nine of the rooms and lived as simply
as the remaining luxury permitted.
^'ARDEN’S apartment aided me
in concentrating my entire per¬
sonality on my work,” Grace says
today, “for living there, I came to
know how beautiful it was to be a
great success; what it really meant
to be rich and have fame and to be
able to surround oneself with beauti¬
ful things and comforts. I wanted to
own these things, for myself. Oh,
there’s no describing the loveliness
of the apartment, the glorious blue
view from the enormous window's,
Monte Carlo figuratively at my feet,
such landmarks as the Monte Carlo
Opera House and the Casino form¬
ing i>eautiful pictures through the
windows, the promenade where
everyone walks.
The effect was
that of a gay musical comedy scene.”
But Grace Moore w'as no part of
the gayety of the vivid resort. Four
hours a day she studied with Bar¬
tholemy, then piano lessons for two
hours and later to the opera and
concerts to listen to the lovely music
and learn from other artists.
At the end of her fourth month
with the (Continued on page 86)

Part of the star's romantic life¬
cycle shown in pictures—at top,
with a friend on the steps of the
Opera Comique, when Grace
(left) was a young voice student
in Paris—and was warned to fall
in love! Next, at the age of 7,
with her brothers Richard, James,
and Martin—then the same group
in later years. Last, the flowers
(background) are gifts of Grace's
admiring co-workers at the studio.
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Could YOU
overcome an

UNHAPPY
bright and warm as little flames. Such dresses might lend
her magic. She spent her last liras on tiny bottles of allur¬
ing scents. She so wanted to be lovely for him.
“Then,” Kitty says, “a day came when I sensed this boy
had lost interest. It wasn’t anything he said or did.
It
was something I knew. I even had a sickening instinct
about the new girl* She had been brought up in America.
I had been brought up in Europe. I was formal. She had easy'
manners and she was carefree and happy.
“I was heartbroken. I remember being glad to have the
night conje so I could escape my loneliness in sleep. Even
though I always knew it would be there to awaken me in
the morning. I felt that I could never be happy again.”
Kitty was in New York on a
holiday as she told me this.
“One day,” she went on, “I be¬
gan making excuses for this boy,
the way women will for the men
fhey love even when the men don’t

U

"’V-

NHAPPY love affairs.
So few girls escape
them. And those who
do aren’t fortunate at
all, but unfortunate. For they
Heartbreak "should
miss an important emotional ex¬
be a springboard
perience which for all its travail
for our next experi¬
can be enriching, if only they’ll
ence!" says Miriam
let it be.
Hopkins. "I didn't
You become convinced of this
blame him," says
talking with the different motion
Kitty Carlisle. "That
picture stars.
They too have
saved me."
Irene
waited for the telephone to ring,
Dunne felt sure she
lived from one mail delivery to
could never be as
the next. They too have dreamed
happy again as she
of chance encounters on the
finds herself today.
street in which they would prove
irresistible and life would be¬
come beautiful again. They too
have known that inability to find any real interest in any¬
thing. And carried on alone, disciplining both heart and
mind against even so much as a memory.
It was years ago in Rome that Kitty Carlisle faced her
heartbreak. He was the son of an American consul whom
she met at a party. From the first there was something dear
about the back of his neck, something exciting about his
strong, lean hands. He gave new zest to life. A dance was
something to look forward to if he was to be there, not
otherwise. And when he began asking Kitty out she found
herself more aware than she ever had been before of the
clothes and jewels and perfumes the shops sell to make wo¬
men lovelier.
*
She wanted dresses gold as maple leaves in autumn and as
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need them, because we like to feel we understand everything
about them.
“ ‘I don’t blame him,’ I told myself. ‘I’m not very attrac¬
tive. I’m not much fun. I’m not pretty. I’m not amusing V
"That saved me. That started me pulling myself out of
my maudlin doldrums. I had set-backs, as you always do. I
But from that moment I went forward because I was de¬
termined to remake myself, to become so lovely and so
charming and so amusing that he must fall in love with me I

LOVE AFFAIR?
again. And this time hopelessly. That would be essential.”
Wise Kitty! In her secret dreams of eventual triumph
she saved her hurt pride, always a serious complication in
the convalescence of any love affair. More than this she
actually began to develop herself into the unusually attrac¬
tive personality she is today and to lay the very cornerstone
of the career in which she has found fame.
Ann Sothern’s life went crashing at her feet just when she
needed every ounce of optimism and spirit and concentra¬
tion she possessed in order that she might go out into the
world and make her way.
“I borrowed money and got away for a few weeks.” Ann
told me, talking of this youthful love. “It proved to be the
wisest investment I could have made. In another city I
wasn’t constantly coming to the corners on which we had
said good-bye. I wasn't forever passing the little tables in
restaurants where we had sat together. My holiday served
me well even if I didn’t enjoy it. For it gave me a chance
to get myself in hand to make plans for the future.
“So to girls who are as un¬
happy today as I was then I say,
Carole Lombard
‘Get away if you possibly can.
learned that "time
And if you can’t do this then
alone is perma¬
find some work. And make it
nent." Fay Wray
a matter of honor with yourself
says, "I couldn't
to be outstandingly successful
have believed I
in it, whether it’s a job or some¬
ever could love an¬
thing you’re doing for charity.’
other man."
Ann
“As I see it now,” Ann went
Sothern borrowed
on, “the great difficulty with this
money to take her
period of readjustment is that
broken heart on a
we go about with blinders on
Stimulating holiday.
when we’re in love, oblivious to

Learn how to conquer shattering
heartbreak from the emotional
tragedies these six famous
women stars have experienced

By CAROLINE SOMERS HOYT

the rest of the world. This is
wonderful when things are happy.
But when they turn unhappy it’s
wrell for us to get our minds

focused on outside, imper¬
sonal things as quickly as
possible, before this pre¬
occupation with self pre¬
cipitates us into even a
mild degree of melan¬
cholia.”
Next I talked to Carole Lombard. Carole’s philosophy
has proved her life saver.
“I feel,” Carole told me, “that nothing is permanent, that
all life is transitory. Flowers die. Colors fade. Clothes
wear out. Buildings decay. Time alone is permanent. For
one minute always follows another.’’
One minute always follows another. Suddenly there was
a poignance in Carole’s voice and (Continued on page 70)
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Sally Eilers and Verree Teasdale posed these exclu¬
sive midseason fashions to show you the new style
trends—shorter skirts for daytime, lingerie touches
at the neckline, interesting new sleeves, and
straight skirts wide at the bottom. Sally's street
dress (left) is of pearl gray crepe with crisp and
dainty touches of lingerie. Soft shoulder pleats
and an amusing polka-dot bow trim the blouse,
while gores give fulness to the skirt. Verree's beige
wool coat (below) is combined with a brown-andwhite frock (we'll wear prints until summer is actu¬
ally gone). The hemp belt of sailor knots fastens
with large orange wood buttons, and the brown
kid shoes are trimmed with beige for contrast.
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The formal gown worn by Sally (right) is p_
erfect, because shiny satins and low necklines will
e the rage. The decolletage has a graceful bias
ruffle supported by tiny braided straps. A
ered inset at the back contrasts with the slim
skirt. The cotton net cape (below) is leaf
to match the stems of golden poppies dotting th(
white background of Verree's evening dress. Th«
scalloped edges of the gored skirt reveal sandal:
of lattice work to harmonize with a garden print
Verree's ensembles were created by Howard Greet
of Hollywood, and her shoes are from Huggin
Delman (Los Angeles and Pasadena).
I.
Co. of California furnished Sally's gown

E
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Can Movie Mirror advise you on what
to wear? Do you know what style and
line suits you best? Would you like to
know what your type of girl is wearing
in Hollywood now? Address Gwenn
Walters, 7751 Sunset Boulevard, Holly¬
wood, enclose a stamped, selfaddressed envelope, and she will be
glad to answer your fashion questions.

Small, blonde Claire Trevor and stately,
brunette Adrienne Ames pose exclusively for
MOVIE MIRROR in Royer's creations for
"Black Sheep." Claire's summer afternoon
ensemble (left, above) features a sleeveless
jacket of ribbed watercress green crepe lined
to match the shirtwaist frock of gray and
white. Inverted pleats trim the jacket and
form the sleeves. Adrienne's cocktail frock
of crepe is puce-colored (that's a new name
for mulberry), has smocked fulness at the
shoulders and empire bodice, and net sleeves.

Royer names Adrienne's white doeskin coat
and skirt (extreme right) "Diana," since it
suggests a modern huntress. The knee-length
jacket achieves freedom of movement with
two action-pleats, both front and back, it has
large English pockets (very, very convenient
for vanities and cigarettes) and a belt, but¬
tons and cuff-bands of natural pigskin. An
exceedingly practical costume is "Marina,"
the reefer coat worn by Claire. It is of blackand-white plaid wool, accented with jet-black
trimmings and boasting a windbreaker collar.

Below, left, Adrienne wears an early fall
shopping ensemble which combines a woolen
coat checked in cardinal red and cocoa
brown with a double-breasted dress of match¬
ing brown wool trimmed with the coat ma¬
terial at buttons, pockets and collar. Kit fox
forms the coat's tuxedo collar. Claire (at
right) liked her sports costume so much she
purchased it from the studio. The jacket,
belted in blue suede, is fashioned of military
blue and white novelty cotton and crepe.
Separate white revers, matching the simple
dress, are attached to the coat's blue ones.

"Nathalia" is the name of the handsome
black sequin and crepe dinner frock worn by
Adrienne on the stairs below.
Rhinestone
clips catch clusters of ermine tails at throat,
breast, and waistline of the jacket. The long,
tight sleeves are slit from shoulder to elbow
and terminate in circular flounces over the
hands. In startling contrast, Claire's prin¬
cess style gown is designed of white bark
satin. Two red carnations brighten the front
neckline, while a large jewelled ornament
accents the deep V of the back, and the
unusual capeline is bordered with silver fox.

help yourself to

beauty

Maxine Doyle, Warner player,
dives for beauty in a black and
white woolen suit with braided
belt, tie and shoulder straps.

V

ACATIONS are wonderful
things and I never could under¬
stand using a word to describe
them which even suggests “va¬
cancy.”
Vacancy!
When your vaca¬
tions should be simply crammed with
value and importance for you.
And
what’s more, don’t let your vacation take
you—you take it!
Haven’t you seen girls come back from
a vacation much more tired, nervous,
run down and generally worse off than
when they went away? Their vacations
took them, with a vengeance.
Now I’m not for a moment suggesting
that you go about your vacation as you
would a business day, every moment ac¬
counted for with grim determination.
The very essence of a vacation is change,
but it’s up to you to make it a change for
the better. Even while you are forget¬
ting schedules, sleeping late and luxuri¬
ating in idle days, you can include things
which will make your vacation pay you
beauty dividends all the winter long.
I want you to come back from that
time of freedom and play with so much
health and beauty stored up that you can
face the dark, cold days of winter and
the trying confinement of a job with the
lusty vigor which makes work a joy and
not a penalty. And I’m going to give
you some concrete hints on how to do it.
The first of these is not to plunge into activities the very
first day! Give yourself a chance to relax, to adjust to the
change. I know one girl who invariably spends her first
vacation day in bed. She says she lets her mind just go
blank.
She doesn’t carry over problems of her job, nor
think about the good times ahead.
“I’m just a cheerful vegetable, soaking in rest, for that
whole day,” she says, “and the way I feel the next day is
something
They say that’s exactly what Garbo does when she has
finished the arduous grind of making a picture. Try it and
see if it doesn’t work for you as well.
The second thing about a successful vacation is to get all
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LET GLORIA MACK HELP YOU
with your individual beauty routine;
learn how to take a sun-bath the
right way; to solve your special
exercise problem. And if you want
to come back from your vacation
with a glorified skin, write me for
the splendid skin regime so many
girls have used successfully, or for
help on any other beauty problem.
Your private beauty consultant,
Gloria Mack, c/o Movie Mirror,
7751 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.
There isn't any charge for this,
but puleeze don't forget to enclose
that stamped, self-addressed en¬
velope when you write me.

the sun and fresh air you can. Sleep out-ofdoors, if it’s possible. If you never did special
breathing exercises before, do them now.
Drink in the clear, fine air that comes to you
from the fresh green fields, or over the salty
stretches of the ocean. It’s the very breath of
life for you.
Sun baths? Most certainly sun baths. Best
thing in the world if you go about them the
right way. There is a wrong way, you know,
and if you are careless about it, a sun bath, in¬
stead of being the splendid energizer it should be, may ac¬
tually harm you.
Another important thing to remember when you are on a
vacation is diet. A change of water and of food may tem¬
porarily upset the system, and it's not a bad idea to take a
laxative for the first day or so. And if you’ve been having
complexion troubles this is the time to begin setting them
right. If you saved the exercises given in the January
Movie Mirror, by all means use them.
If you haven't a
copy of them, I’ll be glad to send them to you.
This month in the Cooking Department, Miss Nelson tells
you about a salad diet which she- says is better than any
medicine for helping to clear a complexion. If you need
something like this, try it now, (Continued on Pape 67)
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Joyce Wells was willing to do what
no other actress dared do—and that
decided her doubtful future for her

D

URING the next two weeks Joyce felt like a pariah.
Everyone looked to her to make a definite decision
as to her future. Corey was good hatured about
it, but could not see why she would not marry him
now, and think about her career later. Did he, or did he
not, come first in her thoughts? He learned, too, that she
had called on Goldman about playing Nellie Wilson, and
while he made no comment, • she knew he disapproved.
Each morning when she came down to breakfast she met
her father’s kindly, questioning eyes. He, too, expected her
to make up her mind. He was patient and understanding,
yet she knew that he thought it would be the sensible thing
for her to marry Corey now, and let him get back to the
bank in Hutchinson. The directors had given Frank Wells
a short leave of absence, but she knew that in his heart he
felt the bank could not get along without him, and that he
was imposing upon his employers’ good nature. Of course,
Joyce knew that he had served the bank faithfully for more
than twenty years, had never before asked, nor received, a
favor, and that certainly a short vacation was due him.
And though she told him this and he agreed with her,
she could see he was uneasy, that he wanted things settled.
“After you and Corey are married,” he remarked one day,
“Margaret is going to spend half her time with me. It will
seem like old times again. I’ve missed your mother.”
Joyce told herself over and over that she was being an
obstinate, selfish egotist. After all, what did her little pride,
her complete justification weigh against the happiness of
these three people?
During the day she often took long, solitary drives far
from Los Angeles. This was, of course, to try to get away
from her people whom she could not face because she knew

they could never completely understand what she was going
through. Yet no matter how far away she might be, she
felt that the people she loved were waiting, waiting for her
to regain her senses.
Every night Corey dropped in after dinner to talk over
his day’s progress. Joyce Elder was to play the ingenue
lead—her name had skyrocketed during the past year—and
Tad Rutledge was being tested for the role of AUistoir.
Corey said that Tad was very near greatness in the tests,
that he seemed suddenly to have developed depth, emotion
and subtlety which were astonishing in one so young. Joyce
urged Corey to cast Tad in the part.
“After all,” she said, “I do feel responsible for the boy.”
Through Corey she learned of the difficulty in finding a
big name to play Nellie Wilson. “At least ten of the big¬
gest women stars have read the script,” he said, “and not
one of them has courage to make herself plain. ‘If you’d
just let me dress up in one scene, and turn out to be really
lovely under that homely exterior,’ they say, ‘I’d love to
play it. But I’m afraid my public wouldn’t care to see me
that way.’ You see, Joyce, I was right in advising you.
Nobody else is willing to risk her career in it.”
Joyce said nothing, but again hope flickered in her heart.
Suppose no one else would play it. Would Goldman then
give her a chance?
CHE drove daily to the studio, and sat in Goldman’s outer
^ office like the lowliest extra girl. She did not even ask to
see him, but sat there hour after hour. As he passed through
she would merely call to him in greeting. On the third
day he came up to her.
“What are you sitting around here for, Joyce? You
waiting to see somebody?”
“No. I just wanted to be here in case you couldn’t get
anybody else to play Nellie Wilson.”
“Nobody else wants to be in that picture. I don’t See
why you’re so crazy to be,” he said, and passed on into hii
office.
Next da^ she said, “I’m still waiting. I understand your
big foreign star has just refused the part.”
“Uh!” he snorted. “That big Danish pastry. Such 'a
headache.”
Another week passed, and the date arrived for the begin¬
ning of production. It was nine o’clock at night, and Corey
had not arrived. Joyce, realizing that he must have been
detained at the studio, was preparing to take a drive as the
telephone rang. It was Goldman.
“Come right out to the studio,” he said. “Corey Prestonand I got something to talk to you about. Don’t get excited,
now, and try to hold me up, because I’m a poor man and
it don’t mean much money.”
(Continued on page 82)
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Hollywood's dyed in the
wool

,

debutante

who

weighed society against
a career, tells you about
her life here and abroad
By SHEILA WORTH

K

Rich Little
Rich Girl

ITTY CARLISLE who is Bing Crosby's first screen songmate. is the only authentic debutante to make good in
Hollywood.
This is an embarrassing bit of news for a lot of studio
folks who. during the past two years, have welcomed several hun¬
dred upper crust girls into the best celluloid circles with made-toorder contracts and written-to-measure leading roles.
Of course, there art those who insist that Katharine Hepburn
and Miriam Hopkins are cheering examples of what a ballroom
background can do for a career but, although both came from old
and established families, the fact remains that neither one of these
stars ever made a formal bow to society.
Among our all wool and a yard wide debs we have, to name a
few, Mrs. Gary Cooper, nee Veronica Bali'e of Park Avenue, who
chucked whatever screen chances she had to marry Gary (and who
can blame her?;, Barbara Fritchie, of Kansas City, who flashed
promisingly over Paramount way for a while and then sputtered out,
the frisky Merrie Eahrney, Chicago's Gold Coast entrant, who was
deadly seriou> about a him career for all of a month, and Winifred
Flint. But why go on?
When Hollywood’s social sorority is simmered down to talent,
ability and the capacity for hard work, the net result is just one lyric
soprano with superb legs, the dusky Kitty Carlisle.
First. I’ll serve up all the statistics that prove Kitty an accredited,
bona fide and unimpeachable debutante.
During the winter of 1928 she was introduced, at sixteen, to
Continental society at an enormous bail held in the
palace of Madame Surez in Rome.
Kitty admits that her social sails were trimmed
Kitty is sur¬
and set for the gay course of the typical American
prised because
expatriate, the climax to be a brilliant marriage.
her legs helped
But even the best laid plans of debutantes and
her land a job.
their mothers sometimes go phffff and. at twentytwo, Kitty Carlisle is in (Continued, on page 74)
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Cooking Department
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BY

PAULINE

NELSON

The salad fork and spoon are magic
wands which transform simple meals
into tempting summer-time feasts

S

ALADS are beginning to assume
their rightful place in the food
scheme of things.
No longer
are they considered something
fancy to serve when showing off for
visiting friends, or merely silly trifles
only women eat at lunch.
The salad, which started out as an
old European custom, has become
Arhericanized in the last few years.
Men who scorned greens are now per¬
suaded of the health value of salads.
Doctors and beauty specialists, ever
alert to learn, are telling us that a cer¬
tain diet of raw vegetables will work
like magic on the skin and salads are
also most important in any reducing
diet.
Salads may be just as elaborate as
you choose to make them, consisting of
fruit, vegetables or fish, but to begin

with you should first know how to
make a perfect green salad of let¬
tuce, romaine or other salad greens,
glorified with a simple dressing. Yet it
is surprising how few people under¬
stand this simple art.
The ritual of the salad bowl isn’t
complicated. The most bewildered be¬
ginner can make a simple salad so good
that it gives that extra something to
a meal which otherwise might not be
so exciting.
The perfect salad begins with the
bowl. You can, of course, use a deep
china bowl, but the best way is to have
a wooden bowl that is kept just for
salad and never washed. -• Really, I
mean that, don’t wash it. An ordinary
chopping bowl will do, but get a deeper
one if you can, because you need room
to toss the contents without spattering
oil all over the tablecloth.
It is this
thorough mixing which bruises the
leaves, brings out their juice and gives
the real flavor so you mustn’t be lazy
about it.
Rub the inside of the new wooden
bowl with olive oil, working it well into
the wood.' Now take a fat garlic clove,
split it lengthwise arid rub the cut

/p-

The Victor Hugo, Holly¬
wood's smart new restau¬
rant, is fast becoming famous
for its salads. Above, petals
of asparagus and tomato
radiate from a center of
diced carrots. Right, the in¬
gredients for the simple
green salad, condiments in
readiness for dressing which
is to be made at the table.

> _

WRITE PAULINE NELSON
For More Interesting Salads
Do yon know the two ingredients
which make a plain potato salad
into SOMETHING? Can yon serve
raw vegetables so people really
like them? You should know how,
because they are the real beauty
foods that work directly on the
complexion. If you have a cooking
problem that you can't find the
answer to, let me know when yon
write me: Pauline Nelson, t/o
MOVIE MIRROR. 77S1 Sunset Blvd..
Hollywood, Cal. Please enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.

sides over the bowl.
When you put 1
your salad bowl away after using it,
scrape out all the contents and then
wipe it very thoroughly with a clean,
dry cloth, and that’s all, except, as I
said, remember you mustn’t use it for
anything but salad.
The greens, lettuce, escarole, water¬
cress, whatever you are using, must
be carefully rinsed, and all the water
shaken off. Then wrap them in a wet
cloth and place them in the refrigerator
well before you begin to get dinner.
They should be cold and crisp when
you are ready to use them.
Begin by breaking each leaf into
separate pieces and piling them into the
salad bowl. (Continued on page 72)
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1. Deceased star often teamed
with Polly Moran.
6. Her first name is Bar¬
bara.
11. He won the 1935 Acad¬
emy award
16. Charlie Chan
17. Now starring in “Let ’Em
Have It.’’
18. Deceased star of “Big
Parade.”
19. Rhode Island (abbrev.).
20. Her last name is Page.
22. Donald- is a singer.
24. Germanium (abbrev.).
25. She is playing in “Car
99.”
27. Soft drink.
29. A bone
30. He is playing in “My
Heart Is Calling.”
31. He had a “Blind Date”
with Ann Sothern.
33. Beloved Italian comedian.
36. He is starring in “One
New York Night.”
37. Fourteen.
39. He played the sheriff in
“Rocky Mountain Mys¬
tery.”
40. “The Phantom of the
Opera.”
41. He played in “Charlie
Chan in Paris.”
44. He was Ann Dvorak’s
•manager
in
“Sweet
Music.”
45. Fred Astaire’s dancing
partner.
48. His wife is Fern Andre.
49. He plays dumb cluck
roles.
51. Short for ever.
52. Society (abbrev.).
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53. Doctor (abbrev.).
54. Her
performance
was
splendid in “Bordertown.” •
55. She is playing in “It Hap¬
pened in New York.”
56. To move forward.
57. Prefix meaning upon.
59. Bebe's husband.
61. Occupy a seat.
62. Permit.
63. “Clive of India.”
65. Rodent.
67. She is playing in “Lad¬
die.”
69. Richard Dix was the
“- of Aces.”
70. He was the professor in
“Little Women.”
72. Formerly Harriet Lake.
73. “- of Green Gables.”
75. She played in “Million
Dollar Legs.”
77. Hollywood’s
Russian
beauty.
80. Bing Crosby’s wife.
81. Nickname.
82. Eleanor Holm’s husband.
84. Affirmative.
85. One of the Gish sisters
(init.).
86. She is playing in “The
Goose and the Gander.”
88. His first name is Harry.
90. Great (abbrev.).
91. June Collyer’s husband.
93. Joan Crawford starred as
“- McKee.”
95. Star of “Wild Boys of
the Road.”
97. She won the Academy
Award for “A Free
Soul.”
98. She played in “Helldorado.”
99. Step.
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1. Mrs. Martin Malone.
2. She often plays the wife
of Guy Kibbee.
3. Star
of
“Helldorado"
(initials).
4. One of John Gilbert’s exwives.
5. She played in “The Key.”
6. Radio singer in “The Gift
of Gab.”
7. Period of time.
8. Star of “The Night Is
Young” (init.).
9. He plays cowboy roles.
10. Forces air through nose.
11. * A child’s bed.
12. Fredric
March
is in
“- Miserables.”
13. Article.
14. The singing oarsman in
“Student Tour.”
15. A cowboy whose first
name is Tom.
21. Her family has been on
the stage for genera¬
tions.
23. By the v/ay of.
26. “Rebecca of Sunnybrook
Farm.”
28. Her first picture was “Sin
of Madelon Claudet.”
30. Cowboy actor who played
in “Child of Manhat¬
tan.”
32. Cover.
34. A human being.
35. Orchestra leader of the
Fio Rita boys.
36. To dress (slang).
38. She is starred in “Vaga¬
bond Lady.”
40. Sister of Sally Blane.
41. Horseman.
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MOVIE MIRROR awards $20 for the best original
puzzle submitted in May, to Mr. William J. Stepien,
2318 W. Rice St., Chicago, III. Why not try your
luck? You may win the same amount. You must
create a new and original puzzle. No trick words,
no phoney definitions, please. We cannot under¬
take to return puzzles.
Address Puzzle Editor,
Movie Mirror, 1926 Broadway, New York, N. Y.-
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42. One of the Marx Broth¬
ers.
43. Rescued.
45. Plays in “G-Men.”
46. He played in “Lady by
Choice.”
47. Player in “Roberta.”
50. Metal.
51. Printer’s measure.
58. Silly.
60. Played in “Gift of Gab.”
62. He played in “College
Rhythm.”
64. A war pilot.
65. Erase.
66. Sailor.
68. She is playing in “One
New York Night.”
70. Titania in “Midsummer
Nights Dream.”
71. Glares.
73. Burns and -.
74. A member of the Ethio¬
pian race.
75. Loot.
76. Wrath.
78. Polish actress who starred
in “A Woman Com¬
mands.”
79. Played in “The Return of
the Terror.”
81. She played in “School for
Girls.”
83. Spreads for drying.
86. Mr. McCoy.
87. Navigation (abbrev.).
88. An alcoholic liquor.
89. Same as 49 across.
92. Arline Judge’s husband’s
initials.
94. District
Attorney
(ab¬
brev.).
96. Sun God.
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MISS MARY B
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Boston
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Copyright, 1935
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
Winston-Salem, North

Miss Elpliinstone’s Jay-Tliorpe print, spattered *witlx carnations, tucks more in tlie belt for gaiety

“NATURALLY L LIKE, CAMELS BEST..
MISS BEATRICE BARCLAY ELPHINSTONE
“They’re so much milder and have so much more
flavor to them/’ says this charming representative
of New York’s discriminating younger set.
are

tremendously

they never

make

popular
your

with

us

all

nerves jumpy

They
because

or

upset.

feel

like new — it gives

you just enough ‘lift.’*

That is because smoking a Camel releases you

own latent energy in a safe way—fatigue vanishes

And you can enjoy a Camel just as often as you

wish, because Camels never upset tk e nerves

And smoking a Camel really does something for

Smoke a mild, fragrant Camel the next time you

you if you’re tired—you smoke a Camel and you

are tired, and see what a difference it makes.

CAMELS ARE MILDER!

MADE FROM FINER, MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCO

TURKISH AND D OMESTIC . . . THAN ANY OTHER POPULAR BRA

Sylvia of Hollywood Will

Your Figure for Tomorrow's Styles

The Beauty Secrets of Hollywood’s
Glamorous Stars Now Revealed
by the Famous Madame Sylvia

Haven’t you often wondered how the gorgeous screen stars o
Hollywood keep their flattering figures and their smooth velvety
complexions? Certainly you have. And it may encourage you to
know that these famous actresses are faced with problems identica
to yours. They, too, find themselves getting too fat on the hips
abdomen, arms, legs and ankles. Or they may realize that they
are actually getting skinny. Or they may notice that their skin
are becoming muddy and blotchy.

Yet the stars of Hollywood always appear fresh, glamorous and
radiant in their pictures. And contrary to public opinion the
movie cameras are more cruel than flattering. But very often when
a Hollywood star is in need of beauty treatment she turns to the
foremost authority on the feminine form—Madame Sylvia.
Sylvia of Hollywood, as
beauty adviser to the screen
who guards and preserves
awe-inspiring beauties. It’s
into dreams of loveliness.

she is often called, is the persona
colony’s most brilliant stars. It is she
the exquisite charms of the screen’
she who transforms ordinary women

And now Sylvia has put all of her beauty secrets between the
covers of a single book. In No More Alibis you will find all of th
treatments and methods which have made her a power in Holly¬
wood. You will find out how to reduce your weight 15 pounds
month—or gain it at the same rate. You will find out how to mold
your body into beautiful proportions—how to acquire a firm
lovely face—how to keep your skin clear and attractive.

In this great book Sylvia names names. She tells you the very
treatments she has given your favorite screen stars. And she tell
you how you can be as lovely as the stars of Hollywood—if no
lovelier!

Reail the Table of Contents of this Great Beauty Book
DECIDE HOW YOU WANT TO LOOK
DIET AND EXERCISE FOR GENERAL REDUCING
WHEN FAT IS LOCALIZED—Too Much Hips, Lumps of Fat on
the Hips, Reducing: Abdomen, Reducing: the Breasts, Firming:
the Breasts, Fat pudgy Arms, Slenderizing: the Legs and Ankles,
Correcting: Bow-legs, Slimming the Thighs and Upper Legs, Re¬
ducing Fat on the Back, Squeezing off Fat, W7here There’s a Will,
There’s a W ay—to Reduce
REDUCING FOR THE ANEMIC
GAIN FIFTEEN OR MORE POUNDS A MONTH
IF YOU’RE THIN IN PLACES—Enlarge Your Chest, Develop
Your Legs
PEOPLE WHO SIT ALL DAY—“Desk Chair Spread,” Drooping
Shoulders, Luncheon W’arnings!
THE “IN-BETW EEN” FIGURE
KEEP THAT PERFECT FIGURE
CLOTHES TIPS FOR STRUCTURAL DEFECTS
A FIRM, LOVELY FACE
CORRECTING FACIAL AND NECK CONTOURS—Off with That
Double Chin! Enlarging a Receding Chin, Slenderizing the Face
and Jowls, Refining Your Nose, Smoothing Out a Thin, Crepey
Neck, “Old W oman’s Bump”
SKIN BEAUTY DIET AND ENERGY DIET
BEAUTIFUL HANDS AND FEET
ACQUIRE POISE AND GRACE—OVERCOME NERVOUSNESS
ADVICE FOR THE ADOLESCENT—To Mothers—To Girls
DURING AND AFTER PREGNANCY
THE WOMAN PAST FORTY

Read the table of contents of this book carefully. Notice how
completely Sylvia covers every phase of beauty culture.
And bear in mind that Sylvia’s instructions are so simple
that they can be carried out in your own room without
the aid of any special equipment.
No More Alibis gives you the very same informa
tion for which the screen stars have paid fabulous
sums. Yet the price of the book is only $1.00. If un¬
obtainable from your local department or book
store, mail the coupon below—today.

Sign and Mail Co upon for this Amazing Bo ok TODAY
I
I Macfadden Book Company, Inc.
I Dept. WG8, 1926 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Send me, postage prepaid, the book, “No More Alibis” by
of Hollywood.
I enclose $1.00.

J

Sylvia

■ Name.
I Address,.
City.State..
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MOVIE
(Continued from page 60)
especially if you are in the country where
you can get fresh vegetables.
If you’ve been meaning to reduce for
months, use your vacation as a starting time
for this. It will be twice as helpful be¬
cause you’ll be doing your exercising out¬
doors and in the form of sports.
Those of you who have written me
know how I emphasize the importance of
a beauty routine, simple things you do every
day, which don’t take long, but the con¬
stant use of which is the real secret of
beauty. Believe me, it is the real secret
of much of the charm of the motion pic¬
ture stars. Even when they are working,
putting in long gruelling days and nights
before th^ arc-lights, girls like Jean Har¬
low, Joan Crawford, Ginger Rogers and
others never neglect their beauty routine.
Maybe you’ve honestly been too busy to
work out such a routine for yourself, even
though you have wanted to, and have
known that you need it. Well this is the
time, and if you need help on it, write me
and I’ll send you suggestions.

THE

things I’ve mentioned have been
about health, and it’s right they should
come first. Health is the foundation of
beauty but only the foundation, so let’s
consider what cosmetics you are going to
take with you on your vacation. What
you are using regularly, of course, and you
will want, too, the proper oils for your
sun-bath, and a cream for your skin after
exposure to the sun.
Be sure you pack your jars and bottles
carefully. Nothing is so discouraging as
to open your bags and find things have
leaked all over your brand new summer
frocks! I would strongly advise you to
indulge in one of the attractive compact,
traveling beauty kits.
One girl I know has a very amusing
stunt that she does every summer. Be¬
fore she leaves home, she writes to man¬
ufacturers of cosmetics who offer samples
and booklets, giving them her vacation
address. Then she not only has lots of
mail and interesting packages coming to
her while she is gone, but she also has
the time to use the samples in experiment¬
ing with different make-ups.
This is really a splendid idea. You
might hesitate to go to the‘office in a new
make-up that you weren’t quite sure of,
but when you aren’t on schedule you can
try out new things.
Included in this article you will find
names and addresses of a number of cos¬
metic companies who do offer you infor¬
mation and samples of new things.
If you have hesitated to experiment with
eye-shadow, which many people still seem
to think should be used only on the stage
or screen, now is the time to learn to use
it, for, properly used, eye-shadow belongs
equally to daytime make-up.
Extend this experiment idea to your hair,
too. Do it a new way every few days.
You may be surprised at what you dis¬
cover about yourself in a new coiffure you
were just trying for fun.
Think about your vacation beauty plans
now, and if there is something with which
you think I could help, and there are often
little things that you don’t know quite
whom to ask about, sit down now and
write me very specifically.
And now have the best vacation ever!

MIRROR

Write in to These Companies for Samples and Beauty Information
Here s that experiment’ list T told you about in the article.
Do a little shopping
around among these splendid products and make some valuable discoveries for yourself.
1 hese companies will send you samples:
Perfume: Blue Waltz, Inc., 71 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
Mascara and so on for beautiful eyes:
Winx Products, The Ross Company, 243
West 17th Street, New York City.
For good health:
Yeast Foam Tablets, Northwestern Yeast Co., 1750 N. Ashland
Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Beautiful hands:
A three cent stamp, please, for a sample of Italian Balm to
Campana Sales Co., Batavia, Ill.
These companies will send you booklets:
About sunburn and general skin health:
The Noxema Chemical Company, 32nd &
Falls Cliff Road, Baltimore, Md.
About care of the hands:
Pacquin Laboratories, 101 West 31st Street, New York
City.
Healthier, happier feet: Blue Jay Corn Plasters, Bauer & Black, 2500 S. Dearborn
St., Chicago, Ill.
All about freckles: Stillman’s Freckle Cream, Aurora, Ill.
“The New Science of Body Building”: Hemp Bodi-Massager, Conley Co., Roch¬
ester, Minn.
“The Art of Society Make-up” containing illustrated directions on how make-up is
applied by the screen stars of Hollywood: Max Factor, Hollywood, Cal.
Samples and booklets from these:
Powders, creams, rouges, all sorts of cosmetics:
Helena Rubenstein, Inc., 8 East
57th Street, New York City.
Special news about “The Secret of Beautiful Hair”:
Hump Hairpin Mfg. Co.,
1918-36 Prairie Ave., Chicago, Ill.
More excellent cosmetics:
Sempray Jovenay, 650 Turner Avenue, N.W., Grand
Rapids, Michigan.

Lillian Bond, whom you will be seeing
next in M-G-M's "China Seas," with
Clark Gable and Jean Harlow, dis¬
plays a cosmetic case which is com¬
pact and yet contains ample supplies
for a long journey. That handsome
and innocent-looking "purse" at left
opens to disclose a quite complete
arrangement of cosmetics which
would be ideal, either for your office
or that overnight or swimming trip.
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The Garbo You've Never Read About
(Continued front paye 28)
played theater whenever we had a chance.
W hen we weren’t actually imitating ac¬
tors and actresses we would dress up as
boys, making good use of her brother
Sven’s belongings. Once we even went to
the shoemaker’s down the street rigged up
this way. I felt a little embarrassed at
showing myself in public in boy’s clothes
but not Greta.
“I’m Gustafsson’s youngest boy, you
know,” she said to the shoemaker, “and
this is a pal of mine.” She then proceeded
to whistle and act the part of a boy as
best she could until the shoemaker and
his assistants roared with laughter.
When Greta was thirteen she made up
her mind to start a theater, which she
called “The Attic Theater” because it was
housed in an attic. By this time she had
given up any hope of making an actress
of me. I was just part of the audience.
Some of her other playmates were more
promising, and they became the members
of her “company.” We all brought old
furniture from our homes to serve as
props and for costumes we used anything
we could lay our hands on. The show
consisted of a sort of revue in which
Greta herself appeared as everything from
the Goddess of Peace solemnly singing
“Why do we fight, why must blood be
shed?” to a would-be three-year-old in
red rompers singing lullabies for her dolly.
TI7 VEN in school Greta kept dreaming of
' acting. Many a time she was scolded
for day-dreaming. Sometimes we were both
kept after school because some note she
wrote me was intercepted by our teacher.
Greta was so nice to me in other ways
that I really didn’t mind getting into
trouble occasionally because of those notes.
There was the time she defended me be¬
fore our whole class at school. It was
when I had my first tooth pulled. My
cheeks were swollen and I felt as miserable
as only a child with a toothache can feel.
Greta walked with me to the dentist’s.
On the way I kept whining. I was ter¬
ribly frightened. I had never so much as
seen a dentist’s chair. But Greta talked
reassuringly all the way.
By the time we reached the clinic Greta
had succeeded in convincing me that hav¬
ing a tooth pulled must be almost a pleas¬
ure. Consequently I was calm and be¬
haved very well, to begin with. But in
those days dentists didn't use gas or novocaine. I cried like a baby.
When we got back to school it was
recess. Immediately the children noticed
my red-rimmed eyes and trembling lips.
“Cry baby! Cry baby! Elizabeth has
been crying because her tooth was pulled.”
The taunting words rang out on all sides,
as cruelly thoughtless as only children’s
words can be. Then it was that Greta
came to my rescue. She said in a loud
voice, “Elizabeth has not been crying. If
all of you could be as brave as she in a
dentist’s chair you’d have a right to be
proud of yourselves.”
Another time we were walking along
the street when we suddenly ran into a
couple of men who were arguing very
heatedly. They had been drinking and
both were getting rowdy. A crowd soon
68

collected, though people took good care to
keep at a safe distance. Sure enough, the
men started cuffing one another and in no
time at all a fight was under way. One
of them was much bigger than the other
and naturally the little fellow soon got
knocked down. He was getting the worst
of it in every way when Greta walked
right up to the men, tugged at the big
one’s sleeve and said, “Why do you beat
him so? You mustn’t do that!”
The big fellow took one look at Greta
and then turned back to the man he had
been pummeling. “So your kid sticks up
for you, eh?” he said. “All right, I’ll let
you alone. You can go.”
Greta, who adored her father, was con¬
fused and hurt at the thought that anyone
could believe that the horrible creature
sprawling there on the pavement was her
father.
Always she clung to her dream of be¬
coming an actress. She decided it. would
not be necessary to wait until she was
grown up before realizing her dreams. We
frequently went to the movies. Greta had
become an ardent admirer of Mary Pickford. Mary Pickford played the parts of
little girls, didn’t she, although she was
grown up? Then why couldn’t we, who
were little girls, do just as well?
No sooner had Greta reached this con¬
clusion thad she made her first attempt to
get into the movies. Somewhere she had
picked up the information that there was
a motion picture studio at Liding Island,
a suburb at Stockholm.
So one bitterly cold day in February,
1917, found Greta and me on a street-car
rattling away toward Liding Island. Greta
was very optimistic.
“If only we get inside the studio we’ll
show them what we can do, all right.
Anyway, we must try. And don’t you dare
to look serious or frightened, Elizabeth!
We must look cheerful and assured.”
We reached the bridge leading to the
island. To our dismay we discovered that
the bridge was also the street-car ter¬
minal. “All out!” called the conductor.
"N. TOR was that all. We found we would
I ^ have to pay toll if we wanted to cross
the bridge. This was out of the question,
as we had just enough money for the fare
back.
“We’ll have to walk across on the ice,”
Greta said determinedly.
We slid down the steep bank and started
across. There was a thick blanket of snow
on the ice and our progress was slow, but
finally we reached the island. We asked
everyone we met where the studio was,
but no one seemed to know. For two
long hours we wandered about aimlessly.
It grew dark and windy. We were terri¬
bly cold and began to feel hungry. To
keep from shivering we jumped up and
down and turned our coat collars up to
our ears. And still we found no one who
had heard of the studio. Finally we de¬
cided to postpone our motion picture
careers until another day. After one last
sad look at the island we trudged across
the ice again to the street-car line and
rode back to the city.
When Greta and I were fourteen we

finished school, and shortly afterwards
were confirmed in the Swedish State
Church. The same year Greta was con¬
firmed her father died. This was a ter¬
rible blow to Greta.
Almost immediately she began to look
for work. As you know, she got a job
as a stock girl in the department store
of Paul U. Bergstrom in Stockholm,
which led to her posing for advertise¬
ments. She also took part in some short
films the store made for advertising pur¬
poses. Through this work she got her
first part in a regular production, as a
bathing beauty, of all things!
Eventually Greta made up her mind to
give up her steady job at the department
store for the precarious career of acting.
With Mauritz Stiller, who had discov¬
ered her, Greta traveled to Germany to
make pictures and even went as far as
Constantinople. During 1924 she returned
to Sweden, and on Christmas Day she
called me up. “I’d like to see you,” she
said. “What are you doing?”
I was on the point of lighting the
Christmas tree and asked if she wouldn’t
come up. But she was reluctant to come
to my house. Would I meet her some¬
where outside instead so we could talk
over old times by ourselves? I agreed.
C HE was the same Greta as of old, yet
^ not quite the same. Her clothes made a
big difference, of course, for now she was
smart looking and better dressed than I
had ever seen her before. But she seemed
tired. The friendly smile with which she
greeted me, however, was unchanged.
“I'm so glad you could come,” she ex¬
claimed. “I felt terribly lonesome tonight.
You know that as a rule I’m not senti¬
mental, but sometimes there does come
over me a feeling that nothing is of any
use. But now, shall we go for a walk?”
Our walk led us to the Catherine
Church, the church where we both had
made our first Communion. The clock in
the tower was just striking six and the
windows were a blaze of light. We de¬
cided to go to evening service.
After service‘Greta’s restlessness seemed
gone. She willingly came to my house for
tea and stayed the whole evening cracking
nuts and eating raisins and talking.
Once, when I asked her some question
about her career, she said in a strained
voice, “Don’t let us talk about that tonight,
Elizabeth. I’ll talk to you about anything
else you like, but not about my work.
What did you get for Christmas?”
I took her broad hint and we immedi¬
ately changed the subject. It was late
when Greta said good night and left us..
A few months later Greta Garbo and
Stiller sailed on board the liner “Drottningholm,” bound for Hollywood, via New
York. And a legend was born. The leg¬
end of a woman of mystery.
When nowadays I meet some of the
girls who went to school with Greta and
me, we always speak of her. “Who could
have imagined?” we usually begin. Still,
we are Happy and proud of having shared
her childhood. Her magnificent rise seems
to lend a touch of romance to the life
of each one of u§.
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• How precious a simple snapshot can be . . . Don’t take chances
with pictures that mean so much. Your camera — any camera — is
better when loaded with Kodak Verichrome Film. Verichrome
gives you the true expression, the naturalness. Your snaps turn
out just the way you’ve always wanted them. Always use Veri¬
chrome and be sure . . . Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.

This day will never come again —
save it with snapshots

MOVIE

"DOUBLE-QUICK"
REDUCTION
During the

SUMMERTIME

Could You Overcome an Unhappy Love Affair?
(Continued from page. 55)
for a second her eyes seemed to rest on
the picture of Russ Colombo which stood
on the mantel with a little bowl of garde¬
nias before it. When Russ died, surely
Carole learned how relentlessly one minute
follows another.
“It depends upon our reactions to the
things which happen to us,” she went on,
“whether the minutes ahead of us are go¬
ing to be richer or poorer. Love affairs,
colorful and exciting, are particularly en¬
riching.
But so is the unhappiness they
sometimes leave behind them. For, if noth¬
ing else, this brings understanding.
“A woman who’s honest with herself
usually knows when a love affair is about
to end.” Carole seemed very sure of her¬
self. “I always do, I know, and quit first.
I say ‘I’ll be seeing you-tomorrowor some other day!’ With the result that
today I have for my good friends every
man I've ever loved. Except Russell, of
course. And that was Fate.”
Here’s to Carole, I say. Not once com¬
plaining because she had lost a great love,
but counting herself fortunate that she
had had it.

T

REDUCE
YOUR WAIST and HIPS
3 INCHES in 10 DAYS
with the PERFOLASTIC GIRDLE
...or it will cost you nothing!
4 REDUCED MY HIPS 9 INCHES,”
...writes Miss Healy..."I reduced from 43
inches to 34V2 inches”...writesMiss Brian...
“Massages like magic”., .writes Miss Carroll
...“The fat seems to have melted away”...
says Mrs. McSorley.
■ So many of our customers are delighted
with the wonderful results obtained with
this Perforated Rubber Reducing Girdle
and Uplift Brassiere that we want you to
try them for 10 days at our expense!

Massage-Like Action Reduces Quickly!
■ Worn next to the body with perfect
safety, the tiny perforations permit the
skin to breathe as its gentle massage-like
action removes flabby, disfiguring fat with
every movement... stimulating the body
once more into energetic health!

Don't Wait Any Longer... Act Today!
■ You can prove to yourself quickly and
definitely in 10 days whether or not thisvery
efficient girdle and brassiere will reduce
your waist and hips THREE INCHES!
You do not need to risk one penny...try
them for 10 days...at no cost!
SEND FOR TEN DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER!

PERFOLASTIC, Inc.
Dept. 288,
41 EAST 42nd ST., New York, N. Y.
Please send me FREE BOOKLET describing and
illustrating the new Perfolastic Girdle and Uplift
Brassiere, also sample of perforated rubber and
particulars of your 10-DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER!

Name_
Address_
State_
Use Coupon or Send Name and Address on Penny Postcard

City_
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HERE’S Irene Dunne.
Irene con¬
sidered herself engaged. She wore
no ring and no date was set for the
wedding because the boy hadn’t finished
school.
But there was a day to which
she could look forward.
There was a
day for which she could plan.
It was, curiously enough, while Irene
showed me the plans for the home she and
her husband, Doctor Frank Griffin, are
building in Holmby Hills that she talked
of this first love.
“I remember,” she said “how we used
to discuss the house we would have. And
plan our future together. If anyone had
told me then that the feeling between us
would end—I’d have pitied him for being
mad.
“It was when that boy came home from
school,” she explained, “that things were
different. He had changed. Or perhaps
I had. In any event he wasn’t the boy
who had gone away, the boy I loved.”
“Were you very unhappy?” I asked.
“Frightfully unhappy.
Pathetically un¬
happy,” she said softly. “Convinced that
this unhappiness was my fate.
Fortu¬
nately, I came to my senses. Nothing is
worse than to resign ourselves to any state
of affairs. In doing this we rob ourselves
of our vitality, the one thing we must pre¬
serve at any effort. We must be active,
acquire new interests even if we find no
joy in them at first.
‘•‘Always,” she ended, “we must believe in
the future, go forth to meet it. For there
always is a future even though tempor¬
arily we may obscure it with our own de¬
spair.”
Everything, you see, depends upon the
attitude we take when a love affair is over
and we are plunged from happiness into
unhappiness. As Irene-wiser and more
charming than she ever could be had she
lacked this other experience-pointed out,
it is our instinct to be resigned at such
times, to sit down and accept our lot, to
delude ourselves that we loved more deep¬
ly and eternally than anyone else ever did.

These stars were strong enough to re¬
sist this dangerous instinct.
They were
intelligent enough to know that they stood
at crossroads and that their very futures
rested in their decisions.
Had they not
taken the right road we never would have
heard of them, they never would have be¬
come the charming, talented artists they
are.
I was very eager to hear what Miriam
Hopkins had to say about unhappy love
affairs. Miriam lives with beautiful spirit.
Her attitude always seems to say, “Hi,
Life, come on, don't pass me by!”
She was very definite.
“Deliver me,”
she announced, “from anyone who counts
unhappiness, however desperate it may be
while it lasts, purely as unhappiness. We
should teach ourselves to see further than
that, should know enough to value every
experience since it can serve us as a
springboard for our next experience.
“As for the woman who says T've wasted
four years of my life on that man,’ she ap¬
palls me. For no woman ever gave a man
four years of her life without receiving
four years of life in return.
“After all,” Miriam’s voice turned gentle
with sympathy for the girls and women
who stumble along unhappy and hurt and
hopeless because a love is over, “after all,
it is so important that we come to the right
reaction.
Immediately we do this we’ve
started to shape another happiness for
ourselves.
No matter how slowly or
blunderingly. If we don’t do it we become
those tight-lipped women who sit around
begrudging their neighbors the colorful and
amusing lives they attract by not being
tight lipped.”
Fay Wray was the sixth star to whom
I talked and I’ve purposely left her for the
last because in the things she said she
offered high hope.
T WAS in my last grade at school,” she
I began, “when the love affair about
which I had built my life proved less than
I had thought it. Some Providence must
have guided me, for I immediately prom¬
ised myself I would come out highest in
my class. Under the circumstances, of
course, this was the wisest thing I could
have done. In order to take first place in
my class I needed all my time and thought
and energy. I left myself the least possi¬
ble time to dwell on my emotional upset.”
Fay picked up a cable from the table.
It had just arrived from England and it
was from her husband, John Monk Saun¬
ders. She re-read it for about the tenth
time and laughed gently.
“At that other time,” she said “I
wouldn’t have believed I ever could love
another man. And certainly not far, far
more.
.“When we lose anything as beautiful
and exciting as love we’re forlorn. Nat¬
urally enough.
But we make a mistake
if we take the attitude that glamor and
beauty have left us forever.
At such
times we must force ourselves to realize
that only one phase, one chapter of beauty
and excitement is over. Never doubting
that there will be another, we must seek to
grow attractively that we may be ready
for it.”
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Movie Mirror Jr.
(Continued from page 6)
birds. And imagine, she trains them her¬
self! It’s not an uncommon sight to see
her strolling about the studio lot with a
pair of birds perched on her shoulder.
Not only is acting play to these chil¬
dren, but play also means acting to them.
Little Billy Lee thinks it’s fun to be a
director, and consequently spends most of
his play time “directing.”
All the little boys’ hobbies are action
ones, such as building chicken coops
(which is a favorite of Jackie Cooper’s
too) and “directing” and such.
Freddie
Bartholomew, who is English, thinks that
riding a bicycle is more fun!
But the little girls like goodies and
pretties and things.
Baby Jane Quigley
has a weakness for candy. One day she
was given a box of candy and her mother
put it away fearing that Baby Jane would
eat too much.
When Airs. Quigley was
away Baby Jane asked the housekeeper for
the candy, informing her that mother had
said she could give a party to the children,
and the housekeeper, knowing that Jane al¬
ways tells the truth, gave her the-candy.
“But you told me I could give a party,”
she replied, when her mother scolded her.
“Yes, but why didn’t you wait until I
was here to invite the little girls?”
“Because you would invite too many,”
said Baby Jane quite seriously
One of the most interesting items of
the month is in connection with Jane
Withers.
While working on the set of “The
Farmer Takes A Wife,” which was sup¬
posed to be in Rome, New York, during
the year 1853, Jane sat down at the desk
of a hotel set and wrote Victor Fleming,
her director, a letter telling him how much
she liked everybody in the company and
how much she enjoyed acting in the pic¬
ture. Then she added that she loved the
ink-well and other things on the desk. Air.
Fleming was amazed at the little girl’s
appreciation of such things. He thought
so much of the letter he has kept it, but
lent it to us so we could picture it here.
It’s very interesting to watch these chil¬
dren grow, and to meet each new little
starlet that appears in the screen’s firma¬
ment. If I haven’t mentioned a favorite
of YOURS, do write me and I shall
be only too happy to include some items
about your favorite in a future article.

This month’s contest is going to
be a little different. We aren’t hav¬
ing a cut-out, but instead we want
to ask you which of the children
mentioned in the article above is
your favorite? And why? Simple,
isn’t it? Just answer the above ques¬
tions in your own words, and you
might be one of the lucky winners
of the following prizes:
First prize, $10.00, second $5.00,
and 10 third prizes of $1.00 each.
Address your letter to:
AIOVIE
A1IRROR
JUNIOR,
7751 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.
(Oh, yes, if you’d rather have
another cut-puzzle contest, tell me
and I’ll see you get one next month.)

“'VT’ES, I use cosmetics,” says Car-*• ole Lombard, “but thanks to
Lux Toilet Soap, I’m not afraid of
getting Cosmetic Skin!”
This lovely screen star knows it
is when cosmetics are allowed to
choke the pores that trouble be¬
gins—tiny blemishes appear—en¬
larging pores—blackheads, perhaps.

Cosmetics Harmless if
removed this way
To guard against Cosmetic Skin,
remove cosmetics thoroughly the
Hollywood way. Lux Toilet
Soap’s ACTIVE lather sinks deep

into the pores, removes every ves¬
tige of dust, dirt, stale cosmetics.
Use all the cosmetics you wish!
But before you put on fresh make¬
up during the day — ALWAYS be¬
fore you go to bed—use the gentle
soap 9 out of 10 screen stars have
made their beauty care.

I'M A LOMBARD
FAN — liL NEVER
HAVE UGLY

COSMETIC SKIN
BECAUSE I USE
Toilet Soap
AS SHE DOES.
I KNOW IT KEEPS
SKIN LOVELY !

Lux
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(Continued from page 63)

FAOEN No. 44 is warm
and vibrant. It suggests ro«
mance so subtly and yet so
definitely that many fasci¬
nating women prefer it to
more costly scents.

FAOEN No. 12 is floral and
delicate with a refreshing
bouquet. The scent is dif¬
ferent. Different in its mys¬
.

terious power to transform attractiveness into compelling loveliness.

Make your dressing separately and pour
it over the leaves.
Take a big fork and
spoon, wooden ones if you have them, and
turn and toss the leaves about in this
dressing till every bit has a thin coating
of dressing.
The French call this “fa¬
tiguing” the salad and that’s just what
you should do.
The basic salad dressing consists of
oil, vinegar, salt and pepper. The dress¬
ing may be put together in one of several
ways and with a bewildering array of
spices and seasonings from which to
choose, but the simplest and, many epicures
think, the best, is the original French
dressing.
In Europe this is often made
right at the table by the host himself, a
custom which is beginning to be adopted
right here in our own country. Here’s a
recipe for a French dressing that you can
use as a guide, with as many or as few of
the spices as you wish.
French

Russian

FAOEN No 19 is fresh,
light and delicate. Like the
intoxicating fragrance of a
lovely garden — it's elu¬
sive and alluring. Excel¬
lent for evening wear.

FAOEN No. 3 is exotic—
a clinging, oriental fra¬
grance which makes every
occasion rife with intri¬
guing romantic possibili¬
ties.

Dressing

2 tbls. vinegar or part lemon juice
1 tsp. salt
Yz tsp. dry mustard
Yz tsp. sugar
Yz cup olive oil
And you can use a very little finely minced
onion or garlic, but remember to take out
the garlic just before you serve the dress¬
ing. Chill, and mix thoroughly, using im¬
mediately after the final mixing.
Plain salad greens are also served with
mayonnaise, and Russian dressing, but of
course these are not mixed with the leaves,
simply poured over the tops.
Men par¬
ticularly like the spicy taste of Russian
dressing.
It is simple mayonnaise with
chopped seasonings to give it color and
extra savour and a little whipped cream.
Dressing

Yz cup mayonnaise
14 cup whipped cream
y2 cup chili sauce
1 tbls. green minced pepper
Mix ingredients thoroughly, chill, and give
a final vigorous stirring before you pour
it over the salad.
Vegetable salads are fun because you
can compose your own, putting together the
vegetables you like, or happen to have on
hand.
You will find your salad much
more interesting if you marinate the vege¬
tables before you combine them. Cut
them into the shapes (sliced, diced and so
on) you wish, and let them stand in French
dressing for at least half an hour before
serving. Then pour off the excess dress¬

ing and arrange them on the lettuce or
other greens. An excellent combination is:
Vegetable

Salad

1 small cooked cauliflower
2 cups cooked wax beans
2 small bunches cooked carrots
2 cups cooked green peas
4 small tomatoes, skinned
Mayonnaise
Marinate the vegetables and then arrange
them on the crisp lettuce leaves, with the
cauliflower in the center and a ring of
peas around it; then the wax beans, and
then the carrots sliced lengthwise, laid with
the ends pointing out and the sliced toma¬
toes in between the carrots.
Serve with
mayonnaise.
And don’t forget how perfectly delicious
raw vegetable salads can be, besides giv¬
ing us those precious vitamins and the
roughage which every diet should have
if it is to be perfectly balanced. I have a
famous recipe for a raw vegetable salad
which is supposed to do wonders for your
complexion. I’ll be glad to send it to you
when you write in to me.
No article on salads would be complete
without at least one fruit salad, though
there, again, you can get splendid results
using your own preference and an eye for
the pictorial effect. But this is one which
is both good and pretty.
Fruit Salad
Select small crisp lettuce leaves and lay
three on each individual plate, with their
stems toward the center, which you cover
with a slice of fresh or canned pineapple.
Remove the outer skin from lobes of
orange and arrange them in a circle, point¬
ing toward the middle of the pineapple but
not covering it entirely. Place half a can¬
ned apricot in the center like a little cup,
and in it put a maraschino cherry. Fill the
ring between the apricot and the tops of
the orange lobes with mayonnaise.
I have written about salads .this month
because so many readers have asked me
how to prepare some good ones, but due
to lack of space, there are lots of things
I have had to leave out—how to prepare
mayonnaise, for instance. Salad making is
a big subject, you know, but I shall be.
glad to send you recipes or to answer ques¬
tions.
I hope you’ll write me because
salads are so very important in our diet,
and everyone should have a big variety
from which to choose when planning
meals.

»*<*«*•*&

HER OWN WORST ENEMY!
P A PvK Cr T I L FO HD’S

FAOEN
In ten cent tuckauay
SragBMa sues as illustrated
at all 5 and 1C
kk. cent stores. A
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The inside story of why Barbara Stanwyck now finds herself in the
most crucial moment of her career, without a contract, without any
assurance of what will happen tomorrow.

This is a daring, revealing,

and touching story which every motion picture enthusiast must read.
It’s in next month's MOVIE MIRROR, combined with Shadoplay, on
sale July 24.
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Just Off Hollywood
Boulevard
(Continued from page 4)
tache makes his face appear even thin¬
ner than it actually is.
Maybe he lost
weight by doing all the work ; maybe it’s
just worry. No one seems to know but
we all fret about it, anyway.

T AST

night I went out to the bowling
alley in Beverly Hills to watch all the
movie stars who have taken up the sport
lately. I watched on one side of the hall
for a while, but then moved over to the
other side because I saw a beautiful blonde
girl bowling there. When I was seated,
she turned around and smiled and I saw
that it was Vivian. She isn't any shakes
at bowling but believe you me she is one
of the truly gorgeous girls of Hollywood.
Vivian has always maintained that she
was i!i the movies. She would tell me she
was in first this picture and then that, but
I never saw her, ever. Last night I began
kidding her about her movie reputation.
She laughed and asked me if I’d like to
see her right then. I said “Yes!” and she
took me around the corner to a small
theatre that was showing a horror picture.
O IGHT in the middle of the scarey
scenes, Vivian nudged me and said.
“There, there I am!” I couldn’t see her
and told her so. “Didn’t you see that girl
who walked into the room and screamed?”
she asked.
“Yes,” I answered, “but I know’ that
girl very well and it most certainly wasn’t
you!”
“But,” said Vivian, “I know that scream
she screamed—and it most certainly wasn’t
her’s. In fact it was mine and what’s
more I got $25.00 for it!”
I'Ve been wondering about Vivian ever
since. She is one of Hollywood's most
beautiful and cultured girls, and she sells
screams to the movies for $25.00 a day
in place of acting at $250.00 a day. Holly¬
wood becomes a funnier town with every
person you meet.

Your dentist can help you avoid
serious trouble—perhaps by one
single change in diet. It lessened
gum troubles 83% in 341 cases
studied, free booklet shows.

G
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OLLYWOOD is having another of its
“Extra
Parades”
tomorrow
and
George is worried. This is the third (and
last) parade to determine which of the
extras are to get on the select list of those
who will be called for “dress work.”
Working in evening gown or full-dress, an
extra receives $15.00 a day and that makes
it the best-paid acting in their ranks.
The first time they had the line-up of
dress people, George didn’t have a suit
of tails and he forgot to speak for one
at the rental place early enough. When
the second parade came around and George
had reserved his suit in time, his mother
became ill and George couldn’t leave her.
He had to pay the rental, anyway.
Tomorrow is the last chance for George
and again he can’t go. Since the rental
agents had had to wait for their money
when George’s mother was sick, they won’t
reserve a suit for him this time without
cash on the line. All his money had gone
for medicine and by the time he had bor¬
rowed some, all the suits in his size (38

Two large glasses of
fresh orange juice, each
with juice of half lemon,
now the daily rule

For Richer Juice, Finer Flavor,
more soluble solids, ask for

S u n k i s t
Juice-full California

Oranges

California Fruit Growers Exchangb

Div. 4008-A, Box 530, Station C
Los Angeles, California
Send the /Wr booklets,“World's New Dental Story,
and “Fruits That Help Keep the Body Vigorous.
Name.

»

a

a

UMS that are soft, tender or
bleed easily may merely be re¬
ceiving too little of the right foods. If
so, the condition is easily corrected.
Neglected, it works serious damage.
This free booklet shows how easy
it is to be well-fed but under-nour¬
ished, and how gums and teeth can
suffer as the result. It describes 334
years of research conducted by Dr.
Milton T. Hanke while a member
of The Sprague Memorial Institute
at the University of Chicago. The
250-page report to the medical and
dental professions is here condensed
into 24 fascinating, illustrated pages.
It tells how 83% of gum troubles
were corrected—how tooth decay was
reduced 57% — simply by adding to
a well-balanced daily diet two large
glasses of fresh orange juice with the
juice of half a lemon in each.
These citrus juices contain all four
of the now known protective food
essentials wdiich help to keep the
body youthfully vigorous—vitamins
A, B and C, and calcium. They aid
digestion and fortify the body’s alka¬
line reserve.
Send for “World’s New Dental
Story” today. Discuss it with your
dentist. You may find that an ample
daily amount of fresh orange and
lemon juice is all you need to cor¬
rect an under-nourished gum and
tooth condition. Mail coupon now.

Copr., 1935, California Fruit Growers Exchange
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long) had been spoken for in advance.
Mine wouldn’t fit him but I’m sending
him to a friend. I sure hope he gets a
suit in time. George’s mother is pretty
sick and he’s too proud to ask for relief.

'T" HE Captain is proud, too. He should
-L be—he’s got over two dozen medals for
bravery and gallantry in action during six
U. S. wars. Everybody knows the Cap¬
tain. He sits in the autopark at the en¬
trance to Fox Studios and collects dimes
and quarters for watching over cars.
“The whole trouble with us all,” he be¬
gan today, right where he had left off
last week, “is our fight for gold! Gold
is our God! None of us is satisfied.”
I always wonder, when the Captain says
“all of us” if he is really referring to all

\ OU can serve Hires Root
Beer generously because it
costs so little to make this
delicious, wholesome bever¬
age at home.

Rich Little Rich Girl

8 glasses for 5c! Nothing
equals this economy. One
bottle of Hires Extract
makes 40 pint bottles
ofHiresRootBeerby
just adding sugar,
water and yeast

(Continued from page 62)

More money
MAKE
can t buy a liner
THIS TRIAL
beverage
than Hires M No matter what bev
Root

M eraoe is your family’s
favorite—make up
Beer,
some home-made Hires
Root Beer. Let them try it.
Serve it to guests. It’s nutri¬
tious andwholesome,accepted
by the American Medical As¬
sociation’s Committee on Foods
and approved by Good House¬
keeping Bureau. So it is as good
for children as for adults. Hires
Extract is for sale at all dealers.

To avoid oil flavored
imitations, insist on

Hires
EER
FOR REAL*JUICES
FREE—a generous trial
bottle of Hires Extract—
enough to make 4 quarts
of Hires Root Beer—to all
who mail the coupon, en¬
closing 3<i to cover postage
and handling.
The Charles E. Hires Co.,Dept.M,Philadelphia,Pa.
Please

send

me

free

enclose 3c for postage

bottle
and

of

Hires

packing.

Extracts

Name.

.State

Canadians should mail coupon to
The Charles E. Hires Co., Ltd., Toronto
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of us or to just a few of us in Hollywood.
I said, “But the President took us off
gold.”
“But he forgot to take our minds off
it!” smiled the Captain. “Now let’s sup¬
pose I’m the President and you’re just some
little Congressman.” Then the Captain told
me all about the national picture as he sees
it. Soon he swung to the local political
situation and said, “Now, let’s suppose I’m
the Mayor and you’re a ward boss.”
The Captain always makes himself the
Big Shot and his listener a Little Fellow'.
He knows all about the National Picture,
the State Picture and the City Picture;
but despite the fact that he stands on his
wooden leg at the entrance of Fox Studio,
I’ve never heard him mention the MO¬
TION Picture. Maybe he’s not interested.

Hollywood with a more than flattering
contract and a trio of box office successes
to her credit—“Murder at the Vanities,”
“She Loves Me Not” and “Here Is My
Heart,” the last two with Bing Crosby.
Another one with Bing is scheduled for
the near future, “Waikiki Wedding.”
Kitty, who looks like a charcoal sketch
of a Sistine Madonna but doesn’t act like
one, just missed being a New Orleans belle
by the skin of her teeth.
She was born
on a Louisiana plantation, the kind you
read about, and spent her winters in the
city where her father wras a surgeon.
But Kitty tells her own story so well:
“When I was eight, we left for Europe
quite
suddenly following my
father’s
death. We expected to stay there only a
few months but I didn’t return to America
until I was seventeen.
“Mother discovered that she liked Paris,
and I was placed in a girls’ school in
Switzerland.
“When Mother found that I liked my
new French, German, Italian and English
school friends, she rented a house in Paris,
and before long I was calling that city my
home town. We had practically no Ameri¬
can friends, and I grew up in the chaper¬
oned and sheltered atmosphere that all
Continental girls accept without question.
“But a few weeks after my decidedly
conventional debut I fell head over heels
in love, and I believe that romance is the
real reason I am in Hollywood today.
Mother thought I was too young to marry
and, to get my mind off the young man,
she suggested a visit to New York.”
So at seventeen Kitty joined the partyraddled debutantes of New York and was
both fascinated and repelled by the con¬
trast they offered to her rigid European
training.
She wanted to be one of the
easy-going,
easy-kissing,
easy-drinking
group, but she didn’t know how.
“I also met another startling group of
girls in New York, girls with social back¬
grounds who worked for the sheer joy of
using their hands, their feet, their brains
and their bodies in something more durable
and important than endless parties.
“At this time Mother decided that a
course of singing lessons would help me
to forget my Italian romance, and offer
me a social asset as well. How she hit
upon singing I’ll never know, because

my voice was very uncertain and stringy.
“Mother took me to a long series of
famous teachers, and one after the other
they told her it was a waste of time and
money to attempt to train my unruly vocal
cords.
But Mother persisted until she
found one instructor who thought he might
make me bearable to listen to in time. He
didn’t say how MUCH time.”
Although when Kitty returned to Europe
a year later she had quite forgotten her
bruised heart she was restless and vaguely
unhappy. She tried the only remedies she
knew: Parties, until she was sick with
fatigue; clothes, until she couldn’t bear
the sight of a fitting room.
But her case was incurable.
She had
been exposed in New York to that deadly
virus called ambition. She continued her
singing lessons in Paris, and the remarkable
development of her “stringy” voice was
soon drawing attention in musical circles.

Q

UITE suddenly she decided what her
cure was to be—work, study and ca¬
reer in equal parts.
“I decided upon London as the place for
study because I didn’t want to be tempted
by gay friends and their amusements.
I
can’t do things in halves. When I study
I can do that and nothing else.
I have
never learned to mix play and work.”
For three years Kitty practically buried
herself in London, slaving under the guid¬
ing hand of the famous singing teacher,
Madame Kaszouska, and during her few
hours of leisure she studied dramatics at
the Royal Academy, Charles Laughton’s
alma mater.
When her voice had improved to the
point where Kaszouska spoke seriously of
opera, Kitty packed her trunks on the spot.
“If I’m that good,” she clucked to her¬
self, “I’m ready for New York.
“Mother was still unconvinced about the
seriousness of what I chose to call a career,
but she patiently followed me.
“In New York I hired an agent and
the best teacher I could find, and within
a month I was offered the lead in a con¬
densed version of ‘Rio Rita,’ one that
played four shows a day in motion pic¬
ture theaters throughout the country. Not
a very glamorous start, but I knew I needed
experience and I grabbed the opportunity.”
Kitty literally sang for her breakfast,

MOVIE
her lunch and her dinner. She was at the
theater every morning, including Sundays
and holidays, before eleven o’clock and
never left until midnight. She hit high C
fifty times a day, and still found strength
enough left in her throat to practice one
hour every morning before theater time.
She played in thirty-two cities but never
saw anything of any of them except dank
little dressing rooms and depressing ho¬
tel rooms. She stayed in makeup all day
long, slept fitfully between shows on a
cramped and sagging folding cot she car¬
ried across the continent, and had dinners
of tuna sandwiches and milk shakes sent
in from the corner drug store.
But when Kitty came limping back to
New York she was sure of herself. She
knew she could take it, that her debutante
beginnings hadn’t softened her will power.

MIRROR

TAKE YOUR MIND
OFF YOUR NOSE!

T

HREE months later, although New
York was literally overrun with good
sopranos out of jobs, the unknown Carlisle
walked off with the leading role in the de¬
lightful musical “Champagne Sec.” Kitty
thought that her clear upper register had
turned the trick, but later she learned that
the way she filled out a pair of tights had
much more to” do with her good luck than
her high C’s.
At the opening of the show there was a
movie executive (there’s always an execu¬
tive prowling around New York, you
know) who saw Kitty in her tights, heard
Kitty sing, and knew Hollywood could
use the combination nicely.
The Paramount studio officials, who are
counting her among next year’s crop of
stars, find but a single imperfection in
Kitty: She has never been seen socially,
actually not once, during her nine months
in the film colony.
But Kitty has her own credo, one she
likes much, much better. She says:
“I don’t know how to mix work and
fun, and without work life isn't any fun,
anyway.”

The Thrilling Story of

GRETA GARBO'S
latest picture

"ANNA
KARENINA"
MOVIE MIRROR
OUT JULY 24
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world for the love of a soldier (played
by Fredric March).

I get over ten thousand letters
a week. Among them are not a
few from men. And most of
them have the same thing to
say—or rather, the same kick to make.
It’s this nefarious habit women have of
constantly daubing at their noses in public
and in private.
In a radio talk a few weeks ago, I said I
wondered what young men think when a per¬
fectly lovely girl takes out her powder puff
and starts to dab at her face and here is the
letter that answers my question from a young
man of Detroit, Michigan, who signs himself
simply "Dave.”
"Dear Lady Esther: Your radio talk last
night hit the nail squarely on the head. I
know many of us would like to voice our
opinion but can’t. I hope you will repeat
your message to the women of the world so
often that not one will miss hearing you.
What can be worse than seeing a woman
using her make-up box in public, on the
street, in the stores, at the table where she
dines. Please, Lady Esther, I hope you will
be the means of putting a stop to this.”

,

September issue of
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4 HOURS ISN'T WORTHY OF THE NAME)

Shiny Nose No Longer a Bugaboo

will appear in the
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THAT NEEDS REPLACEMENT IN LESS THAN

being that it clings! By actual
timing under all conditions it
clings perfectly for at least
four hours, not needing re¬
placement once in that time. Yet, as adhering
as it is, it does not clog the pores. It goes
onto the skin, but not into it.
In other words, while this face powder
forms a veil of delicate beauty over the skin,
it lets the skin breathe. This not only per¬
mits the skin to function, which is essential
to true beauty, but it also helps keep the
powder intact. This is one reason why Lady
Esther Face Powder does not cake or streak
on the face.
All 5 Shades FREE
You may have tried all kinds of face pow¬
ders, but none like Lady Esther. None so soft
and smooth. None so adhering. None so
flattering. But I don’t expect you to accept
my word for this. I expect you to prove it to
yourself at my expense! So I say: Accept a
generous supply of all the five shades in
which I make Lady Esther Face Powder. Let
your mirror prove which one is the most be¬
coming to you. Let your clock prove to you
that this powder stays on for four hours or
longer and still looks fresh. Mail coupon
today. Lady Esther, Evanston, Ill.

There is no question that it is annoying, if
not a wee bit disgusting, to see a woman
constantly peeking into her mirror or daubCopyrighted by Lady Esther, 1935
ing at her nose. It suggests artificiality!
--—--T) i. x .
1__ „ f,, ^ t I.- Tr> ! m 4- /-»
on +1> oco
* /v
. . L ■__..._I\ /l r\
__
(You can paste this on a penny postcard) (15)
But to be perfectly fair to women there
teas a time when they were justified in
| LADY ESTHER
worrying about their noses. The only face
j 2034 Ridge Avenue, Evanston, Ill.
powder they could get did not cling or
Please send me by return mail a trial
hold. It was no sooner put on than it was
J supply of all five shades of Lady Esther
whisked off, leaving the nose to shine
! Face Powder.
before the whole world.
Name_
But when I brought out Lady Esther
Address_
Face Powder, I ended the bugaboo of
shiny nose. Lady Esther Face Powder is
State.
City
.tty.
(If you live in Canada, write Lady Esther, Toronto, Ont.)
distinctive for many things, not the least
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WHAT A
DIFFERENCE!

what a truly amazing difference
Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids
do make

D

O you carefully powder and rouge, and then allow
scraggly brows and pale, scanty lashes to mar what
should be your most expressive feature, your eyes? You
would be amazed at the added loveliness that could be
so easily yours with Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids I
Simply darken your lashes into long-appearing, luxuri¬
ant fringe with the famous Maybelline Eyelash Darkener, and see how the eyes
instantly appear larger and
more expressive. It is abso¬
lutely harmless, non-smart¬
ing, and tear-proof, and keeps
the lashes soft and silky.
BLACK
BROWN
Black for brunettes, Brown
AND BLUE
for blondes.
Now a bit of Maybelline Eye
Shadow blended softly on
your eyelids, and notice how
the eyes immediately take on
brilliance and color, adding
depth and beauty to the
expression. There are five
exquisite shades of this pure,
creamy shadow: Blue,
Brown, Blue-Grey, Violet,
and Green.
Form graceful, expressive
eyebrows with the smoothmark ing, easy-to-use Maybell¬
ine Eyebrow Pencil. A
perfect pencil that you will
adore. It comes in Black or
Brown.
To stimulate the natural
growth of your lashes, apply
thepure,nourishing Maybell¬
ine Eyelash Tonic Cream
before retiring.
The name Maybelline is your
assurance of purity and effec¬
tiveness. These famous prod¬
ucts in purse sizes are now
within the reach of every girl
and woman at all leading 10c
stores. Try them today and
see what an amazing differ¬
ence Maybelline Eye Beauty
Aids can make in your
appearance.

All Maybelline Preparation*
bear the eeal of approval

BLACK AND BROWN

BLUE. BROWN. BLUE-GREY,
VIOLET AND GREEN

COLORLESS

BLACK OR WHITE BRISTLES

EYE BEAUTY AIDS
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They Fell in Love at Fifth Sight
(Continued from page 49)
George expected more confidences, but
the day after Christmas when they met
again in the drafty backstage of a Bronx
theater, Gracie once more had put up that
impassive and impenetrable wall.
They were playing their first engage¬
ment in a good theater, the Columbia, in
Brooklyn, when George discovered that
Gracie had a full-time boy friend. A wire
delivered to him by mistake, wished
Gracie success in the new house and it
was signed, “with all my love and many
kisses.” The knowdedge left him numb.
A week later, in Hoboken, they ran into
Mary Kelly again, and it was from her
that George heard the fatal news.
“Don’t waste your time playing Romeo,”
she advised him soundly. “Grade’s boy
friend is the McCoy, a successful song
writer and, furthermore, they plan to
marry in the fall. Forget her, kid.”
And just as Mary Kelly had said,
Gracie announced her intention to marry
her song-writing swain on the fifteenth
of September.
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HAT summer George was listless. His
work fell off alarmingly and the team of
Burns and Allen was warned by the book¬
ing offices that the act had to be pepped
up if it was to remain even on the “firecall” lists.
The day of Gracie's marriage actually
dawned, and George saw that dawn be¬
cause he did not close his eyes through
the long night that preceded it.
In the
early morning he walked down Broad¬
way to the agents’ offices to inform them
that the act had been split and that he
wanted to be booked for a “solo.”
Be¬
fore he could talk, however, he was rushed
into a private suite where a contract for
eighteen weeks on the Orpheum Circuit
Was shoved before him.
Of course, it was another “disappoint¬
ment call.”
A girl and man were
desperately needed to fill out the bill im¬
mediately. The bookers gave George and
Gracie twelve hours to pack and get on
the train for the West.
And then George did an insane thing.
He took that contract, and ran all the
way to Gracie’s fourth-floor, back bed¬
room and banged on the door.
“Look, Gracie, you can get married any
time,” he pleaded. “We’ve been praying
and dreaming for just this break, a chance
at the Orpheum. It’s just eighteen weeks,
Gracie. If he loves you he will wait.”
“Oh, George, I can’t, I can’t.” She was
soon in tears. “I want to for your sake,
but I’m getting married in three hours.”
“But Gracie,” George persisted, “did
you notice this contract?
It bills us for
one week at the Orpheum Theater in San
Francisco.”
Ten minutes later Gracie had promised
to meet George at the Grand Central.
The train left for Chicago at eightforty.
At eight-thirty-nine Gracie, accompanied
by her distrait but still loyal song writer,
arrived breathless.
She was wearing her baby blue crepe
and orchids, but George noticed with a
blessed relief that her fourth left hand
finger was ringless.

It was slow work reaching the Coast.
As usual the Burns and Allen act was
pushed around to suit the theater owners.
Instead of playing Minneapolis first and
moving west, they were sent to Denver,
to Winnipeg and then back to Chicago.
The act seemed to go well. Gracie was
galvanized by a new hope, and a suffo¬
cating happiness—that promised one week
at the Orpheum in San Francisco.
Her
work sparkled and George bounded back
to his old snappy style.
Finally they were in Oakland. Gracie’s
family*and relatives descended upon her
in droves from San Francisco.
She had
no time to see or to speak with George
after their two daily performances. Once
he met her by accident at the stage door.
She pointed to the lights across the bay.
“Somewhere in that glitter over there is
the Orpheum.
Just three more days,
George, and we’ll be part of it, too. Oh,
I’m happy, happy, happy!”
But the next night Gracie went sud¬
denly pale and limp in the middle of their
act, and George caught her as she fell to
the stage.
An hour later she was on an
operating table in the Oakland hospital
where strange doctors worked rapidly to
save her from the fatal infection of a rup¬
tured appendix.
The first thing she saw as she fought
her way painfully and slowly from the
black
depths
of
the
anesthesia
was
George’s face, tortured and haggard with
worry.
During the four weeks of her convales¬
cence, he practically lived in the corridor
outside her room. Every day he carried
to the hospital mountains of flowers, bas¬
kets of fruits and sweets she was unable
to touch, books, magazines, games, every¬
thing the stores and their sales ladies sug¬
gested for the bedridden.

A

ND during those four weeks, the song
writing sweetie in New York made his
first and, it turned out, fatal mistake. He
took the news of Gracie’s operation cas¬
ually.
He sent two wires of condolence
and then went back to his usual routine of
four letters a week.
To Gracie, lying pale and lovely in the
lace bed jackets George had provided, the
operation loomed as a dangerous, dramatic
interlude in her life.
She was horrified
that anyone close to her could take the
incident lightly.
Certainly her partner
was acting properly under the circum¬
stances with his constant attentions and
unending tender little services.
And when she limped feebly from the
hospital to her hotel room on George’s
arm, there was, quite suddenly, no. bar¬
rier, no impenetrable wall between them.
In its place there was a new bond, a splen¬
did, soundless, exhilarating thing.
It was there to help Gracie bear the
stabbing grief when George had to tell her
that their week at the San Francisco Or¬
pheum had been cancelled.
They were
booked back to New York by way of Ari¬
zona and the middle western states.
On the homeward tour, Gracie, for the
first time, consented to join George in

MOVIE
little suppers after the show. They made
it a nightly ceremony. On the last night
out of New York, she told him, over
coffee and flannel cakes, that she had
broken her engagement.
In New York they discovered that they
were right back where they had started, in
the “fire-call” ranks.
Agents explained
that the reports from the last half of
their tour were bad, because George had
eliminated all Gracie’s dancing and cut
down the entire act by five minutes. The
agents knew George had done this to
save his partner’s shaky strength follow¬
ing the operation, but although they were
sympathetic they could not change those
damning letters from the theater man¬
agers.
But love and hope had stirred George’s
ambition. He spent all his leisure hours
during the next six months writing a new
act called “Lamb Chops.” On Christmas
Eve they gave it a try-out -in a secondrate house in Brooklyn. And for the first
time Burns and Allen knew the thrill of
knocking ’em in the aisles. They were a
riot, a panic, a SUCCESS.
After the show, they walked arm in arm
through the snow drifts to Mary Kelly’s
flat where a big Christmas party awaited
them.
As they walked, shivering but
happy, down the windswept, snow-hidden
streets, George asked Gracie to marry
him.
LOVE you, George,” she admitted,
A “but somehow marriage for a couple
of ham actors—I don’t know. I can’t see
how it could work out right. I want a
home and babies and things that vaudevillians seldom have.”
But there was a new softness in her
voice and something vague and promising
in her eyes that filled George with _ hope.
At Mary Kelly’s George was the life of
the party. He insisted upon playing Santa
Claus and donned the crepe paper whis¬
kers and red bunting suit.
He was dis¬
tributing the gifts in his best wise¬
cracking manner when the raucous jangle
of the telephone tore into the gaiety.
It was Gracie’s song-writing ex-suitor,
calling to wish her a Merry Christmas and
success in the new act. And George, lis¬
tening shamelessly to Gracie’s end of the
conversation, heard her say pleasantly:
“Happy Christmas to you.
Why, yes,
I’d like to see you again some time.”
Those last seven words caused some¬
thing to snap inside George’s head.
He
tore the whiskers from his face and shak¬
ing a threatening finger at an astounded
Gracie, cried: “Merry Christmasing him,
eh? Want to see him again, eh? Love
me, eh? Bah!”
And grabbing an unfamiliar overcoat
from a chair he rushed from the flat with
his cotton trimmed Santa Claus suit flap¬
ping ludicrously about his knees.
At four o’clock the next morning, his
disgruntled
and
complaining
landlady
called him to the telephone downstairs.
It was Gracie’s voice that greeted him,
rasping and harsh with the violent rack¬
ing of long dry sobs. She said:
“I’ve been crying all night.
I can't
stop. That’s what you’ve done to me. If
you’ll say you still want to marry me, I
think I’ll be able to stop. And oh, George,
I forgot to say this last night, a Merry
Christmas, and I love you.”
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tonight...make this
"armhole odor’test

No matter how carefully you deodorize
your underarm—if any dampness col¬
lects on the armhole of your dress, you

T

will have an unpleasant "armhole odor

F

AILURE TO SCORE a social success
cannot always be attributed to a lack
of personality. Often it is due to a con¬
dition that makes even sincere admirers
turn away.
No matter how sure you are of your¬
self, make this simple test. Tonight when
you take off your dress, smell the fabric
at the armhole. That stale, musty “arm¬
hole odor” may be an unpleasant surprise.
Perhaps you thought you were sweet
and dainty because you were using a
cream or stick deodorant. But these
easy-to-use preparations do only half
the work needed. They deodorize, but
they are not made to keep that little
closed-in hollow of your underarm dry.

No Quick and Easy way!

THERE
is no quick and easy method to
prevent “armhole odor.” When you
deodorize only, moisture still collects on
the armhole of your dress. And every time
you put on that dress, the warmth of your
body will bring out a stale, unpleasant

perspiration odor. Women who want to be
sure not to offend have learned always to
take the extra minutes needed to keep the
underarm sweet and completely dry—with
Liquid Odorono.

Entirely Safe. ..
OUR doctor will tell you that closing
the pores in the small underarm area is
absolutely harmless. Odorono gently draws
the pores together and diverts underarm
perspiration to other parts of your body
where it quickly evaporates without giv¬
ing offense.
With Odorono, you are entirely free from
“armhole odor.” You can be really unself¬
conscious—your most charming self. You
need never again wear hot, bulky dress
shields or be humiliated by wrinkled blouses
or stained coat linings.
Odorono comes in two strengths. Regular
Odorono (Ruby Colored) requires only two
applications a week. Instant Odorono (Col¬
orless) is for especially sensitive skin and for
quick use. Use it daily or every other day.
On sale at all toilet goods counters. If
you want to insure complete daintiness,
send today for sample vials of the two
Odoronos and leaflet on complete under¬
arm dryness.

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY — with

8<f

RUTH MILLER, The Odorono Co., Inc.
Dept. 8B5, 191 Hudson Street, New York City
(In Canada, address P. O. Box 2320, Montreal)
I enclose 8£ for sample vials of both Instant
Odorono and Regular Odorono and leaflet on
complete underarm dryness.
Name_
Address_
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I Want to Be a Star
''POOR EDI Ht HAS NORA ON HIS HANDS AGAIN!"

\

(Continued from page 37)

"IT'S A SHAME NORA RISKS
OFFENDING BECAUSE SHE IS

looked like Barbara Bell? We stopped at
the studio gate, ending my panic of ques¬
tions.
My feet moved along like sticks, clumpclumping me toward the gate. My heart
hung suspended, frozen, in my breast.
High fences hid the studio yard from the
street. A man in uniform stood in a little
guard house at the entrance. He looked
down at me inquiringly.
“I—I want to see Victor Munson,” I
murmured timidly.
“Got an appointment?”
“No, but I have a letter to him, a per¬
sonal letter,” I said.
“What’s the name?” he demanded.
“Pine, Judy Pine, from Carteret, Massa¬
chusetts.”
I waited while he muttered into a tele¬
phone. Other people came along, flashed
passes and entered. A big car drew up
to the gate and was admitted.
My guard came back, scribbled some¬
thing on a piece of paper and handed it
to me.
“All right, Miss Pine,” he said. “Build¬
ing K, straight down the main walk, then
second avenue to the left.”

P

Prevent underarm odor and
perspiration

this

safe ivay

• Nonspi is the safe way to pre¬
vent underarm perspiration. It is
approved by physicians. Even women
with sensitive skins use it without
irritation. It now comes in a bottle
with a siphon-principle top, easier,
more sanitary and more economical
to apply. And Nonspi itself is also
improved so that it covers a larger
surface area, and spreads quicker and
easier. One application protects you
two to five days. 35c and 60c a bottle
at all drug and department stores.

NONSPI
THE

THE
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SAFE

ANTI-PERSPIRANT

NONSPI

FOR

FASTIDIOUS

CO MPANY-NEW

WOMEN

YORK

ROBABLY saints entering Heaven
after a lifetime of prayer felt as I did.
I don’t know what I expected but it wasn’t
the host of cities that stretched out before
me. Drives and walks edged in palm trees.
Buildings of all sizes, colors and descrip¬
tions from bungalows to hangars.
A Moorish village was on my right,
narrow streets with overhanging balconies,
bazaars, grilled doorways. Across the next
avenue a farmhouse in the shelter of an
artificial hill lay under artificial snow.
Munson’s was the last bungalow at the
end, a little larger it seemed to me than
the others. A smartly dressed girl greeted
me.
“Mr. Munson is on stage three this
afternoon. I don’t know what time he’ll
be free. Do you want to come back
around six this evening?”
I shook my head. “No, thank you, I’ll
wait,” I said.
I sat down in a deep red chair. After
the first knowing glance the girl went back
to her typewriter. Occasionally the tele¬
phone buzzed. I marvelled at her cool
voice, “Miss Austin speaking,” her gra¬
cious answers, the various tones she used
to various callers.
.
The sun was going down. The long
level yellow rays fell across the tiled floor.
I had no idea how long I had waited.
A shadow broke the line of sunlight. A
woman was coming through the patio,
the most beautiful woman I had ever
seen.
She was tall, with blue-black hair and
gardenia-white skin. Her beauty was
greater than the fineness of her features
or the full perfection of her figure. There
was a sureness, a vitality, an alertness
about her. I didn’t realize it then but it
was my first glimpse of a great personality,
my first contact with a brilliant mind.
She crossed the room with an easy,
graceful stride, her satin skirt clinging
close to her hips. The elegant Miss Aus¬
tin popped to her feet.

“Good
afternoon,
Miss
Keiff,”
she
beamed.
“Good afternoon, isn’t it a glorious day?”
Her voice was low, rich and exciting.
“Where is Mr. Munson?”
I’m afraid I stared, probably even gaped,
as the two women talked. Their words
really meant nothing to me until “Miss
Keiff” turned away. “Tell him I’ll be in
Miss Crane’s dressing room.
Call me
when he is ready to leave.”
Miss Crane, Elida Crane, one of Mono¬
gram’s big names. But Keiff—I didn’t
know how to spell it then but it still
would have meant nothing to me—who
could she be?
Heavy footsteps sounded.
I whirled
around as a huge man came through the
door. He was over six feet but the effect
of his height was cut by the breadth of
his shoulders, the set of his massive head
with its thick, straight black hair shot with
gray. His narrow green eyes under slanted
heavy brows had a swift straight look.
He wore a short-sleeved shirt open at the
throat, showing powerful brown neck and
arms. Gray trousers and puttees com¬
pleted the costume.
“You waiting for me?” he asked sharp¬
ly, his voice deep, commanding and yet
not frightening.
“Are you Mr. Munson?” I blurted out.
“I am.”
“I’m Judy Pine,” I stammered on, trying
to control my voice which was rising to a
childish pitch. “This note is from Mrs.
Carr in Massachusetts and I want a job.
Munson took the note but his keen eyes
never left my face. Slowly, very slowly,
a smile lifted the corners of his broad
mouth—a smile that transformed his face.
“Well, you know what you want, don’t
you, Judy? But who is Mrs. Carr?”
“Why, she’s your cousin,” I gasped,
stunned that anybody could be related to
a woman as charming and completely su¬
perior as Mrs. Carr and not know it.

O

H, yes, of course,” he murmured tak¬
ing a case from his pocket and light¬
ing a cigarette. “It’s a gift with women,
remembering their relatives.”
“They’re wonderful people,” I said.
“Umm,” he said slowly. His big head
turned slightly to one side as he surveyed
me critically. “Tell me, how long have
you been here?”
“Since yesterday?”
“Fine! Take my advice and go back
tomorrow.”
“Oh, but I can’t do that,” I objected.
“I’ve got to stay and make good. There’s
my brother and the folks.”
“Yes, and there’s Judy. Do you realize,
child, there are eight thousand extras in
Hollywood?
Eight thousand.
That’s a
whole town in itself. Motion picture pro¬
duction uses about one thousand a year!
How about the other seven?
If they’d
gone home the day after they got here,
one thousand of them could make a decent
living, but here, there are eight people for
every job!”
“But I must stay,” I said quietly.
“Have you any money?”
“Not much,” I admitted.
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“Listen, Judy,” he laid his hand on my
shoulder. “You look like a nice girl. It is
one of the rules of my office that I always
see anybody from Cape Cod, which is
home to me. Now I want you to go back
there, as nice as you came.”
“I didn’t come here—that is, travel—
very nicely. I came by freight.”
“Hoboed it, huh?
Miss Austin, call
Parker up at the casting office and tell him
to send a slip down to the gate for Judy
Pine, for tomorrow and Thursday.”
• “Judy, I’m giving you two days’ work,
as an extra in my new picture. You’ll get
S7 a day and a glimpse of a studio. I want
you to take that money, and what little
you’ve got and find yourself a ride straight
back to Cape Cod. If you haven’t enough
I’ll give it to you. Get your slip at the
gate and be on the lot tomorrow morning
at nine.”
He turned abruptly, entered an office
and closed the door. Stammering thanks
into the air, I wrote down the directions
Miss Austin gave me and left the office.
I was to work the next day for Monarch.
I couldn’t believe it. All that Victor Mun¬
son had said about home was wafted
right away with the evening breeze.
Jack and Mike were waiting for me,as
I almost fell in the door of my room.
Sitting on the bed was a pretty girl, with
blonde hair and smiling blue eyes.

\ /TIKE greeted me. “Judy, this is Rene,
J-Vl the gal I was looking for last night.”
I liked Rene immediately. She seemed
regular, not the kind who’d tolerate Mike
if he wasn’t pretty decent.
“I’m working, too,” I stammered. “I’m
to report tomorrow morning at Monarch.”
The three of them cheered loudly.
“How did you do it?” Rene asked. “Two
days in Hollywood—after all, gal, you
can’t bust in like that.”
“I had a letter to a Mr. Munson out
there, and he got it for me.”
“Not Victor Munson?” Rene asked.
“Yes, that’s his name,” I admitted.
“Oh,” Rene held her head and made
little moaning noises.
“Oply small chil¬
dren and folks from Icnva would dare!”
“Do w'hat?” I demanded.
“Don’t you know who Victor Munson
is? Do you realize there are at least five
thousand girls who w'ould have given any¬
thing they’ve got left to have been in
your place this afternoon? He’s one of
the biggest and most important directors
out here.
He’s made Barbara Bell, and
dozens of others.
'“Of course, you’d never have the cour¬
age to go out there if you’d known, but
you sw'eet innocent, you sail in, dressed as
if you have a date wfith the studio me¬
chanic, and look what happens.”
“But,” I interrupted, “this is my best
dress.”
“Oh, say, I’m sorry,” she caught my
hand impulsively. “Let’s go eat and talk
things over. My treat.”
Rene led the way to a cheap little res¬
taurant, back of a delicatessen store. But
the food was good and the coffee wonder¬
ful.
I kept thinking of Rene’s comment
on my clothes. Her costume was plain,
too, but she wore it differently; her make¬
up had a finished look to it.
By some
magic touch Rene looked smart!

'

ACATIONS are made for

loss of body fluids due to normal

fun. Every moment is pre¬

perspiration. Avoid the type of

cious. But often a change of water

laxatives that have a "watery”

or diet will throw your system

action. Don’t "dehydrate” your

"off schedule”...and you need a

body. Take Ex-Lax.

laxative.
Ex-Lax is the ideal summer
laxative for the following reasons
given by a well-known New York
physician:
1. In summer you should avoid
additional strain on the vital
organs of the body, even the strain
due to the action of harsh cathar¬
tics. Ex-Lax is thorough but gen¬
tle. No pain, strain, or griping.
2. In summer there is a greater

And Ex-Lax is such a pleasure
to take —it tastes just like deli¬
cious chocolate.
So be sure to take along a plenti¬
ful supply of Ex-Lax. Ex-Lax
comes in 10c and 25c boxes at any
drug store.

When Nature forgets —
remember

EX-LAX
THE

CHOCOLATED

LAXATIVE
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CORNS

CALLOUSES, BUNIONS, SORE TOES

nagging

pressing or rubbing on your feet and toes and
drives out the pain of corns, callouses and
bunions at once! That’s what Dr. Scholl’s Zinopads do for you! They are specially medicated
to end pain and scientifically designed to
cushion and shield the sore spot from shoe
friction and pressure and pre¬
vent tender spots and blisters.

REMOVES CORNS and
CALLOUSES
Use Dr. Scholl’s Zino-pads with
the separate Medicated Disks,
now included in every box, and
your corns or callouses will
quickly loosen for easy, safe re¬
moval. After that the pads alone
will keep you rid of these foot
troubles. You never tried any¬
thing so wonderful. Get a box
today at your drug, shoe or
department store.
STANDARD WHITE, now 256
New DE

LUXE flesh color

35 i

Dr Scholl's
Zino-pads
Put one on —the • pain is gone.’

MAKES
IRONING
This modern way to hot starch
ends mixing, boiling and bother
as with lump starch. Makes
starching easy. Makes ironing
easy. It restores elasticity and
that soft charm of newness. No
sticking. Noscorching. Youriron
fairly glides. Send for sample.

THANK YOUTHE HUBINGER CO., No. 966, Keokuk, la.
Your free sample of QUICK ELASTIC, please,
and "That Wonderful Way to Hot Starch.”

1--
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The boys wanted to go to a movie. Rene
said she had to be on the set too early.
She turned and put her hand on my arm.
“If I can be of any help,” she said slowly.
“I mean I know the ropes here.”
“I’ve been all night wanting to ask a
favor,” I said.
“I don’t know anything
about make-up and what I should do to¬
morrow morning and I wondered if you’d
tell me.”
“Why, sure, I’d be glad to. You two
kids run along,” she shooed the boys off.
The moment I saw Rene’s bungalow I
knew' I was going to stay in California. It
was every girl’s dream of a house come
true. A living room, bed room, bath and
combined kitchen and dinette, with win¬
dows and French doors and lavish closet
space.
“We are going to make you over,” Rene
chuckled. “I’m going to stake you to a
start in life.”

STOPS NAGGING SHOE
PRESSURE and FRICTION
Imagine a relief so quick
acting that it instantly
puts you at ease in new ^
or tight shoes; stops their
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That night was a dizzy process and
Rene bossed me with feverish interest. She
took me to a Turkish bath and went
through the wringer with me. Then to a
hairdresser. I had my eyebrows plucked,
my hair thinned out, washed and set. I had
a facial and was carefully taught the first
foundations of make-up.
My finger and
toenails were shaped and carved, and
painted a raw' and gleaming red.

B

ACK at Rene’s bungalow, at one in the
morning, the work really began.
A
complete outfit of Rene’s was snipped and
tucked and fitted, finished and done w'hen
the light of dawn put the electric light
bulbs to shame.
I stood and stared at
myself in Rene’s mirror.
I was com¬
pletely transformed.
Nobody could ever
again tell me I wasn’t beautiful. That is
not as dreadful as it sounds for in Holly¬
wood you need to believe you are beauti¬
ful. You have to feel it and know' it in
order to have the swing and assurance
that sets you apart from the average
girl.
In a powder blue suit with a fox col¬
lar, a hat that showed all my chic and
slick hair, make-up that was dazzling and
a deftly folded scarf high around my neck
I was no more the girl who had run away
from home than you are Constance Ben¬
nett.
Rene sighed with relief.
“You are
great,” she said. “I knew you were worth
it. Judy, you are going places,” she said
fumbling wfith her purse. ' She handed me
a ten dollar bill. “All you need are shoes
and gloves. Get those the first thing in
the morning. No, don’t try to thank me.
You are going to pay me back a thousand¬
fold. You are a good investment.”
I didn’t sleep much that night. I was
afraid to wreck my wave by tossing on
the pillow and I was too excited and
thrilled.
I trotted immediately to buy shoes and
gloves and then set out for the studio.
I got to„ the casting office and presented
my card. The man behind the cage stared
at me and whistled softly. “There must
be some mistake.”
“Oh no,” I protested.
“Air. Munson
sent me.”
“Well, he must have been off his mind,”
the casting man said. "You can’t work in
that picture. Go on over to building K and
see Air. Munson’s secretary.”

Miss Austin caught her breath as I
walked into the office, started to laugh
and then shook her head with pity and un¬
derstanding.
“You poor kid,” she said.
“What have you done to yourself?”
I tried to answer but the tears wouldn’t
let me.
She came over and put her
hand on mine.
She stood and surveyed
me.
“Of course you are exactly like
Barbara Bell,” she murmured. “I wonder
if Mr. Munson realized that.
You look
lovely but you can’t have this job. It’s a
factory mob scene,” she explained. “You
would have been perfect, looking as you
did yesterday.
Of course you look very
pretty but you just won’t do.”
“But if I could see Alt. Alunson,” I be¬
gan.
She shrugged impatiently. “Mr. Alun¬
son is out of town and won’t be back un¬
til Alonday.”
Her phone rang and she
turned back to the desk. I realized that
she had finished with me aMd presently
I found courage to get up and leave.
Nobody was more heartbroken than Rene
when she heard the story. She had meant
so well and she felt now that she had
ruined my one opening. Realizing her very
genuine dismay I hadn’t the slightest trace
of bitterness.
I began the endless pavement beating
that is the lot of unwanted people in Hol¬
lywood. Registering with casting bureaus,
realizing to my horror that I hadn’t the
endless wardrobe equipment that is neces¬
sary to make good even as an extra. One
needs clothes for any and every kind of
part—evening dresses, sport clothes, riding
habit, summer and winter outfits for all
stages of society.

T BEGAN to realize with a growing de*■ spondency that was verging on the neu¬
rotic why this was a city of heartbreak. I
couldn’t sleep with the growing horror of
what was to become of us and then one
morning when I woke physically sick with
fear and worry I received a letter. The
envelope was marked “Monarch Studios”
and I tore it open, trembling with hope.
My dear Aliss Pine :
Mr. Munson wishes to see you be¬
tween five and six.
Very truly yours,
Martha

Austin

A wave of hope swept over me. I was
so weak with the thrill of being sent for
that my hand shook as I tried to make up.
I got out the suit that had cost me my
job and brushed it off carefully. I fixed
myself up with infinite pains and set out
again for the Monarch Studio. Aliss Aus¬
tin showed me to Mr. Munson’s office. He
sat beside his desk in his shirt sleeves. He
stared across at me as if I were a crim“How do you do, Aliss Pine.”
His
voice was sarcastic. “Just sit down here,
will you?” He tossed a letter over to me.
“Explain this to me. It interests me.”
I picked up the letter and read it, my
eyes focusing with great effort on the' thin
blue lady-like handwriting.
Aly dear Victor:
The letter from your secretary was
a complete surprise to me.
Yes, I
know of a Judy Pine who ran away
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from home.
She and her brother.
They are from a very poor and shift¬
less family with a not too stainless
reputation.
I never gave her a letter of intro¬
duction to you. I knew vaguely that
you were in Hollywood. After all, I
have not heard from you since you
were in High School and your Mother
and I were not very close before her
death. I would never feel free enough
to give anyone an introduction to you.
Sincerely your cousin,
Isobel Benson Carr
“You didn’t suppose that I wouldn’t
check op you, did you ?” he asked.
"I feel like a criminal,” I mumbled.
“Did you forge my cousin’s name? You
might as well tell me.”
"No, her son did. He wanted to help
me.”
"Oh,” he made a grimace, “so that’s
the nigger in a woodpile. And what’s her
son to you?”
"Just a very, very kind friend,” I blurted
blushing at the insinuation. “The only per¬
son in the town who has ever been de¬
cent to me. I knew him at school. We
all go to the village school. He went to
Harvard later.
I see him sometimes in
the summer.
I worked in his mother’s
house as a waitress for a while. We are
a good for nothing family just as she
says and nobody ever gave us a how-doyou-do, but Dick was nice to me as you
would be nice to a dog.
He gave me
tickets to a baseball game once. He drove
me home a couple of times and talked to
me like a human being.”
I was crying
now but once started I couldn’t cut off
my speech.
“My father wanted me to
marry—you wouldn’t know the type. A
grain and feed man. He had buried two
wives already. I didn’t know anything else
to do and I was going to marry him. Dick
picked me up at the place where I worked
one night.
He asked me why I didn’t
clear out, anything was better than what
I was facing. Everybody had always told
me I looked like Barbara Bell. Dick said
it again and asked me why I didn’t try
Hollywood.
Said he had some sort of
relative out there. He didn’t know any¬
thing about you but he said you must know
somebody in the town that you might in¬
troduce me to. Why, they didn’t even know
you were a big director back home. Dick
said he would write a letter coming from
his mother because he didn’t dare ask his
mother to do it. So he did, that’s all.”
Victor Munson stood up, came over and
patted my shoulder.
“Come on, now, no more big scenes.
I’m not going to make any trouble.
I
don’t consider Dick a forger. I guess he
is just a nice kid. But you’re wrong about
one thing, Judy.”
He half sat on his huge desk in front
of me and lit a huge cigar.
“Your home town can’t be half as bad
as Hollywood. You are pretty but there
are thousands of prettier girls here. You
haven’t any background. You haven’t any
idea of what you are facing. I’m not even
going to bother to go into it. I’m going
to take you and your brother and send
you back home, whether you like it or not.
“I’m driving home now,” he said, “and
on the way we’ll stop at your address. I’m
going to «it in the car and wait while you

THEY SAY

IM TWICE
AS PRETTY
SINCE I
GAINED
10 POUNDS

It's a crime for you to be

SKINNY
When Special Quick Way
Puts on lOto 15 lbs. Fast

E remember
if you never could gain before,
thousands have gained
ven

attractive flesh, lovely curves, this
new, easy way—in just a few weeks!
Doctors for years have prescribed
yeast to build up health. But now,
with this new yeast discovery in little
tablets, you can get far greater tonic
results — regain health, and also put
on pounds of firm flesh, enticing curves
— and in a far shorter time.
Not only are thousands quickly gain¬
ing beauty-bringing pounds, but also
clear, radiant skin, freedom from in¬
digestion and constipation, new pep.

Concentrated 7 times
This amazing new product, Ironized
Yeast, is made from special brewers1
ale yeast imported from Europe — the
richest yeast known — which by a new
process is concentrated 7 times—made
7 times more powerful.

But that is not all! This rich yeast is
then ironized with 3 special kinds of iron.
Day after day, as you take Ironized
Yeast tablets, watch flat chest develop,
skinny limbs round out attractively, skin
clear—you’re an entirely new person.

Results guaranteed
No matter how skinny and weak you may
be, this marvelous new Ironized Yeast
should build you up in a few short weeks
as it has thousands. If you are not de¬
lighted with the results of the very first
package, money back instantly.

Special FREE offer!
To start you building up your health right
away, we make this absolutely FRER
offer.
Purchase a package of Ironized
Yeast tablets at once, cut out the seal on
the box and mail it to us with a clipping
of this paragraph. We will send you a
fascinating new book on health, “New
Facts About Your Body,” by a wellknown authority. Remember, results are
guaranteed with the very first package —
or your money refunded. At all druggists.
Ironized Yeast Company, Inc., Dept. 228,
Atlanta, Ga.
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Votla! It Lasts!
If you think all rouges are
alike, try imported

Po-Go!

Touch it to your cheeks; see
how smoothly it goes on to
blend without bother — see

how exceptionally long it lasts.
Po-Go is different because it is
hand-madeby Frenchmen who know
feminine beauty. The box you buy
was filled and closed in Paris. But
even with its ocean voyage, Po-Go
costs you only 60c anywhere.. .in
five of the smartest, true-complexion
shades you’ve ever seen!
At your favorite toiletry counter
—or we’ll serve you direct by mail.
Guy T. Gibson, Inc., Importers, 565
Fifth Avenue, New York City.
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and your brother pack. I’m going to drive
you to a bus stop.
Fm not even going
to give you the money for fear you’ll stay
in Hollywood. I know your type.”
I followed him through the outer office
and climbed into his big car.
I was so
crushed by all that had happened that I
didn’t even care. After all there was no
chance in Hollywood, no place for me.
Victor Munson turned and smiled at me.
He patted my hand. “Cheer up,” he said.
“This is not the worst thing that could
happen to you. Some day you’ll thank me
for chasing you out of here. You go back
and marry my cousin's son.”
“He is engaged,” I said thinly. “He has
been engaged over a year.”
Mr. Munson began to speak but I was
never to know his reaction to that. For
at that moment our car swerved with a
whine of brakes and scraping of tires.
Even as I was thrown violently forward
I saw a huge truck bearing down on us.
It seemed to be on top of us.
I heard
Victor speak with an oath and then there
was a crash. I felt myself plunging head¬
long and the splintering, shattering mass of
mangled wood, steel and glass and then I
checked out of the world, temporarily.
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odds

Can
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achieve her twin dreams, stardom for her¬
self and security for her brother?
September
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fJ'Go ROUGE
Comeback

SHADES: Brique(Naturelle); Ronce
(Raspberry); Vif (Bright); Cardinal
(Very Bright); Saumon (Faint, for
Blondes).

(Continued from page 61)
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ARTIFICIAL

LASHES

BROUGHT TO YOU FOR THE FIRST
TIME AT A REASONABLE PRICE!
The secret of the captivating beauty of movie
Stars! Long, dark, lustrous lashes that transform eyes into bewitchpools of irresistible fascination. Makes the eyes look larger, more
lliant, and far more expressive. Try a pair of these wonderful
hes and you will be surprised at such magic charm so easily ac¬
quired. Quickly put on by anyone, absolutely safe, can be used again
And again. Mailed promptly on receipt of price. 36c pair. 3 pair $1.00.

S

MITCHELL BEAU i Y PRODUCTS, 4162-A Washinjlon, St. Louis. Mo

Be a Nurse

MARRIED WOMEN EARN $25-$35

You can learn at home in spare time to
be a ''practical” nurse.
One graduate
saved $400 while learning. A housewife
earned $430 in 3 months. Clear, simple
lessons.
Course endorsed by physicians.
Est "jtT"years
Thousands of graduates. Equipment in¬
cluded
High school not required. Easy tuition payments.
Men women. 18-60. Add to your family income I
Aten,
c'k |CAG0 SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 198. 26 N. Ashland Blvd.. Chicago. III.
Please send free booklet and 32 sample lesson pages.
Name (State whether Miss or Mrs.)
City.

_:_State-

-Age.

For 15 Years, the Choice of Fastidious Women

GOLDEN GLINT
the SHAMPOO
''with the tiny tint RINSE
Brightens Every Shade of Hair
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SKIM OUTBREAKS
1
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Helped Remarkably By New
SCIENTIFIC
TREATMENT T

\
TOT a mere cosmetic! Hydrosal
is a scientific skin treatment,
successfully used by doctors and
hospitals for over 20 years. Here now
is real relief from the itching, burn¬
ing irritation of rashes, eczema, ring¬
worm, pimples and similar skin out¬
breaks. Almost instantly you can feel it
soothe and cool the tender, inflamed skin. Its
astringent action refines the coarsened skin tissues. Promoteshealingin burns andhurts, too.
(ooodMn2r.wins) At all druggists in Liquid and Ointment
v'. '
forms; 30c and 60c.The Hydrosal Company,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

Nc

Hydrosal

for Common
Skin
Outbreaks

MON EYfbrMENandWOM EN!

Use spare time to sell Friendship Christmas para
Assortments.
21 attractive folders retail for *1.00
Also 7 other Assortments. 60c up. Religious. Humor¬
ous and Everyday Cards; Gift Wrappings. You make
100%. No exp. needed. Free Sample otter.

FRiFNnsuiP STUDIOS. 407 Adams St.. Elmira.N.Y.

A-B-C Shorthand
IN TWELVE easy LESSONS

Can

miss the continuation

60c

DISFIGURING

HE end of Joyce Wells’s fight to
come back is a travesty on happy end¬
ings. The only thing which saves it from
the banality of a “Pollyanna” story is
that it is not really an ending.
Stories
have beginnings in Hollywood, but they
never quite end. I merely draw the cur¬
tain now on the saga of Joyce Wells, be¬
cause that is all I know.
Her triumph in “Allistair’s Folly” has
made moving picture history.
She has
been the exception which proves the
rule, “They never come back.” Her new
five-year contract with Goldman starts at
two thousand a week and allows her to
select her own stories, which some of the
wise ones think that is a mistake. “Look
at what happened to Nazimova,” they say.
Joyce is married to Corey Preston and
is reported by all who know her to be al¬
most deliriously happy.
She begged her
father to stay with her in Hollywood, but
he has gone back to Kansas, and Joyce
realizes that he is happier there. Midge
is now in Hutchinson, but Joyce knows
from her letters that she is counting the
days until she starts back to California.
Midge will really never be happy any¬
where else.
As I told you, this happiness of Joyce’s
is almost too perfect to be true.
Inter¬
viewers are saying that the marriage of
Joyce Wells and Corey Preston is the one
ideal marriage in Hollywood. I hope that
is true and I believe it is.
But I wish
they wouldn’t say things like that.
I’m
almost superstitious about “ideal mar¬
riages.”

H

IGH SCHOOL, college or technical
students who have at their com¬
mand a practical, easy and efficient
method of taking down lecture notes
have a marked advantage over those
who must set down all notes in longhand.
Not only do you get far more
from the lecture when it is delivered
but when examination time comes a re¬
view of a word for word transcript of
each lecture is the finest kind of pre¬
paration for successful passing.
STUDENTS OF THE PROFESSION
Particularly is such knowledge val¬
uable to students of the professions
—law, medicine, dentistry, teaching,
nursing and others that require state
or other special examinations after
graduation making necessary a com¬
plete review of several years of work.
INVESTIGATE NOW!
By all means investigate the A.B.C.
Shorthand System especially developed
for students, writers, lecturers, etc. It
is so simple, so easy to learn that you
will find yourself actually writing
shorthand after a few hours of study—
no tedious months of practice—no puz¬
zling signs or symbols—just twelve
easy lessons that you can put to im¬
mediate use one at a time as learned.
Thousands of students, writers, lec¬
turers find A.B.C. Shorthand of tre¬
mendous value.
So will you.
Or, if
you are the parents of a boy or girl
in high school or institution of higher
learning no single gift that you could
give for $1 or many times that amount
would be of greater or more lasting
value.
YOU RISK NOTHING
You do not even risk the dollar that is the
price of this substantially bound book which
has meant so much to so man;/ thousands of
persons.
Send for it today—examine it care¬
fully and if, for anv reason, it does not prove
to be entirely satisfactory, return it and your
money will be promptly and cheerfully re¬
funded.

Send your order today with $1.00
Money back if not satisfactory

Economy Educational League
Dept. MM-8

1926 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
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Speak for Yourself
(Continued from page 8)

$1

PRIZE

LETTER

New Roles for Old Faces
Remember not so long ago when the
appearance of Myrna Loy in a picture
meant that the hero was due to get some
poison in his soup or a knife in his back?
But with her marvelous performance in
“The Prizefighter and the Lady” all this
was changed. She showed herself to be
one of the leading actresses of the screen,
and every role since has brought her new
laurels, until today there is a great army
of fans who know that the name of Miss
Loy in the cast of a picture is assurance
enough that it can’t be missed.
No doubt there are many other capable
players in Hollywood who are given only
a certain type of role when, if they had
the chance, they might rise to great
heights. Surely the producers would do
well to think this over with the fans
clamoring for new faces.
Mrs. E. Scitter,
Chicago, Ill.

$1 PRIZE LETTER
•The Charm School
As I am president in a social club, my
clothes should be correct for every oc¬
casion, my bearing regal, my conversation
very interesting, my mannerisms indica¬
tive of inborn good breeding, and my
coififures smart and up-to-date.
Where else could I find all these things
but in the pictures? The movies are an
education in anything and everything.
I
have had a high school education, but I
had not been taught any of these things.
I follow Ginger Rogers for fashion,
Constance Bennett for conversation, Janet
Gaynor for simplicity of address, Loretta
Young for lovably gaiety.
Charleen Gentry,
Dayton, Ohio.

$1 PRIZE LETTER
Most-Discussed Picture of the Month
Despite our benevolent critics, nowhere
before has Victor Herbert’s gem, “Naughty
Marietta,” been so felicitously presented.
I doubt if any studio but M-G-M could
have produced so rich a version.
The
MacDonald-Eddy team is a classic for all
times. Jeanette so stimulated the rather
blase Eddy that long before the climax
he showed definite acting ability. He, in
turn, supplied what she has pitiably lacked
the past years, a real leading man. When
they quarreled or foiled lightly there was
the true note of conflict; when they loved
there was tender sincerity.
It was a pleasure to watch Eddy bring
out Jeanette’s undeniable talents, after a
weary cycle of frothy pictures in which
she needs must sing and act blindly, while
a music-hall entertainer squeaked and
“monkey-shined.” At the stirring rendi¬
tion of “Ah, Sweet Mystery of Life” I
recalled the MacDonald-Dennis King duet,
“Only a Rose,” in “The Vagabond King,”
and I realised joyfully Jeanette was a
glorious star once more.
James Fitzgerald,
Vallejo, Calif.

(but the person she cheats is herself^)

S

HE cheats herself out of good
times, good friends, good jobs—
perhaps even out of a good marriage.
And all because she is careless!
Or, unbelievable as it is, because
she has never discovered this fact:
That socially refined people never
welcome a girl who offends with the
unpleasant odor of underarm per¬
spiration on her person and clothing.
There’s little excuse for it these
days. For there’s a quick, easy way
to keep your underarms fresh, free
from odor all day long. Mum!

It takes just half a minute to use
Mum. And you can use it any time
— even after you’re dressed. It’s
harmless to clothing.
You can shave your underarms
and use Mum at once. It’s so sooth¬
ing and cooling to the skin!
Always count on Mum to prevent
the odor of underarm perspiration,
without affecting perspiration itself.
Don’t cheat yourself! Get the daily
Mum habit. Bristol-Myers, Inc., 75
West St., New York.

MUM TAKES THE ODOR
OUT OF PERSPIRATION
ANOTHER WAY mum helps is on sanitary napkins. Don’t worry about this cause of
unpleasantness any more. Use Mum!
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$1 PRIZE LETTER
Something to Remember Them By

7Mi>)BURNING
y I AND TIRED?
Dust — wind — sun glare — reading —

tire your eyes. For relief, cleanse them
daily with Murine. Soothing. Refresh¬
ing. Used safely for nearly 40 years.

Hew NO-BURN Cook Platt |fi_

aOES^DIFFERENT cooking jobs

YOU
CAN LEARN THE
HAWAIIAN

HULA
authentic

Hula as the

*1 natives of Hawaii dance it.. It s brilliant, saucy
|! ..decidedly daring. It will help you keep a
l slender alluring figure. The Hawaiian School
; of Hula Dancing for the first time offers the'
opportunity to learn this tropical dance
away

from the beach at Waikiki,

Be

vividly individual..the first to entertain your
friends with the Hula. It is so easy to do.
\ And listen, experts in Hula Dancing are in
' •’ demand everywhere as entertainers at clubs,
$ f shows and in the movies.

& j^Tete
Jl 'i now.,
/
\ J no money;/
.c^’enrt
Mail the coupon below and the postman
will deliver to you a native Hawaiian Hula
Costume •*-*' Grass Skirt anklets, wristlets,
brassiere..a real Hawaiian Lei to wear
around ybur necka record of genuine Hula
Music made by a Native Orchestra.. AND
x a 50-page profusely illustrated instruction
' book explaining carefully each graceful step
with all the alluring hand and body motions
illustrated to make them easy to learn. A

„-Mail
'*+*'***

History of the Hula and a list of every-day

Loupoii
ion
-L

Hawaiian phrases are included so you can
amaze your friends. When ALL this is deliv¬

TODAY
0
/

plus postage. If, at the end of 5 days, you are

wt complete

not absolutely pleased, return the outfit to

(ILj tf/t

ered to you, just pay the mailman $15.00

US dnc^ your mon€y

be gladly-refunded.

—-a-r
HAWAIIAN SCHOOL OF HULA DANCING
BOX 3294 • HONOLULU • HAWAII • U. S. A.
Please send me the Hawaiian Hula Outfit as
described in this advertisement. Upon receipt I

agree to pay the postman Si 5 00 plus postage I understand that, should
I not be completely satisfied, I shall within 5 days, return the complete
outfit to you and my money will be gladly refunded.
NAME_

__,Or^J8 S: z ,>-

street____:_:______
CIJY_,_____
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What an offer!
Nationally
advertised watches, diamonds,
and silverware offered at low¬
est direct-to-you prices.

Send for Beautiful
FREE CATALOG
Write now—before this
offer is withdrawn and
get the beautiful FREE Catalog.
Select the watch or diamond you
want, pay for it on Easy Payments.

We Pay Cash for Old Gold

Send your old gold watches, jewelry,
dental crowns and bridges to us for
estimate.
If estimate value is not
satisfactory, gold will be returned
to you. We pay highest cash price
or will make allowance for old
gold on new merchandise.

SANTA FE WATCH CO.,
897Thomas Bldg. Topeka. Kan.

.STATE_

I think it is just terrible for the pro¬
ducers to put a class of pictures on the
screen as they have done lately. Just a
few more pictures like “Under Pressure,”
“Stolen Harmony” (which, by the way,
has no right for existence), “Mary Jane’s
Pa” and a few more, will cause the public
to lose all faith, and the theaters will
remain empty as they have been doing in
the past—Sidney f. Mills, Cincinnati, O.
Mae West’s famous quips and antics did
more to make us forget the depression
than all the new deals put together—Jo¬
seph Scheltema, Los Angeles, Calif.
For years our favorite screen actresses
have been gracing the covers of the movie
magazines. Why not give the actors a
break?—Alma M. Rail, Peoria, Ill.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer should hide their
heads in shame for keeping Nelson Eddy
in the background for two years.
His
glorious voice, good looks and splendid
acting in “Naughty Marietta” are a
revelation—Margaret
Long,
Louisville,
Ky.
What a starring team Joan Crawford
and the screen’s new discovery, Robert
Taylor,
would
make!—Marie
Burr,
Woodhaven, N. Y.
As a rule I detest the over-publicized
foreign importations—a parcel of unin¬
telligible incompetents—but that was be¬
fore I saw Carl Brisson. There is an actor
worth his passage money—Mary Irene
Woodruff, Charlestown, Mass.
Musical films annoy me because'of the
operatic noise. Woe is me! I hope Hol¬
lywood runs out of operas soon. Do you
mind?—Henry Bruno, Chicago, Ill.
The great American public has given
you the Academy Award, Bette Davis,
don’t feel bad because a dozen or so did
not—Ruth Whitman Bowers, Childress,
Tex.
Say, how about that title, America’s
Sweetheart, vacated by Mary Pickford,
going to Claudette Colbert ?—John D.
Koyer, Paterson, N. J.
I get the biggest kick out of those who
aren’t the biggest stars. I adore Glenda
Farrell, and she’s the kind I’d like for a
pal. I always hugely enjoy Una Merkel,
and I’d like to open the door to her this
minute! Patsy Kelly is another sure-cure
for the blues—E. W. Young, Holyoke,
Mass.

HAIR

?Po\Yo

Women, girls, men with gray, faded, streaked hair. Shampo
and color your hair atthesametime with new Fren
discovery “SH AMPO-KOLOR,” takes few minutes, leav
hair soft, glossy,.natural. Permits permanent wave and cu
Free Booklet, Monsieur L. P. Valligny, Dept. l£ 254 W. 31 St.,New Y

Hake

HONORABLE MENTION

A GOLD MINE" FOR AGENTS 4
Permits bakiDg, toasting, roasting, etc. on lop of stove.
New and different—non-metallic. Prevents burning, scorching
of food. Saves fuel. Makes foods more delicious. Lew priced.
Big profits for agents.
Experience not necessary.
Liberal
pampleoffer. Write: WOODROW MFG. CO., Dept. W-8
1037 Woodrow St.r Cincinnati. Ohio.

A Learn to dance the

I take off my chapeau to the people who
select the best pictures of the year. Not
in reverence or admiration, however, but
to scratch my head. They get in my hair.
“It Happened One Night” is no doubt
an enjoyable and entertaining picture—
while you are in the theatre. Is there any
particular scene in the play which makes
one stand up and take notice? I can’t
remember a single one which made an im¬
pression on myself.
Take, for instance, Gary Cooper in “The
Lives of a Bengal Lancer”—the scene in
which he is being tortured. That’s a scene
I’ll be able to tell my grandchildren.
Please give us more pictures which one
can remember after he has left the
theatre.
Clifton Wilson,
Martin’s Point, S. C.

Direct - to - You, Rock Bottom
Prices on Nationally Advertised
Watches,
Diamond
Rings, and Silverware

ACTUAL
SAMPLES
FREE!!!

$22 T Week

Ladies! Introduce FREE ACTUAL Samples Snag-Proof
Ringless Hose to friends.
Wears twice as long.
dividual lengths.
Low priced.
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only when he’s acting.
He isn’t one of
those who manoeuvre to get his face to¬
wards the camera regardless of what it
does to the set-up of a scene.
He’s a
human being, a darn swell one!”
On the Metro lot they’ll tell you,
“Joan's always in a good humor when
she’s working with Gable."
And Helen Hayes, explaining bow close
people become during the making of a
picture even though they may never see
each other again after it is finished, used
her experiences with Clark in “The
White Sister’’ as an outstanding example.
“When we were working late,” she
said, “Clark and I used to call up Rita
Gable and Charlie (Charlie MacArthur,
her husband) and meet them for dinner
at the Brown Derby before we went back
to work.
“At those dinners Clark and I would
have little jokes pertinent to things which
had happened on the set. We wrere like
the married couple. But then, of course,
Clark’s especially warm and understand¬
ing.”
Ask the Hollywood girls about other
men stars and you won't always hear the
same story. At the mention of this one
you’ll be greeted with a wry face and
you may even discover that jowls are held
up with fishskin or that there sometimes
is difficulty about a toupee. Ask about
that one' and you’ll hear that it is a chore
to work -with him, that he’s a fusser, a
worrier, an old woman.
After all, working in the studios isn’t
so different from working in an office, as
far as human relationships go. And it’s
rarely the man who works beside her all
day long with whom a girl falls in love.
Usually it’s a man in an office down the
hall.
Clark has troubles. As many troubles
as a successful man ahvays has irrespec¬
tive of how he earns his living. But Clark
doesn’t bring them to the studios.
“I hope,” he said, turning grave for the
moment, “I wouldn’t be that stupid.
They’re my troubles, after all. Carried
around they’d hinder my associations with
those with whom I work.
Inevitably.
And I firmly believe that the warmer and
friendlier things are on the set the bet¬
ter a picture will be.”
In many ways he seems more a business
man than an actor, a young business man
who gets a kick out of anticipating trends
and is challenged by the idea of getting
ahead.

H

E is acquainted with the business end
of releasing and financing pictures.
He knows the problems which harrass
producers and writers. And he has a nice
sense of doing things well and in the
proper time.
The last time he was in
New York, for instance, he spent three
days sitting in one of Metro’s private
offices behind a flat top desk giving inter¬
views. He might have been visiting with
old friends in Connecticut, but, because
these interviews meant publicity and he
sees publicity as part of his job, he stayed
in town. And one writer after another
left him jubilant over securing good
copy.
For Clark had things to say and
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he said them well. He had opinions with
which to answer the dozens of varied
questions which were put to him. In re¬
turn, he asked only faithful reporting and
in the two or three instances where he
didn’t get it, where liberties were taken
with his quotations and his opinions were
distorted to shape more sensational stor¬
ies, he raised thunder. He’s not the kind
to mince matters.
His
Pennsylvania
Dutch ancestry just won’t let him.
He also talked about the future, that
day I spent with him on the set. “Thi$,”
he said with a comprehensive wave of his,
hand to include the cameras and the scene
being filmed, “this never lasts any too
long, you know. For anybody. A couple
of bad pictures and it can end as suddenly
as it began. Well, I’ve kept all that in
mind. I’ve saved as I’ve gone along. And
I’ve never let the other people who are
my responsibilities grow accustomed to
more than I can continue to guarantee
them.
“Even if all this doesn’t end for me I
don’t want to keep on and on, for years
and years. I’ve had the kick you get out
of fame, and I’d like to dodge the boot
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imagine how Rita and Clark Gable must
fame also can give you. No need going
have felt when they saw it, or when some
into details—they’ve been described often
dear, kind friend called it to their at¬
enough.
But this is certain: No mat¬
tention.
ter what you can get out of any game
you do want to call your soul your own
STEWARD of the catering outfit
occasionally.
that arrived in a large bus equipped
“I’m thinking of Airs. Gable, too. She /
as a kitchen to supply the company with
has the nuisance without any part of the
a location luncheon came up to Clark with
—well—glory, shall we call it ?”
a movie camera in his hand.
“Alind if I photograph you?” he asked.
KNEW what he meant. Sometime pre¬
“Not at all,” Clark said pleasantly. “Go
viously I had seen the Gables in their
ahead.”
box at the tennis matches. Fred Perry, the
However he didn’t pose. He kept right
champion, was playing.
Clark was ex¬
on talking as unaffectedly as though there
cited. He and Airs. Gable laughed at
was no camera within miles.
Perry’s clowning when he jumped over
After luncheon I heard another of the
the net, applauded a couple of neat shots
catering attendants ask this particular
with an exchange of enthusiasm. But as
steward if he knew where Gable was. He
a crucial point in the game developed they
moved a little away from each other to
wanted to get a look at him.
sit watching the court fairly tensely.
“There he is,” the steward said. “See,
lying back in that chair with his hat tilted
Whereupon one of the photographers who
against the sun. And believe me, Butch,
swarm about all events where the stars
he’s regular, he’s one swell guy!”
congregate came along and snapped them.
That seemed to make it unanimous. And
That picture appeared later in a mag¬
azine with a caption which read “None
when a man’s one swell guy to all the
Too Friendly” or something of that sort.
people he works with, well, lie’s one swell
guy. You can count on that.
And if it amazed me, perhaps you can

A
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The True Life Story of Grace Moore
(Continued from page 53)
great teacher, they had an amazing in¬
terview.
“My dear child, your voice
but—”

is lovely,

Grace held her breath. Surely her fa¬
mous coach was not going to blast all
her hopes of great singing, surely he
was not going to break her heart by tell¬
ing her she did not have the talent for the
heights!
“But what?” she breathed.
“You need color in your voice, you
need living back of it, you need the
heartbreak of a great love, you need ex¬
perience that will touch your soul!”
Grace’s relief was almost comic.
“Oh, that!” She tried to laugh it off.

B

UT that is most important,” the
maestro replied with heat. “Terribly
important in your case because you are an
American.
You Americans,” he shook
his head in bewilderment, “you are such
amazing people.
You are so ambitious,
you work so hard, but you forget to live,
more important you forget to love. Such
practicality is not for the artist.
“Let yourself go. Fall in love!”
At first the command to love tickled
Grace’s sense of humor. Like all attrac¬
tive women, she liked to know charming
men and have them flatter her with atten¬
tions. But, until now, she had not wanted
to be bothered emotionally.
She had al¬
ways counted herself very lucky because
she had gone as far as she had in her
career without the complications of a real
love affair.
Even those romances that
might have touched her heart she had
been very careful to keep on a platonic
basis and she had been proud of the fact
that she had never lost her head. It was
highly disconcerting to be informed that
such level-headedness had robbed her
voice of an important quality of warmth.
So Grace Aloore began to step out in
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Alonte Carlo, deliberately to cultivate the
society of charming people, particularly
charming gentlemen.
The first man to intrigue her romantic¬
ally was an old friend, George Biddle, the
artist.
“Really,” Grace laughed, “you can’t
imagine the difficulty of trying to fall in
love with someone.
George was so de¬
lightful, such a grand companion, and we
really tried so hard to strike up a roman¬
tic flame.
I actually argued to myself
that I should love him. He was an artist,
he was a delightful person.
But always
back of our friendship was the bedeviling
thought that I wanted to love George be¬
cause it would be good for my voice.”
Here she shrieked with laughter.
“Can
you imagine being exasperated with your¬
self because you can’t love someone?
I
met other men but it was always the
same thing.
I tried so hard to fall in
love.
I couldn’t.
Oh, it is very funny
now since I have known and married Val¬
entin Perera and have come to know what
real love really is, that I should have
presumed to will myself into a state of
emotionalism. But it was tragic then.”
Then came an Italian Prince. He was
very handsome.
He was very rich. He
was very much in love with Grace Aloore.
He was the first romance in her life!
C* VEN their meeting was colored with
romance and excitement. His car had
careened, swerved dangerously, and finally
crashed near her apartment one morning.
Grace had seen the accident from the
window of Garden’s apartment and with
a servant bearing water she had rushed to
the scene.
Two other men were in the
car but obviously they had been slightly
injured for by the time Grace reached
the scene they were up and administering
to the handsome man who lay as though
dead.
Grace held his head in her lap,

bathed his cut forehead in water.
She
was amazed by the instantaneous flash of
interest she had in this dashing stranger.
When he regained consciousness Grace
could have wept with relief, though she
was at a loss to know why.
“I’ll never
see him again,” she thought as the am¬
bulance came to take him away.
Three days later she was amazed when
the same handsome young man, his head
bandaged, stopped her as she was taking
a walk through Alonte Carlo.
“How do
you do?” he said in the warm tones of
his native Italian. “I want to thank you
for saving my life the other afternoon.”
“I-really,” she protested in embarassment, “I did nothing.”
TTE indicated a gentleman sharing an
A -1 aperitif with him under a sidewalk
umbrella. “My friend here tells me that you
are the charming lady who rushed to my
rescue.”
Grace immediately recognized
one of the other men in the accident.
It was the beginning of the first un¬
forced romance of her life. For a little
while they were very much in love, the
“cold” American girl and the dashing
Italian Prince.
Every hour she could
borrow from her studies, Grace spent
with him.
They golfed together, attended the
Casino together, took long drives and
walks discovering new cafe, new spots
of color.
They were as happy as two
children together but something in the
back of Grace’s consciousness would not
permit her to accept his proposal of mar¬
riage.
Dashing Italian gentlemen have
never been noted for their patience. When
Grace would not say “Yes” he became
insistent, an insistence that was flattering
at first but as it wore on began to make
her nervous. If he had left her alone, her
life might have taken an entirely different
course at this turning point, she might
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have, she probably would have, married
him.
But he pleaded and this very per¬
sistence was the first wedge to come be¬
tween them.
Her year in Monte Carlo was up. Her
finances were low. One day she read in
the paper that Otto Kahn was in Paris.
She put in a long distance call to his
hotel.
“What are you doing?’’ he asked.
“Well, what do you think I am doing?”
she replied. “I am still studying and still
determined to go ahead.”
“Bosh,” he said, “I hear you are the
gayest girl in Europe, that you are not
working at all, that you are having the
time of your life making men fall in love
with you only to throw them over.”
“So you think that, do you?” she said
with a tone of false injury (she was
secretly pleased at this exciting reputa¬
tion). “If you will pay for my ticket to
Paris I’ll come and sing for you and
then you will see for yourself how far I
have come.”
Kahn said he would wire
railroad fare immediately.
Two days
later Grace said goodbye to Monte Carlo.

K

AHN had arranged that his audition
with her be held, in the home of the
wealthy French banker, Eduard Her¬
mann, who has since become one of her
closest friends. He had a salon of music.
He knew Bizet, Saint-Saens, Massenet.
He was a great friend of Mr. Kahn’s.
“Oh, I was nervous as I stood before
this critical audience,” Grace relates. “My
knees shook so badly I thought they
would not support me until my accompan¬
ist struck the first chords of the aria
from “Louise,” Dcpuis le Jour.
Kahn
was the one man who knew how it should
be sung.
But the moment I started to
sing I knew a greater confidence than I
had ever known in my life. I knew I was
singing magnificently, and let me say here
that this is no conceit on my part.
I
have a gift that God gave me. For it, I
deserve no credit.
All I can do is to
treasure it, take care of it, keep it fine
and shining and thank God for the
privilege of it!
This is the philosophy of
all artists. When I finished I knew I had
done wonderfully well. Kahn jumped to
his feet and embraced me.
‘Wonderful,’
he exclaimed. ‘I don’t know whether you
know it or not but you are the white
hope of the American singers at the
Metropolitan.
Your
failure
at
your
second audition was a disappointment to
us and we hoped that something would
give you the courage to break all con¬
tacts, leave everything and undertake
this experiment of real study, just as you
have done.
My dear, I am proud of
you!’
But the words that thrilled my
heart were, ‘I am sending a telegram to
Gatti-Casazza tonight and I am arranging
for you to have your third audition with
him at the Lyrico Theatro in Milan.’ ’’
The memory of the preparations for
that third audition before the great GattiCasazza will never be forgotten by Grace
Moore. Days of coaching with her good
friend Moranzoni in the preparation of
two arias from “Boheme,” the tiring train
ride to Milan, the tragedy of an attack of
laryngitis from fear and worry, finally
the day and the hour!
She took her
place humbly among twenty-five students,
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young girls and boys who had been
studying in Europe, whose hearts were
beating as hers was. They drew lots to
determine the “spot” of their audition.
The boy who drew the number before her
was Everett Marshall!
The calling of her name.
“Bon jour, maestro,” she heard herself
saying to the genius in the orchestra pit.
He looked up. “Grace Moore,” he smiled,
“are you here again?”
She tried to
laugh.
Her voice shook with nervous¬
ness. For a moment he talked with her,
gently calling
her
“my child.”
He
wanted that nervousness to be over be¬
fore she sang.
Suddenly the lovely
music, her music.
At the wave of his
baton she heard her voice as though from
a great distance. Nothing was very clear
except the all-important face of the
artist before her.
The music faded,
stopped.
Gatti was beside her on the
stage.
“My child this is your third au¬
dition and the third time is always a
charm.
I am very pleased.
Come and
see me at my hotel at three this after¬
noon.”
Later he told the excited girl, “There
is vast improvement.
You have come
very far.
But I advise another year of
study—then I can promise you the Metro¬
politan.”
“But maestro,” the frantic girl argued,
“I cannot wait. I have no more money to
study. It is now or never!”
“I will gi.ve you a contract,” he agreed
after hours of discussion of her future.
“Remember it is greatly against my will
to do this.
The hardships are going to
be greater for you. You need experience,
here in Europe. It is too much to expect
you, a novice, to step for the first time
upon an operatic stage at the Metropoli¬
tan ! It may mean failure where it need
not happen that way if you would take
more time!” But that gamble Grace was
willing to make. She must make it. She
left Gatti-Casazza’s apartment with a
signed contract for the Metropolitan in
her bag!

—I don’t give swimming all the
credit for my good health. I
took a high dive into the diet prob¬
lem, too. That’s why Shredded Wheat
is my favorite at breakfast —it helps
build up lots of quick energy.”
r
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Every morning millions of healthy outof-door folk dive into crisp, appetizing
Shredded Wheat and come up feeling
fit for a hard day’s work or play.
Shredded Wheat is 100% whole
wheat. It supplies Nature’s most perfect
balance of the vital health elements.

I ' HAT night the happiest girl in the
world sent telegrams to every close
friend she had in Europe to come to Milan
to help her celebrate. Two days later Cole
Porter and his wife were there, also
Moranzoni and his family, the young Ital¬
ian Prince and his charming American
mother, and Otto Kahn.
This amazing celebration started out as
a spaghetti party in a little cafe Grace
had engaged for the evening, but before
it was over the gay group had covered
every inch of Milan, singing and dancing
through the streets, ringing doorbells,
shouting to surprised Italians who stuck
their heads out of windows, “Greet the
new Queen of the Metropolitan, Madame
Grace Moore.” They chartered taxis and
moved in laughing,
singing caravans.
Before dawn broke half of Milan had
joined their gay entourage.
The next day, weary but with a sing¬
ing heart, she accompanied the Prince
and his mother to Venice to spend a few
days at their thirteenth century palace, in
which the poet, Browning, had once lived.
There were days of great joy to Grace
Moore. Her heart was touched when she
discovered the Prince had attempted to
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turn composer so that he might ac¬
company her on her road of music. But
she knew by this time that all question of
marriage was over between them. “There
is only one real love in my life,” she told
him. “The love of song. You would al¬
ways have to play a second part and you
are much too charming and too Latin to
be happy under such conditions.
Forget
about me!”

N

EW YORK again, and the knowledge
that she was suddenly “headline
news” along with two other young Ameri¬
can singers, Marion Talley and Mary
Lewis.
Their respective debuts at the
Metropolitan were being eagerly awaited
by critics, patrons and musically-minded
gallery fans with the same amount of
interest that is usually accorded to an
established star.
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From the moment the date of Grace
Moore’s debut was set, her first American
operatic role announced (it was Mimi in
“La Boheme”) a flare of interest began
that extended from Grace’s hotel suite to
the senatgrial ante-chambers in Washing¬
ton, to the governor’s office in Tennessee,
for proud Tennessee was making a Roman
holiday of the operatic debut of her gold¬
en-voiced daughter.
A private car bore
to New York not only one hundred fifty
of Grace’s personal friends but also the
lieutenant-governor of the state, its two
senators and several congressmen.
“There is no describing the confusion,
the excitement of few days previous to
my debut,” Grace told me. “I was like
a person in a dream, a nightmare. Nothing
had reality to me.
Even now, what
really happened is blurred in my memory.
There were moments when I soared in
clouds of excitement and unbelievable,
tingling happiness and there were mo¬
ments when I was assailed with the black¬
est fears.
Remember, I had not yet set
foot on the stage at the Metropolitan,
there was no operatic experience behind
me.
All rehearsals had been held with
the director, the tenor, Edward Johnson,
and Antonio Scotti, the great baritone, in
my hotel room and I did not set foot on
the Metropolitan stage until, in character,
I knocked on the door (as you will see
enacted on the screen in my present pic¬
ture) preparatory to stepping on the stage
to sing the first notes of my debut.
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Chicago# U.

100% Improvement Guaranteed

We build, strengthen the vocal organs —

not with singing lessona—but by fundamentally
sound and scientifically correct silent exercises
and absolutely guarantee to improve any singing
or speaking voice at least 100% . . . Write for
wonderful voice book—sent free. Learn WHY you
can now have the voice you want. No literature
sent to anyone under 17 unless signed by parent.

..

PERFECT VOICE INSTITUTE. Studio C-791
64 E. Lake St., Chicago

LOOK! yvucJi aHutton/
LIGHTED CIGARETTES*
Come out of Magic Case
Right out of a beautiful pocket case come
LIGHTED Cigarettes.
A marvelous invent ion.
Everybody
looks—wonders—
wants it.
Get it for 15 days' trial at my
risk.
Just send name.
AGENTS:
Get big profit offer.

MAGIC CASE MFRS., Dept.K-4660
4234 Cozens Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

STOP^ITCH

WKBM. in ONE

minuteGH

Simply apply Dr. Dennis* cooling, antiseptic, liqui
D. D. D. Prescription. Quickly relieves the itchin
tortures of eczema, eruptions, rashes and other ski
afflictions. Its gentle oils soothe the irritated and in
flamed skin. Clear, greaseless, and stainless—drie
fast. Stops the most intense itching instantly. A 35
trial bottle, at drug stores, proves it—or money back

D*D«D«

“Ah, that moment must live forever as
a highlight of my life. The applause that
roared like thunder.
The knowledge that
my friends, my family, my well wishers
were out front along with the critics.
The debut of Grace Moore on February
7th, 1928, is an event that will live long
in the memory of Metropolitan patrons.
This lovely American girl with her divine
voice soared on the wings of “La Bo¬
heme” straight into their hearts. Loudest
among the cries of “Brava, brava, Grace
Moore!” were the heart-felt shouts of the
Tennessee contingent.
Later, in Grace’s
flower-decked dressing room, great tears
rolled down the face of her father as he
proudly clasped her to his heart.

rDE'CHat and
rntc Cap Offer

U refinishes any color automo
! easily, quickly and economical
without polishing, waxing, rubbing orpaintin
JUST WIPE IT ON WITH A CLOTH

Magic-like fluid covers old paint with toag
elastic coat. Absolutely transparent, sel
leveling. self-polishing. Guaranteed. Lasts
to 12 months. Egual in beauty to repaint jo
costing $25 to $75. Write for Free Sample
prove our claims and Territory offer
KAR-N
CO., Dept. M-90, Oakley Sta., Cincinnati,

Hi f; pi
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1 Auditor
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MOVIE

MIRROR

Movies of the Month
(Continued from page 39)
everything right in the end. Tom Brown,
his son, doesn’t even know that it was
his father who saved him from the ad¬
venturess, Adrienne Ames. Claire Trevor
proves that her acting is far above stand¬
ard in the role of the actress-accomplice
of the gambler; while Eugene Pallette and
Herbert Mundiri round out a good cast.
Bright and snappy dialogue helps the
picture in many spots but the photography
isn’t w'hat it should be.
Your reviewer says: A fair bit of en¬
tertainment that you can take or leave.

Alias Mary Dow (Universal)
Sally Eilcrs, Ray Milland,
Henry O’Neill, Katharine Alexander, Lola
Lane, Chick Chandler, Clarence Muse.
It's About: A girl who “stood in” for the
kidnapped daughter of a wealthy family
to save a woman's life.
A weak, mediocre programmer that
won’t even stir the dust of its own death
at the box office.
Eighteen years after the child of the
wealthy Dow' family has been kidnapped,
her mother is laid low with an illness
that causes her to become hysterical and
begin calling for her daughter, Mary. The
child’s father picks up a girl of the right
age and brings her home as “Mary Dow.”
Sally Eilers, as Mary Dow, gets a
chance to show some fairly good acting.
Henry O’Neill and Katharine Alexander
You'll See:

as Papa and Mamma Dow? do as well as
the antiquated plot and motivation will
allow'. Ray Milland handles the romance
with Sally.
Your reviewer says: Skip it!

l^The

Glass

Key

(Paramount)

George Raft, Edzvard Arnold,
Claire Dodd, Ray Milland, Rosalind Keith,
Guinn Williams, Robert Gleckler, others.
It's About: The murder of a senator's son
and what happens when the Big Boss of
the city is suspected.
Plenty of fast action, mystery and sus¬
pense make this latest Dashiell (“Thin
Man") Hammett story a very interesting
evening at the theatre. The plot gives
you a fair chance to play the detective,
too, but George Raft will occupy 'so much
of your attention that you’ll probably for¬
get to try! When you aren’t watching
Raft, in his best chance in months, you’ll
be following Edward Arnold whose repu¬
tation suffers not one bit from his excel¬
lent characterization of the Big Boss of
the city who is suspected of a murder. For
once the solution is logical.
The supporting cast is way above par
for this type of show.
Your reviewer says: Yes, you mystery
fans will like it.

You'll See:

^Murder In the Fleet (M-G-M)
You'll See:

Robert Taylor,

Jean

Parker,

Jean Hersholt, Una Merkel, Ted Hcaly,
Nat Pendleton, Donald Cook, others.
It's About: A lost or stolen invention for
the Navy and all the murders that are
perpetrated before its discovery.
With a full share of murders, thrills and
mystery, this little picture is quite up to
the standard of its type. Comedy galore
and suspects by the carload help to keep
the fast-moving film in high gear.
Story concerns a missing invention that
must be found before the Navy can leave
on its cruise. Most of the people on board
the U. S. warship are suspected of the
murders that result from the robbery.
Robert Taylor gives a swell perform¬
ance. Arthur Byron as the commander, and
Ted Healy teamed for comedy with Nat
Pendleton bolster the picture with every
appearance.
Una Merkel is even better
than usual. Donald Cook and Mr. Hers¬
holt are good, but Jean Parker falls rather
short of her best in a role that doesn’t
give her much chance.
Your reviewer says: If you like murder
mysteries, go.

^Our

Little

Girl

(Fox)

Shirley Temple, Joel McCrea,
Rosemary
Ames,
Lyle
Talbot,
Erin
O’Brien Moore and J. Farrell McDonald.
It's About: "... and a little child shall
lead them”—in this case she leads her
parents back to married bliss.

You'll See:

IT HAPPENED ONE HOT WASHDAY
THEY DO NOT! THEY DON'T EVEN
NEED TO BE SCRUBBED! HOW MANY
TIMES MUST I TELL YOU THAT RINSO
SOAKS OUT DIRT-SAVES ALL
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WASHDAY

NEXT WASHDAY_
THIS IS SIMPLY WONDERFUL! IMAGINE
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All about a young married couple, Joel
McCrea and Rosemary Ames, and their
child, Shirley. Joel is a country doctor
and, as such, allows his work to interfere
with his marriage no end. In fact, he is
away so much that Miss Antes takes to
horseback jaunts with a rich neighborhood
bachelor, Lyle Talbot, finally running
away with him. This is a particular
tragedy to Shirley but in the end, she
brings her parents together and all’s
happy.
Little Shirley is asked, as in most of
her recent pictures, to carry too much of
the load. She does well with it, though,
and all her millions of fans should enjoy
her a great deal. The remainder of the
cast is good.
Your reviewer says: Not up to the best
Temple picture.

^Hooray
Your hands can be as intriguing as your favorite
perfume. Ragged, unkempt finger nails belie the
daintiness which your perfume suggests. Brittle
nails
respond
rapidly to regular care and
attention. Use Wigder Manicure Aids at all times.
These well balanced, quality instruments turn an
arduous task into a pleasant, simple duty. Look
for the Improved Cleaner Point and Arrow trade
mark. On sale at your 5 and 10^ store.

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED
Size 8x10 inches
or smaller if desired.
Same price for full length
or bust form, groups, land¬
scapes. pet animal8. etc.,
or enlargements of any
pari of group picture. Safe
return of original photo
guaranteed.

--•

■

SEND NO MONEY J“‘.n
(any sire) and within a week you will receive
your
beautiful
life-like
enlargement.
guaran¬
teed fadeless.
Pay postman 47c plus postage—
or send 49c with order and we pay postage.
Big 16x20 inch enlargement sent C. O. D. 78c
plus poatage or send 80c and we pay postage. Take advantage of this
amazing offer now.
Send your photos today.
Specify s>*e wantji
STANDARD ART STUDIOS
104 S. Jefferson Street, Dept. 1545-K. CHICAGO. ILLINOIS

FAMOUS CREAM ENDS FRECKLES, BLACK¬
HEADS — RESTORES CLEAR. LOVELY SKIN
Now you can quickly restore the fresh, lovely skin
of youth.
Just let wonderful NADINOLA Cream
gently smooth away the mask of dull gray skin,
freckles, blackheads.
All you do is this: (1) At
bedtime spread a thin Him of Nadinola Cream over
your face—no massaging, no rubbing.
(2) Leave
on while you sleep.
(3) Watch daily improvement
—usually in 5 to 10 days you will see a marvelous
transformation.
Freckles, blackheads disappear:
dull coarsened skin becomes creamy-white, satinsmooth, lovely! NADINOLA is a famous beautifler
tested and trusted for nearly two generations.
Re¬
sults positively guaranteed.
At toilet counters,
only 50c. Or write NADINOLA, Box W-35, Paris,
Tenn.
Generous 10c sizes of Nadinola Beauty aids

at many 5c and 10c stores.
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PAIN
STOPS
QUICK!
A few drops of Dr. Scholl’s Onixol in the
crevice will quickly relieve pain of ingrown
nail. Aids in preventing infection. Heals
irritation and inflammation. Get a 5Ck bottle
today at your drug, department or shoe store.

D-'Scholls ONIXOL
WOMEN!
New

Discovery

l^Age of Indiscretion (M-G-M)
You'll See: Paul Lukas, Madge Evans,
Helen Vinson, May Robson, David Jack
Holt, Ralph Forbes, Beryl Mercer.
It's About: The divorce question and what
happens to the “children of divorce
Despite the fact that the story has all
the familiar elements usually found in the
divorce-and-custody picture, this movie
proves to be a fine evening’s entertainment
because of the sincerity and honesty with
which ft was written and produced.
Paul Lukas asks his wife, Helen Vin¬
son, to economize and she immediately
runs off with Ralph Forbes. When May
Robson (Vinson’s mother) finds out that
Lukas and his secretary (Madge Evans)
are beginning to fall in love, she deter¬
mines to catch them in a compromising
situation so that she will be given custody
of the child, David Jack Holt.
Master Holt is by far the finest per¬
former in the picture and his crying scene
in the courtroom is one of the finest bits
of the current screen season. Paul Lukas,
the publisher, Madge Evans, his secretary,
Helen Vinson are all excellent.
Your reviewer says: A grand little pic¬
ture. You’ll like it.

Life of

Stockings

SEND 25c.
FOR
GENEROUS TRUE
PACKAGE
ELBE PRODUCTS 45-19-47 ST. WOODSIDE. L. I.. N. Y.

(RKO)

You'll See: Ann Sothern, Gene Raymond,
Bill Robinson, Maria Gambarelli, Jeni
LeGon, Pert Kelton, Lionel Slander, Fats
Waller.
It's About: That old, old story of how the
shozv must go on—and it does!
Most of the praise due this musical pic¬
ture must be laid right in the laps of the
song writers, McHugh and Fields, who
gave us such grand tunes as “I’m Falling
in Love All Over Again’’ and “Living In
A Great Big Way.”
About how the show is almost ruined
on an opening night—but the show goes
on, which is the important part. Every
time the story rears its ugly head, it gets
in the way, so why worry about the thing
at all. The main things to look at here
are the dancing of Bill Robinson and a
newcomer, Jeni LeGon (the burlesque of
Pert Kelton), the funny antics of Lionel
Stander, and the beautiful ballet of Maria
Gambarelli.
Neither Gene Raymond nor
Ann Sothern gets much chance. The re¬
mainder of the cast is quite up to standard.
Your reviewer says: Good musical en¬
tertainment, singing and dancing you’ll
like.

prreu£nst

Renews

ATTENDANTS
« NO PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
—
FREE information regarding GOOD JOBS IN
INSTITUTIONS, HOSPITALS. ETC., eveiywhere write NOW «n1,_:_tt.iro.tii TAcrtf R-4R 14.1 W . 4oth St.. New I ork.

LITTLE BLUE BOOKS
Send postcard for our free catalogue. Thou¬
sands of bargains. Address: LiTTLE BLUE
BOOK CO., Catalogue Dept., Desk 301,
Girard, Kansas.

Old Leg Trouble
Heals at Home While Working
Viscose Method heals many old leg sores
caused by leg congestion, varicose veins,
swollen legs and injuries or no cost for
TRIAL. Describe trouble and get FREE
BOOK. Dr R. G. Clason Viscose Co.,
140 N. Dearborn St., Chicago, III.

THE

BERNARR

MACFADDEN

HEALTH

RESORT invites you to find again life's most
precious possession—spirited youth.

• This

resort is at Dansville, N. Y„ patronized by
boys and girls of all ages, from sixteen to
eighty.

• If you have forgotten how to play

they will teach you.

• All non-contagious

diseases scared to death by physcultopathic
measures.
tution.

• A

beneficent,

non-profit

insti¬

• Write for information to Physical

Culture Hotel Inc., Dansville, N. Y.

don’t WORRY
Why put up with
years of needless discomfortand worry?Try
a Brooks Automatic
Air Cushion. This mar¬
velous appliance per¬
mits the opening to
close, yet holds rupture
securely,comfortably—
day and night. Thousandsr eport amazing results.
Light, neat-fitting. No hard pads, metal girdle
or parts to chafe or gouge. Patented in U. S. and
13 foreign countries. Try one 10 DAYS WITH¬
OUT A PENNY’S RISK. You’ll be delighted.
Free book on Rupture and convincing facts
mailed postpaid in plain sealed envelope. Address

BROOKS CO.,

182 State St., Marshall, Mich.
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k^Kliou (Bennett)
You'll See: Henri de la Falaise, Lt. Car¬
ney and a cast of native characters.
It's About: A romance that zvas saved
when the native boy killed Kliou, the
tiger, and thus brought peace to the tribe.
Completely in technicolor, this featurelength travel film is one of the most en¬
tertaining and restful pieces of screen
fare we’ve seen for some months.
Here at last we see the first picture pro¬
duced by the titled husband of Constance
Bennett, Henri de la Falaise, and financed
by Bennett Productions, owned by Connie.
It is the simple story of the Kliou
(tiger) which the tribe must kill before
he makes life impossible for them. Ro¬
mance enters the story when the boyhunter, Bhat, is not favored by the girl’s
father.
But when the father is near
death and the witch doctors say he will
live only if Kliou is killed, Bhat has his
big chance. He finally gets the tiger and
his marriage to Dhi is assured.
“Hank” plays a role and photographs
like a million. The natives in the cast
are all excellent.
Your reviewer says: See it! Beauti¬
ful, restful entertainment.
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You'll See: Jane Withers, Jackie Searl.
O. P. Heggie, Katherine Alexander, Wal¬
ter King, others.
It's About: A little girl of the slums zvho
tries valiantly to keep her old uncle out of
trouble.
A trite plot and pure hokum become
real entertainment because of Jane W ith¬
ers, eight-year-old comedienne.
Beginning very slowly, the picture
moves at a fast pace when once started.
Jane is the niece of an old has-been
Shakespearean actor, and they live to¬
gether in a poor section. Her uncle, ably
played by O. P. Heggie, is sentenced to
jail after a drunken brawl, and Jane is
adopted, temporarily, by Katherine Alex¬
ander, a wealthy writer of child psychol¬
ogy books.
The boisterous, hoydenish,
lovable Jane proceeds to upset the wellordered existence led by Mrs. “ParkAvenue’’ as Jane calls her, and Jackie
Searle, her son. Eventually, everything
turns out all right.
Just to repeat the routine plot of this
isn’t doing it justice, because one has to
see Jane Withers laughing, crying, quot¬
ing Shakespeare, and mimicing Garbo and
others, fully to appreciate it. All of the
supporting cast do nicely.
Your reviewer says: Take the family.

Abdul the Damned (AllianceB. I. P.)
You'll See: Frits Kortner, Nils Asther,
Esnie Percy, John Stuart, Adrienne Ames,
Walter Rilla, Charles Carson, many
others.
It's About: The last of the great Oriental
despots, a beautiful Viennese singer in
his harem, and her love for a young
Turkish officer.
The movies have discovered a new and
exciting revolut:on to weave their fantas¬
tic narratives about—the overthrow of
their last Sultan by the Young Turk
Party and the establishment of a consti¬
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World’s most amazing Cook Book!

Rotogravure picture-book (60 photographs) showing astonishing new short¬
cuts. 130 recipes, including: Lemon Pie Filling without cooking! Foolproof
S-minute Chocolate Frosting! Caramel Pudding that makes itselfl 2-ingredient
Macaroons! Shake-up Mayonnaise! Ice Creams (freezer and automatic)!
Candies! Refrigerator Cakes! Sauces! Custards! Cookies! Address: Borden
Dept. MG-85, 350 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Co.,

NameStreet.

City_

-State.

(Print name and address plainly)
You can paste this coupon on a postcard.

tutional government after the revolution.
Fritz Kortner, noted European actor,
plays Abdul Hamid II, who lives in con¬
stant fear of assassination. Kortner gives
an excellent performance, constantly ham¬
pered by stodgy direction. Probably the
most effective portrayal is Esme Percy’s
Grand Eunuch. Nils Asther, our favorite
heartthrob, plays another nasty villain.
The settings are magnificent and the
photography
interesting,
though
the
camera is unkind to Adrienne Ames, as
the actress shanghaied into Abdul’s harem.
More emphasis on the historical excite¬
ments of this period (1908), and less on
the trivial love story, would have helped.
Your reviewer says: Ordinary enter¬
tainment, but you might find the unusual
background interesting.
'

^College Scandal (Paramount)
You'll See: Arline Judge, Kent Taylor,
Wendy Barrie, William Frazvley, Benny
Baker, William Benedict, Mary Nash, Ed¬
vard Nugent, William Stack, Edith
Arnold.
It’s About: The murder of three pals in
a college fraternity and liozv the rest of
the kids solve the crimes.
We were rather surprised when the
first murder wras discovered—we had the
idea the picture was going to be a musi¬
cal ! But when the second killing took
place and a third was attempted, we
settled back to enjoy one of the best little
mysteries we’ve seen for some time.
All the action takes place on a college
campus. Besides two or three romances
91

‘‘People marvel at my complexion and youthful looks. I look
15 years younger than my age, thanks to Sem-Pray Creme."
Mrs. Mary 1). Spillers, 803 North Blvd.. Richmond, Va.
fcem-I ray Compressed Creme contains rare Eastern youth*
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FREE

Postcard brings Big 1936 FREE Catalog and Plan
tolling how ladies everywhere earn money and beau¬
tiful Premiums selling newest stamped linens, scarf*,
aprons, pillow tubing, bridge sets, infants' wear ct«for embroidery.
Also Full line

KNITTING YARNS, CROCHET COTTONS and SUPPLIES.
Use your spare time!

No experience required

EMBROIDERY GUILD,30 wNe|*w1?J,hR^. 'NDeYP.t-30

OF FINEST
TOILET SOAPS
Seven cakes of fin■ ■ . —
eet toilet
soaps
handeome
package
sells for only 25c. The kind
rf soap used in every home
every day.
belling value marked on box $1.00.
You
sell for only 25c. Housewives buy on sight. Up to 100%
profit for you. Write for money-making details and facts
about other sensational Victor Soap deals.
For quiok
action send 25c for actual full sired sample.

VICTOR SOAP CO.,

Dept. TR-85,
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INVITES A CARESS

STAR-SHEEN Liquid Hair RINSE
and TINT will make "Him" ad¬
mire your hair because only STAR.
SHEEN gives your hair those

shimmering glints that “will be re¬
membered." STAR-SHEEN counter¬
acts dullness, brittleness and pro¬

motes softness. Try STAR-SHEEN
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CONSTANCE CUMMINGS
Star of “Accent on Youth”

note the difference. SEND lOc EOR EULL SIZE BOTTLE
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New kind of work for ambitious
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No Investment Ever Requ
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SELL PER
CHRISTMAS

Paris In Sprins (Paramount)
Mary Ellis, Tttllio Carminati,
Ida Lupino, Lynne Overman, Jessie
Ralph, James Blakeley, Dorothea Wolbert.
It's About: Paris in spring, with roman¬
tic music thrown in to prove the love
story.
When drama is heavy and slow, one
may be able to forgive it, but when socalled comedy drags out to the finest
point of boredom, there is no excuse to
offer!
Tullio Carminati, broken hearted be¬
cause Mary Ellis refuses to marry him,
goes to the tower with suicide in mind. Ida
Lupino is there for the same reason and
they get together to make their respec¬
tive sweethearts jealous. From there on,
the picture wanders through a maze of
intricate twists and turns that defy rhyme
or reason.
Mary Ellis, neither a great beauty nor
a great actress, should have been allowed
to sing her way into the hearts of the
public, but she is given only two songs.
You won’t remember either. Tullio Car¬
minati falls headlong from his usual ex¬
cellence. James Blakeley, as the sweet¬
heart of Ida Lupino, steals whatever
there is of the picture. Ida Lupino is no
better than usual and Lynne Overman
isn’t given a chance to do anything. The
photography and direction are on par.
Your reviewer says: Don’t waste your
time or money.
You'll See:

Senj-PrayJ

I

picture manages to give lots of comedy
touches and a song and dance now and
then. Since the idea i$ well figured out
we won’t spoil your fun by giving yoii
any hints as to the murderer.
The performances, for the most part,
are excellent; the only criticism of the
whole show is its direction, fine one mo¬
ment and sloppy the next. Arline Judge
gave a peppy and interesting perform¬
ance. Wendy Barrie did a capable acting
job. Edward Nugent was excellent; he
should be headed for much bigger things.
The rest of the cast was fine, too.
Your reviewer says: Good mystery and
suspense. You’ll be entertained.

April Blossoms (Alliance-B. I. P.)
Richard Tauber, Jane Baxter,
Carl Esmond, Athene Seyler, Paul Graetz,
Charles Carson, others.
It's About: An imaginary romantic epi¬
sode in the life of the composer Franz
Schubert.
Although the noted English playwright,
John Drinkwater, is listed among the
authors of this cream-puff, it’s hard to
imagine just what he had to do with it.
Handsomely mounted, with fine musical
interludes, the piece suffers from silly plot
and dialogue and unimaginative direction,
making it hard to tell whether the un¬
familiar English cast can act or not. Jane
Baxter, who never had the chance she de¬
served in America, doesn’t get it in this
particular British film, either.
It’s the music that makes this memor¬
able. You’ll never hear the world-famous
“Serenade’ sung more exquisitely than
by Richard Tauber, the great Wagnerian
You'll See:

No experience needed. Liberal
full or spare time.
Also sell Box Asso
of Christmas Cards. Gift Wrappings, R
Everyday Cards. SI.00 each. Sample outfit fu
\\ etniore & Sugdcn, Inc.. 749 Monroe Are., Dept. DR, Roches

BEAUTIFUL HANDBAG
Newest and Smartest Styles!

$.98 to

Wooden bead bags in all colors for summ
Chic imports for evening wear, and smart
bags in a wide variety of colors to match ense
Send now for free illustrated catalogue an
price list.

LE CHIC IMPORT CO
Suite 1221, 152 W. 42nd St., New York,

PHOTOS ENLARGED
Florentine Oil Colors
8x10 Silk Enlargements
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or 5x7—$1.00.
11x14—69c.
Two
$1.00. 16x20— $1.00. 6x8 or 5x7 Co
framed 80c. THREE Different $2.0
Completely Framed $1.00. 11x14 u
49c.
Three 11x14 uncolored $1.00
from any sixe Photo, Snapshot, or fil
Full Length, etc. Originals returned w
SEND NO MONEY unless you wi
postman plus postage. Agent’s catal

Monarch Studios, Suite RG-32, McA
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The amazing action of Pedodyne is truly marvelous
boon to those whose bunions cause constant foot troub
a torturing bulge to the shoes. It stops pain almost in
and with the inflammation and swelling reduced so q
you will be able to wear smaller, neater shoes with ea
comfort. Prove it by actual test on your own bunion
write and say, "I Want To Try Pedodyne.” No oblig

Pedodyne Co., 180 N. Wacker Dr., Dept.M-11I,Chica
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Schubert.
The story itself is the same sad tale of
gentle Franz’s unrequited love for a
Viennese girl, and his noble efforts to help
her win the man she really loves. The
ruse by which this is accomplished is
fairly amusing.
Your reviewer says: A “must” for real
music lovers, because of Tauber; the rest
of us had better forget it.

1200 styles^
and sizes of
Stoves,
Ranges and
Furnaces

The Arizonian (Radio)
Richard Dix, Margot Graiiamc, Preston Foster, Louis Calhern, Ray
Mayer, James Bush, Willie Best, Joseph
Sauers.
It's About: The winning of the West plus
horses, sheriffs, shooting and fun.
Richard Dix Rides Again! That sounds
like the title of a wild and woolly West¬
ern of your kid days and that’s almost
what it is.
Plenty of riding, shooting,
hero-work and romance all tied together
with those old faithful strings: bad
sheriff, bad motive and bad men!
Mr. Dix tries (again) to win the West
the way the West should be won.
He
does, as usual. Margot Grahame is won,
too. The crooked sheriff, the half-hearted
mayor, and the bad-men are all neatly
hog-tied before the last shot is fired. And
so, while this isn’t the old five-and-ten
variety of cowboy action story, neither is
it the type of epic Western yarn we’ve
come to expect from actors of this calibre.
Mr. Dix does his best to be a hero.
Margot Grahame is even more surprised
to find herself in the cast than you are to
see her. The other boys are all right.
Your reviewer says: As Westerns go,
this goes well.

CUSTOMERS

You'll See:

Inside Stuff
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Porcelain
Enamel ComWnation Gas, Coal
and Wood Ranges

Have Proved the
Economy of . . .

Fire Door 20" Wide
Fire Pot 22 H" Wide

FACTORY PRICES
See the Porcelain Enamel Heaters with
big doors, big fire pots. Make a double
saving by ordering your furnace at the
factory price. FREE plans.

A New Kalamazoo for 18c a Day!
Mail coupon now—get this new
FREE catalog featuring FAC¬
TORY PRICES and easy terms—

Buy Your Stoves Direct From the
Men Who Make Them
You don’t have to pay more than the
Factory Price. Come straight to the Fac¬
tory. Mail coupon now for new catalog.

as little as 18c a day. 200 styles
and sizes. More bargains than in
20 big stores. Quality is the same
that over 900,000 satisfied users
have trusted for 35 years.

THE KALAMAZOO STOVE CO., Mfrs.
469 Rochester Ave., Kalamazoo, Mich.
Warehouses: Utica, N. Y.; Akron, Ohio

What This SALE Catalog Offers
1* Combination Gas, Coal and Wood
Ranges; Coal and Wood Ranges;
Circulating Heaters; Furnaces—both
pipe and one-register type—all at
FACTORY PRICES.
2. Cash or Easy Terms—Year to Pay—
As Little as 18c a Day.
3. 30 Days FREE Trial—360 Days Ap¬
proval Test.
4. 24 Hour Shipment — Safe Delivery
Guaranteed.
5. $100,000 Bank Bond Guarantee of
Satisfaction.
6. 5 Year Parts Guarantee.
7. FREE Furnace Plans—FREE Service.
Clip coupon—Read about the marvelous
“Oven that Floats in Flame”—and other
features. See why Century of Progress
prize winners prefer Kalamazoo ranges.

KALAMAZOO STOVE C0.9 Mfrs.
469 Rochester Avenue
Kalamazoo, Mich.

IVM&Q
^^*85

Dear Sirs: Please send me your SALE CATA¬
LOG-FREE.
Check articles in which you are interested.
Coal and Wood Ranges □
Heaters □
Combination Gas, Coal and Wood Ranges □

Oil Stoves □
Furnaces

Name
(.Please Print Name Plainly)

“A Kalamazoo,

Direct to You”
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FREE
furnace
plans
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(Continued from, page 23)
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HEN Gene Raymond returned from
his highly successful tour of the key
cities, he brought back a surprise for Hol¬
lywood—a piece of music called “Will
You?” The surprise is that Gene wrote it.
GOOD MONEY FOR SPARE TIME
*

*

A new way. Art novelties in big demand. Get free
lessons and quickly learn to decorate Gifts, Bridge
Prizes, Toys, etc.
No experience necessary.
Anyone
can succeed with simple “3-8tep'’ method and you earn
as you learn. Everything furnished, including supply
of Novelties for you to decorate and Homeoraiters
outfit.

*

W

ARNER BAXTER has the toughest
time getting a vacation! Last year,
when he started out on a yachting jaunt
with Bill Powell and Dick Barthelmess,
he was called back to the studio for work
before he had reached Catalina Island.
A few days ago Warner finished “Under
A Pampas Moon” and thought he would
have time to take his wife to Honolulu.
A wire awaited his arrival demanding that
he return by the next boat for re-takes on
three scenes of that picture.
Now the Fox Studio is in an uproar!
Warner had taken about four months
to allow his hair to grow for the part and
when he was about to board the boat for
Honolulu he got a hair cut.
*

*

*

NEWS SHORT CUTS:

B

ING CROSBY has just signed a new
contract calling for ten pictures to be
made in the next three years and he gets
over a million for his end. Adolphe Men-

No Canvassing
Just sit at home and make up to $50 a
veek spare time or full.
Write today
for big illustrated book and
FIRST LESSON FREE.
Ab¬
solutely not one cent to pay.
Lesson is free.
Openings in
every locality.
Write quick.

Fireside Industries
Dept. 34-K ADRIAN, MICH.
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ALL 3 COURSES $2

Each course complete in 1 bookl
guarantee to teach you in your
home.
Sent prepaid or C.O.D
U S.) plus postage.
rnrP
l pair taps OR l
riftt
exhibition
waltz
"
each $2.00 order.

BILLY TRUEHAR
Dept. *4EM
Houston,

5308 Almeda Wa
T

|l Have Special Work Fo
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Don't Just wish for money. I need ambitious women in every town to make
NECESSARY
^ up to $22 in a week demonstrating and taking orders for beautiful, smart
new Fall and Winter styles of famous Harford Frocks.
Over a million satisfied customers. Complete line of exquisite lastminute models featuring the very newest fabrics and colors in all sizes.
Also Chardonize fabric Lingerie endorsed and guaranteed as advertised
in Good Housekeeping Magazine. Women just can’t resist them.
You
earn splendid income and get SAMPLE DRESSES (your size) FREE
OF EXTRA CHARGE.

Mail R>sT Card

TODAYS

NO HOUSE-TO-HOUSE CANVASSING
No experience or house-to-house canvassing necessary. New plan makes
work fascinating, easy and dignified. Gorgeous presentation of beautiful
styles sent FREE. No money needed—now or ever. Write today giving,
dress size.
.
^
C. E. Israel, HARFORD FROCKS, Dept. N-7, Cincinnati, Ohio

GORGEOUS STYL
PRESENTATION
SENT FREE

MOVIE
jou is out of the hospital but the studio is
holding up his picture on account of
Adolphe has to gain back about thirty-five
pounds he lost.
The gang who went to
the airport to meet Mary Brian had a
three-hour wait but when Mary got off
the plane they decided it was well worth
it. They had to put a policewoman on
the trail of a gal named Jessica Weston
who was thrown in jail for breaking into
Dick Powell's house without an invitation
and the day after she was released, she
did the same thing over again, which must
be love. Mae West’s next picture will be
called “Lulu Was A Lady!”
*

*

*

G

*

*

RACE MOORE and her swell hus¬
band, Valentin Perera, came out with
a marvelous dinner party the other night
in honor of Mary Garden. The two hun¬
dred guests got a real thrill out of Miss
Garden, but they can’t know the real rea¬
son for the great friendship that exists
between Grace and Mary. In fact you’ll
have it “on” Hollywood as soon as you
read the third installment of GRACE
MOORE’S LIFE STORY in this issue,
because there you will find the true story
behind that great friendship.
*

*

was prepared for a- very swell time indeed.
The day she started on her rest, her
heart, Robert Riskin, got neuritis in his
arm and now poor Lombard spends all her
time running back and forth with hot water
bottles.
*

*

*

IV'ATHARINE HEPBURN must have
* '-been reading Ann Harding’s publicity!
Anyway, Katie is going to do likewise. She
will star in a summer stock company in
Saybrook, Conn.
Or does she feel the
need of more stage experience?

* * *
ROMANCE IN HOLLYWOOD:

/'""'LENDA FARRELL got a very cute
V-J little postcard from a sailor-fan on
the high seas and across the bottom of it
was written “PERSONAL.”
*

MIRROR

*

C

AROLE LOMBARD thought she was
going to have a marvelous vacation
and rest right here in Hollywood. Carole
hasn’t had a day off for months and she

HAT chap who’s been taking the new¬
ly-divorced Mary Astor dancing and
places is John Ryan. . . . Sally Blane and
Norman Foster have it so bad that they
sit out in front and make eyes and hold
hands while the party goes on indoors.
. . . Norman Krasna and Sylvia Sidney
are at the point of ordering one dinner
for two.
*

*

*

IT’S THE LITTLE THINGS IN LIFE
ILL POWELL ordered the gardener
to plant a flock of grass seed on the
newly-made terraces. Next morning Bill
discovered that his St. Bernard puppy had
used the banks to wallow in.
Mary Pickford is still holding out on
that
predicted
marriage
with
Buddy
Rogers, as we warned you she might do.
When last questioned Miss Pickford said,
“I have much more important things to
think about than romance or marriage
with anybody!”
’Tis said that Gloria Swanson is heart¬

broken that Edna Best won’t give Herbert
Marshall a divorce so that she and Bert
can middle-aisle it.
Freddie Bartholomew wrote a letter to
L. B. Mayer, head of M-G-M, asking that
he use his influence to gain permission for
Freddie to ride his bicycle around the lot!
Jackie Cooper had to get the permission
of the Court before he could have enough
money drawn out of his account to pay
what he still owes on back income taxes,
something over $3,000!

* * *
[ TATS off to Lewis Stone!
He has
1 T just completed his twentieth year in
pictures. M-G-M have had the excellent
services of Mr. Stone for over eleven
years, and as a means of expressing their
appreciation for his work and to celebrate
his fine record they have just handed him
a nice new three-year contract,
*

*

+

THISA AND THATA:
ERLE OBERON has a new idea for
beach clothes—canary-yellow cordu¬
roy overalls, sky-blue silk blouse with yel¬
low beach sandals and powder-blue socks.
. . . Joe E. Brown came close to a tragedy
last night when his son was returning from
a costume party dressed as a cowboy! Joe
heard the noise in the driveway, grabbed
his gun and was about to shoot the “in¬
truder” when he decided to ask “Who goes
there?” Luckily his son answered in time
to avert a calamity. . . . Jean Harlow is
so crazy about “Naughty Marietta” and
the work of Nelson Eddy and Jeanette
MacDonald that she is advising all her
fans not to miss it.

Tips on Talkies
(Continued from page 40)
capers; Ann Sothern, hysterically temper¬
amental; and Merle Oberon, intoxicatingly
exotic; in a gay musical that boasts a
couple of tuneful songs.
l^VFOUR HOURS TO KILL (Para¬
mount). A melodramatic story, chock-full
of smaller stories, in which Richard Barthelmess is a convict taken to the lounge
of a theater to await the train which is to
take him to prison.
Charles C. Wilson,
as his guard, gives a performance almost on
a par with Barthelmess, who is swell.
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Bennett,

GO INTO YOUR DANCE (Warner
Brother). A1 Jolson and Ruby Keeler in
a musi-comedy with not much to recom¬
mend save a few comedy scenes by Patsy
Kelly and a few tuneful songs.
V,'S"G”-MEN
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boys
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Public
and
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show
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how
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^INFORMER, THE (RKO). A truly
artistic triumph in which Victor McLaglen, a tiny mind, is ruled by Wallace Ford,
a great brain, during the Irish Revolu¬
tion. The theme is definitely of mascu¬
line appeal, but we think women will go.
V'V'LADDIE (RKO). A wholesome, sweet
story

from

Gene

Stratton
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well-

known book, in which little Virginia Weid-
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start
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Hudson. You’ll chuckle plenty when Slim
Summerville’s

inter-
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W. C. Field’s old river showboat.

matter

when

or
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No

Bing sings, it’s a

treat.

^NAUGHTY MARIETTA (M-G-M).
Victor Herbert’s undying music is more
poignant than ever when sung by Jeanette
MacDonald and Nelson Eddy in a picture
abounding with romance, beautiful back¬
grounds, adventure, and above all, the
lovely familiar musical score. See it!

hog-calling

relations

help

(Warner Brothers). Pat O’Brien, a virile
idealist, finds it romantic to supply back¬
ward China with oil in spite of the fact
that his wife, Josephine Hutchinson, must
suffer untold hardships with him. An in¬
teresting

vehicle.

^PRIVATE WORLDS (Walter Wanger for Paramount). A stimulating pic¬
ture despite its
hospital-for-the-insane
background, in which Claudette Colbert
gives a subtle performance of great beau¬
ty', Joan Bennett is electrifying, Charles
Boyer is enchanting, and Joel McCrea is
quite perfect. A thriller. Don’t miss this.

break up George Barbier’s political picnic.

Lindsay

love

on

and

1S^OIL FOR THE LAMPS OF CHINA

^LES MISERABLES (Twentieth Cen¬
tury). Victor Hugo’s ponderous work ap¬
pears on the screen with Fredric March as
Jean Valjean and Charles Laughton as the
police inspector who never forgot a face
or his duty.
If you like to cry, by all
means go.

Cromwell, with the help of pretty Rochelle

after

Southerner.

and Gloria Stuart.

James
Federal

a

understanding,

ler steals the show, even from John Beal

^GOIN’ TO TOWN (Paramount). Mae
West “on a ranch.” Mae West “in South
America” and Mae West “in society”—in
other words MAE WEST!
This may
please rabid West fans, but it isn’t up to
par.

Crosby, a Northerner, is in love with Joan

V'V'MISSISSIPPI

(Paramount).

Bing

^RECKLESS (M-G-M). Jean Harlow,
a Broadway dancer, marries Franchot

MOVIE
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Tone, socialite son of a rich family, only
to prove that oil and water won’t mix,
and after Tone’s suicide goes back to Wil¬
liam Powell. Good, breezy hokum. See it.
WROBERTA
Dunne
youth

for

(RKO).

romance,

There’s

Ginger

and laughter, and

Home Treatment for
Keeping Skin Young

Irene

Rogers

for

Mercolized Wax—one beauty aid you can afford
because this single preparation embodies all the
essentials of beauty that your skin needs. It
-- — cleanses, softens, bleaches, lubricates and proAa tects. So simple to use, too. Just pat it on your
%rr
skiQ each night as if it were an ordinary cold
cream. Mercolized Wax seeps into your pores,
dissolves grime, dust and all impurities. It
absorbs the discolored surface skin in tiny, invis¬
ible particles, revealing the beautiful, smooth, young skin that lies
beneath. It clears away freckles, tan, oiliness, sunburn or any other
blemishes. You use such a tiny bit of Mercolized Wax for each appli¬
cation that it proves an inexpensive beauty investment. Beauty can not
be taken for granted. It must be cared for regularly if you want
to hold beauty through the years. Mercolized
Wax brings out the hidden beauty of your
skin. Let it make your skin more beautiful.

Freddie Astaire

for dances in a mad, thrilling gay picture
that has songs

that are swell, lovely wo¬

men’s clothes, and above all Fred Astaire’s
dancing. See it!
y RUGGLES
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Phelactine removes hairy growths—takes them out—
easily, quickly and gently. Leaves the skin hair free.
Phelactine is the modern, odorless facial depilatory that
fastidious women prefer.

ment.

yySTAR

OF MIDNIGHT
(RKO).
Bill Powell in another “Thin Man” role,
with Ginger Rogers, this time, as fellow
sleuth. Mr. Powell turns detective once
more, and there’s a surprise ending to the
mystery. It’s gay, romantic, and you’ll
like it!

I

/'SCOUNDREL,
THE
(Hecht
and
MacArthur for Paramount).
The most
controversial picture of the year, with
Noel Coward doing a magnificent piece
of acting in the title role. Julie Hayden
is superb as the betrayed girl.
See it,
if only to get in on the argument.
yvANESSA — HER LOVE STORY
(M-G-M).
Helen Hayes and Robert
Montgomery marry the wrong people but
eventually work out their lives satisfac¬
torily. If you like action and crisp people
who know their own minds, you will find
this a bit out-dated and pokey.
/"WEDDING NIGHT, THE (Samuel
Goldwyn). A simple story of three very
human people: Gary Cooper, a dissipated
novelist, Helen Vinson, his wife, and An¬
na Sten, a girl of the soil with whom the
novelist falls in love. Their sincere per¬
formances will tug at your heartstrings.

Powdered Saxolite dissolved in one-half pint witch
hazel quickly reduces wrinkles and other age signs. It is
a refreshing, stimulating astringent lotion. Use it daily.

Mo.xolize.l,
>Vax
J/
,

The Sk'*

LIGHTEN YOUR HAIR
WITHOUT PEROXIDE
... to ANY Shade you Desire
. . . SAFELY in 5 to 15 minutes
CarefuL fastidious women avoid the use of
peroxide because peroxide makes hair brittle.
Lechler’s Instantaneous Hair Lightener
requires NO peroxide. Used as a paste it can¬
not streak. Eliminates straw* look. Beneficial to perma¬
nent waves and bleached hair. Lightens blonde hair ^
grown dark. This is the only preparation that also lightensx1
the scalp. No more dark roots. Used over 20 vears by famousw
beauties, stage and screen stars and children. Harmless. Guar¬
anteed. Mailed complete with brush for application.
_

i

CD cc 36-page booklet “The Art of Lightening Hair
r KC.C. Without Peroxide" Free with your first order.
ERWIN F. LECHLER, Hair Beauty Specialist
S6S W. 181st St., New York. N. Y.

Bathe them with LAVOPTIK
Instant relief for inflamed, sore, tired, strained or itching
eyes. 6000 eyesight specialists endorse it. 25 years suc¬
cess. Get Lavoptik iwith free eye cupi from your druggist.

HOW A

QUICK, EASY WAY
TO LEARN

MUSIC
changed my name from “Miss” to “Mrs.”
ESS than a year ago I was friendless, lonely.
« unhappy. Then came the amazing event that
changed my whole life.

Bachelor Tells All

It was at Jane Smith’s party. I found myself sitting
alone as usual. I had nothing to offer—no musical
ability at all. Mary Nelson came over to talk to me.
She was a wonderful pianist and the life of every
party.
“I wish I could play like you. Mary,” I
said. Imagine my surprise when Mary told me she
had never had a teacher in her life.

(Continued from page 25)
annoyed but the old Arkansas hospitality
got the better of me and I told her she
could sit in front of the fire until the rain
let up a bit. It was the usual story: No
- money, movie mad and just dying for op¬
portunity.
She did it awfully well, she
might have made a great actress!
Sud¬
denly she began to take a great interest
in my home and I offered to show her
around the place. Bear that in mind, too.
‘My
solicitous
butler-secretary
re¬
mained close at our heels as we went
through the house. I thought, at the time.

t

L

A Hollywood

Then Mary told me about the wonderful new method
perfected by the U. S. School of Music. No teacher,
no weary scales, no tiresome hours of practise. You
play real music right from the start. That very
night I sent for the Free Book and Demonstration
Lesson.
LEARN TO PLAY
BY NOTE
Piano
Violin
Guitar
Ukulele
Organ
Saxophone
Tenor Banjo
Hawaiian Guitar
Piano Accordion
Or Any Other Instru¬
ment

I never dreamed that
playing the piano was so
simple. Although I never
had any •’talent" I was
playing my favorite pieces
almost before I knew it.
Then came the night
that proved the turning
int in my whole life.
went to a party and
this time I had something
to offer. My friends were
amazed when I sat down
at the piano and played
song after song. Before

r

the evening was over I was invited to three parties,
and it wasn’t long before I met Tom, who shortly after¬
wards asked me to be his wife.

Free Book and]Demonstration Lesson
This story is typical. Over 700.000 people have learned
ti> play this amazingly easy way—and what they have
done, you cau do. Prove this yourself without cost. Send
today for amazing Free Demonstration Lesson and Ex¬
planatory Booklet.
See the simple principles around
which this remarkable method is built. If you really
want to learn music—to enjoy good times—mail the
coupon below. Don’t delay—act NOW. U. S. School
of Music. 3068 Brunswick Bldg., New York City.

U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC.
3068 Brunswick Bldg., New York City.
Send me your amazing free book. "How You Can Master
Music in Your Own Home,” with inspiring message by
Dr. Frank Crane. This does not put me under any obliga¬
tion.
Name.
Address
Instrument
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MOVIE
that it was nice of him to switch off the
lights as we left each room—economical
fellow!
In a short while, my visitor
glanced at the clock and remembered the
ticking meter in the cab at the door. We
said goodbye. Apparently, that was that.
“Two days later, my butler informed me
that this girl was demanding $400 for the
treatment she had received at my house
the night she had dropped in to call!
“Why, it’s nothing but blackmail!’’ I
said, flabbergasted.
“He said, ‘It looks like it.’ Somehow,
there was something peculiar about the
way he said it, but I didn’t know about
his police record at that time.
“It’s absurd,” I said. “She won’t get a
cent!
“I tried to reason it out as he told me
that the cab driver was ready to swear
what time he had brought her and how
long she had stayed, just when the lights
were turned on in various rooms and of
how they had been turned out soon after!
“But you were here!”
I protested.
“You were with us every minute.
You
know why the lights were flashed on
and off, you were the one who turned the
switch in every room!
“When he merely shrugged his shoul¬
ders, I knew the heat was on. There’s no
feeling like it! You get sick in the pit of
your stomach.
I didn’t know where to
turn, I was too new to Hollywood and
the ways of blackmailing women.
1
think I know now!
The answer, I am
sure, is publicity! If I had used that the
first time, I could have saved myself a
lot of trouble and money.
Anyway, I
gave the butler the four hundred in cash
to give her, sending her a written state¬
ment to sign in return. That’s all I ever
heard from her because I told her that if
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she ever demanded another penny that I
would give up my job in pictures rather
than pay her a cent!
“But I still may not have heard the last
about the case! You see, some time later,
I found out about my butler’s police rec¬
ord and fired him. He took that signed
statement with him!
“That’s the real danger.
You never
know when the racketeer is going to
strike! Cary Grant outsmarted the under¬
world mob the last time they came after
him with the girl racket by taking some
precautions beforehand. Although he has
never mentioned this for publication, I am
sure he won’t mind my telling the facts.
“Late one night, Cary got a telephone
call from a girl who claimed to be Kath¬
arine DeMille, the actress daughter of
C. B. DeMille.
She said she was in
trouble and needed his advice.
He kindly
offered to come to her home but she de¬
manded that she come to his place! That
was her mistake and Cary’s tip-off.
He
realized that Miss DeMille would not do
a thing like that.
He called the police
station and asked that a matron be sent
over immediately. He hid her in a bed¬
room closet, just in case.
Sure enough,
the girl arrived, rushed past him at the
door and headed for the bedroom.
Of
course, she ran right into the arms of the
matron, bless her, and was in jail that
night. In her purse they found a list of
bachelor actors together with their phone
numbers and also the names and numbers
of actresses or friends who could be used
as bait to get the door open.”

I

SAID, “It looks as though the opendoor-to-Hollywood-money is merely the
open door of a bachelor actor’s home! By
the way, Dick, what was the inside story

of that girl named Jessica Weston who
forced her way into your home some time
ago on the claim that she was your cousin ?
How did that happen?”
“That was an unusual case,” he began.
“You see, I wasn’t home when this girl
arrived. She rang the bell and demanded
to be let in on the* grounds that she was
my cousin. The secretary tried to reason
with her, told her that I wasn’t home,
but little Miss Weston put her foot in
the door and refused to take it out! Po¬
lice were called and she went to jail.
“The next day I was told of the matter
and before I had finished breakfast, all
the newspaper boys were there to get my
side of the story.
I went with them to
the station and talked with the girl. With¬
in ten minutes I had her story. She had
only been in this country for six years,
had lived in my home town, gotten the
facts of my history and hitch-hiked her
way to Hollywood to pull her scheme. I
made out a check for $100 bail for her,
but when I asked her age, I put the
check back in my pocket!
The girl was
under twenty-one and if I had put up bail
I would have been personally responsible
for her!
You see, I couldn’t even do a
kindness where the girl was concerned. If
I had, she would have had me just where
she wanted me.
Since she has been out
of jail, she has come to me twice for
money and both times I’ve helped her out.
I suppose it was a mistake.
Maybe I’ll
hear more from it later!”
I told Dick how glad I was that he, of
all the actors who have been victimized by
blonde blackmailers in Hollywood, had
had the courage to publish the truth.
It
should help. At least it should be a warn¬
ing to the beautiful blonde girl next door
to him that she might as well move away.

Confessions of a Hollywood Press Agent
(Continued from page 47)
have lots of babies and be absurdly happy.
The next morning my boss called me
to account for a string of slight errors.
“And among other things,” he roared,
“don’t let love-lorn reporters in here with
their stage-struck girl friends. Yesterday
I ruined a busy afternoon introducing that
Miss ahh-, what’s her name, ahhh—
Gaynor, that’s it, Janet Gaynor, introduc¬
ing her to the casting director because
she thinks she can act and so does that
beau of hers. Of course, she’ll never get
beyond extra work, if that. Just a bad
photographic type.”
The girl never returned to our ante¬
room, but the boy did, some months later,
to tell us that Janet had gotten a swell
break in a picture called “Seventh Heav¬
en,” one that might mean a good contract!
During the film town’s hobbledehoy
adolescence (1916 to 1926)
when all
studios were housed in hastily repainted
barns and all feminine brunette stars were
“vamps,” Cecil B. DeMille was the most
powerful, talked about, feared and bizarre
personality west of the Rockies. It was
during this period that a novel called “The
Golden Bed” came to his attention.
Now this story offered an opportunity
to stage something never before at¬
tempted in front of, behind or to one side
of the cameras, an opportunity to use an
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entire set executed in candy. Yes, I said
candy, and I mean just that, and what is
more, I saw it and even ate some of it.
Rod LaRocque, Lillian Rich, Vera
Reynolds and Warner Baxter were cast
in the mighty opus, and an entire con¬
fectionery factory ceased boxing its prod¬
uct to build our props.
For months the boys and girls in the
publicity offices pounded out copy on the
“candy ball,” and “the sugar set.”
But our labors went unrewarded, for
the drama critics throughout the country,
took unanimous and energetic exception
to “the poorly executed props used in the
big scene, that did not resemble candy.”

D

URING my press agent years I have
turned out countless stories based on
that hackneyed favorite of every publicity
department, “the show must go on” theme.
But I have witnessed only a single in¬
stance of sublime courage before the
cameras.
It happened way back in 1926, in May.
I was opening the boss’s morning mail
when a tall stranger dressed in a gro¬
tesque Russian outfit peered into my office
and asked to use my telephone.
I

HIS is Mr. Brook, Air. Clive Brook
speaking. How is the baby? No, I can¬

not possibly get to the hospital this morn¬
ing, I am in the middle of a picture.
Certainly, at lunch hour. Will a blood
transfusion be necessary? Please do not
let my wife know. Please call me if there
is any change.”
The next day and the next he came to
my office hourly, offering with each visit
a speech of apology for the annoyance.
On the fourth day he came at half-hour
intervals because, I knew from his end of
the conversation, the baby was worse.
I learned that Clive Brook had been in
this country but one year, and with true
English reserve he had made but few
acquaintances during that time. I learned
that the picture he was making for us,
called “The Popular Sin” starring Flor¬
ence Vidor, was his first American break.
I learned that he had not told the direc¬
tor or anyone in the entire studio that his
only son, a son planned for, longed for
and prayed for, was dying.
On the sixth afternoon there was a
definite turn for the better, and on the
ninth day, Clive Brook announced to me
that his son was going to live.
Few people know that if Dorothea
Wieck had not been confused during her
first interviews concerning her husband’s
work in Germany, which was the uncertain,
poorly paid calling of writing articles for
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obscure publications, she would be today
one of the great in Hollywood.
She had everything geared for success
and fame. She had (and still has) youth
and beauty and prodigious talent.
But
she said “yes” when asked if her bride¬
groom of six months was a newspaper
editor (she thought “editor” was just
another English word for “writer”) and
thereby ruined her American career.
For within a month of those interviews,
the entire world was convinced that Dor¬
othea Wieck’s husband, Baron von der
Decken, was a leading European news¬
paper editor, Hitler’s right-hand man, and
the power behind the Swastika. Under the
glare of violent disapproval that was caused
in many sections of the country over the
garbled interviews, her film career died.
We must turn back, for comedy, to 1924,
when Pola Negri and Gloria Swanson were
grappling for the supremacy of the shabby
ten acres of the old Famous Players
Lasky Studio, now Paramount Pictures
Incorporated.
Negri topped Swanson upon the very day
of her arrival from Europe by walking
off with the coveted Mary Pickford bun¬
galow for her dressing room.
Swanson retaliated by going off to New
York to make her pictures in the com¬
pany’s New York studios, while her new
dressing room was built.
Negri then announced her engagement
to Charlie Chaplin.
Not many months later Gloria topped
this superb gesture by returning from
Europe with a real Marquis and a wed¬
ding band. Negri was momentarily non¬
plussed, but the Polish are excellent
fighters and she was back in the ring after
a short interval bearing off the plum pro¬
duction, “Forbidden Paradise.” The whole
studio waited anxiously for action.
There was plenty. A private dining
room with electric kitchen was built near
the Swanson dressing room for Gloria’s
exclusive use (in those days there were
no studio commissaries). Negri, who had
been satisfied with the uncertain lunches
sent in from Greasy Joe’s place across
the street, now had orders rushed for a
kitchen and splendid dinette in her bun¬
galow. But before a single board had been
torn from that crumbling and historic little
building, Swanson walked off with the
final and complete victory.
One windy morning when all good stars
were hurrying to their sets (there were
no roadways for automobiles in the old
studio and everybody, great and humble,
hoofed it), Negri left her bungalow
clutching at the cumbersome royal robes
she was wearing for “Forbidden Paradise.”
And from the opposite direction came
Gloria Swanson seated serenely and lux¬
uriantly in a wicker Palm Beach chair,
pushed by a white-coated Negro porter.
The door leading to her set was whipped
open at the amazing approach, and Swan¬
son was wheeled up to the very cameras,
where it was necessary for her to take but
one step to get into camera range!
From time to time, during my eleven
years of press agenting in Hollywood, I’ve
found myself on the red side of the ledger,
but there is little bitterness in such de¬
ficiencies. My ringside seat at the greatest
show on earth has declared enough divi¬
dends in laughter and glimpses of human¬
ity to balance the books nicely.
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The world looks pretty rosy to this
little lady.

ing pain. It is gentle but thorough. And
it is not habit-forming.

She gets Fletcher’s Castoria for a lax¬
ative. And she loves it! It is one laxative
every child takes willingly!

And that’s very important! For if a
youngster hates the taste of a laxative
and struggles against taking it, her nerves
are upset by the struggle. And her stom¬

Whenever your youngster needs a laxa¬
tive—from babyhood until 11 years oldturn to Fletcher’s Castoria. Look for the
signature Chas. H. Fletcher. And save
money—buy the family-size bottle.

ach may be upset also!
So pleasant taste is one of the impor¬
tant reasons why Fletcher’s Castoria is
the right laxative for children...

Fletcher’s Castoria is designed just for
a child’s system. It contains no strong,
purging drugs such as some adult laxa¬
tives contain.
It is safe for delicately-balanced young
systems. It will never, never Cause grip¬
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What Am I Offered?
(Continued from page 29)

and Look /O
Years Younger
Quickly and safely you can
tint those streaks of gray to
lustrous shadesof blonde, brown or black. A small brush
and BROWNATONE does it. Used and approved for
over twenty-three years. Guaranteed harmless. Active
coloringagent is purely vegetable. Cannot affect waving
ofhair. Economical andl asting—will not wash out. Im¬
parts rich,beautiful color with amazing speed. Easy to
prove by applying a 1 i ttle of this f amous tint to a 1 ock of
your own hair. BROWN ATONEi s only 50c—at all drug
or toilet counters—always on a money-back guarantee.

hit pictures as “The Secret of Madame
Blanche,” “Penthouse," "The Thin Man, ’
“Fugitive Lovers” and the play “Up Pops
the Devil,” are a riot at an auction. They
never go ahead of time to see what s going
to be offered that they might be interested
in. They arrive after the sale has started
and sit quietly, inconspicuously on a
couple of chairs.
Presently somethingsay a chair—will be offered that attracts
one or the other of them. While they are
discussing whether or not to buy it, it
will be sold to someone else. I’ve seen
them at a number of auctions but I ve
never known them to get in a bid on any¬
thing.

R

ICHARD and Jobyna Arlen do their
buying, or wishing, along similar
lines. Once we went to a sale together
and an electric orange squeezer was put
up. As they showed no signs of bidding
on it, I bought it. When we got outside
they began to argue, blaming each other
for not bidding on it. As Dick’s voice
took on a slightly acid quality, Joby grinned
beguilingly at me. “Mookie was just bid¬
ding on it for us,” she told her husband.
But for once she was wrong.
Mookie
wasn’t.
Mookie was bidding on it for

Years ago the International Correspon¬
dence Schools introduced job insurance
to the ambitious men of America.

And

training — the knowledge and ability to
handle your present job so efficiently that
your security is established and your pay
envelope enlarged — is still the best job
insurance I

Take out job insurance for

yourself right away —mail the coupon.
INTERNATIONAL

CORRESPONDENCE

SCHOOLS

Box 2279-C, Scranton, Penna.
Without cost or obligation, please send me a copy of
your booklet, “Who Wins and Why,” and full particulars
about the subject before which I have marked X:
TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES
□ Architect
□
□ Architectural Draftsman
□
□ Building Estimating
□
□ Contractor and Builder
□
□ Structural Draftsman
□
□ .Structural Engineer
□
□ Electrical Engineer
□
□ Electric Lighting
□
□ Telegraph Engineer
□
□ Telephone Work
□ Radio
□
□ How to Invent and Patent
□
□ Mechanical Engineer
□
□ Mechanical Draftsman
□
□ Patternmaker □ Machinist
□
□ Reading Shop Blueprints
□
□ Heat Treatment of Metals
□
□ Sheet Metal Worker
□
□ Welding, Electric and Gas
_
□
□ Civil Engineer □ Toolmaker □
□ Highway Engineer
□
□ Surveying and Mapping
□
□ Sanitary Engineer
□
□ Steam Engineer
□

Marine Engineer
Bridge Engineer
Bridge & Building Foreman
Gas Engines
Diesel Engines
Aviation Engines
Automobile WTork
Plumbing □ Steam Fitting
Heating □ Ventilation
Air Conditioning
Refrigeration
R. R. Locomotives
R. R. Section Foreman
R. R. Signalmen
Air Brakes
Chemistry □ Pharmacy
Coal Alining
Navigation
Cotton Manufacturing
Woolen Manufacturing
Fruit Growing
Poultry Farming
Agriculture

BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Business Management
Industrial Management
Traffic Management
Cost Accountant
Accountancy and
C.P.A. Coaching
Bookkeeping
Secretarial Work
Spanish
□ French
Salesmanship
Wallpaper Decorating
Salesmanship

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Advertising
Business Correspondence
Lettering Show Cards
English
□ Signs
Stenography and Typing
Civil Service
Railway Mail Clerk
Mail Carrier
Grade School Subjects
High School Subjects
College Preparatory
First Vear College

□ Service Station Salesmanship □ Illustrating

□ Cartooning

Name...Age.
Addi^ss.....

Mookie.
Mary Pickford used to come to sales
occasionally. The only thing she was in¬
terested in, apparently, was art.
Edward G. Robinson is a curious figure
in an auction room. I’ve never seen him
at a sale. He prefers to go beforehand
and try to get the auctioneer to sell him
what he wants. Eddie likes to haggle and
bargain.
His taste runs to tapestries,
paintings, silver, English lead pieces and
garden ornaments.
Jean Harlow comes to sales, too. Usu¬
ally she is accompanied by her mother and
step-father. The last time I saw her, Wil¬
liam Powell was also with her. In order
that Jean may remain inconspicuous, Mrs.
Bello (Jean’s mother) stands in the rear
and does the bidding.
Bing Crosby went to a few of the sales.
His home was furnished—and how—by
Harold Grieve, but after they had moved
in, Bing and Dixie decided they needed a
few more plates, as well as a Sheffield
tray.
As I have often mentioned. Bing is the
most unself conscious person on earth. We
went to one sale with Bing dressed in
some soiled flannels, a sweater so loud
it shrieked to the high heavens, a cap,
unshaven and a wad of chewing gum in
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Ernest Vadja, the noted playwright, is
another frequent attender. His taste runs
to Siamese silver, although recently he
bought a set of theatrical medals, includ¬
ed in which wras a badge which members
of the original Shakesperian Club wore.
One night a collection was being auc¬
tioned off belonging to Edwin Willis, set
designer for M-G-M. Nina Wilcox Put¬
nam and her husband were there.
I
don’t recall what was being sold but sud¬
denly Miss Putnam's voice rang in clarion
tones above the uproar. “$1.50,” she an¬
nounced.
“Too much,” came in just as audible and
positive tones from her husband.
There
were no further bids from Nina that night.
It was at the same sale that Zeppo Marx
and Arthur Freed, the song writer, prac¬
tically disrupted the proceedings.
Two
glazed chintz chairs were offered. Freed
and Zep were together and Freed had been
bidding on the chairs right along.
They
had finally got up to $42 each.
“$42.50,” said Zeppo suddenly.
Freed glanced at him in open-mouthed
amazement.
“Do you really want these?” he asked,
“or is it one of your lame gags ?”
“I wrant ’em,” Zeppo announced uncon¬
cernedly.
“Well, how high are you going on?”
Freed asked. “There’s no sense our bid¬
ding each other up.”
“That’s collusion,” Paul Curtis, the auc¬
tioneer screamed at them excitedly, “and
it’s against the law.”
“We’re not colluding,” Zeppo shot back.
“We’re arguing.”
They finally agreed that $45.00 was
enough to pay for the chairs and they
would each take one.
Afterwards they
matched to see which would get them
both.
I think Zeppo came off with the
chairs. But it was fun while it lasted.

T

HE ubiquitous Louella Parsons, who
knows more about Hollywood and its
denizens than all the rest of us put. to¬
gether, graces the gatherings occasionally.
So far as I can see, the only things that
interest her are marquetry pieces.
And Adrian, who designs gowns for
Crawford, Shearer, Garbo, Harlow and all
the rest of the M-G-M tribe, attends to
collect curios.

his mouth.
He bought a piece of porch furniture
for $15—but it costs him close to a
hundred before he finished because he had
to buy a complete set of porch furniture
to match it and then have it upholstered
in the same shade of henna.

Zoe Akins, the scenarist who, in her
playwriting days, turned out “Declasse,”
“Moonflower,”
“The
Varying
Shore,”
“The Texas Nightingale” and other hits,
goes in for Aubusson pieces, French and
English furniture and Chinese porcelains.
But the buxom Zoe saves her wit for her
writing and at auctions her conversation
is comprised chiefly of bids.

At another sale he bought two canaries
before we could stop him and before they
had put up the plates he had gone to buy.

Miriam Hopkins is the latest to start
collecting pieces at auctions for the house
she has recently purchased in New York.

Frances Marion, the highest priced sce¬
narist in the business, attends frequently
but unless you know her, you’d never guess

It’s a great game and, in the words of
the immortal Frankie Albertson, “Some

City.State.
Present Position.
If you reside in Canada, send this coupon to the
International Correspondence Schools Canadian, Limited,
Montreal, Canada.

she was in the audience. Her weakness is
English furniture and rare books.

fun, eh, kid?”
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SPECIALTY MEN
Once again a new “craze” is making its sensational sweep across the
country. Capturing the public’s fancy over night, growing and spread¬
ing like wildfire in its rapid rise to national popularity, this amazing new
Portrait Ring offers you a gold mine whose profit possibilities seem almost
inexhaustible. People are astonishingly hungry for it—they buy it on
sight—because it satisfies an intense human longing that is concealed in
the heart of every person, young or old. Never in the history of direct
selling has there been such a profit-making sensation. Here is a sales¬
man’s dream come true—a product whose sheer novelty and newness—
positively sweeps people off their feet and gets the cash in your pockets
quick without any complicated demonstration or longwinded sales talk.
No wonder salesmen everywhere are
going wild over it and reporting phenomenal earnings from
this sensational new discovery. It just can’t help but make
money for them.

Any Size PHOTO or SNAPSHOT
Made into Life-Time Remembrance Ring
Through a newly developed, exclusive and secret process
any size photo or snapshot of loved one is reproduced on a
beautiful onyx-like black lifetime remembrance ring.
Re¬
production clear and sharp.
Unbreakable.
Should last a
life-time. Impervious to heat, water or tarnish. Never fades.
Light in weight. Will not scratch or nick. Each ring in¬
dividually made. (Delivery in 5 days.) Picture returned un¬
harmed with ring.
Ring can be made using pictures of
groups of two or three persons posed closely together.

Husband, Wife, Mother, Father,
Brother, Sister or Sweetheart Will
Treasure This Life-Time Ring

>

Wives will want to give their
husbands a Portrait Ring with
their own portrait on it to wear
as a constant source of inspira¬
tion.
What husband won’t
jump at the chance to solve his
remembrance gift problem by
giving his wife one of these new,
smart, rich looking Portrait
Rings with his own photo on it?
Mothers w'ill give their sons
and daughters Portrait Rings as
an outw ard expression of mother
love. Many mothers with sev¬
eral children will buy rings for
each one of them. Parents will
want to wear a Portrait Ring
with the picture of their child
on it. Sweethearts will jump
at the chance to exchange Por¬
trait Rings. Man! You never
saw such a money-making op¬
portunity!

Photo returned unharmed '
with Ring, g

Pocket Biq
Big Advance Cash Profits
By Wearing Sample Ring On Finger
No bulky sample case to lug around.
No money tied up in a stock of mer¬
chandise.
No goods of any kind to
handle. You don’t even have to make
any deliveries.
Just wear this magic
Portrait Ring on your finger. That’s
all the equipment you need, except a
big supply of order blanks. And you
collect your big cash profits in advance.
You merely show ring on your finger, write
up order, get your customer’s photo or snap¬
shot, and collect your profit immediately.
Then send order and photo to me and I take
care of everything else.

Sells At Fraction Of The
Price Of An Ordinary Ring
Ordinarily a ring is an expensive piece of jewelry.
People expect to pay a lot of money for one.
But you sell this amazing Portrait Ring at a
price so low it seems almost unbelievable.
Probably you’d guess its price at $10.00 or more.
But this ring sells for the unheard-of low price
of ONLY $2.00 and it contains the most trea¬
sured setting any ring could have—a picture of
some loved one. And here’s the best news of
all. Out of these two dollars you get a dollar
clear profit—100% on every sale.

Amazing Profits Waiting for
Keen Salesmen to Grab Them
Our large plant is geared to produce a* half
million Portrait Rings that will line specialty
salesmen’s pockets with a half million silver
dollars. And this will scarcely scratch the sur¬
face of the vast market of more than 100 million
prospects in the United States for this utterly
astounding new ring. Never in your life-time
have you had such a profit opportunity staring
you square in the face, throwing money right

at you.
It’s positively awe-inspiring, overwhelming, unmatched in all history.

Your Supreme Opportunity To
Reap Record-Breaking Profits
Portrait Ring “craze’* will grow like mad in
your town.
Eager buyers will literally sur¬
round you, frantically begging you to get in
their orders for Portrait Rings.
You’ll take
the entire community by storm. People who
buy Portrait Rings will be walking advertise¬
ments for you. Friends, neighbors, relatives,
acquaintances will see this novel ring on their
fingers and ask them where it was bought.
They will admire it so much they won’t have a
minute’s rest until they get hold of you and
place their orders. The more you sell the bigger
your demand will grow.

Snap-Shot Cameras Are
Clicking Dollars for you
Right Now!
Millions of rolls of film are
made into snap-shots each
week—Individuals, groups, pets
—Prospects everywhere will
welcome your sugges¬
tion to have these trea¬
sured pictures recorded
on
Portrait
Rings.
Hurry! Every hour
you delay means
profits delayed.

I Am Ready To Send Sample
Portrait Ring To You ...
Rush snapshot or photo of loved one at once
with ring size for special 5-day no-risk sample
offer.
Send no money.
Just pay postman
$1.00 plus few cents postage when ring is de¬
livered.
Then show ring and collect golden
profit harvest. If not entirely satisfied, return
ring in 5 days and I’ll return every penny you
paid me. To find ring size wrap strip of paper
around middle joint of finger and trim so ends
meet. Measure paper from top of arrow down
the chart at right above coupon. Num¬
ber at end is your size.

You Don't Risk A Cent
I take all the chances. For any reason at
all or for no reason you can return ring
within 5 days and get back every penny of
the money you paid me for it. I am the only
one who can lose. Rush coupon today. Order
blanks and complete instructions for cashing
in on this money-making sensation sent FREE.
Act now.
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PORTRAIT RING COMPANY
Dept. 7-H,

12th and Jackson Sts.,

Cincinnati, Ohio

&
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I’ll never let you down

5m 'ipntft HjvX fyu&md,
>9 am, yoruh, .^Lici^Stnikc,
For a friendly smoke—it’s
the tobacco that counts. 1 am
made of fragrant, expensive
center leaves only, the finest,
most expensive Turkish and
domestic tobaccos grown.

in hi

cd . m

Combined with

SEPTEMBER

RUBY
KEELER

It’s the Tobacco That
Counts. There Are No
Finer Tobaccos Than
Those Used in Luckies.

THE
HIDDEN
HOLLYWOOD
The ins and outs of Filmland's
infinite variety brought to you
again in this newsy feature

M

Madge Evans, "The College Boys' Delight," and
Howard Sharpe, journalism student, whose in¬
terview with Madge won Movie Mirror's recent
new writers' contest. Watch for it next month.

V favorite moments of the month: The day I went
to the Vendome for lunch and sat next to where

In the natural course of events, that led to my speaking
before the USC journalism class, of Movie Mirror's offer¬

Dolores Del Rio, Virginia Bruce, Fay Wray and
“Rocky” (Mrs. Gary) Cooper were lunching to¬

ing a contest for the best interview, of Mr. Strickling’s and
my choosing Madge Evans as a likely interviewee, since she

gether . . . easily four of the most beautiful and most smartly

is the college ideal anyhow and a girl who can reply with in¬
telligence and poise to almost any question.
And that, in turn, led to some fifty essays popping down

groomed women who could he observed anywhere . . . but
the thing I liked was the way the very blonde Virginia and
the very brunette Dolores had managed to sit, side by side,
against the wall with the other two girls as foils.
T

LIKED, too, the night my favorite screen he-man (and

* yours, too) stopped by my house to say hello before
dinner. The thing that got me, however, was his hair, all
done up in a hairnet on account of his wave had just been
set and he was driving in an open car.

I must say he was

pretty fussed about it!
A
G*

BIG moment, also, was Bill Powell at the swankiest
ranch on earth going riding on a $10,000 pony and

wearing faded overalls and a bedraggled polo shirt down to
there and yet looking perfectly debonair about it all.

A

ND then there was that witty and delightful leading man
who said that the studio had told him to get his teeth

them, and unanimously selected Mr. Sharpe’s
of the lot.
Mr. Sharpe’s story, called “College Man’s
Madge Evans,” will be in next month’s issue of
ror.
Watch for it. And then if any of you,

the winner
Portrait

of

Movie Mir¬

college boys

or girls, or just plain readers have any ideas for stories, do
send them in to me.
I'm quite sincere about wanting new
writers, and my luck with this contest makes me believe I
can get some more fresh points of view.
T"YTE greatest excitement was generated this month over
the previews of "Becky Sharp” and “Love Me Forever.”
Both were terrific disappointments, and for the very same

UT nothing could surpass that lovely moment at Marion
Davies’ house party when all the girls lined up against

reason—story weakness.
You will want to see “Becky
Sharp.” It will make a great amount of money and because
of its color treatment it is one of the most important films
ever made. The contribution of Technicolor, backed by its
smart inventor, Dr. Kalmus, and made vital through the
hard work of Mrs. Natalie Kalmus: the artistry of Designer

the wall after dinner to see who had the roundest tummy
after the sumptuous Davies' meal and nobody could decide
between Claudette Colbert and Jean Harlow, though all the

Robert Edmond Jones, mark a great step forward. But for
all that, there is no escaping the awareness that, color or
no color, star or no star, the story, after all, is the thing.

men were that interested.

But one thing startled me. It's this. Every woman in
“Becky Sharp” looks years older than she had ever screened

and his toupee ready so he knew that a most important part
must be coming up for him.

^
,

on my desk in New York when I made my recent trip there.
I’d come around by boat, so the manuscripts got there first,
Movie Mirror's reading department had already gone over

D

ISCOVERY DEPARTMENT: The keen-faced young
gentleman there along side of Madge Evans is Howard

Sharpe, and don’t stop reading because you never heard of
him. You will. In fact you are going to right now. The
way he happened to get in Movie Mirror is this.
to me that this magazine, in common with

It seemed

many others,

before.

Something will have to be done about that before

color films attain their full value.
It is story weakness that sinks “Love Me Forever,” taking
along with it Grace Moore, for all her charm and exquisite
voice. The music of the film is glorious, Miss Moore has
been exquisitely photographed. But a sillv scenario keens

needed new talent in it, new writers, particularly young writ¬

Miss Moore off screen a good third of the film and the whole

ers. Burned up with this thought I huddled with Howard
Strickling, the brilliant head of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

picture is thrown to the distinctly ham talents of Leo Car¬

publicity, who said that if I wanted young writers I ought to
go where they were, and that he knew there must be some

rillo.
“Becky Sharp” started out to be an epic. So did “Love
Me Forever.” Now if some bright lad will only make a

talented ones over at the University of Southern California

picture that

in the journalism class.

Night” was, he’ll make box-office history.

is just a

good yarn,

as

“It Happened

One

.
1
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tions understands them, but as one who
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A CHALLENGE TO ALL SCREEN HISTORy!
Think hack to your greatest film thrill! Recall the mightiest moments
of romance, action, souLadventure of the screen! A picture has come
to top them all! For many months Hollywood has marvelled at the stu=
pcndous production activities at the M=G=M studios, not equalled since
/yBcn Hur//; for many months three great film stars and a brilliant
cast have enacted the elemental drama of this primitive love story. Deeply
etched in your memory will he Clark Oahle as the handsome seafar=
ing man; Jean Harlow as the frank heauty of Oriental ports; M^allace
Beery as the hluff trader who also seeks her affections. /7China Seas7' is
the first attraction with which M=G=M starts its new Fall entertain^
ment season.We predict its fame will ring lustily down the years to come!

GABLE
HARLOW
BEERY

OIINA IEAS
with

Lewis STONE • R osa Imd RUSSELL
Directed by Tay Garnett • Associate Producer: Albert Lewin

A
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By

Author’s
Note :
Thank's ami
more thanks to all yon grand people
who have 'written me about this
column; your considerate 'words of
encouragement help a lot and I
hope many more of yon 'will take
time to tell me 'wlmt you think of
these little stories of famaus-butlittle-kno'wn places and people in
Hollywood. Thanks also for sever¬
al letters suggesting items you
would like me to 'write about. I'll
get around to them in the order in
zvhich they arrive. Should you have
suggestions as to number of items
or their length, please include them.
Address letters to me in care of
Movie Mirror, 7751 Sunset Boule¬
vard, Hollywood, Cal.
IV. R.

M

R. T. A. SHIPMAN looks like a typical, war-time
aviator—medium tall, slender and soft spoken—
but he isn’t. Mr. Shipman is a distributor in the
Hollywood Post Office. He’s the one who figures
out all those funny letters addressed to movie stars. Ones
like:
Peel Me a Grape.
“That was one of the easier ones,’’ smiled Distributor
Shipman. “Sometimes we get some tough ones and then I
have to call on Eddie Stillwell, carrier No. 1027, to help
me. Yesterday we got a letter that had three pictures drawn
on the envelope: (1) a pair of stepins, (2) a dog and (3)
a bone. We finally doped it out to mean Stepin Fetchit. A
few days ago we got one like this : i 1) a small horse, (2) the
letter “Y”, (3) an automobile radiator and (4) an island.
Eddie and I finally got it; it was Mary Carlisle!
"It’s bad for me to tell you about all these letters because
the Post Office regulations prohibit us from delivery; still
we like to, so we always do. That is. when we can.
“But there is one that we never have doped out. I'll tell
you about it and maybe some of your readers will get it.
Here it is: the front of the envelope has a drawing of a
White Horse. The back of the envelope has a picture of a
country estate with a lake and a swan on it. Eddie and I
couldn’t get that one.’’
Come on readers; Mr. Stillman has had eleven years ser¬
vice and this one letter stands in’ his way of a perfect record
with the goofy letters. Send me the solution and I’ll hand
4
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Fan letters come all
the way from Cuba
(and much further,
too) addressed only
to pictures of stars
or wisecracks. Some
are real puzzles for
the Post Office men.

it to Distributor Stillman who will, in turn, be very happy
to pass it along to the movie star you have designated.
P DDIE SCARPA has been in Hollywood fifteen years
and all that time lie’s been waiting to satisfy one am¬
bition : to die slowly!
Eddie’s been acting in the movies all these years, so I’ve
known him a long time. Last night I saw him sitting in the
all-night restaurant. “Come on over and sit with me,” he
said. He looked evey sadder ^ian usual.
Eddie is an Italian and wears snappy clothes; that is, they
look snappy when he’s sitting down. When he stands up,
some of the snap disappears. Eddie’s too short to look
snappy, standing up. He’s too short for those big cigars he
smokes, too, but lie’s been inhaling ’em for years.
“How’s the dying coming?” I asked him.
“I’m worried,” says Eddie. “I don’t think I’m going to
get a break, even in this one.”
“You’re going to die. aren’t you ?”
“Yah, I die, but I don’t die right. I’m a gangster, see, like
always. I get shot while I’m driving a cab. But I die fast
—too fast, no close-ups. Maybe I’ll ask the director to let
me die slower.”
Too bad they won’t let Eddie Scarpa die slowly. He’s
got the thing all figured out: he’d smile in his pain and pray
in Italian. He’s been practicing for years. You see. Eddie
saw Barry Norton's death scene in “The Big Parade” and
he’s sure he’d get a break if he (Continued on page 93)
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Cary Cooper and Ann Harding in a scene from the Paramount
Picture "Peter Ibbetson” directed by Henry Hathaway

.omeo and Juliet!... Antony and Cleopatra!...Tristan

As a novel, "Peter Ibbetson” left an indelible imprint on

and Isolde!...Dante and Beatrice!...Heloise and Abelard!

all who read it. As a stage play, and then again as an

... Lovers all—out of the scores upon scores of lovers

opera, idealized with music, it entranced those fortunate

who down through the ages have fired the imagination

enough to have witnessed its performance. Now it is being

and the creative artistry of bards and minstrels, poets

brought to the screen by Paramount, with a devotion to

and playwrights, painters and writers.

casting and direction that promises to further deify, if pos¬
sible, what is already recognized as an immortal work.

Without end are the enduring love stories of the world
—those transcendental, inspiring romances that reach into
the hearts, souls and minds of people—to lift humans out
of themselves for one brief, thrilling instant in the scheme
of things and make them kin to the gods in Paradise!

Q

ary Cooper has been chosen to portray the sincerity and

manly manliness of Peter Ibbetson, while Ann Harding

has won the coveted role of Mary, who was the Duchess
of Towers. The screen play has been placed under the
lucid and understanding direction of Henry Hathaway,

^C^aking its place alongside the immortal love romances of

who guided the destinies of "Lives of a Bengal Lancer,”

all time is the touching, tenderly beautiful story of Peter
andMaryinDuMaurier's glorious tale, "Peter Ibbetson.”
Here was a love truly beyond all human

As a living, breathing canvas that recreates the glamor¬
ous scenes and the passionate interludes of

understanding—a love that endured through

Du Maurier’s story, the photoplay "Peter

childhood, manhood and old age—a love

Ibbetson” gives every promise of presenting

that flamed with a brilliant intensity—a love

another screen masterpiece in this story

that burned even beyond the grave.

of a love that will last through all eternity.

5
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"Curly Top" is tops for Shirley! SHE

DANCES AGAIN ... SHE SINGS 2 SONGS
in this excitingly different story!
“SURPRISE!” SHIRLEY SEEMS TO SHOUT
GLEEFULLY. For what a joy package of surprises
this picture will be!
“Curly Top” is completely different in story and
background from all the other Temple triumphs.
This time, Shirley plays the mischievous, lovable
ringleader of a group of little girls, longing for
happiness and a home. Once again, she dances—
she sings—in that winsome way which captured
the heart of the whole world.
And . . . SURPRISE! . . . Rochelle Hudson, as
Shirley’s faithful sister, sings for the first time on
the screen, revealing a rich, beautiful voice in a
song that will be the hit of the year. Her song
duets with John Boles—their wealthy and secret
benefactor—lead to a love duet that ends in perfect
harmony!
“Curly Top” is tops for Shirley . . . and that
means tops in entertainment for the whole family!

"Afl my life, I’ve had a hunger
in my heart ... a hunger to
love and be loved.''

‘CU1UY TOP'
with

JOHN BOLES
ROCHELLE HUDSON
JANE DARWELL
Produced by Winfield Sheehan
Directed by Irving Cummings
•
''Spunky—if you don’t stop sneezing,
you’re going to catch p-monia.

You

really ought to have a hot lemonade.”

6
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JANET
AND

HENRY FONDA

the FARMER PifnU
TAKES a WIFt
i%

Charles Bickford
Slim Summerville
Andy Devine

Roger Imhof
Jane Withers
Margaret Hamilton

Produced by Winfield Sheehan
Directed by Victor Fleming

■■■■■■■

Screen Play by Edwin Burke
Prom Max Gordon’s Stage Play
Frank B. Elser and Marc Connelly

*
•

Authors
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A STAR OVERNIGHT

JANET GAYNOR SCORES

. . . Henry Fonda zooms to star¬

the greatest performance of her

dom as the son of the soil who

career as the fiery canal boat girl

works on the canal to earn money

who accuses the man she loves

for a farm.

of COWARDICE!

Based on

•the novel "Rome Haul" by Walter D. Edmonds

YOU... who loved "State Fair"... HAVE
ANOTHER TREAT COMING!
Set in a dramatic, colorful era of American life
now shown for the first time . . . when the speed
of the railroad doomed the picturesque waterways
. . . this story is a refreshingly new, vital, heart¬
warming tale of simple folk on the great Erie
Canal, when it was one of the world’s wonders, the
gateway through which civilization took its West¬
ward march . . . when its lazy waters rang with
the shouts of swaggering boatmen, bullying their
women, brawling with their rivals.
Through it all threads the romance of a kissable
little miss who hides her sentimental yearnings be¬
hind a fiery temper . . . while a dreamy lad, home¬
sick for the soil, contends for her affection with
the mighty-fisted bully of the waterways.
Ask your theatre manager when he plans to
play it!

movie
M
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she makes a mistake and explains it all by saying she was

I

crazy that morning.
Virginia isn’t perfect by any means.
Though she shines in arithmetic, she has many tardy marks
against her.
T is only natural that boys and girls all over the world
should envy the children in pictures.

Not only do the

young stars like Shirley Temple and David Holt have
the whole exciting run of the studios for their play¬
ground but they don't have to go to school.
think !

That’s what you

She’s a regular tomboy in her recess hours.

She likes engines better than dolls and would rather play
with her brothers than her sisters.
David Holt, one of the most popular boys on the screen,
likes arithmetic, too.

trouble with them.

Well, now that the fall session is approaching, perhaps
you'd like to be in pictures just so you wouldn’t have to

He is seven years old and ready for

fifth grade arithmetic right now.
He knows all his tables
and is just beginning fractions and not having very much
The thing that David does best, how¬

ever, is write. His penmanship is practically as good as a
high school student’s.

study your lessons. But children in pictures have to study,
too.
They don’t go to school, however.
School comes to
them.

Little Dickey Moore, the boy with the great big eyes,
has a terrible time with writing.
But he has been trying

Over at Paramount, Miss Rachel Smith is head of the
studio school. She is an accredited teacher, as all picture

steadily in the last few months.

educators must be. just like the teachers in regular grammar

who should encourage you very much in your studies. For
Dickie is overcoming difficulties by hard work and study.

schools. She gives a test every Friday and a big examina¬
tion at the end of the term. And Virginia Weidler, David
Holt, Lois Kent. Dickie Moore, Billy Lee and even little
Baby LeRov worry and study for those tests just as much
as you do for yours.
Their fame doesn’t get these children out of their lessons.
Even when they are working in a picture, they have to go
to school at least three hours a day.

Between pictures they

go to school from nine in the morning until three in the
afternoon, with an hour and a half off for lunch. When the

hard and with a lot of practice his writing has improved
So when you see “Peter

Ibbetson,” in which Dickey has a role, you’ll see someone

Billy Lee has just begun school at Paramount.

So far,

he prefers writing little compositions and drawing. Most of
the Paramount children seem to prefer arithmetic, so per¬
haps Billy, who is only five now, will develop that taste when
he gets a little older.
Baby LeRoy is a Paramount player, too.

He’s only three

years old and hasn't been talking much more than a year,
so he doesn’t have real lessons yet. But he has to study just
the same!

He is trained on the sets, learning his lines and

camera is shooting, the kids study right on the set. But when

“business” for scenes in which he is to appear.

they are not needed for work, Miss Smith goes with them to
their dressing rooms where they work out their writing and

picture, he had to learn five cue lines in one day. He doesn’t
have a regular examination like the other students, but he
did take a psychology test, sent (Continued on page 104)

arithmetic together.
Most of the child players are brighter than average
for their age.
And most of them like their lessons.
That is, they like some of their lessons although, as in
your case, there are some subjects that cannot be mas¬
tered easily. But this only makes them work the harder.
Virginia Weidler, the little brunette girl who was so
fine in “Laddie.” likes arithmetic best.
She is eight
vears old and is doing fractions now. Once in a while

REVIEWS FOR JUNIORS
MEN WITHOUT NAMES (Paramount). It’s
about the G-Men and you'll think it's keen.
MAN ON THE FLYING TRAPEZE, THE
(Paramount). Here's a funny film with that
funny man, W. C. Fields.
39 STEPS, THE (GB). No gangsters, but lots
of spies and a good mystery.
CHINA SEAS (M-G-M). The love scenes may
bore you, but you'll get a kick when the
pirates come aboard.
HARD ROCK HARRIGAN (Fox).
best; you will love it.
8

The very

Spanky McFarland has to
study at least three hours
a day at M-G-M's stud io
even when he's in costume
for "O'Shaughnessy's Boy."

In his last

portrait from fhe.first sitting Norma haS posed for
‘since her eighf-pbund baby was born on June 1,5.
The new Thalberg child has been named^. Katharine,
after Katharine Cornell, who created'.-Norma's
"Barretts of Wimpole Street" role on the’Vtage|

RUBY KEELER

AL JOLSON

Here's a real-life romance that outrivals both the
long run and the plot of "Abie's Irish Rose." They've
been married seven years, and have just adopted
a Junior from "The Cradle," Chicago's famous
orphanage (where Burns and Allen got their baby).

Among all the tiny babies that she saw, Ruby
chose the one "who looked most like Al."
But
they're not giving out his picture at present, thank
you, because he might be recognized by those who
abandoned him—and they couldn't give him up now.

PORTRAIT BY MAURICE GOLDBERG
EXCLUSIVELY FOR MOVIE MIRROR

'( "In no other napkin can you find

^

these exclusive Kotex features
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“CAN’T CHAFE”

“CAN’T FAIL”

The new Kotex
;ives lasting cont¬
ort and freedom.
The sides are cush¬
ioned in a special
soft, downy cotton
—all chafing, all irri¬
tation is prevented.
But sides only are
cushioned — the
center surface is
left free to absorb.

?

“CAN’T SHOW”

Security at all times
... Kotex assures it!
A special chan¬
neled center guides
moisture the whole
length of the pad.
Gives " body” but
not bulk. Ends
twisting.
The
Kotex filler is 5
times more absor¬
bent than cotton.

The sheerest dress,
the closest-fitting
gown reveals no
tell-tale lines when
ou wear Kotex.
e ends are not
only rounded but
flattened and ta¬
pered besides. Ab¬
solute invisibilityno tiny wrinkles
whatsoever.

K

IN THE BLUE BOX
Regular Kotex
For the ordinary needs of most

3 TYPES OF
KOTEX
to suit different women
and for different days
Each type offers all of the exclusive
Kotex features

women. Regular Kotex is
ideal. Combines full protec¬
tion with utmost comfort.
The millions who are com¬
pletely satisfied with Regu¬
lar will have no reason to
change.

IN THE GREEN BOX
Junior Kotex
Somewhat narrower—is this
Junior Kotex. Designed at
the request of women of
slight stature, and younger
girls. Thousands will find it
suitable for certain days
when less protection is
needed.

N

OW a way has been found
to give you greater comfort
at times when comfort means so
much.
There are certain days when you
require tnore protection than on
others. That’s why the Kotex
Laboratories developed three differ¬
ent types of Kotex ... the Regular,
the junior (slightly narrower), and
Super which offers extra protection.
Select Kotex, day by day, accord¬
ing to your own personal needs,
perhaps one type for today, another
for tomorrow. Some women may
need all three types of Kotex.
Discover for yourself what a dif¬
ference this can make in your
comfort and protection.

W0N0ERS0FT KOTEX

IN THE BROWN BOX
Super Kotex
For more protection on some
days it’s only natural that
you desire a napkin with
greater absorbency. That's
Super Kotex! It gives you
that extra protection, yet is
no longer or wider than
Regular.

OUEST
the Positive Deodorant
Powder for
Personal Daintiness
The perfect deodorant powder
for use with Kotex . . . and for
every need! Quest is a dainty,
soothing powder, safe to use.
Buy Quest when you buy Kotex
—only 35c.
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A Boy
and

His Doc
Freddie Bartholomew,
the most famous little
Englishman in Holly¬
wood, romps on the
sands in front of his
home where he lives
with his devoted
Auntie Myllicent

The two things
that Freddie likes
best in America
(outside of Indians
and cowboys) are
chewing gum and
baseball (below).

Life isn't all hardships
and cruel parents for
young
"David
Copperfield," but he isn't
taking
any
chances!
He's learning the man¬
ly art of self-defense
at an early age (right).

18c

a day at the FACTORY PRICE.'

Moil Coupon
for

NEW

FREE

now

CATALOG

Your name and address on the coupon brings
FREE to you the greatest Kalamazoo Stove,
Range and Furnace catalog of all time.
It displays over 200 styles and sizes—many
in full color—more bargains than in 20 big
stores—new stoves—new ideas—new color
combinations—new features.
It quotes rockbcttom, direct-to-you FACTORY PRICES.

Now the Stove of Your Dreams for
As Little As 18c a Day
Easy credit—Easy terms. Kalamazoo qual¬
ity—FACTORY PRICES. 200 styles and
sizes to choose from. Learn how more than
950,000 satisfied customers have saved
money by dealing with “A Kalamazoo
Direct to You.” Find out why Kalamazoo,
established over 35 years, is now doing the
biggest business in its history. Learn why
Kalamazoo can give you better quality at a
lower price. Mail coupon for new FREE
Catalog!

"Oven That Floats in Flame”
This new catalog tells you about the great
Kalamazoo plants, occupying 26 acres, em¬
ploying an army of men, making nothing
but our own stoves and furnaces that are
sold direct to you. It shows the scientific

Testing Laboratory that insures the high¬
est standard of quality for every Kala¬
mazoo. It describes the numerous Kala¬
mazoo features; such as the prize-winning
‘‘Oven That Floats in Fame,” ‘‘Ripple Oven
Bottom,” Copper Reservoirs, Non-Scorch
Lids, Enameled Ovens, etc.

of a century. We are specialists, building
nothing but stoves and furnaces. When you
deal with Kalamazoo, you deal direct with
the Factory—direct with the men who
actually make your stoves and furnaces.

Don’t pay more than the FACTORY
PRICE—mail coupon today for the na¬
tion’s greatest stove and furnace guide¬
book!

Porcelain Enamel Stoves
In this finely illustrated catalog you will
thrill at the new-style Porcelain Enamel
Combination Gas, Coal and Wood Ranges,
and Coal and Wood Ranges, so beautiful
and colorful that you won’t be content until
you have one for your very own—Porcelain
Enamel Circulating Heaters, including the
famous Franklin and the new, ultra-modern
Century, the handsomest, sturdiest ever
seen—Furnaces—both pipe and pipeless.
(Send rough sketch of your rooms for FREE
plans.) Mail coupon today!

Buy Your Stoves Direct from the
Men Who Make Them

469 Rochester Avenue, Kalamazoo, Michigan

Kalamazoo Improvements and Designs are
modem, but Kalamazoo Quality is still
the good, old-fashioned kind. We still build
into every Kalamazoo the same high grade
materials, the same fine workmanship that
over 950,000 customers have known for

£

$ovt

£
t

|
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What This Catalog Offers You
1. Cash or Easy Terms—-Year to Pay—as
little as 18c a day.
2. 30 Days FREE TRIAL—360 Days Ap¬
proval Test.
3. 24 Hour Shipment-—Safe Delivery Guar¬
anteed.
4. $100,000 Bank Bond Guarantee of Satis¬
faction.
5. 5 Year Parts Guarantee.
6. FREE Furnace Plans.
Address all mail to Factory at Kalamazoo.
THE KALAMAZOO STOVE CO., Mfrs.
Warehouses: Utica, N. Y.; Akron, Ohio;
Harrisburg, Pa.; Springfield, Mass.
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KALAMAZOO STOVE CO., Mfrs.
469 Rochester Avenue, Kalamazoo, Michigan
Dear Sirs: Please send me your Free Catalog.
Check articles in which you are interested.
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Oil Stove □

Furnace □
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(Please Print Name Plainly)

Address.

Ci ty.
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True to Its eccentric reputation, Hollywood has
cast one of its most typical English girls in the
role of that great American beauty, Lillian Russell,
in Universal's "Diamond Jim." Anyway, there's no
denvinaUthot Binnie is beautiful enough—and she's

one of the most regular gals from Britain that
filmland has ever seen. She actually got her start
on the stage as "Texas Binnie" Barnes in a ropetwirling act, although she had never seen Texas or
even a cowboy. She's a London "Bobbie’s" daughter.
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/

"W e

consider ourselves

modern, yet most womJai

en today still have a
natural

reluctance

“When it comes to marriage hygiene, a
little knowledge is truly a dangerous thing"
... writes Dr. Steinberger Sarolta of Budapest

to

talk frankly about such a delicate
subject as marriage hygiene. And
hidden in the shadows of this sec¬
recy, the doctor finds a shocking
amount of misinformation, quackery,
and—too often—stark tragedy.
“My heart aches for the victims
of half-truths, especially when there
is

a

proper

method

of marriage

hygiene.
“Millions of women have found that
“Lysol” deserves their confidence.
It is so reliable that hundreds of
modern clinics use it in that most
delicate of all operations . . . child¬
birth. And if every young married
woman knew “Lysol’s” effectiveness
in

personal

hygiene—fewer

mar¬

riages would come to tragic ends.
“It is a privilege for a doctor to rec¬
ommend “Lysol” for feminine hy¬
If you are to make a real suc¬
cess of your .marriage, make
gentle, reliable “Lysol” a part of
your personal hygiene. Irs regu¬
lar use is such an assurance of
immaculate feminine daintiness ... to say
nothing of the peace of mind it brings.

giene. For, in the cases of countless
women, I have seen that method
turn worry into serenity, change
despondency into happiness.”
(Signed) DR. STEINBERGER SAROLTA

6 "Lysol” Features Important to You

"...too many women are reluctant to talk
frankly about such a delicate subject

germs with "Lysol”

1. Safety. . .“Lysol” is gentle and re¬
liable. Contains no free alkali; cannot
harm delicate feminine tissues.
2. Effectiveness . . .“Lysol” is a true
germicide,which means that it is effective
under

practical

conditions... in

the

Throughout your home, fight

body (in the presence of organic matter)
and not just in test tubes.
3. Penetration . . .“Lysol” solutions,
because of their low surface tension,
spread into hidden folds of the skin, and

You can’t see the millions of germs that
threaten your family, but you must fight
those invisible foes through disinfection. Use
“Lysol” in washing handkerchiefs, bed linen,
towels, and to clean telephone mouthpiece,
door knobs, laundry, kitchen and bath room.

thus actually search out germs.
4. Economy. . .“Lysol”, because it is a

FACTS MARRIED WOMEN SHOULD KNOW

concentrated germicide, costs less than

Mail coupon for a copy of our interesting brochure—
“LYSOL vs GERMS,’’ containing facts about Femi¬
nine Hygiene and other uses of “Lysol."

one cent an application in the proper
solution for feminine hygiene.
5. Odor . . .The odor of “Lysol” dis¬
appears immediately after use, leaving

Bloomfield, N. J., Dept. LY-61
Sole Distributors of “Lysol" disinfectant
Lehn & Fink, Inc.,

Name___

one both fresh and refreshed.

NEW! Lysol Hygienic Soap for bath,

hands

and complexion. Cleansing and deodorant.

6. Stability. . .“Lysol” keeps its full
strength, no matter how long it is kept,
no matter how much it is exposed.

Street___.
City_

State_
C 1936, Lehn & Fink, Inc.
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H

OT NEWS: That
romance between
Merle Oberon
and David Niven
is now past the substitute
stage and is the real thing;
Niven is to get his first
break in Columbia's ‘‘A
Feather in Her Hat,’’' oppo¬
WITH
site Ruth Chatterton.
Dietrich is reported ro¬
mantically interested in
Count Carpagne.
She appeared at
Carole Lombard’s party in shorts, after
promising to go feminine.
Toby Wing is off the Paramount
payroll until she loses* eleven pounds;
she plays badminton in the backyard of
a famous director every day now.
Mary Carlisle wishes no one to men¬
tion her renewed romance with James
Blakeley, since publicity is blamed for
the last breakup.
There’s a story going around that Bob
Taylor is secretly married to Irene
Hervey.
Fay Wray, who is Canadian-born,
just received her first citizenship papers.
Colleen Moore and A1 Scott are
separating.
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., will return
to Hollywood to play the lead opposite
Hepburn in “Sylvia Scarlet.”

Hollywood, however, it’s
rather well-known that her
constant and devoted escort
is Robert Riskin.
That’s
why Hollywood was won¬
dering what would happen
when Willie Stewart came
to town. They found out last
night when Carole came
FINK
waltzing into the Trocadero
with Bob on one arm and
Willie on the other. After
a hasty vote, the famous onlookers came
to the conclusion that Carole should have
been in the diplomatic corps!

nside Stuff

By

PETER
PHOTOGRAPHS

ABBOTT
BY

HYMAN

Janet Gaynor suffered a brain con¬
cussion as a result of a fall while on
location, but it’s not serious.
Nelson Eddy is leaving for a Eu¬
ropean vacation before his next picture.
A visiting minister tried to convert
Clark Gable to becoming an evangelist.
Joan Crawford is busy denying stor¬
ies that she married Franchot Tone last
year.
You may expect an engagement an¬
nouncement any day from Paul Cavanagh and Reine Davies, Marion’s
sister—and also from John Warburton
and Lucile Morrison.
*

*

*

\UHEN Carole Lombard was in New
York, she was rushed off her feet
by wealthy and handsome William
Rhinelander Stewart. When she is in

*

*

*

ARY GRANT is still having Betty
Furness trouble-and we were so
sure he would never get over Virginia
Cherrill! But then, so was he !
*

*

*

'T’HE story got out that W. C. Fields
1 would never make another picture,
that his health was absolutely gone and
that his career as one of the top-line
box-office stars was at an end.
We dashed right over to Paramount
to get the truth for you.
W. C. Fields is very ill. He is leav¬
ing immediately on a three-months’
leave of absence.
A combination of
things is responsible: the hard life he
led as a youngster, the fact that he hasn’t

j

J

READ THESE PACES FOR NEWS OF THE STARS' OFF-

slept over two hours a night for fifteen
years, plus the broken ankle and badlvturned back he suffered in his latest pic¬
ture.
But W. C. Fields will come back to
Hollywood and he will make more of
his grand pictures! We know that to
be a fact because Mr. Fields told us
himself.

I “Wash hand-knits with

IVORY FLAKES
URGE

THE

DUT one such story, also this week,
is true!
The rumor broke that a certain young,
newly-discovered actor had made his last
picture. Rumor revealed that, just as
he was on the threshold of stardom, a
dread disease had laid him low and that
his future was to be spent, not on the
silver screen of Hollywood fame, but in
a little house in the desert where he will
try to recuperate.
While this story happens to be true,
we would not break his heart by reveal¬
ing the name of the actor. Enough to
disclose that he has become a national
favorite in his first three or four pic¬
tures and that he was headed for sure
stardom. Imagine his thoughts: after
years of hoping and struggling for a
chance, he got a real break—and then
his health broke! Truly a pitiful case.

MAKERS

"Gosh, 1

OF

hope

MINERVA YARNS

my

sweater turns out as
nice as yours.

But

mine's dirty already!"

"Oh, I washed mine when
I finished it. These Minerva
yarns

wash

beautifully

with Ivory Flakes."

1 • TAKE MEASUREMENTS or trace out

Left, Lucile Gleason, Ben Alexander,
Anita Louise, Frank McHugh, Jimmie
Gleason, Ginger Rogers, Pat O'Brien,
May Robson—Jimmie's birthday party.

line of sweater on heavy paper.

Knit one, purl one—when you put a lot
of time into knitting a sweater you don't
want it to become little-sister's-size after
its first washing! Wool is sensitive—it
shrinks at the mere mention of rubbing,

Below, it's hard to tell from Jimmie
Cagney's expression whether he envies
Fred Keating's appetite or disap¬
proves of it. At Pat O'Brien's party.

hot water or an impure soap!
So wash your woolens with respectful
care. And be especially sure to use cool
suds of Ivory Flakes. Why Ivory Flakes?

.

2

SQUEEZE LUKEWARM SUDS of pure

Ivory Flakes through garment Do not rub,
twist or let stretch

Well, listen to what the makers of
Minerva yarns say: “We feel that Ivory
Flakes are safest for fine woolens be¬
cause Ivory is really pure—protects the
natural oils that keep wool soft and
springy.”
Read the washing directions on this
page, follow them carefully—and your
hand-knits will always stay lovely as new !

.

3

99 44/ioo o/o

RINSE 3 TIMES in lukewarm water

of same temperature. Knead out excess
moisture in bath towel.

1%

f

:

1
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m
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'THE-LOT ACTIVITIES
I

.

4

DRY FLAT, easing back (or stretch¬

ing) to original outline.

I

'

WHEN DRY, appearance is improved by
light pressing under damp cloth.

IVORY

FLAKES

I
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AT THE SAN DIEGO FAIR-MOVIE
Left, the Official Guide which started
many stars Fairward.
Below, we
always thought Thelma Todd was a
big girl until she had her picture taken
with the giant at the San Diego Fair.

LJOLLYWOOD got the tables turned
A
on itself this past month when what
was to have been the greatest sob story
of the year turned out to be one of the
best laughs.
When Warners announced “Keystone
Hotel,” bringing together such oldtime
Mack Sennett stars as Marie Prevost,
Ben Turpin, Hank Mann, Chester Conk¬
lin and many others, it looked like a real
collection of sobs for the sentimental.
After all, most of these players had been
off the screen for quite some time. Had
they been starving to death? Had they
lived in old abandoned studios? Had
Hollywood, at last, awakened to its duty
to these Keystone Comedy stars? What
a tear jerker it would be!
Hollywood expected to sob over Marie
Prevost. then Chester Conklin and
finally the rest of the boys and girls in
the picture. Marie Prevost had to ad¬
mit that she had been making quite a
success on the stage with her personal
appearances; Chester Conklin's old
salary of $2,500.00 a week was still
marked on the payroll. Ben Turpin,
much to the chagrin of the sob artists,
was rated as a wealthy man! So it was
with the others.

Lower left, i+'s a good Fair, but there's
too much of it underfoot, so Lucile
Gleason takes to a roller chair pro¬
pelled by George Murphy.
Below,
Cameraman Hal Mohr and Mrs. Mohr
(Evelyn Venable), also members of the
roller-chair brigade, stop to chat with
Eddie Cantor's very life-like dummy.

So, those of you who may have made
the same mistake, be assured that the
oldtimers of the Keystone days are do¬
ing very well. In fact, this first revival
picture may be such an overnight suc¬
cess that there will be many others to
follow.
*

*

*

L_I ERE is news ! The rumor is out that
1 A Television will be a reality soon,
in fact, sets for home use will be on sale
in time for Christmas. The very first
stars signed from Hollywood to be the
newest stars of Television are Barbara
Stanwyck and Frank Fay!
*

*

*

IOHN BOLES has an idea that should
J be adopted by more husbands: while
he is working on a picture he runs down
to his home at Malibu Beach over each
week-end, alone! His beautiful wife and
charming children don’t see him until
Monday evening for dinner. “I have to
have a chance to get away from tele¬
phones and noise. Malibu gives me this,
also affording me a grand opportunity
for the study of lines for the following
week’s work.”
*

*

*

HOLLYWOOD SHORTS:
Mary Pickford was hardly chosen by
Margery Wilson (expert) as “The Most
Charming Woman in Hollywood” when
half the town was up in arms demanding
that Mary pick a list for herself. Every
time she picked a new list, it grew
larger.
It comes to light that when Jack Gil¬
bert was divorced by Virginia Bruce he

Below, Jean Hersholf, Anita Louise
and George Breakstone (standing) at
the Fair. We're puzzled about the hat,
too—maybe it belongs to George.

STARS WERE THERE
made a lump sum settlement of almost
$50,000.00.
Ronald Colman covered a lot of
ground in Arrowhead over the weekend,
dodging autograph hunters. He really
got exercised!
’Tis said that William Wriglev is
anxious to buy the sets constructed on
his Catalina Island by M-G-M for
“Mutiny on the Bounty’’ and keep them
there as a permanent exhibit to attract
the tourist trade.
We’re beginning to think that Charles
Laughton gets a sort of fiendish delight
in cutting his hair as screwy as he does,
at least when he goes to a formal party.
Some of his fore-lock chopping is al¬
most an art.
It’s becoming a game to guess where
Janet Gay nor hides! She’s never seen
in public at all, anymore. We got to
wondering, last night, if she doesn’t
worry about never seeing such latespots as the Trocadero and the Clover
Club. Maybe she has fun, though.
Saw Buddy Rogers sitting in the RKO
lunchroom this noon. He doesn’t look a
day older than he did the last time we
saw him.
They say that Joe E. Brown was all
set to buy an interest in a major-league
baseball club until they told him the
price.
*

*

DOES YOUR /air WIN HIM
IN A

!

*

TF you are as anxious as most of the
1 tourists in Hollywood for the stars’
autographs, you would have been in your
heaven at the party Pat O'Brien threw
last week. The idea of the party was ,
half barbecue and half autographing the
new bar.

Below, Edward ("Diamond Jim") Arnold
throws his money about at the Fair,
and Binnie Barnes takes advantage of
the opportunity for some gold-digging.

Watch your “close-ups”!

OILY, stringy hair, or DRY,

lusterless wisps, are no “beau-catchers”! Use a shampoo
made for

YOUR OWN TYPE of hair to guard its beauty

Special shampoo for
DRY HAIR

Individual shampoo for
OILY HAIR

If permanents, harsh shampoos, out¬
door swimming, or summer’s sun have
left your hair too dry, begin now to
give yourself Packer’s Olive Oil sham¬
poos. Packer’s Olive Oil Shampoo is
made especially for dry hair. In addi¬
tion to nourishing olive oil, it contains
glycerine to soothe and soften your
hair until it shines like silk.
Packer has specialized in the care of
the hair for over 60 years. Packer’s
Shampoos are absolutely safe.

Do you know that over-oily hair means
that the oil glands in your scalp are
relaxed —flabby? They spill over . . .
flood your hair with oil.
Tighten them up! Wash your hair
frequently with Packer’s tonic Pine
Tar Shampoo. This shampoo is gently
astringent—made especially for oily
hair. It. gives a rich snowy lather, too,
that takes up all the excess oil and
rinses cleanly. Just see how your hair
fluffs and gleams!

SHAMPOOS

PACKER’S
OLIVE (
OIL
for

DRY

hair

PINE
TAR

f
for

OILY

hair
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THE LAST WORD FROM HOLLYWOOD
Lily Damita, arriving at the dining
room in sports clothes when every other
guest was dressed for dinner proceeded
to amaze the onlookers by combing her
hair constantly between courses.
' *

*

*

\/fERLE OBERON thought she had
a grand idea for saving time eiach
morning. She had noticed that certain
of the boys, like Gary Cooper and Clark
Gable, wore no screen make-up at all.
merely spent some time in the sun until
they got a good tan. The tan, almost
the color of screen make-up, saved time.
So, during the weeks just before
“Dark Angel” was to start, Merle spent
all her time on the beach getting a tan
that would knock your eye out! Came
the day for the make-up tests. The ex¬
perts were flabbergasted. Tan wouldn’t
do on a woman ! So now Miss Oberon is

going through the painful process of
bleaching her skin back to normal. It
hurts. So much that she rubs castor oil
on her face to take away the sting. And
is that hard on all her admirers!
*

*

*

YWHEN you see and hear newcomer
VV Michael Bartlett singing so beau¬
tifully in Grace Moore's “Love Me For¬
ever,” you may wonder how Grace hap¬
pened to be so open-handed about the
whole thing, so open-handed that Mr.
Bartlett steals most of the show !
The truth is, she wasn’t! But after
Grace had departed for Europe, the
studio bosses got out the cameras and
equipment again and gave Michael a
bit better break than Miss Moore had
planned. So if you think you’re sur¬
prised at his chance, just imagine
Gracie’s face when she sees the final cut!

UNUSUAL TRAVEL NOTES:

Dudley Digges being measured
for a wooden leg for his role
in "Mutiny on the Bounty,"
Metro-Gold wyn-Mayer's
famous saga of the sea.

Three hundred of the fa¬
mous gathered and each
was handed an ice-pick and
told to write his name in the
soft wood on the top of the
bar. You ought to see the
names!
YVe watched Joan
Blondell, Jimmie Cagney, Hugh
Herbert, Mary Brian and a host
of others write their names until
the whole top of the bar looked like
that autograph door that Lew Cody used
to make all the gang sign.
The honored guest was Bert Lytell
who is appearing on the stage in Holly¬
wood. Leo Carrillo did the carving—
and what a mean flourish he has.
*

*

*

ALIENTE recently pulled quite a
crowd out of Hollywood. And, as
usual, lots of funny things happened.
Bing Crosby was sitting in a box at
the races and losing his shirt. Suddenly,
a modest-appearing little gal in the next
box yipped, “Ain’t you goin’ to croon?”
Bing answered, “If I win this next bet.”
The race over, she repeated the question
and Bing replied, “No crooning on that
horse race!”

Right, Clark, again, with Charles
Laughton and Franchot Tone, between
"Mutiny on the Bounty" shots which
are being made on Catalina Island.
20

EAN HARLOW, immediately after
the preview of “China Seas," left
for the northern part of California
where she will vacation for about
ten days.
Greta Garbo passed through
New York on her way to
Sweden and allowed pictures
to be made.
Bill Powell, immediately
after the preview of “Mas¬
querade,” left for the north¬
ern part of California

Left, the bored young man
whose sea-going coiffure is
being arranged by Make-up
Artist Bryden is—Clark Gablel

where he will rest for about two weeks.
George Brent is rumored to be plan¬
ning a trip to England very soon. He
may visit the Scandinavian countries
while abroad.
*

*

*

TUISE RAINER, the unusual little
V iennese actress, is gaining quite a
reputation in Hollywood. First, she is
cast opposite Bill Powell for her initial
picture. Second, she’s what might be
called “a little hell-raiser!” Here’s how
she is acquiring that second reputation:
{1) Tearing up whole pages of dia¬
logue (right in front of the horrified
writer) and saying:
. . eet iss not the
way Luise can say eet. . . .” She then
proceeds to write her own.
Oddly |
enough, it turns out swell.
(2) Demanding a “closed set.” That
trick is all right for a well-established
Garbo—after all, Greta has recently
signed for her eleventh year at M-G-M
—but Luise has just arrived. She
capped the climax the other day when
she demanded that her producer leave
the set or she wouldn’t work. He left,
too.
(3) Arriving at the studio with a
“little girl look” on her quaint little face
and handing five speed tickets to the
studio police officer with, “Luise doesn’t
know what to do with these.” Five min¬
utes later, the look on her face has
changed and she’s doing her tempera¬
mental act!
Add to that the fact that she never
combs her hair, that she doesn’t like to
wear feminine clothes, that she talks the
same to the producer and the electrician
and you get a fairly good picture of
her.
On the other hand, she almost
stopped May Robson’s birthday party
with her honest sincerity! She arrived
on the scene clutching three (3) flowers
from her own garden. She said, “I pick
them for you.” All the rest of the guests
had either sent baskets of roses or ex¬
pensive gifts.
The little hell raiser’s
three lonesome posies almost stopped
the show. Her hair still wasn't combed.
*

*

*

WRS. JULIA COLUMBO, mother
•L''-*- of Russ Columbo, has recovered
from her long illness—but she hasn't yet
been told of Russ’ death last September !
*

*

*

F^\ID you know that Nelson Eddy,
John Boles, Lawrence Tibbett, all
got their vocal start and first chance sing¬
ing in church choirs?
*

*

*

’TP IS said that the Gertie LawrenceDoug Fairbanks, Jr. hearttbrob is
almost as cold as the one between Elissa
Landi and Jean Negulesco.
*

A

*

“ $ have . . .
REDUCED MY HIPS
9 INCHES with the
PERFOLASTIC GIRDLE"

*

WRITING gentleman by the name
of Bennett Cerf is the reason for all
these hectic New York jaunts that Sylvia .
Sidney has been taking of late.
(Continued on page 23)
i

.

"i read an 'ad' of the
Perfolastic Company
...and sent for FREE
folder".

.

"They allowed me to
wear their Perforated
Girdle for 10 days
on trial".

REDUCE
YOUR WAIST AND HIPS
J INCHES
J
IN

IW

DAYS
OR

...it won't cost you one penny!

writes ^Miss ^ean 3£eali/

"The massage-like
action did-it... the
fat seemed to have
melted away".

"In a very short time
I had reduced my hips
9 INCHES and my
weight 20 pounds".

-TEST

...the

PERFOLASTIC GIRDLE
FOR 10 DAYS
... at

our expense!

W

E WANT YOU to try the
Perfolastic Girdle and Uplift
Brassiere. Test them for yourself
for 10 days absolutely FREE. Then
if without diet, drugs or exercise,
you have not reduced at least 3
inches around waist and hips, they
will cost you nothing!

Reduce Quickly, Easily, and Safely!
•
The massage-like action of this
famous Perfolastic Reducing Gir¬
dle and Brassiere takes the place of
months of tiring exercises. You do
nothing, take no drugs, eat all you
wish, yet, with every move the
marvelous
massage-like
action
gently reduces surplus fat, stimu¬
lating the body once more into
energetic health.

Ventilated ... to Permit the
Skin to Breathe!
•
And it is so comfortable! The venti¬
lating perforations allow the skin pores to
breathe normally. The inner surface of
the Perfolastic is a delightfully soft, satinized fabric, especially designed to wear
next to the body. It does away with all
irritation, chafing and discomfort, keep¬
ing your body cool and fresh at all times.
There is no sticky, unpleasant feeling. A
special adjustable back allows for perfect
fit as inches disappear.

Don’t Wait Any Longer... ActToday!

PERFOLASTIC, Inc.
Dept. 289, 41 EAST 42nd ST., New York, N. Y.
Please send me FREE BOOKLET describing
and illustrating the new Perfolastic Girdle and
Brassiere, also sample of perforated rubber and
particulars of your 10-DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER.

Name•
You can prove to yourself quickly and
definitely whether or not this very effi¬
cient girdle and brassiere will reduce you.
You do not need to risk one penny ... try
them for 10 days ... at our expense!

Address_
City_State_
Use Coupon or Send Name and Address on Penny Po& Card
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Will she step into Gaynor's shoes? Janet had to leave
the cast of "Way Down East" because of a head injury
from an on-the-set collision with Henry Fonda—-and
Rochelle gets the role once made famous by Lillian Gish.

Not since "Let's Fall in Love" has Ann had a chance to
sing in a Columbia picture, but we're promised that in
"The Girl Friend," new musical comedy film with Jack
Haley and Roger Pryor, she'll be warbling once more.

(Continued from page 21)
VALERIE VON STRO¬
HEIM, wife of Eric, received a
settlement amounting to a one-third in¬
terest in a Hollywood beauty parlor for
a ten-year period, in lieu of cash judg¬
ment of $125,000 which the courts al¬
lowed her for the terrible burns she re¬
ceived while having a treatment in the
same beauty salon!

M KS.

*

*

'Mental Cases I have met'
WOMEN AS THE PSYCHIATRIST SEES THEM

*

jpHE reason Shirley Temple’s mother
let out such a whoop in the children’s
department of a large Hollywood store
today, was that she looked up in time to
see a lady take off Shirley’s hat and
start to snip off her golden curls for a
keep-sake!
*

*

*

Peter Lorre had to come to Holly¬
wood to learn what it means to have
a reputation of being a “horror-man !”
In Europe, they look upon his perform¬
ances as excellent acting but in America
he has found that his roles have stamped
him personally with most of the attri¬
butes his screen characters possess ! For
example:
The other evening, Lorre was the
honor guest at a small dinner party held
at the home of a well-known director.
His present role requires him to have a
shaved head and his private life has to
take the brunt of the punishment. When
he walked into the library of his host’s
home, the nurse grabbed up the two
little children of the family and with a
squeal of terror rushed from the’ room.
The host tried to smile away the unfor¬
tunate incident, even explaining later
that the nurse had asked him to apolo¬
gize for her. “It seems,” he told Lorre,
"that my nurse had seen you in your
picture, “M” and she wasn't quite sure
you didn’t mean it!”
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R
“It’s easy to tell which w-ay the wind
is blowing on a star’s career; just watch
the way the public reacts right here in
Hollywood,” has always been more or
less gospel to the trained observers in
the Glitter City. If that is true, though,
we have a secret to tell:
Connie Bennett had better do some¬
thing, pronto!
The other day at the tennis matches,
Connie was seated in a box watching
the games, particularly the games played
bv Gilbert Roland. It kind of made us
shudder to observe the hack of interest
on the part of the gallery ! Other stars,
in much less conspicious seats, were
getting the attention usually accorded
Connie.
* * *
WE WISH DEPARTMENT:
That more actresses would run their
careers like Frances'Dee, who has just
turned down three of the biggest pro¬
ductions in years because, “the roles
are not fitted to mv ability.”
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Whether or not you have "accident panic,” take no chance of an accident
ever happening. Get a box of Modess today — at your druggist’s or any
department store. Modess is '’Certain-Safe”- and
you can see why:
1. Extra-long gauze tabs provide a firmer pinning
basis and protect you against pulling away.
2. Specially-treated material on back and sides pro¬
tects you against striking through.
Wear Modess. and say goodbye to "accident panic”
forever!

MODESS STAYS SOFT . . . STAYS SAFE
NOVO . . . the new refreshing douche powder made by the makers of Modess

“I found a little
SECRET OF POPULARITY

that so many women
OVERLOOK”

“ 1 ^OR years I was left out of things
—a young girl who rarely had a
date and never had a beau. Now that is
all changed. I am invited everywhere ...
life is gay and interesting—and all be¬
cause I discovered a little secret of popu¬
larity that so many women overlook.”
Popular People Realize It
Popular people are never guilty of hali-
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When this picture of "Hollywood's happiest family"
was taken, Harry and Ann Bannister never dreamed
they would be battling for the custody of little Jane.

Ann Harding Throws Love
A
OVERBOARD

LL
Hollywood
thought
they
were to he mar"’ried the middle
of June.
According to the
whispers they had it all
planned. The ceremony
uniting
Major
Ben
Sawbridge and Ann
Harding would be read
in the spacious living
room of Ann’s hilltop
home, near the enorm¬
ous
window
that
sprawled Hollywood at
their feet—Hollywood, that had taken so much from Ann
Harding and given so little in return.
Even the hour was supposed to have been set. Five o'clock
iu the afternoon, they had decided. Five o’clock, a particu¬
larly quiet and lovely hour on Ann’s hilltop before the sum¬
mer fog had dimmed the first far-off glow of the lights in the
valley.
Ann’s sister was expected to lie her only attendant. There
were to have been two flower girls; Ann’s own Jane Ban¬
nister and Jane’s closest friend. Jane, of course, would be
chief flower girl; Jane wearing pink, with pink rosebuds to
carry in a little basket; Jane’s chum would wear blue and
carry blue flowrers.
Ann Harding had gone to Honolulu a sick woman, sick
in body and spirit. Sick with a fear that was so deeply rooted
in her heart that she could not do justice to the career into

which she had thrown
herself so wholeheart¬
edly after her divorce
from Harry Bannister.
Sick with the fear that
her baby might be taken
away from her.
Impossible to believe,
but they might try.
True, the Nevada courts
had decided the matter
in her favor, awarded
the sole custody of the
child to her. That was
all she had asked for,
all she had wanted from
life. With Jane always with her, she could return to work
without the worry and torment of wondering where she was,
whether or not she was safe.
But would her prayers be answered? Might the law of Cali¬
fornia refuse to recognize the law of Nevada? Could they,
after all, take Jane away from her? When that awful possi¬
bility dawned on her something broke in Ann Harding’s
strong courageous heart.
For the first time in her life she ran away!
Picture contracts?
Hollywood obligations? What did
they matter, balanced against the sickening possibility of
losing the sole custody of her daughter ? She ran away and
hid like a fugitive. Gallant Ann, who had always tried to
meet life so squarely, flew like a hunted creature outside the
pale of the law. Leaving Jane with her sister, who, with
the help of three bodyguards, could (Continued on page 95)

A new tragedy faces "the cameo star of the
screen ” caught between her newly-found
great love and devotion to her daughter

By

SHEILA

WORTH
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J Should

have MARRIED

TWELVE YEARS AGO"
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ELSON EDDY and ] were an hour getting around
to the subject of women !
Before that, we’d pretty well covered horse racing
(“Following the bang-tails,” Eddv called itj; the
decline of the glory that was once prize fighting (“It serves
them right for their stooge set-ups!” he commented); the
Mew Deal vs. the Old Deal; Dictatorships (“The greatest
■acket of them all !”) the elements of luck in even the most
successful movie career and other subjects of current in¬
terest before, as I said, we got around to the subject of
women.
I wasn’t at all surprised when he called them “dames” and
the younger ones “dolls.” This new singing lover of the
screen is the most down-to-earth star who ever cast a
romantic shadow across Hollywood. Damon Runyan might
have written his off-screen dialogue.
When Eddie sits, he sprawls. The average chair isn’t
large enough to hold his well-muscled, six-foot-two physique.
Even the chintz-covered couch, for two, in the vacant pub¬
licity office wasn’t quite large enough, so he threw one leg
across the arm and swung it back and forth. When cute,
obviously smitten, little secretaries would look in on us on
one pretext or another he’d call, without shifting his position.
“Hello, sweet!’’ They’d giggle and retreat to think up an¬
other good excuse to poke their bobbed heads in again while
Eddv was still there.
His face had been sunburned the
week before and was now a
grand tan. His hair, in contrast,
Feminine America sat
looked almost as platinum as
up and cried tor more
Harlow’s and he continually ran
when Eddy made love
his hand through it.
to Jeanette Mac¬
Only the rich tones of his
Donald in M-G-M's
speaking voice carried “roman¬
'Naughty Marietta."
ticism,” that term by which
the color writers, following
“Naughty Marietta.” have so in¬
sistently described his appeal on
the screen. If he is a romantic,
lie’s a nonchalant one! He
grinned and peeled a piece of
chewing gum when I said 1
wanted him to tell how he man¬
ages to dodge the women who
follow him around at stage doors
and movie lots.

,

Now that this star of opera

,

stage and screen has reached
the heights of success, he has
begun to wonder just what
precious happiness he threw
away in exchange for a career

She was an assistant music reviewer and he was
a reporter, but in those days they had grand
dreams of the fame which should be his. He
achieved fame—but forgot love until too late.

“Well, that’s a tough angle,” he scowled.
I just grinned and peeled myself a piece of gum.
“Okay,” he said. “Let’s skip it. I've never been fol¬
lowed around by any desirable dolls. Only nuts! Only
a nut would follow an actor around, anyway.”
“But women do like to read about themselves as seen
by their idols,” 1 suggested.
“But I’m the last guy in the world to be an expert on
women,” he protested. “I’ve muffed every big experience
I’ve had with them. The ones that might have meant
the most, I’ve muffed the worst. Most men do. We’re a
dumb bunch about women. Most of us never know what
we’ve got until w'e’ve lost it and then it’s too late. The
real romantics of the world are women. Men are too in¬
nately selfish. Even the works of genius, great music
and fine painting, that have come from unrequited mascu¬
line love are just proof of the male ego. The artist takes
a heartbreak and builds a reputation on it.”
It seemed like a good opening, so I said: “Did you ?’’
Nelson knocked the ash off his cigarette before reply¬
ing. He has a funny trick of smoking a cigarette. He
doesn’t take it out of his mouth except to knock off the
long ash. For the most part, it rests in a slightly pulleddown corner of his mouth.
“That’s w hat I’ve been wondering lately. Until this last
year or so, since everything's been set, I haven’t had
much time to think about anything but my career—get¬
ting somewhere and accomplishing something. But now,
since the breaks, I’ve begun to think back and wonder
what 1 might have thrown away.”
His foot resumed its restless swinging.
“Yeah. I threw it away.
I was too dumb or too
wrapped up in my career, or what I thought was going
to be a career, to realize that I was tossing away something
that I might never find again. We were just kids, you
understand, but wre wrere in love. I wras a reporter on the
Philadelphia Evening Ledger at the time; she w'as an as¬
sistant music reviewer on a rival paper. It was our mu¬
tual love of music that drew us together.”
The complicated route over which he came before he
took up reporting in Philadelphia, started at his birth¬
place, Providence, Rhode Island. From the very first, he
says, a voice career was (Continued on page 90)

They may flit through the
films with the greatest of
ease, but our favorites
have had comical mishaps
Hollywood won't forget!

Were
They

Embarrassed!
By

W

MILDRED
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HEN the entire world became. Clark Gable con¬
scious the studio sent word to the newly arrived
idol that they wanted some special portraits.
Magazines were clamoring for art on the virile
Gable in outdoor attire. They wanted Gable in riding
clothes. Gable on a horse.
This was Clark’s first big sitting and he determined that
nothing should stand in the way of making it a huge suc¬
cess.
Although he really couldn’t• afford it. he chose the most
exclusive tailor in town for his riding habit. The outfit, of im¬
ported English whipcord, was fashioned after the smartest
English lines. Perfectly fitting boots, an imported turtle-neck
sweater and hand-knitted gloves completed his attire. Down
in his heart, Clark wasn’t so keen about the way he looked
but this was to he a big moment in his life and he was
dressed for the occasion.
On the day of his appointment with the studio camera¬
man he arrived at the riding academy in sartorial splendor.
Heretofore Clark had alvvavs used a western saddle. But
28
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western saddles were for cowboys and he was to represent
the gentleman rider that day. So, although he had never trieil
one before, Clark determined to use a fiat English saddle. He
insisted on the most spirited horse, to present a dashing
picture.
Out on the trail he galloped and immediately he realized
that something was wrong. He and the horse couldn’t get
together on rhythm, and the horse was quick to sense the
uncertainty of his rider. Down a narrow path they sped.
Where the ground was smooth, Clark managed to hang
on, but when they hit a patch of muddy ground, the horse
began to slip.
Clark tried to draw in the reins but it was too late. The
horse's hind legs gave way and Clark slid off backwards,
down into the muck. And to make matters worse, the
horse landed on him, assuming a sitting position in the
middle of Clark’s chest. Just at this moment the camera¬
man arrived. You can imagine how much Clark looked like
the well-dressed matinee idol. The look of consternation
on the cameraman’s face was sufficient to make Clark wish

Until the world suddenly
became Gable-conscious,
Clark had always ridden
Western fashion. But the
studio clamored for pic¬
tures of our hero in En¬
glish clothes and saddles
—with disastrous results!

All eyes were turned upon Joan
Crawford as Doug Fairbanks, Jr.,
brought his bride to be welcomed
by Mary Pickford and
Doug
Senior for the first time. A heavy
foot descended on her silken train
—there was a ripping sound . . .

that the earth would suddenly open
up and swallow him. There were
no pictures that day. Clark rue¬
fully walked back to the stable,
soaked to the skin and caked with
mire. It was many days before he
could throw off the mortification
he had suffered, but today tells it
as a huge joke.
loan

Crawford married Doug
Fairbanks,
|r.,
because
she loved him. But, love or no love, Man and Doug
at Picktair didn't approve, and they made no bones about
their feelings in the matter. Joan suffered much in those
days for her humility did not allow her to visualize the
dizzy heights that were some day to be hers.
But one day there arrived an invitation, bearing the
Pickfair coat of arms, to a formal reception in honor of
seme titled guests. For the first time Joan and Doug.
Jr., were to enter the famous home on the hill as man and
wife. At last the feud was to be forgotten and they were
all to be friends. Joan wanted them to like her for Doug s

J las

sake and she determined that she would make him proud of
her.
Hairdressers, manicurists, bootiers—all contributed their
practised skill for this great occasion. A gown that made
her eyes dazzle was specially designed for Joan. She left
no stone unturned to attain the pinnacle of perfection and to
prove to Mary and Doug just how wrong they had been.
The ride up to the brilliantly lighted home had nothing on
the thirteen steps up to the gallows as far as loan was con¬
cerned. Her entrance on the arm of her husband sent a
hushed murmur through the house. (Continued on payc 70)
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Costume Party
That daredevil, 5
Hyman Fink, fcj
fought his way ®
w/t/i sword and
camera through the
Countess di F rosso's
latest shindig to
bring back these
living pictures—in¬
cluding a portrait
of himself disguised
as Admiral Dewey

Above, Ruth Chotterton, who'* making a fresh start
at Columbia, chats with Clifton Webb, who may
turn out to be the Fred Astaire of the Metro lot.

Left, Clifton
Webb, Dietrich
as "Leda and
the Swan," and
Elizabeth Allan
costumed as—
La Dietrich.

Sally Blane,
in velvet, andNorman Foster,
in rags, enact a
little drama en¬
titled "Poor
But Honest.”

Ivan Lebedeff and
the
attractive
Wera Engels are a
persistent roman¬
tic combination.

Paulette God¬
dard, whose film
appearance still
is eagerly await¬
ed, was with
Charlie Chap¬
lin, of course.

Right, the
hostess, Doro¬
thy di Frasso,
with Jack Oakie,
Tom Tyler, Dick
Barthelmessfon
the cushions).

Above, Clive Brook (flaunting a dramatic beard)
and his wife, with Fay Wray and Dolores Del Rio—
just notice how much alike Fay and Dolores look!

When Preston Foster is work¬
ing on a picture (he's doing
"Strangers All"

and

"Last

Days of Pompeii" for RKO)
he and his wife secure a tem¬
porary

divorce!

Read

the

strange details of this unusual
pact on the opposite page!

uik0^

COMPANIONATE

DIVORCE
By
STEPHEN GREGG

A new way to
stay married, as
practiced by the
Preston Fosters a
divorce-to-enddivorces which,
every couple
should know about

,

“'I want to stay
married to the best
friend and gayest companion
I've ever known," says Preston.
Here's how he does it. . . .

Y

ESTERDAY, just as Preston Foster stepped into
the starring role of “The Last Days Of Pompeii,”
the actor and his zvife separated for the fourth time
since January first.
Couple Solve Marital Problems In Unique Way!
Will Hollywood make COMPANIONATE DIVORCE a
more acceptable practice than Judge Ben Lindsay’s famous
theory of Companionate Marriage?
This was the gist of a series of newspaper headlines and
stories that caused Hollywood to sit up one morning over
her orange juice and coffee and gasp: ‘‘Is there really some¬
thing new under the sun ? Has someone actually discovered
another answer to the usual Hollywood marriage question ?
Or has one of our supposedly-happy married couples merely
agreed to disagree?”
Not since the theory and collapse of the “separate-domi¬
cile” arrangement, fostered by Claudette Colbert and Nor¬
man Foster, has the old town been so intrigued with a
marriage plan that might even be the solution to the hurdles
that have wrecked so many professional unions.
Here, in the very cradle of the divorce problem, was a
new idea that not only might work, but had, apparently, al¬
ready worked most successfully in the case of the Preston
Fosters for over two Hollywood years !
It’s no wonder the locals buzzed with interest.
“It looks as though you’ve started something,” I remarked
to Preston as he joined me in his dressing room after the
first morning of shooting on “The Last Days of Pompeii.”
One of my favorite best-guys-in-Hollywood grinned as he
pulled out his chair, took a quick slant at the studio menu
and ordered a small lamb steak with grilled tomatoes.
“Yeah, I’ve heard a lot about it since they started mention¬
ing it in newspaper columns. Funny, isn’t it? My wife and

I have been practicing this form of separation almost ever
since we hit the town and never thought anything particular
about it, except that it was a swell solution to our own
marriage problem.”
“And it’s also very funny,” I added, “that one of the hap¬
piest married couples in Hollywood should be the inventors
of a new form of divorce! Everyone knows you’re happy,
too; that’s why I thought maybe you’d tell me all about it.
Not only Hollywood, but every married couple in the world
should be interested in the details and I’m sure they would
like to hear, from you, how the unique idea started.”
“It started because we were just plain scared of the prob¬
lems and difficulties that Hollywood seemed to hurl at the
happiest of marriages,” he began in that direct, getting-downto-cases manner that is so much a part of his personality.
“We were married several years before I stepped out of a
Broadway play into a Hollywood contract. More important,
we were happily married and our whole aim was to stay
that way!
“We had seen marriages, marriages that we’d have banked
our last dollar on, smash and end in the divorce courts be¬
cause of admitted inability to defeat the Hollywood precedent
of divorce! It seemed that there was something about stay¬
ing married and working in motion pictures that just didn’t
jibe. So, True and I concocted a deliberate plan of periodi¬
cal separations in a real effort to beat the Hollywood formula
of sure divorce ! The idea is merely this:
“My wife leaves me while I am working on a picture!
“Usually, she makes a vacation of it: either a little jaunt
to Palm Springs or Arrowhead, or a longer trip to New
York. If for some reason, however, she has no desire to
leave town, she moves into an apartment right here in
Hollywood!
(Continued on page 104)
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ORE sheer nonsense has been written and published
about Claudette Colbert than about any other star
in Hollywood.
If I had not known her well for the past five
years, I would be completely mystified.
As I write this, I have before me four recent Colbert
stories. The writer of one describes her as “self-conscious
and constantly discontented with her personal appearance
as well as her screen work.”
Another eulogizes her as “placid, with great content and
refreshingly selfless both in her personal life and on the
screen.”
The third scribe decides that she is “a woman of amaz¬
ingly few friends, difficult to know, and living in practical
isolation (according to Hollywood standards).”
And the fourth author observes that “La Colbert is the
34

friendliest of the Hollywood stars and the belle of filmtown’s
current social season, following on the heels of a recent
separation from her husband.”
Strangely enough, this mass of inconsistencies concern¬
ing Claudette Colbert is, in a sense, true.
But these four writers, and most of the Colbert interview¬
ers before them, failed to dig deeper than the upper crust
of her self-consciousness that parallels, strangely enough, her
complete lack of egotism in any form.
They did not plow through the thin shell of her aloofness,
nor has any of them taken the time to explain her talent for
sincere cordiality.
The forces behind her early leanings toward a secluded
private life, and her recent absorption in the hearty business
of having fun. have never been diagnosed.
And it is only with digging and diagnosing and plowing

deep into the past that one finally runs
down the real story of Claudette Colbert.
It’s an absorbing story, too, well worth the
excavating.
As you must know very well by this
time, Claudette was born in France, of
French parents, and came with them to
America as a small child. And if you
know anything about the French race, you
can easily understand that the New Yorkhome was established and maintained with¬
out the change of a single Parisian tradi¬
tion or habit.
Among the many Gallic customs carried
to America by the French family was the
ritual of absolute sanctity and privacy in
the home. Claudette once told me that she
could not recall more than six people who
visited their Gotham apartment during her
childhood. And the six, mind you, were
mainly relatives with a friend or two in¬
cluded who were bound closely by many
years of association in France. No strang¬
er or casual acquaintance ever crossed the
threshold.
It is not strange, then, that she was
terrified by the sudden sea of unfamiliar
faces when she entered her first district
public school. Her over-worked teachers
casually pigeonholed her as just another
hopelessly shy child.
But the other rowdy kids were not so
casual. They made her painfully aware
that she was “different.”
She became
keenly conscious for the first time that a
strange language was spoken in her home
(because her mother did not want her son
and daughter to forget their native tongue),
that her family ate things Americans
couldn’t even pronounce, and that neigh¬
bors were never asked into their kitchen
for a friendly cup of tea, or the children
for cookies.
And so her childhood was spent with¬
out girl chums, kid parties, dancing school,
Saturday night movies, and the inevitable
crushes on boys.
She found her entire early happiness
within the family orbit. And today she
still finds most of her moments of happi¬
ness there, with her mother, Tantine, her
Her adored mother is so beautiful that Claudette has always con¬
aunt and her brother (her father died ten
sidered herself decidedly plain. She still hasn't overcome her own
years ago). She has made almost a life¬
doubts about her charms and talents, but she is finally shaking off
long habit of sharing the important things
that shyness which has barred her from the active outside world.
of life with her family.
At thirteen she suddenly discovered the
importance of physical beauty. She spent
lections and rejections of frocks, she arrived at the photog¬
tortured hours before every available mirror despairing over
rapher’s dingy studio, happily satisfied with her appearance.
an upturned nose, broad cheekbones and a pair of skinny
For a week Claudette dreamed about that picture.
It
legs.
would prove her beauty, she was sure. She wondered dream¬
Claudette was certain that these defects made her ugly,
ily which would show off her ravishing points better, the
because her mother, who is a very beautiful woman, and
serious or the smiling pose. She was feverish with ex¬
Tantine, with French thoroughness, had combated the first
citement when the picture was finally delivered, the picture
signs of vanity by criticising these three features.
that was to cast the cloud of self-consciousness over many
But secretly at night, in those moments between dreams
years of her life.
and reality, she some times doubted the truth of this. Perhaps
It was horrible, as all such pictures are horrible. The
she was beautiful, after all. Maybe people did whisper when
cheap harsh lighting showed up every slight defect, even the
she passed on the streets, “What a lovely child.”
tiniest freckles, and hope was annihilated in one swift mo¬
Perhaps she would grow up to be famous for her face
ment. Mamma and Tantine were right. She would never be
and figure, if her arms and legs managed to fill out.
beautiful.
But a June graduation swept away hope forever. She had
Because it has been told and retold so many times during
to pose for an individual picture for the school year book,
the past five years of her screen (Continued on page 82)
and after hours of hysterical hair combing, and teaiful se¬

Hollywood is astounded and pleased by the
change in young Miss Colbert's life since
she won the Academy Award for her acting

By

JULIE

LANG

HUNT
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WHAT WOULD YOU DO-

Clark Gable's only special desire would be to see the
sunrise; Arline Judge says she'd commit suicide, rather
than face the dread uncertainty!
Bette Davis, screen
sophisticate, surprised us by saying she'd spend her last
day in the mountains, fishing with her husband, while Buddy
Rogers (remember "Wings"?) would like to keep flying on
over the Pacific until he ran out of gas—or time. Sylvia
Sidney wants to die "in harness," applause in her ears,
and Doug Montgomery has loads of things to do!

S

OME of the stars laughed nervously, others looked
thoughtful and were very quiet, and the eyes of
just a few were darkened by a fleeting shadow of
fear, when I stopped them and asked: "What would
you do if you had only twenty-four hours to live?”
Strangely enough, no one refused to answer my question.
Not a single player backed away from the macabre implica¬
tions of the issue. All of them talked fully and freely, and
some with the soul shredding truthfulness of a confessional.
There was Lionel Barrymore’s amazing admission that
he would spend every second of his final twenty-four hours
trying to defeat and waylay even certain death.
“I wouldn’t take it lying down,” he roared at me, "nor
would I spend my last hours gazing romantically at my
last sunset. I’d be too busy rushing to the greatest physi¬
cians who might be able to extend my time.
I’d get to
the most skillful scientists I could find in that short space
of time to hold back the clock for me.
"I can’t think of any better way to spend my last twentyfour hours on earth than to fight for more life. There’s
too much to live for to take a death verdict on the chin
without a struggle.”
And then there was the alarming revelation of Holly¬
wood’s pocket-size Venus, Arline Judge, who sent my hair
soaring when she cried:
"I’d commit suicide. I could never bear to wait through
twenty-four hours knowing that each minute ticked away
my life. Call it what you will, but the truth is I couldn’t sit
and wait serenely for the wings of death to touch me.
36
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“But I would have the courage to end my mental agonies
quickly and swiftly. I could and would do away with my¬
self even though it is considered man’s greatest sin.”
Such avowals as these offer startling contrast to Mae
West’s reactions to the death query. She said:
"When I had recovered from the shock that would come
with such a pronouncement, I'd make a quick date with my
beauty shop.
I’d order the works, and emerge as well
groomed as the art of water waves, massage and manicures
can make me.
"Then I would put on my loveliest negligee and go to
bed, because I don't like the idea of suddenly falling down
on some street corner with a curious circle of strangers for
my first mourners.
"And when I was quite settled in bed, I’d call up the four
people who have been closest to me, that is the four who
are still living. I’d ask them to join me for an afternoon of
casual talk and tea. I’d explain my bedridden condition as
a slight indisposition because I could not stand any prema¬
ture lamenting.
"With these four people (sorry, I cannot reveal who they
are) I would talk my last hours away, reminiscing and re¬
calling the happiest and greatest moments life has given
me, and, believe me, life has served me a generous helping
of both.”
Carole Lombard is another star who wants to gather her
friends about her for the last bow. Instead of just a few,
she prefers a large gay cocktail gathering in her home.
“Because,” she explained to me, “I think it would be
great to go out with the ring of laughter and music in your
ears, don't you ?”
I wonder if many fans will be surprised to learn that both
Bing Crosby and Cary Grant voiced fervent desires to
spend their last moments alone in prayer in some deserted
church.
Bing told me he would not go berserk with fear if he
heard the fatal tidings.
"In fact,” he admitted, "I’d be grateful that I knew
twenty-four hours before my time that I was going. There
are certain important things I would be anxious to do, and
I could accomplish them well in that time.”

HOURS TO LIVE?

And the things Bing Crosby would accomplish include a
drive down to his new estates at Rancho Santa Fe with his
wife, Dixie, and his three sons. There would be a full day
alone with them, and he would tell Dixie that the end was
near so that they could work out sensible plans together
for her future and that of the boys. Then he would like to
ride his horse to one of the little adobe chapels nearby and
pray until oblivion swept him off to the adventure of death.
Cary Grant is certain that twenty-four hours would be
ample time in which to perform the two things that would
make the finality of death less terrifying.
“By cable, telephones, wires, and radios I would get in
direct communication with the few people I have hurt during
my life. With death hovering near, I could explain and ask
their forgiveness, a thing that seems too difficult to do in the
midst of life and living. I would make my peace with them,
and then I would go to some out of the way church and
make peace with my God.”
There was no hesitation or nervous silence when I fired
my death question at Claudette Colbert.
“First,” she replied almost gayly, “I hope I could ar¬
range for those precious twenty-four hours to take place in
New York City, and I’d like the day to be a Wednesday or
a Saturday. I would want it this way so I could attend a
matinee and another performance in the evening. You see,
I would like to witness two whopping good plays on my
last day on earth.
“And, somehow, I think I would like to find death in the
same place where I first found life, in the theater.”
Gary Cooper’s answer was just what I expected from
him. He said:
“I’d charter a plane and fly up to the family’s ranch in
Wyoming. The trip should take five hours, leaving nine¬
teen for a swim and some fishing in the waterfall pool near
the ranch house, a short ride into the mountains and one
camp fire meal. I can’t think of anything else more satisfy¬
ing for my final day.”
Bette Davis also selects the mountains as the perfect
setting for her last scene, because, she explained:
“I can forget every worry, fear and irritation in the High
Sierras. I am sure I could even forget impending death

Only one more day of life! Could you
face the situation as wisely as Holly¬
wood's famous stars face it here?

By
CAROLINE

SOMERS

HOYT

there. I would want Ham, my husband (Harmon Nelson) to
be with me, and, if . possible, our two dogs.
“We have a special camping place in the northeastern
corner of Kern County, California, that few people know
about.
I’d like to pitch camp there, catch one rainbow
trout, cook it over an open fire, eat it, and then watch one
of those impossibly beautiful mountain sunsets.”
For Clark Gable there would be no heroics or dramatics.
He would dispense with farewells, last talks with friends
and loved ones, and would live his one short day as if it
were just another casual date on the calendar.
“I'd like to go to work at the studio as usual, see familiar
faces, do familiar things, eat familiar foods, that’s all.”
And then after a full minute’s hesitation he added:
“Oh, yes, just one more thing, I’d like to see a sunrise.”
And for Dolores Del Rio, also, the last day would come
and go as all her days dawn, brighten into blazing noons,
and then slip placidly into night. She said:
“You see, life has given me so much, in fact, everything
I shall ever want. Why should I rush about during my last
twenty-four hours seeking some last hurried experience that
would probably prove disappointing? There is nothing I
could add to my store of experience in one day or a hundred
days that could make me happier.
“Every twenty-four hours is filled with its quota of happi¬
ness for me now. Therefore, if I was given a single day to
live I would not change one moment of it from my usual
plan of living. I should like to have my husband (Cedric
Gibbons) and other members (Continued on page 86)
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MOVIES of the
Reviews of all the latest films,
with

^

/ for

the good ones, and

for those you shouldn't miss

k'VXhina Seas (M-G-M)
You'll See: Clark Gable, Jean Harlozv, Wallace Beery, Lezvis
Stone, Rosalind Russell, Dudley Digges, C. Aubrey Smith, others.
It's About: A hardboiled girl, gold-smuggling, mutiny, love and
treachery.
If that outline above sounds to you as though "China Seas" were
loaded with plot, you’re right. Every exciting moment you’ve seen
in a dozen films is packed into this one, none of the moments very
new, but so slickly contrived into one pattern that it’s all a thrill.
It’s Clark Gable who plays the captain and Jean Harlow who plays
the girl, with Wally Beery as the guy who sells them both short
when all three of them put out into the China seas and Beery tries
to get the gold on board away from Gable. There’s a sub-plot about
Gable’s fancied love for Rosalind Russell, but you’ll need only half
a guess to decide whether it’s Jean or Rosalind who gets Clark in
the final reel.
Your Reviewer Says: You’ll certainly want to see this because
it’s both melodramatic and romantic, with Beery, Gable and Har¬
low back in those roles they do so perfectly.

I^^Becky Sharp (RKO)

Fred MacMurray continues his march
toward stardom in "Men Without Names,"
with Madge Evans and little David Holt.

Lewis Stone, Clark Gable and Wallace
Beery are seen as hardboiled adventurers
in M-G-M's melodramatic "China Seas."
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You'll See: Miriam Hopkins, Frances Dee, Sir Cedric Hardzvicke,
Billie Burke, Allison Skipzvorth, Nigel Bruce, Alan Mozvbray.
It's About: A beautiful, blonde hussy of the 17th Century zvho
fell for love once and for money thrice. In color!
A picture you will want to see for sure ! Not because it is such
a great story, but because it is the very first feature-length film
completely done in Technicolor. An important picture, perhaps as
important as the first talking picture, and one which will leave
you gasping at the grandeur of the new color for films.
So breath-taking is this new color that if the film were on a par
with the technical beauty it would be one of the great pictures of
the year. Unfortunately, such is not the case. The actual motiva¬
tion of the plot leaves much to be desired and the direction is dis¬
turbingly obvious. The performances, in the main, are better than
average. Miriam Hopkins, while not an excellent choice for such a
role, does excellently. Alan Mowbray is fine as Miriam’s husband
and, we’ll venture, runs away with more of the picture than was
Color comes to the screen in full glory in "Becky Sharp,"
which has Miriam Hopkins and Alan Mowbray as the leads.

MONTH
A disappointing month, on the whole, with expected master¬
pieces turning out to be weak and the big stars away on summer
vacations. The chief disappointment is the Grace Moore picture,
"Love Me Forever." The color of "Becky Sharp" thrills; story is
dull. Far and.away the best picture of the month is "China Seas," a
rousing melodrama with Gable, Harlow and Beery in fine form.

intended, while such actors as Billie Burke, Alison Skipworth and Sir
Cedric Hardwicke must be contented with small opportunities.
We must repeat: the color is the thing. Special notice should be given
Robert Edmond Jones, Natalie Kalmus and W. B. Ihnen for the mar¬
velous color and art direction.
Your Reviewer Says: See it for its important new beauty!

Without Names (Paramount)
You'll See: Fred MacMurray, Madge Evans, Lynne Overman, David
Holt, John Wray, J. C. Nugent, Leslie Fenton, others.
It's About: A G-Man who foils the crooks by unearthing the hot
money via the serial numbers on the bills.
Here’s Paramount’s contribution to the present "G-Man” or "Public
Hero Number One” craze. It’s an exciting opus and worth an evening’s
attendance. Fred MacMurray, on his first government assignment, is
sent out to a small Kansas town to discover who is unloading hot
money in that neighborhood. At a country boarding house he unearths
the plotters. His governmental pal, disguised as an aluminum salesman,
comes to aid him and together with a pretty girl and a little boy they
get mixed with as rascally a group of crooks as you’ve seen in many
a month.
Mr. MacMurray continues his long strides toward stardom in this
one, Lynne Overman and Leslie Fenton helping him.
Your Reviewer Says: A swift and exciting film.

l^Nell Gwyn (United Artists)
Anna Neagle, Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Jeanne De Casalis,
Lawrence Anderson, Miles Malleson, Esme (Continued on page 87)
You'll See:

"Nell Gwyn," with Anna Neagle and Sir Cedric Hardwicke,
is another of those slight but sparkling British historical films.

PICTURES in the
CUTTING
ROOM
Advance Tips on Tomorrow's
Talkies
FOX
The Farmer Takes a Wife. A distinct
departure for Janet Gaynor, since it
offers her in costume yet keeps her
playing a sweetness and light role.
With newcomer Henry Fonda, who is
said practically to steal the picture.
All about young love, an ambitious girl,
and the building of the Erie Canal.
M-G-M
Masquerade. The William Powell pic¬
ture with new-discovery Luise Rainer
opposite William, who, for a change,
doesn't have to play a hard-drinking
detective.
Also Virginia Bruce, Frank
Morgan, Mady Christians.
All about
artists, intrigue and Vienna.
PARAMOUNT
Accent on Youth. A lightsome comedy,
with Sylvia Sidney and Herbert Mar¬
shall, in which Mr. Marshall discovers
young love isn't necessarily the only
brand worth knowing about.
Big Broadcast of 1935. With Burns and
Allen, Jack Oakie and a huge cast.
Paramount's big musical of the fall sea¬
son. Very gay.
Shanghai. Produced by Walter Wanger,
who did "Private Lives," with Loretta
Young, Charles (new thrill)
Boyer,
Warner Oland, many others.
Swift
moving melodrama of trouble in the
East.
RADIO
Top Hat. The next Astaire and Rogers
musical. The studio insists that it's
even better than "Roberta;" has almost
the same cast. Music by Irving Berlin.
Sounds perfect.
UNIVERSAL
Diamond Jim. The story of Diamond
Jim Brady, great guy, great spender,
great eater of the late nineties in old
New York. With Edward Arnold in the
leading role and a terrific cast headed
by Jean Arthur and Binnie Barnes. Very
colorful.
Lady Tubbs. The picture that gives
Alice Brady the acting chance she has
been waiting for in Hollywood. She
plays a washwoman who gets on in the
world, hobnobs with royalty, and has
much laughter and tears.
Douglass
Montgomery finishes up his Universal
contract in this.
WARNER'S
Page Miss G/ory. Marion Davies' first
picture under this banner, being the
light-weight story of a housemaid who
becomes famous through no intention
of her own. With Pat O'Brien opposite
Marion. Expected to be the comedy hit
of the fall.
We're in the Money. Joan Blondell and
Glenda Farrell playing those gold dig¬
gers they've made so popular.
Ross
Alexander and Hugh Herbert are the
men concerned.

MOVIE

MIRROR
miner, Jack Oakie as his wise-cracking pal,
and Loretta Young as the wife of another

TIPS ON TALKIES

miner who casts her lot with
Oakie.

Buck, a

Gable and

St. Bernard dog,

is

the

hero of the show.

^CARDINAL RICHELIEU (Twentieth
Century).
This time Mr. Arliss saves
France (instead of England) and Edward
Arnold is a convincing King Louis. Mau¬
reen O’Sullivan and Cesar Romero are the
love interest. It’s a bit too slow and his¬
torical, though beautifully produced.
^CASINO MURDER CASE (M-G-M).
Now it’s Paul Lukas who is Philo Vance.
Here he recues Rosalind Russell and solves
a murder mystery which is quite like all
murder mysteries but which will hold your
attention to the end. Excellent cast.
WCLIVE
tury).

OF

After

INDIA
many

(Twentieth

soul-stirring

Cen¬

scenes,

Ronald Colman as Clive, conqueror of In¬
dia, and Loretta Young, as his wife, find
happiness together.

^COLLEGE SCANDAL (Paramount).
A murder mystery with music.
Action
takes place in a college campus between
editions of the school paper and rehearsals
for the school show. A fine cast, including
Arline Judge, Kent Taylor, Wendy Barrie
and Edward Nugent.
DARING YOUNG MAN, THE (Fox).
James Dunn and Mae Clarke, two roman¬
tic reporters on rival newspapers, allow
business to interfere with their pleasure
and love. This is strictly a program pic¬
ture but there’s enough action and romance
to hold you if you go.

of Michael Bartlett
since his fine work
in Grace Moore's
"Love Me Forever."

young opera-singing
actor — Columbia
promises lots more

V'iZDAVID

Brief comments on recent films —those in
italics are suitable for children; s means
a good movie, kVmeans one you mustn't miss

A

COPPERFIELD

(M-G-M).

gloriously faithful reproduction of the

time-honored

Dickens

performed

by

the

which

Freddie

are

Young,

W.

classic,

entire

cast,

perfectly
a

few

Bartholomew,

C. Fields, Edna May Oliver,

Lennox Pawle and Frank

Lawton.

WDEVIL DOGS OF THE AIR

^AFTER OFFICE HOURS (M-G-M).
A newspaper story in which Clark Gable is
the editor who hires and fires Constance
Bennett while trying to solve a murder. A
trite story, but Gable will make the femi¬
nine hearts flutter, as usual.
k'AGE OF INDISCRETION (M-G-M).
Although this one is about divorce-andcustody-of-the-child, it is sincere and hon¬
est and holds the interest throughout. Paul
Lukas, Madge Evans and Helen Vinson
give their usual fine performances, but it is
little David Holt who steals the show.
ALIAS MARY DOW (Universal). Sally
Eilers is the girl who "stands in” for the
kidnapped daughter of a wealthy family.
Miss Eilers gets a chance to show some
fairly good acting when she switches from
a hash-slinging taxi dancer type to the
drawing room.
ARIZONIAN,

THE

(RKO).

Richard

Dix and Margot Grahame in a winningof-the-west
shooting

story,

with

and fun.

horses,

As westerns

sheriffs,
go,

An adult story of stark realism and he-man
stuff in which Paul Muni gives a superb
characterization of a strike-breaking coal
miner. Karen Morley, Tully Marshall and
Sarah Haden are excellent. Recommended
particularly
for
serious
theater-goers,
though thrilling for everyone.
l^BLACK SHEEP (Fox). Edmund Lowe,
an ocean-going gambler, saves his son, Tom
Brown, from the toils of bad gal Adrienne
Ames, only to fall for her himself.
A
good, smooth, action-mystery picture.
^BREAK OF HEARTS (RKO). Kath¬
arine Hepburn and Charles Boyer in a
somewhat slowly moving love story about
a famous maestro and a poor, music-loving
girl. There’s good music, too.
k'BRIDE OF FRANKENSTEIN (Uni¬
versal). Boris Karloff in a continuation of
the first “Frankenstein” story plus a few
added chills and creation of a mate (Elsa
Lanchester) for the monster.
Plenty of
thrills and chills if you like ’em!

this
V'CALL OF THE WILD (Twentieth Cen¬

goes well.

tury).

l^^BLACK FURY

40

(Warner Brothers).

Jack

London’s

famous

book

of

the out-of-doors brings Clark Gable as the

ner

of

Roland

Brothers).

Jimmy

Cagney

(War-

and

Pat

O’Brien in the same old roles of scrapping
buddies,

but there are some exciting

fly¬

ing scenes in this, especially one in which
Cagney

saves

a

burning

plane.

The

younger you are the better you’ll like it.

^DOUBTING THOMAS (Fox). Will
Rogers, in a clean, funny picture that has
some humorous situations, which are all
too few.
Billie Burke, Rogers’ wife,
wants to go on the stage, and it’s all about
how Rogers goes about ruining her ambi¬
tion.
kVESCAPE ME NEVER (United Ar¬
tists). This sad and very sentimental little
tale is made entirely credible by "Queen”
Elizabeth Bergner’s magnificent perform¬
ance as the child-mother. Hugh Sinclair,
of the original English stage production,
plays the weakling husband who goes
astray.
FLAME WITHIN, THE (M-G-M). A
rather slow, and consequently dull, picture
about a romantic young couple, Maureen
O'Sullivan and Louis Hayward, who are
regenerated by a woman (Ann Harding)
psychiatrist.
(Continued on page 100)

MARION
DAVIES

MOVIE MIRROR proudly
presents a little album of
famous stars as they are to¬
day—and as they were in
1930. First, that perennial
and beloved favorite, "M.D."
Right, in costume for "Page
Miss Glory," her new War¬
ner film. Above, a five-year
flashback of the girl who
has always been Holly¬
wood's most popular hostess.

BING
CROSBY
He's come a long way since he was
a Rhythm Boy with Paul Whiteman's
orchestra some five years ago.
Now he's a very popular film star
and the father of the next most
famous babies in America (the Dionne
quintuplets coming first, of course)
—the Crosby twins, but he still has
the same blond good looks, grand
sense of humor—and honeyed voice.

The Fox Film company is already
raving about Janet's new picture,
"The Farmer Takes a Wife"—and
about her new leading man, Henry
Fonda. They do say that the GaynorFonda combination is going to be
as romantically successful as the
Farrell-Gaynor team of five years
ago (the days of "Sunny Side Up"),
when the portrait at left was taken.

CARY
COOPER
Five years ago he was outgrowing
the Westerns into which his lanky
height and Montana background
had forced him. Then he made
'‘Morocco" (right) with Marlene
Dietrich—and Hollywood discov¬
ered a new dramatic actor. There's
been a steady succession of great
roies since; next will be the title role
in Paramount's "Peter Ibbetson."

SHIRLEY
TEMPLE
Hollywood's most amazing success
story. Lett, only a banker's daugh¬
ter five years ago, without a
thought for the future. Above, the
Fox star who holds the all-time fan
mail record for a single week—
7,000 letters.
Now an encyclo“
'*
1 ' between an arch¬
ambassador.
Her
next, "Curly Top," will be musical.

Wa n t to be
"What are you two do¬
ing here?" I gasped. Mike
lowered his eyes, Jack
covered his face with his
hands. "Tell her," said
Bert sharply. "Sit down,
Judy, you have a dis¬
agreeable story to hear!"

S

OME day

you'll

thank

me for chasing

you out of Hollywood

Victor Munson,

the great director, observed lightly.
So this was the end of my great ad¬
venture, my desperate attempt to raise myself
out of the mire of my family background. For
this 1 had tramped and ridden freight across
the continent to California, eaten with bums of
the road, and travelled in dirty boys’ clothes.
What good was it that people said I looked like
Barbara Bell, the popular star?

What was the

use of fighting against an environment which
was bound to engulf me? But I had to fight
for Jack. After all, he was my favorite brother,
and 1 couldn't take him back to New England,
back to his gang of car-stealing hoodlums. He
was so young—and so weak.
My letter of introduction to Mr. Munson had
meant so much to me.

Yet it had taken him so

short a time to find out it was forged, that Dick
Carr,

my

high

school

idol,

had

signed

his

mother’s name to the precious note.
Now he
was threatening to see me directly to the train.
How could 1 escape ?

1 had only two friends

in Hollywood, besides Jack—and he was a li¬
ability rather than an asset. Mike Sweet, whom
we had picked up in our travels, was even more
dubious, but his girl, Rene, was a grand scout.
She had loaned me the clothes to wear to the
studio, had even given me money for acces¬
sories. Rene was a bit player at Paramount.
Ob, if 1 only had that little assurance of wmrk
to go on for myself and Jack !
Mr. Munson noticed my terrified expression
as we

rode through the studio gates

beautiful big car.

in

his

“Cheer up," he said kindly.

“You go back and marry my cousin's son.”
“He’s—engaged," 1 answered with that pain¬
ful throb 1 alw-ays felt when Dick was men¬
tioned.

What

Mr.

Munson’s

answer

have been to that, 1 shall never know.

would
There

was a glimpse of a truck, looming above us.
Our

car

swerved

sharply,

screechinglv.

I

plunged into oblivion through a splintered, shat¬
tering mass of wood, steel and glass.
T

CAME to in a hospital

-f

cover that the slightest move made me cry

out in pain.
conscious.

bed only to dis-

For a day or so 1 was only semi¬
Occasionally

1

would

rouse

my¬

self with a vivid memory of everything that had
happened and a clear vision of everything that
went on around me.
1

picked up from the nurses the details of

the accident.
4(

Mr. Munson was laid up with a

By

DORA

MACY

It takes more than youth.,
gallantry and lovehness
to buck Hollywood—but
Judy Pine wasn't a quitter
Illustrated

by

broken shoulder.
outright.

STEPHEN

GROUT

The chauffeur had been killed

The fault had been with our car and

the expense and consequent suits formed a hand¬
some financial mess.

Victor Munson felt respon¬

sible for me and had ordered every care and com¬
fort .
Again 1 lay back thinking it over.

Anyway.

1 was still in Hollywood, even though my hip
bone was splintered—but not seriously enough to
require a cast—and under mv right side there
was a long piece of needle work done bv the
best surgeon in town.
1 was told 1 had got off awfully well. In five
days the hospital was ready to dismiss me, even
though it was painful for me to sit up for a long
period
On the day l was to leave, Sonya Kieff walked
into my hospital room. ‘‘1 meant to get here be
fore,” she said, ‘‘but 1 am so worried about Vic¬
tor.

He is a terrible invalid, so cross and so un¬

reasonable.

He has the whole house and studio

head over heels with confusion.

Oh. that man's

temper.”
Her white kid gloves went up in
the air expressively.
”1 called you every da\
but didn’t leave any message because
you didn’t know my name.

1

knew

1 have come to take

you home. We have a lovely, big, sunny room
all ready for you.
It’s going to take you about
three weeks before you can get around.
and 1 want you to be our guest.”
1 mumbled very inadequate thanks.
1" puzzled me.

Vic

‘‘Vic and

Was she Mrs. Munson? Rene

had told me that Vic had been married three
times and as often divorced.
“We are going to move you up right now,” she
said.
him.

“As for your brother, don’t worry about
1 have got him a very nice job with m\

furriers.
brother.

He

is

a

good

looking

It runs in the family.

boy,

your

Even being sick,

you know, you look exactly like Barbara Bell.”
She went on chattering, completely overriding
my attempts to thank her for Jack.

Nothing

could make me happier than the thought that
Jack would have a good job and a decent chance.
Sonya Kieff had the whole place in action.
Within

five minutes she

was signing me out.

arranging for the doctor, and a regular nurse
She walked beside me as

1 was wheeled down

the corridors into an elevator and finally to the
ambulance entrance where 1

was lifted into a

comfortable bed in the most magnificent ambu
lance 1 have ever seen or heard of.

Sonya dis

missed her own car and climbed in beside me,
and. still talking, rode the twenty miles to Mun¬
son’s home.

Certainly from the way she talked
47

she was something- very close to Victor Munson but what

prove

the

taking him in this time.”

relationship

On

the

was

edge

of

I

didn’t

their

extensive

built for Sonya a studio.
beautiful

creature

guess

until

the

grounds

next

day.

Munson

had

Here this strange, tireless and

worked

with

a

detachment

from

the

to

me

that he

can

walk

“You mean ... ?”
“Sure,” she said.
“When

I

the

line.

1 m

not

was down and out

took me into his place and looked after me.

even

Mike

Then he ran

world that only artists know, and under her beautiful fingers

into a little trouble with the authorities and had to leave

grew statues, busts and sometimes complete groups more

town.

real and more convincing than the models who posed for

He knows I’m nuts about him.

her.

to show me.”

I came to realize that she was one of the most suc¬

cessful sculptors of our day and that her figures commanded
staggering prices.

I

his level.
complete

home

severely,

of

six

furnished

was

Rene I wished that Jack had some other pal besides that
charming Irishman who wanted freedom without working

realize

work shop but
simply,

rooms.

that

she

for it.
The time came when I no longer needed a

a

doctor

almost

Victor

or

put

late to start this great novel

“big house” Sonya was in com¬
much by
Victor.
I
she

and

the

adored

help

as

on

weight.

of

“I can't say I’ll pay you
back for all this,” I told

doings and film personalities.

impossible

them.

Start

it today, and follow Judy's coura¬

would

and

I

be

know

the

two

grandest

people

I have ever met and I’ll do

her more and more and be

everything

grateful for the thrill of her
companionship and her gen¬

geous struggle against over¬

tle manners and her wide in¬
terests.
She became an ideal to

whelming odds

I was

be

call

was and while it did crush me T found
that my devotion to her withstood the shock
and that I could even understand and forgive.

Was

Where does one begin and where

in
of

the

world

to

the

friendship

you have given me.

But now

this

“And you
Victor asked.

that tolerance, I wondered, or was that the slow disintegra¬

worthy

I can't take any more. I’m going
back to mv own way of living and

to learn one day what her weakness

tion of old standards?

“That

you wouldn’t in any way
expect it.
I think you are

hut

T thought her perfect.

in

on an intimate knowledge of studio

somehow
I
couldn’t.
I
could only come to love

me.

more

them.

should

her

looked

from the heart I had an out
and out understanding with

nobody around discussed
their relationship.
I felt
disapprove

I

fresher than ever

from the shoulder and right

by

but I didn’t dare ask for

I

and

to talk to these people straight

as

about the real Hollywood, based

that

Victor’s

my life and because it was easy

wondered often why
didn’t marry Victor

somehow

Under

rested and

lo as the "hig house” and in the
charge

nurse.

Sonya’s kindness and generosity I had

It isn't too

Munson’s huge home was referred

plete

I won¬

dered what trouble Mike had been in and much as I loved

The studio was small but it gave Sonya

not only her magnificent

But this time he has got

Her voice was wistful and lonely.

That she was his balance,

came also to

the center of Munson’s world.

He knows I'm holding out on him for his own good.

a

heavenly

won’t

leave

interlude.”
Hollywood?”

“No, Victor, I want to try a hand at Hollywood
even if you don't approve.”
“All right,” he grunted.

“But Sonya and I want to see

does the other leave off?

you now and then.

Jack came to see me every night and at the beginning
he was pleased with his job and a little impressed at the

That is the only way to learn it but I’ll give you a spring¬

atmosphere of the very elegant furrier.

board.

I could see him

begin to imitate their manners and their attitude and then
the old weakness crept out in him.
He envied me my surroundings and the people I met.

I’m not going to give you any help

in this game or any boost.

You can learn it for yourself.

I’ll write you a letter to our casting director telling

him to use you every chance he gets.”
A letter like that on top of having lived for three weeks
in Victor’s home was about all I needed to get a chance.
But Victor was right. Having the chance it was up to me

Sonya and Victor had made me a special pet of theirs
and I had long evenings as one of their group, meeting

to learn, to study and to make good.

star

ming over with love and gratitude.

after

star,

famous names.
enthralled.

writers,

painters,

producers—a

string

of

I would sit quietly near Sonya and listen,

I hadn't had many

people in my life to love and Sonya and Victor were stars
in my heaven that could never be replaced or dimmed.

Rene came to see me, too, but neither

Rene nor Jack

was invited for any of the evenings.
It was a comfort
to find that Rene knew my problems with Jack and had
taken him in hand.
“I

I left his home brim¬

keep a close leash

on

both of the

hoys,”

she

said

I went to Rene’s apartment and outlined my plans.
had Jack’s salary and nothing more.

We

I found two rooms

in an old house near Vista Street in the center of Holly¬
wood.

It was really one room divided by ancient chenille

draperies, but it had that rare treasure, an electric plate,

wisely. “Mike is nobody’s angel, you know, but I think he
is straightening out.
I never let them far out of sight,

and I didn’t have to depend upon sterno for cooking.

so

Monarch and collected fourteen dollars, seven dollars at the
end of each day.

they

can’t

get

into

mischief.”

“You have done so much
butt in on your affairs?”
Rene
lashes.

for

me,

do

you

mind

if

I

It was an Elida Crane picture and the scenes were the

looked at me from under her magnificent false
“Sounds as if vou are going to talk about

Mike.”
“I am.

wants to marry you.

Jack

says he thinks it’s wrong for you to keep him dangling.
Mike isn’t the kind that can take it.
Rene ?”
“Sure I love him,” she admitted.
48

interior of a girl’s school.

You do love him

Elida was grand, an incredibly

thin girl with huge eyes and friendly smile that made her
famous.

Jack tells me he

And

that week thanks to Victor’s letter I worked two days at

The lowest extra

and was greeted in return.

called

her

by her

first

name

Marsh Holt, the leading man,

was insufferable.
I had always admired him so much on
the screen and now standing only a few feet from him
I saw an ill-tempered, ill-mannered person, petulant as an

“But he has got to

old invalid.

(Continued on page 77)
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Anna Karenina

GRETA GARBO

Vronsky

FREDRIC

Sergei.

FREDDIE

MARCH

BARTHOLOMEW

Kit+y. Maureen O'Sullivan
Countess Vronsky.

May Robson

Karenin. Basil

Rathbone

Stiva.Reginald Owen
Yashvin.

...

Reginald Denny

Dolly.Phoebe Foster

Fictionized

by

A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Production

Directed by Clarence Brown

DOROTHY
EMERSON

A

Screen Play by Clemence Dane, Salka Viertel and
S. N. Behrman, from the novel by Count Leo Tolstoi

NNA tried hard to keep her mind on what the Countess
was saying, but the old lady had been talking, it
seemed for hours, about her wonderful son, Alexei,
and Anna wasn’t in the least interested.

told me he considered Alexei the most brilliant young officer
in the Regiment.
a mother proud.”

I tell you, Madame Karenina, it makes

Besides,

Anna realized the Countess was waiting for a reply and

the motion of the train and the rhythmic clack-clack of the

she murmured politely, "Ah yes, Countess, we mothers!”
and then began to think about Sergei, her little son, as the

wheels made her drowsy. She felt wonderfully relaxed and
it was beginning to occur to her that she had needed this trip,
her first away from home since Sergei had been born, six
years ago.

If only she might have brought him with her.

but his father wouldn’t hear of the boy leaving his studies.
It had been sufficiently difficult to persuade Karenin to
to let her go to Mos¬
cow to visit her brother
and his wife, but the
fact that the Countess
was going on the same
train

had

helped

con¬

siderably.

Anna

Ka¬

renina’s
lovely
lips
curved in the sugges¬
tion of a smile as she
remembered
band’s

her

elation

hus¬

at

dis¬

covering his wife would
have
for

a
a

real

Countess

travelling

com¬

panion.

He

had

said

nothing,

but

after

ten

years as his wife, Anna
knew

what

he

was

thinking.
“ . . . and the Colonel

"So you left with the
mother and return with
the son!" Karenin said
in that thin, mocking
voice that jarred so.

Countess continued her monologue on the subject of the
irresistible Alexei. Sergei was only six, of course, but every¬
one said he was already a most unusual child.
But Anna
could see that he really was exceptional, even when she
judged him coldly, and forgot how much she loved him.

Anna wondered idly what the Countess' son really was
like and, for a moment, remembered with a little pang tindays when she would have been wildly excited at the prospect
of meeting a handsome young officer in a crack regiment of
his Majesty the Czar.

It all seemed so long ago. for she

had married Karenin and somehow, life hadn t turned out
Had she expected too much '

the way she had expected.

Were such things as romance and beauty only dreams ?
There were her brother Stiva and his wife.

The situa¬

tion there certainly wasn’t a pretty one, with Dolly threat¬
ening

dire

things

every

Stiva’s flirtations.

time

she

uncovered

another

of

This last quarrel looked serious and it

was in answer to Stiva’s pleading letter that Anna had come
to Moscow.

Stiva knew Dolly would listen to Anna when

she wouldn’t to him, and he loved his Dolly, indeed he did !
There seemed to be a great many kinds of love. Anna re¬
flected, for she knew Stiva did love his Dolly, in spite of
his philanderings.

She supposed, too, that Karenin loved

her, also in his way.

Certainly in the eyes of the world he

had been a model husband.

Anna couldn’t imagine her hus¬

band flirting, even with her, and she sighed a little.

\\J HEN they arrived at Moscow, Anna descended from
* * the carriage and looked about for Stiva. Not seeing him
immediately,

she walked slowly down the platform

while

the crowds surged around her.
A little man, a station workman, was testing the rails
under the train.

Tap-tap, tap-tap went his hammer, the

sound clear and distinct, much surer and stronger than one
might have expected

from

such a

frail

little chap.

All

down the platform, Anna could hear the clink of the ham¬
mer.

Then she forgot him as she heard

Stiva hail her.

Oh, it was good to see Stiva, though she almost laughed
aloud at his woebegone face.
“Come come, Stiva, it can’t be as bad as all that!” she
rallied him.
“But it is, Anna.
says . . .”

Dolly has found some letters, and she

He had to stop.

joined them.

The Countess Vronsky had

She was introducing her son, the Alexei Anna

had been hearing about all the way from St. Petersburg.
“So this,” Anna thought to herself, “will be the wonderful,
the extraordinary Alexei.”

And then she looked up into eyes

so black, so intense, they seemed to be reading her very
thoughts.

He was handsome, this Count

Vronsky!

She

was glad when he bent to kiss her hand because, for the first
time in years, Anna Karenina felt she was blushing.
No one seemed to notice Anna’s confusion, and they were
all moving away toward the waiting sleighs when a commo¬
tion arose at the end of the platform.
The train had just
departed and, over its diminishing roar, a woman screamed.
Stiva dashed back to see what had happened.

He returned

in a moment, his amiable face showing his distress.
“So sad, an unfortunate accident.

A workman who was

testing the rails slipped between
train started. He was killed.”

the coaches just as the

“Shocking!” said the Countess.
over in an instant.”

“But at least it was all

Anna stood gazing at the crowd which shielded them from
the sight of the body.

Her eyes were wide.

She stood stock

still as though refusing to advance another step into Mos¬
cow.
“It is an evil omen !” she said, and her trembling
voice seemed almost to hold a question.
On the way to Stiva’s house, Stiva explained at length
just what had happened between him and Dolly.
Anna
scolded him, but promised to do her best.

Her best proved

quite enough, for Dolly forgave Stiva once again, and soon
forgot the whole thing in her anticipation of the big ball to
which they had all been invited at the end of the week.
“It’sv(to~be at'the Korsunsky’s.

You always have a good

time .there.
Funny how some people’s halls are so much
jollier than others. You go out so much in St. Petersburg.
Anna, haven’t you noticed that about balls?”
“No. my dear.”

Her child—here was love unstinted that she had
a right to, love that she could return unstinted!

Anna smiled at this flighty, but sweet

little sister-in-law of hers.
one enjoys oneself.

“For me there are no balls where

Another partner came for her, and she bowed Vronskv

There are only some less dull and tire¬

graciously to the lady waiting to dance with him, saying,

some than others, that’s all.”
Nevertheless,

Anna

was

"I return you to the world.”
looking

Kor-

She could laugh, she could play her part perfectly, but

sunsky’s ball. She would scarcely admit to herself with what

while she danced she came to a decision, and when next

pleasure she dressed in her elaborate, full-skirted ball-gown.

the dance brought her to Vronsky, she said, “I am returning

It was absurd, of course.
undignified to be

to

the

More than that, it was most

feeling this

flutter of interest,

might or might not be at the ball.
many balls.

forward

in who

She had been to so

to St. Petersburg tomorrow. 1 have a husband and son to
look after.

It may be years before I see you all again.”

She was lost in the crowd before he could remonstrate.

Karenin’s important position in the Ministry

required that they go much into society.

Yet Anna stepped

into the "great ball-room, with its brilliant lights and gay
throng, almost like a young girl at her first party.

And

Count Vronsky was the first person she saw.

A to St. Petersburg.

Toward morning, she woke from a

restless doze as the train slowed down at a station.
could get a breath of fresh air.

They met in the mazes of the Mazurka, which is danced
with many changes of partners, and the dance kept bringing
them together and then separating them.

'T'HE next night found Anna on the train homeward bound

As he touched

her hand the first time, he looked straight at her; his face
was unsmiling.
In that curious intimacy and isolation

the window and peered out.

She

She rubbed the frost from

Yes, she knew where they were.

Not so long, now, before she would be home.
She would
never see Vronsky again. She knew she had done a wise
thing,

to

run

away

like

heart had frightened her.

this.

The glimpse of her own

She had discovered what life

which two people may enjoy in the midst of a crowd, he

might be like, but it must not lie for her.

said, “I knew it at the railroad station.

Nothing else has

late.
The train had come to a full stop and she stepped out on

The figure of the dance divided them, but when they came
together he continued. “Better than being a spectator, isn’t

the platform, but the intense cold soon drove her back to the

it?"
She tried to answer lightly.
"For eternity," he replied.

There they stood, facing each other, while the snow fell
silently, as silent and as unhurried as the footfalls of fate.
“I didn’t know you were going back to St. Petersburg,"

As another partner claimed her she withdrew her hand

she said finally.

mattered since."

"For the moment, yes.”

She was recovering her poise.

Other men had talked to

She knew how to handle flirtatious young

officers.
Rack again, “Our meetings are so brief,” he said.
“But our reunions are so frequent," she smiled at him.
"When I leave you," he insisted, “I am lost in a world of
strangers.

By the door of her compartment was Vronsky.

"Why this change of plan ?’’

V’ronsky brushed aside the conventional opening. “Why?

and said, “There, eternity ends."
her like this.

train.

ft had come too

When I touch your hand, we are alone."

To be where you are.

Forgive me,” he went on.

“I had

to say it."
Yes, he had had to say it. She knew that, but she answered
with

firm dignity, “You must forget that you said it."

She had hoped to avoid seeing him when they arrived in
St. Petersburg, but he insisted on helping her with her bags,
and she was forced to introduce (Continued on page 71)

Not all blondes should dress alike. Joan Bennett and Ann
Sothern show you the difference. Joan's suit, left, is just
right for her cocktail parties or informal dinners. It com¬
bines a sheer navy wool skirt with a ruffled gilet and jacket
of powder blue linen, the latter fastening with a navy kid
bow (suit and hat—Bullock's WilshireJ. The pink tulle evening
gown (by Yvonne Caret) was inspired by Joan's next picture,
"Two for Tonight." The dainty jacket-blouse has raglan
sleeves caught by elastic just above the elbow, forming a
wide ruffle, and the wee neck ruffle ties with a matching
net bow. The ruching at the hem is repeated at the hipline.
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Blonde Ann Sothern chooses quite another type of ward¬
robe. For dinner hours she wears the gown, above, of
black souffle with a yoke collar of pale blue ruching
(also souffle) which holds the softly draped sleeves. The
back runs high across the shoulder line, while a bias
ruffle originates from the side seams to form a back
peplum. Sleek and sophisticated is the black velvet with
white souffle at right. Note that the ruched sleeves form
the entire bodice, while the velvet halter-neck is a modern
adaptation of a Victorian style.
The back bodice is
identical with the front. Her hat is also of black velvet.
(Ann's gowns and hats—Dot Gregson, Los Angeles.)

Are you blonde or brunette,
stately or petite? What lines
and colors are most becom¬
ing?
Do you need slender¬
izing styles, or more fulness in
your fashions?
Write your
problems to Gwenn Walters,
7751 Sunset Boulevard, Holly¬
wood, California—she'll be
glad to suggest styles for
your type, or help you choose
clothes for that late vacation,
those first fall activities, or
your campus wardrobe.
Be
sure to enclose a stamped
end self-addressed envelope!

V r fCr^

Ann's rich wine-colored broadcloth suit is another sophisti¬
cated informal ensemble.
The pink grosgrain accordion
pleating just visible through fhe "V" trims the plain bodice
beneath; it also edges the tiny sleeves hidden by the jacket.
The frock is perfect for dress occasions when the jacket is
removed. The flower-trimmed felt toque, with its very smart
nose veil, was especially designed for wear with the suit.
(Ann's hats and gowns — Dot Gregson, Los Angeles.)

For informal wear, Ann loves
nothing better than black crepe,
intricate in cut and plainly
styled. The straight frock above
is adorned only by an elaborate¬
ly shirred shoulder cape and a
very large rhinestone pin. The
cape is part of the frock, stitched
on the upper center sleeveline,
and the shirring forms the Vneckline. With it Ann wears a
mushroom-style black felt hat.

I

MISS BENNETT'S PHOTOGRAPHS
BY WILLIAM WALLING, JR., OF
PARAMOUNT

Joan contrasts Ann's sophisticated costumes with outfits a bit more feminine
in style and cut. The navy and white print frock below has a peasant blouse
which ties at the throat with a self-fabric bow, a full, gored skirt and threequarter-length sleeves with tiny cuffs. The navy taffeta coat has sleeves of
intricate cut, wide double revers, and is held in at the waist with a patentleather belt. The ensemble is completed with a hat of matching taffeta.

MISS SOTHERN S PHOTOGRAPHS
BY IRVING LIPPMAN OF
COLUMBIA

Joan's chic street costume—
less severe than Ann's tailored
suit—is of navy sheer wool
with natural crash linen collar
and cuffs bound in navy grosgrain. The straight frock with
gathered sleeves at the arm¬
hole has a sleeveless hiplength jacket. Grosgrain trims
the navy felt off-the-face
hat. (Joan's dress, hats, and
coat — Bullock's Wilshire.)

MOVIE

MIRROR'S

PATTERN

DEPARTMENT

All Patterns 15c Each (In Stamps or Coin, Coin Preferred)

I

without a coat, that
will look smart later
with your winter
furs. It is especially
nice for school and college girls,
since it simulates two-piece styling,
but is quickly slipped on.
Plaits
lend nice freedom to the hem.
Angora plaid or a woolly-looking
silk weave would be another ex¬
cellent
choice for this youthful
model. Designed for sizes 14, 16,
18 years, 36, 38 and 40-inches bust.
Size 16 requires 4*/^ yards of 39inch material. Price, 15 cents.

Style No. 759—SCHOOL! COLLEGE!
This simple tunic dress of necktie pattern
wool crepe individualized by its flattering
scarf neckline is such an easy dress to
fashion! It also looks lovely in black wool
jersey
(very modish this season)
with
bright red leather belt. The woolly silk
weaves so fashionable just now are also
charming for casual daytime wear. De¬
signed for sizes 14, 16, 18 years, 36, 38
and 40-inches bust.
Size 16 requires 3%
yards of 39-inch ma¬
terial with I j/g yards of
r
35-inch
lining.
Price,
■1^^.
15 cents.
Use coupon.

Movie Mirror Pattern Department
1926 Broadway, New York City
Please find enclosed.
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Remake your face

for BEAUTY
M
AKE-UP

is,

or

knows this.

1

should

1k\ an art.

am sure of it because

Every

A

girl

'that girl is made up !’ was anything but a compliment. To¬

I have so

day. make-up means using cosmetics with knowledge and

many letters front you asking questions such as:

taste with the result that the inherent lieauty of any face

“How can 1 put on rouge so my face won’t look

can be brought out, but in such subtle ways that the old

so round and chubby?" or “1 think my eyes are too smaH.
What can 1 do about them ?"
"IVhat can be done?"

meaning of ‘make-up’ has totally faded out."
“Yes,” I answered, “and it's just those subtle ways that

Observe that they don't say, "Can anything lie done?" but
And of course, this is perfectly right

for there are many tricks of make-up which emphasize good
features, and other tricks to tone down the things in our
faces

By

my readers want to know about.

What, for instance, should

a girl do who feels her face is too long?"
“I'll tell you,” Mr. Westmore said, “but first 1 want to say
one thing.
It is very important that no girl should ever

\vi

try to get too far away

Hollywood,

quently
happens that
the feature of a face
which is furthest from

about

which

from her type.

aren’t enthusiastic.
Here

in

the art of make-up has
been intensively studied
because of its vital im¬

It fre¬

the average is the otic

portance to the movies,

feature which gives that

and

face its greatest charm.

out

of

this

study

has come a great deal

High

that every girl, not only

instance. So many girls
feel they ought to do
something alxiut them,

the

screen

use

to

stars,

make

can
.

herself

cheekbones,

for

yet they can be very
beautiful. Be yourself.

more charming.
Two of the greatest
artists in the use of cos¬

It is the foundation of

metics

more brothers, Perc and

charm.”
1 thought immediate¬

Ern.

I’m going to re¬

ly of Claudette Colbert,

peat to you some of the

and of Sylvia Sidney.
Wouldn’t
they
have
been mistaken to at¬

are

the

interesting
Perc

West-

answers

Westmore

gave

when I put to him some

tempt

of

you

contours of their lovely

have been sending me.

faces ?
“But,” I interrupted.

the .questions
Mr.

Westmore

said

first, and he said it em¬
phatically, “In the last

—-.

to

disguise

the

“Do you think a girl’s
instinct about herself

ten years, the meaning
of the word ‘make-up’

can be trusted ?”
“Absolutely,”

has changed. It used to

Westmore nodded, “be¬

Mr.

apply almost entirely to

cause when she gets an

the use of cosmetics on

effect

the stage or screen. In

doesn’t

evervdav

(Continued on page 99)

life,

to

say

Frances Grant, Fox
player, faces the dog
days in white organdie,
with red cherries at
throat and waistline,
also on her Milan hat.

she

instinctively

like,

she

finds

Write to Gloria Mack if
you have a beauty problem
you don't quite know how
to handle.
Whether it's
getting rid of large pores
and blackheads, or a new,
becoming coiffure, or how
to work off those too-plump
curves, begin now to solve
your individual problem by
finding out how!
And re¬
member this is a confiden¬
tial service. Your private
beauty consultant, Gloria
Mack, 7751 Sunset Blvd.,
Hollywood,
Cal.
And
please enclose a stamped,
self-addressed
envelope
when you write for advice.
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y/mTrue Lite Story
of GRACE MOORE
S

AFELY launched at the Metropolitan Opera, the next

By

WALTER

RAMSEY

live years of her life listed dizzying triumphs in every
professional venture Grace Moore undertook.
sensational

seasons

Boheme,” “Faust,”

at

the

Metropolitan

“Romeo and Juliet,”

in

“Manon,”

Three
“La
“Pag-

liacci,” “Tales of Hoffman” and “Louise.” At the end of
her second season she made an European tour, filling en¬

Concluding the inspiring Cinder¬

gagements at the Paris Opera House and the Opera Comique.

ella history of the Tennessee girl

houses,

who took the world by storm with
her glorious voice—and tasted
success and love and disaster

Later

she

sang

following

in

the

with

Cannes
a

and

concert

Monte

tour

Carlo

through

opera

Belgium.

Proudly, yet humbly, the little Tennessee girl sang “com¬
mand performances” before the crowned heads of Europe:
the present King of England, the late beloved Albert of
Belgium and ex-King Alfonzo of Spain.
Her work, her career and her studies were everything,
until she began to believe that the singing Grace Moore was
the only real part of her personality and the rest of her life
was taking on the form of shadowy, unreal existence.
As a star of the Metropolitan she was at the heights. As
a woman she was what? Suddenly, in the middle of a
triumphant concert tour through .Spain, she became very
tired.
Not only physically weary from the exhausting
schedules of making trains, fulfilling engagements, living
g_\ psy fashion from one hotel suite to another, but hearttired, and homesick.
In the very teeth of managerial pleas and threats, she can¬
celled the tour and booked passage for Tennessee! Of course.

Her first movie ven¬
ture was her bitter¬
est professional de¬
feat.
Left, in a
scene from "A

After two early failures in films,
neither Hollywood nor Grace her¬
self could foresee the unparalleled
triumphs of "One Night of Love."

it was really to New York, but Grace Moore hardly paused
there.

nostalgia

of officials that met her; the triumphant luncheon in her

Home again ! He)' own room, her dear family, old friends,

honor at the studio; the castle-like home she had rented

under

vines,

magnolia

soft

la la!' entrance,’’ Grace

darkies and kindly neighbors filled her heart and she could
not rest until she satisfied this want.
afternoons

honeysuckle

‘Oooh,

smiled as she remembered the roses with four-foot stems

summer

for

"It was a thoroughly

spoken

long

The

trees—this

was

the luxury for which she had cancelled a singing season that
would have earned her a fortune. Two months of this, two
months ol singing as she played her own accompaniments,
simple songs her neighbors loved and understood: “My Old
Kentucky Home,

“Way Down Upon Tbe Swanee River.’’

Sbe went back to the little Baptist Church where she had

she clutched in her arms as she left the train; the group

in advance; in short, the grand-stand act of her first ar¬
rival in Hollywood.
"As a matter of fact,

1

was far more impressed with

living the life of a super-movie star than I was with plans
for the picture. Frankly, I was spoiled. There had been no
professional defeats in my past that really mattered. Why
should 1 expect one in Hollywood? So in place of study¬

first faced a congregation and sang “Lead Kindly Light.”

ing and preparing myself for the camera as I had studied

It was reluctantly that she finally brought to a close her
first rest in seven years, and began tbe American concert
tour her managers had been clamoring for.

and prepared for the opera and concert, I merely coasted
along, taking everyone’s advice. There were plenty of

Even before talking-pictures came onto the scene. Holly¬
wood had been calling Grace Moore, but sbe had never given
silent pictures a single thought.

First, and primarily, she

was a singer. As a personality, she was modestly convinced
that

she could

not

hold

a candle to the

super-luxurious

women of the Hollywood screen. But suddenly the screen
could talk and sing, and with the coming of the little me¬
chanical

toy

that

revolutionized

would no longer be put off.

the

industry,

Hollywood

Emissaries from various studios

besieged ber and for the first time she listened with interest.
It was M-G-M and their plan for starring her in a film
of the life of Jenny Lind, to be released under the title of
“A Lady’s Morals," that finally wore down all her objec
tions, and in May of 1930. Grace signed a contract that
was to bring her to Hollywood and, subsequently, the bit

old friends in Hollywood to wine and dine me.
hilarious fun.”

It was

And it continued to be fun, until tbe cameras actually
startei 1 grinding. Only then did tbe lovely diva realize
how lost she was in this complicated new medium. The
knowledge that she was not prepared for the work she had
gone into so lightly worried and upset her. She was not
used to working within "chalked in” camera lines. It ex¬
asperated her to be interrupted in the middle of a line or
a song and be told that she was out of the camera range. But
she was too proud to admit her ignorance of the new
medium and in time she earned the reputation of being the
most temperamental star who ever set foot on that movie
lot. a lot that has seen considerable ( Continued on page 92)

terest defeat of her professional life.
Impressed by tales of movie gaudiness and stellar luxury
with a feeling that this was the only way to make an im¬
pression in the cinema capital, Grace arrived in Hollywood

supposed to be.

With retinue, and what a retinue: a per¬

sonal chef, maid, butler, chauffeur, secretaries (two of them I,
she made a gala entrance in a private car !

Grace has no less than three lead¬
ing men in the eagerly awaited
“Love Me Forever"—Michael Bart¬
lett, Leo Carrillo and Robert Allen.

She had begun to
think there was no
Grace Moore, the
woman, only the
singer—until she
met Valentin Parera.

•iSMMUMKIUi

a veritable personification of what the grand opera star is

eak for
yourself
MOVIE MIRROR awards Seven Prizes each month
for the best letters—$20 first prize; $10 second
prize; five prizes of $1 each. Just write in what
you think about talkies, stars or stories, in 200
words or less.
Address your letter to "Speak
for Yourself," 1926 Broadway, New York. N. Y.

We've had lots of letters lately asking for bigger
parts for Glenda Farrell.
Maybe Warner's
"We're in the Money," her next film, will satisfy.

Every Englishman will doff his hat to Holly¬
wood for such a fine piece of work and for mak¬
ing us

proud to have such a regiment as the

“Bengal Lancers."

It is good for us to remember

that there are still men in our midst of the calibre
of Captains McGregor, Forsythe and Stone.
/'. IVakeling,
London. England.

$20 PRIZE LETTER
Wanted—A Code Against Unfair Competition
$1

PRIZE

LETTER

So many people write to tell you what they’ve learned

He's Everybody's Sweetheart Now

from the movies—styles in clothes and hairdressing, how to
walk like Garbo and talk like Connie

Bennett—but all

/

get from these beauteous gals is an inferiority complex and
a headache.
After the boyfriend has taken me to a Bennett movie, how

Welcome, Nelson Eddy.
this time?
the year !

And where have you been all

Your first picture, and one of the best hits of
You’ve conquered your big chance in “Naughty

All

Marietta” and we want you to know you’re filling a long-

I can think of is that my eyelashes aren’t a yard long, that
I'm six pounds overweight, and that my dress cost only

felt want. We had Grace Moore and Jeanette MacDonald,
hut we lacked a vital, vigorous man to sing his way into the

$6M8 in the basement.

hearts of the ladies in the audience.

do you think I feel when he looks me over afterward ?

I'd like to see these glamorous gals in a real situation once:

In “Naughty Marietta" we meet a great new personality,

C’oflnie waking up in the morning with a layer of stale cold
cream on her face and a wave-cap over ot> ear; Joan Craw¬
ford coming in from a swim with her eye make-up washed

and what a personality!

off and her hair in limp, wet slabs; Marlene Dietrich just

man who doesn’t look like a sissy when lie sings, who is as
disarming as F. I). R., as straightforward as Dempsey—

once stumbling against a chair in that sinuous glide of hers.
Then I’d know that movie stars are as human as 1 am
and could take the boyfriend to see someone besides Wallace

handsome,

ingratiating

It’s something to rave about—a
newcomer

with

a

glorious

and a gift for grace and gallantry; yes, and more.

voice
A real

well, as elegant as Nelson Eddy, because it’s Eddy who will
lie setting new standards of comparison for our movie men !

Michael A. Zichelli,

Beery and Sbirlev Temple!

Andrea Miller,

Montclair. N. J.

Brvn Mawr. I’a.

$1
$10 PRIZE LETTER

PRIZE

LETTER

Have a Heart!

Hands Across the Sea
Must
A hushed silence, a tear or two, and then the strains of
“God Save the King" ring out. The audience rises with one
accord and stand rigid; a patriotic feeling sweeps over all,
and everyone turns homeward with a feeling of patriotism,
glad to be British and proud of the Union Jack.

This is

what I found both times I saw “Lives of a Bengal Lancer.”
Each time I asked myself the same question: “How is it
that America can produce such an all-British atmosphere
and such typically fine British soldiers and manly Britons

Hollywood take the lurid dramas from the front

pages of our newspapers and make films of them? When
I folly wood grabs one of these sensational stories and pro¬
duces

a

screen

drama

for

the

thousands

of movie-goers

throughout the country, the men and women who figure in
these “headliners” suffer again the penetrating eye of public
attention, endure criticism, taunts and ridicule. Often it is
a case of several people re-living a stark tragedy in their
lives.
Truth is stranger than fiction, yes, but we should have

when, in our own films, we give to the world such poor

some

examples of manhood and intellect ?”

Perhaps they do provide good

consideration

for

those

concerned

in

these

stories.

(Continued on page 102)
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"you're easy on the eyes, jeanie/ COULD LOOK A

Romance c
to the girl who
against Cosmetic

S

MOOTH, LOVELY SKIN wins
romance — and keeps it. So
how foolish it is to let unattrac¬
tive Cosmetic Skin destroy the
loveliness that should be yours!

Cosmetics Harmless if
removed this way
It is when cosmetics are not
properly removed that they choke
the pores—cause the ugly pore
enlargement, tiny blemishes,
blackheads, perhaps — that are
signs of Cosmetic Skin.
Lux Toilet Soap is especially
made to remove cosmetics thor¬
oughly. Its ACTIVE lather goes
deep into the pores, gently re¬
moves every trace of dust, dirt,

stale cosmetics. Use all the cos¬
metics you wish! But to protect
your skin—keep it lovely—use
Lux Toilet Soap ALWAYS before
you go to bed at night and before
you renew your make-up during
the day. 9 out of 10 screen stars
use Lux Toilet Soap!

USE ROUGE AND POWDER?

YES, OF COURSE.1 BUT
THANKS TO LUX TOILET
Soap /'m not a bit
afraid of Cosmetic Skin

Joan
Bennett
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SEND in the CHILDREN’S PICTURES!
ONE OF THEM WILL WIN

$500.00
SECOND CHANCE!
MOVIE MIRROR ALSO WILL AWARD
A $200.00 SECOND PRIZE
Sixty Pictures will be Published at $5.00 Each

C

ACT NOW!

OME on, Folks!
Send in the youngsters’ pictures. There’s a check
for $500.00 in it for somebody’s baby—and the babies can be any
age under the tenth birthday!
There is no promise of a movie
career in this. BUT the most attractive pictures submitted—some sixty of
them hi fact—will be published in such fashion that all Who’s WTio In
Hollywood will undoubtedly see them.
And who can tell, with such a
start, what might develop? To get started, send in the children’s pictures
as directed in the rules. The editorial board of Movie Mirror will select
the most attractive sixty and publish them together with ballots so that
you readers can elect your own favorites. But that will come later. Now
is the time to send in pictures!
You do not need a studio still.
If of
sufficient clarity to reproduce, a snapshot will be of equal value for the
purposes of this competition.
When you have selected the picture you
wish to submit turn it over and on the back PRINT IN INK or typewrite
the name of the child and your own name and address. If you are not
the parent the permission of the parent must be written in ink and signed,
also on the back of the picture. Although you have until October 11 to
get the picture to us, don't wait. Send it in as soon as you are ready.
There’s no time like the present. Later you may forget to act.

The RULES
I •

Any child who lias not passed his or her tenth birthday is eligible in this contest.

.

2 To be considered, photographs must he received by Children’s Picture Editor, Movie
Mirror, P. O. Box 556 Grand Central Station, New York, N. Y., on or before Friday, October 11.
M. The name and address of the child and name and address of the sender must be
PRINTED IN INK or typewritten on the back of every picture entered.
In the event a
picture is submitted by someone other than a parent the consent of the parents must be
written in ink on the back of the picture.

.

CORA SUE COLLINS

4 The editorial board of Movie Mirror will select the sixty most attractive pictures for
publication in this magazine in the November, December and January issues.
With each
group a ballot will be printed. The readers of Movie Mirror will vote to select the child
from this list of sixty whom they would most like to see in a screen role. The child receiving
the greatest number of ballots will be awarded the first prize of S500.00. The runner-up will
receive $200.00.
5. Movie Mirror will pay S5.00 for each of the sixty pictures selected for publication and
each of these pictures will become the property of Macfadden Publications for reproduction
wherever desired.
©. Movie Mirror will not he responsible for the return of any picture although every effort
will he ma-'e to wnrs pictures which are accompanied by stamped, self-addressed return
envelopes when submitted.

.

7 Quality of photography will not counts The attractiveness of the child will be the sole
basis of judgment. Expensive portraits are not required.
If of sufficient clarity for repro¬
duction, a snapshot will be as acceptable as a studio sitting.
». You can submit as many official ballots as you wish but only the official ballots printed
in this magazine in November, December and January will be counted.
All ballots must be
in the hands of the counters on or before Friday, January 10, 1936, the closing date of this
contest.
Ballots should be sent by First Class Mail to Children’s Picture Editor, Movie
Mirror, P. O. Box 556 Grand Central Station, New York, N. Y.

M O V I E
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■ Wmmm,
The snapshots you'll want Tomorrow
yon must take Today
What can bring back the mood and meaning

wm,

of a precious hour — like snapshots? First aid
to romance — how well they tell "the old, old
story." Don’t take chances with these pictures
that mean so much — your camera is more
capable, surer in performance, when loaded
with Kodak Verichrome Film. You get people’s
real expressions, their naturalness. Your snaps
turn out. Always use Verichrome ... Eastman
Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.
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Cooking Department
CONDUCTED

BY

PAULINE

NELSON

Vary your menus during the last hot
weeks of summer with these wellWRITE PAULINE NELSON

balanced and delicious meatless dishes
PHOTOGRAPHS

W

BY

R.

A.

ITH the price of
soaring and getting

WHITTEN,

meat
quite

out of sight for the most of
us, it’s high time for smart
cooks to begin

figuring out how to

LOS

For her recipes for other meatless
meals: Egg-Plant Special, Lentil
Soup and How to Bake an Egg!
If you mention it, she'll send you
the unusual new Brazil Nut Cake
too, and help you with any cook¬
ing problems you have.
Address:
Pauline Nelson, 7751 Sunset Blvd.,
Hollywood, Cal. Miss Nelson sends
you these things without any
charge, but remember to enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.

ANGELES

Below, a "Meatless Loaf" based on
lima beans and carrots which tastes
so much like a good meat loaf that not
even the menfolks will miss the meat!

lure a husband’s taste and save his
pocketbook on meat substitutes.
I don’t suppose there’s ever been a
man—an American man, that is—who
didn’t adore steak. But you can sneak

loaf can be served either hot or

up on him with meatless meals that
have delicious flavour, plenty of nour¬

cold and makes a splendid “late
supper" dish, to say nothing of

ishment, and which will be distinctly
different from the routine meals you

the ease with which it goes on a
picnic.
This one also gives you
an absolutely different way of us¬

have to serve if you simply prepare
beef, pork, lamb night after night, the
year round.

ing
And

left-over

carrots

when you

read

and beans.
what goes

into it. you’ll see it’s about as in¬
expensive. good, nourishing food

Now please don’t regard these meat¬
less dishes as makeshifts or substitutes.
When you have tried some of these
recipes I’m going to give you, you

as you could serve a critical fam¬
ily.

will see they have a delicious, individ¬
ual flavor, and if you look at the pic¬
tures of two of them, here on this

Meatless Loaf

2 cups cooked lima beans
2 cups cooked diced carrots
6 tbls. peanut butter

y2 cup dry bread crumbs
2 tbls. butter
1 tbl. minced onion

I

1 tbl. chopped parsley
page . . . well, wouldn’t you be
proud to serve them to company,

]/2 tsp. celery salt

to say nothing of their tempting

Y cup milk

the family appetite at luncheon or
dinner time ?

Salt and pepper to taste

When you plan a meatless meal,
go about it in your usual way,
keeping in mind that you must

together thoroughly and stir in the sea¬

balance the sweets, the starches,
the proteins, fats and mineral
salts. Only instead of meat, you
use another food which contains
the

Brazil nuts are used for protein in the
appetizing "South American Peppers"
above.
Unusual recipes for both
dishes illustrated are given in the text.
68

necessary

protein,

such

1 egg

Mix the peanut butter and shortening
sonings. Mince the carrots, beans, pars¬
ley and onion. Mix in the bread crumbs,
and add to this the combined peanut
butter, shortening and seasonings. Beat
slightly together the egg and the milk
and stir this in, beating vigorously. Bake

as

in a well-greased loaf pan in a moderate

eggs, cheese, nuts or beans. That’s
all there is to it, but the clever

oven (350° F.) for about an hour, till
the loaf is firm and delicately crisped

cook will know so many ways of
cooking and serving these rich-in¬

and browned.

protein foods, that the meat won’t
be missed.

with a sauce if you wish. Regular white
sauce to which you have added the meat-

with

mashed

Turn
potatoes

it out, surround
and

serve

hot,

I’m going to give you first the

flavored extracts is good with this loaf.

recipe for the Meatless Loaf that
is photographed herewith.
This

And right here, let me add a word
about the various extracts, bouillon

is a valuable recipe to have, as a

cubes and so

(Continued on page 97)

The TINTEX Color-Magician Says:

Tintex bring-; gay color to
all your faded sportswear.
In Mse twinkling of an eye!

Tintex means new coior
beauty for summer dresses
I frocks.
Safely, too!

TINTEX makes YOU a Color-Magician
Do you want to perform a miracle of
color? Then—just Tintex all your faded
I

Tintex is color-magic for
| "washed-out" underthmgs,
| "Tint as you rinse'I

summer apparel and home-decorations
and make everything as fresh and
color-gay as when new.Tintex is so easy
—so quick...results are always perfect I
And Tintex gives you 38 brilliant, longlasting colors from which to choose.
PARK & T1LFORD, Distributors

Avoid Substitutes .. .

UJor/ds LargestSelling

Tintex quality never varies! Perfect results
every time. That's why millions of women

INSIST

Tintex restores the bright
colors to faded curtains
and drapes. Try it—today!

ON

TINTEX.

TINTS
AT

All

DRUG

STORES,

NOTION

AND

TOILET

AND

GOODS

DYES

COUNTERS
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Were They Embarrassed!
(Continued from page 29)
All eyes were turned in their direction.
She was so frightened she could barely
catch her breath.
At the bottom of the steps stood Mary,
Doug., Sr., and a visiting lady from Eng¬
land. To Joan it was the greatest moment
of her life.
To the titled one it meant
meeting another personality.
As Joan
started down the steps to greet her host
and hostess, someone quite unwittingly
stepped on her train. Oblivious to what
had happened, Joan kept on going.
Suddenly there was a terrible ripping
sound. Joan would have fallen on her face
had she not been clinging to her husband’s
arm. Distraught, she turned around and
gazed at her wrecked gown.
To the little girl who wanted so badly
to create a good impression, it seemed as
though her heart would break. Her entire
evening was ruined and she suffered un¬
told agonies until they were safely out of
the house again.
It was the greatest of
tragedies to her then, but since that time
she has come such a long way that it is
now one of her amusing stories.
P RANCHOT TONE experienced real
*■ panic when he learned that he was to
sing a real cowboy song in “Green Grow
The Lilacs,” on the New' York stage. Franchot had no illusions about his voice. And
a cowboy song of all things. He practiced
day and night on all his friends but as the
opening night drew near, he grew panicky
by the moment. Finally the curtain went
up and everything began to run smoothly.
At last came the time for Franchot to
deliver his song.
After the first few bars he dared to
breathe a little easier.
There was no
sound of the expected laughter and the
audience seemed to be enjoying it.
En¬
couraged he broke out anew, this time
louder and with greater conviction. Out
of the corner of his eye he saw people
fidgeting in their seats. Then the horror
of the situation seized him.
They were
filing out one by one.
The house was
being emptied!
Franchot got sick all over. His first im¬
pulse was to dash off the stage.
In his
wildest dream he hadn't imagined he would
be that bad. As his last note died away
the curtain was lowered.
There was a
long, death-like silence as Franchot groped
his w'ay to his dressing room.
Never had he been so humiliated! He
vowed then and there that he would quit
the theater forever. He never wanted to
see the inside of one again. Just as he
was in the very lowest depths of despair,
there came a knock on his door. He knew
it wras the manager come to give him his
notice.
It was the manager. But his story was
quite different from what Franchot was
expecting. A fire had broken out in one
of the rest rooms. The audience, instead
of getting panicky, had filed out one by
one, as quietly as possible so that they
would not interfere with his performance.
Twenty years were lifted from Franchot’s
shoulders in that one moment. Today he
is studying singing with Senor Morando,
who predicts he will be one of the most
famous bassos in operatic history.
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ETTE DAVIS started her career on
the stage. In her blood was the throb
of ambition.
She planned by day and
dreamed by night of the great opportunity
that was sure to come.
Just
when
things
looked
blackest,
Madame Blanche Yurka, then in her
prime, sent for her. She had seen Bette's
work and offered her a part in the Ib¬
sen drama “The Wild Duck."
Day and night she studied her role.
Sometimes she did not stop to eat.
She
knew the lines backwards and forwards.
A few hours before curtain time Bette
was on the verge of collapse. She swayed
from dizziness and things swam before her
eyes. Dragging herself up to her mirror
she peered at her own image. To her hor¬
ror she noticed blotches of red beginning
to appear beneath the surface of her skin.
In another hour she was a mass of spots.
Bette had broken out with the measles !
Like a mad woman she began patting
her face and arms with grease paint. She
would cover the tell-tale spots and go
through the performance if it was the last
thing she did. She was not going to be
robbed of her big chance. When her mother
found her hysterically trying to get into
her costume. Bette finally admitted the
truth. Madame Yurka was notified. Bette
expected her to be furious. On the con¬
trary, Madame Yurka kindly postponed the
opening until Bette could appear.
Bette was so grateful that she rewarded
Madame Yurka by giving a marvelous
performance. But all you have to do is
ask Bette Davis if she’s ever had the
measles and then watch her face get red.

G

ARY COOPER would rather hunt
wild animals than eat or sleep.
But on
one of his many trips to the heart of
Africa, a wild beast made such a fool of
him that Gary still gets embarrassed every
time he sees one of the animals. It was
on the Serengeti plains in Tanganyka, to
be exact, on Christmas Eve.
For days the party had been hunting a
ferocious lion.
The man-eater, playfully
dubbed “Droopy Drawers” because of the
underslung manner in which he walked,
had come within shooting range several
times, but always managed to make his es¬
cape. Gary was determined to get him.
In the heart of the jungle, miles away
from civilization, they prepared their hol¬
iday dinner.
Gary shot an impalla, an
edible gazelle.
Suddenly one of the party looked up
and out into the surrounding blackness.
There, hardly a dozen yards away, stood
“Droopy Drawers.”
They all froze in
their tracks, not daring to utter a word
or make a move. Then like a flash they
tore madly for the nearest tree and went
scrambling up into the limbs. Gary, ab¬
sorbed in making the fire, had not seen a
single movement.
As he fooled with the flames he kept
up a rapid conversation. “Next time I see
old man ‘Droopy Drawers’ he won’t stand
a chance,” said Gary. “I'll fix him so his
own mother won’t recognize him.”
It struck Gary strange that no one an¬
swered.
He quickly looked up—straight
into the eyes of the lion.
Slowly and

stealthily the animal came toward him, the
smell of the cooking meat in his nostrils.
Gary felt the finger of death closing
around his throat. For the first time in
his life he moved fast. Reaching for the
gazelle, he all but handed it to the King of
Beasts, who sniffed at it suspiciously, then
looked at Gary as if trying to make up his
mind which he desired more. Finally, he
took the meat and walked away.
From that day on Gary knew no peace
from his friends. They asked him why he
hadn't put salt on the lion's tail or sung
him to sleep with a theme song.
Poor
Gary took his medicine like a trouper. He
could bear their ribbing, but every time
he thought of “Droopy Drawers” he felt
chagrined all over again.
/^AROLE LOMBARD faced a problematical future after her contract with
the old Pathe Studios had expired and she
found herself with no job and no im¬
mediate prospects.
When she had about
hit bottom she was selected by the great
C. B. DeMille for the leading role in
“Dynamite.”
From then on the days were filled with
fittings, portraits and publicity.
Adrian
gave her some of his most lavish costumes.
She gave hundreds of interviews and
signed autographs. Over night a new world
had opened up for her. She was a star.
Rehearsals got under way and the ob¬
vious signs of nervousness soon passed.
The hundreds of extras on the set were
handled by DeMille with the aid of a
huge loudspeaker. Carole offered up a silent
prayer when each succeeding scene went
off without a hitch.
She was doing her
best, confident that she was making good.
Suddenly DeMille screamed for silence.
His voice rang out over the amplifier and
the set became as quiet as a tomb.
“Miss Lombard,'’ shouted DeMille. “you
won’t do. We’ll have to get someone else.”
If he had taken Carole quietly aside and
broken the news it would have been bad
enough. But over the loudspeaker! That
was too much. Blinded by tears and shak¬
ing with every step, Carole crept back to
her dressing room, took off her beautiful
clothes and checked them in at the ward¬
robe. \\ hy she had been fired she did not
know.
But the embarrassment she had
suffered was more than she could bear.
At home she threw a few things into a
bag, then caught the next train for New
York. She never wanted to see a motion
picture camera again.
Her money began to run low in New
York.
Then an eastern executive per¬
suaded her to try one more film. Because
she needed the money she gave in. The
picture proved a hit.
Then she made
another. It was also a hit. Next came a
contract and a chance to go back to Holly¬
wood and become a star. This time there
would be no bawlings out over loudspeak¬
ers.
She wouldn’t have to forfeit her
clothes and retract all her publicity.
Carole accepted and has been forging
ahead ever since. Today she works on the
same lot with C. B. DeMille.
But it
would take more than the powers in the
cinematic heavens to get her to do another
picture for him!
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Anna Karenina
(Continued from page 55)
him to Karenin who had come to meet her.
“So you left with the mother and re¬
turn with the son!” Karenin said in that
thin, mocking voice that always jarred so.
Vronsky and Anna laughed politely, but
Anna’s laugh stopped abruptly.
She felt
on the edge of hysterics as shesheard Kar¬
enin reply to Vronsky’s “I hope you will
let me call on you?” with the conventional
“We should be very pleased. We are at
home on Mondays.”
But soon she was at the house, and
Sergei was in her arms. To be back with
her child again! He was consolation for
everything. Here was love unstinted that
she had a right to, that she could return
unstinted. She would forget all else.
Sergei adored what she had brought him,
as she knew he would. It was a globe that
showed all the countries in the world.
They were tracing a fabulous journey on
the globe’s round surface when Karenin
came into the room. “Well,” he said, “I
suppose, young man, you are annoyed with
your mother for keeping you away from
your lessons.
You never can make up
lost time, you know. ‘Unhasting and un¬
resting’ is my motto, and it’s a good motto
for you too, my boy.”
The child looked at his father from
under lowered lashes, lashes long and
curled like his mother’s. “Do I have to
have a motto?” he asked nervously.
Karenin raised his eyebrows. “May I
suggest,” he said to Anna, “that you are
spoiling the young man?”
“It’s my first day back,” she pleaded.

MARGIE MAKES fUN OF MY
DRESSES, MOMMY-SHE SAYS
THEY'RE TATTLE-TALES !
Pi
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OR a while, Anna’s life went on much
as it had before her visit to Moscow. She
tried to pretend that it was the same, to
go on helping Karenin advance his insa¬
tiable ambition for place and power; and
to delight so deeply in her child that there
should be no time or thought left for any¬
thing else.
She tried, desperately Anna Karenina
tried, but she could not refuse to see Vron¬
sky entirely. To have avoided him would
have caused talk.
And her own wishes
betrayed her. She wanted to see him. His
gaiety, his love of life, his adoration for
her seemed a natural part of her life that
somehow she had only just discovered, and
which, having found, she could no more
part with than with part of herself.
Finally she guessed that people were
becoming aware of the situation. She tried
to send Vronsky away, to show -him how
impossible it all was, but he refused to
go, and her pleadings were stilled under
his kisses. She was helpless, powerless to
fend off the approaching climax.
What
she was fearful of did happen at last.
Gossip came to Karenin.
“I feel it necessary, Anna, to warn you,”
he said in his dry voice. “You are becom¬
ing an object of disagreeable gossip be¬
cause of the attentions you have been re¬
ceiving from Count Vronsky.”
Anna said faintly, “I don’t know what
you mean.”
“I’m not inquiring into your feelings,”
he went on as if she had not spoken. “I
am concerned only with appearances. If
you have no regard for me, I beg you to
remember the effect on your son.”

'TATTLE-TALE!

TATTLE-TALE!'

nnnoo.

Fels-Naptha is one soap that does get
all the dirt. Every last deep-down
speck of it.

■ ' .V*.

"H.i
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"Pooh! Clothes can’t tattle,” says
Mother. “Where did Margie get that
silly idea?”
“She heard the club ladies,
Mommy—they said your clothes were
full of tattle-tale gray.”
*

*

*

Maybe it's never occurred to you
that clothes can tattle. Yet if things
come out of the wash the least bit
dingy and dull, they do show that
they aren’t perfectly clean. And the
neighbors are sure to notice.
Why risk the criticism? Why use a
"trick” soap that leaves dirt behind?

CHANGE TO THE SOAP THAT ENDS
“TATTLE-TALE GRAY”

For Fels-Naptha brings you two
cleaners inscead of one! Richer golden
soap combined with plenty of naptha.
A lively combination that washes
clothes beautifully, snowily clean.
Fels-Naptha is so gentle in every
way that you can use it for your
daintiest undies and silk stockings.
It’s a real friend to hands, too—for
there’s soothing glycerine in every
golden bar. Get Fels-Naptha Soap to¬
day! . . . Fels & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
© 1935, FEl9 & CO.

Banish “Tattle-Tale Gray”
with FELS-NAPTHA SOAP!
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FAOE N
(FAYO N)

Anna stared at the closed door through
which her husband had gone.
She was
saying over and over to herself: “Too
late.”
The following day was the date of the
most important racing event of the season.
Alexei rode his own horse over the dan¬
gerous course, and was thrown.
Anna
believed he had been killed.
She knew
people were staring at her, that Karenin
was urging her to control herself but she
could not. When word came to their box
that Vronsky was uninjured, she gave way.
Karenin, telling everyone that his wife
was unwell, took her to their carriage.
When they reached home, Anna was calm
again because, in the horror of those mo¬
ments when she believed Alexei dead, selfknowledge had come to her.
Without
Alexei, there was no life for her at all.
She must tell Karenin. Beyond that she
dared not plan or think, nor did she have
time for planning.
Karenin began im¬
mediately :
“You have done what I particularly
asked you not to do. I stand for certain
things in the public eye. You are endan¬
gering my position. In fact, your immod¬
est display of your feelings just now made
me ridiculous and that I will not tolerate.”
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HE stood silent, and a faint hope was
reflected in his next words. “Perhaps
I was mistaken in the interpretation I put
upon your conduct. If so, I hope you will
forgive me.”
“You were not mistaken.” Anna looked
straight into Karenin's eyes, something she
realized she had not done for years. “I
love him. I belong to him. Do what you
like to me.”
“So,” Karenin began, and she knew his
speech was one he must have been re¬
hearsing while he brooded over the situa¬
tion which had now come to light between
them. “For some time I have known that,
in uniting my life to yours, I had made a
mistake. But the family cannot be broken
up by the whim or caprice, or even by the
sin, of one of the partners to the marriage.
Our life must go on as it has in the past.”
Anna was taken unawares. “It can't go
on!
I can't go out and see people and
pretend. I cannot!”
“Nevertheless, you will.”
“You will not give me a divorce?” she
asked, incredulous.
“Never! To permit you to legalize your
sin, to justify your conduct, and his?
Never, I say. You will remain here as
my wife before the world. You will not
see this—person again.”
“And the alternative?”
“You will join the ranks of those
women of ambiguous position who travel
about Europe from one watering-place to
another, neither married nor unmarried,
with no future and no present, with only
your great love to sustain you.” He bit
out the last words and went on with in¬
creasing fury. “You will resign all claim
to Sergei, because it will be my duty to re¬
move him from your influence.”
She could not believe what she heard.
Sergei!
She said weakly, “You know I
cannot do that.”
“Very well,” Karenin began to put on
his gloves. "I can assume then, that you
will never jeopardize my honor again. If
you will excuse me now, I have an ap¬
pointment at the Ministry.”

If there had been one word of feeling
in her husband’s speech one little gesture
of sympathy, of understanding, that she
might believe they were two tormented
human beings . . . but no. Her husband
was the embodiment of the world view¬
point.
It was nothing to him that her
heart might be breaking while her beauty
and charm graced his social position. For
ten years she had lived that life because
she had not known what life might be for
her. She knew now. That overwhelming
knowledge gave her courage.
She must
go to Vronsky. Later on she could force
Karenin to a fairer arrangement about
Sergei. Now she must see Alexei, hear
his voice, and rest, where only site had
ever found rest, in his arms.
She or¬
dered her carriage and in the dusk,
through the familiar streets, drove to his
apartment.
“Anna!” he cried when she came in.
“Are you here, are you really here?”
“Darling. I am here. I've been sitting
in that house, watched, night after night.
We dine together in silence. He sits across
the table from me. cold, merciless. I can’t
tell you what it’s been, a prisoner without
reprieve.”
He kissed her again and again, her hair,
her eyes, her throat. “For me too. life has
been tasteless. Anna ! You’re not going
back to him now.”
"What shall 1 do?” She knew, but she
wanted him to tell her.
“You are going away with me. now!”
She gazed at him and a smile played
happily over her tired face. “Yes, I am
going away with you. I know that.” Her
eyelids drooped and she held out her hands
to him. "Don't ever leave me, Alexei, be¬
cause I have no one in the world but
you.”
They went to Venice, always the city
of lovers, and for a while there was no
one else in the world for Anna and Alexei.
It was fortunately between seasons, and
meeting no one they knew, they idled
away the days, surrounded by beauty and
peace.
It was enough and more than
enough to have each other.
PjNE glorious evening, they dined on the
balcony of their apartment and watched
the sun setting majestically beyond the city.
Alexei left his chair to sit by Anna, and
like two children, they swung their clasped
hands together in time to the song of a
boatman, borne to them across the waters
of the canal.
Anna said dreamily, “Not to think, only
to feel.”
Presently, Alexei began to quote one
of Pushkin’s poems and Anna realized
that lie had been thinking and of what his
thoughts had been, for he went on:
“And the breath of Russia is sweet,
And sweet over all the land
Broods the soul of Russia.”
“You are beginning to miss home! Yet
we haven’t been gone so long.
Alexei,
put your arms around me.”
"Are you cold?” he asked anxiously.
“No, it is just that I know we will be
punished.”
“Punished?”
“For being so happy,” she murmured,
and nestled her head closer to his shoul¬
der, but raised it again as boyish voices

shouted under their balcony. She got up
and walked to the coping. Looking over,
she saw some street urchins romping be¬
low and watched them till they were out
of sight. Yes, she too, was homesick. It
seemed a short time that she and Alexei
had been together, but such a long, long
time since she had seen Sergei. One of
the little boys there in the street had re¬
minded her of her son, her dear baby,
with his jproud little walk. •
She came back slowly to Alexei, and he,
seeing her changed expression, caught her
hand and kissed it.
"Darling, you are
with me. We are together and I love you.”
“1 know, oh I know, but Alexi, take
me home!”
.
It was a queer sort of home they re¬
turned to, Vronsky’s apartment in St.
Petersburg where he had lived as a bache¬
lor officer before he had been forced to
resign his commission because of the affair
with Anna.
They dared not go out to¬
gether, and no one but Vronsky’s men
friends ever came to see them.
Anna found it very different from
Venice. There she had been happy, but
here, in the same city with her son, the
urge to see him grew till she threw cau¬
tion to the winds and went to her hus¬
band’s home. She returned to cry broken¬
ly on Alexei’s shoulder.
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'T'HIS morning I went to see Sergei.
I It’s his birthday, and I had taken him
presents, things I had chosen so carefully,
that I knew he would love. I did see him, but
Karenin put me out of the house, and
scared me so, I forgot and brought the
presents away with me, so Sergei has
nothing from me—from me—on his birth¬
day.” The tears choked her and she clung
more tightly to him.
“But, oh Alexei,
they had told him I was dead and I wish
I were.”
He soothed her till she was quiet and
finally suggested, “Let us leave St. Peters¬
burg and go to my country place outside
Moscow. Later on. maybe, Karenin can
be approached again.”
Once more, Anna and Alexei sought
happiness in a new place, but this last
move was frankly disastrous. Alexei kept
trying to assure her that it was only a
question of time before Karenin would re¬
lent and she might see Sergei, but Anna,
wiser than he in this, knew he was mis¬
taken.
She had lost her son. Not even
Vronsky could comfort her, and after a
while he grew impatient with her abstrac¬
tion.
Then, too, the country life bored
him.
Irritating little quarrels began to
crop up.
Anna tried to amuse Vronsky by invit¬
ing some of his soldier friends to the
house, and this cheered him immensely.
They were very gallant and charming to
Anna, but after all, w’hat did she know
about soldiering? Their talk was in a
language she did not understand, though
they tried not to leave her out of it.
She had cut herself off from the old
life, and now this new one was shaping
itself in a way she could neither under¬
stand nor cope with.
She became aware
that something was going on among the
men, and finally it came out. Alexei was,
of course, barred from his old regiment,
but there was nothing to prevent him
from volunteering in a minor campaign
that was raging on the border.
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Anna couldn't believe it when he men¬
tioned it to her. He explained that a group
of his friends were going.
They had
offered him a place with them. After all,
he would not be gone so long. She could
not make him see what this decision of
his was doing to her. She could not be
left utterly alone, with only her own
thoughts. He dropped the subject, but a
day later she came in to find him packing.
“It’s true, then!
You are going,’’ she
cried.
“Anna, don’t let’s quarrel now. Come,
say goodbye.
I am going in to Moscow
to say goodbye to my mother and taking
the train from there.
I’ll be back very
soon, believe me. Then we’ll take a trip
to Venice. You’ll like that.”
How could she make him see what he
was doing to her?
Her love, her pride,
all at odds, confused her and she talked
hysterically:
“This volunteering is only
an excuse for leaving me!”
Perhaps Alexei’s conscience was hurting
him a little. If so, it only made him the
more determined, and angry at her for
putting him in the wrong. “How can you
say that?” he asked. “You know' me, and
yet you think me capable of a base decep¬
tion like that. I tell you I do love you,
but love isn't everything. I must fill my
life with something. After all, I am a
man, with a man’s ambitions.”
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NE says that only when love is over.”
Anna did not hear her own words,
the deadly accusation in them, the heavy
judgment, but they flicked Vronsky on the
raw and he shouted back:
“I wish you’d stop chattering about
love!”
The color had drained from her face,
and w:hen she spoke, her words wrere life¬
less. “It is over, then.” She turned, and
walked slowly out of the room, but paused.
“You will regret this,” she said.
She went to her room and cried help¬
lessly till she heard his carriage drive
up. She ran to the window. He seemed
to hesitate on the steps and her heart
leaped up, but he wras only waiting for
the servant to bring his last bag. Then
he drove away.
The moment he was gone, Anna began
to blame herself.
No matter.
He was
to blame, she was to blame! What dif¬
ference did it make. He was going away
and they had parted in anger. She would
send him a note at his mother’s house.
That wras it! Tell him she would be wait¬
ing for him at her brother’s house. She
wrote the message hastily and sent the
butler into Moscow while she drove di¬
rectly to Stiva’s.
Stiva and Dolly were surprised to see
her, and she noted grimly that it was not
a pleasant surprise.
Had she vaguely
held this house as a place of last refuge?
If she had, she knew now that it too
was closed to her. But she was glad to
see the children. They had not forgotten
her and they asked about their little cousin,
Sergei.
There was an awkward pause, which
their mother terminated by sending them
away to the nursery, and then to everyone’s
relief Anna’s butler came. He had been
unable to deliver her message as the
Count had already left for the station with
his mother.
Anna hurried to the station in time to

see the train come in.
Yes, there they
were, and as Anna Karenina watched the
group, she realized with a clarity that
forced itself in on her numbed heart that
this was the end. There was the Countess
and some old friends of hers. They were
gathered around Alexei, separating him
from her, claiming him as one of them,
something she could never be again.
It
was not his fault. Was it hers, when all
she had done was to love him? The world
had been too strong for her.
She could
fight no longer, because there was noth¬
ing left for which to fight. Little Sergei
. . . she seemed to see his face as she had
seen it the last time, streaked with tears
as she had been forced to leave him. He
had believed her dead.
It seemed to her
that she was dead. There was no place
for her anywhere.
Anna hid behind a pillar and listened to
the last, gay goodbyes. She made no ef¬
fort to approach Alexei. While she stood
there she became aware of an odd sound.
Tap-tap, tap-tap. it went. It reminded her
dimly of something she had heard before.
Then a picture flashed clear before her.
It had been here, on this very platform,
when she had first arrived in Moscow, and
met Vronsky. A little man had been test¬
ing the rails with a hammer that had made
that same tap-tap.
He had fallen under
the train, had been killed. What was it
the Countess had said? “It was, at least,
all over in an instant.”
Yes, life had stopped for him in an in¬
instant.
She moved out on the platform
toward the train which was now gather¬
ing speed. She thought she caugh't sight
of Alexei at a window, but no matter. He
might go but their love remained in her
heart.
It was all she had, but it was
enough to have made life glorious up to this
very last moment. Without a sound, un¬
hesitatingly, Anna Karenina flung herself
under the racing train.
Her bag was dashed to the pavement and
spilled open. From it rolled a miniature
of her son, the glass shattered. The wind
caught and whirled about the note she had
written to Alexei.
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UT much later on, the bag and what
had been in it were given to Vronsky,
so that he read the note after all. One of
the friends who had been so fond of Anna,
his soldier comrade Yashvin, was with
him at the time, and tried to cheer him.
“Can’t you forget her, Vronsky? After
all, you are still a young man.”
“The last time we were together, when
she turned to me with pleading eyes, I
did not speak, I did not turn. I was too
angry, too absorbed in that stupid cam¬
paign, to remember that I loved her. The
guilt of that will never leave me. I re¬
member I felt suddenly I must ask her
forgiveness, but immediately I hardened
my heart. I forgot how much she loved
me. I shall never forgive myself.”
Yashvin turned toward the picture of
Anna there in the room. It was a beauti¬
ful picture.
Vronsky was looking at it too, searchingly, tenderly.
“I am sure she has forgiven you.” Yash¬
vin said softly.
There was a sadness in Alexei’s voice
that would never leave it.
“Who knows ?” he said at last.
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Her Own Worst Enemy
(Continued from page 51)
1'his is not the first time Stanwyck has
been in isolation, and apparently out of
pictures.
It happened before, in 1931,
when she walked out of the cast of “For¬
bidden, ’ after her phenomenal success in
‘ Ladies of Leisure,’’
“Ten Cents A
Dance” and “Illicit.”
Then every newspaper and magazine in
the country was featuring her rebellion,
commenting on the great loss to pictures.
Today the industry doesn't seem to know
she is not working.
Yet she is the same
great star, the same vivid personality, the
same warm-hearted and hot-tempered in¬
terpreter of human emotions.
Her art is the same as that which
brought tears to the eyes of Frank Capra
at the showing of her first screen test.
At that time Capra didn't want Bar¬
bara to play in his “Ladies of Leisure,”
but five minutes of her emotion sold him
forever on the tempestuous red-head.
Her emotional qualities are the same as
those which made directors and seasoned
actors forget their cameras and their
lines, to watch her, open-mouthed.
Her courage is the same as that
which made her abandon a plaster cast
after a serious spinal injury to carry on
in “Illicit,” against doctors’ orders and
the warning of being permanently crip¬
pled; because she knew the other actors
and the studio crew’ for that picture
needed the work badly.
’""THEN why is this great emotional
A actress not under contract to a major
studio, and why has she been out of pic¬
tures for a year? And why was it that
an independent producer had to be the first
to sign her for a single picture, “Red
Salute?”
And had not the American public de¬
manded to see Stanwyck on the screen
again, two other studios would not have
followed this independent’s lead.
What then is the trouble? The answer
is a simple one, and is best expressed from |
the keen viewpoint of a studio worker.
She likes the zorong people. That, plus
the fact she cannot resist taking her bit¬
terness out on important executives.
Barbara Stanwyck has the disastrous
complex of siding with the under dog and
attacking the upper dog. To what lengths
this phobia takes her is indicated by a
typical Stanwyck gesture.
On one occa¬
sion she turned on a studio executive
like a tigress, tongue-lashed him until
he cringed, then walked off the set and
refused to return, or talk to him over the
telephone—only to return a few days later
to spend hours of her time posing for
stills for a publicity'- worker who faced dis¬
missal because he had failed to get photo¬
graphs of her while she was working.
Once, when asked if she preferred the
company of the workers to that of the
mighty, she replied:
“That’s true. They’re my kind of peo¬
ple. I understand them, and they under¬
stand me.
Their troubles and pleasures
seem real to me.”
All this has a bearing on wdiy Barbara
Stanwyck is not under contract to a
major studio and why she has been out
of pictures for the past year, for in exact |
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ratio to her liking for the under dog is
her resentment against the fellow on top.
WHY? That’s what some of Holly¬
wood’s smartest producers wanted to
know a couple of years ago. Today they
do not seem to be worrying much about it.
The
answer
is:
loyalty
and
love,
pride, resentment, bitter memories and
bad advice.
First comes loyalty.
In this case it
is loyalty to her husband, Frank Fay. A
fierce, tigerish sort of loyalty that makes
her turn on the Hollywood that she feels
is unfair to her husband.
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ER loyalty includes the belief that the
whole world is wrong about Fay, the
one time big shot on Broadway, going
floppo in pictures.
And causes her to
proclaim to the world that whatever she
is she owes to this husband of hers, this
man who is reported to have put up half
the cost of making her picture, “Mexicali
Rose,” in order to induce Harry Cohn
of Columbia to give her a chance, and
who did it unknown to her.
This man
who raced from Hollywood to Burbank
to get Warner Bros, screen test of her
from a scene in “The Noose,” and who
then talked Frank Capra into looking at
it.
Her love for her husband, she puts
before everything else.
Compared to
that love, nothing else matters to Stan¬
wyck.
Hers is the love that gives and
gives and gives. It is blind to faults and
weaknesses and it is apparently undying.
Even blase, sneering Hollywood finally
admits that. And it no longer looks ex¬
pectantly for the break in the Fay fam¬
ily that it has so long forecast. Barbara
Stanwyck loves with the sort of love
men dream of, and that women say they
don't
deserve.
Barbara never forgets,
either a kindness or an injury.
Then there is pride—a mistaken pride,
perhaps, but a pride that makes her bru¬
tally frank about her poverty-stricken
childhood as Ruby Stevens of Brooklyn,
whose father was a ditch digger when he
got work.
Pride, not in her great emo¬
tional acting in the stage play “Burlesque,”
in the marvelous wTork done in such pic¬
tures as “The Miracle Woman” and
“Ladies of Leisure,” nor yet in the bat¬
tle that took her from the bottom to the
top, but pride in the fact that she is just
a plain American and has never pretended
to be anything else.
Pride in the fact
that she always faces the truth, never
uses subterfuge and hates boot-licking,
that she is as hot in battle as she is
warm in friendship and generosity.
Resentment and, believe us, not without
reason.
Resentment toward the legion
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HOSE memories have tied her sym¬
pathies tightly to the under dog, and
turned her bared teeth to the man on top.
She knows but two types of happiness—
sharing her love with Frank Fay and
sharing her good fortune with those who
have nothing.
And last, but not least, of the reasons
why Barbara has not been working during
the past year is bad advice—the most
prolific thing in Hollywood.
Bad advice
from every logical and illogical sourcethat could be imagined, from those who
mean well and from those wrho fatten on
Barbara’s retirement.
How will it all end?
Will Barbara
salve her wounded feelings with success
and save her emotions for the screen,
thus winning back her former position as
Hollywood's greatest emotional actress, or
will she continue to be "bard to handle”?
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who have put a brand of disapproval on
her happy-go-lucky husband.
Resentment
toward the star who made loud comments
to her colored maid during Barbara's first
screen test—a star whose dressing room,
the pride of the studio, she had the satis¬
faction finally of taking over as her own.
Resentment of Hollywood’s unkind treat¬
ment to her when she first came here, to
struggle for a place in the movie sun. And
fiercest resentment of all is that toward
those in the saddle whom she has seen
ride underhoof struggling bit players, ex¬
tras and humble studio workers.
Bitter memories, nursed and treasured
beyond reason, no doubt, but always eat¬
ing away at Barbara’s heart.
Memories
that have bruised her soul, and left her
overly sensitive to the slightest lack of
consideration or anything that she imag¬
ines even borders on imposition. In spite
of her outwardly hard-boiled attitude, she
is undoubtedly the most sensitive star in
pictures.
Without the stolid defense of
Garbo, the utter disregard of Hepburn,
the self sufficiency of Crawford, or the
sense of humor of West, she is easily hurt,
and her only defense is flaming indigna¬
tion or sullen retirement.
Though she flatly denies it, those bitter
memories go back to the uphill battles
of Ruby Stevens in New York, to the
days when she and Mae Clark struggled
together to find work, any kind of work.
To the nights when her chance for any¬
thing but misery depended upou how suc¬
cessfully she battled, how capable she was
at holding a job with one hand pushing off
predatory suitors with the other. Chorine
and night club hoofer, every night meant
a new skirmish in her campaign for a de¬
cent existence.
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[ Want to Be a Star
(Continued from page 48)
One day a girl dressed exactly like Elida
came into the set.
The scene was re¬
peated silently with this girl in Elida's
role, while the sound apparatus repeated
the lines.
“Who was that?” I asked the girl next
to me when it was over.
“Elida Crane’s stand-in.
She doubles
for her, too. They put her in the set and
let Elida listen back to herself and see
how it ties up.”
This idea of a stand-in excited me. 1
got all the pictures I could find of Bar¬
bara Bell.
I studied the way she wore
her hair, her tricks of make-up. By arch¬
ing my eyebrows a little more sharply then
drawing them a trifle longer with pencil I
accented my resemblance to her. I prac¬
ticed her slow trick of raising her eye
lids without moving her eyebrows.
I had three more days of work and
the next night I came home to face a
minor tragedy. Jack had been fired from
his job for insolence. I was unspeakably
annoyed with him, chiefly because I knew
that reputation would sift back to Sonya.
Then began the old business of Jack’s
trying to find a job. He was too young
for most jobs and too untrained for others.
\ yfEANWHILE ten days passed and no
-■VI call came from the casting agency
for me. Our money was almost gone. I
found there were plenty of cheap furnished
rooms around Hollywood at $2.00 a week.
We moved into a rooming house where I
could receive telephone calls, if any came,
from the casting office.
Those weeks took all the courage I pos¬
sessed.
I was grateful in a way that
Sonya and Victor had gone to Palm
Springs.
It was a good thing that they
weren’t there to appeal to. I didn’t want
to ask any more help.
But I wouldn't
give up!
Only one streak of sunshine in those
tough days of job hunting and that was a
letter from Dick, which was far more
outspoken than any other I had ever had
from him.
Dear J udy:

Why haven’t I heard from you? I
look for mail from you regularly. It
has been nearly eight weeks.
Have
you gone Hollywood or do you neglect
old friends, or don't you know what
your letters mean to me? Your last
letter of so long ago told me of the ,
exciting jobs but you have sent noth¬
ing home. I don't believe you are the
kind that would forget your home.
Are you in any trouble? I wish you
would wire me care of the University
Club. There is no news with me. My
marks are good and I’ll be getting my
degree this year. I think I can get an
internship at the Boston General. You
are serving your internship to earn
stardom so we’re partners in ambition.
I’m not going to write you any more
if I don’t hear from you.
Dick.
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Don’t deny your Fingertips the
Luxury of GLAZO

H

now—why bother with
hastily-made, little-known brands,
when there are months of exquisite
Glazo manicures in this new 75% larger
bottle that now costs only 20 cents!
(Packaged without a carton.)
onestly,

FASHION-APPROVED SHADES —No

change
in the famous Glazo quality. The same

six authentic Glazo colors —starrier in
lustre—and each one approved by beauty
and fashion authorities.
2 to 4 days longer wear—by actual test.
Never streaks or fades, chips or peels.
EXCLUSIVE METAL-SHAFT BRUSH—Glazo ap¬
plies more easily, more perfectly, with
the special metal-shaft brush. Evenly
trimmed bristles that can’t come loose.
oily polish remover —Four times as
much as before and now only 20 cents.
Actually beneficial to nails and cuticle.
The special oil does not dim polish or
cause it to peel.

GLAZO

THE GLAZO COMPANY, Inc., Dept. GT-95
191 Hudson Street, New York, N. Y.
(In Canada, address P.O. Box 2320, Montreal)
I enclose 6c for sample kit containing Glazo
Liquid Polish and oily Polish Remover. (Check
the shade of polish preferred.)
□ Natural □ Shell □ Flame □ Geranium

“Partners- in ambition.”
The bowl of
oatmeal and the glass of milk at the fivecent restaurant might have been ambrosia.
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The day was made.
I almost felt my
life was made when Dick believed in me.
I didn’t even let myself remember he was
engaged to someone else.
Surely that
little deception wouldn't hurt when I
needed courage so badly. He wrote as if
I meant something in his life.
I went to the casting bureau to report
my change of address, and was told to
report to Monarch for two days.
I found they were still working on the
Elida Crane picture. There were a great
many more extras this time, but every¬
body thought it would be covered in one
day’s shooting. They were literally “mob”
scenes which came few and far between in
talkies.
They were doing two interiors
and one night exterior.
That was four
solid days of work and some night work.
It netted me forty-eight dollars. I could
at last breathe in peace. It was the first
money I had really seen in ten days. It
seemed strange that every time Dick
wrote me I had a streak of luck and I
wrote him that night and told him of my
accident, of my job and elaborated on how
well we were doing. Letters are strange
things. It was a long time before I real¬
ized how much our correspondence meant.
How close it was bringing us together. It
got to a stage where we wrote almost every¬
day.
It felt that such a correspondence
yvas harmless enough yet I carefully fol¬
lowed Dick’s instructions for secrecy and
addressed him at his club.

says DOROTHY HAMILTON

Noted Beauty Authority of Hollywood

T

Dorothy Hamilton, heard every Sunday afternoon in the
"Maybelline Penthouse Serenade” over N. B. C. network

N

OTICE your favorite screen
actress, and see how she
depends on well-groomed
brows, softly shaded eyelids,
and long, dark, lustrous lashes
to give her eyes that necessary
beauty and expression. More
than any other feature, her
eyes express her. More than
any other feature, your eyes
express you. You cannot be
really charming unless your
eyes are really attractive . . .
and it is so easy to make them
so, instantly, with the pure
and harmless Maybelline Eye
Beauty Aids.
After powdering, blend a
soft, colorful shadow on your
eyelids with Maybelline Eye
Shadow, and see how the col¬
or and sparkle of your eyes
are instantly intensified. Now
form graceful, expressive
eyebrows with the smooth¬
marking Maybelline Eyebrow
Pencil. Then apply a few sim¬
ple brush strokes of Maybell¬
ine mascara to your lashes, to
make them appear naturally
long,dark,and luxuriant,and
behold how your eyes express
a new, more beautiful YOU !

.
LL. l

BLACK OR BROWN

BLUE. BROWN, BLUE-GRAY
VIOLET AND GREEN

Keep your lashes soft and
silky by applying the pure
Maybelline Eyelash Tonic
Cream nightly, and be sure to
brush and train your brows
with the dainty, specially de¬
signed Maybelline Eyebrow
Brush. All Maybelline Eye
Beauty Aids may be had in
introductory sizes at any
leading 10c store. To be as¬
sured of highest quality and
absolute harmlessness, accept
only genuine Maybelline
preparations.

I Good Housekeeping)
W * Bureau
Y

All Maybelline Preparations
have this approval
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BLACK OR WHITE
BRISTLES

HREE days later I was called by Para¬
mount.
It wasn’t as magnificent a lot as
Monarch but I found it a much friendlier
one. The people seemed happier and less
strained.
I enjoyed my two days there
though I caught the cold of my life stand¬
ing around drafty sets in a bathing suit.
I think we went into the pool—six girls
especially picked—forty times a day for
retakes for timing and formation.
I
finished the job, took my pay and went
home—with a fever of 102.
But that’s all in the work. Forty-eight
hours later I got a call for “evening
clothes, dance hall costume.”
It was at
Monarch.
A short.
When I reached the studio I found it
keyed up with excitement. Munson was
coming back.
He was to start a new
Barbara Bell picture.
The next day I met him on the set and
the sight of him, the powerfully built man
who towered head and shoulders above
everyone, yvas like a letter from home.
"Hello, Judy Pine of Massachusetts,” he
said with a broad grin. “I hope your hip
is as good as my shoulder. Have you had
much work?”
“Oh, I have been busy,” I smiled.
He looked me over from head to toe.
“The town has put a stamp on you. Come
on over to the bungalow with me.
I’m
having some people to lunch there.”
Docilely I trotted beside him along the
wide avenue to the white bungalow where,
waiting for Victor, were Kelly, Victor's
assistant d’rector; Flemming, star camera¬
man ; Lee Shippey, the famous columnist;
Rita Oliver, a well-known costumer, and
a writer named Cochran.
We were seated at the luncheon table,
one place empty, when another man ap¬
peared at the door. He was a tall looselybuilt man of about thirty-five.
He was
handsome, the type who would automatic¬

ally be cast in an English hunting scene.
He had that outdoor, white-toothed, hardliving, well-knit, careless strength.
He
spoke with a British accent.
“Am I too late, Vic?”
“Hello, old man,” Munson’s greeting
was the kind reserved for special friends.
“Folks, this is Bert Brothers. He repre¬
sents Monarch’s British interests.”
The newcomer took his place beside me.
The hot argument as to whether Barbara
Bell could slap a woman in the picture
and still get sympathy continued.
Mr. Brothers turned toward me.
“Are you working here at Monarch?" he
ventured.
“Yes. for today.”
“I’m sorry, but I didn’t catch the name.”
“Judy Pine,” I repeated.
“Are you by any chance related to Les¬
ter Pine, the British director?”
“No. I don’t think I’m related to any¬
body'. I'm only atmosphere.”
“You yvon’t be in that class long,” he said
gravely. "You look surprisingly like Bar¬
bara Bell. Do you know her?”
“No,” I said, “but I wish I did.”
He smiled.
“Really?
I’ll see to it that you meet
her.”
Victor turned on him yvith a snap ques¬
tion and from then on I got little chance
to talk to anybody.
I figured naturally
that Mr. Brothers had made a glib promise
all in the tradition of the town but when
the luncheon yvas over I felt embarrassed.
Did Victor expect to yvalk back to the set
yvith me?
Should I leave or should I
yvait ? He had been so busy- yvith his argu¬
ment that he seemed to have forgotten me.
Bert Brothers solved the situation.
"Victor, I'd like to see that set.
Do
you mind if I yvalk over yvith Miss Pine
yvliile you are yvith Shippey?”
“Go ahead,” Vic said yvith a wave of
his hand, “but don’t vamp that girl. Pick
somebody with your oyvn accent.”
Brothers laughed but I felt myself blush¬
ing. He put his arm through mine as yve
yvent out.
“Vic must have his fun.
You don’t
mind being vamped, do you? Not that I’m
really good at it.”
“ T WOULD be a neyv and valuable exI perience, I imagine.” I yvas just learn¬
ing the right answers.
He chuckled appreciatively.
“I would like to know Vic better, reallv,”
he mused.
“There’s nobody like him in
the yy-orld.”
"His cousin lives in my home town.”
"Not really? America seems so vast I
don’t know how people can keep track of
relatives. One gets lost in the spaces, you
knoyv.”
“You haven't been here long.”
“Oh, back and forth for years. London’s
my home, if I have one. Next to travel¬
ling and driving very fast, I like dancing
—sort of perpetual motion lad. Do you
like to dance?”
"Very much,” I said earnestly.
“I bet you could teach me steps, too,”
he said as he held the big studio door for
me. “I say, hoyv about tomorroyv night
at the Cocoanut Grove?”
I hope I didn't sound as grateful and
as thrilled as I felt, but Bert Brothers yvas
the first person in Hollywood to invite me
out. It was my first date.
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That evening found me back at Rene’s
while she again snipped and pinned and
fitted me into a dress of hers. She also
loaned me slippers, bag. gloves and a wrap.
“Good luck, Judy,” Rene said ac. I left.
‘‘Brothers is really important. He could
do a lot for you, if he likes you.”
The beauty of the Cocoanut Grove, the
music, the food, the celebrities, many of
whom Bert knew, left me gasping. Cin¬
derella was a piker when it came to en¬
joyment and Bert left me at the door with
the promise of a drive to Santa Monica
on Saturday.
Those next seven weeks I worked on
an average of one day a week, mostly at
Monarch, which made me think Victor or
Bert had something to do with it, though
the calls came through the casting office.
Two dollars for a room and five dollars
for all other expenses. I counted on the
dinners I could get with Rene, the elabo¬
rate meals to which Bert took me.
Jack was still out of work. Mike had
landed a job as a trainer in a boy’s school
and Rene was pitifully proud of him. She
was doing pretty well herself—had even
got a couple of notices for a bit in her
last picture. I did everything I could do
for her, washing, ironing, cleaning, but
nothing seemed adequate to pay her back
for all she had done for me.

J

ACK was making life at home unbear¬
able. He resented the fact that he didn't
meet my friends and that he wasn’t invited
around with me. But after all he was just
a kid and didn't fit. People hate you for
ringing in relatives.
They freeze up on
you. He couldn't find work. And I sus¬
pected him of passing up many jobs be¬
cause they didn’t appeal to him. He was
dissatisfied and disgruntled.
He needed
an overcoat and he needed shoes. He re¬
sented the fact that we lived like paupers
and that I looked as successful as the
average girl in town and partied around
at places that he only saw from the out¬
side.
He took to hanging around pool
rooms, bowling alleys and gambling joints.
People began to take it for granted
that I was in love with Bert Brothers.
Naturally I was keen about him. He was
the first gentleman worthy of that name
that I had ever met on equal grounds. He
couldn’t measure up to Dick Carr, whose
letters came almost daily now and who
was, I knew, the only man I would ever
love. There was no use kidding myself.
He was young and kind and ambitious. He
came from what to me was greater aris¬
tocracy than the wealth and titles that
Hollywood held as tops.
But while his
letters were intimate, he was engaged. And
where did you leave me?
Any girl would have been flattered with
the attentions of a man like Bert Broth¬
ers.
He was more than twice my age,
which is not old for a man, and he had
an easy, gracious superiority that set him
apart in any group. Before that summer
and fall I had never known parties.
I
hadn’t known much of laughter nor even a
flirtation. I knew he liked me and I knew
he knew I liked him. I was having a good
time and didn’t want to look ahead.
I
don't think that things would have come
to an issue so quickly if everyone around
us hadn't urged us into a corner with their
knowing airs and over-wise acceptance
of us.

Your skin needs this
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you have a lovely tan without pay¬
ing a toll in dry, parched, peeling skin
and blemishes? Yes! Skin scientists pro¬
vide the answer in a wonderful new kind
of cold cream that guards against Blem¬
ishes, and prevents Dryness.
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Germs cannot live in Woodbury’s Germfree Cold Cream. Most skin blemishes are
tiny germ-infections. So when you apply
this cream you instantly end the chief
cause of horrid little spots and rashes that
mar many sensitive skins.
Avoid imitations. Look for head and signature,
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The other vitally important protection is
Element 576, which increases and restores
the youthful vitality that keeps the skin
young, and free from the withering effects
of Dryness. It stimulates the skin glands
— renews the normal lubricating action
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be clear, smooth and flexible.
Use Woodbury’s Germ-free Cold Cream
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“I SUFFERED
BY DAY
I SUFFERED BY NIGHT

MIRROR

On Thanksgiving Day there was a party
at Elida Crane’s beautiful Spanish house
high in the canyon overlooking Hollywood.
The place seemed so spectacular and un¬
real for a small, sweet person like Elida.
It was rather like living on a stage.
I said something of the sort to Bert as
we drove home late that night.
“You like genuine things, don’t you.
Judy?” he asked.
“I think you'd like
England.”
“I’m sure I would.”
“I’d like to show it to you.
Perhaps
someday I can do that.
At present it
would be a bit awkward.
My wife is
living there.”
“Oh, you’re married!”
“That doesn’t make any difference, does
it, Judy?” he asked, his eyes on the .road
before us. “You see, my wife and I have
an understanding. Her father was a peer
and very wealthy.
My own governor
wasn’t*too badly off.
I was twenty-two
when we were married.
Ir lasted about
three years then we decided we’d really get
to hate each other under the burden of
being polite. So we split, not legally, but
definitely. We’re excellent friends.”

For hours I lay awake.
No, was the
answer.
That would always be the an¬
swer.
But I liked Bert.
I enjoyed his
friendship. It made my life in Hollywood.
If only I could turn to Jack for advice—
to someone who saw things from the stand¬
ards of . . . of whom?
Whom did I
know who wouldn’t count gain first?
Then I remembered Dick. Dick wouldn’t.
Courage and effort and honesty mattered
with him.
And things like duty and
morals. But what did Dick mean in my
life?
He could never mean anything.
His letters meant so much to me that it
was hard to face that but I couldn’t live
on letter writing all my life.
Some day
sooner or later those letters would stop
and I wouldn't have even that much of
him. Some day I would have to put him
out of my mind. 1 cried myself to sleep
that night and even in my misery I won¬
dered how many other girls in Hollywood
were doing the same thing.
But it must have been telepathic that
night of facing the realities about Dick
for the next morning I got the first tele¬
gram I had ever received in my life.
DEAR

TF there’s anything will make you miserable
and wear you down, it’s Piles. The person
who has Piles can’t walk, sit, stand or even
lie down in comfort. The agony writes itself
on your face and makes you look years older
than you are.
The worst part about Piles is that, on
account of the delicacy of the subject, many
hesitate to seek relief. Yet, if there’s anything
in need of medical attention, it’s this trouble,
for it can develop seriously.
Piles may vary in form. They may be in¬
ternal or external, painful or itching, or both.
They may be bleeding or not. Whatever form
Piles take, they are something to be con¬
cerned about and something to treat promptly.

Perfect Comfort
Effective treatment for Piles today is supplied
in Pazo Ointment. Pazo is quick-acting. It is
reliable. It almost instantly relieves the dis¬
tress and restores comfort. Pazo is highly
efficacious for the reason that it is a scientific
formula of threefold effect.
First, it is soothing. This tends to relieve
soreness and inflammation. Second, it is lubri¬
cating. This tends to relax drawn parts and
also to make passage easy. Third, it is astrin¬
gent. This tends to reduce swollen parts and
to stop bleeding. Thousands have used Pazo
with success when other measures have failed.

Now in 3 Forms
Pazo Ointment now comes in three forms:(1)
in Tubes with Special Pile Pipe for insertion
high up in the rectum; (2) in Tins for applica¬
tion in the ordinary way; (3) in Suppository
form (new). Those who prefer suppositories
will find Pazo the most satisfactory, as they are
self-lubricating and otherwise highly efficient.

Try It!
All drug stores sell Pazo in the three forms as
described. Get it today in the form you prefer
and try it out. Your money back if it doesn’t
more than amaze you with the relief it affords.
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T SAT very still while he talked. MarI ried ! What dire things I'd always heard
about “going around” with married men,
and here I'd been doing it for months. His
wife wasn't there. It had never occurred
to me that he had one any place else.
“I’m telling you all this, Judy,” he went
on, “so that you’ll know where I stand.
I’ve become very fond of you in the past
few months.”
He had been driving slowly and now
he brought the car to a stop.
“You are a little fond of me too, aren’t
you, Judy?”
I nodded. There was no use denying it
and there was no use trying to explain to
him what a difference his story made.
“This is the real thing with me, Judy.
It’s difficult for me to saj", but you are the
sort of girl I feel would be a true com¬
panion. I would take such good care of
you, Judy, if you would let me.”
“Are you asking me to live with you?”
I demanded.
“That is the best I can ask you, Judy,
but I’ll make it a very special best. You
would never regret it.”
“There's no use saying ‘how dare you,
sir!’ ”
My voice was hard to control.
“But you might as well drive me home
because I don’t speak that language.”
“I know you don’t.”
His hand closed
over mine emphatically. “If I had thought
for a moment that you did I would have
driven on without speaking. You mustn't
misunderstand me, Judy. I’m offering you
a life-time of devotion, not the mere affair
that Hollywood labels everything.”
“Hollywood, London or Cape Cod, I’m
not having any.
And now before I cry
and make a fool of myself I wish you
would take me home.”
He was good enough not to argue the
point further. He started the motor and
we drove the fifteen miles quickly and
silently.
Parking in front of the door
he took hold of my hand, pulled back the
glove and kissed my wrist.
“Don’t think badly of me. Judy.
I
wouldn’t make you unhappy for anything in
the world. I’ll phone you tomorrow, and
please don’t say you’ll be out.”
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I couldn’t believe it. I knew it was to
happen but he had never spoken of it in
all his correspondence. He seldom men¬
tioned Hazel and I never thought the
marriage was imminent. I knew all along
he was engaged.
Engaged people fre¬
quently get married. I might have known.
I was glad that Jack was gone before
breakfast but as I looked about me I real¬
ized he hadn’t been home all night. The
knowledge only added to my heavy sense
of desolation and futility.
It wasn’t the
first night.
He was getting completely
out of hand.
It was the first time, too, that I was
glad that there was no call at a studio.
No work. Automatically I made myself
some coffee then I got dressed and took
a street car out to Santa Monica.
It was after ten when I got home, hungry
and tired. I drank a whole quart of milk
as I was undressing and started to run a
'bath.
The hall telephone rang and I
slipped on the cast-off bathrobe Rene had
given me and answered.
“ T UDY,” It was Bert’s voice, sharp and
J strained. “Where have you been ? I've
called a dozen times.”
“I was away, out.” I murmured.
“I’ve got to see you tonight,” his voice
was unusually stern, almost cold.
“I’m sorry,” I said wearily, “I can't pos¬
sibly make it.”
“I’m sorry, too, but you must. It's about
Jack.”
“Jack?” It was my turn for sharpness.
“My brother?”
“Yes. I’m at my apartment. I’ll send my
car over for you.”
“Very well,” I agreed, “but what . . . ?”
He had hung up! Jack!
What could
it be? Bert scarcely knew him.
I rushed back to my room, pulled on
my dress and, out of force of habit,
changed my make-up. Still I had to wait
for several minutes before Bert’s car ar-
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rived.
In ten minutes we were at the 1
Town House.
Bert himself opened the apartment door
for me. He looked pale and a little ner¬
vous.
“What is it?" I demanded, but with a
jerk of his head he led the way back to
the sitting room.
There, at opposite sides of the room, sat
Jack and Mike Sweet, both looking pretty
much the worse for wear.
“What are you two doing here?’’ I
gasped.
Mike
lowered
his eyes,
and Jack
covered his face with his hands-.
“Tell her," said Bert sharply.
But Jack didn't look up. His head hung
lower and I saw a bruise on the back of
his neck.
“You have been in a fight?” I said.
"I m afraid that my secretary and I had
to teach these boys a lesson,” said Bert
lighting a cigarette.
“Sit down, Judy.
You have a very disagreeable story to listen
to. You told me about your brother and
your fears for him and his future. I am
afraid they are all justified and much more
serious than you guess.”
“What's he been doing ?” I pleaded. And
suddenly I turned on Mike. “It's all your
fault. I knew he never should go around
with you!”
Bert's hand on my shoulder stopped me
in time. He led me over to an arm chair.
• CTEADY,” he said. “No use upsetting
^ yourself.”
“I want to hear it from your own lips,”
I said to Jack. “Whatever you have done,
be a man and tell me about it.”
But still Jack didn't look up and then to
my amazement I saw tears roll down the
hands that were knotted in a covering over
his face.
"I think you are right in saying it was
Mike’s fault,” Bert said. “Evidently this
Mr. Sweet has practiced blackmail before.”
“Blackmail!” I cried.
“There’s no usg going into all the de¬
tails,” he replied. "They are very sordid.
They seem to have written my wife posing
as a detective agency. They told her that
I was attached to you and quite exagger¬
ated the circumstances.”
I stared over at Jack. I couldn’t believe
that he would do such a thing.
“My wife foolishly engaged them to
make some investigations.
She confided
in them sufficiently to give them some
rather unfortunate details about our finan¬
cial arrangements.
There are certain
sources of income which I have never re¬
ported to my wife and she is more moneymad than any American I know. Nor is
that her only weakness. She is unintelli¬
gent enough to have correspondence with
these two on the strength of a letterhead.
I suppose it had never occurred to Dolly to
first
investigate
the
detective
agency
through the police. They came to me to¬
day for a little sum of cash. It’s a very
small sum that I can easily afford.
It’s
surprising how low their stake after all
their trouble.
They threatened to write
my wrife the truth unless I came across.”
I turned back to Bert and his expres¬
sion terrified me.
“You’re not, you mean you are going to
have them arrested?”
He shrugged and then went to a door
at the far end of the room. He called his
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one little medicine-hater who
is going to bed happy. She’s just
had her first taste of Fletcher’s Castoria
—and she loved it! Now mother is back
in favor once more.
ere’s

"Hurry up.
Mom. We're
waiting!

Do you know that even the taste of
Fletcher’s Castoria is made especially for
children?
It’s one laxative they take willingly.
And it’s very import ant that a child should
take a laxative without a struggle. For
the fear and resentment a child feels
when forced to take a bad-tasting laxa¬
tive often seriously upsets her nerves and
her digestion.

are safe and suitable for a child.
It contains no narcotics. No harsh,
purging drugs such as some “grown-up”
laxatives contain ... It will never, never
cause griping pain. It will not form a
habit. It is gentle, yet thorough.
Buy a bottle today. Depend on it al¬
ways until your youngest child is 11 years
old. Be thrifty—buy the family-size bot¬
tle. And look for the signature Chas.
II. Fletcher.

But there’s more to the laxative question
than taste. Children’s systems are sensi¬
tive, delicate. So Fletcher’s Castoria is
made just for children, of ingredients that
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Banish
a painful corn
by this safe, scientific method

• The neat, snug-fitting Blue-Jay pad lifts shoe
pressure away from the corn. Pain instantly ceases.
This comfortable soft felt pad is held securely, snugly
with a dainty Wet-Pruf adhesive strip (water¬
proof, soft kid-like finish, won't cling to stocking.)

# Simply center the Blue-Jay medication over
the corn. Slip on your stocking and shoe and forget
completely. You will be totally unaware of the
feather-light Blue-Jay plaster. Yet, this scientific
treatment will gently, surely, quickly undermine
the hard,'dead skin tissue that forms the corn.

• In 3 days remove pad and lift out the corn—
enjoy the thrill of new foot comfort. The Blue-Jay
treatment acts quickly, gently and safely. Blue-Jay
is the exclusive scientific development of Bauer 6?
Black, outstanding makers of surgical dressings
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Japanese servant and a young man I knew
to be his secretary.
“Keep an eye on these boys,” he said.
“I want to talk to Miss Pine alone.”
I followed him from the room and he
closed the door after us. It was a studiotype bedroom with a day couch and a huge
desk cluttered with papers.
I was faint
with shock of so many teaming thoughts,
with great fatigue and a battle to face
down hysteria.
“I'm afraid I have no right to ask you,
Bert, but for my sake don't have Jack
arrested. It would mark him for the rest
of his life. He wouldn't have a chance.”
He put his arms around me and together
we sat on the couch.
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UDY, I don’t want to hurt you but
something serious must he. done about
that boy.
He is too much for you to handle
alone. You can never carry a burden like
that and the other one is evidently an old
timer. I know he is no good.”
“I know he is no good, too—always
knew it—-but he was kind to us and helped
us out.
But, Bert, Jack isn’t as bad as
that. He is just weak. I know he is ter¬
ribly weak.”
Bert got to his feet. His whole manner
changed. He was angry and impatient.
“My dear Judy, will you never face
facts?
You didn’t face them last night
when I talked to you. You haven’t got a
chance in the world with your brother
but you won’t admit it. They both are
not worth the trouble. I don’t think they
have any good in them, either of them.”
“Bert, you couldn't do it to me.
It
would ruin me as well as Jack.”
“Then why don’t you listen to me? Let
me take care of you and I’ll find a way
to handle them. Don't look so shocked.
\7ou can’t do it alone—you’re not even able
to take good care of yourself, Judy. You
might as well admit it. Y’ou’re worn out

as it is. Come to me, Judy, and i’ll take
care of you and I'll find some way to
handle Jack. Otherwise, they both go ta
jail because I don’t pay blackmail to any¬
body. And I wouldn’t leave them free to
be a burden to you. I love you enough to
be this harsh about it.
I don't want to
seem cruel, Judy, but I would be protect¬
ing you by putting those two away. Y’ou
must be looked after one way or an¬
other.”
“You wouldn't be low enough to make it
a deal? Is that what you are driving at?”
He turned away and I knew that I had
hurt him.
I realized he didn’t think it
was low, but that in his light he had made
me a rather splendid and difficult promise.
I wanted to tell him that I understood and
that I didn’t despise him. Instead I was
fond of him and everything in me wanted
to accept such an easy solution to so much
mix up.
But the very set of his back
made it difficult for me to speak.
He
meant this as a show-down and he thought
he was doing the best.
He probably
thought he loved me. He probably would
always be kind to me. What else was I
going to do alone with a few days' work
occasionally ?
And what could I do with Jack alone?
It seemed such a little decision to make
to affect the lives of so many people. What
was the use of quibbling about some an¬
cient set of standards that everyone else
ignored on all sides of me? Nice people,
too, nicer than I.
Confronted with the most difficult situ¬
ation any girl has ever met, what will
be Judy’s decision?
Will her fondness
for Bert and her desire to protect Jack
lead her into a situation which every in¬
stinct tells her is wrong?
Will she accept
Bert’s ultimatum or maintain the rigid
principles of her New England upbring¬
ing?
Continue her absorbing story in the
October Movie Mirror, out August 26.

CORN PLASTER
Direct - to - You, Rock Bottom
Prices on Nationally Advertised
Watches,
Diamond
Rings, and Silverware
What an offer!
Nationally
I advertised watches, diamonds,
and silverware offered at low| est direct-to-you prices.

Send for Beautiful
FREE CATALOG
Write now—before this
offer is withdrawn and
get the beautiful FREE Catalog.
Select the watch or diamond you
want, pay for it on Easy Payments.
We Pay Cash for Old Gold
Send your old gold watches. Jewelry,
dental crowns and bridges to us for
estimate.
If estimate value is not
satisfactory, gold will be returned
to you. We pay highest cash price
or will make allowance for old
gold on new merchandise.
SANTA FE WATCH CO.,
997 Thomas Bldg.Topeka.Kan.
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Beginners Tap Course;
Advanced Tap Course;
Complete Ballroom
Course. (Includes Plain
Tialtz; Fox Trot; Tango;
Carioca, Continental, etc I *-

ALL 3 COURSES !
Each course complete in 1 boc
guarantee to teach you in yot
home. Sent prepaid or C.O.J
) plus postage.
CIJCC1 Pair taps OR
rHEE^hibition waltz
■
eacdi $2.00 order.

BILLY TRUEHA
hcDustonE'” 5308
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Something's Happened to Claudette!
(Continued from page 35)
fame, we shall skip the series of little
coincidences that catapulted Claudette be¬
hind footlights in 1924.
Theater critics and audiences called her
beautiful from the start, but Claudette
merely shrugged and said it was the com¬
bination of clever lighting and good make¬
up that fooled the public. She was a hit
but life at home followed all its familiar
French grooves, even though the modest
apartment had been replaced by an impres¬
sive one overlooking Central Park, with a
butler to answer the doorbell that was
never rung by strangers or casual friends.
To the amazement of producers, man¬
agers and stage acquaintances, Claudette
refused' to join the social whirl of the
theatrical group. She refused almost every
invitation during the five years of her suc¬
cess and ultimate stardom because she was
certain that strangers were continually dis¬
appointed with her off-stage appearance.
Even today, hemmed in by the adulation
of fans that circle the world, Claudette
Colbert still recoils when she must make
an entry into any room where strange
people are congregated. She becomes, for
all her graciousness and poise, that fright¬
ened little French girl who couldn’t mix

with the other children she met at school.
In 1930, when the film studios were auto¬
matically signing up every big theatrical
name on Broadway, Paramount practically
coerced Claudette against her will into
placing her signature on a one-year con¬
tract. She pondered and delayed so long
over what she considered a dangerous-experiment because of her “unphotographic
face,” that the offer was raised again and
Igain.
AND then, because she was absolutely
;
certain that the studio would drop her
at the end of the first year, she insisted
upon making her first pictures in New
York so that her contact with the theater
would not be severed.
Although she was not dropped at the end
of the first year, or the second, or the
third, Claudette never gained the slightest
confidence in herself as a potential star.
Recently she recalled for me the doubts
and uncertainties that plagued her during
the five years of her picture career. She
said:
“Would you believe me if I told you
that every year since 1930 whenever I paid
my annual visit to the studio executives’
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offices to discuss a new contract, I always
expected to be tired on the spot?
“And each year, until the end of 1933, I
was told that my contract would be re¬
newed just because the officials thought I
was a nice little girl and because I was a
fairish sort of actress.
But that they
could not afford to raise my salary because
I had absolutely no sex appeal.
“1 was told that I couldn’t pack them in
like the popular exotic types, that I would
never be a big-draw star because I was
unfitted for the glamor roles, the sort
Garbo, Dietrich, Bankhead and Crawford
were playing during those years.
“And I always crept out of those meet¬
ings with any tiny particles of selfconfidence I might have stored up during
the past twelve months, pulverized into
dust.”
In 1932, when the Long Island studio
was closed and Claudette was transferred
permanently to Hollywood, she would not
buy a home, or even a few sticks of furni¬
ture out here, because she still refused to
believe that she would “get by” in pic¬
tures much longer.
I know the average fan will find it diffi¬
cult to believe that any actress rated for
five years as a screen star, receiving good
notices, even in a number of bad pictures,
could possibly carry such a burden of selfconscious misgivings concerning her talent
and beauty.

A

ND again I must veer back to Claud¬
ette’s childhood to explain this strange
enigma.
The French tradition of abso¬
lute privacy within the home is the rea¬
son. Claudette is the only feminine star in
this film town who has never gathered
about herself a back-slapping, admiring
retinue of friends.
And so Claudette has passed through her
film career uniquely bereft of a picture
star’s most important appendage, the bol¬
stering, sustaining and confidence-inspiring
applause of a private entourage.
From her mother and Tantine and the
five close friends she has found in Holly¬
wood, Claudette has never received one
word of over-emphasized praise.
If her
work in a picture is outstanding, they
might venture to observe, “You were bet¬
ter this time,” or “You really looked
rather pretty,” or “Good photographic
job, eh?”
She never knew the ecstasy of extrava¬
gant hosannas until last January when “It
Happened One Night” smashed theater
records throughout the country and brought
her the Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences Award for the best perform¬
ance of the year.
And just another word about that much
publicized Academy prize.
Although for
months Claudette was a leading nominee
for the coveted statuette and the honors
that trail with it, she was so certain she
would not win the trophy that she refused
to change her plans to leave for New York
the night the award was announced at a
vastly impressive public banquet.
Claudette was actually on her way to
the Sante Fe Station when a motorcycle
escort halted her car and cleared the way
for her triumphant arrival in the banquet
hall just as the master of ceremonies, Irvin
Cobb, announced her the winner!
It is true, however, that the ownership of
that 'small, graceful Academy statue has
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becomes clear and radiant. It also lends itself to
make-up 100% better.

^Zitfux

Every man instinctively plays the part of a beauty
contest judge.
Every man’s glance is a searchingg\ance. Itbrings
out faults in your skin that you never think would be
noticed. Even those faint lines and those tiny bumps
that you think might escape attention are taken in
by a man’s eyes and, many times, magnified.
How does your skin meet the test? If it is at all
dry or scaly, if there is a single conspicuous pore
in your nose or even a suggestion of a blackhead
anywhere on your face, you may be sure that you
are gaining more criticism than admiration.
Many common complexion blemishes are due to
nothing less than improper methods of skin care.
You want to be sure to really clean your skin. You
don’t want to be satisfied merely to remove the
surface dirt. You want a method that will reach
the imbedded dirt. At the same time, one that will
lubricate your skin and counteract the drying
effects of exposure to the weather.

The Care The Skin Needs

Make This Test!
If you want to demonstrate the unusual cleansing
powers of Lady Esther Four-Purpose Face Cream,
just do this: Cleanse your skin as you are now
doing it. Give it an extra good cleansing. Then,
when you think it absolutely clean, apply Lady
Esther Face Cream. Leave the cream on a few
minutes, then wipe off with clean cloth. You'll be
amazed at the dirt the cloth shows. This test has
proved a source of astonishment to thousands of
women.

At My Expense!
Let me prove to you, at my expense, the excep¬
tional qualities of Lady Esther Face Cream. Let
me send you a week’s supply free of charge. Then,
make the test I have just described — the clean
cloth test. Prove the cream too, in actual daily use.
In one week’s time you’ll see such a difference in
your skin as to amaze you.
With the 7-day tube of cream, I will also send
you all five shades of Lady Esther Face Powder.
As you test the cream, test also the shades of face
powder. Find out which is your most becoming,
your most flattering. Learn, too, how excellently
the cream and powder go together and what the
two do for the beauty of your complexion.
To get both the 7-day tube of Lady Esther Face
Cream and the five shades of Lady Esther Face.
Powder, all you have to do is mail me your name
and address on a penny postcard or on the coupon
below. If you knew what was in store for you, you
would not delay a minute in clipping the coupon.

The care your skin needs is supplied, in simple
form in Lady Esther Face Cream. This cream does
more than merely “grease” the skin. It actually
cleanses. It reaches the hidden, stubborn dirt be¬
cause it is a penetrating cream. There is nothing
stiff or heavy about Lady Esther Face Cream. It
melts the instant it touches the skin and gently and
soothingly penetrates the pores.
“Going to work” on the accumulated waxy dirt,
it breaks up and makes it—all of it—easily remov¬
able. At the same time, as Lady Esther
Face Cream gently cleanses the skin,
it also lubricates it. It resupplies it
FREE
(You can paste this on a penny postcard.)
(16)
with a fine oil that overcomes dryness
Lady Esther, 2034 Ridge Avenue, Evanston, Illinois.
and scaliness and keeps the skin soft,
Please send me without cost or obligation a seven day supply
smooth and supple.
of your Lady Esther Four-Purpose Face Cream; also all hve shades
When you give the skin this com¬
of your face powder.
mon sense care it’s remarkable how
Name_
it responds. Blackheads and enlarged
pores begin to disappear. Those faint
lines vanish. The skin takes on tone—
; Address_
City_
Copyrighted by Lady Esther Company, 1935

_ State_

{If you live in Canada, write Lady Esther Ltd., Toronto, Ont.)
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proved to be one of those dramatic turning
points in Claudette’s life. Somehow it has
taught her her first groping lessons in selfconfidence and helped her to cast off some
of the dragging weights of self-conscious¬
ness.
During the past few months she has
finally conquered much of her old antipathy
for attending large social gatherings. She
has forced herself to forget the old fear of
strange eyes riveted upon her in cold criti¬
cism.

And recently she more than startled her
already amazed five close friends when
she announced that she had completed the
purchase of two acres and plans for a
Georgian
Colonial
home,
because she
couldn’t entertain large groups properly in
a rented house.
Hollywood, of course, wags its head
wisely and points to her separation from
Norman Foster as the reason for her new
gayety and happiness, but again Holly¬
wood is off on the wrong foot.

It's All in the Day's Work
(Continued from page 49)

INSTANTLY RELIEVED
Relief from painful corns, callouses, bunions
or sore toes is yours the instant you apply
Dr. Scholl’s Zino-pads! The soothing, heal¬
ing medication in them drives out the pain.
The scientific design of these thin, cushioning,
shielding pads ends the cause—shoe pressure
and friction.

STOPS ANNOYING SHOE TROUBLES
If your shoes rub, pinch or press your toes or
feet, Dr.Scholl’s Zino-pads will give'
instant relief. Easy to use; prevents
more serious foot trouble. Separate
medication in convenient form is in¬
cluded for quickly, safely loosening/
and removing corns or callouses.,
This complete, double-acting treat-/
ment now costs only 25^ and 35^ i
a box. Sold everywhere.

D? Scholl's
\Zino-pads
Put one on-the " pain is gone!

Clear Your Skin!
Get Rid of

PIMPLES

Acne, Blackheads, Oily Skin, etc.
Write for Great News about New Home
Treatment for clearing skin of unsightly
xnmples. Acne, Blackheads, Enlarged Pores, Oily Skin
and other blemishes. Discovery of Famous Skin Specialist
used privately for years with marvelous success. SENT
ON TRIAL. You Risk Nothing.
FffFF Send for Free Booklet At Once. Don’t suffer.
■
embarrassment any longer. WRITE TODAY.

Seboline HCo., Box 2408, Kansas City, Mo.

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILEWITHOUT CALOMEL

T

And You’ll Jump out of Bed in
the Morning Rarin’ to Go

HE liver should pour out two pounds of
liquid bile into your bowels daily. If this
bile is not flowing freely, your food doesn't
digest. It just decays in the bowels. Gas bloats
up your stomach. You get constipated. Your
whole system is poisoned and you feel sour,
sunk and the world looks punk.
A mere bowel movement doesn’t get at the
cause. It takes those good, old Carter’s Little
Liver Pills to get these two pounds of bile
flowing freely and make you feel "up and up’’.
Harmless, gentle, yet amazing in making bile
flow freely. Ask for Carter’s Little Liver Pills
by name. Stubbornly refuse anything else.
25c at all drug stores.
© 1931, c. m. co.
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broth for the sinking hour of 11 a. m. or
4 p. M. is handed to him. He gets into
his car, clutching the Hollyzvood Re¬
porter and the Los Angeles Gazette. He
must be on the lot by 8 a. m., with six
minutes in which to drive the six miles.
“Morning, Mr.
March,” shouts the
studio watchman lowering the chain at
the motor entrance.
“Morning,” Fredric shouts back, run¬
ning toward his dressing-room. If he is
working on his home lot, 20th Century,
room is not quite the word.
It is an
apartment, softly done in gray and ivory
tones with etchings and books, a dining¬
room, a study—only there is no time to
relax in it.
I_TE is on loan to M-G-M so often that
* ^ it is like a second home lot to him. hut
wherever he is working clothes for the
day's shooting are already laid out by the
wardrobe boy. But those garments won’t
turn the handsome Fredric March into the
character he is playing.
He must walk
over to the make-up room.
“What? Oh, my pipe, money, lighter.
Where is the script ?” Even a quick study
must go over his lines that one last time.
His secretary takes the morning paper
over to the set. Maybe Air. March will
have a few free minutes in which to find
out what is happening in the outside world.
Make-up, for example, the grisly make¬
up he wore in "Les Aliserables,” takes
about an hour. It is applied by an artist,
Ern Westmore, brother of Wally who did
the complicated make-up for “Dr. Jekyll
and Air. Hyde.”
The chin and neck and cheek-bones are
smeared with siprit gum.
The whiskers
must go on so delicately that a close-up
won’t reveal their secrets.
“It’s like being tied in for the day,”
observes Mr. March cheerfully, as he helps
with the greasy foundation for hands, arms
and legs. He must look dark and dirty
—umber oil and brown powder. His hands
aren’t grimy enough—more dust and sand.
So—after the make-up is finished, whether
for the part of a Russian-soldier, a bearded
ex-criminal, or an English gentleman—he
is ready to go across the company street
to the great building where the set is
ready.
From nine to one or one-thirty, shooting
scenes for the picture.
Sometimes there
are a few minutes when the stand-in goes
upon the set to have the lights focussed.
Then, perhaps, Air. Alarch can light his
pipe, glance at the paper, take a few tele¬
phone calls.
His answers are invariably
pleasant, if firm:

“Yes? Thanks. I really can’t buy a lot
in Santa Alonica. I’m sorry.
“Yes? I wish I could get you a part.
I’m awfully sorry but I am afraid that
the cast for this picture is all set.
“Yes?
Who?
Oh, sure I remember.
Certainly. We were in old Doc. Graham’s
English B together. Why—well, I don't
know just when I’ll get out of here.”
What is a moving picture star to do?
He hasn’t seen the last telephoner since
they were at the University of Wisconsin.
He doesn’t want to be unfriendly, nor to
behave as if he were too busy to greet an
old acquaintance. But, after all, his time
belongs to
Aletro-Goldwyn-AIayer and
Daryll Zanuck.
Luncheon. It is time to eat. Air. Alarch
has forgotten the thermos of broth. (When
Freddie worked in “Les Aliserables” the
make-up man was willing to let the long
mustaches come off for an hour. “I ate
some of it during the supper scene when
I had to be ravenous with the lamb stew,”
Alarch apologized.)
He walks through the (as advertised)
California sunshine to his dressing-room.
Luncheon is on the table. A couple of in¬
terviewers want stories. The photographer
reminds him that he must pose for some
publicity stills. The wardrobe boy speaks
earnestly of fittings.
His secretary re¬
ports a telephoned request—“Will you see
that a pass is left for Airs. S. to come on
the set?
She promises not to cough or
creak during a scene.”
He telephones home. “I should be home
for dinner by eight,” he tells Florence Eldridge Alarch. “They have put some new
lines into my part. Do you think you can
hear them to-night?”

T

HEN back upon the set. Sometimes it is
raining (in the story) and he must be
actually drenched.
In a case like that
he must stand in the torrent and do his
work over and over.
“Quiet, please! Roll ’em! Bring on an¬
other low baby !”
Another low baby, as you probably know,
is just another baby spot-light. “Roll ’em”
means "Start the camera motors.”
And thus the long afternoon wears on.
Somehow it gets to be half-past six. Fred¬
ric Alarch is free. He goes back to his
dressing-room.
If the make-up is heavy
he must battle with grime and grease-paint
and oil and umber and spirit gum.
A knock at the door. Air. Alarch can
see the rushes, the scenes that were taken
yesterday.
He runs down the stairs to
the small dark projection room. Yes, the
character he portrays has just the right
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look of despair or joy, just as Fred had
hoped.
“Not so bad! Thank you,” he calls to
the operator.
“Roll 'em," he murmurs, as he starts the
motor of his car. There is welcome in the
lighted French farmhouse in Beverly
Hills, it’s white facade gay with salmon
pink geraniums.
"Dinner, darling," calls Florence Eldridge with just a trace of famine in her
pleasant voice.- “Did you get a lot done
today ?”
“Well, yes.” he replied doubtfully. Pos¬
sibly he is right. Possibly out of the longhours there will be three or four minutes
of actual dialogue and action to be used
in the completed film.
They dine at the end of their beautiful
long dining-room. Florence tells him the
news. “Penny said . . .” “Tony swallowed
a piece of fern and hurt his throat. . .
"The Lutons want us for dinner, but 1 said
you just couldn’t while you were making
the picture.”
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THAT’S right!” her husband smiles
with warm appreciation. “I have to
work until nine-thirty on Friday and until
two or three Saturday morning. That is so
that I can sleep on my own time Sunday.”
It is half past nine of a fine late Jan¬
uary evening, with the moon making pat- I
terns of the South of France upon the
stone terrace.
m
“We should have the tangerines and
lemons picked,” Freddie yawns absently.
“Did Watson put in those Talisman roses?
Will you forgive me if I just go over my
script for tomorrow and go to bed?” he
inquires of the guest, who is writing this
little piece.
“We will even bring your bed into the
drawing-room," offer Mrs. F. E. March
and • guest in sympathetic unison.
Call it a day! Oh. of course, you’d like
to be a-motion picture star. You’d like
to have pretty ladies gasp, “What a won¬
derful profile!”
Still, the most fascinating profile has to
be fed and rested. It even needs to be in¬
terested and amused by being alive.
Perhaps that is why Fredric March is
a star. . He is alive and interested and ex¬
cited by being Vronsky, the character, into
whose soul Tolstoi put something of his
own vitality so many years ago, or Alan
Trent in “The Dark Angel” whom Ronald
ANY dentifrices claim to remove film
Colman has already made immortal.
from teeth. . . . but for that duty Pep¬
P'redric March is so absorbed by the
sodent stands unique.
part he plays that he doesn’t bother to
Film is a glue-like mass that forms on
teeth. It absorbs stains from food and smok¬
complain of a day like this!
ing . . . makes teeth unattractive. Worse still,
it shelters germs which break down these
food particles to form acids. These acids at¬
tack tooth enamel and cause decay. Therefore,
How Many Women Have
removing film should be rule number one
in protecting lovely teeth.
Found True HAPPINESS?
Film may combine with minerals in saliva
to harden into tartar. The jagged edges of
There are not many men who
these tartar deposits can make gums sore
and even cause them to bleed.
understand women, or know the
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does this to you_

Remove it daily as only Pepsodent—the Special
Film-Removing Tooth Paste—does
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secret of bringing happiness into
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knows that secret!

Charles

Boyer

Read "There

Should Be a CHARLES BOYER
in

Every
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Life"

in

October MOVIE MIRROR, out
August 23.

How to remove film
In removing film the Pepsodent laboratories
have made a great discovery. A new cleansing
and polishing material has been developed. As
a film-removing agent it stands unsurpassed.
Yet in spite of its high cleansing powers,
this new material is far softer than the one
most commonly used in dentifrices. Being

PEPSODENT

softer, it cannot harm precious tooth enamel.
And so, in judging a dentifrice, ask your¬
self: Does it remove film? Is it safe? These
are your dentist’s standards. Judged by them
Pepsodent stands unique. No other can give
you Pepsodent results. Remember that when
tempted to save pennies on bargain dentifrices.

NEW! Pepsodent Tooth

Powder

Contains two ingredients never before used
in a dentifrice. Thus it is entirely different
in two important ways. Con¬
tains no soap, no chalk. A
new cleansing substance
breaks up and removes film
more effectively than soap. A
new polishing material, three
times softer, therefore safer,
than chalk, shines teeth to
greater lustre. If you use a pow¬
der, try the new Pepsodent
Tooth Powder for brighter,
whiter teeth. 2 sizes: 50c, 25c

the Special Film-Removing Tooth Paste
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What Would You Do If You Only Had
24 Hours to Live?
(Continued from page 37)

Gray Hair
Now, without any risk, you can tint those streaks or
patches of gray or faded hair to lustrous shades of
blonde, brown or black. A small brush and Brownatone does it. Prove it—by applying a little of this
famous tint to a lock of your own hair.
Used and approved—for over twenty-four years
by thousands of women. Brownatone is safe. Guar¬
anteed harmless for tinting gray hair. Active coloring
agent is purely vegetable. Cannot affect waving of
hair. Is economical and lasting—will not wash out.
Simply retouch as the new gray appears. Imparts
rich, beautiful color with amazing speed. Just brush
or comb it in. Shades: "Blonde to Medium Brown’’
and “Dark Brown to Black” cover every need.
BROWNATONE is only 50c—at all drug and
toilet counters—always on a money-back guarantee.
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\T7HOLE radio world amased at
' ’ brilliant performance and startling
realism of this new Acousti-Tone radio.
It’s bigger, better, more powerful,
more beautiful—offers split-hair selec¬
tivity and Full Scope High Fidelity
(audible frequencies from 30 to 16,000
cycles). Not obtainable in retail stores
—but sold direct at % to % sav¬
ing.
Out-performs $260 sets.
FREE
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FEATURES1

Scores of marvelous features, like those
at left, explain super performance and
World-Wide reception. Six bands . . .
offered for first time!
4
to 2400 meters (67
megac ycles to
12 5
kilocycles).
Thrill to
American High Fidelity
broadcasts-—to programs
from Europe, Asia, Af¬
rica, Australia, etc. OneYear Guarantee, Foreign
Reception Guarantee,
and Money-Back Guarantee.
As little
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as $5.00 down and 30 days FREE trial!
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FOR
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J MIDWEST RADIO CORP..
I Dept. 48C, Cincinnati, Ohio.
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of my family with me, and I would like
to spend many hours of that day- hard at
work in my garden.”
Strange, isn’t it, that from the ranks of
America’s most successful and famous men
and women, only two (Dolores Del Rio
and Mae West) mentioned the full con¬
tentment and beauty of life?
Strange too, that Jean Harlow, who radi¬
ates and vibrates life and living so intense¬
ly, insists, and convincingly, that she is not
afraid of death or dying.
“Really,” she observed coolly, “a twentyfour hour verdict wouldn’t terrify me.
“I would only hope the hours would pass
rapidly. What would I do? Play a game
of golf, perhaps, drop in to see two close
friends, call my lawyer so that my affairs
would be in good order, and above all, try
to reconcile my mother to our parting.”
YWHLLIAM GARGAN knows that he
would spend half of his alloted time
on the telephone.
“Because,” he told me, “I would want
to thank any number of pals for the
way they have stood by me in the tight
corners life offers. The first one on this list
would be Leslie Howard, and no matter in
what corner of the earth he happened to be,
I’d get to him somehow, and try to let him
know what his friendship has meant to me.
“Of course, I would want the very last
moments alone with my wife and two chil¬
dren. And oh, yes, I forgot something
important, I’d like several square meals
that day including all the rich fattening
dishes I love and have given up for a re¬
ducing schedule during the past year.
“You know, there would be a lot of sat¬
isfaction in saying, even with death wait¬
ing ‘bother the calories.’ ”
Airplanes were selected by three stars
as the ideal solution for the last day
Dick Arlen and Buddy Rogers gave
identical plans.
Both would buy small
swift planes and without goodbyes of any
kind, head out over the Pacific and keep
on until fuel or time ran out.
Irene Dunne would charter a plane to
get to New York and her husband for the
short six hours that would remain when
the journey was over.
“I hope there would be time enough for
one good round of golf, a game of bridge
with close friends of ours and then dinner
alone with my husband at our favorite Inn
in New Jersey,” she said.
“Of course, I would not wish him to
know we were having our last hours to¬
gether. It would be terrible to die watch¬
ing the suffering of a loved one.”
Sylvia Sidney admits that she might go
half crazy with fear if she permitted her¬
self a moment to think about it.
“I’d keep my mind off the horribleness
of the inevitable by doing the thing I love
best, acting behind footlights. If I were
in New York or Hollywood at such a
time, I could easily make arrangements
with some theatrical producer to appear in
one performance of a current play.
“I’d rehearse like mad all day and then
go on for my last show that night. And
I am quite certain there would be little

terror if the blackness came as the curtain
descended upon the last act, with the rum¬
ble of applause just beyond.”
Like Mae West, Jeanette MacDonald
wants to look her loveliest during her final
twenty-four earthly hours.
“I’d do myself up in my most expensive
and becoming outfit and start on a mad.
gay whirl from one end of the town to
the other. My escort would be Bob Ritchie,
my fiance, and if he happened to be out of
town, I’d try to find Clark Gable.”
The only star who expressed the desire
to be on a boat for the awesome introduc¬
tion to death was Warren William.
“The most beautiful and peaceful mo¬
ments my wife and I have known were
lived on our sailing schooner, the Pegasus,”
he told me. “On my last day I would set
our course toward the place where we have
known other happy hours together. Mazatlan, a little town on the west coast of
Mexico.
And although I know it takes
much longer than twenty-four hours to get
there, I would and could hope that Some¬
how the magic of water, sky, wind and sun
could banish even the certainty of death.”
Gracie Allen revealed to me that she is
deeply religious, and confession and prayer
would be her only thought under such cir¬
cumstances. Sally Eilers declared that her
last day would be a busy one because there
are five orphanages and three children’s
hospitals in Los Angeles that she would
visit with her check book in hand.
George Burns and William Powell both
insisted they would closet themselves for
their last day with business managers and
lawyers so that their loved ones might
not have the added burden of entangled
money affairs after their deaths.
WAUREEN O’SULLIVAN, who admits she never writes a letter, be¬
lieves that she would spend the entire day
composing long messages to her family
and close friends.
Virginia Bruce harbors a similar plan.
“Through letters,” she said, “I would
try to make amends to all the people I love
for any unkindness I have knowingly or
unknowingly committed during life.”
And then there is Douglas Montgomery’s
recipe for the perfect way out. The in¬
gredients call for:
One delectable breakfast served outdoors
in the sunlight.
One swift set of tennis (with Mont¬
gomery winning, of course).
One good swim.
One fast ride on a fine horse over the
Hollywood hills.
One superb drink or maybe two or three
(Napoleon brandy preferred).
One gloriously beautiful, impeccably
gowned, intelligent and charming woman
for a last evening of dinner, theater, sup¬
per and dancing.
I say, “Bravo, Douglas.”
And I say, “Bravo, Hollywood.”
For there’s something about this film
town that teaches men and women, even
the famous ones, how to live gamely.
Maybe that is why Hollywood's stars all
choose to die gamely, too.

(Continued from page 39)
Percy, Helen Pickard.
The famous mistress of an
English King and how she rose to pozver.
This slight but often sparkling historical
film achieves genuine importance through
the magnificent performance of its two
leading players. Anna Neagle, an estab¬
lished English favorite new to most Amer¬
ican audiences, paints an honest and dazz¬
ling picture in the title role, touching it
with a barroom lustiness that most of our
stars wouldn't dare attempt.
Sir Cedric
Hardwicke is so marvelous as Charles II,
her lover, that it’s impossible to think of
him afterwards without long, silky curls
and exquisite lace cuffs.
The lesser roles, however, aren't any too
well cast and there is little action. The
picture's main charm, aside from its star
performances, is its strong and lovely au¬
thenticity.

It's About:

ALLY SKINNY
FOLKS!

Your Reviewer Says: For costume-play
enthusiasts.

Love Me Forever (Columbia)
Grace Moore, Leo Carrillo,
Robert Allen, Michael Bartlett, Douglas
Dumbrille, Luis Alberni, Spring Eyington, Thurston Hall. others.

You'll See:

A gangster zvho gives all in
order that a lovely girl may become a star
at the Metropolitan Opera.

It's About:

To this reviewer, “Love Me Forever" is
the greatest disappointment of the month.
It shows talented, vivid Grace Moore only
at occasional intervals, and then never to
advantage. The fault lies entirely in the
story, that of a gangster who falls in
love with a girl and her voice at first sight
and hearing, gives her work in the night
club he runs, finally getting her into the
Metropolitan.
Miss Moore does what she can with a
part that forces her to sit by admiring
Mr. Carrillo. Robert Allen and Michael
Bartlett are fine.
Your Reviewer Says: Not bad if you
want a gangster story but entirely disap¬
pointing if you are a Moore enthusiast.

^ The 39 Steps (GB)
Robert Donat, Madeleine Carroll, Peggy Ashcroft, Godfrey Tcarle, Lu¬
cie Mannheim, John Laurie, others.

You'll See:

A young man’s attempt to keep
a secret agent from smuggling a British
aviation secret to a Foreign Power.
Here’s another excellent mystery film
from the same company and director who
gave us “The Man Who Knew Too
Much.” Not so tragic or intense as its
predecessor, this thriller is gayer. Robert
Donat and Madeleine Carroll, not content
to be simple hero and heroine, have the
courage to play their roles as character
parts.
The bit roles are acted and di¬
rected realistically.
Donat finds himself in an awkward sit¬
uation with a mysterious spy who says
she’s about to be killed. He thinks she’s
insane, until she collapses with a knife in
her back. Pursued by the police for her
murder and by the foreign spies responsible
for her death, he starts off for Scotland
It's About:

Reveals Secret of His Startling Improve
ment—How He Built Up Iodine-Starved
Glands—Recommends Kelpamalt to
Every Weak, Skinny, Rundown Man and
Woman Who Wants to Add Extra Pounds
of Good, Solid Flesh, Rugged Strength
and Tireless Energy.
The amazing story of James J. Braddock’s smash¬
ing victory over Max Baer for the Heavyweight
Championship of the World can now be told !
Braddoek knew that without any considerable
increase in weight he could not acquire the crush¬
ing strength and shattering power needed to win the
fight.
At the suggestion of a noted conditioner
of famous athletes, Braddoek turned to Kelpamalt,
which experts in nutrition and health authorities
all over the world hail as the finest weight and
strength builder to be had.
In 6 short weeks, the new champion packed on
26 rugged pounds of good, solid flesh and acquired
the driving, dynamic power behind his punch that
spelled victory.
Braddoek knew what he needed when he started
Kelpamalt. For. this new mineral concentrate from
the sea gets right down and corrects the real un¬
derlying cause of skinniness—IODINE STARVED
GLANDS. When these glands don’t work properly,
all the food in the world can’t help you.
It just
isn’t turned into flesh.
The result is, you stay
skinny.
The most important gland—the one which actu¬
ally controls body weight—needs a definite ration
of‘iodine all the time—NATURAL ASSIMILABLE
IODINE-—not to be confused with chemical iodides
which often prove toxic—but the same iodine that
is found in tiny quantities in spinach and lettuce.
Only when the system gets an adequate supply of
iodine can you regulate metabolism—the body’s
process of converting digested food into firm flesh,
new strength and energy.
Braddoek says, “Never felt better—and I want
to state that a big share of the credit for my vic¬
tory—for the wonderful condition I was in—Is due
to Kelpamalt.
I never had more endurance, felt
stronger or tired less in all my experience in the
ring.
And the 26 lbs. which Kelpamalt helped me
add, put real power and drive behind my punches.
You can tell any skinny, weak, underweight man or
woman Kelpamalt’s the greatest weight and strength
builder there is.”—James J. Braddoek.
To get NATURAL IODINE as well as 12 other
needed body minerals in assimilable form, take
Kelpamalt—now considered
the
world’s richest
source of this precious substance.
Try Kelpamalt

for a single week and
notice the difference—
how much better you
feel,
how ordinary
stomach distress van¬
ishes, how fir m
flesh appears in
place of scrawny
hollows—and the
new energy and
strength it brings

you.

Start

Kelpamalt
to¬
day.
If you
don’t gain at
least 5 lbs. in

1

week

the

trial is free.
100 jumbo
size
Keipamalt tablets—four to five times the
size of ordinary tablets—cost but a few
cents a day to use. Get Kelpamalt today. Keln
malt costs but little at all good drug stores
*?U<Lid*aler ha* ?ot- yet received his supply, se
*1.00 for special introductory size bottle of 6
tablets to the address below.

SPECIAL FREE OFFER

l?r- {’ycinating instructive 50-page book on How to
Add Weight Quickly. Mineral Contents of Food and their effects
on the human body. Nevr facta about NATURAL IODINE. Standard weight and meaurement charts.
Daily menus for weigh
building. Absolutely free.
No obligation.
Kelpamalt Co.. Dept
531. 27-33 West 20th St.. New York City.

S££DOL

Kelpamalt^r
KNOWN IN ENGLAND AS VIKELP

Manufacturer's Note:—Inferior products—sold as kelp a
malt preparations—in imitation of the genuine Kelpamalt a
being offered as substitutes.
Don’t be fooled.
Demand ge
uii e Kelpamalt Tablets.
They are easily assimilated, do n
urset stom ch nor injure teeth.
Results guaranteed
n oney back.

MOVIE
BE IRRESISTIBLE with
HAIR RINSE

STAR-SHEE

Now your hair can be
even more tantalizing
since we have added
to STAR-SHEEN Liquid
Rinse and Tint a faint,
delicate fragrance ...
the only scented liquid
rinse and tint on the mar¬
ket! If your hair is dry,
dusty, try STAR-SHEEN,
and you'll marvel at
l the shimmering glints
and high-lights...the luxurious fragrance and
heavenly softness it will bring to your hair.
ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTES. Only STAR-SHEEN
"Scents and Tints as it Rinses!"
SEND 10c FOR FULL SIZE BOTTLE.

o

”
Check Shade: ( 1 Platinum [ ] Henna ( 1 Black
ft|nS€Sf iBIonde I iDark, or I iGolden Brown.

for 104

STflR-SH€-€n
P.O. BOX 131 HOLLYWOOD.CALIF.

SOLD AT ALL IO< STORES

100% Improvement Guaranteed
We build, strengthen the vocal organs —
net with axnging lessons— but by fundamentally
sound and scientifically correct silent exercises . .
and absolutely guarantee to improve any singing
or speaking voice at least 100% . . . Write for
wonderful voice book—sent free. Learn WHY yon
can now have the voice you want. No literature
sent to anyone under 17 unless signed by parent.
PERFECT VOICE INSTITUTE. Studio 79-16
64 E. Lake St.. Chicago

■A RARE N6W PCRFUM6

“JJawaiuui Nights'
An irresistible fragrance, like a night
beneath a tropical moon.
Weaves a
compelling charm about you. Its exotic
scent outlasts ordinary perfumes. You
must try it. Send 50c for large trial
size.
TINO MANUFACTURING CO.
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to find the “Professor’’ and falls into some
harrowing situations.
You’ll get a kick out of the Highland
scenes, particularly when Donat and Made¬
leine escape over the foggy moors, hand¬
cuffed to each other and hating each other
heartily.
Of course, when they register
at an inn overnight, those handcuffs cause
compromising complications.
Your Reviewer Says: What are “the 39
Steps?”
You’ll have the time of your
life finding out.

^ The Man on the Flying Trapeze
(Paramount)
You’ll See: If. C. Fields, Mary Brian,
Kathleen Howard, Tammany Young, Vera
Lends, Grady Sutton, Oscar Apfel, Tam¬
many Young, others.
It’s About: A meek little guy who gets
in a mess of trouble just because be goes
to the wrestling matches zehen he should
have been at the office.
If only this had a real play wrapped
around its gags it would be one of the
funniest comedies in months.
Unfortu¬
nately, there’s just no story at all. Mr. Fields
plays his usual henpecked character, Kath¬
leen Howard plays a shrewish wife, and
Mary Brian an angel daughter. What little
story there is concerns itself with Mr.
Fields attempts to get a day awray from his
office, where he’s worked for twenty-five
faithful years. However, the whole thing
is very hilarious if you like slapstick
humor.
Your Reviewer Says: Not if you want
plot, good for nonsense-seekers.
r

2222 W. Second, Dept. C. Spokane. Wash.
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Siviin or Cry"— NEVER FADES OR RUNS
PERMANENT DARKENER for Eyebrows and Eyelashes
Absolutely Safe.. .Not a Mascara... One Application lasts 4
to 5 weeks. Trial size, 25c. Reg. size, 12 Applications, $1.
Z\[ame.-.-.
Address .

"DARK-EYES” LAB., Dpl.19-J.412 Orleans St.. Chicago.III.

Women! lorn Vo $22 in a Week!

SNAG-PROOFED HOSE
l/l/£ARS TWICE AS LONG!
SHOW FREE SAMPLES
Easy! Call on Friends

INDIVIDUAL
LENGTHS!
New service! Hos¬
iery to fit extremely
tall and short wo¬
men! No extra
charge. Write for
details.

Yes! RINGLESS Silk Hosiery that resists
SNAGS and RUNS, and wears twice
as long! Patented process. Now hos¬
iery Dills cut in half! Every woman
wants
SNAG - PROOFED. Show
actual samples hose we’ll send
you. FREF. Take orders from
friends, neighbors. No expe¬
ls
rience necessary.

Your Own Silk Hose
FREE OF EXTRA CHARGE
Make big money in spare time-easy .Rush
name at once for complete equipment containing TWO ACTUAL FULL SIZE
STOCKINGS. Everything FREE. Send no
money—but send your hose size. Do it now.

American Hosiery Mills, Dept. P-18,

Indianapolis, Ind.

Hair
OFF RS

I once looked like this. Ugly hair on
ffn/nypd face • • unloved . . discouraged.
4/ n 1V V e U Nothing helped. Depilatories, waxes
liquids . . . even razors failed. Then I discovered a
simple, painless, inexpensive method. It worked!
Thousands have won beauty and love with the secret.
My FREE Book, "How to Overcome Superfluous
Hair,” explains the method and proves actual success.
Mailed in plain envelope. Also trial offer. No obliga¬
tion. Write Mile. Annette Lanzette, P. O. Box 4040,
Merchandise Mart, Dept. 170, Chicago.
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^ Mimi (Alliance-B. I. P.)
You’ll See: Gertrude Lawrence, Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., Diana Napier, Harold Warrender, Carol Goodlier, Richard Bird, Mar¬
tin Walker, Austin Trevour, others.
It’s About: Irresponsible ‘‘Bohemians’ in
the Parisian artists’ quarter of the 1840's,
their loves, quarrels and amusements.
There are many moments of great beauty
in this newest adaptation of Henri Murger’s beloved “Vie de Boheme,” which
stresses the love-story of little Mimi and
the poor playwright, Rodolphe. Inter¬
esting, imaginative photography gives the
film the effect of being a series of fine
paintings in motion, while faint melodies
from the opera, "La Boheme” (which was
composed around the same story), help to
recreate the romantic period.
Gertrude Lawrence, as the pathetic, con¬
sumptive Mimi, does not photograph or
record well in the first scenes, but her
unusual charm makes itself felt as the tale
progresses.
Young Doug Fairbanks, not
nearly so thin as in his last American
movie, gives a sensitive and real perform¬
ance as her lover. The others in the cast
are also excellent.
Your Reviewer Says: Women will love
it; most men will be bored.

Honeymoon Limited (Monogram)
You’ll See: Neil Hamilton, Irene Hcrvcy,
Lloyd Hughes, Russell Hicks, Fihncr
Tieins.
It’s About: A novelist, hitch-hiking for
material, surprised to find it in a “de¬
serted cabin in the mountains”!

In spite of the obvious age-creaks (vin¬
tage of 1920) in this story of the daring
young author who bets his publisher he
can gather enough material on a hitch¬
hiking tour to turn out his next best seller,
this is not an entirely dull evening’s en¬
tertainment.
The fun starts when Dick (Neil Hamil¬
ton) stumbles onto what he believes to be
a deserted mountain cabin only to find that
it is very thoroughly peopled with Irene
Hervey, who is running away from a big,
bad, uncle; the Filmer Twins, running
with her, Lloyd Hughes who owns the
cabin, and a couple of escaped convicts.
Your Reviewer
audiences.

Says: For very

naive

Broadway Gondolier (Warner)
You’ll See: Dick Powell, Joan Blondell,
Adolphe Menjou, Louise Fazenda, William
Cargan, Grant Mitchell, others.
It’s About: A New York cab driver who
pulls the biggest hoax in radio by posing
as an Italian gondolier.
Blessed with a better than average story,
some nice performances and really good
music, this picture suffers from a too slow
tempo.
Dick Powell, a New York cab
driver, is unable to get a break in radio
even though the boss’s secretary, Joan
Blondell, tries all the angles for him. His
teacher, Adolphe Menjou, advises him to
go to Italy. He does. Miss Blondell and
Louise Fazenda try Italy at the same time,
hunting for new talent for the Flagenheim Cheese program. Miss Fazenda falls
for Dick, who is posing as a gondolier in
Venice, and hires him at a high salary to
return to New York. Complications, both
from the Italian consul and William Gargan, who was almost engaged to Joan
when she started for Italy, all end well.
Director Bacon drew each scene out
until we thought we were seeing the re¬
takes, as well. Dick Powell seems to get
more and more pleased with himself with
each succeeding picture and has now
reached the point where it is no longer
cute. Joan Blondell tried to step up the
tempo and acquitted herself admirably.
Mr. Menjou was ill during production and
it shows in the picture.
You'll like the
music.
Your Reviewer Says: We can't give it
much.

Hard Rock Harrigan (Fox)
You'll See: George O’Brien, Irene Harvey,
Fred Kohler, Dean Benton, Frank Rice.
It's About: The boys tc’ho fight the rock
fight for romance and fight each other betueen cave-ins.
Exciting at times and really funny for
moments, this story is loosely drawn and
badly
motivated,
resulting
in
strictly
neighborhood and double feature entertain¬
ment.
George O’Brien, in the title role, comes
to work on a tunnel in the mountains only
to find that his greatest rival, Black Jack
Riley (Fred Kohler), is the boss on the
job.
Intermingled
with cave-ins and
threatened brawls between the two men
comes the romance.
Miss Hervey, the
mess hall boss, is the object of their af¬
fection.

MOVIE

MIRROR

O'Brien is much better than his role
and Fred Kohler is a competent heavy.
Miss Hervey is in over her head, even in
this sort of picture.
The remainder of
the cast is okay.
Your Reviewer Says: Don’t go looking
for it.

Mad Love (M-G-M)
You’ll

Colin
etc.

Peter Lorre, Frances Drake,
Clive, Ted Hcaly, Sarah Haden,

See:

It's About: A mad scientist who grafts the
hands of a murderer onto the arms of an
artist—u'ho becomes a murderer.
There must be something wrong with a
horror picture with as much potential en¬
tertainment as this one that fails to hold
your interest.
Story concerns a mad doctor-scientist,
Peter Lorre, who falls in love with a mar¬
ried actress, Frances Drake. Miss Drake’s
husband, Colin Clive, a great pianist, has
his hands badly crushed in a railroad
wreck a few hours after a knife-throwing
murderer has been guillotined.
When
Lorre is asked to save Clive’s hands he
thinks of his maddest idea: a hand graft!
Mr. Clive, in this wise, becomes pos¬
sessed of murder hands”--oh, it’s all too
terrible!
Smacking of the same, slow tempo of
“M” and unrelieved by any basis of fact,
“Mad Love” is not good entertainment.
Credit for this failure must be handed to
the director and cast alike.
Mr. Lorre"
performs with such deliberate repression
that one wonders, at times, if he is ac¬
tually awake!
Mr. Clive takes his cue
from the star and falls far short of his
usual mark. Frances Drake makes faces
and screams screams-but fails to act.
Your Reviewer Says: It isn’t worth the
price of admission.

'S

Anna Karenina (M-G-M)

You'll See: Greta Garbo, Frcdric March,
Freddie Bartholomew, Maureen O’Sulli¬
van, May Robson, Basil Rathbone, Regi¬
nald Owen, others.
It's About: A woman of the Russian aris¬
tocracy who, 'when denied a divorce,
chooses to leave her husband and child for
the man she loves—only to lose her lover,
too.
Though this long-awaited picture gives
us a lavish production and Count Leo
Tolstoy’s famous story, we can’t get par¬
ticularly excited about it.
The story is
about Anna Karenina, who married to a
man she doesn’t love, defies convention to
live with a dashing army officer, when
her husband refuses her a divorce and the
right to see their only child. After the
thrill of the hectic romance wears off and
her lover feels the call of his army career
again, Anna Karenina commits suicide.
Garbo, despite her continuing lack of
entertaining material, remains an impor¬
tant figure on the Hollywood scene. When
she smiles, all else is forgotten. Fredric
March is surprisingly bad in his role of
the
lover.
Freddie
Bartholomew,
as
Garbo’s son, all but steals the picture.
Basil Rathbone as the husband and Regi¬
nald Owen as a* married rake are both
fine.
Your Reviewer Says: Garbo fans will
like it.

—

"MILK IS THE ONE
INDISPENSABLE FOOD
FOR CHILDREN"
l. EMMETT HOLT, M. D., "Food, Health and Growth"
COURTESY OF MACMILLAN COMPANY

MILK IN THIS DELICIOUS FORM
PROVIDES VOUR CHILD WITH
ALMOST
D

OCTORS, pediatricians, diet experts
agree that growing children need a
quart ofmilk a day—for growth—for foodenergy—for full development. Yet many
children do not receive sufficient milk —
either because they dislike it or because
drinking it every day is monotonous.
Cocomalt mixed with milk is not only
a treat to youngsters — but when made
as directed it provides almost TWICE the
food-energy value of plain milk.

Rich in vital food essentials
Cocomalt mixed with milk, as directed,
increases milk’s food-energy value 70%. It
supplies extra proteins for solid flesh and
muscles; extra minerals (food-calcium and
food-phosphorus) for strong bones and
sound teeth; extra carbohydrates to meet
the food-energy requirements for work

and play—and Sunshine Vitamin D.

Wonderful for adults, too
Cocomalt in milk is justas good for grown¬
ups as it is for children. With its special
nutritional value, and extra food-energy,
it’s a pleasant way to restore and maintain
strength — for housewives, business men,
convalescents, nursingandexpectantmothers. Easily digested, quickly assimilated.
A hot beverage promotes relaxation.
Cocomalt HOT at night helps men and
women sleep soundly and peacefully.
Cocomalt is sold at good grocery, drug
and department stores in '/2-lb., 1-lb. and
5-lb. hospital size air-tight cans.
SPECIAL TRIAL OFFER: For a trial-size
can of Cocomalt, send name and address (with
10c to cover cost of mailing) to R. B. Davis Co.,
Dept. MA9, Hoboken, N. J.

Cocomalt is accepted by the Committee on Foods of the American Medical Association. Produced
by an exclusive process under scientific control, Cocomalt is composed of sucrose, skim milk,
selected cocoa, barley malt extract, flavoring ami added Sunshine Vitamin D. (lrrauiatedergosterol.)
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M 0 V I E
No Matter What Your Age
No Need Now to Let

Gray Hair
Cheat You

Now Comb Away Gray This Easy Way

G

RAY hair is risky. It screams: “You
are (retting old!”
To end gray hair
handicaps all you now have to do is
comb it once a day for several days with
a few drops of Kolor-Bak sprinkled on
your comb, and afterwards regularly only
once or twice a week to keep your hair
looking nice. Kolor-Bak is a solution for
artificially coloring gray hair that im¬
parts color and charm and abolishes gray
hair worries. Grayness disappears within
a week or two and users report the change
is so gradual and so perfect that their
friends forget they ever had a gray hair
and no one knew they did a thing to it.

Make This Trial Test
Will you test Kolor-Bak without risk¬
ing a single cent? Then, go to your drug
or department store today and get a
bottle of Kolor-Bak.
Test it under our
guarantee that it must make you look
10 years younger and far more attrac¬
tive or we will pay back your money.
Buy a bottle of kolor-bak,;
\
u
today and send top flap of car- \
I ton to United Remedies, Dept. 449,
644 So. Wells St.. Chicago—and re-,1
| ceive FREE AND POSTPAID a 50c '|
> box of KUBAK Shampoo.

(FREE

ATTENDANTS
V OTHERS
NO PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
For FREE information regarding GOOD JOBS IN
INSTITUTIONS, HOSPITALS. ETC., everywhere write NOW en¬
closing stamp to Scharf bureau. Dept. 9-43. 145 W. 45th St.. New York,

FRAME is FREE
with each PHOTO or
SNAPSHOT
ENLARGEMENT

foronly 98^
Simply send us your PHOTO
or SNAPSHOT, and in about
one week you will receive a
Beautiful Enlargement, exacty like the original, in an Artis¬
tic 5x6 Frame as illustrated
Also 8x10 Enlargement, with
wall frame, 98c. SPECIAL:
11x14. 10x16, 14x20. or 16x20.
Enlargements (unframed), with hand-colored Button of your Photo 89c.
e.nJ ||A mi An Av I Just pay mailman price of enlargement desired plus
OCilO nil inunej. poatage.
Or remit with order and we pay
postage. Originals returned. Send Photo today. You’ll be delighted.
ALTON ART STUDIOS, Dept.509A, 4856 N. Damen Ave.,Chicago

Freckles
Secretly and Quickly Removed!
VOU can banish those annoying,
embarrassing freckles quickly and
surely in the privacy of your own
room. Yourfriendswillwonderhovv
you did it. Stillman’s Freckle Cream
removes them while you sleep. rnc
Leaves the skin soft and smooth, OU
thecomplexionfreshandclear. AJar

(Stillman's
F_R_E_C_K_L_E _CREAM

Mail this Coupon to Box 202
THE STILLMAN CO., Aurora, Illinois
and recdvu a FREE Booklet about Freckles.
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"I Should Have Married 12 Years Ago"
(Continued from page 27)
uppermost in his mind.
His family en¬
couraged the idea and were very pleased
when young Mr. Eddy became soloist in
the Grace and All Saints Church, but in
the meantime there was school to attend,
and a job that would make a musical edu¬
cation possible.
So, when Master Nelson graduated from
grammar school, he decided that that was
enough formal education.
The rest he
has received from correspondence schools
and language courses.
He began doing
odd jobs for the money necessary to study
voice.
First gardening, and then he be¬
came a telephone operator in the Mott
Iron Works. At eighteen, he took the re¬
porting job because it paid $30.00 a week.
He tried to make extra money in his spare
time by writing advertising for N. W.
Ayer and Son, but they fired him for pay¬
ing too much attention to music.
“This girl and I (her name was Mary)
never missed a concert or an opera that
came to Philadelphia.
She got passes,
otherwise we’d have spent every cent we
made on tickets. Next to my mother and
dad, she was the one who encouraged me
most about my voice.
Sometimes we’d
get operatic phonograph records and play
them in her apartment, sometimes re-played
them often enough for me to memorize
them.
Yl/E talked plenty about ourselves

and
** our future; but, as is usual with an
unselfish woman in love with a selfish man,
we talked mostly about my future. I was
going on to wonderful things, of course.
I was going to conquer the world, of
course. I wasn’t going to think of mar¬
riage, of course, because nothing must be
allowed to interrupt this precious career of
mine.
The truth is that as much as 1
loved her, I loved the idea of Eddy-theConqueror even more. I know, now, that
in spite of her protests, despite her agree¬
ment that I should travel the way alone,*
I could have made her marry me by just
saying that none of the triumphs I had so
magnificently planned for myself would
amount to a plugged nickel unless she was
there to share them with me. But I was
afraid of marriage, afraid of responsibil¬
ities, afraid I’d get side-tracked from my
future if I married. She would have had
the courage to see everything through. I
was the one who lacked it. And so I went
on without her.”
He went on to a career brighter than
either of the two kids had ever imagined
for him in their wildest dreams!
With
the money he had so carefully saved, he
studied first with David Bispham, then with
William Villonat and, later, with Dr.
Edouard Lippe.
His first stage appear¬
ance was in Philadelphia playing “The
Marriage Tax.”
Later, he sang leading
parts in the Savoy Opera Company.
It
was just a step from these early successes
to the Philadelphia Civic Opera, then to
Europe for three years of study in Dres¬
den and Paris. In 1926 he made his New
York debut in “Pagliacci” and his success
story was assured.
Years of successful
concert and opera engagements followed,
years in which smitten women crowded the
stage and hotel corridors awaiting a

glimpse of the handsome young singer.
But he never married.
“It isn’t as though I never really forgot
Mary,” he continued with his usual frank
appraisal of himself.
“I forgot her for
long stretches of time. There were other
women, other temporary interests.
Who
was it who said, ‘Men have died and
worms have eaten them, but not for love!’
Unfortunately, where ambitious men are
concerned, there is altogether too much
truth
in
that
statement.
The
really
strange
part of the whole business,
though, is that I find myself ’ thinking
more about her now than I did when we
first parted!
“We should have married !
“I know now, that I would have been
happier with Mary than with any other
woman I have, ever met. We would have
had the memory of hardships shared, of
triumphs we had known after heartbreak¬
ing disappointments, to bind us closer to¬
gether.
“A man, particularly an actor, is a fool
not to marry very young in life. With¬
out that balance-wheel, your views about
women get too distorted. After you’ve be¬
come established, you never know whether
it is you or that last diamond bracelet that
she really loves! You are never able to
decide whether the lady’s smile would be
as charming over a hamburger and a cup
of coffee as it was over that box of or¬
chids you just sent.
This becomes par¬
ticularly apparent after a couple of them
have proved that orchids are much more
appealing than hamburger! You grow sus¬
picious. You’re scared to death you’ll make
a sucker of yourself—an idea painfully
founded upon the established fact that
you’ve already done so once or twice! I’m
at the stage now where I’m beginning to
wonder if I’ll ever marry. Like a great
many other men, I have reached that dis¬
illusioning stage where I wonder if I
haven’t actually outsmarted
myself!”
I_TE was sitting as straight as the tooI -*■ small divan would allow, now. The
smoke from his cigarette curled slowly up¬
ward as he talked. But just as he was about
to continue, a little redhead poked her flam¬
ing locks inside the door and said, “Oh,
excuse me!”
Eddy looked up for a fleeting second and
gave her the usual quick smile and “Hello,
sweet.” When she was gone, he turned to
me again.
“The tough part of it is that there’s
no going back to the Marys in our lives.
Even though we might be able to find
them—and we seldom can—the years have
caused such a gap that it is all but unbridgable. The man who closes a chapter
on love and youth, deserves to lose. It’s
the price he pays for being a fool! Here
I am: I’ve accomplished most of the things
I had my heart set on when I gave up the
real love of my life and—and now I have
no otic to share them with!”
After I had allowed a decent interval for
the seriousness of his last statement, I
asked about his Hollywood experience.
Oddly enough, Nelson Eddy looks upon his
Hollywood “break” as altogether too acci¬
dental to be taken seriously! He happened,
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in 1933, to substitute for a singer who was
forced to cancel a Los Angeles booking.
He rushed from San Francisco to Los
Angeles and within twenty-four hours he
had an M-G-M contract in his pocket!
There was not much to do for eight
months, then came a small role with Joan
Crawford in “Dancing Lady.” His second
role, in “Student Tour,” wasn’t much big¬
ger.
“If it hadn’t been for the clean-up drive,”
he laughed, “and the success of an oper¬
atic story at a rival studio, they might
never have made ‘Naughty Marietta.’”
For the most part, he lives quietly in
Hollywood. He is the despair of some
of our most famous hostesses in that he
seldom accepts invitations and, when he
does, rarely appears with any of the local,
eligible beauties. He swims, plays tennis
and collects pictures of people with interest¬
ing heads. He loves steak dinners and
concert tours and swears he will never sign
a movie contract that will not permit him
concert leave-of-absence between produc¬
tions.
“I’ve been a rover all my life,” he ex¬
plained. "Too long to settle down in Hol¬
lywood, anyway. Besides, I’ve got to keep
in concert trim. I might not be lucky in
my next picture!”
Hollywood thinks he will. M-G-M thinks
he will. Right now he’s the man of the
movie hour. Not since Clark Gable has
any other actor inspired such a flood of
fan letters from women. The reason? I
don t know, exactly. But just after Eddy
had gone, another little secretary shoved
her cute face through the half-open door.
I said, “Hello, sweet!”
But it didn’t seem to mean anything.

LAST MINUTE NEWS
l+'s being rumored that Vic McLaglen
is to sign a long-term contract with
Paramount, his first picture to be with Mae
West, using a Klondyke background.
Max Baer is said to be planning an
attempted screen comeback, too.
The Rockefeller-Foundation has granted
a hundred thousand dollars to establish
a permanent motion picture course, plus
copies of the finest films, at the Museum
of Modern Art.
Three original scenarios sold to three
different producers in three days—that’s
the all-time record recently established
by James Edward Grant, the author. In¬
cluded
in
the
various
deals
were:
"Whipsaw," to M-G-M as for Clark
Gable and Jean Harlow; "Duster," to
Paramount as for George Raft; and
"Trouble in B-Flat,” for a musical to be
produced by Carl Laemmle, Jr., prob¬
ably with Hugh O'Connell and Lulu Mc¬
Connell in the leading roles.
Several
companies
are
also
negotiating
for
screen rights to the same author's "The
Green Shadow," which was recently
published by the Hartney Press.
Laura LaPlante and Doug Fairbanks,
Jr., walked out of the cast of a picture
they were making in Monte Carlo on ac¬
count of a rule prohibiting all employees
from play at the famous tables.
The highlight of the local baseball
season is to be a game between leading
men and comedians.
Stanford University will follow the Uni¬
versity of Southern California by putting
in a regular course in motion pictures for
students.
Metro has bought "Kind Lady," the
Broadway hit, for Constance Collier.
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Discovers Amazing New
Wayfo Increase Weigh!
Gains of 10 to 25 pounds
in just a few weeks
reported by users!
FIRST PACKAGE MUST
INCREASE WEIGHT OR
THE TRIAL IS
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Sensational new‘7-power ale yeast
giving thousands attractive pounds
AN AMAZING new “7-power” yeast disn. eovery in pleasant tablets is putting
pounds of solid, normally attractive flesh
on thousands of “skinny”, run-down people
who never could gain an ounce before.
Doctors now know that the real reason
why great numbers of people find it hard
to gain weight is that they don’t get
enough Vitamin B and iron in their daily
food. Now scientists have discovered that
the richest known source of health-building
Vitamin B is brewers’ ale yeast. By a new
process the finest imported ale yeast is
now concentrated 7 times, making it 7
times more powerful. Then it is combined
with 3 kinds of blood-strengthening, energygiving iron in pleasant little tablets called
Ironized Yeast tablets.
If you, too, are one of the many “skinny”,
run - down persons who need these vital
health - building
elements to put on
solid pounds, get
10 lbs. in 3 weeks
these new “ 7 "I was like a scarecrow
power” Ironized
I was so thin. Then with
Ironized Yeast I gained
Yeast tablets from
10 lbs. in 3 weeks. Am
your druggist at
no longer ashamed of my
once. Day after
figure or complexion. Get¬
day, as you take
ting more fun out of
life." — Fannie Alcorn,
Oneida, Tenn._

Gains 14 lbs. quick
"I seemed born to be
skinny, never invited out,
but with Ironized Yeast
I gained 14 lbs. in less
than 3 weeks.” — Dora
Sotello, Anaheim, Cal.

21 lbs., clear skin
"Was so skinny and
pimply the girls never
noticed me. In 12 weeks
with Ironized Yeast I
gained 21 lbs. and my
face cleared.”—Roy Rig¬
by. De Kalb, III.

them, watch flat chest develop and skinny
limbs round out to normal attractiveness.
Indigestion and constipation from the same
source quickly vanish, skin clears to normal
beauty—you’re an entirely new person.

Results guaranteed
No matter how skinny and run-down you may be. try
this wonderful new "7-power” Ironized Yeast for just a
few short weeks. If you’re, not delighted with the results
of the very first package, your money instantly'refunded.
Only don’t be deceived by the many cheaply pre¬
pared "Yeast and Iron” tablets sold in imitation of
Ironized Yeast. These cheap counterfeits usually con¬
tain only the lowest grade of ordinary yeast and iron,
and cannot possibly give the same results as the scien¬
tific Ironized Yeast formula. Be sure you get the
genuine. Look for "IY” stamped on each tablet.

Special FREE offer!
To start you building up your health right away, we
make this absolutely FREE offer. Purchase a package
of Ironized Yeast tablets at once, cut out the seal on
the box and mail it to us with a clipping of this
paragraph. We will send you a fascinating new book on
health. “New Facts About Your Body.” Remember,
results guaranteed with the very first package — or
money refunded. At all
druggists. Ironized Yeast
Co., Inc., Dept. 229, At¬
lanta, Ga.
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SKINNY? SEE
[
HOW I LOOK
I SINCE I GAINED
12 POUNDS
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The True Life Story of Groce Moore
(Continued front page 63)
temperament in its time from Garbo on.
“A Lady’s Morals” was neither a boxoffice hit nor a box-office flop-. It met with
that most damning of receptions: indiffer¬
ence.
Some critics liked it musically.
Others were frankly outspoken in their be¬
lief that Miss Grace Moore belonged be¬
hind the footlights.
But before she had a chance to make up
her own mind, the studio rushed her into
a second production, “New Moon,” with
Lawrence Tibbett, convincing her that the
knowledge she had gained in making her
first picture would smooth out all the
rough spots in her second. Unfortunately,
it was worse. In place of one tempera¬
mental singing star, the company was
faced with two in those dangerous chalked
lines. Tibbett and Moore raved separately,,
and together, when they would hear play¬
backs of songs they had sung. The mi¬
crophone was new and unimproved then
and was not ready to synchronize voices
trained for grand opera.
“New Moon" was an out-and-out flop!
No half way measures this time. The
studio notified her that the option they
held on her services for two more pictures
would not be exercised.

friendships of brilliant men. Why she
went up to him, stood there a moment,
and then deliberately opened the conver¬
sation with some trite remark about the.
trip, she will never know.
It was as
though she were urged, and not at all
against her will. Never in her life could
she remember doing such a thing before.
First, she was a Southerner, and Southern
ladies don’t strike up acquaintances on
their own provocation. Secondly, she was
a celebrity, and celebrities never do such a
thing. Yet there she was, deliberately
drawing a strange man into conversation
and feeling delightfully gay about it. The
minute he answered her question, she
__ placed his nationality. The soft blur in
his surprised, but restrainedly polite an¬
swer, was Spanish.
They talked for a minute or two before
Grace returned to join her astounded sec¬
retary to exclaim:
“There is the man I am going to marry !’’
“But who is he?”
“That,” laughed Grace, “is something 1
don’t know and which you are going to
find out for me immediately! And don’t
bother to ask me, for I am quite crazy,
thank you, and don’t mind a bit!”
The disapproving young woman re¬
turned with the information that the gen¬
tleman was Valentin Parera, a Spanish
motion picture actor. He was called the
“Ronald Colman of Spain.” It was Grace
who went to elaborate arrangements to
* make sure they would be seated together
at dinner. She didn’t learn for days, that
Parera had tried to move heaven and earth
to the same purpose, much to the amuse¬
ment of the ship’s officers!
“Oh, there was nothing complicated, or
different, or even original about it,” Grace
continued her own version of her ro¬
mance. “We fell in love on a boat in the
moonlight as many have done before us
and many will after! The circumstances
were the same old story, but to us it was
the most thrilling, exciting and amazing
story, because we feared everyone could
see, just by looking at us, how strongly
we cared. I suppose they could, but what
did it matter?”
They were married three months later
in the City Hall at Cannes on July 15th,
1931, and spent their honeymoon in a
thirteenth century palace in Venice.

FOLLOWING her great triumph in the
operatic world, this defeat was more
galling and bitter than she would admit to
her closest friends. The story has never
previously been told of how a suddenly
humble Grace Moore, pocketing her pride,
actually went to her producers to plead for
another chance. She would work. She
would master camera technique. She would
show them she had a place on the talking
screen if they would only give her another
chance! That chance was denied; and it
was a broken-hearted woman who left
Hollywood, unhonored and unsung! No
roses this time, no studio officials to see
her off ! "I was so angry, so hurt, I swore
I'd be back and show them! It was the
same determined feeling I had experienced
when the Metropolitan turned me down a
few years before!”
Exactly one year later, in May, 1931,
she walked up the gang-plank of the lie dc
1'rance for the purpose of a combination
concert and rest tour through Europe.
As she boarded the .boat'at‘midnight she
felt strangely gay. Happier than she had
been in a year. “Something divine is go¬
ing to happen on this trip,” she said to her
in'OR two years they traveled and loafed
secretary as they read the cards on .-the . I ■ and went where their roving fancy took
flowers in her suite. “I am not going to
them. Grace accompanied Valentin to
get off this boat the same person I was
Spain while he completed eight months of
when I came on !”
a cinema contract. During these months
She was right! She came aboard a rest¬
she spent much time at his studio, watch¬
less, discontented, unsatisfied girl whose
ing, learning from the sidelines. Though
all-consuming career was at a temporary
the movies had not reached the state of
standstill. She left it a woman deeply,
advancement she had found in Hollywood,
thrillingly, unreasoningly in love for the
she became familiar with many things that
first time in her life.
had puzzled and troubled her in her own
She saw him before he was aware that
camera experience. When they were alone
she was on board. He was standing, next
she and Parera would rehearse the scenes
to the rail with his profile, startlingly like
he did with another woman before the
Ronald Colman’s turned to the sear his
camera. Without realizing it she was gain¬
collar turned up against the stiff breeze.
ing remarkable experience for her second
He was extraordinarily handsome, but she
advent into Hollywood.
had known many handsome men. There
But first there was a return engagement
was strong intelligence in his face, but
to Broadway in “The Du Barry,” a musiGrace Moore's life was filled with the. - cal comedy triumph. Valentin, of course,
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accompanied her to America. Since their
marriage they have not been separated,
both going where one of them is needed.
Following “The Du Barry,” she returned
to the West Coast for a single appearance
in “Pagliacci.”
Grace had not expected the warm
reception Hollywood gave her the night
of the opera. Flowers filled her dressing room. A list of the reserved seats re¬
vealed that every important person in
Hollywood would be in the audience.
“You couldn’t have done as badly here
as you led me to believe” Valentin laughed
“Either that, or much worse,” she said.
“Maybe they are just trying to make me
feel better.”
But the thunder of applause that greeted
her at the final curtain was no demonstra¬
tion of sympathy. As she took bow after
bow and threw kisses in response to the
cheers, she did not realize that a very canny
little gentleman in that audience was de¬
ciding her future. During intermission,
Mr. Harry Cohn, lone wolf producer, had
an idea. Ideas are what had made Mr.
Cohn what he is today, one of the ac¬
knowledged leaders of the movie field.

THE
idea Mr. Cohn had, as he tugged
and pulled at his black cigar, was that
motion picture audiences had never been
treated to anything heavier than musical
comedy on the screen. Even opera stars
who had visited Hollywood had sung
lighter music because anything heavier was
supposed to be over the heads of the movie
audiences. But who knew that for a fact?
The glorious, inspiring music of great
operas had never been tried. All right,
take a romantic story of an opera star,
show her struggles and romances, and then
let ’em hear her sing!
The next morning Mr. Cohn and his
cigar and his idea were in Grace Moore’s
apartment. “It will either be the greatest
thrill or the greatest flop the screen has
ever known,” he explained, “but I’m will¬
ing to gamble. Are you?”
Was she? Here was the chance she had
sworn she would some day get. Here was
her opportunity to vindicate that awful
first try. How she would show them!
Grace and Parera took a comfortable
but modest home in Beverly Hills. Gone
were the retinue, the grand opera act, and
the fluff and nonsense that trimmed her
first Hollywood experience. Her days
were spent at the studio making test rec¬
ords or camera tests, or rehearsing with
the director, Victor Schertzinger, actual
scenes from the picture as they were writ¬
ten. Every evening she spent at a picture
show studying the films of Norma Shearer.
Joan Crawford, Dietrich, Garbo, and other
feminine stars. She gave no parties. Now
and then a few old friends came for a
simple dinner, Mary Pickford or Ruth
Chatterton, Irving Berlin and his wife.
At Grace’s own request there was no
advance ballyhoo on the picture or about
herself. In fact Hollywood had almost
forgotten she was around, when they un¬
expectedly previewed “One Night of
Love.”
The local critics went to the Beverly
Wilshire theater that night in the frame
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of mind they usually bring along to a new
picture, “just another one.”
Certainly
there was nothing in the record of the
stars, Grace and Tullio Carminati, or the
director, Schertzinger, to prepare anyone
for the demonstration that.took place in
that theater following the aria, One Fine
Day, from "Madame Butterfly” at the end
of the film! Hardened old Hollywoodites
were standing in the aisles cheering as
lustily as the "paying customers,” the kids
and women and others of the neighbor¬
hood audience who had been sent on the
wings of Grace’s beautiful voice to a new
camera emotion! They cheered, they called
her name, they ran frantically outside to
watch Grace and Mary Pick ford try to
fight their way to Grace’s car!
There were tears of joy in Mary Picklord’s eyes at her friend's triumph, “I am
too thrilled to speak,” she replied to a
reporter who wanted her to give her
opinion on the picture.
“And I have dared to think I wanted to
sing on the screen,” laughed Gloria Swan¬
son.
Not many took notice of the little man
with the black cigar who slipped into his
car with two of his aides.
Air. Harry
Cohn was having another idea.
There
were many more operas yet to be sung on
the screen, intermingled in a romantic love
story and the woman to sing those operas
was the darling of this triumph who “sang
like an angel but looked, thank heaven, like
a movie star!”
As her car sped away from the theater,
Alary said: “Well, you’ve shown them,
Grace. You made them sit up and take
notice just as you knew you would.”
But Grace Aloore was too happy to
gloat. She forgot any idea she had ever
had of evening her score with Hollywood.
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She was too happy for anything except a
midnight sandwich at the Beverly Brown
Derby and reliving the happy moment over
and over with Alary and Valentin.
When “One Night of Love” duplicated
the success of its Hollywood preview all
over this country and in Europe, her cup
of happiness was filled to overbrimming.
TTERE I am,” she brought us back with
-*• -*• that short statement, to that day in
her Beverly home where I had gone in
quest of the most amazing life story I
shall ever get from another Hollywood
star. Have you forgotten how she looked
in her ermine trimmed pajamas as she
lounged on the leopard skins over the
divan, as I sipped excellent sherry? We
had come a long way over her story that
began with the religious little tomboy in
Tennessee to the poised, sparkling woman
she is today.
“But because I am grateful, really, sin¬
cerely grateful, maybe the gods will not
be jealous of me,” she said simply.
Her plans for the future?
“Valentin and I are taking a vacation
immediately. I’m going back to spend a
few months in a home I bought a long
time ago on the Riviera and never had
time to live in. I never want to make the
mistake of sacrificing our happiness on the
altar of my career. So much work well
done, then so much play and rest and con¬
templation. That is the only way to live.
"But in the meantime there is today to
be lived.
The future always takes care
of itself and is invariably more shining
and promising than we can ever plan it !”
Certainly Grace Aloore’s today is a
shining testimony to the high courage and
zest she has lent to the experiences of her
life!

Just off Hollywood Boulevard
(Continued from page 4)
could just die slowly as Norton did. Alaybe Eddie will talk to the director.
T T’S hard to talk to the all-night newsI boy in Hollywood.
I almost have to
bend double to do it. Ahmed, you see, is
an Arabian dwarf!
How did he ever get here? That’s easy:
a Hollywood movie director, Rex Ingram,
picked him up in Arabia while he was mak¬
ing a picture. Rex thought a dwarf would
be° lucky. He wasn’t lucky, though. Rex
isn’t making pictures any more. So I worry
about Ahmed. Does he ever get lonesome
for Arabia? Does he ever wonder what
happened to him and how he happens to
be selling papers on Hollywood Boulevard
over ten thousand miles from home? Some
day, I think I’ll take him in my car and
drive out to the desert and let him play in
the sand a while. That might help!

O

N the way home, I drove past the
house called “The Cook’s Dream.”
It’s high on a hill overlooking Sunset
Boulevard and looks exactly like a fam¬
ous old house in a small town in the mid¬
dle west, slate-gray with high turrets and
huge, leaded bay windows.
The auction sign was still hanging on
the grille fence near the street. Too late,
though, all the furniture has been sold and

the old lady has moved away.
She was an old lady with a dream. The
story goes that she had been the cook in
a wealthy bachelor’s house and when he
died all his property was willed to her.
Having pots of money, she set about satis¬
fying her life-long ambition: to have a
huge house “like the rich folks back
home used to have.”
So she built it in
Hollywood.
All the rugs were genuine
Orientals and the furniture, I’m told, had
lots of fancy carving on it.
Alost of Hollywood got a big laugh out
of the place, it was so pretentious. But I
didn't laugh. I knew that the old lady’s
dream hadn’t come true, you see.
It
couldn’t in Hollywood, because the people
who used to look with awe at the same
house in the little town in the middlewest weren’t there to look at her house.
I knew it would come, and sure enough
it did. The dream house finally got on the
old lady’s nerves and she auctioned off all.
the furniture and moved away.
She
couldn’t sell the house.
Maybe she’s gone back to buy the origi¬
nal gray house in the little town where’s
there’s much more awe.

A

FTER lunch, today, I was stand ng on
the corner of Hollywood Boulevard
and Cahuenga, just minding my own busi-
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US KEEP STEP WITH
HEALTH—^...
— vigorous fresh air and exercise isn't
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We know that all around fitness calls for
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at breakfast.” ^ A ^
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up and said, ‘‘Don’t let 'em fool YOU.”
"Oh, they always fool me,” I said. "But
what is it this time?”
“Din* you see that bus I just got out
of?” he frowned with a rather alcoholic
leer in his eyes. Then he stood there and
leered and frowned, waiting for me to
answer. I looked at his clothes and his
new straw hat but I couldn’t figure him
out until I looked at his hands. Then I
knew he was a farmer, just in from the
country and looking Hollywood over.
"That's how they fooled me,” he con¬
tinued. "They told us down town that for
four dollars this bus man would take us
through the studios. So I went. But we
just drove around the streets of one dinky
little studio and never stopped, except near
the gate for a glass of wine. The wine
was good; but wine ain’t four dollars a
glass. 1 wanted to see the studios! I
wanted to see the movie stars. I came all
the way out here just to see it all.”
I said, "If you want to see the movie
stars, gorgeous girls and all that, you
just stand right here on this corner. Every
movie star you've ever heard of passes this
spot, if you stand here long enough."
"Does it cost more than four dollars?”
he asked. And then I told him I would let
him stand there as long as he wanted to
for nothing. When I looked back, from
a half-block away, he was still there—
eyeing the passers-by with care.

Be a Beaut

make skin Clea
White.. Flawl
Quick, Easy W

H

AVE dirt and exposure
your skin of its youthful c
Here's thrilling news! They m
the outer shin—a dull mask that
JT
melted away—safely and gently! G
—
Peacock Bleach Creme helps natur
off that outer skin that makes your complexi
attractive! It dissolves the coarse, invisible pa
of surface skin! In five days the supreme thrill
plete—a clear, fresh, satin-soft skin that looks
vounger and shades whiter! Surface blemish
•I
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GOOD MONEY FOR SPARE TIME
A new easy wav. Art novelties in big demand. Get free
U«con and quickly learn to decorate Gifts. Bridge Prizes
Toys. etc.
No experience necessary.
Anyone can
si.creed with simple ••3-btep" method, and vou earn
as you learn. Everything furnished, including supply
OiitHt elt,e3

*°r iou

to decorate and Homecraft era

NO

CANVASSING

Just sit at home and make up
to $50 a week snare time or
full. Write today for big il¬
lustrated book and FIRST
LESSON FREE. Absolutely
not one cent to nay. Lesson
is free
Openings in every
locality. Write quick

FIRESIDE
Depi. J4-M

INDUSTRIES
Adrian, Mich.

Your Iron Fairly Glides!

This modern way to hot starch offers
you advantages worth knowing.
Simply add boiling water to dissolved
Quick Elastic—no mixing, no cooking,
no bother as with lump starch. Ends
sticking and scorching. Restores elas¬
ticity and that soft charm of newness.

TRY
THIS

FREE

THANK YOUj THE HUBINGER CO., No. 967, Keokuk, Iowa.
J Your free sample of QUICK ELASTIC, please,
I and "That Wonderful Way to Hot Starch."
I

.

J
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\/[RS. MEAD is the smart one, though.
She doesn’t pay anyone a cent, yet
she knows more movie stars, personally,
than any visitor I know. She’s a grand
woman; came from Boston with her fam¬
ily.
She didn't care about seeing the
movie stars, she wanted to know them!
And she’s found a way. A way that's
become famous and, oddly enough, that's
made her a bit famous in Hollywood.
Whenever you see a long, yellow Packard
phaeton coming down the Boulevard with
a beautiful, slender woman at the wheel,
you'll know that’s Mrs. Mead. She’s no
doubt looking for a place to move. You
see, moving in next door to movie stars is
the way she's done it!
Her latest friend is Clark Gable!
The day she moved in the neighborhood,
she told the cop on the beat that she
wanted to meet Clark. He said Clark was
a pal of his and he could fix it. He called
later to say that Clark would come over
that very evening. WOW! The next
four hours were hectic. Hair waved, nails
manicured, new dress, flowers for the
house, fixings for a cocktail.
But Gable didn’t show up. The cop came
over with the message that Clark had been
unexpectedly called to the studio. Mr.
Mead laughed at Mrs. Mead that night.
Four evenings later, when the flowers
were all wilted, the wave all gone and
the house in a mess, the doorbell rang.
It was Mr. Gable. Again Mr. Mead
laughed. But Mrs. Mead explained what had
happened about the wave and the manicure
and all that. Clark said he understood and
sat down to talk hunting with Mr. Mead.
Mrs. Mead just listened and watched which
ash tray Gable was using. After a grand
evening, Clark left. Then Mrs. Mead
gathered up all the Gable cigarette stubs.
Next day she mailed them to her girl¬
friends in Boston for bridge prizes!
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PHOTOS ENLARGED JC
Florentine Oil

Colors

8x10 Silk Enlargements

E

Or two different enlargements 60c.
5*c. Two 11x14—$1.00. FOUR 6x«
FIVE 5x7—$1.00. 16x20—$1.50. 5x
Completely Framed 79c.
8x10 Co
Framed 98o. All painted in Roval Oi
Made from any si7e Photo. Snapshot
Originals returned with order.
SE
MONEY UNLESS YOU WISH.
P
man
plus postage.
Agents Cata

Monarch Studios. RG-33, McAdoo,

Corners'1
The real thing for mounting Snapshots, Cards,
Stamps, etc. No paste needed. Neat, *

easy to use for mounting prints tight or
loose. Sold nt photo supply and album
counters or send 10ji today for pkg.
of 100 and free samples.
Engel Art Corner* Co., Chicago,

Address Dept 60 W. -4717 North Clark St

LEG SUFFERE
Why continue to suffer? Do
thing to secure quick relief.
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today for New Booklet—“THE L
METHOD OF HOME TREATM
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Ulcers, Open Leg Sores, Milk or Fev
Eczema. Liepe Method works wh
wait. More than 40 years of s
Praised and en dorsed by thousands.

LIEPE METHODS.

3284 N. Green Bey Ave.f
Dept. J-16 , Milwaukee, Wis.
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ANY PHOTO ENLARG
Size 8x10 inches
or smaller if desired.
bame price for full length
or bust form, groups, land¬
scapes. pet animals, etc.,
or enlargements of any
part of group picture. Safe
return of original photo
guaranteed.
*

SEND NO MONEY

(any Bize) and within a week you will receive
your
beautiful
life-like
enlargement.
guaran¬
teed fadeless.
Pay postman 47o plus postage—
or send 49c with order and we pajr postage.
78c
Big 16x20 inch enlargement sent
plus postage or send S0c and we pay postage. Take advantage
amazing offor now
Tend vour photos today.
Specify size

STANDARD ART STUDIOS
104 S. Jefferson Street. Dept. 154S-L. CHICAGO, IL

LIGHTEN YOUR H
WITHOUT PEROX

... to ANY Shade you D
. . . SAFELY in 5 to 15 min

Careful, fastidious women avoid the u
peroxide because peroxide makes hair b
Lechler’s Instantaneous Hair Ligh
requires NO peroxide. Used as a paste
not streak. Eliminates ‘straw ‘ look. Beneficial to perma¬
nent waves and bleached hair.
Lightens blonde hair
grown dark. This is the only preparation that also lightens
the scalp. No more dark roots. Used over 20 years by famous
beauties, stage and screen stars and children. Harmless, Guar¬
anteed. Mailed complete with brush for application.

86-vaoe bootlet “The Art of Lightening
t KILL. Without Peroxide” Free with your first o

ERWIN F. LECHLER, Hair Beauty Special
565 W. 181st St., New York, N. Y.

INSTANT FOOT RELIEF

Before

avoid

tector

SUBSTITUTES

Thousands owe relief from Painful Bunions and

len joints to the Fischer Bunion Reducer. Sold fo

25 years by Shoe Dealers, Druggists and Dept. S

Ask your dealer, or write us direct for a Fre
Offer.

Sole owners, manufacturers and Pate

FISCHER MANUFACTURING COMPA
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Ann Harding Throws Love Overboard
(Continued from page 25)
keep the child safe, Ann slipped away
alone. Not the clever thing to do? Ann
wasn’t thinking of cleverness.
She only
knew that no one could serve a legal paper
on her if she could not be found. So, for
two days before her ship sailed for Hono¬
lulu, she hid in a cheap little furnished
room on the outskirts of Hollywood. Not
even the executives of her studio knew
where she was. Perhaps they might have
been able to help. Perhaps not. She couldn’t
take that chance.
T ONG hours later, in the middle of the
night, a woman in a long, dark over¬
coat with her hat pulled far down over her
face, hurried up the gangplank of -the
Lurline. Refuge, at last!
Now they
wouldn’t be able to take Jane away from
her until she had had a chance to think
everything out.
Not until she sighted the islands and
heard the soft-voiced greeting of the native
“Aloha” did the chill around Ann’s heart
begin to thaw.
But the warm sunshine,
the almost child-like friendliness of the
/natives and the feeling of safety-in-dis¬
tance began immediately to heal the fear
that expert legal and medical advice had
been unable to assuage.
For a few days, she took a small, un¬
pretentious house on the beach. There she
could stretch on the sand all day and al¬
low the sun to turn her fair skin to a
beautiful, copper brown. Perhaps, she rea¬
soned, the sun might even heal the unseen

wounds! She had planned to stay alone,
to keep to herself. But everyone was so
friendly—not in the manner of intruding
on her privacy but in the gay spirit of
hospitality known to small children—that
finally her resolve was broken down.
Suddenly she found that it was fun to
don party dresses and attend the dances
at the hotel, parties so informal and lovely
that she shuddered at the thought of Hol¬
lywood’s dressed-up social events. The
Army officers were always there with their
wives and friends and, oddly enough, she
knew some of them. Old friends of her
father’s, men she had known when, as
Dorothy Gatley. she had been the belle of
the Texas army posts.
Y\ T HEN two of her old friends, a colonel
’ * and his lady, asked Ann to be their
house guest she accepted with a new-found
enthusiasm.
She didn’t dream of the happi¬
ness that awaited. She couldn’t have. Be¬
cause it wasn’t until after she had arrived
as a guest at Scofield Barracks that she
met the tall handsome major who was
going to accomplish by his solicitude, his
gallant attentions and his deep love what
no one else had been able to do during
all those lonely years. As if by magic,
Ann Harding was supremely happy again.
She was in love!
He was an older man, it is true, but his
few added years made his understanding
the more complete and soothing. Not that
they spent their time talking of Ann’s diffi¬

culties. Ben Sawbridge is all Army and
Army men hurl challenges at life! They
rode together, danced together and, more
important, they laughed together for two
flawless months. He didn’t try to rush her
of? her feet with a quick proposal of mar¬
riage, although that desire was uppermost
in his heart. He wanted to be sure, first,
that Ann would be happy. So he didn't
ask the question in his heart.
TI> UT Ann Harding knew the answer to
^ that unasked question ! She had been
living one answer, the wrong answer, to that
question ever since she could remember.
She had. for ten years, sacrificed the love
of her father because of her career. Dur¬
ing the years of her marriage to Harry
Bannister, it had been almost as important.
As partners in her career, they had built
the beautiful home atop the hill. The gor¬
geous gardens that surround the estate
were, for them, the boundaries of a part¬
nership that was to last forever ! It had
lasted such a short time that the high
hopes they had for the garden boundaries
became highly amusing. Ann shouldered
the blame when the crash came. In a dig¬
nified notice to the press she claimed that
no real man could stand up under the
humiliation of her Hollywood fame.
The two years that followed were like
a nightmare. The house that had been built
for such happiness became tomblike. It’s
spirit now was dead. It seemed cold and
empty.

NOBODY CAN CALL H ER .
_A "SLOW POKE" NOW
She can do a big pan of dishes in 3 minutes—let her tell you how

IT USED TO TAKE
2 OR 3 TIMES
LONGER TO DO
» DISHES r-^

IN 3 MINUTES THE
DISHES ARE DONE
-BRIGHT AND I
n SPARKLING

f

RlNSO’S rich suds loosen
grease in a flash — dishes come
bright and clean in no time.
Wonderful for the week’s wash,
too. Soaks clothes whiter
— safely—without scrubbing
or boiling. Great in washers.
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^ MUCH FASTER <
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MV HANDS ARE
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WHAT? POT ROAST?
you're spoofing me—

S

O tender, rich and savory you can hardly

believe it’s pot roast! Prepare your next
one the Lea &: Perrins way and see. This
famous seasoning, the original Worcester¬
shire, magically brings out flavor. Makes irn
expensive cuts “taste like a million dollars.”
Get a bottle today. Mail coupon below for
free book containing delicious new recipes.

LEA £. PERRINS
THE ORIGINAL
worcestershire
f LEA & PERRINS, Inc.

!

I Dept.199, 241 West St., N. Y. City
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Please send me free your 50-page recipe J
• bcok, “Success in Seasoning”.
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BUSY HOUSEWIFE EARNS

$400
Mrs. F. McE. (Penna.)
thought it was too good
to be true when she
read that Chicago
School of Nursing stu¬
dents were often able
to earn $25 a week
\chile learning “prac¬
tical’' nursing. How¬
ever. she sent for the
booklet offered in the
advertisement and after much careful thought de¬
cided to enroll. Before she had completed the sev¬
enth lesson she was able to accept her first case—in
three months she had earned $400!
Think of the things you could do with $400!

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
can train you, as it has trained thousands of men
and women, at home and in your spare time, for the
dignified, well-paid profession of Nursing. Course is
endorsed by physicians. Lessons are simple and easy
to understand. High school education not necessary.
Complete nurse’s equipment included. Easy tuition
payments.
Decide today that you will be one of
thousands of men and women earning $25 to $35 a
week as trained practical nurses! Send the coupon
for interesting booklet and sample lesson pages. Learn
how you can win success, new friends, happiness—
as a nurse.

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept.189,

26 North Ashland Boulevard, Chicago. III.

Please send free booklet and 32 sample lesson pages.
\6tne_
City_
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Ann worked hard and her career became
even more brilliant.
But she knew that
no career was worth the price of ^personal
happiness.
And now, as she looked out the window
toward Scofield Barracks and watched the
major playing with the two small children
of a fellow officer, she knew she had been
living the wrong answer to the question.
She knew that marriage to the‘major was
the right answer, the only answer!
Ben Sawbridge must have asked the
question that night. Ann must have given
him the only answer. Because it was de¬
cided that Ann should return to Hollywood
and settle her affairs; he was to follow.
And she meant that promise. He knew she
meant it.
It would have to be a secret that she
was giving up her career!
There would
be a flare of interest for a time. All the
newspapers would play it up in headline:
ACTRESS ABANDONS CAREER FOR
LOVE! But in a little while they would
forget and Mrs. Ben Sawbridge of Hon¬
olulu would be as far from their minds
as they were from hers.
/^\NE week after her arrival, Harry
Bannister filed additional suits in the
California courts to set aside the decision
of the Nevada courts giving his’ former
wife the sole custody of their child. In a
newspaper story he gave as his reason that
she was not a fit person to bring tip the'
little girl! The headlines told the story:

VI Vi ^

inT\WW »Hour/
AMAZING INVENTION—New Radi

ant Heater. Burns 96% air
Makes its own gas. No piping
Noinstallation. Givesroomfu

of clean, healthful, penetrating hea
like sunshine, for 1 H centa an hou
Hotter than gaa or electricity, at l-10t
the cost. Easy to light and operate
No smoke. No soot or ashes. No odo
Portable—carry it anywhere. Low
priced. Guaranteed.

30-DAYS' TRIAL

Liberal Offer. Try it 30 day
at our expense. Write at onc

for special, introductory, low-pric
offer and no-risk trial opportu
nity. No obligation. Send today

THE AKRON LAMP CO.
769 High Street, Akron, Ohio

MAKE Spare Hours PAY BIG

Sell amazing value Christmas Card Assortmen

—21 folders, 6mart designs, retail $1.00. Other asso
ments 50c up. Religious Cards, Gift Wrappings, e
f 100% profit. No experience required. Free sample off

ARTISTIC CARD CO.,

HAIR

Women, girls, men with gray, faded, strealuxi hair Shampo
and color your hair at the tame time with new Frenc
discovery "SHAMPO-KOLOR," takesfew minutes,leav
hair soft, glossy, natural. Permits permanent wave and cur
Free Booklet. Monsieur L. P. Valligny, Dept. 1& 254 W.3ISt..NewYo

TfcyThis
OnYou
Hair 15 Days

7 Let Your Mirror Prove Results. Yo

Chair need not thin out, nor need you b
^come bald. This Different Method stop
r
thinning out of hair, lifeless hair, itc
in^.dandruff .threatened or increasing baldness by strength
ening, prolonging the life of hair for men and women. Sen
yoar-name now before it's too late for free 15-day test offe
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ANN HARDING MUST DISPROVE
CLAIM SHE IS LAX GUARDIAN . . .
CHILD
NOT
TO
BE
REMOVED
FROM JURISDICTION OF STATE
PENDING LONG COURT BATTLE!
Ben Sawbridge took the next boat to
America; he came to throw his courage
and strength with hers for the little girl
that Ann loved so much. Of course, it was
but a matter of hours before Jane and
Major Ben were old friends. Now he had
something to fight for too. Wouldn’t Ann
marry him immediately?
Together they
could conquer this thing. They must!
No one except Ann and Ben Sawbridge
will ever know what really took place dur¬
ing their momentous meeting in Hollywood.
But those who know Ann Harding can
guess at the truth ! All their plans, their
dreams and their happiness must wait. Per¬
haps a long time. Nothing, not even their
love, could remove the cloud—nothing but
a lonely court battle.
This must be her
fight! She must free herself alone! Nor
could their personal happiness be chanced
if it might jeopardize the care and custody
of Jane. Without Jane, not part of the
time but always, there could be no real
happiness for Ann Harding.
Some day, in the future when all this is
settled, they will perhaps , find peace and
happiness as they once did for two price¬
less months.
But there are no promises.Ben Sawbridge, if he so desired, went back
to Honolulu a free man. Ann would have
it that way. This fight of Ann’s may take
months; she wants him to feel free to find
his happiness elsewhere.
And now, Jane and Ann are back once
more in the house that is, somehow, too
large and too cold for them. And Jane is
not going to be chief flower girl in a pink
dress, carrying pink rosebuds.

126 Way St., ELMIRA, N.

DENN.

207

N.

Michigan G-45

LETAoRN

Chicago, I

DANCE 50P

Why be a lonely, unpopular wall-flow
when you ean learn all the smart danc
from the most modern to the old favorites
at home, in private without teacher, mus
or partner?
Complete course of old f
vorites. including Tango, Waltz, etc., on
50c; so simple even a child can leara quickl
Send stamps, rnehtw -M. O. Large course 60 illu
trations. includes Tap Dancing. Tango; etc. $L9
(C. G. D. orders 25c extra and postage.)
FREE a rare Lucky Chinese Coin.

FRENCH ROY.
New York. N. Y.

Box 131
:

:

Varlck St
Dept. 13
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Straight

ing new beauty! They can be yours.
Dr. Stotter (grad, ot Univerwty of
Vienna) reconstructs faoea by fa¬
mous
Vienna
Polyclinio
methods.
Unshapely Noses. Protruding Ears,
l arge Lipe. Wrinkles. Signs of Age.
etc., are all quickly oorreoted.
Low
cost. Write or oall for Free Booklet
"Facial Reconstruction," (mauled in
plain wrapper.)

Dr. Stotter, 50 East 42nd St.,
Dept. 8-K, New York

ITCHING

TORTURE STOPPED let one minute

For quick relief from the itching of pimples, blotche
eczema, rashes and other skin eruptions, apply D
Dennis* cooling, antiseptic, liquid D. D. D. Pre
scription. Its gentle oils soothe the irritated an
inflamed skin. Clear, greaseless and stainless—dri
last. Stops the most intense itching instantly. A 3
trial bottle, at drug stores, proves it—or money bac

D.D.D*

Be a Radio Exper

Learn at Home -Make Good Mone

Mail the. coupon. Many men I trained at home In spa
time make $40, $60, $75 a week. Many make $5, $10, $
a week in spare time while learning.
Get facts abo
Radio's opportunities and my amazingly practical 50method of-training. Home experimental outfits make lear
ing easy, practical, fascinating.
Money back agreeme
protects you. Mail coupon for free 64-page book.

j

J. E. SMITH, President, Dept. 5JT
J National Radio Institute, Washington, D. C.
|
Send mb your free.book. “Rich Rewards in Radio.’’
I This does not obligate me. (Please print plainly.)

J
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J

Address . . v. ..
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Movie Mirrors
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Cooking Dept.
(Continued from page 68)

WITHOUT COOKING I

on which give you excellent sources of a
meaty taste for sauces and other dishes. If
you are on a meatless diet for a health
reason, rely on the specially prepared
products which taste meaty but are not
made with meat.
The other picture on this page shows
you how South American Peppers look
when combined with rice, which is an ex¬
cellent way to serve them, because if you
add a simple clear soup and a sweet, you
have a completely balanced meal'with very
little trouble. Peppers prepared this way
are called “South American” because the
stuffing includes Brazil nuts,' which are a
valuable source of nourishment beginning
to be used more and more in our cooking.
They have a rich, individual taste and it’s
surprising what you can do with them.
Ever try Brazil Nut Cake?
I mean a
cake made of the nuts, not just decorated
with them. If you serve this as a dessert
at lunch, you can have just a plain vege¬
table salad and a soup and have a balanced
meal! If you don't know about this unusual
cake, write me for the recipe. And here's
how you stuff the South American Pep¬
pers : . .

eagle bra
W£„p.a=»)f«kdB'“d

rind or lemon efra^ ""Vre cooking it,
thickens just as thong >
pourmto
t0 a glorious creamy smoothneCr;mb ^

i/ cur> lemon juice
>4 teaspoon lemon extract

22 e^s
tablespoons

South American Peppers

baked pie she

,

granulated

sugar

Baked pie shell (S-inch)

6 green peppers
1 can corn
Yi cup chopped Brazil nuts
Y tsp. salt
Pepper to taste
Y tsp. sugar
1 tsp. onion juice
1 cup buttered bread and crumbs
Cut the tops from the peppers and care¬
fully cut and scoop out the seeds and fibres.
Stir together the corn, chopped nuts and
seasonings.
Fill the peppers and cover
each one with the crumbs.
Place in a
baking pan, standing them close together
so they won't fall over while cooking. Put
a little water in the pan, and bake about
half an hour, in a moderate oven (375° F.).
Eggs are always important in meatless
meals. Try this way of cooking them for
a really, big change. The cutlets are rich
and good, and look about as unlike..the
familiar egg as anything you could im¬
agine.
,

. .

Blend together fag^ ;
grated lemon
Condensed Mdk, lemon juice |
(It

Sweetened Condensed

. Here's a

o

Cover with me-

(See FREE ft-a^ngegS white, until stiff
ringue made b\
^ until brown in a
and adding sug* ■
chiU.
moderate oven (3 aU r.;

<£« £*£&££

FREE ! New Cook Book of Wonders!
New ! New ! NEW! Just off the press! “Magic Recipes” is a thrilling new
successor to“Amazing Short-cuts."Gives you brand-new recipes—unbelievably
quick and easy—for pies, cookies, candies, frostings! Sure-fire custards! Easyto-make refrigerator cakes! Quicker ways to delicious salad dressings, sauces,
beverages, ice creams (freezer and automatic). Address: The Borden Sales Co.,
Inc.,Dept. M G-9j, 350 Madison Ave.,New York.N. Y.
Name_
Street_
State(Print name and address plainly) _ >
This coupon may be pasted on a penny postcard.

City-

Egg Cutlets

2 this, butter or other shortening
4 tbls. flour
1 cup milk
Yi tsp. pepper
>4 tsp. salt
y2 tsp. paprika
Y tsp. finely grated onion
1 tbl. minced parsley
y2 tsp. Worcestershire Sauce
7 hard-boiled eggs
Melt the butter, add the flour and when
well-blended, put in the milk slowly,
stirring constantly while it comes to a boil
and cooks for one minute. Add the season¬
ing. And, if you wish, a dash of nutmeg.
Cut the hard-boiled eggs into small pieces
and add to the sauce. Remove mixture from
(Continued on page 99)

I Have Special Work For

SAMPLE DRESSES

FREEi/ch’argI L,

HARRIED WOMEN

HO MONEY HEEDED
C4

122aWEEK QUICKLY

Don't just wish for money. I need ambitious women in every town to make
up to $22 in a week demonstrating and taking orders for beautiful, smart
Tew Fall and Winter styles of famous Harford Frocks.
Over a million satisfied customers. Complete line of exquisite lastminute models featuring the veiy newest fabrics and colors in all sizes.
Also Chardonize fabric Lingerie endorsed and guaranteed as advertised
in Good Housekeeping Magazine. Women just can't resist them. You
earn splendid income and get SAMPLE DRESSES' (your size) FREE
OF EXTRA CHARGE.
___

Mail Ibsf Card

TODAY

NO HOUSE-TO-HOUSE CANVASSING
No experience or house-te-house.canvassing necessary. New plan makes
work fascinating, easy and dignified. Gorgeous presentation-of beautiful
styles sent FREE. No money needed—now or ever.
Write today giving
dtess size.
C.

E.

Israel,

HARFORD

FROCKS,

Dept.

P-7,

Cincinnati,

GORGEOUS STYL
PRESENTATION
SENT

FREE

Ohio
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MOVIE MIRROR'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ANSWER TO LAST MONTH'S PUZZLE

MOVIE MIRROR awards $20 for the best original
puzzle submitted in June, to Mrs. Maria Peterson,
161 Mann St., Reno, Nev.
Why not try your
luck? You may win the same amount. You must
create a new and original puzzle. No trick words,
no phoney definitions, please. We cannot under¬
take to return puzzles. Address Puzzle Editor,
Movie Mirror, 1926 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

ACROSS
1. She
won
Academy
Award in 1934
8. Starred in “Folies Bergere”
15. Mercedes in “The Count
of Monte Cristo”
16. Gwili -conies from
Denmark.
18. She won fame in “Of
Human Bondage”
19. Star of “Dinky”
20. Dancing star in “Top
Hat”
21. To follow
22. He played in “Times
Square Lady” (init.)
23. First
name
of
Fox
comedian
25. Disjoin
26. Of a point in space
27. She was “Sweet- Ad¬
eline” (init.)
28. Ginger
Rogers’
hus¬
band (init.)
30. Either
32. To free
33. King Louis in “Cardinal
Richelieu (init.)
34. Pronoun
36. J. - Saunders
38. In the matter of
40. City of Chaldea
41. -Lane
43. Well-lighted
44. Star of “Go Into Your
Dance”
45. First month of the Jew¬
ish calendar
48. Parent
49. Part of the face
51. Animal of burden
52. American author (init.)
53. Lawyer (abbrev.)
55. Male star of “Naughty
Marietta” (init.)
57. He is in “Party Wire”
98

58. Isles in British West
Indies
60. Areas
63. Shaped like a raven’s
beak
64. Nurse in “While the
Patient Slept”
66. Tala 67. Charlie-, Hal
Roach Star (poss.)
69. Siberian river
71. Three-toed sloth
73. A science (abbrev.)
74. Roughrider (init.)
75. “Music — the air”

76. To devour
78.
79.
81.
82.
83.
85.

Chaos
Frighten
“- Live Again”
Lupino is her last name
Billie- Clarence played in
“The
Scarlet
Pim¬
pernel”
86. Symbol for silver
88. This star's first name
is Florence
91. Mountain
92. Star of “The Devil Is a
Woman”
93. For (Spanish)
95. Man’s nickname
97. Mrs. Harry Joe Brown
99. Educational
institution
101. Nickname
102. Characters
in
Teuton
alphabet
104. Mrs. Bruce Cabot (init)
106. She plays in “The In¬
former”
107. Interpreters of Koran
110. To alter
111. Tony is Tom Mix’s114. Polly 115.
116.
117.
118.

Mekka
Shinto temple gateway
The old Maestro
Club in Hollywood

DOWN

58. Co-star in “No More
Ladies”
1. He took 1934 laurels
59. Highest playing card
2. “The - Gentleman”
60. Bing Crosby’s birthplace
3. Emmet
61. Early ecclesiastical wine
4. A Chinese bushy plant
receptacle
5. Calamitous
62. Signal of distress
6. Drinking cup (Scot)
65. “Flute” in “A Midsum¬
7. 15 Across starred in
mers Night’s Dream”
“-Madam”
68. She
played
in
"One
8. Sobbed
New York Night”
9. Mister (German)
70. “Peck’s - Boy”
10. To aid
72. Police inspector in “Les
11. -nox Pawle
Miserables” (init.)
12. “-A Gift”
73. This movie star has his
13. Small toilet case
own orchestra
14. Tall grasses
75. American jurist
17. Starred in “Page Miss
77. Anita’s boy friend
Glory” .
79. Jewish month
24. Behold!
80. Surd
26. Played in “Servant’s En¬
82. Freeze
trance” (init.)
84. Mrs. Adolphe Menjou,
28. Apportion
(init.)
29. Article
85. Natural power
31. Railroad
87. Goddess of Earth
33. Star in
“The Whole
89. “Mv Heart — Calling"
Town’s Talking”
90. Part of the hand
34. Exclamation
92. She will star in “The
35. Measure for cloth
Dark Angel” (init.)
36. Star of “The Miracle
93. A thick soup
Rider”
94. To perform again
37. Starring in “Break of
96. Public official (init.)
Hearts”
98. Studio
that
produced
39. Bring upon another as
“Laddie”
legacy or interest.
100. The blackthorn
40. Prefix
101. - Darwell in “Bright
41. City in England
Eyes”
42. Oxygen
102. Branches
43. “Evelyn Prentice”
103. “RKO’s “- of Mid¬
46. Clara Bow, the — girl
night”
47. Star of “Peter Ibbetson” 105. The dog in “The Thin
(init.)
Man”
50. Star of “Oil for the 106. One who inherits
Lamps of China”
108. Eagle.
52. Woman’s name
109. Queen
of the
fairies
53. Plants used for soap
(Eng. folklore)
54. Designer (abbrev.)
112. Death (Ger.)
56. Ester
113. Before
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(Continued from page 97)
fire and let it cool enough to be shaped
into cutlets.
Dip cutlets first into raw
egg then into dry bread-crumbs and fry
in deep fat (385° F.).
Or bake them
in a moderately hot oven (380° F.) for
about twelve minutes when they should be
brown.
Garnish with parsley.
Serve a
sauce with these if you wish, possibly that
suggested for the meatless loaf.
Macaroni and cheese give you starch and
protein together, so can be used in a meat¬
less meal, but, once in a while, get a little
grand and combine cheese with eggs in a
delicate Cheese Souffle.
You know that
famous chefs are proud of being able to
turn out a perfect souffle, but don't let
that scare you oflf. You can have a souffle
fit to serve at the Ritz if you go about
it with care, and here is the way to do it:
Cheese Soufkle

2 ibis, butter
3 tabls. flour
l/2 cup milk
Dash of pepper
]4 tsp. dry mustard
/2 tsp. paprika
14 cup grated cheese
3 eggs
Melt the butter, add the flour and when

smooth, stir in the milk gradually, stirring
constantly until smooth and thick, about a
minute.
Add seasonings and cheese and
remove from fire. Stir in beaten egg yolks.
Let mixture cool, then fold in the beaten
egg whites.
Butter a baking dish thor¬
oughly and pour in the souffle. Bake for
about twenty minutes in a moderate oven
(350° F.) and serve immediately in the
dish in which it is baked. And I mean
“immediately" for a souffle may fall as it
cools. There are so many times when you
want just one good, hot dish for Sunday
night supper, or something in the ice-box
which can be reheated when you come home
late from a long drive. Lentil soup is ex¬
actly the thing, not only for such occasions,
but for a good, hearty inexpensive meal at
any time.
I frequently serve mushrooms as the
main dish of a meatless meal. Ever cook
them with wild rice?
And then there’s
an egg plant special which you should know
about. When you write me, ask for these
other meatless recipes and put them into
your file for an early try-out. They are
just a few of the many ways you can
dress up meals without meat, which will
please your family and keep the budget un¬
der control at the same time. I shall be
very glad to send them to you, or to help
you with other cooking problems.

“The first rule of beauty is cleanliness."

LEMON RINSE
FOR HAIR IS

Remake Your Face for Beauty
(Continued from page 61)
out how to correct it. And now for those
questions.”
Here are the definite things I asked
Mr. Westmore, and here are his answers,
answers I know you will appreciate having
for they come from an artist, and an ex¬
pert.
Where should the rouge go on a very
round, chubby face/
It should start' fairly far out on the
outside of the face, come in to not too
near the nose, and be carried down to
form, roughly, a long triangle. It helps
to fluff the hair out on the sides, above
the ears, bringing it in tight to the head
below the ears.
And for the opposite type, the too long,

and not too close to the nose. And dress
the hair full and rather forward on top.
And for a nose too small, or too flat?
Always powder the nose first, a shade
heavier than the rest of the face. Some of
you have asked me how to give your nose
a “tip-tilted" look.
Mr. Westmore says
that using your lip-stick to make a slight
cupid’s bow mouth, will help in this.
If the chin slopes too abruptly?
Powder it first, and heavily.
Or if it is too heavy?
Use powder very lightly on the chin, but
more important is to concentrate the atten¬
tion on the eyes, and to do the hair long
on the sides, over the angle of the jaw.

narrow face?
To make such a face seem plumper and
rounder, use rouge in a circle rather high
on the cheeks. This emphasizes the cheeks
and draws the attention away from the
length of the face.
Hozu can small eyes be made to seem
larger?
For one thing, never pluck the eyebrows
in an arch, nor pluck them from under¬
neath.
Keep them in a straighter line,
and as close to the eyes as possible. If
you must use eye-shadow, use it sparingly
and only on the bulge of the eyelid, though
no shadow at all is best, and this is also
true for too deep-set eyes. Mascara should
be used in a very particular way for too
small eyes. It goes only on the very tips
of the lower lashes!
And remember to
choose some other feature to emphasize.
How should a face in which the nose
is too big or too arched be made up?
Always powder the nose last, and more
lightly than the rest of the face. Keep the
rouge further toward the sides of the face

T HAD heard a good deal about using
-I different shades of powder in make-up
and I asked Mr. Westmore whether he
thought the average girl should do this.
“Not as a general thing,” he said. “How¬
ever there's one condition which can be
corrected in everyday make-up by using
different shades of powder: that is where
the forehead is too large or too small.
If it’s too small, use a lighter powder
there than you do on the rest of the
face, and if it is too large and high, use
a darker shade, but just a very slightly
darker color. Too abrupt a difference be¬
tween the shades will defeat your purpose
by attracting attention to the trick.”
So there you are!
How to use make¬
up and not look “made up.”
But don’t
forget that even a perfect make-up won't
look its best on an uneven, blemished skin,
and if your complexion isn’t clear, you
should take immediate steps to clear it.
I'll be so glad to help you with this, or
with any other beauty problem, if you will
write to me.

Removes dingy soap-film;
leaves hair and scalp clean

T

HE fresh-lemon-juice-rinse gives life
and lustre to hair by removing curds
of soap that form when you shampoo. It
leaves no odor to destroy the natural
charm it restores!
Harmless as plain water, the lemon
rinse is mildly acid —thus removes soap
curds as water alone cannot.
What To Do
After soapings, rinse hair twice with
warm water. Then rinse with the juice of
two Sunkist Lemons in a washbowl of
water. Rub well into the scalp. Rinse
finally with plain water if you choose.
This natural beauty method gives
brunette hair new lustre. Blonde, new
highlights. Auburn, new life and fire.
And all hair is more manageable. Waves
stay in longer.
Free — NEW Book of Beauty
Discusses care of the skin, complexion,
cuticle, scalp and teeth. Gives weight
control suggestions and formulas for in¬
expensive cosmetics to be made at
home. Send coupon now!
Microscope shows soap curds
still clinging to hair at left after
two plain-water rinsings. Hair at
right, from same head, shows its
true lustre after one lemon rinse.
Unretouched photomicrograph
from test under actual condi¬
tions by W. F. Herzberg, Ph. D.
Copr., 1935. California Frnit Growers Exchange

CALIFORNIA FRUIT GROWERS
EXCHANGE

Sec. 4009A. Box 530, Station C
Los Angeles, California
Please send FREE the new booklet.
Lemons for Loveliness, telling the
many ways to use lemons for beauty.
Name_
Street_
City_'

-

-

- -State__
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Tips on Talkies

don’t WORRY

(Continued, from page 40)
l/VFOUR HOURS TO KILL (Para¬
mount). -A melodramatic story, chock-full
of smaller stories, in which Richard Barthelmess is a convict taken to the lounge of
a theater to await the train which is to
take him to prison. Charles C. Wilson, as
his guard, gives a performance almost on a
par with Barthelmess, who is swell.

MY OLD RUGS
AND CLOTHING
SAVED ME
ABOUT $ 20

Reversible BROADLOOM
NOT thin, one-sided rugs, but rugged,
deep-textured Olson Rugs, woven
seamless, reversible for double wear,
in 60 fascinating Early American,
Oriental and Modern designs, plain
colors, ovals. Sizes not found in stores.

FREE

ThisBi 5
Book in

COLORS

SAVE V2—Factory to You
JUST PHONE the Railway Express to
call for your old materials, or ship by
freight at our expense. Free Book de¬
scribes patented process of shredding,
sterilizing, merging, bleaching, respin¬
ning, dyeing, weaving. Satisfaction
Guaranteed. 61st year. Beware of
Agents. Mail Coupon or lc Postal to

■•■■OLSON RUG CO.-

CHICAGO

NEW YORK

SAN FRANCISCO

Mail Jo 2800 N. Crawford Ave., Chicago, Dept. W-7
YES, mail FREE, your 60-page, money-saving
Book in colors, “New Rugs from Old.”

Name_
Address_
Town_State.

1935
-ORC

LADIESSeM (hi TlEEjdf&woi.A!

MONEY \i
MAKING
CafaCog

FREE

Postcard brings Big 1936 FREE Catalog and Plan
Jfl , n **ow ladies everywhere earn money and beau*
ti/ul Premiums selling newest stamped linens, scarfs,
aprons, pillow tubing, bridge sets, infanta’ wear otc.
for embroidery.
Also Full line

KNITTING TARNS. CROCHET COTTONS and SUPPLIES.
Use your spare time!

No experience required.

EMBROIDERY GUILD.

PHOTO Enlargements
“1
Clear enlargement, bust,
full
length or part group, pets or

l===

Y

other subjects made from any pho¬
to, snapshotor tintype at low price
of 49c each; 3 for $1.00. Send as
many photos aa vou desire. Re-.,
turn of original photos guaranteed,

40

SEND NO MONEY
Just mail photo with name and ad¬
dress- In a few days postman will ^ L* <100
deliver beautiful enlargement that
71 will never fade. Pav only 49c pins postage or send
bOc—3 for $1.00, and we will pay postage ourselves.

quality of oar work

FREE!I?tahXaiHtIG°H 11 *'-CM.

/'GINGER (Fox).
cries,

quotes

Jane Withers laughs,

Shakespeare

and

mimics

Garbo and will win your heart completely
as the hoydenish girl of the slums who
tries to keep her uncle, O. P. Heggie,
out of trouble.

Excellent cast.

I RUPTURE!

BROOKS CO., 182C State St, Marshall, Mich.
■ LEARN

l|ec

DEPT. 673

CHICAGO. ILLINOIS

Crooked Heels

k^GLASS
KEY,
THE
(Paramount).
Plenty of fast action, mystery and suspense
when a senator’s son is murdered and the
big boss of the city is suspected. George
Raft, Edward Arnold and Claire Dodd are
swell.
VHOORAY FOR LOVE (RKO). There’s
music, singing and dancing that you’ll like
in this.
Don’t pay any attention to the
old, old story of how the show must go
on—and does!
Ann Sothern and Gene
Raymond are the romance; Bill Robinson
dances, as does Maria Gambarelli.

k'VINFORMER, THE (RKO). A truly
artistic triumph in which Victor McLaglen, a tiny mind, is ruled by Wallace Ford,
:a great brain, during the Irish Revolution.
The theme is definitely of masculine ap¬
peal, but we think women will go.
k^KLIOU (Bennett Features). A featurelength travel film made by the Marquis de
la Falaise, Connie Bennett’s husband, star¬
ring him and photographed entirely in tech¬
nicolor. It is the simple story of “Kliou,”
which means “tiger,” the enemy the tribe
must kill before he makes life impossible
for them.
V'V'LADDIE (RKO). A wholesome, sweet
story from Gene Stratton Porter’s wellknown book, in which little Virginia Weidler steals the show, even from John Beal
and Gloria Stuart.

k^LES MISERABLES (Twentieth Cen¬
tury). Victor Hugo’s ponderous work ap¬
pears on the screen with Fredric March
as Jean Valjean and Charles Laughton as
the police inspector who never forgot a
race or his duty. If you like to cry, go.
V'V'MISSISSIPPI

(Paramount).

Bing

Crosby, a Northerner, is in love with Joan
Bennett, a Southerner.
There’s a mis¬
understanding, and he becomes a singer
on W. C. Field’s old river showboat.

Don’t blame your shoes if they lose their shape
and the heels wear crooked. It is the way you
walk—the weight of your body is off balance.
Dr. Scholl’s WALK-STRATES correct this
fault by equalizing the body’s weight. They
stop strain on the ankles; keep your shoes
smart and trim; save on repairs. Easily attached
in any shoe. Sizes for men and women. Sold
by all drug, shoe and dept, stores—only 35s?.

D-Scholls Walk-Strafes

12 Weeks in Shops of Coyne
ILI-- Learn by Doing -- many earn
while learning. Free employment
™w
service after graduation. You don’t need advanced education, send for big new free book

and my “PAY TUITION AFTER GRADUATION" PLAN.
ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
500 So
South Paulina Street. Dept. 65-64, CHICAGO. ILL*

H.C.Lewis,Pres.,COYNE
■P^H.C.L
W

5*

^MURDER IN THE FLEET (M-G-M).
With its full share of murders, thrills and
mystery this little picture is quite up to
standard. Robert Taylor and Jean Parker
supply the love interest. If you like mur¬
der mysteries go.
/VNAUGHTY MARIETTA (M-G-M).
Victor Herbert’s undying music is more
poignant than ever when sung by Jeanette
MacDonald and Nelson Eddy in a picture

LITTLE BLUE BOOKS
Send postcard for our free catalogue. Thou¬
sands of bargains. Address: LITTLE BLUE
BOOK CO., Catalogue Dept., Desk 302,
Girard, Kansas.
Greater opportunities now in advertfe*
ing. Learn easily and quickly in spar*
time. Practical work. No text books.
Old established school. Low tuition*
Easy terms. Send for free booklet of
interesting information

Page-Davis School of Advertising
Dpt. 1386,360X Mich. Av.# Chicago

SELL PERSONAL
CHRISTMAS CARDS
No experience needed. Liberal pay for
full or epare time.
Also sell Box Assortments
of Christmas Cards. Gift Wrappings, Religious.
Everyday Garde. $1.00 each. Sample outfit furmehed.
Wetmore 4 Su(dcc. Inc;, 749 Monroe Afe., De»i. AS. Rochester. N.Y.

Learn Public
Speaking
A t home—in spare time—20 minutes a day.
Overcome "stage-fright," gain self-confldence, increase your salary, through ability
to sway others by effective speech.
Write now for free booklet. How to
Work Wonders With Words.
NorthAmerican Institute.Dept. 1386
3601 Michigan Avenue, Chicago, IIU

The TRUTH about VOICE
SENT FREE

No Obligation

to Buy

If you act quick!-we will send postpaid—for
80 days free reading—new Voice Book dis¬
closing startling VOICE FACTS that may ears
hundreds of doDars to every man or woman
seeking a strong, rich voice for either sing¬
ing or speaking. 80 days free reading—then,
send $1.00. Otherwise, return it—

that's all!

IffWOflMZn \

PROF. E. FEUCHTINGER Studio 99-16
64 E. Lake St.
...
Chicago

IF YOU

HAVE

GRAY HAIR

*“ *

11 E. HURON STREET.

100

ABOUT
Why put up with
years of needless dis¬
comfort and worry ?Try
a Brooks Automatic
Air Cushion. This mar¬
velous appliance per¬
mits the opening to
close, yet holds rupture
securely,comfortably—
day and night. Thousandsr eport amazing results.
Light, neat-fitting. No hard pads, metal girdle
or parts to chafe or gouge. Patented in U. S. and
13 foreign countries. Try one 10 DAYS WITH¬
OUT A PENNY’S RISK. You’ll be delighted.
Free book on Rupture and convincing facts
mailed postpaid in plain sealed envelope. Address

and DON’T LIKE a
MESSY MIXTURE....
then write today for my

FREE TRIAL BOTTLE
As a Hair Color Specialist with forty years’ European
American experience, I am proud of my Color Imparler
for Grayness. Use it like a hair tonic. Wonderfully
GOOD for the 6calp and dandruff; it can’t leave
stains. As you use it, the gray hair becomes a darker,
more youthful color. I want to convince you by sending
my free trial bottle and book telling All About Gray Hair.
ARTHUR RHODES. Hair Color Exnert, Dept. 15, LOWELL. MASS.

jjF"j|||i.■prfjr--

?.LlJJ
SALARY
TO START

$90 to
$175
MONTHLY

MEN..

WOMEN

• Ry. Mail Clerk
' P. O. Laborer
R. F. D. Carrier
1 Special Agent
Customs Inspector
» City Mail Carrier
i P. O. Clerk
Matron
() Immig’t Inspector
Typist
<)“

; ) POSTMASTER
) Seamstress
l Auditor
I Stenographer
1 U.S. Border Patrol
i Telephone Opr.
Watchman
I Meat Inspector
, j Statistical Clerk
, ) File Clerk

INSTRUCTION BUREAU,DepUISA, St.Louis, M)
Send me FREE particulars “How to Qualify for
Government Positions” marked “X”. Salaries,
locations, opportunities, etc. ALL SENT FREE.

A?e R«in<fe

Name...

idtoso

Address.
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abounding with romance, beautiful back¬
grounds, adventure, and above all, the
lovely familiar musical score. See it!
^NO MORE LADIES (M-G-M).
A
funny, not very satisfying story about the
ladies’ man who got married only to find
that he couldn’t work at both jobs. Joan
Crawford, Robert Montgomery, Franchot
Tone, Edna May Oliver and Charles
Ruggles give their usual fine performances.
//OIL FOR THE LAMPS OF CHINA
(Warner Brothers). Pat O'Brien, a virile
idealist, finds it romantic to supply back¬
ward China with oil in spite of the fact
that his wife, Josephine Hutchinson, must
suffer untold hardships with him.
An in¬

that was a great)/ that's just what\
WELL, I SEE YOU REALLY ARE TAKING UP
HUNTING TRIP, BILL, // I’VE
SEEN THINKINGTHINKING—
I VC BEEN
--y^TAXIDERMY IN EARNEST, BILL.
ALL THE. DUCKS WE
JIM, I’M GOING TO WRITE
TO THE NORTHWESTERN ^THAT’S RIGHT, JIM —AND I'VE NEVEfL
WANT. BUT IT SEEMS
A SHAME TO THROW . i SCHOOL of TAXIDERMY HAD SO MUCH FUN IN MY LIFE. I'VE
AWAY THIS BEAUTIFUL LNr and SEE if 1 CAN’T
ACTUALLY DOUBLED THE PLEASURE
—. LEARN TO MOUNT GET FROM MY HUNTING AND REALLY
PLUMAGE.
HAVE SOMETHING TO SHOW FOR IT
MV BEST
TROPHIES.
COME IN THE
HOUSE AND
I'LL SHOW
YOU SOME
OF MY
l WORK

f

teresting vehicle.
/OUR LITTLE GIRL (Fox).

All Shir-

ley Temple fans should see this newest
Temple picture.
Not much here for the
more sophisticated patron.

^PRIVATE WORLDS (Walter Wanger for Paramount). A stimulating pic¬
ture
despite
its
hospital-for-the-insane
background, in which Claudette Colbert
gives a subtle performance of great beau¬
ty, Joan Bennett is electrifying. Charles
Boyer is enchanting, and Joel McCrea is
quite perfect. A thriller. Don’t miss this.
'/'/PUBLIC HERO (M-G-M).
A swell
picture about the "G” Men who cleaned
up "The Purple Gang” and got the leader
as he emerged from a theater.
Lionel
Barrymore, Chester Morris, Joseph Calleia

G’VE SOLD MANY BOOK-ENDS,
LAMPS, ASH-TRAVS, PIPE RACKS,'
AND SO ON TO SPORTSMEN FOR
THEIR DENS-- I’VE LEARNED'
TO TAN FURS FOR CAPS, SCARFS
AND RUGS, AND — BEST OF ALLINSTEAD OF THROWING AWAY THOSE v
COW-HIDES, I TAN THEM INTO LEATHER
FOR BELTS, HARNESS AND STRAPS v

YOU

LEARN

There’s

RED

GAP

won in a poker game by Mary Boland and
Charlie Ruggles, and, after a taste of
America, decides to become a gentleman.
/SCARLET PIMPERNEL, THE (United
Artists).
Leslie Howard, disguised as the
"Scarlet Pimpernel,” and Merle Oberon
as his French wife in a story that works
up to an exciting denouement.

l^STAR OF MIDNIGHT
(RKO).
Bill Powell in another “Thin Man’’ role,
with Ginger Rogers, this time, as fellow
sleuth.
Mr. Powell turns detective once
more, and there’s a surprise ending to the
mystery. It’s gay and romantic.
^SCOUNDREL, THE (Hecht and MacArthur for Paramount). The most con¬
troversial picture of the year, with Noel
Coward doing a magnificent piece of acting
in the title role. Julie Hayden is superb
as the betrayed girl. See it.

You can use common animals and

to mount (stuff) expertly, Birds, Ani¬
mals, Fish, Game-Heads, just like life.
That (b Taxidermy. You can be a Taxi¬
dermist. Will you? Surely you are inter¬
ested. Mail Coupon right now for the aston¬
ishing Free Book.

this minute t

birds; squirrels, rabbits, little chicks, pup¬
pies, kittens, pigeons, even frogs. Mount
them in human and humorous groups. Real
Fun; and profitable, too. This is known as
Craft and Novelty taxidermy; it’s included in our
unique lessons. It’s Marvelous. Write the school

Big Profits in Spare Time
Many students earn from $40 to $75 monthly
in spare time. Some earn thousands of dollars each
year.Sportsmen bring their trophies to be mounted.
Besides you can sell your own Novelty groups for
homes, dens and for merchants’ window display.

Learn Tanning
Tan fine harness, sole and chrome
leathers; also furs with the hair on. Ex¬
pert Methods, easily learned. Save
Money making your own leathers;
Make Money tannin* for others.
Quick Sure Profits. The I ree *
Book tells all about it. Send coupon. \

Mail Coupon FREE
Or a poBtcard will do. No obligation
on your part. The beautiful Book,
with hundreds of entrancing pictures
1 is Free. Do not miss this wonderful

(Para¬

mount).
A
laugh-provoker
in
which
Charles Laughton, an English butler, is

Wild Game Not Needed

Save your game trophies. They are
Valuable. Mount them for home and
den. Have a Museum. Win fame
as a Taxidermist. Make undreamed¬
of money in spare time ... You learn

This old reliable school in 30 years has grad¬
uated 200,000 students; all in Taxidermy
Only. Ask our 200,000 graduates! They
Know we can teach you successfully. Our
great success permits this Guarantee.
Grasp this Opportunity—send coupon right
now, TODAY, for the Free Book.

that has songs that are swell, lovely wo¬
men’s clothes, and Astaire’s dancing.
OF

Hunters — Fisherman

Success Guaranteed

Irene

Dunne for romance, Ginger Rogers for
youth and laughter, and Freddie Astaire
for dances in a mad, thrilling, gay picture

/RUGGLES

IT EASILY, QUICKLY, BY MAIL IN SPARE TIME

Men, boys, women,—Study Taxidermy. Taught by Experts.
ALL SECRETS revealed. It will amaze and delight yon.

^RECKLESS (M-G-M). Jean Harlow,
a Broadway dancer, marries Franchot
Tone, socialite son of a rich family, only
to prove that oil and water won’t mix, and
after Tone’s suicide goes back to William
Powell. Good breezy hokum. See it.
(RKO).

1

HARD? NOT A BIT, AFTER YOU GET THE HANG OF
IT. WHY JIM, TO ME TAXIDERMY IS THE GRAND¬
EST HOBBY IN THE WORLD. I'VE MADE AS HIGH
AS $75 PER MONTH IN MY SPARE TIME, MOUNTING
TROPHIES FOR HUNTERS. WHY DON’T YOU y'
TAKE IT UP? j-y===I'M SURE GOING TO—WHAT’S
THAT ADDRESS? I HAD NO
.IDEA WHAT I'VE BEEN MISSING. .

AmazIngPleasureandProfitSinThisArt

and Paul Kelly all give fine performances,
but Jean Arthur’s work is outstanding!

//ROBERTA

Y

opportunity to obtaiu the marvelous

Northwestern School of Taxidermy.

9
2796 Elwood Bldg., Omaha, Neb.
^iSend me your free illustrated book, “How
Pto Mount Game”. Also tell me how I may
|learn this fascinating art easily and quickly byy
"mail. No obligation.

1-rj-sB and va'uable book Free and Post-J paid. Write today. State your Age.

NORTHWESTERN SCHOOL
2796 Elwood Bldg.,
”

OF TAXIDERMY
Omaha, Neb.

I Address

This Amazing New aiLA nuaicni
aGENT* Worn by Screen Stars!
Astounding
Profits
Men or women.
Fanny Pope made
over $20 in 2 hours.
We shipped Wessburg’9
customers
$508.60 hosiery one
week in Dec. His
profit, plus bonus,
figured $169.53.

—BECAUSE PROOFED AGAINST CATCHING
Raquel Torres, Alice White, Peggy Shannon, Irene Bentley, June
Knight and Muriel Kirkland wear our exclusive Wilknit Hosiery'
Their silk hosiery must be faultless as they cannot chance sudden
runs. The threads in Wilknit Hosiery are twisted extra tight and
smoothed. No loose fibres to catch and snag. Reduces runners
to a minimum. Just demonstrate. Make surprising earnings.

DEMONSTRATION OUTFIT SUPPLIED
Send lor samples of loveliest silk hosiery, with pictures of
these screen stars.—also finest quality hose lor men and
children. 96 beautitul styles and colors and 10 sec¬
ond demonstrator. Write, giving hose size and
shade prelerred. A real chance to make money.
GUARANTEED

- Wilknit -Hosiery are
so good we guarantee
them against holes for a specified number of
months; 2 pairs guaranteed to wear 3 uionths;
3 pairs, 6 months, etc.

WILKNIT HOSIERY CO.
Dept. K-8, Midway,
Greenfield, Ohio

_
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How to Attract and
Hold Your Man
Attract and fascinate the
man of your choice
Any woman or girl of or¬
dinary intelligence, beautiful
or plain, can learn from
“Fascinating
Womanhood”
how to be and remain at¬
tractive to men. It tells you
how to develop the power
that is in you.
Learn the
principles of Charm that
men cannot resist. Most cases
of social failure and spinsteihood are due to lack
of understanding man’s psychology.
Married or
single you cannot afford to be without this secret
knowledge. Send only 10c for the booklet, • “Secrets
of Fascinating Womanhood” an interesting outline
of the secrets revealed in “Fascinating Womanhood”.
Mailed in plain wrapper. PSYCHOLOGY PRESS,
Dept 225-J, 585 Kingsland Ave., St. Louis. Mo.

screen material, but it seems that the story
should be saved until the fickle public has
forgotten that particular case. If the story
must be used now, why not disguise it so
thoroughly that it can’t be recognized as
the original ?
Surely, screen writers are
producing enough good material that Holly¬
wood can afford to apply the Golden Rule
in such cases.
Lois Green,
Williamson, W. Va.

$1 PRIZE LETTER
Adding Rhyme to Rhythm
F is for those Feet of his that danced his
way to fame;
R is for his Rhythm—Ah, I wish I had
the same!
E is for the Ease in which he glides across
the floor;
D is for the Drollery he ever has in store.

A wife and three
kiddies — and the same old pay
envelope. I couldn’t see a thing ahead
except the same old grind. Then one
day I read an I. C. S. ad. The coupon
fascinated me. A new idea struck
me — it was a light in a wilderness
of darkness to me! Today, because
I mailed that coupon two years ago,
I am a trained man — making a
trained man’s pay!”
Does this suggest something to
you? Then mail the coupon today!
“I WAS STUCK.

INTERNATIONAL

CORRESPONDENCE

SCHOOLS

Box 2280-C, Scranton, Penna.
Without cost or obligation, please send me a copy o
your booklet, “Who Wins and Why,” and full particular
about the subject before which I have marked X:
TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
O
□
□
□
O
O
□
□
□
□
□
□

Architect
□ Marine Engineer
Architectural Draftsman
□ Bridge Engineer
Building Estimating
D Bridge & Building Foremai
Contractor and Builder
□ Gas Engines
Structural Draftsman
□ Diesel Engines
Structural Engineer
□ Aviation Engines
Electrical Engineer
D Automobile Work
Electric Lighting
□ Plumbing □ Steam Fittini
Telegraph Engineer
□ Heating □ Ventilation
Telephone Work
□ Radio □ Air Conditioning
How to Invent and Patent □ Refrigeration
Mechanical Engineer
□ R. R. Locomotives
Mechanical Draftsman
□ R. R. Section Foreman
Patternmaker □ Machinist □ R. R. Signalmen
Reading Shop Blueprints
□ Air Brakes
Heat Treatment of Metals
□ Chemistry □ Pharmacy
Sheet Metal Worker
□ Coal Mining
Welding, Electric and Gas
□ ^avigauou
Navigation
Civil Engineer Q Toolmaker □ Cotton Manufacturing
Highway Engineer
□ Woolen Manufacturing
LJ Surveying and Mapping
£J Fruit Growing
D Sanitary Engineer
□ Poultry Farming
□ Steam Engineer
□ Agriculture

BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES
D
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
D

Business Management
Industrial Management
Traffic Management
Cost Accountant
Accountancy and
C.P.A. Coaching
Bookkeeping
Secretarial Work
Spanish
□ French
Salesmanship
Wallpaper Decorating
Salesmanship
Service Station Salesmanship

□
□
□
□
D
O
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Advertising
Business Correspondence
Lettering Show Cards
English
□ Signs
Stenography and Typing
Civil Serv ice
Railway Mail Clerk
Mail Carrier
Grade School Subjects
High School Subjects
College Preparatory
First Year College
Illust.rat.ing f~l Cartooni

Name.

City.

$1 PRIZE LETTER
Lovemaking with Finesse
I am only an insignificant freshman in
high school. But I and my friends some¬
times are almost ashamed to walk out of
a moving picture theater after sitting
through a picture of “mushy love.” Don’t
get me wrong! I don’t happen to be one
of those “children who like only fairy
stories,” but I do enjoy a good, entertain¬
ing love story.
It is very, very seldom
that I have the rare good fortune to see
one which I would recommend to my
friends—for instance, Tom Brown and
Anne Shirley took most delightful parts in
“Anne of Green Gables” in the love scenes.
But I have seen many pictures such as
“Swellhead,” which I thought was plain
mushy.
However, “Naughty Marietta,”
with such delightful love-making, not over¬
played at all, was one of the most entertain¬
ing pictures I have seen in a long time. I
actually saw it twice, which is something
extraordinary for me.
Maxine Roth,
St. Louis, Mo.

$1 PRIZE LETTER
Unvarnished Opinions

State.

Present Position.
If you reside in Canada, send this coupon to the
International Correspondence Schools Canadian, Limited,
Montreal, Canada.
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A’s for his Ability to act as well as dance;
S is for that Smile of his, so roguish and
askance.
T’s a Toast to his “Top Hat,” I wish him
all success;
A is for his great Appeal, that thing I
can’t express;
I is for his Irony, so smooth and yet so
clear;
R’s for all the Reasons why I think he’s
just a dear,
And now the E—it marks the End, my
little verse is ready;
Eve got just five more words to add:
“Hurrah, three cheers for Freddie!”
Anne Mackay,
Boston, Mass.

Age,

Address

Sylvia

(Continued from page 64)

Just a few random thoughts of a movie
fan:
Wonder if there is anyone in the movies
with prettier legs than Ruby Keeler . . .

of Hollywo

Now Reveals How You Can
the Beauty of the Screen S

You have always wanted to be beautiful . .
. . . glamorous. Now you can be! For the
methods which the famous stars of the scree
use to acquire and maintain their beauty a
vealed by Sylvia of Hollywood in her new
More Alibis.
Madame Sylvia is the personal beauty advis
wood’s most brilliant stars. It is she who g
preserves the exquisite charms of the screen's
ing beauties. It is she who transforms ordin
women into dreams of loveliness.
And now Sylvia has just put all her be
between the covers of a book.
In No More
will find every ounce of knowledge, every whit
tion and all the good sound advice that Sylvia
over a period of thirty-five years of making
body ideally beautiful.
There is no other book like No More Alibis
could be none. In this one volume Sylvia tells
how you can be as lovely as the stars of Ho
not lovelier! No matter how old you are, or
thin you are. Sylvia will tell you how you can
body into beautiful proportions.
This book gives you the very same informatio
the screen stars of Hollywood have paid fabu
Yet the price for this marvelous book is on
copy. If you are unable to get this book at
department or book store mail the coupon be

Sign and Mail Coupon—TO

Macfadden Book Company, Inc.
Dept. MM-9,1926 Broadway, New York

Send me, postage prepaid, the book, "N
Alibis!" by Sylvia of Hollyicood. I enclose

Name
Address
City
State

Make money taking pictu
graphs in big demand.
Photography also pays b
Learn quickly at home in
No experience necessary.
for new free book. Oppo
Modern Photography-

Schoolof Photography,D
3601 Michigan Ave., Ch

AT hom

Learn easy Koehne Meth

ing photos and miniatures in
art talent needed. Rig deman
free booklet. Make Money At

^
NATIONAL ART SCHOO
3601 Michigan Ave.
Dept. 138

|PAYS K*78S&

KAR-NU refinishes any col
bile easily, quickly and ec

withontpolishing, waxing, rubbin

JUST WIPE IT ON WITH

Magiolike fluid covers old pain
elastic coat. Absolutely transp
leveling, self-polishing. Guaran
to 12 months. Equal m beauty to
costing $25 to $75. Write for Fre
prove our claims and Territory of

CO., Dept.P-90, Oakley Sta.. C

kirtkl Deodori

flL rrforBathroo
AGENTS ^ 5 &$8»»

LIE RE’S an
invention
that
housewives
everywhere eagerly welcome.
At last a
way to banish unpleasant odors in bathrooms.
The new improved patented Bowl-Itizer inside
the toilet bowl, actually seems
to absorb odors and replace
them with a delicate perfume
that everybody likes. Guaran¬
teed as advertised in Good
Housekeeping
Magazine.
Every home a prospect! One of
10 Red HOT SELLERS. Agents
clean up $5 to $8 in a day. (Splen¬
did distributor's proposition also
BRA
on request.) Write at once for de¬
FREE
tails and full size Free Sample.
THE PURO CO., Dept. M-2164, 3107
St

MOVIE
Wouldn't you just know A1 Jolson would
take the last close-up of “Go Into Your
Dance" by himself . . . Wow, what a rum¬
ble of ill-feeling against John Barrymore,
and what a chill the fans are going to
make felt at the box-office, when, or if,
he ever makes another picture . . . That
tiny \ irginia Weidler has copped herself
a big personal hit in “Laddie.” There’s
personality in that dear little face, and
every switch of those cute pigtails . . .
The July Movie Mirror cover is the
prettiest yet—Janet Gaynor must be Peter
Pan’s younger sister, she gets lovelier with
each passing picture.

Tona Szvan,
San Francisco, Calif.

PRIZE
WINNERS
MOVIE MIRROR
HIDDEN NAME CAME
FIRST PRIZE—$200.00
Thora M. Stuve, La Crosse, Wise.

SECOND PRIZE—$100.00
Harry

II. Powell, Tulsa, Okla.

FIVE $10.00 PRIZES
Mrs. Joseph Y. Bassett, Asheville, N. C.; Vivian
E. Bertrand, Lockport, X. Y.; Mrs. Stewart Cuthbert, Detroit, Mien.; Emily McCord Harvey, San
Francisco, Calif.; Mrs. Frederic H. Newton,
Minneapolis, Minn.

MIRROR

Home Treatment for
Keeping Skin Young

r

Mercolized Wax—one beauty aid you can afford
because this single preparation embodies all the
essentials of beauty that your skin needs. It
_ _
cleanses, softens, bleaches, lubricates and pro-m tects. So simple to use, too. Just pat it on your
•4*^ ,,.skin each night as if it were an ordinary cold
^ cream. Mercolized Wax seeps into your pores,
dissolves grime, dust and all impurities. It
absorbs the discolored surface skin in tiny, invis¬
ible particles, revealing the beautiful, smooth, young skin that lies
beneath. It clears away freckles, tan, oiliness, sunburn or any other
blemishes. You use such a tiny bit of Mercolized Wax for each appli¬
cation that it proves an inexpensive beauty investment. Beauty can not
be taken for granted. It must be cared for regularly if you want
to hold beauty through the years. Mercolized
Wax brings out the hidden beauty of your
skin. Let it make your skin more beautiful.

Phelactlne removes hairy growths—takes them out —
easily, quickly and gently. Leaves the skin hair free.
Phelactine is the modern, odorless facial depilatory that
fastidious women prefer.
Powdered Saxolite dissolved in one-half pint witch ,
hazel quickly reduces wrinkles and other age signs. It is I
a refreshing, stimulating astringent lotion. Use it daily.

^lorcoiiz^

Wax

6 Beautifies The

...

N‘V,'

f
J

ASTHMATIC
SUFFERERS-GET QUICK RELIEF
Thousands rely on pleasant smoke vapor of
Dr. J. H. Guild’s Green Mountain Asthmatic
Compound. Quickly soothes and relieves parox¬
ysms of Asthma. Standard remedy at all drug¬
gists. Powder form, 25 cents and $1.00. Cigarette
form, 50 cents for 24. FREE TRIAL package
of 6 cigarettes sent on request. The J. H. Guild
Co., Dept, EE16, Rupert, Vt.

DD 01 ill n’C
Ul\. UUILU O

green mountain
ASTHMATIC COMPOUND

Bathe them with LAVOPTIK
Instant relief for inflamed, sore, tired, strained or itching
eyes. 6000 eyesight specialists endorse it. 25 years success. Get Lavoptik 1 with, free eye cupi from your druggist.

TEN $5.00 PRIZES
Bernice Angel, Seattle. Wash.; Frank F. Brocar,
San Francisco, Calif.; Elwood Craig, Fort Wayne,
Ind.; Mrs. Gertrude King, Cleveland, Ohio; Clarice
Kloepfer, St. Albans, L. I., N. \.; Mrs. Paul
Kossack, McGregor, Iowa; C. C. McMillan, Oak¬
dale, Calif.; Leslie Rees, Denver, Colo.; Louise
Taylor, M. Joseph, Mo.; Matilda Thomas, Cleve¬
land, Ohio.

FIFTY $2.00 PRIZES
Halpin Abbot, Dallas, Tex.; Thelma Alter,
Kansas City, Mo.; Harry Ashton, Philadelphia,
Pa.; Bill Baker, Glenwood, Iowa; Edith Blanco,
New Rochelle, N. Y.; Evelyne Bool, Lincoln,
Nebr.; D. L. Cheek, Oakland, Calif.; Elizabeth
Clair, Chicago, Ill.; Austin R. Crane, Montpelier,
Vt.; Ralph W. Doctor, Ft. Wayne, lnd.; Mrs.
L. j. Dooner, Wooster, Ohio; Jeanne Duval, Phila¬
delphia, Pa.; Mrs. Robert h. Finley, Little Rock,
Ark.; Airs. P. K. Frink, Alinneapolis, Minn.; John
W. Gardner. Brooklyn, X. Y.; Clarence Gilstrap,
Neosho, mo.; Laurence Goulet, Calgary, Alta.;
Elvira Granieri, New York, N. \.; Estella E.
Hayes, Trenton, N. J.; Harry J. Hird, Dorchester,
Mass.; Dan Keller, Biloxi, Miss.; Marguerite
Klein, Montgomery, Ala.; Sade Kragness, .-vsbury
Parlf, N. J.; Florence Leggoe, Philadelphia; Pa.;
Josephine . Ligon, Midland, lex.; Mrs. Stewait
Myers, Jamestown, N. -Y.; Olive Nelson, Pottstown, Pa.; Anita NessetJ Wadena, Minn.; Mrs.
j. H. Newman, Tompkinsville, Ky.; Elizabeth C.
O’Neil, Paterson, N. J.; Leeta Passalacqua, Lakeview, Ore.; Walter F. Paul, Washington, D. C.;
Mayme Pelletier, St. Louis, AIo.; William G.
Ringel, Peoria, ill.; W. Robb, tsungsburg, calit.;
Joseph Roth, Jr., Milwaukee, Wise.; Mrs. H. Sig¬
ler, Seattle, Wash.; Mary Alae Starks, Denver,
Colo.; Miss M. M. Stevens. W. Palm Beach., Fla.;
John E. Thayer, Cambridge, Mass.; Mrs. Charles
Toles, Colorado Springs, Colo.; Grant E. Tyte,
Cleveland, Ohio; Margaret Vella, San Francisco,
Calif.; Mrs. M. Warlow, College Point, N. Y.;
Mrs. Orloe Warren, Tryon, Nebr.; S. Weinberg,
LaFayette, Ga.; Mrs. William F. Weiss, Newark,
N. J.; Virginia E. Williamson, New Orleans, La.;
Mary L. Willes, Mason City, Iowa; June Wilson,
San Francisco, Calif.

I was so lonely and friendless, a
newcomer to town.
Neighbors
called once—but never came again,

I read how a woman became popular by learning to play through
the U. S. School of Music courseI enrolled.

Soon I was able to play real tunes,
Now I’m invited everywhere. They
call me “the life of the party".

How easy short-cuf way Fo MUSIC
brinas friends, <jood times to thousands
EVERYONE is familiar with the seemingly magic
u way in which music brings people together—
cements close friendships—provides good times!
But for years only the fortunate few could afford
to pay personal teachers—could spend years of
time in study and practice—in order to receive the
advantages that music brings.
But now, thanks to the U. S. School of Music,
over 700,000 people have learned to play their
favorite instruments in half the usual time and
without expensive teachers or tiresome practice.
For this amazing new “print and picture” method
is as easy as A-B-C.
First it tells you what to do
—then the pictures
show you how to do it.
LEARN TO PLAY
Then you play it and
BY NOTE
hear it. You start with
Piano
Violin
Guitar
Saxophone
real little tunes, and
Organ
Ukulele
before you know it,
Tenor Banjo
Hawaiian Guitar
you are playing the
Piano Accordion
latest hits, jazz or
Or Any Other Instrument
classical.

FREE Booklet and Demonstration Lesson
To let you see for yourself how easily you can learn
to play this new way, send today for Free booklet to¬
gether with FREE Demonstration Lesson which explains
everything, shows you the simple principles of tills re¬
markable method and includes proof that will astound you.
If you really want to learn music—to enjoy good times—
mail the coupon below. Don't delay—act NOW. Instru¬
ments supplied when needed, rash or credit. U. S. School
of Music, 3069 Brunswick Bldg., New York City.

U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC
3069 Brunswick Bldg., New York City
Send me your amazing free book. "How You Can
Master Music in Your Own Home,” with inspiring mes¬
sage by Dr. Frank Crane; also Free Demonstration
Lesson. This does not put me under any obligation.

Name
Address
Instrument..
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Hollywood's Companionate Divorce
(Continued from page 33)
“Don’t misunderstand!
There’s no big
blow-up, no argument, no difficulty. It is
to avoid these very things that she does
leave. We have been married long enough
to realize that my working days are the
danger days of our married life. We know
that it is only then that there is a possi¬
bility of restlessness, impatience or a sharp¬
ly spoken word. So we just don’t take the
chance.
I can’t go away, so True (my
nickname for Mrs. Foster) does!
“Like most women, True is socially in¬
clined. I mean she likes to entertain, go
places and all that. When I’m not actually
working, there’s nothing I like better than
to join her. We have a lot of fun together.
I like to play as well as she does. But this
is not true of my working days.
“In the first place, I’m too tired, physi¬
cally tired. I probably look like a pretty
strong guy who can stand a lot.
As a
matter of fact, though, I have to have
eight or nine hours of sleep every night
when I’m working or I’m a nervous wreck.
And I don’t think I’m the only man in the
world who gets cross and irritable when
he’s tired.
One thing I most certainly
don’t feel like doing is running around, or
having people to the house. Yet why should
I force these moods on True? After all,
she has been home most of the day run¬
ning the house and planning for my com¬
fort. She’s done her job well. Why should
she be expected to tip-toe around the
house and go to bed at nine o’clock, drop
all her friends just because I’m not in the
mood to enjoy them with her?
‘‘In the second place, we don’t see any¬
thing of one another while I am on a
picture, anyway. I leave the house before
True is awake. I usually come home from
the studio late, eat a preoccupied dinner

and then close myself up in the library to
study the script for the next day’s work.
I hate to hold up a scene because of lack
of study on the dialogue so I must do that
work at night.
“What, then, is True’s life during those
working days? Sitting in the living room
reading a book? Going to bed early, only
to roll and toss because she is not tired
enough to sleep? Absurd, isn't it? And
yet ^manv wives feel that they- must make
this sacrifice of dull evenings and duller
moods to marriage because their husbands
expect them to.
Is it any wonder, then,
that so many of those same marriages fail?
“And for what? No real reason except
that perhaps some male creature likes to
have someone around to be the victim of
his bad humor. Well, I'm not that sure
of my hold on True! We’ve been in love
too long; we’ve been too happily married,
to set ourselves apart and above the aver¬
age run of marriages in the belief that we
can conquer the very problems that have
been the downfall of others while using
their same methods! We don’t go lookingfor difficulties to prove we are happy. We
decided to leave that for the men and wo¬
men who know all the answers.
Maybe
it isn’t the most courageous way in the
world to avoid trouble, just dodging it,
but it’s a pretty safe one!
“In place of getting on one another’s
nerves while I’m working, we’re actually
missing one another, waiting to be together
again. Because True and I refuse to share
our nervous moods and bad hours together,
I never look at her that she isn’t the sym¬
bol of the happiest, gayest times of my
life!
“Of course, I don’t mean that we haven’t
come over some pretty rocky roads together.

Any girl who marries a young stock actor
gets her share of hardships and struggling
along with her wedding ring. But during
those lean years we were combatting real
problems and the sharing of those funda¬
mental problems is one of the most binding
of all life’s ties.
“The real danger lies in more subtle
things: moods, cross words and irritable
things said in the pique of temper. The
same girl who can courageously stand by
a man when neither one knows where the
next meal is coming from, may have a
very different feeling about a dinner-table
grouch, even though the service be cham¬
pagne and cavier.
“I’ve known very few marriages to break
up during adversity. Certainly no worth¬
while ones. But we’ve all known plenty of
them to go on the rocks when luck-onwings comes flying through the window.
Maybe I’m wrong, but I've always believed
the man to be at fault in these cases.
“I’m not claiming to be different from
men in other lines of work. I’m not one
of those so-called carefree actors who can
just toss off his job. It gets me down and
it ties me down mentally and physically,
and I know it! True knows it, too. In
fact, we know it so well that were she to
come to me on bended knee, asking that
she be allowed to stick around and try to
help me over the worries and problems of
a new picture, I wouldn’t permit it!
“Because, you see, I want to stay tnarried to the girl who is the best friend and
gayest companion I've ever known !
“Companionate Divorce is our way of
doing it. We’re too late for Judge Lind¬
sey’s theory of Companionate Marriage,
and besides, I guess we’re a little too oldfashioned for anything like that, anyway!”

Movie Mirror, Jr.
(Continued from page 8)
out by a college, and did very well. It’s
natural that Baby LeRoy likes to play
better than anything. His favorite game
is pretending big game hunting. He hunts
lions and tigers all over the studio, even
in the closets. Once he got so excited he
threw his gun up in the air and hit his
teacher, Miss Smith, right smack on the
head!
But I’ll bet Paramount doesn’t
have him expelled.
The children over at M-G-M school
seem just the opposite from the ones at
Paramount. For none of the Metro chil¬
dren prefers arithmetic. Miss Mary Mc¬
Donald, their teacher, says her pupils are
best in studies which deal with the arts,
literature, language, history and grammar.
The most famous children in her class are
Mickey Rooney, whom you will see as
Puck in “A Midsummer Night’s Dream,”
Jackie Cooper, whom you all know, and
Freddie Bartholomew, who created the big
sensation in “David Copperfield” and who
will next be seen with Greta Garbo in
“Anna Karenina.” He plays her son. Cora
Sue Collins is one of Miss MacDonald's
students, too. And like Virginia Weidler,
Cora Sue would rather play with boys
than with girls.
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Miss MacDonald does not grade her
students but just gives them marks of sat¬
isfactory or unsatisfactory. This way the
pupil only knows if he passes or not, and
has no idea how smart (or dumb!) he
really is.

Going-Back-to-School Contest
Now that you've read how the
movie children feel about their
studies, wouldn't you like to earn
a prize by telling me just how you
feel about your studies? Send in a
short letter telling what is your
favorite study and why.
The first prize is $10.00, second,
$5.00, and ten third prizes of $1.00
each. For the next twenty best let¬
ters, I will send you a photograph
of your favorite child star. Be sure
to mention the one you like best in
your letter. So hurry up quick and
write to Movie Mirror, Jr., 7751
Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood, Cal.
All entries must be received on or
before Sept. 5, 1935.

Children in studio schools can go ahead
as fast as they are able. Generally they
study alone, for their classmates are quite
likely to be somewhere else working on a
picture and it is hard to get them all to¬
gether at the same time. Often a bright
little actor or actress will skip a grade or
two in one year and at the same time star
in several pictures.
But no matter how
successful the picture is, I imagine any
actor is more proud of skipping the grade
than anything else.
Jane Withers, whom you want to be sure
to see in that grand comedy, “Ginger.”
goes to school at Fox. In spite of being
a rough, bad, little girl in pictures, Jane is
very bright in school and shines in all her
subjects, though she likes oral English
the best.
So you see all the movie children have
to go to school just as you do. And now
that Fall is here again. Movie Mirror, Jr.
wishes you the best of luck in your studies
this year.
And when your work some¬
times seems more than you can manage,
just remember that even Shirley Temple,
the most popular actress on the screen
today, is having the same trouble you
are.

<LLhe crisp candy coating gives Tempters its extra-flavor delicious¬
ness. Just bite one and taste that full flood-tide of flavor. The candy
coating adds that more satisfying tastiness. And the gum itself is
fresh because its newly-made goodness is sealed up tight in the
candy. Five delectable flavors. Try each

one and pick your

favorites. Peppermint, spearmint, cinnamon, wintergreen, tutti-frutti.

© 1935, Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.
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"Of course, I've had to learn how to repel
the 'advances' of men," she says. "All ac¬
tresses have temptations and most of us
have to develop a technique in order to
keep clear of unpleasant complications."
Don't fail to read the unusual adventures
that have befallen this popular actress. It's
a story that will give you a new light on
this exacting job of being a movie star!
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"ALL THAT I KNOW... I KNOW BY LOVE ALONE”
The heart of a man called to the heart of a

fidelity, insight and skill which made"David

woman. "We love”, it said, "and love is all.”

Copperfield” an unforgettable experience.

Heart answered heart. With eyes open to
what she was leaving forever behind her,
she went where love called...to dark de¬
spair or unimaginable bliss. It is a drama of
deep, human emotions, of man and woman
gripped by circumstance, moved by forces
bigger than they— a great drama, portrayed

BARTHOLOMEW
(You remember him as "David Copperfield”)
with MAUREEN O’SULLIVAN
MAY ROBSON • BASIL RATHBONE

CLARENCE

by players of genius and produced with the

A

Metro - Goldwyn-Mayer

BROWN’S

Production

Picture ... Produced

by

David

0.

Selznick
3

The BIG BROAD
MORE

STARS THAN THERE ARE IN

HEAVEN, FOLKS,

Bing Crosby's in it, of
course, singing such hit
tunes as "I Wished on
the Moon." You'll see
Charlie Ruggles and
Mary Boland (right),
too, and there'll be such
choruses as you've never
seen on your non-televi¬
sion radio, with Bill Rob¬
inson (below, in white)
to set the pace.

Above
at the
left,
ladies and gentlemen,
the biggest chorus in
the world—ten tons of
dancing
loveliness
trained in the art of
the ballet by LeRoy
Prinz. While, at the
right, no less an
organization than
Ray Noble's Orchestra plays"Why
Stars Come Out
at Night", Ray's
new composition. Fayard Nicholas and his
kid brother (right) carry
on Bill Robinson's good
work.
Wendy Barrie
and Henry Wadsworth
(left) furnish the younglove interest.

S

ADVERTISEMENT
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IN THIS

CAST of 1936
NEW STAR-STUDDED MUSICAL BROUGHT TO YOU BY PARAMOUNT!

Norman Taurog, beside
camera number 298, directs a few of the large
list of extras in one of the
dance scenes.
Sir Guy
Standing adds to the impressive roll of
Hollywood's big names in the cast and
Ethel Merman comes from her Broadway
triumphs in "Anything Goes" to sing
"It's the Animal in Me" as only she
could sing it. And what radio program
would be complete without Amos 'n'
Andy (Freeman Gosden and Charles
Correll, to you — below), themselves?

Lyda Roberti (above) has
a number all her own,
"Double Trouble" —
meaning Henry Wads¬
worth and Jack Oakie
(yes, he's in it, too). One
of the highlights of the
picture will be the film
debut of radio's favor¬
ite soprano, Jessica
Dragonette, at the left.

And for dessert, we have—
Burns and Allen, with Harold
Nicholas as a demi-tasse. The
boys are only pretending they
don't like to hear Grade's
gaga gags. In the circle—
why, it's Benny Baker himself!
ADVERTISEMENT
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JUST OFF

HOLLYWOOD
BOULEVARD
By

WALTER
RAMSEY

to hit a lady, kinder light.

a day.
The bonus is for hitting the mark the first time.
When he missed the lady (on purpose) the picture had
wait

until

they

made

the tomato was ruined.

places and people in Hollywood—and zvho have written me
such grand letters of enthusiastic encouragement—will be
glad to knozv that Hollywood, itself, is showing a keen in¬
terest too! Stars and directors are stopping me on studio
sets and telling me of their favorite, little-known people so
that I may tell you about them here. I hope you like the
places and people I've chosen to tell you about this month.
Write your honest comments to me: Movie Mirror, 7751
Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.
Thanks!
W. R.

I

’VE found him at last!

The one man

in the world

who got a raise for doing a worse job.
He is “OneShot” Stoney; he’s about forty, has the look of a com¬
bination cowboy, ball player and prize fighter.
Maybe
that’s because lie’s been all three.
Ball pitching, though,
was the thing that got him a job in Hollywood.
How
would you like One Shot’s job?
He gets paid for hitting movie stars with eggs and to¬
matoes !
Not in comedies—nothing as low down as that—
but in super-special dramas with historic background. Like
hitting Wally Beery with an egg in “The Mighty Barnum.”
He always hits ’em the first time. He didn’t get that name
for nothing.
After years of getting $25.00 a day, he wanted a raise
How could he get it? He was doing the same job, always
perfectly, so how could he do it better?
Here’s the way
One-Shot tells it:
“It occurs to me one day, just like lightning!” drawled
One Shot with slow emphasis.
“It comes over me that I
might get a break if I didn’t do such a good job. I waits
’til one time on a big costume picture when I’jn supposed

Jules Molnar, the
Hungarian
chef
who holds one of
filmland’s unusual
jobs as a "Food
Color
Expert,"
explains his unique
special glaze for
camera work to
young Roger Pryor.
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I missed the

what done it!
Now I get a bonus!”
Now, with his bonus, One Shot gets as high as $50.00

to

Author’s Note: Those of you zvho have taken such an
interest in this new column about little-known-but-famous

A tomato, it was.

side of her head and landed on the front of her gown. That's

a

new

dress.

The

one

with

So One Shot now gets twice what

he used to for one shot—because he once took two shots
and movie companies can't afford that!
A FTER leaving One Shot, I thought I’d go down and
watch the painters working on Hollywood Hotel.
The
front of Hollywood’s oldest hostelry was almost finished,
but there was one grizzly, gray-headed painter left. About
noon, he looked at his watch, dropped his brush and came
down the ladder.
“You’ve got a swell job there,” (Continued on page 91)

Untex
Waves a Magic Wand
over your
dsd Apparel and
Home Decorations
u. slA^ U

■ ■,: ?

Tintex—brings Color

Tintex—brings Color

Magic to Curtains,
Drapes, Luncheon Sets,
Pillow Covers and all
Home Decorations

Magic to Afternoon
Frocks,Evening Dresses,
Evening Wraps, and
Scarfs

Tintex—brings Color
Magic to Underthings
and Lingerie — Lacetrimmed Negligees—
Stockings

Tintex—brings Color
Magic to Sportswear,
Sweaters, Sports Scarfs
and Handkerchiefs

EASY TO BE A TINTEX COLOR MAGICIAN!
Every day Tintex is performing

So inexpensive — it costs but a

miracles of color in millions of

few cents and saves dollars. Be

homes.

Let it work its magic

sure you insist on Tintex—then

in your home — today! Let it

you will be sure of perfect

restore faded color—or give new

results! 38 brilliant long-lasting

color, if you ,wish — to every¬

colors from which to choose.

thing in your home decorations
and wardrobe. Tintexing is so
simple—it’s just fun. So quick
— it takes but a few minutes.
AT

ALL

Avoid Substitutes . . .
Tintex quality never varies! Perfect results
every time. That’s why millions of women

INSIST ON TINTEX
PARK & TILFORD, Distributors

DRUG STORES, NOTION

LUor/d's LargestSelling

TINTS

and

AND TOILET GOODS COUNTERS
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OF MODERN LIFE

TRAPPED IN IDE
they fight..

AS YOU DO..

ENTHRALLED — you'// watch this
BLAZING SPECTACLE OF TODAY TORTURE
THE BEAUTIFUL AND THE DAMNED!
See this man and woman Living your
dreams, your despairs. Fascinated . . .
behold the raging spectacle of hell here
and hereafter ... of Inferno created by
Man and Inferno conceived by Dante!
This drama blazes with such titanic
power that it will burn itself into
YOUR MEMORY FOREVER!
FOX FILM PRESENTS

SPENCER TRACY •
Produced

by

Sol

M.

CLAIRE TREVOR • HENRY B. W

Wurtzel

Directed

by

thrill

r r P

AS YOU

Jbli

Harry Lachman

Ten million sinners writhing in eternal torment
— cringing under the Rain of Fire — consumed in
the Lake of Flames—struggling in the Sea of Boil¬
ing Pitch — toppling into the Crater of Doom —
wracked by agony in the Torture Chambers —
hardening into lifelessness in the Forest of Horror!

Plus the most spectacular climax ever conceived!

A STARTLING DRAMA OF TODAY. .. AND FOREVER! TIMELY AS
TODAY’S NEWS . . . ETERNAL WITH ITS CHALLENGING TRUTHS!
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You'll be seeing them soon in that long-awaited RKO
musical, "Top Hat."
Their next picture together after
that will be "Follow the Fleet." Irving Berlin, who wrote
the musical score for "Top Hat," is also doing the melodies
for the new one.
Meanwhile, Ginger is hard at work
on a starring picture of her own, called "In Person."

A

whole

year

of

motherhood has not at
all dimmed the fresh,
sweet charm which has
always characterized
little Mrs. Joel McCrea.
Although
lancing,
have

she's
she

much

tween

free¬

doesn't
time

be¬

pictures,

the

most recent of which—
since "Becky Sharp"—
is

"The

Gay

Decep¬

tion," the Fox film in
which Francis Lederer
is to have the lead.

FRANCES

DEE

One of the most im¬
portant of 1935's new¬
comers,

Fred

has al¬

ready played opposite
such

glamorous

stars

as Claudette Colbert
and

Katharine

burn

Hep-

(in ''Alice

Adams"). His latest is
"Hands

Across

the

Table," wi th Ca role
Lombard

starring

in

the Vina Delmar story.
In private life, his lead¬
ing lady is still Lillian
Lamont,

Hollywood

non-professional.
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REVIEWS FOR JUNIORS
ALIBI IKE (Warner Bra,.I
Joe E. Brown as a baseball player.
THE FARMER TAKES A WIFE (Fox)
Good comedy in this screen adaptation of the famous stage play.
BROADWAY GONDOLIER (Warner Bros.)
Dick Powell in a peppy film packed with fun and songs.
THE VIRGINIAN (Paramount)
This grand picture is being "re-issued.''
it before, don't miss it!

If you have not seen

LADY TUBBS (Universal)
Alice Brady, os a camp cook who becomes wealthy, in a good
comedy.

fOKZt'

P°Y-ht'

PAGE MISS GLORY (Warner Bros.)
You older kids will giggle at this.
BONNIE SCOTLAND (M-G-M).
You'll like this, even if your parents don't.
SHE (RKO)
Here's a keen adventure picture.
IN OLD KENTUCKY (Fox).
A grand racing picture that will make you laugh.

"Spanky" McFarland himself,
hero of "Our Gang" films,
sends his greetings, and the
day's shooting is stopped so
that the boys and girls can
pose for us with their pop¬
ular director, Gus Miens
OING “on location” to watch a movie
company film outdoor shots of a pic¬
ture is a great thrill. Especially is it
fun when the stars happen to he those
lively, fun-loving members of “Our Gang”
comedies.
When I heard that “Spanky” -McFarland,
’‘Scotty” Beckett, “Buck wheat” Thomas, “Alfalfa"
Switzer, Marianne Edwards and all the other
players appearing with “Our Gang” were making
scenes for their new picture, “Little Sinners,” at
Lancaster’s Lake, about twenty miles from Hol¬
lywood, 1 hurried there to visit them and bring
Movie Mirror Junior a report of their doings.
At the edge of a small lake, tucked away in
the high hills near Sunland, California, the Hal
Roach studio workers were busy with “Our
Gang.” An eight o’clock studio call that morning had made
it necessary for all the famous little stars to report bright
and early in order to take the big red bus to location. A
little after nine o’clock they were hard at work.
On location you see all the queer looking sound ma¬
chines, the huge lamps, the light reflectors, the swinging mi¬
crophone “boom,” cameras and other equipment used in¬
side the studios. All of this is moved outdoors to film the
l>eautiful background scenery for outside shots. More than
forty trained studio workers must be on hand to take care
of the details connected with shooting of outdoor scenes for
“Our Gang” comedies. Mothers and relatives of the star
children are also there, as well as other visitors. This makes
quite a crowd, but everyone has fun.
Director Gus Miens was in charge. How the readers of
this department would love him. He is very kind and gentle,
and loves to laugh. Before directing the members of “OutGang,” Mr. Miens drew a well-known comic strip for chil¬
dren. He knows just how to please them and make their
12

STEAMBOAT ROUND THE BEND (Fox).
You'll like every bit of it whether you understand it or not.

Lfi* :

work pleasant. “Our Gang" now has five chief youngsters.
“Spanky” McFarland, the chubby little gentleman everyone
likes so much, has been with “Our Gang” almost four years.
He started acting when he was three. He will be seven in
November, but will have several more years before he out¬
grows the gang.
“Buckwheat” Thomas is the little colored boy with the
braided hair. He joined "Our Gang” this year and is only
three and a half years old now.
“Scotty” Beckett is the wistful little boy who is certainly
making good in pictures. He goes to other studios for parts
in big pictures, but always has a hand in making “Our
Gang” comedies. He joined in 1934 at the age of four.
Marianne Edwards is the darling of the crowd. She is
the curlv-headed little blonde, almost five years old, who
joined the comedies this year.
Carl “Alfalfa” Switzer is the hill-billy. Carl’s missing
front teeth, his crop of freckles, and middle-parted hair
make him an easy member to (Confirmee/ on page 104)

"OUTRAGEOUS!"
"SPLENDID!"

IT

ISN’T

BEING

DONE,

BUT

C

AN'T you just hear the shocked
whispers flash around a dinner table
at her conduct? ... “How terrible”...
“How perfectly awful” ... And they’d,
be right—from a social angle.

IT’S

MODERN SOCIETY

Says

OtuTWafr

THE MODERN DENTIST

TO

PREVENT "PINK

TOOTH

BRUSH"

orders— and about ‘pink tooth brush.’”

Vincent’s disease far in the background.

But your dentist would come to her de¬
fense—promptly and emphatically.

For all dentists know that soft, mod¬
ern foods deprive teeth and gums of
what they most need — plenty of exer¬
cise. And of course, “pink tooth brush”
is just a way your gums have of asking
for your help, and for better care.

“That’s an immensely valuable lesson
in the proper care of the teeth and
gums,” would be his reaction ... “Vig¬
orous chewing, rougher foods, and more
primitive eating generally, would stop
a host of complaints about gum dis¬

DON’T NEGLECT "PINK TOOTH BRUSH I"

Use Ipana and massage regularly.
Every time you brush your teeth, mb a
little extra Ipana into your gums. You can
feel—almost from the first — a change
toward new healthy firmness, as Ipana
wakens the lazy gum tissues, and as
new circulation courses through them.

Keep your teeth white—not dingy. Keep
your gums firm and hard—not sensitive
and tender. Keep that tinge of “pink”
off your tooth brush. And keep gum
disorders—gingivitis, pyorrhea and

Try Ipana on your teeth and gums for
a month. The improvement in both will
give you the true explanation of Ipana’s
15-year success in promoting complete
oral health.
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tears, “but I had to hurry over here and

id Stuff
nsiae
By

PETER

ABBOTT

let my pent-up emotions

really show.

Please don't tell anyone 1 was so silly,
but it all seems too good to be true!”
*

*

*

Bedside Reporting
LAUDETTE COLBERT is fighting
flu and in order to prove it to her
invited (then uninvited) dinner guests,

WITH

PHOTOGRAPHS

H

BY

HYMAN

FINK

she had them over to tea!
Janet Gaynor has been sick in bed ever
since she had that head on collision with

U1 NEWS : Ruth Chatterton’s
first romance since her divorce
from

George

Brent

is

Louis

Hayward, who plays opposite
her in ‘‘A Feather in Her Hat.”
Brian Aherne is leaving for
upon completion of '‘Glitter.”
Karen

Morley

and

her

Charles Vidor, have
for their vacation.

Italy

husband,

chosen

Alaska-

silents?) has been appointed to the Loui¬

Henry Fonda hut she has still had time

siana state picture censorship hoard by-

to talk to A!

Huey Long.

Colleen Moore) on the telephone to New

Scott

(the future ex of

to

York every day and ruin the day for a

June Collyer and Stu Erwin has been

certain young and handsome doctor wdio

named June Dorothea.

w’ould rather she would phone him in¬

Gene Raymond has signed a fiveyear contract with RKO.

stead !
Connie Bennett had her appendix out

Edna Ferber’s novel, “Come and Get
It.” may not be made into a picture,

on a yachting party she was stricken

The

seven-pound

daughter

born

some weeks ago, but last week-end while

Rod LaRoque is making his come¬
back in the role of a South American

because she refuses to relinquish tele¬
vision rights.

again and now has to rest a while more.

bandit in “Hi Gaucho.”

ing something very few Hollywood gals

famous

W. C. Fields’ illness is expected to
keep him off the screen until November.

Western stars for the cast of “Powder

Gail Patrick denies that she is en¬

RKO

has

signed

thirteen

Smoke Range,” including Buffalo Bill,

gaged

Jr., Harry Carey, Hoot Gibson, Tom

Brown Derby.

to

Bob

Taylor and William Farnum.
Ernst

Lubitsch,

married

Ona

who

was

Munson,

Cobb,

*

to

will

*

owner

of

the

Vivian Gaye, who was to have married

*

FEW minutes after Rochelle Hud-

the Janet Gay nor role in “Way Down
East” two of her friends walked into

divorce

proceedings,

Bruce

Ames are

still

Marguerite Clark (remember her in

back some of the lost poundage.
Dolores Del Rio is skippin’

school

She’s talking contract with

Paramount while she rests, though.

son had nonchalantly taken the
wonderful news that she was to play

western Golf Tournament at St. Paul.
Despite

After her

illness in Europe, Kay wants to gain

laryngitis.
A

Randy Scott.
Dick Arlen is competing in the Mid¬

Cabot and Adrienne
holding hands.

ever try: gaining weight!

with that famous old Hollywood excuse,

have
marry

Kay Francis is out in the desert do¬

*

*

*

T_TERE’S a new’ slant on Carole LomA A bard that she’s been keeping a

her dressing room to find her sobbing

secret—we thought you ought to know

her heart out!
“1 tried to make it look as though it

about it:
Every day, work or not, Carole can

didn’t thrill me,” said Rochelle between

be seen walking down the corridor of

How lovely Gloria
Swanson is look¬
ing these days!
She’s practically
become English
going with this
Anglican crowd:
Constance Col¬
lier, Herbert
Marshall, Merle
Oberon, and
Alan Mowbray,
the host.
(We
don’t know the
gentleman who is
behind Gloria.)

ALL
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THE

LATEST

NEWS

AND

GOSSIP

STRAIGHT

a certain floor of the Hollywood Hos¬
pital

carrying

an

armful

of

candy, books or magazines.

flowers,

She stops

at the little room on the corner, chats
a moment, puts
leaves quietly.
The

man

down

she

is

her

gifts

calling on

and

is

Pat

Drew, long a Paramount electrician, the
one who always works on the Lombard
pictures.
a

scene

Pat was injured while filming
for

the Navy
gotten.

“Annapolis

school.
*

Farewell”

Carole
*

hasn’t

at

for¬

*

T ESLIE FENTON and Ann Dvorak
are now politely referred to around
Hollywood as “. . . just about the smart¬
est builders and real estate operators in
the township.”
Wanting a swimming pool, the two
lovebirds of the rancho hied themselves
to a few contractors and got estimates.
When the bids were all in, Leslie and
Ann wagged a finger at the boys and
decided to build their own pool. Leslie
drew the plans and together they hired
their labor and materials.

Now they

have a magnificent pool 100 x 150 at the
cost of but $2800.00—which, my frans,
is a mere fraction of the bids, I assure
you!
*

*

*

T ATELY, when Cary Grant throws a
little party in his home, he enter¬
tains the gang all evening with his piano
playing.
*

*

*

Warning to Hosts
NT EVER invite Glenda Farrell to your
^ party

until

the

very

last

because she changes her escort so often
that

you

may have asked the wrong

man to accompany her !
*

VyOODY”
’’

and

VAN

*

Use the individual shampoo for YOUR TYPE of
hair to bring out its beauty

*

DYKE, two-fisted

hard-edged

director

out

at

M-G-M, is considered by Garbo as her
favorite because he refused to be awed
by the great
with her as

Don’t risk OILY, straggly locks, or DRY, dull hair.

minute

presence while working
most other megaphone

wielders have been. Now it looks as if
“Woody” will also become the director
of Joan Crawford’s heart, for the same
reason. Yesterday, while making a par¬
ticularly long scene for “Glitter.

Joan

continually blew up in her lines. Always
on the last sentence, too.
After she missed the word four times
Van Dyke said, “That’s enough rehear- j
sals—now let’s take it!” Joan smiled,

For OILY HAIR

For DRY HAIR

Packer’s Pine Tar Shampoo is simply
grand because it’s a treatment as well
as a shampoo. Gets your hair clean as
silk .. . rinses easily ... and besides, it
is gently astringent. Tends to tighten
up those flabby oil glands that flood
your hair with oil! Helps each sham¬
poo actually to improve the quality of
your hair!

Never, never shampoo the dry type of
hair with a drying soap or liquid! Use
Packer’s Olive Oil Shampoo—an emol¬
lient treatment made especially for dry
hair. In addition to rich olive oil, it
contains glycerine to soften your hair
and make it shine.

Packer’s Pine Tar Shampoo is made
especially for oily hair by the makers
of Packer’s famous Tar Soap.

Shampoo as frequently as you like
with Packer’s Olive Oil Shampoo. It
is safe . . . made by specialists in the
care of the hair and scalp for more
than 60 years.

PACKERS 1

SHAMPOOS

PINE
TAR

OLIVE
OIL

read the entire speech correctly and the
day’s work was done.
Which reminds us of the night we
sat behind Joan at the preview of her
picture. “No More Ladies.” In the mid¬
dle of a certain scene we heard Joan

for

DRY hair

FROM HOLLYWOOD
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A

BASEBALL
CAME

Johnny Weissmuller washing out his
tiger skin.

We predicted a jungler.

Now it’s out!

He will do “Tarzan

Returns”

Maureen

and

O’Sullivan

will return, also.
Another
contest-winner
good!

makes

A young gal who won a con¬

test in New York was signed to play
a role in “Robin Hood of El Dorado.”
Her name has been changed to Ann
Loring, so watch for her.

*

T UISE

*

*

RAINER,

the

uncombed

' rage of M-G-M these days, has
come forth with a crack that should
curl Garbo’s hair even as far away
as Sweden !

Luise has a dog named

Johnny. Listen to what she said:
“Johnny is even more beautiful
than Garbo!”
Considering that the mutt is about

Above, Wallace Ford,
George Raft, Jimmy
Cagney, John Boles,
and Lee Tracy. Right,
Richard Arlen and
George. E. Stone do a
little autographing at
the charity ball game.

as homely as they make ’em, we can
but come to the conclusion that La
Rainer loves her dog—or doesn’t
love Garbo. (Continued on page 18)

Left, catcher George
Raft and batter Vince
Barnett carry on their
game despite the in¬
terference of imp-faced
Jackie Searle, bat-boy.
Below, Big Boy Williams
and Jack La Rue.

turn to Franchot and whisper laughing¬
ly, “I wish I could see the sets. The
collar I’m wearing is so huge you can’t
see anything else in the scene!”
*

*

*

Short Notice
\T7ALT DISNEY has been working
W a year and six months on a full
length feature, “Snow White and the
Seven Dwarfs,” and will take another
year to complete it. It will cost $350,000.
When Doug Fairbanks made “Three
Musketeers” years ago as a silent, Mary
McLaren played the Queen. Now, as
part of her talkie comeback, she is play¬
ing the small role of one of the ladiesin-waiting.
Ann

Sothern and Roger Pryor are

playing piano duets lately. Maybe they’re
getting

ready

to

play

the

wedding

march.

Merle

Oberon did crying scenes

for almost a week on “Dark Angel”
and

became

so

from

the

was sent home to rest for three days.
Remember Conway Tearle, star of
the silent days?

Mae West now has a social secretary

nervous

strain that she finally fainted on the
set (after the last crying scene) and

Conway has just

signed a contract to do a series of

who serves cocktails, answers mail and

six westerns and will start the first

does the usual Emily Post duties.

one

name is

Marcel Ventura and he was

formerly S. S. to King Alphonso!
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His

pronto with

Claudia

Dell

op¬

posite !
Sometime ago we told of seeing

18c

a day at the FACTORY PRICE!

Moil Coupon
for

NEW

FREE

now

CATALOG

Your name and address on the coupon brings
FREE to you the greatest Kalamazoo Stove,
Range and Furnace catalog of all time.
It displays over 200 styles and sizes—many
in full color—more bargains than in 20 big
stores—new stoves—new ideas—new color
combinations—new features.
It quotes rockbcttom, direct-to-you FACTORY PRICES.

Now the Stove of Your Dreams for
As Little As 18c a Day
Easy credit—Easy terms. Kalamazoo qual¬
ity—FACTORY PRICES. 200 styles and
sizes to choose from. Learn how more than
950,000 satisfied customers have saved
money by dealing with “A Kalamazoo
Direct to You.” Find out why Kalamazoo,
established over 35 years, is now doing the
biggest business in its history. Learn why
Kalamazoo can give you better quality at a
lower price. Mail coupon for new FREE
Catalog!

"Oven That Floats in Flame"
This new catalog tells you about the great
Kalamazoo plants, occupying 26 acres, em¬
ploying an army of men, making nothing
but our own stoves and furnaces that are
sold direct to you. It shows the scientific

Testing Laboratory that insures the high¬
est standard of quality for every Kala¬
mazoo. It describes the numerous Kala¬
mazoo features; such as the prize-winning
“Oven That Floats in Fame,” ‘‘Ripple Oven
Bottom,” Copper Reservoirs, Non-Scorch
Lids, Enameled Ovens, etc.

of a century. We are specialists, building
nothing but stoves and furnaces. When you
deal with Kalamazoo, you deal direct with
the Factory—direct with the men who
actually make your stoves and furnaces.
Don’t pay more than the FACTORY
PRICE—mail coupon today for the na¬
tion’s greatest stove and furnace guide¬
book!

Porcelain Enamel Stoves
In this finely illustrated catalog you will
thrill at the new-style Porcelain Enamel
Combination Gas, Coal and Wood Ranges,
and Coal and Wood Ranges, so beautiful
and colorful that you won’t be content until
you have one for your very own—Porcelain
Enamel Circulating Heaters, including the
famous Franklin and the new, ultra-modern
Century, the handsomest, sturdiest ever
seen—Furnaces—both pipe and pipeless.
(Send rough sketch of your rooms for FREE
plans.) Mail coupon today!

Buy Your Stoves Direct from the
Men Who Make Them

What This Catalog Offers You
1. Cash or Easy Terms—Year to Pay—as
little as 18c a day.
2. 30 Days FREE TRIAL—360 Days Ap¬
proval Test.
3. 24 Hour Shipment—Safe Delivery Guar¬
anteed.
4. SI00.000 Bank Bond Guarantee of Satis¬
faction.
5. 5 Year Parts Guarantee.
6. FREE Furnace Plans.
Address all mail to Factory at Kalamazoo
THE KALAMAZOO STOVE CO., Mfrs.
469 Rochester Avenue, Kalamazoo, Michigan

Kalamazoo Improvements and Designs are
modem, but Kalamazoo Quality is still
the good, old-fashioned kind. We still build
into every Kalamazoo the same high grade
materials, the same fine workmanship that
over 950,000 customers have known for %

£

$avt

$

$cwz

Warehouses: Utica,'N. Y.; Akron, Ohio;
Harrisburg, Pa.; Springfield, Mass

‘A Kalamazoo.
Tr*de M&rk

$

$A+'Z

$

Direct to You’
$

Savz

$

Savt

$

$awz

$

KALAMAZOO STOVE CO., Mfrs
469 Rochester Avenue, Kalamazoo, Michigan
Dear Sirs; Please send me your Free Catalog
Check articles in which you are interested.

Coal and Wood Range Q
Comb. Gas. Coal and Wood Range Q
Heater Q

Oil Stove Q

Furnace □

Name
(Please Print Name Plainly)

Address.
City
(It costs only 1c to mail this coupon.

.State
Paste or copy it on the back of a Govt. Post Card)
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“BILIOUSNESS AND
HEADACHES MADE
MY LIFE MISERABLE"

JlThen I traded
3 minutes for
Relief"
I experimented with all kinds of laxa¬
tives. Then I discovered FEEN-A-MINT.
I traded three minutes for relief. When¬
ever I feel constipated, I chew delicious
FEEN-A-MINT for three minutes.* Next
day I feel like a different person. Of
course if you aren’t willing to spend three
minutes-jarring “all-at-once ’’cathartics
will have to do. But what a difference
FEEN-A-MINT makes—no cramps,noth¬
ing to cause a habit. Try the three-min¬
ute way yourself... 15c and 25c a box.
ATTENTION, MOTHERS—FEEN -A - MINT

CRAB

YOURSELF

THE

LATEST

Hollywood in Shorts
CHIRLEY TEMPLE is still having
^ trouble with her two false teeth
(front) every time she has to eat for
a scene. “Falsies” is what Shirley calls
them. . . . Bob Taylor and his bestgirl, Irene Hervey, stood in line at a
popular cafe the other night for over
three-quarters of an hour, a thing that
most Hollywood notables would sneer
at doing. . . . Dixie Lee finally took a
trip down to the Crosby ranch and now
they can’t get her to come back to
Hollywood, she loves it so. . . . All Jean
Harlow had to do was go out with her
old friend Dick Watts, Jr., once and
the rumors were out that she and Bill
Powell were through. Don’t you be¬
lieve it. . . . May A1 Jolson ever rue
the day that he taught Ruby Keeler to
play golf! Now she spots him plenty of
strokes on every nine holes. . . . Virginia
Bruce goes to more previews than any
other actress in Hollywood and wears
the best looking clothes while doing it
too. . . . They’re going to make a
SHORT based on the Weyerhaeuser
kidnapping; better make it good and
short. . . . Pola Negri is pulling that
old marriage gag again, this time in
Paris. . . . Edwina Booth, in a London
hospital, at last is reported to be re¬
covering from that terrible fever she
contracted long ago on the “Trader
Horn” location in Africa. . . . Para¬
mount, so the story goes, had to fork
over a cool quarter-million to Marlene
Dietrich even though she didn’t make
a single picture. All Marlene had to do
was be “ready, willing and able” and
she was. . . . And all M-G-M gave Fred¬
die Bartholomew was a new automobile
after he finished his latest picture!
*

*

*

UT in the Brentwood section, Joan
^ Crawford, Franchot Tone, Bar¬
bara Stanwyck. Clark Gable et al are
going to have to listen to the pounding
nails again: Gary Cooper is going to
start building a home there next week.
Coop is going to have one room espe¬
cially built for his photographic hobby.
In it will be a miniature laboratory and
still room. Bill Walling, a studio “still
man,” is going to teach Gary all the
camera ropes and how to develop the
films after he makes it.
*

*

Above, Douglas Fairbanks talks
with the news .men On his return to
Hollywood for a United Artists
conference at which Mary Pickford
was present.

*

From Soup to Nuts
C' RED STONE decided to go without his luncheon. After all, he knew
he was going to have to eat four or
five plates of soup in an after-lunch
scene of a huge dinner in Katharine
Hepburn’s “Alice Adams” and he wanted
to be able to do it.
Because of delays, the director never
got around to that particular scene and
Fred all but starved to death as the
result.

The following day the scene was shot
and Stone ate five large bowls of soup
during the filming. When he reached
home, his wife informed him as a sur¬
prise she was having his favorite soup
for dinner.
*

*

*

And Spare-Ribs
IDEMEMBER the swell singing of
Michael Bartlett in Grace Moore’c
“Love Me Forever?” Well, so do a
couple of other people, especially Clau¬
dette Colhert and Director Gregory
La Cava!
Mr. Bartlett knows that he is to sing
two songs in the picture, “She Married
Her Boss,” but he doesn’t know which
songs. There is where Mr. La Cava
got the idea. Every morning before the
actual shooting begins, La Cava and
La Colbert gather on the set with Mr.
Bartlett and he runs through a few songs
so that “Mr. La Cava may decide which
will be the best for the picture.” This
has been going on for days, and hand¬
some Mike hasn’t caught on yet.

GOSSIP

FROM

HOLLYWOOD

JOAN CRAWFORD in M-G-M’s "IF YOU LOVE ME’'

Their first night
back in Hollywood,
Ben Lyon and Bebe
Daniels went to the
fights at the Ameri¬
can Legion Stadi¬
um. Did you hear
'em on the air re¬
cently? Bebe is
making "Ball of
Fire" for Fox now.

CONCEAL THEIR BEAUTY”
producing! You may
be seeing his work (with
sound) early next spring
and you’ll he able to buy it
if you like ! Lew is planning
to make some pictures with the
O. Henry twist. Luck !
*
Mr. La Cava has known all along
what two songs Bartlett will sing, and
so has Claudette.
They just like to
hear more!
♦

*

*

T IMMY GLEASON finally signed to
J do the comedy lead in “Leander
Clicks’’ hut he demanded a very funny
clause in the contract.
Jimmie has a stable of race horses,
hut none of his nags has ever won a
race ! Reading that there were to he
some races in the picture, Jimmie de¬
manded that the studio not only hire his
horses, hut one of them must win the
picture race.
* * *

*

*

\Y7 HEN you see “Special Agent’’ you
v
will see one of Ric Cortez’s latest
ideas in effect. Ric went to the direc¬
tor and told him that he wanted to do
something unusual in this picture, some¬
thing that would make this role of highpowered gangster stand out. The direc¬
tor okayed the hunch but couldn’t think
of anything new.
The following day, Ric came panting
into his office with an idea for the pic¬
ture that would make the audiences re¬
member him. He would wear gloves
throughout the entire picture. “Right,"
said the director, so be on the lookout
for the “gloved gangster" when Ric
Cortez comes to town !
*

*

*

Things and Stuff
OU’VE probably been wondering
who would play the marvelous lead¬
ing role in vour favorite book. “Lost
Horizon’’ when it became a picture.
Stop worrying! Columbia has just
signed Ronald Colman for the part.
Errol Flynn not only married Lily
Damita within the last month, but he
has just been handed the much-coveted
role of the lead in “Captain Blood!”
And is George Brent pouting!
Gertrude Michael went into hiberna¬
tion—at least as far as the stay-late
places were concerned—while director
Mamoulian was in New York but we
are seeing her once more since Mr.
Mamoulian returned to town.
Lew Ayres, who has just left Fox,
has an idea that may surprise you. He
has been having such good luck with
his work on the 16mm. film that he has
secretly decided to try his band at

LT OLLYWOOD has high
hopes
*
for the comeback of one of its
most famous silent directors: Marshall
Neilan—and most of us think he will
make it this time because of the “luck"
of his star, Jane Withers.
Their picture “The Meal Ticket"
started on a Friday—that's the main
reason for all the hope !
Jane Withers made her stage debut,
at the age of three, in Atlanta, Georgia.
It was Friday. Months later, on an¬
other Friday, Miss Withers made her
radio debut in Atlanta.
When she
signed for her role of the little “meanie"
in “Bright Eyes" it was also Friday.
Later, after the preview of the picture,
her smash performance gave her a
long-term contract signed on Friday.
So Hollywood is sure that some of
the “Withers luck” will rub off on
Mickey.
(Continued on page 101J
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. DO YOU ?

• •

D

O YOU know how to accent
the individual beauty of your
type the way lovely Joan Crawford
and other famous screen stars do?
The secret lies in color harmony
make-up, the new discovery of
Max Factor, Hollywood’s genius of
make-up.
Powder, rouge and lipstick blend¬
ed in subtle color harmony is the
secret that can transform you into
a radiant new being. It doesn’t
matter if you are a blonde or a
brunette, or if you are twenty or
forty ... there is a color harmony
make-up that will bring you new
loveliness.
Beautiful women who can choose
from all the world, select Max
Factor’s make-up because they
know they can depend on it to
dramatize their beauty. Now you,
too, can share the magic of color
harmony make-up created origin¬
ally for the stars of the screen by
Max Factor.
Would you like to have Max
Factor give you a personal make¬
up analysis? Would you like a
sample of your color harmony
make-up? Would you like an in¬
teresting illustrated book on " The
New Art of Society Make-Up?” All
these will be sent to you if you
will mail the coupon below to Max
Factor, Hollywood...An adventure
in loveliness awaits you!

LIPSTICK
You1 ll be amazed, ” says
Joan Crawford, ~at the
alluring color of Max
Factor's Super-indelible
Lipstick. Its moistureproof and may be applied
to the inner as well as the
outer surface of the lips.

POWDER
"and Max Factor's Potoder
really enlivens the beauty
of your skin. Matchless in
texture, it creates a satinsmooth make-up. .. clings
for hours. You will notice
the difference instantly.

ROUGE
"the exquisite color har¬
mony shades of Max
Factor's Rouge impart a
J'ascincUing, natural and
lifelike glow to you r cheeks
. . . Creamy - smooth, it
blends delicately and re¬
mains perfect for hours. **

y ljax factor * 'Hollywood
SOCIETY MAKE-UP

★
Max Factor's Face
Powder, one dol¬
lar; Max Factor's
Rouge, fifty cents;
Max Factor's Sup! er‘ Indelible
Lip¬
stick, one dollar
. . . Featured by
leading stores.

Face Powder, Rouge, Lipstick in Color Harmony
fWffMOWMMMMMCW—MMM»»

Mail fmr POWDER, ROUGE AND
LIPSTICK Pi YOUR COLOR HARMONY
Wit Ml.TO*.
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REVELING
EXCLUSIVE
PHOTOGRAPHS
BY
HYMAN FINK

REVEL Why do minds misbehave ?
THE PSYCHIATRIST OFFERS TWO ANSWERS . . .

I. Sharon Lynn listens appreciatively
while Jack Oakie plays a serenade
to his own caricature on the wall of
Harry Revel's popular new playroom.

Case No. 296
Miss O.H.F-English in
Teacher
iE 6successful
high schoolt torin her work
that her
tured by
riminated

2. When Harry of the song-writing
Gordon and Revel team, gave this
party to show his friends how they
look to him, Jack Benny posed be¬
neath his portrait (and that of
"Ruggles of Red Gap" Laughton).

superiors <iimalici0USiy.
against hr favorite

l!ifhe°rftoethenichool
Sfxs: Parent —
cura. Complete
cause of lea

e 0f
veal^a\rioconsuUapsychiatric mental ^
tl0ns^olS
ness had its
rts beginning
° |
uar-

L

V *
0&X'-j4

J

Wf

Case No. 432
Frequently

$bana uy withdrawing
b^Tiat tent ion^ and.b prer mitten
secret

“luring a dinner
in her honor.
[AGNOSIS.

°fear that

PT151*53
ford^ooaplete safety

and P«teotio _ ^
:URE: Compiler fear
the cause
and the
was discove
introduc3. While Jack looks on, Norman
Taurog does his best to look just like
the sketch of him in his directorial
chair. Recognize George Raft mak¬
ing love with a mallet next to Norman?

fear+®n2|r a sanitaryH
iSkin ("Certain-Safe
Modess) .t^wf/to make

Sgldeits" impossibly

Even if "accident panic” has never haunted you . . .
protect yourself against the possibility of an accident
ever happening. Get a box of the new Modess today.
Its name—"Certain-Safe”—tells the story... and you
can look at the napkin and see why it’s accident-proof:

4. Cary Grant and Betty Furness
(this is the latest Hollywood heart¬
beat) admire the artist's conception
of Cary peeling a grape for Mae
West in "She Done Him Wrong."

5. Beneath drawings of you-knowwho in "It Happened One Night"
are Toby Wing, Paula Stone, Ida
Lupino, Rosita Moreno and Pat Ellis,
with Gentry Blaydon, fortune-teller.

1. Extra-long tabs provide firmer pinning bases . . .
Modess can’t pull loose from the pins.
2. Specially-treated material covers back and sides of
pad.. . Modess can’t strike through.
N-O- V-O... the neic douche
powder. Cleansing—
deodorizing . . . for the
fastidious woman.

The day you buy Modess is the day you end "accident
panic” forever!
MODESS STAYS SOFT . . . STAYS SAFE
21
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H

E left a trail of broken hearts
from Warsaw to "Naples and

CASANOVA

that would quickly render his breath

against it.

sweet and agreeable.

lightful method is to use Listerine

•

from Constantinople to Pans, this
swas kk tickling, diplomatic, engaging
soldier ot fortune known to history
as

Casanova.

Women

women

low,

women

women

dull,

all

lngli

and

brilliant

and

found

him

fasci¬

nating . . . And not the least of his
charms was his astonishing
ousness.

Centuries

fastidi¬

before halitosis

was a household word, he realized
that unpleasant breath was

If 1 lahtosis

•

(bad

breath)

concerned about it.

were

an

Unfortunately,

however, it is an ever-present threat.
Everyone is likely to have it at some
time or other for this reason: even
normal

mouths

fermentation

of

tiny iootl particles constantly goes
on.

Unpl easant

quick, wholly de¬

•

uncommon condition, lew would be

in

The

odors

are

as a mouth rinse before any engage¬
ment at which you wish to appear
your best.
Listerine
tion.

a fault

instantly halts

causes.

The breath —

indeed the entire mouth — becomes
cleaner, purer and sweeter.
Keep a bottle of this delightful
mouth wasli handy at all times.

It

is your assurance that you wrill not

that could not be forgiven even in

Don t take a chance

him. Consequently, before he awoo-

Since it is impossible to knowT when

will be welcome.

mg went, it wras his habit to chew

this

Lambert

the leaves of certain fragrant herbs

course is to take sensible precautions

condition

is present, the wise

offend others

needlessly;

Pharmacal

St, LoUISy Mo.

Listerine puts your breath beyond offense
QUICKLY
22

fermenta¬

Then it overcomes the odors

fermentation

released

without the victim knowing it.

Because it is antiseptic,

CHECKS HALITOSIS

that you

Company

HOLLYWOOD'S
HIDDEN PAST
Beginning the amazing exclusive
reminiscences of the greatest movie
pioneer of them all—Cecil B. DeMille
Cecil B. DeMille is not only a pioneer in pictures, a maker
of some of the outstanding star-names to go down in screen
history and an imposing figure in Hollywood social and fin¬
ancial circles, he is also one of the most tempestuous person¬
alities the picture industry has ever produced!
With the exception of D. W. Griffith, no other megaphone
magician has so successfully reached from behind his art to
capture the imagination of the public.
A dominant and dominating artist, his putteed legs and
almost-bald head, his imperious posture, the sarcasm of his
direction, will always remain as symbols of excitement, cast¬
ing a potent shadozv across the background of Hollywood
history.
As a director, he has been heartily loved and cordially dis¬
liked. His only apologies for stinging zvords on the set, for
using a driving force to accomplish great ends, have been
fame and fortune at the box-office.
A dez'otcd family man, a rare zvit, and a sentimentalist at
heart, it is as though he made separate entities of himself
one, the ruthless, domineering artist whose penchant for re-

By

WALTER

RAMSEY

alism and truth of historic detail amounts to a fetish; the
other, the sensitize man and the staunch friend.
Movie Mirror is indeed proud to publish the reminiscences
of the man who has done much to make the last quarter cen¬
tury of Hollywood history so exciting and colorful!
It zvas DeMille the business man, the financier, who gave
me the first chapter of this story. His newest super-special
“The Crusades” zvas in the cutting process and, for the moment, the most incalculable of Hollywood directorial person¬
alities was no longer the artist of his ozvn legend, but the
executive. Even the hum of the busy Paramount lot seemed
dulled by the thick carpets and heavy draperies of his per¬
sonal office. Before I zvas to finish looking baek over the years
with DeMille, I zvas to see other moods and phases of the
man but on this occasion, the financier—the man who fin¬
ances a great portion of his ozvn pictures and holds a vicepresidency in a bank—was uppermost. He began the story:

T

HE first real romance, the first glamorous adventure
of Hollywood were not founded, as they are today, on
exciting men and women. Then it was the battle of
dollars and cents, and to underestimate the hazards
and risks of those battles is to stupidly ignore the fact that

Mighty spectacles like "The Crusades" are filmed today by this huge
camera, but the small one beside DeMille saw service in an exciting period
never equalled since—ruin seemed inevitable for the tiny company when its
first negatives were spoiled by sabotage. Beloved Theodore Roberts (below
with his wife and ever present cigar) was the first great screen personality.

it they hadn’t been won there would be no Hollywood story
over the Claridge menu and began forming a company.
to tell.
“Before we could finish the details of this engrossing en¬
‘‘For, believe me, this organization was not founded on
terprise, Samuel Goldwyn (then Samuel Goldfish, a brothersuccess—but upon an almost humorous series of failures.
in-law of Jesse Lasky) walked in, disconsolate because the
The failure of Jesse Lasky, the failure of Samuel Goldwyn
government had just removed the tariff from gloves and as a
and the failure of Cecil B. DeMille.
result, Sam’s glove manufacturing business was about to go
“Lasky had just failed with his New York theater offering,
broke. So we sat down, three men with nothing else to do,
‘Folies Bergere;’ and I had just failed in the production
and formed a company we called The Jesse L. Lasky Feature
of Mary Roberts Rinehart’s ‘Cheer Up’ in which I had
Play Company.”
starred Walter Hampden, so we weren’t the gay lunchers we
Shades of unborn-fame must have walked across that table
usually were when we met at the Claridge Hotel that certain
—Wally Reid, Gloria Swanson, Bebe Daniels, Pola Negri,
afternoon in September, 1913. I had written and produced
Rudolph Valentino, Elliot Dexter, Theodore Roberts, Leaa great many of Lasky’s vaudeville acts and we were old
trice Joy and Monte Blue—and, if they did, they must have
friends. When he asked me what I was going to do now, I
shuddered at the nonchalant inception of their destinies!
admitted that I didn’t know but that I would like to try
DeMille chuckled: “I was placed in charge of produc¬
something exciting.
tion, Sam in charge of sales. Lasky was to keep the home
“ ‘Well,’ said Lasky, ‘if you want excitement, why don’t
fires burning with his vaudeville business and see that we
you try motion pictures?’ I replied that I knew nothing
didn’t starve. We incorporated for $20,000.00. We each
whatever about them.
That, apparently, was Lasky’s
under-wrote $5,000 of that and then went around trying
trouble too.
But I told
him that from what 1 had
Jesse L. Lasky, seated, holds an historic con¬
seen of them we were
ference with the stars and directors of his
both well equipped to give
first three pictures: Cecil B. DeMille and
them a try ! So, as casu¬
Oscar Apfel, directors;
Dustin
Farnum,
ally as that, we turned
Edmund Breese and Edward Abeles, actors.

This barn, now the Paramount lot gymnasium,

to sell the remaining $5,000. I first offered it to my brother
William, a successful playwright at the time. He smiled
his refusal and said that he had better keep that money to
pay my fare back from wherever I was going with my
crazy idea! We’d just about settled on Flagstaff, Arizona,
as the ideal site for producing ‘The Squaw Man’ which we
had purchased for little-down-and-the-rest-later from Milton
Royal, the author.
We had never heard or thought of
Hollywood.
“When I offered Dustin Farnum, Broadway idol and the
actor who had just completed ‘The Squaw Man’ on the
stage, the title role in our first picture, he was very much on
the fence. He didn’t know about pictures, didn’t know whe¬
ther they were going to amount to anything. I finally con¬
vinced him that we could be successful with something differ¬
ent from the stereotyped cowboy-chasing Indian films pop¬
ular at that time. We agreed that well-known actors and
established plays would turn the trick.” A smile flicked
across DeMille’s face as he added, “So, you see, the idea of

bringing stage actors and plays to Hollywood is not
as. new as the talking picture era would try to make
you believe.
“For salary, I offered Dustin Farnum his choice of the
remaining one-quarter ($5,000) interest in the company or
$250.00 a week. He hesitated but shortly before he took
the cash ! The years that followed proved that Farnum had
been offered a ten million dollar kingdom and turned
it down.
“Dustin had asked that I take along his secretary, Fred
Kley, and in the early fall of 1913 we boarded a train for
the West. We got off in the rain at Flagstaff, took a look
around and hastily decided we didn’t like it. I suggested that
we board the next train West and go as far as it would
take us. The next train stopped at Los Angeles, California!”
DeMille ceased his restless pacing for the moment to revel
in that early memory, then continued, “It was a slow, sleepy
little town. Everyone was planting eucalyptus trees in order
to get rich. In fact, the people of Los Angeles, and par¬
ticularly of its little suburb,
Hollywood, all believed that
Below, a still from "The Squaw Man," the
an acre of eucalyptus trees
first film directed by DeMille and produced
was the best preparation for
by .the Lasky company, showing Winifred
Kingston, Monroe Salisbury, Billy Elmer and
future wealth.
(Continued on page 70)
Dustin Farnum in action. Them was the daysl

was DeMille's first motion picture studio.

Time: 1913. Place: the little village of Hollywood. Characters: the entire
personnel of the Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play Company, gathered together for
the first day's shooting on "The Squaw Man." On the stage, his arms upraised,
stands Dustin Farnum, who was the star of both the stage and screen versions.

His unusual French back
ground has given him a
magical understanding of
emmine mind and heart
-

Out of his own life he brings a nature,
tenderness and warmth to such love scenes
as this with Loretta Young in “Shanghai.

I

F I were king, or President Roosevelt, or even Huey
Long, I'd arrange matters so that every woman met,
sometime during her span of life, a man with the
genius for tenderness and the capacity for understand¬
ing that are Charles Boyer’s.
I would do all this, if I could, because I know that, some¬
how, the world would be a happier place if all women
could store away the comforting memory of just one man
who possessed Boyer’s intelligent sympathy for feminine
complexities.
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You actually feel the impact of the man’s magnetic
humanness the moment you meet him. It washes over you
like a tropical surf, slow and warm.
I felt it instantly when I saw Charles Boyer for the first
time three years ago, during California’s heaviest down¬
pour of 1932, when “The Magnificent Lie” was being
filmed.
I arrived on the set, dripping, chilled and irritated. I
waited, shivering and petulant, while a scene was shot.
It was Boyer’s voice that jerked me out of my clammy

There should be a
CHARLES BOYER
depression.
I can still recall how every feminine eve on
the set was suddenly riveted upon the unknown actor play¬
ing opposite Ruth Chatterton in that short, casual little
scene.
No one had noticed him until the director called “action."
and then no one noticed anything or anyone else.
His English was bad, almost unintelligible, but his voice
had that plushy, caressing quality that makes words un¬
important.
None of the many assistants on the set knew his name,
and it was not until an hour later, when 1 was able to
corner the director, that I managed to meet Charles Boyer.
And in spite of water-glutted shoes and straggling hair,
I spent the entire afternoon on that set jotting down messy
little notes concerning the exciting new actor’s height,
weight, color of eyes (they are brown), his hair (it is brown
and curly), his sensitive mouth and electric smile. I was
certain that he would be Paramount's next reigning star.
And it was not until the next morning, when my irate
boss demanded the Ruth Chatterton story I had been sent
to get, that I remembered it had been completely wiped from
my mind by the “discovery” of Charles Boyer.
But the Frenchman with the benign eyes and the benevo¬
lent voice, that every woman instinctively knows and covets,
did not become Paramount’s next star. In fact, he departed
immediately for France when he had completed his less
than minor role in the Chatterton. picture, closing forever,
so he thought, his bitter Hollywood adventure.
I remember that, when I destroyed those messy little
notes on Boyer, I sighed wearily and wondered if the
movies would be a better paying business if the big film
bosses were women instead of men.
Two months later Maurice Chevalier added new clews to
the shreds of information I had picked up concerning his
talented countryman.
He told me that Boyer had left a fantastic fame and
popularity in the French theater to try stardom in foreign
versions for Fox studios. He did this because he believed
Hollywood experience vitally necessary to round out the
career of every dramatic actor.
When Boyer left Paris, he closed a solid nine-year en¬
gagement with one theater, where he had appeared during
all those many seasons in but two plays, by the sheer pres¬
sure of public demand.
From such triumphs as these he came to Hollywood. He
expected to play in French dialogue pictures only, until he
had time to master English. But after a foreign film or two,
he suddenly found himself shoved into microscopic parts in
productions for the American market.
Because that patient, human quality of his is an integral
part of him, he permitted all the pushing and shunting into
humiliating obscure roles until the end of his contract.
When he returned to Paris, he found his almost legendary
fame untouched by the tragic twelve months in Hollywood.
My second meeting with Charles (Continued on page 99)

By

JULIE

LANG

HUNT

Mr. and Mrs. Boyer (little "Pat“ Paterson, of course) were
snapped on the Normandie as they sailed for Europe to
meet the woman who has had such influence on Charles.

PRIZE
of

the

SNAPPED

BY

Mae West and Will Rogers met at the Santa
Monica Grand Hotel's summer opening—and was
Will's face red? That's Jim Timony behind Mae.

Hymie receives the grand photog¬
raphers' prize (a bullet-proof
vest and shin guards) this month
for these interesting views of
Hollywood with its hair down

Were Jean and Bill sur¬
prised. Don't you believe
a word about the HarlowPowell romance being
over — it's still red-hot.

The stars aren't even safe
when they hop into their
cars and away they go:
Dick and Mrs. Barthelmess
leaving the Trocadero.

SHOTS
MONTH

Peter Lorre and his wife were snapped together
for the first time in Hollywood at the preview
of "Mad Love," Lorre's American film debut.

Nick Stuart, Sue Carol's
ex, took Toby Wing to the
opening of the Miramar
Hotel season and didn't
mind the camera at all.

Connie Bennett awarded
the cup at the Uplifters
Polo Field charity game
to Spencer Tracy, while
Charles Farrell looked on.

the real Bartholomew
for the first time in this heart¬
warming story of the boy who
made his dreams come true

L

AST August a quiet, plainly dressed little woman in
her late thirties, accompanied by a sturdy little boy
. with great brown eyes and a shock of curling brown
hair, walked into the outer office of Mr. David Selznick in Culver City and asked to see him.
“Who is calling, please ?” asked the producer’s secretary.
“Miss Myllicent Bartholomew and Master Frederick
Bartholomew,’' was the prim reply, and to the query, “Have
you an appointment?” the answer was, “No, we have not.”
Whereupon the little Englishwoman and her soon-to-befamous nephew sat down with a crowd of other people and
got rapidly nowhere toward seeing the man they had trav¬
eled six thousand miles to find.
The world might never have heard of young Master
Bartholomew—at least for a few more years—had it not
been for that small person’s perception of the situation and
his determination to do what he could to alter it.
He excused himself to “Aunt Cissie” and ventured over
to chat politely, and informatively, with the secretary.
“Indeed I do hope we may be able to see Mr. Selznick,”
he said. “It’s rather important—in fact it’s absolutely es¬
sential that we see him. We have come a very long journey
30

to see him—from overseas, you know, from England.”
“How interesting,” replied the secretary, faintly intrigued
with the young man’s precise British accent. “Did you have
a pleasant trip?”
“Oh, most agreeable, thank you very much,” replied
Freddie with the warm smile that invariably makes friends
for its owner wherever he goes. “Of course, we were more
than once a trifle apprehensive as to the outcome of our
undertaking. I say, do you know that we haven’t seen a
single Indian or cowboy, really not one, since leaving train
here in the Western country? Remarkable! We were told
in New York that we would most certainly see some when
we reached California. There are some about, aren’t there?”
Hopefully the brown eyes searched those of the secretary
for enlightenment in the matter of the missing local color.
The recipient of Freddie’s confidences encouraged him to
give her a more complete account of how he happened to
be in her office. He told her how he had read in the London
Times, nearly three months earlier, of Mr. Selznick’s being
in London to look for actors for his forthcoming production
of “David Copperfieldhow it had taken him, Freddie,
nearly six weeks to persuade Aunt Cissie to undertake the
long and arduous journey (nearly eighty miles !) to London
to tell Mr. Selznick about the qualifications of a certain
young actor who considered himself just the person for
the role of David; how when Cissie and Freddie finally
reached London (it never occurred to them to write in
advance for an appointment) they discovered that the man
they were looking for had just sailed for the United States;
how, after two weeks more of intensive oratory, the nephew
persuaded his aunt to continue the journey across the At¬
lantic Ocean and across the American Continent in pursuit
of the desired interview!
While they talked the secretary had scribbled a note to
a member of the staff in an inner office. “There’s a young¬
ster out here who talks just like the ‘David Copperfield’ in
our script,” it said. “And it isn’t an act.”

Several persons unobtrusively wandered out of adjacent
cubbyholes in time to catch the continuation of Master
Freddie’s account of the journey, including his mention
of the fact that each night in his stateroom crossing the
ocean and each night in his berth during the transcontin¬
ental trip he had carefully reminded God that he had read
“David Copperfield” six times, that he was a lover of all
things Dickensian, that he was just about the right age, and
that for these and other reasons he hoped to see Mr. Selznick
and try out for the coveted role of David in the cinema
version of the story he had long known almost by heart.
God, Freddie quietly assured his listeners, would prob¬
ably not fail, now that the moment for His good offices had
arrived.
As we all know, God. and Freddie's instinct, did not fail.
It wras apparent to all that the boy’s appearance, speech and
background had prepared him perfectly for the part he
wanted. He seemed the very picture of David that everyone
had had in mind. He might have walked right out of the
pages of Dickens into the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studio.
In fact, he did. For David Selznick wras also impressed
with what Freddie had to offer. Within two days the usual
screen test had been made. It was compared with the tests
of other aspirants for the role, compared and re-compared,
and within tw^o weeks Miss Myllicent Bartholomew signed
for Master Freddie Bartholomew a four-year contract with
M-G-M Pictures. Freddie had won the place that nearly
ten thousand other small boys had striven to reach.
Many people who have seen the picture and have heard
that in real life Freddie talks very much as David did in
the film story, wonder how such a thing could be true in
this day and age: The explanation lies in several factors.
The child has spent his life, since he w-as three, with grown¬
ups—his aunt, his grandmother and his grandfather. Only
rarely has he had companions of his own age for brief
periods. These older folk live very simply in a rural sec¬

tion of England that has changed little in its characteristic
speech, manners, and customs from the England of Dickens’
day. In addition. Freddie has lived with classical literature
—Shakespeare, Dickens, Thackeray and others—since he
could talk. First these authors were read to him. Now he
reads them himself. It is completely natural for him to
speak and act as he does. Which is not to say that he
likes only classical literature. In the last two years he has
developed a passion for detective stories and he recently
surprised his governess by writing his English assignment
on “The Tattooed Corpse,’’ a book of which he highly ap¬
proves.
Almost a year has passed since Freddie and his beloved
Cissie started out in their pursuit of fame and fortune,
“overseas” to this story-book land of America about which
they had read. Freddie imagined it (Continued on page 80)

Freddie and his Aunt
Cissie are the best
of pals; he hopes he'll
soon be able to shoul¬
der her business cares.

Garbo joined
his small but
select circle
of people he
loves when the
two worked re¬
cently on the
"Karenina" set.

M

AE WEST may be
the Belle of the Bi¬
cycling
Ninetiefe,
but Virginia (ExGilbert) Bruce has certainly tied up the title for the Rolls
Royce-ing Thirties. At least as far as Hollywood is con¬
cerned.
I can't remember when it first began to be circulated
around that John Gilbert’s beautiful, limpid-eyed Ex was
not going to develop into a Hollywood sob story after all,
that she had, as a matter of fact, turned a right-about face
and become the most popular attraction in our fair village.
It started slowly, in little social notes, and suddenly burst
into a blaze that almost burned the print from our snappiest
gossip columns. Here is the spirit in which the whole thing
began—not the exact words, maybe, but at least the general
idea:
Glimpsed with Gary Cooper and Sandra Shaw last eve¬
ning at the Cocoannt Grove was dear little Virginia Brute.
This is the first time the poor child has appeared in public
since her recent separation.
(You got the idea that it was pretty darn nice of Gary
and Sandra to even think of the little mouse.)
Virginia Bruce, unescorted, attended the wedding anni¬
versary of Jobyna and Dick
Arlen last evening. (’Twas
all very sad!)

By

GEORGE

Among the diners at the
Vendotne, last night, were
Ralph Jester and Virginia
Bruce, pretty M-G-M player.
(Well! somebody had taken her out!)
’Tis whispered that Maurice Chevalier has found a new
Hollywood interest in none other than attractive Virginia
Bruce Gilbert. (Well, well!)
Rumor has it that one of the greatest attractiotis on the
set of “The Mighty Barnum” for Joseph Schenck was Vir¬
ginia (Gorgeous) Bruce. (Indeed!)
Conspicuous among the patrons of last night’s opera were
Edmund Lowe and devastating Virginia Bruce.
(Help!)

MADDEN

117 ROM “pretty” to “devastating” in less than six months
sounds like the advertised results of a correspondence
course ! And, in spite of the fact that I knew that Virginia’s
appearance is one of her greatest assets (tall, slender and
graceful with one of those skins Bing Crosby advertises—as
pastel in coloring as a spring print and as lovely ip every¬
way as Vilma Banky) I still wasn’t able to believe that mere
coloring and regularity of facial features combined with de¬
cided femininity were enough to make so many of the local
lads fall in line.
Hollywood, after all, isn’t Fried Egg,
Arkansas. W'hat was it with
this Bruce gal, anyway?
(Continued on page 88)

HOW SHE'S BECOME THE OBJECT

OF MORE AFFECTIONS THAN YOU CAN SHAKE A LIPSTICK AT!
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SEND in the CHILDREN’S PICTURES!
ONE OF THEM WILL WIN

$500.00
ANOTHER WILL WIN
$200.00
SIXTY WILL RECEIVE 85.00 EACH

LAST CHANCE TO ENTER

SHIRLEY TEMPLE
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BABY LEROY

C

OME on, Folks! Send in the youngsters’ pictures. There’s a check
for $500.00 in it for somebody’s baby—and the babies can be any
age under the tenth birthday!
There is no promise of a movie
career in this. BL T the most attractive pictures submitted—some sixty of
them in fact—will be published in such fashion that all Who’s Who In
Hollywood will undoubtedly see them.
And who can tell, with such a
start, what might develop? To get started, send in the children’s pictures
as directed in the rules. The editorial board of Movie Mirror will select
the most attractive sixty and publish them together with ballots so that
you readers can elect your own favorites. But that will come later. Now
is the time to send in pictures!
You do not need a studio still. If of
sufficient clarity to reproduce, a snapshot will be of equal value for the
purposes of this competition.
When you have selected the picture you
wisb to submit turn it over and on the back PRINT IN INK or typewrite
the name of the child and your own name and address. If you are not
the parent the permission of the parent must be written in ink and signed,
also on the back of the picture. Although you have until October 11 to
get the picture to us, don’t wait. Send it in as soon as you are ready.
There’s no time like the present. Later you may forget to act.

The RULES
1.

Any child who has not passed his or her tenth birthday is eligible in this contest.

.

2 To be considered, photographs must be received by Children's Picture Editor, Movie
Mirror, P. O. Box 556 Grand Central Station, New York, N. Y., on or before Friday, October 11.
3. The name and address of the child and name and address of the sender must be
PRINTED IN INK or typewritten on the back of every picture entered.
In the event a
picture is submitted by someone other than a parent the consent of the parents must be
written in ink on the back of the picture.
4. Xhe editorial board of Movie Mirror will select the sixty most attractive pictures for
publication in this magazine in the November, December and January issues.
With each
group a ballot will be printed.
The readers of Movie Mirror will vote to select the child
from this list of sixty whom they would most like to see in a screen role. The child receiving
the greatest number of ballots will be awarded the first prize of S500.00. The runner-up will
receive $200.00.
5. Movie Mirror will pay $5.00 for each of the sixty pictures selected for publication and
each of these pictures will become the property of Macfadden Publications for reproduction
wherever desired.
<*• Movie Mirror will not be responsible for the return of any picture although every effort
will be made to return pictures which are accompanied by stamped, self-addressed return
envelopes when submitted.

T. Quality of photography will not count. The attractiveness of the child will be the sole
basis of judgment. Expensive portraits are not required.
If of sufficient clarity for repro¬
duction, a snapshot will be as acceptable as a studio sitting.

DAVID HOLT

8. You can submit as many official ballots as you wish but only the official ballots printed
in this magazine in November, December and January will be counted. All ballots must be
in the hands of the counters on or before Friday, January 10, 1936, the closing date of this
contest.
Ballots should be sent by First Class Mail to Children's Picture Editor, Movie
Mirror, P. O. Box 556 Grand Central Station, New York, N. Y.

The
AMAZING
LIFE STORY
of
Elisabeth
Bergner
By

A

JOSEPHINE

LeSUEUR

FEW short years ago the average American had
never heard of Elisabeth Bergner. This is hard
for Europeans to believe. When visitors from Ger¬
many and other continental countries heard us ask
“Who is this Bergner?” it was to them as strange as if they
had asked us “Who is this Ethel Barrymore?”
After we saw the tiny German actress in “Catherine the
Great” we realized that another outstanding screen person¬
ality was suddenly with us. Playing opposite Douglas Fair¬
banks, Jr., in as glamorous and tragic story as was ever
torn from the pages of history, she took the country by
storm.
They do those things differently in Europe. For many
years “the Bergner,” as she is affectionately known abroad,
lias been a great and well-loved figure in the theaters of most
of the capitals of the Continent. Yet it is probable that hun¬
dreds who have seen her in dozens of stage and screen plays
during the last fifteen years know far less of her personal
story than will be recounted in this
article.
At last, having finished in England
the screen version of “Escape Me
Never,” Bergner closed the long run
which the stage play had enjoyed in
London and crossed the Atlantic for
her first visit to America. Under the
sponsorship of Charles B. Cochran and
the Theater Guild she played a limited
engagement of the Margaret Kennedy opus in New York
City.
But her arrival deepened the mystery that had grown up
about her name. She gave no personal interviews. She did
not say anything, even through her secretary or Mr. Coch¬
ran, for publication. She did not go to Hollywood.
“Escape Me Never” was a brilliant success on the New
York stage. But its leading lady slipped quietly into this
34

The first of two candid, reveal¬
ing features about a problem
child of Destiny who took the
cinematic world by storm
Dr. Jacob L. Moreno, -famed psychologist (left),
taught her to lift herself from an unhappy child¬
hood to the heights. Below, Bergner with Doug
Fa irbanks, Jr., in "Catherine the Great," and
with Hugh Sinclair in "Escape Me Never."

country, played her fourteen weeks’ engagement according
to contract, and—her director husband, Paul Czinner, hav¬
ing arrived to take her home—slipped quietly out of it and
away to the long-promised vacation in the Swiss Alps which
she was to enjoy before starting work on her new picture,
George Bernard Shaw’s “St. Joan.”
When Bergner came to New York she brought with her
just three people. She brought the old Viennese cook who
has been with her for many years, a secretary, and her
dresser. These three women alone cared for the shy little
star and guarded her hotel apartment and her dressing room
at the theater against the intrusion of those eager to see
and talk to their mistress.
She would arrive at the stage
door in a great maroon car of foreign make, some time be¬
fore the performance each evening. The chauffeur would open
the door of the car just a few feet from the stage entrance
and stand beside it.
The stage doorman would stand op¬
posite him, and between them the tiny Bergner would run
like a shadow and be safe inside the haven of "backstage”
almost before the curious ones who had gathered early in
the hope of seeing her at close range would be aware that
she had arrived.
But, in spite of all this carefully guarded privacy which
Bergner cherishes as her very life, there was one privileged
exception to the rigid “no visitors” rule.
That man. Dr. Jacob L. Moreno, has known Elisabeth
Bergner since she was a child.
More than any other man
in the world except her husband, to whom she is devoted,
the woman who has been called the foremost artist in the
theater today loves and trusts the person who discovered her.
over twenty years ago, a neglected, miserably unhappy child
playing in the streets and gardens of Vienna.
Doctor Moreno, internationally known among medical men
as one of the most advanced and yet practical psychologists
of his time, is at present consulting psychiatrist of the Na¬
tional Committee of Prisons and director of research at the
State

Training

School for

Girls at Hudson,

New

York.

But for years before he came to America, Moreno was known
in several European countries for his effective treatment of
persons inclined to be neurotic through the medium of what
he called the “Impromptu Theater.”

His theory is that when

a child, or an adult, is inclined to conduct himself in a man¬
ner

that

does

not

make

for

(Continued on pcigc 89)
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LET'S

KISS AND
There's always a first quarrel—
Left, Roger Pryor and Ann
So + hern—+ here was the
time a quarrel was patched
up with (of all things) photo¬
graph records;
Another
time, those other admirers
of Mary Brian and Dick
Powell (below) were just out
of luck when Mary and Dick
met at the same party a
month after their bust-up.

T

HE slender blonde in
the pale, pink dress was

so confounded mad that
her knees knocked, her
voice broke every time she hit
a high note, and the orchids
on her shoulder trembled and
bobbed in sympathetic anger.
It wasn’t that kind of night,
either.
The moon was doing

what’s m o r e,” she
slammed
over her
shoulder, “perhaps we’d
better
not
see
one

its gray-blue best all over
magnolia-scented
Beverly
Hills. But in spite of the sur¬
rounding beauty, the setting
was completely wasted on the
young
man
who
slumped
against the wall in the front
porch vestibule and silently
watched the girl in the pink
dress

jab at the

keyhole for

another any more if
our friendship is going
to be this silly!”
Suddenly

the

tenth

time—and

miss!

Apparently her mind was not on her work for she was
saying: “ . . . so utterly ridiculous, so utterly, utterly
ridiculous, so stupid!” She jabbed at the lock, missed for
the eleventh time, and the moody young man thought it ab¬
solutely unfair how pretty some women could look when
they were angry.
“I was merely pleasant to the man.
After all, he was my dinner partner.
And suppose I did
dance with him a couple of times?
Is that any reason
for you to go into a decline and behave like a scarehead
at the feast?”
‘‘But you didn’t dance with him a couple of times, you
danced with him all the times; and he may have been your
dinner partner on the right, but I was on the left, and all
I saw all evening was the back of your neck,” said the

there

wasn’t anything outside
any more except the
young man, and his
muffler, and ms smart new roadster parked at the curb.
When she heard him driving away a moment later, Miss
Ann Sothern did a peculiar thing, a very annoying thing,
considering she
man for good.

was definitely through with
She began to cry a little.

that

young

And no matter how she argued with herself the rest of
that night and the next morning about certain people get¬
ting jealous over nothing (well, perhaps she had danced
just once too often with the fascinating foreigner, but if a
girl couldn't dance with a man now and then, what was
she to do?) Obviously, a girl could feel very badly, because
that is what Ann continued to do, even when she was the
most outraged remembering certain jealous people.
About two o’clock in the afternoon a messenger arrived
with an enormous box.
It was all tied up in white satin

young man so softly the words almost landed in his muffler
and got stuck there.
But his next remark was clearer:
“And, besides, I don’t like him anyway!”
Pink Dress rolled her eyes to high heaven as though this
was more than human flesh could bear.
She jabbed the

ribbons and looked as exciting as a house-and-lot with a
bow on it.

key with so much force, it worked this time.

a small separate package was one record. There was no card.
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Eureka! “And

Ann tore through rows and rows of tissue paper and
finally came to the heart of it—a very small but stunning
desk Victrola of pale blue to match her bedroom!
And in

MAKE UP!
here's how famous Hollywood couples learned to forgive and forget!
Bing Crosby (left) and
Dixie Lee (below) had
only been married six
days when they had their
big battle-royal. It took
Bing's best crooning and
strongest arguments to
settle that one.
Just
think, there might never
have been any Crosby
twins or any little Gary!

Now here was a sticker! Did he send it, or was this
an ultra romantic gesture on the part of the fascinating
foreigner?
Ann put on the record.
It was “Lovely to
Look At.”
Nice, and flattering, but still it didn’t tell
anything.
Half an hour later a messenger arrived with another
record: “Remembering.” The mystery deepened.
Fifteen minutes later, another: “Without You I’m Just
Nothing at All!” Huh !
Five minutes later the secret was out of the bag with
the arrival of “I Apologize,” because the last and saddest
note had no more than died away when- the young man
strode in, looking very young, very chastened and terribly,
terribly pleased with himself.
Suddenly Ann laughed, because she couldn’t help it—
and she wouldn’t if she could have!
She was too glad
to see him again.
So the next day’s columns carried the good word that
Ann and her young man had made up again after a short
misunderstanding.
Far be it from me to insinuate that the young man looked
like Roger Pryor, or acted like Roger Pryor, or even zvas
Roger Pryor because Ann just looks out the window or
pretends she didn’t catch the question when you start bring¬
ing up names. But the little incident should prove that it’s
not only fun to fight and make up in Hollywood, it’s down¬
right talented!
It is a very poor Hollywood Romeo, indeed, who resorts
to the hackneyed idea of flowers, candy or perfume to say
“I’m sorry” when his Juliet is tiffing with him. Whereas

Merle Oberon and
David Niven (left)
had so many sham
battles it was hard
to convince their
friends that they
meant this one. There
was a great big
catch, too, to the fa¬
mous fight between
Bill Powell and Jean
Harlow (below), but
they made up with
huge peace offerings
'n' all the fixin's.

you and I, and maybe even a Congresswoman, might be
thrilled by even a little note of reconciliation, Hollywood
beaus manage to strike a much higher average of originality
because, when they’ve played different and exciting love
stories all day before the camera, the local belles aren’t
going to be pacified with anything short of an imaginative
touch in their private love stories.
It’s nothing at all for a romantic quarrel to start in
Hollywood and travel across the continent, or up to Arrow¬
head, or down to Agua Caliente before the big reconcilation
scene reunites the quarrelers. (Continued on page 83)
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Lionel
Barrymore,
as
the
ghost-who-came-back, and
Helen Mack both give fine
performances in RKO Radio's
"The Return of Peter Grimm."

It's not another "Bengal
Lancer" — it's Laurel and
Hardy in "Bonnie Scotland,"
their first feature-length film
in too long a time to suit us.

MOVIES of
the MONTH
^The Return of Peter Grimm
(RKO)
You'll See: Lionel Barrymore, Helen
Mack, Edward Ellis, Donald Meek,
George Breakstone, Allen
Vincent,
James Bush, Greta Meyer.
It's About: A n old man who made a
living mistake about romance and re¬
turned from the dead to rectify it.
Combining excellent acting with a
famous story, this picture affords better
than usual entertainment. Its only fault
lies in a too-faithful adherence to an
ideal—the ideal of reality.
Lionel Barrymore, as Peter Grimm,
owner of a famous flower nursery, is
anxious that his son and his adopted
daughter marry and carry on the name
and the business that has been in the
family for generations. He forces this
wish upon Helen Mack because she is
so grateful for his love and kindness.
She really loves James, the bookkeeper,
(James Bush) but she feels she must
give him up. Then Peter Grimm dies,
only to see his mistake in the “beyond”
and return to make amends.
Lionel Barrymore’s performance is
fine, especially when he returns from
the dead. Helen Mack shows improve¬
ment with each performance and is
headed for big things. Edward Ellis, as
Dr. Macpherson, lives up to his stage
reputation; we’d like to see more of
him. George Breakstone is much more
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of a boy than usual and we liked him
fine. However, we think it an error in
entertainment to have him die. The rest
of the cast is fine.
Your Reviewer Says: If you’re at all
interested in the return of spirits, you
should see this.

I^^Page Miss Glory (Warners)
You'll See:
Marion
Davies,
Dick
Powell, Pat O’Brien, Frank McHugh,
Patsy Kelly, Mary Astor, others.
It's About: A chambermaid who is
asked to pose as a movie star.
A couple of slick promoters, by past¬
ing photographs together, create a
dream girl (named Dawn Glory) who
wins a radio beauty contest. Con¬
fronted with the task of producing
Dawn Glory, they grab the first girl
they see, who happens to be the cham¬
bermaid in their hotel.
The world’s
greatest aviator (Dick Powell) falls
in love with the fake Dawn’s photograph
and demands to meet her, and then the
fun begins.
All this makes a fast and furious
farce and the best picture that Marion
Davies has had in several seasons.
Marion is grand both in her comedy
and love scenes and is beautifully photo¬
graphed throughout. Dick Powell and
Pat O'Brien are her leading men.
Your Reviewer Says: Highly recom¬
mended for an evening of laughs.

Dick Powell and Marion Davies
(in a grand comic role) head
an extra-good cast in "Page
Miss Glory," a double-check
event for Warner Brothers.

Reviews of the latest
films, viith S for the
good ones, and ^ for
those you shouldn't miss

l/^Steamboat Round the Bend
(Fox)
You'll See: Will Rogers, Anne Shirley,
John McGuire, Berton Churchill, Irvin
S. Cobb, others.
It's About: The old South, a boy and a
girl in love and unhappy, and a travel¬
ing medicine-show man who makes
everything work out right.
This is our favorite picture of the
month, in a month of good pictures. It
has warmth, drama, love, suspense,
beauty, and so much humor. It is _ the
best picture Will Rogers has had.
Somewhere along the Mississippi,
quite a long time ago, Will Rogers is
selling “Pocahontas,” a 90 per cent
alcoholic medicine, guaranteed to cure
anything but, chiefly, a thirst. His
young nephew comes to him aboard the
show-boat one night, announces he has
killed a man. and brings the girl, the
cause of it all, along with him.
The girl is a scared little “swamp”
girl, the most despised of local char¬
acters. The uncle doesn’t welcome her,
but he won't go back on his nephew. It
is his attempt to save the boy that pro¬
vides the drama. It is the girl’s winning
of the uncle’s affection that provides
both the comedy and some of the film’s
most tender moments.
Your Reviewer Says: Here, as enter¬
tainment, is an almost perfect picture.
You must see it.

PICTURES in the
CUTTING
ROOM
Advance Tips on Tomorrow's
Talkies
COLUMBIA

Our favorite film this month
brings together those good
pals, Will Rogers and Irvin S.
Cobb, with Anne Shirley in
"Steamboat Round the Bend."

Sylvia Sidney and Herbert
Marshall, in "Accent on
Youth," add to the unusu¬
ally long list of excellent pic¬
tures you'll be seeing soon.

She Married Her Boss. Claudette Col¬
bert in a bright, fast-moving picture
about a young business woman in love
with her boss.
A swell climax.
The
picture is said to have more sparkle
than any of Claudette's films since "It
Happened One Night." The star her¬
self says she's "crazy about it." Melvyn Douglas is the husband.

M-G-M
l/>/Accent on Youth
(Paramount)
You'll See: Herbert Marshall, Sylvia
Sidney, Philip Reed, Nick Foran, Astrid
Allwyn, Holmes Herbert, others.
It's About: A witty playwright who
gets his secretary married to a young
actor because he doesn’t believe he’s
young enough to fall in love with her
himself.
Here is Herbert Marshall, tempo¬
rarily and we hope permanently liberated
from those stuffy, long-suffering but so
loving heroes lie's been playing lately,
as a witty, wealthy, urbane playwright
who wants to marry his adoring secre¬
tary but feels since he’s forty and she’s
twenty, that it wouldn’t be fair to her.
Instead he sees to it that she marries
the handsome and rich young leading
man of his show. What he can’t foresee
is that the girl won’t stay married to the
actor.
It makes quite the most delightful
comedy of many months and adds new
laurels to the charming Mr. Marshall’s
classic brow. Sylvia Sidney makes a
very nice secretary and you’ll enjoy
watching Philip Reed as the very mus¬
cular young man.
Your Reviewer Says: It’s romance
and laughter delightfully combined and
you mustn’t miss it.

/Woman Wanted (M-G-M)
You'll See: Maureen O’Sullivan, Joel
McCrea, Lewis Stone, Adrienne Ames,
Robert Grieg.
It's About: A gal who is convicted of
murder on circumstantial evidence and
the boy zvho shields her because of love.
A swell, fast-moving gangster story
that will keep you on the edge of your
seat most of the time. Plenty of sus¬
pense and exciting action, kept within
perfect bounds by a well rounded plot
and natural dialogue.
Maureen O’Sullivan is convicted of
murder on circumstantial evidence and
Joel McCrea, young man-about-town,
shields her. Of course he falls in love
with her and this gives us three corners,
Adrienne Ames being the third.
Maureen and Joel make an excellent
team and both do some fine work. Lewis
Stone as the D. A. “who always gets his
man’’ gives the picture his usual polish.
Adrienne Ames has a small unsym¬
pathetic part but manages to make you
remember her and Robert Grieg sets a
new high for movie butlers.
All in all, a thoroughly entertaining
picture, the gangster element sufficient¬
ly submerged for everyone.
Your Reviewer Says: You’ll like this
one. See it!
(Continued on page 96)

The Hollywood studios are more busy than they have been in five years.
You’ll be seeing some glorious films shortly, but here's a keen crop for your
enjoyment. There's "Steamboat Round the Bend" for laughs and romance.
This is just the best Will Rogers picture we've ever seen. There's "She" for
thrills. There's "Page Miss Glory" for laughter. About the only thing lacking
is a good musical. Biggest disappointment of the month: Laurel and Hardy's
"Bonnie Scotland."

Mutiny on the Bounty. A strong male
cast in what is forecast as being one
of the best pictures turned out by this
studio in a long time. A tale of blood
and thunder on the high seas, featuring
Charles Laughton, Clark Gable and
Franchot Tone.
Probably Laughton's
picture, with Gable running him a close
second.
Beautiful photography and
outstanding direction.
Eddie Quillan,
DeWitt Jennings, Sr. and Jr., in the
cast.
Broadway Melody of 1936.
Metro's
white hope that it will yet succeed in
making a big, showy musical that's a
hit. Jack Benny, Eleanor Powell, Rob¬
ert Taylor, June Knight, Unc Merkel,
Sid Silvers and others are in it—plus a
million dollars.

PARAMOUNT
Peter Ibbetson. Gary Cooper and Ann
Harding in what should be a very ro¬
mantic picture made from George du
Maurier's great love story.
Dickie
Moore and Virginia Weidler play the
childhood sweethearts. John Halliday,
Douglas
Dumbrille,
Ferdinand
Gottschalk, Ida Lupino and Marcella Corday are in the cast.
Big Broadcast. Paramount's parade of
favorite radio and screen talent in a
big production with lots of music. Jack
Oakie.

RKO-RADIO
The Last Days of Pompeii. Impressive,
spectacular picture in the typical RKO
manner, based on the historic pomp
and splendor of the ancient days of
Pompeii.
Preston Foster, Alan Hale,
Basil Rathbone, Edna May Oliver, Dor¬
othy Wilson.

FOX
Curly Top. Inside dope is that this is
Shirley Temple's best.
It's adapted
from the old favorite, "Daddy Long
Legs." John Boles and Rochelle Hudson
handle the romantic leads.
Rochelle
sings, too.
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Tips on Talk! es
Brief comments on films of past months—reviews
in italics are especially suitable for children;
those marked s are the better pictures, while
those marked

✓v

are the ones you shouldn't miss

nothing to recommend it but color. That’s
enough, however.
The story is slow.
Hopkins is not in top form. But no movie
fan can afford to miss the harmonic hues.
See it as a cinema curiosity.
Then de¬
cide if you want more like it.
✓✓BLACK FURY (Warner Brothers).
An adult story of stark realism and he-man
stuff in which Paul Muni gives a superb
characterization of a strike-breaking coal
miner. Karen Morley, Tully Marshall and
Sarah Haden are excellent. Recommended
particularly
for
serious
theater-goers,
though thrilling for everyone.
✓BLACK SHEEP (Fox). Edmund Lowe,
an ocean-going gambler, saves his son, Tom
Brown, from the toils of bad gal Adrienne
Ames, only to fall for her himself.
A
good, smooth, action-mystery picture.
✓BREAK OF HEARTS (RKO). Kath¬
arine Hepburn and Charles Boyer in a
somewhat slowly moving love story about
a famous maestro and a poor, music-loving
girl. There’s good music, too.

At last, he's back! Here's one of the
first views of him in his new picture,
"Charlie Chaplin in Modern Times,"
once known as "Production No. 5."

ALIAS MARY DOW (Universal). Sally
Eilers is the girl who “stands in” for the
kidnapped daughter of a wealthy family.
Miss Eilers gets a chance to show some
fairly good acting when she switches from
a hash-slinging taxi dancer type to the
drawing room.
/ANNA
KARENINA
(M-G-M).
Garbo, the glamor lass, in a handsomely
mounted rendition of the Tolstoy classic.
Very sad and very serious, it retells the
old story of the wife who leaves her
husband and child for a dashing soldier.
Freddie
Bartholomew, Reginald Owen
and Basil Rathbone are fine.
Fredric
March remains in the doldrums. Fair for

✓BRIDE OF FRANKENSTEIN (Uni¬
versal). Boris Karloff in a continuation of
the first “Frankenstein” story plus a few
added chills and creation of a mate (Elsa
Lanchester) for the monster.
Plenty of
thrills and chills if you like ’em !
BROADWAY GONDOLIER (Warner
Brothers). A good story, some nice per¬
formances and a batch of catchy tunes
suffer from a too slow tempo.
Bounc¬
ing Dick Powell, as a cab driver with an
operatic voice, takes a trip to Italy and
climbs to success while masquerading as
an Italian. Adolphe Menjou, Louise Fa¬
zenda and Joan Blondell in supporting
roles. Not the best of the Warner tunefilms.
SCALE OF THE WILD (Twentieth Cen¬
tury).

London’s

famous

book

of

the out-of-doors brings Clark Gable as the
miner. Jack Oakie as his wise-cracking pal,
and Loretta Young as the wife of another
miner who casts her lot
Oakie.

Garbo fans.

Jack

Buck, a

with

Gable and

St. Bernard dog, is

the

hero of the show.
ARIZONIAN,

THE

(RKO).

shooting
goes well.

story,

and

fun.

with

horses,

As westerns

sheriffs,
go, this

*

✓✓BECKY SHARP (RKO).
A pictcrially stunning costume picture with
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SSCHINA

SEAS

(M-G-M).

action-packed melodrama
waterways with
at

their

A

lusty,

of the Oriental

Gable, Harlow and Beery

superb

best.

Outspoken,

rough

and often funny, the picture gives its stars
the earthy sort of
famous.

roles

that

made

them

See it for a full movie evening.

✓COLLEGE SCANDAL (Paramount).
A murder mystery with music.
Action
takes place in a college campus between
editions of the school paper and rehearsals
for the school show. A fine cast, including
Arline Judge, Kent Taylor, Wendy Barrie
and Edward Nugent.
DARING YOUNG MAN, THE (Fox).
James Dunn and Mae Clarke, two roman¬
tic reporters on rival newspapers, allow
business to interfere with their pleasure
and love. This is strictly a program pic¬
ture but there’s enough action and romance
to hold you if you go.
✓✓D/fF/D

COPPERFIELD

(M-G-M).

A gloriously faithful reproduction of the
time-honored

Dickens

performed

by

the

which

Freddie

are

Young,

W.

C.

classic,

entire

cast,

Bartholomew,

Fields, Edna

Lennox Pawle and

perfectly
a

Frank

few

of

Roland

May Oliver,

Lawton.

✓DOUBTING THOMAS (Fox). Will
Rogers, in a clean, funny picture that has
some humorous situations, which are all
too few.
Billie Burke, Rogers’ wife,
wants to go on the stage, and it’s all about
how Rogers goes about ruining her ambi¬
tion.
ESCAPADE
(M-G-M),
The
whole
M-G-M lot gets behind Luise Rainer in
her first American film. Bill Powell for
the lover.
Lovely Virginia Bruce and
Frank Morgan in assistance. A story of
arts, intrigue and romance set in a Vien¬
nese background. Luise Rainer is causing
a lot of talk.

Richard

Dix and Margot Grahame in a winningof-the-west

✓CASINO MURDER CASE (M-G-M).
Now it’s Paul Lukas who is Philo Vance.
Here he rescues Rosalind Russell and
solves a murder mystery which is quite like
all murder mysteries but which will hold
your attention to the end. Excellent cast.

✓CARDINAL RICHELIEU (Twentieth
Century).
This time Mr. Arliss saves
France (instead of England) and Edward
Arnold is a convincing King Louis. Mau¬
reen O’Sullivan and Cesar Romero are the
love interest. It’s a bit too slow and his¬
torical, though beautifully produced.

✓✓ESCAPE ME NEVER (United Ar¬
tists). This sad and very sentimental little
tale is made entirely credible by “Queen”
Elisabeth Bergner’s magnificient perform¬
ance as the child-mother. Hugh Sinclair,
of the original (Continued on page 92)

FAY
WRAY
She's been blonde (she was considered
for fhe "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes"
lead in 1927, when the small portrait
was taken), she's been brunette; she's
played horror films, comedies and
dramas.
Now she's free-lancing in
England, where her famous husband,
John Monk Saunders, is writing and
directing "Conquest of the Air" for
London Films. Recently Fay made
"Alias Bulldog Drummond" for GB.

EDWARD
ARNOLD
When he completed his role as
"Diamond Jim," Ed made personal
appearances in Baltimore, where
he was an honored guest at Johns
Hopkins (the hospital which the
original Jim Brady endowed so
gratefully after an operation), and
in Washington, D.C., where he was
well-known in stock years ago in
such costumes as the one at left.

JOEL McCREA
MIRIAM HOPKINS

They're starting their new long-term contracts with
Samuel Goldwyn in Ben Hecht's and Charles MacArthur's lusty "Barbary Coast."

But once upon

a time Miriam was just a curly-haired schoolgirl
at the Goddard Seminary in Vermont and Joel was
a member of Pomona College's 1927 track team.
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They Fell in
LOVE
After They
MARRIED
The Paul Munis take
the love-at-first-sight
idea for a buggy ride

By
BEN

MADDOX

S

OMETIMES the real romance conies after marriage.
Then it can be even more thrilling and momen¬
tous

than

in

the

ordinary,

conventional

order

of

things, because a delight that is unexpected is doubly
wonderful.

Paul and Bella Muni arrive in New
York for a holiday.
Paul's next
picture will be "Dr. Socrates," in
which Ann Dvorak also will appear.

This, at least, is the discovery Paul Muni has made.
Many stories have been written of Paul Muni, the mag¬
nificent

actor.

But until now he has never allowed the

vitally important Muni story to be told.
precious to him and too personal.

It has been too

beginning and

not the end

for

true

affection

and

love.

Paul Muni never believed he could be so lucky as to
know a great love, even though he was a child of romance.
His father and mother met in a great Berlin cabaret.

So Paul has brilliantly discoursed on acting, on the screen

There, under the spell of beautiful music and gayety, the

versus the stage. He has parried with details of his difficult

lovely non-professional girl listened to a fine singer and
shortly found that he was the perfect husband for her. She

youth,

those

early

years

of

struggle

during

which*he

gradually overcame the tribulations of poverty and estab¬

entered

lished himself in the theater.

and later, America.
Their son, whom they named Muni
Weisenfeld, was to become known to movie audiences as

A man capable of strong feelings is inclined to say little
of the one woman in his life.
that'kind of man.

And Paul Muni is certainly

It is the screen which has actually be¬

trayed him.
Each of his film appearances has been a mature, finely-

into

Paul Muni.
The career

his

of

life

and

Paul

they

Muni

as

trouped

he

saw

through

it

Europe

himself

merely to perfect himself for his back-stage world.

was

All dur¬

etched characterization. Yet it is obvious that here is more

ing his youth he felt that a grand passion was beyond his
reach.
It was a fantastic fairy tale, something infinitely

than just a superior performer.

above his humble sphere.

Here is a flesh-and-blood

man with an emotional virility keynoting his every role.
This exciting star is a friend of mine and because of this
he has

finally agreed that

There was nothing but hardship

and drabness around him then.
At fourteen, already a veteran actor, he left home.

His

I may brush aside the super¬

father dead, his mother to support, he was forced with his

ficial stories about him and tell you the real one—the love

two brothers to earn a living. Because his parents had been

story of Paul Muni.
I think it’s my favorite of all the Hollywood love stories,

Yiddish troupers he was imbued with the spirit of make
believe. Too young to be convincing as a juvenile and too

for

old to be a child actor, he had to (Continued on page 86)

it

proves

quite

definitely that

marriage

may

be the
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I WANT TO
BE A STAR!
By

DORA

MACY

M

ANY girls have met disaster and bitter temptation
in Hollywood, but I don’t think anyone was ever
in a worse situation than my own. It’s one thing
to be propositioned by a man you dislike and can
treat with scorn, but quite another to receive an obviously
sincere, though still shady, proposal from a man you respect,
a finer person with a topnotch reputation. I liked Bert
Brothers, but to make things more difficult than ever, he
was offering me his—well, protection as an alternative to
exposure and prison for my brother!
All my life has been spent in protecting my brother, just
as Mother’s life has been spent protecting Papa. It was to
escape his car-snatching, bootlegging companions that I took
him on the long trek to Hollywood. It was to give him his
chance that I tried so hard to get lucrative work there. Now
he was repaying me—he and his shiftless pal, Mike Swift,
were trying to blackmail Bert because of his friendship with
me, because Bert had a wife in England and a few people
were cruel enough to gossip about us. Even my adoring faith
in my brother Jack was badly shaken.
I was not so shocked at Bert. He was obviously honest
and humble in his desire to take care of me. And I had
never told him of my hopeless love for Dick Carr, who had
just got married, clear across the continent. No, it was ob¬
vious that my life was my own problem. All the decisions
were my own to make, for good or bad. There was no one
to love or defend me. Jack resented my friendship with
the “upper crust” of Hollywood which had grown out of my
accident with Victor Munson, the famous director, who had
taken charge of my hospital bills and watched over my
progress. I didn’t have the money for the luxuries Jack
wanted.
I didn’t even have money for necessities. Here
was an offer of ample security. If it wasn’t a question of
love, there was comfort to be considered—and the charges
against Jack would be forgotten.
I was glad Bert had turned away from me. So much was
passing through my mind. There was so much at stake.
What could I say? Should it be yes or no?
O ERT,” I said, “I’m sorry if I hurt you. I know you
mean well enough.”
He faced me and for a moment I felt really sorry for him.
His face showed that he truly did mean well enough. He
wasn’t cast in life as a villain—nor as a seducer.
“I only wanted to take care of you, Judy, because you
mean more to me than you know. Somebody has got to take
care of you properly.”
“Properly?” My voice was more sarcastic than I in¬
tended.
“Perhaps not legally,” he shrugged, “but after all what
are a few words murmured by a clergyman ?”
“I did think, Bert, that you had more originality than to
use that argument.”
“It’s hackneyed, I admit, but it’s sense. After all those
little words didn’t make my marriage binding.”
“No, but they seemed to prevent you from making an¬
other one. It’s no good, Bert. It would be playing unfairly
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The spectre of a love she could never
\

hope to have loomed over her—she
needed all her courage in her struggle
for fame and happiness in Hollywood
with you because I would be miserable and make you miser¬
able. I never thought much about such things before I
came to Hollywood. Black was black and white was white
and it still is with me. If I loved you I don’t suppose any¬
thing would matter. Love would be its own excuse but I
don’t have that apology. Your friendship has meant a lot
to me but I have deprived myself of greater things. Now
are you going to send the boys to jail?”
“That’s where they belong.”
“I suppose it is,” I said, “and I suppose it’s just as wrong
for me to buck myself against the law as it would be for
me to live with you. But that is one sin I can commit with
a clear conscience. Jack means everything in the world to
me. He is all I have. I never liked Mike but one of my
best friends is the girl who loves him. She has done more
for me than I could ever repay. Still Mike was caught be¬
fore and I imagine he will be caught again. .She is too grand
a person anyway to throw her life away on a worthless
cheater.”
“So what's the answer ?” Bert insisted.
“I don’t know, Bert, but there must be some answer. I
wish you would give me until tomorrow. I know it’s a lot
to ask but couldn’t you keep them here tonight and let me
have that much of a chance to figure things out ?”
“All right, but what do you think you are going to do?”
“I don’t know exactly.”
I stood up and faced him. Again I felt sorry for him. I
was convinced that he really loved me.
“Thank you, Bert,” I said.
“Pm sorry knowing me
brought you such difficulties. I hope you can straighten it
out with your wife.”
“J’m used to arguments with her,” he said and managed
a smile.
That was sporting. I kissed him, then left the room and,
walking past the boys without a word, I went out of the
apartment.
It was after one. The streets were quiet and deserted. I
was glad Bert had forgotten to order the car for me. I
walked rapidly down Vine Street to the Boulevard and
headed for my room. What could I. do ? What was there
to do ? To whom could I turn ? Rene was the last person
I wanted to face. The only other friends I had were Sonya
and Victor. Victor! I stood on the deserted Boulevard and
repeated the name aloud. Of course, Victor Munson would
help me.
I didn’t quite know how but he represented all the strength
in the world to me at that moment. I don’t even know why
I felt he would bother, but surely men can’t be so strong

Sonya was a restless woman with too much
vitality. I don't know whether she talked to

everybody as she did to me, but she was
shockingly indiscreet, trusting me completely.
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and refuse appeal to their strength.
Surely he would help.
There was little sleep for me that night and next morn¬
ing I was headed early toward Beverly Hills. It was after
eleven when 1 trudged wearily up the driveway to the
handsome old English manor house that seemed like home
to me. I lifted the big iron knocker and heard a sounding
clang in the house. Manuel, a Filipino boy, opened the
door.
‘‘Good morning, Missy Pine,” he grunted, recognizing me.
“I must see
Mr.
Munson,” I stammered
wearily.
“Would you
tell him it’s important,
please ?”
The boy motioned me
into the big hall and
disappeared. A moment
later, Victor Munson
himself appeared on the
upper balcony. He came
down the stairs, his
hands thrust into the
pockets
of a
dark
bronze robe.
“.Hello, Judy Pine
from
Massachusetts,
what do you want this
, hour of the morning?”
I didn’t realize how
much I admired this
man, how completely I
trusted him, until I
heard the big boom of
his voice and felt the
reassuring comfort of
his presence.
“Oh, Victor, you’re
the only person in the
world I’d dare face in
such trouble.”
“Difficulties,
huh?”
he said, taking my hand in both of his. “Come into the
breakfast room, we'll talk about it there. You’re just in time
for coffee.”
With the double comfort of warm food and the kindli¬
ness of Victor Munson, I poured out the story of Jack and
Mike Sweet, and of Rene who loved him, and my friendship
with Bert Brothers and finally the boys’ attempt at black¬
mail. I didn’t mention Bert’s proposition.
“Nice little brother,” Victor commented dryly. “And why
did you come to me at the crack of dawn ?”
“Because, Victor,” I said, “if anyone can find a way out
you can and because you have been kind and helpful to me.
You wouldn’t know it but you are the first friend I have
ever had in my life.” He looked at me, a quizzical and
rather embarrassed light in those green eyes, and then
rang for his boy.
“Order the car, Manuel,” he said, “and, Judy, while I
dress, telephone Bert that we re on the way to his apart¬
ment.”
In silence Vic and I rode up in the elevator to Bert’s
apartment. I felt suddenly frightened. Would Bert resent
Victor’s coming? His voice over the phone had been pain¬
fully noncommittal. I felt suddenly like a tattle-tale child.
Bert himself opened the door, shook hands with Victor and
gave me a rather subdued greeting.
“I hope you know, Munson,” he said earnestly, “that what¬
ever action I planned against these boys was primarily to
protect Judy.”
“I agree that some action ought to be taken,” Victor said
thoughtfully.
“Covering up these attempts at blackmail
doesn’t help the culprit. Isn’t Sweet the one they got in the
Estelle Farley case last year?”

’’Same one,” Bert nodded. “An old hand at it, apparently.
“Bring ’em in,” suggested Victor, settling himself in a
large carved, high backed chair.
I stood back of Victor and bent every effort to conquer a
dizzy feeling. Mike and Jack shuffled into the room. Jack
had made some attempt to spruce up but Mike stood with
shirt opened at the neck, his coat held loosely with his hand.
For a long while Victor studied them.
“So you are Judy’s brother,” he said to Jack. “Lift up
your head if you can.”
Reluctantly, Jack raised his
head but his eyes avoided the
straight, green-eyed glance of
the big director.
I wanted to
scream, “Stand up. Jack ! Take
it. You did it, so take it like a
man !”
“How old are you?” Victor
asked.

There's still time to begin

this engrossing novel of
the

real

today.

“Sixteen.”

Hollywood

of

“A fine age to be living off
blackmail! You’ll probably think
up a lot of better things between
now and
twenty-one.
Mr.
Brothers
is
right.
Nothing
comes of letting you fellows go
scot-free.
Here’s Sweet back
again, pulling the same old
racket in less than a year.”
“What . . . what are you
going to do?” Jack whimpered.
“For your sister’s sake I feel
like giving you another chance
but I don’t know if you are
worth it.”
“I'll make myself worth it,”
Jack pleaded. “Just give me a
chance and I’ll show you and
I’ll show her, too. I don’t know
why I ever did it, but I’ll do
anything you say.”
“Do you mean that?” Victor snapped at him. “Will you
do anything?”

Follow the excit¬

ing adventures of little

Judy Pine, who met
disaster and malice and

heartbreak with her chin

up and her courage high
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“Anything,” Jack answered.

“All right. Mr. Brothers and I will keep you out of jail.
We are making a deal with you. All we ask is that you
show us you are a man and I’m going to see that you have
the chance to show us.”
“Anything,” Jack repeated, as if inviting a test.
“That’s good because it’s going to be plenty. I’m going
to send vou away.”
“Where ?”
“To the Bering Sea. I’m going to send you on an expe¬
dition that is going to make pictures and do some scientific
research. The outfit is in charge of a man named Dr. Landreau, a famous French scientist. He is a stem and difficult
man. Anybody under him or connected with him has got
to learn to take it and stand up to things.”
“That’s all right,” Jack blubbered eagerly. “I love ships.
I was brought up around ships and I know them.”
“That’s nothing to what you are going to know,” Victor
insisted. “You are going to be gone about two years. You
are going to be with a group of men who don’t pamper a new¬
born infant. You are going to live a rigorous and hard
life, stricter than any military academy. Are you game?”
“Of course I am game,” Jack' said huskily.
I could have kissed him I was so proud. The Bering Sea
brought pictures to my mind of frozen and desolate waste.
Perhaps it would be the making of Jack.”
“Right,” said Victor and I knew from his voice that he,
too, was pleased. “Is that fair enough with you, Bert?”
he said.
Bert smiled knowingly. Evidently (Continued on page 74)

By

CWENN

WALTERS

Connie pauses on her way to luncheon to let you see her one-piece frock
of black sheer wool with a straight skirt and a shirtwaist blouse which
opens almost to the waist in front, revealing a gilet of mousseline ruffles.
The plain sleeves are elbow-length. A wee veil peeks out above the hair¬
line from the upturned hat, which has a shallow crown and no back brim.
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What

would

you

like

to

know

about colors,

fabrics, fashions or clothes budgeting for your
autumn wardrobe?

If you would like advice

about the new styles, just write your problems
to

Gwenn

Walters,

7751

Hollywood, California.
stamped,

self-addressed

Sunset

Boulevard,

Be sure to enclose a
envelope

for

reply.

Center, a dressy suit of tropical
worsted cleverly trimmed with silver
fox. The six-gored skirt, flared at
The hemline, contrasts with a straight
double-breasted jacket.
Grosgrain
ribbon bands the pinched crown of
the felt hat and the lacy veil covers
the entire brim in the latest manner.

mm
Left, another view of the silver fox trimmed cape which matches Connie's
dress on the opposite page. Above right, a woolen street frock trimmed
in caracul, with its full sleeves gathered into narrow cuffs. The suede gloves
are edged in velvet and fastened with chromium clips to match belt and
handbag.
Note the beauty spot on the veil of the high felt turban.
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FASHIONS

GEORGE

BENNETT'S

PHOTOGRAPHED

HURRELL

BEAUTIFUL

IN

NEW

MISS
HOME

—EXCLUSIVELY FOR MOVIE MIRROR

If you want to make an effective entrance in the truly grand manner, just
wear a tunic evening gown of brown and gold lame like this one of
Connie's. The bodice is identical back and front, held up by "invisible"
shoulder straps. A large gold buckle fastens the fabric belt in back. With
this, she wears the lavish sables you can see on the arm of the couch.

Black chiffon -fashions the exotic dinner gown in these two views. The
softly draped blouse is topped by a narrow choker collar studded with gold
knobs, and the full sleeves are gathered into the armholes and the tiny
cuffs, over which Connie wears twin bracelets of gold to carry, out the color
harmony. A wide crush sash loops over in back and falls to the floor.

HOW
YOU

LET GLORIA MACK HELP YOU1
Write to her about your beauty
problems and begin right now to
dear up those skin blemishes; fill out
or round off those curves; find a
more becoming way to do your hair.
And of course you want the rest of
the suggestions on how to cultivate
grace, which will improve your figure
too. Her service is personal and con¬
fidential. Nor is there any charge,
but please don't forget to
enclose a stamped, selfaddressed envelope.
GLORIA MACK, c/o
Movie Mirror, 7751 Sun¬
set Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.

FOR
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Maria Gambareili has the ex¬
quisite figure and
posture which
come from that
most exacting art,
toe-dancing. The
wor Id - famous
ballerina will ap¬
pear in "Here's
to Romance."

ELL, how do you stand . . . and walk and sit,
for that matter? Do you realize that correct
posture is a tremendously important factor in
your health? A fine carriage is so important to
beauty, that one of the biggest studios here in Hollywood
has a specialist who does nothing but teach girls how to
hold their figures properly and, therefore, beautifully.
Health and beauty, two of the greatest blessings we can
have, with one other, happiness! Perhaps you are wonder¬
ing what connection there can be between posture and hap¬
piness, yet I assure you there is one.
Just stop and think how you unconsciously droop when
you are tired and depressed, and maybe not very happy.
Your mood has influenced your body. But here is a won¬
derful thing: you can consciously make your body influence
your mood.
Psychologists tell us that it is very difficult to stay "fight¬
ing mad" as long as you keep your hands unclenched, open
and relaxed. And I don't need to remind you how much
better you feel, almost immediately, when you stand up
straight, squarely on your feet, with your head held high.
Many and many of us fall into bad posture habits with¬
out being aware of them. We go slumping and humping
along till some kind friend says, "My goodness, but you’re
getting round shouldered." Or perhaps we have that amus¬
ing experience of catching sight of ourselves in a shopwindow at a distance, and looking critically at the reflected
figure before we see . . . it is ourselves! Then indeed do
we straighten up, pull in our tummies, and stop pounding
along on our heels.
While I’m reading and answering your letters, I have a
picture in my mind of all of you who read these articles.
Some of the personalities I’ve really come to know because
you write me again and again.
And the girls I see,
in my imagination, are such pretty, attractive people, and
they walk past me so gracefully and yet so naturally. Be¬
cause I always see you as the girls you wish to be, with
that beauty which everyone of (Continued on page 82)

MOVIE

MIRROR'S

PATTERN
All Patterns

15c

DEPARTMENT

Each (In Stamps or Coin, Coin Preferred)

Style No. 586—CHARMING DAY WEAR. The new and charming neclc
and sleeve lines carry just that subtlety for which Paris is famous. Soft
bodice makes the waistline and hips look slim. Satin-back dull silk, woolly
novelty crepe, wool-like silk are equally lovely for this model.
Designed
for sizes 16, 18 years; 36, 38, 40 and 42-inch bust. Size 36 requires 4 yards
39-inch material with (/g yard 35-inch contrasting.
Use braided cord for
neck trimming. Pattern, price 15 cents. Use coupon below.

Style No. 332—SCHOOL OR COLLEGE DRESS. Smart two-piece dress
of novelty wool crepe for first fall days without a coat.
Collar and bows
are of satin crepe. It is especially nice for business women and
for school and college girls. Pattern may also be used for
separate blouse or separate skirt. Designed for sizes 14, 16, 18
years, 36, 38 and 40-inch bust.
Size 16 requires 3% yards
39-inch material with Vs yard 39-inch contrasting and 71/* yards
braid trimming.
Pat¬
tern, price 15 cents.

586
Movie Mirror Pattern Department
1926 Broadway, New York City
Please find enclosed.Send me
Nos.:

Sizes:

m

£

\

Name.
Address

332
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Why Wally Beery
WANTS Carol Ann
to be an ACTRESS

"/ want her to begin to learn now how to take the
disappointments!"

By

S

A

R

OU did it wrong. You did it wrong. Now we’ll have
to do it all over again.”
There was a hushed silence on the “China Seas”
set.
It wasn’t often that WaHy Beery, one of
M-G-M’s high-powered stars, was so blatantly set right.
And by a new leading lady at that.
Wally drew back in surprise.
“Why, what did I do wrong?”
“You should have lifted me up after you stopped talking.
Yes, yes, you should have.”
Wally looked at the director who fought bravely to hide
a grin. Off in a corner Clark Gable hid his head behind his
script. Jean Harlow tittered openly and several electricians
pretended to cough violently.
“She’s right, Wally,” director Tay Garnett smiled.
“See, Daddy. See, I told you.” And Miss Carol Ann
Beery, Wally’s four-year-old, apple-cheeked daughter, went
through the scene with her daddy again, this time without
a single mistake.
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That's only one of the reasons!

A

HAMILTON

The amused light, mingling with the unmistakable pride
and joy that shone from Wally’s eyes, seemed a trifle in¬
congruous to the rough character he portrayed.
His own little Carol Ann was an actress!
It hadn’t taken much coaxing on the studio’s part to per¬
suade Wally. If anything, it was almost the other way
round. Wally was all for it.
Knowing, if ever anyone did know,, the heartaches that
accompany acting, the years of struggle that so often meet
with crushing defeat, the all-too-short years of glory if one
finally does reach his goal, the temptations, the hopeless
mirage of dreams fulfilled, to say nothing of the hard work
—still, knowing all this, Wally Beery, holding a baby hand
in his large, rough one, said, “Sweetheart, this is the road
1 want you to travel.”
And Carol Ann, only too willingly, has begun her
journey.
Almost four years before, little Carol Ann had come into
the life of Wally Beery, childless (Continued on page 78)

Opposite page, Carol Ann with C.
Aubrey Smith and Clark Gable in
China Seas," her first picture role.

College

F you ask the students at the University of Southern
California what they think of Madge Evans, they’ll
tell you unconditionally.
“Boy!” they will say.
She came into the classroom bringing light with her.
perched on the Prof’s desk, and in a few minutes had
painted with laughter and words the portrait of Atnenca’s Girl Friend—a simple picture under-toned with
glamor.
She was at first a photograph moving and living:
new-penny-colored hair, incredible lashes, a
mouth with a special beauty. The dark collegegirl suit had a joyful brilliant jonquil growing
from a lapel.
Reactions were several; but you couldn t
miss them. Feminine pencils sped busily
over scratch-paper, making notes about
shade of hose, shade of blouse, shade of
make-up.
But masculine hands rested
thoughtfully quiescent on desks; their
ow'ners were mentally in another
place, trying to imagine this gor¬
geous little nifty deep in a roadsterseat beside them, dancing to the cry
of saxophones with all eyes caught
in her direction, sitting across a
table listening with gratifying at¬
tention to college-man conversa¬
tion. It wasn’t hard, this im¬
agining.
And so my first question was in¬
evitable. I said, “If you had a
date with a university fellow,
what type would you like best
■and—uh—what would be your
idea of a grand evening?”
Madge Evans grinned. She pro¬
nounced judgment: “He should
be tall, for one thing (hope died
in many eyes) ; and then he
should be intelligent (the crest¬
fallen faces brightened) in terms
of appreciation, that is. Not just
a walking library.”
She was enjoying this. “And I
think he should have a real pur¬
pose in his life, be going to college
with some definite goal in mind.”
She reflected, swinging her heels
against the desk. “I’d like him to
be popular, president of his class
or something, and nice-looking, too.
I can’t think of anything nicer than
to go to the Grove,” she finished. Her
eyes looked past us, seeing the evening.
“I’d wear something simple, dinnerish. I
wouldn’t dress. And I’m sure the man
wouldn’t want to, himself.”
She knows, does Madge Evans.
The portrait had already begun to glow
against a blackboard background.
For most of us, even if we' do live on Holly¬
wood’s doorstep, it was our first chat with a
star alive and embodied, talking and moving and
real. Everyone was a little surprised to find out
just how real.
There’s no tragedy or sob-stuff in her story; her
childhood was flash-bang and vivid, made of stage props
and press notices and fan letters.
She never went to
college and is sorry about that, but with the help of tutors
and with the stage as a textbook she got an education any¬
one would covet.
Madge Evans wants to go back to that stage; with Helen

MADGE EVANS
By

HOWARD

SHARPE

Hayes she shouts its glory. But when she goes back it
will be as a better actress, she told us, because of the
years she has spent in Hollywood. A friendly and extrovertive girl, she wants the close contact with her audience
which the legitimate theater offers and which she can’t
effect in this, her world of celluloid. She will stay on
the boards, in the warm glow of footlights and with
the curtain rising and falling night after night, until
the end of her life if she can.
That’s how much she loves the stage.
She wants, someday, to play Maggie Tolliver
in “The Mill on the Floss,” and the young wife
in “The Shining Hour.” Naturally, her pet
gods, or rather goddesses, are Katherine
Cornell, Elisabeth Bergner and Lynn Fontanne.
“I admire them tremendously,” she told
us with sincere emphasis.
Someone,
movie-minded, asked who her favorite
leading men on the screen were.
She had to think about that. “Bob
Montgomery,” she answered, “and
Spencer Tracy. Bob would win,
Spencer would place, and Jimmy
Cagney would show!”
We knew she liked racing then.
Anyone with her passion for the
theater must necessarily be thrilled
at the great show of Santa
Anita with its tumult and color
and climactic suspense. She re¬
called, smiling, her only victory
so far; “I bet on Time Supply in
the Handicap,” she told us.
Some of us had, too. We grinned
triumphantly back at her.
She rides, canters madly down
the Beverly bridle-path, leaving
a dusty wake. For the rest,
she swims, and plays a joyous but
indifferent game of tennis.
There’s so much to say about
Madge Evans, so many little
lights and colors to put into this
portrait.
There are the things she likes:
the part of Agnes she played in
“David Copperfield,” because Agnes
was sympathetic and nice and be¬
cause the production as a whole is
real and human and beautifully done.
She is too much of a modern not
to like Guy Lombardo, but her taste
Madge Evans went to college—for a day. Each of the students
is cosmopolitan in all things.
If her
in the class she visited wrote an impression of "America's Girl
life of freedom to go and come as she
Friend." Howard Sharpe, shown above with Madge, wrote the
pleases would allow for collection, she’d
finest portrait of her and sold the story to MOVIE MIRROR!
have stacks of first editions and matted
Madge's next picture will be "Transatlantic Tunnel" for GB.
etchings to bring out and gloat over.
She likes President Roosevelt because he
would make a marvelous actor and because
he knows the psychology of his audience—
his overwhelming audience of one hundred and
twenty millions of people.
She likes Shirley
Temple because “Shirley is the cleverest child
ever known.”
W. C. Fields makes laughter, and because Madge
Evans is essentially young, laughter is important to
her, so she likes W. C. Fields. She likes Bing Crosby—
Bing because his voice does peculiar things to her,
and Helen Keller because a great courage and a beautiful
appreciation are things of value to possess.
In fact, since she is the kind of girl she is, there are
very few things Madge doesn’t (Continued on page 102)

In a campus classroom she faced
a small group of her fans, one
of whom saw her more clearly
than the others. He saw—

MARGARET
S U L L A V A N
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IT'S FUN to be FIFTY!'
E

DNA MAY OLIVER said suddenly, “I am fifty. And
I would like to announce to those who read that being
fifty is fun.
FUN.
For me at any rate.
I am
through with passion and perplexity and pain. I can
let down my hair and be myself. And now, for the first
time in my life, I am about to do just that.”
I had approached the home of Edna May Oliver with
some misgivings, fearing that she might mistake me for a
donkey and shoo me away. For there is something dis¬
tinctly Aunt-Betsy-Trotwoodish about the low white brick
and clapboard home >of Edna May Oliver in the Westwood
Hills, with its heart’s-ease and pansies and air of New
England, or Old England, as you please.
It was easy to imagine that the Aunt Betsy of ‘‘David
Copperfield" might come violently to that brass-knockered
white door and berate any casual stranger unseemly enough
to invade the calm of those premises.
Miss Oliver did open the door to me herself, in person.
But smilingly. Waving me in. She wore white silk loung¬
ing pajamas, peppered with huge black dots, a black satin
coat, narrow red leather slippers. Earrings in her ears. A
smart coiffure. She was thoroughly a lady of the Twentieth
Century, even though her house belongs to the days of two
hundred years ago.
We sat in the quaint, old-fashioned living room puffing
companionable cigarettes. The late sunshine gilded richly
the pie-crust tables, soft sheen of brass, garden flowers.
Save for our two voices—Miss Oliver’s sounding precisely
as it does on the screen, with the same amusing inflectiohs,
same Bostonian diction—there was silence. Neither chick
nor child nor parrot, neither barks, nor mews disturbed the
matchless quiet of that house.
Lonely? I wondered.
But Miss Oliver was “letting down her hair.”
She said, her voice lowered, “I never was like other girls.
I never had any beaux. In my early youth my mother
wouldn’t allow callers. Later, my New England reticence
acted as thorns upon hands eager to pluck the rose. I had
a few men friends. I danced with them. I talked with them.
But when sentiment blushed through, I withdrew.
“Perhaps,” said Edna May, “perhaps I paid the price for
that unnatural reserve later on.”
And I knew that she was thinking then of the thing she
has never mentioned before, of the locked door in her heart,
of her sudden marriage when she was forty-three. It was
an ill-fated marriage to a man ten years her junior. A
charming man-about-town man who swept her off her feet,
broke down that fine New England reticence, all but broke
her heart.
She was saying, “You see, I had never been rushed like
that before. Flattered. Stormed. I suppose I didn’t know
how to oppose such an onslaught. Still, even at the time,

Forty-nine eventful years separate Baby Edna May
in her lace-frilled bonnet and the charming Miss
Oliver her friends know today. On the screen she
seems destined to play dowdy but witty old maids who
comfort damsels in distress—but never mother roles.

Says Edna May Oliver
By

GLADYS

HALL

She's the happiest woman in
Hollywood because her youth is
gone, she isn't beautiful, people
laugh at her and she lives alone!

Below, left to right, as Hildegarde Withers, teacherdetective, with Lola Lane in RKO's "Murder on a
Honeymoon;" as Fanny, with Joan Crawford in "No
More Ladies," and as the unforgettable Aunt Betsy
Trotwood, with Madge Evans in "David Copperfield."

my New England conscience kept warning me, telling me
that this spelled disaster. My marriage lasted three months.
It might easily have left an ugly scar—frustration, bitterness.
It did nothing of the sort. For a time there was a sore spot
where disillusionment had left its mark. I am the type, you
know, who gives unreservedly, gives all of me once the
reserves are broken. It is hard to take one’s whole self back
unscathed.
"But I have come through it beautifully. I am healed.
I am happy. It served only to show me that we are . all
vulnerable."
A clock ticked in the silence, seeming to remind us that
time passes, that all things pass.
And then Edna May said, clearing her throat a little,
passing one thin aristocratic hand over the transient dimming
of her eyes, "And now I am fifty and done with pangs and
pains. Such a tragedy can never happen to me again, and
I am glad. I am fifty and I love it. I am content where I
am and as I am. I have always wanted to be an actress. I
wanted to be an actress from the day when I first began to
have conscious thought. I was born in Boston, you know.
My ancestors (of which John Quincy Adams is one, on the
paternal side) may be turning over in their narrow beds at
thought of a Nutter—I was born a Nutter, child of Ida May
and Charles Edward Nutter—being in the theater. But it
was my overwhelming choice. I don't know how I came
by it. I only know that I have never regretted it.
“I started to be a musician when I was very young.
Music is still my inner life. I couldn’t live without it. But
I wouldn’t work for it. I was too impatient. And besides,
I wanted to act!
"And so when my father died when I was fifteen I said
that I would go out into the world and help support my
mother. There were only the two of us, myself and a younger
brother, Lawrence Oliver Nutter. He passed away a year
ago.
"I had various jobs and lost them all. I worked at trim¬
ming hats. I had a way with hats. I still have it. I am
an expert shopper, if I do say so. I am never befuddled about
what I want. I can say 'Ooooh, not that—this!’ And be
right.
"Sooo," Miss Oliver said, "sooo, I didn’t last long at my
jobs. I was always fired, promptly. I paid little attention
to what I was doing. I didn’t really care, I wanted to act!
"And then, after a series of disappointments and frustra¬
tions and heart-burnings I did at last succeed in getting onto
the stage. And I’ve never left it. Nor did it ever occur to
me to be anything but a comedienne. I had no vanity. I
knew myself.
“I like to be funny. I like to be laughed at. When I have
friends here at home I act the clown continuously and I re¬
sent it only if they don’t laugh at me. (Continued on page 94)
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Speak
for
Yourself
MOVIE MIRROR awards Seven Prizes each
month for the best letters—$20 first prize;
$10 second prize; five prizes of $1

each.

Just write in what you think about talkies,
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stories,
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One of the youngest and one of the oldest Metropolitan Opera stars,
Nino Martini and Mme. Schumann-Heink, are in "Here's to Romance."
$20 PRIZE LETTER
Nomination
Marie Dressier—that very, very wonderful woman and
actress—has a logical successor. Hold your breath and don’t
scream! Mae West.
Have you recovered from the shock ? All right—here’s
why I think this. Mae has the very same kind of personality
that Marie had.
She’s a straightforward, wise-cracking,
hard-boiled gal, with a real heart—a woman who would
stand by a pal, see him through, and rag him unmercifully
afterwards. She evidently thinks like a man, with the same
decision and energy, and she’s every bit as able to "take it”
as they make them. So was Marie. Remember “Min ?”
Remember "Tugboat Annie?”
Well, Mae, frankly speaking, is slipping in these roles
she's been putting over lately. She’s acquiring a waistline
that’s positively matronly.
Not a bit alluring.
But she
can get the laughs yvith those wise-cracks—she’s marvelous.
She’s got—apart from all that anatomy-wiggling, so-called
“seductive” hip-tossing—audience appeal. It isn’t sex that
puts her over, it’s the fact that she’s trained audiences to
giggle every time she appears on the screen.
Marie had
them that way, too. They expect to laugh, if you get what
I mean. So—let’s have another Marie Dressier personality!
S. J. Crooke,
Bloomington, Ind.
$10 PRIZE LETTER
The Girl They're Talking About
After seeing “Escapade,” I cannot understand why Myrna
Lov refused to play the role that should make Luise Rainer
one of the screen's leading stars.
In my opinion, Miss
Rainer is the best foreign actress that has ever been brought
to the American screen—I haven’t forgotten about Garbo,
either.
At first glance, she reminds one of a perfect combination
of Myrna Loy, Sylvia Sidney and Claudette Colbert, but
she certainly is not an imitator or even a copy of any or
all three of these beautiful and charming stars.
Luise
Rainer is an entirely new type for Hollywood, and certainly
should go over in a "big way.”
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I am sure that our show reviewer of Movie Mirror
would have had to classify “Escapade” as just another pic¬
ture if it had not been for the splendid performance of
Luise Rainer.
She gave the show a lift which made it
something important.
Robert Schlunegar, Jr.,
Dallas, Tex.
$1 PRIZE LETTER
Why, Miss Edmunds!
Last night I went to see Robert Montgomery, Franchot
Tone, Edna May Oliver, Charles Ruggles, Gail Patrick,
Vivienne Osborn and Arthur Treacher in "No More
Ladies.” Without just such magnificent casts as this there
would be "No More Crawford.”
Glance over a list of
Joan’s pictures for the past four years . . . she is always
blessed with two, and perhaps three leading men.
And
not the ordinary, everyday variety of leading men which
most stars must contend with, but a Gable, a Montgomery,
and a Tone, with every now and then a stray Gene Ray¬
mond, Fred Astaire, Edward Arnold, Lionel Barrymore
or Otto Kruger thrown in for good measure. Take a na¬
tion-wide poll and you will find that three-fourths of her
so-called box-office appeal is due to her supporting casts.
That phrase, hy the way, must have been coined with
Crawford in mind . . . for her casts not only have to support
her . . . they practically have to carry her along!
Jeanette Edmunds,
Pueblo, Colo.
$1 PRIZE LETTER
Round

Robin

Please, oh, please let’s hear some more about that most
attractive man of the screen—Lewis Frederick Ayres. And
let’s have a few good snapshots of him.
Why, do you
suppose, doesn’t Lew get roles more suited to him ? Some¬
thing like those parts given to good old Bob Montgomery—
a man-about-town, a play-boy and a ladies’ man.
Those
serious girl-shy roles (like the part of Harry in “Lottery
Lover” and that of Eric in “Servant’s Entrance”) just
don’t do him justice.
(Continued on page 100)

"For Flavor and Mildness I've never found
a cicjarefte that compares with Camel"

Mrs. Van Rensselaer finds America
gayer and more stimulating than
Europe. "If I’m tired from the ex¬
hilarating American pace,” she
says, "smoking a Camel gives
me a 'lift'—a feeling of renewed
energy, and I’m all ready to go on
to the next thing.” Camels release
your latent energy in a safe way.

At home or abroad, Mrs. Brookfield Van Rensselaer smokes Camels. "Once
you’ve enjoyed Camel's full, mild flavor, it is terribly hard to smoke any
other cigarette,’’ she says.

I can’t bear a strong cigarette — that is why I

smoke Camels." Camel spends millions more every year for finer, more ex¬
pensive tobaccos than you get in any other popular brand. Camels are milder!

AMONG THE
DISTINGUISHED

MANY

WOMEN

WHO

PREFER

CAMEL’S COSTLIER TOBACCOS:
MRS. NICHOLAS BIDDLE, Philadelphia
MISS MARY BYRD, Richmond

Mrs. Van Rensselaer at Palma de Mal¬

MRS. POWELL CABOT, Boston

lorca.

MRS. THOMAS M. CARNEGIE. JR., New York

are tremendously loyal to Camels.

She says: "Americans abroad

MRS. J. GARDNER COOLIDGE, II, Boston

They never affect my nerves. I can

MRS. ERNEST DU PONT, JR., Wilmington

smoke as many Camels as I want and

MRS. HENRY FIELD, Chicago

never be nervous or jumpy.” Camel’s

MRS. JAMES RUSSELL LOWELL, New York

costlier tobaccos do make a difference!

MRS. POTTER D’ORSAY PALMER, Chicago

Camels are Milder!...made from -finer, more expensive tobaccos
...Turkish and Domestic...than any other popular brand
& 1935, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., Winston-Salem, N. C.

World's Greatest Authors
Now Available in Gorgeous
Single Volume Editions

T

HESE authors and their works need no
recommendation—the books themselves
need only to be seen to be desired. Bound in
beautiful red-brown Florentine (limp) leather
richly hand decorated and with 14 karat gold
stamping, thin strongly fabricated paper, clear
cut, easily readable type, rounded corners and
color toned edges, with nearly one thousand
pages to each volume, aside from their sterling
literary worth, these books give an added
touch of exotic luxury to any home no matter
how modest or how affluent. Wherever possi¬
ble they contain the author’s complete works.
Where his works are too voluminous his se¬
lected finest works are included. As gifts they
are ideal. To be appreciated they must be
seen. Send for one or more today at our risk.
We will refund your money cheerfully if for
any reason they prove unsatisfactory. $2.29
each—any three for $6.50. Circle the numbers
of the books you want. Use the coupon.
102, Balzac; 103, Anton Chekhov; 104, Boccaccio; 105,
Alphonse Daudet; 106, Conan Doyle; 107, Droll Stories;
108, Alexander Dumas; 109, Ralph Waldo Emerson; 110,
Gustave Flaubert; 111, H. Rider Haggard; 112, Nathaniel
Hawthorne; 113, Victor Hugo; 114, Henrik Ibsen; 115, Kip¬
ling; 116, de Maupassant; 117, Edgar Allen Poe; 118,
Shakespeare (complete with thumb index); 119, Robert
Louis Stevenson; 120, Tolstoi; 121, Voltaire; 122, Oscar
Wilde; 123, Benvenuto Cellini; 124, Theophile Gautier;
125, Jean Jacques Rousseau; 126, Emile Zola.

$2.29 EACH . ANY THREE FOR $6.50
Economy Educational League
1926 Broadway, New York.

WG-10

I enclose $. for which please send postpaid the leather
bound volumes indicated below. My money to be refunded on any
unsatisfactory purchase.

ECONOMY
EDUCATIONAL
LEAGUE

102
103
104
105
106
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109
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114
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121
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Find out how to give baked apples
that shiney glaze! Ask her to send
you recipes for apple pancakes,
applesauce cake, and that extra
good apple-ginger layer cake. And
it isn't a bit too early to begin
thinking
about
Christmas
fruit
cake which should be made months
in advance and allowed to ripen
for its best flavor.
Let Pauline
Nelson send you her special wed¬
ding Fruit Cake Recipe.
Pauline
Nelson, c/o MOVIE MIRROR, 7751
Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.
There's no charge for any of these,
but don't forget to include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope
when you write her for recipes.

French apple pie (left) is a delightful variant of an
old family favorite. The jellied apples below are
served sweet and cold, smothered in cream, with a
garnishing of bright currant jelly as added decoration.

Apple season is here
again—and you'll be
glad when you try these
really delicious recipes

I

’VE just finished making the French
apple pie that’s going to have its
picture taken for this page, and its
spicy smell is still in the air. Don’t
apples have the best smell? Everything
about an apple is fragrant, from the
romantic soft sweetness of apple blos¬
soms to the heady tang of cider.
Everybody makes applesauce and
apple pie, and bakes apples, but it’s
surprising how many other ways there
are of using apples.
You ought to
know a lot of them, because this is the
season when apples are fresh and in¬
expensive, and there’s never a season
when apples aren’t the best thing for
vou to eat, both for health and for
taste.
They supply roughage for the
system, and mineral salts (especially
when you eat the skin too) and give
necessary sugar in a natural form.
My kitchen is full of delicious applesmell right now, because, besides the
pie and the jellied apples that were
made to be photographed for you, I’ve
been cooking pomnies en casserole,
and apple fritters and all the other

things for which you’ll find recipes
here, or will write to me for. I always
do that, you know, before I begin to
write about cooking, to make perfectly
sure the quantities are right before I
pass them on to you.
I’m giving you the French apple pie
recipe first. Here it is:
French Apple Pie

Make enough pastry for a lower
crust.
(And if you haven't a pastry
recipe you like, write for mine.) Line
your pie-plate with this.
Now peel,
quarter, and core about five apples.
Slice them pretty thin, till you have
enough to fill the crust. If the apples
are very dry, pour over them a very
little water, otherwise not.
Sift together one cup of sugar, threefourths cup of flour, one teaspoon
cinnamon, one-eighth teaspoon of salt.

Rub into this a scant half cup of very
soft butter, till it is all blended, making
a mixture of little lumps. With a big
spoon, arrange this evenly over the
apples.
Bake for twenty-five minutes
in a hot oven (400° F.) and then for
twenty minutes more, or until it is
done, in a cooler oven (300° F.).
You can serve this hot or cold.
I
like it hot best, and of course you can
add whipped cream, or pass the creampitcher with it, but I think you’ll like
the tart and sweet of the pie well
enough without any garnishings.
The other picture is jellied apples.
This isn’t as rich as a pie so you can
use it as a desert for a fairly heavy
meal. It’s a good recipe to know when
you aren’t quite sure when dinner will
be served because jellied apples have
to stand in the refrigerator anyway,
and a little longer wait won’t hurt
them a bit.
Jellied

Apples

cup sugar
\y2 cups hot water
slice of lemon
2 big cups of cut-up apple
2 tsp. gelatine
l/i cup cold water
whipped cream and currant jelly
for garnishing.
Boil the sugar and the hot water to¬
gether briskly for one minute, and add
the slice of lemon.
Take the sauce¬
pan to a side-table, and as you peel,
quarter and core the apples, drop the
sections into the sugar and water. Then
put the pan (Continued on page 95)
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MOVIE MIRROR awards $20 for the best original
puzzle submitted in July, to John W. Krull, 2113
W. Chicago Ave., Chicago, III.
Why not try
your luck? You may win the same amount. You
must create a new and original puzzle. No trick
words, no phoney definitions, please. We can¬
not return
puzzles.
Address
Puzzle Editor,
Movie Mirror, 1926 Sroadway, New York, N. Y.

HORIZONTAL
1. Father
4. Drunkard in “The Lit¬
tle Minister”
8. Plaving in “One New
York Night”
9. Lew Ayers’ e x-w i f e
13. Actress who wed a
Prince
15. Plaved in “School for
Girls”
17. She is playing in “Black
Fury”
18. “The -- Wits”
19. Old-time actress
21. “The Bride of Frank¬
enstein”
23. Sea eagle
24. In
“Go
Into
Your
Dance”
25. Formerly June Vlasek
26. Mrs. Frank Lawton
28. On account
29. Joan Bennett in “Little
Women”
31. You saw him in “Sweet
Adeline”
33. Mr. McCoy
34. Bickford
played
in
‘‘This-and Age”
36. Soft drink
38. He played in “David
Copperfield”
40. Jean Morgan in “GMen”
41. He was married to
Loretta Young
43. A period of time
44. She played in “Silver
Streak”
46. Her first name is Shir¬
ley
48. Player in “The Devil is
a Woman”
50. “Elmer the Great”
68

51. He is in “Let ’em Have
It”
54. Possessive pronoun
55. Frederick in “The Wed¬
ding Night”
56. To court
57. “Rio Rita”
59. Charlie's brother
60. Perceive
62. Hollywood’s proud
father of a pair of
twins
63. A wind instrument
65. Frances Dee in “Little
W omen”
67. “Ben Hur”
69. He is a Hunter
70. She played in “Farewell
to Arms”
72. Lt.
Nick Terris in
“Happy Landing”
73. Now playing in “Hoo¬
ray for Love”
74. Hollywood’s fastest
talker
75. The little boy in “Ras¬
putin”
77. Star of “In Caliente”
(init.)
79. Wife
of
62
across
(init.)
80. She’s in “No More
Ladies”
82. Miss Wing
84. Olive Borden
86. Antique
88. Sylvia’s
husband
in
“Accent on Youth”
90. Her first name is Vir¬
ginia
91. John Boles played in
“The —— of Inno¬
cence”
92. He played in “Power”
94. Eddie -96. You
Saw
him
in
“Death Flies East”

98. Concludes
99. Pup
100. -Sue Collins
101. Color
VERTICAL
1. She
played
in
“La
Cucarracha”
2. Conjunction
3. Starlet from “Gold Dig¬
gers of 1935”
4. “Nana”
5. She played in “Ruggles
of Red Gap”
6. Agent (abbrev.)
7. Near (abbrev.)
9. Note of the scale
10. Crude metal
11. He is the baby of films
12. Chinese actress
14. An English actress
15. Her name represents a
messenger of God
16. She
played
opposite
“The St. Louis Kid”
17. “Dr. Monica”
20. Plaving in “The Flame
Within”
22. - Hardy
25. Recently she eloped to
Yuma with Bud
Ernst
27. Plaving in “No More
Ladies”
30. America’s Sweetheart
32. Mrs. Joel McCrea
33. Metal
35. Formerly Dawn O’Day
37. Finis
39. A “Kentucky Kernel”
40. A drink
41. Swedish actress
42. Playing in “The Goose
and the Gander”
44. He is married to Pat
Paterson

45. He was crippled in
“The Band Plays On”
46. Sailor
47. Jack La 49. William Powell in
“Reckless”
50. Fay Wray’s husband
(init.)
52. A charged particle
53. Tooth of a gear
58. Played in “Little Men”
59. - Francisco
61. Organ of hearing
62. Deceased star of “Lost
City”
64. Squad
65. “Come up and see me
sometime” gal
66. Receive
68. She played
in
“A
Wicked Woman”
70. Dora in “The Wedding
Night”
71. Glossy silk
73. He plays in “The Irish
in Us”
74. Falsehood
76. Douglas Fairbanks
played “- Juan”
78. He
is
playing
in
“Dinky”
79. One of the most beauti¬
ful film stars.
81. Old-time cowboy actor
83. Husband of 57 across
85. “Dracula”
87 Performed
89. Playing in “The Glass
Key”
90. Anita 91. Past
93. Dental
Surgeon
(abbrev.)
95 Sheila Mason in “Wings
in the Dark”
97. Electrical term
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Pimples were
“ruining her life

J “I had counted so much on my
first high school ‘prom’! Then my
face broke out again. I could have
died. My whole evening was a flop. I
came home and cried myself to sleep.

2 “Those pimples stayed. Even
grew worse. Then, I heard about
Fleischmann’s Yeast. I began to
eat it. Imagine my joy when my
pimples began to disappear!

Don’t let adolescent pimples
spoil YOUR fun_

D

ON’T let a pimply skin spoil your good times
—make you feel unpopular and ashamed.

3 “Now my skin is clear and smooth as a baby’s. I’m being rushed by
all the boys. Mother says I don’t get any time to sleep!”

Even bad cases of pimples can be corrected.
Pimples come at adolescence because the im¬

Many cases of pimples clear up within a week or

portant glands developing at this time cause
disturbances throughout the body. Many irritat¬

two. Bad cases sometimes take a month or more.
Start now to eat 3 cakes of Fleischmann’s Yeast
daily!

ing substances get into the blood stream. They
irritate the skin, especially wherever there are
many oil glands—on the face, on the chest and
across the shoulders.
Fleischmann’s Yeast clears the skin irritants

Eat Fleischmann’s Yeast as long as you have
any tendency to pimples, for it is only by keeping
your blood clear of skin irritants that you can
keep pimples away.

out of the blood. With the cause removed, the
pimples disappear.
Eat Fleischmann’s Yeast 3 times a day, before
meals, until your skin has become entirely clear.

Copyright, 1935, Standard Brands Incorporated
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Hollywood's Hidden Past
(Continued from page 25)

7fu fWi A&p
i/n ROMANCE
It’s your EYES that invite men
How to frame your EYES
with long, seductive lashes.
—

H

E’LL remember your eyes—did they
charm or repel? There is no need to
suffer from skimpy lashes—they can look
long and alluring in 40 seconds by merely
darkening them with either my Emollient
Cake or Creamy Liquid Winx Mascara.
One application works wonders, I prom¬
ise—a complete change, giving your face a
mysterious charm. You’ll be admired as
"the girl with beautiful eyes.”

Cju\>e
long, Wel/g IclaW
I present Winx Mascara in two con¬
venient forms, Winx Emollient (cake) and
Winx Creamy Liquid (bottle). You can ap¬
ply Winx perfectly, instantly, easily with
the dainty brush that comes with each
package. Each form is the climax of years
of pioneering in eye beautification—each
is smudge-proof, non-smarting, tear-proof
—each is scientifically approved.
Buy whichever form of Winx Mascara
you prefer today. See how quickly Winx
glorifies your lashes. Note it’s supe¬
riority. And think of it—long, lovely
lashes are yours
a
so inexpensively,
I
*
(\/
so easily.
JUtiHXM,

WINX
Winx Cake Mascara
—for years the most
popular form of all.
So easy to apply. Its
soothing emollient
oils keep lashes soft,
silky.
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Winx Creamy Liquid Mascara. Absolutely waterproof.
Ready to apply,
No water needed,
The largest selling
liquid mascara.

"We were quite impressed with the fact
that the powerful Universal Company was
building a studio, not in Los Angeles, but
in this uncultivated district called Holly¬
wood.
If Hollywood was good enough
for a successful company, we decided, it
was good enough for us.
It was really
no city at all, twenty-three years ago, just
a charming little town of lovely, shaded
streets, hanging pepper trees and sunshine,
all very romantic and picturesque.
“Since no one would gamble on our
left-over quarter interest in the company,
we had to be prepared to pay out a lot
of cash, thus our first studio must be un¬
pretentious.” (The matter of cash became
particularly important when C. B. found
that no large bank would accept his $10,000
deposit! They wanted nothing to do with
movie-makers! He finally found a small
bank with a far-sighted president who
could see the future of pictures. C. B. DeMille is, today, the vice-president of the
great bank that has grown from that small
beginning.)
“So I rented a barn at the
corner of Sunset Boulevard and Vine
Street from Jacob Stern for $25.00 a
month and, after building a small platform
behind it (which was the stage) and rig¬
ging up a large umbrella for diffusion, we
were ready for action.

W

E used the barn for offices and made
dressing rooms out of the horsestalls. Come to think of it, we didn’t get
the whole barn for $25.00—we got only
half. Jacob Stern kept his horse and car¬
riage in the other half and when he washed
his equipment I had to put my feet in the
waste basket to keep them out of the open
drain that ran under my desk! I guess
Stern was the only man financially in¬
terested in our project (his rent) who
wasn’t offered that pesky quarter share of
the company in lieu of cash.
“Now that we were ready to start our
first production, there was yet one glaring
flaw in the set-up: I didn’t know the first
thing about writing or directing a motion
picture 1 We had to get Oscar Apfel from
New York for that duty and he brought
his own cameraman with him!
“Some of our cast came from New York,
the remainder we got in Hollywood. Wini¬
fred Kingston came from New York to
play the lead, a man named Milt Brown
played the sheriff, Monroe Salisbury played
the bad man and Red Wing, an Indian
girl, played the squaw. Those names should
be famous! They were the cast of the
first feature-length drama ever made in
Hollywood from a successful stage play.
Dustin’s ex-secretary, Fred
Kley, acted
as business manager and kept our records
in a cheap notebook he carried in his hip
pocket!
“I learned a lot about picture making
from ‘The Squaw Man.’ The picture was
completed in about four weeks and we
were sure we had something good. Cer¬
tainly it was different from the usual run
of films at that time and we gathered
proudly to see the finished print projected.
It was to have been the first time any of
us had seen the picture. There was no
such thing as daily rushes as yet. We sat
there and waited.
Nothing happened!

None of the films would run through the
projection machine because the punched
edges weren’t spaced correctly. Worse than
that, it was obvious that most of the nega¬
tive had been tampered with in our labo¬
ratory—it appeared to have been placed
under heel and scratched.
I knew what
had happened: Sabotage!
“When this disaster overtook us, every¬
one realized there was nothing but obliv¬
ion ahead for the three young men with
the Big Idea. I knew- that we were be¬
ing destroyed—and not by mice! Pictures,
understand, were a game at that time—a
battle to the finish—and the octopus held
all the winning tricks and was dealing the
cards. What difference does it make what
we call the octopus of film politics—call
it the Europa Company or A No: 1 Film.
No matter what the name, it had a death
grip and complete control of the release of
all pictures made at that time. We weren’t
foolish enough to ignore this potent factor.
Since it controlled all the exchanges sell¬
ing motion pictures, it was obvious that
we would have to sell our picture to it. We
tried. We were laughed out of the office
and called fools for trying to buck the
company and its power.
In reply to our
statement that we could make better pic¬
tures we were told ‘. . . not that we think
you can, but even if you could we wouldn’t
buy them. We have our own!’
“Now I knew the reason for our ruined
print of the precious first picture and re¬
alized what it meant. To all appearances
we were ruined, and I mean that literally.
We had not only spent our entire $15,000
capital but borrowed an additional $15,000
as well.”
Fortunately, DeMille had done the un¬
heard of thing, shot two negatives of every
scene. He had done this as a precaution
against anything happening to the first
negative after finding that no insurance
was sold for film protection.
Without
that, the dramatic trail-blazers would have
been ruined before the start. But just as
all looked the blackest, DeMille remem¬
bered the extra negative stored in the at¬
tic of his home and forgotten by everyone.
Fearful to risk local printing, he set out
to New York with it alone.

I

’LL never forget the adventure of get¬
ting that negative to the station. If any¬
thing happened, now, we were all in the
noose! No one knew I was leaving town,
much less that I carried our future hopes
under my arm. Two cowboys, with 45’s,
acted as my escort and my drawing room
door was scarcely ever opened until I got
to Philadelphia with an entirely new cut
negative of ‘The Squaw Man.’
I had
done the job in a drawing room, alone!
When I walked into the plant of Mr. Lubin
I hadn’t had sleep for six days and nights.
He promised to straighten out the perfora¬
tions and fix the film for projection.”
The picture was shown in Jesse Lasky’s
theater of “Folies Bergere” fame, the great
group of film buyers present was a tribute
to the sales genius of Sam Goldwyn! The
showing was a tremendous success.
It
heralded something new. It wras different.
It was a “feature play” picture. The in-

(Continued on page 72)
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“Just that one change in my diet
has changed everything for me!”
. . . Mrs. H. J. J. writes

“After my day’s work l felt too tired to move"
“T WANT you to know about my ex-

perience because I hope you can tell
others about it in your advertisements.
“I used to wonder how so many wo¬
men managed to do a day’s housework
and then go out in the evening. After my
work I felt too tired to move. If our little
girl wanted to go to the movies my hus¬
band had to take her alone.
Growing Apart
“I could see where I was losing out on the
fun and companionship of my husband and
daughter, but I felt too miserable and irritable
to do anything about it.
“One day I read in your advertisement about
drinking two glasses of orange juice a day and
how you couldn’t feel your best without the
vitamins and so on that orange juice contains.
I knew my diet wasn’t as good as it might be.
Anyway I started.

Tired Feeling Goes
“A few days later I noticed I was less tired
than usual, but I thought it might be a light
day. But it wasn’t long until I seldom had

TRUE
STORY

“I'm really having fun with my family again"
that draggy feeling in
the evening.

“Now none of us
would miss our break¬
fast and supper glasses
of orange juice for anything. I’m really
having fun with my family again. Just that
simple change in my diet has changed every¬
thing for me.”

Also free, “Sunkist Recipes for Every Day”
gives more than 200 delightful ways to serve
oranges and lemons. Mail coupon.
Copr., 1935, California Fruit Growers Exchange

California Fruit Growers Exchangb

Dept. 4010-A, Box 530, Station C
Los Angeles, California
(

) Send FREE, “Fruits That Help Keep the
Body Vigorous.”

(

) Send FREE, "Sunkist Recipes for Every
Day. ”

FREE — Health and Recipe Booklets
The reasons for the health benefits re¬
ceived by Mrs. J. are explained in the free
booklet, “Fruits That Help Keep the Body
Vigorous.” Tells the part of oranges and
lemons in normal and safe reducing diets.
The value of the four now known protective
food essentials (vitamins A, B and C, and
calcium) in maintaining youthful vigor.
How citrus fruits help teeth and gums, aid
digestion and build the alkaline reserve.

Name-

Street—

City—

State¬

’ll
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April

S hoW€ rs

AHERE’S glorious fragrance — the perfume
of youth — in April Showers Talc. There’s
luxury supreme in its soothing, smoothing
touch. Yet the cost is low for quality so high.

No wonder it’s the most famous and
best loved talcum powder in the world!

• • • buiSt
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(Continued fi ■om page 70)
scored a scoop, indeed! Goldwyn had
heard and seen the sensation of the opera
in New York and had prevailed upon her
to make films in Hollywood. Farrar was
dubious. After all, she could not use her
voice in silent films and she gave herself
little chance at success as a result.
But
DeMille recognized the spark in the fa¬
mous singer and wanted her for the pic¬
turesque role in “Maria Rosa.”
Farrar arrived in Hollywood early in
1915.
"We had ambitious plans, indeed, for
Miss Farrar’s debut,” DeMille continued.
“In the first place, we had received tre¬
mendous publicity when we contracted an
opera star.
Her salary was the largest
ever paid a player at that time, $20,000 for
three pictures (a small sum according to
present day standards), and the critics
were wondering what the outcome would
be.
“Naturally, we wanted an exceptional
cast around Miss Farrar. There were sev¬
eral actors available whom we might have
used. Thomas Meighan was becoming
very popular following his first picture
success and House Peters was another
box-office name already under contract to
"'THE Grand Old Man of the screen
us.”
But DeMille, the super-showman, wanted
was the first character-actor star Hol¬
someone new—someone to match Farrar’s
lywood every produced. Roberts was neither
own electric personality.
He spent days
young nor handsome, but his name came
in the projection room looking over films
to mean more on a film than that of many
of rival producers trying to catch that
romantic young lovers. He was definitely
a screen personality. He had that indefi¬
illusive spark in some performance, even
a small role. It was during the running
nable charm that has little to do with tech¬
of D. W. Griffith’s “Birth of A Nation”
nique, but radiates from the heart.
I
don’t care how great the actor, no player
that his attention was suddenly caught by
has ever achieved picture stardom with¬
a player who performed the unimportant
out that intangible spark and Roberts had
role of the blacksmith in one sequence. It
was just a flash of profile and a strong
it to a marked degree. He didn’t have to
act on the screen, fine actor though he was;
physique. DeMille demanded a re-running
he had but to. appear and people would
of the film.
love him. It was this appeal of Roberts’
“Who is he?” he demanded of his severthat led me to the realization that motion
eral assistants (the legend of the mighty
picture personalities were more valuable
DeMille was just beginning and his large
to a producing concern than the greatest
retinue that continually surrounded him
of actors with ready-made reputations who
even when he went for a glass of water
lacked that force. However, the play has
was the beginning of the famous “yes man”
always been the most important to me!
jokes from Hollywood).
“Jeanie MacPherson came to me as an
actress, though it was not through this
DUT the young actor was so unimportmedium that she scored her greatest suc¬
■1—' ant that no one knew his name. It was
cess. I shall never forget the first time
not on the cast sheets. For hours, the De¬
I saw her. This little dynamo walked into
Mille assistants searched through casting
my office one day. She was a funny little
office files for some clue to his identity.
thing with a turned-up nose and a dis¬
Finally one of them returned with the in¬
position that curled up too. She noncha¬
formation that the player’s name was Wal¬
lantly informed me that she was the great¬
lace Reid!
est living actress and that I could count
Two days later “the handsomest man
myself extremely lucky to engage her be¬
who ever lived” and one of the really great
fore she was snapped up elsewhere. She
stars of screen history made a screen test
named a salary that staggered me.
for the leading role in Farrar’s first picture
“I told her I would give her $25.00 a
for DeMille.
week to take dictation and act as my sec¬
"He was wooden, self-conscious, stilted
retary. Jeanie hit the ceiling and rushed
and unnatural—but the spark was there,
for the door. The next day, though, she
so much so that his work became the mea¬
returned and started to work, later to
suring rod of all future male stars for
achieve her heights in some of the finest
years to come.
and most workmanlike scenarios I have
“I signed Wally for the Farrar picture
ever worked from!’’ (Though Jeanie is a
—under the general, though unspoken, as¬
marvel at writing for the screen she may
sumption that I had gone crazy!”
still consider her few acting roles for C.
B. as the highlight of her career, particu¬
ITH lovable, tragic Wally Reid, the
larly the famous fight scene with Geraldine
parade of great personalities created
Farrar in “Carmen.”)
by C. B. DeMille begins in next month’s
In securing the services of the beloved
issue of Movie Mirror and you null see
and glamorous Farrar for Lasky produc¬
them and knozo them as they were known
tions, the “Three Bright Young Men” had
by the man who created them.
dependent exhibitors were so impressed
that orders came for more pictures at once,
and C. B. was sent back to Hollywood to
start production in a big way !
“As rapidly as our resources would per¬
mit and as fast as I could import players,
I directed ‘The Virginian,’ ‘Call of the
North,’ ‘What’s His Name?’ ‘The Man
From Home,’ ‘Rose of the Rancho’
(which is now being remade as a talkie
with John Boles and Gladys Swarthout)
and ‘The Girl of The Golden West.’
From the very beginning it was obvious
that we were going to have ta develop a
stock company of names!
“Dustin Farnum was still our best name
bet, having starred in our two most pre¬
tentious films, ‘The Squaw Man’ and ‘The
Virginian.’ He was our Clark Gable, our
Gary Cooper.
Winifred Kingston, . his
leading lady, was also popular; Bessie Barriscale had scored a hit in ‘Rose of The
Rancho’ and Mabel Van Buren was de¬
lightful in ‘The Girl of The Golden West.’
But I still believe that our two most potent
discoveries of that first year were Theo¬
dore Roberts, the actor, and Jeanie MacPherson, the writer.
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MISS

GLORY"

...and you'll find magical
Marion Davies in her first
picture for Warner Bros,
—her finest for anybody!

Look who’s Marion’s new screen
sweetheart.

. , Yessir, it's "Dick

Powell! And when he sings to Marion
he does things to her — and youl

S

HE’S back, boys and girls! Back with that glamorous gleam
in her eye . . . that laughing lilt in her voice . . . that

merry,magicalsomething that makes her the favorite of millions.
Of course you read the headlines a few months ago about
Marion Davies’ new producing alliance with Warner Bros.,
famous makers of "G-Men,’ and other great hits. Well, ’Page
Miss Glory’ is the first result of that union—and it’s everything
you’d expea from such a thrilling combination of screen talent!
It’s from the stage hit that made Broadway’s White Way gay—a
delirious story of Hollywood’s 'Composite Beauty’ who rose
from a chambermaid to a national institution overnighc . . .
It has a 12-star cast that makes you chuckle with antici¬
pation just to read the names . . .
It has hit-maker Mervyn LeRoy’s direction, and Warren &
Dubin’s famous song, 'Page Miss Glory’. . .
It has 'Piaure-of-the-Month’ written all over it!

Don’t think you’re dreaming! All these celebrated
stars

really

are

in

the

cast

of Marion’s first

Cosmopolitan production for Warners:—Pat O’Brien,
Dick Powell, Prank McHugh, Mary Astor, Allen
Jenkins, LyleTalbot, Patsy Kelly, and a dozen others.
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I Want to Be a Star!
(Continued from page 48)
Dr. Landreau had a reputation and Bert
was aware of it.
“I won’t press charges,” he said, “on
an understanding like that.”
“What about Mike?” I asked.
“We can’t arrest Mike without involv¬
ing your brother. He is the sort of skunk
who would drag him in just to make us
show our cards.”
He stood up and faced Mike sternly. For
a moment I thought he was going to hit
him.
“You are going to clear out of this
place for good.
I’m going to remind
the Los Angeles police that they over¬
looked your return to town. If you don’t
want to be picked up you get out of Cali¬
fornia by sunset.”
“I heard you the first time,” Mike
grunted.

N

OW you clear out, you two, and Jack
you be at my office at four o’clock
this afternoon.”
Jack glanced at me then turned and
followed Mike out of the apartment.
I
was crying with relief but when I turned
to thank Victor he was already at the
phone trying to reach Dr. Landreau.
Bert gave me a rather sheepish smile.
“It’s all forgiven and may I come
home?” he said softly.
“Home on the old basis,” I said, “and
no reference to the future.”
“All right,” he agreed, “but don’t cry
now that it is all over. Now is the time
for celebration.
Victor is smarter than
I could ever be.
That expedition will
either make or break your brother and
show whether he is fish or flesh.”
Victor at the telephone winked a large
agreement.
“Stop talking, Bert, and give the girl
some coffee.”
I went over to him but he lifted his
hand in protest.
“Don't thank me,” he said, “it makes me
nervous.”
Trust Victor to make the right re¬
mark. We laughed at that and the laugh¬
ter eased our tension. In no time I was
eating ham and eggs, hot biscuits and
coffee and accepting Bert’s elaborate plans
to outfit my brother for the expedition.
It appalled me to think how much he
would need. Rubber boots, a fleece lined
suit like an aviator’s that cost $200 and
innumerable necessities that I never could
have supplied.
Victor had walked out on us protesting
that his day had been delayed an hour
and with him went all the devotion and
gratitude and affection that I wished I
could feel for Bert.
But Bert was kind, and he was only
human.
Perhaps I should have cut him
off forever.
Possibly that would have
been the right attitude.
Or perhaps I
should have forgiven him anything after
all the annoyance that my brother had
brought to him.
Maybe that was the
right way.
In those days I was so confused that I
never knew what was the right attitude—
whether I was thinking right or wrong or
whether I was misjudging.
But when he asked me to have dinner
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and dance
manding a
he wanted
ship and it

that night I knew he was de¬
complete forgiveness and that
to reestablish our old relation¬
wasn’t in me to refuse him.

1

WENT home and found Jack waiting
for me. For hours I listened to him.
He needed to talk. He seemed to realize for
the first time how completely wrong his at¬
titude had been. His whole outlook on life
had changed, he seemed to realize his own
weakness. I knew somehow that he was
afraid of this trip, that the thought of this
expedition terrified him but that he didn’t
dare admit such cowardice even to himself.
I talked of the expedition enthusiastically
telling him all that I had gathered of
Landreau from Bert and Victor.
“You’ll never have a chance to go to
college,” I argued. “Boys like Dick can
go to college for four years to get ready
for life, and I don’t think they are such
easy years as they sound.
This expedi¬
tion will give you two years to get away
from things and get a. new outlook. It’s
the greatest chance that ever came your
way. It’s not a punishment, it’s a big op¬
portunity.”
I think I fired him with a little enthu¬
siasm. When he set off for Victor’s office
that afternoon, slick and better groomed
than I had seen him for months, there was
a certain determined tilt to his chin that
made my heart ache.
He didn’t deserve
my sympathy, but I felt sorry for him.
Then I faced the one thing I dreaded
most.
I went over to see Rene.
She
opened the door and with an empty
look in her eyes told me that she knew.
“Come in,” she said dully, closing the
door behind me. “Mike’s gone.”
“So soon?”
“It doesn't take him long,” she shivered
and pulled the coat sweater closer around
her.
“He’s used to leaving places in a
hurry.”
“I feel terrible, Rene.”
“Cheer up, kid,” she said, “I’m used to
it.
It was low of him to pick on you,
when you’re just starting up.
Oh, no,”
she huddled down in a corner of the
divan and lit a cigarette, “if it hadn’t been
you, it would have been someone else,
and he mightn’t have got off so easy.”
She puffed in silence for a moment. “The
thing, Judy, is that he’s so clever.
He
could do almost anything if he’d work.
He is smooth and charming and goodlooking—and good for nothing.
I guess
Jack’s like him, and we’re a pair of fools.”

J

ACK’S going away. Munson is getting
him in Landreau’s expedition, I hope.”
“That’s what Mike said. Say, Judy, if
he really goes, why don’t we live to¬
gether?
There’s a lot or room in the
bungalow, twin beds and everything.”
“But Rene, the expense ...” I began.
“Well, you’re paying something for your
room, and I guess you buy something to
eat once in a while. You could drop that
little bit in the till and it would be gravy
to me. I have to run this place anyway.
Please, Judy,” she ran across the room to
me, “Come and stay with me and keep
me from being a complete fool again.”
Her voice trailed away in sobs that she

tried to smother against my shoulder.
The next Saturday Jack sailed with
the Landreau expedition, and I moved in
with Rene. The house wasn’t very warm
in the chill California winter, but used
to the ramshackle place on Cape Cod, with
rags and papers stuffed in the biggest
holes that Pa was going to plaster over
“one of these days,” it seemed like a minia¬
ture palace.
All the small comforts that
most girls are used to were the veriest
luxuries to me, one of a family of eight,
raised in an old farmhouse with stoves and
oil lamps and no proper bathroom at all.
Rene was still working steadily at War¬
ner Brothers and I gladly did the house
work. An actress at Warners’ gave her
a box of dresses and she remodeled most
of them for me. But shoes and hose, hats
and coats were a terrible problem. How
did these other kids manage to hang on?
Shabby, half starved, shivering in fall
suits when they needed heavy coats.
I was deeply fortunate in a friendship
like Bert’s and I knew it. He never refered to any of our past stumbling blocks.
He even seemed pleased when I went to
live with Rene.
T HAD been living with Rene for two
I- weeks, and not one day’s work in all
that time, when I got a letter from Dick.
It was the first letter I had received since
his marriage. I hadn’t even acknowledged
his wire. I had been too concerned with
Jack. I felt that this, the first letter after
his wedding, would be tough to bear and
I opened it reluctantly.
Dear Judy:
I can picture your surprise at hear¬
ing of my marriage but it seems
strange to me that I have had no
word from you. Hazel and I after all
our plans had a very different wed¬
ding than we expected. Perhaps things
are very different in California, but
here banks are failing and businesses
are closing right and left.
Hazel’s
father was wiped out with the failure
of his small brokerage house and,
a few days after business suspended,
had a stroke.
Mrs. Mitchell took him to their
summer cottage near Carteret, and
of course it left poor Hazel com¬
pletely stranded.
I saw no reason
for putting off our marriage, if she
could bear a poor medical student for
a husband.
We have a tiny apartment but are
very happy. There is a possibility that
Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell may come out
to California in March.
If they do,
I hope you’ll call on them. I’ll write
you about that later.
My mail ad¬
dress as far as you’re concerned is
still the University Club and don’t
forget your letters make my day.
Dick.

The pages fluttered to the floor and I
tried to think my way around them. I
went to the desk before I lost my nerve
and wrote.
I described “yesterday at
the studio,” the parties I went to and
the stars I knew; told him how glad I

MOVIE
had been to get his letter and how happy
I'd be to meet his mother and father-inlaw, Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell. In all their
summers at Carteret they had never
known the daughter of shiftless Mortimer
Pine.
The telephone rang. I might have known
it would be magic. The sort of strange
streak of fortune followed every letter of
Dick’s as if he were the touchstone of my
success just as he had been the reason for
my daring to make a bid at fortune.
“Miss Judy Pine there?” came a sharp,
faintly familiar feminine voice.
“This is Judy Pine speaking.”
“Oh, Afiss Pine, Monarch Studios call¬
ing. Would you please see Mr. Baker to¬
day at eleven for a screen test?”
“Baker? Today?” I muttered.
If that
had been a voice test I’d have been
through before I started.
“That’s right.
Thank you.”
It was several minutes before I real¬
ized I was still holding the telephone.
Screen test! The miracle ! The moment
for which girls wait years and it never
happens.
Baker at eleven. I dared to wear Rene’s
good black coat with the caracul collar.
My hat, a tiny spot of black felt on my
flat red waves, was a crown from last
year’s hat, folded down flat in a trick
way Rene discovered, and fastened with
a clip. The dress was a black satin made
over from the actress’ wardrobe and
fitted snugger than a cocoon. The whole
outfit only served to accent the resem¬
blance to Barbara Bell.
There was very
little resemblance, in fact, to the fluffy
haired, freckle nosed Judy Pine of Car¬
teret, Massachusetts, who had landed in
Hollywood three months before.
T REACHED the door of the bungalow
A that evening at the same moment that
Rene came up the path. My excitement by
that time had reduced me to spluttering.
“But what is it?” she kept insisting.
“Where have you been? What did you do?”
“Monarch! Screen tests!” I exploded.
“Not really,” she caught my hands and
we danced in mad circles around the liv¬
ing room. “Oh, darling, I’m so thrilled.
How did your voice come over?”
“That was the strange thing,” I ex¬
plained as we began preparing supper. “I
did three scenes.
I came down a stair¬
case, opened and closed a door on another
stage and climbed a rope ladder in a
sailor suit.
They took shots at various
ranges on all the scenes, but I never spoke
a word!
Mr. Baker asked me all man¬
ner of questions of what I knew about
handling boats, and of course with twenty
years along the shore I’m at home in a
boat, any kind except an ocean liner.
Finally he said that was all and I might
hear something later.”
“What do you suppose it is?” Rene
wailed. “That’s how you get Hollywood
jitters—not knowing where you stand nor
why you’re standing there.”
She lit a cigarette and was about to
launch into chapters of advice but the
phone rang again. It was Bert inviting me
to a party.
I felt embarrassed as I an¬
swered so gayly. I was sorry for Rene
whose clothes I borrowed right and left
for any and all occasions.
She had no
dates. She seldom did in those first few
weeks after Alike left. Her life had hit
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C FELS A CO., 1995

Billy’s mother did get rid of tattle¬
P. S- tale
gray with Fels-Naptha Soap—
and so can you!
Try it! Get some Fels-Naptha

at your grocer’s today—and see
how safely and beautifully it washes
even your very daintiest things—
how easy it is on your hands!
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RICHARD ARLEN
PICKS

NATURAL LIPS
AS LOVELIEST!

HERE’S WHAT RICHARD ARLEN SAW

one of those dull streaks that even the
most popular girls get occasionally, and I
had heard her decline a couple of minor
invitations. Whether she missed Mike or
heard from him, she never said. She never
complained of being lonely, but there was
a weary droop to her lips, and she seemed
to prefer going to bed early and sleeping
the whole thing off.
She sent me off to the party with good
wishes and her best black chiffon.
It
proved to be a huge affair given by an
executive for a foreign star. Practically
everybody in Hollywood was there some¬
time during the evening.
Only the host
and the gate crashers stayed from begin¬
ning to end. Bert and I stayed less than
an hour but in that little time I met Bar¬
bara Bell! And she made me gasp.
That anyone could think that I resem¬
bled even remotely this gorgeous creature
was an extravagant compliment. And yet
even I could see that I did. It was as
though the designer had used the same
model for us but different materials in
working it out. She had come with Sonya
and Victor. I had the uncomfortable feel¬
ing that I was being scrutinized though
she said only a few words, mostly to Bert,
and was lost in the mob.

T

UNTOUCHED

PAINTED

TANGEE

Film star
chooses
girl with
Tangee lips
in Hollywood
test
Richard Arlen makes lipstick
• And most
test between scenes of “Let
men agree with
’em Have It,” a Reliance
Pictures production.
Richard Arlen !
They prefer lips that are rosy and soft. .. not
coated with paint! If you want your lips to be
lovelier, use Tangee Lipstick. It can't give you
“that painted look”, because it isn’t paint.
Instead, it brings out your own natural color
... makes your lips kissable ... more appeal¬
ing. For those who prefer more color, espe¬
cial ly for evening use, there is Tangee Theatrical.
Try Tangee. In two sizes, 39c and $1.10. Or,
for a quick trial, send 10c for the special 4piece Miracle Make-Up Set offered below.
• BEWARE OF SUBSTITUTES .. .whenyou buy,
ask for Tangee and be sure you see the name Tangee
on the package. Don’t let some sharp sales person
switch you to an imitation... there’s only one Tangee.

★ 4-PIECE MIRACLE MAKE-UP SET
THE GEORGE W. LUFT COMPANY MA105
417 Fifth Avenue, New York City
Rush Miracle Make-Up Set of miniature Tangee
Lipstick, Rouge Compact, Creme Rouge, Face
Powder. I enclose 10^ (stamps or coin). 15^ in Canada.
Shlde □ F1«*> □ Rachel □ Light Rachel
Name_
Please Print

Address.
City.
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WO days later Monarch called me
again. Then I found out what it was.
I was to have a try as stand-in for Bar¬
bara Bell! For days I was ragged with
nerves. So much depended on this chance.
It meant a job with a salary, a contract.
Rene literally nursed me through it, with
comforting help from Bert.
Just before Christmas vacation, I was
placed on the rolls as stand-in at fifty
dollars a week. At home I cried for an
hour, then Rene and I let Bert throw us
a party. It was the first time Rene had
stepped out since Mike left.
I shall always think of those next few
months as the happiest of my life. Fifty
dollars a week was a small fortune to me
who had never seen more than ten dollars
at a time.
The sheer joy of trying to
repay Rene was a private heaven of its
own.
I sent money home regularly now, but in
small amounts, distrusting Ma’s ability to
handle anything over five dollars.
To
Peggy, who was fourteen, I sent clothes,
and asked her to let me know what the
three younger ones needed. This, I felt,
was really success.
It’s funny, but it is the people like the
stand-ins, the good but not too important
bit players, and the rest of the fairly paid
smaller fry who get the most out of
Hollywood. They can live in cheap but
pretty little bungalows, drive Fords and
buy at the open markets. They don’t have
to give parties that would bankrupt a mil¬
lionaire, pay agents, publicity men and all
the numerous Hollywood rackets.
I wrote Dick about my success without
feeling that my pages were filled with
lies—not that I was important but I had
a niche. I wrote Jack about it, too, though
I had no idea how long it would be before
he would receive a letter or when I would
hear from him. He had been gone almost
three months.
But the greatest fortune of all were the
friendships that: made me a person even
more than a job. Sonya and Victor in¬
cluded me in practically every affair, for¬

mal or informal; and they, Bert and I
spent many weekends together.
It became a theory with Sonya that I
was more beautiful than Barbara Bell be¬
cause I was unspoiled.
“Hollywood will change you in a few
years and you will lose all the real spark.
I would like to do a head of you just to
show Barbara Bell what I mean and to
show you in years to come the difference
between youth and the perfect imitation
of youth.”
So Sonya arranged that I should model
for her two afternoons a week. It was an
unforgettable experience for me to hear
her talk, to see a close-up of a brilliant
person and to grasp the fact that she had
known more hardships than I had ever been
asked to face!
Every slight word and
gesture proved her devotion to Victor and
yet I sensed that she was far more im¬
portant to him than he was to her. I re¬
alized, too, that she loved attention with
a very naive need of being assured that she
was desirable and important.
I got my
first angle of Victor’s jealousy though as
far as I could see Sonya gave him no
definite cause. I am sure that his jealousy
flattered her as much as the attentions
that she encouraged from a long list of
friends.
She was a restless woman with too much
vitality. It seemed as if she could make
everybody in the world feel at home, but
nobody could give her a complete feeling
of a haven or anchorage. I felt vaguely
sorry for her as if hers were a special lone¬
liness that no ordinary relationship or per¬
son could ease. I don’t know whether she
talked to everybody as she did to me, but
she was shockingly indiscreet, firm in the
belief that I would never repeat a word.
I learned she was a Russian princess
but never used the title. I gathered hints
of her escape from Russia, her wander¬
ings in the Far East and her beat to civi¬
lization through a series of unspeakable
horrors. There had been, evidently, innum¬
erable men in her life and it was her boast
that she had never parted with a quarrel
and that with each and everyone she was
a friend.
“That’s my trouble,” she shrugged. “I
just miss out on the big emotions. I can
never love with enough abandon after what
I’ve been through and I could never really
hate either.
It doesn’t seem important
enough and people are worthwhile only
while it is pleasant. With Victor I think
it’s the real thing but it seems to me as if
the real thing is often just around the
corner.”
CHE asked me about myself, too, and
^ was rather amused at my lack of ex¬
perience.
In no time at all she had
wormed from me my true feeling about Dick.
“Youthful idol,” she nodded, a caustic
note in her voice. “You never quite get
over that.”
When it was time for me to go to
meet Dick’s mother and father-in-law she
sent me over full of spunk.
“They may be king and queen where
you come from but they are going to
look awfully small out here.”
They did look small townish, too, pain¬
fully so.
Though they might be broke,
as well-to-do people are broke, they were
staying at the Roosevelt. One had a feel¬
ing that they ate in cheap restaurants on

side streets.
And yet as Mrs. Mitchell
greeted me I began to feel small. I could
get by in Hollywood, where you were just
as good as you looked and all you had
to do was learn the answers, but Mrs.
Mitchell was the background I understood
and had envived all my life. She was gra¬
cious but cold, interested but narrow
minded, charming but opinionated. She had
more disagreeable characteristics than any¬
one I had met since I came West, but I
couldn't dodge the fact that she was a
lady.
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GLAZO

Lovelier, longer-wearing

“Mr. Mitchell is resting at present,” she
said.
“I’m sure you'll pardon him.
He
has. been quite ill. We have a small ranch
at Sierra Madre and we’re going to try
living on it for a while.
Strange how
these things happen.
My uncle left me
this place years ago. I’ve never seen it.”
Strange, too, I thought, how people like
that always had something else to fall back
on. “Got a goose, you'll get a goose.”
“You say you didn’t know Hazel, Miss
Pine?” Mrs. Mitchell asked me.
“No, I’ve never met her.”
“That’s strange.
Hazel has spent so
much time each summer at the Cape with
the Carrs. They’re such charming people.”
I agreed, skipping the social difference
between the Pines and the Carrs. “They
surely are. Dick will be graduated soon,
won’t he ?”

J

UNE. I suppose he would like to spe¬
cialize—they all do now-a-days—but I
think that is too much to ask of Hazel. He
has another year’s internship, and I think
the proper thing for him to do is to asso¬
ciate himself with some well established and
successful doctor.”
I hadn’t any answer for that but it oc¬
curred to me that Dick was going to have
some tall interference from his new rela¬
tives, in a perfectly nice way.
I rather
hoped he would tell them where to get off.
“We’ll be moving out to the ranch next
week,” Mrs. Mitchell went on.
"I hope you’ll let me help you,” I offered.
“I knowT this town backwards and for¬
wards now and I might be able to. . .”
"Thank you, child,” Mrs. Mitchell smiled.
“We know quite a few people out here
and I’m sure you will be busy.”
She must have read my expression.
“I hope you’ll come out and see us
though,” she said, “after we get settled
and of course you must come in June when
Dick and Hazel arrive.”
“Dick and Hazel . . . coming here?”
“Oh, didn’t I tell you?
They plan to
come out by boat in June and return in
August, before Dick starts his internship.
Dick would rather work this summer at
the little clinic his father is starting in
Carteret, but he won’t get another vaca¬
tion in a long time. After all that will be
five months before we see Hazel. You’ll
meet her then, Miss Pine.”
“I hope so,” I said limply and rose to go.

J

UDY’S greatest test lies ahead of her.
The man she loves is on his way to
Hollywood with his new bride! Next month,
he and Judy meet—with startling results!
She finds Iter life more disastrously in¬
volved with Sonya, Victor Munson and
Bert than ez'cr before. Don’t miss a single
dramatic
incident of this
true-to-life
revelation in the November Movie Mirror
out September 25.
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futile to look for satisfaction from
hastily-made, little-known nail pol¬
ishes. And why try? For the famous
Glazo—world-praised and unchanged
in quality—now costs only 20 cents for
75% more polish! (Now without carton.)
t’s

RICHER SHEEN, COLOR-PERFECT SHADES-Day

or night, Glazo’s lustre is starrier . . .

in Six distinguished colors, approved by
beauty and fashion authorities.
2 TO 4 DAYS LONGER WEAR-Glazo’s finer
lacquer lasts and lasts . . . never chip¬
ping, peeling, or fading.
IMPROVED METAL-SHAFT BRUSH —makes

Glazo easier to apply. Assures smoother
flow of polish and no loose bristles.
oily polish remover-Now, four times
as much as before—and only 20 cents.
Actually beneficial to nails and cuticle.
The special oil won’t dim polish or
cause peeling.

GLAZO
THE GLAZO COMPANY, Inc., Dept. GT-10S
191 Hudson Street, New York, N. Y.
(In Canada, address P.O. Box 2320, Montreal)
I enclose 6c for sample kit containing Glazo
Liquid Polish and oily Polish Remover. (Check
the shade of polish preferred.)
□ Natural □ ShelT
Flame □ Geranium
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Why Wally Beery Wants Carol Ann to Be An
Actress
(Continued from page 57)
through two marriages, in an unexpected
way. A half sister of Mrs. Beery’s mother
had passed away leaving little Carol Ann,
a baby nine months old, and two halfgrown boys.
The father could care for
the boys, but the baby needed a home.
It was at the dinner table one night
that Mrs. Beery, looking over at Wally,
said, “How would you like to have a baby?
One to keep for your very own, always?”
“I’d love it,” he said and so into his
arms, his heart and his life came Carol
Ann. And now, four years later, her lit¬
tle feet were placed in her daddy’s foot¬
steps.
“Now what do you suppose is in that
bozo’s mind?” Hollywood asked.
Wally Beery was thinking of just one
person—little Carol Ann. His baby girl.
He was looking into the future of his
little girl with clear analytical eyes that
refused to be clouded with the mists of
love that constantly shone in them.
He
was doing what he thought best for her
and doing it to the best of his ability.
A
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GRADUATE of the school of hard
knocks, Wally was looking at this lit¬
tle scrub of his and thinking to himself,
“It’s a long rough road ahead and all I
can do for my little girl is to set her right
as far as I know how. That’s why I want
her to begin now while I’m still with her.
I want her to begin to learn now how to
take the bumps and disappointments. They
won’t hurt so much, after I’m gone.”
You see, Wally realizes children of the
rich and famous are almost as handicapped
as the children of the*poor and unknown.
Pampering flattery can kill ambition and
worth and, if he can help it, Wally isn’t
going to have Carol Ann’s chances ruined
by such pampering.
She’ll begin now
to take the bumps.
He means that literally, too.
We
watched a little scene between them on
the “China Seas” set that won’t be for¬
gotten soon.
Carol Ann bumped her knee on one of
the props, giving it quite a whack. We
saw Wally wince with actual pain but he
raised neither his voice nor his hand in
sympathy.
“It's all in the game of life and this
acting business, isn't it, Carol Ann?”
“Yes.
Yes, daddy,” she answered and,
slipping off behind a box all alone, she sat
and silently fought back the tears while,
in his dressing room, Wally Beery, that
huge hunk of humanity, fought the same
battle.
“This experience will teach her to be
dependent on no one but herself,” Wally
says. “It’s a lesson children must learn.
I can’t say lines for her, I can’t think
them for her.
It’s up to Carol Ann to
depend on herself in every scene.”
And Carol Ann not only looks after
her own part, but does a bit of looking
after her father’s part, too. In one scene,
Beery fumbled his lines in several takes.
Carol Ann finally looked at him with sober
eyes. “How can I be right in my lines
when I know my daddy, doesn’t know his
lines?” There were no more errors.

It’s not only in her picture work but
in every day life that Carol Ann has been
taught to think and act for herself.
“What have you decided about a ward¬
robe for your part, Carol Ann?” Wally
asked, when she was cast for the picture.
“Let’s see, Daddy, do you think I should
wear my dancing costume?” The dancing
costume was one Wally had brought her
from New York in which she danced every
evening for him.
“Naw, I don’t think that would suit the
part, do you?
You’re supposed to be a
little girl traveling on a big boat.”
“Well, could I wear a dress like Jean
Harlow’s? All tight and shiny?”
“Well, what do you think? Think that
would look right for a little girl four
years old?”
“No, Daddy, I think we’d better go
shopping.”
Unable to leave the set, Wally phoned
a Hollywood shop to send down some
clothes for their inspection.
Placing three chairs in a row on the
stage, Carol Ann seated Wally, Clark
Gable and Jean Harlow, all members of
the cast, to pass judgment on the ward¬
robe. Probably the strangest fashion show
ever held in Hollywood.
Silk undies came first. There wasn’t a
smile on those three famous faces as
chubby little Carol Ann swished about for
their approval.
Each one realized that
this was an important and serious event.
“I like the panties with the blue flow¬
ers on them,” Gable finally announced,
after thorough deliberation.
“I believe I do, too,” both Jean and
Wally agreed. But when it came to the
dresses, the problem grew a little more
complicated.
Clark liked the blue sailor
dress with the white trimming and Wally
and Jean preferred the white one with blue
trimming.
“After all, you’re my leading lady, you
know,” Gable argued.
“I should have
some say.”
D ROWN eyes, trouble filled, flew to
' Wally’s face. Running over to him, she
placed plump little arms about her daddy’s
neck. “I’ll pick it ’cause I am Clark’s lead¬
ing lady,” she whispered, “but Daddy,”
she kissed his rough cheek, “I think you’re
just lots prettier than Clark is.”
And
what is probably the homeliest mug in
town lit up with pride and pleasure.
“Carol Ann is going to learn a lot
about human nature in this business,”
Wally said.
“Lessons that can’t be
learned from books.
She'll learn tol¬
erance and understanding and she’ll learn
to respect the rights and wishes of oth¬
ers.
And no one is too young to learn
valuable lessons like those.”
Too, Beery feels that in this work Carol
Ann will learn to think for herself and
decide what is right and best for her to
do.
It’s working already and here’s an
amusing incident to prove it. A photog¬
rapher from the publicity department went
over to the set to take some pictures of
Carol Ann.
He wanted one with Carol
Ann wielding a huge powder puff. To his
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complete amazement she refused to pose
for it. “No, I don't want to,” she said.
Strolling over, Wally asked what was
going on.
The photographer explained.
“Daddy, you always said my cheeks
were rosy enough,” Carol Ann said. “I
don’t want to use a big powder puff.”
For a long moment eye looked into eye,
heart looked into heart.
Then, sensing
the repulsion she felt for the idea, Wally
said, “You and Carol Ann had better get
together on another kind of picture.”
Please don’t get the idea Wally Beery
believes in lack of discipline and obedi¬
ence.
Far from it.
There’s a certain
something that creeps into Wally’s voice
that warns Carol Ann to stop, look and
listen. And she does.
On the set Carol Ann had watched her
father rehearse all morning and Wally
felt it was time for her to go home.
“But I don’t want to go, Daddy,” she
begged. “I want to stay here with you.”
“Daddy thinks it best for you to go,”
Wally said, with a certain inflection in
his tone that meant business.
There were no more protests.
T FEEL Carol Ann will learn obedience
and self discipline on a motion picture
set quicker than any place else in the
world. The director’s word is law. She must
obey it. When silence is called, it means
just that.
There are too many thou¬
sands of dollars at stake to allow anyone
to upset the rules and regulations of the
business,” Wally said.
“Too, she’ll learn
to respect the rights of others. When the
cast is studying lines or sitting quietly
alone, she’ll learn not to disturb. In fact,
I believe by being in this business, she’ll
learn more in character building than she'll
ever learn outside where often children
are flattered and pampered beyond hope.
At school, at home, anywhere.”
Deeper than Wally’s sincere desire to
make of Carol Ann a splendid woman by
the rigid discipline gleaned from a movie
set, lies buried another reason. A tender
beautiful one that he seldom talks about.
It’s more than a reason. It’s a vision.
A vision of the two women who have
counted most in Wally’s life. Gloria
Swanson, his former wife, and Rita Gil¬
man, his present wife.
Both actresses.
Gloria, the dashing, glamorous, sophisti¬
cated woman who began her climb upward
after her marriage to Wally.
Naturally her vivacious, cultured charm
is a source of pride to Wally.
It was sweet faced, quiet Rita Gilman,
the exact opposite of Gloria, who next
won his heart.
Since their marriage,
Wally has known complete and perfect
happiness.
“The requirements of the screen go a
long way toward giving a girl a real cul¬
tural background,” he said recently.
He should know. He’s watched little
“hey-hey, don’t-give-a-hoot-babies” fling
themselves on a movie set and emerge
women of culture, of beauty and of char¬
acter. You see, he knows what he’s talk¬
ing about by seeing it with his own eyes.
And if he can build a firm, secure founda¬
tion in the soul of Carol Ann on which she
can- build her house of worthwhile wo¬
manhood, he’s going to begin the job
right now. He is going to help her for¬
ever to escape that world of “Hey, nonny,
nonny.”

For this little citizen a sombre world has
suddenly brightened.

forming. It is completely, perfectly safe.
It is very gentle—yet very thorough.

His mother has given him his first
taste of Fletcher’s Castoria — the chil¬
dren’s laxative. And did he love it!

That delicious taste is important. It means
no more of the struggles that a badtasting laxative causes — that all too
often upset a child’s nerves, his diges¬
tion, his whole delicate little system.

Rely on Fletcher’s Castoria whenever
your child needs a laxative—from baby¬
hood to 11 years: Get a bottle today—
look for the signature Chas. H. Fletcher.
Save money—get the Family-Size bottle.

That’s why even the taste of Fletcher’s
Castoria is made especially for children!

It is also prepared just as carefully for a
child’s needs.
It contains only ingredients that are
suitable for a child—no harsh, purging
drugs that so many “grown-up” laxa¬
tives contain. Fletcher’s Castoria will
never cause griping pains. It is not habit¬
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Freddie in Wonderland

I COULDN’T
TAKE A STEP
IN PEACE!

(Continued from page 31)
“a vast country where crowds of people
rush about on most important errands.”
Many of Freddie’s dreams have ac¬
tually come true and still others are soon
to become realities.
This unusual and
gifted child makes them come true—
through his talent, his own lovable and
generous nature, and his infinite faith in
his friend God, his completely adored
aunt, and a few other lesser but still very
important deities in his personal world.
In less than one year he has reached
two
mighty
goals.
He
has
played
“David” and he has worked in a picture
with Miss Garbo.
Two only slightly
lesser ambitions are in the process of
being attained.
First he wants to be a cowboy.
This
ambition dates from the afternoon Basil
Rathbone (who played Murdstone, the
stepfather, in “David Copper field”) took
him to a rodeo.
His friend “Les,” who
is a real cowboy, is teaching him to
ride and has given him a trick riding
whip and a lariat.
There is the matter
of owning a horse, of course, and
Freddie has taken this up with Mr.
Selznick who is doubtful of the advis¬
ability of much riding under the circum¬
stances.

Every Move,
Every Position,
Cost Me Pain”

T

ANY
person with Piles knows what suffer¬
ing is. Piles cause you physical suffering.
They cause you mental distress. They make
you look worn and haggard.
Piles can take various forms — internal or
external, itching or painful, bleeding or non¬
bleeding — but whatever form they take, they
are a cause of misery and a danger.

A Scientific Formula
Effective treatment today for Piles is to be
had in Pazo Ointment. Pazo is a scientific treat¬
ment for this trouble of proven efficacy. Pazo
gives quick relief. It stops pain and itching. It
assures comfort, day and night.
Pazo is reliable because it is threefold in effect.
First, it is soothing, which tends to relieve sore¬
ness and inflammation. Second, it is lubricating,
which tends to soften hard parts and also to make
passage easy. Third, it is astringent, which tends
to reduce swollen parts and to stop bleeding.

Now in 3 Forms
Pazo Ointment now comes in three forms: (1)
in Tubes with Special Pile Pipe for insertion
high up in the rectum; (2) in Tins for applica¬
tion in the ordinary way; (3) in Suppository
form (new). Those who prefer suppositories
will find Pazo the most satisfactory, as they are
self-lubricating and otherwise highly efficient.

Try It Free!
All drug stores sell Pazo in the three forms
described. But a liberal trial tube is free for the
asking. Just put your name and address on a pen¬
ny postcard or the coupon below and by return
mail you’ll get the free tube. Write for it today
and prove the needlessness of your suffering.

r
Grove Laboratories, Inc.
Dept.37-MC, St.Louis.Mo.

FREE

Gentlemen: Please send me, in PLAIN WRAPPER, J
your liberal free trial size of PAZO Ointment. J
NAME.!

I
ADDRESS.

I
I

CITy.---.

I
I
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HEN, young Master Bartholomew also
wants to become an author. This am¬
bition may possibly be traced to the fact
that a very dear friend in New York,
Rowland Lee, happens to be one. Almost
every day Freddie writes a long letter
to Rowland.
This practice, in addition
to supplying Mr. Lee with news of the
Bartholomews, is helpful to Freddie, for
he gets in return the criticism of an es¬
tablished author as to his own literary
efforts. The two friends (both of whom
have a decided penchant for nicknames)
address each other as “Dearest Whatnot”
(Rowland)
and
“Dearest
Insanity”
(Freddie).
To return to the subject of Freddie’s
personal history, so much has been writ¬
ten and said about Aunt Cissie and the
home with the rose-covered walls in the
village of Warminster, in Wiltshire, that
some of Freddie’s friends in America are
under the impression that the child is an
orphan, that perhaps he has been adopted
by his aunt.
But both his parents are
living and he has two younger sisters.
His father is in government service, in
the Ministry of Agriculture, as was his
father before him.
The parents and the
sisters live in London.
Freddie does not
because when he was three he was sent for
a visit with his grandparents. He was then
a rather delicate child.
Because the
country air agreed with him and be¬
cause his foster family adored him and
wished to keep him indefinitely, he stayed
on.
Myllicent undertook his education
at the beginning and when it was dis¬
covered that Freddie learned very rapidly
and never forgot the poems he so easily
committed to memory, she continued as
his teacher.
He has been to school only
half a year in his life.
Freddie’s more formal and adult educa¬
tion, however, has been definitely planned,
and all that he earns in motion pictures

is being set aside in a trust fund to pay
for this schooling.
His name has been
entered with one of England’s great pub¬
lic schools.
Later he will go to a uni¬
versity, probably Cambridge.
The reason
for all this is plain. As Cissie so wisely
expresses it:
“Once Freddie has gone through a good
public school and a university I feel that
he will be prepared to carry on with any
plans he may decide upon for his life
work.
But the education must and will
come first.”
It is apparent to people who have been
much with the two Bartholomews during
this past year that the nephew, as he
grows older, will probably become Auntie’s
protector and guide where business and
the sterner matters of life are concerned.
Even nowr young Freddie, being a chiv¬
alrous male, does all that he can to show
Cissie he worships the ground on which
she treads.
Of course, as a woman, he
will explain, she has certain limitations.
He is a little impatient, for instance, that
he cannot yet relieve her of tiresome busi¬
ness details with which no woman should
have to be bothered. When certain techni¬
cal and legal points wrere under discussion
in the M-G-M office, before the signing
of the all-important contract, and when
Cissie seemed just a little weary and con¬
fused with it all, Freddie laid his hand
protectively on her knee and explained
to the others: “Can’t you see, Cissie’s a
country lass?
She’s got no head for
business!”
Almost every morning in the sunny
apartment in a Los Angeles suburb Mas¬
ter Bartholomew prepares Miss Bartholo¬
mew’s breakfast.
There are servants,
naturally, but Freddie is sure that Aunt
Cissie prefers a repast which is the
product of his own hand, since he knows
her preference through long association.
He explains :
“Cissie does so very much for me, and
there is really so very little I can do for
her.
At least I can see that she takes
a proper breakfast!”
A BOUT the time when “David Copperfield” was to be released all of those
close to Freddy wondered how he would
react to the picture when he saw it. The
making of the film had been a wonderful
experience for him. He had worked hard
day after day under the direction of Mr.
Cukor.
In many of the scenes he made
contributions to the business from his
own childish experience.
He would say:
“Pardon me, Mr. Cukor, but if I might
make a suggestion. ... I feel that David
would have done it this way.” When the
day’s rushes were run off it often seemed
that Freddie’s own bits of business were
the best.
These daily rushes, by the way, Freddie
never saw, any more than he is shown
the fan mail he receives.
But he was
taken to the opening night, with his
aunt and a friend. They noticed, to their
surprise, that Freddie was plainly bored
all through the first half of the picture,
the part in which he himself appeared
constantly.
He wriggled in his seat and
only during the second half did he sit up
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and pay strict attention to the picture.
Afterward, in the lobby, Mr. Cukor
asked Freddie what he thought of the pic¬
ture, now that he had seen it.
Standing
with feet apart, in thoughtful mood,
Freddie answered:
“Well, Mr. Cukor, you see I lived the
first part of the story over and over for
so many weeks while we were filming it.
So naturally I wasn’t really very inter¬
ested in that part I -know so well.
But,
oh, the last part, after David has grown
up, oh, Mr. Cukor, that part was indeed
wonderful!”
It was just after this incident that a
little boy came timidly over to Freddie
with a photograph. Would Freddie auto¬
graph it for him ? What a thrill! Freddie
had often seen Basil Rathbone and other
grown-up stars who were in the picture
with him write their names on photo¬
graphs for their admirers.
But it had
never occurred to him that anyone might
want his.
He was so excited that he
wrote in a trembling hand: “Yours Most
Sinecerely, Freddie Bartholomew”.
Almost at once, then, the Bartholomews
went on to New York for the opening of
the picture there.
Autographing photo¬
graphs very soon, became an old story
for Freddie. However, as long as it was
a physical possibility, the new little star
graciously
signed
everything
anj'one
asked him to. He was going a great deal
to the Broadway theaters, since it was al¬
most his first opportunity to see legitimate
productions, and he developed a passion |
for seeing every play he possibly could.
He and Rowland Lee would slip in late
and remain as unobtrusive as possible.
But always, during intermissions, Freddie
would be recognized and hordes of people
would crowd around with programs they
wished him to sign.
Finally Freddie,
since he could not possibly do them all,
worked out a little system for himself,
which he later confided to his friend Row¬
land.
\VfHAT I’m doing now, Whatnot,” he
W explained, “is to autograph all the
program and pictures that children ask me
to.
Grown people I shall just have to leave
out, except ladies who are over sixty.
I
just couldn’t very well not do ladies over
sixty, now could I, Whatnot?”
Unbelievable as it seems, when the
Bartholomews arrived in Hollywood the
name of Greta Garbo meant nothing to
them.
Neither had seen more than an
occasional picture on their rare visits to
London and none of Garbo’s had been
among those seen.
But it was not long
before they heard a great deal about the
glamorous star and Freddie added to his
list of dreams that of someday playing
with Greta.
Much sooner than he ex¬
pected this dream has come true. He was
cast as her small son, Sergei, in “Anna
Karenina” about the time he left Holly¬
wood for the five-week holiday in New
York after “David Copperfield.”
While in the East Freddie was asked
how he expected to get along with Miss
Garbo. He answered, “I do not yet know
Miss Garbo, but I am sure that we shall
get on well. It will be part of my job to
get on with her.”
The little story of ,the first meeting of
“Anna” and “Sergie” is rather a touch¬
ing one. They were formally presented

SHE GOT THIS FREE -When she
buys her favorite gum she receives free
— a pretty mouth ... a clean, healthy,
refreshed mouth. For the special firm
consistency of Dentyne exercises the
mouth in a healthy, natural way. This
helps keep the mouth and teeth clean.
It prevents the cheek and chin muscles
from going flabby. Many doctors and
dentists recommend this health habit.
WHEN SHE BOUGHT THIS-All
of this mouth aid she received with
Dentyne'—the gum she likes best. She
adores its flavor — it is so full-bodied
and spicy, and she loves its chewiness.
All of her friends say the same thing —
Dentyne is certainly their favorite chew¬
ing gum. Why not adopt Dentyne for
your favorite gum? Identify it by the
handy, flat purse shape — an exclusive
feature with Dentyne for many years.
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on the set, before the first rehearsal, and
the woman led the little boy to one side
and sat down with him.
“Freddie,”
she
said,
“We are yet
strangers, but I hope we shall become
friends. Let us make a little agreement of
helpfulness.
If I forget my lines in a
scene we are playing together, I hope
you will prompt me if you remember.
And I shall do the same if you for¬
get.
Is it a bargain?”
“Why, of course, Miss Garbo, and
thank you very much,” he answered, and
then was overcome for a moment by a shy¬
ness which seldom attacks him. They sat
silently gazing at each other for a little
space, then Freddie’s eyes filled with
tears and impulsively he put his arms
around Garbo and leaned silently against
her shoulder for a moment.
For those who caught this little backstage scene there was no question as to
how the two wTould “get on.”
But Aunt
Cissie did not, nor did Freddie mention
it to her. So it happened that, after work
had been going on for a few days, she
asked her nephew one evening: .
“Are you ever frightened, dear, in the
sequences you have with Miss Garbo?”
“Cissie
darling,”
Freddie
answered,
with all the feeling and sincerity which is

Science finds DRY yeast
far more effective source of tonic
element that stimulates intesti¬
nal action—and it’s easier to eat

F

or years doctors have recom¬

mended yeast for combating con¬
stipation without harsh drugs.
Now science finds that this tonic food is
far richer in Vitamin B content if eaten dry!
Tests by impartial scientists reveal that
from dry yeast the body receives almost
twice as much of the precious element that
tones and strengthens the intestinal tract!
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so characteristic of him, “I am never
frightened by beauty, particularly beauty
of the soul!” One more fortunate person
had been admitted to the circle of those
he “really, really loves.”
He is Garbo s
devoted slave.
Just in case anyone might think that a
little boy who - happens to appreciate
“beauty of the soul” is by way of being
an insufferable little prig, it should be re¬
ported that Freddie is as keenly inter¬
ested in things physical as he is in those
spiritual. After a year in Hollywood he
is getting to be an excellent rider, although
he was never on a horse in England. He
is an unusual shot, slips off the clay
^pigeons one after the other at a range of
ten yards. Recently he shot out the flames
of four candles in succession at the same
distance.

A

ND when he plays, he is apt to get
very dirty. On one occasion Cissie sent
him into the bathroom to wash up after a
particularly strenuous rough-and-tumble
bout. He came back, shining, to report:
“I entered a ruffian—I emerge a gentle¬
man !”
That about sums it up. He is usually a
gentleman, frequently a ruffian, and al¬
ways a very real little boy.

How Do You Stand for Beauty?
(Continued from page 54)
you can express in one way or another.
I told you that one of the film com¬
panies, Paramount Studios, has a posturespecialist.
She is Zecel
Silvonia, a
charming young person. She was one of
the famous Ziegfeld Follies girls when
she suffered a serious accident, falling
from a fourteen-foot height down to the
stage and hurting herself badly. She was
in a plaster cast for months.
Then the
doctors put her into a brace and sorrow¬
fully told her she would never dance
again. She stood that brace just about a
week, and then she took it off—forever.
Slowly, oh so slowly, she re-educated those
hurt muscles, and then she went back to
the stage to dance again!
Zecel Silvonia bases everything on re¬
laxation and control, and says firmly that
if you are to succeed in improving your
carriage you must also change your atti¬
tude of mind, and you must be patient.
The body should be a perfect series of
curves, carrying the weight from the won¬
derful arches of the feet, to the knees, the
hips, up the spine and through the neck.
If you throw any of these curves out of
place by the way you walk or stand or sit,
you are interfering with # the natural, per¬
fect adjustment of your body. You are
making certain muscles work overtime,
and giving other muscles no exercise at
all. The circulation of your blood is up¬
set, your nerves cramped.
If bad posture habits are continued, you
may suffer from nerve-strain, over-fatigue,
fallen arches, a too big stomach, round
shoulders and a double-chin. Bad posture
also means shallow breathing, not getting
enough good oxygen into your system, and
that is bad for you in every way, from
helping to induce complexion troubles to
really serious illnesses.
First, you must relax—no stiffness any¬

where at all, because the moment you are
holding yourself tightly, you are straining
some part of the body. So shake yourself
limp, all over! And then do this exercise,
old-fashioned, but still the best possible
for inducing a beautiful carriage, which is
called the “straightener-upper.”
Stand in stocking feet with your back
to the wall. The heels, lower back, shoul¬
ders and head should all touch the wall
closely. Place two or three books on your
head. Now extend the arms out from the
sides, just below shoulder height, wrists
and fingers held gracefully, as a dancer
would. In this position, walk across the
room and back to the same wall, making
sure the ball of the foot (not the toes and
certainly never the heel) goes down first
in each step.
You will probably have
trouble keeping the books balanced at first,
but keep at it, and you’ll find them staying
put much better, then you can begin to add
other books.
This exercise makes you stand and bal¬
ance your weight as you should, and I
hope you will begin using it. Remember,
when you begin to work on your posture,
you are trying to change habits you may
have had for years.
It’s going to take
time to re-educate those muscles.
Then, too, you must keep these new,
correct posture habits in mind all the time,
not only when you are exercising. Never
slump in a chair, resting your weight
about half way up the spine, instead of on
the bottom of it, from which the weight
should be supported.
Keep your shoul¬
ders back and give your lungs room to
work. Banish the double-chin by keeping
the head up.
Miss Silvonia gave me more valuable
and important suggestions; and when next
you write me, mention that you’d like to
have these and I’ll send them on to you.
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Let's Kiss and Make Up!
(Continued from page 37)
Dixie and Bing Crosby, for instance,
had their first quarrel at the home of
friends over where they were going to live
(meaning Dixie and Bing, not the friends).
As quarrels go it was a beauty. They’d
been married only six days,, but before the
words ceased flying they had agreed that
the only thing to do was to get out of
each other’s lives. The idea was mutual.
Dixie was convinced that the move
should begin at once and she insisted on
leaving immediately with the embarrassed
friends for Caliente!
“That was all right with me,” relates
Bing, “for about two hours! Then I be¬
gan to miss her. If we couldn't be happy
together there was no reason why we
couldn’t go on being unhappy, because it
took me just about two hours to make
up my mind I’d rather fight with Dixie
than get along with anyone else!”
Bing took the next plane and flew to
.Caliente.
Results—zero.
Dixie wouldn’t
speak to him. She wouldn’t even look at
him. “Look here,” said Bing to the still
embarrassed friends, “why don’t you kids
take the car and go back home?
Dixie
has lost all her money at the Casino.
There’s no one down here she can borrow
from.
So she’ll have to ride home with
me!”
Bing’s plan worked so perfectly (at
least as far as getting Dixie to ride back
with him) that it almost started another
war. The tempestuous bride was so furi¬
ous at being trapped in this ignoble fashion
she didn’t speak to him until they reached
the outskirts of Los Angeles. And believe
him, Bing didn’t do any crooning on that
ride, but just some good, old-fashioned
fast talking!

F

RANCES DEE and Joel McCrea are
another pair of sweethearts who began
a first-class row in Los Angeles and ended
it three thousand miles away, somewhere
in upper New York where they were
married.
When Frances left on that trip East she
would have bet money and given you odds
that she would never put eyes on Mr. Mc¬
Crea again.
She was through.
They
were finis!
Joel was too utterly unrea¬
sonable. She had promised to marry him,
all she had asked was that he wait a
short time, while they made sure of one
another, until they really came to know
each other.
But would that great big
stubborn, handsome (no, not handsome—
oh, well, maybe he was a little goodlooking), domineering, spoiled, have-hisown-way-or-die young mule see it that
sensible way?
No, he would not!
He
had said they would be married immedi¬
ately, or else!
Frances had decided. It
was or else!
When the train arrived in Winslow there
was a telegram for her. There was no
name but the message was clear: YOU
ARE THE MOST STUBBORN PER¬
SON IN THE WORLD EXCLAMA¬
TION POINT.
So, she was stubborn!
Frances had to laugh, but not too much!
In Kansas City there was another wire:
PERHAPS YOU ARE RIGHT STOP
WITH
YOUR
DISPOSITION
WE
WOULD NEVER BE HAPPY.
In Chicago, Frances sent a wire herself:

ONLY A PENETRATING FACE CREAM WILL
REACH THAT UNDER-SURFACE DIRT!
Those pesky Black¬
heads and Whiteheads
that keep popping out
in your skin—they have their roots in a bed of
under-surface dirt.
That underneath dirt is also the cause of other
heart-breaking blemishes, such as: Enlarged
Pores, Dry and Scaly Skin, Muddy and Sallow
Skin. There is only one way to
get rid of these skin troubles and
that is to cleanse your skin.

Fourth, it provides a smooth, non-sticky base
for face powder.
I want you to see for yourself what Lady Esther
Four-Purpose Face Cream will do for your
skin. So I offer you a 7-day supply free of charge.
Write today for this 7-day supply and put it
to the test on your skin.

A Face Cream that Penetrates

It takes a penetrating face cream
to reach that hidden "second
layer” of dirt; a face cream that
gets right down into the pores and
cleans them out.
Lady Esther Face Cream is defi¬
nitely a penetrating face cream.
It is a reaching and searching
face cream. It does not just lie on
the surface. It works its way into
the pores immediately. It pene¬
trates the pores, loosens and
breaks up the waxy dirt and
makes it easily removable.

See for Yourself I

Note the dirt that this cream
gets out of your skin the very first
cleansing. Mark how your skin
seems to get lighter in color as you
continue to use the cream. Note
how clear and radiant your skin
becomes and how soft and smooth.
Even in three days’ time you
will see such a difference in your
skin as to amaze you.
At My Expense !

Make This Test
Pass your fingers over your
whole face. Do you feel little
bumps in your skin? Do you
feel dry patches here and
there? Little bumps or dry
or scaly patches in your skin
are a sure sign of "sub
soil" or under-surface dirt.

With the free tube of cream I’ll
also send you all five shades of
Lady Esther Face Powder. Thus,
you can see whichis your most flat¬
tering shade and also how well the
cream and powder go together to
give you a lovely complexion.

It Does 4 Things for the Benefit of Your Skin

First, it cleanses the pores.
Second, it lubricates the skin. Resup¬
plies it with a fine oil that overcomes dry¬
ness and keeps the skin soft and flexible.
Third, because it cleanses the pores thor¬
oughly, the pores open and close naturally
and become normal in size, invisibly small.

(You can paste this on a penny postcard.)

(17)
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Lady Esther, 2034 Ridge Ave., Evanston, Ill.
- ,
Please send me by return mail your 7-day supply of Lady
Esther Four-Purpose Face Cream; also all five shades of Lady
Esther Face Powder.
Name-—
A ddress___
City_State_
(If you live in Canada, ivrite Lady Esther, Toronto, Ont.)
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KINDLY STOP WIRING INSULT¬
ING MESSAGES CONSIDER ANY¬
THING PERSONAL BETWEEN US
ENDED.
But before she changed trains for New
York there was another one from the
Coast: THAT’S FINE WITH ME.
Considering how “happy” she felt now
that this was all over, she’ll never know
why she felt so gosh-awful when she got
to New York. It was wonderful that she
and Joel had discovered how incompati¬
ble they were before they were married.
Yes, they were lucky to be rid of each
other. By way of congratulating herself,
she barely managed to get to her hotel
room before she broke down with the sheer
joy of it.
Right in the middle of the storm, some¬
one wrapped on the door:
“Telegram,
lady.”
Wouldn’t this ever end, couldn’t
they part friends?
Why did they have
to end such a lovely thing with such bitter
words ? She tore open the envelope, shook
out the message:
BETTER LOOK AROUND
FOR
SOMETHING BECOMING TO WEAR
STOP ARRIVING TUESDAY FOR
OUR WEDDING!
Like all the others it was unsigned. But
Frances didn’t need any names. In the
future hers would be Mrs. Joel McCrea.

N

pools of loveliness

• Beautiful, expressive
eyes are within the reach
of every girl and woman
in the simple magic of the
famous Maybelline eye
beauty aids. Their magic
touch will reveal hitherto
unsuspected beauty in
your eyes, quickly and
easily.
Just blend a soft, color¬
ful shadow on your eye¬
lids with Maybelline Eye
Shadow and see how the
color of your eyes is in¬
stantly intensified. Now
form graceful, expressive
eyebrows with the
smooth-marking ^faybelline Eyebrow Pencil.
Finish your eye make-up
with a few, simple brush
strokes of harmless May¬
belline Mascara to make
your lashes appear nat¬
urally long, dark, and
luxuriant, and behold—
your eyes become twin
jewels, expressing a new,
more beautiful YOU!
Keep your lashes soft
and silky with the pure
M ay belline E yelash T onic Cream, and be sure to
brush and train your eye¬
brows with the dainty,
specially designed May¬
belline Eyebrow Brush.
All Maybelline eye beau¬
ty aids may be had in
purse sizes at all leading
10c stores. Accept only
genuine Maybelline
products to be assured of
highest quality and
absolute harmlessness.
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The
Approved
Mascara

BLACK
AND
BROWN

BLUE, BROWN.
BLUE-GREY. VIOLET
AND GREEN

OT everyone in Hollywood has the
fun of changing locales for the rain¬
bow finish nfter the storm. As Merle
Oberon and David Niven could tell you,
they had their first, and last (so far) quar¬
rel right in Merle’s own beach living room
—and it ended there, too. If the British
had a word for “goofy” this would be it.
Merle and Dave had an amusing little
gag worked up between them that went
something like this: They would wait un¬
til there was a room full of people and
then they would start a hectic sham battle.
It' would begin slowly, just like a real
quarrel, and then work up to something
really
insulting.
Merle
would
order
David out of her home. He would refuse
to go.
Finally, Merle would appeal to
some male guest to toss Mr. Niven off her
premises in one of those is-there-a-gentleman-in-the-house ? appeals. It was always
good for a laugh when some heartsick
gentleman would try to give David a
talking to or, if Merle and David were
good enough in their stunt, actually try
to evict him physically. Of course, it was
just a gag, a game, but Merle and David
pulled it so often it began to lose its
humor. And that’s just where the humor
comes in!
One night they really had a battle! They
weren’t kidding. It wasn’t a gag. They
meant every word that flew across that
living room. Finally, Miss Oberon drew
herself up to her full five feet and chilled
every word as she suggested that perhaps
Mr. Niven had better depart!
But in iplace of the shocked silence that
should have greeted this social impasse,
the guests merely looked a little bored, if
at all.
They didn’t look any particular
way. They just ignored them! Merle was
flabbergasted.
She insisted she was not
joking. Would Mr. Niven leave or would
Mr. Niven leave? It seems he wouldn’t
do either. Merle was almost to the boil¬
ing point, and Mr. Niven looked as though
he were on the verge of bursting a vessel
of his own! As I heard the story, I be¬

lieve it was Constance Collier who capped
the climax by drawling,. “But darlings,
you’ve done all this for us before. Very
amusing. But let’s do get on with supper!”
They didn’t want to, but they had to
laugh at that, and just as suddenly as the
first quarrel had come up, it was all over!
And no one the wiser—until now!
When Charlie Chaplin first met Paulette
Goddard, the little comedian wanted his
new girl friend to let her hair “go back”
to its original brunette shade. After all,
Charlie had been one of those gentlemen
who always preferred blondes, and maybe
he wanted to break his luck. On the other
hand, Paulette wasn’t convinced that she
wasn’t more “fully expressed” as a blonde.
That’s how matters stood when they parted
one afternoon with a certain chilliness in
the air.
Mr. Chaplin did not phone that evening.
The next morning Miss Goddard was not
in when he did phone.
Two silent days went by.
On the third day Charlie called up.
He suggested lunch, as though there had
been no argument. Paulette accepted the<
same way.
And that meeting was a
classic, for, in Charlie’s pocket nestled the
grandest bracelet with diamond gadgets
on it with a little note explaining that he
really liked blondes best! He was puzzled
when Paulette began to laugh and when
she jerked off her hat her hair was as
russet-brown as it was the day she was
born.
She hadn’t waited for it to go
back—she had pitched in and helped Old
Mother Nature along! And if everybody
getting his own way isn’t the swellest
way to end an argument you ever heard,
I’d like to know what you’d call a diamond
bracelet.

M

ARY BRIAN and Dick Powell had
their first quarrel over what appears
to be the greatest romantic stumbling block
—u'ho danced loo often with whom? For
an entire month they didn’t see one
another, and in the meantime Mary seemed
to have forgotten all about Dick in having
such a good time with Mr. So-and-so and
it was hinted in the papers that Mr. Powell
had a brand new romance that looked as
though it might lead to the altar.
But, Hollywood being Hollywood, and
all the hostesses being at a total loss to
keep all the quarreling lovers apart (be¬
sides, whom could you invite if you only
asked people who were speaking to each
other?) it happened that Mary and Mr.
So-and-so and Dick and his new flame
found themselves at the same dinner party
at the Trocadero one evening.
Air. Powell and Miss Brian nodded in
deadly politeness.
They completely ig¬
nored one another at the table.
After
all, weren’t they terribly wrapped up in
other people? Well, weren’t they?
But
there came that time, as it comes in all
cafe parties, when all the dancing part¬
ners had switched and there was no one
left at the long, conspicuous table but
Alary and Dick!
Impossible to ignore each other any
longer.
They couldn’t sit there like a
couple of sore thumbs and give Holly¬
wood something to laugh about in the
lowdown columns the next morning.
So they danced that dance, and the next
dance, and the one after that and so on.
After that, they didn't seem to know
whether there were people in the room or
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not.
And what’s more they didn’t care.
It would have been worth something
to have had earphones to hear what was
said on the way home when Mary got
back to Mr. So-and-so and Dick returned
to
Miss
Altarbound!
Maybe!
This
gentleman and this lady had plenty to say,
along the same old lines, who danced too
often with whom!
Dick could hardly keep the grin off his
face as he bade his irate dinner partner
goodnight and made for the nearest cor¬
ner telephone.
There was something
ironic about the whole thing, but that
didn t matter now that Mary had danced
with him again, and again and again.
“I caught it!” he remarked cheerfully in¬
to a phone that had Miss Brian’s shellpink ear pressed close at the other end.
“You did?” she laughed.
And a couple of days later it was pretty
generally known that Mr. So-and-so was
no longer Miss Brian’s steady interest,
and all the altarbound rumors concern¬
ing Mr. Powell had Mary as the prospec¬
tive bride.

ONE DAY WE NEEDED A
MOUTH ANTISEPTIC AND
THERE WASN’T A DROP
IN THE HOUSE. SO I
WENT

OUT TO

BUY A

BOTTLE OF THE KIND WE
ALWAYS USED.

BUT OUR DRUGGIST, A

"D UT it remains for another Powell,
*■—' William, the debonaire, and his steady
company, Miss Jean Harlow, to put the
final fillip on this business of making up.
For Bill and Jean had all the fun of
making-up without ever bothering to have
a quarrel.
This also started one of those potent
nights at the Trocadero!
The onlookers and gossips were sudden¬
ly electrified to notice that Jean had left
a private party and was dancing in the
public room with a strange young man
while Mr. Powell sat “moodily” in a
corner and watched. Hurray. A rift!
But here’s the point.
Bill and Jean
hadn’t tiffed, even a little bit. They had
merely left the private party in order to
avoid an embarrassing encounter with
someone. But before they could drift into
the main room to dance an old friend
stopped them and asked Jean for a dance.
It was okay with Bill and he just sat,
and watched.
Now all Hollywood was saying they had
quarreled!
It was a lot of fun while it lasted be¬
cause Bill and Jean went through all the
gestures of making up. Jean pouted. Bill
coaxed her to speak to him.
Then Bill
would pout and Jean would coax. When
Bill came calling for her that evening
he brought an enormous bottle of perfume
as a “peace offering.”
And little Jean
was not to be outdone. She had a beau¬
tiful bouquet of cactus all wrapped up for
Bill. And finally they forgave one another.
It may be fun to fight and then kiss
and make up every place in the world,
but it’s funnier in Hollywood!

JEAN HARLOW SETS THE
STYLES—IN A BRILLIANT
FASHION SPREAD AP¬
PEARING EXCLUSIVELY
IN NEXT MONTH'S
MOVIE MIRROR, ON
SALE ON SEPTEMBER 25
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GOOD

FRIEND

OF

MINE, TOLD ME THAT I
COULD MAKE MY MONEY
GO 3 TIMES AS FAR BY
BUYING

Pepsodent Antiseptic

THE

DRUGGIST

PLAINED TO

EX¬

ME THAT:

IN GERM KILLING POWER,
ONE BOTTLE OF

Pepsodent Antiseptic
EQUALS 3

BOTTLES OF

OTHER LEADING MOUTH
ANTISEPTICS.
(Because Pepsodent still kills
germs effectively, even if you
dilute it with 2 parts water.)

SO I BOUGHT A BOTTLE
OF

Pepsodent Antiseptic
LIKE EVERYONE
WANT TO

ELSE, I

MAKE

MY

MONEY GO AS FAR AS
I CAN.

Pepsodent Antiseptic
gives greater protection against germs

S

AVING money is only half the
story. Thousands who switch to
Pepsodent Antiseptic tell us it is more
effective in fighting colds and unpleas¬
ant breath. This extra efficiency is the
result of Pepsodent’s remarkable germ¬
killing action—actually it is 3 times as

powerful as other leading kinds. It is ab¬
solutely safe when used full strength, yet
even when two parts of water are added,
Pepsodent still kills germs in less than 10
seconds. Play safe! Guard your health and
save your hard-earned money! Get Pep¬
sodent Antiseptic at any drug counter.
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Much
more is
expected
from women
today

These days are good to women. They have
independence unheard of a generation ago.
And with this new status every woman is
expected to have a frank, wholesome out¬
look, particularly in those matters which
affect her intimate feminine life.
Take the question of feminine hygiene.
The modern woman has found out that
Zoniie is the ideal combination of strength
and safety needed for this purpose. The
day is gone when caustic and poisonous
compounds actually were the only anti¬
septics strong enough. In the past, you
could not criticize women for using them.
But today every excuse for them is gone.
Zonite is not poisohous, not caustic.
Zonite will never harm any woman, never
cause damage to' sensitive membranes,
never leave an area of scar-tissue. This
remarkable antiseptic-germicide is as gen¬
tle as pure water upon the human tissues.
Yet it is far more powerful than any dilu¬
tion of carbolic acid that may be allowed
on the human body.
Zonite originated during the World War.
Today it is sold in every town or city in
America, even in the smallest villages.
Women claim that Zonite is the greatest
discovery of modern times. Comes in bot¬
tles—at 30c, 60c and $1.00.
Suppositories, too—sealed in glass
There is also a semi-solid form—Zonite
Suppositories. These are white and cone¬
like. Some women prefer them to the liquid
while others use both. Box holding a dozen,
individually sealed in glass, $1.00. Ask for
both Zonite Suppositories and liquid Zonite
by name at drug or department stores.
There is no substitute.
Send coupon below for the much dis¬
cussed booklet “Facts for Women.” This
book comes to the point and answers ques¬
tions clearly and honestly. It will make you
understand. Get this book. Send for it now.
USE

COUPON

FOR

FREE

BOOKLET

ZONITE PRODUCTS CORPORATION

Mil-510

Chrysler Building, New York, N Y.
Please send me free copy of the booklet or booklets checked below.
(

) Facts for Women

(

) Use of Antiseptics in the Home

NAME..
(Please print name)
ADDRESS.
CITY.STATE..
(In Canada: Sainte Therese, P Q.i
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They Fell in Love After They Married
(Continued' from page 45)
resort to complicated make-ups and essay
aged characters to get work.
From one theater to another he went
in Eastern cities, improving an instinctive
skill for the theater with constant study.
There was no high school or college in¬
terlude for Paul Muni, only tutoring from
life itself. By the time he was twenty-one
he was good enough at his business to
rate steady employment in the Jewish
theaters in New York City.
Naturally, he longed for romance with
all the intensity of youth. But so hard was
his climb, and so zealously did he plunge
into the creative, artistic side of acting,
that he sternly determined to pass up ro¬
mance.
When he was twenty-three his friends
took him in hand. They sensed that un¬
derneath his bluff, serious mask he was
lonely and incomplete and that the right
woman could shape his life into something
splendid.
They didn’t know, though, that they were
promoting a match with a girl who had
made no impression on him at their first
meetings.

P

AUL’S troupe specialized in straight
drama. One night a drama demanded
that Paul, as character comedian, appear
to be one hundred years old in the last act.
A chorus girl was to intrude for a scene
with him.
As the troupe had no one
capable of taking this particular role, they
asked a neighboring musical comedy house
.to lend them a girl.
Fussing with his
tricky make-up, Paul Muni had no time
to think of the girl sent for the part as
a woman. And she, in search of work,
didn’t see romance in the person of the
doddering old soul with whom she re¬
hearsed.
‘‘After three days,” Paul now recollects,
“her company suddenly decided on a road
tour and so she was withdrawn from our
show. We hadn’t made the slightest im¬
pression on one another and we didn’t see
each other again for fully two years.”
Then the maneuvering of their mutual
friends brought them together once more.
Paul Muni disliked parties, but he was,
after all, only twenty-three, and so he was
eventually inveigled into being introduced
to this girl his friends swore he would
like.
“I didn’t want to know her!” he
repeatedly exclaimed. She was equally in¬
different. However, she too gave in when
they kept recounting what a charming
man he really was. “I can’t spoil the whole
evening by just meeting him,” she ration¬
alized.
Bella Finkel was a luscious young
beauty with all the inherent glamour of
her race. Her face is oval, her eyes and
hair a warm brown, and her skin has a
thrilling ivory glow. They met—and jus¬
tified their friends’ judgment!
Her unaffected simplicity attracted him.
Today Paul Muni still shies from any sort
of pretense and artificiality. He did it even
more then. But Bella was so genuine and,
also, she had a marvelous sense of humor.
It was fun to be with her. There was no
nonsense about her and yet, together, they
laughed at all kinds of little insconsequential things.

In short order they discovered they had
a background and an ambition in com¬
mon. Her hardships had been as great as
his.
Her widowed mother had been a
famous actress and invalided at twentyfive. One of three children, Bella had had
to seek work at nine. She sang, accom¬
panying colored slides, in movie theaters.
When she reached her teens she and her
sister joined the chorus.
At twenty she
was playing leads.
The friendship of the two young smug¬
glers progressed with these links drawing
them closer. She was devoted to her fam¬
ily, as he was to his. He found himself
going to her home for dinner and after
shows for a late bite.
His handsomeness
and sincerity interested her more and
more.
Bella Muni remembers that his proposal
was certainly unusual.
No flowery line,
as might be anticipated from an actor. “I
hate spending money on a strange woman,”
he announced one evening.
“Let’s get
married!”
She knew then she would hate being
a strange woman to him. They were fond
of one another; marriage seemed a bright
idea.
So they dashed upstairs to break
the news to her mother.
When they first began dating they had
been casual; their wedding was casual, too.
Bella was appearing in Newark and she
hurried over for the ceremony, solemnized
by a rabbi handy to the theater, between
matinee and evening performances. That
night Bella went to her own home. Not
for a w-eek did the young Munis have time
to settle down by themselves!
The official honeymoon was spent work¬
ing on the road. Bella had a chance to
sign up wbth Paul’s company. The troupe
secured a London engagement. And then,
the bridal pair being constantly in one an¬
other’s company proceeded to do an aston¬
ishing thing. Paul Muni fell in love with
his ivife and she found herself amazingly
keen about him!
Other people became a nuisance to them.
They wanted nothing so much as to be
alone together. This was a joint shock.
I N a whirl they celebrated by bidding
adieu to their astonished associates and
spiritedly embarking on an adventurous
tour of Europe. Head over heels in love at
last, they shunned the ornate spots and
blissfully went wherever their moods sug¬
gested. Paul Muni’s wishes are spontane¬
ous and when it developed that Bella adored
action on the spur of the moment their
devotion was clinched.
First they investigated all the wonders of
Paris.
One day he remarked, off-hand,
“How about Italy tonight?” Without the
slightest delay or fuss Bella calmly drag¬
ged out two suitcases, packed them and
ordered the rest of their belongings put
in storage, and off they flew.
When they returned to America they
rose rapidly in the theatrical scale. They
w-ere headed for Broadway. Bella Muni
went on with her own career, acting in
many of_ the dramas which Paul’s genius
transformed into Broadway history.
Although the lives of these two players
are inextricably w’rapped up in the theater
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and the studios, they have never been upset
by the nature of their work.
“I have no sympathy with the standard
Hollywood alibi that two careers automati¬
cally bring marital grief,” Paul Muni em¬
phasized to me the last time I visited
them at their ranch home.
“Bella and I
aren't perpetual puppets; we have a family
life just as anyone else who is acting
should and can have.
My wife thinks
blaming the profession is a dumb excuse.
So do I. And so far as those Hollywood
divorces go, I guess _ that social ambition
breeds most of the trouble.”
d’he Munis take no part in the film col¬
ony's social functions, preferring a few in¬
timate friends. Their lovely home in the
San Fernando \ alley is less than a halt'
hour's drive from Hollywood, but far
enough away so they escape the Hollywood
traps which might possibly break into their
happiness^
As Paul Muni's Broadway popularity
mounted, pictures beckoned. His first talkie
experiences at Fox were unsatisfactory
and he returned to Xew York vowing to
forget the movies. It is Bella whom we
may thank for his being with us today. As
the years rolled on she gave up her work
and gradually evolved into the business
buffer for her husband.
A QL’IKT, peace-loving man interested
in delivering the best sort of portrayal
when he has undertaken a role and in ex¬
tracting the utmost from every day’s mo¬
ments. Paul Muni abhors the stress which
being a star in films brings upon his head.
When the producers negotiated for a sec¬
ond trial in California he became so ill with
misapprehensions that he came home to
their New York apartment one night, said,
"Pack me a bag. I’ll 'phone you tomorrow
where I am,” and fled.
Next evening he telephoned Bella to
solve the matter as she deemed proper.
When he called on the subsequent night
she cried, “Come, on back: I’ve settled
everything. We’re going West again and
on the right terms!”
Vindication was her one aim. He had
failed before because he had not been given
opportunity to exercise his talent. “I was
positive he needed only good stories and
treatment,” Bella said.
And time has
shown how smart she was. That he makes
but two pictures a year is his own ruling,
however. He follows his own terrifically
high code of ethics, declaring he cannot
secure more than two worthwhile stories
annually.
“Personally.” Bella Muni admitted to
me, “I hated coming back to Hollywood,
because it meant professional inactivity
for me.” She still hasn’t abandoned her
stage yearnings, and hopes to reappear on
the stage some day. But she now likes
Hollywood because her husband’s life has
centered there.’ A woman in love cherishes
love far more than ambition, you see.
Their love, rooted in friendship and
nourished by humor, has shaped both their
lives superbly. Now you can understand
why Paul Muni is the actor and person
that he
I envy him more than any other star in
Hollywood. Not for his fame and material
success, but because a man who finds a
grand passion in the woman who is the
ideal companion and adviser is indeed
blessed by the Gods.

VV^IIAT wouldn’t she give to
** hear it ring? To hear a girl
friend’s voice: “Come on down,
Kit. The bunch is here!”
Or more important: “This is
Bill. How about the club dance
Saturday night?”

•

•

•

•

The truth is. Bill would ask her. And
so would the girls. If it weren’t for—

j

Well, bluntly, if it just weren’t for
the fact that underarm perspiration
odor makes her so unpleasant to
be near.
What a pity it is! Doubly so, since
thousands of women find perspiration
odor so easy to avoid. With Mum!

Just half a minute is all you need
to use this dainty deodorant cream.
Then you’re safe for the whole day!
Another thing you’ll like — use
Mum any time, even after you're
dressed. For it’s harmless to clothing.
It’s soothing to the skin, too —
so soothing you can use it right after
shaving your underarms.
Mum, you know, doesn’t prevent
perspiration. But it does prevent
every trace of perspiration odor.
And how important that is! Use
Mum daily and you’ll never be un¬
invited because of personal un¬
pleasantness. Bristol-Myers, Inc.,
75 West St., New York.

MUM

TAKES THE ODOR
OUT OF PERSPIRATION
is on sanitary napkins. Use it for this and you’ll never
have to w orry about this cause of unpleasantness.
ANOTHER WAY MUM HELPS
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Virginia Bruce—Belle of the *30*5

The MAN who
put the MAN
in roMANce!
His first picture
.

since 'Monte Cristo"

Handcuffed
TO THE GIRL WHO
DOUBLE-CROSSED HIM

ROBERT

Donat
m MADELEINE
Carroll

A hundred steps ahead
of any picture this year
LUCIE MANNHEIM • GODFREY
TEARLE • PEGGY ASHCROFT
Directed by ALFRED HITCHCOCK ^
Director of 'The Mon Who Knew Too Modi'1

^

A GB PRODUCTION.
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(Continued from page 32)
But when I delicately put the idea to
your Editor that a gentleman could in¬
vestigate this Bruce appeal and get a
timely story all I got was a quizzical eye¬
brow and a somewhat weary: “You, too?”
SOOOoooo, after instructions galore
and warnings (more galore) I started on
my trek across Hollywood to locate the
hidden charm of Bruce that was leading
so many of our best males astray.
First, working on the theory that there
is no better way of checking up on a
woman than through another woman, I
called around to see Claudette Colbert.
“That name is taboo in this house,” she
laughed.
“Yes, I do adore her.
But I
don’t want to hear any more about her.
Ever since the word got out that we were
friends, I’ve been surrounded by handsome
and palpitating men who waited no longer
than a decent interval before I would be
faced with pleading eyes and: ‘Could you
—er—that is, I’d like to meet Virginia
Bruce.’ ”
That seemed to prove that the old theory
was out-dated. At any rate, I decided to
do less asking and more listening. I listened
at a party that a famous producer was
throwing that night.
I knew La Bruce
would be there.
She was. And was she gorgeous? You
should have been there to watch the looks
of green that were flashed at Vir¬
ginia’s blonde mop as she wended her way
around the gathering. Long about midnight,
Eddie Hillman—the Chicago millionaire
who was once married to beautiful Marian
Nixon—remarked:
“You’re certainly running way out in
front tonight, Virginia. May I call you
some time?”
And said Miss Bruce, looking like a
blonde angel in a blue chiffon gown, her
calm eyes never batting a single eyelash:
. “Please don’t!”
I could almost hear him say, “It
isn’t the way she says it . . . it’s zvhat she
says!”
And so I had discovered item
number one in the Bruce Appeal:
Surprise appeal—put it down.

T

HE next afternoon, late, I was scouting
around M-G-M for a look-see. I saw
Maurice Chevalier—and he saw Virginia
at the same time. I pretended to be talking
to Jeanette MacDonald and all the time
I eavesdropped on Chevalier who said:
“May I take you home in my car, Miss
Bruce? It is such a cold night.” Then
he flashed that grin that has come to mean
okay where women are concerned.
“Thank you, no!” smiled Miss Bruce,
“I always have father call for me.”
Did -I make that sound sort of cold—
yet inviting?
If I didn’t, I missed, be¬
cause that’s the way it sounded. Which
makes item number two:
Look helpless and act independent.
And while I was eating dinner that
night at Levy’s, who should come in
and sit with me but one of Hollywood’s
most famous bachelor stars.
I won’t em¬
barrass him by mentioning his name.
He
has too swell a bachelor reputation to
wreck.
But he was down-cast, blue. I
asked the reason.
“A beautiful woman,” he smiled wanly.

He didn’t have to tell me. I knew who
it was—’twas the Belle of the Thirties,
Miss Bruce. He said:
“I’ve sent her flowers every day for a
week. I always put a note with the buds
asking if I may call on her.
That’s all
I ask. Never so much as an answer. I’m
going crazy.”
“What is there about her that would
cause you so much heartache?” I asked.
“She is gorgeous, understanding, lovely.
She looks like a beautiful poster to me.
She reminds me of a Red Cross nurse—
her gowns are always as simple as a white
uniform and they create the same sort of
fascination.
She looks cold, but I knozu
she isn’t. Something slumbers behind those
eyes. I wonder what?”
Put it down: Look cold and hint
WARM.
\| OR was it until the night of the Don-L ^ aid Ogden Stewart party that I had
a real chance to try my own investigating
powers on La Belle. I got there too late
for the first courses, but still in plenty of
time to see that Virginia was seated be¬
tween Jock and Sonny Whitney, those
much-moneyed men from the East.
Of
course I knew they were married (and
happily) but I had also heard that when¬
ever they came to Hollywood they to¬
gether escorted Virginia around town.
Later when I was sitting in a corner,
who should walk up and hold out her hand
hut Miss Bruce. I looked over my shoulder
to see for whom I had been mistaken.
She smiled and sat down at my side. I
wondered, “Will she remember me from
that one interview years ago?” She flab¬
bergasted me with:
“Do you remember met”
(Put that
down before I forget it for you.
It’s
memory appeal.
Nothing flatters a man
into the doldrums like being remembered
by a gorgeous woman.)
And then we proceeded to talk for about
two hours.
I let her talk and just sat
there and appraised for you girls.
I
found out plenty:
Her loveliness is relaxed! The entire
effect is calm, serene and uncomplicated.
Hers is a completely restful beauty and I
don’t mean illusion. When she sits, she
sits still. Her voice is gentle and soft.
She is interested in you.
Seemingly
more than you are in her. (I said, seem¬
ingly.)
More than one man has found to
his utter surprise, I presume, that Virginia
is the one beautiful woman he ever knew
who didn’t expect to be rushed—or suppose
that she is bowling you over by her mere
presence.
It’s fun to meet a beautiful
actress in Hollywood who says what she
thinks, likes whom she wants and, mean¬
while, seems grateful for everything while
she expects nothing.
There you have what would make a girl
tick—and click—anywhere. I suppose I’ve
left out something, but you’ll have to for¬
give me if I have. I guess it’s got to me,
too. Last night I called on the phone to
ask if she would be home. In Swedish
dialect (mystery appeal) she warbled:
“Miz Bruzz iss not at hum. She go by
China.”
I’ll wait.

MOVIE

The Amazing Life Story
of Elisabeth Bergner
(Continued from page 35)
the best interest of the group, the thing
to do is to give that individual some legi¬
timate means for the release of his un¬
social impulses.
In his early experiments with children,
therefore, Doctor Moreno, through play
acting, gradually led the young minds into
creative activities of a constructive nature
to develop their imaginations and give
them something definite to do which they
enjoyed.
Moreno, still a young undergraduate
medical student but already an advanced
idealist along the lines described above,
first noticed a small, colorless child whom
her companions called “Lisl” in one of the
parks in Vienna.
Elisabeth was just entering her teens,
but she was so little and thin and under¬
nourished looking that, except for her
habitual expression of pain and unhappi¬
ness, she would have seemed much young¬
er. Jacob Moreno became particularly in¬
terested in the little girl who sat apart
from the others, unsmiling.
He found
that she lived in the neighborhood, not
far from his own humble room, with her
parents and her young brothers and
sisters.
'T' O this day it is not known whether
Elisabeth Bergner was born in Vienna
or, as some say, in a small town in Poland.
But at any rate there she was, just the
unhappy, odd sort of child that the young
doctor believed needed to be guided to¬
ward a fuller existence. He made friends
with the family, and it was not long be¬
fore he was accepted as a sort of unsal¬
aried, volunteer tutor for the children, one
of which her guardians frankly looked up¬
on as a problem child.
Was Elisabeth, at that difficult age, a
problem to herself and to those with whom
she lived? The legends seem to indicate
that she was. But to Jacob Moreno she
was the sort of problem he hoped to spend
a lifetime solving.
He understood her
supersensitive nature.
Each day “Herr Doktor Jacob” would
arrive at a certain hour and proceed with
his new- charges, and other children of the
district picked up along the way, to the
public gardens.
Make-believe, “play acting” games were
a large part of the informal schedule.
For instance, the children usually carried
their lunches with them, as well as some
simple toys.
Young Moreno would ask
them to give their food away to some
of the poorer youngsters, of whom there
were always a number playing about. He
knew his little friends had had hearty
breakfasts and would have filling suppers
later.
Then he w'ould ask one of them
to watch another child eating a piece of
delectable cake, to go through all the
motions of eating cake himself, and then
to describe to him just how the cake
“tasted.” In the same manner the children
would give away their ball, then engage
in a spirited game of pitch and catch with
only thin air for a projectile.
Elisabeth entered with pleasure into these
and other make-believe plays. She had a
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NEW FIGURES FOR OLD
QUICK, SAY THOUSANDS

GAINS OF 10 TO 25 POUNDS IN A FEW
WEEKS REPORTED BY USERS
S

KINNY people who never could gain
an ounce—many who for years had
seen themselves held back by a bony,
gawky figure—cannot say enough in
praise of this remarkable new discovery
that has given them normal curves and
natural attractiveness they so long had
wished for — in just a few weeks!
Doctors know that the real reason
why great numbers of people find it
hard to gain weight is they do not get
enough Vitamin B and iron in their
daily food. Now with this new discovery
which combines these two vital ele¬
ments in little concentrated tablets,
hosts of people have put on pounds of
firm flesh—in a very short time.
Not only are thousands quickly gaining
normal, good-looking pounds, but also
naturally clear skin, freedom from indi¬
gestion and constipation, new pep

7 times more powerful
This amazing new product, Ironized
Yeast, is made from special cultured
ale yeast imported from Europe, the
richest known source of Vitamin B. By
a new process this yeast is concentrated
7 times—made 7 times more powerful.
Then it is ironized with 3 kinds of
strengthening iron.
If you, too, are one of the many who
simply need Vitamin B and iron to

build them up, get these new Ironized
Yeast tablets from your druggist at
once. Day after day, as you take them,
watch skinny limbs and flat chest round
out to normal attractiveness. Skin clears
to natural beauty, new health comes—
you’re an entirely new person.

Results guaranteed
No matter how skinny and run-down you
may be from lack of enough Vitamin B and
iron, this marvelous new Ironized Yeast
should build you up in a few short weeks
as it has thousands. If you are not de¬
lighted with the results of the very first
package, your money instantly refunded.
Only don’t be deceived by the many
cheaply prepared “Yeast and Iron” tablets
sold in imitation of Ironized Yeast. These
cheap imitations usually contain only the
lowest grade of ordinary yeast and iron,
and cannot possibly give the same results.
Be sure you get genuine Ironized Yeast.
Look for “IY” stamped on tablets.

Special FREE offer!
To start you building up your health right
away, we make this absolutely FREE offer.
Purchase a package of Ironized Yeast tab¬
lets at once, cut out the seal on the box
and mail it to us with a clipping of this
paragraph. We will send you a fascinating
new book on health, “New Facts About
Your Body.” Remember, results guaranteed
with the very first package — or money re¬
funded. At all druggists. Ironized Yeast Co.,
Inc., Dept. 2210, Atlanta. Ga.
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WEAK,RUNDOWN
NERVOUS,SKINNY
MEN AND
WO
How

tlim

Brad

HEW WORLD’S HEAVY*
WEI6HT CHAMPION

Made Startlinq
Discovery that Adi
26lbs.in6Weeks
Built His Shatterinq
New Strenqth!
"It's glands starving for
iodine that keep folks
run down and skinny," says
Jimmy—Build Up Rugged
Strength and Tireless En¬
ergy This New, Easy Way
5 Added Lbs. the First
Week or No Cost!
Take the advice of the new World's
Champion—“Jimmy” Braddock—if you
are weak, rundown, underweight
and ailing. After searching for
years, he at last found the quick,
scientific way to build up rugged
new strength, good solid pounds of hard flesh and daz¬
zling energy. In 6 weeks before the fight he gained 2G lbs.
lie says: “Tests convinced me that rundown conditions,
poor blood and skinniness come frequently from iodinestarved glands. When these glands,—particularly the im¬
portant gland which controls weight building—lack
NATURAL PLANT IODINE (don’t confuse this with
ordinary chemical iodine), even diets rich in fats and
starches fail to add weight and produce energy. That's
why skinny folks often have huge appetites, yet 6tay
skinny.”
With the discovery of Eelpamalt—a mineral concentrate
made from a huge 90-foot sea plant harvested off the
Pacific coast, you can now be sure of your needed ration
of plant iodine in concentrated, easy to take form. 1300
times richer in iodine than oysters, Kelpamalt helps your
food to -do you good, build rugged strength, add weight
and banish fatigue. Its 12 other minerals stimulate the
digestive glands which produce the juices that enable you
to digest fats and starches. 3 Kelpamalt tablets contain
more iron and copper than 1 lb. of spinach or 7% lbs. of
fresh tomatoes, more iodine than 1,386 lbs. of lettuce,
more calcium than 6 eggs.
Start Kelpamalt today.
Even if you are "naturally
skinny", you must add 5 lbs. the first week or the trial
is free. 100 jumbo size Kelpamalt tablets—four to five
times the size of ordinary tablets—cost but a few cents
a day to use. Get Kelpamalt today. Kelpamalt costs but
little at all good drug stores. If your dealer has not yet
received his supply, send $1.00 for special introductory
size bottle of 65 tablets to the address below.

SPECIAL

FREE

OFFER

Write today for fascinating instructive 50-page book on How to
Add Weight Quickly. Mineral Contents of Food and their effects
on the human body. New facte about NATURAL IODINE. Stan¬
dard weight and measurement charts.
Daily menus for weight
building. Absolutely free. No obligation. Kelpamalt Co.. DeDt.
552, 27-33 West 20th St., New York City.

NAME
CITY.

Kelpamalt^/v^
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keen imagination and revelled in this new
chance to exercise it.
She could always
describe accurately tastes and feelings
which she was only imagining she actually
experienced.
Like many other abnormally shy chil¬
dren, Elisabeth engaged feverishly in the
new activities, replacing self-consciousness
with
happiness.
Moreno had already
learned that from a tiny child she had
loved to recite little pieces, that while in
the act of speaking she glowed with such
a strange fire of emotion that her listeners
were often moved to tears.
During more than a year of contact with
Moreno at this period, Elisabeth played lit¬
erally hundreds of parts, but she pever
thought of becoming a professional actress.
It was all just fun.
Then came the day when Jacob Moreno
became really “Herr Doktor” and went
away to take over his first professional
post.
It was not long after that Fate
again took a hand in the shaping of Elisa¬
beth Bergner’s destiny.
She was only fourteen when she sat
alone one evening on a bench in one of
the gardens near her home.
Two gay
young university students out for a stroll
saw her, stopped to talk, introduced them¬
selves, and ended by spending the evening
on the bench' with Elisabeth—all three of
them talking animatedly about everything
and nothing, but particularly about plays.
It was the first of many meetings. Soon
Bergner began going secretly to the room
which the young students shared. There
they had many books, volumes of plays and
literary and dramatic criticism. These the
three friends read together.
The boys
were already well grounded in the drama
of their own and earlier times. Finding
that Elizabeth shared their love of the
theater, they gave her in a few months’
time an intensive course in its literature.
Until then she had never read Shakes¬
peare, but her passionate instinct for the
best in written drama, her secret studies
at this time were leading her straight
toward her destined career. She was later
to be hailed all over Europe as the great¬
est “Rosalind” of her time, and be famous
in many other Shakespearian roles.

PRIZE

But first there was trouble. The local
police discovered her clandestine visits to
her student friends and put the worst pos¬
sible construction on them.
They went
to her guardians. She denied nothing. It
is probable she even disdained to explain
how her time was spent at those sessions!
Very well.
Something must be done.
The aunt decided that her niece must wed
at once, whom she did not care.
But there they ran into trouble.
For
Elisabeth calmly said she had no intention
of marrying anyone. Asked what she did
plan to do she declared she intended to be¬
come an actress. After days of pleading
and argument she won her point.
Since she would not marry, and since
it was therefore apparent that something
must be done to provide her with a pro¬
fession, it was finally arranged that she
should take a three year course in Vienna’s
“Conservatoire,” a dramatic school at
which many of the actresses then known
in Berlin and other cities had studied.
A milestone had been reached and
passed. Elisabeth Bergner was no longer
a child. Although still in her early teens,
she was a woman, and one who knew the
lofty goal at which she aimed. She was
turning her steps toward the years ahead,
toward the greatest fame and honor that
can come to a woman in her chosen art.
but it is probable that even then, with
the struggle all before her, she had some
conception of the price in work and tears
and discouragement success would cost.
But she did not falter.
courage to face the future.

She had the

Continue flic dramatic account of Elisa¬
beth Bergner’s spectacular rise to Iter po¬
sition as greatest European actress of her
time. Read of her experiences at the “Con¬
servatoire,” her struggles to laud her first
job after she completed her course, her
romantic meeting with the man who was
later to become her husband and her di¬
rector, her discouragement when she saiv
the first picture she ever made, the ac¬
count of how she left the stage for five
long years, and her triumphant return in
the November Movie Mirror, out Septem¬
ber 25.

WINNERS!

MOVIE MIRROR HIDDEN TITLES CONTEST
FIRST PRIZE—$200.00
Carol Ness, Minneapolis, Minn.

SECOND PRIZE—$100.00
Jack Brennan, St. Louis, Mo.

FIVE PRIZES—$10 EACH
Dorothy Andrews, Baltimore, Md.; Vivian E.
Bertrand, Lockport, N. Y.; Evelyn Fritzinger,
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.; Yvette R. Marshall, Grand
Rapids, Mich.; John E. Thayer, Cambridge, Mass.

TEN $5.00 PRIZES
Lois J. Capell, Brockton, Mass.; H. S. Lewis,
Washington, D. C.; Kathleen Morgan, Lambertville, N. J.; Mrs. Norman Robb, Kingsburg, Calif.;
Joseph Roth, Jr., Milwaukee, Wise.; Mrs. Max
Schatz, Harbor City, Calif.; Cynthia Schell, New
Britain, Conn.; A. L. Steton, Somerville, Mass.;
Louise Taylor, St. Joseph, Mo.; Charles R. Wil¬
helm, Milwaukee, Wise.

FIFTY $2.00 PRIZES
Ethel S. Abdon, Cincinnati, Ohio; Fred Atkin¬
son, Washington, D. C.; Mrs. Howard Atkinson,
South Bend, Ind.; Helen Bailor, Lewistown, Pa.;
Pearle A. Baxter, Watertown, Mass.; Josephine
B. Becker, Cincinnati, Ohio; Clara Blaha, Mil¬

waukee, Wise.; Loie Brandom, St. Joseph, Mo.;
Henry Bruno, Chicago, Ill.; Mrs. F. A. Buda,
Lorain, Ohio; Mrs. Thelma E. Busby, New Phila¬
delphia, Ohio; Rubye M. Chapman. Montgom¬
ery, Ala.; Elizabeth Clair, Chicago, Ill.; Madeline
Davison. New York, N. Y.; Rowena Devine, Du¬
luth, Minn.; Mary Dillahunty, San Antonio,
Texas; Evelyn Duckworth, Louisville, Ky.; John
A. Ebbitt, Montreal, Que.; Mary Ervin, Talla¬
hassee, Fla.; Mrs. E. Scott Ferguson, Richmond,
Va.; F. Flynn, San Francisco, Calif.: Electra
Fogliano, Pawtucket, R. I.; Mrs. E. Franzeen.
Ursa, Ill.; Ancee Frazer, St. Louis, Mo.; Gladys
Gillies, Adrian, Mich.; Mrs. A. Glockler, Chicago,
Ill.; Miriam Grenald. Trenton, N. J.: Anita Gutowsky, Milwaukee, Wise.; Susane Hart, Holly¬
wood, Calif.; Teresa F. Heesters, New York,
N. Y.; Gertrude Herman. Middletown, Ohio;
Laurette C. Howard, Port Arthur, Tex.; Francis
Jung. St. Cloud, Minn.; Leslie H. Lott. Hender¬
sonville, N. C.; Mrs. Joseph C. Mann, St. Louis,
Mo.; E. F. Martin, Buras, La.; Rita Meade. Bing¬
hamton, N. Y.; James J. Moran, Brooklyn, N. Y.;
Ellen Mullen, Waterbury, Conn.; Mildred Mulvaney, Mount Oliver, Pa.; H. O. Nusbaum, Milton, Pa.; Maud Petithory, Jacksonville, Fla.;
Mrs. D. L. Proctor, Inglewood, CalkL*; Bernice
Robinson, Yakima, Wash.; Alice Schultz. Ro¬
chester, N. Y.; Ruth Sundaland, Omaha, Nebr.;
Mrs. G. C. Tattersfield, Carleton Place, Ont.;
Gertrude L. Tracy, Port Chester, N. Y.; Alvyn
Tweedy, Taunton, Mass.; Miss A. B. Vierhaus,
Copake, N. Y.

MOVIE

Just Off Hollywood
Boulevard
(Continued from page 6)
I said, as he dived into his lunch bucket
for a sandwich. “You must get a big kick
out of it.”
“Big kick out of what?” munched Gray
Thatch. “Just another paintin’ job to me.”
Then I told him about the window he’d
just been painting.
About how Blanche
Sweet used to wave from there when
Mickey Neilan blew his horn out in front.
And how Rudolph Valentino once lived
in the very next room and how the tour¬
ists would gather around the front of the
hotel and look up at Rudy’s window when¬
ever the light went on. Of course, I told
him, that was fifteen or more years ago.
That was when Norma Talmadge lived in
the big room right on the corner.
“Mind if I climb up the ladder and take
a look?” I asked Gray Thatch. He said
the rooms were empty, go ahead.
So I
climbed up and walked carefully out the
cat-walk to the window ledge.
I looked
in.
Nothing seemed changed; even the
furniture, somehow, looked the same. The
picture on the far wall reminded me of
the room Bill Hart had farther down the
hall; it was the same picture.
After a
while, I climbed down the ladder again.
And it seemed as though I was a char¬
acter in a mystery play . . . and that the
other characters were ghosts of other
great days.
“If you’re done snoopin’,” said Gray
Thatch, “I’ll git to work.”
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MILLIONS NOWUSE
FAMOUS NOXZEMA
£kiM<Tfa>ub£EJL
Which
troubles you?
LARGE PORES
BURNS

a

BLACKHEADS
CHAPPED SKIN
BABY RASH
SHAVING IRRITATION
PIMPLES
(from external causes)

T WANDERED out on a movie set to1 day and found my old friend Jules
Molnar hard at work. Jules looks some¬
thing like Clark Gable, is strong as an ox,
portrays headwaiters in pictures and has
a secret. It was the secret that earned him
most of his money. Today, it was earning
him $300.00.
Jule’s secret gives him the title of "Hol¬
lywood Food Color Expert” and he likes
the title almost as much as movie directors
like his expert touch on their banquet
scenes. Jules, you see, is the only man in
Hollywood who can make a banquet look
like a banquet.
“Funny thing,” smiled Jules. “The mo¬
tion picture camera makes food appear like
anything else in the world but food. Like
a mess, really. Years ago, I was working
as headwaiter in a picture and the director
was hitting the ceiling because the prop
department couldn’t produce food that
would photograph like food. I asked for
a chance to help. After days of testing
in my own kitchen, I discovered an unusual
glaze which, when painted on -food, would
make it photograph.
I’ve been doing it
ever since.”
I looked at the buffet table he had just
arranged.
The gorgeous, brown turkey
looked like a picture. It shimmered and
shone with Jule’s secret glaze. He’s
clever with food, too; the beef tongue
looked like an elephant’s head. How did
he do it? What did he use?
“Lots of directors won’t take the time
or money to use my work, but all of them
would use it free if they knew how. All
I use is a little—just a little of this and
that. It’s a secret,” he said.

Greaseless Medicated Cream brings instant relief
promotes rapid healing—refines skin texture

J

Over 12,000,000 jars of Nox¬
zema are now used yearly! Noxzema was
first prescribed by doctors for relief of skin
irritations like eczema and burns. Nurses first
discovered how wonderful it was for their
red, chapped hands, and for helping to im¬
prove their complexions. Today Noxzema is
used by millions—bringing soothing com¬
fort and aiding in healing ugly skin flaws.
UST think!

Women enthusiastic
If you are troubled with large pores, black¬
heads or pimples caused by external condi¬
tions, apply Noxzema after removing makeup
— and during the day as a foundation for

powder. Notice how it refines large pores—
helps nature heal ugly pimples — helps make
your face smoother, clearer, more attractive.
If your hands are red, irritated, use Noxzema for quick relief—to help make them
soft, white and lovely. Use Noxzema for
burns, itching, baby rash and similar skin
irritations.

For shaving irritation
Men! The news is flying around—if you are
troubled with shaving irritation, use Noxzema
— it’s marvelous. Apply Noxzema before
lathering. No matter how raw and irritated
your face and neck may be, note what a quick,
cool, comfortable shave you get shaving this
new way.

SPECIAL TRIAL OFFER

|
!

Noxzema is sold at almost all drug and department stores.
If your dealer can’t supply you, send only 15ff for a gen¬
erous 25^ trial jar — enough to bring real comfort and a
big improvement in your skin. Send name and address to
Noxzema Chemical Company, Dept.l010,Baltimore, Md.
..

\
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Tips on Talkies
(Continued from page 40)
English stage production, plays the weak¬
ling husband who goes astray.
FLAME WITHIN, THE (M-G-M). A
rather slow, and consequently dull, picture
about a romantic young couple, Maureen
O’Sullivan and Louis Hayward, who are
regenerated by a woman (Ann Harding)
psychiatrist.

Learn to Make

*30,*50,*75 a WEEK
fM ■ham i/oii at
home, un Apcm tmub

$40 to $100 Month
In Spare Time
"I am servicing broad¬
cast, auto Radios and
electrical appliances in
spare time. I have run
from $40 as high as $100
a month.
My Radio
work equals and often
exceeds my regular sal¬
ary."—JOHN J. REIDER, 536 Dayton Ave..
St. Paul. Minnesota.

Get my FREE book about the op¬
portunities in Radio. Mail the cou¬
pon now.
Get the facts about this
new, fast-growing industry.
N.R.I.
training fits you for jobs making,
selling, servicing short and long wave
Radio sets, to have your own busi¬
ness; to build, service and install
loud-speaker systems; to operate
Radio apparatus on board ships, in
a broadcasting or commercial land
station; for Television, which prom¬
ises hundreds of good jobs soon, auto¬
mobile Radio, aviation, police Radio,
and many other branches. My FREE
book gives full information and tells
how to learn quickly at home in spare
time.
Stop struggling along in a
dull job with low pay and no future.
Start training now for the live-wire
Radio field. Hundreds of men now in
Radio owe their success to N.R.I.
training.

Many Make $5, $10, $15 a
Week Extra in Spare Time
While Learning

$3200 in 1933
"My books show that
for the year 1933 I ran
$3200.
Radio service
doesn’t come too tough
for me now. You know
who taught me Radio?
—N. R. I.”—J. P. WIL¬
SON. Box 43. Westville.
Ok la.

Hold your job. I'll train you in a
few hours of your spare time a week.
The day you enroll I start sending
you Extra Money Job Sheets which
quickly show you how to do Radio
repair jobs common in most every
neighborhood.
I give you Radio
equipment that teaches you to build
and service practically every type of
receiving set made.
George W.
Honert, 248 Water Street, Ligonier,
Ind., made over $500 from the start
of the Course to its completion.

Get My Book—FREE—Now

Gets Job While
Training
'Before finishing your
Course I was Radio Ex¬
pert
for
the
largest
sporting goods store in
North Carolina.
Since
enrolling I have made
about $8,500. I want to
thank N. R. I."—J. F.
HUFF. 601 W. 18th St..
Austin, Texas.

My book has shown hundreds of
fellows how to make more money
and win success.
It’s FREE to
any ambitious fellow over 15 years
of age. Investigate. Find out what
Radio offers; about my Course; what
others who have taken it are doing
and making; about my Money Back
Agreement, and the many other
N.R.I. features. Mail coupon NOW.

J. E. SMITH, Pres.
National Radio Institute
Dept. 5KT
Washington, D. C.

J. E. SMITH, President
National Radio Institute
Dept. 5KT
Washington, D. C.

I^FOUR HOURS TO KILL (Para¬
mount). A melodramatic story, chock-full
of smaller stories, in which Richard Barthelmess is a convict taken to the lounge of
a theater to await the train which is to
take him to prison. Charles C. Wilson, as
his guard, gives a performance almost on a
par with Barthelmess, who is swell.
FRONT PAGE WOMAN (Warner).
Bette Davis and George Brent, rival re¬
porters, try to scoop each other on a mur¬
der yarn, complicated by a bet that if
George wins Bette will marry him. Fast
paced, with good dialogue and per¬
formances.
/GINGER
cries,

(Fox).

quotes

Jane Withers laughs,

Shakespeare

and

mimics

CITY. .... .STATE.^. .;y
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MAD LOVE (M-G-M).
Peter Lorre,
the screen’s newest hair-raiser, in a
garbled horror story about a concert
pianist whose hands are mangled. Lorre,
playing a surgeon, grafts the hands of a
knife thrower onto the musician.
The
musician starts throwing knives.
You’ll
throw fits if you pay good money to see it.
'/MAN ON

THE

FLYING

THE (Paramount).
reeler

gives

the

TRAPEZE,

A stretched out two-

inimitable

W.

C.

Fields

elbow room for all his comic cutups.
toast

who

skips

work

match.

The

Garbo and will win your heart completely

this

satisfactory,

as

Fields item.

the

tries

hoydenish

to

keep

girl of

her

out of trouble.

uncle,

the slums who
O.

P.

This

a

ensuing

to

see

a

wrestling

complications
if

not

make

outstanding.

Heggie,

Excellent cast.

I//MEN
mount).

1/GLASS
KEY,
THE
(Paramount).
Plenty of fast action, mystery and suspense
when a senator’s son is murdered and the
big boss of the city is suspected. George
Raft, Edward Arnold and Claire Dodd are
swell.

current
ray

"G”

does

agent

WITHOUT

NAMES

(Para¬

Paramount’s contribution to the
an

who

man

vogue.

Fred

effective job as
traps

a

gang

of

MacMur-

the federal
murderous

bank-robbers. Full of inside peeks at de¬
tective

technique.

David

Holt,

Madge

Evans and Lynne Overman give excellent
support.

HARD ROCK HARRIGAN

(Fox).

He-

man stuff in which the muscular George
O’Brien is an adventurer who takes a job
on

a

tunnel,

then

finds

that

enemy is the construction boss.
fashioned story

with

his

occasional

of excitement and fun.

worst

A loosely
moments

Irene Hervey

is

the gal.

/HOORAY FOR LOVE (RKO).
in this.

Don’t pay any attention to the

old, old story of how the show must go
on—and

does!

Ann

Sothern

and

Gene

Raymond are the romance; Bill Robinson
dances, as does Maria Gambarelli.

^INFORMER, THE (RKO). A truly
artistic triumph in which Victor McLaglen, a tiny mind, is ruled by Wallace Ford,
a great brain, during the Irish Revolution.
The theme is definitely of masculine ap¬
peal, but we think women will go.

story

from

Gene

k'MIMI
(Alliance—B. I. P.).
Doug
Fairbanks, Jr., and Gertrude Lawrence in
a gentle and charming version of Henri
Muger’s “Vie de Boheme.”
Fairbanks,
not so thin any more, gives a sparkling per¬
formance. The supporting cast is excel¬
lent and Miss Lawrence displays an orig¬
inal personality. A woman’s picture.

There’s

music, singing and dancing that you’ll like

l/MURDER IN THE FLEET (M-G-M).
With its full share of murders, thrills and
mystery this little picture is. quite up to
standard. Robert Taylor and Jean Parker
supply the love interest. If you like mur¬
der mysteries go.
1/i/NAUGHTY MARIETTA (M-G-M).
Victor Herbert’s undying music is more
poignant than ever when sung by Jeanette
MacDonald and Nelson Eddy in a picture
abounding with romance,, beautiful back¬
grounds, adventure, and above all, the
lovely familiar musical score. See it!

A wholesome, sweet

Stratton

Porter’s

well-

known book, in which little Virginia Weidler steals the show, even from John Beal
and Gloria Stuart.

NAME.AGE.......
ADDRESS.

k^LOVE ME FOREVER (Columbia).
Following the smash success of “One
Night Of Love’’ this comes as a distinct
disappointment. Not enough of the lovely
Moore voice and too much of Leo Car¬
rillo.
A weak story, all about a gang¬
ster with a heart of gold, doesn’t help
matters any.

one has him as a hen-pecked Mr. Milque¬

//LADDIE (RKO).

Dear Mr. Smith:
Without obligating me, send
free book about spare time
and full time Radio opportu¬
nities, and how I can train for
them at home in spare time. (Please print plainly.)

as Jean Valjean and Charles Laughton as
the police inspector who never forgot a
face or his duty. It you like to cry, go.

k^LES MISERABLES (Twentieth Cen¬
tury). Victor Hugo’s ponderous work ap¬
pears on the screen with Fredric March

I/NELL GWYN (United Artists).
A
slight, lively and seemingly authentic
biography of the infamous English flirt.
Anna Neagle handles the title role in an
unrestrained manner that most Hollywood
stars wouldn’t dare.
Charming settings
and costumes make this importation an¬
other worthwhile offering from Britain.

•
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I^NO MORE LADIES (M-G-M).
A
funny, not very satisfying story about the
ladies’ man who got married only to find
that he couldn’t work at both jobs. Joan
Crawford, Robert Montgomery, Franchot
Tone, Edna May Oliver and Charles
Ruggles give their usual fine performances.
WOIL FOR THE LAMPS OF CHINA
(Warner Brothers).

Pat O’Brien, a virile

idealist, finds it romantic to supply back¬
ward China with

oil in spite of the fact

that his wife, Josephine Hutchinson, must
suffer untold hardships with him.
teresting vehicle.

V'OUR
ley

LITTLE

Temple

GIRL

fans

Temple picture.

(Fox).

should
Not

see

much

An in¬

All

this

Shir¬
newest

here for the

more sophisticated patron.

kVPRIVATE WORLDS (Walter Wanger for Paramount). A stimulating pic¬
ture
despite
its
hospital-for-the-insane
background, in which Claudette Colbert
gives a subtle performance of great beau¬
ty, Joan Bennett is electrifying, Charles
Boyer is enchanting, and Joel McCrea is
quite perfect. A thriller. Don’t miss this.
PVPUBLIC HERO
picture about the

(M-G-M).

"G”

men

A

swell

who cleaned

up ”The Purple Gang” and got the leader
as

he

emerged

from

a

theater.

Lionel

Barrymore, Chester Morris, Joseph Calleia
and Paul Kelly all give fine performances,
but Jean Arthur’s work is outstanding!

SSCARLET PIMPERNEL, THE (United
Artists).
"Scarlet

Leslie Howard, disguised as the
Pimpernel,”

and

Merle

Oberon

as his French wife in a story that works
up to an exciting denouement.

^SCOUNDREL, THE (Hecht and MacArthur for Paramount). The most con¬
troversial picture of the year, with Noel
Coward doing a magnificent piece of acting
in the title role. Julie Haydon is superb
as the betrayed girl. See it.

SHANGHAI (Paramount). Charles Boyer
gives a heart-breaking performance as an
Eurasian in love with an American girl
(Loretta Young), with marriage impos¬
sible because of racial animosities. See it
for performance, but don’t expect a happy
ending.
Allison Skipworth and Warner
Oland give excellent support.
k^/STAR OF MIDNIGHT
(RKO).
Bill Powell in another' “Thin Man” role
with Ginger Rogers, this time, as fellow
sleuth.
Mr. Powell turns detective once
more, and there’s a surprise ending to the
mystery. It’s gay and romantic.

•fIntimate conversation of a lady with herself]

“T’VE been doing nasty things to my

laxative. 46 million boxes were used

been abusing my poor, patient sys¬

last year in America alone. 10c and

tem with harsh, violent purges. The

25c boxes in any drug store. Be sure

whole idea of taking a laxative be¬

to get the genuine!

came a nightmare. Why didn’t I dis¬
cover you before . . . friend Ex-Lax.

MAIL THIS COUPON-TODAY!

You taste like my favorite chocolate

EX-LAX,Inc., P. O. Box 170
Times-Plaza Station, Brooklyn, N. Y.

candy. You’re mild and you’re gentle

F-10S

... you treat me right. Yet with all

Name_

your mildness you’re no shirker ...

Address...___

Please send free sample of Ex-Lax.

you’re as thorough as can be. The
children won’t take anything else...

(// you lire in Canada, write Ex-Lax, Ltd.,
736 Notre Dame St. \V., Montreal)

my husband has switched from his
old brand of violence to you. You’re

/THE 39 STEPS (GB). Another mys¬
tery thriller from the same company and
director who made “The Man Who
Knew Too Much.” In beautifully photo¬
graphed out-door scenes of the Scotch
Highlands, Robert Donat and Madeleine
Carroll enact a gay and interesting story
of intrigue and spies. This one will keep
you guessing.

people use Ex-Lax than any other

palate with bitter concoctions. I’ve

a member of the family now . .
Multiply the lady’s thoughts by mil¬
lions . . . and you have an idea of
public opinion on Ex-Lax. For more

When Nature forgets —
remember

EX-LAX

THE ORIGINAL CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE

Tune in on "Strange as it Seems”, new Ex-Lax Radio Program. See local newspaper for station and time.
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"It's Fun to Be Fifty" says Edna May Oliver
(Continued from page 63)

You’ll have sound,
strong teeth,young man
—thanks to your mother
• Yes, sir! You have a good start in life.
You were born under normal conditions
and while you were nursing, your mother’s
diet was carefully planned. In addition to
her regular diet, your mother always mixed
Cocomalt with the milk she drank regu¬
larly. That helped a lot—because Cocomalt
has a rich content of food-calcium, foodphosphorus and Sunshine Vitamin D—the
food essentials everyone needs for bones
and teeth. Cocomalt is sold at grocery,
drug and department stores.
Cocomalt is accepted by the Committee on Foods of the
American Medical Association. Produced by an exclu¬
sive process under scientific control, Cocomalt is com¬
posed of sucrose, skim milk, selected cocoa, barley
malt extract, flavoring and added Sunshine Vitamin D.

Cocomalt
* The delicious Vitamin D food-drink

INSTANTLY CLEANS POTS^A'NWXnS
Half-times kitchen work
^

Patented parallel outer layers provide—

''Double the Wear, where the Wear comes'

MAKE

BLOND HAIR
—even in DARK shades

GLEAM with GOLD
in one shampoo WITHOUT BLEACHING

G

irls, when your blond hair darkens to an in¬
definite brownish shade it dulls your whole
personality. But you can now bring back the fas¬
cinating glints that are hidden in your hair and
that give you personality, radiance—beauty. Blondex
brings back to the dullest and most faded blond
hair the golden beauty of childhood, and keeps
light blond hair from darkening. Brownish shades
of hair become alluring without bleaching or dyeing,
camomile or henna rinsing. Try this wonderful
shampoo treatment today'and see how different it
is from anything you have ever tried before. It is
the largest selling shampoo in the world. Get
Blondex today at any drug or department store.
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“Which reminds me of why I am afraid
of interviews. And I am. I always say
too much or too little. I have never, for
instance, dreamed that I would ever dis¬
cuss my marriage. And now I’ve gone and
discussed it. Dear knows what I shall be
saying next. When I first came to Holly¬
wood, when the sore spot of disillusion¬
ment was still in the throbbing stage, I
happened to remark one day in the pres¬
ence of a member of the press that I
wished I had been born beautiful. My
de-ar, a story appeared presenting me as
heartbroken because I did not resemble
Miss America of 1855 or a Ziegfeld beauty,
at the least.
“Absurd!
Preposterous!
Rot!
Of
course I should like to have been born
beautiful—what woman wouldn’t?
But
not at the cost of what I have. No, no,
I wouldn’t change my face for all of its—
shall we say ‘oddity’—nor my fifty years
nor my home and friends and work and
satisfactions to be a combination of all
the Delilahs.

W

HY, without this face what would
I do? Where would I be? Probably
back of some counter or in a hair em¬
porium selling a would-be beauty the idea
that she should have her classic features
elevated. My face has given me my real
heart’s desire—the stage. What more can
a face do for its owner ? And when I think of
some of the beautiful girls I have known
on the stage, girls who had the world at
their feet and would not stop to pick it
up for fear of acquiring a wrinkle, then
I am more grateful than ever for the Nut¬
ter nose and eyes and mouth which have
put me and kept me where I am.
“I have one great regret. I should like
to have had a child.
Friends suggest
that I adopt one. But I am far too ner¬
vous for that now. The least thing upsets
me. If a chair in the house needs re-cov¬
ering I am in a state of jitters until it is
done.
“I am unspeakably nervous every time I
start a new picture.
People would feel
sorry for me if they knew the tortures I
suffer.
I always find myself thinking
frantically, ‘I can’t act!
I don’t know¬
how to act!’
When I first step onto a
new set I suffer agonies.
“Which is one of the reasons for my
always coming directly home from the
studio, never dining out or going any¬
where. I come home, go to bed and study
my lines for the next day.
“My other fear or phobia is of—the
public. I am terrified of the people. When
I am asked for my autograph in public I
hide my face and, my cousin tells me, look
like a child who is afraid of the bogieman. Letters from the public frighten me.
I appreciate them but fear them.
“But these are the vapors of a delicately
unbalanced nervous system. They are the
reasons I should and I do live alone here
with only my good Hungarian housekeeper
to care for me, to cook my food in the
way I must have it.
I have one living
relative in the world, the cousin I men¬
tioned, a charming woman who lives out
here in an apartment. I once considered
the advisability ot asking her to share my

v

home with me but decided against it. I
have several dear friends.
“Discounting these footless fears of
mine, I am happy.
So happy!
I am
fifty and I love it.
It is fun for me
and it should be fun for all women of my
age whoever they are, wherever they are.
For if they are professionals as I am,
they
should
he
entering
their
most
productive years.
That is, if they have
not been too beautiful and relied only upon
the skin. Skins do go off so, hair empor¬
iums struggle as they may. If they are
women in private life and the children
have grown up and left them, making them
feel that they are no longer needed—fine!
The world is theirs. For the first time. I
know that I have never seen the world un¬
til now.
I’ve never really seen the sun
rise and set, the bees, the flowers and
birds, the sunlight over hills and fields. I’ve
never really cared about these things, nor
about open fires and books and good talk
and the smell of coffee on chilly mornings.
The good things.
The things ivhich we
inherit when we arc fifty.
“Why, I’ve never even had a home un¬
til now. I’ve always lived in hotel suites
and furnished apartments. I thought that
I didn’t want things. But as I grow older
things, just things—tables and chairs and
walls and floors—become more and more
precious to me, more and more important.
For things cannot disappoint us.
They
cannot hurt us. They are with us while
we are at home and they wait for us while
we are away.
“I love my home. I want nothing more
than this.
It is the great love of my
whole life and I can hardly bear to be
away from it, even when I am working.”
AND somehow you feel the love of
Edna May' for her home in the home
itself. A charming cosy home reminiscent of
old daguerreotypes and waxen flowers un¬
der glass; the old fashioned cushioned rock¬
ing chair in Edna May’s bedroom (in such
a chair, our great-grandmothers sang first
their love songs and then their lullabies) ;
a livable sunny house of gentle Yesterdays
and tranquil Tomorrows, wherein a lady
of fifty summers may garner the ripening
fruits of the years.
“Other women may be thinking as they
read this,” Miss Oliver said; “that it is all
very well for me to talk because I still
have my work to do.
But I assure you
that if I were to cease work tomorrow I
would have so many things to do I would
not know where to begin. I would study
languages, French and German and Span¬
ish. I would read all the books I’ve never
had time to read. I would study reincarna¬
tion because the subject interests me. I
would study various forms of religion and
philosophy. I would travel if I could af¬
ford it and if I could not afford it I would
walk in my garden and see things I’ve
never really seen before.
“I am to he envied, not pitied. I am to
be envied because people laugh at me, be¬
cause I have the Nutter face, because I
once knew pain and because I am now
fifty.
“It’s fun being fifty,” said Edna May
Oliver.
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Cooking
(Continued from page 67)

BUT IT

back on the fire.
Cover it and let the
apples simmer for three minutes.
Then
turn them and rearrange in the syrup to
make sure they are cooking evenly, and
let simmer, covered for about five min¬
utes more, or until they are soft enough
to pierce with a fork, but no softer.
Take out the apple sections, and lay
them in the bowl in which you plan to
serve the dessert. Soften the gelatine in
the cold water, and add to the hot syrup
to dissolve it. Then pour it over the ap¬
ples. Let it all cool, and then set in the
refrigerator till the gelatine has hardened.
Sweeten the whipped cream, add a little
vanilla, and heap on the top when serving
time comes, adding cubes of currant jelly.
You can use apple fritters as a dessert,
or serve them with chicken. As a change
from the usual applesauce with pork, they
are delicious! And if you’ve never used
beer in your batter, now is the time to
learn how.

WORKS !

Beer Batter Apple Fritters
1 cup flour
pinch of salt
2 tbls. olive oil
2 egg yolks
4 tbls. sugar
y2 bottle of beer
1 tsp. baking powder
beaten whites 2 eggs
6 apples
Yz tsp. cinnamon
Sift together the flour and salt.
Add
the olive oil, the egg yolks, and mix with
the beer till smooth.
Peel and core the
apples and cut into rings about a quarter
of an inch thick. Roll them in the sugar
and cinnamon. Now beat into the batter
the baking powder and the egg whites.
Dip the apple rings in the batter and fry
in deep fat till they are brown. If you are
using the fritters as a dessert dish, dust
with powdered sugar.
Trying to find a new vegetable dish
which is good and healthful and that the
family will like is a continual performance
for any housekeeper, so I’m giving you
this apple and onion combination.

Pommes en Casserole
%
%
4
8
4
V-2
1

cup flour
cup molasses
slices bacon
cooking apples
big Bermuda onions
tsp. pow'dered clove
tsp. salt
Thoroughly butter a casserole. Peel and
core the apples and slice both apples and
onions rather thin.
Mix the flour with
enough water to make a thin paste that
will pour.
Put a layer of onions in the
casserole, then a layer of apples, and be¬
tween each layer, alternately pour over the
flour paste and the molasses till you have
used all the apples and onions. Sprinkle
the cinammon on top and spread over it
the bacon slices.
Bake in a slow oven
(320° F.) for about three-quarters of an
hour, carefully covered.
Take the cover
off for the last fifteen minutes to brown
the bacon.
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New Cook Book of Wonders^

New! New! NEW! Just off the press! “Magic Recipes” is a thrilling new
successor to “Amazing Short-cuts.” Gives you brand-new recipes—unbelievably
quick and easy—for pies, cookies, candies,frostings ! Sure-fire custards ! Easyto-make refrigerator cakes! Quicker ways to delicious salad dressings, sauces,
beverages,ice creams (freezer and automatic). Address: The Borden Sales Co.,
Inc., Dept. MG-10S, 350 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.

-State
(Print name and address plainly)
This coupon may be pasted on a penny postcard

How
tht

He

THOSE TIRED

4V EYES!
Murine relieves and reM |axes tired eyes. Removes
irritating particles. Refresh¬
ing. Easy to use. Safe. Recom¬
mended for nearly 40 years.
For all ages. Ask your druggist.

URINE*

For Vour EYtS

CATALOG/

SAVE

real dollars.
See the lovely new Edna
May Dresses priced as low as $1. See the
widely celebrated line of Larkin Products and
the hundreds of valuable Premiums.
Read
about the Larkin Cozy-Home Club with its 50
payments that fit the housekeeping budget.
Invest one cent wisely. A postcard brings
you your free copy of the new Larkin Catalog.

y

y *

>

LtttKUZ CO lac.

666 Seneca St.,

BUFFALO, N. Y.
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It Seemed So Strange
to Hear Her Play
We Knew She Had Never Taken
a Lesson from a Teacher

LEARN TO PLAY
BY NOTE
Violin
Saxophone
Ukulele
Tenor Banjo
Hawaiian Guitar
Piano Accordion

You, too, can quickly
teach yourself to become
an accomplished musician
right at home. To prove
that you can, let us send
you our Booklet and val¬
uable Demonstration Les¬
son FREE.
Or any Other Instrument
Read the list of instru¬
ments to the left, decide
which you want to play,
and the U. S. School of Music will do the rest.
And
the cost averages only a few pennies a day I Instruments
supplied when needed, cash or credit. U. S. School of

Piano
Guitar
Organ

LIGHTEN YOUR HAIR
WITHOUT PEROXIDE
... to ANY Shade you Desire
. . . SAFELY in 5 to 15 minutes
Careful, fastidious woman avoid the use of
peroxide because peroxide makes hair bnttla.

Lechler’s Instantaneous Hair Ughtener
requires NO peroxide. Used as a paste it oan*
as '‘straw"
not streak. Eliminates
‘straw" look. Beneficial to perma
nent waves and bleached hair. Lightens blonde hair
grown dark. This is the only preparation that also lightens
the scalp. No more dark roots. Used over 20 years by famous
beauties, atage and aoreen stars and children. Harmless, Guar¬
anteed. Mailed complete with brush for application.
_

1

rDrr 36-page booklet “The Art of Lightening Hair
t KiLt, Without Peroxide” Free with your first order.
ERWIN F. LECHLER, Hair Beauty Specialist
565 W. 181st St., New York, N. Y.

SNAG-PROOFED HOSE
W£AfiS rmc£ AS LONG!
SHOW FREE SAMPLES

Easy! Call on Friends

INDIVIDUAL
LENGTHS!
New service! Hos¬
iery to fit extremely
tall and short wo¬
men! Ne extra
charge. Write for
details.

Yes! RINGLESS Silk Hosiery that resists
SNAGS and RUNS, and wears twice
1 long! Patented process. Now hos¬
iery bills cut in half.' Every woman
wants
SNAG - PROOFED. Show
actual samples hose we’ll send
you. FREE. Take orders from
friends, neighbors. No expe¬
rience necessary.

Your Own Silk Hose
FREE OF EXTRA CHARGE
Make big money in spare time-7-easy. Rush
_

— a.

——

«»Mrvl aFia amilnmant AAn.

stimiiunus. r,verytningr r rw^c,. oeuu m»
money—but send your hose size. Do it now.

American Hosiery Mills, Dept, IM8,

Indianapolis, Ind.

It's About:

A
family
of
Irishers—and
what happens when two sons fall for the
same gal!

Extra-good entertainment!
Not a sup¬
er-special, by any means, just an unpre¬
tentious picture that makes no attempt be¬
yond gaining all the laughs possible.

Music, 30610 Brunswick Building, New York City.

U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC
30610 Brunswick Bldg., New York City
Send me your amazing free book, "How You Can
Master Music in Your Own Horae," with inspiring mes¬
sage by Dr. Frank Crane, also Free Demonstration Lesson.
This does not put me under any obligation.
Name
Address...,
Instrument

PHOTO En|arsemcnts

Clear enlargement, bust, foil
length or part group, pets or

A

other subjects made from any photo, snapshotor tintype at low price
of 40c each; 3 for $1.00. Send as ,
many photos as you desire. Re- 4.
turn of original photos guaranteed.

Your Reviewer Says: Absolutely! Take
the kids, for sure.

Farmer Takes a Wife
(Fax)

ad-

Just mail photo with name and
dreBs. In a few days postman will ^
$100
deliver beautiful enlargement that w * * *■ *
will never fade. Pay only 49c plus postage or send
50c—3 for $1.00, and we will pay postage ourselves.

CARVED FJJAME

fa

FREE!J?t

mb

quality of our work we will frame, until further notice, all pastel col¬
ored enlargements FREE. Illustrations of beautifully carved frames
for your cnoice^will
choice will be sent with your enlargement. Don’t delay. Act
r. Mail your Photos today. Write NEW ERA PORTRAIT COMPANY

DEPT. 674

CHICAGO. ILLINOIS

Mew Kind of

CLOTHES BRUSH
Dry-Cleans 3 Ways at Once!
p EVOLUTIONARY Invention ban*v iahes old-style clothes brushes for¬
ever! Never anything like it! Amaz¬
ing 3-way cleaning — by vacuum —
brushing-chemicalaction.Keepsclothing spick and span. Also cleans hats,
drapes, window shades, upholstered
furniture, etc. 1 Saves cleaning bills. Low
priced. Lasts for years.

SAMPLE OFFER gf-g'WS*

AGENTS! Big Money!

first person in each locality who
writes. No obligation. Get details.
Be first—send in your nameTODA YI

New, easy plan. Simply show
and take orders. No experi¬
ence needed. No risk. FREE
OUTFIT. Write today for
all details.

KRISTEE MFG. CO.
440 Bar St.

Akron, Ohio

I519W

son absolutely free. Start right in decorating Gifts, Bridge
MAIL THIS!
Prizes, Toys, etc. More like fun than work_...
and you earn as you learn. Hundreds making .
big money this fascinating way.
I
FIRESIDE INDUSTRIES
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The real acting honors go to Mary Gor¬
don whose characterization of Ma O’Hara
is one of the most sincere pieces of acting
we’ve seen in months.
The rest of the
laurels are divided between the three boys
and the boxer, Allen Jenkins.

SEND NO MONEY!

IG FREE book in colors tells new easy way. You don’t
need experience. We show you how to decorate beauti¬
ful Art Novelties right In your own home by simple *‘3-stepM
method. No tedious study. Everything furnished, including
supply of Novelties for you to decorate and Homecrafters
Outfit. Big profit per piece for decorating. Just sit at home,
and make up to $25 to $50 a week—full time or spare time.

GIVEN YOU
TO DECORATE

Story concerns an Irish mother with
her brood of three grown sons: Pat
O’Brien, policeman; Frank McHugh, fire¬
man; and James Cagney, fighter’s manager.
Pat and Frank are always after Jimmie
to get a job but Ma O’Hara (Mary Gor¬
don) wants her baby to do as he likes.
When Pat brings the captain’s daughter,
Olivia de Haviland, home to dinner, the
fun starts. She falls for Jimmie!

“

6am
Money at Horn
B

NO CANVASSING

I'V'The Irish in Us
(First National)

James Cagney, Pat O'Brien,
Olivia de Haviland, Frank McHugh, Al¬
len Jenkins, Mary Gordon, J. Farrell Mac¬
Donald.

STY
E. HURON STREET.

PS WomenHam To$22lna Week!

(Continued from page 39)

You'll See:

HAT night of the party when she said, “Well,
folks, I’ll entertain you with some selections
from Grieg”—we thought she was joking.
But
she actually did get up and seat herself at the
piano.
Everyone laughed.
I was sorry for her.
But
suddenly the room was hushed.
She played “Anitra’s Dance”—played it with
such soul nre that everyone swayed forward, tense,
listening.
When the last glorious chord vanished
like an echo, we were astonished—and contrite.
“How did you do it?”
“We can’t believe you
never had a teacher!”
“Well,” she laughed* “I just got tired of being
left out of things, and I decided to do something
that would make me popular. I couldn’t afford an
expensive teacher and I didn’t have time for a lot
of practice—so I decided to take the famous U. S.
School of Music course in my spare time.
"It's as easy as A-B-C.
1 began playing almost
from the start, and right from music.
Now I can
play any piece—classical or jazz."

Booklet FREE

Movies of the Month

son. Nothing to pay now or ever. So sure are
you to succeed we give an absolute Warranty
backed by $1,000 Gold Bond. Costs nothing to
find out. Openings for new workers now in
every locality. Mail coupon immediately for
Free Book and Free Lesson.
Get started
making money at once.

: Dept' 34'p- Adr,an’ Mich-

|
m

|
I
P
I
I

Please send big Free Book and
FREE LESSON.
This does not
obligate me in any way.
Name
AAA''.
Address.
.

You'll See:
Charles
others.

Janet Gaynor, Henry Fonda,
Bickford,
Slim
Summerville,

It's About:

Romance between a boy who
loved the farm and a girl who loved the
Erie Canal in the days before the rail¬
road.

Beautifully photographed entertainment
of the down-to-earth variety that seems
such a relief after gangsters, drawing¬
rooms and chorus girls.

Story concerns the romance of Janet
Gaynor, best canal-boat cook on the Erie,
and Henry Fonda, a boy who can’t learn
to love the Canal but wants to make
enough money working on it to buy a farm.
Fonda shys from a fight with Janet’s
boat boss, Charlie Bickford, and is labeled
a coward until he returns to lick him.

Janet Gaynor gives her best performance
in many recent pictures, staying entirely
in character and using sincerity rather
than pathos or beauty to gain her points
Henry (newcomer) Fonda is well cast as
the farm boy and should make a name for
himself.
The real acting honors of the
film, however, must go to Charles Bick¬
ford, the Canal champion, and Slim Sum¬
merville, the gambler-dentist.

Your Reviewer Says: See this, everyone

k^^The Murder Man (M-G-M)
You'll See:

Spencer Tracy, Virginia Bruce
Lionel A twill, Harvey Stephens, Rober
Barrat.
It's About: A newspaper reporter who

MOVIE
specializes in murder cases—and Iuhv he
solves the last crime of his career.
A real, honest version of a star reporter
for a change, excellent suspense, good per¬
formance and an ace story make this fine
entertainment!
Spencer Tracy, the crack crime report¬
er of the Star, has so many murder scoops
to his credit that he is known as the Mur¬
der Man. The reason for his success is
quite apparent: he’s a good detective, too.
After the murder of a partner in a shady
investment business Tracy helps convict the
remaining partner and the man is to be
electrocuted, when Tracy scoops the town
again with the written confession of the
actual murderer!
Spencer Tracy gives an excellent per¬
formance and brings the reporter to life.
Lionel Atwill as the police captain is up
to his own high standard and Robert Barrat as the editor lends real color and hu¬
mor to the film. Virginia Bruce as the
gal who writes the Miss Lonelihearts col¬
umn for the Star is a charming but a bit
too well dressed for the part.
Your Reviewer Says: See it by all
means. Fine entertainment.

Jalna (RKO)
You'll See: Kay Johnson, Ian Hunter, C.
Aubrey Smith, Nigel Bruce, David Man¬
ners, Peggy Wood, Jessie Ralph, Theo¬
dore Newton, Halliwell Hobbs, Molly Lamont.
It's About: That
popular
family,
the
Whiteoaks, who live clannishly at their
estate Jalna—and what happens when one
son brings home an “outsider” for a bride.
You’ll
enjoy this
wholesome
rural
story.
The large family of Whiteoaks,
living as a clan to themselves, occupy the
ancestral Canadian estate, Jalna. A daugh¬
ter, disappointed in love; four sons; two
uncles and Grandma. Into this clan, Eden
(David Manners) brings a New York
Bride (Kay Johnson) and the same day,
Piers, another son (Theodore Newton),
brings still another alien, the daughter of
neighbor Maurice (Nigel Bruce). All this
requires adjustment, but every develop¬
ment is a natural one and you’ll enjoy
watching it.
While we realize that Jessie Ralph’s per¬
formance as Grandma will excite many
raves, we want to give David Manners a
pat on the back first. Ian Hunter and
Kay Johnson lend a forceful sincerity to
the picture and Molly Lamont is surpris¬
ingly fine.
Your Reviewer Says: Enjoyable for lov¬
ers of “Little Women.” Go!

Bonnie Scotland (M-G-M)
You'll See: Laurel and Hardy, William
Janney, June Lang, Anne Grey, others.
It's About: Two comics rvho inherit a very
Scotch estate.
This has marvelous gags but the picture
doesn’t quite come off because it is com¬
posed of two distinct plots which don’t
merge.
Laurel and Hardy, down and outers, in¬
herit an estate in Scotland. When they
get there they discover their entire estate is
a broken-down bagpipe. Pretty June Lang,
in love with William Janney, is the real
heiress.
Here’s where the trouble with the film

MIRROR

begins; the love story has nothing to do
with the comedy story.
Your Reviewer Says: The individual
laughs are swell, but the whole thing is
disappointing.

vy>

I^Born for Glory (GB)
You'll See: Betty Balfour, John Mills,
Barry Mackay.
-v
It's About: A courageous British gob de¬
fies a German cruiser, single-handed, An
the-South Pacific.
' ■
•• «*
Although the human interest background
of this .exceptional production is not very
believable the scenes of action are thrill¬
ing and well worth 'seeing.
The romance with which the story opens
shows Betty Balfour as a green grocer’s
daughter and Barry Mackay as an Eng¬
lish lieutenant. Although he goes to sea
and never sees her again she brings their
son up in the tradition of. the British navy.
At the outbreak' of the war his ship is
sunk by a German cruiser. Taken prison¬
er he manages to delay repairs on the
German ship allowing the British Leopold
to maneuver into position for battle. Iron¬
ically the Leopold is captained by the boy’s
father.
The scenes of the naval engagements
are superb and the acting of John Mills,
the boy, suggests that you’ll be hearing
from him in the future.
Your Reviewer Says: An exciting, ad¬
mirably photographed action picture.

Bright Lights (Warner)
You’ll See: Joe E. Brown, Ann Dvorak,
Patricia Ellis, William Gargan, Joseph
Cawthofn.
It's About: The small-time burlesque team
that finally hits Broadway, and what comes
of them when one half falls in love.
A fast-moving side-splitting Joe E.
Brown comedy that "has all the elements
of grand entertainment.
When Joe E. Brown and Ann Dvorak,
a tank-town burlesque team, get a Broad¬
way booking, the producer breaks up the
team and puts a stage struck heiress in
Ann’s part. Joe wants to quit, but Ann
makes him go on to fame and fortune.
Of course the complications of love arise
and Joe almost loses Ann before he finds
out that Patricia Ellis is really in love
with the press agent, Bill Gargan.
The best thing about this picture, be¬
sides the good story and the numerous
laughs, is that when the actors are sup¬
posed to sing, sing they do. Both Ann
Dvorak and Patricia Ellis sing and make
you cry for more. Another surprise is
joe’s dancing, and his reciting “The Lit¬
tle Mousie.” Joe’s been doing that sidesplitter around Hollywood for years, but
this is the first time you’ve had the chance
to hear it.
Joe and Ann are excellent.
Pat Ellis
is beautiful and well photographed. Joseph
Cawthorn, as the burlesque manager, is
perfect.
Your Reviewer Says: By all means! If
you like to laugh, go!

^In Old Kentucky (Fox)
You’ll See: Will Rogers, Dorothy Wilson,
Etienne Girardot, Russell Hardic, Esther
Dale, Bill Robinson, others.
It's About: Young love and horse races.
When Will Rogers, called old-fashioned

The new
Meadows line
of Was hing
Machines and
Ironers has everything. See them—
compare them jpj^*’**
—attend the

^

NATIONAL
MEADOWS SHOW
being held right notv at the store
of your local Meadows Dealer.
See the Meadows — make
sure of more for your money

MEADOWS CORPORATION
1945 South 54th Avenue

Chicago, Illinois

WASHERS and IRDNER5
"MORE FOR YOUR MONEY"

BAD COMPLEXION CLEARED
QUICKLY/
Send for
Generous Tube
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B. T. C. Rolling Cream—the autaaiog
new skin beautifier. contains ingre¬
dients
wliich
have
a
remarkable
cleansing,
beautifying
and
healing
effect on the skin.
It will draw out
impurities from beneath the surface
of the skin, cleansing it of dirt, blackheads, pimplee, blemishes
and irritations.
One 10c tube will delight and convince yo i
that the regular use of B. T. C. Rolling Cream will give you a
lovely complexion. Guaranteed. Harmless. Send 10c today.
Baby Touch Co._•
2301 Olive St., St. Louis. Me.

LEARN TO
IRON
beautifully
speedily
happily

Here’s that modern way to hot
starch without mixing, boiling
and bother as with lump starch.
Makes starching easy. Makes
ironing easy. Restores elastic¬
ity and that soft charm of new¬
ness. No sticking. No scorch¬
ing. Your iron fairly glides. A

Speciat

TRIAL

OFFER

HOT STARCH
IN 30 SECONDS

wonderful invention. This new
test convinces. See for yourself!

THANK YOU-

J THE HUBINGER CO., No.968, Keokuk, la. j
I
Send me your trial offer check good for Ec on the pur- .
Ichaseof a large lOepackage of Quick Elastic Starch,:and I
your free folder, ‘'That Wonderful Way to Hot Starch.''
I
| Name..
Address
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Home Treatment for
Keeping Skin Young
Mercolized Wax—one beauty aid you can afford
because this single preparation embodies all the
essentials of beauty that your skin needs. It
cleanses, softens, bleaches, lubricates and pro¬
tects. So simple to use, too. Just pat it on your
skin each night as if it were an ordinary cold
cream. Mercolized Wax seeps into your pores,
dissolves grime, dust and all impurities. It
absorbs the discolored surface skin in tiny, invis¬
ible particles, revealing the beautiful, smooth, young skin that lies
beneath. It clears away freckles, tan, oiliness, sunburn or any other
blemishes. You use such a tiny bit of Mercolized Wax for each appli¬
cation that it proves an inexpensive beauty investment. Beauty can not
be taken for granted. It must be cared for regularly if you want
to hold beauty through the years. Mercolized
Wax brings out the hidden beauty of your
skin. Let it make your skin more beautiful.
Phelactine removes hairy growths—takes them out—
easily, quickly and gently. Leaves the skin hair free.
Phelactine is the modern, odorless facial depilatory that
fastidious women prefer.
Powdered Saxolite dissolved in one-half pint witch
hazel quickly reduces wrinkles and other age signs. It is
a refreshing, stimulating astringent lotion. Use it daily.

Demonstrating KELLOGG FIGURE-CONTROL
New fascinating career requires no experience—pays fine
income, full or spare time. Women wanted to demonstrate
and make customers for wonderfully improved Kellogg
Figure-Control Garments. Nationally known. Many ex¬
clusive features. Amazing low prices. Write today for
details and sample garment offer

Kellogg Corset Co., Dept. A-10. Jackson, Mich.

j
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„f«autifies The Sk'»
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Ttawaiian Wights ’

An irresistible fragrance, like a night
beneath a tropical moon.
Weaves a
compelling charm about you. Its exotic
scent outlasts ordinary perfumes. You
must try it. Send 50c in cash or money
order for large trial size.
TINO MANUFACTURING CO.
2222 W. Second. Dept. D. Spokane, Wash.

Corners
The real thing for mounting Snapshots, Cards,
Stamps, etc. No paste needed. Neat, easy to use for mounting prints tight or
loose. Sold *t photo supply and album nt
counters or send 10 £ today for pkg. /K*
i of 100 and free samples.

Engel Art Corners Co., Chicago, 111.,
Address Dept. 60 X *4717 North Clark SL

Direct - to - You, Rock Bottom
Prices on Nationally Advertised
Watches,
Diamond
Rings, and Silverware
What an offer!
Nationally
advertised watches, diamonds,
and silverware offered at low¬
est direct-to-you prices.
vend for Beautiful
FREE CATALOG
Write now—before this
offer is withdrawn and
get the beautiful FREE Catalog.
Select the watch or diamond you
want, pay for it on Easy Payments.
We Pay Cash for Old Gold
Send your old gold watches, jewelry,
dental crowns and bridges to us for
estimate. If estimate value is not
satisfactory, gold will be returned
to you. We pay highest cash price
or will make allowance for old
gold on new merchandise.
SANTA FE WATCH CO..
A-97Thomas Bldg.Topeka, Kan.1*

INGROWN

NAIL
Quick,Sure Relief
A few drops of Dr. Scholl’s
Onixol in the crevice stops
pain of ingrown toe nail. Aids
in healing soreness and irri,
tation and in preventing infec£ .• yAhS • y
tion. Get this sure relief today.
At all drug, shoe and department stores. 50^ bottle.

DrSchoiisO\moi
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We’re In The Money (Warners^
You'll See: Joan Blondell, Glenda Farrell,
Hugh Herbert, Ross Alexander, others.
It's About: A pair of blonde process-serv¬
ers who mix up their court tactics with
love.
This is a simple, nutty farce, of the
usual type played by Joan Blondell and
Glenda Farrell.
The girls are process
servers, working for absent-minded Hugh
Herbert.
They go through men’s locker
rooms, high water, everything to serve
their victims, and in the course of it all
a vague love plot gets mixed in.
Your Reviewer Says: Okay if you like
Blondell-Farrell farces.

Sell PLAYING CARDS
New easy way to earn money at once. Take orders from
friends and others, for popular low priced Playing Cards,
including new Initial and Monogram decks not sold in
stores. Just show attractive samples. Easy to sell. Big
proffts. Men or women, write for FREE SAMPLE OUTFIT.
GeneralCard Co., 1201W. Jackson Blvd., Dept. 147, Chicago, I1J.

A RARE N€W P6RFUM6
.“

in his training of race horses, is fired from
the stable of Kentucky’s richest owner, he
offers to train a pony owned by Dorothy
Wilson.
The horse from the opposition
stable is trained by Russell Hardie. Will
and Dorothy haven’t any money; their
horse, to win, requires a muddy track. The
providing of a muddy track, on the sun¬
niest of Kentucky days, and the trick by
which a new jockey is provided, make
one of the funniest and most exciting se¬
quences possible.
The entire cast is ex¬
cellent.
Your Reviewer Says: A typical Rogers
him of sentiment, humor and action.

It’s true! Women are amazed at
easy, fast, cool ironing with new
Diamond. Self-heating,use anywherein house, yard or on porch.
Instant heat control. Doublepointed, all-round button bevel,
chromium plated base. No tir¬
ing hot stove work or dangerous
cords. No wonder it cuts iron¬
ing time in half! Bums 96%
AIR, only 4% kerosene (coal
oil). Irons family wash for ONE
CENT—pays for itself. 30-DAY
TRIAL in your home — enjoy Dia¬
mond ironing for a month at our
risk. Write today for full particu¬
lars, 30-DAY TRIAL OFFER and
proof of big money opportunity.

AGENTS:

$8, $12, $16 a day
— remarkable sales records.

The Akron Lamp & Mfg. Co., 370 Iron Bldg., Akron, Ohio

^She (RKO)
You'll See: Helen Gahagan, Helen Mack,
Randolph Scott, Nigel Bruce, others.
It's About: The queen of a kingdom
wherein burns the flame of everlasting
life, and some ordinary mortals search for
it.
You can’t believe a scene of it, but for
fantasy, horror, suspense and thrills, this
is a fine way to spend your evening. The
story is all about one of those hunts for
eternal youth, except this time it’s a dame
and not a fountain. Young loves conies
into it in the persons of Randy Scott and
Helen Mack, and drama in the figure of
Helen Gahagan, playing a woman five hun¬
dred years old who is still young and beau¬
tiful.
The Queen falls in love with Randy
when he, as a young scientist in search of
the flame, wanders into her kingdom. She
tries to kill Helen Mack, so that she may
win Randy for herself.
But the sacred
flame apparently has a conscience along
with its youth-giving properties and cre¬
ates an ending to the drama that is a
knockout for thrills.
Your Reviewer Says: Fine if you like
utter make-believe.

(U&tyh SILK HCISE
guaranteed to

StHW*

<li/ear 'Without Holes

aa New-Hose FREE;
AGENTS! "to $24 in a WEEK
New kind of Silk Hose, Chiffons and Service1
Weights—have "tight-twist” threads—ends snags.
2 pairs guaranteed to wear 3 mos., 4 pairs 6 mos.
Aoentsi Big money full or part time demonstrat- i
ing, in addition get your own hose free. Grace ^
Wilbur. Iowa, reports $37.10 profit in 9 hours.
Wessberg earned over $100 one week
Demonstrating equipment supplied.
Write, giving hose size.

WILKNIT HOSIERY CO.
L-8 Midway, Greenfield, O.
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There Should Be a Charles Boyer in Every
Woman's Life

F*'

(Continued from page 27)

v PSORIASIS,

Boyer took place just one week ago. This
time I met an authentic Hollywood star,
the film industry’s most important talent
find of the year, the man who had fasci¬
nated a continent of women with a single
performance in “Private Worlds.”
And I met the same Charles Boyer. He
was still the sonata-voiced, pleasantly
poised, warmly charming Frenchman I
had watched on a set three years ago.
There was the same silent message of
knowing tenderness in his eyes, glowing
through the same brittle armor of hard
masculinity.
And throughout the long spring after¬
noon while he recalled for me the pattern
and fabric of his boyhood in France, I
felt quite suddenly that Charles Boyer
had known me for a long, long time.
I
knew, homehow, that I was talking with
an old and tolerant friend.
I knew that I had met a man who un¬
derstands women completely, not as a
man of many affairs and flirtations un¬
derstands them, but as one who really
knows the gentleness, the kindness and
the loyalty that women can offer men.

Y

OU see, Charles Boyer had learned
much about women when he was ten
years old.
His father had died the year
before and left his widow and only son
well provided for but quite alone in a
sprawling four-story mansion in the town
of Figeac in Southern France.
Until his eighteenth year, Charles and
his mother were never separated. He did
not go away to boarding school as French
boys of well-to-do families usually do. He
attended the local lycee, returning late
each afternoon to the large, dim, richly
furnished rooms of the Boyer residence
for hours of music and talk and intimate
little teas with his mother.
The pair continued to make gay trips
to Switzerland during summer vacations,
to Paris for every Easter holiday, and to
their country villa every week-end.
And so because his mother was, and
still
is,
completely
feminine,
Charles
Boyer learned during the impressive years
of adolescence the rare and beautiful les¬
son of womanhood.
The war did not part them because
Charles was several years under fighting
age.
But his most vivid recollection of
the holocaust involves the second woman
in his life, the young school-mistress who
replaced the schoolmaster who was called
to arms.
Charles promptly fell in love w'ith her
and he recalls that his mother was deeply
sympathetic with his first painful pangs.
She even helped him with his daily themes
which he stubbornly devoted for^a solid
year to the single subject of his fifteenyear-old idea of love.
Just before his eighteenth birthday
Charles and his mother experienced their
first and only disagreement. Following a
particularly successful recitation at a pub¬
lic benefit, Charles decided to study for the
stage.
His mother, born and reared in
provincial France, tried to dissuade him.
The rift was finally patched up by a

compromise. Boyer was to finish a twoyear course in philosophy at the Sorbonne in Paris before making any definite
decision as to his future.
And, because the bond between this
mother and son is no silver cord, Madame
Boyer stuck to her promise to bury for¬
ever her objections when Charles finally
entered the conservatory of drama in
Paris, after fulfilling his end of the pact.
Although his success as a dramatic
actor was practically instantaneous. Boyer’s
mother, during the first confused years
of his career, secretly hoped that he wrould
fail and return once more to the easy cur¬
rents of life in Figeac.
But, ironically enough, it was the price¬
less lesson she unknowingly gave her son
during the long years of their exquisite
and almost isolated comradeship, that
brought him the accolade of audiences in
Paris, London and Berlin.
It was from the very solidarity of her
love that Charles Boyer gleaned the inti¬
mate, sincere tenderness that creeps out
over the footlights, that today even man¬
ages to escape from his impersonal gray
screen
shadow
to
every
woman
in
America’s vast movie audience.
The failure Madame Boyer hoped for
a dozen years ago did not touch Charles
until that first unfortunate visit to Holly¬
wood.
It brought him back home, as
failures usually do, for two years.

T

ATE in 1934, when he finally mastered
■I—' English, and used it with success in
several British-made pictures, Walter Wanger, a well-known Hollywood producer,
saw, on a homeward-bound Atlantic liner,
a Boyer production called “The Battle”
(now “Thunder in the East”).
There was an extravagant flurry of
cablegrams between the ship and Paris
for three days and nights, terminating
with Boyer’s reluctant consent to return
once more to Hollywood.
Wanger had "Private Worlds,” and its
aftermath of stardom, waiting for him
when he stepped off the train. And Fate,
after a strangely long delay, had the
third woman in his life waiting, too.
It was in the midst of a gay, toocrowded Hollywood party that Charles
Boyer met Pat Paterson, a new arrival
from the English stage.
They were a pair of exiles, both of them
homesick and a little bewildered by Holly¬
wood’s noisy merry-go-round.
It was
what is usually called "a whirlwind court¬
ship,” and their marriage was in the popu¬
lar airplane elopement style.
At this writing Charles Boyer is on the
high seas returning to France with his
bride to visit his mother. Sometime dur¬
ing their short reunion he must tell her
of the new and astounding contract with
Wanger that will bind him to Hollywood
for the next five years.
During the many days that must come
and go before five years have passed, I
wonder if Charles Boyer’s mother will
realize that it was the consummate per¬
fection of their early fellowship that has
caused their longest, perhaps final, parting.

Ir^siROivY

No longer need you be embarrassed by
psoriasis blemishes. Siroil, the new relief
for psoriasis, will solve your problem. It has
brought relief to thousands of men and
women throughout the country. Applied
externally to the affected areas it causes
the scales to disappear, the red blotches to fade
out and the skin to resume its normaltexture. Siroil
backs with a guarantee the claim that if you do not
receive decided benefit within two weeks—and you
are the sole judge—your money will be refunded.

Psoriasis

SEND
for

SIROIL
BOOKLET

USE
COUPON
BELOW

HEEH
SJJKWl LAftCPATOSIES

Today

SIROIL Laboratories, Inc.
1214 Griswold St., Dept. G-10 • Detroit, Michigan
Please send me full information on
Siroil—the new treatment of Psoriasis
NAME_:_
ADDRESS-STATE-

CITY—
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“You have to find some way to earn money
at once!
Crying won’t bring John back nor
help you put Mary through High. Look here,
folks like to have you around when they’re
sick. Why don’t you study nursing? There
are never enough trained practical nurses. I’d
suggest you write to Chicago School of
Nursing at once and find out how you can
prepare yourself, at home, to be a nurse!”
Jane's advice should De followed by any woman
who needs or wants a dignified, well-paid pro¬
fession. In 36 years Chicago School of Ncbsino has trained thousands of men and women, at
home and in their spare time, for the profession
of Nursing.
Course is endorsed by physicians.
Lessons are written in every-day English, easy to
understand. Complete nurse’s equipment included.
Easy tuition payments.
High school education
not required. Best of all. you can earn while
learning!
Send coupon todayaund find out how
you can prepare yourself to earn $25 to $35 a
week as a trained practical nurse.
_

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 1810,26 N. Ash land Blvd., Chicago, 111!
Please send free
sample lesson pages.

booklet

and
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State_
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Speak for Yourself
(Continued from page' 64)

CORONA will
help with that
Better school marks for the children when
home-work is neatly typed. Better preparation
for business life, too. Anybody can learn to type
on Corona—and anybody can afford one, too,
under our liberal new finance plan

So here’s -to more and better Lew Ayres
pictures.
Emogean Guthrie,
Nurses Home, General Hospital,
Spartanburg, S. C.
I agree with “Gene”—Catherine Harri¬
son, same address.
Same here!—Lina Coates, same address.
In fact we all think so—The student
body of General Hospital.

...ONLY *100 PER WEEK!

$1 PRIZE LETTER

SCHOOL WORK!

Come On In and Fight!

Just think, $1.00 per
week buys a brand-new
CORONA STANDARD
with Floating Shift,
Touch Selector, and every
thing you need. Carrying
case and self lessons in¬
cluded. Ask for booklet!
‘

5K

i

f'J

--

..........MAIL COUPON TODAY.
L C Srnith & Corona Typewriters, Desk 10
181 Almond St., Syracuse, N. Y.
, Please send Corona booklet, also tell me where 1 can
arrange free trial.
Name -.11_.1_1...__1_
Street__
City_ill.... State.

I

pin 12 Weeks in Shops of Coyne

— Learn by Doing — many earn
.
while learning. Free employment
service after graduation. You don't need adranced education, send for big new free book
my “PAY TUITION AFTER GRADUATION*’ PLAN.

w and
H.C.Lewis,Pres.,COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
500 South Paulina Street, Dept. 75-49, CHICAGO, ILL.

PANTS HATCHED

I’ve a bone or two to pick with a
couple of guys and after that I haven’t any¬
thing but praise.
What ailed Dorothy Grover of Akron,
Ohio, in the August issue of Movie Mir¬
ror?
She had something mean to say
about everything that an ordinary person
likes.
I think if she dislikes everything
and everybody so much—well, she should
go of! and live on an island all by her own
self—or maybe she dislikes herself, too?
Also, Clifton Wilson of Martin’s Point,
S. C., raised Cain about “It Happened One
Night.” He’s asking for pictures that he
can remember after he’s left the theater.
Well, whose fault is it if he has a bad
memory ?
Now for the praise. I think Claudette
Colbert is the very best actress of all time
—although there are lots of other good
ones, too.
Let’s not overwork dear old Will Rogers,
but how about some more of those lovable
pictures that he makes seem so real?
Mary Evans,
Houston, Tex.

DON'T DISCARD Your OLD SUIT
Wear the coat and vest another year by getting
new trousers to match. Tailored to your measure.
With over 100,000 patterns to select fromwecanmatch al¬
most any pattern. Send vest or sampleof cloth today, and
we will submit FREE Sample of best match obtainable.
AMERICAN MATCH PANTS CO._
Oept. 10.S
6 W. Randolph St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Did Gray Hair
Rob Them of $95 a Week?

G

RAY hair is risky. It screams:“You
are getting old!” To end gray hair
handicaps all you now have to do is
comb it once a day for several days with
a few drops of Kolor-Bak sprinkled on
your comb, and afterwards regularly once
or twice a week to keep your hair look¬
ing nice. Kolor-Bak is a solution for ar¬
tificially coloring gray hair that imparts
color and charm and abolishes gray hair
worries. Grayness disappears within a
week or two and users report the change
is so gradual and so perfect that their
friends forget they ever had a gray hair
and no one knew they did a thing to it.

Make This Trial Test
Will you test Kolor-Bak without risk¬
ing a single cent? Then, go to your drug
or
department store today and get a
bottle of Kolor-Bak.
Test it under our
guarantee that it must make you look
10 years younger and far more attrac¬
tive or we will pay hack your money.
I CDCr Buy a bottle of KOLOR-BAK I
I 1
today and send top flap of car- I
I ton to United Remedies, Dept. 4410, |
I 544 So. Wells Street, Chicago—and |
g receive FREE AND POSTPAID a 50c I
I box of KUBAK Shampoo.
I
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$1 PRIZE LETTER
Shirley's Rival?
Last evening we saw “Laddie,” and I
do not hesitate in saying that little Vir¬
ginia Weidler is a worthy rival for Shirley
Temple.
Shirley is the fairy-like, littledoll girl that most parents, especially moth¬
ers, dream of having. Virginia is the little
girl most parents have.
Thousands of
little girls throughout the country became
curly hair, blue eye, dimple conscious after
seeing Shirley, but perhaps after a few
more pictures with the little Weidler girl,
the thousands of “plain Janes” through¬
out the United States who, like Virginia,
have straight dark hair, serious, round lit¬
tle faces and sturdy little bodies, will be¬
come more and more reconciled to be
themselves instead of a poor imitation
of Shirley.
At least I, for one, hope so. I’m sick of
seeing little girls, straight hair tortured
into corkscrew curls, simpering and pout¬
ing because they have heard their elders
gush that “Shirley Temple is just the
cutest thing.” All due credit to Shirley,
she was born charming with a natural apti¬
tude for doing as she is told, but little
Virginia is herself, a real child with a
normal little girl’s awkwardness and, if
I may so term it, plainness. Don’t let the
directors spoil her. We need a few little
girls that look as we might have looked,
to remind us of our own childhood.
Margaret M. Bradford,
Chicago, Ill.

$1 PRIZE LETTER
No More "Ladies?"
Can’t something be done about simi¬
larity of screen titles?
Sometimes its
downright confusing. Here’s an example.
Recently I saw “Vagabond Lady.” I raved
about it to a friend and advised her to
see it, but she replied that the title was
familiar, she must have seen it. When I
mentioned one of the hilarious scenes, the
one in which Evelyn Venable solemnly
walks down the stairs on the arm of her
father at her own wedding, both of them
chewing gumdrops, my friend said she
couldn’t have seen the picture after all.
She finally remembered the picture she saw
was “Transient Lady.” And, to confuse us
further, currently showing are “Times
Square Lady,” “Lady by Choice” and “No
More Ladies.” All these ladies are get¬
ting us highly confused, and in many cases
we miss a good picture, under the impres¬
sion that we have already seen it, the
title being to blame. So what, producers?
H. Stappenbeck,
San Francisco, Calif.

Honorable Mention
Why don’t these movie folks give Franchot Tone a chance of being happy in the
end—especially if Clark Gable is the rival?
—Corinne Humphry, Roxboro, N. C.
People do not ask you if you have seen
“Naughty Marietta,” but “how many times
have you seen it?”—Ralph IV. Doctor,
Fort Wayne, Ind.
What a pity to waste Gene Raymond's
talents in such a picture as “Hooray for
Love”—Mrs. Thelma E. Busby, New Phil¬
adelphia, O.
How about Pat Paterson and her hus¬
band, Charles Boyer (the smoothy), in a
film together ? I’ll bet they make a swell
couple around town—Barbara Jones, Ames,
la.
Just wait till we see Jeanette MacDon¬
ald in Technicolor!—Mrs. V. Chevillard,
Berkeley, Calif.
The producers have given us films por¬
traying the Army, Navy and Marines.
What about the fourth branch of Uncle
Sam’s service, the Coast Guard?— Leslie
Sellers, Loveland, O.
Why are Ruth Chatterton’s pictures so
few and far between?—Cecil Faulkcs,
Richmond, Va.
Of course the stars are types and we
want them that way—Dorothy R. John¬
son, Friend, Neb.
We kids have something to say about
what we like, too. So it’s Buck Jones on
“Silver” in a good Western and I’m pleased
—Charles Welch, Columbus, O.
One of my special peeves is the building
of a whole picture around some prominent
actress so that all you have is about one
and one-half hours watching someone
“emoting” all over the place, with just
enough other characters to feed her the
lines—Mrs. Mildred Lammers, Fairfax,
Minn.
Ann Harding is not being given, a fair
chance. Why don’t they give her some¬
thing real to show off her talent ?—Olga
L. Smith, Detroit, Mich.
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Inside Stuff

A-B-C Shorthand
IN

TWELVE

easy

LESSONS

High school, college, or technical students who
have at their command a practical, easy and
efficient method of taking down lecture notes have
a marked advantage over those who must set down
all notes in longhand. Not only do you get far
more from the lecture when it is delivered but
when examination time comes a review of a word
for word transcript of each lecture is the finest
kind of preparation for successful passing.
Whereas it takes about two years to learn con¬
ventional shorthand methods, A. it. C. Shorthand
can be mastered in from twelve to fifteen hours’
study. Convince yourself of this fact by examin,n*j
A- .®- C. Shorthand now selling for
only $1.00 postpaid.
You risk nothing, for if it
does not prove to be satisfactory in every way
you can return it and your money will be cheer¬
fully refunded.

(Continued from page 19)
I—IARRY REVEL, the famous song
writer, went on a bit of a jaunt down
to the Crosby ranch and while there took
a flock of motion pictures of Bing, Dixie
and the three boys.
Since Bing has re¬
fused plenty of dough for those very pic¬
tures to be made by a news-reel company,
and since they are the only motion pic¬
tures of the Crosby family in existence,
Harry has two reels of very popular and
valuable entertainment! He has shots of
Bing chopping down a tree, romping with
the kids and working around the ranch
with Dixie. Harry says, “If I ever have
to have some quick money—WOW!”
*

Economy Educational League
1926 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

H

OLLYWOOD
just

what

*

*

has

it is

WITH DANGEROUS
METHODS OF

begun

that

to

Bette

wonder
Davis

is

knitting on the set every day.

Use the Coupon Today
*
Economy

Educational League

$1.00 for which please send me a copy of ABC.
I understand that my money will be refunded
does not prove entirely satisfactory.
(Enclose
countries other than U. S. and Canada )

Name,

Street

• State.

EXTRA CASH INCOME
Assortments including Religious. Humorous, eto.
perience needed. Samples free.

No

ex¬

JA.NES ART STUDIOS, INC.
1056 University Ave.,
Rochester. N. Y.

Old Leg Trouble
Heals at Home While Working
Viscose
caused
SXP!'??
ARIA,
BOOK.
140 N.

Method heals many old leg sores
by leg congestion, varicose veins,
*e$? and injuries or no cost for
Describe trouble and get FREE
Dr R. G. Clason Viscose Go.,
Dearborn St.; Chicago, 111.

tETA<T DANCE 500
Why be a lonely, unpopular wall-flower
when you can learn ail the smart dances
from the most modern to the old favorites—
at home, in private without teacher, music
or partner?
Complete course of old fa¬
vorites, including Tango, Waltz, etc., only
50c: so simple even a child can learn quickly.
Sena stamps, cash or M. O. Large course 60 illus¬
trations. includes Tap Dancing. Tango, etc. SL98.
(C. O. D. orders 25c extra and postage.)
FREE a rare Lucky Chinese Coin.
FRENCH ROY.
Box 131
Varick Sta.
New York, N. Y.
:
:
:
Dept. 144

Ginghams, Percales, Prints, Voiles,
Chambrays. Shirtings,,Crepes, etc.
Various lengths, latest assorted colors,
all included in this bargain bundle, at a
big saving!

SEND NO MONEY

TtSTJSl

delivery charge. 20 yard bundle *1.29 postge paid, money with
order.
Satisfaction
guaranteed or money back.
EASTERN TEXTILE COMPANY
Dept. S-40,
Greenfield, Mass.

HP HAT Lee Tracy and Estelle Taylor
are about ready to take that last step
—at least they are together every minute
of the day and have taken to giving each
other jewels of no uncertain value!
Isabel Jewel and Nelson Eddy have
formed a romance pact—at least they
might just as well have, they’re in each
other’s arms (dancing) most of the time.
Each of the Marx Brothers has a bed
on the set of their newest venture. After
each scene is made, the boys make a dive
for the downy couch. When asked why,
they replied in unison: “We think better,
lying down !”
Rumored that Norma Talmadge is com¬
ing back to films! ’Tis said that she and
husband George Jessel will go to England
this fall to make “Jazz Singer.”
Since his one-picture deal with Columbia
fell through, the story is out that Bing
Crosby will produce one picture with his
own money! He’ll find it’s something like
racing the ponies, we fear!
*
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TO 5TART

$90 to
$ 175
MONTHLY

I
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)

Ry. Mail Clerk
P. O. Laborer
R. F. D. Carrier
Special Agent
) Customs Inspector
i City Mail Carrier
> P. O. Clerk
) Matron
) Immig’t Inspector
) Typist

INSTRUCTION BUREAU,DepL315A,SLLiw*,M*.
Send me FR
Government

locations.

*

AE WEST almost knocked the gang
at Paramount for a loop yesterday
when she appeared on the lot in SLACKS!
That is the first time on record that La
West has followed the leader (Dietrich)
and marks, also, the first break-away of
the screen’s No. 1 feminist.
*

*

*

I

T sounds like a pun but it’s true: Ann
Dvorak is wearing a gorgeous Mandarin

coat these days—it was sent to her by a
Chinese fan.

D

) POSTMASTER
Seamstress
Auditor
Stenographer
U.S. Border Patrol
Telephone Opr.
Watchman
Meat Inspector
Statistical Clerk
File Clerk

*

M

*

SALARY

*

It'll Be Feature News

1926 Broadway. New York, N. Y.f Dept. MM-10
I enclose
Shorthand.
it the book
$1.2o from

*

*

*

Dots Right, Dash It

OLORES DEL RIO has rented a
little grass shack in Waikiki and
plans to vacation there whenever pos¬
sible. . . . Bob Montgomery had hardly set
foot in London before he was dodging
offers to appear in British pictures. . . .
Lots and lots of the stars have trekked down
to the Fair at San Diego to appear in the
Movie Exhibit; they actually go through
the making of scenes for the visitors. . . .
Gladys Swarthout gave a huge party the

Demonstrates Amazing
Doubly Effective
Method!

MUST
every woman live constantly in fear
of suffering? “Not at all!” say many

thousands who have found new happiness and
confidence by using Boro-Pheno-Form in mar¬
riage hygiene. Originated by a well-known
physician for his own practice, its remarkable
effectiveness alone soon won coast to coast
popularity. Hundreds have written of con¬
tinued satisfaction 5 to 20 years or more! That
record should banish doubt and fear from
any mind!
So why imperil health with harsh drugs,
some of which are actually poisonous? Their
effect at best is perilously brief. Boro-PhenoForm Suppositories give DOUBLE effective¬
ness—IMMEDIATE effectiveness on applica¬
tion and CONTINUED effectiveness after¬
ward. Amazingly powerful, yet gently soothing,
even beneficial, to inflamed or irritated tissues.
So convenient too! Ready to use, no clumsy
apparatus—no mixing—no danger of overdose
or burns, and no telltale antiseptic odor. In¬
stead, they are actually deodorizing and are
used by many fastidious women for that pur¬
pose alone. One trial will convince you that
here at last is the ideal marriage hygiene meth¬
od—and trial will cost you nothing. Mail the
coupon below for a liberal FREE SAMPLE
and informative booklet.
Dr. Pierre Chemical Co., Dept. P-20
162 N. Franklin St., Chicago, Illinois.

DJ*#* BORO-PHENO-FORM
Mail Coupon for FREE SAMPLE
Dr. Pierre Chemical Co.—Dept. P-20
162 N. Franklin St., Chicago, Illinois
Please send me FREE SAMPLE of Boro-PhenoForm and Free Booklet.
Name_1Address_
City.-.State.
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other day to welcome Lily Pons to the
moom pictures. . . . Though Eddie Lowe
says he will stay on the bachelor list for
a long time, part of the town is betting,
secretly, that he won’t. . . . Countess di
Frasso is still in Europe and Tom Tyler
doesn’t like it at all but Marlene Dietrich
seems to like it all right—she’s taken the
di Frasso house in Beverly Hills for the
time. . . . Elissa Landi is off for Paris to
play the lead in “Two Virgins.”
*

MY OLD RUGS
AND CLOTHING
SAVED ME
ABOUT $ 20 U
CHOICE OF 60 EARLY AMERICAN &
ORIENTAL MASTERPIECES, SOLID COLORS
—regardless of colors in your material.

"NT EVER

before have rugs with so much Character,
’ deep-textured Luxury, distinction of Weave, Color
and Design, been offered at Prices So Low. Before
you buy a rug anywhere, at any price, learn why
two million women prefer these finer Olson Reversible
Rugs to one-sided Velvets, Axminsters or Wiltons.
Double Wear and Luxury at lA the cost.
SPECIAL SIZES YOU CAN’T GET IN STORES
FACTORY-TO-YOU. Ship your old materials Express or
Freight from any state at our expense.
You risk nothing by trial. 61st year.
Write OLSON RUG CO., Dept. W-19

2800 N. Crawford Ave.,

Chicago, III.

Hair

*

Open Letter Department
Dear Buddy Rogers: You better give those
personal appearances the slip, ol’ boy, and
hurry home. We walked into a grand
party out here in Hollywood last night only
to find your sweetheart, Mary Pickford,
arriving with that fair-haired boy, Gene
Raymond.
Dear Walter Winchell: Your jotting to
the effect that Joan Crawford and Franchot Tone were already married these
many months since January, has me down.
I’ve been on a wild goose chase to all the
marriage bureaus and have pumped all the
friends I’ve got and still no proof. If
you aren’t just guessing, Walter, be a pal
and let us all in on it.
Dear Ginger Rogers: The other night at a
party in Hollywood, your name came up
and a couple of those present gave the
impression that you had gone “grand” on
your old pals.
Now, Ginger, I don’t
know any particular reason to believe this
story, nor do I know any reason why you
should be “grand” if you are. All I can
sav is: Don’t mistake the TOP-HAT for
the HIGH-HAT!
. Very sincerely yours,

I once looked like this. Ugly bair on
*ace • • • untamed _ . . discouraged.
Nothing helped. Depilatories, waxes
liquids . . . even razors failed. Then I discovered a
simple, painless, inexpensive method. It worked!
Thousands have won beauty and love with the secret.
My FREE Book, “How to Overcome Superfluous
Hair,” explains the method and proves actual success.
Mailed in plain envelope. Also trial offer. No obliga¬
tion. Write Mile. Annette Lanzette, P. O. Box 4040,
Merchandise Mart. Dept. 183, Chicago.
II nlni/eerl
U n I Or eu

f/ft Gum
MO PIET • HO MEDICINES
• NO EXERCISES •
AN AMAZING invention called Roll£V ette, developed i n Rochester, Min¬
nesota, makesitpos sible for you to rid
.yourself of unsightly pounds of fat
and have a beautiful, slenderform.
This remarkable patented device
takes off fat quickly from any part
of your body without strenuous
diets, dangerous drugs, exercise.
Leaves the flesh firm and gives a
natural healthy glow to the skin.
Makes you feel years younger.

A FEW MINUTES A DAY
ROLLS FAT AWAY
Take off many inches from the
spots where you want to reduce
most. ROLLETTE is an effective,
scientific principle for reducing
which is receiving the approval of
physicians everywhere. Just send
name and address for ET83ETC
Trial Offer—Today T lltL

Rollette Co., 3826 N. Ashland Av.
Dept. 301,
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Chicago, Illinois

LOSES 23 Lbs.
“ By using
Rollette 1 htive
lost 23 lbs. the
first month.”
Anne Reilly,
Milwaukee,
Wise.

I

Here is a Special Offer to
stomach sufferers who have
never used V.M., sensational
new
DRUGLESS treatment
for a,,;,) stomach, Inflammamu
1 tions, stomach and duodenal
l°r
Jma I ulcers and ulcerative colitis,
only
I v.M. . contains no soda, no
bismuth,
no magnesium
or
other
alkalies—NO DRUGS
OF ANY KIND.
Swom-to reports from prominent doc¬
tors and leading hospitals tell of remarkable results
secured in thousands of cases. MANY OF WHICH HAD
PREVIOUSLY BEEN GIVEN UP AS HOPELESS.
We want every stomach sufferer to try V.M. at OUR
EXPENSE and so offer to send a regular $1.00 Treat¬
ment for only 25c to pay the packing and shipping
charges.
THIS IS A SPECIAL OFFER TO NEW
USERS ONLY.
Along with this treatment we will send
sensational booklet giving SWORN-TO reports
from
doctors and hospitals.
Write at once and send 25c only
In stamps or silver to Dept. 158, V.M. PRODUCTS.
500-510 North Dearborn. Chicago.

SPECIAL OFFER
TrsoimantB
ITreatment
I reaimenii

SELL PERSONAL
CHRISTMAS CARDS
No experience needed, c- Liberal pay for
full or spare time. fAleo eell Box Assortments
of Christmas Cards.’ Gift Wrappings, Religious.
Everyday Cards. $1.00 each. Sample outfit furnished.
Wei more 4 Snider. Inc^ 749 Monroe Ave:. DeptlAT, Rochester, N;Y.

WOMEN WANTED
TO DISPLAY FALL DRESS STYLES
Smole or married women.
No experience needed.
— ^
Big pav full or part time—up to $23.75 in a week. Even
housewives get cash fir9t day—latest styles in wool
and crepe at special bargain prices. Your own dresses
furnished without cost.
Write quick for free facts.
Send no money—just name on penny card.

I. V. SEDLER CO., INC.
Dept. 20-10
Cincinnati, Ohio

Now Sales Plan Guarantees Ringless Silk
Hosiery Against Runs. Make amazing
profits without canvassing.
Inter-lock stitch resists snags,
wears
longer.
Tailorized
lengths. Low Priced. Experi¬
ence unnecessary.
SUPERWEAR HOSIERY CO.
Dept. 1-2

Peter Abbott

Face

Lips
OFF CHin

*

STOMACH
SUFFERERS

St. Paul, Minn.

Write
for Four
Full Sized
Hose Sam¬
ple* FREE

FREE Semples
Send Yovjr Hose Size

LEG SUFFERERS
A College Boy's Portrait
of Madge Evans

■

i
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(Continued from page 59)

Why continue to suffer? Do some¬
thing to secure quick relief. Write
today for New Booklet—“THE LIEPE
METHOD OF HOME TREATMENT.”
It tells about Varicose Veins, Varicose
Ulcers, Open Leg Sores, Milk or Fever Leg.
Eczema. Liepe Method works while you
walk.
More than 40 years of success.
Praised and endorsed by thousands.
FREE
LIEPE METHODS. 3284 N. Green Bay Ave.,
Dept. K-16, Milwaukee, Wis.

like. Sunflowers are her pet peeve. But
you can’t begrudge a funny little peeve
like that to anyone who goes in for such
pleasant and human things as reading in
bed and Model “A” Fords. And football
games.
She likes these things.
There are the things she has done,
basically important to this portrait.
It
began early, this doing things : Madge had
been out of the cradle only three years
when first the public saw her on a maga¬
zine cover. It saw a miniature golden¬
haired baby in the best tradition clutching
a bunch of violets and sitting on a cake
of soap. Underneath there was a cap¬
tion :
“Have You a Little Fairy in Your
Home?”
And with that as the beginning things
began to happen in a big way for Madge
Evans.
She became a child star in “Sign of
the Cross,” and continued her triumph in
“The Day of Reckoning” and “Heidi.”
She made a personal appearance tour and
discovered just how important she was
when throngs of young admirers sought

BOOKLET

STOP^ITCH
.

IN

ONE" MINUTE . . .

Simply apply Dr. Dennis’ cooling, antiseptic, liquid
D. £>. D. Prescription. Quickly relieves the itching
torture of eczema, eruptions, rashes and other skin
afflictions. Its gentle oils soothe the irritated and in¬
flamed skin. Clear, greaseless, and stainless—dries
fast. Stops the most intense itching instantly. A 35c
trial bottle, at drug stores, proves it—or money back.

D»D«D*

STOP Your Rupture
Worries!

Why worry and suffer with that
rupture any longer? Learn about
my perfected invention. It has
brought ease, comfort and happi¬
ness to thousands by assisting in
relieving and aiding many case*
of reducible hernia. It has Auto¬
matic Air Cushions which bind
and draw the broken parts
together as you would a
broken limb. No obnoxious
c.e. Brocks, inventor springs or pads.
No salves or
plasters. Durable, cheap. Sent on trial to prove it.
Beware of imitations. Never sold in stores nor by
agents. Write today for full information sent free
Lrs plain, sealed envelope.
H. C. BROOKS, 182-D State St., Marshall, Michigan
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WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILEWITHOUT CALOMEL

T

And You’ll Jump out of Bed in
the Morning Rarin’ to Go

HE liver should pour out two pounds of
liquid bile into your bowels daily. If this
bile is not flowing freely, your food doesn't
digest. It just decays in the bowels. Gas bloats
up your stomach. You get constipated. Your
whole system is poisoned and you feel sour,
sunk and the world looks punk.
A mere bowel movement doesn't get at the
cause. It takes those good, old Carter’s Little
Liver Pills to get these two pounds of bile
flowing freely and make you feel "up and up".
Harmless, gentle, yet amazing in making bile
flow freely. Ask for Carter’s Little Liver Pills,
by name. Stubbornly refuse anything else.
25c at all drug stores.
© '931. c. m. co.

LITTLE BLUE BOOKS
Send postcard for our free catalogue. Thou¬
sands of bargains. Address: LITTLE BLUE
BOOK CO., Catalogue Dept., Desk 466.
Girard, Kansas.

FaVIS HAIR

Women, girls, men with gray, faded, streaked hair. Shampoo
and color your hair at the same time With new French
discovery "SHAMPO-KOLOR,” takes few minutes, leaves
hair soft, glossy ..natural. Permits oennanent wave and curl.
FreeBooklel Monsieur L. P Vallignr. Dept 1& 254 W 3JSI.. New York

Finished in 18 Kt.

J ■■

WHITE GOLD \H<t

To introduce our ■
Beautiful Blue White Rainbow
Flash Stones, we will send a
1 Kt. IMPORTED Simulated
DIAMOND, mounted in Lovely
18 Kt. White-Gold Finish Ring
as illustrated, for this ad. and
15c expense in coin. Address:
National Jewelry Co., Dept. 2,
Wheeling, W. Va. (2 for 25c.)

100% Improvement Guaranteed
e build, strengthen the vocal organs —

t

urith finding lessons—but by fundamentally
and and scientifically correct silent exercises . .
d absolutely guarantee to improve any sin if mg
speaking voice at Least 100% • . • Write for
mderful voice book—sent tree. Learn WHY you
□ now have the voice yon want. No literature
nt to anyone under 17 unless signed by parent.

iRFECT VOICE INSTITUTE, Studio 79-17
64 E. Lake St., Chicago

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED
Size 8x10

inches

or smaller if desired.
Same price for full length
or bust form, croups, land¬
scapes. pet animals, etc.,
or enlargements of any
part of group picture. Safe
return of original photo
guaranteed.

SEND NO MONEY
(any *i*«) and within a week you will receive
your
beautiful
life-like
enlargement.
guaran¬
teed fadeless.
Pay postman 47c plus postage^
or send 49c with order and we pay postage.
Big
6x20 inch enlargement sent C. G. D. 78c p*«*=
postage or send 80c and we pay postage. Take advantage of this amasinT
offer now. Send your photos today. Specify size wanted.

STANDARD ART STUDIOS
104 S. Jefferson Street, Dept. 1545-M, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

HANDS YOU A

LIGHTED Cigarette
Take a beautifully enameled
Case from your vest pocket.
Press a magic button! Automatically there is a spark
a flame. Your favorite brand of cigarette is delivered
LIGHTED . . . right to your lips.
You PUFF
and SMOKE. A new. revolutionary invention . . .
perfected . . guaranteed . . . amazingly low priced.

15-Day Trial

Order

Say the word and we’ll send you a Magic Case for
15 Days' Trial at our risk. Get details of this offer.

MAGIC CASE MFRS, De»t. P-4IS0
4JJ4 Cozens A*e.,
St. Lnuis, Me.

AGENTS!
Big
Profits Easy — Quick!
New
-No-Sell¬
ing” Plan starts
you.
Get trial
offer.
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her autograph. She inspired a hat, which
was named for her.
Time out was taken then—you can’t thrill
audiences with knobby knees and dubi¬
ously gawky graces. Madge had reached
that stage.
So she became an ordinary
young lady for a while and went to school.
We asked her about that.
“Being an
‘ordinary girl,’ ” we said.
“That must
have been a relief to you.”
She stared at us in genuine wonder¬
ment. “But it wasn’t a question of being
different from other people,” she insisted.
“Oh, I suppose being in motion pictures,
catching an education in jumps and flur¬
ries, affected my life. It must have. But
the rest was perfectly normal. I wasn’t
conscious of being set apart.”
All the same, that adolescent period,
unexciting though it was. must have been
a pleasant one.
It didn’t last long, at
any rate.
She was only fourteen when
she made “Classmates,” with Richard
Barthelmess, and followed that success
with “On the Banks of the Wabash.”
She tried the stage for a time, but
that was before M-G-M found her; you
know the rest. You saw “Lovers Cou¬
rageous,” “Mimsi,” “The Greeks Had a
Word for It,” “Dinner at Eight,” “Day of
Reckoning,” “Helldorado,” “Stand Up and
Cheer.” You saw “Paris Interlude” and
“Death on the Diamond” and “David Copperfield.”

Hair!
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HERE are the things she will do
when her contract has ended and she
can return to her beloved stage.
Marriage may be one of those things.
“I expect to get married some day,” she
told us. “Of course. People do. But it
won’t be for any life of vines and cot¬
tages.
I’ll be on the stage just the
same.”
To the inevitable question, “Do you
think a career and a marriage can mix?”
she had a ready answer.
“They’ll mix in my case,” she said, “be¬
cause my home is entirely separated from
my work.
He could have his job, and
I’d have mine. You couldn’t ask for any¬
thing nicer than that.”
Madge Evans is free.
In a life of
periodic changes from one sea-board to
the other she hasn’t had the chance to
contract ties or fetters that might hold
her in one place. And she is glad of that.
Living with her mother in a Holly¬
wood house has not been very expensive
and Madge doesn’t go in for liveried
flunkies and fleets of motors. She scamp¬
ers between studio and home in a little
loud-voiced car, and frequently cooks din¬
ner herself. .
And so the portrait stands, this picture
of America’s Girl Friend.
Beauty is here, a special loveliness.
Simplicity and sincerity are the predomi¬
nate overtones, with a sophistication which
is apparent because she does not make a
point of being sophisticated.
There is, above all, the restrained charm
which every college man wants in his
girl and seldom finds, because coeds try
too hard.
The question is, if there had been the
campus idol she described present in that
classroom, and if he had asked her to go
to the Grove with him, what would her
answer have -been ?
I’ll bet she would have accepted.
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“HERE'S A REAL

job-insurance policy!”
“The boss called me in
today and said, ‘Fred,
as you know, we have
I beeri laying some men
around here. The
'reason I am telling you
this is that you, too,
were on the list to go.
But when I received no¬
tice that you had com¬
pleted a course of home
study, I figured a man
that is anxious to make
good deserved recogni¬
tion.
I’m appointing
you as my assistant 1’
“This diploma from
the International Corre¬
spondence Schools is real
job-insurance l”
Even to hold the job
you've got, it's necessary
to have training—I. C. S.
can help you. Mail the
coupon1
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# Quickly and safely you can tint those streaks of
gray to lustrous shades of blonde, brown or black.
BROWNATONE and a small brush does it. Used and
approved for over twenty-three years. Guaranteed
harmless. Active coloring agent i9 purely vegetable.
Cannot affect waving of hair. Economical and lasting
—will not wash out. Imparts rich, beautiful color
with amazing speed. Easy to prove by applying a lit¬
tle of this famous tint to a lock of your own hair.
BROWNATONE is only 50c—at all drug and toilet
counters—always on a money-back guarantee.
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(Continued from page 12)
recognize in every picture.
All the players who first started with
/‘Our Gang*’ are grown-ups now. Some
of them are even married. There’s no one
in this crop, however, who's older than
seven years of age.
When I first saw Director Miens on
location he was talking with “Spanky”
and “Buckwheat’’ about their next scene.
The boys were to fish in the private stream
of a mean old farmer, who was to catch
them at it. After rehearsing the scene
two or three times, the director told the
cameraman to start shooting it.
“Cut,” said Director Miens.
“Spanky,” he said, “you'll have to look
up quicker, when the farmer starts talk¬
ing to you.”
“Spanky” had been far too interested in
watching the cork on his fishing line.
And this is the reason why. “Spanky”
loves fishing. He will sit for hours pa¬
tiently watching for a bobbing of his
cork. He didn’t want even acting to in¬
terfere with a nibble on his line.
The scene was retaken. This time it
was perfect, so “Spanky” went right on
with his fishing. ~ “Buckwheat” wan¬
dered off the scene toward a white duck.
You have all seen the duck used in the
recent “Our Gang” comedies, I’m sure.
Well, that duck has caused “Buckwheat”
trouble. It seems the duck liked to take
a peck at him now and then when he wasn’t
looking. - Naturally, “Buckwheat” had
been shying from it. This wouldn’t do, of
course, because the duck had to be used
in many scenes of the picture. Director
Miens had to think of some way to make
“Buckwheat” and the duck friends again.
So, one night he sent the duck over to
“Buckwheat’s” house. The duck had to
be fed, and “Buckwheat” had to do it.
By the time they arrived at the studio the
next morning, “Buckwheat” and the duck
were pals again.
A sharp whistle sounded, calling every¬
one back to work. “Spanky” and “Buck¬
wheat” again faced the camera.
“Now, ‘Buckwheat,’ as the farmer turns
to leave, I want you to swing the fish¬
ing pole back into the water,” said Direc¬
tor Miens. “Only it is going to catch into
the farmer’s hat and throw it into the
water.”
“Buckwheat” took the fishing pole and
swung it back. The poor assistant direc¬
tor happened to be standing in the way.
Around and around his neck the line went.
“Buckwheat” had caught him instead of the
farmer’s hat.
California laws protecting movie chil¬
dren from overwork and fatigue are very
strict
Any child under two years is
permitted to work only four hours per
day ; there are special rules and regula¬
tions for babies; boys and girls of four
are permitted to work six hours; children
over six are allowed eight hours per day.
But there must be rest periods at reg¬
ular intervals. But don’t think just be¬
cause the kids are actors they can skip
school. Not on your life. During the
school months, there’s a teacher right on
the set and the children must have their
lessons at certain periods of the day.
“Few people realize,” Director Miens
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been perfect ever since.”
Frances Lonsdale also has thick
wavy hair now. although at one
time It was believed her hair roots
were dead. She used Kotalko.
Many other men and women attest that hair has stop pea falling
excessively, dandruff has been de¬
creased. new luxuriant hair growth
has been developed where roots
were alive, after using Kotalko to
stimulate scalp.
Are your hair roots alive but
dormant?
If so. why not use
Kotalko Encourage new growth
of hair to live on sustenance avail¬
able In your own scalp. Kotalko is
sold at drug stores everywhere.
■
To prove the efficacy of Kotalko.
tor men’s, women’s and children’s hair. Use coupon.

Kotal Co. 355-V, Station O, New York
Please send me Proof Box of KOTALKO.
Name.

And here is a surprise! Director Miens
would like to have the readers of Movie
Mirror, Junior, write him about “Our
Gang/’ What kind of pictures would you
like to see them make? Have you any
suggestions about “Our Gang” comedies
which you think would make them even
better than they are? If so, write your
letters and send them to Movie Mirror,
Junior, 7751 Sunset Boulevard, Holly¬
wood, California. An- autographed pho¬
tograph of the members of “Our Gang”
will be given to each boy or girl writing
one of the five best letters received.
Get busy! Write your letter, and win
one of these prize photographs.
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LAST MINUTE NEWS
Lubitsch's marriage to Vivian Gaye is in
the headlines.
Romance:
Paramount newcomer Marsha
Hunt and Jack (Thinner) Oakie.
Marion Talley, once of the Metropolitan
Opera, is starting a new carer in the films.
Most shocking news of the month: the
separation of Joan Blondell and George
Barnes.
If Charles Boyer is available, he will be
co-starred with Dietrich in "Invitation to Hap¬
piness."
Gladys Swarthout will do "Carmen" if the
studio can locate a suitable Don Jose.
Heather Angel and Ralph Forbes deny
that the new addition to their home is a
nursery.
Fred Astaire goes to Bermuda when his
book on dancing is finished.
Richard Dix and his wife will tour Europe
by plane before returning to Hollywood.
His studio has ordered Preston Foster out
of his new high-speed boat until
The Last
Days of Pompeii" is finished.
Steffi Duna is enrolling in the Hollywood
High School for fall courses in geography,
United States history and English.
Samuel Goldwyn is to produce plays on
Broadway; the first is "Romany Afternoon"
and its authors are two college lads who are
studying pictures meanwhile.
Romance: Henry Fonda and Shirley Ross.
Ruby Keeler's sister, Marjorie, begins her
dancing career at the Cocoanut Grove.
M-G-M has decided to let Myrna Loy cool
her heels till she agrees to their terms—and
this may mean another Mrs. Thin Man for
Bill Powell.
Margot Grahame leaves for England to
bring her parents to Hollywood for good..
Lily Pons can't use her Hollywood swim¬
ming pool (her first) until she has finished
all the song recording for the films, because
of the danger of a husky voice.
The Nelson Eddy-lsabel Jewell romance is
out.
M-G-M's search for a Romeo for their
Juliet is like their hunt for a young "David
Copperfield."
n
Frances Marion's new "Valley People” is
ouf and getting rave reviews.
Evelyn Venable's baby is expected within
the next six months.
Clark Williams is set for .the title role in
Universal's "Tailspin Tommy."
Janet Gaynor and her mother and Mar¬
garet Lindsay have gone to Honolulu for
a rest.
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MIRROR

HOLLYWOOD
The film colony finds its own
newcomers every bit as exciting
as do the fans—and, of course,
knows a great deal more about them!

doesn’t handle her body as though it were the chassis of a
Rolls Royce.
I can’t even think of such characteristics as
I watch Bergner in “Escape Me Never.” I am aware only
of Gemma who left her dead baby behind her in the hospital,
of the girl’s understanding, without bitterness, that she is
in love forever with a man who isn’t worthy of any one's
love.

To me she is as satisfying as a cold drink of water,

as exciting as golden champagne.

(There’s a very fine story

about her on Page 34, this issue.)

T

HE hidden Hollywood is excited, in different ways, over

two new men, Charles Boyer and Nelson Eddy.
The
women whisper, “Will Boyer stay married?”
They ask,
“Will Nelson Eddy marry?” Executive Hollywood worries
over Boyer’s accent and his insistence upon returning to
France just so many months a year. They worry over how
to cast Eddy.
If Eddy were juSi a scat singer, it would

Half of Hollywood is raving about M-G-M's exquisite
Viennese importation, Luise Rainer (above). The other half
is wild about the great German actress, Elisabeth Bergner.

T

HOUGHTS during a Hollywood month: Thank
heaven, new personalities are appearing.
When I
read about the French remaining fans of Mistinguette
for forty years, or of the English affection for Marie
Tempest or Irene Vanburgh for several decades, I wonder
what makes me so lacking in loyalty.
Certainly no one
could have been more of a Garbo fan than I have been, nor
a Crawford fan. But now it seems to me that I know every
angle of their strangely beautiful faces, know every trick
of their acting performances. The West hip-wiggle doesn’t
seem to me what it once was, and I crave newness.
""FHAT is, I suppose, why I am so doggoned excited
-*■ over Elisabeth Bergner. Hollywood right now is divided
into two camps, the Bergner-ites and the Rainer-ites.
I
belong with the Bergner crowd. A lot of my feeling about
her, I’m sure, is due to her not being pretty. I am so tired
of screen prettiness, the perfect hair, the sweeping lashes,
the lusciously shaped mouth.
Rainer is beautiful and ex¬
quisitely young.
Bill Powell calls himself a “stooge for
Cinderella” when you mention Luise and “Escapade” to
him.
And Cinderella the girl is, elevated to co-stardom
on her first picture and the picture cleaning up all over
the country despite the summer heat. I will concede Rainer
her limpid eyes and her captivating smile. But I wish she
wouldn’t be so cute, and I wish her studio would tell her
that years ago Lionel Barrymore used that trick of making
hiccoughs seem very funny.

T
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be easy to find pictures for him. If he were merely hand¬
some, that would be a cinch, too.
But the combination of
his looks, his charm and his truly great voice bewilders
them.
The other night when the moon was having that eclipse
of hers, Nelson Eddy stopped by at the beach house where I
was visiting.
As the moon rose high, Nelson began to
sing. Because there were only four of us present, he wasn’t
thinking about “what the public wants.” He sang, as songs
came to his mind, everything from “Tristan” to “The Last
Round-Up.”
It was a potent blend, I assure you, the sea, the moon¬
light, a highball or two, and the Eddy voice muted down
to a whisper.

T) ARAMOUNT,

Metro-Goldwyn-Maver, Warner Bros.,
RKO-Radio and Fox are the five studios permitted to

call themselves “major” studios.
The remainder, because
they put out fewer films per year, have to be listed as
also-rans.
Two powerful contenders have been rising in
the last year, little Columbia and Twentieth Century. Now
Twentieth Century, which actually means Daryl Zanuck,
has merged with Fox.
In other words, from now on Mr.
Zanuck will’ be Fox, or Fox will be Mr. Zanuck, and you
and I will see some good pictures.
What makes it nice for all of us who are merely the
people who pay our money at the box-office is that Zanuck
will pep up Fox.

Because of this, United Artists, which he

left, feel they have to show him they don’t even miss him,
and that will pep up United Artists. To take Zanuck’s place,
David Selznick has left Metro for UA, so Metro will be
pepped up to show Selznick that they don’t miss him. That
will automatically throw Warners and Paramount into the
general competition, to prove they are superior to anyone,

LIKE the fact that Bergner hasn’t pretty hair, nor a

and while the boys are all scrapping I don’t see how you and

pretty mouth, that she’s too short for grace, and that she

I can lose.

HAS STRANGE INFLUENCE THAT CHARMS
PROSPECTS INTO BUYING . . .
World’s greatest dollar bill magnet. Draws cash
dollars into your pockets as surely as it attracts
attention on your finger. Nothing else like it.
Actually charms people into buying. Do but
little more than wear this fascinating ring—and
a flood of dollars is let loose on you. Simply
show it—and the money is yours for the taking.
Unbelievable? Just try it and see. This sensa¬
tional new ring is already bringing thousands
of dollars in cash to others. It can do the same

for you. Women will find this an ideal
profit maker. Nothing to carry. No money
to invest. Just wear ring and handle the
cash. Full or spare time. Splendid way
to get money for smart new clothes or
furniture for the home, cash to pay bills
or to live on. Read the facts about
this wonderful ring. Then use this
gripping money maker to put cash in
your hands.

SECRET PROCESS CREATES RING
FROM ANY SIZE PHOTO OR SNAPSHOT
No wonder this unique ring can pile up such amazing profits for
you. It is, without a doubt, the most sensational ring develop¬
ment of the 20th century. After years of patient research, count¬
less experiments, I have uncovered a marvelous secret that has
been unknown to man for ages—a revolutionary process that en¬
ables me to take any size snapshot or photo and permanently
reproduce it on an onyx-like black ring. Reproduction clear and
sharp. Becomes permanent part of ring. Lasts a lifetime. Can¬
not chip or fade. Mother’s, daughter’s, wife’s, husband’s or sweet¬
heart’s photo reproduced on ring—a lifetime remembrance that will
be cherished even more highly as the years go by. Photo returned
unharmed with ring.

MERELY SHOW SAMPLE RING and

Grab the Dollar Bills
When anyone speaks of a ring you
think of an expensive piece of
jewelry costing anywhere from
$10.00 to $500.00. But this Portrait
Ring sells for the LOW price of
ONLY $2.00.
Think of it! How
can this ring help selling like wild¬
fire at this almost unbelievably
low price? And here is the best
news of all. Out of the $2 you
get $1 profit. One dollar on every
sale.
Can’t you
see
yourself
stuffing dollar bills into your
pockets—right and left? Is there
a man or woman alive who doesn’t
thrill at these enormous profit
possibilities?

I'll Make Up Sample Ring for
You at My Risk
To get started cashing in on the Por¬
trait Ring, send me photo and ring size.
I’ll make up ring for you at once and
send it to you for $1—only half the
regular price.
Pay postman the $1
plus few cents postage when he de¬
livers ring. Keep it for 5 days. If you
are not satisfied for any reason, return
ring and I’ll refund your dollar. You
take no risk. You can’t lose. I take all
the chances. To find your ring size,
wrap strip of paper around middle
joint of finger so ends meet. Measure
paper from top of arrow down chart at
right. Number at end is your ring size.

You Get Paid in Advance

Send No Money—Mail
Coupon

No waiting for profits. You simply
show ring and write up order. Collect
dollar deposit on order. Keep the dollar
as your profit. I’ll make up the ring
and ship it direct to the customer
C.O.D. for the balance due. No de¬
livery work for you to do. All your
time is spent in profitable order writing,
gathering the golden harvest that is
waiting for you. With the millions of
rolls of snapshots that have been taken
this summer, you couldn’t pick a better
time to start than right now. Prospects
everywhere will eagerly welcome your
suggestions to have these snapshots
reproduced on Portrait Rings.

Rush coupon and photo today. Send no
money. Act at once. Wear this sensa¬
tional ring and begin pocketing the dol¬
lars. Order blanks and complete in¬
structions for cashing in on this money¬
making sensation sent FREE. Write
NOW. Even if you think you are not
interested in wearing this ring for the
purpose of taking orders, send for it
anyhow. Once you begin wearing it
and your relatives, friends and ac¬
quaintances start complimenting you
on it and asking where they can buy
one, you won’t be able to resist pocket¬
ing the cash profits it offers you.

THE PORTRAIT RING COMPANY
Dept. 7-K, 12th and Jackson Sts.

Cincinnati, Ohio

NO RISK RING COUPON
The Portrait Ring Co.
Dept. 7-K, 12th & Jackson St.
Cincinnati, Ohio

^
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□ Attached is photo. Please send ring
and complete equipment for taking
orders.
Will pay $1.00 C.O.D. plus
few cents postage on delivery of ring
and other material. If not satisfied. I will return
ring within five days and you will refund my
money.
□ Send full details only.
Ring Size.

|

Address.
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Who closely scrutinized
His income tax blank
And then sent it back
With the following notation:
'I have given the matter careful thought
And have decided not to join
The Income Tax.**
Now getting around to cigarettes
There are no ifs ands or buts
About Chesterfield
Two words make everything clear .

Ip.
liT55

193*), Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.
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A GOLDEN SYMPHONY
OF THRILLING SONG,
VIBRANT ROMANCE
AND SOUL-STIRRING
EMOTION!

Even the worlds applause ringing in her ears
could not silence her yearning heart-song for one
glorious moment with the man she loved and one
enchanting hour with the son she could never claim!.

0L , ,
presents

Qli Socu

ED W ARD

an

SMALL

production
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Thrill to the magnificent
voice of the screen s latest
find—George Houston, as
he sings the “ Toreador”
song from “ Carmen” and
“Ritorno di Sorriento”,
famous Italian folk song.

JOSEPHINE HUTCHINSON
GEORGE
HELEN WESTLEY
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(OUT OCTOBER 25|
The Unknown Love of Una Merkel

Don't Get Him Wrong.John Chatterton
Brian Aherne Is Not at All What He Seems to Be!
Luise Rainer—as She Really Is!.Jack Grant
Meet the Girl Who Captured Your Heart in "Escapade"
The Inside Story of Sneak Previews.Holmes Williams
The Lowdown on How Films Are Tried Out on the "Dog"!
Temptations of an Actress
—As told to Gladys Hall by Jeanette MacDonald
Every Career Girl Faces the "Strictly Dishonorable" Bugaboo
The Stars Live Drama.Caroline Somers Hoyt

30

Those Real-Life Crises Are Stranger than Episodes in a Scenario!
The Will Rogers I Knew..Fred Stone
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What the Newspapers Missed About His Tragic Passing
The Women in Bob Taylor's Life.George Madden
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The Truth about a Contender for the Heartthrob Championship
The Days Ginger Rogers Can Never Forget!.William F. French
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One of Hollywood's Most Unusual People—Warner Oland
Hollywood's Hidden Past......Walter Ramsey

If you're "in the know" in Hollywood, you
are aware that Una Merkel is one of its
best-liked personalities. She has been called
the
Most
Popular
Girl
in
Hollywood.
MOVIE MIRROR has dug up the inside
story of how she has acquired this reputa¬
tion—and it's based on a secret romance
revealed for the first time next month.
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1 YEARS FOR
M-G-M again electrifies the world with
"Broadway Melody of 1936” glorious successor
to the picture which 7 years ago set a new
standard in musicals. Roaring comedy, warm
romance, sensational song hits, toe-tapping
dances,eye-filling spectacle, a hand-picked cast.
THE GREATEST MUSICAL
SHOW IN SCREEN HISTORY!

SING THESE
SONG HITS!
"On aSundoy Afternoon”
"You Are My LuckyStar"
"Broadway Rhythm”
"Sing Before Breakfast"
"I've Got A Feeling
You're Foolin'"

by Nacio Herb Brown
and Arthur Freed,com¬
posers for the original
"Broadway Melody”

ELEANOR

JACK

4A MERKEL * FRANCES
SID

ROBERT

LANGFORD

T

SILVERS - BUDDY EBSEN

JUNE KNIGHT • VILMA EBSEN
HARRY STOCKWELL • NICK LONG, JR.
A Metro-Go/^w^w-Mayer

Picture

Directed by Roy Del Ruth • Produced by John W. Considine, Jr.
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A HOLLYWOOD
ACT BOULEVARD
Author’s Note: This month we’re going to have a ‘‘request program.’
So many of you have been kind enough to write in and ask for certain types
of people and places and at last I’ve gotten together an entire column of
them. A number of letters, of course, merely mentioned a class of workers
or a job in Hollyzvood. If the letters keep coming with suggestions, zve
may have another of these “request programs” so let me knozv hozv you like
it. Address me: 7751 Sunset Boulevard, Hollyzvood, California.—W. R.

By WALTER
RAMSEY

M

R. PAUL WIDLICSKA
came from Budapest, Hun¬
gary, in 1914 to be a cabi¬
net-maker in Hollywood.
One day, on the set of a picture, he
almost choked to death from chemical
gas. It gave him an idea for a new
job in Hollywood.
Mr. Widlicska has become a “fog
expert.”
Since he is only about five-feeteight and has brown-gray hair, Mr.
Widlicska doesn’t look like an “ex¬
pert” of any kind, except maybe an
expert cabinet-maker. He’s about
forty and has two children who are
going through college on a wisp of
fog. But Mr. Widlicska almost had
to die for his art before he could
make his art earn him his goulash
and college degrees.
‘‘In the old days, they used to use
a combination of ammonia gases to
produce the movie fogs,” said Mr.
Widlicska with a shudder at the
memory. “It made the actors’ eyes
smart and they couldn't do their love
scenes good; so I tried mixing it
different.”
His first job as a fog expert was
on “The Thief of Bagdad” and his
new mixture didn't work. In fact,
if Douglas Fairbanks hadn’t made
4

it a habit to get to the set an hour early, Mr. Widlicska
wouldn’t be fogging up the situation today. Fairbanks
dragged the expert out from under the fog machines just
in time.
The next day Mr. Widlicska invented a new idea!
“Now, today, we are still using my invention. We heat
some ordinary mineral oil and force it through an aperture
under high pressure with compressed air. In ‘The Dark
Angel' we want a low-lying, London fog, so I heat the oil
only a little. For ‘Barbary Coast’ we want a high, San
Francisco fog so I heat the oil a lot and it rises above the
whole set. See ? I nake fogs to order.”
As I walked away from Mr. Widlicska’s work of art, I
thought. “With half the world walking around in a fog
most of the time, this one little guy
is the only one who gets paid for
Ammonia in the old-time studio "fogs'1
it.”
was hard on the love scenes, so Paul
Widlicska (above) invented his own
mixture of—mineral oil! Maxine, the
Trocadero cigarette girl, is famous in
Hollywood for her very pretty legs.

'Vr OU’D never think she was
1 “Hollywood’s Party Girl” to
look at her. She has the sweetest
little face you’ve ever seen and her
blonde hair has a soft, old-fashioned
wave. But despite the fact that she
is young and beautiful, she never
dances at Plollywood parties.
Ella Wickersham goes to parties
in a wheelchair.
A few years ago, Ella and her
brother were a famous team of
adagio dancers. They brought down
the house with their dangerous feats
—until that night of the terrible ac¬
cident. Ella was flying through the
air toward the waiting arms of her
brother. Something, perhaps a light,
obscured his vision and his usual
protective arms were not there for
his sister. She fell to the-stage in a
tangled heap. That night, late, the
doctor told the young man that his
little sister might never walk again.
It was then that he vowed he would
devote his life to her. And so, to
this day, whenever Ella Wickersham
arrives at a Hollywood party, her
brother is pushing the wheelchair.
Why does she go to every social
event in (Continued on page 97)
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“From heave ft to earth, from earth to heaven

CENTURIES

IN

THE

MAKING

. .. imagination bodies forth the forms of things unknown”

WARNER

BROS,

will present for two performances daily, in selected cities and theatres,

Max

Rei

n h a r d t's

first motion picture production

A MIDSUMMER
NIGHT’S DREAM”
from the classic comedy by

WILLIAM

SHAKESPEARE

accompanied by the immortal music of

FELIX

MENDELSSOHN

VICTOR JORY
MICKEY ROONEY

HOBART CAVANAUGH

/i ugmented
directed by
erich

by many hundreds of others in spectacular ballets

Bronislava njjinska

wolfegang

GRANT MITCHELL

and

. The costumes by

korngold

duction under personal direction of

The music arranged by

nini theilade.
max

max reinhardt

IMPORTANT

ree.

and

The entire pro¬

william

dieterle.

NOTICE

Since there has never been a motion picture like

a midsummer night’s dream,

its exhibition to the public will differ from that of any other screen attraction.
Reserved seats only' will be available for the special advance engagements,
which will befor a strictly limited period. Premieres of these engagements
will be not only outstanding events in the film world, but significant civic occasions.
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movie
Hollywood is all excited about little
Sybil Jason, but the only thing
that excites her is her new

/

REVIEWS FOR JUNIORS
ALICE ADAMS (RKO-Radio).
Katharine Hepburn as
a poor wallflower who Anally marries the town's richest
boy. Lots of laughs for older children.
THE CRUSADES (Paramount).
Here is a thrilling
spectacular picture with plenty about knights and
ladies of old.
STEAMBOAT ROUND THE BEND (Fox). Will Rogers
owns a steamboat in this, and runs a race with the
other boats on- the river that will make you laugh plenty.
OLD MAN RHYTHM (RKO-Radio).
Buddy Rogers in
a story about college life. Buddy and his dad both
enroll at the same college. Music, too.
HOP-ALONG CASSIDY (Paramount). A fi ne western
with Bill Boyd doing some grand riding and singing.
TUMBLING TUMBLEWEEDS
(Mascot).
western with pleaty of action.

A

musical

W

ELL, have the movie children been having a
time this month!
Two little girls made big

advances in their screen popularity. They are
Edith Fellows and Sybil Jason and you’11 be
hearing more and more about them from now on.
Edith is nine years old.

She has been in pictures for

some time, playing bits in “Cavalcade,” “Cimarron,” “Mrs.
Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch,” and “Black Fury.” But her
recent good work with Claudette Colbert in “She Married
Her Boss” has everyone asking questions
about her.
She is the darling of the Co¬

she goes to the movies.

Sybil Jason, the other little new star of the month, works
at the Warner studios, where she is popular with everyone.
Sybil has blue eyes and jet-black hair. She was born way
off in Capetown, South Africa, and is five-and-a-half years
old.
Although she just recently came to Hollywood, her

lumbia studios now.
“In my last picture,” Edith tells us, “I’m
playing the part of a regular meanie. Usu¬
ally I’m a goody-goody kind of girl, but I

everything.

A London favorite for her singing, danc¬
Sybil has a dandy background for acting
and entertainment.
“I was terribly busy all the time in Lon¬
don,” the little star explained, “with the two

and

films I worked in and my radio broadcast¬

I even throw my dolls at my

ing, and I even made some records with
my Uncle Harry’s orchestra.”

dog! But I’d rather be a good girl on the
screen than a bad one.”

Her uncle, Harry Jacobson, is the leader

Edith has played both kinds, too, so she
should know.
Edith

acting in “Little Big Shot,” with Robert
Armstrong, won her a long-term contract.
ing and piano playing at the age of five,

guess I’m a regular villain in this one—that
is, up until the time I ‘reform.’
“I throw things around, scream

Boris Karloff is her favorite actor.

She has two pets; one canary, called Buddy, and Fluffy,
a four-months-old kitten.
She wants to have a house so
she can have lots of dogs some day.

of the orchestra playing at London’s Savoy
Hotel.

lives with her grandmother, who

Sybil likes the slang used by American

brought her to Hollywood when she was
three years old. Pier parents are theatrical
performers.
“I’m in grade Five-A at the Hollywood
Conservatory,” Edith said.
“I get pretty

youngsters.
She has had to ask the mean¬
ing of many expressions used by other boys
and girls she plays with.
She loves palm
trees and big American ice cream cones.
Sybil’s doing considerable talking these
days about her new puppy. She has always

good
marks,
too,
don't
I,
Mummy?”
(You see, Edith calls her grandmother
“Mummy.”)

wanted a dog and now that she has one she’ll
talk about it to anyone who will listen to
her.

Mummy agreed that she did.
Edith’s a healthy little girl. She goes to
bed early and gets ten or eleven hours sleep
every night—except Saturday night, when

Edith Fellows often plays
meanie roles, but would
rather be a good girl.

David Holt had the prize birthday party
of the month.

It was held at the Para-

mount

(Continued

studios

on

page

86)
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So Red
the Rose!
The Flower of Southern Chivalry
Dewed with the Shining Glory
of a Woman’s Tears

.

■

■

"SO RED THE ROSE,” starring MARGARET SULLAVAN and Waiter Connolly with
Randolph Scott. Directed by King Vidor. From Stark Young’s novel. A Paramount Picture.
7
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FOR LOVERS
The romantic idol of radio and opera
comes to the screen — and triumphs
in a sensational debut! Millions will
thrill as Martini portrays a struggling
young tenor who sings a song of love
on the heart-strings of one woman,
and the purse-strings of another!
Here is a cast of famous names from
the opera, the radio, the screen, the
concert stage. Here is romance at its
happiest, songs at their brightest,
dances at their gayest!
NINO MARTINI, idol of the Metropoli¬
tan Opera and popular radio programs.
With his magnetic personality, his
magnificent voice, he flashes to star¬
dom as the screen’s new romantic hero.

A JESSE L. LASKY PRODUCTION with

MARIA GAMBARELLI, famous ballet
dancer and protege of Pavlowa,

NINO MARTINI
GENEVIEVE TOBIN
ANITA LOUISE
SCHUMANN-HEINK, best loved of
all operatic prima donnas, now
brings her inspiring voice to the
screen.

MARIA GAMBARELLI
MME. ERNESTINE SCHUMANN-HEINK
REGINALD DENNY
VICENTE ESCUDERO

Beautiful GENEVIEVE TOBIN, sparkling
in another sophisticated role.

8

A pqx
PICTURE

world's greatest gypsy dancer!
Directed by Alfred E. Green

CAROLE

While

the

rest

of

LOMBARD

the

world is in its winter furs,
the Hollywood stars are
still basking in California's
sunshine (advt.). If we had
a

lastex

satin

suit

like
>

Carole's, we'd even wear
it in the snow!

You'll be

seeing her next in "Hands
Across the Table," oppo¬
site Fred MacMurray.

iu_irjtir’
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KATHARINE

HEPBURN

Katie again proves her versatility and her
devotion to her iob. In "Alice Adams," made
from Booth Tarlcington's Pulitzer Prize novel
of a decade ago, she was the charmingly
feminine, sensitive girl above. Then her role
in "Sylvia Scarlett," in which Cary Grant
plays opposite her, demanded tnat she
masquerade as a boy and the Hepburn tresses
were sheared off to create the masculine
malce-up which she shows you at the right.
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18c a day at the FACTORY PRICE!
Moil Coupon

now

for NEW FREE CATALOG
Your name and address on the coupon brings
FREE to you the greatest Kalamazoo Stove,
Range and Furnace catalog of all time.
It displays over 200 styles and sizes—many
in full color—more bargains than in 20 big
stores—new stoves—new ideas—new color
combinations—new features. It quotes rockbottom, direct-to-you FACTORY PRICES.

Now the Stove of Your Dreams for
As Little As 18c a Day
Easy credit—Easy terms. Kalamazoo qual¬
ity—FACTORY PRICES. 200 styles and
sizes to choose from. Learn how more than
950,000 satisfied customers have saved
money by dealing with “A Kalamazoo
Direct to You.” Find out why Kalamazoo,
established over 35 years, is now doing the
biggest business in its history. Learn why
Kalamazoo can give you better quality at a
lower price.
Mail coupon for new FREE
Catalog!

"Oven That Floats in Flame"
This new catalog tells you about the great
Kalamazoo plants, occupying 26 acres, em¬
ploying an army of men, making nothing
but our own stoves and furnaces that are
sold direct to you. It shows the scientific

Testing Laboratory that insures the high- .
est standard of quality for every Kala¬
mazoo.
It describes the numerous Kala¬
mazoo features; such as the prize-winning
“Oven That Floats in Fame,” “Ripple Oven
Bottom,” Copper Reservoirs, Non-Scorch
Lids, Enameled Ovens, etc.

Porcelain Enamel Stoves

of a century. We are specialists, building
nothing but stoves and furnaces. When you
deal with Kalamazoo, you deal direct with
the Factory—direct with the men who
actually make your stoves and furnaces.
Don’t pay more than the FACTORY
PRICE—mail coupon today for the na¬
tion’s greatest stove and furnace guide¬
book!

In this finely illustrated catalog you will
thrill at the new-style Porcelain Enamel
Combination Gas, Coal and Wood Ranges,
and Coal and Wood Ranges, so beautiful
and colorful that you won’t be content until
you have one for your very own—Porcelain
Enamel Circulating Heaters, including the
famous Franklin and the new, ultra-modern
Century, the handsomest, sturdiest ever
seen—Furnaces—both pipe and pipeless.
(Send rough sketch of your rooms for FREE
plans.) Mail coupon today!

1. Cash or Easy Terms—Year to Pay—as
little as 18c a day.
2. 30 Days FREE TRIAL—360
Days Ap¬
proval Test.
3. 24 Hour Shipment—Safe Delivery Guar¬
anteed.
4. SI00,000 Bank Bond Guarantee oi Satis¬
faction.
5. 5 Year Parts Guarantee.
6. FREE Furnace Plans.

Buy Your Stoves Direct from the
Men Who Make Them
Kalamazoo Improvements and Designs are
modern, but Kalamazoo Quality is still
the good, old-fashioned kind. We still build
into every Kalamazoo the same high grade
materials, the same fine workmanship that
over 950,000 customers have known for }4

$

$t*vt

What This Catalog Offers You

Address all mail to Factory at Kalamazoo.
THE KALAMAZOO STOVE CO., Mfrs.
469

Rochester Avenue, Kalamazoo, Michigan
Warehouses: Utica, N. Y.; Akron, Ohio;
Harrisburg, Pa.; Springfield, Mass.

A Kalamazoo,
Trade Mark
R/wutrml

Direct to You

$ 5*** $ 5A*'* $

$

Sovt

$ SA'VS $

A I KALAMAZOO STOVE CO., Mfrs.
t * +69 Rochester Avenue,-Kalamazoo, Michigan
Dear Sirs: Please send me your Free Catalog
Check articles in which you are interested.

Coal and Wood Range Q
Comb, Gas, Coal and Wood Range □
Heater □

Oil Stove 0

Furnace 0

\ Name.
(Please Print Name Plainly)

Address

__

City.State...

(It cotta only H lo matt this coupon.

Paste or copy it on Uu back of

a

Qott. Poet Cnr
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Ifyou don’t tel! your husband,! will!

DR.

LINITA

BERETTA

leading gynecologist of Milan, Italy,
tells how a marriage was saved
from disaster, when a timid wife
found courage to face the facts

IN

One day

a timid

young woman came
into

my office . . .

nervous, worried,
unhappy.
me

her

She told
husband,

too, had become irritable and cold.
In fact, he wanted to give up his
business and get away...by himself.
“Then out came the usual story of
ignorance, fear and false modesty.
I showed her how proper marriage
hygiene with reliable “Lysol”
would provide the peace of mind
which would calm her worries, re¬
place fear with assurance. Even then
she wras timid.
“Finally I said, ‘If you don’t tell
your husband your real problem . . .
i will!’
“She was almost hysterical with fear
and embarrassment, but she knew
that I meant what I said. A few
months later she came to me again—
a different woman!
“‘I thought you were cruel,’ she con¬
fessed. ‘But now I’m so grateful. My
husband and I are happy again!’
“I would like to give every married
woman the same advice, which has

“She was almost hysterical with fear and embarrassment.. . but my advice
about “Lysol” restored her happiness."

6 "Lysol” Features Important to You
1. Safety. . .“Lysol” is gentle and re¬
liable. Contains no free alkali; cannot
harm delicate feminine tissues.
2. Effectiveness . . .“Lysol” is a true
germicide, which means that it is effect¬
ive under practical conditions ... in the
body (in the presence of organic matter)
and not just in test tubes.
3. Penetration . . .“Lysol” solutions,
because of their low surface tension,
spread into hidden folds of the skin, and
thus actually search out germs.
4. Economy. . .“Lysol”, because it is a
concentrated germicide, costs less than
one cent an application in the proper
solution for feminine hygiene.
5. Odor . . .The odor of “Lysol” dis¬
appears immediately after use, leaving
one both fresh and refreshed.

6. Stability. . .“Lysol” keeps its full
strength, no matter how long it is kept,
or how much it is exposed.
Don’t risk your happiness on untried
experiments when, for nearly 50 years,
“Lysol” has proved it deserves the con¬
fidence of millions of women who use
it, thousands of doctors who advise it.
Throughout your home, fight
germs with "Lysol”
You can’t see the millions of germs that
threaten your family, but you must fight
those invisible foes through disinfection. Use
“Lysol” in washing handkerchiefs, bed linen,
towels, and to clean telephone mouthpiece,
door knobs, laundry, kitchen and bathroom

Lysol Hygienic Soap for bath, hands
and complexion. Cleansing and deodorant.
NEW!

helped so many of my patients . . .
proper feminine hygiene.

Regular

use of “Lysol”—because “Lysol” is
a truly effective germicide. And yet,
used in the proper dilution, it is

FACTS MARRIED WOMEN SHOULD KNOW
Mail coupon for copy of interesting brochure—“LYSOL vs.
GERMS." containing facts about Feminine Hygiene and
other uses of “Lysol.”
Lehn & Fink, Inc., Bloomfield. N. J., Dept
Sole Distributors of “Lysol" disinfectant

LY-65

gentle, soothing — and so reliable,
Same—

physicians everywhere prefer

it.”

(Signed) DR. LINITA BERETTA

Address.
C 1936, Lehn A Kink . Inc.
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Minna Gombell and her hus¬
band, Joe Sefton, Thomas Pat¬
ten and Dolores Costello Barry¬
more are snapped together,
while attending the theatre.

Here's a real grab shot, show¬
ing Director "Woody” Von
Dyke, Pat Ellis and Fred Keat¬
ing at the Trocadero. Aw, let us
in on the joke; it must be good I

Ann Dvorak and her
husband, Leslie Fen¬
ton, though always
together, are sel¬
dom seen in the
night spots, but
Hymie caught them
at the Trocadero.

A

tribute to her Beauty Soap

The Hollywood younger set
goes
places just as informally as any other
youngsters—Phyllis Frazer, Diclc Bare,
Anne Shirley and Donald Beery.

ALL
ROUND
the

TOWN

nt'i thue

aU 7m delated to

Coma* doe* mow

WITH HYMAN FINK
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'inky Tomlin, the cowboy musician, and
Maxine Doyle are trotting about to¬
gether these days; here they are bend¬
ing an elbow with the Bill Cagneys.

t
OUo-

1935
5eft^6*M^F 15
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began with Camay at Barnard
—this darkish blonde beauty with
the hazel eyes. And while she has a
naturally good, clear skin—Camay
has helped it—year by year—to a
marvelous purity and smoothness.
he

She will tell you so just as she
has told so many of her friends!
And it’s just such casual conversa¬
tions of today’s modern young
women that are adding so rapidly

\
A

bJL)
to Camay’s popularity. They know,
and say, that it is gentle and mild
— that it does make your skin
smoother—that it does help to
bring new softness and clarity to
your complexion. You’ll be de¬
lighted with Camay’s low price.
Let Camay bring your loveliness to light.

CAMAY
C7%e Soap

Secuctc^tc£ llbnten.
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Little Sandra Jean has made
Grade Allen and George Burns
so happy they plan to adopt an¬
other baby to be her brother.
PORTRAIT BY WILLIAM WALLING. JR.

INSIDE STU FF
By
WITH

H

ABBOTT

PHOTOGRAPHS

OT NEWS: Adrienne Ames
and Bruce Cabot are getting
together even more than was
rumored here last month.
The Crawford-Tone marriage is said
to be a matter of weeks now; F ranchot
gave Joan a ten-carat diamond. Joan is
planning to buy a farm in Vermont
while on her vacation.
Bill Haines will design the stage set¬
tings for the new Ina Claire show.
Elisabeth Bergner will do three pic¬
tures for 20th Century-Fox in its Lon¬
don studios, the first of which will be
“Saint Joan.”
Jack Mulhall gets his first impor¬
tant comeback break in “Shooting
Star,” with Barbara Stanwyck.
David Manners, here since 1907, will
take out his citizenship papers pronto.
Mary Pickford met Buddy Rogers’
plane when he arrived in Hollywood
on his way to Catalina with his band.
Lawrence Tibbett is on a concert
tour following the completion of “Met¬
ropolitan.”
Lew Ayres plans to become a direc¬
tor of pictures instead of an actor.
Romances: Alice Faye and Dick
Powell; feetty Furness and Cesar
Romero; Eric Linden and Margo.
Monroe Salisbury, once a star, died
recently, alone and penniless, at the age
of fifty-nine.
16
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VW’HEN Joan Blondell mafried camv eraman George Barnes, the film
colony buzzed with the dire fate of
Joan’s first marriage because she was
becoming the fourth (or was it the
fifth?) wife of the celebrated camera
cranker. How could it last ?
This week, just a few short months
after the birth of their baby, the rumor
got out that “Mr. George Barnes has
taken an apartment at the Ravenswood.”
Their friends were quick, however, to
point out the fact that Joan and George
were “out together” the very next eve¬
ning.
We just couldn’t be much impressed
with that “out together” business because
we happened to sit next to Adrienne
Ames and Bruce Cabot the night before
she appeared in court for her divorce!
They seemed just as happy as two
larks, yet the next day Adrienne was tell¬
ing the court in no uncertain terms that
she had to have a divorce.
And now Joan and George have fol¬
lowed the pace set by Mr. and Mrs.
Cabot.
*

THE

*

*

other day I overheard Jackie
Cooper bet Joan Crawford $5.00 that
she couldn’t turn a cart-wheel. 1 hur¬
ried from the stage and ducked into a
protective doorway opposite the set

FINK

Soon, sure enough, they appeared.
Joan glanced up and down the deserted
street (not across) and suddenly dropped
her makeup case and turned a perfect
cartwheel. Joan collected her $5.00!
*

*

*

T N Seattle, Luise Rainer, who admits
A quite freely that she is “the best
actress in the world/’ passed through
and was asked one question.
“With whom are you going to make
your next picture ?”
Said Miss Rainer, “I am going to
make a picture soon and my leading man
will be . . . will be . . . oh, his name is
something like Gordon, or Gilmon, or—
well, I can’t remember his name.
It
will be a great picture.”
So I called up the studio to find out
who this new player could be. They
told me. Ronald Colman.
*

*

*

TT must be love.
Adolphe Menjou went through
a long and rather intricate speech
the other day on the "Milky Way”
set. He was letter perfect. Beaming
he turned to wifey Verree Teasdale,
also in the cast.
"Pretty good for the old man, eh?”
"Of course, darling” she returned.
"How else could it be?”

MOVIE
VU HEN Ernst Lubitsch lifted Vivien
v Gaye onto the plane for Yuma, and
marriage, the' other seats in the cabin
were occupied by Mr. and Mrs. Sam
Katz.
Which makes everything per¬
fect, even unto sounding, strangely, like
the happy end to a novel
Months ago, Sari Maritza arrived in
Hollywood accompanied by her com¬
panion and social secretary, Vivien
Gaye. While Sari didn’t get any place
particular on the screen, she gained
th6 love of Sam Katz who is one of the
most influential producers in Holly¬
wood. They were married.
Now comes her companion-secretary
with a marriage to the equally-success-

The Most Interesting Shot of the Month:
Marlene Dietrich's frequent appear¬
ances with John Gilbert are furnishing
the current excitement in Hollywood.

MIRROR

FREE!
Trial Size bottle
PACKER'S Shampoo
You get this

FREE
when you buy THIS
full size bottle at regular price

Now see what Packer’s can do for your hair. No need to put
up longer with oily, stringy hair—or dry, lusterless wisps.
For a limited time we are attaching a spe¬
cial Trial Size Bottle to each package of
Packer’s Shampoo. Doubtless your dealer
has the combination-package on display.
If not, he can easily get it for you.
You see, we want a host of new friends
to discover how the right Packer Shampoo
reveals the hidden beauty of their hair.

*

*

Try Packer’s Shampoo

OLIVE OIL for Dry hair

without risk

PINE TAR for Oily hair

Take advantage of this special offer: You
get, free, enough Packer’s for 2 washings,
when you buy the full-size. Use the trial
bottle first. If you don’t agree that Packer’s
brings out your hair’s full loveliness, re¬
turn the large bottle unopened to your
dealer and get your money back.

—both for your hair’s beauty

ful
director,
Mr.
Ernst
Lubitsch.
So what started out to be a movie
star-companion team has become a
team of the most important hostesses
in Hollywood.

to soothe and soften your hair until it shines
like silk.
Use Packer’s Pine Tar Shampoo, if your
hair is oily. This shampoo is gently astrin¬
gent—it tightens up relaxed oil glands;
washes out the excess oil and rinses cleanly.
Leaves your hair soft and fluffy.

There are two Packer Shampoos, you know.
Packer’s Olive Oil Shampoo, for example,
is made especially for dry hair. In addition
to nourishing olive oil, it contains glycerine

♦

A RLINE JUDGE was almost finished
with her quarantine period for
scarlet fever when she up and caught a
batch of hives and had to stay put in
bed for another week or so. And she’s
the one gal in pictures who hates to
rest!
*

*

*

I

T was at a preview of "Little Big
Shot” Two amply proportioned
women squirmed in their seats, glanc17

THE LATEST NEWS ABOUT THE STARS AT WORK AND PLAY
ing this way and that for celebrities.
Casually the eye of one fell on a
child four rows back. She straight¬
ened indignantly.
"Humph!” she snorted. "It’s down¬
right wicked to bring a child to a
theater this time of night.”
The child was cunning Sybil Jason,
featured in the picture.

F'NIRECTOR King Vidor got awfully
•L>/ smart when the casting director in¬
formed him that he was having a tough
time getting enough colored actors and
actresses for the mob-scenes showing
the slave revolt in his picture of the
old South, “So Red The Rose.”
“Postpone those scenes until Thurs¬
day,” said Vidor, with the happy
thought that Thursday was maids’ and
butlers’ day off in Hollywood.
He
rounded up the additional five hundred
extras easily that day.

CTAN LAUREL’S prop grin is real
^ these days.
His aged dad and
mother, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Jefferson,
popped over from England for their
first Hollywood cheerio with their fa¬
mous son.
Jefferson, one of the last of the school
of old English actors, was impressed by
the scope and bustle of Hollywood. But
more by Stan.
*

*

*

Short Notice
WELVIN PURVIS, the G-Man who
killed Dillinger, is said to be in
Hollywood and anxious to sign a writ¬
ing contract.
Wally Beery has finally started out
on that much-delayed trip to Europe.
Mrs. Beery and Carol Ann will meet
him in New York this week and sail on
the Majestic.
There are going to be some divided
camps around the country when Jean
Harlow comes forth with that new hair¬
do in “Riff-Raff.” It’s the braid around
the head that will cause it all.
Joe Penner says he’ll never (no, never
again) buy another foreign-made car.
The dash-board light failed yesterday
and Joe had to send all the way to
Italy for a new one.
Eric Linden is romancing with Mar¬
go these days. They met on location
while making “Robin Hood of FJ
Dorado.”
*

A

*

*

CERTAIN well-known couple in
Hollywood hare been separated
for quite some weeks. Yesterday, two
friends of the contestants met in
Sardi’s and one said:
18

(Above) Claire Windsor,
Lily Pons, Jeanette Mac¬
Donald and Irene Dunne
—where else but in Holly¬
wood would you find such
beauties and such voices
gathered
together?
(Right) Betty Furness and
Cary Grant were also
among the guests at Mile.
Pons' first movie party,
but their romance is dead.

"Everything is really all right be¬
tween them. The reason they haven’t
gone back together is that they’re
waiting to find a house big enough.
Isn’t that a scream?”
"Why is it such a scream?” asked
the other friend.
"Neither one of them is looking!”
yipped the first.
*

*

*

T ITTLE wonder stars fight so madly
' for their places in the Hollywood
sun.
Bebe Daniels and Ben Lyon came out
of a Hollywood Boulevard theater the
other night.
A passer-by gave them a casual
glance.
“’S funny,” he said to his companion.
“Those faces look familiar, somehow.”
*

*

*

HTHE following announcement just
1 came over the wire from 20th Cen¬
tury-Fox and we thought you’d like to
know.
“Darryl Zanuck announces the pur¬

chase of ‘The Law West Of the Pecos,’
based on the story ‘Biography of Judge
Roy Bean,’ which will be brought to
the screen under the title ‘Men Reming¬
ton Knew.’ ’’
If it’s a game, we’d like to suggest,
“Over a Barrel In Mexico,” based on
the storv “The Rover Boys Under The
Border.”
*

*

*

THE day after Victor McLaglen
■*- signed his new contract with 20th
Century-Fox he told the boys he thought
he’d take a short jaunt to Ireland be¬
fore starting his picture, “Professional
Soldier.” While packing, however, he
got a rush call from John Ford, the di¬
rector who told McLaglen “how” in
“The Informer.”
“Do you think the Irish will take
my role in that picture too seriously ?”
asked the worried Vic.
“Not at all,” Ford answered. “They’ll
just string you up to the nearest lamp
post, that’s all.”
Vic’s trunks are almost unpacked by
now.

TT’S interesting, refreshing and quite
* a change from Hollywood,” was
what Virginia Bruce said when ques¬
tioned about her attendance at the phil¬
osophy classes at the summer school of
U. S. C.
Which leads us, being philsophicallyminded, to the conclusion that Virginia
can’t be bothered with much romance
these days.
♦

*

doing that’s keeping ’em so long?”
inquired Healy.
"They’re thinking about produc¬
ing 'Romeo and Juliet,’ ” said the sec¬
retary, "but so jar all they’ve agreed
on is the title, which will be ’Romeo,
Romeo, Romeo and Juliet,’ so that
each of the boys will get equal bill¬
ing!”
*

*

*

*

YW E were out on the set of “The Case

IE this one.
John Boles was due at a dinner
given by Ernst Lubitsch. Uncertain of
the extent of the formality and minus
Herr Lubitsch’s unlisted telephone num¬
ber, Boles called the studio line pluggerinner. Was the party white or black
tie ?
“It’s this way, Mr. Boles,” the friend¬
ly operator volunteered. “If you wear
Tuxedo, you wear a black tie. If you
wear full dress, then a white one.”
All without Menjou’s help, too.
*

*

*

'T'ED HEALY dropped into the
Marx Brothers’ office the other
afternoon to see Groucho.
"I’m sorry,” said the Marx secre¬
tary, "but they are in conference.”
An hour passed.
"What are they

VV of the Lucky Legs” that day the
cast decided to hold a little contest to
decide which girl in the cast.really had
the most beautiful legs. Warren Wil¬
liam and Patricia Ellis were the judges.
Lucky, we thought, that Miss Ellis was
one of the judges—lucky for the extra
girl who won the prize—because Pat
was wearing shorts that day and her
legs were just about the closest thing to
perfection we’ve seen since Dietrich
came to Hollywood.
*

*

*

"T',HE more sentimental members of
A the Hollywood Colony will no doubt
journey over to the Playhouse at Pasa¬
dena this week to see a new stage show
called “Squaring The Circle.”
Lila Lee, after a long recuperation
from her illness, and Patsy Ruth Miller,
who hasn’t been on the screen since the
Great Flood, will both be in the cast.
Wouldn’t it be swell if some producer
should decide that it was time for both
of those girls to come back to the
screen with a big bang?
*

*

*

\/f ARY

BOLAND has spent half her
life being funny. Now she finds
that life is quite as funny in return. Re¬
cently, she was sued for $500,000 for
“alienation of affections.” The suit
came right on the eve of her departure
for New York to appear in a stage play.
Miss Boland hopped a plane (which
isn’t at all funny since Miss Boland
never liked the idea) in order to avoid
process servers.

"ISN'T YOUR
HEALTH WORTH
THREE MINUTES!"
I don’t consider three minutes of my time
a very high price to pay for banishing
headaches and the tired feeling that
come from constipation. Particularly
when during those three minutes* you
simply chew a delicious gum like FEENA-MINT. Of course, if you aren’t will¬
ing to spend three minutes, harsh “allat-once” cathartics will have to do. But
what a difference chewing makes! With
FEEN-A-MINT there are no cramps,
no griping, no bad after-effects! Try the
three-minute way yourself. Only 15c and
25c for a large supply.
ATTENTION, MOTHERS-FEENA-MINT is ideal for everybody, and
how children love it!
* Longer if you care to

Lily Pons and Lawrence
Tibbett were snapped
at her party. Two other
guests were Shirley Ross
and newcomer Henry
Fonda, a big romance.

better
because

BEHIND THE SCENES IN
STUDIOS, NIGHT CLUBS
AND HOMES OF THE

This month's Gable shot
shows him leaving Merle
Oberon's beach home
with the Mrs. after a
swim (hence the hair!).

GREAT AND NEAR GREAT

FTER the rumor finally
leaked
out,
Margot
Grahame said:
“Mr. Lister and I had
hoped to be able to solve our
marital difficulties without
publicity but now that the
news of our break-up has
been made public, all I can
say is that we can’t make a
go of it.
As they say in
Hollywood, it’s just a case
of incompatibility.”
A

A FEW issues ago, we told
of a nameless young play¬
er who had been forced out
of pictures by illness on the
eve of stardom. Now we can
tell you his name, because he
is completely well once more
and will return to Hollywood
and his career very soon.
His name is John Beal! At
first it had been thought that
he would never be able to act
again, but later his illness was
diagnosed as a nervous break¬
down from over-work at the
studios. He has since taken
a rest-cure trip through the
Panama Canal to New York and ar¬
rived there feeling fit and fine. And
we’re so glad.

DEMEMBER
Madge
Bellamy?
Madge hasn’t been getting much of
a break in Hollywood for a number of
years, but it looks as though she might
be on the road back. After doing a part
in “Charlie Chan in London,” she has
just been handed a role in the new Law¬
rence Tibbett picture “Metropolitan.”

TDERT WHEELER was coming out
of a parking station when a fan
walked up with autograph book in
hand and asked for his signature. He
signed. Another fan approached
with six books and asked that they
all be signed. As the fan walked away
he heard him say to a friend:
"l can trade these six Bert Wheel¬
ers for one Clark Gable!”
Bert’s face was still red when he
had finished his Brown Derby lunch
but when another autograph hound
approached him near the door, he
20

We caught Fred MacMurray coming
out of the alley back of Magnin’s store
on the Boulevard yesterday. He had
just taken his best girl back to work
after lunch (she’s a model) and he was
whistling. Lillian Lamont is her name
and there are “secret marriage” rumors
about them.
The Paramount lot was almost at a
standstill lately because most of the
players are home in bed. W. C. Fields
is still very illGladys Swarthout was
ordered to bed on the day she was to
do her songs for “Rose Of The
Rancho;” Harold Lloyd’s “Milky Way”
was held up because Ida Lupino has
such a terrible cold and Sir Guy Stand¬
ing was recuperating from a bad case
of make-up poisoning.
Since Vic McLaglen has signed
with 20th Century-Fox he will not
be available for the lead in Mae West’s
opus of the North, “Klondike Lou” and
Henry Wilcoxon, in his first non-cos¬

Nelson Eddy, Frances
Marion, Louis B. Mayer
and Hedda Hopper
were among the famous
movie people who at¬
tended the preview of
Ramon Novarro's
all-Spanish picture.
gamely started to sign
his name. He was half
through, when the fan
grabbed the book from
his hand and dashed
away with a whoop of
joy, "Gosh! There’s Clark Gable!”
* * *
Hollywood in Shorts
VX/E’RE still shivering to think how
close Frank Morgan came to
drowning in his f>wn swimming pool
yesterday! He was going down for the
third time when his butler finally came
to the conclusion that he was not clown¬
ing and rescued him.
Mary Astor’s newest heart seems to
be song-writer, Harry Ruby, and they
are together at the late spots nightly.

tume picture, will play the role. ThF
will be Wilcoxon’s first time away from
C. B. DeMille, too.
Your old favorite, Charles Ray. is
coming back! Charlie will do a series
of comedies in the near future that may
bring him back to the glory he handed
to o .e “Miles Standish.” Good luck !
It had to come ! We mean they are
now having to deliver Robert Taylor's
fan mail in trucks—and this marks a
1935 high for the M-G-M lot.
We stopped over to watch Bennv
Rubin direct his first two-reel comedx

Ramon Novarro and Jeanette Mac¬
Donald (remember when they co-starred
in The Oat and the Fiddle"?) were
caught by Hymie at the preview of
the all-Spanish film which Ramon pro¬
duced and directed. Where was Bob?

Jveauce a
your WAIST^
THREE INCHES

AND HIP

IN TEN DAK
or it won t cost
you one cent!

9 IHCHE'

"Why Jean! What a
gorgeous figure, how did
you get so thin T'

"The massage-like action did
it... the fat seemed to have
melted away".

for Columbia and who was playing the
lead but Charlie Chaplin’s former wife,
Mildred Harris!
*

*

*

*

*

T7 VERYBODY'S happy and Myrna
■*—' Loy has gone back to M-G-M. Not
that we ever doubted it particularly.
Myrna was too valuable to let go. After
all, she made twelve pictures last year,
so what if she was asking a hundred
per cent increase in salary? The girl’s
good.
*

ANN

*

*

LORING,
of
Brooklyn,
N. Y., had heard the crack that
goes, "So she went the way of all
Contest Winners,” so when she won
a talent contest over 25,000 other
girls in the New York area and re¬
ceived a trip to Hollywood and a free
screen test, she didn’t get too het up.
The first thing that happened to her
was a short-term contract to play the
lead opposite Warner Baxter in
"Robin Hood of (Coni, on page 103)

"They actually
allowed me to wear
the Perfolastic for
10 days on trial .. .

"and in 10 days, by
actual measurement,
my hips were 3 INCHES
SMALLER".

"In a very short time I had
reduced my hips 9 inches and
my weight 20 pounds".

"Jean, that's wonderful.
I'll send for my girdle
today!"

You Can TEST the

*

I_J ERE’S a question for you fans of
A 1 both radio and pictures: Who will
win the applause when Gladys Swarthout of radio meets Bing Crosby of the
movies ?
These two are going to be co-starred
in “Tony's High Hat,” the idea being
that they will bring us Opera vs. Jazz
—and let the best entertainer win.

"I read an 'ad' of
the Perfolastic Co.
end sent for their'
FREE folder".

PERFOLASTIC GIRDLE and BRASSIERE
For 10 DAYS at our expense!
E WANT YOU to try the
Perfolastic Girdle and Uplift
Brassiere. Test them for yourself
for
10 days absolutely
FREE.
Then, if you have not reduced at
least 3 inches around waist and
hips, they will cost you nothing!

THE MASSAGE-LIKE ACTION
REDUCES QUICKLY, EASILY, and
SAFELY
■ The massage-like action of these
famous Perfolastic Reducing Gar¬
ments takes the place of months of
tiring exercises. It removes surplus
fat and stimulates the body once
more into energetic health.

KEEPS
■ The

YOUR

BODY
FRESH

COOL

AND

at all times. A special adjustable
back allows for perfect fit as
inches disappear.
BThe Perfolastic Girdle and Brassiere
knead away the fat at only those places
where you want to reduce, in order to
regain your youthful slimness. Beware of
reducing agents that take the weight off
the entire body ... for a scrawny neck and
face are as unattractive as a too-fat figure.

SEND FOR 10-DAY FREE TRIAL
OFFER
| You can prove to yourself quickly and
definitely whether or not this very efficient
girdle and brassiere will reduce you. You
do not need to risk one penny ... try them
for 10 days ... at our expense!
Don’t wait any longer . . . act today!
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PERFOLASTIC, Inc.1
41 EAST 42nd ST., Dept. 2811, NEW YORK, N. Y

ventilating

perforations

allow the skin pores to breathe
normally.
The inner surface of
the Perfolastic is a delightfully
soft, satinized fabric, especially
designed to wear next to the
body.
It
does away with all
irritation, chafing and discomfort,

Without obligation on my part, please send me
FREE booklet describing and illustrating the new
Perfolastic Girdle and Brassiere, also sample of
perforated rubber and particulars of your
10-DAY

FREE

TRIAL

OFFER1

Name .....

Address.
City.State .

| Use Coupon or send Name and Address on Post Card.

keeping your body cool and fresh
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/4 dream of barbaric
splendor! A feast
of pagan revelry! Scenes
of startling magnitude!
The Pompeii of storied
glory! The mighty arena
with its combats! Earth¬
quake! Seething Volca¬
no! Stricken thousands
madly fleeing before its
wrath! . . . Mightiest of
spectacles! ... the mov¬
ing background for the
most human of great
love stories!
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RKO RADIO
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•
Directed by
Ernest B. Schoedsnck

DON'T GET HIM

WRONC^^H
Hollywood thinks Brian Aherne,

,

Crawford's new leading man is
cold, aloof, very
Don't you make the same mistake!

By

JOHN

CHATTERTON

I

F you listen to the Hollywood gossips (and who doesn’t?)
you doubtless have heard that handsome Brian Aherne,
the debonair Irishman, is cold, aloof, elusive, and very,
very high-hatty. It is whispered that when he goes to
London, his bosses at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer seldom know
his address or phone number and that he moves from house
to house, like a mountain goat leaping from crag to crag, to
avoid being located. All this is a lot of bunk.
Aherne, appearing opposite Joan Crawford in “I Live My
Life"—climax of a sensational comeback after a flop—is
about as cold as Lupe Velez, as aloof as a fox terrier puppy,
as top-hatted as Jimmie Durante and as elusive as a Holly¬
wood press agent! He has lived in two places since his
return to Hollywood—a house, from which he moved be¬
cause it proved too lonesome, and the Beverly Hills Hotel
where he had the same privacy he would enjoy in a tent on
Sunset Boulevard.
He knows every restaurant, bar, and hot spot in Southern
California and his every idle night finds him in one of them.
The natives mistake him for Gary Cooper, which is respon¬
sible for a lot of whispering that has been circulated about
poor Gary. For Aherne is startlingly like Cooper. They not
only look alike, but both stand exactly six-feet-two-and-ahalf inches, are slender, have the same color hair and eyes,
and that same, come-hither, wistful stare. They could pass
for twins. Several times a week autograph hunters grab
Aherne and exclaim "Please DO, Mr. Cooper.” Autograph
books out here are full of Gary’s signatures—done by
Aherne, for the big Irishman is always obliging.
But the comparison between the two ends there. Cooper
is taciturn; Aherne is garrulous. The extenuating circumstance, insofar as Aherne’s garrulousness is concerned, is
that although he was born in Kings Norton, Worcestershire,
England, he is blessed (or cursed) with Irish Norman blood.
His middle name is de Lacy. Aherne is never quiet. Get
him started on a subject dear to his heart—such as the
Far West—and he talks like a representative of the local
Chamber of Commerce. Like this:
“Santa Barbara is what the south of France OUGHT to
be.
“The Monterey Peninsula—what country !
“There is nothing in all the world to compare with the
Grand Canyon.
“San Francisco—what a city! I hope to live there some
(|av ”

Brian kisses the bride (none other than the
glamorous Joan) in M-G-M’s "I Live My Life."
And this lad didn't want to be an actorl

And listen to this verbatim report of a thirty-second order
to Theodore, his Filipino boy, given as we entered
Aherne’s dressing room: "Theodore, some sherry, quick!
See if Miss Ann Harding’s car is parked on the lot—I must
speak to her.
Theodore, order some lunch—sardines,
cold cuts and fresh figs. Theodore, get Noel Coward, in
London, on the wire. Get some glasses for the sherry. Try
Jimmy Durante’s cabin. Theodore, ask Mr. Irving Thalberg if he can speak to me. Theodore, get my agent, and
my lawyer on the phone. Hurry everything.”
Aherne sank deep into a chair.
"Now we can talk a bit,” he apologized, as he sipped the
sherry.
“I never wanted to be an actor,” Aherne told me. “Acting,
to me, was a commonplace thing. My mother was keenly
interested in the theater and w'as one of the original company
of the Birmingham Repertory Theater Company. I made
my stage debut at the age of four (Continued on page 65)
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AS SHE
REALLY IS!

'When the bewitching star whom you
saw for the first time in "Escapade'
docked in New York, she spoke only
ten words of English!

An intimate

portrait of this exciting new discovery—

P

ERHAPS I should not say so in my first interview,
but Hollywood confuses me a little. I do not know
where the make-believe ends and the real begins. Some¬
times I think I may never know.”
Luise Rainer (pronounced Rye-ner) spoke these words
with intense seriousness. This young German girl of twentytwo, only four months in America when she was unanimously
acclaimed Hollywood’s greatest current discovery, is un¬
usually serious when speaking for publication. She doesn’t
like interviews and frankly expresses her dislike.
Yet,
even so, once in awhile there are flashes of wit to enliven
the solemnity of the occasion and indicate a highly developed
humor. If she ever gets over her shyness, she will be natural
copy, for she is definitely an individualist with a mind of
her own.
Fraulein Rainer had received me in her charmingly un¬
pretentious canyon house facing the Pacific. Or rather
Johnny had received me. Johnny is her small dog with a
big bark—a Scottie. I had tried to silence him for I like
to believe I get along well with dogs. But the more I
talked, the louder Johnny barked.
“He doesn’t understand English,” said a pleasant voice
and there stood Luise Rainer. She murmured something
to Johnny jn German and he went away.
We proceeded to a comfortable library. Luise literally
threw herself into a chair and, like a small girl, sat upon
24

her legs. She appeared even tinier than her five feet three,
possibly because of the slacks and..sweater she wore. Her
deeply tanned and slightly freckled face was entirely devoid
of make-up. Her short curly dark hair was carelessly combed
in what beauty parlors call a “wind-blown bob.”
“I shall tell you about my first day in Hollywood,” she
announced, apropos of nothing. “I was sent on an auto¬
mobile tour, a sort of sightseeing trip I think you say,
through Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studio. They gave me a
driver as guide.
“We rode up one street and down another. The sets
represented every country in the world—Russian steppes
and South Sea jungles, Paris boulevards and Shanghai alleys,
New York business districts and the old London of ‘David
Copperfield.’
It was wonde'rful and I was impressed.
I
had never been on a motion picture lot before, never.
“The trip continued for two hours before I said ‘It is so
big, this studio, it terrifies me.’
“My driver laughed. ‘We left the studio an hour ago. We
have been through Beverly Hills and are now in Los
Angeles.’
“I did not know. I thought it was all M-G-M. That is
why I say Hollywood confuses me. I can not tell the dif¬
ference between make-believe and real. They are so mixed
up here. It is like that with all Hollywood.”
In the brief time she has been in Hollywood, she has

violated most of its accepted tra¬
ditions. She has avoided its social life
and is never seen in its night clubs and cafes.
Her passionate devotion to music took her once,
just once, to a concert. She found the music secondrate and was not afraid to say so. In fact, the word
she used was “rotten.”
That Luise Rainer did not meet Hollywood’s mul¬
titude of newspapermen either formally or infor¬
mally, is because of her own request.
“Wait until after my first picture is shown,” Luise
pleaded. “Maybe they will not like me. Maybe I
will be a flop. Then I can go back home without
being notorious after all.”
There was no changing her mind. There seldom
is when she has made a thoughtful decision. De¬
spite parental objection, she made up her mind to go
upon the stage at the age of sixteen. Without any
preparation except her determination, she applied
for an audition at the Dumont Theater in Diisseldorf,
Germany.
For a person so shy, the try-out must have been a
frightful ordeal, but she won such an enthusiastic
reception that she was starred in her first play. Max
Reinhardt saw her and invited her to bis theater in
Vienna. A Reinhardt invita- (Continued on page 68)
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INSIDE
STORY
of

SNEAK
PREVIEWS
By

HOLMES

WILLIAMS

There are previews and pre¬
views in Hollywood, but the
best of them—and the most
exciting—are the "sneaks"

The faces that pine on the cutting room floor
At hard hearted cutters need glower no more.
For products of present day cinema art
Are polished and edited and taken apart,
Pruned of debris and portrayals that creak
At the studio? No! At the Preview or Sneak.
From “The Minnesinger of Movieland.”

S

TAID citizens of Bakersfield, California, awoke on a
red letter day sometime ago and found their city un¬
dergoing an unprecedented publicity bombardment,
Hollywood variety.
Up and down the streets ostentatiously rolled huge sound
trucks adorned with flaring posters* their clamorous loud¬
speakers drowning out the medley of traffic sounds. Urchins
darted through the crowds distributing handbills. The local
newspaper and radio station enthusiastically joined in the
campaign of high-pressure exploitation. And by mid-after¬
noon it would have been almost impossible to find a single
resident yet unaware that Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s famed
Dickensonian screen epic, “David Copperfield,” was to re¬
ceive its first showing at a Bakersfield theater that evening.
Not unappreciative of the signal honor bestowed upon
their city, Bakersfield fans turned out fifteen hundred strong
that night to witness an untrimmed production lasting two
hours and twenty-five minutes. And more than six hundred
of these spectators were considerate enough to fill out and
mail cards soliciting criticism which were handed to them
as they left the house.
When in due course these cards arrived at the studio they
furnished the basis of a furious and costly exchange of tele¬
phone conversations between the New York and Hollywood
offices of the studio. For a surprisingly large percentage of
this army of unofficial critics united in making a unique
suggestion. These fans thought the production should be
divided into two distinct and separate pictures, the first deal¬
ing with Copperfield, the boy, and the second with Copperfield, the man.

When word gets out that a preview is being held some¬
where in or near Hollywood, the crowds and the news¬
paper photographers are sure to gather. Below, lobby of
the theater run by Mrs. Lela E. Rogers, Ginger's mother.

/

M-G-M executives were so impressed that the suggestion
crowd’s reactions. After the preview, and there may be
was made the subject of prolonged transcontinental debate,
several, the picture receives its final trimming and goes forth
but in the end it was decided to keep “David Copperfield” in
to the world.
one film. The feature was trimmed to average length (about
Producers usually try to have their pictures previewed
one hour and forty-five minutes) and after four more soby persons outside the movie game for they want to study
called sneak showings, went forth to reap its reward at a
the layman’s response. But because there exists among the
thousand box office windows.
thousands engaged in the industry and its press a natural
In making the final deletions the cutting department was
curiosity about new pictures they have a hard time duck¬
aided considerably by the cards of criticism from the pub¬
ing audiences packed with writers and other professionals,
lic which revealed just what portions of the picture the
just the sort of trial group they do not want.
fans thought would be missed least. The policy of passing
Out of this problem and conflict has evolved the “sneak”
out cards at all first showings is followed by most of the
preview, the name of which is self-explanatory.
major studios and has proved invaluable to the celluloid
The preview is an advertised affair but the name of the
picture generally is withheld to avoid drawing an audience
industry in making a final check up of a film before it is
shown in regular theaters.
Incidents such as this are common at the previews
which are being held almost constantly in Los Angeles
and these first showings furnish a pleasurable and ex¬
Ralph Blum, Pat
citing climax for every production.
Paterson and
Much longer ago than most of us can remember,
her famous hus¬
way back in the gas-light days when the first moving
band, Charles
picture was finished and put in the cans, the first
Boyer, on their
director probably turned to the first producer and
way into the
exclaimed:
Alexander Thea¬
“Now let’s try it out.”
ter in Glendale.
And thus began a custom which has been followed
scrupulously by all film manu¬
facturers, big and little, ever
since. The preview, one of the
oldest traditions of the cinema, is
the recognized acid test of a
production for it constitutes the
picture’s first exposure to typical
theatergoers.
While the unbilled offering
unrolls before an unprofessional,
supposedly average audience, stu¬
dio experts are watching like
hawks, checking laughs and ap¬
plause and making graphs of the

Above, Claudette Colbert
hurries in with the crowd for
the preview of "Becky Sharp.

Ginger Rogers' black wig
didn't fool autograph hounds
at the "Top Hat" preview.

packed with admirers of the
film’s featured players.
The
sneak, however, is unheralded
in the press and omitted from
the billing and lobby display.
So secret is the rite of the
sneak that only the manager
of the theater^ and the studio
executives are supposed to
know about it.
Yet nearly every sneak per¬
formance finds writers for the
daily and trade press, furtive
members of the Cast and a
triumphant and noisy troop of
first nighters persistently and
mysteriously on hand.
Why and how ? These ques¬
tions long have puzzled Hol¬
lywood.
The knowing felt
there was more than a rhyming
significance in the similarity
of (Continued on page 66)
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Here's one glamorous star
who has the courage to
tell the truth about the
many proposals that come
inevitably to career girls

*
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F course I’ve had tempta¬
tions,” the luxuriantly beau¬
tiful Jeanette told me, “of
course I’ve had to learn how
to repel the ‘advances’ of men.
All
actresses have temptations and most
of us have to develop a technique in
order to keep clear of unpleasant com¬
plications.
After all, girls on stage
and screen are especially appealing to
the eye or they wouldn’t be where
they are.
“During my first young years on
the stage I had no such temptations
and no such problems.
No one in¬
sulted me. Boys liked to dance with
me and talk with me but they never
tried to kiss me, never tried ‘necking.’
My girl friends would tell me of their
emotional experiences, of boys who
threatened to leave college to marrv
them, of kisses and exciting love
scenes.
I felt neglected and rather
ashamed. I made up things in selfdefense. I pretended that I’d had ex¬
The real love of
periences and proposals of all sorts.
Jeanette's life has always
“But I didn’t fool myself. I knew
been Bob Ritchie, her manager.
that I wasn’t pretty. I wasn’t even a
screen type then.
I was much too
thin. I was completely undeveloped. I looked sort of—well,
“I knew, then, that the hour had struck! I was about
poor, underfed and chilly.
to have my first experience.
“I was very fortunate, although I didn’t think so at the
“I consulted with Jeanette and she gave me the advice
time, because I was much too young to know how to handle
which has stood me in good stead from that day to this:
difficult situations. I can honestly say to young girls that
‘Laugh at him,’ she told me, ‘if you possibly can, just laugh
sex appeal in the teens is a definite disadvantage. Success
the whole thing ofif—that’s your only chance.’
on the stage may come sooner if a girl has ‘backing,’ has
“The next day, with gooseflesh all over me, I went to the
influential men ‘interested’ in her, but it usually goes sooner
producer’s office.
too. Think of the gorgeously beautiful girls of the Follies,
“He began by saying, ‘Are you the girl all the Teddy
the girls who had nightly gifts of diamond bracelets fastened
Bears wait for after the show?’ He meant the college boys
to a rose and limousines and sable coats fastened to a card—
in their raccoon coats who waited for the girls at the stage
where are they now ? Certainly very few of them are stars.
door. I told him that some of them were my friends, that
They discovered, too early, that they didn’t need to work,
I liked to go dancing with them. I loved, I said, to dance.
didn’t have to use their talents.
They had only to look
“He was very disapproving. He told me that young boys
lovely in order to attract and to get what they wanted.
of that age and type could do me no good, get me nowhere.
And so their ambition died.
What I needed, he said, was warmth and sex appeal and
“I had only my ability to sell—nothing else. I began on
1 would never acquire these qualities with those callow kids.
the lowest rung of the ladder, as chorus girl understudy. If
Now he knew, he said, several older men, experienced men,
who could really do things for me, further my career, give
one of the chorus girls fell ill I stepped into the ranks. And
me the emotional depth I lacked.
I had to climb out of that niche alone.
“I knew what he meant and whom he meant. But I didn’t
“Then came my first experience, when I was in my first
know what to say. There didn’t seem to be any occasion
Broadway show, doing a bit part.
The prima donna of
for loud laughter. And so I used the only thing I knew
the show, also named Jeanette, became interested in me and
how to use—honesty.
warned me to beware the producer of that play. He had a
“I said, ‘But Mr.—, I don’t like old men. They make me
bad reputation, she told me.
Girls who accepted his ad¬
sick!’
vances were soon out of the show because he tired of them
“He asked me what I meant by ‘old’ men. I told him
and girls who repelled his advances were soon out of the
I meant men around thirty.
show because they angered him. That was my first intro¬
“He laughed then.
duction to a lesson I’ve learned by heart. The wise thing for
“I said, ‘I went on a party once and there were some
me to do, she cautioned me, was to remain as inconspicuous
old men there. They don’t know how to dance very well.
as possible, to stay in the background whenever he was
They hold you too tight and step on your feet. They always
around. I did the best I could and was lucky for quite a
want to drink and smoke and make love and I’m not inter¬
time, and then—
ested in things like that. I wouldn’t let an old man make
“One night I was on the stage waiting for my cue. He
love to me for anything in the world.’
appeared. I could feel that he was looking at me and I
“It was obvious that he had no pat answer for this line
shivered with a dread premonition.
Suddenly he came
of talk. He had met with many responses to his advances
nearer and said, ‘You have very small feet for so tall a
before but the one response he had never met was honesty.
girl. What size shoe do you wear ?’ I told him a number
“He told me that I was making a sad mistake, that I
three and added politely ‘Thank you.’ ' He smiled and re¬
might get somewhere some day but it would take the rest
marked that I had a good many more attractions than met
of my life and that was that. The next week I was fired!
the eye at first glance.
He added: ‘But what you need,
I came into the theater one night and there was my notice
my dear, is warmth—sex appeal.’ He then told me he d
posted! I was frantic. I needed that sixty a week. I talked
like to advise me about my career and asked if I would
it over with Jeanette who told me (Continued on page 81)
please come to his office the next afternoon!
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THE STARS

Jcwe
DRAMA
W

E had just seen a spectacular movie, crammed
with thrills, chills and suspense. Climax followed
climax in breath-taking succession and it all ended
in a dramatic wind-up that left the more suscep¬
tible members of the audience limp and breathless.
Afterwards, we talked about it—as we always do about
movies—and someone remarked, “But it all seems so phoney.
Things like that just don’t happen in real life. Most lives
are pretty drab. Who of us here has had an experience
even remotely as dramatic as anything we saw tonight ?”
Ralph Bellamy had been listening quietly to the discus¬
sion. When he spoke we saw that he was possessed by some
curious excitement. “You’re wrong,’’ he said. “There are
occurrences in real life often so dramatic that no scenario
writer would dare set them down. They would be unbe¬
lievable.
“You need not take my word alone for what I’m going to
tell you. Several studio employees will confirm it.
“I was on my way to a ‘location’ in the mountains early
one morning,” he began. And then this astonishing story
poured out like water.
Ralph was in a big studio car alone except for the driver.
To reach the location they had to go over a narrow one¬
way road that hugged the side of the mountain. After about
an hour’s drive along this dangerous pass they were in
sight of the location, near the crest of the range. Now the
cliff dropped below them for about a thousand feet. Ralph,
slightly nervous because of the dangerous road, was re¬
lieved that they were so near their destination, when sud¬
denly he was aware that the car was zig-zagging wildly.
Ralph shouted to the driver to be careful. ‘He received no
answer and thought that perhaps the wheels were merely
caught in the ruts of the road.
But just as they topped the crest and started down the
slope on the other side toward the location the car headed
straight for the cliff without any sign of slowing up.
Ralph rose and shouted to the driver at the top of his
lungs. The man did not move! Ralph lunged forward,
snapped off the ignition and gave the wheel a twist away
from the edge of the cliff. But before he could get his
hands on the brake the car had crashed into a tree and
had come to a stop.
“You fool! You blithering fool!” Ralph shouted at the
driver. “Are you trying to kill us both?” The man made
no reply. His head rolled back.
Ralph looked at him.
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Ralph Bellamy's most exciting
adventure happened, not on the
screen, but in real life—on a
treacherous mountain road.

He was dead! And he had been dead, the company doc¬
tor told Ralph, for some time! His heart had apparently
stopped beating just before the car began to careen on that
narrow mountain pass.
“That’s the truth,” Ralph ended. “Yet you,” he turned
to the lad who had criticized the movie, “would say, if you
saw it in a film, that it couldn't happen in real life.”
OERPHAPS our friend, the critic, doubts the movie plot
1 in which a girl is told by her boss that she must choose
between love and a career. Yet such an episode occurred to
Irene Dunne.
Her first big break had come. She was singing a major
role in a Broadway production and her dreams of a bright
future stretched before her like a golden road. She would be
a great diva, stand on a stage while audiences applauded her
frantically, smile beautifully into the elaborate bouquets of
flowers presented to her across the footlights.
But she felt that no woman could be truly great unless
there was some room in her life for love. She met an at¬
tractive young man who, impressed by her beauty and charm,
began escorting her to various after-the-theater parties and
events.
It was all very rosy, her romance and her wonderful
chance of success, until the day the producer of the show
called her into his office.

There are occurrences in real life
so dramatic that no scenario writer
would dare to set them down.
They'd be unbelievable! And yet
they did happen in the lives of
our most famous film stars
He was very brusque. She thought, “This is it. I’m not
making good. He’s going to fire me.” And yet she re¬
alized that after her songs there was a more than generous
round of applause. What could he want?
He told her. “You’ve been chasing around with So-and-so,”
he said, naming the boy she thought she loved. “Let this
be a warning. You’ll have to give up that boy or give up
your job with me.”
“But why?” she asked.
“He’s my enemy. Politically he is working against my
interests. I can’t have a member of my cast seen with him.”
The interview was closed. The producer dismissed Irene
by turning to his littered desk.
That night, almost in tears, she told the story to her
sweetheart and he verified the fact that there was a political
feud between the producer and himself; he had not imagined
that the producer would hit at him through Irene. “I sup¬
pose,” he said, “that this is the end—between us, I mean.”
“Call for me tomorrow, after the show,” Irene said.
The lad arrived. The producer was backstage. He saw
Irene and her sweetheart going out the stage door together.
He called to them to stop. And there, in front of the amazed
eyes of the entire cast, the producer told her once more that
she must choose—it was her job, perhaps her future, or this
boy.
Irene looked him full in the face. “Then I’ve chosen,” she
said and put her hand on the boy’s arm. The two of them
left with a magnificent and dramatic gesture.
But her story goes further than that. The boy for whom
she gave up her job was not the man she married. And
within a week she had found another job. But she thought
at the time that she was actually forfeiting her career to make
an injustice right.

ROBERT

TAYLOR was in Hollywood trying to make
good as an actor, but the cards seemed to be stacked
against him. He wanted to be a success not only for him¬
self but to justify his father’s faith in him.
This father, whom he adored, had put no objections in his
path. He was willing and eager for Bob to pursue the ca¬
reer he most wanted. And he believed in his boy’s talents.
So Bob wrote the most cheerful letters home, assuring his
father that dozens of studios were besieging him with offers
and he was only waiting to select the best.
Then came a telegram announcing that his father was
very ill. When Bob arrived at the Nebraska hospital there
was grave doubt of his father’s recovery but the wan face
lit with a smile when Bob (Continued on page 79)
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Asa last fitting tribute to a beloved actor,
his dearest, most intimate friend presents:

THE WILL ROGERS
KNEW
J

UST as there is one great love in a
man’s life, there should be one great
friend. Many find one or the other.
I am one of those fortunate enough to
find both. Because Will Rogers was my
friend through the years, because of the
laughter and understanding we shared,
because of the long span of our lives in
which he was such a part of mine, my
talk of him today is difficult.
Words
tumble and falter and fail to express
what he meant to me . . . what I thought
of him.
The last twenty years we were closer,
far closer, than brothers. From the day
of our first meeting we were friends.
We didn't go through a long process of
“getting to know each other.” It was
more like recognizing each other. We
spoke the same language.
A simple
wordless language which is of the heart. So it is hard now
to make words do justice to the memories of the man.
Our families grew up together, our wives are friends,
our kids are all like one big family. For years, Bill wanted
me to come to California. I was rooted in the East. My
work and home were there. But with Bill out here, I was
lonesome. I missed our times together. California meant
Will Rogers to me. I came here because of Will Rogers.
I don’t know when you first became conscious of a shy
young fellow, whether he entered your scheme of things as
a writer, political observer and adviser, movie actor; or
whether you knew him from the time he was just a plain
gum-chewing cowboy. He came into my life as a man’s
perfect companion. For twenty years my plans have ended
in, “then Bill and I. . . .”
Seven years younger than I, he was, but we loved the
same things, liked doing them in the same way. We were
Westerners at heart. We planned for years to own a ranch
together, some place, some time. We wanted to leave the
bright lights and go back to the plains. Our work changed
those plans.
Bill was a man of destiny. His simplicity was the sim¬
plicity of the immortals. His was the culture of the heart.
The language of Lincoln, of Livingstone, which even the
natives understood in the jungle. The world had to recog¬
nize this homely guy with a vocabulary of homely phrases

When Fred Stone's plane
crashed, shortly after the
above picture was taken, "Bill" saved
the day by carrying on for Fred in the
Broadway musical hit, "Three Cheers."

to which his understanding heart and mind gave new mean¬
ing. Quite naturally, with no striving for the spotlight, he
took the center of a stage his great gift created for him. He
was a one-man show. Without help or influence he devel¬
oped himself. He did not make himself into something the
world demanded.
He remained himself and the world
mourns him today.
For all his laughter, for all his quiet appearance, he took
his responsibility seriously. As he realized that people lis¬
tened to him, and acted as he thought, he lived to give of
himself to their needs. Charities ! I could never list them
completely. Time after time, when a sizable check came to
him for his radio work, or his concert work, time after time,
as I say, that check was endorsed to the Boy Scouts, the
Community Chest, to the Flood Sufferers, an endless list of
those in need. He was thrifty about his own needs, but
prodigal in supplying the needs of others.
He was a man of faith. Simple, prayerful faith. He
never talked about it ... he proved it. There was that time
in Long Island. At the back of the grounds on which our
home stood was a channel of tide water from the Great
South Bay. I made a comfortable swimming beach back
there for the little kids, and for us (Continued on page 80)
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O young actor in Hollywood has ever been en¬
dowed with more trumped-up romances in the
short span of a year than Robert Taylor, the new
M-G-M heat-wave, Gable-threat and other fancy
phrases used by Hollywood to denote a sudden, cinematic
success.
The “Romance-pressure” is on, full blast!
Bob had no more than zoomed from the comparative
obscurity of a “student contract” into a leading romantic
menace with the picture “Society Doctor,” than enterpris¬
ing press agents and even more enterprising columnists
began to endow him with a list of feminine conquests that
would have been a credit to a man twice his age and pos¬
sessing four times his speed!
So quick was Hollywood to make tall, dark and handsome
young Taylor into a devilish sort of guy, that some of our
best and highest paid columnists and news photographers
got way ahead of themselves, with some very amusing
results.
On one evening a demon bulb-presser posed Bob
with three different girls on the same party, in the same
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cafe, against the same background and captioned each
picture:
“The new romantic flame in Bob Taylor’s life!”
When he appeared with Virginia Bruce in “Society Doc¬
tor,” Hollywood turned the association into a burning love
affair just a few minutes after they had been introduced on
the set.
Perhaps the best work, though, was achieved with little
Jean Parker, who appeared with Bob in two pictures. This,
alone, might have been enough; but when Bob and Jean
were seen in public, tzvice, the heat was really turned on!
To date, both Miss Parker and Mr. Taylor have denied any
romantic attachment no less than ten times, which seems to
matter not at all.
And last, but not least by any means, comes the per¬
sistent newspaper and photographic campaign linking Bob
with pretty Irene Hervey—practically marrying them! But
more of Irene later.
In the meantime, Mr. Taylor sat across from me in the
commissary at Universal, where he has been loaned to gather
further glories in “Magnificent Obsession.” Bob, in person,

The WOMEN
in BOB TAYLOR'S LIFE
He's been reported engaged to girls
he hardly knew, but here's the story of
the real romances he never talked about

By

GEORGE

MADDEN

is revealed as so nearly a duplicate of his screen self that it
is almost amazing. Away from the camera he loses none of
that college man (not collegiate) attitude that so thoroughly
characterizes his work. You have not been deceived into
the belief that his hair is dark, his skin tanned and his eyes
clearly blue. Unusual as it is in a Hollywood actor, he
looks, acts and sounds exactly as you would expect!
The first question I put to Mr. Taylor after our order of
sliced turkey and cold sliced tomatoes had been served was:
“What’s the matter with this private life of yours that
they keep hanging prop romances on you? Don’t you like
the society of the lovely ladies ?”
Mr. Taylor spiked a chilled tomato.
“Yes,” he replied with what I thought to
be surprising emphasis, “Oh, yes!”
“Then what’s all this business of mak¬
ing up love stories about you ?”
The tomato got slightly in the way of
his reply, but it sounded very much like,
“You tell me!” Four swallows later, he
continued, “Ever since I was seventeen
years old, I guess, I’ve been more or less
in love with someone. But since I came
to Hollywood, no one has ever asked me
to tell the truth on the subject; they’ve
all been too busy printing how I should
feel!”
I said, “Then, brother, consider your¬
self asked!” and settled back with that
roseate feeling that comes only with an
accidental demonstration proving that
honesty and forthrightness may, after all,
me the best policy.
Bob hesitated. “Do me a favor on this
story, will you ?”
This sort of question usually precedes
a request to refrain from printing any
of the information about to be disclosed,
so I didn’t commit myself. Finally he
went on:
“If I do give you this story, it’s be¬
cause I think the truth about my socalled romantic life is a lot less harmful
than these contradictory, cooked-up ver¬
sions, so please don’t make me out a
dashing Lothario with the ladies. I’m not
one now, never have been and never
shall be!
What I don’t know about
women would fill a book. I can’t give
you any startling interludes from my life
because there haven’t been any but the
usual high school and college romances.
And if the truth be known, I’ve come out
on the wrong side of the romantic ledger
with an almost unflattering regularity!
So just bear in mind that these aren’t
‘Lessons in Love,’ but just an attempt to
straighten out my romantic reputation
for a lot of people who could very easily
have the wrong impression from reading
the publicity I’ve had.
“I think the first girl who ever made
impression ('Continued on page 102)
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HE feverish back-stage traffic flowed unheedingly past
the woman in the crude bed on top of the two theatri¬
cal trunks. With the “flu” epidemic sweeping the
town, players and stage-hands were fearful of their
own safety and refused to venture near her.
The woman tossed restlessly. Her throat ached for a
cooling drink; her head throbbed painfully. Suddenly she
raised herself on one elbow—listening. Then she dropped
back with a sigh. The orchestra had struck into the popu¬
lar Charleston that meant relief for her.
There followed a burst of applause and the sudden appear¬
ance of three red-headed youngsters running through the
wings—two to the crowded dressing rooms they shared with
Sfi

other acts, and one, a spindle-shanked youngster of four¬
teen, to the makeshift bed in the far corner.
She leaned over, kissed the woman, picked up a bag of
oranges and an empty glass from the battered "prop” table
and hurried to her dressing room.
There she rolled the oranges back and forth along the
cluttered make-up table with one hand, while the other
wiped the grease paint from her face. She had discovered
that the fruit yielded more juice when massaged in this
manner, and her purse wouldn’t permit the loss of a single
drop. Half-filling the glass with orange juice, she put a
towel to soak under the faucet and then stole out to purloin
a piece of ice from the water cooler. Then she hurried

THE DAYS
G E R ROGERS
CAN NEVER

FORGET!
By

WILLIAM

F.

FRENCH

There are courageous adventures,
heartaches and sacrifices in the
memory book of the star who
was a breadwinner at fourteen

back to the feverish woman lying on the makeshift bed.
‘‘Listen, Mom,” she said, as she wrapped the cooling towel
around the woman’s head and put the glass in her hand,
“I’ve got to leave you for a little while. I’m going to col¬
lect our money, pay off the kids, get the railroad tickets,
do a little shopping and send a couple of wires. And I’ve
got to arrange to have you taken back to the car, too.”
“The very first thing you do,” ordered the woman weakly,
“is to get yourself a thick steak. Right after you pay the
kids and before you telegraph or do anything else. Re¬
member, I said a steak. I don’t know what will happen
to us if you try starving yourself now. So promise me,
Ginger.”
Yes, that half-grown youngster with the full-grown re¬
sponsibilities was Ginger Rogers. Ginger—with her com¬
pany of two other youngsters, playing a one-night stand in
Leadville, Colorado—her clothes over in the Pullman on
the siding and her sick mother on the trunks backstage.
Ginger at fourteen had full responsibility. She had to
collect the money from the box-office, pay the other mem¬
bers of her act, take care of her mother and arrange to get
her and their baggage back to the car, contact the bookers
for her next week’s engagement and do everything else in
connection with their business.
Their act drew $175 a week, and out of that had to come
the salaries of three and the railroad fare of four people.
If, at the end of the week, she and her mother had saved

Above, the
Ginger of early
vaudeville days
in 1928, when
she headed her
own troupe,
though still in
her teens. Left,
the Ginger who
struggled for
a firm foothold
on Broadway.

ten dollars they considered themselves very fortunate.
So telegrams had to be sent, since if they missed as
much as a half week’s work they were stranded.
But that wasn’t all Ginger had to worry about. She
knew that another actor who had been traveling the route
with them was planning to steal the boy and girl who were
dancing with her. And when that actor did steal her part¬
ners, just a week later, Ginger and her mother were stranded
in another one-night stand somewhere in Colorado.
That is but one of the many unknown souvenirs in Ginger
Rogers’ memory, souvenirs of this little star’s climb from
the very bottom to the very top.
In the past, Ginger has been (Continued on page 72)
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MOVIES of
Reviews of the latest films, with one check

(VJ for the good ones, and a double
check (i'V ) for those you mustn't overlook
^Special Agent (Warner)

You'll see Una Merkel and Robert Taylor In
M-G-M's "Broadway Melody of 1936," which
introduces Jack Benny of the radio to movies.

You'll See: Bette Davis, George Brent, Ricardo Cortes, Jack
LaRite, Robert Strange.
It's About: Hozv the government agents track down gangsters
who, after years of freedom, go to prison because of income tax.
Do you like fast-action, inside stuff pictures of the G-Man type ?
Then by all means see this one; its interest and entertainment
are way above par.
George Brent, special government agent, takes a job as a news¬
paper reporter in order to "cover” his activities while trying to
get the dope on gangster Ricardo Cortez, and makes a sweetheart
of the gangster’s bookkeeper, Bette Davis, so that he may have
the lowdown on him. Fast action, murders, romance and Federals
vs. gangster schemes follow in rapid order.
Bette Davis,
the only member of the gang’s employees that knows the book¬
keeping code, is in hot water from both angles, kidnapped to
keep her from testisfying against Cortez, and recaptured by Brent
to be the main witness against the gang.
Ricardo Cortez looks his part more than the others, thus bringing
more attention to himself. That gag of never taking off his gloves
was his own idea and the audience likes it. Bette Davis is okay
but doesn't get much chance to act.
Your Reviewer Says: See it if your fancy runs to G-Men and
gangsters.

‘''She Married Her Boss (Columbia)
"Special Agent," Warner's newest G-man pic¬
ture, is full of action, but Bette Davis and
George Brent don't get much chance to act.

You'll See: Claudette Colbert, Melvin Douglas, Edith Fellows,
Michael Bartlett, Grace Hale, Katherine Alexander, others.
It's About: Just what the title implies.
Here is Miss Colbert in a lightsome mood, very much in
contrast to "Private Worlds” and "Imitation of Life.” She plays

Nino Martini makes his film debut for Fox in "Here’s to
Romance," with Anita Louise furnishing the love interest,
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Melvyn Douglas plays a stuffy role and Claudette Colbert
a gay one in Columbia's farce, "She Married Her Boss."

the MONTH
A month of grand pictures. First, "Alice Adams," one of the best
pictures ever; Hepburn is marvelous. Then there's "Top Hat"
for some swell dancing by Fred Astaire and Singer Rogers. But
the biggest surprise of the month is M-G-M's tremendous musical
success, "Broadway Melody of 1936," a personal triumph for tapdancer Eleanor Powell.
For fast action—"Special Agent."

PICTURES in the
CUTTING ROOM
Advance Tips on Tomorrow's Talkies
COLUMBIA
A Feather in Her Hat.
Pauline Lord plays the
role turned down by Ruth Chatterton.
It's the
story of a mother who sacrifices all to make a
gentleman of her son. Tear-jerker.

a devoted secretary who marries her stuffy boss only to discover,
much to her disappointment, that she has also married his whining
sister, his "brat” child by a former marriage, and his badly run
household. Next she discovers the boss is still in love with his
work. She yearns for romance and gets only dictation.
Being
efficient, she discovers her own hilarious way of getting peace
and romance.
Claudette is delightful, playing the intelligent, love-perplexed
girl for both comedy and pathos. Melvyn Douglas, however, as the
stolid husband is a bit too accurate. He seems so genuinely dull,
that while it’s a tribute to his acting, he actually harms the
reality of the story. You wonder why a vivid lass like Claudette
would worship him so.
Michael Bartlett appears briefly as the
inevitable other man and Edith Fellows scores terrifically as the
terrible infant.
Your Reviewer Says: A farce with serious undertones, particu¬
larly interesting to married people.

^Top Hat (RKO)

/ Live My Life.
Another bright Joan Crawford
society girl film, with Brian Aherne as a young
archaeologist who believes Joan to be a sec¬
retary.
A Night at the Opera. The mad Marx Brothers
are at it again! Their antics are mixed up with
the opera and pretty, singing Kitty Carlisle. Said
to be a riot of fun for everybody.

PARAMOUNT
The Milky Way. Harold Lloyd playing a milkman
who most accidentally becomes a prize fighter.
Loaded with laughs.
Rose of the Rancho.
Introducing radio's and
opera's Gladys Swarthout, supported by John
Boles in a musical love story of early Mexico.

RKO-RADIO

You’ll See: Fred Astaire, Ginger Rogers, Edward Everett Hor¬
ton, Eric Blore, Helen Broderick, Erik Rhodes.
It's About: A dancer who is mistaken by a pretty girl for her
best friend’s husband, or, “Astaire and Rogers, No. 3.”
Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers dance, sing and romance just
as charmingly in their third co-starring picture as they have in
the previous two.
But, while lavishly produced, luxuriously
mounted and expertly performed, this picture is not the sensation
its predecessors have been.
Story concerns a young American dancer and the girl he loves.
She thinks he is the husband of her best friend; he thinks she
doesn’t love him; the wife thinks (Continued on page 74)
Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers are as grand as ever in
"Top Hat" (RKO); story isn't up to par with the others,

M-G-M

Shooting Star. Barbara Stanwyck returns in the
role of Annie Oakley, a tough girl of the old
West. Said to be the best role Barbara has had
in months.

WARNER-FIRST NATIONAL
A Midsummer Night's Dream.
The big WarnerReinhardt special shown so far only to the cast
but expected to be revolutionary.
Jimmy Cag¬
ney, who plays Bottom, passes along the word he
thinks this Shakespearian production about the
finest picture ever made.

"The Crusades" (Paramount) hits the heights of spectacle,
with Loretta Young and Henry Wilcoxon heading the cast.

The perfect film guide
for previous months—
^ indicates the better
pictures, and ^ in¬
dicates those you
shouldn't miss; reviews
in italics are especially
suitable for children

Tips on Talkies
//ACCENT
ON
YOUTH
(Paramount).
Herbert Marshall, Sylvia
Sidney and Phillip Reed
in a bright, witty story
which shows that love
and youth are not always
synonymous. Marshall is
excellent as the middleaged waiter who thinks
himself too old for Miss
Sidney, while the whole
picture is a delightful
merger of laughs and ro¬
mance.

climbs to success while masquerad¬
ing as an Italian. Adolphe Menjou,
Louise Fazenda and Joan Blondell
in supporting roles. Not the best of
the Warner tunefilms.
SCALL OF THE WILD (Twentieth

/ANNA KARENINA
(M-G-M).
Garbo, the
glamor lass, in a hand¬
somely mounted rendi¬
tion of the Tolstoy clas¬
sic. Very sad and very
serious, it retells the old
story of the wife who
leaves her husband and
child for a dashing sol¬
dier. Freddie Bartholo¬
mew,
Reginald
Owen
and Basil Rathbone are
fine. Fredric March re¬
mains in the doldrums.
Fair for Garbo fans.
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l/»/BECKY SHARP (RKO). A pictorially stunning costume picture with
nothing to recommend it but color. That’s
enough, however.
The story is slow,
Hopkins is not in top form. But no movie
fan can afford to miss the harmonic hues.
See it as a cinema curiosity. Then de¬
cide if you want more like it.
^BLACK SHEEP (Fox). Edmund Lowe,
an ocean-going gambler, saves his son,
Tom Brown, from the toils of bad gal
Adrienne Ames, only to fall for her him¬
self. A good, smooth, action-mystery
picture.
BONNY SCOTLAND (M-G-M). Laurel
and Hardy’s latest offering is made from
two distinct stories that never quite get
together. One has the comic team up to
all their old tricks and as funny as ever.
The other is a serious romance that trav¬
els from Scotland to India but never
reaT'._
gets any place.
A fifty-fifty
picture.
l/BORN TO GLORY (GB). The hu¬
man element doesn’t count for much in
this importation from the English stu¬
dio, but the battle scenes are decidedly
thrilling and well worth seeing.
Story
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M-G-M's "Mutiny on the Bounty," in
which Charles Laughton, Clark Gable
and Franchot Tone have the leading
roles, is expected to be one of the new
season's most impressive productions.
concerns a sailor who, single-handedly,
manages to wreck a German ship. John
Mills, the hero, is a young man to
watch.
l/BREAK OF HEARTS (RKO). Kath¬
arine Hepburn and Charles Boyer in a
somewhat slowly moving love story about
a famous maestro and a poor, music-loving
girl. There’s good music, too.
BRIGHT EYES (Warners).
Joe E.
Brown and Ann Dvorak as a small time
burlesque team that finally lands on
Broadway. Love enters to complicate
the comedy team’s success but all ends
well in this typically humorous item from
the cavern mouthed clown. Joe’s tap danc¬
ing and Ann’s singing are pleasant sur¬
prises.
BROADWAY GONDOLIER (Warner
Brothers). A good story, some nice per¬
formances and a batch of catchy tunes
suffer from a too slow tempo. Bounc¬
ing Dick Powell, as a cab driver with an
operatic voice, takes a trip to Italy and
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l/COLLEGE SCANDAL (Paramount).
A murder mystery with music. Action
takes place in a college campus between
editions of the school paper and rehearsals
for the school show. A fine cast, including
Arline Judge, Kent Taylor, Wendy Barrie
and Edward Nugent.
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DARING YOUNG MAN, THE (Fox).
James Dunn and Mae Clarke, two roman¬
tic reporters on rival newspapers, allow
business to interfere with their pleasure
and love. This is strictly a program pic¬
ture but there’s enough action and ro¬
mance to hold you if you go.
V'y'DAV ID

COPPERFIELD

(M-G-M).

A gloriously faithful reproduction of the
time-honored
Dickens
classic,
perfectly
performed by the entire cast, a few of
which

are

(Continued

on

page

98)

FREDRIC MARCH
and

MERLE OBERON
Merle's work with Freddie in
"The Dark Angel" has been
so successful that Sam Goldwyn is borrowing her from
London

Rims for

a

film

specialty written for her.

LUPE VELEZ
After a brief dispute as to whether or
not she would pose for the newspapers with
Gary Cooper (she didn't), Lupe has sailed
for stage appearances fn South America. Her
newest film is GB's "The Morals of Marcus.

For the real explana¬
tion of "the problem.
child of Destiny

n

and the qualities
which have made her
a great star, read:

THE
Amazing
Life Story
of Elisabeth Bergner
B

JOSEPHINE

Bergner and Percy
Marmont were costarred in one of the
first European talking
films, " A r i a n e "
(above). Though she
now plays youngsters,
when sne attended
the K onservatorium
she looked much older
than she was (left).

J

UST as Elisabeth Bergner as a child was a strange small
creature of moods whom almost no one understood,
so today, as a mature woman with many years in the
theater to her credit, she is the most eccentric and tem¬
peramental actress of her time. As the years pass she seems
to become more withdrawn inside the walls of privacy she
builds around her life and against all but the most neces¬
sary contacts with the world.
Of course, it was not always so, but it has certainly been
true in recent years that Bergner finds it impossible to re¬
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hearse any role, either in a stage play or a picture, before a
director other than her husband or with other members of a
cast. From the moment she is cast in a part until the cur¬
tain rises before a first-night audience or until director and
cameras are ready for a “take,” this highly nervous little
genius studies and works alone, or with only Paul Czinner,'
behind locked doors.
First she reads and re-reads the story, until she feels that
she knows the character she wants to become as well as
she knows herself. She uses an arrangement of mirrors to
study posture and expression, to make every movement and
facial change express what is going on in the character’s
mind and soul.
t
During this period she gradually commits the lines of the
part—approximately! Despite the forebodings of the sup¬
porting cast, however, a first night with Bergner is never
the awkward ill-timed affair one might expect from her
refusal to rehearse with the others beforehand. She knows
her cues, makes every entrance exactly on the second and is
completely and convincingly the character every moment
she is on the stage. True, she often alters her own lines
from the exact way they appear in the script, but never to

the extent that she fails to give the cue to the one who speaks
after her. Although those on the stage with her never know
where she will go or what business she will invent as the
action proceeds the action is always completely natural and
never interferes with what other characters must accom¬
plish.
For instance, in “Escape Me Never,” the ignorant woman
who cares for Gemma Jones’ ailing baby was originally
named “Mrs. Cooper.” When the moment came, the first
night of the play in London, for Elisabeth’s anguished dash
off the stage with the dying child clutched in her arms, it
was to “Mrs. Brown” she despairingly called. She did not
forget the correct name, but she did not feel it and substi¬
tuted one she did feel.
It has been said that the story of a great actor is the
story of his parts. So it is with Bergner. From the time
she graduated from the Konservatorium in Vienna, when she
was about nineteen, her life has been lived in the roles she
has played. More than any other woman of the theater save
Duse and Bernhardt she has always seemed actually to
become each of her characters.
Her three years in dramatic
school were not marked by
colorful events of any kind.
None of her classmates recalls
that she was other than a quiet,
painfully shy little person who
made few friends and seemed
only to wish to study and read.
Her diploma showed her
“slightly better than average” as
a pupil, yet someone, early in
her career at the school, must
have recognized her as one of
the inspired few, for she finished
the course with the help of a
scholarship which had been
originated by the Emperor Franz
Joseph for the first-year scholar
who showed greatest promise of
a great gift for the world of art.
The moment she graduated
Elisabeth began her fight to gain
a foothold on the ladder of fame.
She wrote to every theatrical
agent in Vienna and in nearby
cities. She received, now and
then, a call to present herself to
one or another of these agents.
But when they saw her they all
told her, in effect, the same
thing: She was not beautiful, she
had no figure to speak of, they
could see no future for her in
the theater. Few of them even
gave her the opportunity to read
a line. Her tiny, childish form,
such an asset today, was consid¬
ered nothing but a liability in
the days when voluptuous and
Junoesque women were the fash¬
ion.
Finally Elisabeth landed a
four months’ contract to play
with a company stationed at
Innsbruck. Her salary, a few
kronen, was so meager as to be
hardly worth mentioning. But,
as she said at the time, she was
a tiny person. With even the
tiniest salary she could live.
Much more than the unfavor¬
able terms of her contract she

minded the disappointment she had to swallow after her first
rehearsal. She had been scheduled to portray the heroine in
a play she had adored and dreamed of since childhood. She
lost the part when it was decided her voice was too deep for
it. Instead she was given secondary parts, character bits,
second woman roles.
For a time she felt discouraged but she did not yield to
the feeling long. Again she wrote to all the agents and man¬
agers, and this time she could at least tel! them she was ac¬
tually in the theater. She was no longer the complete novice,
pleading for her first speaking part on any stage.
One of those to whom she wrote was Herr Geheimrat
Frankfurter of Marienbad. Interested by her letter, he sent
a certain Herr Reucker, director of the Zurich Pfauentheatrc, to look over the young actress at Innsbruck.
Arriving at the town, the visiting director inquired at the
theater, only to find that Bergner was not even cast for the
play that week. He asked the way to her lodgings and
found her at home in a cheap little attic room, the only
place she could afford.
(Continued on page 92)

THIS IS THE FIRST GROUP OF CANDIDATES FOR CHILDREN'S
PICTURE CONTEST CASH PRIZE.

THE VOTES OF MOVIE

MIRROR READERS WILL DECIDE IF THE $500.00 OR THE
$200.00

H

WINNER

IS

IN

THIS

MONTH'S

ERE are the first twenty selections from the many hun¬
dreds of photographs entered in this contest. Under the
rules their reproduction here automatically brings each of
the entrants a check for $5.00. Will one of them be the
eventual winner of either major award? The answer to that
will be supplied by Movie Mirror readers. You and our
other readers hold the decision in your ballots. The polls
are open now and the tally clerks are ready. Do not act
immediately unless you are sure that your choice is among
this first twenty pictures. If it is here, well and good. Send
your ballot immediately. But do not forget that twenty
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more pictures will be published next month and twenty more
in January. If you wish you can save your ballots until
you’ve had an opportunity to study every portrait.
Of course you will want to know the name of the attractive
youngster you are honoring with your support. On page
89 in this issue you will find the names and home cities
listed in the same order in which they are numbered here.
Vote as early and as often as you like but make sure that
each vote you submit is an official ballot clipped from
November, December or January Movie Mirror.

The RULES
1*
Any child who has not passed his or her tenth birthday
is eligible in this contest.
2.
To be considered, photographs most be received by Chil¬
dren's Picture Editor, Movie Mirror, P. O. Box 556, Grand
Central Station, New York, N. Y.# on or before Friday, Octo¬
ber 11.
3*
The name and address of the child and name and ad¬
dress of the sender must be PRINTED IN INK or type¬
written on the back of every picture entered. In the event a
picture is submitted by someone other than a parent the
consent of the parents must be written in ink on the back
of the picture.
4«
The editorial board of Movie Mirror will select the sixty
most attractive pictures for publication in this magazine in
the November, December and January issues.
With each
group a ballot will be printed. The readers of Movie Mirror
will vote to select the child from this list of sixty whom they
would most like to see In a screen role. The child receiving
the greatest number of ballots will be awarded the first prize
of $500.00. The runner-up will receive $200.00.
3.
Movie Mirror will pay $5.00 for each of the sixty pictures
selected for publication and each of these pictures will be¬
come the property of Macfadden Publications for reproduc¬
tion wherever desired.
6*
Movie Mirror will not be responsible for the return of
any picture although every effort will be made to return
pictures which are accompanied by stamped, self-addressed
return envelopes when submitted.
7*
Quality of photography will not count. The attractive¬
ness of the child will be the sole basis of judgment. Expen¬
sive portraits are not required. If of sufficient clarity for
reproduction, a snapshot will be as acceptable as a studio
sitting.
B*
Ton can submit as many official ballots as you wish but
only the official ballots printed in this magazine in Novem¬
ber, December and January will be counted. All ballots must
be In the hands of the counters on or before Friday, January
10, 1936, the closing date of this contest. Ballots should be
sent by First Class Mall to Children's Picture Editor, Movie
Mirror, P. O. Box 556, Grand Central Station, New York, N. Y.

I-

OFFICIAL
USE THIS OFFICIAL BALLOT
TO

VOTE

FOR

THE

MOVIE MIRROR'S CHILDREN'S PICTURE CONTEST

CHILD

As the child pictured in this contest whom I would most like to
see in a screen role, please count this ballot as

YOU WOULD MOST LIKE TO
SEE

IN

A

SCREEN

ROLE.

BALLOT

ONE VOTE FOR NUMBER.
(Write in number that appears on picture of your choice)
My name
Street
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I WANT TO
BE A STAR!
By

DORA

MACY

Courageous little Judy Pine, stand-in

,

for a famous star meets the greatest
crisis of her exciting life in Hollywood
Illustrated

by

STEPHEN

GROUT

A

S I walked back toward home I wondered why I let
Mrs. Mitchell work me up into a stew. Obviously
Dick was going to be lucky if he was allowed to
draw his own breath. But what business was it of
mine?
Still, with every step I took, my brain kept
repeating, “He’ll be here in June. He is coming in June.”
At the bungalow, Rene gave me a message from Sonya
and I phoned her immediately.
“Vic has left for New York,” Sonya told me. “Unexpected
complications. I guess they are in for a big fight. If he
wins, which of course he will, he’ll have to toddle over to
London and France immediately.”
“How long will he be gone, Sonya?”
“I don’t know, but he is afraid it’s going to be a long
drawn out fight. He said it’s a show-down. Either he
wins or he will never come back to Hollywood. The point
is,” she drawled, “that I am lonely and I wish you and Bert
would come and have supper with me and dry my tears.”
“We will be over with a mop,” I promised.
I hadn’t taken her complaint of loneliness seriously but I
found Sonya very changed that night. She was breaking
one of her severest rules and was drinking. She had a fev¬
ered air and talked as if she had just come out of solitary
confinement.
Bert talked of it on the drive home and I was a little an¬
noyed at his attitude. He insisted that Victor was an iron
corset that kept Sonya’s spirit in shape and that the moment
his influence was withdrawn she went native. Holding my
peace was one of the best things I had learned but I hoped
fervently that this was a momentary reaction with Sonya
and that no one but ourselves would see her or hear her in
that mood.
It wasn’t a passing mood. She broke all dates right and
left. She did absolutely no work. Everything came to a
halt while she indulged herself in all the dissipations that
I had thought her immune to. I felt sorry for her but I
didn’t dare speak, even when she began to flirt with Bert.
After all Bert meant nothing to me but I hated to see Sonya
making a fool of herself. I knew she did it from boredom,
too. There was some devil in her that was driving her

I couldn't bear it another minute. I rushed over and put
my arms around Sonya. "Go ahead, Bert," I cried
despairingly. "Why don't you tell him, if he must know?"
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on just for the excitement. Regularly Victor
telephoned, wired and wrote, and just as regu¬
larly Sonya responded in good form. I knew she
missed him and couldn’t understand why she didn t
follow him. I suggested it once and her eyes and
her laughter were sarcastic. That is all the an¬
swer I got. I wish that I had had nerve enough
to call Victor and tell him to come home. I
prayed that anything would bring him back in time.
We got to taking long week-ends—as soon as
my work at the studio was over. While the rush
on the Barbara Bell picture was suspended I had
had a chance at a few shorts but I was learning to
my grief that I wouldn’t go very far. I was a
duplicate and Barbara Bell had got there first.
My resemblance gave me a regular salary and
job as stand-in, so it was my future, but that
very resemblance would keep me from any real
fortune.
So, because Sonya and Bert were kind enough
to include me—not as an automatic gesture but
because they really wanted me—our week-ends
were short, consisting mostly of wild drives
started late at night, heading almost everywhere.
On one of these trips we all three fell in love

with Arrowhead. So much so that Bert, on the spur of the
moment, decided to buy one of the swanky little cabins on
the edge of the lake. He made an absurd deal based, as in
many such transfers, on someone’s losses and need for cash.
After that we had a place to go. It was fun getting
away and “camping out” and not even having a phone.
But it was too wearing on me. The hours at the studio
were long and very fatiguing. The long drives, the late
hours, the strain of watching Sonya on a brandy spree—it
was all too much for me.
Besides, the time was coming when Dick would arrive.
I had many letters from him; he was quite excited about
the trip, though plainly he thought it a waste of time and
money under the circumstances. And then with a shock I
found a wire one day saying that they had sailed. Time
slips by so fast. In two weeks now he would be here.
I began to take stock of myself. I looked tired and I felt
worn out. I had been going it too hard and I was letting
other people’s affairs upset me emotionally. After all what
could I do if Sonya was determined to make a fool of her¬
self? Nothing, except watch her when she wept uncontroll¬
ably and mumbled broken resentments of what the years had
brought her. Nothing but be sorry because I loved her and
because she was a great person who owed it to herself to
keep up the battle. Evidently Victor alone could keep her

on the tracks. She would not admit her dependence on him,
but without him she was lost.
J wanted to look my best when Dick arrived. I explained
that to Sonya, who was highly amused.
“My dear, I’ll throw a party for you. A party that will
dazzle the love interest from the back woods and his funny
bride. We’ll show them how important you are and what
society you move in. I’ll give them an eyefull!”
She began to plan a most elaborate party. I heard her
telling Victor all the details over the phone—a transadantic
call, for Victor, having won, was now in Paris! She treated
her party for me as a prize joke. There wasn’t a soul in
Hollywood who would refuse Sonya’s invitation. She rarely
gave a party but, when she did, they came.
She asked me to come over the Wednesday evening be¬
fore Dick arrived to plan the final decorations. I was very
tired when I reached her bungalow around six o’clock that
evening.
“Miss Sonya left you a note,” her colored maid told me.
“She is awfully sorry but she had to go away.”
“Forgive me, lamb, we’ll do this tomorrow.
to go to my grandmother’s funeral.”

I have

One of her typical tongue-in-the-cheek notes. I sighed
with relief and started home to get some rest, when I re-

had carried me so many miles, and I blessed Bert for his
membered having promised Bert to select some ties for him.
silence.
I bought them on Wilshire Boulevard just as the stores
As we pulled into town Bert nudged me with his elbow.
were closing and, being so near the Town House, I dropped
“Shall we go to Sonya’s?” he said. “She will have a
in with them.
lot to do.”
Bert’s secretary opened the door.
I looked at him through tears and shook my head.
“Mr. Brothers went to Arrowhead,” he said.
“I would like to be alone,” I half whispered. “She will
I smiled. “I didn't have an appointment with him. Just
understand and she hasn’t anything to do now that the cater¬
give him these for his lily-white neck.”
ers can’t attend to.”
But on the way home I wondered about it.
Bert took hold of my hand and patted it understandingly.
The next day Sonya was on hand and we arranged the
“Dick is a pretty swell
decorations.
fellow, Judy. I didn’t ex¬
Bert returned on Fri¬
pect him to be so nice.
day and insisted that he
Funny how such men pick
*
WHAT HAS GONE BEFORE:
meet Dick and his wife
bread-and-water wives.”
with me.
“Please!” I pleaded and
All her life, Judy Pine had zvorhipped just two people—her
At the dock we met the
younger brother, Jack, and Dick Carr, son of the zvealthiest
drew my hand away.
Mitchells. Sonya had al¬
family in her home town in New England. So, when Jack fell
He let me off at my door
ready written them an in¬
in with evil companions and Dick offered to sign his mother’s
and I was glad to find
vitation and enclosed a
name to a letter of introduction to a motion picture director, she
Rene in the bungalow. I
was glad to take her brother and run away to Hollywood. New
note from me explaining
temptations confronted Jack there, however, and the final blow
could be at ease with her
that it was in their daugh¬
fell when Judy discoz'ercd that Jack and his disreputable friend
and say what I thought.
ter’s honor.
Naturally,
Mike were trying to blackmail a married man on the strength of
But what did I think ? 1
they would accept the bid
her friendship.
was both glad and miser¬
Judy was not getting ahead very rapidly in Hollywood, but
and were coming that
she had two or three friends of whom she had a right to be
able at seeing Dick.
1
night to Sonya’s.
proud.
First and foremost was Victor Munson, the great
loved him more than ever
That morning at the
director; he had discovered very quickly that her letter of in¬
before. Preposterous, silly,
dock was the first time I
troduction was a forgery but had taken much kindly interest in
unintelligent love, and the
her when she was injured while riding in his car. Then there
had met Mr. Mitchell. He
uras Sonya, brilliant and beautiful, wfto lived on Victor’s estate
look in his eyes upset me.
was stoop-shouldered and
and ran his household for him.
A third friend was Bert
I knew at last what my
bronzed, a wiry little man
Brothers, British representative for a large movie company. Bert
letters meant to him but 1
with a high, toneless voice.
had made loi’e to her and she had repulsed him, but they were
couldn’t understand it. If
still the best of friends. It zvas Bert zvhom the boys had tried
I saw Dick before any¬
to blackmail. Finally, because of their affection for Judy, her
he felt at all close to me.
one did, leaning over the
friends had kept the zvholc affair quiet. Victor arranged to have
then what about Hazel ?
rail, and I stared at him.
Jack sent away on a two-year scientific expedition to the Bering
Had they just married be¬
Could a year and a half
Sea, where he might be kept out of trouble, and Bert promised
cause they were expected
not to press charges if Alike left tozvn immediately. Judy was
make that much differ¬
grateful even for this last kindness, because she was living at the
to because of the trouble
ence ? Of course he was
home of Rene, the kindest friend of all, who had never got over
in Hazel’s family, because
Doctor Carr now, tall,
lazing Mike, uwrthless as he was.
of circumstances and rou¬
brown and handsome as
Meanzvhile, the problems in her own life zvere increasing.
Word had just reached her that Dick had married his childhood
tine and the power of ac¬
he had always been, but
sweetheart. Her career was not adzHincing. In desperation, she
cepted plans ? Was it really
older and much more ma¬
decided to cash in on her resemblance to the famous screen star,
possible that Dick was go¬
ture.
Barbara Bell, thus preparing for the job she finally obtained as
ing to lx? happy with
The others spotted him.
Barbara’s stand-in. She was still getting letters from Dick,
and, at his request, welcomed the parents of his bride on their
Hazel ?
Bread-and-water
From the remarks called
z'isit to California. Through them, she received the heartbreak¬
wife, as Bert so neatly and
back and forth, as the ship
ing nezvs that Dick and his zvife, Hasel, zvere coming to Cali¬
crudely put it. 1 was sorry
nosed into port, I picked
fornia. She would have to meet them, smile at them—and keep
that
they were to be here
out Hazel standing beside
silent about her love.
four months and that 1
Dick and studied her. She
would have to face Dick
had a rather sweet face
ever so often. 1 didn’t
except for the thin lips that
trust myself -and life was full of enough complications.
were her mother’s trade-mark. She was slim but rather
boney, square-built. She wofe neutral, expensively dowdy
Rene talked to me as a friend that really cared and as
a girl that knew her way around. The more she handed
tweeds.
I stood back while they greeted Mr. and Mrs. Mit¬
out arguments I couldn't dodge, the more I resented having
to listen to her. She made me feel rebellious. Maybe that’s
chell.
what she intended.
Finally Dick turned to me. We didn't speak as he came
over and shook my hand. Either I was a fool or his eyes
At any rate I started out that night with a highhanded de¬
were dangerously glad to see me. I caught my breath and
termination to take what the gods offered. Bert noticed my
stuttered an introduction to Bert Brothers, whose crisp
manner and smiled approvingly when he called for me.
British accent brought-us all down to earth.
“Stiff upper lip, eh?” he grinned. “I hope he is worth it.”
Suddenly Dick turned back to me as if' he could not be¬
“I hope he is,” I agreed.
lieve.
“Of course, I think you’ll find,” he said, as we drove over
“I scarcely knew you,” he murmured. “I hope you are
to the Roosevelt, “that you have changed more than he has.
not as changed inside.”
You are not the same girl that knew him back home. How¬
Before I could speak, Hazel approached and he introduced
ever, Judy, I hope you’ll be happy whichever way the wind
her.
blows. But, if it isn’t Dick, don’t you think it’s time you
“•My wife.” That proudly possessive titlegave me a chance?”
The Mitchells were greeting Bert, and were telling “the
I smiled up at him.
children” about the party that night. Obviously Bert and I
“I certainly do,” I agreed. “If it isn't, Dick, it should
were in the way. The Mitchells wanted to carry off their
be you.”
own and talk en famille. We promised to pick them up that
“Now you are talking sense. I’ll be better for you than
evening. I stood, dazed, and watched them go.
he would be with or without a little gold band.”
Then Bert and I climbed into his gray roadster, which
We had to wait twenty
(Continued on page 83)
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Hollywood's best-known Chinese
actor is Swedish--and almost as
much of an enigma to the film colony

,

as his noted countrywoman Garbo

H

E has the body of a brute, the face and eyes of a
mystic, the mind of a scholar and the soul of a
poet; he is a cultured gentleman and one of the
screen’s greatest character actors. Self-educated,
he speaks several languages, is a translator of note and a
successful playwright; he is one of the richest of film
actors, a great golfer, a farmer, a breeder, a horticulturist,
and a fine host. His name is Warner Oland and he is the
man whose screen characterization of Charlie Chan, the
Chinese detective, has won him a following of millions of
adoring fans.
Despite this, Warner Oland is almost as much of a
mystery to Hollywood as is Charlie Chan to the crooks he
pursues so relentlessly. This is due to the fact that Oland
is a stranger to Hollywood save when he is working on a
picture, and when Oland is working he is too busy for
anything but work.
The moment a picture is finished,
Oland vanishes. Truth to tell, outside of the actual business
of filming a picture, Oland has nothing in common with
Hollywood; his varied interests encompass a thousand-mile
strip of the Pacific coast.
Warner Oland was born in the little Swedish town of
Umeo, on Botanic Bay, not far from Finland, in the land
of the midnight sun, just fifty-five years ago.
He cotild
walk to the top of a hill near his home and watch the sun
skirt the horizon, and he recalls having seen his father,
Jonas Oland, read a newspaper at midnight without a lamp.
His father and mother were of Russian and Swedish ex¬
traction, which accounts for the natural Oriental slant of
Oland’s eyes. Jonas Oland, half Russian, half Swedish, was
a state forester and little Warner spent much time with
him in the woods. Warner Oland could read both Sw’edish
and Russian at the age of four years and at five began ski¬
ing to school, for in that country everything is levelled by
the snows, even the fences are hidden, and skiing is the cus¬
tomary mode of travel.

WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT
WARNER OLAND
He was a noted stage star 25 years ago.
Made his picture debut in June, 1915, in the role
of John Bunyan in "Pilgrim's Progress."
Could very easily qualify as one of Hollywood's
"oldest inhabitants," having been lured to Hollywood
in 1916 to become the "heavy" in Theda Bara's pro¬
ductions. Has been in pictures ever since.
Was the "menace" in the famous Pearl White serials.
Uses no makeup for his characterization of Charlie
Chan. Not even grease paint. The mustache is the
one he wears day in, day out, with the ends turned
down; he grows the goatee before each picture.
Lives in Santa Barbara, 109 miles from the studio,
where he owns one of the show places in a community
of social register millionaires, with whom he plays
golf and hobnobsj
Has made eight Charlie Chan pictures and is under
contract for six more, the first of which, "Charlie
Chan in Egypt," was released this summer.
Is a naturalized American.
Owns 7,000 acres on the Isle of the Little Pine off
the coast of Mazatlan, in tropical Mexico, where he
spends much of his spare time experimenting with eocoanut trees and cross-bred cattle.

VV70ULD you believe that I am fifty-five years old?”
Oland asked as he sat in his bungalow at the Beverly
Hills Hotel, on a recent visit to Hollywood.
"I don’t
feel over thirty, yet forty-odd years have elapsed since that
day in the fall of 1893 when I first saw New York City.
I was just thirteen when we landed. My father had been
dreaming of that event for many years and before we went
ashore from Ellis Island he turned to my mother and said:
‘We are not going to some Scandinavian settlement. We
are going to settle among real Americans and rear our boys,
Warner and Arvid, as real Americans.’ A few days later
father bought a small, wind-swept farm in Connecticut, to
which we moved. The very next day there was a blizzard
and we boys felt very much at home.
“We started in grammar school, but could speak no
English, and father decided we would be better remaining
away from school, working, and (Continued on page 87)
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Choosing Your LIPSTICK
for

Jean Parker, M-G-M's lovely little actress, shows you
the three steps in applying lipstick—(I) outlining the
upper lip; (2) transferring the color to the lower lip;
(3) filling in the lower lip and inner edges of the mouth.
■

H

AVE you found it a real
problem, this matter of
getting the lipstick which
is absolutely right for
you?
I’m sure you have, for no
girl of refinement will be satisfied
with anything short of perfection in
her make-up. She knows that a
successful make-up depends on buy¬
ing the right cosmetics and using
them with skill; that such a make¬
up attracts attention to her because
she has added to her charm, and
not because an ill-chosen or mis¬
applied color is causing people to
stare at her.
Make-up should be “looked at
but not seen,” and if that sounds
like a contradiction, ask almost any
man you know. He will tell you it is perfectly true.
The wrong powder or rouge can ruin the effect
you are trying for, but I think, and I know you’ll
agree with me, that the wrong lipstick, inexpertly
used, is the most conspicuous make-up mistake.
How are you going to avoid making this mistake;
to choose, from among the bewildering array of ex¬
cellent lipsticks on the market, the one which yop
should be using?
It really isn’t so confusing as it jnay seem. The
first principle (and it comes first in choosing all
cosmetics) is to consider your lipstick as part of
your make-up, never just by itself.
You know how disastrous it is to buy a hat just
because you like it, without thinking about the rest
of your wardrobe. You get it home and it doesn’t
go with anything else you own. In desperation you
wear it, anyway, and it (Continued on page 90)
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Gloria Mack will answer you
personally.
Write her about
those besetting beauty problem.
Find out how to clear your skin,
reduce your weight, highlight
your hair, or anything else that's
on your mind. You'll also want
to know the names of the splen¬
did lipsticks she mentions; and
learn how to use them expertly.
There isn't any charge, you
know, for this confidential ex¬
change of letters, but do please
remember to enclose a stamped,
self-addressed
envelope
when
you write Gloria Mack, Movie
Mirror, 7751 Sunset Blvd., Holly¬
wood, California, for her advice.

By CWENN WALTERS

Fall wardrobes are in the making and here
are contrasted the originality of Hollywood
and the age-old chic of Paris. Fay Wray
selected her costumes from Schiaparelli, while
Jean Harlow made her choice at BullocksWilshire, Los Angeles. Fay's very Parisian
dressy coat of black caracul wool has a bow
to fasten its fan collar of silver fox. The full
sleeves are neatly caught with wide cuffbands. Note the filmy, pointed veil on her hat.

In Hollywood, Jean chose a kneelength coat of nutria. Its full,
swinging lines are held in place by
a wide belt of suede, while its collar
is thrown open wide and its sleeves
spread generously at the wrists.
The frock beneath (shown in the
sketch) is of velveteen in deep blue,
the shade of the sea. Burnished gold
peeks out under the cuffs and
through the front opening. Its fourgored skirt, raglan sleeves and
standing shirtmaker collar assure
ease and comfort for the wearer.

Jean Harlow will appear next in an
M-G-M film tentatively titled "Riff
Raff."
Fay Wray will be seen next with
Jack Hulbert in GB's "Alias Bulldog
Drummond."

Neatly tailored, Jean goes to town in this single-breasted suit of bright
navy worsted and a blouse of sheer white handkerchief linen with a jabot
of handwork and fine lace; her hat is navy and white felt. (Left) In
decided contrast is Fay's suit, tailored also, but in dressmaker style with
short box coat and flaring skirt. Tailored buttonholes, in alternate red and
green, give cheer to the deep navy suiting. Her becoming blouse is Italian
linen trimmed with hand-made lace and a little heart emblem, initials and
date worked in red cross-stitch which quickly recall the intricacy of detail
so prevalent in French design. Natural and navy felt fashion her hat.

There are freedom and action for Jean in this brown wool street frock. The
green of the almost invisible plaid is repeated in the vest, belt and hat; the
skirt is bias and the sleeves are dolman-style. (Right) Black, ever the chic
color of the French, is strikingly used in Fay's afternoon frock of heavy satin.
The very long, pointed, heavily-quilted collar fastens with a cluster of white
carnations hidden by the double foxes. Glance at the wide band on the
skirt—it's padded, stitched and weighted; the design on the front panel is
neatly stitched, as are the sleeve edgings and belt. Fay's hat is also of
black satin, beautifully stitched and trimmed with matching grosgrain ribbon.

This classically beautiful evening gown of silver Iam6 is Jean’s favorite for the
season.

The direct opposite of her tailored street costumes, this creation is
rr
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femFnine in every detail. Trick bands mould the accordion pleats into a bodice

Miss Harlow s photographs by George
Hurrell. Her clothes by Bullocks-Wilshire,

which is held by tiny shoulder straps. The peplum continues around the entire

Los Angeles-

waistline, over a graceful skirt with back fulness.
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^)®'|mghoes by Huqqms'

Jean's sandals are silver.
Miss
Wray's
photographs
by
Irving
Lippman. Her costumes and hats spe¬
cially designed for her by Schiaparelli,
Paris.

Lam6 is so popular for the coming social season that if also fashions our unique
and interesting version of Jean's dinner dress.

One long full sleeve is a decided

contrast to the soft draped cap sleeve of the opposite arm.
Would you like to know which type of
these clothes you should wear?
complete
gether

description

with

envelope,

to

a

of

self-addressed,
Gwenn

Send a

yourself,

Walters,

to¬

The soft gold Iam6

of this gown drapes exquisitely into a wrap-around skirt. To add still further to
the luxuriousness of her costume, tiny gold sequins adorn her white satin sandals.

stamped
MOVIE

MIRROR, 7751 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood.
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Hollywood's
Hidden Past
Continuing the fascinating reminis¬

F

ROM its hazardous beginning in 1913, the Jesse Lasky
Feature Play Company, founded by the gamble of the

cences of one of Hollywood's greatest
personalities—Cecil B. DeMille

Three Bright Young Men—Jesse Lasky, Samuel Goldtvyn
and C. B. DeMille—had become within four short years the
most prominent producing unit in the thriving movie indus¬
try.

Not only was C. B. DeMille creating star names with

each successive picture he directed, but a merger with the

By WALTER RAMSEY

Famous Players Company had brought such box-office sen¬
sations as Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks into the

F
fold.

ILMS were in the process of pioneering; a conquest
that was later to make the motion picture industry
the fourth largest business in the country,” Cecil B.
DeMille continued his reminiscences. We were seated
on the lounge-deck of his beautiful yacht Seaward. Our first
meeting had revealed DeMille the business man, the finan¬
cier. But today, during an interview that took place while
his own family was aboard to help him celebrate his birth¬
day, I was to find DeMille, the host; DeMille, the family
man, known to his intimate friends. It was a magnificent
day. The Seaward rocked quietly in the bay just off Cata¬
lina Island. The genial “Captain” continued his story:
“We were launched successfully in a new adventure that
was already bringing about great changes in the policies of
the business. Great technical discoveries were being made.
The big companies were just beginning to turn their eyes

DeMille's production of "The
Ten CoYnmandments," in which
Theodore Roberts portrayed
Moses, was the first of the
screen's tremendous religious
spectacles. Right, the famous
director has a conference with
Wally Reid, Gloria Swanson,
Elliott Dexter; all early stars.
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in the direction of theater ownership. I viewed this with
satisfaction because I knew it would mean better projeclion and a finer setting for the pictures.”
Deluxe movie houses were beginning to spring up all
over the country. America became movie-mad; movie mag¬
azines Hooded the market; Hollywood gossip was at a pre¬
mium and DeMille, the great idol-maker, furnished a great
share of the glamorous star-dust of this idol-worshiping age.
Wallace Reid, driving his long, blue roadster through
the pepper-tree-shaded streets of Hollywood, was the male
sensation of the hour after but three pictures.
“To my mind,” DeMille said, “Wally was the handsom¬
est man ever reflected on the screen. He was an easy¬
going, likable boy without the slightest understanding of
the word temperament. It is amusing to look back on those

view, I doubt if Gloria would ever havd gained the big
chance for stardom—at least with me,” smiled C. B. “This
girl was later to earn the title ‘Best Dressed Woman on
the Screen/ but she showed none of the startling glamor
that was to make her the feminine pace-maker of all women
stars.”
But DeMille did not trust that first impression. He in¬
sisted upon seeing one of the Mack Sennett Comedies in
which Gloria had played a small part. There was one scene
that caught the great director’s eye; in fact, he found it
utterly impossible to believe this to be the same not-so-good
imitation of a “vamp” who had just left his office. He had
faith in that screen flash and despite the protests of every
associate on the lot the temperamental star-maker signed
Gloria for the first of his series (Continued on page 70)

"Affairs of Anatole"
was the first impres¬
sive all-star film and
boasted such beauties
as Bebe Daniels,
Agnes Ayres, Gloria
Swanson and Wanda
Hawley (left, with
Mr. DeMille). Below,
Leatrice Joy, at that
time the wife of John
Gilbert, shares with
la Swanson the dis¬
tinction of being the
bravest woman this
director has known.

days and contrast the family-circle spirit of the times with
the dollars-and-cents policy of today’s production. For in¬
stance, Wally dressed in a small concrete dressing-room on
the second floor of the wardrobe building—quarters so small,
in fact that thev wouldn’t even be good enough for an
extra-player of today.” And Wally was now the biggest
male star of the screen. His popularity finally made it
necessary for him to appear in more pictures than his
original discoverer could produce and so Wally was launched
on an independent starring career, making as many as eight
or ten pictures a year.
But Wally was just one of many glamorous personalities
waved into stardom under the wand of DeMille magic; for,
with the coming of the famous domestic dramas replete
with bathroom scenes, the greatest feminine star of the day
was DeMille-ized: Gloria Swanson.
“If I had depended upon my first, personal impression
of Miss Swanson, gained during the introductory inter-
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Anna Lee, English film star play¬
ing in GB's "The Passing of the
Third Floor Back,” with Conrad
Veidt, answers her fan mail.

That tells of love both tried and true?
Bing Crosby

$20 PRIZE LETTER
A Perfect Tribute
When but a child, led by a fond mother’s hand to entertain¬
ments designed to encourage the love of the cultural arts,
such a deep ardor was instilled in me that it has never
abated. Ever since that time (I am ninety-five years of
age), music, art and drama have been sources of pleasure.
A few days ago, I was privileged to witness that-enter¬
taining, delightful picture, "Becky Sharp.’’ Of the wonders
of Technicolor, I will say only one word—marvelous! but I
must in all truth say that, while I have seen such noted
actors as Edwin Booth, Emma Abbot, Joseph Jefferson and
others, I have never witnessed more perfect acting in every
detail than that of Miriam Hopkins.
Though "the bird of Time has but a little way to flutter
and is on the wing,’’ I feel the pleasure of that hour will
ever abide.
Mrs. R. A. Hardin,

Birmingham, Ala.
$10 PRIZE LETTER
Who?
Who, when a movie I attend,
Feeling that I’m without a friend,
Leaves me with spirits on the mend ?
Stan Laurel
Who, when I’ve time to while away,
Pictures a life that’s bright and gay,
And what is smart to do and say?
Joan Crawford
Who, though a very little man,
Turns to my gaze a hard-boiled pan,
And socks a dame whene’er he can?
•
James Cagney
Who flaunts the very latest style,
Wears a sophisticated smile,
And makes life glamorous for a while?
Kay Francis
Who, when I feel a little blue,
Crooijs me a ditty light and new,
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Who, when I’m in a sober mood,
Bears me away from all that’s crude
Into a higher altitude?
George Arliss
Monica O’Dair,

Klamath Falls, Ore.
$1 PRIZE LETTER
Revolt in Cuba
We Cuban fans would like to enter our protest against
Franchot Tone’s unimportant roles and against Rudy
Vallee’s making only two pictures.
Why don’t the producers give Franchot Tone leading parts
in pictures? In "Lives of a Bengal Lancer’’ he proved to
be a good actor and surely he would make a great hit if only
given a chance.
And what about Rudy Vallee? He is good-looking and
his acting and singing are excellent. “Sweet Music’’ was
really a success, yet he hasn’t made more pictures.
Margaret

Tonarely,

Havana, Cuba.
$1 PRIZE LETTER
Justice for Barbara
I have just read your story about Barbara Stanwyck,
entitled “Her Own Worst Enemy,” by William French,
which appeared in the September issue of Movie Mirror.
The fair spirit and sense of justice displayed in the writing
and printing of such a fine article shows your magazine to
be one out of many. A magazine not fawning on the “high
and mighty” of Hollywood, but one daring to expose the
facts and forces which work against such a gallant star as
Miss Stanwyck.
Needless to say, I am a Stanwyck fan as well as a Movie
Mirror fan, and I join with the many other admirers of
Barbara Stanwyck in wishing her better luck.
Virginia Thomas,

Penfield, N. Y.
(Continued on page 77)
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#) Cooking Department
CONDUCTED BY PAULINE NELSON

PAULINE NELSON IS AT YOUR
SERVICE!
Write her for the
recipes she mentions: Brandied
Peaches, Sweet Crab-Apple
Pickle, the special water-ice
which isn’t a dessert. Or per¬
haps yon woeld like her saggestions for Afternoon Parties
and Late Evening Snacks? She
will help with special cooking
problems, too, and will be glad
to hear aboet yours. Address:
Pauline Nelson. MOVIE MIRROR.
7751 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood,
California. No charge at all,
but please remember to enclose
a stamped, self-addressed en¬
velope when you write her.
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LANNING a meal in some ways
is like planning a costume and
very much like it in the matter of
“accessories,” those little touches
which make all the difference. You how
how a clever bag or an interesting color
note in the scarf can make a very smart
outfit of one that wasn’t really very ex¬
citing to begin with. It's the same with
a meal. Well-chosen, extra tid-bits can
dress up even a simple menu in an
amazing way.
We’ve all served celery, radishes,
olives and salted nuts, but even these
improve when prepared skillfully and
served with imagination. Begin with
proper preparation for accessories must
be as appetizing as they are pretty.
Are you sure your celery is absolutely
crisp and cold? If you haven’t learned
the trick of getting it that way, mention
it when you write me and I’ll give you
the details of how to do it.
In the- picture, you will see I have in¬
cluded some stuffed celery.
I used
pimiento cream cheese put through a
pastry-tube, and there are a number of

other things which
combine perfectly with
celery in this way:
anchovy paste, roquefort cheese moistened
with mayonnaise, plain
cream cheese
with
minced green peppers
are a few of the good
ones, and they can be prepared quickly.
When you are buying olives, don’t
forget you can get them stuffed with
other things besides pimientos (al¬
monds and onions for instance) and that
the rich dark color of the big ripe olives
will give color contrast on the plate. A
different way of serving the smallest
pimiento-stuffed olives is to put three
together on a toothpick, so they can be
lifted conveniently. In Hollywood, hos¬
tesses frequently serve olives California
style, and here is the recipe, as I know
you will want to try them for their spicy
flavor.
Olives California

Style

You may use any size ripe olives,
which should be well-drained. Fill a
PHOTOGRAPHS

pint-sized Mason jar with them, add
three slices of lemon, four cloves of
garlic which have been peeled and
halved and one-half cup of olive oil.
Cover tightly, turn upside down so the
oil covers the olives and chill overnight,
serving cold.
r> ADISHES, both white and red, can
^ be cut into pretty shapes with a sharp
knife, after they are scrubbed and their
stems cut off. Green onions are served
cold, too, so they belong in this plate.
And here is something very simple
and really new—chilled, raw carrot
straws! Use young, firm carrots fresh
from the refrigerator. Scrape them and
cut into long thin, pieces. Dipped in
salt, as you would celery, they are crisp
and sweet—and they are very good for
you, too!
.
All these must De cold when served,
if you wish, you may place them on a
hed of chipped ice. For special occa¬
sions, an ice-plate, used by many of the
swankier restaurants, will give your table
a sosphisticated appearance. An ice-plate
can be made (Continued on page 95)

BY

R. A. WHITTEN
LOS ANGELES

Dress up your dinner
with a real "starturn," as above, by
arranging stuffed
celery, olives Cali¬
fornia style and car¬
rot straws with your
other relishes. Mint
jelly lemon cups, like
those at left, add a
decorative touch to
the roast of lamb.
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ANSWER TO
LAST, MONTH'S
PUZZLE

ACROSS
1. A Paramount star
7. She started her career in
Keystone comedies
13. A scent
14. He has played in many
M-G-M pictures
16. An instrument
17. An affirmative
19. Still
20. She is married to Rex
Bell.
21. An Italian River
23. Gained in a contest
.25. Curse
26. Linda in “Accent on
Youth” (Initials)
, 27. Period of time
29. An old horse
31. A small river island
32. He was at his best in
“Love Me Forever”
33. Star of “The Glass Key.”
35. With Bette Davis in
“Front Page Woman”
37. Betty in “Murder in the
Fleet”
38. Sunburn
39. A unit of work
40. Impel with oars
41. The aunt in “No More
Ladies”
45. A spirited horse
47. With Fred Astaire in
“Top Hat”
51. He was with George Raft
in “Stolen Harmony”
54. Above
55. Greek letter
56. Permit
58. Chair
59. “— Miserables”
62. Not shut
64

64. “Anne of Green Gables”
was her first big picture
(Initials)
65. She recently celebrated
her seventieth birthday
66. Organ of hearing
68. Advertisement
69. Seth Dunlap in “The
College Scandal.”
70. Moisten
72. Russian Emperor
74. She kept a flower shop
in “Orchids to You”
76. Martha in “The Daring
Young Man”
77. Printers’ measure
79. Father
81. Star of “The Flame
Within”
82. Terminate
83. Period of time
84. Prefix
85. Strike sharply
87. Missing
89. He had a part in “Top
Hat”
91. “— Frightened Night”
92. His First Name is Jimmy
93. The fish peddler in “Un¬
known Woman”

DOWN
1. He was in “Lives of a
Bengal Lancer”
2. Alleged force
3. She recently sojourned in
Europe
4. To make liquor from malt
5. -Jones designed the
“Becky Sharp” sets
6. Attempt
7. Adjust

8. Indefinite article
9. An English
school
10. “- and For¬
ever”
featured
Shirley Temple
11. Perform
12. Paramount char¬
acter actress
15. Marry
18. Male child
20. Heavy club
22. Anglo Saxon .
coin
24. Seize
25. Metal mouthpiece of a
bridle
26. “China -s” is an MG-M film
28. Later
30. Star of “Anna Karenina”
31. She is the wife of Ralph
Forbes
32. Warden Alcott in “Pub¬
lic Hero No. 1”
34. Oily substance
36. Before
37. To strike slightly
42. Behold
43. The bugle plant
44. Waistcoat
45. Pig’s home
46. She played in “Becky
Sharp”
48. Close
49/ Roam about
50. And (Fr.)
51. Our movie hero from
France
52. She tap dances in “Broad¬
way melody of 1936”
(Initials)

53. Recent
55. Merit
57. Subdue or domesticate
59. She is Mrs. Bing Crosby
60. Half an em
61. Bennie in “Hold ’em
Yale”
63. Comedian with a dead¬
pan expression
65. “The - Who Knew
Too Much”
67. Hurry
69. Star of “Stranded”
71. Lola in “Spring Tonic”
73. Satisfy
75. Mental image
76. Create
78. Peter Lorre’s first Amer¬
ican talkie is “-Love”
80. River in England
83. Somewhat dark or hazy
84. With Franchot Tone in
“One New York Night”
86. A shell
88. Street
90. Railroad
91. Old Testament
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Don't Get Him Wrong
(Continued from page 23)
in one of- her productions. But I was
never stage struck; I was always in the
thick of it, and things theatrical were no
novelty. Our house was always cluttered
up with actors. The only thing that ever
really stirred me was the pace, the timing,
the direction and the excitement of a well
written scene. That was always more vio¬
lently exciting than acting.”
But in the course of things, Aherne was
sent to London to be trained for the stage.
The school for child actors, at which he
was matriculated, was conducted by Italia
Conti, and at the time young Aherne was
learning pantomime, diction, characteriza¬
tion and other facets of his profession,
Noel Coward and Gertrude Lawrence were
doing likewise.

“ ‘Can you run ?’ he asked.
“ ‘Like a hare,’ I responded.
“ ‘Then run to the Savoy Theater—
there’s a small role awaiting someone in
“Paddy, The Next Best Thing.” ’
“I started for the door. He called to
me.
“‘How much pay will you ask?’ he
shouted.
“ ‘Eight pounds,’ I answered, because
that was the first sum that came to mind.
“ ‘Ask it, then keep your mouth shut
tight,’ he advised.
“I did, and I got it.”
That bit, at eight pounds a week,

ONEtoldyear
of that was enough,” Aherne
me. “I refused to continue the

MOVIE MIRROR IS
ON THE AIR!

studies and declined to become an actor. I
told my parents that I wanted an education
which would enable me to earn a living in
a ‘respectable’ walk of life. So I was
sent to a prep school and later to Malvern
College and at the age of eighteen went to
work for a mercantile firm of West Afri¬
can merchants in Liverpool. I learned ad¬
dition and subtraction and to this day can
give you a total on a column of figures as
quick as an adding machine. I was being
trained for a job on the Gold Coast of
Africa. But, as I was being trained, I
kept meeting the wrecks of men that were
being returned from the Gold Coast and I
said to myself ‘What’s the use of going
out there and knocking yourself to
pieces?’
“Finally, it came time for me to go and
I was called into the office of the man¬
ager. I had no idea what I was going to
say to him. I recall seeing a blue stack
on a ship passing down the river. The
manager gave me two weeks to think it
over. I decided not to go, and lost my
job.
“It was the year 1922, and it was plenty
tough.
The bottom had fallen out of
everything. But I had a lot of friends,
and I decided to call upon them. I got a
grand welcome everywhere.
“My friends in the shipping business
said "‘Great, old bov! It’s time to get a
real start in life, but don’t try the shipping
business.’
My barrister friends said,
‘Grand, old chappie—anything but the law.’
And so it was, right down the business
classification. I went to London. I found
a boarding house. I had five shillings,
but my business talents went begging.
The fact that I had bent my back over
ledgers for two years meant nothing. There
wasn’t a firm in London in need ot a
“With the five shillings gone, I awoke
one morning to a new sensation. I was
hungry. And I had no job. My thoughts
turned to acting as a temporary way of
earning enough to keep me going until 1
could find a worthwhile situation, bo i
went to a theatrical agent.
“ ‘Can you act?’ the agent asked me.
“ ‘A bit,’ I answered.
“‘Are you stage struck?’ he inquired.
“‘No, I am only here because I am
hungry.’
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wras the beginning of Aherne’s career.
Soon thereafter he became a sensation in
the play “White Cargo” and, if you recall
the play, you will know, as I do, that
Aherne built his characterization around
the wrecks of white men that used to re¬
turn from the Gold Coast of Africa to the
office where he was employed as a clerk.
Other London successes followed and
Aherne went to Australia where he be¬
came the Number One matinee idol of the
Antipodes.
Returning to London he won new and
greater glory.

Then Guthrie McClintic, New York
producer, signed Aherne for the role of
Robert Browning in his New York presen¬
tation of “The Barretts of Wimpole
Street,” opposite Katharine Cornell.
Aherne was a sensation.
He turned a deaf ear to Hollywood
offers, and signed for another role op¬
posite Miss Cornell in “Lucrece.”
Hollywood offers poured in by the
dozen.
Aherne read and grinned, but at last,
succumbed. He signed for “The Song of
Songs,” with Marlene Dietrich.
“That was an experience,” Aherne said.
“I took one look at the finished product
and fled to England.”
“Why
1 asked.
“Did you see it?” he asked.
“No.”
“You were lucky,” he grinned.
“What happened?” I demanded.
“Why speak of the dead?” he answered.
Aherne did not pause to read what the
critics might have to say about “The Song
of Songs,” which is just as well.
But in that flop Irving Thalberg recog¬
nized a great actor, a future star. He set
out to get Aherne’s name on a contract.
“But he was terrible in his one picture,”
other executives pointed out.
“In one picture, yes,” admitted Thal¬
berg, “but he’s a great actor. M-G-M
needs him.”
Aherne, however, wouldn’t even listen
to Hollywood offers. He returned to the
London stage and then did the screen ver¬
sion of “The Constant Nymph” in Lon¬
don.
After that production every producer in
Hollywood decided Aherne would return
to Hollywood if he had to be shanghaied.
Thalberg got him.
He returned to Hollywood and did “The
Fountain,” which was quickly followed by
“What Every Woman Knows,” with Helen
Hayes. Both productions were a bit luke¬
warm but Aherne was grand in both. Odd¬
ly enough, almost every member of the
cast of “What Every Woman Knows,” in¬
cluding Miss Hayes and Aherne, has played
in stage productions of the Barrie classic.
OW for a secret!
When Aherne arrived in Holly¬
wood in 1927, fresh from a conquest of
Australia, officials, of the M-G-M studio
met him at the pier. Scouts in the Antip¬
odes had given them a tip off.
Aherne wras urged to visit M-G-M for
a screen test.
He accepted the invitation.
“I took the test,” Aherne confided, “And
caught the first train out of Hollywood
after seeing it. Everyone agreed it was
lousy. Even I did. I said I would never
try films again. I even thought that after
‘The Song of Songs.’ So now here I am
at M-G-M. All of which reveals some¬
thing of my character, but just what I’ll
never know.”
The important thing is—he’s Joan
Crawford’s newest leading man—and that
has meant cinema skyrocketing for many
a man.
I have a hunch that Brian Aherne will—
Well, I’ll leave prophecies to you!
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The Inside Story of Sneak Previews
(Continued from page 27)
the words “sneak” and “leak.”
Studio
workers are a loyal lot, but they also like
to help their friends.
Or it may be that theater managers,
despite their insistent claims to rectitude,
sometimes unbend from their confessional
air of secrecy long enough to tip off a
few pals about an especially big event.
But neither of these theories, whether
true or not, conceivably would explain the
habitual presence of those mysterious first
night fans, numbering hundreds and un¬
connected with the industry, who unfail¬
ingly turn up at sneak after sneak.
Surprisingly, the blame was found to rest
squarely upon the moulting shoulders of
that discredited and maligned blue bird
which in 1933 took under its wing the
movie industry and nearly everything else.

U

NWITTINGLY the NRA eagle has
been betraying super-secret sneaks to
first nighters all along. And the old bird
is still doing it, even though the highest
tribunal has clipped his claws.
The NRA code of fair competition for
motion picture houses stipulates that not
more than two pictures may be shown on
one bill.
So when a sneak arrives with
orders for immediate showing, the theater
manager must withdraw one of his at¬
tractions to make room for it.
It is too late to remove the title of the
discarded film from the marquee and
lobby. And the manager must protect
himself for he knows he can be forced
legally to refund admissions if his billing
promises a play which is not shown.
So up over the box office window at the
last minute goes a sign—“Due to a pre¬
view, ‘Honeymoon in a Balloon’ will not
be shown at this theater this evening.”
The sign is the tipoff to the alert first
nighters who keep a sharp watch for it.
The word goes out by telephone, and
eight-thirty (the desirable preview hour)
finds the house thronged as usual with
blase and censorious previewers.
Because of this unavoidable code give¬
away, some studios have grown resigned
to advertised but unnamed previews. But
here and there rugged individualists have
arisen to find solutions to the problem.
Irving Thalberg of M-G-M is in the
habit of tossing a brand new picture into
the back seat of his car and driving a
hundred or more miles away to escape the
unwelcome first night crowd.
Universal executives took their new
film, “Diamond Jim,” all the way to Oak¬
land, California, for a sneak showing.
One day not long ago word went out
that “The Man on the Flying Trapeze,”
the W. C. Fields picture, was to be given
a sneak preview at an Inglewood theater.
Off to suburban Inglewood that evening
trooped the expectant first nighters. But
when the picture came on, it proved to be
“Men Without Names,” which had been
previewed the night before. Too late, in¬
siders learned that a last minute substitu¬
tion had been made by studio officials be¬
cause of the leaks. “The Man on the
Flying Trapeze” showed that night to a
one hundred per cent unprofessional audi¬
ence at the California Theater, Huntington
Park, miles away.
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Extraordinary precautions were taken
by the producers of “Becky Sharp,” the
pioneer color picture released lately.
When the canned creation finally left the
studio no one was able to trace it. Re¬
viewers prowled the preview houses, in¬
vestigated dozens of tips without avail.
And then while the baffled press still was
wondering what had become of “Becky,”
the missing production was previewed
simultaneously in five or six cities.
Just the opposite tactics were employed
in
presenting
the
animal
picture,
“Sequoia.”
In this case, the producers
realized they had a meritorious offering
that nobody knew or cared about. So
they sent their press agents out into the
highways and byways of cinemaland to
drag reviewers to previews—by force, if
necessary. “Sequoia”' sold itself to the
critics, received favorable publicity, and
developed into a box office attraction.
The preview should not be confused
with its spectacular big brother, the
premiere.
Only a very few of the sea¬
son’s output of pictures are released at
these world-famous affairs. And always the
premiere picture first must have its pre¬
view, sneak or otherwise.
The preview has an interesting technical
side of which the public knows very little.
For it is here that the two films which
make up a talking picture are synchron¬
ized. Two machines are operated simul¬
taneously. One unreels the film proper,
the other its sound track.
T N the middle of the audience below sits
a recording engineer with a little black
box in his lap. By moving a lever he can
increase or diminish the sounds and voices
of the production. It is his job to “cue
the picture”—harmonize it with the audible
reactions of the audience.
Suppose, for instance, some bit of busi¬
ness that was not considered especially
funny draws noisy and prolonged guffaws.
Then the sound must be upped two points
to be heard through the laughter. Or, on
the other hand, a gag that was regarded
as a wow on the lot fails to excite more
than a faint ripple of amusement and the
voices must be toned down a point or two.
The recording engineer notes the changes
on a graph as he goes along and when
the two films are put together his alter¬
ations are incorporated into the print.
Sound box manipulations occasionally
produce startling results. During the pre¬
view of “One Night of Love,” Grace
Moore’s first song emerged in a clear, high
soprano. But the second number issued
from the screen diva’s lips in a throaty
baritone about four tones lower in the
scale. Then it jumped back to soprano and
stayed that way.
Time and again the reactions of sneak
and preview audience have been invalu¬
able in disclosing producers’ mistakes.
Often pictures which seemed marvelous in
the cold, analytical atmosphere of the pro¬
jection room have been scrapped in en¬
tirety and made over when they failed to
arouse the desired response, thus saving
the makers the ignominy of a flop.
Such a film was “The Sin of Madelon
Claudet,” an M-G-M weepy and first star¬

ring vehicle of Helen Hayes. Studio ex¬
perts pronounced it tremendous. But when
it was sneaked up on an audience, not one
tear was shed and the producers realized
they had mistaken bathos for pathos.
M-G-M, who made “Laugh, Sinners,
Laugh,” a story based on Salvation Army
life, were saved by a preview audience
from a disastrous mistake.
Joan Crawford and John Mack Brown
were starred in the first production, which
was sneaked in Glendale, a Los Angeles
suburb. Came a scene in which Miss
Crawford, entertaining a handful of lively
guests in a hotel room, did a most un¬
spiritual hot-cha dance to a jazzed rendi¬
tion of “Onward Christian Soldiers.”

S

HOCKED members of the audience
gasped and snorted with incredulous
disapproval. Patrons by the dozens rose
and stormed indignantly out of the theater.
“Laugh, Sinners, Laugh” went back to
the director. It was made over, stripped
of all humor which might be regarded as
irreligious. And Clark Gable, then the
studio’s still new discovery, was shoved
into Brown’s part.
When
“Mad Love,” starring
Peter
Lorre, was sneaked recently in Glendale,
the audience began walking out during the
final scene in which the star, his moonlike
face twisted in mortal anguish, dramati¬
cally dies. Back to the cutting room went
“Mad Love” to have several hundred feet
of film clipped from this episode.
Rare indeed is the picture which reaches
completion without one or more trifling
mistakes creeping into the print.
But
while these inevitable bloomers sometimes
may pass through the projection room un¬
discovered, they rarely escape the pre¬
viewers’ eagle eyes.
In “The Merry Widow,” Jeanette Mac¬
Donald was shown picking up a little stray
dog and taking him home in her handbag.
After the preview dozens of “card critics”
wanted to know why the dog she took out
of the bag wasn’t the same one that she
put in.
Close reinspection showed the
fans were right. So out went the dogs.
No preview article would be complete
without the following Mack Sennett clas¬
sic.
The picture, “Molly O,” was too
long and cutters found themselves unable
to condense it into less than seven reels,
one more than the usual picture length.
Came preview night and the head cutter
dispatched the film to a Santa Monica
theater. Later, when he was preparing to
.go home, he discovered with horror that
he had forgotten to include the can con¬
taining reel four of “Molly O.” Seizing
it he rushed to the theater.
He arrived breathless just.as the audi¬
ence was emerging from the theater. He
saw Mack Sennett approaching.
“Say,” said Sennett, “you did a swell
piece of work in cutting reel four. You
did just what was needed to keep it in
six reels.”
Then Sennett noticed the can of film
the cutter was carrying.
“What’s_ that?” the producer asked.
“Oh, this is another job,” replied the
quick-witted employee.
“I’m taking it
home to look it over in my spare time.”
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Read
how
Mabel
won lots
of new
dates

Don’t let adolescent
pimples humiliate YOU
Between the ages of 13 and 25,
important glands develop. This
causes disturbances throughout
the body. Harmful waste products
get into your blood. These poisons
irritate the skin—and pimples pop
out on the face, chest and back.
Fleischmann’s Yeast clears those
skin irritants out of your blood.
And the pimples disappear!
Eat Fleischmann’s Yeast 3 times
a day, before meals, until your
skin has become entirely clear.
Start today!

by clearing skin irritants
out of the blood
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Luise Rainer—as She Really Is
(Continued from page 25)

EYES, riot JV'
SAY'KISS ME"
Men love seductive EYES
framed by long, lovely lashes

W

HY neglect your lashes? You can
make them truly beautiful in 40
seconds—vastly improving your appear¬
ance—by merely darkening them with
Winx Mascara.
One application works wonders, I pro¬
mise—a magic change, giving your face
a new and mysterious charm. You’ll be
admired as “the girl with beautiful eyes.”

TTlakfl-up rruuti ieqim
imih uoun.
I present Winx Mascara in two con¬
venient forms—Winx Emollient (cake)and
Winx Creamy Liquid (bottle). You can ap¬
ply Winx perfectly, instantly, easily with
the dainty brush that comes with each
package. Each form is the climax of years
of pioneering in eye beautification—each
is smudge-proof, non-smarting, tear-proof
—each is scientifically approved.
Buy whichever form of Winx Mascara
you prefer today. See how quickly Winx
glorifies your lashes.
Note its supe¬
riority—refuse any substitute. And think of
it—long, lovely lashes a
are yours so inexpen- r
•
(\f
sively, so easily.
V\Xrb±

WINX
OTjJl UAXXJuJtihsLhA
Winx Cake Mascara
—for years the most
popular form of all.
So easy to apply. Its
soothing emollient
oils keep lashes soft,
silky.
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Winx Creamy Liquid Mascara. Absolutely waterproof.
Ready to apply,
No water needed,
The largest selling
liquid mascara.

tion is comparable to a royal command
and is a highly sought honor.
Much to
everyone’s astonishment the sixteen-yearold girl refused the honor.
She decided
she needed more experience and even the
great Reinhardt could not change her
mind. Two years later, she decided she
was ready and joined his theater.
If you were to meet Luise Rainer in
person, you would find her quite a diff¬
erent sort of girl from the one you see
on the screen.
She regards her 'acting
with a vehement earnestness, yet she con¬
fines her acting to camera range. During
the filming of “Escapade,” she abandoned
the role she was playing the moment the
cameras stopped grinding. Never, between
scenes, did she feel the necessity of retir¬
ing to the sequestered quiet of her dress¬
ing room that she could continue to “live”
her part or maintain her “mood,” In¬
stead, she clog danced to phonograph
records, laughed and joked with the studio
workmen, or asked countless questions
concerning strange American customs.

O

NCE in a mad dance, she cut her foot.
She did not say a word until someone
noticed it bleeding. “Yes, it bleeds much,
but we go on,” she said' when urged to
quit work for the day.
Another time
she suffered for three days with an ulcer¬
ated tooth and not until the swelling was
too obvious to hide longer would she ad¬
mit her pain. When the publicity depart¬
ment tried to make capital of the two
show-must-go-on incidents, she protested,
“Everyone does such things.
It is not
news.”
Luise spoke a scant ten words of Eng¬
lish when she docked in New York. See¬
ing her only five months after she began
her study of English, I remarked upon
her excellent pronunciation and astoundingly wide vocabulary. Infrequently does
she ask for a definition of a word and
then usually slang.
“Any language is easy if you know
music,” she explained.
“I have had a
good musical education to train my ear.
Once you learn the sounds of a language,
pronunciation is not hard if your ear is
true. My study of Latin has also helped
my English.”
They tell a story that illustrates this.
A neighbor boy broke his leg and the
distracted mother asked Miss Rainer to
call a doctor. The physician inquired the
nature of the injury.
Luise promptly
answered, “fracture.”
She remembered
the Latin fractus and correctly guessed
what it would be in English.
Luise had, you see, the advantage of
the best in European schools. Her fam¬
ily was once quite wealthy, but Europe
had an even more devastating depression
than did America.
It may be assumed
that a low ebb of fortune had a great deal
to do with her going on the stage at the
age of sixteen. One thing is certain. Had
she not become an actress, she would have
followed some other line of artistic pur¬
suit.
She is an accomplished pianist,
dancer, and singer, paints very well and
does a bit of sculpture. There was an
amusing cast-iron horse on the library
table which she admitted was her work.

It is extremely difficult to get Luise
Rainer to talk about any intimate sub¬
jects.
She is obviously embarrassed by
inquiring reporters.
“I do not like to
say I am shy, but I know no other
word.
“I am told,” she continued, “that my
pictures will make me conspicious, that
people on the streets may stop me for
the signing of my name. It will be like
jail so, for I will not want to go out any
more. I have had such fun since I came,
standing on the corners looking at crowds.
No longer can I do this.
If they know
me, they will say, ‘This movie girl, she
is crazy.’
“I like looking at things.
Eyes were
given to see with and I want to use mine,
want to see everything.”
Her eyes, by the way, are her most
beautiful feature, proclaimed by many
the loveliest eyes in Europe.
They are
nearly black and very brilliant, capable
of flashing fire or melting wdth warm
emotion.
Surely her eyes are most ex¬
pressive, yet I found her mouth even
more fascinating to watch.
It is the
mouth of a little girl, full lipped and
slightly turned down at the corners as
though she expected a rebuke for steal¬
ing jam.
So much is expressed by her
mouth that it sometimes sets her chin
quivering in unguarded moments.
Luise Rainer’s publicity says, “she is a
dynamo of energy.” She probably is, for
even when sitting down to talk she is
not completely still.
This may have some bearing upon the
number of speed tickets that have been
handed her since coming to Hollywood.
Luise, however, has another explanation.
“It is because streets in America are so
wide and well paved. I forget to watch
speed.
Europe has no such fine driving
roads as America.

E

VERY day I write a letter home. I
try to tell what 1 see but I am sure
they think I exaggerate. This view from
my window. I want to describe its beauty,
the sea and the trees and the glory of
nature. For anyone who loves nature as
I do, California is a paradise. Look for
yourself.”
•
As I obeyed, Johnny came back into
the room, tail wagging and willing to be
friends.
Luise Rainer did not seem to
be aware of us. She was talking to her¬
self when she said, “I really shouldn’t be
paid for being here.
The work I do is
not work at all.”
Then as quickly as it came, her abstrac¬
tion passed.
“I was told to tell you something very
intimate about myself. I am not sure I
know what to say, but will this do? When
I was fourteen I got drunk.
“My family had given a party, as you
say. After everyone had gone, I left my
bed, came downstairs, and drank all the
remains in the glasses.
I was very sick
which may be why I have never taken
alcohol since.”
She had an inquisitive mind, then, at
fourteen.
She still has it.
I think she
always will.
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All Patterns

15c
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Each (In Stamps or Coin, Coin Preferred)

Style No. 379—TWO-PIECE DRESS. This model is especially nice for school, college
or office wear.
It can be developed as a blouse and skirt or as a complete dress.
The school girl will like it as originally planned in checked and plain angora woolen.
It also looks stunning in dull black wool-like silk with the scarf of white satin.
De¬
signed for sizes 14, 16, 18 years, 36, 38 and 40-inch bust. Size 16 requires 3 yards
of 39-inch plain with I % yards of 39-inch contrasting.
Pattern, price 15 cents.'

Style No. 354—MODISHLY "SUITED" FOR FALL.
Whether you want a little
swagger-type coat or a suit, here's your number.
The pattern includes dress and
coat. The coat is cut with easy-to-sew raglan sleeves, so this model is well within
the reach of even amateurs at sew¬
ing.
Imagine the effectiveness of
this model in a soft tweed weave
rust woolen!
Designed for sizes 12,
14, 16, 18 and 20 years.
Size 16
requires 5'/s yards of 39-inch ma¬
terial with 1% yards of 39-inch
contrasting and 1/2 yard of 39-inch
material for scarf and belt and 2%
yards of 39-inch lining.
Pattern,
price 15 cents. Use coupon below.

Movie Mirror Pattern Department
1926 Broadway, New York City
Please find enclosed.Sen^ me
Nos.:

Name..
Address.

Sizes:
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Hollywood's Hidden

Past

(Continued from page 61)
of
domestic
dramas,
“Don't
Change
Your Husband.”
“It was a more or less popular impres¬
sion around Hollywood that I was slightly
mad, anyway,” laughed my host. “Thanks
to
the
interviewers
and
columnists,
my reputation was a very fiery affair.
But when I signed the comparatively un¬
known Gloria and engaged the cleverest
designers,
hairdressers
and others
to
remodel her looks and personality, I
believe this was the peak of my folly
in the eyes of my assistants, though they
didn’t voice their disapproval.”
Gloria was not launched with great
press
agentry.
DeMille
had
decided
to allow the public to discover his newest
star and sound their own drums of ap¬
proval.
The reception of that first pic¬
ture was all he had expected. The svelte
Gloria was an over-night sensation.
Her
second picture, “For Better, For Worse,”
only added fuel to the bonfire of her pop¬
ularity. Then came, perhaps, the biggest
personal success of Gloria’s career, “Male
and Female.”
Not only was this one of
the outstanding successes
in DeMille’s
long list of hits, but it established as
stars Gloria, Thomas Meighan,
Bebe
Daniels and Lila Lee. DeMille continued:

I

N the first place, we embarked upon
a very pretentious location trip, one of
the first of many jaunts for authentic at¬
mosphere the business was to know. Our
destination, on a private yacht, was Santa
Cruz Island and we carried several crates
of wild animals.
“The water was very rough, and I
shall never forget the first love scenes be¬
tween Tommy and Gloria. The ship was
rocking about as if it would sink any
moment. Green water was breaking over
the bow—but it was no greener than the
faces of the two make-believe lovers.
Gloria and Tommy were so seasick they
could hardly keep their feet to gaze into
one another’s eyes for the camera. (While
I couldn’t use that scene, I printed it just
for fun—it’s the only pea-green love scene
ever made!)
At the end of the scene,
Gloria collapsed on a bale of hay we were
carrying for the donkey.
At her side,
rolled and moaned Hattie, Gloria’s hair
dresser. Unknown to me, the gila mon¬
sters had escaped from their cage and
when I turned to look at Gloria, I saw
this amazing sight: there, on the bale of
hay, the most popular woman star of the
screen, her moaning, colored maid and two
sea-sick gila monsters lay side by side—
all too sick to care.
“There were no doubles or stand-ins in
those days,” reflected DeMille. “The play¬
ers did all the tricks reflected on the
screen—at least in my pictures.
Gloria
and Tommy actually worked with wild
animals in this and many other films and
that is how I came to know the great
personal courage of Gloria Swanson. She
is not physically afraid of the devil or the
deep.
The only other woman I’ve ever
known with the physical courage of Gloria
was Leatrice Joy who once worked in a
scene with two untamed tigers.
They
were supposed to be lying next to her
throne during the scene but one of them
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became enraged by the blinding lights of
the set and, breaking his bounds, made a
savage leap for the camera stand.
We
finally placed him in chains and I looked,
with horror in my heart, to see if Leatrice
was still alive.
There she sat on her
throne, arranging the folds of her dress
against the side of the other tiger!”
The terrific success of “Male and Fe¬
male” heralded the arrival of the first truly
“all star cast.”
Later, however, C. B.
topped this when he put Wally Reid,
Gloria Swanson, Bebe Daniels, Wanda
Hawley, Elliot Dexter, Monte Blue, Ag¬
nes Ayres and Theodore Roberts in the
cast of “The Affairs of Anatole.” The pic¬
ture made independent stars of them all
and, for years, these were the greatest
names
in
Hollywood
history.
When
Wally Reid died in January, 1922, his
death was a national calamity.
It was about this time that Famous
Players-Lasky merged with the giant
theater and releasing company, Paramount.
Other stars (some, like Valentino, with
whom C. B. never worked) were brought
into the company.
With Gloria advancing to independent
stardom in Elinor Glyn's stories, follow¬
ing the “bath-tub cycle,” the whole world
waited for the “Chief” to find another stel¬
lar personality to feature in his pictures.
A beautiful girl named Agnes Ayres,
who had made an impression in “For¬
bidden Fruit,” starred for three years and
the next big DeMille discovery was Lea¬
trice Joy.
Leatrice, then the wife of John Gilbert,
had scored in a DeMille picture, “Sat¬
urday Night,” and he believed that a
great future was in store for her if he
could only make her loosen up. Leatrice
had a habit of tightening, in front of the
camera.
A naturally reserved girl, she
was eager to succeed and the very pros¬
pect of failure in her big chance caused
her to freeze.
“I was grooming Leatrice for the im¬
portant role of the girl in ‘Manslaughter,’
my next important feature,” said De¬
Mille, “though I was afraid to tell her
the news for fear it would make her more
self-conscious.”
„
D UT as the picture went on, C. B. real■LD ized that he needed a club with which
to smash her reserve, some ruthless method
that would break the shell of fear about
her.
One night, after they had worked
very hard on an emotional scene in which
Leatrice found herself unable to relax,
DeMille released the company and or¬
dered her to come to.his office. He pro¬
ceeded to tear into her with all the act¬
ing ability at his command. He stormed
at her incompetency, he pointed with
scorn at her lack of emotional sincerity
and finally told her that he was going to
have to get another actress to take her
place.
Leatrice broke down, as DeMille ex¬
presses it, “magnificently.”
He sat in
his chair watching, as by stages, she be¬
came worried and then hysterical.
Sud¬
denly she threw herself on the floor and
began sobbing violently. C. B. waited un¬
til her emotion was well established, then

he coolly handed her a mirror, saying,
“Look at yourself!
Look at your dis¬
torted face—your hair—your body! Look!
That’s what I want in that scene!”
The company was recalled, the scene
was made.
Leatrice Joy had become an
emotional actress, in one grim lesson.
“Manslaughter” was a huge success and
launched her on a career of popularity.
The story behind DeMille’s switch from
the sex-dramas of the Gloria Swanson era
into the cycle of religious spectacles start¬
ing with “The Ten Commandments” is an
interesting one. Mr. DeMille said:
“Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks
and one or two other stars were the great
box-office attractions Paramount had at the
time and they got to the point where they
demanded (and justly) sums of money for
their services which were impossible for
the company to pay. Mr. Zukor and Mr.
Lasky were much disturbed over the star
situation which threatened to give the star
virtual control of the business.
I told
them I was confident I could produce a
series of pictures which would equal the
gross income of the famous PickfordFairbanks films, with unknowms in the
leading roles.
This, I explained, would
require extra expenditure for fine stories
and production, but even fifty per cent
more for material w'ould not come near
equaling the saving in the stars’ salaries.
After much discussion, they advised me to
go ahead with the series, wffiich I have
already mentioned—‘Don’t Change Your
Husband,’
‘Male
and
Female,’
Why
Change Your Wife?’ and ‘Manslaughter.’

T

HE box-office success of these films
brought about an avalanche of similar
products from other studios and I real¬
ized that, once more, it w’as time for a
complete
change.
This gave
me the
chance I had been waiting for for years,
the opportunity to do the first great re¬
ligious spectacle. There wras general be¬
lief throughout the industry that religious
pictures were not commercial and were
not box-office.
“After some effort, I convinced my as¬
sociates that I could make a picture on a
religious theme that wrould draw more
people into the theater than any picture
ever made.
Nowt, I make no claims to
being an infallible prophet (I once pre¬
dicted to a room-mate at school that the
‘horseless carriage’ wxmld never become a
success!) but in this matter of religious
pictures I was positive.”
To DeMille, the artist, it may not have
been a gamble to invest a million and a
half dollars in “The Ten Commandments,”
but to the studio heads, it must have been
a most courageous business move.
To
them, it most certainly must have been
doubtful that the undertaking would be
successful.
And it w^as imperative that
it be a success. Mary and Doug had al¬
ready left
Paramount to
form their
United Artists Company; Valentino was
at sw'ordspoints over his contract salary.
There were rumors that Gloria Swanson
had refused a salary of $17,000 a week so
that she might produce her own pictures
independently.
When DeMille lifted his megaphone on
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the first scene of “The Ten Command¬
ments,” he carried the hopes of the en¬
tire organization on his shoulders.
Not
only
America, but the
whole world,
trekked to this film which, to date, has
earned over $5,000,000.
Though it was
made many years before talking pictures,
it is still showing in many countries.
“The Ten Commandments” was fol¬
lowed by the DeMille production, “Tri¬
umph,” starring Leatrice Joy and Rod
LaRocque; “Feet of Clay,” with Vera Rey¬
nolds and LaRocque; and “The Golden
Bed,” with Lillian Rich, Henry B. Walth¬
all, Vera Reynolds and Warner Baxter.
One morning Hollywood was electrified
to learn that C. B. DeMille had severed
his relationship with Paramount and was
launching on an independent producing
career—taking over the Thomas H. luce
Studios.
Just what brought about this breach
is not generally known and DeMille offers
no explanations.
It remained for some
time a breath-taking topic in Hollywood
because DeMille had been one of the
founders of the company he had deserted.
But he went ahead with his own plans. In
January,
1925, his first independently
produced picture, “The Volga Boatman,”
was premiered in gala fashion at the
Carthay Circle Theater, near Hollywood.
|I7 VER since the release of “The Ten
•*—-J Commandments,” however, C. B. had
wanted to produce another religious spec¬
tacle.
He did not believe, as did many
so-called wise heads of Hollywood, that
its success had been an accident. Many
who were too smart to call it an accident
were quick to say that one religious pic¬
ture was enough. Fate should be tempted
no further.
Despite this, and with no powerful or¬
ganization behind him, DeMille began his
plans for making “The King of Kings,” the
drama of the life of Christ. But if “The
Ten Commandments” had presented prob¬
lems, his newest religious venture offered
them in what looked to be insurmountable
terms. The Christ figure was to be vis¬
ualized (not implied as it always had
been) and this visualization must be in
such good taste that it would offend no
creed. A Jewish rabbi, a Catholic priest
and a Protestant minister were placed on
the consulting board.
But it was the
problem of casting the figure of Christ
that became the real menace to C. B.’s
days.
After weeks of careful and painstaking
search, H. B. Warner was signed for the
role of Christ.
“His was the most amazing contract to
which an actor was ever signed,” said
DeMille.
“To my knowledge, it was the
first time a Hollywood contract actually
dictated and regulated the private life of
a player during the term of a role. While
he interpreted this role Warner was in
practical isolation from the world under
the terms of this strangest of all studio
agreements!”
Read the details of the extraordinary
life, the monastic existence imposed upon
H. B. Warner during the making of "The
King of Kings,” how DeMille faced the
coming of sound pictures, and other fas¬
cinating details from the memories of
Hollywood’s famous star maker, C. B. De¬
Mille, in the next issue of Movie Mirror.
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How he became the
best-dressed baby in town

(

As told by
\
Danny's Mother

J

Little Judy was taking
a sun bath with my
Danny. That’s how this
thing started. Judy’s
diaper was so much
whiter than Danny’s, it
made him look like a
poor relation. “How
come, Hazel?” I asked
Judy’s mother. ‘‘I work
harder than you, but your
clothes are whiter ”

"Danny, you get Judy

out of your hair,” Hazel
grinned back. “And tell
your mother that she
works hard enough, but
her soap is lazy. It just
doesn’t wash out ALL
the dirt. So her clothes
are only half-clean—and
that’s why they have that
tattle-tale gray look.”

If sounded pretty sen¬
sible to me, so I took
Hazel’s advice and
changed to her soap—
Fels-Naptha. Glory,
what a difference ! That
marvelous golden soap is
so chuck ful of naptha that
dirt almost flies out. In
no time atall,my clothes
were a gorgeous white
again.

And now look at Dan¬

ny—he’s the best-dress¬
ed baby in town. His
clothes, and everything
else in my wash, look
simply grand. What's
more, they’re safely
clean. Fels-Naptha is so
gentle I use it for my
very best silk undies.
And it’s wonderfully
easy on my hands, too!
© 1935, Fels & Co.

Banish “Tattle-Tale Gray”
with FELS-NAPTHA SOAP!
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The Days Ginger Rogers Can Never Forget
(Continued from page 37)
too busy climbing to perch on the ladder
and look back over her experiences. She
has been hustling too hard, swapping gags
with Joe E. Brown, songs with Dick
Powell, romance with Frances Lederer,
wise cracks with Bill Powell and dance
steps with Fred Astaire, not to mention
marriage vows with Lew Ayres, to take
time off to reminisce.
However, there are some things Ginger
has never been able to forget, things that
will always be fresh in her memory.
“One of those,” admits Ginger, “was
the time I went over to Dallas to win the
state Charleston contest from a Dallas
boy. For a Fort Worth girl to win from
a Dallas boy was something to remem¬
ber.”
It was the winning of this contest that
started Ginger on her professional career,
as it brought her a four-weeks’ vaude¬
ville tour of the key cities of Texas. But
her struggles had only begun.

Any IVoman
can be
Up to Date O
(in her information)
A great deal of the talk among women, on
the subject of feminine hygiene, had better
be disregarded. Some of it is garbled, in¬
correct, perhaps even dangerous. And some
of it is just plain old-fashioned. Here are
the facts, for any woman to read, and bring
herself up to date.
With Zonite available in every drug store,
it is old-fashioned to think that poisonous
antiseptics are needed for feminine hygiene.
There was a time in the past, when certain
caustic and poisonous compounds actually
were the only antiseptics strong enough for
the purpose. But that day ended with the
World War which brought about the dis¬
covery of Zonite.
Zonite is the great modern antisepticgermicide—far more powerful than any
dilution of carbolic acid that can be safely
used on human flesh. But Zonite is not
caustic, not poisonous. This marvelous
Zonite is gentle in use and as harmless as
pure water. Zonite never injured any
woman. No delicate membranes were ever
damaged by Zonite, or areas of scar-tissue
formed.
It is hard to believe that such power and
such gentleness could ever be combined—
as they are in Zonite. But what an ideal
combination this is—for the particular re¬
quirements of feminine hygiene.
Also Zonite Suppositories (semi-solid)
Zonite comes in liquid form—30c, 60c and
$1.00 bottles. The semi-solid Suppository
form sells at $1.00 a dozen, each pure white
Suppository sealed separately in glass vial.
Many women use both. Ask for both
Zonite Suppositories and Liquid Zonite by
name, at drug or department stores. There
is no substitute.
Send for the booklet “Facts for Women.”
This is a frank and wholesome booklet—
scientific and impersonal. It has been pre¬
pared for the special purpose of bringing
women up to date. Don’t miss reading it.
Just mail the coupon.
USE

COUPON

FOR

FREE

ZONl" H{ODlK:Ts"cC)Rl”)KATION

BOOKLET
M M~5U

Chrysler Building, New York, N. Y.
Please send me free copy of the booklet or booklets checked below.
) Facts for Women
) Use of Antiseptics in the Home

NAME. . .
(Fleaxe print name)
ADDRESS
CITY.STATE. . . .
(In Canada: Sainte There&e, P. Q.)
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N this tour she acted as judge and
mistress of ceremonies at a Charleston
contest during each performance, and be¬
came such a competent little picker of
winners that she was allowed to select
two boys and a girl to go into her new
act, “Ginger Rogers and the Red Heads.”
As all Ginger could do was Charleston,
this act was composed of seven versions of
that dance, including the Spanish Charles¬
ton and the Adagio Charleston.
It was this act that started on the
Junior Orpheum, or “Death Trail” time,
and wound up in the mountains of Col¬
orado. But even seven Charlestons could
not keep the Rogers’ fortunes going.
So, when Ginger bad a chance to get
$125 for a week in a Chicago cafe, they
snapped up the offer. But it was a ter¬
rible place, and mother and daughter cried
themselves to sleep every morning, after
Ginger came home from work.
This was the experience that definitely
settled the mother’s mind on one point.
Ginger was done with show business. Her
mother had selected a college for her to
attend, and bad paid part of her tuition.
Now she determined to take Ginger back
to Fort Worth, return to her own work
on a local newspaper, and then send Ginger
to that college.
But they had been home less than two
weeks when they received a long distance
call from a cafe owner in Galveston. He
said, “I want Ginger.”
Ginger’s mother explained that Ginger
was through dancing; if he wanted her
to appear in bis cafe he would have to
let her sing, and forget the dancing.
“But can Ginger sing?” he asked.
“I don’t know yet,” replied Mrs. Rogers.
“That’s what you are going to pay to
find out.”
So it was arranged that Ginger should
sing, be billed top, and receive $100 a
week and hotel expenses.
And here is
where Ginger’s mother’s sense of humor
and shrewdness came to the rescue. She
rewrote the lyrics of every song given
Ginger, and rewrote them in such a man¬
ner the boys in the orchestra did about
all the singing.
But Ginger took hold quickly. “By the

third week,” Mrs. Rogers said, “I got up
courage enough to let her sing a song by
herself.”
Then Ginger sang “Chloe,” and that
little bit of a girl singing that great big
song just knocked the patrons cold.
Ginger was over.
And during that song
the boys in the orchestra played as they
had never played before.
“I remember,” recalls Ginger’s mother,
“how the manager of that cafe would sit
there, night after night, listening to her,
with the tears running down his cheeks.”
Which brings us to another of the things
Ginger will never forget.
“One night the cafe owner got word
that some gangsters were coming to hold
up his place,” Ginger told me.
“We
watched the cafe employees mounting ma¬
chine guns on the roof.
“The proprietor armed his waiters and
placed guards at certain stragetic points,
then told us to go on with the show.
“While I was doing my act the gangsters
came in and sat down.
They put their
guns on the table in front of them. The
proprietor told the orchestra to keep play¬
ing, no matter what happened.
“I wasn’t frightened. Just thrilled and
terribly excited. I think I wanted to hear
the guns pop. But nothing happened. The
men were served, watched our show for a
little while, then drove away.
“The proprietor of that cafe was very
good to us. He had an enormous diamond
that he used to hock when things weren’t
going so good.”
During the week following Galveston,
Ginger had another great experience.
Mrs.
Rogers
had
wired
the
Publix
Theaters bead offices, saying, “Ginger
Rogers open after 16th,” and received a
notice that the Publix scout was in their
vicinity and would “catch” Ginger.
He
did, and signed her for a try-out in
Memphis in a big presentation.
When the two left Galveston for the
try-out in Memphis, they had just twenty
dollars, after paying for their railroad
tickets, and nowhere to turn for help.
T F their try-out was a success they
I would be signed for regular time, at a
substantial salary. If it was a flop it would
be too bad.
It didn’t add to the mother's peace of
mind when the manager of the theater
asked her what was the matter, and told
her he couldn’t hear Ginger’s voice.
During the first Show that afternoon
Mrs. Rogers sat in the back row, worry¬
ing. The manager stood in the aisle be¬
hind her.
Ginger came on.
She had
hardly started when Mrs. Rogers heard
the manager say to someone beside him:
“She’s no good. I’m going upstairs and
wire Chicago to cancel her out.”
That wa,$ a jolt that seemed to crash
the world about the mother’s ears.
She
sat for several minutes, numbed.
Then
she
suddenly
remembered
something.
Jumping up she rushed backstage.
She
was determined to get Ginger out of that
theater before the manager had a chance
to serve notice on her.
Without telling Ginger what it was all
about, she took her to a little Chinese
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restaurant and bought her some chop suey.
She kept her there, telling her of wonder¬
ful plans for the future, and keeping her
mind off what was happening.
V\ ith her eyes on the clock, she was
figuring right down to split minutes. She
knew the manager had to cancel Ginger
out before the second show or let her
finish the week.
And how badly the
Rogers exchequer needed that salary!
Another wait around the corner from
the theater, and then a dash through the
stage door. Whipping off the coat, Mrs.
Rogers pushed Ginger through the wings
onto the stage.
There had been only nineteen people in
the theater for the first show (Mrs.
Rogers counted them), but now it was
crowded, and packed with kids.
As Ginger always did her best with kids,
the place was a riot in a minute. The in¬
stant she heard their laughter, she gave
them everything she had. And she went
like a house afire.
That performance brought Ginger three
years’ work in the finest theaters in the
country, and they managed to save enough
money to take them to New York and
keep them for six months.
Then followed months of visiting book¬
ing offices and giving auditions, two and
three every week, week after week. And
nothing came of those auditions. Finally,
there was an audition for “Top Speed.”
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“1 ou wouldn’t hold out on
my dolly, would you Mum¬
my? C’mon, hand over that
smoothy stuff while
I give this child of
mine a treat!”

“I think this is right but
Pm

not sure. Anyway

dolly loves Johnson’s
Baby Powder no matter
where I put it. It smells
so good!”

I WAS so fed up on auditions,” said
-*■ Ginger, “that it dunked my spirits to
go out there on the stage and do it all over
again. And there were so many gorgeous
girls there I figured I didn't have a chance.”
She clowned the whole thing, and then
walked off the stage without even giving
her name. But the producers called her
back, and asked if she wasn’t the girl who
had been sent over from Brooklyn. When
she said she was they told her they’d be
over to catch a show. They caught a
show, and Ginger caught a contract—the
very time she hadn’t taken things seriously.
Another experience Ginger will always re¬
member was the Christmas night opening
of “Top Speed” when Walter Wanger saw
her and gave her a Paramount contract.
“And here’s one last one to put on your
cuff,” she grinned. “I’ll never forget the
time I started to press the peach colored
velvet dress with the silver ribbons which
was the pride of my life.
“I was in a barn of a theater, somewhere
along the old
‘Death Trail’ circuit.
Mother had gone out and I wanted to wear
that dress for the next show.
“So I attached my iron to a socket I
saw in the middle of the stage. I waited
the customary three minutes and then set
up the iron to pass my dress over it. You
know, you don’t press a velvet dress, you
draw it across the iron.
“I guess that plug in the floor must have
connected with a high power line or some¬
thing, because it had such terrific voltage
that the iron was red hot. The instant
the dress touched the iron it went up in
smoke, taking my eyelashes with it. All
I had left were a couple of silver ribbons.
“It almost broke my heart, and as I sat
there crying, mother returned and laughed
till the tears ran down her face. You
know, if it wasn’t for that sense of humor
of hers, I don't know what would have
happened to us by now.”

“Hey, this dolly put ideas
into my head. NowJ need
powdering—’cause

I’m

scratchy! Please take care
of me,

Mummy—I’m

in trouble!”

•I’m Johnson’s

Baby Powder — the kind that

oothes aicav skin irritation just like that! For
’m soft as silk — made of the very finest Italian
ralc.
tnd

iVo gritty particles nor orris-root in me.
don’t forget

my

team-mates — Johnson’s

laby Soap and Baby Cream!
(romvKnv
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Movies of the Month
(Continued, from page 39)
her husband is cheating and the husbandhut why go on?
Ginger Rogers dances
divinely when she isn’t slapping Mr. As¬
taire’s face and Mr. Astaire dances di¬
vinely all the time which is more impor¬
tant.
The biggest dance number, “Top Hat,”
is superlative and Astaire, using a male
chorus, proves that half-naked gals aren’t
necessary. Keep your eyes peeled for the
“tapping” machine gun, it’s a wow. The
most tuneful of Irving Berlin’s songs is
used for the “Cheek to Cheek” number.
We wish Ginger Rogers would always wear
her hair that way—she looks gorgeous.
Edward Everett Horton is his usual,
funny self and Eric Blore is his usual,
funny self, too. Helen Broderick, as Hor¬
ton’s wise-cracking wife, is great.
Once you’ve left the theater, you realize
that the whole complicated mess could have
been unraveled by two seconds of conversa¬
tion, but then you'd have missed the “Sand
Man” number—and a lot of swell dancing.
Your Reviewer Says: See it, even if
you have seen it before! 1

^y Broadway Melody of 1936
(M-G-M)

MaybeUine Eyelash Da rkener
instantly darkens eyelashes,
making them appear longer,
darker, and more luxuriant. It
is non-smarting, tear-proof and
absolutely harmless. The largest
Belling eyelash beautifier in the
world. Black, Brown and the
NEW BLUE,

Maybelline Eyebrow Pencil
smoothly forms the eyebrows
into graceful, expressive lines,
giving a perfect, natural effect.
Of highest quality, it is entirely
harmless, and is clean to use ana
to carry. Black and Brown.

Maybelline Eye Shadow
delicately shades the eyelids,
adding depth, color, and sparkle
to the eyes. Smooth and creamy,
absolutely pure. Blue, Brown,
Blue-Gray, Violet and Green.

Maybelline Eyelash
Tonic Cream
A pure and harmless tonic
cream, helpful in keeping the
eyelashes and eyebrows in good
condition. Colorless.

Maybelline Eyebrow Brush
Regular use of this specially
designed brush will train the
brows to lie flat and smooth at
all times. Extra long, dainty-grip
handle, and sterilized bristles,
kept clean in a cellophane wrapper.

These famous preparations in 10c sizes mean
simply that you can now enjoy complete highest
quality eye make-up without the obstacle of
cost. Try them and achieve the lure of lovely
eyes simply and safely, but . . . insist upon
genuine MAYBELLINE preparations . . . for
quality, purity, and value. Purse sizes obtain¬
able at all leading 10c stores.

EYE BEAUTY AIDS
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You'll See:
Jack Benny, Robert Taylor,
Eleanor Powell, Una Merkel, June Knight,
Sid Silvers, Frances Langford, Vilma and
Buddy Ebsen, Robert Wildhack.
It’s About:
The high school siveethcart
of a very successful New York producer
and how she crashes his newest musical
revue, set to music and dancing.
Wow! This is the swellest musical pic¬
ture we've ever seen and we want to take
back all we’ve said about M-G-M not
being able to produce a musical—this one
is sure the TOPS !
You’ll go absolutely berserk about the
dancing of Eleanor Powell, honest!
She
taps ’em out so you can almost taste the
rhythm and you’ll be begging for more
when this picture suddenly ends.
Jack
Benny, playing a “Winchell,” gets all the
laughs allowed to one man and his aid-de¬
scandal, Sid Silvers, will throw you in the
aisle as soon as you get back in your
seat. Robert Taylor, as the youthful pro¬
ducer, plays one of the few straight parts
and adds another rung in his ladder of
stardom; June Knight is the wealthy
socialite who attempts to gain the leading
role in his revue by her finahcial backing,
until Miss Pow^ell makes this idea slightly
comical by her mere presence.
You’ll
love the dancing of Buddy and Vilma Eb¬
sen, too, and we don’t have to tell you to
laugh at Robert Wildhack as the “snoring
expert”—he’ll let you know.
And, as though we hadn’t raved enough
already, the story is excellent! We won’t
spoil your enjoyment of the picture by re¬
lating the plot here but rest assured you’ll
be as interested in that as you are in the
grand singing, dancing and comedy.
We can’t recommend this picture too
highly. It has everything a music comedy
should have and then tops it off with
Eleanor Powell!
You’ll miss the best
show of the season if you pass this up!
Your Reviewer Says: Run, don’t walk,
to your nearest theater.

^The Crusades (Paramount)
You'll See: Loretta Young, Henry Wilcoxon, Ian Keith, Katherine DeMille, C.
Aubrey Smith, George Barbier, C. Henry
Gordon, Joseph Schildkraut, Alan Hale,
others.
It's About: The 12th Century fight of the
kings of Christendom for the Holy Lands.
Stupendous in the scope and sweep of
its power, exceptional in its driving, crush¬
ing reality and unusual for its fine perform¬
ances, C. B. DeMille’s newest epic arrives
on the screen. Costing a fortune in money
and no little agony in broken bones, this
spectacle should prove excellent fare for
those who like spectacles. The story, it¬
self, however, is fairly weak.
Combining all the Crusades was a prob¬
lem ; gaining “romance” for the march was
perplexing.
By dating the story in 1190,
when infidel King Saladin sacked Jerusa¬
lem, the problem is simplified somewhat.
A hermit vows to unite all the kings of
Christendom to regain the Holy City. All
the great countries of Europe join the
Crusade.
Once they arrive, the picture
takes on a tremendous sweep of battle re¬
ality which should keep an audience in
cheers.
Hundreds of charging horsemen
meet head on with a crash that is stu¬
pendous and thrilling. The battle scenes
around the walled city of Acre are real
and terrifying.
That the love story of
Richard the Lion Hearted and his bride,
Berengaria, gets a bit lost is little wonder.
The long and distinguished cast is, al¬
most without exception, steeped in the De¬
Mille tradition of historic reality at any
price.
Your Reviewer Says: A perfect “spec¬
tacle” thriller.

SS The Dark Angel
(United Artists)
You'll See: Frcdric March, Merle Oberon,
Herbert Marshall, John Halliday, Janet
Beecher, Claude Allistcr and Fay Chaldccott.
It's About: A girl and two men, and how
she finally chooses between them.
The most poignantly beautiful, charm¬
ing and altogether lovely picture to reach
the screen in years. It combines the finest
acting of Fredric March and Herbert
Marshall with a delightful, new and ex¬
citing Merle Oberon; exceptional direc¬
tion by an ace-director, Sidney Franklin;
a production wrorthy of Samuel Goldwyn’s
patience
and
lavishness
and
perfect
camera work by Gregg Toland. Truly a
picture that will go down in motion pic¬
ture history.
Once again “The Dark Angel,” the story
that made stars of Vilma Banky and
Ronald Colman in the silent days, comes
to stir you. The story concerns an English
girl and two boys with whom she has been
in love since childhood. The war comes
and they answer the call. Alan, the final
choice of Kitty, is blinded and allows
them to think him dead. The final scene is
one of the most triumphant pieces of act¬
ing ever seen on the screen.
Fredric March has never given such
a
fine
performance.
Merle
Oberon,
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changed so that you will hardly recognize
her, will become one of the biggest names
m the business.
Her Kitty Vane is an
almost perfect characterization.
Herbert
Marshall carries off the role of Gerald
with consummate skill and the whole cast
wins applause for sincere ability.
Your Reviewer Says: See it—it’s one
of the greatest!
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Th Is Germ*Free care
brings Q^uicAer Beauty!

Here’s to Romance (20th
Century-Fox)

New scientific principle keeps
Woodbury’s Creams

Nino Martini, Genevieve Tobin,
Anita Louise, Maria Gambarelli, Schurnann-Heink, Reginald Denny, Escudero.
It's About: A handsome young singer zvlio
refuses his great chance when he discovers
his rich patroness has attempted to buy his
debut.
You II See:

germ-free to the last!

C

dewy loveliness . . . the
freshness of youth ... can be
yours, with these new beauty
creams that are pure, exquisite,
germ-free!
lear,

An important picture that is destined to
make a star out of opera-singer Nino
Martini in his first big effort! Gorgeous
singing, exceptional and faithful recording
and the advent of a great singer make this
a picture you should not miss.
The story concerns a wealthy wife
(Genevieve Tobin) who decides to emu¬
late her husband (Reginald Denny) by
becoming a “patron of the arts”—if the
man is young and handsome.
She finds
Nino Martini who is studying with Mme.
Schumann-Heink and sends him to Paris.
Once there, he falls in love with a dancer
(Anita Louise) and begins to feel like a
gigolo.
When he learns that his rich
patroness has bought and paid for his
chance and his audience at the Opera
Comique he runs away to America. He
gets a job singing in a five and ten cent
store.
Nothing unusual about that story?
Right!
The singing, however, is so ter¬
rific that it overshadows and overpowers
the story in every way.
Miss Tobin and Mr. Denny play the rich
young couple with a good deal of charm
and Anita Louise continues to be to us
the most breath-takingly beautiful girl on
the screen. Mme. Schumann-Heink draws
a round of applause by her very presence
and another for her singing.
But the story, the cast, even the settings
and the capable direction of Alfred Green,
are as nothing compared to the voice of
Martini.
Your Reviewer Says: Hear this gor¬
geous singing by all means!

Woodbury’s Creams encourage
the skin to bloom with finer tex¬
ture, clearer tone, because they
guard against the blemishes which
menace delicate complexions.
These lovely, fragrant creams
possess a unique germ-destroying
power—to prevent those tiny infec¬
tions caused by germs. And they
stay lastingly germ-free — to the
bottom of the jar.
With this protection your skin
quickly becomes clearer, softer,
more resilient. Color, too, im¬
proves. And you may use Wood¬
bury’s Creams constantly, with
only the best results. They are safe
for even the most sensitive skin.
Woodbury’s Cold Cream con¬
tains Element 576, which prevents
and overcomes dryness — restores
youthful vitality of the skin, which
alone keeps faces young and free
from withering.
Woodbury’s Facial Cream gives
a light protecting film to which
you apply your make-up with flat¬
tering effect. Woodbury’s Germfree Creams are only 50c, 25c and
10c in jars; 25c and 10c in tubes.

Alias Bulldog Drummond (GB)
Jack
Hulbert,
Fay
Wray,
Claude Hulbert, Ralph Richardson, Gibb
McLaughlin and others.
It's About: The adventures
of a hare¬
brained but courageous Englishman in out¬
witting a gang of jewel thieves and saving
a damsel in distress.
Here’s another of those gay, improbable
adventures for which the British have a
particular tajent. Jack Hulbert, who looks
like a cross between Victor McLaglen and
Fred Astaire (he dances, too, but not in
this film), plays the part of a happy-golucky playboy who is led to impersonate a
great detective. Fa*y Wray, who falls into
the clutches of the arch-criminals, has a
lot to do with his desire to be helpful.
The plot has many ingenious twists and
there are hilarious scenes in the staid
British Museum, where the gang robs a
You'll See:

SEND

TODAY

Woodbury’s

FOR

THE

NEW

"loveliness

kit”

John H. Woodbury, Inc., 7459 Alfred St., Cincinnati, O.
(In Canada) John H. Woodbury, Ltd., Perth, Ontario.
Send me Woodbury’s "Loveliness Kit” containing a
guest-size cake of Woodbury’s Facial Soap, tubes of
Woodbury’s Germ-free Cold and Facial Creams, and six
shades of Woodbury’s Facial Powder. Enclosed find 10c
(mailing cost).
Name____
Street___■

City_State
& 1935. John H. Woodbury, Inc.

• AVOID

IMITATIONS.

Look for the head and signature,

H

on all Woodbury products.
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Hindu goddess of her fabulous gems, and
in an abandoned station of the “under¬
ground railway” (subway, to you), the
thieves’ headquarters. You won’t believe
a single incident, but you just aren’t hu¬
man if you don’t laugh yourself sick over
the spiral staircase scene or shriek with
horror when the whole cast cuts loose in
a runaway subway train.
Your Reviewer Says: If you like Wodehouse novels, you’ll love this film.

Alice Adams (RKO)

can be paid to the well-chosen cast is
that it forms a harmonious background.
Evelyn Venable and Adrienne Ames play
the rival loves in Foster’s life, Joseph Cawthorn enacts another of his dialectic musicmasters, and you’ll get a great kick out of
William Frawley in a costume role.
Your Reviewer Says’: Tearful and slowmoving, but you’ll love the melodies.

)/ Charlie Chan in Shanghai
(20th Century-Fox)
Warner Oland, Charles Locher,
Irene Hervey, Keye Luke, Russell Hicks,
Halliwcll Hobbs and Frederick Vogcding.
It's About: A murder in Shanghai, hozv
Chan and Son solve it and uncover the
opium smugglers at the same time.
Charlie Chan at his best. This is easily
the best of the Chan series and thus you
fans of mystery will like it.
Once more, Chan is teaching his son the
detective game. Chan and son find them¬
selves at a dinner in Shanghai, held to
welcome Charlie home, when a murder is
committed.
Warner Oland, as Chan, is
anxious to solve the crime but he sees a
chance to give Keye Luke, his son, an¬
other opportunity. Before they are through
they uncover other crimes and all is solved
in time for the fade-out.
Warner Oland is even more delightful
than usual because of the comedy element
that has been injected into this latest film.
Keye Luke, Chinese artist of Hollywood,
plays Chan’s son and rates a rave in his
own right. Irene Hervey gets very little
opportunity as the only girl in the cast
but she does very well indeed.
Your Reviewer Says: Easily the best
of the Chan dramas.

You'll See:

Katharine Hepburn, Fred MacMurray, Fred Stone, Evelyn Venable,
Frank Albertson, Ann Shoemaker.
It's About: What happens when the rich
boy of the town falls in love with the so¬
cial-climbing daughter of a poor family.
What a grand picture! Simple and re¬
alistic, this latest starring vehicle for Kath¬
arine Hepburn is easily among the best
pictures of the year.
When Alice Adams is invited to the
Palmer party, she reaches one of her goals
in social climbing. That her father is a
humble clerk, that she must pick her own
corsage in the park, that her brother must
act as her escort are beside the point. She
made it! But when the rich boy, Arthur
Russell (Fred MacMurray), falls for her,
Alice is in seventh heaven. She entertains
him on the front porch until her mother
demands that she invite him to dinner.
What a dinner! A maid is hired and a
meal is planned.
If you don’t have to
hold your sides during that dinner, you
aren’t an average movie fan.
It’s the
funniest scene ever filmed. Complications,
including a glue factory and a stolen
$150.00 by younger brother, almost ruin
the romance.
Katharine Hepburn gives as fine a per¬
formance as we’ve seen in months, rising
almost to genius at times. Fred Stone in
his film debut gives such sincerity and
pathos to his role of her father that we
look for him to become a real standby of
the movies.
Frank Albertson shows a
delightful ability at characterization as
Alice’s brother.
Hattie McDaniels, (the
colored maid) will wow you.
Your Reviewer Says: If you can afford
but one picture a month wait for this.

You'll See:

FAG f >

FAOEN No. 44—warm,
vibrant . . . romantic

FAOEN No. 19;—Fresh,
elusive . ... alluring

FAOEN No. 3 —cling¬

Harmony Lane (Republic)
Douglass Montgomery, Evelyn
Venable, Adrienne Ames, Joseph Cawthorn, William Fraiulcy, Cora Sue Collins,
Lloyd Hughes and many others.
It's About: The life and music of Stephen
Foster.
After all the pictures and plays about
Schubert, we finally have a worthy film
about America’s own immortal melodymaker.
Starting with “Oh! Susanna,”
and winding its way through “Swanee
River,”
“My
Old
Kentucky
Home,”
“Massa’s in the Cold, Cold Ground” and
a half-dozen Foster compositions almost
as famous and beloved, the life-story of
Stephen Foster is skilfully interwoven
with his songs. It’s the story of a tragic
but undramatic life, however, so the de¬
velopment is slow but touching.
Although Douglass Montgomery, star¬
ring in the role of Foster, sings and acts
very effectively, the music itself is the
hero of the piece. The finest tribute that

You'll See:

delicate . . . intriguing

AkK
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In ten cent tuckaway

sizei as illustrated j*
at all 5 and 10 V
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SELECT CAPTIONS FOR

ing, oriental . . . exotic

FAOEN No. 12—cool,

BIG
CASH

JACK BENNY
SCENES
IN THE NEW M-G-M PICTURE

BROADWAY
MELODY of 1936
Your chance to win one of these
sixty-seven handsome cash awards
is excellent. For full particulars see

NOVEMBER OUT NOW 10c
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Speak for Yourself
(Continued from page 62)

$1 PRIZE LETTER
Nosegays for Newcomers
New faces ! New faces ! It is the pro¬
ducers’ insistent cry.
Well, it seems to
have been answered satisfactorily—we have
three utterly charming new personalities:
First—Charles Boyer. It’s rather hard
to describe his charm, it’s so subtle. He
has a quiet fascination, a deep, intriguing
voice, a handsome Gallic face.
He’s a
superb actor who doesn’t rely on his phy¬
sical attributes to put him across.
Second—Nelson Eddy.
He, like Mr.
Boyer, has rather taken the citadels of
women’s hearts by storm. With his glori¬
ous voice.
With a real masculinity—a
superb physique and a rather devil-maycare attitude. He has an exceedingly en¬
gaging grin, a twinkle in his eye, and a
gallant elegance.
Third—Luise Rainer.
She is a naive,
adorable, wholly engaging young person,
with a delicious sense of humor, a lovely
voice, a beautifully balanced and restrained
timing of her histrionics.
Her piquant
face is entirely, refreshingly different. (I
hope she plays in another Powell picture.)
Barbara Jones,
Ames, Iowa.

$1 PRIZE LETTER
A Plea for Gable
One of the best male actors Hollywood
has ever produced, but does he get the
chance to prove it? No! Clark Gable has
been a leading man ever since his dis¬
covery.
Here’s a man who possesses a
dynamic personality. Virile, good-looking,
wears clothes of any fashion—be it eve¬
ning, street or camping wear—and can
still retain that manhood trait. I’ve read
many stories and articles of his person¬
ality and character, but it doesn’t do
Gable’s fans any good—and for that mat¬
ter, doesn’t do Clark any good—-to fortify
his position or attempt to star him.
I refrained from writing because I was
mollified at the time he won the Academy
Award with Claudette Colbert. I still feel
mollified, but that does not stop me from
writing my opinion that it’s about time
that Clark Gable was starred in a picture
of his own.
Michael Pcca,
Philadelphia, Pa.

$1 PRIZE LETTER
More About Those Navy Movies
You printed my letter in your August
issue, in which I told about movies in the
Navy. And that started something! Since
that issue appeared for sale, I have re¬
ceived dozens of “fan” letters from your
readers—mostly from females. I have re¬
ceived all sorts—witty and goofy, sincere
and flattering.
One blonde in California
even asked me to send her a dollar so she
could buy some false eyelashes.
But it did surprise me how many people
did not know about the Navy’s movie
shows. And it brought another thought:
How great a subject of conversation the

Beats my home-cooked
spaghetti a milequicker, easier-costs less, too!”
“T don’t wonder Mary was surprised.
JL I certainly was the first time I
tasted Franco-American. Up until
then I firmly believed no ready-pre¬
pared spaghetti could possibly be as
good as home-cooked. But FrancoAmerican is actually better—ever so
much better! I use it all the time
now and I’ve told a number of my
friends how delicious it is.
“We all agree it has the best sauce
we ever tasted. In fact, we never
knew how good spaghetti could
be till we tried Franco-American!”

Good? No wonder!
Franco-American chefs use
eleven different ingredients
when they prepare their
delectable sauce. Tomato
puree, lusciously smooth
and rich. Golden Cheddar

cheese of just the right sharpness.
Selected spices and seasonings, each
one adding its tiny bit more of zest¬
ful flavor and delicate piquancy.
“Why should I bother with homecooked spaghetti now?” women are
saying. “I never could make as good
a sauce as this. And I’m not even
going to try.” Franco-American is so
much easier, too. No cooking or
fussing—simply heat and serve.
And here’s a pleasant surprise.
You pay less for it than if you bought
all the different sauce ingredients
plus the cost of cooking
them. And isn’t the time
you save worth something,
too? Ask your grocer for
Franco-American today. A
can holding three to four
portions is never more
than ten cents.
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HOLIDAY PROFITS
For Men and Women Agents
Never before such a whirlwind money-maker! Amazing
new PORTRAIT RING brings you handfuls of dollar
bills just wearing and showing to friends, neighbors
everyone! The ideal lifetime Christmas Gift and a sen¬
sational holiday seller. Think of it! A beautiful, rich,
onyx-like ring with actual portrait of any loved one
clearly and faithfully reproduced from any photo, picture
or snapshot! A tremendous hit! The portrait is made a
permanent part of the ring itself—never fades cannot
nick or scratch—unbreakable—not affected by water and
will not tarnish. Each ring individually made-to-measure
and sent in beautiful gift box.
Picture returned with
ring unharmed.

No Other Gift Like This! Everyone
Wants To Give This Beautiful

LIFETIME PORTRAIT RING
What gift could be more welcome, new or novel than a
beautiful, life-time ring set with an actual portrait of
some one near and dear? Fathers, mothers, husbands,
wives,
sweethearts—everyone
wants
it—many
folks
order 4 to 12 rings from one picture as gifts for friends
and family.
Amazingly low price—only $2.00—brings
you orders by the dozen! And you make $1.00 cash-in¬
advance profit (100%) on every order! Only 10 orders
a day can pay you $60.00 in a week!

No Experience Needed For Big Profits
Just Wear Ring On Your Finger
Christmas and Holiday season gives you a
once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to cash in
BIG! No experience needed—no long salestalk—no demonstration—no sample case to
carry—just wear ring on your finger—take
orders and pocket your cash profits!
We
deliver and collect balance!

SAMPLE RING FOR YOU!
SEND NO MONEY!
Learn How To Get Sample Ring Free of Charge
Rush photo or snapshot of yourself or loved
one and let us make up ring for YOUl SEND
NO MONEY!
Just pay postman $1.00
(wholesale price) plus few cents postage when
ring is delivered. If not delighted, return ring
in 5 days and we refund every penny you
paid us.
We also send complete money¬
making plans and details of amazing FREE
SAMPLE OFFER.
ACT NOW!
Rush
this coupon.

PORTRAIT RING CO., Dept.C-31
12th and Jackson Sts.,

SEND YOUR RING SIZE 4Jtcwj
PORTRAIT RING CO., Dept. C-31
12th & Jackson, Cincinnati, Ohio

RINGSiZlr

___J
Enclosed is
photo.
Rush individually made portrait Ring, and FREE equipment.
I’ll pay postman $1.00 plus few cents postage. (Photo
will be returned with ring.)
Name.
Address.
City..State..
(By enclonine $1.00 with coupon you save postage.)
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N. Clancy Bradt,
Photo Lab., Naval Air Station,
Pensacola, Fla.
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Honorable Mention
There ought to be an Academy Award
for the best picture-stealer of each year—
R. M. Mutulo, Pittsburg, Calif.
No more opera tickets for me. For only
forty cents I hear Grace Moore in the
flesh, I see Leo Carrillo in the bath tub!—
C. D. Ray, Los Angeles, Calif.
Hollywood has gathered every big name
in the writing world to its sunny shores.
But what are they doing—playing soli¬
taire?—Myrtle Hughes, Brooklyn, N. Y.
How much longer will we Kruger fans
be misled in hopes of his being given bet¬
ter roles?—Wanda Grant, Endicott, N. Y.
If an actress can’t sing, why put her in
a musical?—Elsie Edgar, Decatur, Ill.
Fred MacMurray—at last here’s an
actor, who can mix up suspense, drama,
comedy, danger and love and come out on
top—Harvey Helen Lewis, Sioux City, la.
If we are to have grand opera in pic¬
tures, let’s have it. Otherwise, the con¬
tinuity of the story suffers greatly while
we are offered generous slices from “La
Boheme,” etc.—John W. Dunn, Norman,
Okla.
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What
an
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advertised watches,
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And now this remarkable offer.

Send for Beautiful
FREE CATALOG

Write now—before this offer is
drawn and get the beautiful
Catalog. Select the watch or di
you want, wear it. examine it
then write us the terms you
SANTA FE WATCH CO.
B-97 Thomas Bldg., Topeka, Kan.
We Buy

Old Gold

CLASS PINS—any letters, any year,
1 to 11. 40f ea; gold plated. 50# ea; ste
12 or more. 35c ea; gold plated, 45c ea;
rings as shown. 1 to 11. $1-90 ea; 12 or
Catalog showing hundreds of pins, rin

LAST MINUTE NEWS
Jackie Cooper has signed a new contract
for $1100.00 weekly.
Poet Eddie Guest has signed a dialogue
and acting contract with Universal.
They're actually using a double for Rubinoff's rare Stradivarius violin on "Thanks a
Million."
No sooner did Rochelle Hudson get her
first starring role than the Hays office banned
the title, "Snatched!"
Loretta Young's doctor demands that she
rest for two months, thus delaying the pro¬
duction of "Ramona," in which she is to star.
The picture was also held up by the expected
"blessed event" in the Joel McCrea-Frances
Dee menage.
Ida Lupino's mother has landed an acting
job with Hepburn in "Sylvia Scarlett."
On account of hard movie work, Lily Pons
dropped to ninety-nine pounds, and now eats
every four hours.
Helen Gahagan refuses to sign a long-term
contract because she gets restless for travel.
W. C. Fields recently took his first auto¬
mobile ride since his dangerous illness.
M-G-M proudly announces that it would
not take a million dollars for its Eleanor
Powell contract.
Gladys Swarthout's contract has been re¬
written as a long-term one, with her first pic¬
ture only half done.
Helen Vinson still has Fred Perry trouble—
they met at the dock and journeyed to Holly¬
wood together.
Hepburn is doing the night spots for the
first time—and wearing the boy's clothes and
haircut from "Sylvia Scarlett" as a masquer¬
ade (it works!).
That star sapphire set which Franchot gave
Joan cost twenty-five grand.
Lillian Gish has been visiting Mary Pickford in Hollywood.
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The Stars

Live

MIRROR

Drama

(Continued front page 31)
walked into the small hospital room.
“I'll be happy,” his father said, “if I
think you re on the road to success. Tell
me the good word.”
Bob smiled. “Everything is wonderful,
Dad. he lied. “I’m up for several parts
in Hollywood.”
His father was troubled. “Then you
shouldn t have come to me. You should
be on the ground when they call you.
You’d better be going right back.”
“No, no, it doesn’t matter. The truth
is,” and it was just what the truth
wasn’t, “that before I left Hollywood I
signed a big contract. They’re holding
off on the parts until I get back. They
can’t break their contract.”
His father smiled and the next day he
showed marked signs of improvement.
The doctors said there was a good chance
of his getting well.
Bob’s brave lie had worked a miracle.
So Bob returned to Hollywood. And
now he must make good. He must get a
contract. Driven by this great necessity,
he did land a contract. He had made good
the lie.
The evening of the day he signed the
contract, just as he was preparing to go
out and celebrate, a boy appeared with
a telegram. Bob did not need to open it,
for some far-away voice seemed to speak
the terrible news it contained.
His father was dead!

T

HE tried and true dramatic device of
strange chance meetings is a real life
incident in Roger Pryor’s life. When he
was a kid of seventeen he got a chance
at his first Broadway production. In the
cast was a well known and distinguished
actor who, for some reason Pryor has
never been able to figure out, took an in¬
tense dislike to him. Perhaps he saw in
the newcomer a formidable rival, perhaps
he was just naturally a mean man. At
any rate he seemed to take special delight
in bedeviling the boy, doing everything
to make his life miserable.
Then Roger was engaged for the film
“Moonlight and Pretzels.” On the second
day of shooting Roger’s eyes wandered
across a crowd of extras being used in
a mob scene and there was his enemy,
threadbare, down at the heel, a threefifty-a-day extra! For one dramatic mo¬
ment their eyes met. Once he had been
high up in the theatrical profession and
Roger had been a struggling newcomer.
Now Roger was playing a lead and this
man was in the mob. Roger lowered his
eyes for a moment, wondering what he
should say to the man, and when he looked
up he had disappeared. He did not come
back during the remainder of the film.
When the picture opened Roger received a
note of congratulation from the man and
an apology for his behavior so long ago,
but there was no return address and
Pryor has never been able to locate him.
So, our skeptical friend is wrong. The
scenario
writers
need
not
tax their
imaginations so violently; for real life
drama they need not go far afield. Right
in their own Hollywood they . can find
it in the lives of their own friends and
co-workers, in the Hollywood stars.

Look wkat else comes
in the Dentyne package
MOUTH HEALTH—As a bonus, you receive with
Dentyne the wherewithal to a healthy mouth — to
white, sparkling teeth. For chewing Dentyne is the
finest kind of mouth health promotion. Its firm
consistency exercises the mouth muscles and helps
the mouth to clean itself — naturally, normally.
It helps prevent flabby mouth and chin muscles,
too. Many dentists, orthodontists, and physicians
recommend its frequent use.
WITH THIS DELIGHTFUL GUM — Of course
you receive a delicious gum, too. Really different
with a delicious, distinctive flavor, and a general
air of quality that makes it the favorite of thou¬
sands. Notice the characteristic, handy, flat shape
which distinguishes the Dentyne package. It fits
easily in vest pocket or purse. Try some today.

DENTYNE
KEEPS TEETH WHITE-MOUTH HEALTHY
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Don’t Fool
Around with a

Every Four Minutes Some One
Dies from Pneumonia, Trace¬
able to the “Common Cold!”
■p\ON’T “kid” yourself about a cold. It’s
nothing to be taken lightly or treated trivi¬
ally. A cold is an internal infection and unless
treated promptly and seriously, it may turn into
something worse.
According to published reports there is a
death every four minutes from pneumonia
traceable to the so-called “common cold.”

Definite Treatment
A reliable treatment for colds is afforded
in Grove’s Laxative Bromo Quinine. It is no
mere palliative or surface treatment. It gets at
a cold in the right way, from the inside!
Working internally, Grove’s Laxative Bromo
Quinine does four things of vital importance
in overcoming a cold: First, it opens the bowels.
Second, it combats the infection in the system.
Third, it relieves the headache and fever. Fourth,
it tones the system and helps fortify against
further attack.

Be Sure — Be Safe!
All drug stores sell Grove’s Laxative Bromo
Quinine in two sizes—3 5c and 50c. Get a pack¬
age at the first sign of a cold and be secure in
the knowledge that you have taken a depend¬
able treatment.
Grove’s Laxative Bromo Quinine is the larg¬
est selling cold tablet in the world, a fact that
attests to its efficacy as well as harmlessness. Let
no one tell you he “has something better.”

GROVE’S LAXATIVE

BROMO
QUININE
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The Will Rogers I Knew

MkI

(Continued from page 33)
big kids, too. It was pretty deep when the
tide was in and we had fancy diving con¬
tests. Bill came over one day and decided
to practise a few fancy dives.
But the
tide was out.
He landed on his right
shoulder and his right arm “went dead.”
When I came home, I said to him, “Didn't
you know the tide was out, Bill?” “What
do I know about a tide?” he answered.
“Back where I come from, a swimmin’
hole is a swimmin’ hole!” His right arm
was useless.
In vain we begged him to
see a doctor or an osteopath. “I’ll be all
right,” was all he would say. But every
roping trick he knew he learned to do
with his left hand.
Patiently, painstak¬
ingly, he practised. Ask any roper what
that means!
His indomitable will, and
courage—or was it his FAITH ?—finally
brought back the action in that right arm.
He never grew up. I was working late
in the theater and my wife liked me to
sleep late in the mornings.
Bill would
come riding under my window, winding
his rope, and singing a cowboy song. I’d
open the window, he’d grin sheepishly, and
taking less than no time to dress, I’d swal¬
low my breakfast, hustle down and join
him.
Like two cowboys we’d ride and
rope all day.

'T'1 IMES

changed but our friendship
I didn’t. Bill became a personage. An
international figure. He wore the mantle
of his fame as simply as he wore his old
cowboy clothes.
Sentiment was nothing to be ashamed
of in his lexicon.
He arrived in New
York while I was playing in Washington.
My mother had had a stroke.
He tore
out to the house, ran breathlessly up the
stairs and into her room.
With tears
streaking unashamed down his face he
joshed her. “Hello, Bill,” she said. And
then she died, smiling.
They notified me.
I was heartbroken
that I hadn’t been there.
Bill put his
hand on my shoulder and we cried to¬
gether. “I was there, Fred.” It was con¬
solation.
Demands, demands from everywhere
stalked his life. He met them all. But he
was tired. He wanted to get off the beaten
trail.
But he couldn’t write news in an
isolated spot. He couldn’t keep faith with
his readers, roping calves, twirling a
lariat, lying nights on the plain. He had
to go places and see things so he could
write about them. Maybe if he had gone
away to watch the sun rise and set across
his plains, his busy brain would have made
him discontented. He’d gotten the habit of
thinking . . . thinking.
One thing I know.
He lived as he
wanted to live.
Gave as he wanted to
give.
Had what he wanted from life.
Love and laughter and work.
A man’s man. A warm friend. Yes,
he was a one-man show and a real
trouper.
God, how we loved him. And while they
will build monuments, his shrine is in the
hearts of all of us who know the show is
over. There will never be another. Sadly,
proudly, through our tears we realize that
“Curtain” has been called.
God bless Will Rogers.
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A clinically-tested treatment
where obesity is due to toxic
conditions, faulty elimination,
over-eating and drinking—and
this comprises over 90?S of obe¬
sity cases ... No thyroid, dinitrophenol or other harmful
drugs. No starvation diet. You
can eat your fill of delicious

FR

foods as directed in the Bon Kora
package. No strenuous exercise. The
principle is detoxication or driving
poisons out of the system so that bod¬
ily organs can function properly and
excess fat be thrown off in a natural
way. Actual case records show weight
reductions up to 60 pounds in a com¬
paratively short time with renewed
healthand vigorgained during process.
Over a million bottles have been sold.

Write for interesting free booklet entitled
“Authentic Case Records on Detoxication Treatment.”

N O You take no risk with Bon Kora. Try a bottle.
RISK If not satisfied with results we will refundyour money.
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG AND DEPARTMENT STORES
BATTLE CREEK DRUG. INC,, Dept. M-ll
Battle Creek* Mich.

Send your free Case Record Booklet to
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Women to make hooked rugs for our
stores. No experience necessary. Steady
work. We do the selling. Write at once.
HOLLYWOOD STUDIO STORES
5657 Hollywood Blvd., Dept. 7
Hollywood, California
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To introduice our
■
Beautiful Blue White Rainbow
Plash Stones, we will send a
1 Kt. IMPORTED Simulated
DIAMOND, mounted in Lovely
18 Kt. White-Gold Finish Ring
as illustrated, for this ad. and
15c expense in coin. Address:
National Jewelry Co., Dept. 2,
Wheeling, W. Va. (2 for 25c.)

PHOTO Enlargements
Clear enlargement, bust, full
length or part group, pets or

-

other subjects made from any pho¬
to, snapshotor tintype atlow price
of 49c each; 3 for $1.00. Send aa ,
many photos as you desire. Re- A
turn of original photos guaranteed.

SEND NO MONEY
Just mail photo with name and address. In a few days postman will ^ /r^4|00
deliver beautiful enlargement that
*
▼! “
will never fade. Pav only 49c plus postage or send
60c—3 for $1.00, and we wil I pay postage ourselves.
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quality of our work we will frame, until further notice, all pastel col¬
ored enlargements FREE. Illustrations of beautifully carved frames
for your choice will be sent with your enlargement. Don’t delay. Act
now. Mail your Photos today. Write NEW ERA PORTRAIT COMPANY
COMPANY
11 E. HURON STREET.
DEPT. 677
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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FREE /

$24 in a WEEK

New kind of Silk Hose, Chiffons and Service
Weights—have "tight-twist" threads—ends snags.
2 pairs guaranteed to wear 3 mos., 4 pairs 6 mos.
Agents: Big money full or part time demonstrat¬
ing, in addition get your own hose free. Grace
Wilbur, Iowa, reports $37.10 profit in 9 hours.
Wessberg earned over $100 one week.
Demonstrating equipment supplied.
Write, giving hose size.
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IV18 Midway* Greenfield* O.
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Temptations of an
Actress
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(Continued from page 29)
that Mr. Producer was putting in one of
his own girls but for me to keep on com¬
ing to the theater, to wait.
I waited.
The girl was awful.
He tried another
girl of his and she was even worse.
At
the end of the week he sent for me again
and offered me my job back.
Jeanette
had advised me what to say. I said it. I
demanded a raise in salary and a contract.
He tried to argue with me but finally
laughed and told me I was pretty smart,
adding, ‘How did you get that way?’
I
answered that I didn’t get that way, that
I had been told what to say. He laughed
even harder, then, and I got the contract
and the raise.
“I remained with that show until it
closed and then I was at the Greenwich
Village Theater for a time. And still no
man had sent me diamonds concealed in
roses. No man had deposited a shiny Rolls
at the stage door for my benefit or un¬
doing. One man did send me a bottle of
L’Origan perfume in a box of flowers, and
I haven’t been able to bear that perfume
since!
I thought, ‘At last!
I shall find
a little gem from Cartier’s or Tiffany’s.’
But no!
“Then, when I was in the Henry W.
Savage show, ‘The Magic Ring,’ I had my
next—well, it was a near disaster.

Jlmv cncli/ 'ITV
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hvo times
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HERE was a certain dance director
connected with the show.
We had
worked together for several days and one
night he came over to me and said, ‘You
need some special coaching, my girl. Now,
I’ve just called my sister and told her that
I’m dining at home tonight.
Won’t you
join me and after dinner we can work?’
“I answered I’d be glad to. We drove
to an apartment uptown.
There was no
sister visible. He asked me what I’d like
to have for dinner, saying he’d have it
sent in. I said, with a stab of premonitory
fear, ‘But, your sister—I thought you told
me you had called your sister to tell her
you were dining at home?’
He replied
that I’d misunderstood him. He had told
his sister that he was dining at home.
And he was. But his home was not his
sister’s home.
Did I mind?
I tried
to laugh it off, said it was quite all right,
though of course I wouldn’t have come if
1 had understood. We dined. During the
first part of dinner he was very casual.
But as dinner drew to a close he began
to grow more and more personal.
He
asked me questions about myself and my
life; whether I had ever been in love,
what my emotional experiences had been—
you know!
Finally, with a great show
of reluctance and sympathy, he told me
that the producers were not quite satisfied
with me, were debating as to whether they
should keep me on in the show or not.
They felt, he said, that I lacked warmth—
there was that warmth again!
He said
that lie felt he might give me the depth
and fervour I lacked. He was very fond
of me. He was a man of the world. He
promised me that I need fear no unpleas¬
antness as a result of allowing him to
make love to me. He begged me to give
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world-renowned quality is
unchanged, even at its new low
20 cent price for nearly twice as much
polish! It brings your nails lasting
beauty and a satisfaction you never find
in hastily-made, inferior brands.

Flame,Geranium,Crimson andMandarin
Red... six perfect color tones approved
by beauty and fashion authorities.

APPROVED COLORS, STARRIER SHEEN—Glazo
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special metal-shaft brush—Much easier

2 to 4 DAYS longer wear—Because of
its superior quality, Glazo wears longer
without streaking, cracking or peeling.

to use than the old-fashioned quill brush.
And the bristles can’t come loose.
oily polish remover—Only 20 cents—
and four times as much as before. Ben¬
efits nails and cuticle with special oil that
does not dim polish, or cause peeling.
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Explain Why Pacific Ocean
Sea Plant Can Now
Quickly Build Up

Weak Rundown
Skinny Folks !

“He ignored my words. I knew that
he didn't really hear me. He kept saying,
‘Look into my eyes—concentrate on me—
just look into my eyes—my eyes—my
eyes—’
I knew that he was trying to
hypnotize me. I managed to get up from
the chair on which I was sitting, only
to discover him standing with his back
to the door. He began again, this time
angrily, to insist that I kiss him—just
once; look into his eyes—only once. I
told him again that I didn’t like him. I
finally escaped what might have been a
really disastrous experience. Do you won¬
der that I’m glad these things did not
happen to me when I was too young to
know how to handle them?
“I’ll tell you of another adventure,”
Jeanette said, “and this time it happened
in Paris.
There was a certain English
nobleman visiting there.
He had been
very kind and hospitable to me and to
my party. We had gone to the Opera,
to the races, to the theaters and cafes, all
of us together. He had sent me gorgeous
flowers and books and bon-bons. He was
flattering and courteous and^ gallant.
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How Thousands of Pale, Sickly, Tired
Out, Nervous Folks Can Now—By Making
This One Simple Change Which Cor¬
rects IODINE STARVED GLANDS—
Build Rugged New Strength And Often
Add 5 Lbs. in 1 Week
As the result of tests covering thousand^ of weakened,
rundown, nervous folks, science now claims that it is
glands starving for iodine that keep folks pale, tired out,
underweight and ailing. When these glands—particularly
the important gland which controls weight and strength—
lack NATURAL PLANT IODINE, even diets rich in
starches and fats fail to add needed pounds. That’s why
skinny people often have huge appetites yet stay weak and
skinny.
Now, however, with the introduction of Kelpamalt—a
mineral concentrate derived from a huge 90-foot sea vege¬
table harvested off the Pacific Coast—you can be assured
of a rich, concentrated supply of this precious substance.
1300 times richer in iodine than oysters, Kelpamalt at
last puts food to work for you.
Its 12 other minerals
stimulate the digestive glands which alone produce the
juices that enable you to digest fats and starches.
3 Kelpamalt tablets contain more iron and copper than
1 lb. of spinach or 7%. lbs. of fresh tomatoes, more iodine
than 1386 lbs. lettuce, etc., etc.
Start Kelpamalt today. Even if you are
"naturally skinny," or if you have been
weak and rundown for some time, you
must add 5 lbs. the first week, feel better,
sleep better, have more strength than ever
before or the trial is free.
100 jumbo size Kelpamalt Tablets cost
but a few cents a day to use. Sold at all
drug stores. If your dealer hasn't yet re¬
ceived his supply, send Si for special in¬
troductory size bottle of 65 tablets to tlie
address below.

3 Steps in the
Building of New Strength
and Good Solid Flesh
Ordinary food enters stomach
and is partially digested.
Digestion completed in intes¬
tines and flesh-building ma¬
terial absorbed in blood stream.
Metabolism, when regulated bv
glands kept healthy with
iodine, assures conversion of
material into firm, new flesh.

Kelpamalt

SPECIAL FREE OFFER
Write today for fascinating instructive 50:page book on
How to Builo Up Strength and Weight Quickly. Mineral Contents
of Food and their effects on the human body. New facts about
NATURAL IODINE. Standard weight and measurement charts.
Daily menus for weight building. Absolutely free. No obligation.
Kelpamalt Co.. Dept. 574, 27-33 West 20th St.. New York Citv.
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night we were waiting for Mr.
Ritchie and my mother and one or
two others in a cafe. He asked me, pointblank, to leave what I was doing—for
him. He could secure a divorce, he said.
But in the meantime he could give me the
things I had never had before—social
prestige and more money than even a pic¬
ture star may dream of and excitement
and play and love.
“I told him that I was in love with Bob
Ritchie. He refused to take that for an
answer. They always do. I told him
that social position meant nothing to me,
that I made quite enough money for my
own needs, that I preferred to make my
own choice of love and my own way of
life. He reminded me that he had great
influence with some English film com¬
panies, that he had great power which
he would put, unreservedly, at my com¬
mand. He could make for me in six
months, he said, a career that it would
take me six years to achieve. I said, T
prefer to work as I am working, to take
the parts that come to me.
If I had
been willing to sell my personal charms
instead of my professional abilities, I
would have done so a long time ago.’
“And there, again, honesty served the
purpose. He had nothing to say to that.
“And so,” said Jeanette, “here I am. I
am extravagantly happy over the result
of ‘Naughty Marietta.’
I might have
made such a play or such a picture five
or ten years ago if I had listened to the
not-very-still and not-very-small voices
which ‘tempted’ me, but I’m glad that I
never did. I would have had a past, no
doubt, but precious little future!
“I’ve never, or very seldom, known the
advances of men to do much to advance
an actress.
Or for very long.
And I
think the extent to which those advances
go is, definitely, up to the girl. No one
has asked me for my advice but if anyone
should I’d say, ‘Laugh at a would-be hut
undesirable lover if you can. If you can’t
laugh at him be honest with him. There
is nothing like honesty to cut out the
heart of a would-be betrayer.’ ”

How to wash Blond
hair 2 to 4 shades
lighter—safely!
B dull-looking
why put up with dingy, strin
hair? And why t
londes,

chances with dyes and ordinary sha
poos which might cause your hair to f
or darken? Wash your hair 2 to If sha
lighter with Blondex—safely. Blonde
not a dye. It is a shampoo made es
cially to keep blonde hair light, silky,
cinatingly beautiful. It's a powder t
quickly bubbles up into a foamy fr
which removes the dust-laden oil
that streaks your hair. You’ll be deligh
the way Blondex brings back the t
golden radiance to faded blonde hai
makes natural blonde hair more bea
ful than ever. Try it today. Sold in
good drug and department stores.

ARTIFICIAL

LASHES

BROUGHT TO YOU FOR THE F
TIME AT A REASONABLE PR

The secret of the captivating beauty of
stars! Long. dark, lustrous lashes that transform eyes into bew
ing pools of irresistible fascination. Manes the eyes look larger
brilliant, and far more expressive. Try a pair of these won
lashes and you will be surprised at such magic charm so easi
quired. Quickly put on by anyone, absolutely safe, can be used
and again. Mailed promptly on receipt of price. 35c pair. 3 pair

MITCHELL BEAUTY PRODUCTS. 1002-M Washington. St. Uni

ITCHING To***

STOPPED IN ONE MINU

For quick relief from the itching of pimples, blotc
eczema, rashes and other skin eruptions, apply
Dennis’ cooling, antiseptic, liquid D. D. D. P
scription. Its gentle oils soothe the irritated
inflamed skin. Clear, greaseless and stainless—d
fast. Stops the most intense itching instantly. A
trial bottle, at drug stores, proves it—or money b

D.D.D.

ANY PHOTO ENLARGE
Size 8x10

inches

or smaller if desired.
tame price for full length
or bust form, groups, land¬
scapes. pet animals, etc.,
or enlargements of any
nart of group picture. Safe
return of original photo
guaranteed.

SEND NO MONEY IT

(any size) and within a week you will receive
your
beautiful
life-like
enlargement.
guaran¬
teed fadeless.
Pay postman 47c plus postage—
or send 49c with order and we pay postage.
Big
6x20 inch enlargement sent C. O. D. 78c plus
postage or send 80c and we pay postage. Take advantage oi this am
offer now.
Send your photos today.
Specify size wanted.

STANDARD ART STUDIOS
104 S. Jefferson Street. Dept. 1545-P. CHICAGO. ILLI

Get This Money'Haker NO
AMAZING NEW

NEW EXCLUS
FEATUR

HAMD'BAG
WOMEN BUY
IT ON SIGHT
MISS AMERICA”

Handbag — brand
new. different— and HOW it
sellsl
Exclusive features.
Beautiful modern¬
istic design. Genuine Top-Quality Steerhide. Two roomy "Ta
Zipper Locked” Compartments for 100% SAFETY—PRIVAC
TRIPLE FITTED!1—coin purse, mirror, key case.
Initials
full name engraved in 22K Gold FREE. Women rave about
new BAG- Men and women agents cleaning up big profits! Lig
ning seller everywhere. Write at once for

FREE SAMPLE OFFER.

HALVORSEN INC., Dept. F-19, 605W.Washington. Chic
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I Want to Be a Star
SIMPLE TESTS PROVE THAT SILVER DUST’S

(Continued from page 52)
minutes

before the

Mitchells joined

us.

They were correctly dressed even if Papa
Mitchell’s suit was greenish with age. Mrs.
Mitchell wore one of those black beady
things with net sleeves to hide her thin
arms,
and
brooches
that
were
Mr.
Mitchells’ tangible tribute to the wife who
shared the days of prosperity.

DEEPER SUDS
MAKE DISHWASHING

Hazel just missed out being smart. She
was well dressed and back in Boston must
have stood out in a crowd. In the light
of Hollywood, however, she would be fairly
ridiculous.
Dick I didn’t notice.
I tried not to
look at him. It didn’t matter if he was
smart or measured up to Bert and his
British tailoring.
Sonya greeted us in the patio of the
“big house.”
Immediately it happened.
The Mitchells went mute.
They were
ever-embarrassed by the largeness of the
place and by the utter magnificence of
Sonya.
I felt sorry for them. A num¬
ber of people had already arrived and I
steered the Mitchells into Victor’s enor¬
mous living room and introduced them
laboriously,
bringing
them
from
one
group
to
another.
Presently
Sonya
swooped down on Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell
and took them off to meet a novelist; and
a moment later Bert came to the rescue
and asked Hazel to dance.

The proof is sh own
below in a test that
you can make yourself

T

HE time had come. I was alone with
Dick. I felt his fingers pulling at my
skirt like a small child demanding at¬
tention.
“Let’s go somewhere and talk,”
said.
“We won’t be missed.”

he

I might be afraid of it but there was
no denying the look in his eyes. I nodded
and led the way out through the break¬
fast room across the beautiful and fra¬
grant gardens and down to the swimming
pool near Sonya’s own studio.
“Now,” said Dick, “let me really look
at you.”
I stood very straight under his scrutiny.
“There’s such a thing as reincarnation,”
he smiled.
“I have just been put through a roller,
Dick.
Every caterpillar becomes a but¬
terfly out here or dies.”
“I

wish—”

he

said,

and

then

turned

a-fvay.
“What is it you wish, Dick?”
“I wish I had been out here. I wish I
had been with you as you were going
through it. I wish I had known you as
you really are. Your letters gave me no
clue.
They sounded like the Judy I
knew.”
“And what was the Judy you knew?”
As he hesitated I shrugged flippantly,
“Sweet, simple and girlish?”
“Yes,” he said rather fiercely, “and I
wish you were still that way.
I don’t
like to think of you sophisticated.”
“What makes you think I am?”
“Well, it’s obvious, isn’t it?
say—that Englishman—

They all

“So that’s it,” I flared. “And who are
‘they all?’ Your narrow-minded mother-

First take a level teaspoonful of
a good packaged soap. Put it in
your dishpan. Then add a pint of
warm water. Swish it around
with your fingers for about 15
seconds.

Then pour both the water and
suds into a quart jar. Note the
depth of the suds. Notice whether
or not they are thick and rich.
See whether or not they are
quick to break down.

Now make the same test with
Silver Dust. See the deeper, fullbodied, rich suds! That’s why
Silver Dust washes all dirt and
grease off dishes—quicker and
easier. Makes them sparkle!

N

you know why thousands of
women prefer this new, white, sudsy
soap for dishwashing! Silver Dust does
the work faster and better. No more
half-clean dishes. No more dishpan
drudgery. Silver Dust keeps your hands
white and smooth. Gets you out of the
kitchen quicker, for leisure or pleasure.
Won’t you try Silver Dust right now?
Two boxes contain two full pounds of soap
at a lower price than you pay for anything
nearly as good. Order Silver Dust today.
OW
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4 MILLION WOMEN BOUGHT CLOPAY

Perfected lit
WINDOW SHADES
LAST YEAR.. . and Here’s Why.,,
rT'OTAL Clopay sales compared with average purchase per person show the astounding fact that
Clopay 15c window shades now hang in 1 out of every
4 American homes! American housewives have seen
CLOP AYS, tried CLOP AYS, and then bought them
again and again. But, no wonder! The beauty of
their lovely patterns and rich texture is not to be
equaled in even the costliest shades—beauty ac¬
claimed by leading interior decorators the country
over. Add to that the
amazing durability of
Clopays—their utter free¬
dom from cracking, pinholing, raveling on the
edges and other common
faults of shades costing far
more—then, their sensa¬
tional popularity is easy
to understand. And now
the new fall patterns are
out—lovelier than ever
before. Don’t fail to see NO FILLER TO FALLOUT
them. Write for samples _ .
,
<;hnwincr

in full

color. Enclose 3c for postage. Clopay corp.,1498
York St.. Cincinnati, O-

This shows how clsy or
sizing falls out of ordinary
window shades from regular
use causing cracks, pinholes
and raveled edges. Impossi¬
ble with CLOPAYS which
have no filler to fall out—no
threads to ravel.

NEW CLOPAY PATTERNS
FOR FALL ARE
STRIKINGLY BEAUTIFUL
AND THEIR VALUE A
REVELATION ft

+Says Mrs. Sarah Lockwood7m"fca°'
Leading Interior Decorators, author of widely read book,
“Decoration—Past, Present and Future.”

Watch
STORE WINDOWS
During October leading
“5 & 10” stores and
many others will feature
in their windows those
striking new CLOPAY
patterns so heartily en¬
dorsed by Mrs. Lockwood. Watch for these
displays—see how to
beautify your home at
negligible cost.

in-law?
What right have you to make
snap judgments and pick up gossip?”
He caught hold of my hand.
“Judy, it isn’t so?”
I didn’t need to answer him. He drew
me closer to him.
“Then drop him, Judy. You are play¬
ing with fire, don’t you know that? You
will get in head over heels before you
know it, to say nothing of being talked
about.
You are too sweet for any of
that. You don’t realize what you are up
against.”
I tried to push him away but he
wouldn’t go.
“What are you trying to do? Save my
soul?” I snapped.
But I couldn’t carry
it off. In a moment my eyes met his. My
own filled with tears.
“Oh, Dick,” I whispered.
“Oh, Dick,
Dick, why did you get married?”
He held me close then and kissed me.
Over and over he murmured into my ears.
There was no denying the sort of love
that drew us together and yet we had
been such fools not to recognize it. There
had been so much to stand between us and
only this to bring us together.
The sound of laughter drifting lightly
across the swimming pool brought us back.
We stumbled to our feet. Without speak¬
ing we went along the path toward the
house.

T NOTICED a light in Sonya’s studio
and I hesitated. I knew that she wanted
to keep the crowd away—keep the party
in the “big house.” Without a word I
headed for her studio. As we approached
I saw Sonya’s figure standing in the
window. She looked around as if some¬
thing dreadful were the matter with her.
And without any thought for Dick I
started running. I opened the studio door
and stood on the little balony looking
down into her room. There, standing be¬
side the main entrance, was Victor. He
looked up apprehensively as I entered.
“Hello, Victor,” I called.
“I’m glad
you are back in time for the party.”
“Shut up,” he snapped.

“I’m busy.”

It wasn’t possible that Victor had been
drinking. He glanced up at me again.
“Maybe you can help us out,” he said.
“Maybe you can help Sonya’s memory.”
My eyes sought Sonya’s frantically but
she didn’t look at me. She stood frozen
in an attitude of defiance but her eyes
were haunted as she watched Victor.
Behind me I knew that Dick had come
up and joined me. I wanted to tell him
to go away but I knew he had some idiotic
idea that if there was trouble he wanted
to be beside me.
“Where were you
Victor yelled >at me.

Wednesday

“Wednesday—Wednesday—”
mered helplessly.

night,”

I

stam¬

“Yes, Wednesday,” he thundered.

CLOPAY
I5t WINDOW SHADES

r GV)*RANTEED
jfs jfdveriised in

GOOD HOUSEKEEPING
v MAGAZINE, j

At All 5 & 10 and Most Neighborhood Stores
NOTE: Like all successful products, CLOPAYS are imi¬
tated. Beware! CLOPAYShave PATENTED advantages
no other inexpensive shade can possess. Insist on genuine
CLOPAYS.
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In the open door behind him there ap¬
peared a group of giggling guests seeking
out-of-the-way spots and private moments
who had no doubt been attracted by the
light.
When they saw Victor with the
crestfallen look of a child they started
out again.
“You needn’t go, any of you,” Victor
said. “Nobody here seems to want to tell
me what’s been going on and I’m going

No Matter What Your Age
No Need Now to Let

Gray Hair
Cheat You

Now CombAway Gray This Easy Way

G

RAY hair is risky.
It screams: “You
are getting: old!”
To end gray hair
handicaps all you now have to do is
comb it once a day for several days with
a few drops of Kolor-Bak sprinkled on
your comb, and afterwards regularly only
once or twice a week to keep your hair
looking nice. Kolor-Bak is a solution for
artificially coloring gray hair that im¬
parts color and charm and abolishes gray
hair worries. Grayness disappears within
a week or two and users report the change
is so gradual and so perfect that their
friends forget 'they ever had a gray hair
and no one knew they did a thing to it.

Make This Trial Test
"Will you test Kolor-Bak without risk¬
ing a single cent? Then, go to your drug
or department store today and get a
bottle of Kolor-Bak.
Test it under our
guarantee that it must make you look
10 years younger and far more attrac¬
tive or we will pay back your money.
''FREE Buy a bottle of KOLOR-BAK J
i[
today and send top flap of car- <[
\ton to United Remedies, Dept. 4411, <,
S 544 So. Wells St., Chicago—and re-'i
ceive FREE AND POSTPAID a 50c,1
box of KUBAK Shampoo.
ij

KEEP YOUR HANDS
FREE OF "CHAP"
Use Hess Witch Hazel Cream—a
few drops at a time—a few times
every day, and your hands will
stay free of chap. Hess is never
sticky—is completely absorbed by
the skin. Keeps your skin soft as
velvet. Sold in all 10c stores.
(56]

THE E. E. HESS CO., Brook,

WOMEN WANTED
TO DISPLAY FALL DRESS STYLES
Single or married women.
—

No experience needed.

Big pay full or part time—up to $23.75 in a week. Even
housewives get cash first day—latest styles in wool
and crepe at special bargain prices. Your own dresses
I furnished without coat.
Write quick for free facts.
ISend no money—just name on penny card.

I. V
Dept. 20-11

SEDLER CO., INC.
Cincinnati. Ohio

SHARE HOLLYWOOD’S MOST

GUARDED BEAUTY SECRET
Is your neck and contour losing its youthful
line? Francess Kable’s Hollywood Contour
Band, used and endorsed by famous stage and
screen stars—
1. Rebuild srelaxed neck and contour muscles.
2. Corrects under-chin heaviness.
3. Builds up receding chin.
4. Creates and protects the perfect contour.
FREE—IF YOU ORDER NOW Introductory offer
consisting of: Original $2.00 Hollywood Contour Band,
Jar of Neck and Contour Cream, and complete instruc¬
tions for home treatment—Just send a dollar bill to
FRANCESS KABLE. INC.
400 N. Michigan Ave., Dept. 101, Chicago, III.

Wife Wins Fight
with

Kidney
Acids

Sleeps Fine, Feels 10
Years
Younger — Uses
Guaranteed Cystex Test
Thousands of women and men sufferers from
poorly functioning Kidneys and Bladder have
discovered a simple, easy way to sleep fine
and feel years younger by combating Getting
Up Nights, Backache, Leg Pains, Nervousness,
Stiffness, Neuralgia, Burning, Smarting and
Acidity due to poor Kidney and Bladder func¬
tions, by using a Doctor’s prescription called
Cystex (Siss-tex). Works fast, safe, and sure.
In 48 hours it must bring new vitality, and is
guaranteed to do the work in one week or
money back on return of empty package.
Cystex costs only 3c a dose at druggists.
The guarantee protects you.
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find out if I have to ask every person
in Hollywood.”

to

I had started down the balcony and
headed for Sonya. I felt if I could just
get as far as her I would help her through,
but Victor strode in front of me.
And then I saw Bert Brothers. He was
in a chair behind Sonya smoking a cig¬
arette. His eyes never left Victor.
“I am waiting for your answer, Sonya,”
Victor repeated.
“I’m not going to be cross-examined,”
Sonya’s voice was cold and harsh.
“Oh, yes you are,” Victor snorted. “I
was in New York and I telephoned from
eleven to two. I even phoned Judy here
and I phoned Bert so I decided you were
all on a party. I started again at five in
the morning and kept it up until noon the
next day.”
Wednesday, Wednesday. I tried to re¬
member the day out of the confusion of
the mind. On Wednesday I had gone to
Sonya’s and got the note, “I have gone
to my grandmother’s funeral.” I bought
ties for Bert and found him out. He had
gone to Arrowhead.
Suddenly Bert stood up.
“Don’t you think we could tell you
without causing so much diversion at the
party ?”
“I’m waiting,” said Victor. “I want to
know about Wednesday night.”
“I was at my camp in Arrowhead,”
Bert said.
T HAVE already found that out,” Vic1 tor said coldly. “I’m not an utter fool.
I know what’s going on. I know you
weren’t there alone, either.”
“No,” Bert said. “There was a lady
with me. I’m not going to name her.”
“Then I’ll name her,” Victor said.
Sonya threw her hands up in the air.
“Bert, tell him,” she cried hysterically.
I couldn’t bear it another minute.
I
felt sorry for her, whatever happened,
but I felt even sorrier for Victor. Cer¬
tainly I never knew how completely Sonya
went to pieces when they were separated
or what devil she fought while alone, but
they loved each other.
Victor was watching her now, bitterly.
“Go ahead, Bert,” I cried despairingly.
“Why don’t you tell him, if he must
know ?”
i Bert swung on me, his mouth opened,
and Sonya started up, her eyes glazed
with frozen tears.
“Judy 1” Vic’s voice was low. All the
fight had gone out of him. He stared at
me and moistened his lips.
“You?”
I lifted my head and suddenly my eyes
found Dick beyond Victor.
I saw the
hurt incredulous stare.
Someone touched my arm and I turned
in a daze to Bert Brothers.
“Now that Victor has had his fun,” he
said kindly, “shall we dance?”
What will be the result of Judy’s sacri¬
fice for her friend, a sacrifice that will
destroy her reputation and happiness ?
Continue Judy’s dramatic career in Hollyzt’ood in the December Movie Mirror, out
October 25,

THERE'S A GIRL ID
LIKE TO MEET!
Yet 3 weeks ago they laughed at her skinny shape

Posed by professional models

NEW “7-POWER” ALE YEAST EASILY
ADDS 5 to 15 LBS.—in few weeks!
ATOW there’s no need for thousands to be “skinny” and
IN friendless, even if they never could gain be
before.
Here’s a new treatment for them that puts on pounds
of solid, naturally attractive flesh — in just a few weeks!
Doctors now know that the real reason why great numbers
of people find it hard to gain weight, and suffer with indiges¬
tion, constipation and a blemished skin, is that they do not
get enough Vitamin B and iron in their daily food. Now with
this new discovery which combines these two vital elements in
little concentrated tablets, hosts of men and women have put
on pounds of firm flesh — in a very short time.
Not only are thousands quickly gaining normal good-looking pounds, hut
also naturally clear skin, freedom from indigestion and constipation, new pep.

7 times more powerful
This amazing new product, Ironized Teast, is made h-om special ale yeast
imported from Europe, the richest known source of Vitamin B. By a new
process the yeast is concentrated 7 times — made 7 times more powerful.
But that Is not all! This special vitamin-rich yeast is then ironized with 3
kinds of iron which strengthen the blood, add wonderful energy.
If vou, too, are one of the many who simply need Vitamin B and iron to
build them up, get Ironized Yeast tablets from your druggist at once. Day
after day, as you take them, watch flat chest develop and skinny limbs round
out to normal attractiveness. Skin clears to natural beauty, digestive troubles
from the same source vanish, new health comes—you’re a new person.

Results guaranteed
No matter how skinny and rundown you may be from lack of enough Vitamin
B and iron, this marvelous new Ironized Yeast should build you up in a
few short weeks as it has thousands. If not delighted with the results of the
very first package, your money instantly refunded.
Onlv don't be deceived by the many cheaply prepared "Yeast and Iron"
tablets sold in imitation of Ironized Yeast. These cheap counterfeits usually
contain onlv the lowest grade of ordinary- yeast and iron, and cannot give
the same results as the scientific Ironized Yeast formula. Be sure you get
the genuine. Look for "IY" stamped on each tablet.

Special FREE offer!
To start you building up your health right away, we make this absolutely
FREE offer. Purchase a package of Ironized Yeast tablets at once, cut
out the seal on the box and mail it to us with a clipping of this Para¬
graph We will send you a fascinating new book on health. New Facts
About Your Body." Remember, results guaranteed with the very first
package—or money refunded. At all druggists. Ironized Yeast Co., Inc.,
Dept. 2211, Atlanta, Ga.
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I Suffered

TALK ABOUT!
EMORRHOIDS or Piles are one of the
worst afflictions. They not only harass and
torture you, but they play havoc with your
health.They tax your strength and energy, wear
you down physically and mentally and make
you look haggard and drawn.
Piles,being a delicate subject, are often borne
in silence, and allowed to go untreated. Yet, no
condition is more desperately in need of atten¬
tion. For Piles can, and often do, develop into
something serious!
REAL TREATMENT
Real treatment for the relief of distress due to
Piles is to be had today in Pazo Ointment.
Pazo almost instantly stops the pain and itch¬
ing and restores grateful comfort. It is effective
because it is threefold in effect.
First, Pazo is soothing, which tends to relieve
sore and inflamed parts. Second, it is lubricating, which tends to soften hard parts and also
to make passage easy. Third, it is astringent,
which tends to reduce swollen parts and to
stop bleeding.
Pazo is put up in Collapsible Tubes with spe¬
cial Pile Pipe, which is perforated. The perforat¬
ed Pile Pipe makes it easy for you to apply the
Ointment high up in the rectum where it can
reach and thoroughly cover the affected parts.
Thousands of persons have used this method
of applying Pazo and found it highly effective.
.
TRY IT !
Plowever, for those who prefer supposito¬
ries, Pazo is now put up in that form, too. Pazo
suppositories are simply Pazo Ointment in
suppository form. They have all the well-known
Pazo efficacy and, in addition, are superior as
suppositories, being self - lubricating. Pazo
Suppositories are packed 14 to the box and
are not only more effective, but more eco¬
nomical than the ordinary. All drug stores sell
Pazo-in-Tubes and Pazo Suppositories. Get
either today and see the relief it holds for you!
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Movie Mirror, Junior
(Continued from page 6)

Wliat matie tlieir
liafr grow?
Here is f/ie Answer

and over a hundred children attended.
Many of the famous child stars were there,
including Virginia Weidler, Baby LeRoy,
Dickie Moore, Betty Holt, Gloria Anne
White, Billie Lee, and a lot of little or¬
phans from a Los Angeles orphanage.
There’s a story about that I’ll tell you.
It goes back to the time when David was
trying to get his start in pictures.
David’s mother had a hard job making
both ends meet.
She and David were
living in an unoccupied office building in
Hollywood. Money for food was very
scarce. Soon, even the manager of the
building in which they were staying re¬
fused them further credit.
After many hours of disappointed search
for a new shelter, David’s mother de¬
cided to put little David in an orphanage,
while she endeavored to get some kind of
work.
Then came the news that a stu¬
dio would use little David as an extra
the next day. He would get $5 for the
day’s work.
What joy that message
brought! David’s mother rushed back to
the orphanage and got her son. They made
arrangements to stay in their old home for
another day or so, and David went to
work. Jobs came more often after that.
David secured three week’s work in a
stage play and while acting in this Harold
Lloyd saw him and gave him a chance in
his picture, “The Cat’s Paw.”
David’s
work was so good in this that Paramount
signed him to a contract.
But those hours at the orphanage
brought David Holt many little friends.
Upon leaving the place, David said to the
other children, “If I ever have a big
party, I’ll invite you to come.”
CO, despite his success, David didn’t for^ get and the orphans were invited to
his eighth birthday party at the studio.
Jacksonville, Florida, where David was
born, is very proud of him. So the ice
cream for David’s party was sent all the
way from Jacksonville by airplane.
A
local Hollywood bakery furnished a huge
birthday cake, enough for one hundred
and fifty children.
From the many letters received, I take
it that Movie Mirror Juniors like to write
letters better than do the cut-out puzzles
for prises. All right, we will have letter
contests then. Here is one for this month:
What story or book that you have read,
or had told to you, not already made into
a motion picture, do you think would
make the best picture for your favorite
child star to play inf And why do you
think this story woidd make a good pic¬
ture ?
That’s all there is to this interesting
new contest. Simply write me the answers
to the above two questions and send them
to Movie Mirror, Jr., 7751 Sunset Boule¬
vard, Hollywood, California.
For the best letter received a prize of
' $10.00 will be given. The next best will
receive a $5.00 prize. The ten next best
will receive prizes of $1.00 each. Letters
will be judged on the basis of clearness,
logic and suitability of the story to mo¬
tion pictures presentation. So hurry up
and write your letter! It must be received
on or before November 5, 1935.

“New Hair came after I be¬
gan using Kotalko, and kept
on growing,’’ writes Mr. H.
A. Wild.
“In a short time
I had a splendid head of hair,
which has been perfect ever
since.”
Mary H. Little also has lux¬
uriant hair now after using
Kotalko.
Yet for years her
head, as she describes it, “was
as bare and as bald as the
back of my hand.”
Many other men and women
attest that hair has stopped
falling excessively, dandruff
has been decreased, new lux¬
uriant hair growth has been
developed where roots were
alive, after using Kotalko to
stimulate scalp.
Are your hair roots alive but
dormant? If so, why not use
Kotalko?
Encourage new
growth of hair to live on
sustenance available in your
scalp. Kotalko is sold at drug
stores everywhere.

FttEE BOX.
for

men’s,

women's

To prove the efficacy of Kotalko,
and children's hair.
Use coupon.

Kotalko Co., 355-W, Station 0, New York
Please send me Proof Box of KOTALKO.
Name. .

.

Full Address.

4 Rings GIVEN
WEDDING
BAND

For selling only 6 large boxes
Mentho Nova Salve. Used for 35
years for coughs, colds, cuts, burns,
sores, catarrh, etc., at 25 cents each and
returning $1.50.
Choice of a hundred
other Premiums. Send no money now.
We trust you.
A Post Card will do.
Address.
MENTHO
NOVA
CO.
Dept. 65, Greenville, Pa.

CATARRH and SINUS
CHART-FREE
Guaranteed Relief or No Pay. Stop hawking—
stuffed-up nose—bad breath—Sinus irritationphlegm-filled throat. Send Post Card or letter
for New Treatment Chart and Money-Back Offer.
40,000 Druggists sell Hall’s Catarrh Medicine.
63rd year in business. .. Write today!

F.J.CHENEY & CO.

Dept.2111

TOLEDO,O.

HANDS YOU A
LIGHTED
Cigarette
Take a beautifully enameled Case
from your vest pocket. Press a
magio button!
Automatically
there is a spark—a flame.
A
LIGHTED Cigarette—your fa¬
vorite brand—is delivered to your lips. You PUFF and
SMOKE. »A revolutionary invention . . . guaranteed . . .
amazingly low priced.
Get a Magio Case for 15 Days*
Trial at our risk. AGENTS!
Get facts about Big Profit*.
MAGIC
CASE MFRS., 4234 Cozens Ave„ Dept. 8-4660, St. Louis, Mo.

WHY
GRAY

HAIR?

Why let Gray, Streaked, Faded Hair mar your
appearance?
Correct It with PATRICIAN
TINTBEST.
Leaves hair soft, lustrous and
natural-looking.
Easy to use, no experience
required.
Unaffected by washing or perma¬
nent waving. Consultation FREE, by mail.
Write at once to Patrician Laboratories, Ltd.,
Dept. MM, 17 East 48th Street, New York.

^ PAID HOURLY
MAKE BIG MONEY!
Showing my sensational new, person¬
alized Hat and Cap Sample Line—fits
in pocket—displays values men grab
for—rich felts—latest styles—superior
qualities. Priced low. We pay postage.
Just write orders and pocket your profits.
Nothing to deliver. Fit and Satisfaction
Guaranteed.
Complete Outfit Sent FREE!

You don’t invest a penny to
get this money-making oppor¬
tunity. We give big cash bonus
to producers—Get facts and
sensational new money saving
plan. You can start pocketing
cash in five minutes. Rush
name and address.
TAYLOR HAT & CAP MFRS.
Dept. 105-L. 15-17 W. 6th St.
CINCINNATI, OHIO

MADE TO MEASURE

Exclusive makers of fa¬
mous Taylor Rainproof
Made-to-Measure Caps,
the classy headwear.
Smart new patterns—low
prices—no experience
needed to make big cash
profits hourly.
Elliot,
Utah, took five orders
the first 15 minutes.

Exposing Charlie Chan
(Continued from page 53)
studying English.
So we bought some
English primers and hired out as woods¬
men, cutting yellow birch trees, trees so
beautiful that it seemed a shame to fell
them.
‘‘We got up long before daylight and
started for the woods, taking sandwiches
and our primers.
We studied as we
worked, speaking only English. Our food
was always frozen, and our hands and
feet were only a jump ahead of the frost,
but it was fun.
Continuing our studies
at night, we quite suddenly discovered we
could actually speak English and, with the
coming of spring and the thaws, I realized,
for the first time, that Connecticut was
a most beautiful spot. I shall never forget
the first thrill of the farm houses, the
ancient churches with towering steeples,
the stone fences and the old graveyards,
revealed to me, for the first time, when
the snows melted.
“I remained on the farm, and in school,
for three years and then went to Provi¬
dence, R. I., where I became an apprentice
in the tool works of Brown and Sharpe,
where I labored for twelve months, learn¬
ing a trade.
During this period I had
dreams of being a singer or an actor and
I finally succumbed to my dreams and
went to Boston. I arrived in Boston with
$9.
I got a room on Beacon Hill for
$1.25 a week and found a voice teacher
in the old Steinway Hall who was willing
to give me lessons for $1 each. Then I
found a job in a machine shop, drilling
holes in steel for paper presses.

A FTER I got my bearings in Boston, I
became acquainted with the late Dr.
Curry, a fine old gentleman who, with
his wife, conducted the School of Expres¬
sion.
Dr. Curry was instructor in voice
and pantomime for Harvard University.
Dr. Curry took an interest in me and, be¬
cause I was willing to work, devoted much
of his idle time to my education; so did
his wife.
I paid them what I could.
“When the machine shop closed I got
a job as an attendant in the sanitarium
away out in Arlington Heights, going to
and from my work and my studies by
street car. I was now eighteen years old
and, having an ear for languages, spoke
without an accent.
“One winter, during my studies, when
times were very hard, I worked on
a farm for $6 a month and board, return¬
ing to Boston in the spring.
Eventually,
I went to live at Dr. Curry’s school, pay¬
ing for my room, board and instruction
by doing all his clerical and menial work.
I was up at 5 a. m. each day, ate an
orange, and studied until noon; then I
cleaned up the school, practiced voice, had
my dinner, cleaned up again, and studied
until midnight.
This continued for four
years and during this period my motto
was ‘never despair.’
My reward, at the
end of four years, came when Dr. Curry
arranged for me to play one of the gay
Gascons in a Sarah Bernhardt produc¬
tion !
I was so eager and so well be¬
haved that the old French manager per¬
mitted me to stand in the wings and study
the performers, night after night.
“Soon after this Dr. Curry got me a

EVEN
on tiptoes, Betty was smaller
than the smallest playmate of her own
age. While other youngsters shot up, filled
out, gained in height and weight—Betty
remained thin, scrawny, small for her age
—because she did not drink enough milk.
But you ought to see Betty now! How
she has added inches to her height—how
strong, sturdy, well-proportioned she has
become. And the reason is that Betty is
now drinking every day, a quart of milk
mixed with Cocomalt.
Milk is the almost perfect food for chil¬
dren. Mixed with Cocomalt, it provides
extra carbohydrates for body heat and phys¬
ical activity; extra proteins for solid flesh
and muscle; extra food-calcium, food-phos¬
phorus and Sunshine Vitamin D for the
formation of strong bones, sound teeth.

Help your child gain as he grows
The famous Lanarkshire milk experiment
in 1930 among 20,000 school children
shows definitely that children who received

milk daily during the test grew faster and
were healthier than those who did not.
If milk alone can aid growth and im¬
prove nutrition, think what an advantage
your child will have if you give him Coco¬
malt in milk. For, made as directed. Coco¬
malt almost DOUBLES the food-energy
value of every glass or cup of milk.
Cocomalt is accepted by the American
Medical Association, Committee on Foods.

Wonderful for adults, too
Not only does Cocomalt and milk help
children thrive, but for grown-ups, with
its nutritional value and extra foodenergy, it is a pleasant way to maintain and
restore strength. A hot drink promotes
relaxation for sound, restful sleep, drink
Cocomalt HOT before retiring.
Cocomalt is sold at grocery, drug and depart¬
ment stores in H-lb., 1-lb. and 5-lb. hospital-size
air- tight cans.
SPECIAL TRIAL OFFER: For a trial-size can
of Cocomalt, send name and address (with 10c to
cover cost of packing and mailing) to R. B. Davis
Co., Dept.NA11,Hoboken, N. J.

©comma It
Prepored as directed, adds 70%
more food-energy to milk

Cocomalt is accepted by the Committee on Foods of the American Medical Association. Produced
by an exclusive process under scientific control. Cocomalt is composed of sucrose, skim milk,
selected cocoa, barley malt extract, flavoring and added SunshineVitamin D. (Irradiated ergosterol.)
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■-to MAKE
MORE MONEY
I II train you Quickly
For Good Spare Time
and Full Time Jobs
in

RADIO

Why slave your life away in a no¬
future job? Why skimp, why scrape
trying to pay your bills? I'll train
you quickly for a field with a future
—RADIO. $30. $50, $75 a week—
that’s what many Radio Experts
make. $5, $10, $15 a week extra
is what many make in spare time
while learning. My FREE book tells
you about Radio's spare time and
full time opportunities—about my
tested training—about my students
and graduates—what they are doing
and earning. Get this Free Book.

Set Servicing

Spare time set ser¬
vicing pays many
N.R.I. men $200 to
$1,000 a year. Full
time servicemen
make as much as
$30. $50. $75 a week.

Broadcasting
Stations

Employ managers,
engineers, operators,
installation and
maintenance men
for jobs paying up
to $5,000 a year.

Get Ready Now for Jobs
Like These
Spare time and full time Radio
Servicing,
Installing,
Operating,
Servicing Broadcast. Aviation Radio,
Commercial, Ship and Television
stations, and a Radio service busi¬
ness of your own. I’ll train you for
these and other opportunities in the
manufacture, sale and service of
Radio, Loud Speaker, and Tele¬
vision apparatus. My FREE book
tells you about the many money¬
making opportunities in Radio. My
graduate, Frank Reese, 222 S. 60
St., Philadelphia, Pa., makes $300 a
month profit in his own business.
Henry Bollman, Gasconade Co.,
Bland, Mo., has made as high as
$250 a month.
Many Radio Experts Make
$30, $50, $75 a Week
I'll train you quickly and inex¬
pensively right in your own home
and in your spare time. My practical
50-50 method of training makes
learning at home easy, fascinating,
practical and rapid.
Many of my
successful graduates didn’t even fin¬
ish grade school.
Many Make $5, $10, $15 a Week
Extra in Spare Time While
Learning .
My Training is famous as "the Course
that pays for itself." The day you
enroll I start sending you Extra
Money Job Sheets which quickly show
you how to do Radio repair jobs com¬
mon in every neighborhood. C. N.
Heffelflnger, R. F. D. No. 1. Temple,
Pa., makes $15 a week in his spare
time. Anthony Yeninas, 269 Vine St.,
Plymouth. Pa., made over $300 in
spare time while taking my Course.

Loud Speakers

Find Out What Radio
Offers You
Act today. Mail the coupon. Any
ambitious fellow over 15 years old
can get a free copy of my book. It
tells about Radio's opportunities—
about my Money Back Agreement—
shows you what graduates are doing
and earning. No obligation. Mail
the coupon now.

Making, installing,
servicing
Loud
Speakers are money¬
making jobs for
men with Radio
Training.

J. E. SMITH, Pres.
National Radio Institute
Dept. 5MT
Washington, D. C.

I
I
i
*

I

J. E. SMITH, President
National Radio Institute
Dept. 5MT
Washington, D. C.
Dear Mr. Smith: Without obligating me. Bend free book about
spare time and full time Radio
opportunities and how I can train
for them at borne in spare time.

&

(Please print plainly)

NAME.AGE
I

ADDRESS.

I
|

CITY.STATE.
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week to go on the road with the company.
I held out for $18 and got it. Soon there¬
after I was made the understudy of Ed¬
ward J. Morgan, who created the role of
the ‘Christian’ and every night I played
bits such as the messenger and the leader
of the mob. It was great training. That
was along about 1901 or 1902 and the
following year I was paid $25 a week
for my work in Caine’s ‘The Eternal
City.’
Viola Allen was the star and
we were in New York City and on the
road for two years.
“Then Miss Allen engaged me for a
part in ‘Twelfth Night,’ and after that I
had a season with Sothern and Marlow
A lot of other plays followed, I saved
some money, and in the spring of 1908 I
produced Ibsen’s ‘Peer Gynt’ and it was
successful enough to get me bookings at
Proctor’s for two acts of it.
This was
followed by ‘The House of a Traitor’ and
during the run of this piece I met Edith
G. Shearn, a lovely lady, and in the sum¬
mer that followed we began painting
together and she assisted
me
in
the
translation of several Swedish plays. We
were married in the winter of 1908 and,
strange as it may seem at this very late
day,- we are very happy, painting together.

I

’M not going to bore you with many
more intimate details.
Following my
marriage I appeared with Nazimova, made
a lot of money, and having long had a
craze for the so-called ‘little theater’ move¬
ment, started one of my own.
I rented
the old Hudson Theater in New York
and opened with my own translation of
Ibsen’s ‘Love’s Comedy.’
I lost my little
fortune and went on the road as the
heavy in ‘Under Two Flags.’ Mrs. Oland
went with me.
About this time I got a
big check from the publishers, royalties
on my book containing the translation of
eleven Swedish plays, and we quit the
play, bought a farm near Southborough,
Mass., and decided to settle down.
In¬
stead, I returned to New York, leased
another theater, translated and produced
‘The Father,’ Strindberg’s greatest trag¬
edy, and was going good when the Ti¬
tanic disaster caused so many cancellations
that we closed down.
After that disaster
the public was in no mood for tragedies.
One thing followed another and in June,
1910, I made my motion-picture debut,
getting $25 a day to play John Bunyan in
‘Pilgrim’s Progress.’
We made the pic¬
ture at Ft. Lee, N. J. I had to climb the
Palisades in full armor and in the end
was almost drowned in the Pool of
Despond which was a mud hole.
“You can guess what followed.
I had
plenty of money and, quite naturally, an¬
other little theater followed.
With the
end of this venture my wife had to re¬
turn to the home of her parents.
I lived
at the City Club in New York until I
was posted for a $90 debt.
The soles of
my shoes were gone and my clothing was
shabby when I finally got a part in the
play ‘A Fool There Was/ at $125 a week.
I obtained a $300 advance, paid the club,
bought some necessities, borrowed $200,
sent for Mrs. Oland and joined the com¬
pany in Grand Rapids, Mich.
I got her
a small part and we continued with that

GREATLY BENEFITED
OR ENTIRELY CURED
An Elderly Lady, all bent
over, was straightened won¬
derfully. A Grateful Father
writes his daughter had a
bad curvature, yet was
completely straightened. A
Man helpless, unable to
stand or walk, was riding
horseback and playing ten¬
nis within a year. A Little
Child, paralyzed, was play¬
ing about the house in 3
_
_
weeks. A Doctor, confined
to a wheel chair for 8 years, was walking in
3 months’ time. Thousands of sufferers have
found relief, benefit or cure through the
PHILO BURT METHOD.
Over fifty-nine
thousand cases in the past 30 years.

30 DAYS’ TRIAL
We will prove its value in your own case. The
Philo Burt Appliance is light
in weight and comfortable to
wear—entirely different from
the old, torturing, plaster-casts,
leather and celluloid jackets
or steel braces.
Every af¬
flicted person with a weak¬
ened, injured, diseased <
deformed spine owes it I
himself to investigate. Doc¬
tors recommend it, and the
price within reach of all.
Send for Information.
If you will describe your
case it will aid us in giving
you definite information at
once.

PHILO BURT COMPANY
136-23 Odd Fellows Temple
Jamestown. New York

LErAoRN

DANCE 50/

Why be a lonely, unpopular wall-flower
when you can learn all the smart dances
from the most modern to the old favorites—
at home, in private without teacher, music
or partner?
Complete course of old fa¬
vorites, including Tango, Waltz, etc., only
50c; so simple even a child can learn quickly.
Send stamps, cash or M. O. Large course 60 illus¬
trations. includes Tap Dancing. Tango, etc. $1.98.
(C. O. D. orders 25c extra and postage.)
FREE a rare Lucky Chinese Coin.

FRENCH ROY.
New York. N. Y.

Box 131
:

:

Varick Sta.
Dept. 149

is FRAME is FREE
with eachVHCflOor

SNAPSHOT
ENLARGEMENT
for onlyty&t
dimply send us your PHOTO
or SNAPSHOT, and in about
one week you will receive a

Beautiful Enlargement, exact■ like the original, in an Artis¬
tic 5x6 Frame as illustrated.
Also 8x10 Enlargement, with
wall frame, 98c. SPECIAL:
11x14. 10x16. 14x20. or 16x20.
Enlargements (unframed), with hand-colored Button of your Photo 89c.
CAn,J Ma Mahau I Just pay mailman price of enlargement desired plus
Ovllil nU IyIUIIoj. postage.
Or remit with order and we pay
postage.
Originals returned.
Send Photo today.
You'll be delightea.

ALTON ART STUDIOS.Dept.511 -A.4856 N.Damen Ave..Chicago

^I
JVeuj
MYSTERY
LAMP 3
LIGHTS THE WHOLE HOUSE IpTT\\^
VTEW kind of lamp now combines best features of gas,
•L>* electric and oil lighting. Burns cheapest fuel-air
mixture. The amazing discovery 9f a famous Akron,
Ohio inventor. Lights every room in the house, at less
than one-tenth % the cost of cheapest old-style lamps.
No piping, wiring or installation whatever. Nothing
under the sun equals it. 300 candle power of brilliant*
soft light like sunlight, prevents eye
strain. Simple, safe, easy to operate.
AGENTS!
Ideal for farms, small-town or subburban homes. Charming, beautiful, amaz¬
ingly useful. TRY IT IN YOUR HOME
FOR. 30 DAYS. Send no money now. Just
your name and address for liberal intro¬
ductory offer. Learn how you can gret your
lamp FREE of one penny cost. Write quick

AKRON
LAMP COMPANY,
121 Lamp Bldg.v AKRON, OHIO.

Something really
new! New prod¬
uct. New plans.
New chance for $3
an hour even in
spare time. Lamp
free to workers.
Write NOW I

MOVIE
production throughout 1912-13 and in
1914-15 I was starred in ‘The Yellow
Ticket.
In August of 1915 I accepted
Walter Hamden’s invitation to play with
him in ‘Benedict Arnold’ and, having no
time to learn my lines, carried them under
my coat and read them. Then came mo¬
tion pictures again.
“There was a sensational young actress
in Hollywood by the name of Theda
Bara and I was asked to do a picture
with her called ‘The Jewels of the Ma¬
donna’ which was released under the name
of ‘Sin.’
I was paid $100 a week.
I
played the heavy in five more pictures
with Theda and I’ve been doing my stuff
in Hollywood ever since, or, in other
words, for some nineteen years.”
We sat in the bungalow at the Beverly
Hills Hotel. At last, after weeks, I had
cornered Charlie Chan.
“What is your greatest interest in life?”
I shot at him.
“Mrs. Oland,” he answered, blandly.
“And next to her?”
“The south end of the Isle of the Little
Pines, in the Pacific Ocean, off the coast
of Mazatlan, which I own.
I have a
mystery there.”
“And what is the mystery?”
“For years I have been planting a cer¬
tain variety of the cocoanut palm on my
island, but the trade winds blow it down.”
“What’s so mysterious about that?”
“We have no trade winds.”
“Well, then, what’s the answer?”
“I have been making my own quiet
investigation.
It is my humble opinion
that, due to the fact that the roots of this
palm are as ice cream to the natives, the
said natives have been assisting the im¬
aginary trade winds in blowing down said
trees.”
“What are you going to do about it?”
“Quit planting the palm trees and limit
my activities to the cross breeding of
Brahma bulls from India with Texas
cows.”
“And the purpose of that?”
“By the cross breeding, eliminate the
ticks, fevers and other evils of cattle
raising in the tropics.”
“What will happen when you bring
about this perfection?”
“The natives will become experts in the
fine art of barbecuing, with hot sauce and
everything.”
“And what will Charlie Chan do about
it?”
“R'eturn to the little theater move¬
ment.”
And that was that.

MOVIE MIRROR'S CHILDREN'S
PICTURE CONTEST
These are the children whose photographs appear on
pages 48 and 49
(1) Floyd Wesley Addington, Phoenix, Ariz.; <2) Don
Alan Moses. Seattle, Wash.; (3) Robbie Robinson, In¬
dianapolis, Ind.; (4) Gordon Wollesen, Oakland, Cal.;
(5) Ronald Gene Schultz, Mack, Colo.; (6) Jack Wagner.
Zanesville, Ohio; (7) Teddy Johnson, Youngstown, Ohio;
(8) Robert Harvey Collins, Millville, N. J.; (9) Phillips
W. Shuler, La Canada, Cal.; (10) Bill Fetch, Powell,
Ohio; (11) Norma Jean Ross, Wichita, Kans.; (12) Billye
Jo Drake, Betryville, Ark.; (13) Diane Marie Moore,
Huntington Park, Cal.; (14) Ninette Mouton, Lafayette,
La.; (15) Audrey Audette, Hartford. Conn.; (16) Chris¬
tina Ann Cameron, Chippewa Falls, Wis.; (17) Patricia
Ann Moore, Los Angeles. Cal.; (18) Joan Fox, Baltimore,
Md.; (19) Joan Parle. Excelsior Springs, Mo.; (20) Joe

B

MIRROR

EHIND many a young and
lovely face is a mind rich in
mature wisdom. The instinctive
knowledge women seem to be
born with. It commands.. / 'Stay
lovely as long as you can.”
So, you pay great attention to
your complexion, your hair, your
figure. Your dressing table looks
like a queen’s... gay with bright
jars of creams and cosmetics. And
if you know all of your beauty
lore, there’ll be in your medicine
chest a certain little blue box.
Ex-Lax, its name. And its role
in your life is to combat one of
your worst enemies to loveliness
and health . . . constipation. You
know what that does to your
looks!
Ex-Lax is ideal for you. Because
it is mild, gentle, it doesn’t strain

your system. It is thorough. Tou
don’t have to keep on increasing
the dose to get results. And it is
such a joy to take... it tastes just
like delicious chocolate.
Get a box today! 10c and 25c
boxes ... at any drug store.
MAIL THIS COUPON—TODAY!
EX-LAX, Inc., P.O. Box 170
Times-Plaza Station, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Fits

Please send free sample of Ex-Lax.

Name_

(If you live in Canada, write Ex-Lax, Ltd.,
736 Notre Dame St. IV., Montreal)

When Nature forgets —
remember

EX-LAX

THE ORIGINAL CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE

Tune in on "Strange as it Seems", new Ex-Lax Radio Program. See local newspaper for station and time.

Anne Sweet, Waynesboro, Va.
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Choosing Your Lipstick
for Beauty
DEMONSTRATES

(Continued from page 54)

Doutftfc/ elective

MARRIAGE HYGIENE
Doctor’s
Prescription
WINS PRAISE
of MILLIONS
♦ . Over 45
Years of
Supreme
Satisfaction
for Users!

M

ARRIAGE HYGIENE”—how much de¬
pends on those two words. With so
much health and happiness at stake, no woman
can be too careful in selecting the method to
use. Dainty Boro-Pheno-Forms offer the ideal
solution proved by 45 years of unbroken suc¬
cess. Originated as a doctor’s prescription,
Boro-Pheno-Forms quickly swept to nation¬
wide popularity. Thousands have written of
continuous satisfaction for 5, 12, 17, 20 years
or more.
Send now for FREE SAMPLE which so
fully demonstrates Boro-Pheno-Forms superi¬
ority. Learn how convenient. No bulky ap¬
paratus. Can be used in perfect secrecy; no
tell-tale antiseptic odor. Doubly effective, too
—IMMEDIATE effectiveness on application,
CONTINUED effectiveness afterward.
Send no money; mail the coupon for FREE
SAMPLE and booklet, “The Answer,” which
sheds welcome new light on“Marriage Hygiene.”
Dr. Pierre Chemical Co., Dept. R-20
162 N. Franklin St., Chicago, Illinois.

Th*"* BORO-PHENO-FORM
DR. PIERRE CHEMICAL CO^Dept."""
162 N. Franklin St., Chicago, Illinois
Rush me FREE SAMPLE of Boro-Pheno-Form and
FREE BOOKLET of Marriage Hygiene Facts.
N a me _ _ . __
Address___
City_State__

QUICK
IRONINGS

SEE FOR YOURSELFT

NO STICKING —NO SCORCHING
Here’s that new way to do hot
starching without mixing, boiling oY straining as with old
fashioned lump starch. Every¬
thing already included in pow¬
dered form. Makes starching
easy. Makes ironing easy. See
how elasticity and that fresh new
look are given back to curtains,
aprons, play clothes, soft collars
andshirts. Your iron fairly glides.
A wonderful invention. Sendnow.

Q

ta-l
”

OFFER

Ids
V

HOT STARCH
IN 30 SECONDS

THANK YOU; THE HUBINGER CO., No. 969, Keokuk, la. j

I
Send me your trial offer check good for 5c on the pur- ■
| chaaeof alargelOcpackageof Quick Elastic Starch, and 1
I your free folder, “That Wonderful Way to Hot Starch.” ■
I Name
! Address
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looks tacky because, even though it’s a
pretty hat, it bears no relation to the rest
of your costume.
That’s what happens when you buy a
shade of lipstick because your best friend
uses it or because you like the case, or
some such trivial reason. Always choose
your lipstick in relation to the rest of
your make-up.
Because this is so important, the manu¬
facturers have made it easy for you. You
will find, almost always, that the powder,
rouge, and lipstick made by the same firm
have been worked out in groups which be¬
long together. As a general thing, it is
safe to follow this grouping. You can’t
go very far wrong, since hundreds of ex¬
periments—months, sometimes years, of
testing—have gone into the manufacturers’
selections of these colors. And what beau¬
tiful colors they are, with such fascinat¬
ing names.
Colors are graded from light to dark
so, when you are buying, ask to see the
complete color range. One firm makes as
many as eight shades and almost every
firm offers at least three.

FAT&wi#
HO DIET-NO MEDICINES
•HO EXERCISES•
AN AMAZING invention called Roll/V ette, developed i n Rochester. Min¬
nesota, makes i t possible for you to rid
yourself of unsightly pounds of fat
and have a beautiful, slenderferm.
This remarkable patented device
takes off fat quickly from any part
of your body without strenuous
diets, dangerous drugs, exercise.
Leaves the flesh firm and gives a
natural healthy glow to the skin.
Makes you feel years younger.

A FEW MINUTES A DAY
ROLLS FAT AWAY
Take off many Inches from the
spots where you want to reduce
most. ROLLETTEis an effective, Jl flCPCTl Urt
scientific principle for reducing ^
“ By using
which is receiving the approval of
Rollette 1 have
physicians everywhere. Just send
lost 23 lbs. the
name and address for PDE’P
first month.''
Trial Offer—Today ™ ilkb
Anne Reilly,
Milwaukee,
Rollette Co., 3826 N. Ashland Av.
Wise.
Dept. 401

Chicago, Illinois

Learn to Dance
Yon can learn all the modern dances—the latest
Tango steps, the new Fox Trots, dreamy Waltzes,
smart Collegiate Steps, and popular Society Stepat home.easily and quickly. New chart method
makes dancing as simple as A-B-C. No music
or partner required. Don’t be a wallflower.
Learn to dance.Complete course-256 pages,
6<r illustrations, sent cn 6 Days’ Free Trial.
Equals $20.00 course. Send no money. Pay
postman only $1.98.plus postage upon arrival.
Money back if not delighted. Catalog Free.

Franklin Pub. Co.. 800 No. Clark St.,DeoLC-546, Chicago

'T HE lighter shades are for the extreme
I blondes; then the colors suitable for the
darker blondes, the light redhead, the me¬
dium brown-haired, and the black-haired
girls. But right here I want to give you
another very important buying guide.
Don't go by the color of your hair alone,
for the basic color of your skin must be
taken into account.
Your hair, for instance, may be very
dark, but you may have a clear, pale
skin against which the darker lipstick
would be most unbecoming. In other words,
you can follow the conventional color se¬
lection just so far, and then you must
use your individual judgment.
If you find it difficult to get a satisfac¬
tory shade you will appreciate the lip¬
stick which is made on an entirely differ¬
ent and very clever principle. It is made
in one color only, a pale pink shade, but
when applied to the lips it changes to a
lovely warm color that blends with the
skin. It lasts an unusually long time, too.
You’ll have fun experimenting with this
and I’ll be glad to give you the name of
it when you write me.
While a lipstick is, naturally, always
some shade of red, don’t forget there are
many kinds of red.
Some verge on the
purple wine shades, becoming to the girl
with an olive complexion, whose skin has
creamy tints in it. The orange reds are
better with pink and white skins.
But
any shade of red is conspicuous, so watch
out—oh, please watch out—for your lip¬
stick when you are wearing red clothes!
A lipstick color which is right for you
may be all wrong when you wear a bright
red dress, hat or scarf, which may clash
with the red on your lips !
The clever girl never ignores the fact
that her appearance and her mood change,
and that she should follow this change in
her make-up. When feeling dull and pale
she uses a brighter shade of lipstick, but
when her natural color is high she puts just

NEW INVENTION DRIVES
AWAY BATHROOM ODORS
Dispel Bathroom Odors easy inexpensive way.
Puro
Bowl-Itizer overcomes odors and replaces them with
flower-like fragrance- Hangs out of sight inside toilet.
Guaranteed os advertised in Good Housekeeping
Magazine.
AGENTS MAKE UP TO $3 DAILY
Every home needs Bowl-ltizer. One of 12 fast-selling
home necessities. Write today for details and FULLSIZE Free Sample.

THE PURO CO., Inc. 3107 pine

St’.,RS?.^ouis Mo

No.Joke
To Be Deaf
—Every deaf person knows that—
Mr. Way made himself hear his watch tick after
being deaf for twenty-five years, with his Arti¬
ficial Ear Drums. He wore them day and night.
They stopped his head
noises. They are invisible
andcomfortable.no wires
or batteries.
Satisfaction
guaranteed or money back.
Write for TRUE STORY.Also
booklet on Deafness.

Drum
Artificial Ear Drum

THE WAY COMPANY
719 Hofmann Bldg.

Detroit Michigan

ASTHMATIC
SUFFERERS — For

QUICK RELIEF smoke
Dr. J. H. Guild’s Green Mountain Asthmatic
Compound. Its pleasant smoke vapor quickly
soothes and relieves paroxysms of Asthma.
Send today for FREE TRIAL package of 6
cigarettes, the popular foim of this compound.
Smoke and inhale just as you would ordinary
cigarettes. Standard remedy at all druggists.
Cigarettes, 50c for 24. Powder form, 25 cents
and $1.00. The J. H. Guild Co., Dept EE17
Rupert, Vt.
nn
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o GREEN MOUNTAIN
O ASTHMATIC COMPOUND

7AyWGRAY HAIR
REMEDY IS MADE AT HOME
VOU can now make at home a better gray hair remedy than you can
buy, by following this simple recipe:
To half pint of water add one ounce
bay rum, a small box of Barbo Com¬
pound and one-fourth ounce of glyc¬
erine. Any druggist can put this up
or you can mix it yourself at very
little cost. Apply to the hair twice
a week until the desired shade is ob¬
tained.
Barbo imparts color to
streaked, faded or gray hair, makes
it soft and glossy and takes years off
your looks. It will not color the scalp, is not
sticky or greasy and does not rub off. Do not be
handicapped by gray hair now when it is so econom¬
ical and easy to get rid of it in your own home.

MOVIE
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a dash of color on her lips. This is particu¬
larly important to remember if lipstick and
powder are your only daytime cosmetics.
In fact, many of the movie stars here in
Hollywood use only lipstick during the
daytime.
At night, under artificial light, you need
a brighter color, of course, and there is
even a lipstick made especially to be worn
under the glare of lights in theaters and
restaurants. This lipstick completely ob¬
viates the possibility of your lips looking
as if you had bitten into a blackberry pie,
which is the unfortunate effect bright lights
sometimes have on certain shades of red.
If you still have a remainder of your
summer tan, watch your make-up carefully
while you are bleaching out in the autumn.
,1 And many girls are careless about this
and continue to wear the same dark pow¬
ders and deeper lipsticks long after they
should have shifted to lighter' shades to
match the lightening skin.
Here again
the manufacturers have helped you, as you
can generally Use the same type of lip¬
stick but in the next paler shade.
O Y all means make a good color selec* tion, a becoming one; but when you
choose a lipstick, match your temperament,
too! One of those beautiful bright shades
is charming on the dashing type of girl,
and she should use it. It belongs to her.
The more conservative girl will rightly
prefer less brilliant colors, and will be en¬
thusiastic over a lipstick which is such a
natural color that it defies detection. This
is made by a nationally known cosmetic
expert who calls it her “request number.”
So many women asked her for a lipstick
which would do just this, that she experi¬
mented until she found a shade which
blends perfectly with the natural color
of the mouth.
I’ve recommended it to
many of you, so you may already know
the name, but if you don’t, do ask me
about it.
I know of another thing which is
going to appeal to a lot of you—a coloring
for the unusually sensitive mouth. Some
girls have such delicate skins that they
must be particularly careful and these
colors are made for them—delicate pomades
of specially chosen, soothing ingredients.
Whatever your coloring, temperament,
or type of skin, there is a lipstick for you.
Carry it like a little wand of beauty. Make
it your talisman of glamour and romance.
Let the very wielding of it give you con¬
fidence in yourself.
Only be sure it is
the *right talisman and that you use it
properly.
I am always so-glad to help with beauty
problems and I shall be delighted to send
you suggestions on how to use your lip¬
stick to best advantage.
Tell me, when
you write me, that you would like to have
this information, as well as my personal
answer to your own personal beauty prob¬
lem, and I’ll make sure it is sent you.

STEICHEN

It’s a clever girl who keeps her

Try the new Coty “Sub-Deb”

lips an ardent invitation to ro¬

Lipstick and see! It actually

mance. But lips can’t be that...

smooths and softens lips. That’s

if the skin is dried and roughened by Lip¬

because it contains“Essence of Theobrom,”

stick Parching.

a special softening ingredient.

So, you must ask your Lipstick to do
more than merely tint your lips. It should
protect the texture ... keep that sensitive
skin smooth and petal-soft. That’s where
so many lipsticks fail. Some seem actually
to leave the lips rougher.

Make the “Over-night” Experiment!

The “over-night” test has convinced many
girls that Coty Lipstick is every bit as re¬
markable as we say. Just put on a tiny bit
of the lipstick before you go to bed. In the
morning — rejoice! Your lips are smooth

Coty has proved that lipstick can give

and soft as camellia petals!

you the most exciting color . .. indelible
color ... without any parching penalties!

Coty “Sub-Deb” comes in 5 indelible col¬
ors, 50c. Coty “Sub-Deb” Rouge, also 50c.
A revelation! Coty “Air Spun” Face Pow¬
der . . . with a new tender texture.

HOW WOMEN
LOSE MEN!
Hollywood's most famous screen
lovers tell you—in next month’s

MOVIE MIRROR
on sale October 25

“SUB. DEB”

LIPSTICK
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The Amazing Life Story
3? aUHT PATTERN5 of Elisabeth Bergner
* SEE OFFER BELOW
flftt/ One o( 29

(Continued from page 47)
EASY TO LAY
OUT TOO...
AND PUFFS
UP LIKE NEW

QuifauAmwtJln/

NEW KIND of BATTING
Handles Like Cloth ... No Lint
No Stretching... No Lumps!
W?Y sPen<* hours upon hours making a quilt only to
it get lumpy and old-looking after a few wash¬
ings. Mountain Mist Quilt Cotton actually improves with
washing; puffs up—pads out every quilted detail. So easy
to lay out, too; handles like cloth. One big sheet of amaz¬
ingly uniform thickness, 81 x 96 inches, no stretching, no
tears or thin spots. Unique “Glazene” covering prevents
sticking, picking, or lint, and makes fine,
close stitching easy.

*-rti££ QUILT PATTERN!
The Quilt Pattern Book shows
29 famous quilts each pic¬
tured full length on bed, with
colors. Send 10c for pattern
book. Then tell us your choice
and we will send one complete
pattern and instructions
FREEl Thousands of women regularly pay 35c each for
these patterns. Write The Stearns & Foster
Co., Dept.Rl60,Lockland, Cincinnati, Ohio.

MOUNTAIN MIST COTTON
(Ut

Reg. U. S. Patent Office

Make money taking pictures. ‘Photo¬
graphs in big demand. Commercial
Photography also pays big money.
Learn quickly at home in spare time.
No previous experience needed. Writ®
for new book, Opportunitiee in Mod¬
ern Photography. American School
of Photography, Dept. 1388, 3601
Michigan Ave., Chicago.

WHAT?
only $1°° per week to

OWN A CORONA?
Yes—it’s a fact! Our new Finance
Plan makes it just that easy. Brandnew up-to-date portables, including
carrying case.
Do this. First send cou¬
pon for descriptive book¬
let. Then go to a dealer’s
and see which one of the
five CORONA models you
like best. Try it... free.
Then buy it, on these
amazingly liberal terms.
Here’s the coupon.

CORONA
STANDARD

.--MAIL COUPON TODAY.
L C Smith & Corona Typewriters, Desk 11
181 Almond St., Syracuse, N. Y.
Please send Corona booklet, also tell me where I can
arrange free trial.

Name_
Street-City_State.
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It was not a promising prospect. Herr
Reucker saw a colorless little girl, with the
undeveloped body of a child of twelve
and a tomboy mop of hair, her only good
feature her enormous, expressive eyes.
However, he talked with her, listened while
she read several parts for him, and recog¬
nized her undoubted talent despite her undramatic appearance.
Perhaps he could
develop her gift, he admitted, as he offered
a contract only slightly better than the
one under which she was then working.
At that time, with the handicap of her
“figure,” or rather lack of one, and fol¬
lowing her first disappointment at Inns¬
bruck, Elisabeth herself must have seen
little hope for a brilliant future.
“I suppose,” she said bitterly to Herr
Reucker, “you will try to cast me as an
ingenue.
Well, I am not one.
I am a
character woman!” Perhaps she wished to
save herself, and him, another disillusion¬
ing experience.
With Reucker she played that season a
dozen roles. But he failed to develop her
to any extent, for the very good reason that
she already had that illusive something of
which star material is composed.
This
distinctive quality, searching and sure, com¬
bined with the intellectual energy she pos¬
sesses, led her slowly but unfailingly to
the recognition that was her due.

T

HE opportunity to go to Marienbad
came to Elisabeth some months before
her twentieth birthday. If we should men¬
tion here the year it would be evident that
the woman who made so convincing a ga¬
mine in the role of Gemma Jones must
admit to more years than those who write
of her today usually assign to her. It is
recorded that she saw her first play at the
Burgtheatre in Vienna. It was “Joan of
Arc” (she still treasures the program) and
she was most impressed by the voice of
the King when he shouted in anger. Josef
Kainz played the king, and he died sev¬
eral years later, in 1910.
But of Bergner’s exact age we shall not
speak again. She is one of those ageless
persons whom time seems in no way to
affect. Off the stage, as on it, it is diffi¬
cult to believe she has been playing so
long that many European boys and girls
who worship her today believe she must be
the daughter of the Bergner their parents
claim to have seen in famous roles before
they were born.
We do know that Elisabeth was well es¬
tablished as an actress before she made
her first pictures, and pretty poor ones
they were, too, from the standpoint of
photography, for the art of the screen was
not very well developed in Germany a
dozen years ago.
Bergner, in reality, has had two separate
and distinct rises to glorious fame—first,
in her youth in the great capitals of
Europe where she played all the famed
parts of the best playwrights of her own
and earlier times; second, as a mature wo¬
man, who still can look a child when she
wishes, under the inspired directorship of
her husband, Paul Czinner.
From the directorship of Herr Reucker

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILEWITHOUT CALOMEL

T

And You’ll Jump out of Bed in
the Morning Rarin’ to Go
HE liver should pour out two pounds of
liquid bile into your bowels daily. If this

bile is not flowing freely, your food doesn’t
digest. It just decays in the bowels. Gas bloats
up your stomach. You get constipated. Your
whole system is poisoned and you feel sour,
sunk and the world looks punk.
A mere bowel movement doesn’t get at the
cause. It takes those good, old Carter’s Little
Liver Pills to get these two pounds of bile
flowing freely and make you feel "up and up’’.
Harmless, gentle, yet amazing in making bile
flow freely. Ask for Carter’s Little Liver Pills
by name. Stubbornly refuse anything else.
25c at all drug stores.
© 1931, c. m. co.

FDR YOUR CLASS'SDEIETY'CLUB
Send For Free 1936 Catalog
PINS handsomely silver plated, enameled I or 2 colors, any 3or
4 letters and year. Doz. Price S3 50. Sterling or Cold Plate
50c; Dot SS. RINGS. Sterling Silver, similarly low priced. '
Largest makers for 40 years Over 300 designs. Write today!

BASTIAN
61BASTIAH BLDG

BROS. CO.
OOCHESTEH. M.T.

f KOVwaCI *r>rt Corners
The real thing for mounting Snapshot*, Card*,
Stamps, etc. No paste needed. Neat. __
easy to use for mounting prints tight or
loose. Sold at photo supply and album /#
counters or send 10£ today for P
100 and free samples.

El

Engel Art Corners Co., Chicago, 1U.,

L#

Address Dept. 60 Y.-4717 North Clark SL

H

PHOTOS ENLARGED

each.

45/

Florentine Oil Colors
8xl0-7x9-6Mx8'/2
3 “for Si
Amazing. Lifelike, in natural colors. Bust,
full length. Etc.
Made from any 8ize Photo.
Snapshot,
or
Film.
ORIGINALS
RE¬
TURNED
WITH
ORDER.
SPECIAL:
THREE DIFFERENT SxlO—$1.00. FOUR
6x8
or
5x7—$1.00.
11x14—60c.
TWO
11x14—$1.00.
6x8 or 5x7—Framed. 80c.
8x10 Completely Framed—$1.00. All painted
in royal oil colors. Send no money unless you
wish. Pay Postman. Plus Postage. Catalog 5e.

MONARCH STUDIOS, RG-J5, McAdoo, Pa.

LIGHTEN YOUR HAIR
WITHOUT PEROXIDE
• t , to ANY Shade you Desire
.
SAFELY In S to 15 minutes
Careful fastidious women avoid the uss of
peroxide because peroxide makes hair brittle.

Lechier’s Instantaneous Hair Ughtener
requires NO peroxide. Used as a paste it can¬
not streak. Eliminates straw" look. Beneficial to perma¬
nent waves and bleached hair. Lightens blonde hair,
grown dark. This is the only preparation that also lightens^
the scalp. No more dark roots. Used over 20 years by famous*
beauties, stage and soreen stars and children. Harmless. Guar¬
anteed. Mailed complete with brush for application.
_

1

ltd ir it 86-page bootlet "The Art of Lightening Hair
without Peroxide" Free with your first order.
ERWIN F. LECHLER. Hair Beauty Specialist

t txlLE*

565 W. 181st St., New York. N. Y.

She Got S40T
for a Half Dollar
ffivill pay CASH fori
COINS,BILLS andSTAMPS!
POST YOURSELF! It pays!
. Dowty
Ip
of Texas,foroneHalf Dollar:
J.D. Martin of Virginia $200.00
for a single Copper Cent. Mr.
Manningof New York, $2,500.00 for
oneSilverDollar. Mrs.G.F. Adams,Ohio,
received $740.00 for a few old coins. I will pay big prices
for all kinds of old coins, medals, bills and stamps.

I WILL PAY $100.00 FOR A DIME!
1894 S. Mint: $50.00 for 1913 Liberty Head Nickel (not Buffalo)
and hundreds of other amazing prices for coins. Send 4c for
Large Illustrated Coin Folder and further particulars. It may
mean much profit to you. Write today to

S. MAX MEHL, 356 Mehl Bldg., FORT WORTH,
(Largest Rare Coin Establishment in U. S.)

MOVIE
she went to other small cities, slowly gain¬
ing headway in the business of establish¬
ing her name and reputation. In a few
years she was playing in Berlin, but only
in secondary parts. Then she went on to
Munich and V ienna. But the first time
the public really acclaimed her as a great
actress was when she returned to Berlin
playing the lead in a Chinese drama.
Following her necessity of living a role
on and offstage, while playing this part
Elisabeth was a Chinese girl. A friend
tells of meeting her for the first time at
the home of Thomas Mann, the author.
Bergner was dressed in the Chinese fash¬
ion, in a costume buttoned closely around
her throat. Her hair was piled high in
Chinese style and her eyebrows were pen¬
cilled slantingly.

MIRROR
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At this party, as at many that Bergner
used to attend, she was surrounded by men.
Their wives sat in an adjoining room pre¬
tending interest in other affairs and hoping
desperately that all the rumors they had
heard concerning the" actress and her pow¬
er to enslave those who admired her were
not true!
Bergner was then approaching the height
of the first of her two climbs to fame.
In her next role, still in Berlin, she won
even greater praise as Rosalinde in “As
You Like It.” She followed with the lead¬
ing part in Shaw’s version of “Jeanne
d’Arc” and it was then they called her
the greatest living actress.
It will be interesting to see if she is
awarded the corresponding screen title
—the greatest of all motion picture ac¬
tresses—when the pictured version of that
play, Shaw’s “St. Joan,” Miss Bergner’s
next role, is released.

AFTER

Berlin, where she played later
several times under the sponsorship of
Max Reinhardt, Elisabeth appeared again
in Hamburg and other leading cities, but
now always in leading roles and as the su¬
preme star of the Continent. It was in
Hamburg that the students mobbed her
carriage and pushed it through the streets.
Later, when next she returned to Vienna,
she took a little house and bought a small
car, and crowds of students would follow
her on their bicycles each day when she
drove to rehearsal. Bergner, with a shy
childish smile of appreciation, would wave
to them through the rear window of her
triumphal coach, then, remembering her
position, would draw herself up regally and
pretend not to notice the crowd of adoring
followers.
Here, in this little h&me of her own,
she was able to indulge her own tastes. She
is a passionate lover of animals and now
she acquired three big dogs, a turtle for
the pool in her garden, and a monkey who
was never far distant from her shoulder
when permitted in the house.
At this time, too, her collection of books
began to grow to respectable size. She
has always loved fairy tales and collects
those of every nation. She likes mystery
stories, too, and works of a serious nature
on subjects in which she is interested.
It is likely that Bergner, now an exile
from the land she loves, often remembers
fondly that first little home of her very
own, although she has owned others more
pretentious in many other countries since
those early years. Today her favorite re¬
treat is her estate in the mountains of

Y

OUTH shall not be denied loveliness, says April
Showers ... and forthwith presents the most ex¬

PRICE LIST
April Showers

quisite toiletries that ever fitted a young budget! Face

Eau de Cologne 28c,55|f,$l

powder... a sheer veil of scented mist. Talc for a re¬

Talc..

Face Powder... 28*5 and 55ji
28^ and 55^

Perfume

freshing body-bath. Eau de cologne for a glamorous

purse sizes.28^ and 50jS

rub-down. And a perfume created by one of the

Dusting Powder
85^ and $1.25

world’s greatest perfumers to give you a fragrance

Rouge, Lipstick, Skin Lotion,
Bath Salts, etc., from 28c to
85f. At stores everywhere.

that is young and gay and in supreme good taste.

• • •
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parried
and 40!

...

Do you need extra money? Is your husband
out of work ? Or are you forced to face the
world alone, with children to support?
Thousands of graduates and students of
the Chicago School of Nursing are numbered
among those approaching or past the 40
mark. Many also are married, with home
duties. They have learned at home and in
their spare time the dignified, well-paid pro¬
fession of Nursing. Many earned a consid¬
erable sum every week while studying.
Course endorsed by physicians.
Est. 35
years. One graduate has charge of a 10-bed
hospital. Another saved $400 while learning.
Equipment included. Men and women 18 to
60. High school not required. Easy tuition
payments. Write us now and learn how you
can prepare yourself to earn $25 to $35 a
week as a C. S. N.-trained practical nurse.

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 1811, 26 N. Ashland Boulevard, Chicago, Ill.

Please send free booklet and 32 sample lesson
pages.
frame___Age_

City_State.

"Swim or Cry” — NEVER FADES OR RUNS
PERMANENT DARKENER for Eyebrows and Eyelashes
Absolutely Safe., .Not a Mascara,,, One Application lasts 4
to 5 weeks. Trial size, 25c, Reg. size, 12 Applications, $1,
Came..—

Address.
"DARK-EYES" LAB-.Dpi.19-M.412 Orleans St„ Chicago,Ill.

Udtethw

1

Cbtheip.

FLOWER BASKET

• . . make carry-alls,dolls
lamp shades,25 novelties
4b
in all-10c

mwi

Ahandfulof clothes-pins,
and a few strips of colorful
crepe paper—that’s all you
need tomakethisclever new
kind of flower basket. It’s
oneof the75tempting, use¬
ful, easy-to-make novelties
shown in the 1935 Book of
New Dennison Crafts. Also in¬
cluded are lamp shades, toys,
dolls, bags and belts, trays, bas¬
kets, vases, carry-alls—all sorts
of clever, up-to-date articles for
home decoration, for friends,
asgifts.tosell. Send for theBook
now—it's only 10c—and contains
directions for all
75 novelties.

DENNISON’S. Dept. L-145
Framingham, Mass.
Please send the 1935 Book of New
Dennison Crates. I enclose 10c.

Iff Hill illiqiiP’.iJa

I
'l l 'iiA ‘
rii'-litil II!
:

Name....
Street {or R.F.D.)_
City-State_
Why not let us include some of these other Dennison Books?
Check those you want and enclose 10c for each.
m.New Showers and Announcements Book
..Party Games, Stunts and Decorations
m.Crepe Paper Flowers ..Hallowe' en Party Book
..New Crepe Paper Costume Book . .The Cellophane Craft Book
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Italy. There she and Paul Czinner hasten
whenever they can steal a few weeks away
from active work.
It is not true that Bergner was forced
to leave Germany for political reasons.
Even before the Revolution she had de¬
termined to work in France, to build there
a career and a reputation as great as the
ones she enjoyed in purely German speak¬
ing countries. She went first to Paris to
perfect her French. It was there that most
of “Ariane” was filmed. Today Bergner,
gifted far beyond the average person as a
linguist, speaks Italian, French, and Eng¬
lish with great beauty of inflection and al¬
most no accent.
To return to Bergner’s early pictures,
the first was “Nju,” in which she played
a character part less important than the
roles of the two leading players, Emil Jannings and Conrad Veidt. Even then her
work was noticeable because of her mar¬
velous eyes. The picture was a masterpiece
for its time, but it was banned in England
and has never been shown in this country.
Next she played a young girl in "Geiger
von Florenz” (The Violinist of Florence).
It was a somewhat mediocre melodrama but
Elisabeth earned comment for her work.
"When she plays the violin,” one of the
critics said, "she is pure music. When she
dances, she is the dance itself.”

BUTthe Bergner
herself did not like either
work of making these first pictures
or the results she saw on the screen. After
the first she swore she would never make
another. Then a dear friend was very
ill and without funds. Bergner, who had
already made and distributed several small
fortunes, made the second picture to buy
hospital care for the friend she loved.
It was about this time, approximately
ten years ago, that Elisabeth met Paul
Czinner. He was then just beginning to
be known as a rising young director. He
saw distinct possibilities in Bergner’s work
which he felt had not been made the most
of on the screen. He directed most of the
pictures which he later persuaded her to
make—“Dreaming Lips,” "Ariane” (re¬
cently shown in America although in a
much cut and censored version) and finally
the marvelous “Catherine,” filmed at Elmstree, near London. This picture was to
bring nearly the whole world to Bergner’s
feet, a great public that awaited eagerly
the promised “Escape Me Never” which
Czinner, of course, also directed.
In Czinner, whom she married about six
years ago, Elisabeth found the perfect
combination of understanding artist (he
extracts the last drop of perfection from
her work by his direction), loving husband
and passionate protector from the lime¬
light of publicity she so abhors.
Together they work, he coaching her
within a small canvas enclosure on the
set, when a picture is in the making, un¬
til she is ready for the camera. At night
he guards her sleep, seeing that she gets
the eight full hours she requires and that
nothing and no one is allowed to break into
her hours of rest. They are separated only
when absolutely necessary. On one occa¬
sion when he had to be in another city
while she was playing in London, a friend
reports that she heard them talking on the
long distance telephone for almost an hour
•—most affectionately, although they said
practically nothing of consequence.

CORN
PAIN.

IN ONE
MINUTE!^^

Relieve Callouses and Bunions
Dr. Scholl’s Zino-pads—the safe, sure treat¬
ment of many uses—instantly relieve pain of
these foot troubles; soothe and heal irritation;
stop shoe friction and pressure; prevent sore
toes and blisters. Quickly and safely remove
corns or callouses. Try them! Two kinds—
Standard White 25^; New DeLuxe flesh color
35£. At all drug, shoe and department stores.

DlScholls Zinopads
Cash in on Big Demand
Starchless collar shirts—never
wilt, shrink, curl or
wrinkle.
Also hose. ties, underwear, work shirts, suede
shirts. Liberal cash commissions, bonuses.
New line
KKEE.
Write for It NOW.

DeDt. L7. Public Service Mills, West New York, N. J.

/ STARS ★* ★* *

Used

Makes their hair
^^alivcwith shimmering loveless. Capture such irresistible attess for yourself. Use CONLIN’S OIL SHAMPOO
:cret—keeps your hair cleansed and ravishingty
lins wonderful, scalp-nourishing elements,
B^L^mon or vinegar ri nse unnecessary. Send name, address. Pay 50c
delivery, for 6 oz. bottle.

CONLIN CHEMICAL C 0„ 1111 No. Hudson, HOLLYWOOD. CAL

KEEPS 1HAIR GLORIOUS

,W DMC/NG

LEARN AT HOME NEW EASY WAY. Pro¬
fessional Stage Method. Surprise and en-

tertain your friends. Be popular, earn extra money, de¬
velop hidden talent. No music or experience needed. Be¬
gin dancing first day. Beginner's fundamentals and com¬
plete Professional Tap Dance included. Equal to $40 in¬
struction. Easy way to reduce or build up figure. For ladies
or men. Send only $3.75 money order for Complete 17-Les¬
son Course. Or send no money (if in U. S.Y and nay postman
$3.9S on delivery. No more to pay. Try 5 days. If not delight¬
ed. money refunded.
Limbering exercises FREE if you
enroll now.
THORNTON DANCE STUDIOS
827 Irving Park Blvd.,
Suite 140,
Chicago, III.
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Patented parallel outer layers provide—•

'Double the Wear, where the Wear comes"

iCPERFUMES
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SEND ONLY 2.7<

5 new, alluring, heavy, lasting perfumes .
rare
foreign essences. Sell regularly $2.50 to $10 the oz.
Different from any perfumes you have ever known.
Five exotic fragrances:
1. JASMIN
(Persia).

D'

ESPAGNE

(Spain).

3. GEISHA (Japan).

VICNE (France).

2. SHAH

4. FLEUR DE

5. CACTUS BLOSSOM (Mex.)

.... »end only 27c in stamps (or silver) for the
5 generous size trial bottles.

Offerltrntted
Only one set
- to an
Address

Unloved

H. U. RHODIUS, Importer
710 Parisienne Building
San Antonio, Texas

*ace •• •• • unloved • • • discouraged.
Nothing helped. Depilatories, waxes,
liquids . . . even razors failed. Then I discovered a
simple, painless, inexpensive method.
It worked!
Thousands have won beauty and love with the secret.
My FREE Book, “How to Overcome Superfluous
Hair,” explains the method and proves actual suc¬
cess. Mailed in plain envelope. Also trial offer. No
obligation. Write Mile. Annette Lanzette, P. O. Box
4040, Merchandise Mart, Dept. 184, Chicago.

movie mirror
Czinner is probably one of two or three
people in the whole world, except Elisa¬
beth’s parents who are still living in
Vienna, who know every detail of her
life, the complete story of her past and
her struggle to reach the top of the
ladder not once, but twice. He alone today
knows always where she goes and what
she does. He helps her guard the secrecy
which seems so essential to her peace of
mind. They are probably one of the hap¬
piest couples in the world of the theater,
but it is a happiness based on mutual un¬
derstanding and one which cannot be
shared with the world or even with close
friends.
And so those who admire the great art
of Elisabeth Bergner must be satisfied to
know very little of the everyday activities
of their heroine.
She is a great genius,
but she must remain apart from the
world. Not that she feels superior to it.
She is prone to underestimate her own
gifts and her own fame. It is simply that,
even today, she retains much of the in¬
tense shyness which has characterized her
from childhood.
She is not only one of the greatest ac¬
tresses of our time, but also the most un¬
approachable, as are all who know her
intimately. Their revelations, brought out
in this and the first installment, were there¬
fore most difficult to gather; the writer
is greatly indebted to the statements and
interpretations of Miss Berger’s biog¬
rapher, Arthur Alloesser.

Movie Mirror's Cooking
Department

illions use Medicated Cream
to Promote Rapid Healing
... to relieve irritation and reduce pores

(Continued from page 63)
easily at home, and I’ll be glad to send you
directions for it.
The picture on this page is just a
suggestion for arranging these chilled
things, but you’ll be able to invent a dozen
pretty ways for yourself.
With your main course, don’t forget
that relishes and sweets will make your
roast or fowl taste better. You probably
have your own favorites for these, but
here is an unusually delicious and inex¬
pensive relish.
Celery

Y

ou can dress smartly—you can have
lovely features—but ifyourskin is marred
by Large Pores, Blackheads or Pimples, much
of your charm is lost.

relieve itching Eczema, and for Burns, Scalds,
Chafing and other skin irritations. Today
over 12,000,000 jars are used throughout the
United States, in Canada and other countries!

Today, millions of women use a famous
medicated cream as an aid to quick healing
—to improve their complexion by eliminat¬
ing blackheads and reducing enlarged pores.
That cream is Noxzema Skin Cream.

If your skin is Rough and Chapped—if you
have Large Pores or Blackheads—if you have
Pimples resulting from dust, face powder
or other external causes—then by all means
get a small inexpensive jar of Noxzema. Use
it and see how wonderful it is.

Prescribed by Doctors
Noxzema was first prescribed by doctors to

Noxzema is not a salve —but a dainty,
snow-white, medicated vanishing cream. It’s
so soothing, clean and easy to use.

Relish

•

6 bunches celery
16 tomatoes
1 red pepper
2 cups sugar
2 tbls. salt
1 tsp. mustard
1 tsp. clove
1 tsp. allspice
1 tsp. cinnamon
1 tsp. celery seed
\y2 cups vinegar
Clean, wash and chop the celery. Wipe,
peel and chop the tomatoes and the pep¬
pers. Combine the sugar and the season¬
ings, add the vinegar and mix thoroughly
with the vegetables. Bring to a boil in a
preserving kettle and let simmer one and a
half hours. Fill jars clear to the top and
seal.
Since we are coming into the winter sea¬
son, when cranberries are available, you

Wonderful for
Chapped Hands, too

Relieve them overnight
with this famous cream

12,000,000 jars sold yearly
Make this convincing overnight test. Apply
Noxzema on one hand tonight. In the morning
note how soothed it feels—how much soft¬
er, smoother, whiter that hand is! Noxzema
relieves hands overnight.

HOW TO USE: Apply Noxzema every
night after all make-up has been removed.
Wash off in the morning with warm water,
followed by cold water or ice. Apply a little
Noxzema again before
you powder as a pro¬
tective powder base.
Use Noxzema until
skin condition is en¬
tirely relieved.

SPECIAL TRIAL OFFER
Noxzema is sold at almost all drug and
department stores. If your dealer can’t
supply you, send only 15^ for a generous
25^ trial jar—enough to bring real comfort
and a big improvement in your skin. Send
name and address to Noxzema Chemical
Company, Dept.1011, Baltimore, Md.
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will be interested in this labor-saving cran¬
berry relish.

05 E Anti-Colic

Uncooked

NIPPLES

A. million

mothers
every year success¬
fully feed their babies
with Davol "AntiColic brand nipples.
Scientifically designed.
Two popular styles:
(l) Ball-top (2) Sani-Tab
At your nearest drug store,
buy the nipples with the blue
band. (Sold in Canada only
without the blue band.)

Cranberry

Relish

Wash three cups of cranberries and dry
well. Peel an orange (saving the peel)
and remove as much of the white inner
skin as you can. Grind together the orange,
the outer peel and the cranberries. Add
a cup of sugar and pour into jelly glasses.
Cover with paraffin.
If you are serving lamb, instead of using
an ordinary mint sauce with it, make in¬
dividual mint jelly lemon cups, like the
ones photographed. You can put one on
each plate, or group them on a serving
platter and pass them as you would a
vegetable.

DAVOL RUBBER COMPANY
Mint Jelly

Providence • Rhode Island

FREE

Lemon

Cups

Choose lemons of the same size and
shape, and cut in half.
Scoop out the
pulp. With a pair of scissors, trim the
tops in small points. Fill with mint jelly.
If you have fresh mint, place a little sprig
of it, or of parsley, across the top and let
stand till the jelly sets.

booklet "FEEDING YOUR BABY"

Write name and address clearly. Mail coupon to
Dept. F-1. Davol Rubber Co., Providence, R. I.

MAI HAIR

Women, girls, men with gray, faded, streaked hair. Shampoo
and color yourhairatthesametime with new French
discovery “SHAMPO-KOLOR,” takes few minutes, leaves
hair soft, glossy, natural. Permits permanent wave and curl.

Salted nuts must be crisp, but not neces¬
sarily hot. For something out of the or¬
dinary, use devilled nuts. These are espe¬
cially good with a fish course, and with
cold meats.

due to MOTHERHOOD
Having a baby puts a terrible strain on
a woman’s back muscles . . . frequently
causes years of suffering. Allcock’s Por¬
ous Plaster does wonders for such backaches
Draw's the blood to the painful spot . . . shoulder
back. hips, arms, legs. Pain stops quickly. Allcock’
is the original porous plaster . . . take nothing else
Lasts long, comes off easy. Also excellent for ches
colds. 25<J at druggists or write
“Allcock, Ossining, N. Y."
ALLCOCK’S

mwm

A Vz Price

Now Only

Devilled

Nuts

Fully
GUARANTEED

No Money Down
lowest Terms—10c a Day

Money-Back Guarantee
Send coupon for 10-day Trial
—if you decide to keep it pay
only $3.00 a month until $44.90
(term price) is paid.
Limited
offer—act at once.

f
INTERNATIONAL TYPEWRITER EXCHANGE
231 West Monroe St., Chicago, III., Dept. 1103
Send Underwood No. 6 (F. O. B. Chicago) at once for 10-days
trial. If I am not perfectly satisfied 1 can return it express collect. If 1 keep it I will pay $3.00 a month until 1 have paid $44.90
(term price) in fulL

Town.State.
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Springfield, Ohio

SfKVLTSl
ERUPTI ON S

Distresses from these disorders now QUICKLY relieved with
PSORACINE. a remarkable preparation used by thousands
Many wonderful reports from everywhere.
FREE IN¬
FORMATION ON SKIN DISORDERS
WRITE

I
I
|

DANCING $1.00
Large.
illustrated
home
utudy
courses in BALLROOM, Begin¬
ner's Tap. Advance Tap
(all
three courses
$2)

Satisfaction Guaranteed

FREE

I

ea.

with each $2 order “Autbentio Inside
Information about Getting In the
Movies."

BILLY TRUEHART
Dept. ME,! -5308 Almeda Way.

mm
featureel

Houston, Texas

Charm¬

They can be yours.

Dr. Stotter (grad, ol University <x
Vienna) reconstructs faoea by fa¬
mous Vienna Polyclinio methods.
Unshapely Noses, Protruding Ears,
Large Lips. Wrinkles. Signs of Age.
etc., are all quiokly oorreoted.
Low
cost. Write or call for Free Booklet
'‘Facial
Reconstruction,'4
(mailed in
plain wrapper.)
Dr. Stotter, 50 East 42nd St.,
Dept. 8-L, New York

While many delicious crackers are avail¬
able in the market, for special occasions,
use these home-made cheese tidbits with
a salad course.

14 lb. butter
1 cup flour
Dash of cayenne

Address...

LONG-EAKINS COMPANY
1185-S High St.

Straight
regular
ing new beauty!

y2 lb. soft American cheese

Positively the greatest bargain ever offered. A genuine full sized
$100 office model Underwood No. 5 for only $39.90 (cash) or
on easy terms. Has up-to-date improvements including stand¬
ard 4-row keyboard, backspaces automatic ribbon reverse,
shiftlock key, 2-color ribbon, etc. The perfect all purpose
typewriter. Completely rebuilt and FULLY GUARANTEED.

t

MAKE UP TO 300% PROFIT
ON RAW MATERIALS
Raw materials are plentiful and cheaD Ne'Lly perfected.
Highly perfected outfit and confidential
plans make operation simple. With
• “ no ce extra °charge.
startling profits certain.
WE HELP FINANCE YOU
and locate you. Send no money, just name for book ot
facts and free opportunity

Heat the oil in a saucepan. Add the
nuts and fry for three minutes. Stir in
the other ingredients and cook for three
minutes more, serving hot.

AFTER

Name.Age

Stop looking for something difficult.
Turn potatoes into cash. I show you
just how with my newly perfected
outfit. Start anyw'here. Very little
cash needed.
Exclusive location.
Profits pour in.
No experience
needed. I furnish the plans. Begin
anywhere—village, small town, city
or suburb. A big opportunity is
waiting.
Business permanent.

this, olive oil
cup almonds
tbl. chutney
tbl. Worcestershire sauce
% tsp. salt
Dash of cayenne
2 this, minced pickle

1

10 Day

I
I
I

NEW "HOME
FACTORY”
MAKES
PERFECT POTATO CHIPS—
DONUTS—SALTED NUTS

2
%
1
1

Cheese Tidbits

Complete (Home Study)
Course of the Famous Van
Sant Speed Typewriting
System—fully illustrated,
easily learned, given dur¬
ing this offer.

COMPLETE

ILLINOIS MEDICAL PRODUCTS. 208 N. Wells, 0-61, Chicago.

BACKACHES

Learn Touch Typewriting

adbcM

PSORIASIS, ECZEMA, ITCH, ACNE, RINGWORM.

Free Booklet, Monsieur L. P. Valligny, Dept. 18,254 W. 31 Si. New York

FREE Trial

X%OWN A

Grate the cheese and cream with the
butter. Add the flour slowly. You may
not need the whole cup, but stop when
you have a stiff dough which can be formed
into balls.
Bake for about ten minutes
in a hot oven (425° F.) and serve while
hot and crisp.
Don’t forget how refreshing a simple,
not too sweet water ice can be when served
with the main course of a dinner. Write
me for an appropriate recipe for this ice
which is not a dessert.
Did you ever make sweet crab apple
pickle, which is perfect with cold meats,
or brandied peaches, or pear chips?
I
haven’t room to give you these recipes, but
I’ll be glad to send them on to you when
you write me.

Operator
No. 38

Follow This Man
Secret Service Operator No. 38 ia on
the job I Running down Counterfeit
Gang. Tell-tale fingerprints in mur¬
dered grirl’a room. Thrill, Mystery.
__
The Confidential Report*
o/ Operator No. 38 mad*
* *
to hie chief. Write for it*
Earn a Regular Monthly Salary
YOU can become a Finger Print Expert at home, in spare time. Writ*
for details if 17 or over.

Institute of Applied Science
X920 Sunnyside Ave.
Dept. 79-18
Chicago, 111.

don’t WORRY
Why put up with
|
ABOUT
years of needless dis¬
comfort and worry ?Try
a Brooks Automatic
Air Cushion. This mar¬
velous appliance per¬
mits the opening to
close, yet holds rupture
securely,comfortably—
day and night. Thousands report amazing results.
Light, neat-fitting. No hard pads, metal girdle
or parts to chafe or gouge. Patented in U. S. and
13 foreign countries. Try one 10 DAYS WITH¬
OUT A PENNY’S RISK. You’ll be delighted.
Free book on Rupture and convincing facts
mailed postpaid in plain sealed envelope. Address

BROOKS CO., 182C State St, Marshall, Mich.
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Just Off Hollywood
Boulevard
(Continued from page 4)
Hollywood? Mostly because she refused to
let that fall ruin her life! Ella Wickersham
fought her fight from a wheelchair until
she became the assistant society editor of a
newspaper.
That’s why you always see
her at the parties, smiling at everyone.
Smiling because she is everyone’s friend
and all Hollywood loves her. And every
time I see her in her pretty party dresses,
I pray a little prayer that Ella can dance
at parties again some day.
'YESTERDAY, I read a letter from a
-*■ chap who used to live in Hollywood.
He was lonesome for the Boulevard, he
said, but the only thing he could remember
vividly was “that traffic officer named
Reed who stands at the corner of Holly¬
wood Boulevard and Vine.”
Yes, I guess he’s the best-known cop
in Hollywood. His fat, smiling face has
been turning to a leer (at traffic violators)
for almost twenty years, and there’s
hardly a star in the colony who hasn't had
a ticket from Reed.
He said, “Movie stars? They’re all my
friends. But I don't let friendship stand
in the way of my duty. Long time ago I
started collecting their alibis—they always
have an alibi—and I'm still at it. Some¬
times they have a good one.
"Let me tell you this: I get my pension
soon and then I’m going to write a book
of Movie Star Alibis

S

HE has the most beautiful legs in
Hollywood, a gorgeous figure, long
eye-lashes shade her black, deep-set eyes
and she has enough beauty of face to
make half the male movie stars turn and
stare. But she isn't in pictures.
Maxine is a cigarette girl at the famous
Hollywood late spot, the Cafe Trocadero.
I went in early the other night, just to
ask her about the cigarette racket. She
said, “It’s all right, only I get tired of
picking up cigarette packages off the
floor.”
I smiled at that one. Maxine wears the
shortest skirts on record and ever since
that night she bent over to retrieve a
dropped package, the pranksters have been
dropping cigarettes all over the Trocadero! Maxine wears frilly, white panties
under the short, black skirt—just like a
dancer on the stage.
“You have to be fast on the up-take,
too,” smiled Maxine. “This Hollywood
repartee is awfully fast and you have to
be quick with a good answer. You've got
to smile a lot; sometimes I get tired in
the face, I smile so much.”
Smiling helped one of the girls at the
Troc right into a wealthy marriage and
another of the ex-cigarette girls is trying
her face at pictures. I asked Maxine
“Why don’t you try movies?”
“Can’t afford it,” she said. “I have to
have a regular job.”
Later, I found out that she needs the
regular job because she’s supporting her
invalid mother. Working as an extra in
pictures isn’t secure enough for Maxine.
She’d rather stoop, to conquer.

FEEL FOR LITTLE BUMPS!
They Indicate Clogged Pores, the Beginning of Enlarged
Pores, Blackheads and Other Blemishes!

Don’t trust to your eyes alone! Most skin
blemishes, like evil weeds, get well started un¬
derground before they make their appearance
above surface.
Make this telling finger-tip test. It may save
you a lot of heartaches. Just rub your finger¬
tips across your face, pressing firmly. Give
particular attention to the skin around your
mouth, your chin, your nose and your forehead.
Now— does your skin feel absolutely smooth
to your touch or do you notice anything like
little bumps or rough patches? If you do feel
anything like tiny bumps or rough spots, it’s a
sign usually that your pores are clogged and
may be ready to blossom out into enlarged
pores, blackheads, whiteheads, "dirty-gray”
skin and other blemishes.

A Penetrating Cream, the Need!

to see what your cloth shows. But you don’t
have to have your cloth to tell you that your
skin is really clean. Your skin shows it in the
way it looks and feels.
As Lady Esther Face Cream cleanses the
skin, it also lubricates it. It resupplies the
skin with a fine oil that overcomes dryness
and keeps the skin soft, smooth and flexible.
Thousands of women have overcome dry,
scaly skin, as well as enlarged pores and
coarse-textured skin, with the use of Lady
Esther Face Cream.

The Proof Is Free!
But don’t take my word for the cleansing and
lubricating powers of this cream. Prove it to
yourself at my expense. Upon receipt of your
name and address, I’ll send you a 7-day tube
of Lady Esther Face Cream postpaid and free.
Let the cream itself show you how efficient it is.
With the free tube of Lady Esther Face
Cream, I'll send you all five shades of my Lady
Esther Face Powder, so you can see for your¬
self how the two go together to make a beau¬
tiful and lovely complexion. Write me today
for the free cream and face powder.

What you need is not just ordinary cleansing
methods, but a penetrating face cream — such
a face cream as I have perfected.
Lady Esther Face Cream penetrates the
pores quickly. It does not just lie on the
surface and fool you. Gently and sooth¬
(You can paste this on a penny postcard)
(18)
FREE
ingly, it works its way into the little
Lady Esther, 2034 Ridge Avenue, Evanston, Illinois
openings. There it "goes to work” on
Please send me by return mail your 7- day supply of Lady
the accumulated waxy dirt — loosens
Esther Four-Purpose Face Cream; also all five shades of your
it—breaks it up—and makes it easily
Face Powder.
removable.
When you have cleansed your skin
Namewith Lady Esther Face Cream, you get
Address_
more dirt out than you ever suspected
was there. It will probably shock you
City_State(If you live in Canada, write Lady Esther, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.)
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(Continued from page 40)
Freddie Bartholomew, Roland Young, W.
C. Fields, Edna May Oliver, Lennox
Pawle and Frank Lawton.

ESCAPADE
(M-G-M).
The
whole
M-G-M lot gets behind Luise Rainer in
her first American film. Bill Powell for
the lover.
Lovely Virginia Bruce and
Frank Morgan in assistance. A story of
arts, intrigue and romance set in a Vien¬
nese background. Luise Rainer is causing
a lot of talk.

“What’s the use of denying it, every

young man wants to get married! The
thing that usually holds him back is
—money. I played the hunch that
more training meant more money. I
was right!

That coupon I mailed to

the International Correspondence
Schools at Scranton really opened the
world of romance to me.

I recom¬

mend it to any other young man who
wants his dream to come true.”

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

^ESCAPE ME NEVER (United Ar¬
tists). This sad and very sentimental little
tale is made entirely credible by “Queen”
Elisabeth Bergner’s magnificent perform¬
ance as the child-mother. Hugh Sinclair,
of the original English stage production,
plays the weakling * husband who goes
astray.
'/'/FARMER TAKES A WIFE, THE
(Fox). A beautifully photographed tale
of the Erie Canal in those colorful days
when it was the last word in transporta¬
tion. A new sort of picture for Janet
Gaynor, who is given fine support by
Henry
Fonda,
Charles
Bickford
and
Jane Withers.

IMPORTANT
RADIO CHANGE!
TRUE STORY

COURT OF HUMAN
RELATIONS
IS NOW ON

N. B. C. RED
NETWORK

EVERY
FRIDAY NIGHT
SEE LOCAL PAPER FOR

NEAREST STATION AND TIME

AT home

I Learn eas^ Koehne Method of col
'ing photos and miniatures in oil. New!
irt training needed. Big demand. Send
free booklet. Make Money At Home.

NATIONAL ART, SCHOOL
3601 Michigan Ave. Dept. 1388, Chica

KjyVSS HAWAIIAN GUITAR

the Hawaiian way.
Surprise and ent
tain your friends. Amazing new s
plemethod makeslearningtoplayfr
REGULAR PIANO MUSIC as f
cinating as a game. Show* you in pictu
how to do it. Previous musical training
talent unnecessary. Earn while learning by
plan. You pay for the lessons just as they
received.
Write today for free information.
postcard will do. (Fine guitars supplied $5

Box 2282-C, Scranton, Penna.

Without cost or obligation, pleas© send me a copy of
your booklet, “Who Wins and Why,” and full particulars
about the subject before which I have marked X:
TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES
O
□
□
□
□
□
□
O
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Architect
□
Architectural Draftsman
□
Building Estimating
□
Contractor and Builder
□
Structural Draftsman
□
Structural Engineer
□
Electrical Engineer
□
Electric Lighting
□
Telegraph Engineer
□
Telephone Work
□ Radio
□
How to Invent and Patent
□
Mechanical Engineer
□
Mechanical Draftsman
□
Patternmaker □ Machinist
□
Reading Shop Blueprints
□
Heat Treatment of Metals
□
Sheet Metal Worker
□
Welding, Electric and Gas
□
Civil Engineer □ Toolmaker □
Highway Engineer
□
Surveying and Mapping
□
Sanitary Engineer
Q
Steam Engineer
0

D
□
□
□
□

Business Management
Industrial Management
Traffic Management
Cost Accountant
Accountancy and
C.P.A. Coaching
Bookkeeping
Secretarial Work
Spanish
□ French
Salesmanship
Wallpaper Decorating
Salesmanship
Service Station Salesmanship

Marine Engineer
Bridge Engineer
Bridge & Building Foreman
Gas Engines
Diesel Engines
Aviation Engines
Automobile Work
Plumbing □ Steam Fitting
Heating □ Ventilation
Air Conditioning
Refrigeration
R. R. Locomotives
R, R. Section Foreman
R. R. Signalmen
Air Brakes
Chemistry □ Pharmacy
Coal Mining
Navigation
Cotton Manufacturing
Woolen Manufacturing
Fruit Growing
Poultry Farming
Agriculture

BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES

□
□
□
□
□
□

Name.

□
□
□
□
O
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Advertising
Business Correspondence
Lettering Show Cards
English
□ Signs
Stenography and Typing
Civil Service
Railway Mail Clerk
Mail Carrier
Grade School Subjects
High School Subjects
College Preparatory
First Year College
Illustrating
□ Cartooning

Age

Address.
City.State.
Present Position.
If you reside in Canada, send this coupon to the
International Correspondence Schools Canadian, Limited,
Montreal, Canada.

FRONT PAGE WOMAN (Warner).
Bette Davis and George Brent, rival re¬
porters, try to scoop each other on a mur¬
der yarn, complicated by a bet that if
George wins Bette will marry him. Fast
paced, with good dialogue and per¬
formances.
/GINGER (Fox). Jane Withers laughs,
cries, quotes Shakespeare and mimics
Garbo and will win your heart completely
as the hoydenish girl of the slums who
tries to keep her uncle, O. P. Heggie,
out of trouble. Excellent cast.

25c

ACADEMY OF HAWAIIAN MUSI

prp
^lesson

6th FU Lyon & Healy Bldg., Chicag

LEG SUFFERER

Why continue to suffer? Do som
thing to secure quick relief. Wr
today for New Booklet—“THE LIE
METHOD OF HOME TREATMENT
It tells about Varicose Veins, Varic
Ulcers, Open Leg Sores, Milk or Fever L
Eczema. Liepe Method works while y
wall. More than 40 years of succe
Praised and en dorsed by thousands.
LIEPE METHODS, 3284 N. Green Bay Ave.,
Dept. M-16. Milwaukee, Wis.

WRITE FOR MONEY

FREE MAGAZINE

1/GLASS KEY,
THE
(Paramount).
Plenty of fast action, mystery and suspense
when a senator’s son is murdered and the
big boss of the city is suspected. George
Raft, Edward Arnold and Claire Dodd are
swell.
HARD ROCK HARRIGAN (Fox). Heman stuff in which the muscular George
O'Brien is an adventurer who takes a job
on a tunnel, then- finds that his worst
enemy is the construction boss. A loosely
fashioned story with occasional moments
of excitement and fun.
Irene Hervey is

Dept. 19-A

Every year thousands of men and wom
who never dreamed of writing, break in
print as money-making authors of stories, artic
books, poetry, etc. The market for good mater
is unlimited. Send to-day for your FREE CO
of ■‘Writer's Review”—the magazine publis
to help you learn to write for profit, and h
you sell what you write at best prices.
Act no

WRITERS REVIEW cffiaWS

100% Improvement Guaranteed

We

strengthen the

organs —

build,
vocal
not toith einoiny lessons—but by fundamentally
sound and scientifically correct silent exercises.
and absolutely guarantee to improve any singing
or speaking voice at least 100% . . . Write fo
wonderful voice book-sent free, but enclose 8c
for part postage. Learn WHY you can now have
the voice you want. No literature sent to any¬
one under 17 unless signed by parent.

PERFECT VOICE INSTITUTE, Studio 79-18
64 E. Lake St., Chicago

the gal.
/HOORAY FOR LOVE (RKO). There's
music, singing and dancing that you'll like
in this.
Don't pay any attention to the
old, old story of how the show must go
on—and does!
Ann Sothern and Gene
Raymond are the romance; Bill Robinson
dances, as does Maria Gambarelli.
m earn a
income in
spare or full time mak¬
ing delicious, greaseless
do-nuts, with Ringer Electric
Do-Nut Baker. Delicious! Healthful! Start in
your own kitchen. No canvassing. Stores, lunch
rooms, buy all you make. Cash daily. Big profits
rpre PI AN ®how8 you how to start. No experience

rilfcfc
needed.
$25 starts you. total investment
less than $60.
Send a post-card today for full information. No
obligation, no salesman will call.

RINGER DO-NUT CO.. 107 Main St., N.E. Minneapolis. Minn.
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/IN OLD KENTUCKY (Fox).
A tale
of love, race horses and the South and
one of Will Rogers' funniest climaxes.
Will is seen as a horse trainer who needs
a muddy track to win the big race. How
he gets it will keep you laughing for
reels. Bill Robinson, the dusky dancer,

Old Faces Made Young

A famous French beauty specialist recently a
tonished New York society by demonstrating th
wrinkles, scrawny neck,
“crow’s feet”, double chin
and other marks of age are
easily banished by spending
only 5 minutes a day in
your own home by an easy
method of facial rejuvena¬
tion that any one can do.
No cosmetics, no massage,
no beauty parlor aids. .
The method is fully ex¬
plained with photographs in
a thrilling book sent free up¬
on request in plain wrapper by PAULINE PALME
i02*4 Armour Boulevard, Kansas City, Missou
Write before supply is exhausted.
Name.
City.State

MOVIE
and Etienne Girardot, the rainmaker, are
great.

^INFORMER, THE (RKO). A truly
artistic triumph in which Victor McLaglen, a tiny mind, is ruled by Wallace Ford,
a great brain, during the Irish Revolution.
The theme is definitely of masculine ap¬
peal, but we think women will go.

MIRROR

Get Relief From
These Trouble ■Now

V'V' IRISH IN US, THE (Warners). Jim¬
mie Cagney, Pat O'Brien and Frank Mc¬
Hugh

as

three

Irish

brothers

ture that offers the top in
Gordon

is

disorderly
at his
fighter.

superb
brood,

best

as

the

while

as

in

a

pic¬

laughs. Mary

mother

Allan

Cagney’s

of

the

Jenkins

is

punch-drunk

JALNA (RKO). A leisurely and sombre
screen version of Mazo de la Roche’s
famous novel of the Whiteoak family.
Story centers about an outsider who vis¬
its the Canadian farm family and changes
the peaceful life into a battle of emo¬
tions. The entire cast, headed by Kay
Johnson, Ian Hunter, Molly Lamont and
David Manners, is acceptable but the
story may be too bitter for many.
l^LES MISERABLES (Twentieth Cen¬
tury). Victor Hugo’s ponderous work ap¬
pears on the screen with Fredric March
as Jean Valjean and Charles Laughton as
the police inspector who never forgot a
face or his duty. If you like to cry, go.
1/LOVE ME FOREVER (Columbia).
Following the smash success of “One
Night Of Love” this comes as a distinct
disappointment. Not enough of the lovely
Moore voice and too much of Leo Car¬
rillo. A weak story, all about a gang¬
ster with a heart of gold, doesn’t help
matters any.
MAD LOVE (M-G-M).
Peter Lorre,
the screen’s newest hair-raiser, in a
garbled horror story about a concert
pianist whose hands are mangled. Lorre,
playing a surgeon, grafts the hands of
a knife thrower onto the musician. The
musician starts throwing knives. You’ll
throw fits if you pay good money to see it.
V^MAN
THE
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(Paramount).
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Evans and Lynne Overman give excellent
support.

p'MIMI
(Alliance—B. I. P.)
Doug
Fairbanks, Jr., and Gertrude Lawrence in
a gentle and charming version of Henri
Muger’s “Vie de Boheme.”
Fairbanks,
not ”so thin any more, gives a sparkling
performance. The supporting cast is ex-

Thousands get
A mazing Results with Yeast Foam Tablets—a Dry
Yeast—the Kind Science finds so Abundant in
Health-Building Vitamin B

I

suffer from any of the common
troubles listed above, let Yeast Foam
Tablets help you correct the condition
now. These pleasant, pasteurized yeast
tablets have done wonders for thousands
of men and women.
Doctors all over the world recommend
yeast for combating skin troubles and
faulty elimination. In these easy-to-eat
tablets you get this corrective food in the
form science now knows is so rich as a
source oi Vitamin B.
F YOU

Tests reveal that from dry yeast the
system quickly absorbs the precious
element that gives tone to the digestive
system, stimulates intestinal action and
helps to free the body of poisons.
No wonder users report such amazing re¬
sults!
At a well known clinic, 83% of the
patients with constipation, who were given
Yeast Foam Tablets, reported marked
improvement within two weeks. Before
starting to eat this dry yeast, some of
these patients had used laxatives almost
continuously.

Start now to eat Yeast Foam Tablets
regularly. See how fast this dry yeast helps
you to look better and feel better. Within
a short time your whole digestive system
should return to healthy function. You
should no longer need to take harsh cathar¬
tics. You should have more strength and
energy. Ugly pimples and other skin blem¬
ishes caused by a sluggish system should
disappear.
Ask your druggist for Yeast Foam
Tablets today. The 10-day bottle costs
only 50c. Refuse all substitutes.
FREE! This beautiful tilted mirror. Gives
perfect close-up. Leaves
both hands free to put on
make-up. Amazingly con¬
venient. Sent free for an
empty Yeast Foam Tablet
carton. Use the coupon.
RG-U-35

NORTHWESTERN YEAST CO.
1750 N. Ashland Ave.,Chicago, Ill.
I enclose empty Yeast Foam Tablet carton.
Please send me the handy tilted make-up mirror.
Name_
Address_City_

State.
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Home Treatment for
Keeping Skin Young
Mercolized Wax—one beauty aid you can afford
because this single preparation embodies all the
essentials of beauty that your skin needs. It
cleanses, softens, bleaches, lubricates and pro¬
tects. So simple to use, too. Just pat it on your
skin each night as if it were an ordinary cold
cream. Mercolized Wax seeps into your pores,
dissolves grime, dust and all impurities. It
absorbs the discolored surface skin in tiny, invis¬
ible particles, revealing the beautiful, smooth, young skin that lies
beneath. It clears away freckles, tan, oiliness, sunburn or any other
blemishes. You use such a tiny bit of Mercolized Wax for each appli¬
cation that it proves an inexpensive beauty investment. Beauty can not
be taken for granted. It must be cared for regularly if you want
to hold beauty through the years. Mercolized
Wax brings out the hidden beauty of your
skin. Let it make your skin more beautiful.
Phelactine removes hairy growths—takes them out—
easily, quickly and gently. Leaves the skin hair free.
Phelactine is the modern, odorless facial depilatory that
fastidious women prefer.

Want Some Money?

1/1/MURDER MAN, THE (M-G-M).
Spencer Tracy in another of his beauti¬
fully restrained performances in an air¬
tight murder-mystery.
Set in a realistic
newspaper background, the picture is load¬
ed with suspense, action and sound dia¬
logue. Lionel Atwill and Robert Barrat
head the supporting cast and Virginia
Bruce takes care of the tragic romance.
/1/NAUGHTY MARIETTA (M-G-M).
Victor Herbert’s undying music is more
poignant than ever when sung by Jeanette
MacDonald and Nelson Eddy in a picture
abounding with romance, beautiful back¬
grounds, adventure, and above all, the
lovely familiar musical score. See it!

/NO MORE LADIES (M-G-M).
A
funny, not very satisfying story about the
ladies’ man who got married only to find
that he couldn’t work at both jobs. Joan
Crawford, Robert Montgomery, Franchot
Tone, Edna May Oliver and Charles
Ruggles give their usual fine performances.

Here’s a wonderful way to get it
Our beautifully illustrated book tells

FIRESIDE INDUSTRIES, Dept, 34-S, Adrian, Mich

1/MURDER IN THE FLEET (M-G-M).
With its full share of murders, thrills and
mystery this little picture is quite up to
standard.
Robert
Taylor
and
Jean
Parker supply the love interest.
If you
like murder mysteries go.

/NELL GWYNN (United Artists). A
slight,
lively and
seemingly authentic
biography of the infamous English flirt.
Anna Neagle handles the title role in an
unrestrained manner that most Hollywood
stars wouldn’t dare.
Charming settings
and costumes make this importation an¬
other worthwhile offering from Britain.

Powdered Saxolite dissolved in one-half pint witch
hazel quickly reduces wrinkles and other age signs. It is
a refreshing, stimulating astringent lotion. Use it daily.

how. It tells all about our new methods of art
decoration, art treatment and how any¬
body can learn without previous training
or experience. Itcontainspageafter
page of handsomecolor illustrations
of what you can make and sell. You
can make good money and this
book'C'TV'p'p Our system is amazis
ri'-I-'I-'ingly easy to learn
and the profits are larger than in almostany other business. You can pro¬
duce beautiful finished art objects
almost from the beginning. You don’t
have to know how to draw or have any
experience. Begin making money now. All sup¬
plies are sent by us with the instructions and
many have made $25 the first week. Some
society women have taken up this work for
their own amusement. — Either way, pleasure or profit
it’s the most delightful home work you can imagine.
Write Now for your copy of this valuable book; it’s FREE.

cellent and Miss Lawrence displays an
original personality. A woman’s picture.

//O/L FOR THE LAMPS OF CHINA
(Warner Brothers). Pat O’Brien, a virile
idealist, finds it romantic to supply back¬

GIVEN

you without extra charge!
All new Fireside members will be
given a magnificent assortment of
24 beautiful giftwares. This is in¬
cluded with membership.
Write for FREE book and money
making plan. A postcard will do.

ward China with

suffer untold hardships with him. An in¬
teresting

WORRY OVER

ttMtcuZz

HAIR □Mf”

Now, without any risk, you can tint those streaks or
patches of gray or faded hair to lustrous shades of
blonde, brown or black. A small brush and Brownatone does it. Prove it—by applying a little of this
famous tint to a lock of your own hair.
Used and approved—for over twenty-four years
by thousands of women. Brownatone is safe. Guar¬
anteed harmless for tinting gray hair. Active coloring
agent is purely vegetable. Cannot affect waving of
hair. Is economical and lasting—will not wash out.
Simply retouch as the new gray appears. Imparts
rich, beautiful color with amazing speed. Just brush
or comb it in. Shades: “Blonde to Medium Brown”
and “Dark Brown to Black” cover every need.
BROWNATONE is only 50c—at all drug and
toilet counters—always on a money-back guarantee.
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MISS

'T'HE end of every day found her
I- tired out, nervous, often with head¬
aches. But now, thanks to Nature’s
Remedy, work is fun again—she feels
like going to a movie or dance any %
night. Millions have switched to this
natural all-vegetable laxative. Con¬
tains no mineral, or phenol
derivatives. Instead a bal¬
anced combination of laxa¬
tive elements, provided by
nature, that work natu¬
rally, pleasantly. Try an
NR tonight. When you
see how much better you
feel you’ll know why
vegetable corrective is best. Only
25c at all druggists.

(Warner).
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Lionel

Barrymore, Chester Morris, Joseph Calleia
and Paul Kelly all give fine performances,
but Jean Arthur’s work is outstanding!

/RETURN OF PETER GRIMM, THE
(RKO). Lionel Barrymore, Helen Mack,
Georgie Breakstone and an excellent cast
in a cheery little piece about the dead
and the dying. It may be too realistic for
some of you. The famous story features
a ghost who returns home to straighten
left over affairs.

THE A. H. LEWIS MEDICINE CO., St. Louis, Mo.

FRlE:

Beautiful 5 Color—1935-1936 Calendar-Thermometer
with the purchase of a 25c box of NR, or a 10c roll of
Turns (For Acid Indigestion). At your druggist’s.

/SCOUNDREL, THE (Hecht and MacArthur for Paramount). The most con-
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troversial picture of the year, with Noel
Coward doing a magnificent piece of acting
in the title role. Julie Haydon is superb
as the betrayed girl. See it.
SHANGHAI (Paramount). Charles Boyer
gives a heart-breaking performance as an
Eurasian in love with an American girl
(Loretta Young), with marriage impos¬
sible because of racial animosities. See it
for performance, but don’t expect a happy
ending.
Alison Skipworth and Warner
Oland give excellent support.
k'SHE (RKO). Never believeable, but
full -of horror, fantasy and impressive
sets.
About a five-hundred-year-old but
ever youthful queen who rules supreme in
a land hidden beneath the Arctic ice. Randy
Scott, Helen Mack and Nigel Bruce are
the hardy adventurers who visit the eerie
country. Helen Gahagan is superb as the
cruel queen.
^STEAMBOAT ROUND THE BEND
(Fox).
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/THE 39 STEPS (GB). Another mys¬
tery thriller from the same company and
director who made “The Man Who
Knew Too Much.”
In beautifully photo¬
graphed out-doors scenes of the Scotch
Highlands, Robert Donat and Madeleine
Carroll enact a gay and interesting story
of intrigue and spies. This one will keep
you guessing.
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Tn«J MM- Just remenAe
WE’RE IN THE MONEY (Warner).
Glenda Farrell and Joan Blondell in a
nutty little item which races about show¬
ing what a hard life process servers have.
Hugh Herbert and Ross Alexander seem
to have a lot of fun in this offering, which
is satisfactory for Farrell-Blondell fans.

FREE!

New Cook Book of Wonders! |

New !New! NEW! Just off the press! “Magic Recipes” is a thrilling new
successor to“Amazing Short-cuts.”Gives you brand-new recipes—unbelievably
quick and easy—for pies, cookies, candies, frostings 1 Sure-fire custards 1 Easyto-make refrigerator cakes! Quicker ways to delicious salad dressings, sauces,
beverages, ice creams (freezer and automatic). Address: The Borden Sales Co.,
Inc., Dept. MG-1 IS, 350 Madison Ave., New York N.Y.

/WOMAN WANTED (M-G-M). An
exciting
mystery-gangster
story
with
Maureen O’Sullivan as the girl up for
murder and Joel McCrea as the man about
town who befriends -her. Adrienne Ames,
in an unsympathetic role, complicates the
plot and suave Lewis Stone does his usual
smooth work. The gangster element isn’t
overplayed.

f
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Name_
StreetState(Print name and address plainly)
—
This coupon may be pasted on a penny postcard.

City

You've Never Heard
of Irene?
If you know your Hollywood you
know that Irene is the greatest private
dress designer in movieland. She de¬
signs and makes all of Norma Shearer's
off-screen clothes as well as those of
many other famous stars.
Next month you will find in MOVIE
MIRROR the very first of Irenes win¬
ter fashions, made for and posed ex¬
clusively for us by

DOLORES DEL RIO
Don't miss

it—on

sale

'T’HE new Larkin
* Catalog is ready.
Spend a cent for a postcard
and ask us to send you your
free copy, but don’t spend a
cent for your wardrobe until
you see our lovely new Edna
May dresses.
So stylish, so
serviceable and so inexpensive!
The one pictured costs you
only $1.98.
See, too, all the new valuable
Larkin Premiums and read
about the Larkin Cozy-Home
Club. Your free Larkin Cata¬
log also tells about the liberal
rewards paid Larkin SecretaMail us a postcard.

October 25

Lttrkttx Cciac.

666 Seneca SL,
BUFFALO, N. Y.
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The Women in Bob Taylor's Life
(Continued from page 35)
on me was a nineteen-year-old beauty who
lived in a small town near Beatrice, Ne¬
braska, where I was born. I was seven¬
teen. No, there hadn’t been any puppylove crushes in my earlier school days. I
had been too busy with football or base¬
ball to even realize that girls existed
(except as minor pests) until I reached
that fatal Tarkington age. Fatal is really
the word!
“I suppose it might sound better to say
that we were drawn together by our mu¬
tual love of studies, sports, or a sympa¬
thetic interest in music, but she was
neither the outdoor type nor the intellec¬
tual. She was, in fact, an American ver¬
sion of Lupe Velez and ten minutes after
we started to dance she asked me if I
wanted to kiss her !
“I guess I wanted to, but I couldn’t
stand there and tell her I’d never kissed a
girl in my life! But I could, and did, step
on her feet and become very jittery. I got
up courage to ask her to let me take her
home in my new Pontiac phaeton and on
the way (right on the main highway and
in the middle of a bridge!) I stopped. I
left the motor running—for a quick get¬
away, I suppose—and after a quick peck
on the chin I threw the car into gear and
slammed on the gas. My face burned with
shame all the way to her home.
I had
sinned! But I felt daring! I don’t sup¬
pose anyone ever felt quite so ‘experienced’
as I did that night.

T

HEN I met my first blonde.
Of
course,” Bob laughed, “by this time, I
had myself down as a man-of-the-world,
which made me a perfect set-up for my
second romantic interlude.
She was a
very naive kid and in her sixteen years I
don’t think she’d ever been out of sight of
her father’s front porch after dark. Her
‘innocence’ intrigued me and she was also
a swell audience for my glowing tales of
my ‘past,’ such as it was. But in time, I
got tired of my pose; or maybe it was her
father’s insistent lament to my flame:
‘Come now, it’s ten-thirty and time for
you to be in bed!’ She is still living in that
same small town and working in a deli¬
catessen.
“About that time, my family forestalled
any further romantic development on my
part (in Nebraska) by moving to Cali¬
fornia.
During the next year I fell in
love and had my heart practically broken
for the first time in my life. Let’s call
the charming lady Elise. It will serve the
purpose quite as well as her own.
She
was a student at Scripps College, this first,
on-the-level love of my life. I don’t sup¬
pose I shall ever completely forget her.
“Elise was an Irish type, which is just
about the loveliest coloring for a woman:
dark hair and blue eyes. I met her and
almost immediately I knew, at last, what
the poets had been penning sonnets about.
It’s a funny thing about the average kid’s
development in love.
During the first
couple of flaming romances, he is so busy
admiring himself that he is hardly con¬
scious of the object of his affections. But
there does come a time and a love
(whether real or imagined) when he is
completely sunk in the smiles and whims
of a woman.
Everything, including his
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digestion, depends on whether she smiles,
or telephones when she says she will.
“I suppose you’ve guessed the outcome
of this one?” he grinned. “Yes, I asked
the lady to marry me. Her answer was a
very sudden and unexpected marriage to
another man! For about three months I
thought I was going to die. I told myself
that I was through with women forever!
There is, however, one thing to be said
for my romance with Elise. She knocked
a lot of my Nebraska-built romantic con¬
ceit out of me. I’ll never be sure again!
“And I didn’t fall in love again for one
whole month!
“I was appearing in a college play in
Pomona when I got my first fan letter. It
was signed, ‘Marie.’ It was such a thrill,
that first fan letter, that I answered it
immediately and asked Marie to meet me
at the corner drug store after the per¬
formance the following day.
I didn’t
know what she would look like and I
didn’t much care. I just wanted to thank
her for the grand encouragement. Sure, I
know what the usual ‘blind date’ turns out
to be, and I guess that’s what I expected
when I sat waiting for her that night.
“When she walked in at the appointed
time and place, you could have knocked
me over with a feather!
She was the
most beautiful girl I’d ever seen!
In
fact, she comes pretty close to being the
most beautiful girl I’ve seen to this day.
Marie is a platinum blonde.
I don’t
know whether my love was returned or
not, but at least our meeting developed
into one of the grandest friendships I’ve
ever known.
The play she saw me in
was ‘Camille,’ and to this day she sends
me a single camellia on my birthday each
year and at Christmas and on the opening
day of each new picture. She is one of
the loveliest girls I’ve ever known.
“And now,”
said Bob, “the scene
changes to Hollywood.” Which is quite
a jump for any romance career to take,
even though Pomona is but a few miles
from the town called Hollywood.

T T was while I was appearing in a play
at the Hollywood Playhouse that I met
my first actress! She was of the stage.
Tall, dark, exotically beautiful. She was
Russian and talked with a delightful ac¬
cent. She had been married and divorced
twice. I suppose I must have amused her
very much, real sophisticate that she was.
“The first time we dined together at the
Russian Eagle, she ordered caviar and
champagne.
So I ordered caviar and
champagne. It was the first time I had
tasted either, and she knew it. Thus, for
some reason or other, I shall always have
her tied up in my mind with the sophisti¬
cated things of life—even food and drink.
“To this day, I’m not sure what my
feelings for her were.
Of course, I
thought I was in love with her, though awe
and admiration are two very similar emo¬
tions to a young fellow and his first ac¬
tress. Yes, admiration is the word. She
really helped me so much. She taught me
the quality not only of clothes (though she
even went so far as to advise me what to
wear and where to buy it) but in mental
equipment and character as well. She put
good books at my disposal and then made

the reading of them an exciting adven¬
ture into her world. She taught me how
to order dinner correctly; showed me that
it was possible to interest an intelligent
woman for an entire evening without flirt¬
ing with her or even flattering her. I’ve
met a few women who have attempted to
imitate her type—the college widows at
Pomona, for instance—but they are only
imitations.
She was the real thing, au¬
thentically herself and always a charming,
delightful and exciting woman.
“One night I tried to tell her just how
much she had meant in my life, how
fortunate I was to have known her. I re¬
member she was sitting on the floor,
playing a guitar and humming Russian
folk songs. When I had finished, she re¬
plied :
“ ‘Perhaps it has not been so fortunate
for you. When our romance ends, as it
will, you will find that I have spoiled a
great many things for you—particularly
women! Some day you will be with an¬
other woman who will say or do some¬
thing that will cause you to think of me
and whisper, “She would not have said
that; she would never have done that!” ’

A ND she was right! Each time I look
•‘W back to her, I realize that she had
the uncanny faculty of doing just the right
thing at the right time—never the wrong
thing. She still writes to me and advises
me about my career. She has returned to
Europe now.
“Then, for the next few months, I was
so busy getting a foothold in pictures that
I didn’t have much of a chance to indulge
in the social life of Hollywood.
I met
few people. I was alone a great deal. The
few girls I did meet at the studio were
just as career-conscious as I was and most
of them were more anxious to retain their
beauty for their work than they were to*
go out to night clubs. Of course, the most
important stars didn’t know I was on
earth, and besides, I’d be scared to death
of so much fame in a girl!
“After the first few months in pictures,
I did meet a girl who was a grand tennis
partner and a swell pal for swimming. We
had a lot of laughs together, but I didn’t
need a pair of glasses to see that she was
no more interested in me than she would
have been in a number of others she knew.
We had a lot of fun; but when the laughs
began to wear thin, so did the romance!”
I thought about the insistent reports that
linked Bob’s name with that of a very
lovely brunette actress on his own lot,
Irene Hervey. One columnist had gone so
far as to say they would be married very
shortly and that Irene had announced
their engagement at a Hollywood party.
The next day that announcement was de¬
nied by Irene. All of Hollywood knows
that the young couple met on the M-G-M
lot about a year ago and that they’ve been
seen together a great deal ever since.
But when I asked Bob if he was plan¬
ning to climax his cycle of romantic ad¬
ventures with a Hollywood marriage,
either now or in the near future, he merely
smiled and answered:
“In Nebraska, where I come from, one
has to ask the lady.”
And, so far, the lady has denied it!
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ALONE AT LAST...

ROMANCE PAST!

(Continued from page 21)
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Question Box

"TUMS" SAYS FRIEND... E

The wife of what famous screen lover
asked a friend of the family to escort
her to the Hollywood Bowl Concert be¬
cause “My husband is on location,” when
he was up at the Clover Club the very
same night having himself a TIME?
What is the real reason for the “huff”
between Bing Crosby and Dick Arlen
after all these years of close friendship?
What is the reason behind all the “ad¬
ditions and alterations” on Joan Craw¬
ford’s house?
Who is the beautiful
(though ro¬
mantically unlucky) actress who recently
went all the way to London to see her
favorite tennis star only to have him
choose another actress while she was
there?
Which handsome lover of the films re¬
cently stated that he would quit pictures
in 1940?
Which star didn't?
Can you name the two married stars
who haven’t an intimate friend in the
world and what's more don’t want any?
Who is the famous actress who can
boast that she is the only feminine Boy
Scout in the U.S. and actually is?
Can you name the star who, when she
arrived in Hollywood weighed one hun¬
dred and
fifty-two
pounds
and now
weighs less than one hundred and twenty
and is said to have one of the most
beautiful figures in the world?
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HE shoemaker who made Joan Craw¬
ford’s latest sandals must have got
tired of “plain perforations” so he spelled
the word “Joan” in perforations on the
tip of each bootie. Quaint?
ABY

LE
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Charlie Farrell was vacation¬
the Austrian Tyrol last year,
golf every morning with a
fellow of uncertain age whom

incognito.
*
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IXIE LEE is taking secret tennis
lessons and hopes to be able to beat
Bing when he finishes “Two For To¬

night.”

HAPPY END!

DON'T TAKE YOUR WOES TO RENO, DEAR-

YOU'RE PERFECT NOW—WE WILL NOT SEVER-

GIVE HIM TUMS—AND STAY RIGHT HERE !

I LOVE YOU, DARLING—MORE THAN EVER I

JUST TRY TUMS AFTER MEALS!
“TF you get acid indigestion from favorite
A foods... but distrust those old-fashioned
water-soluble alkalizers as I did...munch a
few TUMS after meals! They’re absolutely
safe, and relieve gas, heartburn or sour stomach
in a jiffy!” You never
know when ... that’s
^Beautiful
why thousands carry
5 color 1935-36 Cal¬
endar - Thermometer
with the purchase ot a
10c roll of Turns or
25c box of NR (the all¬
vegetable laxative).
At your druggist's.

TUMS

the handy vest-pocket roll of TUMS with
them always. TUMS contain a special antacid
compound that cannot dissolve except in the
presence of acid. When acid condition is cor
rected, any excess antacid passes on inert
TUMS contain no soda or any harsh alka'
that may over-alkalize the blood of sto lo¬
ach. Only 10c for TUMS. At all drug stores.

FOR THE
TUMMY

A. H. LEWIS COMPANY. St. Louis, Mo.

LITTLE BLUE BOOKS
Send postcard for our free catalogue. Thou¬
sands of bargains. Address: LITTLE BLUE
BOOK CO., Catalogue Dept., Desk 467.
Girard, Kansas.
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HANOY TO CARRY

WITH NEW$°'l? PLASTIC RUBBER!

Dries tough over-night!

Out-wears leather!

Waterproof! Flexible! Non-skid! Guaranteed' Fix auto^
top. cuts in tires, etc. Take this ad to any Hardware
Or 10c Store. ASK FOR SO-LO PLASTIC RIBBLR.

THOUSANDS LEARN MUSIC
WORLD’S EASIEST WA
No Expensive Teachers...No Bothersome
Scales...No Boring Exercises
BEGINNERS PLAY REAL
MUSIC FROM THE START

*

he knew as “Karl.”
This week, Charlie is proudly display¬
ing a fan letter signed “Wilhelm Hohenzollern”—the dapper Ex-Crown Prince of
Germany—who, Charlie now knows, is
the same tired little fellow in the Tyrol
with whom he played golf. The^ Crown
Prince always uses the name ' Karl
as
his

HEARTBURNS MADE YOU JUST A LOUSE—
NOT FIT TO HAVE AROUND THE HOUSE!

for

the first time in "From Little Acorns”
and his first words

WHO CARES FOR WEALTH OR HIGH POSITION
I LOVE YOUR CAREFREE DISPOSITION I

*

Yes, literally thousands of men and women in
all walks of life have learned music—have won
new friends, become socially popular—this
quick, modern, easy as A-B-C way.
You, too, can learn to play—to entertain
others—to pep up any party—just as these
thousands of others are doing. And you can do this
without the expense of a private teacher—right in your
own home. You don’t need to be talented. You don't
need previous musical training. You don’t have to
spend hours and hours playing monotonous scales and
humdrum finger exercises. You start right in playing
real little tunes. And sooner than you expected you
find yourself entertaining your friends—having the
best times you ever had.

Easy as A-B-C
LEARN TO PLAY
BY NOTE
Piano
Violin
Guitar
Saxophone
Organ
Ukulele
Tenor Banjo
Hawaiian Guitar
Piano Accordion
Or Any Other
Instrument

The U. S. School method
is literally as easy as A-B-C.
First, it tells you how to
do a thing.
Then it
shows you in pictures how
to do it. Then you do it
yourself and hear it. What
could be simpler?
And
learning this way is like
playing a game.
Practic¬
ing becomes real fun in¬

stead of a bore as it used to be with the old way.
Prove to yourself without cost how easily and quickl.
you can learn to play.
Send today for Free Demon¬
stration Lesson and Explanatory Booklet. See the siraph
principles around which this method is built. If you reall
want to learn music—if you want to win new popularityenjoy good times galore—mail the coupon below. JDm
delay—act NOW.
Instruments supplied when ueedec,
cash or credit. U. S. School of Music, 30611 Brunsw
Bldg., N. Y. C.

U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC
30611 Brunswick Bldg., New York City
Send me your amazing free book, “How You O
Master Music in Your Own Home,’’ with lnspiri
message by Dr. Frank Crane; also Free Bemonstrati
Lesson. This does not put me under any obligatii
Name. .
Address.
Instrument...

Have you
Instrument?.

HIDDEN HOLLYWOOD
Each month the intimate, human story of daily life in movieland
is brought to you first

,
By

O

N another page of this mag¬
azine you will find Fred
Stone’s beautiful tribute to
his friend Will Rogers.
I can add nothing to that. But
here are a few little stories that
I doubt got out of Hollywood.
The story about Emile, for
instance.
He had been the
Rogers butler for years. He
J
was also their friend.
iEmile was sick in the
hospital when Will was to
start on that final flight.
Will had a thousand things
o do, to get away. There
yetje his writings, and the
few contract with Fox he
had just signed, and the
'ans for the family’s valtion—scads of things.
Will got them all done,
''ugh, so that he’d have time,
his way to the plane, to
> by at the hospital and chat
1 Emile for awhile—wished
luck and told him to hurry up
get well.
*

#

*

he night the news came to Hollywood
arranged a national broadcast in
id’s memory.
Paul Whiteman, Fred
tone, Ruth Etting and others gave
leir services. Every one of them went
irough the entire broadcast with tears
reaming down their faces.
3fC

5jc

jfc

Claudette Colbert's method
of making her marriage last
in Hollywood was the direct
opposite of Joan Blondell's—
and now both families have
met the same divorce fate.

At the funeral services, a whole row
the church was reserved for Indians,
qey had been Will’s friends during his
dy Oklahoma days. In death he didn't forget them.

■ ND for sheer courage and honest thinking, there’s Will
1 Rogers, Jr., taken off an oil tanker, where he was worklg for the summer, to get the dreadful news of his dad’s
eath in an airplane accident
So many kids would have collapsed with grief. So many
vould have blamed it all on aviation.
-\Will, Jr., showed he was a true son of his father. He
<\nt no time coddling himself. He got into a plane and
;w to his mother and sister who, he figured, needed him.
*

*

*

■There wasn't a preview nor a party in Hollywood from
I time of Will’s death until the funeral services. There
Is no polo played. The whole industry stopped during the
me of the funeral services. It was a tribute such as no
’tor has ever had—such as few men will ever have.
*

*

*

On the Fox lot, in the cafe, Will’s favorite table is cov¬
ed daily with flowers and marked most simply, “Reserved.”

They are going to keep it that way.
*
*
*
PLAUDETTE
COLBERT
gave me permission some
weeks ago to announce the fil¬
ing of her divorce papers
recently in Mexico. But so
fast are Mexican divorces,
that the decree was handed
down before I could get
this news in print.
Thus
another
modern
“fifty-fifty”
marriage
breaks up.
Characteristically, Claud¬
ette is neither defending
herself
nor
condemning
herself.
You will probably hear the
the wedding bells pealing
for Norman Foster and
Sally Blane.
Which is no one’s fault,
either. People do fall out of
love and in again.
Claudette tried to make her mar¬
riage a success by living apart.
Joan Blondell tried to safeguard
hers by never being separated from
George Barnes for a single hour.
Both failed. Which is probably a good
argument for trying the happy medium.

T STOPPED by a

Hollywood hosiery
1 shop the other morning and ran into
one of our glamour queens,
She, too,
was buying stockings.
She wanted, however, size 7y2.
The
shop said they could give them to her
if she’d pay the cost of altering the knitting machine, which
would be $35, and the cost of the stockings, which would
be $5.50 the pair.
“Okay,” said the star. “I’ll take fifty pairs.”
I wish you’d seen me slinking out of the place with my
bag of three pairs hidden under my last summer’s coat!
*
*
*
'"THE story behind the making of “Broadway Melody
of 1936” fascinates-me. The order came down from the
powers-that-be that if this production wasn’t successful it
would be Metro’s last musical picture. This company, so
outstanding in other lines, just hasn’t been able to make a
go of song-dance films.
And although a million dollars
was spent on the show, there wasn’t a single big box-office
star in it—until after the preview when three big stars were
born—Eleanor Powell, Bob Taylor and Jack Benny. And
besides, Metro had made a wow of a picture which should
net them two million dollars. And strangely enough the
famous crystal scene, which was to he the smash number,
was just nothing when it was run off!

World's Greatest Authors
Now Available in Gorgeous
Single Volume Editions

T

HESE authors and their works need no
recommendation—the books themselves
need only to be seen to be desired. Bound in
beautiful red-brown Florentine (limp) leather
richly hand decorated and with 14 karat gold
stamping, thin strongly fabricated paper, clear
cut, easily readable type, rounded corners and
color toned edges, with nearly one thousand
pages to each volume, aside from their sterling
literary worth, these books give an added
touch of exotic luxury to any home no matter
how modest or how affluent. Wherever possi¬
ble they contain the author’s complete works.
Where his works are too voluminous his se¬
lected finest works are included. As gifts they
are ideal. To be appreciated they must be
seen. Send for one or more today at our risk.
We will refund your money cheerfully if for
any reason they prove unsatisfactory. $2.29
each—any three for $6.50. Circle the numbers
of the books you want. Use the coupon.
102, Balzac; 103, Anton Chekhov; 104, Boccaccio; 105,
Alphonse Daudet; 106, Conan Doyle; 107, Droll Stories;
108, Alexander Dumas; 109, Ralph Waldo Emerson; 110,
Gustave Flaubert; 111, H. Rider Haggard; 112, Nathaniel
Hawthorne; 113, Victor Hugo; 114, Henrik Ibsen; 115, Kip¬
ling; 116, de Maupassant; 117, Edgar Allen Poe; 118,
Shakespeare (complete with thumb index); 119, Robert
Louis Stevenson; 120, Tolstoi; 121, Voltaire; 122, Oscar
Wilde; 123, Benvenuto Cellini; 124, Theophile Gautier;
125, Jean Jacques Rousseau; 126, Emile Zola.

$2.29 EACH • ANY THREE FOR $6.50
Economy Educational League
1926 Broadway, New York.
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I enclose $. for which please send postpaid the leather
bound volumes indicated below. My money to be refunded on any
unsatisfactory purchase.

ECONOMY
EDUCATIONAL
LEAGUE

102
103
104
105
106

107
108
109
no
111

112
113
114
115
116

117
118
119
120
121

Name
Street.

1926

BROADWAY

NEW

YORK

CITY

Town

State

122
123
124
125
126

NO THANKS!
I’D RATHER HAVE
A LUCKY.
They’re easy on
my throat
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